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Foreword
This year marks the 24th anniversary for the International Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge
Engineering (SEKE). For nearly a quarter of century, SEKE has established itself as a major international forum
to foster, among academia, industry, and government agencies, discussion and exchange of ideas, research results
and experience in software engineering and knowledge engineering. The SEKE community has grown to become a
very important and influential source of ideas and innovations on the interplays between software engineering and
knowledge engineering, and its impact on the knowledge economy has been felt worldwide. On behalf of the Program
Committee Co-Chairs and the entire Program Committee, I would like to extend to you the warmest welcome to SEKE
2012.
We received 219 submissions from 30 countries this year. Through a rigorous review process where a majority (86
percent) of the submitted papers received three reviews, and the rest with two reviews, we were able to select 59 full
papers for the general conference (27 percent), 18 full papers for three special tracks (8 percent), and 60 short papers
(27 percent), for presentation in thirty nine sessions during the conference. In addition, the technical program includes
excellent keynote speech and panel discussions, and three special tracks: Software Engineering with Computational
Intelligence and Machine Learning, Petri Nets for SEKE, and Software Testing and Analysis with Intelligent
Technologies.
The high quality of the SEKE 2012 technical program would not have been possible without the tireless effort and hard
work of many individuals. First of all, I would like to express my sincere appreciation to all the authors whose technical
contributions have made the final technical program possible. I am very grateful to all the Program Committee members
whose expertise and dedication made my responsibility that much easier. My gratitude also goes to the keynote speaker
and panelists who graciously agreed to share their insight on important research issues, to the conference organizing
committee members for their superb work, and to the external reviewers for their contribution.
Personally, I owe a debt of gratitude to a number of people whose help and support with the technical program and the
conference organization are unfailing and indispensable. I am deeply indebted to Dr. S. K. Chang, Chair of the Steering
Committee, for his constant guidance and support that are essential to pull off SEKE 2012. My heartfelt appreciation
goes to Dr. Masoud Sadjadi, the Conference Chair, for his help and experience, and to the Program Committee CoChairs, Dr. Marek Reformat of University of Alberta, Canada, Dr. Swapna Gokhale of University of Connecticut, USA,
and Dr. Jose Carlos Maldonado of University of Sao Paulo, Brazil, for their outstanding team work. I am truly grateful
to the special track organizers, Dr. Taghi Khoshgoftaar of Florida Atlantic University, Dr. Marek Reformat of University
of Alberta, Canada, Dr. Dianxiang Xu of Dakota State University, South Dakota, Dr. Haiping Xu of University of
Massachusetts Dartmouth, Dr. Zhenyu Chen of Nanjing University, China, and Dr. Zheng Li of Beijing University of
Chemical Technology, China, for their excellent job in organizing the special sessions. I would like to express my great
appreciation to all the Publicity Co-Chairs, Dr. Xiaoying Bai of Tsinghua University, China, Dr. Raul Garcia Castro
of Universidad Politecnica de Madrid, Spain, Shihong Huang of Florida Atlantic University, and Dr. Haiping Xu of
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth, for their important contributions, to the Asia, Europe, and South America
liaisons, Dr. Hironori Washizaki of Waseda University, Japan, Dr. Raul Garcia Castro of Universidad Politecnica de
Madrid, Spain, and Dr. Jose Carlos Maldonado of University of Sao Paulo, Brazil, for their great efforts in helping
expand the SEKE community, and to the Poster/Demo session Co-Chairs, Dr. Farshad Samimi of Trilliant and Dr.
Ming Zhao of Florida International University, for their work. Last but certainly not the least, I must acknowledge the
important contributions the following KSI staff members have made: David Huang, Rachel Lu, Alice Wang, and Dennis
Chi. Their timely and dependable support and assistance throughout the entire process have been truly remarkable. It
has been a great pleasure to work with all of them.
Finally, I hope you will find your participation in the SEKE 2012 programs rewarding. Enjoy your stay in the San
Francisco Bay area.
Du Zhang
SEKE 2012 Program Chair
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Keynote
On the Naturalness of Software
Professor Prem Devanbu
Department of Computer Science
University of California Davis
Abstract

Natural Language processing (NLP) has been revolutionized by statistical language models, which
capture the high degree of regularity and repetition that exists in most human speech and writing.
These models have revolutionized speech recognition and translation. We have found, surprisingly,
that “natural software”, viz., code written by people is also highly repetitive, and can be modeled
effectively by language models borrowed from NLP. We present data supporting this claim, discuss
some early applications showcasing the value of language models of code, and present a vision for
future research in this area.

About the Speaker

Prem Devanbu received his B.Tech from the Indian Institute of Technology in Chennai, India, before
you were born, and his PhD from Rutgers in 1994. After spending nearly 20 years at Bell Labs and
its various offshoots, he escaped New Jersey to join the CS faculty at UC Davis in late 1997. He has
published over 100 papers, and has won ACM SIGSOFT distinguished paper awards at ICSE 2004,
ICSE 2009, and ASE 2011, and the conference best paper awards at MSR 2010 and ASE 2011. He
has been program chair of ACM SIGSOFT FSE (in 2006) and ICSE (in 2010). He has served on the
Editorial boards of both IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering and the ACM equivalent. He
has worked in several different areas over a 25 year research career, including logic programming,
knowledge representation, software tools, secure information storage in the cloud, and middleware.
For the past years, he has been fascinated by the abundance of possibilities in the veritable ocean of
data that is available from open-source software projects. He is funded by grants from the NSF, the
AFOSR, Microsoft Research, and IBM.
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Panel on Future Trends of Software
Engineering and Knowledge Engineering
Du Zhang
California State University, USA
(Moderator)
The International Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering (SEKE) is
celebrating its 24th anniversary this year. For nearly a quarter of century, while SEKE has established
itself as a major international forum to promote research and practice in software engineering
and knowledge engineering, the computing fields have undergone profound changes. Today, our
daily lives are intimately intertwined with artifacts that are the results of software engineering
and knowledge engineering. What will the future hold for SEKE as a field of inquiry in the next
ten years? What are the challenges that lie ahead? What can we do as a community to further our
agenda on SEKE? Toward illuminating our path to the future, an excellent panel of experts has
been assembled. Panelists will share their insight on the future trends of software engineering and
knowledge engineering. We hope you will find the panel an inspiring impetus for the continued
growth of SEKE in the years to come.

Software Engineering of Autonomic Clouds
Masoud Sadjadi
Florida International University, USA
(Panelist)
Autonomic or self-managing clouds are becoming prevalent software deployment environments for
applications ranging from commerce (e.g., banking), to education (e.g., virtual labs), to research
(e.g., high-performance computing). Unfortunately, traditional approaches to software engineering
are not applicable to the specific characteristics of autonomic clouds, which are becoming a major
part of every software application’s solution domain. Therefore, there is a desperate need for a
paradigm shift in how software applications are designed, developed, tested, deployed, hosted, and
consumed in the clouds. One example of the specific characteristics of autonomic clouds is the
concept of on-demand services leasing, which has major impacts on the growth of new businesses,
from their inception to booming popularity. To respond to such needs, service providers face
major challenges when trying to keep up with their promise of infinite capacity with unconditional
elasticity.
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Big Data in Software Engineering: Challenges and Opportunities
Taghi Khoshgoftaar
Florida Atlantic University, USA
(Panelist)
The field of software engineering has changed drastically in the past 20 years. Although traditional
quality assurance approaches such as unit tests and change tracking remain essential tools, these
approaches can be easily overwhelmed by the sheer volume of modules, bugs, programmers, and
projects managed in large software development firms. To deal with this “Big Data,” a new class of
software engineering tools are needed: those from the fields of data mining and machine learning.
By employing techniques specifically designed to sift through enormous datasets and identify
the elements in need of human attention, data mining tools permit software practitioners to focus
valuable human resources where they are needed most. I will discuss a number of topics concerning
the use of data mining to manage Big Data in the context of software engineering, including software
metric selection, data balance issues, and quality of data.

Knowledge Engineering, Operational Research and AI:
the Time to Meet
Eric Grégoire
Université d′Artois, France
(Panelist)
Although they share many paradigms, the Operational Research and Artificial Intelligence fields
have often evolved separately. This last decade, both domains have come ever closer, through new
insights in constraint solving and SAT-related technologies, allowing problems to be solved that were
long considered out of reach. This opens new perspectives for Knowledge Engineering as well.

Computational Issues in Social Networks
Swapna S. Gokhale
University of Connecticut, USA
(Panelist)
Online social networks (OSNs) have had an enormous impact on the way people communicate and
share information. Today, the population of Facebook exceeds that of the United States and Lady
Gaga has more Twitter followers than the entire population of Australia! OSNs not only provide
social channels for communication, but they also offer critical marketing and customer profiling
tools for businesses. This revolution has precipitated a deep desire to understand the structure of
OSNs, identify the latent patterns that may exist within these networks, and leverage these structures and patterns to build novel applications and services. While sociologists have researched such
social networks for decades, never before has such a vast quantity of structured social network data
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been available for analysis. Social network analysis is thus a rapidly emerging field that combines
algorithmic, graph theoretical, and data mining techniques to map, measure, and find patterns in the
relationships and communication flows in massive OSN datasets. This talk will summarize the recent, state-of-the-art research in OSN analysis on topics such as topology characterization, information and influence diffusion, community detection, inferring relationship strength, microblog analysis, friend and link prediction, data anonymity, workload characterization, and security and privacy,
and outline avenues for further exploration.

Web Intelligence:
Representation and Processing of Knowledge with Uncertainty
Marek Reformat
University of Alberta, Canada
(Panelist)
Uncertainty is an integral component of information and knowledge. Many concepts we deal with
are without precise definitions, or with unknown facts, missing or inaccurate data. Such a situation
is also present on the Internet where many sources of information could be corrupted, or partially
and temporally inaccessible. Our dependence on the Internet is growing with every day. We relay on
it doing research, learning new things, and finding what is happening in the world and in our neighborhood. But, how much imprecision and ambiguity is out there? How many sources of data are
trustworthy? How much we can relay on the web to discover new things? Additionally, uncertainty
is not only associated with data and information stored on the web – the users also bring ambiguity
and imprecision. In many cases, the users’ behavior and decisions depend on current circumstances,
users’ judgments, their understanding of situations, and their needs and requirements – things that
are “equipped” with ambiguity. In order to make the web a user-friendly environment where the
users can easily and quickly find things they are looking for, new web utilization tools have to be
developed. They should be able to deal with numerous alternatives provided by the Internet, as well
as with imprecision. The purpose of this topic is to provoke discussion how critical is to address the
issue of imprecision and what methods, tools and approaches would be possible solutions.
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Very recently, linear influence model (LIM) [7] was
proposed to a nalyze the soci al network w ith an unknow n
network structure. LIM models the global influence of each
node through an i mplicit network. In particular, LIM
captures the global tem poral effect by modeling the number
of newly infected nodes as a linear function in all other nodes
infected in the past. Althou gh LIM can roughly model the
influence for each node under our basic assumption, it cannot
tell which nodes are central for an interesting topic.

Abstract— Social influence analysis is a powerful tool for
extracting useful information from various types of social
media, especially from social networks. How to identify the hub
nodes (the most influential users) in a social network is a
central research topic in social influence analysis. In this paper,
we develop the sparse linear influence model (SLIM) to
automatically identify hub nodes in an implicit network. Our
model is based on the linear influence model with two main
advantages: 1) we don’t need to know the underlying network
topology or structure as prior knowledge (e.g., connections
among users); 2) it can identify a set of hub nodes specific to a
given topic. To solve SLIM, which is a non-smooth
optimization, we adopt the accelerated gradient descent (AGM)
framework. We show that there is a closed-form solution for
the key step at each iteration in AGM. Therefore, the
optimization procedure achieves the optimal convergence and
can be scaled to very large dataset. The SLIM model is
validated on a set of 50 million tweets of 1000 users on twitter.
We show that our SLIM model can efficiently select the most
influential users on different sets of specific topics. We also find
several interesting patterns of these influential users.

In this paper, we extend the LIM model so that we can
identify hub nodes (or the most influential users in our
problem) in an implicit information diffusion network. Our
work combines the LIM model with sparse learning method.
In recent years, sparse learning has become a popular tool in
machine learning and statis tics. By jointly minimizing a
smooth convex loss and a spa rsity-inducing regularizer (e.g.
L1-norm), sparse learning methods can select the most
relevant features from high-dimensional data. Utilizing the
sparse learning fram ework, we introduce a special sparsityinducing regularizer, group Lasso penalty [8], in the LIM
model and pr opose the c orresponding SLIM model (Sparse
Linear Influence Model). Our SLIM will automatically set
the influence factors for thos e non-influential nodes to zero
and hence select the remaining nodes as influential ones.

Keywords-Sparse learning, Data mining, Social influence
analysis

I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the
non-smoothness of the
penalty, the
optimization problem for SLIM becomes quite challenging.
To solve this optimization problem, we adopt the accelerated
gradient descent framework (AGM) [9, 13]. We show that
for the proxi mal operator, whic h is the key step in AGM,
there is a closed-form solution. Then, we directly apply fastiterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (FISTA) to sol ve
this optimization problem, which ac hieves an optimal
, where is the total number of
convergence rate in
iterations.

Modeling the diffusion of in formation has been one of
core research areas for analyzing social network data [1], [2],
[3]. A central question in m odeling information diffusion is
how to find hub nodes in t he network. In this paper, we
define "hub nodes" to be the most influential users for a
certain topic. In the past a few years, a great effort has been
devoted to identifying hub n odes [4], [5], [6], [12], [14],
[15]. Most of these algorithms rely on a strong assum ption
that the entire topology of the ne twork is available as prior
knowledge and the inf ormation can only dissem inate over
the given network structure. For example, one of the stateof-the-art methods [6] ranks users based on the number of
followers and PageRank, which depends on the network
structure. However, in many problems, the network structure
is unavailable or har d defined. Throughout this paper, we
make a basic assum ption: the information on multiple topics
spreads through an implicit network but we can only observe
the volume (the num ber of nodes infected) for each topic
over time.

The proposed SLIM model can be applied to m any
various sources of social media. In this paper, we specifically
apply our SLIM model on the twitter data sets. Twitter has
gained huge popularity since the first day a s it launched a nd
has drawn increasing interests from research comm unity.
Using the SL IM model, we can efficiently select the most
influential twitter users for different products and brands,
which can provide a lot of us eful information for companies
and potentially make advertisement for effectiveness.
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The rest of this paper is orga
nized as follows. We
present the background of LIM model and sparse learning in
Section II. In Section III, we introduce our SLIM model for
hub nodes selection. An ef ficient and scalable optim ization
technique is given in Section IV. I n the final Section V, we
present the experimental results on real twitter data.
II.

B. Sparse Learning
We present the necessary background for sparse learning,
starting with the high- dimensional linear r egression model.
denote the input data m atrix and
Let
denote the response vector.
Under the linear regression
model,

BACKGROUND



A. Linear Influence Model (LIM)
We follow the notations in [7]. Assum e there are
contagions diffused
nodes (corresponds to users) and
topics). Assuming the
over the network (corresponds to
units:
entire time intervals are norm alized into
. In the ori ginal paper of LIM, it uses an
to present whether the node got
indicator function
infected by the contagion between the time interval
will be either one or
and . Therefore, the value for
zero. In this paper, we relax this assum ption by defining
to be the num ber of ti mes that the node
got
infected by contagion in
. Furthermore, let
and .
denote the total volum e of contagion between
Under the linear influence model:

is the regression coefficient to be e stimated
Where
, To select the
and the noise is distributed as
most predictive features,
Lasso [10] provides a sparse
by solving the followin g optimization
estimate of
problem:



Where
is the
-norm of
which
encourages the solutions t o be sparse, and
is the
regularization parameter that cont rols the s parsity-level (the
number of non-zero elements in ). For the sparsity-patter n
of , we could obtain a set of important features which
correspond to those non-zero elements in .





When features have a natural group structure, we could
use the group Lasso penalty [8] to shrink each group of
features to zero all-together instead of each individual
feature. In part icular, let denote the set of groups a nd the
corresponding group Lasso problem can be formulated as:

Where is the maximum lag-length and
is the nonnegative influence factor of user at the time-lag and
is the i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian noise. To m odel the
influence for each user, we need to obtain a ro bust estimator
. Following LIM, we could organize
,
of
and
in a m atrix form. In particular, we define the
to be the concatenation of
volume vector
where each
; the
to be the concatenation of
user's influence vector
where each
. The matrix
, whose ele ments are
, is or ganized
so that (1) can be written in a matrix form

Where
constructing


Where

is the sub vector of

for features in gr oup ;

is the vector

-norm. This group

Lasso penalty achieves the effect of jointly setting all of t he
coefficients within each group to zero or nonzero values.
III.

  

SPARSE INFLUENCE LINEAR MODEL (SLIM)

Utilizing the group Lass o penalty introduced in the
previous section, we propose a new m odel, called SLIM
(sparse linear influence m odel), which can autom atically
select the hub nodes without the prior knowledge of the
network structure. We extend the LIM m odel by introducing
another group lasso penalty on the user infl uence vector. In
particular, we solve the following optimization problem:

is the vector of noise. For the details of
, please refer to [7].

Based on (2), we can formulate the problem of predicting
by a non-negative least square problem:








Where
is the vector -norm. From the estimated , we
obtain the pattern of the influence for each user.
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Where each
is the influence vector
for the -th node. We take the -norm on each so that it
will encourage all the elements in to go to zero together.

FISTA Algorithm for SLIM
Input: ,

With the estimated , we can directly identify those most
influential nodes. Let us denote the set of hub nodes by :

Initialization:
Iterate for



Step 1:

The cardinality of
(i.e., the number of hub nodes) is
,
controlled by the regularization parameter . When
then all will become zero and none of the nodes will be
). On the othe r hand, if
selected as hub node (i.e.,
,
. Put anothe r way, the sm aller is, the
more nodes will be selected as hub nodes. In practice, we
could tune the regularizatio n parameter to achieve the
desirable number of hub nodes.

Step 2:
Step 3:
Output:

Although the formulation for SLIM is a co nvex
optimization problem, the n on-smoothness arising from
and the additional non-ne gativity constraint make th e
computation quite challenging. In the next section, w e
present an efficient and scalable solver for SLIM which
could be applied to solve web-scale problems.
IV.

, until convergence

Since (4) is separable in ter ms of
independently, i.e.,

, we solve it by e ach



OPTIMIZATION FOR SLIM

  

The closed form solution of the above
minimization
problem can be characterized by the following Theorem.

In this sectio n, we present an efficient optimization
algorithm for solving SL IM in (3). We first introduce som e
be the
necessary notations. Let
over
smooth part of the objective in (3). The gradient of
takes the following form:

Theorem 1. The optimal solution for the following
optimization can be represented as following,



In addition,
constants
eigenvalue of


is Lipschitz con tinuous with the
, which is the
maximum
. In other word, we have for any
,

in

Let
and let
is,

  
be indices for the positive values
be the complement of . Then the optimal




With these notations in place, we use the fast accelerated
gradient method framework. In particular, we adopt the fastiterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (FISTA) [9] as
shown in the next Algorithm.
It is known that this algorithm
.
convergence rate of

has the optim

Proof. Firstly, we utilize the fact that the dual norm of
-norm is -norm, so that we could present
as

al


To apply this algorithm, the main difficulty is how to
compute the first step. Firstly, we observe Step 1 can be
written as:



  


where

Therefore, (6) can be reformulated as:

Interchange the min and max, we have,

.
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Now we assume is given, we first present the optim al
as a function of using the KKT condition.
In particular,
decomposed into each component of :

can

be

Figure 1. graphical illustration for the function


To derive the optim al solution, we introduce the
for the constraint
. The
Lagrange multiplier
Lagrange function takes the form

x



When
, let
be the set of
, we c ould simply set
their indices. If
so that
achieves its
. On the other
maximum. According to (8),
, we obtain the optim al
by
hand, if
to the ball
, i.e.,
shrinking

According to stationary condition, we have:





Then

The complementary slackness condition implies that:






If
, since
,
and the
and hence
complementary slackness im plies that
. On the other hand, if
, we have
and hence
. In sum, we have:

By summarizing above two cases, we obtain the results in
Theorem 1, which completes our proof. Ŷ
V.

  



Now we plug the above relation back into (7) and obtain that

  
where

A. Dataset Collection
Twitter offers an API [11] to crawl and collect the data.
We crawl all of tweets of specific 1000 twitter users between
January 2009 and Novem ber 2011. These 1000 users are
people or companies with professions related to IT and hi ghtech. We collected the full text, the author, the written time
of each tweet. In a ddition, we collect the profile for each
individual user, including the full name, followers count, the
location, friends_count, a web page, a s hort biography, t he
account created time, the number of tweets. We crawl all the
profiles of these 1000 users. We also identify 50 interesting
topics from a set of most frequent words among these tweets.
Typical examples of the selected topics include popular
social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, LinkedIn, Yahoo, etc),
products (e.g., iphone, blackberry, etc) and companies (e.g.,
Microsoft, Groupon). Based on the selected topics, we count

is the indicator function. Let


We present its graphical illustration in Fig. 1.
To maximize (9) over
we discuss the cases when
x

under the constraint
and
separately:

EXPERIMENT

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our model
on the twitter data. Twitter is an online social network used
by millions of people around the world to stay connected to
their friends, f amily members and co- workers through their
computers and mobile phones. Users can post a tweet (status
update message) to friends and colleagues. One can also
follow other users; and her/ his followers can read he r/his
tweets.

,

When

, we could sim ply set
so that
achieves its maximum value. Then according
to (8), we have
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the total times for each use r who m entioned these topics,
then rank all the users by their frequencies and select the top
200 active users out of the total 1000 users.
We consider
each active user as a node in an im
plicit network for
information diffusion process.
B. Experimental setup
In the experiments, we use K = 50 topics, one day as the
time unit, and set the time lag L = 10 (i.e ., influence of a
node decays to zero after 10 days). We allow each node t o
mention the t opic multiple times during a time unit, i. e.,
can be more than 1.

Figure 2. Location of selected hot users for total 50 topics

We construct the matrix including all of the 50 topics and
apply our s parse linear influe nce model to select the globa l
hot users. Also we use SLIM model on each individual topic
to select the hot users respectively.
C. Experimental results analysis
1) Hot twitter users for the total 50 topics:
We detect global hot twitter users for all of interesting
topics: we tune the regularization param eter in SLIM to
select the top 35 hot users. After analyzing the selected users,
we have two interesting findings:
a) The most influential users spread throughout the
world:
We plot the locations of the selected 35 hot users as
shown in Fig. 2. We can see that the most influential users
spread all over the world, including E urope, Middle East,
India, Indonesia, New Zealand, South America and North
America. Most of the hot users are located in North Am erica
(16 out of 35), followed by the Europe (10 out of 35). There
is no hot user in Africa, Australia and Antarctica. Since some
countries in Asia like China doesn’t allow people using
twitter and s ome countries like Japan
uses a different
language twitter version, thus there are fewer selected hot
users in Asia. Moreover, since the total 1000 twitter users are
people or companies related to IT and high technology,
Africa has no hot users due to its
low level technology
development. From this result, we can conclude that, exce pt
for some countries (e.g., China) where the twitter is blocked,
North America and Europe are the world ce nter for IT high
technology development.

Figure 3.

Followers count of the active users and the selected hot users
for total 50 topics

of personal cell phone. Topics “twitter”,
“linkedin” a nd
“yahoo” are social media platforms. Given a particular
category of topics, we apply SLIM on each topic in this
category to select the top 20 hot users . We compare the
users’ profiles for different topics within the sa me category
and find some interesting patterns.
a) Location distribution of the hot users for personal
cell phone brand topices:
We have topics on different cell phone brands including
“iphone”, “nokia”, “samsung” and “blackberry”. For ea ch
brand, we analyze the selected hot users’ location. The
results are shown in Table I. We find out several interesting
patterns:

b) The followers count for twitter users:
In twitter, user can follow ot hers, thus each user has the
followers count. I n the Fig. 3, we plot the number of
followers for the total 200 active users in an increasing order
with blue points. The red points represent the followers count
for the selected 35 hot users. From this figure, we can se e
that most of hot users have a larger num ber of f ollowers.
This observation indicates that, globally, hot users should be
the most influential users on the social network with more
followers.

TABLE I.

LOCATION DISTRIBUTION OF HOT USERS FOR CELL PHONE
BRAND TOPIC

North
America

2) Hot twitter users for the individual topics:
Among the 50 interesting topics, there are several ones
which can be grouped for analysis. For exam ple, topics
“iphone”, “nokia”, “samsung” and “blackberry” are brands

Europe

Asia

South
Africa

iphone

13

2

3

1

1

nokia

6

1

11

2

0

samsung

4

0

11

5

0

blackberry

16

0

4

0

0

x

5

South
America

“iphone” and “blackberry” have more hot users in
North America than “ nokia” and “sam sung”; while
“nokia” and “samsung” are more popular in Europe.
One reason be hind this phenom enon could be that

“iphone” and “blackberry” are m ade in North
American companies, Apple and RIM respectively.
“nokia” is a Finland com pany, so m ore European
people discuss about it.
x

Hot users in North America for “iphone” topic are
distributed uniformly. But most hot users f or
“blackberry” topic are located in California (7 hot
users) and New York (4 hot users).

x

Hot users in Europe for “nokia” are distributed
uniformly. But most hot users for “sam sung” topic
are located in Germany (6 hot users) and India (4 hot
users).

1000 twitter users. Our model can efficiently select the most
influential users for particular topics. We also find severa l
interesting patterns on the selected hot use rs for different
categories of topics. Our model can be broadly applicable to
general diffusion process on soci al platform, as they do not
require knowledge of the underlying network topology. The
benefit for selecting hot users is multifold. Firstly, targeting
those influential users of specific product topics will increase
the efficiency of the m arketing strategy. For exam ple, a
smart phone manufacturer can engage those hot use rs to
potentially influence m ore people. Secondly, we can utiliz e
the influential users for interesting topics to im
prove the
quality of opinions gathered. An interesting direction for
future work is to extend our model on the dynamic social
network by considering the evolution property of networks.

b) Friends count of the hot users for various social
media platforms:
The topics r elated social media platforms include
“twitter”, “linkedin” and “yah oo”. For each i ndividual topic,
we analyze these selected hot users’ friends count, which is
the number of friends whom you are following. In Fig. 4, we
draw the boxplot of the friends count f or the selected 20 hot
users in different topics. From this figure, we can see that hot
users for “twitter” have m ore friends count than those for
“linkedin” and “yahoo”. “ linkedin” is the second and
“yahoo” is the third. Twitter is a very large worldwide social
network, so the hot users should have most friends.
“linkedin” is used f or professional networking, thus the hot
users may have less business friends.
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Abstract

in software development, maintenance, and regression testing [3].

Software change impact analysis (CIA) is a key technique
to identify unpredicted and potential effects caused by software changes. Commonly used CIA techniques are to perform reachability on the graph representation of the system
to compute the change effects. These CIA techniques often
compute a large set of potentially impacted entities, which
have many false-positives, and thus are difﬁcult for practical use. In addition, these techniques do not consider the
interference among the proposed changed entities, which in
practice does exist. Faced with these problems, this paper
proposed a new graph based mining CIA technique considering two factors: providing a stable state of the impact set
to stop the reachability computation on the graph representation of the system and taking interference among multiple
proposed changes into account to improve the precision of
the impact results. Case study on the real-world program
shows the effectiveness of our technique.

CIA starts with a set of changed elements in a software
system, called the change set, and attempts to determine
a possibly larger set of elements, called the impact set,
that requires attention or maintenance effort due to these
changes [3]. CIA contains a collection of techniques for determining the effects on other parts of the software for proposed changes [13, 6]. Commonly used CIA techniques
include these steps: analyzing the dependencies of the program, constructing an intermediate representation (e.g., call
graph), and then conducting reachability analysis based on
this representation [15]. The resultant impact set often has
many false-positives, with many of its elements not really
impacted [7, 12]. Thus this impact set they compute is very
large and difﬁcult for practical use [3]. In addition, most
of current CIA techniques computes the impact set based
on computing the union of the impact sets of each changed
entity in the change set. This does not consider the interference among the changed entities in the change set. But
in practice, some changes are implemented in combination
to ﬁnish a change proposal. Hence, there does exist some
relationship between these changed elements.

1 Introduction

In this paper, our approach to tackle the two problems is
similar to a phenomenon called ”water wave ripple”. Given
the quiet water, several stones are suddenly thrown into the
water, and initially, they all cause ripples on the water surface, respectively. These ripples will meet as they spread,
and generate a new spreading center to propagate the ripples. Until some time, the spreading of the ripples will
gradually become weaker and ultimately stop. Similar to
this natural process, our CIA includes two steps: identifying
the ”center” of multiple changes ripples and computing the
changes effects of this center. As statistical results of the
CIA techniques in the literature show that most of current
CIA techniques compute the impact set at method level [9],
our focus is also on method-level CIA. Call graph is widely
used to represent call relation among methods and is a very
common used representation to compute the method-level
impact set [3, 7]. Traditional call graph based CIA tech-

Software needs to be maintained and changed over time
to cope with new requirements, existing faults and change
requests, etc. Changes made to software will inevitably
have some unpredicted and undesirable effects on other
parts of the software. When changes are made to software,
they will have some unexpected and potential ripple effects,
and may bring inconsistency to other parts of the original
software. Software change impact analysis involves a collection of techniques to identify the potential effects caused
by changes made to software [3]. It plays an important role
∗ This work is supported partially by National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant No. 60973149, partially by the Open Funds of
State Key Laboratory of Computer Science of Chinese Academy of Sciences under Grant No. SYSKF1110, partially by Doctoral Fund of Ministry of Education of China under Grant No. 20100092110022, and partially by the Scientiﬁc Research Foundation of Graduate School of Southeast
University under Grant No. YBJJ1102.
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Deﬁnition 4 (Core) Core is a subgraph G of the call graph G,, which satisﬁes that the ratio of their innerdegree over the inter-degree is greater than the threshold
ε.

nique estimate the impact set based on transitive closure on
the call graph [3]. This paper also used the call graph to
represent the system and then computed the impact set on
this representation. But different from traditional call graph
based CIA technique, this paper attempts to compute a more
precise impact set in respect to two factors: setting a stable
state for the impact set computation on the call graph and
considering interference among multiple changed entities
in the change set. The case study on the real-world program
has shown the effectiveness of our approach.
This paper is organized as follows: in the next section,
we introduce our CIA approach. Section 3 gives the experimental evaluation to show the effectiveness of our CIA technique. In Section 4, some related work of CIA techniques
are presented. Finally, we conclude our CIA technique and
show some future work in Section 5.

The threshold ε indicates the cohesion of the relationship

among the methods within the subgraph G . The bigger
the ε is, the higher the cohesion of the relationship among
these methods is. In our CIA approach, it is used to take the
interference among the changed methods in the change set
into account. The ε is at least bigger than 1, which shows
the relationship among the methods within the subgraph is
stronger than connecting to its outer methods.
In graph theory, breadth-ﬁrst-search (BFS) is widely
used in graph search algorithm, deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 5 (BF S) BF S begins from the origin node and
explores all the neighboring nodes. Then for each of those
nearest nodes, it searches their unexplored neighbor nodes,
and so on, until it ﬁnds the goal.

2 Our Approach
Given the change set, CIA is employed to estimate the
impact set of the changes made to the software. In this paper, CIA is performed based on mining the call graph.

This search algorithm is also used for change impact
analysis for searching the ripples of the changes. In the next
section, our CIA approach is presented based on these deﬁnitions.

2.1 Basics for CIA

2.2 Change Impact Analysis

As proposed above, our approach uses call graph to represent the system and CIA is performed relying on mining
this call graph. In this section, some deﬁnitions and some
operations in call graph are given. First, we introduce the
deﬁnition of the call graph [8].

In our approach, change set is proposed to be composed
of a set of changed methods, CIA is then performed relying
on mining the call graph, and generates a set of potentially
impacted methods. It includes two steps. First, we identify the ”center” of multiple changes ripples, which we call
initial impact set. It is expected that the methods in the initial impact set are less likely to be false-positives. Then, we
compute the changes effects of this center, and obtain the
ﬁnal impact set. And this set is expected to cover all the
ripples affected by the changes.
As discussed above, most of current CIA techniques
compute the impact set from the individual entities in the
change set, without considering the relationship existed among them. In practice, multiple changes are performed in
combination to ﬁnish a change proposal, hence there exists the relationship among the changed entities in the source
code. Such a relationship is called the interference in this
paper. We take the interference among the entities in the
change set into account to estimate the impact set. First
we attempt to identify the center of these changes, which
includes the most probably impacted entities potentially affected by these multiple changes. These entities are collected into the initial impact set, which is deﬁned as follows:

Deﬁnition 1 (Call Graph) A call graph is a directed graph
G = (V, E). V is a set of vertices representing methods in
the system, and E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges representing
the call relationship between the caller and callee.
In addition, there are two useful deﬁnitions to help mining the call graph: inner-degree and inter-degree of a sub
graph G . They are deﬁned as follows:


Deﬁnition 2 (Inner-degree) Given a subgraph G of the

call graph, inner-degree of G is the total number of the

edges for each vertex in G .


Deﬁnition 3 (Inter-degree) Given a subgraph G of the

call graph G, inter-degree of G on G is the total number of

edges adjacent to (connected to) the vertices in G − G .
As discussed in the above phenomenon ”water wave ripple”, there is an important spreading center to propagate
the ripples of the water wave. Similar to this, there is also
a center to propagate the change ripples during the process
of change impact analysis. On the call graph, we call this
center as core, deﬁned as follows:

Deﬁnition 6 (Initial Impact Set (IIS)) Initial impact set
is computed using the BF S algorithm from the methods
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relies on the quality of the IIS. In other words, the fewer
the false-positives in the IIS is, the bigger the value of the
threshold θ is. The range of this threshold is between 0 and
1. As shown in Line 1 in Algorithm 1, the F IS is computed from the IIS. Then computation of F IS includes both
ﬁnding the false-negatives and removing the false-positives
of the IIS. In the algorithm, Lines 6-8 are used to add
new methods (false-negatives of IIS) into the F IS; Lines
9-11 are used to remove the methods that are probably falsepositives from IIS. Ultimately, there is no update in F IS
and the F IS becomes stable. So far, we have completed the
whole CIA process. The output of the CIA is composed of
the IIS and F IS. In the next section, we give an example
to show the CIA process.

in the change set. The BF S in call graph stops searching
when the methods in the initial impact set can satisfy the
core condition as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 4.
From this deﬁnition, we know that the methods in the
IIS are generated from the change set, and satisfy the core
deﬁnition as deﬁned above. The methods in the IIS are the
methods most likely impacted by these multiple changes,
that is, the IIS is expected to have few false-positives.
However, it can not meet practical use. On the one hand,
some methods in the IIS are still the noise methods (falsepositives). These methods are expected to be removed. On
the other hand, there are many other methods that are really
impacted but not included in the IIS, i.e., false-negatives.
These methods should be included in the impact set to guarantee the consistency of the modiﬁcation. Therefore, similar to the propagation of the ripples of the water wave ripple phenomenon, we should expand the IIS to perform the
propagation analysis to get a ﬁnal impact set (F IS), which
is hoped to cover more false-negatives and remove some
false-positives from the IIS. The deﬁnition of F IS is as
follows:

2.3 An Example

In this section, we give an example to show the CIA process. We assume that the call graph has been constructed as
shown in Figure 1. Each node on the call graph represents
the method in the program. In Figure 1(a), the red nodes
represent the changed methods in the change set. CIA is
then performed to estimate the ripple effects of the change
set. First, we identify the center of the change set, which
is also the initial impact set. In this step, the value of the
threshold ε is set to be 2. According to Deﬁnition 6, we
use the BF S algorithm to search the graph to ﬁnd the IIS
until a core is generated. Thus, the IIS is generated as the
green nodes as shown in Figure 1(b). Then, we need to use
Algorithm 1 to compute the ﬁnal impact set from this IIS.
The threshold θ value in this step is set to be 0.4. F IS is
computed from the IIS, and includes both ﬁnding the falsenegatives and removing the false-positives of the IIS. For
example, for the node a, its θ value is 1, which is bigger than
0.4, then we should include this method in the F IS. For the
node z, its θ value is 0.3, which is smaller than 0.4, then we
will remove it from the IIS. Based on the similar mechanism, other methods are added and removed. Until there
is not update in the F IS, F IS is obtained as the ultimate
result. If we use traditional call graph based CIA technique
[3] to compute the impact set, all the methods in Figure 1
except p and q are collected in the impact set, which may
have more false-positives.

Algorithm 1 FISComputation
Input:
P : Original program
IIS: Initial impact set
Declare:
m: A method
AS: A set of adjacent methods of the method m in call graph
θ: A threshold
Use:
Adjacent(m): it returns a set of adjacent methods of the method m in call
graph.
Output:
Final impact set F IS
1: F IS = IIS
2: while F IS is not stable do
3:
for each m in call graph do
4:
AS = Adjacent(m)
5:
S = AS ∩ F IS
6:
if m ∈
/ F IS ∧ |S|/|AS|  θ then
7:
F IS = F IS ∪ {m}
8:
end if
9:
if m ∈ F IS ∧ |S|/|AS| < θ then
10:
F IS = F IS − {m}
11:
end if
12:
end for
13: end while

14: return F IS

Deﬁnition 7 (Final Impact Set (F IS)) Final impact set is
computed based on the propagation analysis from the IIS,
and gets to a termination when the F IS is stable, i.e., no
update occurs in the F IS any more.

3 Case Study

The approach to compute the F IS is shown in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, there is an important threshold
θ indicating the possibility of the methods potentially affected by the IIS. It is used to judge whether a method
should be included in the F IS. The value of this threshold

In this section, we present our case study to evaluate the
effectiveness of our CIA approach.
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Figure 1. An example to illustrate the process of CIA

3.1 Setup
We use the subject NanoXML1 as our research object.
NanoXML is a small XML parser for Java. We extracted four consecutive versions of NanoXML from its CV S
repository for evaluation. There are about 26 classes, 245
methods, and 7631 lines of code for NanoXML. During the
evolution of these versions, there is a basic version (V 0)
from which to start.
The focus of our evaluation is on the accuracy of the CIA
technique. The accuracy of the CIA is in terms of precision (P ) and recall (R). Precision is an inverse measure of
false-positives while recall is an inverse measure of falsenegatives. They are widely used in an information retrieval
scenario [2], deﬁned as follows:
Set ∩ Estimated Impact Set|
P = |Actual Impact
|Estimated Impact Set|
Set ∩ Estimated Impact Set|
R = |Actual Impact|Actual
Impact Set|
Here, Actual Impact Set is the set of methods which are
really changed during versions evolution. This is obtained
by comparing the changed methods between consecutive
program versions. Estimated Impact Set is the set of methods estimated based on the change set using the CIA technique. As we can not obtain the information that which
changed methods are pre-actively changed to cope with the
change request and which changed methods are reactively
changed to cope with the impacts induced by these changes,
a statistical testing of our CIA technique with a variation of
the percentage of the number of changed methods ranging
from 10% to 50% of the total number of change methods is
performed for each program transaction. In the study, the
average number of the methods in the change set for each
program transaction (i.e., Vi − > Vi+1 ) is shown in the ﬁrst
column in Table 1.

3.2 Results
During the process of the evaluation, we should ﬁrst ﬁnd
appropriate values for the threshold  and θ. For space limi1 http://nanoxml.sourceforge.net/orig

tation, we only provide some results with high quality here.
More details of the preliminary evaluation results are available online2 . Based on the empirical results, the precision
and recall of both IIS and F IS are reasonable and better
with the range of  = 2, 3, 4, 5, θ = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5. So the
experimental results only show the precision and recall of
these threshold ranges, as shown in Table 1. In addition, for
comparison, we also present the precision and recall of the
impact set computed based on traditional call graph based
CIA technique (T CG) [3]. In the following, we discuss the
data collected from the case study.
First, we see whether different threshold values have impact on the accuracy of our CIA. In Table 1, the third column shows different  values. The threshold  indicates the
cohesion of the relationship among the methods and is used
to control the precision of the initial impact set. From this
table, we see that in most cases, with the increase of the 
values, the recall of both the IIS and F IS is also increased,
but their precision values are decreased. From these results, we see that the F IS relies on the IIS, i.e., if the IIS
is better, the F IS is better. Thus, the  threshold has impact on both the IIS and F IS generated by our CIA technique. Then, we see the impact of the θ threshold on our
CIA technique. This threshold relies on the quality of the
IIS, and is used to indicate the possibility of the methods potentially affected by the IIS. As Table 1 shows, with
the increase of the θ values, the precision of the F IS is also increased, but the recall is decreased. For example, for
transaction V 0− > V 1, in case of  = 3, when θ = 0.2, the
precision and recall of F IS is 0.51 and 0.84, respectively.
When θ = 0.3, its precision is increased to 0.57, but its recall is decreased to 0.79. With the increase of θ values, the
same phenomenon occurs. So the effectiveness of the CIA
technique is also affected by the θ threshold. In addition,
we see an interesting phenomenon in Table 1, i.e., for different transactions of the versions evolution, the precision
and recall of the impact sets with the same  and θ threshold
value are different. For example, the precision and recall for
2 http://ise.seu.edu.cn/people/XiaobingSun/seke2012.xls
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Table 1. The precision and recall results of
the empirical study
CS

θ

0.2

0.3

20
0.4

0.5

0.2

0.3

13
0.4

0.5

0.2

0.3

12
0.4

0.5



PIIS

2
3
4
5
2
3
4
5
2
3
4
5
2
3
4
5

0.72
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Figure 2. Impact of CS, θ and  on the CIA
technique

F IS are different, to say in detail, in most of the time, the
precision of the IIS is better than that of the F IS while
the recall of the IIS is worse than that of F IS. The results
conform to our expectation and are useful in practice. In
practice, we can ﬁrst use the IIS to more precisely check
the real change ripples. After this, we use the F IS to check
other change ripples to ensure the integrity of the change.
In addition, Table 1 also presents the precision and recall of
the traditional call graph based CIA technique (T CG) in
the last two columns. As it shows, the precision of our technique is much higher than that of the T CG. But the recall
is a little worse than the T CG. This indicates that our CIA
technique effectively removes some false-positives from the
T CG technique at the cost of a little recall.
From the data and analysis above, we obtain some preliminary conclusions: (1) the precision and recall of the impact sets are affected by the  and θ; (2) our CIA technique
is particularly useful to tackle multiple changes which have
some relationships (interference) among them. (3) our CIA
computes the IIS with higher precision and the F IS with
higher recall. Compared with traditional call graph based
CIA technique, our technique can effectively remove some
false-positives, but at the cost of a little recall.

the transaction V 1− > V 2 are bad but they are very good
for transaction V 2− > V 3. As we trace the changes to the
transactions of these two version evolution, we know that,
for V 1− > V 2 transaction, the changes made to the system are loosely scattered in different parts, in other words,
these changes are implemented individually with very few
relationships among them. But for V 2− > V 3 transaction, the changes are implemented in only some local parts
of the system and some of them are implemented together. This phenomenon shows that interference among the
changes affects the effectiveness of the CIA. Hence, from
the discussion above, we see that selection of different CS,
θ and  have impact on the CIA technique. The tendency of
their impacts are summarized in Figure 2. From this ﬁgure,
we know that when we know more information about the
changes, our CIA is better. And different values of these
two thresholds can control the precision and recall of the
CIA technique.

3.3 Threats to Validity
Like any empirical validation, ours has its limitations.
Firstly, we have considered the application of our CIA approach to only one Java program. Therefore, to allow for
generalization of our results, large-scale experimental evaluation on different projects in different object oriented languages is necessary to address such threats to external validity. However, the program used here is real and non-trivial
programs, moreover, the subject program is selected from
open projects and widely used for empirical validation [11].
In addition, the change sets are obtained by randomly selecting some differences between consecutive versions. Since there exists random variation, we may not obtain the
same results if we repeat our case study. However, we performed a statistical testing of our CIA technique with a variation of the percentage of the number of changed methods
in the change set ranging from 10% to 50%. Using this s-

Then, we see the effectiveness of our CIA technique.
Our CIA computes two impact sets (IIS and F IS). Table 1 shows that the precision and recall of the IIS and
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trategy, the results should support fairly reliable conclusion.

quences. In Proceedings of the International Conference on
Software Engineering, pages 432 – 441, 2005.

4 Related Work

[2] R. A. Baeza-Yates and B. Ribeiro-Neto. Modern Information Retrieval. Addison-Wesley Longman Publishing Co.,
Inc., Boston, MA, USA, 1999.

Current researches in CIA have varied from relying on
static information [13, 15, 6, 10] to dynamic information
[7, 1] in working out the impact set. Our technique mainly
focuses on static analysis of the program. Static CIA techniques take all possible behaviors and inputs into account,
and they are often performed by analyzing the syntax and
semantic dependence of the program [10]. The static analysis includes textual analysis, historical analysis and structural static analysis. Textual analysis is an approach which
extracts some conceptual dependence (conceptual coupling)
based on the analysis of the non-source code (comments).
These coupling measures provide a new perspective to traditional structural coupling measures. Concept coupling
is based on measuring the degree to which the identiﬁers
and comments from each other [13, 5]. Historical analysis is performed by mining the information from multiple evolutionary versions in software historical repositories
[16]. With this technique, some evolutionary dependencies between program entities that can not be distilled by
traditional program analysis technique can be mined from
these repositories. Evolutionary dependencies show that
which entities are (historically) changed together in software repositories, these entities may need to change when
one (some) of the entities are changed during future software evolution. CIA is then supported based on these evolutionary dependencies. Structural static dependencies between program entities are very crucial to CIA, i.e., if a
program entity changes, other dependent entities might also
have to change [15, 10]. This paper is proposed based on
the structural static analysis to compute the impact set.

[3] S. Bohner and R. Arnold. Software Change Impact Analysis. IEEE Computer Society Press, Los Alamitos, CA,USA,
1996.
[4] M. Gethers and D. Poshyvanyk. Using relational topic models to capture coupling among classes in object-oriented
software systems. In Proceedings of the 2010 IEEE International Conference on Software Maintenance, pages 1–10,
2010.
[5] H. Kagdi, M. Gethers, D. Poshyvanyk, and M.Collard.
Blending conceptual and evolutionary couplings to support
change impact analysis in source code. In Proceedings of the
IEEE Working Conference on Reverse Engineering, pages
119–128, 2010.
[6] J. Law and G. Rothernel. Whole program path-based dynamic impact analysis. In Proceedings of the International Conference on Software Engineering, pages 308 – 318,
2003.
[7] O. V. Lhotak. Comparing call graphs. In Workshop on Program Analysis for Software Tools and Engineering, pages 37
– 42, 2007.
[8] B. Li, X. Sun, H. Leung, and S. Zhang. A survey
of code-based change impact analysis techniques. Journal of Software Testing, Veriﬁcation and Reliability, doi:
10.1002/stvr.1475, 2012.
[9] A. Mithun and R. Brian. Practical change impact analysis
based on static program slicing for industrial software systems. In Proceedings of the 33rd International Conference
on Software Engineering, pages 746–755, 2011.
[10] A. Orso, T. Apiwattanapong, J. Law, G. Rothermel, and
M. J. Harrold. An empirical comparison of dynamic impact analysis algorithms. In Proceedings of the International Conference on Software Engineering, pages 491 – 500,
2004.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

[11] A. Orso and M. J. Harrold. Leveraging ﬁeld data for impact
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SIGSOFT Symposium on Foundations of Software Engineering, pages 128–137, 2003.

This paper proposed a novel and effective CIA technique
which is based on call graph mining. Compared with traditional call graph based CIA technique, our CIA approach
is particularly suitable for tackling multiple changes which
have interference among them, and computes a more precise impact set with relative small-size set. Though we have
shown the effectiveness of our technique through a real empirical study, it can not indicate its generality for other real
environment. And we will conduct experiments on other
arbitrary programs to evaluate the generality of our technique. In addition, we would like to prioritize the entities in
the impact set to better facilitate its practical use.
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Abstract

eling of non-linear dynamic systems such as stock markets
more precisely. Support Vector Machines (SVM) seem to
be the next most popular approach to stock market prediction. It has been successful in classiﬁcation task and
regression tasks, especially on time series prediction and
ﬁnancial-related applications.
There has also been some research on hybrid algorithms
which combine different algorithms to improve the prediction accuracy. One example is the combination of Genetic
Algorithm and Support Vector Machine. The experiments
conducted indicate that the accuracy achieved by combining the algorithms is better than the results from algorithms
individually [3]. The authors [5] claim that Support Vector Machine when combined with Boosting provides better
accuracy.
A more recent trend, however, is to depart from using
pure machine learning on the numbers, and instead to also
focus on other input such as the ﬁnancial news to determine
the stock ﬂuctuation. Most of the people are familiar that
company’s earnings report and good/bad news associated
with the company tend to affect its price. Looking at its importance, people have started combining text mining with a
couple of different algorithms in order to predict the stock
price movement. One example is where some researchers
combined text mining approach with time series algorithm
to map the ﬂuctuation in the stock price [10]. There are
other examples where the text mining algorithm is combined with SVM [7].
Most of the applications for stock market prediction
are web-based, and there are not many available for smart
phones. However, as smart phones become an integral part
of everyday lives and people are using them as portable devices, the need to trade on the go is evident. After interviewing a couple of people working on Wall Street, we found
out that having a prediction system available on your phone

Lately, stock markets have been going through a lot of
volatility. Traditional methods of stock market prediction,
which involved using historical stock prices to predict future price have shown to be insufﬁcient under certain circumstances. In this paper we present a mobile application
that employs a different approach to predicting the stock
price, namely the news related to that company. The prediction algorithm determines whether the overall sentiment
related to the company, as expressed by the news stories, is
good or bad and assigns a sentiment score. The system then
uses machine learning to predict the percentage ﬂuctuation
of the company’s stock based on this score. The algorithm
is integrated in a mobile application that helps users try out
various market strategies based on our prediction engine.
This is achieved by performing simulated trades using virtual money. It also provides real-time stock quotes, and the
latest ﬁnancial news. In this paper we present the overall
system architecture and design of this application, as well
as details of the prediction process.

1

Introduction

There is a tremendous research going on in the ﬁeld of
stock market prediction. There are a number of artiﬁcial intelligence and machine learning techniques that have been
used for analyzing price patterns and predicting stock prices
and index. Among the most commonly used are Neural
Networks, which have the ability to learn non-linear relationships based on trading information. This allows mod∗ Author’s
† Author’s

current afﬁliation is E*Trade Financial Corporation
current afﬁliation is Reply.com
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Figure 1. System Architecture

would be really beneﬁcial to the traders. This will assist
them in making the decision of buying or selling a companys stock. This motivated our work, designing a mobile
client which enables the user to create a watch list of stocks,
get latest stock quotes, and request stock predictions. The
application also enables the user to simulate stock trading
based on the predictions using virtual money but real stock
data.
In a nutshell, our prediction system works as follows:
the user sends the companys ticker symbol whose prediction is needed. The prediction system scans that particular
companys news and generates a sentiment score which tells
whether the sentiment related to that company is good/bad
and also how much percentage ﬂuctuation in price might
occur within three hours. The prediction system is able to
give the percentage ﬂuctuation because it has been trained
to determine the relationship between the sentiment score
and the percentage in stock price change.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
2, we provide a review of the related work. We then discuss
in detail the architecture of the mobile application in Section
3. In Section 4 we outline the basic steps of the prediction
algorithm and in Section 5 we present the system prototype.
We conclude with our plans for future work in Section 6.

2

It also suggests that a particular algorithm might be better
suited to a particular type of stock, say technology stocks,
whereas give lower accuracies while predicting other types
of stocks, say energy stocks. This paper also states that
external unknown factors like election results, rumors, and
other factors should be considered for stock market prediction. In another paper [5] the authors state that non-linear
combination of linear and non-linear methods give better
predictions than using each method separately. This paper combines linear and non-linear regression models with
SVM and use their model to predict opening and closing
price on the Shanghai Stock Exchange.
Another line of research focuses on the use of Neural
Networks (NNs). In [11] various prediction models are
compared and the authors conclude that NNs predict market
directions more accurately than other existing techniques.
In [8] the authors describe how NNs learn with time and
errors when performing three predictions.They check the
results for low errors and high accuracy, and suggest improving the preprocessing or enlarging the training size and
trying again in case of low accuracy and errors.
More recently, the research proposes the use of text mining on ﬁnancial news in order to predict the stock market
[1, 7, 6] . They state that news contents are one of the essential aspects that control the market. The authors in [1]
discuss various techniques that are applied to study the consequence of ﬁnancial news on prediction of stock market.
They claim that if the classiﬁer input has both news and
stock prices at the same time, it results in more precise results. The work of [7] looks at the role of ﬁnancial news
articles on three textual representations; bag of words, noun
phrases, and named entities and their capacity to predict discrete number stock prices twenty minutes after an article release. Using an SVM derivative, the writers prove that their
model had a major impact on predicting future stock prices
compared to linear regression. In [6], the authors propose a
text mining-based ﬁnancial news analysis system to identify

Related Work

One line of research is to use Support Vector Machines
(SVM) for stock market prediction. In [3] a hybrid machine learning system based on Genetic Algorithm (GA)
and Support Vector Machine (SVM) is proposed. For input,
the authors use the correlation among stock prices of various companies as well as various pointers from the area of
technical analysis. Their observation was that, the fusion of
Genetic Algorithm/SVM is better than the individual SVM
System. In [9] the author claims that SVM combined with
boosting gives superior results in stock market prediction.
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the major news events that affect the stock market and also
understand their impact. Most recently, in [2] the authors
analyze the text content of Twitter feeds using two mood
tracking tools, and use a Granger causality analysis and a
Self-Organizing fuzzy Neural Network to predict changes
in the Dow Jones Industrial Average closing values.
Apart from the research papers, there exist two Android
applications which are related to the proposed system. One
of them is Bloomberg Mobile1 . It is one of the best available
in the market supporting features like latest ﬁnancial news
and stock market quotes among others. The unique selling
point of the application is that users will be able to create
personalized views of the news ﬁltered by industry, region,
exclusivity and/or popularity. Another application2 which
is related to our project is about simulation of buying and
selling of stocks. It allows the users to track their progress,
buy and sell at real, up to date stock prices and manage their
portfolio on the go. The unique selling point of the application is the presentation of the stock market in a simulated
environment. Our application is unique in that it combines
the best features of other applications, such as providing latest ﬁnancial news, quotes, and a simulated environment for
trading using virtual money, but also adds new features such
as stock market prediction.

3

is sent to the Android Client by the Server through the Web
Services.

3.2

The Server consists of three Engines (Process, Training,
Prediction), as well as the database, with the Training and
Prediction modules being the core of the proposed system.
Training Engine. The Training Engine uses the Internet
module to retrieve news and quotes. It then employs data
mining algorithms to train the system so that it can then
predict the stock price movement. It saves those rules in
the database, which can then be used by the Prediction Engine to provide prediction to the Android Client. The training consists of a series of actions. Since the data are timesensitive, the system needs to be trained frequently so that
the predictions depict the latest market trends. Our architecture enables the administrator to decide how often the training occurs. The training process is triggered automatically
at the times deﬁned.
The training process can be described as the following
sequence of actions, also depicted in Figure 2: The Training
Engine requests news for a list of companies through Yahoo! Finance3 The Training Engine then processes the articles using sentiment analysis, and assigns a sentiment score
to each company using the sentiment dictionary. A positive
sentiment score means that the stock price is predicted to
go up, whereas a negative sentiment score means that it is
predicted to go down. The sentiment scores are saved in
the database. Next, the stock quotes of those companies are
requested and are also saved in the database. The quotes
of the same companies are requested after n hours (n is a
user-deﬁned parameter). The quotes’ source returns realtime stock quotes for those companies. The training engine
retrieves from the database the sentiment scores which were
generated for those companies as well as the quotes to check
for accurate predictions made in the stock price movement.
The training engine then uses the sentiment scores of the
accurate predictions, and creates correlations of the scores
to the percentage change in the respective stock quotes using machine learning techniques (association rules or decision trees). The results, in the form of rules, are saved in
the database, to be accessed later by the prediction engine
to make predictions on both the trends (stock going up or
down) and the percentage change of the stock.

System Architecture

A high-level architecture of the proposed system is depicted in Figure 1. This is a three-tier architecture, consisting of the Android client, the Internet, providing access to
stock-related news and quotes and enabling the client/server
interaction through the Web Services, and the Server, consisting of the Process, the Prediction, and the Training Engines and the system’s database.

3.1

Server

Android Client

The Android client provides several types of functionality to the end user: It serves as a stock market interface,
providing information about the latest ﬁnancial news and
quotes (using the Internet module). It also allows the end
user to create a watch list of stocks and provides a simulated
environment for buying/selling stocks using virtual money.
This can be regarded as a stock market online game, and
the end user can review his/her ranking as compared to other
players who are using the application. Most importantly, the
Android client interacts with the server’s prediction engine
to provide predictions for a company’s stock price. This information can be used by the end user to add/remove stocks
from his/her watch list and portfolio. All this information

Prediction Engine. The Prediction Engine is used to send
stock price predictions to the Android Client. This engine
interacts with the database to retrieve and use the training
data. However, its functionality is asynchronous to that of
the Training engine. In fact, the Prediction Engine is called
on-demand, i.e. whenever a user wants a prediction on a

1 http://www.bloomberg.com/mobile
2 http://www.chickenbrickstudios/games/mmc

3 http://ﬁnance.yahoo.com
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Figure 2. Sequence Diagram of Training Process
Figure 3. Sequence Diagram of Prediction Process

speciﬁc stock. The sequence of actions of the Prediction
Engine are shown in Figure 3. Whenever a user requests
for prediction, the Android client sends the request to the
Prediciton Engine. The Prediction Engine then gathers the
news of that company and generates the sentiment score
real-time. It then accesses the database to get the trained
rules. Finally, using these rules, the engine predicts how
much percentage change in the stock price will occur for
that sentiment score.

ment analysis of the news, used to predict the stocks’ trends
(stock going up/down), and the association rules mining on
them, used to predict the percentage of stock change.
Every news story is ﬁrst pre-processed to remove any
stopwords. Then, each article is assigned a sentiment score.
To do that, we employ the Subjectivity Lexicon4 , a sentiment dictionary consisting of more than 8000 words. This
ﬁle provides us with the word w, its type, and its sentiment
weight sw(w). The sentiment weight takes any of the following values: strongly positive (4), positive (2), negative
(-2), and strongly negative (-4).
When the prediction of a stock price is requested from
Android, the application retrieves the latest news related to
that particular company c and runs the sentiment analysis
algorithm. For each article i , and for each article’s word wj
that is included in the dictionary, it updates the company’s
sentiment score based on this article (ssi (c)) as follows:

ssi (c) =
sw(wj )

Process Engine. The Process Engine veriﬁes the user login,
and generates a session. It consists of functions to get the
users trading information from the database, and provide
it to the Android Client. It processes the buying/selling of
stocks using virtual money. Finally, it ranks the users based
on the proﬁts made in the simulated trading system.
Database. The users login and trading information is saved
in the server database. Apart from that, the Training Engine
saves the trained values in the database, which will later be
used by the Prediction Engine to predict percentage change
in a companys stock price.

4

j

At the end, we have a sentiment score ssi (c) for each
company-related article. If ssi (c) > 0 then we deduct that
the news article had positive sentiment (si (c) = 1). Similarly, if ssi (c) < 0 it had negative sentiment (si (c) = −1),

Data Mining Algorithms

We now discuss in more detail the two main components
of the prediction process, namely the text mining and senti-

4 http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/subj
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lexicon.html

and if ssi (c) = 0 if was neutral (si (c) = 0). Finally, the
prediction for this company’s stock is done as follows:


up if i si (c) > 0
P red(c) =
down if i si (c) < 0
The system can use the aforementioned algorithm and
provide the user with predictions on whether speciﬁc stocks
will go up or down. However, this data can be also used as
input to predict the percentage change in the stock price.
One approach would be to build a prediction model, using machine learning techniques such as decision trees or
association rules, that will generate a set of rules linking the
sentiment score of each company with a speciﬁc percentage
change (range) in the stock price. To achieve that, a training
process is needed, as described in Figure 2.
The training of the system is performed as follows: for
each company c the system starts by retrieving the latest news and generating a prediction P red(c) as described
above. This prediction is stored in the database. The system
periodically retrieves the stock quotes for the same companies and stores the trend (up/down), as well as the percentage of stock change. It also classiﬁes the previous prediction as accurate or not. The process is repeated until we
have a statistically signiﬁcant sample and sufﬁcient prediction accuracy, in which case we can train the system to generate the rules.
In order to generate rules, we can use appropriate machine learning techniques such as association rules or decision trees. The input to the algorithm is the company’s
ticker (unique id), its sentiment score, and its prediction and
the output is a set of rules correlating the aforementioned
data with a percentage range that signiﬁes the change of the
stock (note that, in the case of association rules, we should
keep only the rules that comply with this format). The rules
are in turn stored in the database and can subsequently be
used for real-time predictions of percentage changes.

5

Figure 4. Company details for Appliance Recycling Centers
of America (ARCI) stock

mentioned functionality, through 5 menu options: Markets,
MyProﬁle, News, Prediction, and Search.
The News section allows the user to enter the company
name or the ticker of the company whose news the user
wants to search. If the text box is left empty, all ﬁnancial
news will appear, ordered by time (newest ﬁrst).
The Search section allows the user to search for stock
quotes. The user may enter the company’s name or ticker
symbol, or the ﬁrst letters of any of the above. In the latter
case, the user will be given the option to choose among the
companies that match this description. Once a company is
selected, the system shows the value of the company’s stock
price, change in the stock, percentage change in the stock,
as well as the volume of stocks traded. The user is then
given the option to either buy, add to watch list, check the
company-related news, or get the prediction for that company’s stock. An example is shown in Figure 4.
The user’s activity can be reviewed from the MyProﬁle
section. This section provides several options.
The MyPortfolio tab allows the user to see details like
their name, rank, amount of money in cash and equities,
total current worth, as well as the stocks the user owns.
A sample screen is shown in Figure 5. The Watchlist tab
shows the stocks the user has put in his/her watch list. These

System Prototype

Based on the proposed architecture, we built a system
prototype. The Client was built using Android SDK and
ADT plugin for Eclipse. It communicates with the Server
using RESTful WebServices hosted on a cloud. The Prediction Engine and the Training Engine are written in Perl, and
the Process Engine is written in Java. The database used is
MySQL. For more technical details on the prototype’s design, the reader may refer to [4].
The user interface was implemented especially to accommodate the limitations of a mobile application. The
ﬁrst time the user uses the application, he/she is asked to
provide some personal data in the registration page. Once
the registration is complete, the user has access to the afore-
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deployed on Android phone and runs smoothly by connecting to the Server using WebServices.
We are currently working on enhancing the application
in several ways. We will improve the sentiment dictionary
by automatic training: if certain words always lead to accurate/inaccurate predictions, their score will be respectively
increased/decreased. We also intend to incorporate social
media (e.g. Twitter) in the application. For example, when
a user searches for a companys stock, along with the quotes,
the application can display the latest tweets related to that
company, whereas the sentiments of these tweets can be
used in the prediction process. Finally, we will include more
news sources as input to the sentiment analysis and update
the user interface to show the news related to that company
which led to that prediction. This way, the user will have a
better idea as to what led to that prediction.
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Figure 5. User portfolio

are stocks that the user wants to monitor before deciding on
buying/selling them. From the History tab, the user may see
the list of the stocks he/she has traded, along with details on
number of stock, total proﬁt/loss, etc.The Ranking tab allows the user to see their ranking w.r.t. all other users using
this application, thus encouraging them to play more (the
ranking is based on the total earnings in the simulated environment). Finally, the Markets tab provides real-time data
for the major equity indices like NASDAQ, S&P500, Dow
Jones (current value and change during the day) and the Proﬁle Management tab allows the user to manage his/her proﬁle.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we present the architecture and a prototype
of a mobile application which provides users virtual money
to buy/sell stocks using real-time data. It allows access to
latest ﬁnancial news, and provides an option to search company speciﬁc news. An important component of our system
is the stock prediction, which uses sentiment analysis and
machine learning to predict the trend and percentage movement of a companys stock. We also incorporated ranking of
players based on their performance in order to make the application interesting to the users. The application has been
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Abstract—Requirements engineers strive for high-quality requirements which are the basis for successful projects. Ontologies and semantic technologies have been used successfully
in several areas of requirements engineering, e.g., for analysis
and categorization of requirements. We improve a semantic
guidance system which derives phrases from a domain ontology
by taking two observations into account: a) domain terms that
are semantically related are more likely to be used together in a
requirement; and b) the occurrence of domain terms is usually
not distributed uniformly over the requirements speciﬁcation.
We deﬁne suggestion rankings that make use of these properties
resulting in automatically proposing semantically and spatially
related domain terms to the requirements engineer. We implement these rankings in our tool and provide an evaluation using
three projects from the embedded systems domain. We achieve
signiﬁcant suggestion quality improvements over previous work.
Keywords—domain ontology, semantic relatedness, requirements speciﬁcation, requirements elicitation, guidance.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Any speciﬁcation errors that propagate from the requirements deﬁnition phase into later development phases, such as
design or testing, have high impact and typically are expensive
to ﬁx. Therefore requirements engineers work hard to ﬁnd
errors in requirements and to have complete, correct and
consistent requirements.
Requirements speciﬁed using natural language text have
inherent ambiguities due to different ways to interpret them by
stakeholders. There have been many strategies to reduce the
ambiguity in requirement statements. They include restricting
the allowed grammar to a subset, e.g., Attempto Controlled
English [1], and using predeﬁned vocabularies, e.g., the Language Extended Lexicon [2].
Ontologies have been used for requirements engineering in
several ways. Körner and Brumm [3] use domain-independent
ontologies to detect linguistic problems in speciﬁcations. Other
works capture knowledge about the problem domain in the
ontology [4][5]. There the ontology acts as a vocabulary of domain terms with additional links between the terms that deﬁne
their relationships. This enables the analysis of requirement
statements with regards to the domain knowledge represented
in the ontology, e.g., to ﬁnd missing requirements. The support
for inferring knowledge and reasoning allows automating tasks
that otherwise would have to be done manually.
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Additionally to the analysis of already speciﬁed requirements, [6] showed that a domain ontology can also be used
as a guide during the speciﬁcation of new requirements.
By directly using ontology information during requirements
deﬁnition, this combines the advantages of ontology-based
analysis techniques with a reduction of speciﬁcation effort.
The idea is specifying requirements correctly the ﬁrst time
rather than specifying them incorrectly, and then analyzing
and improving them. In this work we build upon this guidance
system and add a method that actively tries to estimate what
the requirements engineer intends to type by taking semantic
information and locality into account. The improved system
prefers suggestions that are semantically related to concepts
already used in the current requirement and that have been
used in nearby requirements. These enhancements aim at
generating context-sensitive suggestions that are really useful
to the requirements engineer.
The remainder of this work is structured as follows. Section
II discusses related work; section III motivates our research
and presents the research questions. Then our proposed approach is described in section IV, and its evaluation follows
in section V. Finally section VI concludes and lists future
research topics.
II. R ELATED W ORK
PROPEL [7] is a tool that provides guidance for deﬁning
property speciﬁcations which are expressed as ﬁnite-state
automata. For the deﬁnition of a property the user is guided
by a question tree, a hierarchical sequence of questions. There
are separate question trees for a property’s behavior and its
scope. Based on the answers the tool chooses an appropriate
property template. The tool is used to elicitate requirements in
the medical domain. Compared to our work the tool elicitates
formalized requirements but is less generic, i.e., limited to a
small set of requirements.
Kitamura et al. [4] present a requirements elicitation tool
that improves requirements quality by ontology-based analysis. The tool analyzes natural language requirements and
maps words to domain ontology concepts. According to these
occurrences and their relations in the ontology, requirements
are analyzed in terms of completeness, correctness, consistency and unambiguity. Compared to this paper’s approach

the ontology information is only used after requirements have
been speciﬁed and not during the speciﬁcation.
Recommendation systems ﬁlter items from a large set of
data and recommend them to a user based on information
about the user’s preferences. Maalej and Thurimella [8] provide an overview of possible applications of recommendation systems to requirements engineering. Additionally to the
requirement statements themselves and vocabularies - both
related to our work - they foresee usage in the area of
recommending quality measures, requirements dependencies,
people, etc.
SRRS [9] is a recommendation system which supports
choosing a requirements elicitation method for security requirements. The requirements engineer needs to assign priorities to ten key characteristics (e.g., unambiguity, traceability,
scalability) according to which the system then suggests the
most appropriate method.
Machado [10] uses semantic web techniques in the ﬁeld of
requirements engineering to extract semantic information from
requirement documents. The extracted information is used to
track changes between different document versions and for
semantic queries. Martoglia [11] collects semantic information
from a large number of documents about software quality.
Using similarity measures the system supports suggesting
documents that are related to a given natural language query.
Unlike our own approach there is no ontology support to
specify new requirements in these works.
Literature distinguishes between semantic relatedness and
semantic similarity. Similarity is a speciﬁc kind of relatedness.
Reusing an example from Resnik [12], a car is similar to a
bicycle - both are a kind of vehicle - but the car is related to
gasoline, because it requires gasoline to drive. Semantic similarity only considers subclass-of relations between concepts
while semantic relatedness takes all kinds of relations into
account, e.g., meronymy (part-of) and functional relationships
(require in the example above).
Budanitsky and Hirst [13] compare ﬁve measures of lexical
semantic relatedness and similarity that are based upon WordNet1 . WordNet contains synonymy, hyponymy (is-a, subclassof), several kinds of meronymy (part-of) and antonymy
(opposite-of) relations. The measures are compared to human
judgment and in the context of an application to detect
malapropism, the usage of lexically similar but semantically
incorrect words. Unfortunately four out of ﬁve measures only
handle similarity.
III. R ESEARCH I SSUES
In previous work [6] we presented a semantic guidance
system for requirements elicitation. It proposes phrases derived
from the knowledge contained in a domain ontology. While
the system works well for small ontologies, we found practical
issues when applying it to more requirements and bigger
ontologies due to the large number of generated proposals:
1 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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The requirements engineer needs to type more characters until ﬁltering limits the proposals to a manageable
amount.
• A requirements engineer not familiar with the domain
does not beneﬁt from seeing a very long list of proposals,
e.g., when a domain term slipped his mind.
Clearly there must be a better method than showing all
matching proposals in alphabetical order. During the study
of these problems we thought about what constitutes “good”
proposals. We observed the following two properties.
•

A. Semantic Relatedness Property
While writing a requirement statement it is possible to
use already speciﬁed requirement parts, combined with the
ontology knowledge, to predict the remainder of the statement,
at least to a certain degree. Consider a requirement starting
with “The Saﬁng Controller shall be able to”. We can support
the requirements engineer by suggesting concepts that are
semantically related to the concept Saﬁng Controller for the
following parts of the requirement, e.g., SafeAct mode in
Fig. 1.
We identiﬁed the following common types of semantic
relations in requirements (this list is intended to be exemplary
and not exhaustive):
• Function: Requirements of the form “subject shall [be
able to] verb object”. Given an ontology link between
subject and object, we can suggest object if the requirements already contains subject.
• Restriction: Requirements of the form “if event then
subject shall [...]” or “during state subject shall [...]”.
Given an ontology link between a concept in event/state
and subject, we can suggest subject if the requirements
already contains event/state.
• Architecture: Requirements of the form “system shall
have subsystem”. Given an ontology link between system
and subsystem, we can suggest subsystem if the requirements already contains system.
In this work we assume having a suitable domain ontology
containing such links. Ontology extraction techniques (e.g. [5])
can be used to extract domain ontologies from text documents.
B. Locality Property
The occurrences of many domain terms used in a requirements speciﬁcation are not randomly distributed over the entire
set of requirements but are clustered around a certain location
in the document. This is only natural considering that most
requirements speciﬁcations are organized into chapters each
describing an individual part of the system.
As a quick check for this observation we measured the
distributions of the requirement indices for concepts that occur
at least twice and computed the standard deviations. For
example, a concept occurring in two subsequent requirements
has a standard deviation of 0.5, one occurring in requirement
1 and in requirement 100 a standard deviation of 49.5. On
average, the standard deviations of those distributions were
11.60, 35.03 and 9.87 for the three requirements sets used in
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our evaluation. This is considerably lower than for randomly
distributed indices (28.58, 81.69 and 24.82).
We call two concepts that occur in nearby requirements
spatially related.
The idea of this research is to ﬁnd out whether we can make
use of those properties and whether this actually improves the
guidance system. We have two research questions:
• RQ1: Does the guidance system improve if we preferably
suggest semantically related concepts?
• RQ2: Does the guidance system improve if we preferably
suggest spatially related concepts?
We are optimistic that both questions can be answered positively and deﬁne the following hypotheses:
• H1: Suggesting semantically related concepts improves
the guidance system.
• H2: Suggesting spatially related concepts improves the
guidance system.
IV. G UIDANCE S YSTEM
This section brieﬂy summarizes the existing semantic guidance system and then goes on to introduce the new contributions, starting with section IV-D.
The goal of the guidance system is assisting the requirements engineer with specifying requirements. It does that by
proposing textual phrases which are derived from the ontology
information. Fig. 1 depicts a part of the ontology and how
the guidance is related. The boxes at the top and the arrows
between them are ontology contents while the blue areas
represent the derived phrases (“CRCError is asserted”, “the
Saﬁng Controller” and “enter the SafeAct mode”). Axioms
are labelled with brackets to make the distinguishable from
named relations. A requirement using these suggestions can
be seen at the very bottom.
A. Boilerplate Requirements
Our approach uses boilerplates for requirement statements.
This term was coined by J. Dick [14] and refers to a textual
requirement template. A boilerplate consists of a sequence of
attributes and ﬁxed syntax elements. A common boilerplate
is “system shall action”. In this boilerplate system
and action are attributes and shall is a ﬁxed syntax
element. It is possible to combine several boilerplates by
means of concatenation (Fig. 1: “if event,” and “system
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shall action”). This allows keeping the number of required
boilerplates low while at the same time having a high ﬂexibility. During instantiation textual values are assigned to the
attributes of the boilerplates; a boilerplate requirement is thus
deﬁned by its boilerplates and its attribute values.
We use boilerplates for our approach due to two reasons:
a) the usage of different attributes allows providing contextsensitive guidance (section IV-C), i.e., proposing different
suggestions depending on the current attribute, and b) using
boilerplates helps specifying requirements that are syntactically uniform when using a small number of templates
(compared to the number of requirements).
There are numerous other template-based approaches for
requirements speciﬁcation, most of them being more formal
than boilerplates. Post et al. [15] report on successfully applying a formal speciﬁcation pattern system deﬁned by Konrad
and Cheng [16] on automotive requirements. However, the
authors limit themselves to a certain class of requirements,
the behavioral requirements. Our approach aims at covering
all kinds of textual requirements.
B. Domain Ontology
A common deﬁnition of the term ontology is that it is a
formal, explicit speciﬁcation of a shared conceptualization
[17]. A domain ontology focuses on a speciﬁc subject, here the
system under construction. For requirements engineering the
aspect of sharing is of particular interest, it means that stakeholders agree on terminology and term relations. By making
use of this information we lower the risk for requirements
ambiguity.
The following ontology entities are used for the guidance
system:
• Concepts: Ontology concepts are the terms the requirements engineer uses in the requirements. This includes
actors, components, events, states, etc. of the system
under construction. In Fig. 1 the concepts are “asserted”,
“CRCError”, “pin”, “Saﬁng Controller”, “SafeAct mode”
and “operating mode”.
• Relations: Relations are links between concepts. We use
two kinds of relations:
– A named relation represents a functional relationship
between a subject concept and an object concept.
The relation name is expected to be a transitive verb.
Named relations are used to derive suggestions.
– Anonymous relations simply indicate that two concepts are related. This is used to prefer semantically
related suggestions.
In Fig. 1 there are two named relations: “is” between concepts “CRCError” and “asserted”, and “enter” between
“Saﬁng Controller” and “SafeAct mode”.
• Axioms: Axioms are relations between concepts with a
special meaning. An equivalence axiom represents the
knowledge that two concepts refer to the same phenomenon in the domain (synonyms). A subclass-of axiom
states that one concept is a subclass of another one.

Both kinds of axioms lead to an inheritance of relations
from the equivalent or parent concept. The part-of axiom
imposes a hierarchical structure on the ontology contents
which facilitates navigation.
Additionally the ontology contains links that classify concepts
into one of the boilerplate attributes (the link between “Saﬁng
Controller” and system in Fig. 1).
C. Suggestions
From the ontology knowledge the guidance system infers
three kinds of suggestions:
• Concept: This basic kind of suggestion consists of the
name of an ontology concept, optionally preﬁxed with
the determiner “the”.
• Verb-Object: From a named ontology relation our system
proposes the relation’s verb in inﬁnitive form followed by
the name of the relation’s destination concept (again optionally preﬁxed with “the”). This suggestion is intended
to follow “shall” or “shall be able to” formulations often
found in requirements.
• Subject-Verb-Object: From a named ontology relation our
system proposes the relation’s source concept, followed
by the relation’s verb in third person singular form,
and the relation’s destination concept - both concept
names optionally preﬁxed with “the”. This suggestion is
intended to be used in clauses starting with “if”, “while”
or similar words.
In Fig. 1 an example is provided for each suggestion kind:
“the Saﬁng Controller” for Concept, “enter the SafeAct mode”
for Verb-Object and “CRCError is asserted” for SubjectVerb-Object. It is not always grammatically correct to add
a determiner before a concept name, e.g., before “asserted”.
Thus our approach checks the part-of-speech (a classiﬁcation
of a word into one of several types, e.g., noun, verb, adjective)
to determine this.
The three suggestion kinds are used for different boilerplate
attributes. Table I shows the mapping between suggestions and
attributes. For the attributes event and state both Concept suggestions and Subject-Verb-Object are used due to grammatical
reasons, e.g., a noun should be used for during state but
if state requires a clause. The Verb-Object suggestions are
used for the action attribute which generally follows modal
verbs like “shall”; the remaining boilerplate attributes use only
the Concept suggestions.

use of semantic relatedness between concepts, e.g., given a
requirement that already contains car we would rather suggest
gasoline than bicycle.
Unfortunately from the review of related literature it seems
that researchers concentrate more on similarity than on relatedness. We were able to ﬁnd complex functions to compute
semantic similarity using up to six different factors [18]: link
type, node depth, local density, link strength, node attributes
and cluster granularity degree. Most of them only make sense
in an is-a taxonomy and do not apply well to the more generic
graph we are using. We experimented with using different
weights depending on link types but that had no measurable
effect. In the end we decided to go for simplicity: We measure
the relatedness of two concepts simply by using the edge count
of the shortest path between two concepts.
We deﬁne C to be the set of concepts, T to be the set of
link types in the ontology, L ⊆ C × C × T to be the set of all
ontology links and the direct distance δl between two concepts
s and d to be

1
if ∃ t ∈ T : c, c , t ∈ L ∨ c , c, t ∈ L,

δl (c, c ) =
∞ otherwise.
We use ontology links in an undirected manner to be more
ﬂexible with the order in which concepts are stated in a
requirement, e.g., we can handle “subject shall action if event”
even though the link might be directed from event to subject.
Moreover we do not require instantiating boilerplate attributes
from left to right. Using δl we can compute the shortest path
δp between two concepts. In Fig. 1 the distance between Saﬁng
Controller and SafeAct mode is one, the distance between
operating mode and assert is four.
We deﬁne R to be the set of requirements and S to be
the set of suggestions. Further we deﬁne cr : R → P(C)
and cs : S → P(C) to map a requirement or, respectively, a
suggestion to the concepts it uses. Next we deﬁne the distance
δs between a requirement r and a suggestion s to be
δs (r, s) = max( min

min δp (c, c ), 1).

c∈cr(r) c ∈cs(s)

It is the minimum distance between any concept used in the
requirement and any concept used in the suggestion. We cap it
at one to avoid ﬁrst proposing suggestions containing concepts
already used in the current requirement.

D. Semantic Relatedness of Suggestions

E. Locality of Suggestions

We mentioned functional, restrictional and architectural
relations in requirements earlier. These relations have in common that they do not correspond to simple is-a ontology links.
While there exist requirements where is-a links are useful,
e.g., “The system shall have the following states: . . . ”, they
are rare. From this point of view semantic relatedness is
more important to us than semantic similarity. Using the car
example mentioned earlier, a possible requirement is “The
driver shall be able to refuel the car with gasoline.” When
proposing phrases to requirements engineers, we want to make

Requirements documents are often structured into sections
each covering a different aspect of system functionality. Terms
speciﬁc to that functionality occur mostly there. In order
to measure the spatial relatedness of two requirements, we
consider the requirements to be a list and deﬁne an index
function ind : R → N. Requirements that have similar indices
are spatially related. When specifying a new requirement, the
requirements engineer must indicate the index where the new
requirement should be inserted into the list. This is similar to
choosing a section where the requirement should be added to.
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We deﬁne the locality factor loc of a requirement r and a
suggestion s in the following way:

|ind(r) − ind(r )| if cr(r ) ∩ cs(s) = ∅,
loc(r, s) = min

r ∈R ∞
otherwise.

TABLE I
ATTRIBUTE S UGGESTION M APPING
Attribute
Con VO SVO
system, etc.

action

event, state 


It is the index distance to the nearest requirement that shares
at least one concept with the suggestion.

TABLE II
P ROJECT M EASURES
Item
DMS Airbag
Reqs.
99
283
Concepts
233
591
Relations 164
425
Axioms
100
571

Powertrain
86
267
115
163

TABLE III
S UGGESTION R ESULTS

F. Suggestion Algorithm
Based on the previous observations we deﬁne four different
suggestion rankings. The ﬁrst one (alpha) sorts suggestions
alphabetically and serves as a baseline. The second (sem-rel)
and third one (locality) sort using the semantic relatedness
function δs and locality function loc, respectively. The fourth
order (ML) uses a linear combination of both functions. A
machine learning approach is used to obtain good coefﬁcients
for the combination.
Our algorithm for suggestions in a requirement r given
a (possibly empty) word w the requirements engineer is
currently typing for boilerplate attribute a consists of the
following steps:
1) Compute all suggestions and ﬁlter out those not starting
with w.
2) Sort remaining suggestions by either
a) Matching boilerplate attribute a (suggestions
marked by “” in Table I), and then alphabetically,
using δs or loc; or
b) Using the weight computed by ML coefﬁcients
Using these orders we achieve that semantically and spatially related suggestions are ranked and shown before other
suggestions.
For the ML ranking we use linear regression models, one
for each boilerplate attribute. The models are trained using
the following features: suggestion type, matching boilerplate
attribute, value of δs and loc and whether a suggestion is
correct (prediction value 1.0) or not (0.0) in the context
of the other features. A higher value computed by such a
model is considered to be a better match. We use linear
regression models because they are very efﬁcient at computing
the weights of all suggestions.
V. E VALUATION
To test hypotheses H1 and H2 we implemented the enhancements in our tool DODT (Domain Ontology Design
Tool). We set up an evaluation with three different industrial
projects: DMS (Doors Management System) which controls
aircraft doors, an airbag controller that decides if an airbag
should be deployed and a power-switch used in the powertrain
domain. For each project a domain ontology was extracted
from domain documents using term and relation extraction
techniques and some manual pruning and reﬁnement. Table
II gives information about the requirements and the domain
ontologies of the projects.
We took the following approach to measure the difference
between the baseline suggestion order (alpha) and the orders
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len

alpha
avg

σ

0
1
2
3
4
5

134.9
6.99
1.66
0.98
0.68
0.57

135.1
14.32
3.00
2.44
1.39
1.33

0
1
2
3
4
5

353.0
29.00
5.94
3.15
1.18
0.64

332.7
67.16
28.01
5.40
1.98
1.42

0
1
2
3
4
5

224.9
28.95
2.80
1.95
1.74
1.67

200.7
56.13
6.02
5.27
5.30
5.37

sem-rel
locality
avg
σ
avg
σ
DMS
81.43 101.4 102.7 124.9
4.02
9.09
5.50 14.09
1.03
2.56
1.34
2.92
0.70
2.29
0.85
2.35
0.48
1.19
0.61
1.32
0.43
1.18
0.53
1.28
Airbag
161.9 228.9 204.7 264.0
13.74 31.79 18.54 55.27
2.77
8.06
3.56 16.76
1.81
4.02
1.79
3.77
0.90
1.79
0.88
1.72
0.49
1.28
0.50
1.23
Powertrain
154.4 175.2 153.8 176.1
19.50 48.31 15.55 38.69
2.03
5.18
2.36
5.48
1.40
4.68
1.65
4.84
1.19
4.62
1.45
4.80
1.15
4.68
1.37
4.81

ML
avg

σ

69.39
3.69
0.89
0.61
0.56
0.50

103.9
7.22
1.95
1.26
1.13
1.16

100.1
8.53
1.89
1.15
0.61
0.33

196.5
31.40
7.35
2.96
1.42
0.89

107.5
9.42
1.15
0.84
0.86
0.83

154.8
28.99
2.86
2.27
2.39
2.36

evolving from the research questions RQ1 (sem-rel), RQ2
(locality) and the ML order. First we identiﬁed all places where
a requirement phrase p (one or more words of the requirement)
matched one of our suggestions. In case several suggestions
matched at the same position, we used the longest one. Then
we computed the suggestion list our algorithm yielded and
measured at which position in this list the expected phrase p
was ranked. This we repeated for all substrings of p of length
zero to ﬁve and for all suggestion orders. This simulates the
behavior when a user types in the ﬁrst p characters of the
expected phrase and selects a suggestion. The requirements
were added to our guidance system in the same order that
is used in the projects. We argue the average list position is
a good measure for the performance of a suggestion order
as the user starts seeing the ﬁrst N entries (depending on
the window size) and has to scroll down for further entries.
Fig. 2 shows a screenshot of our tool presenting suggestions.
To avoid overﬁtting to the evaluation data we used a threefold cross-validation for the ML order, i.e., for each project
we trained the model using data from the other two projects.
Table III presents our results. It shows the arithmetic means
and standard deviations of the list positions for all suggestion
orders, projects and lengths. For example: If an Airbag project
user enters the ﬁrst two letters of a phrase, the expected phrase
will be on average at position 5.94 for the alpha order and at
position 1.89 for the ML order.
All three suggestion orders using semantic relatedness

engineer and achieving requirements consistency by using the
same phrases in all requirements. Finally we plan to research
specialized ontology extraction methods to extract exactly the
kind of concepts and relations we are interested in.

Fig. 2.

DODT Screenshot showing Suggestions

and/or locality are an improvement over the baseline order
with regards to the position of the correct suggestion when
comparing means. The ML order generally performs best
except for DMS at lengths 4 and 5 where sem-rel performs
better. We tested statistical signiﬁcance using a Student’s t-test
with a conﬁdence level of 95% (rejecting the null hypothesis
of identical distributions). The improvements are signiﬁcant
for ML (DMS: len≤4, Airbag: all, Powertrain: all), for semrel (len≤3, all, len≤2) and for locality (len≤1, all, len≤2).
For greater lengths the improvements are not signiﬁcant. With
these restrictions in mind, we claim our hypotheses to be true.
We achieve the biggest improvements at length zero (start
of a new phrase) because here the alpha suggestion order
is basically random while our proposed orders rank related
suggestions ﬁrst. At longer phrases this advantage decreases
because ﬁltering often reduces the suggestions to a small set
of very similar ones which is more difﬁcult to rank in a good
way, especially if there is a long common preﬁx.
A. Threats to Validity
The experiment was performed in a fully automated way
and is thus repeatable. The quality of the suggestion order
depends on the ontology quality, especially on the links for the
semantic relatedness. The domain ontology creation process
involved selection and validation by a domain expert. While
our evaluation consists of three different domains, ontologies
and requirement sets, the claim of general usefulness of this
approach needs to be tested in a larger study with more
projects.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we presented two enhancements to a semantic
guidance system. The ﬁrst one is taking the semantic relatedness between concepts in a requirement statement into
account. The second enhancement is taking the locality of
domain terms with regards to their occurrence location in the
requirements document into account. The probability for reuse
of semantically and spatially related concepts is increased. We
deﬁned ranking on suggestions to exploit these properties. An
evaluation using three sets of industrial requirements showed
that both properties lead to an improvement of the suggestion
quality.
More research needs to be done on deriving phrases from
ontology concepts and relations. There are grammatical forms
in our requirements, e.g., gerunds, which could be supported
additionally. However, this needs to be evaluated carefully as
there is a trade-off between convenience for the requirements
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These problems, taken from the elicitation process, make it
difficult for the requirements engineer to devel op the
stakeholder universe of discourse, as well as the construction of
adequate conceptual models [3][4], i.e. these problems, which
begin to manifest themselves in the process from requirements
elicitation and communication between the user and the
engineer, probably will be propagated in the acti vity of
construction of conceptual models. These drawbacks
inexorably converge towards obtaining low-quality software.

Abstract—The requirements elicitation process, whose main
objective is to give birth to the requirements, not only is a
technical process to build a particular system but also an
important process of social connotations involving different
people (stakeholders), a circumstance which causes certain
problems arise when carrying out this process of requirement
conceptualization. We propose a process of Requirements
Conceptualization that are structured in two phases: (a)
Problem-Oriented Analysis: aimed at understanding the problem
given by the user in the domain in which this takes place, and (b)
Product-Oriented Analysis: its aim is to obtain the functionalities
that the user intends to obtain from the software product to be
developed, taking into account the relationship of these features
with the reality expressed by the user in his speech. The
techniques for each activity in both phases are introduced.

In this co ntext, the problem is focu sed (Section 2), we
propose a process of requirements conceptualization (Section
3), the techniques proposed for the activities in each phase are a
presented (Section 4 ), and conclusions and future research
work is outlined (section 7).

Keywords - Requirements Conceptualization; Process; Phases;
Activities; Techniques.

I.

II.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The open problem identified in this section, is the need to
structure and categorize the information body coming from the
elicitation process. The purpose is facilitating the
understanding of the problem expressed by the user [5][6], in
other words, to conceptualize the requirements. Inadequate
treatment of the complexity contained in the user's discourse
has been highlighted by several authors [ 7][8][9][10]. These
authors mention the difficulties in building conceptual models
based on the information contained in the elicitation process
and reflected in the user's speech. Also worth noting that these
difficulties give the analysis process to a degree of immaturity
which makes it difficult to perform effectively in this activity,
while difficult to adopt this approach in or ganizations [11].
Accordingly and pursuant to the foregoing, the open prob lem
addressed in t his paper, is a "perce ption gap" [5][7] in the
transition of a process (requirements elicitation) to a nother
process (Conceptual Modeling). Because of this, is clearly a
need to conceptualize the requirements stated by the user in his
speech before going to the c onstruction of conceptual models
in order to reduce complexity and promote understanding
referred to the problem described by the user, contributing to
the achievement of better quality of Conceptual Models.

INTRODUCTION

The requirements elicitation process, whose main objective
is to give b irth to the requirements, not only is a technical
process to build a particular system but also an important
process of social connotations [1] that involves different people
(stakeholders). It is usual that the proces s of requirements
elicitation causes problems when it is been carrying out [2].
Similarly, with regard to the stakeholders it is cle ar that the
term is used in reference to any person or group that is affected
by the system directly or indirectly, between them can be cited
to end users who interact with the system and as well as others
who may be affected by the implementation of it (maintenance
professionals providing other related systems, experts in the
domain of the system, business managers, others).
Now, in light of all the constraints that make mention by
Sommerville, proper of requirements elicitation process is that
there is a need to explore and analyze those features that are
inherent to this process and, as such, contribute to characterize
the process. Characterized the task of requirement elicitation, it
follows that the ax is of it focuses on establishing
communication between the User and the Req uirements
Engineer. When developing their work in elicitation, this must
capture and model a reality that frames a problem, whose
solution must be approached through a software product. Since
this is really an intangible element, usually too complex, it is
also difficult to capture.

III.

PROPOSAL OF PROCESS OF REQUIREMENTS
CONCEPTUALIZATION

The solution proposed in this work involves the insertion of
an activity of Requirements Conceptualization, which aims to
act as a bridge or "link" between the activities of requirements
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elicitation and the act ivities conceptual modeling, thereby
facilitating the understanding of the problem expressed by the
user and t herefore obtain higher quality Conceptual models
[2][3][5][10][12].

User" that generates the respective "Refined User Scenarios".
These, and "Text Segments" are th e inputs of the task
"Construction of the Un ified Map User Scenarios", tha t result
in the "U nified Map User Scenarios". The techniques and
representations of the tasks in the pro blem-oriented analysis
phase are summarized in Figure 4.

The process of conceptualizing the pr oposed requirements
is done through the so-cal led Requirements Conceptualization
Process which is de veloped in t wo phases: (a) ProblemOriented Analysis, whose g oal is to understand the problem
posed by the user in the domain in which this takes place, and
(b) Product-Oriented Analysis, whose goal is to obtain the
functionality that the user intends to obtain from the software
product to be developed, taking into account the relationship of
these features with the reality expressed by the user in his
speech. Figure 3 repres ents the p rocess of Requirements
Conceptualization with focus on interdependence between the
phases, tasks and products.

Figure 1. Process of requirements conceptualization; detailing: stages, tasks and
products

Figure 4. Phase, task and products

Problem-Oriented Analysis phase is divided into three
tasks: (a) "User Discourse/Speech Segmentation", (b)
"Cognitive Analysis of Text Segments", and (c) "Construction
of Problem Space based on User Scenarios". The "Discourse of
Natural Language User" (which from now on in this paper we
will call user speech) is the in put for the task "User
Discourse/Speech Segmentation" that results in the "Text
Segments". These segments are the i nput to task, "Cogni tive
Analysis of the Text Segments" generating the respective
"Knowledge Types". The "Text Segments" and "Knowledge
Types" are t he inputs for t he task "Construction of Problem
Space based on User Scenarios" that will result i n "Problem
Space based on User Scenarios".

IV.

TECHNIQUES FOR PHASE OF PROBLEM-ORIENTED
ANALYSIS

This section presents techniques for the phase ProblemOriented Analysis, which are: Technique for User´s Discourse
Segmentation (TS - DU) used to the implementation of task of
User´s discourse segmentation (SDU) (section IV.A),
Cognitive Techniques to Identificate different types of
Knowledge as: f actual knowledge, Procedural knowledge,
Contextual knowledge and Association knowledge (TCI CFPCA) for the implementation of task Cognitive Analysis of
Text Segments (ACST) (section IV.B) and the Technique for
Building the Problem Space Diagram of User´s scenarios (TCD
- EPEU) for the implementation of task Building the Prob lem
Space of User´s scenarios (CEPEU) (section IV.C).

Product-Oriented Analysis phase is divided into three tasks:
(a) "Construction of Users Scenarios", "(b) "Re finement of
User Scenarios", and ( c) "Construction of the Unified Map of
User Scenarios". The "Text Seg ments & Knowledge Types
Association" and the "Problem Space based on User Scenarios"
constitute the inputs for the task "Construction of User
Scenario". These scenarios along with the "User Speech"
respectively are the input to task "Refinement of Scen arios

A. Technique for User´s Discourse Segmentation (TS - DU)
By means of this technique is implemented the first task
that requirement engineer (RE) has to carry in the early stage of
the phase Problem-Oriented Analysis, called Technique for
User´s Discourse Segmentation (TS - DU). For application of
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TS – DU the RE uses as input the User´s Discourse in plai n
text to seg ment it sente nce by sentence [13], integrating these
sentences in Text Segments (ST) are related with real situations
described by user. Finally the ST associated to user’s scenarios
(EU) are obtained. ST and EU are the output of this technique
which is summarized in table 1.
TABLE I.

Input:
Output:
Step 1.

Text Segments (ST) associated to User
Spaces (EU)
Types of Knowledge (TC) identified in
Text Segment (ST) TC
Identification of Types of Knowledge
(TC) in Text Segments (ST)
(This step identifies the different types of knowledge:
Contextual, Factual, Procedural and Association in the text
segments (ST)).

TECHNIQUE FOR USER´S DISCOURSE SEGMENTATION (TS DU)

1.1.
Technique:

User´s Discourse Segmentation (TS DU)

Input:

User´s Discourse

Output:

Text Segments (ST) associated to
user´s scenarios (EU)

Step 1.

User´s discourse segmentation (DU)
sentence by sentence
(In this first step is performed a preliminary analysis of DU
looking segmenting in short sentences. This initial
segmentation allows a simpler treatment of DU to meet the
step 2 of this process. Short sentences are the output obtained
for this step)

Step 2.

Step 2.

(In this second step is necessary to integrate text segments (ST)
with the types of knowledge identified in the respective ST; for
which, drawing up a table indicating the various TC contained
in each of the ST. Table conecting ST with respective
identified TC is the output of this technique)

Integration of sentences in Text
Segments (ST)
(In this second step integrates the sentences obtained in step 1
into segments of text (ST) describing a situation of reality.
These ST are formed by sets of short sentences, and are the
output for this step).

Step 3.

Association of Text Segments(ST) to
User´s Escenarios (EU)

C. Technique for Building the Problem Space Diagram of
User´s scenarios
By means of this technique is implemented the third task to
carry outby RE in the phase Problem-Oriented Analysis, called
Technique for Building the Problem Space Diagram of User’s
scenarios (CEPEU). For the i mplementation of the TCD EPEU, RE uses as input the ST associated to EU obtained from
the application of the technique TS - DU, and the TC identified
in each of the ST obtaine d from the application of the
technique TCI - CF PCA. To begi n application of the TCD EPEU, the RE proceeds t o make use of the TC identified in
each ST (leaving the association CT for Oriented Analysis
Phase of the Product) to obtain the different elements that make
up the E PEU, which are : Actors, Relationships, Attributes,
Actions and Interactions. The RE then proceeds to identify the
Contextual Framework Base (MCB) in wh ich actors will
unfold in the built E PEU (first diagram for this purpose).
Finally, RE developes the remaining EPEU diagrams reflecting
different realities provided by the respective ST. The EPEU
diagrams are the output of this technique which is summarized
in Table 3.

(In this third step, each segment of text obtained is associated
with a user scenario obtained in step 2. Therefore, as a result
of this process are obtained Text Segments (ST) associated
with User Scenarios (EU ), which are the output of this
technique)

B. Cognitive Technique to Identificate Factual, Procedural,
Contextual and Association Knowledge (TCI - CFPCA)
This technique implements the second task the RE should
develop during the problem-oriented analysis called Cognitive
Analysis of Text Segments (ACST). The input of the technique
are the Text Segments (ST) associated with User Spaces (EU)
[14] that were obtained from the ap plication of the technique
for User's Discourse Segmentation (TS - DU) These segments
are processed With The notion of Identifying Different types of
knowledge (TC), Which are present in the "mental model" of
the user based on personal experiences that occur in uncertain
contexts [15][16]. The technique begins by Identifying
Contextual Knowledge in t he text segments (ST), and then
continues with the identification of Factual Knowledge,
Procedural Knowledge, and Knowledge Association. Finally,
the RE I ntegrates Different types of information These with
text segments, seeking to es tablish which kind of knowledge
corresponds to segment text. Knowledge identified in each text
segment (ST) are the output provided by this technique, which
is summarized in Table 2.

TABLE III.

TABLE II.
COGNITIVE TECHNIQUE TO IDENTIFICATE FACTUAL
KNOWLEDGE, PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE, CONTEXTUAL KNOWLEDGE AND
ASSOCIATION KNOWLEDGE (TCI - CFPCA)
Technique:

Contextual Knowledge
Identification in Text Segments
(ST)
1.2. Factual Knowledge
Identification in Text Segments
(ST)
1.3. Procedural Knowledge
Identification in Text Segments
(ST)
1.4. Asociation Knowledge
Identification in Text Segments
(ST)
Integration among Text Segments and
Types of Knowledge

TECHNIQUE FOR BUILDING THE PROBLEM SPACE DIAGRAM
OF USER´S SCENARIOS (TCD – EPEU)

Technique:

Building Problem Space Diagram of
User´s Scenarios (TCD – EPEU)

Input:

ST associated to EU and

Output:

EPEU Diagram

Step 1.

Use of TC for identifying EPEU elements

ST-TC Table

(In this first step RE makes use of the respective TC for
identifying the elements of EPEU diagrams for each of the
associated ST. The completion of this step is accomplished
through the following three substeps)

Cognitive Identification of Factual
Knowledge, Procedural Knowledge,
Contextual Knowledge and Association
Knowledge (TCI - CFPCA)

1.1. Use of Factual TC
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Step 2.

application of the technique TCD-EPEU. To begin to apply the
TCD-EU, RE proceeds to m ake use of the ST wi th the
association CT that alows to get t he functionalities of the
problem defined by the user, as w ell as id entification those
EPEU actors that are necessary for the system to perform these
functions. RE develops the b locks for Space Product of User
Scenarios (EPrEU) for these EPEU [5] with these
functionalities and EPEU d iagrams in which the asso ciated
functionalities are ide ntified,. Finally, the RE per forms a
process of association for the purpose of obtaining the linkages
among elements of the blocks of EPrEU and EPEU, thus
obtaining a single diagram for each EU constituted from both
blocks. The d iagrams corresponding to EU is the o utput
product provided by this technique, which is summarized in
Table IV.

1.2. Use of Procedural TC
1.3. Use of Contextual TC
Building Diagram corrsponding to MCB
(In this second step, the RE comes to build EPEU diagram for the
MCB. For this, the ER analize ST that allows to contextualize the
problem in the area in which occurs the reality described by the
user (Department of marketing, Human Resources, etc). this
diagram represents the central actors (leaving the incorporation of
their attributes and actions for the next step) and relations between
them, identified in substep 1.3. Therefore, for developing this step
is carried out by the two following substeps)

Step 3.

2.1. Actors incorporation to MCB
Diagram
2.2. Relation incorporation to MCB
Diagram
Building remaining EPEU
(In this third step, RE develope the remaining EPEU diagrams
corresponding to the ST which continue to the MCB. For these
diagrams, the RE uses EPEU diagram of the MCB and the various
elements identified in substeps 1.1 and 1.2. Therefore, for each of
the EPEU diagrams is carried out the following four substeps)

TABLE IV.

3.1. Incorporation of Actors to Diagram
3.1.1. Incorporation of Actors
atributes to Diagram
3.1.2. Incorporation of Values of
Actors atributes to
Diagram
3.2. Incorporation of Relations to
Diagram
3.3. Incorporation of Actions to
Diagram
3.3.1. Incorporation of action
attributes to Diagram
3.3.2. Incorporation of values of
action attributes to
Diagram
3.4. Incorporation of Interactions to
Diagram
3.4.1. Incorporation of
Interactions Atributes to
Diagram
3.4.2. Incorporation of Values of
Interactions Atributes to
Diagram

V.

TECHNIQUE FOR CONSTRUCTION OF USER´S SCENARIO
DIAGRAM (TCD-EU)

Tecnique:

Construction of User´s Scenario Diagram
(TCD-EU)

Input:

ST with association TC (from Table STTC) and EPEU Diagram

Output:

EU Diagram

Step 1.

Using Association TC
(In this first step, the ER uses the association CT for the construction
of the EU. The completion of this step is performed by means of the
following two substeps)

Step 2.

1.1. Funcionalities Identification
1.2. Actors Identification needed to
carry out those functionalities
Construction of EPrEU diagram for each
EPEU
(In this second step, the ER uses obtained functionalities and EPEU
diagrams which were identified associated functionalities, to build
the Space Product of User´s Scenario Diagram (EPrEU) for these
EPEU. Therefore, the EPrEU diagrams with the respective
functionalities are the output of this step)

Step 3.

Linking elements of EPEU and EPrEU
blocks for each EU.
(In this third step, the ER proceeds to establish the "linkage" among
the functionalities that make each of the EPrEU diagrams and actors
of the corresponding EPEU, to perform these functions)

TECHNIQUES FOR PRODUCT-ORIENTED ANALYSIS

This section presents techniques for Product OrientedAnalysis, which are: Technique for Construction of User´s
Scenarios Diagram (TCD-EU) to implement the task of User´s
Scenario Development(CEU) (section V.A), Technique for
Refining User´s Scenarios Diagram (TRD-EU) to implement
the task of User´s Scenarios Diagram refinement (REU)
(section V.B) and Tec hnique for Construction of Unified
User´s Scenario Map Diagram (TCD-MUEU) for the
implementation of the construction task Unified User´s
Scenarios Map (CMUEU) (section V.C).

B. Technique for Refinement User´s Scenarios Diagram
(TRD-EU)
Through this technique, RE implements the second task to
carry out the Oriented Analysis Product phase called Refining
User Scenarios (REU). The TRD-EU is applied jointly by the
RE and User. The input products are the original User Speech
(DU) and the Ue o btained in the previous technique. As a
output result are obtained Refined User Scenarios (EUR). The
application substep TRD-EU includes joint review (User and
ER) of the original DU, whic h is carried out based on an
analysis of consistency (to identify inconsistencies), which are
classified into incompleteness and contradictions. These
inconsistencies are solved to have a refined DU. From a refined
DU, User and RE develop the validation and debugging of ST
and CT for t he purpose of purging inconsistencies in elements
of the DU. Then, User and RE validates EU diagrams to obtain
the EUR diagrams. Finally, User and ER develop final review
of the EUR, if both granted pursuant to the obtained EUR the

A. Technique for Construction of User´s Scenario Diagram
(TCD-EU)
By means of this technique. RE implements the first task to
be carried out in Product-Oriented Analysis phase ca lled
Construction of User´s Scenario (CEU). For the
implementation of the TCD-EU, RE uses as in put those ST
associated to TC obtained from the application of the technique
TS-DU, and each of the EPEU diagrams obtained from the
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TABLE VI.

application of the technique finishes, if not, return to step 1 to
begin to apply again. The diagrams corresponding to the EUR
are the o utput product that provides this technique, which is
summarized in Table V.
TABLE V.
Technique:

TECHNIQUE FOR REFINEMENT OF USER´S SCENARIOS
DIAGRAM (TRD-EU)
Refinement User´s Scenarios Diagram
(TRD – EU)

Input:

User Speech (DU) and the UE Diagram

Output:

Refined User Scenarios (EUR)

Step 1.

Consistency Analysis of DU

Technique:

Construction of User´s Scenarios
Unified Map Diagram (TCD-MUEU)

Input:

Text Segments Associated to EU and EUR
Diagrams

Output:

MUEU Diagram

Step 1.

Transition Analysis of EU
(The RE identifies EU triggers present in ST associated to EU and
reflected in the EUR. These triggers produce changes in EU occur
in the body of the EU leading precedence relations among EU.
The completion of this step is carried out through the following
three substeps according to EU triggers types identified by RE)

(In this first step, User and RE develop consistency analysis of DU
based on the identification of incompleteness and inconsistencies
to obtain a refined DU. This step is performed by m eans of the
following three substeps)

Step 2.

1.1. Context Change Identification
1.2. Actors State Change Identification
1.3. New Actors Identification

1.1. Validation and Debuging of DU
Incompleteness
1.2. Validation and Debuging of DU
contradictions
1.3. Validation and Debuging of DU
Validation and Debuging of ST and TC

Step 2.

VI.

A CONCEPT PROOF OF THE PROPOSED PROCESS

This section presents the example of an Aircraft’s Fuel
Supply System as concept proof of the phase "ProblemOriented Analysis". For each task is described inputs and
outputs and the used techniques. There are described: the Task
User Discourse / Speech Segmentation (Figure 5) the T ask
Cognitive Analysis of Text Segments (Figures 6. a, b, c) and
the Task Construction of Problem Space based on User
Scenarios (Figures 7. a, b, c), the Task Construction of Users
Scenarios (Figure 8), the Task Refinement of Users Scenarios
(Figure 9), and the Task Construction of Unified-Map of User
Scenarios (Figure 10).

Validation and Debuging of EU
(In this third step, using DUR, STR and TCR, User and RE
develop a validation and subsequent debugging the EU. In this
way, it may be a case of having to add actors, change attributes,
include interactions among actors; obtaining refined EU diagrams
(EUR). Therefore, these EUR diagrams are the output product of
this step).

Step 4.

Construction of MUEU Diagram
(The RE proceeds to build MUEU diagram using EU wihc
identifies Base Context Framework (Trigger type I). With triggers
type II a nd III identified in ste p 1, build the chain of EU which
will then lead to MUEU. MUEU Diagram with their respective
EUR properly linked are the output product of this technique, and
output of the process of requirements conceptualization)

(In this second step, user and RE develop validation and
subsequent debugging of the ST and CT, since the inconsistencies
identified in the DU in the substeps 1.1 and 1.2, are propagated to
the ST and CT. Therefore, the refined ST and TC (STR and TCR)
is the output product of this step).

Step 3.

TÉCHNIQUE OF CONSTRUCTION OF USER´S SCENARIOS
UNIFIED MAP DIAGRAM (TCD-MUEU)

Final Revision of EUR
(In this fourth step, User and RE develop a final review of the
EUR diagrams contrasting with EU diagrams that served as input
to this technique jointly with the original DU. In case User and
RE agree with the obtained EUR, these are the output product of
this technique and the aplication of the technique finish, otherwise
it returns to Step 1 and begin to apply the technique again)

The results of cognitive techniques that have been applied
to identify factual knowledge, procedural knowledge, and
contextual knowledge and association knowledge with the Text
Segments are shown in Figures 6.a, 6.b and 6.c. The results of
having applied the technique of constr uction of diagram of
problem-space based o n user scenarios from templates of
factual knowledge, procedural knowledge, contextual
knowledge and association knowledge obtained are shown in
Figures 7.a, 7.b and 7.c. I n the Task Construction of Users
Scenarios, shown in Figure 8, the req uirement engineer
proceeds to the building the User Scenario with the building of
the blocks corresponding to the Product Space for those
scenarios in which the functionalities associated to the space
problem are identified. In order to perform this task, the
requirement engineer has as input pr oducts two elements: the
Problem Space of the Users Scenarios and the Text Seg ments
with Knowledge Types of Association. The result output are
the Users Scenarios which are represented by the diagrams that
have two blocks corresponding to the Problem Space y al
Product Space; which are linked by the arrows between the
element and the functionality.

Through this technique, the third and final task to carry out
is implemented of the Product Oriented Analysis phase, called
Construction of User´s Scenarios Unified Map Diagram
(CMUEU). For the development of the TCD-MUEU, RE uses
as input pr oducts each of ST associated to EU and EUR
obtained by the applica tion of the previous technique. As
output result is obtained the User´s Scenarios Unified Map
Diagram (MUEU). The MUE U diagram represents a spacetime sequence about how the user understands the problem to
be solved and the reality that fits the problem. The application
of TCD sub step - MUEU i ncludes a tra nsitional analysis of
User Scenarios (EU) through which it may be i dentified the
triggers of User Scenarios ( EU), which allow to identify the
corresponding precedence r elations among EU. From these
triggers the RE s able to establish appropriate links among EU
that lead to MUEU diagram. MUEU diagram is to the output
product provided by this technique.
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Figure 6.b. Task: Cognitive Analysis of Text Segment 2.
Figure 5. Task: User Discourse / Speech Segmentation

Thus, this representation shows the “existing linkage”
between the required functionalities for the software product
and the el ements of the problem space that are necessary to
process the functionality. In this case, the Text Segment [3] is
the only one identified as knowledge of association. This
knowledge of association allows defining two functionalities
which include all the p roduct space (Registry of the
procurement authorizations accepted by the Tower of Control
in one given day and T otal quantity of mechanical
maintenances performed in all the aircrafts in one given day).

Figure 6.a. Task: Cognitive Analysis of Text Segment 1.
Figure 6.c. Task: Cognitive Analysis of Text Segment 3.
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Figure 7.a. Task: Construction of Diagram of Problem-Space Based on User
Scenarios (Text Segment 1)

Figure 8. Task: Construction of Users Scenarios

In the task Refinement of Users Scenarios, shown in Figure
9, the user an d the requirement engineer interact together in
order to acquire scenarios free of errors and inconsistent. These
“debugged” scenarios are called Refined Users Scenarios.

Figure 7.b. Task: Construction of Diagram of Problem-Space Based on User
Scenarios (Text Segment 2)

Figure 9. Task: Refinement of Users Scenarios.

In order to perform this task, the requirement engineer has
as input products two elements: the Users Scenarios and the

Figure 7.c. Task: Construction of Diagram of Problem-Space Based on User
Scenarios (Text Segment 3)
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(speech) of the user. This paper presents two proofs of concept
for a specific case about two phases of this process. The first
phase has as input the text associated to the User´s Speech and
as an output the Dia gram of Problem-Space Based on User
Scenarios. To carry out the tasks it has been ada pted some
techniques and developed another ones; they are: Protocol
Analysis, Cognitive Techniques for Ident ification of Factual
Knowledge, Procedural Knowledge, Contextual Knowledge
and Association Knowledge, and Technique of Construction of
Diagram of Problem-Space Based on User Scenarios. The
structuration of the Phase of Problem Oriented Analysis into
the tasks: U ser Discourse / Speech Segmentation, Cognitive
Analysis of Text Segments and Construction of Problem Space
based on U ser Scenarios; allows the requirements engineer to
carry out a systematic analysis of user's speech to reach
gradually an integrated representation of the fundamental
elements of it. The nex t research steps are: [a] develop and
execute an experiment to validate empirically the process of
requirements conceptualization introduced and [b] to focus on
implementing of high quality conceptual models.

original User’s Discourse / Speech, getting as output the RUS
complying the user’s requirements. For this study case, it is
reviewed the User’s Discourse / Sp eech and the Users
Scenarios in the paragraph of Text Segment [3]: “that a registry
is updated with all the procurement authorizations accepted by
each Tower of Control in a given day”. that defines the
functionality “Registry of the procurement authorizations
accepted by the Tower of Control in one given day”. A
problem is detected in the User Scenario and it is necessary to
add in each Tower of Control actor the attribute Procurement
Authorization with the value Accepted, because these type of
authorizations are the only one interested to be r egistered by
this functionality. As a result, the User Scenario that is refined
is the third one. In the t ask Construction of Unified-Map of
User Scenarios, shown in Figure 10, the requirement engineer
works on the construction of the Uni fied-Map of User
Scenarios, which allows documenting the “temporal order” in
which the scenarios are performed. For this task, the
requirement engineer has as input products the Text Segments
and the Refined Users Scenarios, getting as a result the UMUS.
The used technique is “Analysis of Transitions of Users
Scenarios”, which allows identifying in the Text Segments the
elements called “scenario dispatchers” from which the
transition is performed. The dispatcher can have three types: 1)
context changes in the user discourse, 2) state change in the
actors of the scenario (modifying the attribute values) and 3)
adding actors to the scenario. In this case, the analysis of Text
Segment [1] indica tes that the US-1 is performed by a
dispatcher type 1), because it is related to a con textual base
frame; the analysis of Text Segment [2] indicates that the US –
2 is performed by a dispatcher type 3) , because the aircraft
actor is added; and finally the analysis of Text Segment [3]
indicates that the US-3 is performed by a dispa tcher type 2),
because a change in the state actor air craft is done when the
location attribute is set from Hangar N°1) to tank supply
location. As a result.
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company. Business process models are instruments to identify
problems and improvement opportunities within a company.
They help to understand the structure and behavior of a
company. Furthermore, these models are very useful for
increasing the comprehension about business environment by
system analysts [8].

Abstract — One of the most common problems regarding
software quality is the software’s incapability of offering effective
and efficient support to business operations. A possible motive
for this lack of support is the inconsistency of the requirements
related to the business needs. In order to avoid this problem, the
use of business process modeling during the requirements
elicitation must be considered. Therefore, this work proposes a
technique to support extracting the requirements from business
process diagrams: the REMO (Requirements Elicitation oriented
by business process MOdeling) technique. Furthermore, we
present the results of two controlled experiments aimed at
measuring the effectiveness and adequacy of the produced
requirements in comparison to a traditional approach. The
results indicated that compared to the traditional approach our
technique was better regarding adequacy indicator, and as good
as regarding the effectiveness indicator.

The non adoption of business processes modeling, as a
mechanism to elicit software requirements, can end up
generating software with inconsistent and incomplete
requirements regarding the real needs of the business. These
types of requirements can make the developed software
unavailable to meet the business needs for which it is created
[15].
We have developed a requirement elicitation technique that
is oriented by business processes modeling called REMO
(Requirements Elicitation oriented by business process
MOdeling). This technique aims to a id system analysts, who
are responsible for the software development, in identifying the
functional and non-functional requirements and business rules
using business processes diagrams.

Keywords requirements elicitation; business process modeling;
empirical study

I.

Davi Viana, Rogério do Nascimento, Tayana Conte

INTRODUCTION

One of the first activities to be executed in software
development is the requirements elicitation activity. This
activity focuses on using mechanisms in order to understand
which needs must be attended by the developed software [11].
According to Monsalve et al. [3], the software development
depends on the quality of the requirements elicitation activities.
Often, the elicitation is criticized by obtaining incomplete and
inconsistent requirements, since the users don’t have a concrete
idea of what they want [1].

The goal of this paper is to describe both the REMO
technique and the results from two empirical studies evaluating
its feasibility. These studies were conducted in o rder to
measure the effectiveness regarding requirements identification
using business processes models, with or without the use of the
technique, compared with a traditional approach [4].
Furthermore, we have also observed the adequacy of the
evaluated requirements by classifying them into: (a)
appropriate requirements, and (b) inappropriate requirements
(“false positives”), regarding the context of the business
processes.

According to Martins and Daltrini [11], in order to
understand the users’ needs, it is necessary to understand the
activities these users execute considering their work context.
Martinez et al. [10] state that the focus of business processes
can increase the conformity of the software regarding its users’
needs. This approach must consider the comprehension of the
organizational environment, therefore, focusing on the business
processes to carry out the software development.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
related works within the context of the proposed technique In
Section III we present an initial version of the R EMO
technique. Section IV describes how we carried out the first
empirical study and its results. Section V discusses how we
evolved the technique based on the results of this first study.
Section VI presents the second empirical study in order to
evaluate the new version of the technique. Finally, the
conclusions and future steps of this research are presented in
Section VII.

The observation of the business processes during the
software development as a relevant factor for the requirements
elicitation, allows to clearly understand the business domain in
which the software will work [5]. According to Cardoso et al.
[4], business process modeling is a mechanism that can
facilitate understanding of how business processes work in a
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II.

based this technique on the set of core elements of the BPMN
notation. This notation allows the identification of: the
activities, the dependencies controls, and the task flows. The
BPMN notation is a pattern to guide process modeling
suggested by the OMG (Object Management Group) [9].
Business process modeling is used as an entrance subsidy
for the technique’s application. The analyst applies the REMO
heuristics in order to obtain the software requirements.
Following the heuristics, the analyst identifies the actions
represented by the elements of the BPMN notation and
transforms them into a software requirement. In the initial
version of the REMO technique, we elaborated 8 h euristics,
divided in heuristics to identify functional requirements and
heuristics to extract non-functional requirements. Fig. 1 shows
an extract from the initial version. A detailed description of the
first version of the REMO technique can be found in [14].

RELATED WORK

Business processes modeling consists of the formalization
of an organizations’ processes activities, capturing the context
in which these are executed. According to Carvalho et al. [1],
the knowledge and understanding of business processes are
extremely important to ensure that requirements are appropriate
to the real needs of the organization. In order to obtain a
complete comprehension of the business process, it is
recommended to use strategies aiming conformity of the
software requirements with the business needs. These strategies
are known as requirements elicitation approaches oriented by
business processes models. We will now describe the
approaches in which the initial proposal of the technique was
based.
Santander and Castro [12] presented guidelines that allow
the development of use cases from organizational business
models described through the i* framework [16]. These
guidelines are used to identify the scenarios that will be
described by the use cases, by using the organizational
modeling as starting point through the use of the i* framework.
An approach that uses goal oriented analysis to identify use
cases through the i* framework is pr esented in [7]. This
approach identifies use cases from business processes
modeling. Initially, a goal tree must be used to refine the
business model in order to identify the types of goals and their
actors. After that, the approach suggests to start modeling use
cases in UML (Unified Modeling Language).
The approach presented in [6] uses user case diagrams and
domain classes diagrams to t ransform business processes
models into requirements models. This approach is supported
by the RAPIDS (Rules And Process for the Development of
Information Systems) tool. This approach has two stages in
order to generate use cases from business processes models: (a)
transformation of the terms of a determined business into
domain classes; and (b) transformation of processes into use
cases by using heuristics.

Figure 1. Extract of the first version of the REMO technique.

The heuristics were based in actions contained in processes
diagrams. They aid the identification of requirements from:
processes operations; documents used within the processes
activities; decisions conditions within the processes flow;
dependencies between activities, activities with interruption
flow; activities deriving messages/communications; activities
possessing restrictions; and, activities with quality attributes. In
the next section we present the planning and the execution of
the first empirical study.

The presented approaches extract user cases from business
processes models. However, before modeling use cases, it is
important to produce a document with functional and nonfunctional requirements and business rules. Quality models
(e.g. CMMI [13]) point out that it is necessary to specify
requirements before describing components and operational
scenarios (through use cases or other forms of specification).
This scenario has motivated one of our research’s goals: to
define a technique tailored to support extracting requirements
from business process models. In the next section we will
describe the first version of the proposed technique.
III.

IV.

FIRST EMPIRICAL STUDY

The first empirical study was carried out in or der to
evaluate the feasibility of the technique. This evaluation was
performed from indicators of effectiveness and adequacy, as
described below:

THE REMO REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION TECHNIQUE

The REMO (Requirements Elicitation oriented by business
process MOdeling) is a requirements elicitation technique that
guides the elicitation process of the developed software by
using business processes modeling.

•

The REMO technique uses a set of heuristics to extract the
software requirements from the business processes diagrams
modeled in BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation). Its
main goal is to aid the analysts in the identification of the
system requirements from business processes models. We

•
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Effectiveness: ratio between the number of real identified
requirements and the number of total known requirements
obtained from the business processes models.
Adequacy: percentage of adequate pointed requirements
regarding the business processes context. After
identifying the requirements using the business models,
we categorized them in real or “false positives”. A

Execution: the subjects received: (a) an execution guide
with tasks, (b) the business context document containing the
BPMN processes modeling, and (c) requirements register
spreadsheet. Furthermore, the group that used the REMO
technique received the additional documentation: the
technique’s heuristics document. The group that did not use the
REMO technique used a traditional approach to identify the
requirements, using the knowledge used in the previous
trainings and the processes modeling, as suggested by [4].
The study was carried out by each group in different days.
The first day Group 1 used the traditional approach and the
second day Group 2 used REMO technique. Each group had
120 minutes to carry out the requirements elicitation based on
the business processes models. We collected 13 and 15
spreadsheets from the traditional approach and the REMO
technique approach respectively. Readers must take note that 2
students did not show up the first day, leaving the groups
unbalanced. We carried out an outlier analysis in order to
balance the groups. After finishing the study, we created a
unique requirements list, in order to discriminate the
requirements. The analyst responsible for the development of a
system for automating final projects control carried out the
discrimination process. The discrimination meeting was carried
out to identify which requirements were considered inadequate
(e.g. misunderstandings about the business processes).

requirement was considered “false positive” when it was
wrong (e.g. a misunderstanding about the business
processes) or in the case that it could not have been
extracted through business processes models. This
indicator is considered relevant because it prevents the
specification of requirements that are not in conformity
with the identified needs extracted from the business
processes.
The experiment goal using the GQM (Goal/
Question/Metric) paradigm [2] is presented in Table I.
TABLE I. GOAL OF THE 1ST. EMPIRICAL STUDY

Analyze
For the purpose of
With respect to
From the point of view
In the context of

The REMO technique
Characterizing
Effectiveness and adequacy of the
identified requirements using the
business processes
Software Engineering Researchers
A requirements elicitation from a w eb
based system having as basis business
processes models.

Hypotheses: the study was planned and conducted in order
to test the following hypotheses (null and alternative,
respectively):
H01: There is no difference in t erms of effectiveness in
using the REMO technique to elicit requirements regarding
business processes.
HA1: The REMO technique presented a difference in the
effectiveness indicator, when compared to a traditional
approach.
H02: There is no difference in terms of adequacy of the
identified requirements when using the REMO technique and a
traditional approach.
HA2: The REMO technique presented different results
regarding the adequacy of the identified requirements, when
compared to a traditional approach.
Context: the study was carried out in M ay 2011 with
undergraduate students from senior-level undergraduate
Computer Science and Information System courses. These
students were attending Analysis and Design class at the
Federal University of Amazonas (UFAM). All the subjects had
tutorials about Business Process Modeling and Requirements
Elicitation. As the object study we used the business processes
modeling of part of the processes. This part described the
management activities of the discipline “Final Project”.
Preparation: 30 students played the role of system analysts
and signed a consent form. The subjects also filled in a
characterization questionnaire, with questions regarding their
practical experience. This questionnaire allowed us to identify
that, despite being undergraduate students; many of them had
experience in system analysis in the industry. An ordinal scale
was used to measure their experience: Low, Medium and High.
Three subjects were classified with High experience (having
participated in f ive or more development projects), sixteen
subjects were classified with medium experience, and the
remaining eleven with low experience (with theoretical
knowledge and no previous experience in industrial system
analysis). The categorization results are shown in Table II.

Results and Quantitative Analysis: Table II p resents the
results of the requirements registers per group of subjects.
Readers must take note that we used a total of 29 known
requirements from the processes models, in order to calculate
the effectiveness degree of the requirements.
TABLE II.

REQUIREMENS RESULTS PER GROUP OF SUBJECTS

Group 1 (TRADITIONAL)
Exp

Sub

II R

F P EI (%)

AI (%)

Group 2 (REMO)
E x p S u b IIR\ F P

EI (%)

AI (%)

A09 14
5 31.03 64.29
H R03 21 12 31.03 42.86
A13 21 10 37.93 52.38
R04 21
9 41.38 57.14
A03 19
8 37.93 57.89
R06 24
9 51.72 62.50
A04 32 17 51.72 46.88
R07 14
4 34.48 71.43
M R08 21 11 34.48 47.62
A08 32 19 44.83 40.63
M
A10 26 13 44.83 50.00
R10 18
5 44.83 72.22
A14 21
6 51.72 71.43
R11 19
8 37.93 57.89
A15 28 10 62.07 64.29
R12 21
8 44.83 61.90
A01 28 18 34.48 35.71
R02 12
4 27.59 66.67
A05
7
6 3.45 14.29
R05 19
5 48.28 73.68
L A07 12
6 20.69 50.00
L R09 23
8 51.72 65.22
A11 29 17 41.38 41.38
R13 38 20 62.07 47.37
A12 23 11 41.38 52.17
R14 24 17 24.14 29.17
Legend: H – High; M – Medium; L – Low; Exp – Experience; Sub – Subjects;
IIR –Initially Identified Requirements; FP – False Positives; AI – Adequacy
Indicator; EI –Effectiveness Indicator.
H

In order to validate these data we used the Mann-Whitney
statistic method, which is supported by the SPSS Sta tistics
v17.0 1 tool, and the boxplots analysis. Fig.2 shows the
distribution of effectiveness per subject, per technique. The
boxplots graph shows only a slight difference between the
subjects who used the technique and those who did not use it.
When we compared the two samples using the Mann-Whitney
1
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obtained from follow-up questionnaires to acquire both
perceived difficulties in the application of the technique and
improvement suggestions. We analyzed these data in order to
suggest changes in the first version of the proposed technique.
In the second version of the technique we modified the
adopted approach by changing the order of the activities. First
the analysts identified the set of elements from the BPMN set
and afterwards they applied the heuristics to ob tain the
software requirements. Furthermore, we modified the way in
which the heuristics were presented. We separate the examples
from the heuristics' descriptions. Moreover, we added a
procedure describing the steps for applying the heuristics in
order to minimize the subjects’ effort in understanding and
remembering how to apply the technique.
The REMO technique adopted these modifications in its
second version, which possesses 9 h euristics. Moreover, the
REMO technique involves the following BPMN elements:
task, gateway or decision, message event, conditional event,
time event, intermediate event, data object, notes and
swimlane.
Each heuristic has instructions to be applied in or der to
extract the requirements within the business processes
diagrams. These instructions are classified according to the
type of requirement it expects to identify. Fig. 4 shows an
extract of the second version of the REMO technique. A
detailed description of the second version of the technique is
available in [14].

test, we did not find any significant differences between the
two groups (p=0.857 and Į = 0.05). This result suggests that
both techniques are s imilar regarding the effectiveness of the
requirements. These results support the null hypothesis H01,
that there are no differences in effectiveness between
techniques.

Figure 2. Boxplots for the Effectiveness indicator of the requirements.

For the indicator “requirements adequacy” we also
performed a statistical analysis through the Mann-Whitney test
and boxplots. Fig. 3 sh ows the boxplot graph regarding the
adequacy of the requirements that were identified by the
approaches.

Figure 3. Boxplots for the Adequacy indicator of the requirements.

A further analysis of Fig. 3 indicates that there is a
significant difference between the two groups. This result was
confirmed by the Mann-Whitney test, which presented a
significance level of p=0.106 regarding the degree of adequate
requirements. These results support the alternative hypothesis
HA2, and, conversely, rejecting the null hypothesis H02.
These results indicate that the REMO technique provides more
adequate requirements and less inadequate requirements (false
positives) than the traditional approach.
V.

Figure 4. Extract example of the second version of the REMO technique.

VI.

SECOND EMPIRICAL STUDY

We planned and evaluated the second version of the REMO
technique through a new feasibility study in order to achieve
the following goal, presented in Table III using the principals
of the GQM [2] paradigm.

EVOLVING THE REMO TECHNIQUE

We noticed that the results from the first empirical study
indicated a need for improving the technique. We used data
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TABLE III.

Analyze
For the purpose of
With respect to
From the point of view
In the context of

GOAL OF THE 2ND. EMPIRICAL STUDY

We created a unique requirements list, in order to
discriminate the requirements. A specialist in requirements
elicitation carried out the discrimination process. The
discrimination meeting was carried out to ide ntify which
requirements were considered inadequate (false-positives).
Results and Quantitative Analysis: Table IV shows the
results per group of subjects. We calculated the effectiveness
indicator using 152 known requirements from the business
process models used as object of study.

The 2nd version of the REMO technique
Characterizing
Effectiveness and adequacy of the
identified requirements using the
business processes in the BPMN, when
compared to a traditional approach.
Software Engineering Researchers
A requirements elicitation carried out by
graduation students and based on
business processes models

TABLE IV.

Hypotheses: the study was planned and conducted in order
to test the following hypotheses (null and alternative,
respectively) regarding the effectiveness and adequacy
indicators:
H01: There is no difference in t erms of effectiveness in
using the REMO technique to elicit requirements regarding
business processes.
HA1: The REMO technique presented a difference in the
effectiveness indicator, when compared to a traditional
approach.
H02: There is no difference in terms of adequacy of the
identified requirements when using the REMO technique and a
traditional approach.
HA2: The REMO technique presented different results
regarding the adequacy of the identified requirements (not
considering false positives), when compared to a traditional
approach.
Context: We carried out the 2nd empirical study in
November 2011, with others senior-level undergraduate
students from Computer Science course (Federal University of
Amazonas). In this experiment, the students also had tutorials
regarding requirements elicitation and business processes
modeling. The business process model chosen as object of
study was part of the processes from the Academic Secretary of
the University. We selected four academic processes: (a) to do
enrollment adjustment; (b) to request recovery of academic
credits; (c) request grades correction; and (d) monitoring
application.
Subjects: 20 subjects agreed to participate in this study and
played the role of system analysts. These subjects were
classified and divided into two groups of 10 subjects. We
balanced each group regarding the subjects experience with
respect to their experience in software development and
requirements elicitation.
Instrumentation: the main instruments in this study were
the same type used in the first study: (a) an execution guide
with tasks, (b) the business context document containing the
BPMN processes modeling, and (c) requirements register
spreadsheet. Furthermore, the group that used the REMO
technique received the technique’s heuristics document.
Execution: the subjects carried out the study the same day
in different rooms. There was a moderator in each room to
guarantee that there was no communication among the
subjects. The subjects had 180 minutes to carry out the
requirements elicitation. At the end of the study, all subjects
returned the requirements lists and the follow up questionnaire
filled out.

QUANTITATIVE RESULTS PER SUBJECTS

REMO

TRADITIONAL

Technique
Experience
IIR
FP
TRR
EI
AI
/ Subject
High
63
21
42
27.63% 66.67%
01
Medium
46
07
39
25.66% 84.78%
02
Medium
59
09
50
32.89% 84.75%
03
Medium
47
03
44
28.95% 93.62%
04
Medium
54
09
45
29.61% 83.33%
05
Low
31
07
24
15.79% 77.42%
06
Low
47
15
32
21.05% 68.09%
07
Low
37
10
27
17.76% 72.97%
08
Low
21
09
12
7.89%
57.14%
09
Low
29
05
24
15.79% 82.76%
10
High
52
05
47
30.92% 90.38%
11
Medium
48
16
32
21.05% 66.67%
12
Medium
25
10
15
9.87%
60.00%
13
Medium
26
02
24
15.79% 92.31%
14
Medium
26
05
21
13.82% 80.77%
15
Low
32
06
26
17.11% 81.25%
16
Low
43
06
37
24.34% 86.05%
17
Low
45
00
45
29.61% 100.0%
18
Low
48
03
45
29.61% 93.75%
19
Low
41
03
38
25.00% 92.68%
20
Legend: IIR – Initially Identified Requirements; FP – False Positives; TRR –
Total of Real Requirements; EI – Effectiveness Indicator; AI – Adequacy
Indicator.

In order to validate these data we used the Mann-Whitney
statistic method (supported by the SPSS Statistics v17.0 tool)
and the boxplots analysis. As we can see in Fig. 5, the boxplots
graph shows that the effectiveness indicator was similar among
the subjects who used the technique and those who used the
traditional approach. When we compared the two samples
using the Mann-Whitney test, we did not find any significant
differences between the two groups (p = 0.850 and Į = 0.05)
therefore, supporting the null hypothesis H01.

Figure 5. Boxplots for the Effectiveness indicator of the requirements.
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For the indicator “requirements adequacy” we also did a
boxplots graph, which is shown in Fig. 6. A further analysis of
Fig. 6 indicates that there is a significant difference between
the two groups. The Mann-Whitney (p= 0.162) also suggests
this conclusion, therefore rejecting the null hypothesis H02 and
supporting the alternative hypothesis HA2. We need to execute
more empirical studies to improve our results.

obtain more data points and strengthen the conclusion validity;
(c) replicate the experiment involving professionals.
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Abstract

ware errors cost U.S. economy $59.5 billion annually [13].
The same studies also show that a signiﬁcant amount of resources can be saved if software defects are discovered at
the early stages of development such as requirements and
design, rather than the later stages such as implementation
and testing. Because of that, it is imperative that the software industry continue to invest in software assurance approaches, techniques, and tools, especially ones that ensure
early detection of defects.

Although formal approaches to software assurance such
as model checking and theorem proving improve system dependability, software development professionals have yet to
adopt these approaches. A major reason for the hesitance
is the lack of maturity of tools that can support use of formal speciﬁcation approaches. These techniques verify system correctness against formal speciﬁcations. Tools such
as the Speciﬁcation Pattern System (SPS) and the Property
Speciﬁcation tool (Prospec) assist users in translating system properties (requirements) into formal speciﬁcations in
multiple languages such as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL).
The goal of such tools is to aid in the generation of a large
set of formal speciﬁcations of systems or subsystems. A major advantage of formal speciﬁcations is their ability to discover inconsistencies among the generated properties. This
paper provides an approach to extend the work of the aforementioned Prospec tool to allow for consistency checks of
automatically generated system properties. The work will
allow for the discovery of discrepancies among system requirements at early stages of system development, providing
a return on investment for specifying formal properties using the Prospec tool.

1

The use of formal methods in software engineering can
be of great value to increase the quality of developed systems. Formal approaches to software assurance require the
description of behavioral properties of the software system,
generation of formal speciﬁcations for the identiﬁed properties, validation of the generated speciﬁcations, and veriﬁcation of system’s adherence to the formal speciﬁcation.
The effectiveness of the assurance approach depends on the
quality of the formal speciﬁcations. A major impediment to
the adoption of formal approaches in software development
remains the difﬁculty associated with the development of
correct formal speciﬁcations (i.e, ones that match the speciﬁer’s original intent) [6, 7]. It is also important that the
generated formal properties are consistent. A major advantage of using formalism in describing software properties,
is that it becomes easier to discover conﬂicts between properties as early as these properties are generated, which is
typically during the requirement and design phases.

Introduction

Currently, there exist multiple formal speciﬁcation languages that can be used in a variety of veriﬁcation techniques and tools. Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [10], and
Computational Tree Logic (CTL) [9]are two of these languages. The aforementioned languages can be used in a
variety of veriﬁcation techniques and tools. For example,

Today more than ever, society depends on complex software systems to fulﬁll personal needs and to conduct business. Software is an integral part of numerous mission and
safety critical systems. Because of society’s dependence
on computers, it is vital to assure that software systems
behave as intended. It is alarming to consider that soft-
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P is true at all states si for which s ≤ si < s . The formula F P is true at state s if P is true at some state s ≥ s.
Finally, the formula GP holds at state s if P is true at all
moments of time s ≥ s. Detailed description of LTL is
provided by Manna et al. [10].
A major factor for the hesitance in using temporal logics in general is that they are hard to write. In addition,
once speciﬁcations are written in LTL or CTL, it is hard to
read and validate the meaning of the generated statement.
For example, it is not immediately obvious that the LTL
speciﬁcation G(a → F (p ∧ F (¬p ∧ ¬a))) represents the
English requirement “If a train is approaching(a), then it
will be passing(p), and later it will be done passing with
no train approaching”. The proposed tool aims at providing
the means by which developers and users can validate the
meaning of such speciﬁcations as the one above.

the model checkers SPIN [8] and NuSMV [1] use LTL to
specify properties of software and hardware systems. On
the other hand, the SMV [2] model checker veriﬁes system
behaviors against formal properties in CTL.
In this work we propose an approach and a tool to check
the consistency between system properties speciﬁed in LTL
which is a prominent formal speciﬁcation language in software engineering. The importance of the work stems from
the fact that formal properties can be generated early in
the development cycle, and detecting discrepancies among
properties at that early stage can lead to signiﬁcant savings
in time and resources. The approach to detect inconsistencies makes use of translating LTL speciﬁcations into a special type of state machines called a Büchi automata and then
checking for the intersection of the state machines for these
speciﬁcations. This is the same approach used by model
checkers to check the correctness of models against formal speciﬁcations of properties. The developed tool allows
users to examine LTL speciﬁcations against other speciﬁcations and report any conﬂicts. The tool is intended to be part
of the Property Speciﬁcation (Prospec) tool [11, 12].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2
provides the necessary background for the rest of the work
including a description of LTL and Büchi Automata. Section 3 provides the motivation for the work. Sections 4 and
5 introduce the new approach for consistency check and a
special tool developed for that purpose respectively. The
paper concludes with a summary and the references.

2

2.2

Pattern

System

and

Because of the difﬁculties associated with developing formal speciﬁcations, the Speciﬁcation Pattern System
(SPS) [3] developed a set of patterns to assist users in
witting formal speciﬁcations in multiple formal languages.
Patterns are high-level abstractions that provide descriptions of common properties that hold on a sequence of
conditions or events in a ﬁnite state model. SPS patterns are grouped occurrence and order. Occurrence patterns are universality, absence, existence, and bounded
existence. Order patterns are precedence, response,
chain of precedence and chain of response. Chain patterns deﬁne a sequencing of events or conditions. Chainprecedence and chain-response patterns permit specifying a
sequence of events or conditions as a parameter of precedence or response patterns, respectively. SPS allows the
speciﬁcation of sequences only to precedence and response
patterns.
In SPS, a pattern is bounded by the scope of computation over which the pattern applies. The beginning and end
of the scope are speciﬁed by the conditions or events that
deﬁne the left (L) and right (R) boundaries, respectively. A
study by Dwyer et. al. [3] identiﬁed the response pattern
as the most commonly used pattern, followed by the universality and absence patterns. These three patterns accounted
for 80% of the 580 properties sampled in the study.
In many system properties multiple propositions may
be needed to specify pattern or scope parameters. Mondragon et al. [11] introduced Composite Propositions (CPs)
to handle pattern and scope parameters that represent multiple conditions or events. This was done as part of the
Property Speciﬁcation (Prospec) tool [12, 5]. The introduction of CPs supports the speciﬁcation of concurrency,
sequences, and non-consecutive sequential behavior on patterns and scopes. Mondragon proposes a taxonomy with

Background

This section discusses the background work necessary
for the rest of the paper. Speciﬁcally we describe the LTL
language, the Prospec tool, the notion of Büchi automata,
and the model checking approach for consistency checks.

2.1

Speciﬁcation
Prospec

Linear Temporal Logic

Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) is a prominent formal
speciﬁcation language that is highly expressive and widely
used in formal veriﬁcation tools such as the model checkers
SPIN[8] and NuSMV [1]. LTL is also used in the runtime
veriﬁcation of Java programs [16].
Formulas in LTL are constructed from elementary propositions and the usual Boolean operators not, and, or, imply
(neg, ∧, ∨, →, respectively). In addition, LTL allows for
the use of the temporal operators next (X), eventually
(F ), always (G), until, (U ), weak until (W ), and
release (R).
Formulas in LTL assume discrete time, i.e., states s =
0, 1, 2, . . . The meanings of the temporal operators are
straightforward. The formula XP holds at state s if P holds
at the next state s + 1. P U Q is true at state s, if there is a
state s ≥ s at which Q is true and, if s is such a state, then
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Figure 2: Prospec’s Composite Proposition Screen

Figure 1: Prospec’s Pattern Screen.

twelve classes of CPs. In this taxonomy, each class deﬁnes
a detailed structure for either concurrent or sequential behavior based on the types of relations that exist among a set
of propositions. The complete list of CP classes and their
LTL descriptions is available in Mondragon et. al. [11].
Prospec is an automated tool that guides a user in the development of formal speciﬁcations. It includes patterns and
scopes, and it uses decision trees to assist users in the selection of appropriate patterns and scopes for a given property. Prospec extends the capability of SPS by supporting
the speciﬁcation of CP classes for each parameter of a pattern or scope that is comprised of multiple conditions or
events. By using CPs, a practitioner is directed to clarify requirements, which leads to reduced ambiguity and incompleteness of property speciﬁcations.
Prospec uses guided questions to distinguish the types of
scope or relations among multiple conditions or events. By
answering a series of questions, the practitioner is guided to
consider different aspects of the property. A type of scope
or CP class is identiﬁed at the end of guidance. The soon
to be completed Prospec 2.0 generates formal speciﬁcations
in Future Interval Logic (FIL), Meta-Event Deﬁnition Language (MEDL), and LTL. The automatic generation of CTL
speciﬁcation is left as future work. Figures 1 and 2 provide
screen shots of the Prospec tool. More detailed description
of Prospec 2.0 can be found in [5].

2.3

Figure 3: Büchi Automata for “a U b”.

An execution is a sequence s0 , s1 , . . . , where for all si ∈
Q and for all i ≥ 0, (si , si+1 ) ∈ δ. A ﬁnite execution is
an accepting execution if it terminates in a ﬁnal state sf ∈
F . An inﬁnite execution, also called an w − execution
or w − run, is accepting if it passes through a state sf ∈
F inﬁnitely often. An empty Büchi Automata (accepts no
words) is one that either terminates in a state that is not an
accepting state or has no accepting state that is reachable
from the initial state and that is visited inﬁnitely often. The
set of executions accepted by a Büchi Automata is called
the language of the Büchi Automata.
Languages of Büchi Automata represent a superset of
those of LTL; every LTL formula can be represented by
a Büchi Automata. When a Büchi Automata is generated from an LTL formula, the language of the Büchi Automata represents only the traces accepted by the LTL formula. For example, the Büchi Automata in Figure 3 represents the language accepted by the LTL formula (a U b).
This formula speciﬁes that b holds in the initial state of
the computation, or a holds until b holds. The language
of the Büchi Automata in Figure 3 accepts the set of traces
{b . . . , ab . . . , aab . . . , . . . , aaab}. Notice that each of these
traces passes through the accepting state Final. This state is
both reachable from the initial state and is visited inﬁnitely
often (by virtue of the self-transition marked 1).
In Automata-Based model checking, the system model
is written in the model checker modeling language (in case
of SPIN the language is Promela [8], and in NuSmv it is the
SMV language [1]. The languages of these model checkers

Model Checking and Büchi Automata

Classical LTL model checking is based on a variation
of the classic theory of ﬁnite automata [8]. While a ﬁnite automaton accepts only terminating executions, model
checking requires a different type of machines that can handle executions that might not terminate. Such machines
are necessary to model nonterminating systems such as operating systems, trafﬁc lights, or ATMs. One such machine
is a Büchi automaton. A Büchi automaton is a tuple
(Q, , δ, Q0 , F ) where
Q0 ⊆ Q is
 Q is a ﬁnite set of states,
a set of initial states,
is an alphabet, δ: Q ×
→ 2Q is
a transition function, and F ⊆ Q is set of accepting states.
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allow for the presentation of system models as Büchi automata. On the other hand, system properties of interest are
provided as temporal logic formulas (SPIN accepts properties in LTL, and NuSMV accepts properties in both LTL
and CTL). In the case of LTL formulas, the model checker
translates the negation of LTL speciﬁcation into a Büchi automata and checks the intersection of both Büchi automata
for the system model and that of the negated speciﬁcation.
If the intersection is empty, then the model and the original
(non-negated speciﬁcation) are deemed consistent. Otherwise, if the intersection is non-empty (it contains accepted
execution traces) then the model accepts some behavior of
the negated speciﬁcation which implies an inconsistency
between the model and the speciﬁcation [2]. In this work,
we use the same approach to check consistency between
LTL speciﬁcations. Speciﬁcally, we check for emptiness of
the generated Büchi automata that results from “anding” all
LTL formulas for the properties in question.

3

Figure 4: LTL2BA generated BA for (¬(G((l ∧ ¬r) → ((Gp) ∨
(pU r))))) ∧ (G((l ∧ ¬r) → (¬((p ∧ ¬r)U ((¬p) ∧ ¬r)))))

Motivation

The goal of automated formal property generation tools
like Prospec, is to generate formal speciﬁcation for multiple system properties. However, Propsec only generates these properties and does not support any consistency
checks among these properties. Considering that in a typical software development environment, system properties
are elicited by multiple developers for different parts of the
system under development, it is essential that these properties are consistent. Lack of overall consistency among
system properties will result in problems that will surface
during system integration. Discovering defects this late in
development will result in signiﬁcant rework and delays in
production.
While formal speciﬁcations, by their nature, are better
suited for formal analysis and consistency checks, they are
hard to manually read or validate and, as such, are difﬁcult
to analyze for consistency by manual means. We provide
a tool that takes as an input, multiple formal speciﬁcations
(in LTL) generated by tools such as Prospec, and returns a
verdict on the consistency between the set of formal speciﬁcations under questions. Moreover, the LTL Consistency
checker tool, reports on the group of LTL speciﬁcations that
cause this inconsistency.

Figure 5: LTL2BA generated BA for ((G((l ∧ ¬r) → ((Gp) ∨
(pU r))))) ∧ ¬(G((l ∧ ¬r) → (¬((p ∧ ¬r)U ((¬p) ∧ ¬r)))))

formulas LT L1 and LT L2 the two formulas are consistent
if the Büchi Automata for (LT L1 ∧LT L2 ) is not empty (i.e,
the combined LTL formula “LT L1 ∧ LT L2 ” accepts some
behaviors or execution traces).
By deﬁnition a Büchi Automata is empty if it does not
contain a reachable accepting state that is visited inﬁnitely
often [2]. The work described here consists of using the
LTL2BA[4] tool to generate the Büchi Automata for the formula (LT L1 ∧ LT L2 ) and to check for an absence of acceptance state(s). If acceptance state(s) is/are available then
we check that none of them is within a cycle (i.e., visited
inﬁnitely often).
An example of a consistent formula is shown in Figure
3 above. The ﬁgure shows the Büchi Automata for the formula “a U b”. This is clearly not an empty Büchi Automata
as there is a ﬁnal state (the double circle state called Final),
and this state is within a cycle by virtue of the self loop (i.e,
it is visited inﬁnitely often).
Two examples of empty Büchi Automata are shown in
Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the BA for the formula
“((¬(G((l ∧ ¬r) → ((Gp) ∨ (p U r))))) ∧ (G((l ∧ ¬r) →
(¬((p ∧ ¬r)U ((¬p) ∧ ¬r))))))”. This Büchi Automata is
empty because it contains no acceptance states (no double
circles). The Büchi Automata in Figure 5 is for the LTL
formula “(((G((l ∧ ¬r) → ((Gp) ∨ (p U r))))) ∧ ¬(G((l ∧
¬r) → (¬((p∧¬r)U ((¬p)∧¬r))))))”. Although the Büchi
Automata in Figure 5 contains an accepting state, this state

4. Consistency of Formal Properties
Once systems properties are available as LTL formulas
it is desirable to check the consistency among the generated
properties. In this section we provide an approach to test
the consistency of multiple properties written as LTL formulas. In our approach to demonstrate consistency between
two LTL formulas we check for emptiness of the Büchi Automata of the conjunction of both formulas. Given two LTL
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is not contained within a cycle and (it cannot be visited inﬁnitely often), as such , this too is an empty automaton.

5

LTL Consistency Check Tool

The LTL Consistency Check Tool1 is designed to ensure
that a given LTL formula is valid and is not contradictory
(accepts some behaviors and is not empty). It may also be
used to check that two separate LTL formulas do not contradict by using the AND operator. In addition, the tool can
be used to prove the equivalence of two formulas. Provided
we have formula’s A and B, checking to see that (A ∧¬ B)
is invalid and that (B ∧¬ A) is invalid will prove that the
formulas are equivalent [14].
While the above examples in Figures 3-5 can be checked
for consistency simply by examining the diagrams (these
are manually drawn diagrams based on the textual output
by LTL2BA) for the generated Büchi Automata, other more
complex Büchi Automata can be hard to visually check for
consistency. For this purpose, we have developed the LTL
Consistency Check tool. The tool allows the user to input
any number of LTL formulas to check for their consistency.
The tool makes use of LTL2BA [4] to construct the resulting
Büchi Automata for the conjunction of these LTL formulas.
The tool interfaces with LTL2BA to pass the “anded” list of
LTL formulas (as one formula) and get back the resulting
Büchi Automata (in text formats). From here, the tool tests
the consistency of the formulas by looking for a reachable
acceptance state that falls within a cycle. This is performed
by ﬁrst ﬁnding all states reachable from every given state,
then by linking these together to form cycles. Should the
tool ﬁnd a single acceptance cycle, that is, an acceptance
state which can reach itself, the formulas are declared consistent. Otherwise there is an inconsistency among the formulas. This is the same approach used in automata model
checking [2].
In case of inconsistency, the tool will loop through all the
permutations of the input formulas and perform the same
consistency checks on each permutation group. This procedure will ensure that the user is informed not only of the
presence of an inconsistency, but also which set of speciﬁcations are inconsistent.

Figure 6: Screen shot for Example 1

Figure 7: Screen shot for Example 2

• Fp
These three formulas are obviously consistent. The ﬁrst
describes a response formula, where a cause p must be followed by a effect q. The second and third formula describe
the behavior that at some future point of execution q will
hold and p will hold respectively.
Example2 Figure 7 shows the screen shot of the LTL consistency tool showing an inconsistency between the following three LTL formulas:
• G(p → F q)
• Fp

Example1 Figure 6 shows a screen shot of the LTL consistency check tool showing no inconsistencies between the
three LTL formulas2 :

• G¬p
These three formulas are obviously inconsistent. The
ﬁrst formula speciﬁes that every occurrence of p must be
followed by a q, and the second formula speciﬁes that there
will be an occurrence of p. Combining the two formulas
one can conclude that q must happen at some future point.
However the third formula states that q will never hold. As
a result, the three formulas, combined, are inconsistent.

• G(p → F q)
• Fq
1 The current tool can be requested from salamahs@erau.edu. Also a
demo of the tool will be performed at SEKE 12.
2 Note that the consistency check tool makes use of the SPIN syntax for
(Global (G): []), (Future (F): <>), and (Logical OR: ||)
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the requirement or design phases should reduce integration
and testing times signiﬁcantly.
This work introduced a new approach, complemented
with a tool, to automatically check for consistency among
multiple formal speciﬁcations in LTL. The tool will help the
users discover inconsistencies among their speciﬁcations at
early stages. While the current tool is a stand-alone tool
that has been developed separately from Prospec, it is our
goal to integrate this tool with the latest release of Prospec
in order to encourage the use of Prospec.
Figure 8: Screen shot for Example 3
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Example3 Figure 8 shows the screen shot of the LTL consistency tool showing an inconsistency between the following four LTL formulas:
• G(p → F q)
• Fp
• G¬p
• (G¬r) ∨ ((¬r) U q)
This latest example shows that the tool will distinguish
between the inconsistent formulas and others that do not
pose any inconsistency with other formulas. As such, the
tool reports that the ﬁrst three formulas are inconsistent (as
described in Example 2) while the last formulas has no consistency issues with other formulas and itself is a valid formula (does accept certain execution traces).

6

Summary and Future Work

Formal veriﬁcation techniques such as model checking
and theorem proving have been shown to increase system dependability. These techniques verify system models against formal speciﬁcations. As such, the success of
these techniques depends on the quality of developed systems properties. Tools that assist in the generation of formal
speciﬁcations in LTL are important to the formal veriﬁcation community as they relieve the user from the burden
of writing speciﬁcations in a language that is hard to read
and write. Without the help of tools such as Prospec, the
user might create faulty speciﬁcations. These tools must
generate speciﬁcations that correspond to the intent of the
user. Prospec has demonstrated to provide such support
[15]. However, it is also important that tools like Prospec
generate speciﬁcations that are consistent with each other.
Discovering inconsistencies among speciﬁcations early in
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testing, this research reports the results from the application of
Kusumoto cost-metric [13] that analyzed the testing costs that
were reduced by performing inspections of software
requirement documents immediately after its development.

Abstract—Inspections and testing are two widely recommended
techniques for improving software quality. While inspections are
effective at finding and fixing the faults early in the lifecycle,
there is a lack of empirical evidence regarding the extent to which
the testing costs are reduced by performing the inspections of
early software documents. This research applied the Kusumoto
cost-metric that analyzed the costs and benefits of inspections
versus testing using the fault data from four real requirement
documents that were inspected twice. Another aspect of our
research evaluated the use of Capture Recapture (CR) method to
estimate the faults remaining post inspection to decide the need
for a re-inspection. Our results provide a detailed analysis of the
ability of the CR method to accurately estimate the cost savings
(within +/- 20% of the actual value) after each inspection cycle.

Furthermore, the kusumoto metric calculation requires
information regarding the total fault count of the document and
the faults remaining post-inspection. However, inspections only
provide the information about the faults that are found during
an inspection. During software development, project managers
need reliable estimates of the remaining faults after an
inspection to help decide whether to invest in a re-inspection or
to pass the document to the next phase. To that end, our prior
research has shown that, among the different approaches that
are available for estimating the total number of faults in the
artifact (e.g., defect density, subjective assessment, historical
data, capture-recapture, curve-fitting), capture-recapture (CR)
method is the most appropriate and objective approach [19].

Keywords-cost-effectiveness; inspections; requirements.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Successful software organizations strive to deliver high
quality products on time and within budget. To manage
software quality, researchers and practitioners have devoted
considerable effort to help developers find and fix faults at the
early stages of the lifecycle (i.e., in requirements and design
documents) and reduce its impact in the later stages [1-3]. In
software engineering research, software inspections have been
empirically validated to improve quality by helping developers
find and fix faults early and avoid costly rework [1-3, 6, 11].

Capture-recapture (CR) is a statistical method originally
developed by biologists to estimate the size of wildlife
populations. To use CR, a biologist captures a fixed number of
animals, marks them, and releases them back into the
population. Then another trapping occasion occurs. If an
animal that was ‘marked’ during the first trapping is caught
again, it is said to have been recaptured. The process of
trapping and marking can be repeated multiple times. The size
of the population is then estimated using: 1) the total number of
unique animals captured across all trappings, and 2) the number
of animals that were re-captured [7-8, 22]. Using the same
principle, the CR method can be used during the inspection
process to estimate the number of faults in an artifact. During
an inspection, each inspector finds (or captures) some faults. If
the same fault is found by more than one inspector it has been
re-captured [5, 10, 16, 19]. The total number of faults is
estimated using the same process as in wildlife research, except
that the animals are replaced by faults and the trappings are
replaced by inspectors. The inspection team can use the
estimate of the total fault count along with the number of faults
already detected to estimate the number of faults remaining in
the artifact post inspection.

Similar to inspections, testing is also widely recommended
technique for improving software quality. While both are
effective fault detection techniques, testing cannot be
conducted until software has been implemented, whereas
inspections can be applied immediately after software
documents have been created. Empirical evidence suggests that
a majority of the development effort is spent during the testing
stage of project [6, 11, 12]. Furthermore, it is estimated that 4050% of the testing effort is spent on fixing problems that
should have been fixed during the early stages of the
development [15, 17, 22]. However, there is little empirical
evidence regarding the rework cost-savings that can be
achieved by performing the inspections of early work products.

This paper reports a comprehensive evaluation of Kusumoto
metric in conjunction with the CR method using inspection
data from real artifacts that contain natural faults made during
the development. The artifacts were inspected two times, and
we compared the cost-effectiveness after each inspection cycle

Therefore, an empirical evaluation of the costs and benefits
of inspections (against the testing cost that would be spent if no
inspections are performed) can help manage the software
quality. To evaluate the costs and benefits of inspections and
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using the CR estimates against the actual fault count. We also
analyzed the ability of the CR method to make a cost-effective
decision post-inspection. The rest of the paper is structured as
follows: Section II describes the inspection cost model and
metrics, the basic principles of CR models in software
inspections. Section III describes the literature review used for
the evaluation study. Section IV describes the design of the
evaluation study. Section V reports the results. Section VI
discusses the threats to validity. Section VII summarizes the
results. Section VIII contains the conclusions and future work
II.

and the testing cost saved by the inspection (∆Ct). That is,
Cvt = (Ct + ∆Ct).
B. Software Inspection Cost-Metrics
Meyer [15] and Fagan [11] have used a subset of the
components listed in II.A to propose metrics for evaluating the
effectiveness (number of faults) and efficiency (faults per hour)
of inspections. Their research has neglected the cost spent and
cost saved by the inspections. In this paper, only the inspection
metrics that considered cost factors are discussed.
Collofello’s Metric (Mc): Collofello et al., [9] defined a
cost-effectiveness metric as the ratio of the cost saved by
inspections (∆Ct) to the cost consumed by inspections (Cr).
Although Mc considers the cost factors, it does not take into
account the total cost to detect all the faults in the software
work product by inspections and testing. As such, we cannot
compare the Mc values across different projects as shown using
an example: Suppose two projects involve inspections and
testing and that in both projects, if inspections had not been
performed, the cost of testing would be 1000 units. The first
project consumes 10 units for their inspections and saves 100
units. Thus, the total cost for fault detection is 910 units. In the
second project, inspections cost 60 units and save 600 units.
Thus, the total cost for fault detection is 460 units, which is far
smaller than the cost in the first project of 910 units. However,
the value of Mc in both projects is 10, which doesn’t recognize
the benefit of inspections in the second project. The Kusumoto
metric [13] overcame this problem as discussed below.

BACKGROUND

This section provides information regarding the inspection
costs and savings, different cost-metrics, the basic principles of
the use of CR models in inspections, and a summary of the
empirical studies related to cost-effectiveness of inspections.
A. Inspection Cost Model
The traditional software inspection cost model [13] consists
of the following components. The process of calculating these
components after the inspection is discussed as follows:
x
x

x

x

x

x

Dr - number of unique faults found during the inspection;
is determined by comparing the faults found by all the
inspectors.
D - total number of faults present in the product; is not
total
available during the development. In this research, the
overlap in the faults found by multiple inspectors during
the inspection is used to estimate the total fault count using
the CR estimators.
Cr – cost spent on an inspection; is measure of the time
taken (in hours) to review the software artifact. In this
research, we only consider the cost invested during the
“individual review/preparation” stage of the inspection
process and is calculated by adding the time taken by each
inspector during the inspection.
Ct – cost spent to detect remaining faults in testing; is the
cost required to detect the faults remaining post inspection.
If we consider ct as the average cost to detect a fault in the
testing stage, then Ct can be measured as the product of
total number of faults remaining post-inspection (Dtotal –
Dr) and the average cost to detect a fault during testing (ct).
o ct, – Average cost to detect a fault in testing, is not
available after the inspection. Only the average cost to
detect a fault in inspection is available. Therefore, a
cost ratio of 1:6 (i.e., time spent to find a fault during
the testing is six times the time spent to find a fault
during the inspection) was used to calculate the
average cost to detect a fault in testing. This cost ratio
is derived from literature and described in Section III.

Kusumoto Metric (Mk): Kusumoto et al., [13] defined the
cost effectiveness of an inspection in terms of the reduction of
cost to detect and remove all faults from the software product.
Mk is calculated as a ratio of the reduction of the total costs to
detect and remove all faults from the software product using
inspections to the virtual testing cost (i.e., testing cost if no
inspection is executed). The Mk normalizes the savings by the
potential fault cost. Hence, it can be compared across different
projects. Mk is intuitive and appropriate for this research as it
can be interpreted in terms of fault rework savings due to
inspections. Formally stated, the testing cost is reduced (by ∆Ct
- Cr) by performing inspections as compared to the testing cost
(Ct + ΔCt) if no inspection is executed. Therefore, the Mk can
be derived as: Mk = (∆Ct - Cr) / (Ct + ∆Ct)
(1)
C. Using Capture Recapture (CR) in Software Inspections
As mentioned in Section II.A, this research uses the CR
method to estimate the total fault count, which is then used to
estimate the faults remaining post-inspection. Using these fault
estimates, the Mk value is then computed using (1).
The use of CR method in biology makes certain
assumptions that do not always hold for software inspections.
The assumptions made by CR in biology include: 1) closed
population (i.e. no animal can enter or leave), 2) equal capture
probability (i.e. all animals have an equal chance of being
captured), and 3) marks are not lost (i.e. an animal that has
been captured can be identified) [8, 22]. When using the CR in
inspections, the closed population assumption is met (i.e., all
inspectors review the same artifact independently and it is not
modified) and the assumption that marks are not lost is met (i.e.

∆ Ct – testing cost saved by the inspection. By spending
cost Cr during the inspection, cost ∆Ct is being saved
during the testing. It is calculated as the product of number
of faults found during an inspection (Dr) and the average
cost to detect a fault in testing (ct). That is, ∆Ct = Dr * ct
Cvt – Virtual testing cost, (i.e., testing cost expended if no
inspections are performed) is the sum of the testing cost
required to detect the faults remaining post-inspection (Ct)
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TABLE I. CAPTURE-RECAPTURE MODELS AND ESTIMATORS [8, 10, 16, 18, 19, 22]
Model
Mo
Mt
Mh
Mth

Variation Source
All inspectors have the same ability, and all defects are equally likely of being
detected.
Inspectors differ in their abilities, but all defects are equally likely of being found.
Inspectors have the same ability, but defects differ in their probability of being found.
Inspectors differ in their ability, and defects differ in their probability of being found.

cost ratio is then used to calculate the cost-savings, the virtual
testing cost, and the Mk value of the inspections using (1).

it can be determined if two people report the same fault).
However, because some faults are easier to find than others and
because inspectors have different fault detection abilities, the
equal capture probability assumption is not met [18].

Major results regarding the cost spent (in staff hours) to
find a fault during inspections versus the cost spent to find a
fault during testing show a cost ratio of 1:6 [2, 4, 12, 17, 22].
These values are based on actual reported data. Also, Briand
[6], based on the published data has provided probability
distribution parameters for the average effort using different
fault detection techniques according to which the most likely
value for design inspections are 1.58 hours per fault and, for
testing are 6 hours per fault. These values were derived from
various studies on the cost of finding faults in design, code
reviews and testing. Different studies in the literature give
different estimates because of the differences in study settings,
software processes, severity of the faults, review techniques
and other factors. In order to find the most appropriate value,
we computed the median of the reported cost ratio values
resulting from precise data collection. We did not consider
approximations, estimates, or data whose origins were unclear.
As a result, the median cost ratio is 1:5.93. Therefore, for this
research, the inspection to testing cost ratio of 1:6 was used to
calculate the cost-effectiveness of the inspection process.

To accommodate these assumptions, 4 different CR models
are built around the 2 sources of variation: Inspector Capability
and Fault Detection Probability. Table I shows the four CR
models along with their source(s) of variation. Each CR model
in Table I has a set of estimators, which use different statistical
approaches to produce the estimates. The estimators for each
CR model are also shown in Table I. The mathematical details
of CR estimators are beyond the scope of this paper [18, 22].
The input data used by all the CR estimators is organized as a
matrix with rows that represent faults and columns that
represent inspectors. A matrix entry is 1 if the fault is found by
the inspector and 0 otherwise.
CR was introduced to software inspections by Eick, et al.
by applying it to real fault data from AT&T. A major result
from this study was the recommendation that an artifact should
be re-inspected if more than 20% of the total faults remain
undetected [5, 10]. Following this study, various empirical
studies in SE have evaluated the use of CR models to
accurately estimate the total fault count using artifacts with a
known number of seeded defects [18]. In addition, our prior
research evaluated the effect of inspection team size on the
quality of the CR estimates [19]. A common finding across all
the studies is that the estimators underestimate the actual fault
count with small number of inspectors, but improve with more
faults and inspectors. While there is evidence on the ability of
the CR estimators to accurately estimate the total fault count
[16], the CR research has neglected the cost spent and cost
saved by an inspection. This research extends our prior work
by evaluating the cost-effectiveness of software inspections
using the CR estimates on real artifacts. These results will
provide guidance on whether the CR estimators can be used to
evaluate the cost-effectiveness of an inspection process in real
software project where the fault count is unknown beforehand.
III.

Estimators Belonging to Each CR Model
Unconditional Likelihood (Mo-UMLE); Conditional
Likelihood (Mo-CMLE); Estimating Equations (Mo-EE)
Mo-UMLE; Mo-CMLE; Mo-EE
Jackknife (Mh-JK); Sample Coverage (Mh-SC); Mh-EE
Mh-SC; Mh-EE

IV.

STUDY DESIGN

Prior software engineering research has validated the fault
detection effectiveness of inspections at the early stages of
development [1,11]. However, there is a lack on empirical
research on the benefits of inspections in terms of the extent to
which the testing costs can be reduced by performing the
inspections of early software artifacts. Furthermore, while
inspections are effective; they cannot provide insights into the
remaining faults which are required to calculate the fault
rework savings. On that end, the CR method has been
evaluated to provide a reliable estimate of the faults remaining
post-inspection using artifacts with seeded faults [16].
However, there is a lack of research on the CR estimator’s
ability to provide a reliable estimate of the remaining faults
when the actual fault count of the software artifact in not
known beforehand. Therefore, this paper evaluates the ability
of the CR estimator’s to accurately predict the costeffectiveness of the inspection process using the fault data from
4 real software artifacts that contained naturally occurring
faults. In addition, each artifact was inspected twice, which
allowed the analysis of the CR estimator’s ability to accurately
estimate the cost-effectiveness after each inspection cycle.

LITERATURE ON INSPECTION VS. TESTING COST RATIO

As mentioned earlier (section II.A), calculating the cost
saved by the inspection requires a count of faults remaining
post-inspection, and the average cost to detect a fault in the
testing stage. While the CR method can be used to estimate the
remaining faults, the average cost to detect a fault in the testing
stage is not available at the end of inspection cycle. In this
research, the average cost (time spent in hours) to find a fault
during the testing, is calculated as a factor of the average cost
(time spent in hours) to find a fault during the inspection. This
section presents a summary of findings from different software
organizations that reported the data on the cost (staff-hours)
spent to find a fault during the inspections versus testing. This

A. Research Goal
The main goal of this study is to evaluate the ability of CR
estimators to provide an accurate cost-effectiveness value of an
inspection process by comparing the Mk values based on the
CR estimates against the actual Mk value after each inspection.
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TABLE II. DATA SETS

6
6

52
64

42
54

94
118

Artifact Name

Description

# of
Inspectors

1
2

Starkville Theatre System
Management of Apartment
and Town properties
Conference Management
Conference Management

Management of ticket sales and seat assignments for the theatre
Managing apartment and town property, assignment of tenants, rent
collection, and locating property by potential renters
Helping the conference chair to manage paper submission,
notification to authors, and other related responsibilities

3
4

o

B. Data Set
The data was drawn from earlier inspection studies
conducted at Mississippi State University (MSU). The original
goal of these studies was to investigate how the use of error
information impacted requirements inspections [20]. Only the
information relevant to our research analysis is presented here:

o

1) Software Artifacts and Software Inspectors: Inspection
data from 4 artifacts used in this study were developed by
senior-level students enrolled in the Software Engineering
Design Course at MSU during two different years. The course
required student teams to interact with real customers to elicit
and document requirements that they would later implement.
So, even though the developers were students, the artifacts are
realistic for a small project. The subjects were divided into 4
teams (with 8, 8, 6, and 6 students respectively) that developed
the requirement documents for their respective systems as
shown in Table II.
2) Software Inspection Process: Each requirement
document was inspected twice by the same subjects who
created it. During the first inspection, the subjects received
training on the use of a fault checklist. Then, each inspector
individually inspected the requirements using the fault
checklist and logged any faults identified. After the first
inspection, the participants were trained on how to abstract
errors from faults, how to classify the errors, and how to use
the errors to re-inspect the requirements document. Then, each
inspector re-inspected the requirements using the errors to find
the additional faults. The artifacts were not modified or
corrected between inspections (i.e., the same document was
re-inspected). Therefore, we collected inspection data from the
first inspection, the second inspection, and the total for each
artifact. Note that the last three columns in Table II show
faults found during the first inspection, during the second
inspection, and total for all the 4 artifacts. Also, we collected
the time spent (in hours) by each subject during the first and
second inspection cycle and the total time for each artifact.

55
105

The “Cr - Inspection cost”, is calculated by adding the
time spent by all the inspectors during the inspection.
The “Dr”, is the total number of unique faults found
by all the inspectors during an inspection cycle.

x

Virtual Testing Cost (Cvt): is calculated as the product of
the average cost to defect a fault in testing (i.e., ct) and the
total number of faults present in the product (i.e., D total).
o The “ct - Average cost to detect a fault in testing”, is
calculated as 6 times of average cost to detect a fault
during the inspection (cr).
o The “Dtotal - Total fault count”, is the total number of
faults present in the document.

x

Cost saved from inspection (∆Ct): The testing cost saved
from inspection is the product of the number of unique
faults found during the inspection (Dr) and the average
cost to find a fault during the testing (ct). i.e., ∆Ct =Dr *ct.

The difference in the testing cost saved by the inspection
and the cost spent on the inspection provides the reduction of
the total costs. Mk value is then obtained as follows:
Mk = (∆Ct - Cr) / Cvt
This procedure was executed to calculate: (1) Mk using the
actual fault count and (2) Mk using the CR estimates after each
inspection for all the 4 artifacts. After the first inspection, the
actual and estimated Mk values were obtained as follows:
1) Mk based on the actual fault count: Because we do not
know the actual number of faults, the total number of
exclusive faults found after both inspections is assumed to be
the actual fault count for the purposes of this study. Therefore,
for each artifact, the faults found during the first inspection
(column 5 of Table II) by all the inspectors and the actual fault
count (column 7 of Table II) were used to calculate the actual
Mk value of the first inspection cycle.
2) Mk based on the CR estimates: For each artifact, the
faults found during the first inspection by all the inspectors
(column 5) are inserted into a matrix (as described in Section
II.C). The matrix is then fed to the automated tool (CARE-2
[8]) to produce the estimates from all the CR estimators. Using
the estimated fault count and the number of faults found
during the first inspection, the Mk values were calculated.

C. Evaluation Procedure
The following costs and savings for each artifact were
computed after the first and second inspection cycle:
x

2nd
Inspection
Faults
25
64

Total
Faults

8
8

1st
inspection
Faults
30
41

Data
Set

Because the artifacts were unchanged between inspections,
to calculate the cost-effectiveness after second inspection, we
use the total faults found from both inspections (Column 7).
Since we are calculating the testing cost saved by performing
the inspections, it did not make sense to use only the data from
second inspection. Furthermore, using only the data from

Average cost to detect a fault in inspection (cr): Adding all
the faults found by the inspectors, the average number of
faults found by an inspector is calculated. From the
available values of time taken by each inspector and the
average number of faults found by an inspector, cr is
calculated as: cr = Cr / Dr
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inspection 2 would have excluded some information that is
otherwise available while producing the CR estimates.
Therefore, for each artifact, the faults found at the first and
second inspection are inserted into a matrix which is then fed
to the automated tool to produce the estimates from all the
estimators. Using the estimated fault count, and the actual
fault count (the number of faults found after both inspections),
the estimated Mk values and the actual Mk value was
calculated after the second inspection respectively.
D. Evaluation Criterion
The CR estimators are evaluated based on the “relative
error (R.E.)” in the estimate of the cost-effectiveness after each
inspection. For each artifact, and for each inspection cycle, the
R.E in the Mk values based on the estimated fault count against
the Mk values based on actual fault count was computed as:
Relative error = (Mk using the estimated fault count – Mk
using the actual fault count) / Mk using the actual fault count

Figure 2. Estimated vs. Actual Mk Values for Data Set 1

A R.E of zero means absolute accuracy (i.e., Mk value
based on the estimated fault count is same as the Mk value
based on the actual fault count), a positive R.E. means an
underestimation, and a negative R.E means an overestimation
of actual fault count. The accuracy of an estimate is satisfactory
when the R.E. is within +/- 20% of the actual value [5, 10, 18].
V.

Figure 3. R.E. in the Estimated Mk Values after Each Inspection Cycle

produced a satisfactory estimate (i.e., Mk value within +/- 20%
R.E. range) after each inspection. Based on the results from
Data set 1, we recommend the Mth-SC for estimating the total
fault count to decide the need for a re-inspection, and for
evaluating the cost-effectiveness of the inspections.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section compared the actual and the estimated Mk
values after each inspection cycle for each artifact in order to
analyze whether the CR estimators can be used to make an
objective and cost-effective post-inspection decisions.

Similar process was replicated to compute the R.E. in the
Mk values from all the CR estimators for Data Sets 2, 3, and 4
as shown in Fig. 4. Similar trends were observed across all the
four data sets and are summarized as follows:
x For each artifact, the actual Mk value after second
inspection is always higher than the actual Mk value after
the first inspection. This confirms that re-inspection of
software artifacts was a cost-effective decision;
x Across all the four data sets, only the Mth-SC estimator
produced an accurate estimate of the Mk value (within +/20% of the actual) after each inspection cycle. The Mh-SC
estimator was the second best estimator;
x The JK estimator is not recommended because of its
inability to provide satisfactory estimate for Data Sets 3
and 4. Furthermore, Mth-EE is not recommended because
of its failure to produce an estimate for Data Set 3.
Therefore, based on these results, SC are the best estimators
for evaluating the cost-effectiveness of software inspections.

To provide an overview of the results from Data Set 1, Fig.
2 compares the Mk values obtained using the actual fault count
(of 55 faults) against the Mk values using the estimates from all
the CR estimators after the first and second inspection. The
results show an increase in the fault rework savings achieved
by performing a re-inspection of software document (i.e., Mk
value of 0.49 after second inspection is higher than Mk value of
0.38 after first inspection). This increase in the cost savings
was consistent across all the four artifacts. These results show
that the cost invested during the inspections of requirement
documents help save costly rework later in the lifecycle.
Additionally, the result also shows a visible difference in
the estimated Mk values and the actual Mk value after the first
inspection. This is because the CR estimators underestimated
the actual fault count after the first inspection which reduces
the true virtual testing cost (i.e., Cvt, the demoniator of
Kusumoto metric formula), and thereby returns a higher Mk
value. After the second inspection, the estimated Mk values are
closer to the actual Mk value because the quality of the CR
estimates improved after the second inspection (i.e., the CR
estimates of the fault count are closer to the actual fault count).

VI.

THREATS TO VALIDITIY

There were some threats to validity that were not
completely addressed. The actual number of faults present in
each document might actually be higher than the assumed fault
count (i.e., the total faults found after two inspections). This
threat is somewhat reduced by the fact that the subjective
opinion of inspectors regarding the remaining faults after each
inspection cycle (which was all that was available during the
original study) supported the recommendation that they had

To quantify the results in Fig. 2, we calculated the R.E. in
the Mk values produced by each CR estimator after each
inspection cycle as shown in Fig. 3. The dashed lines in Fig.3
show the region of +/- 20% within which the estimation results
are considered satisfactory. A major observation from Fig. 3 is
that out of all the CR estimators, only the Mth-SC estimator
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Figure 4. Relative Error in the Estimated Mk Values after the First and Second Inspection for Data Seta 2, 3, and 4

located all the faults present in the documents during the
second inspection. So, the inspection process was stopped. A
second threat was the artifacts were developed by students and
may not be representative of the industrial strength documents.

[3]
[4]
[5]

VII. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The results show that some of the CR estimators
underestimate the actual fault count, and hence overestimate
the actual Mk value after the first inspection. Only the SC
estimator for Mth model provided an accurate estimate (i.e., +/20%) of the total number of faults and hence the remaining
faults after the first and second inspection. Consequently, only
the Mth-SC estimator provide an accurate estimate of the costeffectiveness (i.e., +/- 20% of the actual Mk) after each
inspection cycle. Therefore, project managers can use the MthSC estimator to estimate the faults remaining after the
inspection and decide a need for re-inspection. Additionally,
the Mth-SC estimator should be used to analyze if the
significant fault rework savings are being achieved by
performing the inspections to decide when to stop the
inspection process. Project managers can also use these
research results to motivate the use of the inspections of early
software documents in their companies and thereby avoid the
costly rework during the later stages of software development.

[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper demonstrated that the Kusumoto metric can be
used in conjunction with the CR estimate of the remaining
faults after an inspection to manage the quality of software
product being developed. Our future work in this area will
investigate the effect of other factors (e.g., inspection team size,
time duration etc) to improve the cost-effectiveness of software
inspections. Also, further research will investigate the use of
Kusumoto metric and the CR method using industrial strength
document (other than the requirement documents), that have
been developed and inspected by software professional (as
opposed to the students) in real environment.

[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
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UDREP. Based on users individualities and context, support
for users to present requirements is provided, including the
recommendation of domain assets and advice about multiuser cooperation. It lacks of verif cation metrics to measure
the quality of requirement specif cation. In [9], authors
have proposed AGORA, a method for requirements elicitation
which is an extended version of a goal-oriented method by
attaching preference and contribution attributes to an ANDOR graph. They have also def ned some metrics to measure the
quality of requirement specif cation. In [10], authors propose
a method called GOORE where a domain ontology is utilized
to support goal decomposition as domain knowledge. A tool
has also been developed to facilitate the same. Some more
tools to facilitate verif cation have been developed in [11],
[12]. These tools are not the part of any automated system.

Abstract—In this paper, we propose an automated software
development methodology. The methodology is conceptualized
with the notion of agents, which are autonomous goal-driven
software entities. Initially, the requirements of the newly proposed
system are captured from stakeholders which are then analyzed
in goal oriented model and represented as goal graph. The
leaf level atomic sub goals of the goal graph are taken as
input to our automated system. These atomic sub goals are
mapped to concepts in Domain Ontology and are verified with
the help of three verification metrics- Completeness, Correctness,
and Conflict. We also develop a software tool for the proposed
automated system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Requirements engineering is an important phase of the
software development methodology. Requiremets should be
documented as the SRS(Software Requirement Specif cation),
which is the input to the design phase. To ensure that the
requirements are in correct form, requirement analysis and
verf cation process should detect incomplete, incorrect and
ambiguous requirements. Nowadays, requirement verf cation
techniques supported by domain knowledge are in use which
check the specif ed requirements against the domain knowledge for inconsistencies and help the system analyst to remove
them. Ontology [1] is the most suitable representation of
domain knowledge because concepts, relationships and their
categorizations in a real world can be represented with them.
It also allows for semantic processing of requirements. The
automation of the requirement verif cation process complements transformation systems utilised for Agent Oriented
Software Engineering(AOSE) methodologies [2], [3], [4].
Transformation systems generate system architecture from
the specif ed requirements automatically by consulting with
Domain Ontology.

III. S COPE OF W ORK
There have been a lot of contributions in the area of Ontology based requirements verif cation techniques. But, most of
them are a part of traditional software development methodologies. Also, very few contributions have elicited requirements verif cation approach for automated systems. Although
automated software development methodologies reduce the
gap between requirements specif cation and system design,
there is a need to incorporate a requirements verif cation
module to determine whether user requirements have been
fully expressed or not in such systems. The lack of verif cation
in traditional as well as automated software development
methodologies lead to inconsistent systems which may not
adhere completely to user’s requirements.
This paper presents requirements verif cation approach
for the automated software development methodology using
agents which we proposed in [13]. The proposed methodology takes the requirement represented as goal graph, the
domain knowledge represented as Ontology and determines
whether the requirements have been expressed properly. The
verif cation is performed against domain Ontology and the
result is expressed in the form of three metrics-Completeness,
Correctness, and Conf ict. A software tool is also developed to
facilitate automation of the verif cation procedure of the input
requirements.

II. R ELATED W ORK
There have been a signif cant number of contributions in the
area of Ontology based requirement verif cation. In [5], [6],
[7] authors have used Domain Ontology to express domain
knowledge and have used it for the semantic verif cation
of requirements using metrics. The tool development for
the proposed methodologies is not shown. [8] This paper
proposes a novel user-driven requirements elicitation process
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Automated System

Take basic requirements
from user as main goal

Perform requirement
analysis and represent
it in the form of Goal
Graph(Input to system)

Semantic Mapping

Verification Metrics

(Output)

1. Completeness
2. Correctness
3. Conflict

Verification Module
Suggestions to the requirement analyst
(Output)

Domain Ontology
(Input)

Fig. 1: Architecture of the proposed Automated System

IV. P ROPOSED M ETHODOLOGY

Let there be a set denoted as G={g 1,g 2, . . . ,g q }. Each g i ∈
G is another set which consists of set of goal-concepts which
are associated with a consists-of relationship in ontology. Let
us denote each g i ∈ G as ”concept-set”.
Let Ky be a function that maps a subgoal to its basic
keyword set. The set of keywords for subgoal Gi ∈ G0 can
be represented by Ky(Gi) = {Ky i1,Ky i2 . . . Ky ij }. Let f be a
mapping which maps each Ky(Gi) or some Ky(Gi) ∪ Ky(Gj )
∪ . . . ∪ Ky(Gk) to a concept-set in ontology, Gi ∈ G0 where
1≤ i ≤ k or {Gi, Gj ,. . . , Gk }⊆ G0.
i.e. f(Ky(Gi)) = g i, g i ∈ G, or there exists a subset of G0,
{G1 , G2, . . . , Gk }⊆G0 such that f(Ky(G1) ∪ Ky(G2) ∪ . . . ∪
Ky(Gk)) = g i.
Each subgoal Gi ∈ G0 or some set {Gi, Gj ,. . . , Gk }⊆ G0
is mapped on some concept-set g i ∈ G.
C. Verification metrics of requirement analysis
In this paper we have def ned three metrics for verif cation
of requirment analysis.
• Completeness
• Correctness
• Conf ict
1) Completeness:
• Case 1: Each keyword in the keyword set KY= Ky(G1)
∪ Ky(G2) ∪ . . . ∪ Ky(Gp) is mapped into some concept
∈ concept-set g i of ontology. If a keyword ∈ KY can be
mapped to a concept in concept set g i of ontology, then
add the keyword to set S and add the concept set g i to
ST. Thus, ST=ST ∪ g i, where initially ST is the empty
set.
Repeat this step for every keyword in KY. Finally, the
Measure of Completeness, MCOM = |S|/|T|
• Case 2: Let G={g 1,. . . , g q }be the set of concept-sets on
which G0 is mapped. Let T i be the set of tasks associated
with g i ∈ G with consists of relation. So, T 0= T 1 ∪ T 2
∪ . . . ∪ T q is the set of all tasks that are required to be
performed to achieve the goal set G0.
Let pred(ti) represent the set of tasks that should happen
before ti and succ(ti) represent the set of tasks that
happen after ti. So, for each task ti ∈ T 0, check the
following condition

succ(ti) ⊂ T 0 }= true.
{pred(ti)⊂ T 0
For all ti where the above condition is false , let pred(ti)
∈T’i or succ(ti) ∈T’i. Let T  i be associated with g  i ∈
G by the consist of relation. The sub goal formed by the
concept-set g i should be included in the suggestion list.
2) Correctness::
• Case 1: Each keyword in the keyword set KY= Ky(G1)
∪ Ky(G2) ∪ . . . ∪ Ky(Gp) should be mapped into some
concept ∈ concept-set g i of ontology. So, total number
of keywords in requirement analysis is m2= | (Ky(Gi)
∪ Ky(Gj ) ∪ . . . ∪ Ky(Gk))|. If a keyword ∈ KY cannot
be mapped to a concept in concept set g i of ontology,
then add the keyword to set US ,where initially US is the
empty set.

Figure 1 represents the architecture of our proposed automated system. In [13], we have proposed the architecture
of an automated system which generates the system design
from the requirement specif cation by consulting the Domain
Ontology of the system. But, this architecture lacks to verify
input requirements. Designing the architecture of the system
without ensuring that the requirements are in correct form
may lead to the development of inconsistent systems. So,
the verif cation module has also been included to be a part
of our automated system. Thus, the automated system takes
the requirement and the Domain Ontology as input, verif es
these requirements against Domain Ontology, and suggests
the system analyst to change the specif cation accordingly.
In our automated system, we have peformed goal oriented
requirement analysis and represented the requirements in the
form of Goal Graph. The Domain knowledge is represented as
Domain Ontology. The leaf level sub goals are taken as input
to the automated system and mapped to concepts in Domain
Ontology and verif ed against them.
A. Requirements represented by Goal Graph and Domain
Knowledge represented by Ontology
Agents in MAS are goal oriented i.e. all agents perform
collaboratively to achieve some goal. Goals have been used
in Software Engineering to model requirements and nonfunctional requirements for a software system. Goal Graph
and Domain Ontology have been def ned in [13].
B. Semantic Mapping from requirements to Ontology
The process by which the basic keywords of the leaf node
sub goal are mapped into concepts in the Ontology is called
Semantic Mapping. In this paper, the aim of semantic mapping
is to f nd out tasks from Domain Ontology, required to be
performed to achieve a sub-goal given as input from the Goal
Graph. Let a user requirment R come to our proposed system.
After goal oriented requirement analysis of requirment R, we
represent it as a goal graph and get a set of leaf level indivisible
subgoals. These leaf level sub goals are represented as:
G0= {G1 , G2,. . . ,Gp }.
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Repeat this step for every keyword in KY.
Case 2: Let Gi ∈ G0 be mapped on concept-set g i,and
to achieve Gi set of tasks T i will be performed.i.e. g i
concept is associated with T i by consists-of relationship.
Let Gi have some happened before relationship with other
subgoals of set G0. Let Gj → Gi → Gk i.e. Gj is
predecessor and Gk is successor of Gi. Then requirement
analysis will be considered as correct if same happenedbefore relationship exists between corresponding task sets
in ontology. i.e. there exists T j → T i → T k. If ∃
Gi for which uppper condition is not satisf ed then it
can be considered as redundant subgoal in goal graph
after requirment analysis and can be discarded from goal
graph. In this case, add the keywords of goal Gi to the
set US.
• Case 3: Let there is a goal Gi ∈ G0 which has no
happened before relationshiop with other goals of G0.
Similarly in ontology, its corresponding task set T i also
has no happened-before relationship with other corresponding task set of goals of G0 in ontology. Then
subgoal Gi can be added to the suggestion-list of our
proposed system for requirement analysis stating that it
may be incorrect/irrelevant subgoal in goal graph after requirement analysis. So analyst is recommended to verify
whether this subgoal should be included in requirement
specif cation.
Correctness can be measured by,
n2=total number of keywords in correctly mapped leaf
level subgoals.
m2=total number of keywords in leaf level subgoals in
goal graph.
Mathematically n2=| (Ky(Gi) ∪ Ky(Gj ) ∪ . . . ∪ Ky(Gk))|
- | US |
m2= | (Ky(Gi) ∪ Ky(Gj ) ∪ . . . ∪ Ky(Gk))|
So, Measure of Correctness, MCOR = n2/m2
3) Conflict: Let from user side requirement R come to our
proposed system. After requirement analysis of requirement R,
we get a goal graph with a set of leaf level indivisible subgoals
represented as a set G0= {G1 , G2,. . . , Gp }The necessary
condition to occur conf ict is,
For any two Gi, Gj ∈ G0 f(Ky(Gi)) ∩ f(Ky(Gj )) = ∅ where
i = j.
If necessary condition is true then evaluate
A = f(Ky(Gi)) - f(Ky(Gj )) B = f(Ky(Gj )) - f(Ky(Gi))
• Case 1: If both sets A and B each contain single numerical value then both Gi and Gj are conf icting if
both numerical values are different.i.e. these two subgoals
represent one same fact but by different numerical values.
• Case 2: Now check whether for some (ai, aj ) ∈ A× B,
conf ict(ai)=aj or conf ict(aj )=ai. If yes, goal Gi and aj
are in conf ict, i.e. conf ict(Gi, Gj )=true
• Case 3: Let after mapping of subgoals of G0 to the
ontology the set of tasks required to perform to achieve
all subgoals of G0 can be represented by the set T 0 =
{T 1 , T 2,. . . , T q }. Now if for any pair (T i, T j ) ∈
T 0 X T 0, conf ict(T i)=T or conf ict(T ) = T i,then those
•

Leaf level sub goals of
Goal Graph provided as input

OWL Application Programming
GUI
Interface (OWL API)

OWL Ontology created in
Protege 4.1

(output)
1. Completeness
2. Correctness
3. Conflict

Fig. 2: Architecture of the tool for Automated Requirements
System

Fig. 3: Snapshot of the Ontology created in Protege 4.1
two subgoals associated to corrosponding two tasks are
conf icting. Let n3= total number of (Gi, Gj ), Gi =Gj ,
Gi, Gj ∈G0 for which conf ict(Gi,Gj )=true.
Let m3= total number of (Gi, Gj ), Gi =Gj , Gi, Gj ∈G0
So, Measure of Conf ict, MCON = n3/m3
V. T OOL D EVELOPMENT
We have shown the architecture of the tool that has been
developed in Figure 2.
A. OWL Ontology of Library Management Systemin Protege
4.1
The ontology for Library Management System(LMS) is
built in Protege 4.1. Protege [15] is an open source tool
to build OWL ontologies. An owl ontology consists of individuals, Properties and classes. Individuals represent objects
in the domain of interest. Properties are binary relations
on individuals i.e. properties link two individuals together.
OWL classes are interpreted as sets that contain individuals.
They are described formally stating the requirements for the
membership of the class. A snapshot of the ontology for LMS
created in Protege 4.1 is shown in Figure 3.
B. OWL Application Programming Interface(OWL API)
The OWL API [16] is a java Interface and implementation
for the W3C Web Ontology Language(OWL), used to repre-
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sent Semantic Web Ontologies. It consists of the following
components.
• An API for OWL 2 and an eff cient in-memory reference
implementation.
• RDF/XML parser and writer
• OWL/XML parser and writer
• OWL Functional Syntax parser and writer
• Turtle parser and writer
• KRSS parser
• OBO Flat f le format parser
• Reasoner interfaces for working with reasoners such as
FaCT++, HermiT, Pellet and Racer
We have used the OWL API to connect to the OWL
Ontology that we have created. The requirements gathered
from the system analyst will be verif ed against the ontology
at the back end using this API. It provides a number of packages to help perform required operations. We have used the
org.semanticweb.owlapi.* package to verify the requirements
against the ontology.
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C. Graphical User Interface
To capture the leaf level atomic requirements represented as
sub goals, a Graphical User Interface has been built. It takes
the leaf level sub goals as input and returns to the user whether
these are complete, correct or conf ict free. It specif es upto
what extent the requirements are complete, correct or conf ict
free.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a methodology for an
automated system to verify the requirment analysis done by
the system analyst. The requirement analysis is goal oriented
and represented by goal graph.We have considered three
metrics, Completeness, Correctness and Conf ict to verify
the requirement specif cation and express its correctness in
percentage. We have also developed a tool to facilitate the
verif cation procedure. The future prospect of this work is
to propose a methodology to verify the system design. Since
we are concerned with agent and MAS architecture, we have
to develop a verf cation methodology for the same. Thus,
we will develop a tool that will not only generate the MAS
architecture from the requirement specif cation automatically,
but will also verify the requirement specif cation and the
system architecture.
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“The system shall be available 24×7, give users a one-second
response time, and process 200 orders per minute”. These
specifications are remote from the job of the software and it
hard to tell that how developers are supposed to react to them
and take wh ich steps to achieve them. Later, goal-oriented
approaches [4][5] have been proposed to fu rther analyze and
operationalized NFRs, in which NFR s are taken as s oftgoals.
Scenario-based approaches [6][7] are also proposed to describe
NFRs using scenarios.

Abstract—The complexity and usefulness of software systems are
determined not only by their functionality, but also by nonfunctional requirements such as accuracy, security, cost, userfriendliness and performance. However, even with the growing
interest in dealing with NFRs from early stages of software
development, current technology is not adequate for analyzing
and representationally expressing these requirements. They
mainly focus on refinement of NFRs themselves, neglecting the
analysis of factors or risks in the environment that may have
adverse impacts on these NFRs, which may lead to incomplete
understanding and prevent the effective processing of NFRs. In
this paper, we propose a risk driven approach to analyzing and
specifying NFRs, in which NFRs are considered to address
business risks. We first elaborate the aspects that should be
considered when understanding NFRs. We also propose
constrained case diagram to model the analysis result and their
impacts on target system. This approach provides us an
operating procedure and a complete NFR view. It could
complement with existing approaches to more completely analyze
and refine NFRs.

However, these approaches mainly focus on refinement of
NFRs themselves in the scope of software, neglecting the
analysis of the factors/risks in the environment that would have
adverse impacts on them, which may lead to incomplete
understanding and in appropriate solutions of NFRs.
Additionally, corresponding models are just represent NFRs
and their relationships with functionalities, the d erived
requirements which will be directly designed and implemented
to support the NFRs are always ignored or denoted implicitly.
These incomplete models may prevent effective handling of
NFRs.

Keywords-non-functional requirements; risk driven; analysis;
specification; software development

I.

In this paper, we propose a risk-driven approach to stepwise
analyze and r efine NFRs. Besides breaking down a spec ific
kind of broad non-functional goal into clear requirements that
are as detailed as developer need, we als o identify origins of
NFRs; analyze the external and in ternal challenges for
achieving them; and reco mmend tactics based on the previous
analysis. A constrained case diagram is also proposed to model
the analysis results, so as to e ffectively deal with them in the
following software development lifecycle.

INTRODUCTION

The complexity and usefulness of software systems are
determined not only by their functionality, but also by Non Functional Requirements (NFRs) such as accuracy, security,
reliability, user-friendliness, performance [1][2]. Due t o the
importance of NFRs, researches have been done on how to
achieve them in software systems. Generally, two main
approaches were defined: curative approach and preventive
approach. A cur ative approach is applied after a software
system has been developed; the software system is tested and
defects associated with NFRs are identified in order to be fixed.
In a preventive approach, the software development tasks (e.g.
constructing architectures and design models) are planned to
prevent defects associated with NFRs, incorporate NFRs into
the design and i mplementation, and finally obtain a sys tem
which satisfies the NFRs [2].

Main contributions of our approach include: (1) Support the
capture of NFRs based on risks, identify the threats and
challenges, which allows the business and developers to
understand the origins of NFR and d etermine the appropriate
solutions; (2) Provide an op erational guideline to t horoughly
analyze NFRs, follow which we could obtain a more complete
understanding NFR origins, challenges need to be tackled and
other context; (3) Allow the developers to fully capture the
requirements by providing an integrated graphical view about
NFRs, the derived requirements, the functional requirements
affected by them and relationships among them. (4) Moreover,
this approach could complement with existing analysis
approaches to better deal with NFRs.

In both approaches, especially the preventive approach, a
concise specification of NFRs is an important premise.
Traditionally, NFRs are just simply and textually denoted in a
distinctly section of the requirement specifications [3], e.g.,
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces related works and our bas ic ideas. Secti on III
elaborates the risk driven NFR analysis approach and the
proposed constrained cased diagram. Section IV introduces a
case study. Section V discusses the pr oposed approach and
concludes the paper.
II.

solutions to deal with them. Based on this idea, we could more
fundamentally know much about the NFRs, thus, conducting
more thorough analysis of them.
In this paper, we prop ose a risk driven appr oach to
analyzing and refining NFRs. It draws lessons from the idea of
risk assessment and management [9][10], and will complement
with existing approaches to more adequately analyze NFRs.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

B. Specifying and Modeling NFRs
Traditionally, during the requirement phase, NFRs are
collected and documented in some textual format. They are
specified in a separate section of the documentation, as an entry
of the functionality description, or recorded in an artifact called
supplementary specification [3]. W hen use case models
become popular to model functional requirements, approaches
have been proposed to extend them to address NFRs. Armour
and Miller [13] discuss how one may document the ‘nonbehavioral requirements’ using a use case, immediately after
the Alternative Flows and Exception Section. Supakkul and
Chung [8] represent NFRs as softgoals and associate them with
appropriate use case model elements. Abuse case and Misus e
case is proposed which extends the use case to define a security
requirement [6].

A. Non-Functional Requirements Analysis Approaches
To effectively deal with NFRs in software development,
specifying them in detail and accurately is an important
premise. Since initial d escriptions of NFRs are often roughly
and non-behavioral, they are hard to tell be rea lized like
functional requirements. Therefore, a further analysis to br eak
down a sp ecific kind of broad non-functional goal into clear
requirements that are as d etailed as developer need, and
accurately record and manage these requirements throughout
the life cycle of systems development is needed.
Goal-oriented methods, such as th e NFR Framework
proposed by Chung et a l [4], the i*/Tropos approach [5], are
typical representatives of these works. NFRs are taken as
softgoals, gradually refined to lower, more-precise level of
detail either by the type or functional topic, and finally refined
to operationalizations. However, these approaches mainly
focus on the refinement of NFR themselves in t he scope of
target software, lack of adequate analysis of the environment
entities. Scenario based approaches are also proposed to deal
with NFRs [6][7][8]. However, most of them focused on the
representation of NFRs not the analysis process. Moreover,
nearly all the approa ches are based on the premise that NFRs
are already identified, lack of the consi derations about the
source and origin of NFRs, which makes it hard to d etermine
their priorities and may lead to improper solution
recommendations. Thus, besides refining NFRs themselves, a
more thorough analysis about the motivations of NFR and the
factors in the environment that would have adverse impacts on
NFRs are also neede d, in order to effectively dealing with
NFRs in software development lifecycle.

However, these approaches mainly focus on NFRs
themselves and th eir constraint relationships with
functionalities. The der ived requirements identified to achieve
or support NFRs ar e often neglected or just implicitly
represented in t he models. Since NFRs are non-behavioral in
nature, corresponding tactics for achieving them should be
identified first in order to make them operational. Thus, just
graphically representing FRs and NFRs together is not enough
and relatively incomplete. In this paper, based on the proposed
risk driven NFR analysis approach, we propose a constrained
case diagram to specify NFRs. Besides associating NFRs with
related use case, it also represents the derived requirements for
achieving the NFRs, and attaches them to affected functional
requirements. This di agram could be considered as a
complement to the use case, and provide an integrated view for
NFRs.

In security engineering [9], risk assessment is an important
task. It is defined as a process of identifying the risks to system
security and determining the probability of occurrence, the
resulting impact and additional safeguards that would mitigate
this impact [10]. This process conducts analysis about security
requirement from various aspects, and provides solutions to
achieve them. It i s also used i n Software Performance
Engineering (SPE) to help analysis of performance [11].
Through analysis in practice and surveying existing literatures,
we found the idea of risk assessment could be also applied for
analyzing other NFRs such as avail ability, reliability. NFRs
could be cons idered as a set of quality statements that th e
system must meet in order to manage the risks exposed to
system stakeholders, where these business risks may originate
from low quality of services under different operating
conditions [12]. For ex ample, the business may be at risk of:
customer retention if the system is running under poor
performance or response times; loss of revenue if the system
does not provide sufficient availability of its services, and to
mitigate these risks, corresponding performance requirement,
availability requirement should put on the ta ble and find

III. THE PROPOSED APPRAOCH
The proposed approach in t his paper for analyzing and
refining NFR is risk-driven which we got inspiration from risk
assessment and management used in security engineering and
the SPE process [9][11]. NFRs are identified based on possible
business risks for potential low quality of service of the target
system. External threats and internal vulnerabilities are then
analyzed to find the possible reasons for low quality of service.
Furthermore, tactics for achieving NFRs are recommended
based on the risks, threats and vulnerabilities. In the following,
we first introduce the aspects that needed to be considered
when analyzing and refining NFRs. Then, based o n these
aspects, the risk driven analysis process is elaborated. Lastly,
we present the constrained case diagram which used to model
the analysis results.
A. Understanding Non-Functional Requirements
For best achie vement of an NFR, a concise understanding
of NFR itself and its environment is very important. Basically,
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possible reasons why the sy stem may provide poor quality of
service, and the tactics provide countermeasures for the threats
and vulnerabilities, so as to achieve NFRs. Fortunately, these
types of knowledge could be accumulated based on previous
experience, such as the develo pment experience of similar
systems, journal articles and conference papers, technical
reports etc.

we need to find out answers for the following questions in the
analysis process [14]: ( 1) what e xactly the NFR is ab out; (2)
why need the NFR; and (3) how to achieve it. The first
question could roughly correspond to a basic description of the
NFR, including its category, related business goal
(functionality) and the target value. The answer of the second
question is risk related information since NFRs are proposed to
address business risks. T o achieve NFRs, we should identify
the factors that may have adverse impact on them, and propose
solutions according to the factors. Table I shows the m ain
aspects that should be considered in NFR analysis. It could also
be considered as a template to specify NFRs.
TABLE I.
what

Aspect
Name
NFR
Category
Related
business
goals
Target
(NFP value)
Exceptional
cases

why

Motivation
(risks to be
addressed)
Criticality
/Priority

How

Challenges,
Threats
or
Vulnerabilitie
s
Impact rating/
Likelihood /
Risk rating
NFR Tactics
(risk
mitigation
recommendati
ons )
Extra
requirements

Acceptance
criteria

B. Risk-driven NFR Analysis Process
Formulating a detailed and accurate analysis of NFRs is not
a straightforward task, because various aspects have t o be
considered. In this subsection, we present a process that guides
the analyst to analyze and refine NFRs. It starts with
characterizing the system and identifying the initial NFRs by
recognizing the associated risk to the system stakeholders.
Then, threats and vulnerabilities that may do harm to the NFR,
and possible tactics to mitigate the risks are identified so as to
achieve NFRs in the target system. This stage is accomplished
through following steps, which need the participation of b oth
the stakeholders and developers.

ASPECTS FOR UNDERSTANDING NFR
Description
Name of the NFR
Category of the non-f unctional requirement. E.g.,
performance, security, availability, reliability.
Which part of the system does this NFR target apply
to? An NFR can apply to a single function, a group
of functions, a single interface, and so on, or it can
apply to everything (all functions).
The quality target that the system need to deliver. It
might be some quantitative or qualitative m easure.
E.g., System should operate 24 *7
Is the quality target likely to be unachievable in
some cases? E.g., functions that in volve intensive
processing will b e slower, so it' s unfair to judge
them against the same response time goal.
Specify the potential risk and analyze its impact on
system’s business value. It is the re ason for
proposing the NFR. . E.g., the motivation for a fast
download of software by a Web visitor might be so
that they don't give up impatiently halfway through.
Description of impact if the N FR is not achieved,
and specify the impact grade,such as:high, medium
or low.
Any circumstance or ev ent that can have negative
impacts on end-user experience o f the quality, or a
list of all those pieces relevant to your environment
that have a bearing on the non-functional goal of
your system.
Level of the impact resulting from successful
exploitation of a vulnerability; likelihood of the
probability that a potential vu lnerability might be
exploited in the context of the a ssociated threat
environment/ the level of risks to the system.
Things to be done to help a chieve this nonfunctional goal. They could be any specific features
we want our system to have to he lp to achieve the
goal. They are considered as a set of new derived
requirements. It will be bette r if each o f these
requirements includes a statement estimating the
extent to which it contributes.
Explains what sorts of extra requirements should be
considered and in what circumstances. It provides
guidance on what to do beyond simply specifying
the main requirement.E.g.: E.g., Functions for
measuring response times and letting administrators
see them.
Could be taken as the criteria for verifying that the
NFR has been met (may be used to assist definition
of system test cases).

1) Preparation:characterizing the target software system
In this ste p, the analyst de fined the boundaries of the I T
system, along with the resources that constitute the system, its
connectivity, and any other elements necessary to describe the
system. The aim is to provide a context for NFR analysis.
2) Risk analysis and NFR identification
Analyze potential business risks, assess their impacts; and
neatly specify the concerned non-functional properties for
mitigating the risks, including the category, a brief summary on
the target value and the reasons why stakeholders concern
about them. This step could be assis ted by an existing risk
assessment process.
3) Related functionality identification
Based on system characterization, identify which
functionality is related t o the non-functional requirements or
what does this NFR ap ply to. Is it for a s pecific function, a
collection of functions, all functions for a class of users, or
something else?
4) Threats identification
Towards the identified NFR and sy stem characterization,
draw up a l ist of the external threats or risks r elevant to the
environment that have a bearin g on the non-functional
properties of the system. Record and specify their impacts to
corresponding non-functional properties. This knowledge could
be collected from trusted and proven journal articles,
conference papers, books, software companies’ brochures and
some websites [9][15].
5) Vulnerability idenification
In this step, the analysts developed a list of internal system
vulnerabilities (flaws or weaknesses) that could be exploited by
the potential threat vectors or that would have negative impacts
on the achievement of NFRs. It often needs a deeper analysis of
system characteristics.

Among above aspects, the knowledge about threat,
vulnerabilities, NFR tactics and rela tionships among them is
especially important for finally implementing NFRs in the
target system. The threat and vulner abilities explains the

6) Risk determination
In this step, the analysts determined the degree of risk to the
system, including the likelihood determination, impact rating
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and the risk level. Existing assessment methods [9][10] could
be directly used in this step.

the relationship ActUpon which specifies that a d erived
requirement will act upon the constrained artifact.

7) Exceptional cases identification
Is the non-functional requirement likely to be unachievable
in some cases? For example, functions that involve intensive
processing will be slower, so it’s unfair to judge them against
the same goal.
8) Tactic recommendations
Based on the identified threats and risks, identify the tactics
that could be used to improve any of these threats or risks. It
would be better if each tactic include a statement estimating the
extent to which it contributes. Since tactics for N FRs are
relatively fixed, knowledge about the tactics could be collected
in advance from previous experiences or d ependable
documents [6][15].
Figure 1. Metamodel of the Constrained Case diagram

9) Extra requirement identification
Besides the tactics recommended mitigating the threats and
vulnerabilities, some additional requirements may be
introduced. For example, functions for measuring response
times and letting administrators see them. In this step, we
identify and explain what sorts of extra requirements should be
considered and in what circumstances.

For ConstrainedCase, the attribute refinement denotes the
concrete NFRs refined from the high-level NFR. The attribute
constrainedElement refers to the artifact that constrained by the
NFR. In our metamodel, it mainly refers to use cases. For
example, associating fast response time NFR to Withdraw
Fund use case of an Automated Teller Machine (ATM) system.
Moreover, to specify relationships between the NFRs and the
constrained functionality, we introduce a r elationship
Constraint in this metamodel.

10) Result documentation
Presented to the stakeholders to check an d confirm the
derived requirements and to t he developers for the following
design and implementation. We could use the template derived
from table II and constrained case diagrams defined i n the
following subsection.

The element NFRTactic in this metamodel represents the
countermeasure adopted to make the NFR satisfied. It might be
a new functionality, new resource, operational constraint, etc. It
will be realized into some software entities and interact with
the constrained functionality. The Extra Requirement
represents the requirement derived to support certain NFR but
not to achieve them, such as monitoring related non-functional
property and letting administrators see them. The r elationship
ActUpon is proposed to specify the relationship between a NFR
derived requirement and the affected use case. Moreover, since
sometimes use case i s further described by interactions,
activities or state machines, we could specify the sp ecific
location that the NFR tactics will act upon. Using the element
affectedPoint. For example, for a use case described by an
activity diagram, the affected point may be one of the actions.

Noticing that this is a n iterative and incremental process,
and not all steps must be performed in a NFR analysis process.
Analyzers and user s could customize above steps and form
more appropriate process.
C. Constrained Case Diagram for NFR Modeling
To provide a precise context to NFR design and
implementation, we propose a constrained case diagram to
graphical model the NFRs, the derived requirements, the
original functional requirements and relationships among them.
This diagram could be roughly considered as a complement to
the use case diagram since we refer to the use cases to specify
the functionality affected by the NFRs.

C constrainedCaseName

Figure.1 shows the metamodel of the constrained case
diagram. The gray elements are borrowed from UML
specification [14], and the white elements are whi ch we
proposed to model NFR related elements. This diagram mainly
consists of four types of classifiers and four types of
relationships. The classifiers include: (1) the Constrained Case
which is us ed to represent the refined non-functional
requirement; (2) the constrained artifact that constrained by the
NFRs which refers to specific Use Case; (3) the NFR Tactic
which recommended to deal with the threats and vulnerabilities
so as t o achieve NFR; ( 4) the Extra Requirement which
identified to support the NFR. The relationships include: (1) the
relationship Constrain which connect NFR and r elated
functionality together; (2) the relationship Satisfy which
connect the NFR tactic to the NFRs ; (3) the relationship
Support which connect the Extra Requirement to the NFR; (4)

<<support>>

NFRCategory=...
value =...
Refinement=subNFR
Description = ...

E Extra Requirement

<<satisfy>>

T Tactic1
kind =
name=
description=

Usecase1

<<constrain>>

<<satisfy>>

affectedPoint1
affectedPoint2

<<actUpon>>
[affectedPoint2]

T
Tactic2
kind = newFunctionality
name =UserAthentication
<<actUpon>>
[affectedPoint1]

LEGEND
Constrained Case Diagram
C

T

E

Usecase

affectedPoint

ConstrainedCase NFRTactic Extra Requirement AffectedPoint

<<constrain>>
<<satisfy>>
<<support>>
<<actUpon>>

<<Constraint>>

constraint 1

Constrain
Satisfy
Support
ActUpon

Figure 2. Graphical notation of Constrained Case diagram
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Figure 2 s hows the grap hical notation of the constrained
case diagram. Using this diagram, the NFRs, the derived
requirements (NFR tactics and extra requirements), the affected
use cases, and relationships among them could be modeled
explicitly in an integrated view, which provides the designers a
precise context for NFR r ealizations and a source of the
transformation from NFRs into architecture.

Constrained Case: Availability constraint
Description: the system shall be available to users 24 hours every day, every
day of the year, especially the functionality Place Order.
Motivation: most online shopping systems are available 7*24, if the target
system does not provide similar availability, it might lead the ri sk of losing
many customers for the business.
NFR Category: Availability
(b) Initially identified Availability constraint

The constrained case diagram could be considered as a
complement to the functionality-focused use case diagram,
highlighting in each view that designer needs to consider both
the functional and non-functional requirements to present a
complete picture for the following software development stages.
For example, it could be leveraged in the 4+1 view [15],
together with the use case view to assist the software
architecture design; or it could be lever aged by the tester to
validate the requirements. Additionally, it can also be used in
planning project activities, resources, cost and timeframe.
IV.

Constrained Case: Performance constraint
Description: the various f unctionalities shall have an appropriate and
acceptable response time.
Motivation: Under multiple concurrent user load, the system’s response time
may become unacceptable to the en d users which lead to the ri sk of losing
customers.
NFR Category: Performance (Response time)
(c) Initially identified Performance constraint

B. Risk Driven Analysis and Refinement
Towards these high-level NFRs, the next to do is r efining
them, analyzing threats and vulnerabilities, and deriving the
tactics and extra requirements. Table III s hows the an alysis
results guided by our risk driven analysis approach.

CASE STUDY

In this section, we p resent a case study o n a simplified
Online Shopping System.

TABLE III.

A. System Characterization and Identfiied NFRs
Basic functionalities of an online shopping system include
account management which assists customer to maintain their
account information and; allowing customers to bro wse the
product; adding, removing items to shopping carts and to
reviewing their orders; especially, to at tract customer, the
system is required to provide a f lash sale/spike area function,
where in a certain period of time, a pr oduct is sold in an
incredible price. This may result in a big visit amount on the
website. Figure 3 shows the functionality-focused use case
diagram of the system.

Related Business Goal: Manage Account, Order payment
Challenges or threats: unauthorized access
Risk Rating: Medium
Impact Rating: High
Likelihood: Medium
Recommended tactics: Data Encryption, Password Authentication, select the
third-party payment platform
(a) Refined Security constraint
Constrained Case: Availability constraint
Related Business Goal: Place Order, Order payment
Challenges or vulnerabilities: Unreliable network links, hardware failure,
service interruptions of the pay platform
Impact Rating: High
Likelihood: Medium
Risk Rating: Medium
Recommended tactics: Ping/echo, Replicate Server, Multiple payment
mechanism
Extra Requirement: System unavailable page(when the system is
unavailable to users, any attempt by a user to access the system shall result in
the display of page informing them that it is unavailable),
(b) Refined Availability constraint

Manage
Account
Browse
catalog
Manage
shopping
cart
Customer

Place
order

Constrained Case: Performance constraint

Order
payment

Related Business Goal: Place Order, Flash sale
Challenges or vulnerabilities: Large amount of concurrent users,
Impact Rating: High
Likelihood: Medium
Risk Rating: Medium
Exceptional case: at the ti me of flash sale, system load are inevitable high,
allow more response time for flash sale
Recommended tactics: Fixed Scheduling Policy, Cache mechanism,
Temporarily disable functions that cause intensive processing
Extra Requirement: Response time monitoring (Functions for measuring
response times and letting administrators see them)
(c) Refined Performance constraint

Flash sale

Figure 3. The usecase diagram

By analyzing potential risks from users’ perspective, three
types of important NFRs are identified, one is the Security for
account, the other is the Availability of the sho pping, and the
last one is the Performance for flash sale. Table II(a),II(b),II(c)
shows the initially identified NFRs using our template.
TABLE II.

REFINED NFRS DESCIPTION

Constrained Case: Security constraint

C. Model NFRs in Constrained Case Diagrams
To provide a clear graphical input to the following software
development stages, we model the NFRs and their analysis
results using graphical constrained case diagrams as shown in
Figure 4.

INITIALLY IDENTIFIED NFRS DESCRIPTION

Constrained Case: Security constraint
Description: the system shall have high security.
Motivation: Account information is very important for online shopp ing
system, poor security may injure customers’ benefits and affect the customer
retention.
NFR Category: Security
(a) Initially identified Security constraint

From this example, we cou ld see that our risk driven
approach could provide an operational guide to effectively
analyze various aspects of NFRs, and the constrained case
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diagram could give developers an integrated view for NFRs,
derived requirements and related functionalities.
<<constrain>>

SecurityConstraint

C

type = Security
value =high;
refinement = InternalConfidentiality;
Description =?
<<satisfy>>

<<constrain>>

DataEncryption

Kind = NewFunctionality
Description= encrypt the
transferring data

OrderPayment

Maintain Account
affectedPoint1 = check
account

<<satisfy>>
TpasswordAuthentication

T

NFRs, the constrained case views are more appropriate to
represent the NFRs that associated with specific functionality
that denoted by functional use case. For system-wide NFRs,
such as maintainability, and portability that are not normally
associated with a particular functionality, we could use the
template to describe them, and use the constrained case view to
document the policy or tactics that help the project achieve the
softgoal. In the future work, we will entail validation of the
efficacy of the risk driven NFR analysis approach and collect
more specific NFR related knowledge to support the process.

<<actUpon>>
[affectedPoint1]

Kind = NewFunctionality
Description= Auth passwd
before access the account

<<actUpon>>
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effects that react to the user commands according to environment properties. The environment properties are provided
by a software environment ontology built for modeling the
environment of software [8]. Then the undesirable behaviors
of “Assets”, i.e., security requirements, can be obtained.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the commanded behavior frame in the PF
approach and the software environment ontology. Section III
presents security requirements in the commanded behavior
frame. Section IV gives a small example-secure sluice gate
control problem to show how to capture security requirements in the commanded behavior problem. At last, section
VI concludes this paper and indicates the future work.

Abstract—The Problem Frames(PF) approach is well known
for analysing and structuring requirement problems in requirements engineering. However, currently it lacks of a practical
and effective way to obtain security requirements. To solve this
problem, this paper proposes to elicit security requirements by
constructing an act-effect model which is used to model the
environment effects that react to the users’ commands. The
generation of the act-effect model can be guided by a software
environment ontology which models the software environment.
Finally, a case study is given for illustrating the security
requirements elicitation.
Keywords-requirements engineering; security requirements;
software environment ontology; Problem Frames approach;

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the increasing demands for secure softwares, how
to get security requirements becomes an important issue.
Generally speaking, security requirements are included in a
system to ensure [1]:
• unauthorized access to the system and its data is not
allowed (the authority problem);
• the integrity of the system from accidental or malicious
attack (the integrity problem).
Much work has been done in security requirements aiming
at these two problems such as [2][3][4][5][6]. This paper
focuses on the integrity problem. There is a famous approach
for analysing security requirements called abuse frames[1]
which is developed on the basis of the Problem Frames(PF)
approach[7]. Security requirements are viewed in terms
of “Assets” and “Attackers” where attackers behave like
operators to cause state changes in the assets. The security
behavior is quantiﬁed as an “anti-requirement” which is a
behavior of an asset under some inputs from an attacker.
However, at present the abuse frames approach still lacks
of a practical and effective way to obtain such security
requirements. In this paper, we propose to use the software
environment ontology for helping elicit security requirements from the basic problem frames. There are ﬁve basic
problem frames in the PF approach. They are the required
behavior frame, the commanded behavior frame, the information display frame, the simple workpieces frame and the
transformation frame, and some variants to them. Aiming
at the commanded behavior frame, this paper ﬁrst presents
the act-effect model which tries to describe the environment

II. BACKGROUND
A. The Commanded Behavior Frame
In the PF approach, the commanded behavior frame
characterizes problems in which the machine is required
to accept the operator’s commands and impose the control
accordingly. The problem frame diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
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The commanded behavior: problem frame diagram [7]

In the ﬁgure, the software problem is to specify a control
machine (the solution) to control a controlled domain (the
problem context) in accordance with commands issued by
the operator so that the commanded behavior (the requirement) is satisﬁed. In this frame the general form of a
software development problem has been elaborated only
by more specialised names for the principal parts and by
markings on the connecting lines which indicate:
•
•
•
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The requirement ‘commanded behavior’ is a condition
over phenomena of C3 and E4.
The control machine CM is the machine to be built.
The controlled domain CD is its problem domain. CD is
a kind of environment entity, or an asset to be protected.
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Each state machine has a set of states and transitions.
Each transition sources from a state, and sinks to a
state. A transition can be triggered by an event.
Among these concepts, we’ll give a formal deﬁnition of
the state machine of a casual entity for further use.
Deﬁnition 2: State machine SM of a casual entity ce
A SM can be deﬁned as a triple:
•
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SM :=< S, E, T >

KDVBYDOXH

where
• S={s0 , s1 , . . . , sn } is the state set of ce
• E={e0 , e1 , . . . , em } is the event set of ce
• T : S × E → S is the transition set of ce
The above software environment ontology is an upper
ontology. It employs a core glossary that contains basic
terms and associated descriptions of the software environment as they are used in various, relevant domain sets. The
instantiation of the upper ontology in a speciﬁc domain will
result in the domain software environment ontology. It contains the domain speciﬁc terms for describing the software
environment. There could be many domain environment
ontologies upon to the upper software environment ontology.

Conceptual model of software environment ontology

The interface between the control machine CM and
controlled domain CD consists of two kinds of shared
controllable phenomena: C1, controlled by CM, and
C2, controlled by CD. The interface between CM and
the Operator OP consists of event E4 issued by OP.
• The shared phenomena C1, C2, C3 and E4 are interactions between CM and CD, and CM and OP.
Accordingly, a requirement problem can be deﬁned.
Deﬁnition 1: A requirement problem is a ﬁve-tuple:
•

III. S ECURITY REQUIREMENTS IN THE COMMANDED

P :=< M, ES, P S, IS, RS >

BEHAVIOR FRAME

Where
• M is the machine to be built
• ES = {e1 , e2 , . . . , en } is the entity set
• P S = {ps1 , ps2 , . . . , psn } is the phenomena set
• IS : M × ES × P S ∪ ES × M × P S is the interaction
set
• RS = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rn } is the requirement set

Some part of the physical world’s behavior is to be controlled in accordance with commands issued by an operator
in the commanded behavior frame. In other words, these
control commands will cause effects to the physical world
which could be state changes of the physical world. As
functional requirements can be viewed as desired effects,
the security requirements can be seen as undesired effects.
To model relations between commands and effects, we
introduce act-effect model.
Deﬁnition 3: Act-effect model of (P ,be, ce)
Suppose a problem P = < M, ES, P S, IS, RS >, a
biddable entity be ∈ ES, a casual entity ce ∈ ES. An
act-effect model ae of (P, be, ce) is deﬁned as a triple:

B. Software Environment Ontology
We have developed software environment ontology in [8].
It is built for sharing knowledge about software environment.
Fig. 2 gives its conceptual model which includes the following basic concepts:
• The environment of a software system is assumed to
be a set of entities that will interact with the to-be built
software system. So the basic concept is environment
entity. Environment entities can be classiﬁed into three
categories: the biddable entity, the lexical entity, and
the causal entity.
• A biddable entity usually consists of people, it is physical but lacks positive predictable internal causality.
Each biddable entity usually sends events or provides
(or receives) values. Each biddable entity has a set of
attributes. Each attribute has a value.
• A lexical entity is the physical representation of data.
• A causal Entity is one whose properties include predictable causal relationship among its shared phenomena. Each causal entity has a set of dynamic properties
which can be described by state machines.

ae :=< S, E, T >
where
• S = {s0 , s1 , . . . , sn } ⊆ P S is the state set of ce
• E = {e0 , e1 , . . . , em } ⊆ P S is the event set of be
• T : S × E → S is the transition set
An act-effect model dynamically describes how the commands from a biddable entity ﬁnally change the states of
a casual entity. Then our concern turn to how to get an
act-effect model from an existing problem description (i.e.,
a problem diagram) and a domain software environment
ontology. The problem description gives desired effects by
commands of the biddable entities. The domain software
environment ontology provides the effects of casual entities
and the essential reasons for effects by state machines.
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2. Search the biddable entity be in DEO;
3. Find all the events that be initiated, recording them as E;
4. Set E3 = E;
5. For t1 ∈ T2
6.
t1 ∈ T 3
7. For e ∈ E2 ∀s ∈ S
8.
If ∃s ∈ S such that < s, e, s >∈ T2 ;
9.
else construct t3 =< s, e, s >∈ T3 ;
10. For e ∈ E/E2 ∀s ∈ S
11.
Construct t3 =< s, e, s >∈ T3 ;
12. return A3 ;
end
After getting the complete act-effect model A3 , the security requirements as undesired effects could be generated by
deleting the desired effects in A2 . The detailed process is
shown in Process 2.
Process 2: Security requirements generation process
Input: act-effect model A2 =< S2 , E2 , T2 >, and complete
act-model of (P, be, ce)A3 =< S3 , T3 , E3 >
OutPut: security requirements
begin
1. For t ∈ T3 /T2 , t =< s1 , e1 , s1 >
2. Output
3. “when ce is in s1 , if be initiates e1 , then M ignores it”
end

Combining these together, we can get an algorithm for
generating an act-effect model (see Alg. 1). There are three
main steps in Alg. 1: 1) getting the states of the casual entity;
2) obtaining the events sent by the biddable entity; and 3)
constructing the transitions.
Algorithm 1: Act-effect model generation algorithm
Input: problem description P =< M, ES, P S, IS, RS >,
a biddable entity be ∈ ES, and a casual entity ce ∈ ES,
domain software environment ontology DO
OutPut: act-effect model of (P, be, ce) A2 =< S2 , E2 , T2 >
begin
1. Search the casual entity ce in DO;
2. Find the state machine A1 =< S1 , E1 , T1 > of ce through
‘has dynamic’ in DO;
3. Set S2 = S1 ∩ P S;
4. Search the biddable entity be in DEO;
5. Find all the events that be initiated, recording them as E;
6. Set E2 = E ∩ P S;
7. For t1 ∈ T1 , t1 =< s1 , e1 , s1 >, ∀e2 ∈ E2
8.
If after e2 happens, the machine will send e1 ,
9.
Construct t2 ∈ T2 , t2 =< s1 , e2 , s1 >
end
However, the generated act-effect model only describes
the desired commands that the biddable entity initiated to
impose effects on the causal entity. Nothing is said about
the undesired commands and its effects. Therefore we deﬁne
complete act-effect model for modeling both desired and
undesired effects.
Deﬁnition 4: Complete act-effect model
For an act-effect model A =< S, E, T > of a problem
P , ∀e ∈ E, s1 ∈ S, if ∀t ∈ T , ∃s2 ∈ S such that t =<
s1 , e, s2 >, then A is a complete act-effect model of P .
The complete act-effect model demands that each state
of a causal entity will react to each command that the
biddable entity initiates. It includes effects both desired
and undesired. The desired effects can be obtained from
Alg. 1. The undesired effects need to be determined by
the requirement providers. Generally speaking, we often
recommend ignoring the commands. According to the above
analysis, the complete act-effect model can be generated by
following Process 1. There are three main steps in Process 1:
1) setting all the states of the casual entity from a general acteffect model; 2) getting all the events of the biddable entity
from domain environment ontology; and 3) constructing all
the transitions both desired and undesired.
Process 1: Complete act-effect model generation process
Input: Problem description P =< M, ES, P S, IS, RS >,
biddable entity be ∈ ES, casual entity ce ∈ ES, domain
environment ontology DEO, act-effect model of (P, be, ce)
A2 =< S2 , E2 , T2 >
OutPut: complete act-model of (P, be, ce)A3
=<
S3 , T3 , E3 >
begin
1. Set S3 = S2 ;

IV. C ASE S TUDY
We will illustrate our method by developing a secure
sluice gate control problem (adapted from Jackson’s book
[7]). The problem statement is as follows. A small sluice,
with a rising and falling gate, is often used in the irrigation
system. A computer system is needed to raise and lower the
sluice gate in response to the commands of an authorized
operator. The gate is opened and closed by rotating vertical
screws. The screws are driven by a small motor, which can
be controlled by clockw, anti, on and off pulses. There are
sensors at the top and bottom of the gate travel; at the top
it’s fully open, at the bottom it’s fully shut. Sometimes the
state of the sluice gate could be monitored by a monitor.
Before we deal with this problem, a domain software environment ontology named sluice gate environment ontology
must be built.
A. Sluice Gate Environment Ontology
According to the software environment, at least four steps
are needed for constructing a domain software environment
ontology:
1) extract environment entities and classify them
All the entities related to the sluice gate are possible environment entities. The environment entities involved include:
• Operator (Biddable): someone who is in charge of
controlling the sluice gate.
• Monitor(Lexical) : a device for displaying information.
• Sluice Gate(Causal): can be rising and falling.
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Sensor(Lexical): at the top and bottom of the gate, can
be used to indicate the state of the gate.
• Screws (Causal): can be rotated to open and close the
door.
• Motor(Causal): can be controlled by clockwise, anticlockwise, on and off pulses, used to drive the screws.
2) ﬁnd the attributes of the lexical entities and the events
sent by the biddable entities
The attributes of the lexical entities are as follows:
• Sensor has an attribute location, which is used to
indicate the location of the sluice gate. It has two
values, top and bottom.
• Monitor has an attribute state, used to describe the state
of the sluice gate. It has two values: Open and Shut.
Events that Operator sends are:
• OpenG: open the door
• ShutG: shut the door
3) construct the state machines for the causal entities
For each causal entity, analyze its state machine. For
instance, sluice gate and motor are causal entities. They
can be modeled as an entity-sluice gate and motor(SM).
Their states are changed from open to shut, shut to open,
respectively after receiving Anti and Clockw pulses. The state
machine is shown in Fig. 3.
•
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Figure 4.

Problem diagram of the sluice gate control problem

by OP including OpenG and ShutG. The command OpenG
corresponds to Clockw, and ShutG to Anti. According to
Alg. 1, replace ClockW with OpenG, and Anti with ShutG
in Fig. 3, then an act-effect model of SM can be obtained
as shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5.

Act-effect model of (SC,OP,SM)

2) get a complete act-effect model
According to Process 1, besides the act-effect model in
Figure 5, other state transitions need to be considered. For
example, if SM is Open, the command OpenG should never
work. Likewise, if SM is Shut, the command ShutG should
be ignored. Thus we get a complete act-effect model shown
in Fig. 6.
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B. Secure Sluice Gate Control Problem
The secure sluice gate control system must conform to
the following rough problem statement:
The problem is to build a computer system to obey the
authorized operator’s command to control the sluice gate.
Step 1: ﬁt the sluice gate control problem diagram to the
commanded behavior frame
According to [7], this problem can be ﬁtted to the
commanded behavior frame whose problem frame is shown
in Fig. 4. Where, the sluice controller is the control machine, the gate & motor is the controlled domain, the
sluice operator is the operator, and the OpenG and ShutG
commands issued by the sluice operator are the phenomena
E4. The required behavior is called open & shut gate. The
general idea is that the sluice operator can position the
gate as desired by issuing OpenG and ShutG commands:
the machine should respond to ShutG by putting the gate &
motor into a shut state, and so on.
Step 2: identify attacks
1) build an act-effect model
In the sluice gate environment ontology, there are two
states of SM, Open and Shut, and two states events issued
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Figure 6.

A complete act-effect model of (SC,OP,SM)

3) generate the security requirements
Security requirements of the sluice gate control problem
can be obtained from complete act-effect model in Fig. 6.
Using Process 2, the security requirements in Fig. 6 can be
expressed as:
• When SM is in the state of Open, if OP initiate a OpenG
command, SC ignores it.
• When SM is in the state of Shut, if OP initiate a ShutG
command, SC ignores it.
V.

RELATED WORK

A number of efforts have been done in security requirements and engineering. For example, misuse cases [9][2] and
abuse cases [3] have been suggested as tools for threat analysis. However, these typically represent instances of attacks
that are often described in the language of implementation.
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traditional security engineering techniques. We have found
them to be useful in complementing such techniques when
deployed during requirements analysis. We are currently
examining ways of eliciting security requirements for the
other basic problem frames.

Chung [4] treats security requirements as softgoals, that are
identiﬁed and reﬁned based on a knowledge catalogue of
decomposition methods, security techniques for satisfying
softgoals, and correlation rules. This approach focuses on the
elicitation process of high level security goals. The i* framework [5] takes an organizational view by modeling trustworthiness as softgoals to be satisﬁed. Attacks by malicious
users are modeled as negative contributions that obstruct
these softgoals. Above all, i* focuses on analysis of security
threats imposed by internal actors at the organizational level.
Attack trees [10] adopt a goal-oriented approach to reﬁning
a root goal into a goal tree to derive scenarios. But this
approach is best suited to design.
Compared with the above work, our approach is at the
analysis phase which treats the solution domain as a black
box and focus on the domain. It complements the softgoal
view by analysing external threats in software systems
problem domains.
The most relevant works are two supplementary approaches based on the PF. The ﬁrst one is deﬁned by Lin
et al. [1]. They deﬁne so-called “anti-requirements” and the
corresponding “abuse frames” to use the ideas underlying
problem frames in security. An anti-requirement expresses
the intentions of a malicious user, and an abuse frame
represents a security threat. For a threat to be realised, its
abuse frame must be composed with the base problem frame
in the sense that the asset attacked in the abuse frame must
overlap, or be identiﬁed with, a domain of the base problem
frame. The purpose of anti-requirements and abuse frames is
to analyze security threats and derive security requirements.
Hatebur et al. [11][6] take a different approach using
problem frames. Security requirements are expressed using a
threat model. Security problem frames are used to consider
security requirements. The goal is to construct a machine
that fulﬁlls the security requirements. Security problem
frames strictly refer to the problems concerning security.
In our work, the undesirable under-attack behaviors are
actually captured as “anti-requirements”. Following Lin et
al. ’s work, we provide a practicable way to obtain these
anti-requirements.
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tables, reports, or even template-based paraphrases of
requirements statements in a controlled natural language, according to speciﬁc viewpoints. Also, an initial
draft of the domain model and behavior models (e.g.,
UML class diagrams and UML use case diagrams,
respectively) can be produced and provided as an
input to software development processes that follow the
Model-Driven Engineering paradigm [7].
Recognizing that natural language text is the preferred and
recommended medium for documenting requirements [8],
and that ambiguity is an intrinsic characteristic of natural
language [9], we consider that there are two main approaches
to deal with this necessary nuisance within the ﬁeld of RE:
(1) following a controlled natural language approach [10],
in which language ambiguity is removed by forcing users to
write according to an unambiguous predeﬁned syntactical
structure and a limited vocabulary; or (2) adopting a more
ﬂexible and extensible information extraction approach [11]
based on linguistic patterns where, despite ambiguity not
being completely eradicated, only the most plausible interpretation is considered for further processing, according to
a best-ﬁt match with the linguistic patterns recognized.
In this paper we overview RSLingo, an Information
Extraction [11] approach for automatically analyze and
formally specify requirements written in natural language.
The novelty of RSLingo arises from its strategy of using two
distinct domain-speciﬁc languages: RSL-PL and RSL-IL.
Each of these languages addresses a speciﬁc aspect regarding
the concerns that must be taken into consideration while
formally documenting requirements. The former addresses
the deﬁnition of common linguistic patterns of textual requirements representations. The latter was designed to formally convey RE-speciﬁc information, thus enabling further
processing of this information. Through the mapping process
between RSL-PL and RSL-IL, RSLingo aims to improve the
quality and rigor of requirements speciﬁcations written in ad
hoc natural language through complementary representations
that can be used to validate the speciﬁed requirements.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II introduces the RSLingo approach, namely the main processes,
roles, and the advantages of using a multi-language strategy.
Section III discusses the strengths and limitations of the
RSLingo approach, by comparing it with related work.
Finally, Section IV concludes this paper and lays down some
ideas for future work.

Abstract—In order to carve out from the open space of possibilities the software system that the business stakeholders need
and expect, it is crucial to properly document all observable
and desired characteristics of the software system to be built,
i.e., its requirements. In this paper we present RSLingo, an
information extraction approach based on two domain-speciﬁc
languages: RSL-PL and RSL-IL. The former allows the deﬁnition of linguistic patterns to enable the automatic analysis of
requirements speciﬁcations written in natural language. While
the latter supports the formal speciﬁcation of requirements-related information that is automatically extracted. Since it
enables further processing on the gathered knowledge, the
RSLingo approach allows one to automatically verify some
quality criteria and generate complementary representations
that assist stakeholders during requirements validation.
Keywords-Requirements Speciﬁcation Language, Information Extraction, Requirements Modeling.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Although the body of knowledge provided by literature
in Requirements Engineering (RE) is extensive [1], [2],
RE activities still require a signiﬁcant human effort. Most
RE techniques are human-centric, thus having a multidisciplinary background. Also, these techniques still lack
proper tool support. Several requirements management tools
exist [3], yet most RE techniques are manually applied, such
as when producing documents, tables, and diagrams [4].
The human-intensive labour that these activities entail makes
them time-consuming and error-prone. Thus, despite the RE
ﬁeld’s best practices being well documented [1], [5], [6], the
quality of these artifacts strongly depends on the experience
and skills of the team members developing them.
It would be helpful if some of the manually performed
tasks, related with requirements text analysis, could be
automated for the following purposes:
• Domain analysis: for identifying all the relevant concepts, their relations, and how the software system
manipulates them to provide the desired capabilities,
while abiding to all stated constraints regarding the
functionality that provides such capabilities to its users;
• Veriﬁcation: for performing consistency checking on
the extracted domain knowledge, through inference and
ambiguity resolution based on glossaries and other
lexical resources, to prevent delays and extra costs due
to rework arising from belatedly discovered defects [2];
• Transformations: for automatically generating alternative requirements representations such as diagrams,
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Architect. As the adopted name suggests, the person performing this role must have a thorough knowledge and vast
experience in RE, to be able to tailor the RSLingo approach
to the project at hand. Also, the Requirements Architect must
be able to identify common linguistic patterns that frequently
occur in natural language requirements speciﬁcations. The
expertise of those playing this role is a crucial factor for the
success of the RSLingo approach. However, after this tacit
knowledge is encoded into the mapping between RSL-PL
linguistic patterns and RSL-IL formal structures (the main
asset to be produced), this knowledge can be reused in
similar projects multiple times.

II. T HE RSL INGO A PPROACH
Natural language is the most common form of requirements representation [12], [8] used within requirements
documents, requirements repositories (e.g., databases), and
even diagrams1 . Thus, we advocate that, in order to further
beneﬁt from the effort in developing requirements speciﬁcations in natural language [5], [6], suitable languages and
supporting toolsets are mandatory to better and properly
support requirements authoring and validation activities [1].
The ﬁrst step towards the automation of requirements
analysis is treating requirements’ textual representations
according to a “white-box” approach in order to extract and
analyze their meaning. To this end, while not forcing stakeholders to adopt a new notation, we propose an information
extraction approach based on simpliﬁed Natural Language
Processing (NLP) techniques, such as chunk parsing [13].
The aim of chunk parsing is not to enforce grammatical
correction, but to exploit the alignment between the structure of sentences and their semantics (i.e., the meaning of
requirements). Besides requiring less computational power,
chunk parsing is more ﬂexible and robust while allowing
one to focus on pieces of information (i.e., the chunks) that
carry relevant requirements information. Therefore, despite
being less complex than the traditional full parsing approach,
these techniques still enable us to obtain the required domain
knowledge for a deeper insight on the system to be built.
These simpliﬁcations exploit the syntactic–semantic alignment imprinted in linguistic patterns [13].
Considering this premise, we named our approach
RSLingo. The name stems from the paronomasia on “RSL”
and “Lingo”. On the one hand, “RSL” (Requirements Speciﬁcation Language) emphasizes the purpose of formally specifying requirements. The language that serves this purpose
is RSL-IL, in which “IL” stands for Intermediate Language.
On the other hand, “Lingo” emphasizes that its design has
roots in natural language, which are encoded in linguistic
patterns used during information extraction from the textual
requirements speciﬁcation [11]. The language designed for
encoding these RE-speciﬁc linguistic patterns is RSL-PL, in
which “PL” stands for Pattern Language.
The RSLingo approach considers two distinct stages: definition at process-level and usage at project-level. Process-level, depicted in Figure 1, comprises the deﬁnition (or
adaptation) of the linguistic patterns encoded in RSL-PL,
and also establishing the mapping between these linguistic
patterns and the semantically equivalent RSL-IL formal
structures. On the other hand, as illustrated in Figure 2,
project-level consists in applying its languages and using
the RSLingo’s toolset during a speciﬁc software project.
1) RSLingo’s Process-Level: as illustrated in Figure 1,
it considers an unusual role, which we named Requirements

Figure 1.

Overview of the RSLingo approach at process-level.

2) RSLingo’s Project-Level: as illustrated in Figure 2,
the approach is not disruptive with regard to traditional RE
approaches [1]. During the requirements speciﬁcation activity, we consider two main roles: the Requirements Engineer
and the Business Stakeholder. RE is social and collaborative
by nature, thus we value the direct contribution of Business
Stakeholders. Those playing the role of Business Stakeholder must be acquainted with the problem-domain, which
makes them valuable requirements sources and thus crucial
during the requirements validation activity [14]. Therefore,
the RSLingo approach encourages Business Stakeholders to
directly author requirements themselves. Within this collaborative environment, the purpose of the Requirements
Engineer role is to facilitate the requirements speciﬁcation
process and help Business Stakeholders to discover their real
requirements [2].
According to the information ﬂow represented in Figure 2, both the Requirements Engineer and the Business
Stakeholder roles contribute with textual inputs to the requirements speciﬁcation (written in natural language), which
are depicted as Requirements Specs with the ad
hoc natural language stereotype. Additionally, these
stakeholders should follow RE’s best practices of maintaining a project-speciﬁc Glossary. This sort of structured
dictionary is of paramount importance because it establishes

1 For

a matter of simplicity, we henceforth refer to all of these types of
requirements representation media as “requirements speciﬁcations”.
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Figure 2.

Overview of the RSLingo approach at project-level.

a common vocabulary for key problem-domain terms, which
should be consistently used in a crosswise manner throughout the project, since they help all stakeholders to reach a
shared understanding of those terms. Finally, the remaining
manually created artifact to be considered by the RSLingo
approach, required as an input to the RSLingo’s toolset,
is the RSL-PL => RSL-IL Mapping deﬁned by the
Requirements Architect at RSLingo’s Process-Level.
Besides the sentence-level syntax–semantic alignment addressed by chunk parsing techniques, one must also take into
consideration the word-level lexical–semantic alignment.
Thus, to circumvent the lack of world knowledge, and in
addition to the three manually made artifacts previously
mentioned, the RSLingo toolset requires other Lexical
Resources, such as WordNet2 and VerbNet3 lexical
databases. These Lexical Resources are needed because RSLingo deals with ad hoc natural language. Without
these word-level resources it would be hard to “fully understand” requirements, namely to support disambiguation
tasks during the automatic extraction process, and provide
additional information on the meaning of terms and their
lexical relationships. However, in order to enable some
ﬂexibility regarding the deﬁnition of project-speciﬁc terms,
the additional information provided by these Lexical
Resources is overridden by the terms deﬁned in the
previously mentioned Glossary artifact.
In a nutshell, the RSLingo toolset works as follows: when
a best-ﬁt match occurs between a linguistic pattern (deﬁned
in RSL-PL) and a textual requirements representation, the
captures identiﬁed during the match provide relevant information considering the syntactic–semantic alignment of

the recognized linguistic patterns. After yielding a best-ﬁt
match, a translation from each of the match’s captures to
the semantically equivalent RSL-IL formal structures takes
place, as described in Information Extraction literature [11].
III. D ISCUSSION
RSLingo clearly contrasts with the common practice of
only dealing with the organization of requirements (e.g.,
document structure and requirements relations) and metadata
(e.g., requirements attributes) in databases or diagrams – the
“black-box” approach –, around which academia and industry seem to have a greater concern. We regard documentation
best practices as being of the utmost importance [6], yet
computers should be able to automatically extract relevant
information pertaining to the applicational domain of the
system to be built, which is captured through the semantics
of words and phrases of their textual representations.
For addressing this matter, an alternative would be using
Controlled Natural Languages (CNL), such as Attempto
Controlled English (ACE) [10]. CNLs are subsets of natural
languages whose grammars and vocabularies have been
engineered in order to reduce or eliminate both ambiguity (to
improve computational processing) and complexity (to improve readability). By completely avoiding ambiguity, CNLs
can be mapped to structures equivalent to First-Order Logic
formulas. CNLs are typically designed for knowledge engineering, thus not addressing behavioral aspects as required
in RE. Additionally, they are easy to read, yet hard to write,
because writing with CNLs resemble programming with a
high-level programming language with strict grammar rules,
hence it is easy for untrained users to become frustrated
while using it. Therefore, CNLs require signiﬁcant effort and
specialized tools (such as predictive editors) for creating (or
adapting) language-compliant speciﬁcations.

2 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
3 http://verbs.colorado.edu/verb-index/
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While recognizing the importance of controlled natural
languages within other ﬁelds, the obstacles they pose within
RE’s collaborative work environments are serious impediments to their adoption by untrained users. These limitations
prevent domain experts from directly contributing with their
own requirements text, which is why we propose a ﬂexible
linguistic approach based on Information Extraction [11].
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project [15]. CIRCE provides a “lightweight formal
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synthesis. Detecting emergent behavior in early design
stages reduces the deployment costs significantly [11].
There are two types of emergent behaviors: first group is
detected by comparing the behavior models and scenario
specifications by considering the properties of the system.
The second group is result of overgeneralization [7]. Hence,
it depends on the rules and assumptions of the behavior
model synthesis.
Only a few works have targeted the overgeneralization
problem. In [7], synthesis of state machines from scenarios
is proposed. However, the relationships between scenarios
are rather ambiguously defined. Blending scenarios is
necessary as it provides a comprehensive overview of
system behavior. Two methods are proposed to combine the
scenarios: state identification and scenario composition. In
state identification [5, 6, 12], the components are f irst
modeled with different states in the state machines and
similar component states a re identified and combined to
enable the scenarios to merge. In [2], another approach for
merging scenarios is proposed where scenarios are split to
smaller parts with lower complexity and high-level MSC
graphs are used to blen d the smaller sequence of behavior
since they are simpler to manage.
In [1 3], a tech nique to identify the identical states that
may cause emergent behaviors is proposed and a method to
synthesize emergent behaviors by merging identical states is
presented. This leads to detecting emergent behavior due to
presence of identical states. However, although identical
states are the potential causes of emergent behavior, not all
identical states may lead to e mergent behavior. The
shortcomings of this technique are: first, all identical sta tes
are used for merging the state m achines, and
overgeneralization is inevitable; and second, it relies on
designer to decide which states causes emergent behavior.
As ad-hoc methods are unreliable and inefficient, in this
paper, we replace th e ad-hoc methodology in [13] by an
automated method. A technique is devised to distinguish the
identical states that cause emergent behaviors. To have a fair
comparison with [13], the same mine sweeping robot system
used in [13] is considered.

Abstract— Distributed system design faces many challenges
due to lack of central control. Emergent behavior is a vital
problem in distributed systems and leads to unexpected
behaviors and major faults. Emergent behaviors are usually
categorized into two groups: emergent behaviors occur due to
scenarios incompleteness and emergent behaviors that are
produced as a result of synthesis of behavior models. In this
paper, the methods for detecting the second group of emergent
behaviors are studied and a technique for synthesis of behavior
models from scenarios is developed to be employed for
detecting emergent behaviors. The proposed technique detects
overgeneralization in the behavior model synthesis.
Overgeneralization happens as the result of behavior model
synthesis and depends on the assumptions of the process. In
addition, the proposed technique addresses the issue of the
existing ad-hoc methodologies by providing an automated
algorithm. This algorithm can be used by a syntax checker to
automatically detect the emergent behaviors in the scenarios.
The proposed algorithm is validated using a case study of a
mine sweeping robot.
Keywords; Distributed systems; Emergent behavior; Message
sequence chart; Overgeneralization.

I.
INTRODUCTION
A distributed system is composed of several components
without a central controller [1]. Distributed systems
specification is usually composed of a set of scenarios that
show system components and messages sent between them.
Scenarios are generally shown using Message Sequence
Charts (MSCs) or sequence diagrams [2, 3]. Behavior of the
components can be generated using the scenarios.
A popular approach for analyzing the behavior of system
components, is going from scenarios to state machines, i.e.
synthesis of behavior models [4-6]. Each component is
modeled by a state machine and the messages that are sent
and received determine the states and transitions.
In the process of behavior model synthesis, several
behaviors not originally intended for system may happen
that are called em ergent behaviors [8-10]. They are eith er
unexpected situations that may be caused by incompleteness
of the scenarios or produced as the results of behavior model
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, a case study to compare this work and previous works is
presented. In Sections III an d IV, behavioral modeling and
emergent behavior detection are discus sed and ou r new
algorithm is presented. Finally, in Section V, co nclusions
and future work are given.
II.

Battery

GPS

IR sensor

ULT sensor

Client control

Motors move forward
Rotate
Motors move

Send signal (no obstacle detected)

Motors move forward

CASE STUDY

ULT sensor

Client control

Server control

Send signal (Battery has power)

Rotate
Motors move

Send signal (no mine detected)

To obtain a f air comparison between the proposed
technique and th e technique presented in [13], the same
prototype of mine sweeping robot is used. The robot's
objective is to pass 10km maze-based routes while
identifying and flagging the existing mines. The robot is not
given any map and just takes advantage of the information
received from its sensors. The robot has four sensors: a GPS
sensor that operates to co ntrol the certain distance (about
10km) robot is allowed to pass , an infrared (IR) sensor to
identify mines, a battery sensor that checks if the battery can
provide the power and an ultra-sonic (ULT) sensor which
helps the robot to n avigate the routes by finding the
obstacles. The messages from these sensors are sent to t he
client control to be processed and sent to the server control
in order to take necessary actions.
Battery

IR sensor

GPS

Motors move forward
Rotate
Motors move

Figure 2. MSC m2

III.

BEHAVIORAL MODELING

In this paper, the process of converting the scenarios into
the corresponding state machines based on the definitions
given in [13] is perf ormed. These definitions are t hen
applied to the case study to validate their effectiveness.
As proposed in [13], in a message sequence chart MSC,
Finite State Machines (FSMs) are built for any component i.
In Figure 3, the FSMs for the client control component in
MSC m1 ( Figure 1) are shown. ݏଵ ǡ ݏଵ ǡ ݏଵ are the initial
state, the ith state and the final state of the component client
control in MSC m1, respectively.
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Figure 3. FSM for component client control of MSC m1

Then, a certain value is given to each state of the FSMs
of each component. This technique, is based o n the
definitions initially presented in [7].
Definition 1: If component i needs the result of message
݉ȁ ሾ݆ሿ for doing ݉ȁ ሾ݇ሿ, then message ݉ȁ ሾ݆ሿ is a semantical
௦
cause for message ݉ȁ ሾ݇ሿ and is shown by ݉ȁ ሾ݆ሿ ՜ ݉ȁ ሾ݇ሿ,
where ݉ȁ ሾ݆ሿ represents the jth message interacted by the
component i of MSC m.
The semantic cause is an invariant feature of the system.
As an example, in Figure 3, the message "send signal (mine
detected)" is a semantic cause for performing message
"stop". Each state of a component is defined by considering
the messages that are se mantic causes for messages that
come after it. The semantic cause is resulted from the
domain knowledge and defined as:

Figure 1. MSC m1

Two scenarios that represent the behavior of the robot are
presented. In Figure 1, MSC m1 shows where robot moves
since the battery has power. Later, based on the message
sent from IR sensor, the motor stops due to detection of an
obstacle. Then, ULT sensor sends a message indicating
detection of a mine but the robot has already stopped and so
the mine is just flagged.
In Figure 2, th e robot m oves since the ULT sensor,
infrared and battery sensors do not cause the robot to s top.
As in [13], messages are generalized to rep resent objective
instead of implementation. For example, there are t hree
messages in Figure 1, which have the same purpose of "send
signal" where the contents of the messages are different.
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Definition 2: For a set of MSCs M, t he domain theory
௦
Di for each co mponent i is defined as: ݉ȁ ሾ݆ሿ ՜ ݉ȁ ሾ݇ሿ ,
then the pair ሺ݉ȁ ሾ݆ሿǡ ݉ȁ ሾ݇ሿሻ is in the domain theory Di.
From Definition 2, (" send signal (mine detected)",
"stop") from Figure 3 is in the domain theory. This is used
in [7] to define a method to quantify the states.
In [6], several variables are defined to differentiate the
states of a component. However, it leads to having different
behaviors when producing various behavior models for a
single component. Choosing between these models is hard
as they cannot be compared. In [13], it is proposed to use the
invariant properties of the system to find a unique way of
calculating the state values as described below:
Definition 3: In the finite state machine shown with
୫
୫ ୫ ୫ ୫ ୫
tuple ୫
୧ ൌ ሺ ǡ Σ ǡ Ɂ ǡ  ǡ  ሻ, for the final state  the
୫
state value is calculated as: ୧ ȁሺ ሻ ൌ ȁ୧ ሾ െ ͳሿ, and for
0 < k < f the state value is defined as follows:
i) ݒ ȁሺݏ ሻ  ൌ ݉ȁ ሾ݇ െ ͳሿݒ ȁሺݏ ሻ, if there exist
some j and l such that j is the maximum index that
௦
݉ȁ ሾ݆ െ ͳሿ ՜ ݉ȁ ሾ݈ሿǡ Ͳ ൏ ݆ ൏ ݇ǡ ݇  ݈ ൏ ݂.
ii) ݒ ȁሺݏ ሻ  ൌ ݉ȁ ሾ݇ െ ͳሿ if case i) does n ot hold

Following the example in Figure 3, the FSMs are
blended in Figure 4 where states are as signed with
appropriate state values. Initial and final state values are 1.
The presence of identical states in the behavior models
may result in emergent behavior since the component may
be confused when the next message is received. Therefore,
dealing with these issues is an i mportant challenge in
analyzing the behavior models. Once the identical states are
found, the finite state machines are merged by merging the
found identical states. In Figure 3, emergent behavior occurs
for component client control as a result of identical states
ݏଵ ǡ ݏଷଵ and ݏଵ in MSC m1 when the content of "send
signal" messages are not considered. These identical states
are then merged as shown in Figure 5.
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Rotate
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Stop
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Figure 5. Merging identical states of FSMs for client control of
MSC m1

௦

motors move forward

f1

f2

f3

but ݉ሾ݇ െ ͳሿ ՜ ݉ȁ ሾݎሿ, for some k  ݂ < ݎ.
iii) ݒ ȁሺݏ ሻ  ൌ ͳ, if none of the above cases hold.
୫
is related to message that comes after.
The value of ୩
For case i), the semantic cause is ȁ୧ ሾ െ ͳሿǡ Ͳ ൏ ݆ ൏ ݇.
For case ii), ȁ୧ ሾ െ ͳሿ is the only semantic cause. Finally,
there is not any semantic cause for case iii). The Order of
messages is used to achieve state values.
The state v alues that are f ound using Definition 3 are
effective for analyzing the system behaviors. After
constructing the FSMs from various scenarios or a sin gle
scenario, to clearly analyze the system behavior, the FSMs
for each co mponent are blen ded. Therefore, the concept of
identical states is defined as:
Definition 4: For each component i, two states ݏ and

ݏ form the MSCs m and n (m can be eq ual to n ) are
identical states if any of following holds:
i) j = k for Ͳ  ݈ ݆ طǣ݉ȁ ሾ݈ሿ  ൌ ݊ȁ ሾ݈ሿ.
ii) ݒ ሺݏ ሻ  ൌ  ݒ ሺݏ ሻ.

V(sm11)

Send signal

IV.

DETECTING EMERGENT BEHAVIOR

The method proposed in [13] merges all the identical
states without considering whether they may produce
emergent behaviors or not. This is an important issue since
merging the identical states that do not produce emergent
behaviors results in overgeneralization in th e behavior
models. Furthermore, merging all th e identical states takes
too much unnecessary time and resources.
In the FSMs of MSC m1 (Figure 3), identical states
leading to e mergent behavior are shown. These states are
identified and merged in Figures 4 and 5 , respectively. In
Figure 6, another example is considered where the FSM for
MSC m2 (presented in Figure 2) is given. Then, states
values are found and the identical states are identified to be
ݏଶ , ݏଷଶ and ݏଶ . However, these states do n ot lead to
emergent behaviors as the component never gets confused in
performing the messages. Hence, merging is not necessary.
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Figure 6. FSM for component client control of MSC m2
Figure 4. Blending FSMs for client control of MSC m1
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Since most of the existing approaches merge all of the
identical states, they result in overgeneralized FSMs. In [7],
some criteria are propos ed to identify identical states that
have emergent behavior. This definition is as follows:
Definition 5: The component i in MSC m has emergent
behavior in state ݏ , if there exists MSC n (m and n can be
equal) and a state ݏ , such that ݏ and ݏ are identical
states and one of the following holds:
i) ݉ȁ ሾ݆ሿ  ് ݊ȁ ሾ݇ሿ= ݅Ǩ ݈ሺܿሻ where l is a c omponent
and ݅Ǩ ݈ሺܿሻ represents message with content c sent
from i to l.
ii) ݉ȁ ሾ݆ሿ  ് ݊ȁ ሾ݇ሿ= ݅ǫ ݈ሺܿሻ where lis a co mponent
and ݅ǫ ݈ሺܿሻ represents a message with content c
received by i from l. Component l sends a message
with content c to component i ሺ݈Ǩ ݅ሺܿሻሻ such that i
does not receive this message before event of
݉ȁ ሾ݆ሿ in MSC m and by removing this event, still
component l can send ݈Ǩ ݅ሺܿሻ.
iii) State ݏ is th e final state of MSC n and ݉ȁ ሾ݆ሿ ൌ
݅Ǩ ݈ሺܿሻ is a send message for component i.
iv) Case ii) h olds except th at by removing event of
݉ȁ ሾ݆ሿ in MSC m, component l cannot send ݈Ǩ ݅ሺܿሻ
anymore. Then, there exist events e and w for l
such that the event of ݉ȁ ሾ݆ሿ is syntactical cause for


and ݏ௪ିଵ
are identical
݉ȁ ሾ݁ሿ. Then, states ݏିଵ
and emergent behavior occurs for l.
Only the identical states that result in emergent
behaviors based on Definition 5 s hould be merged and
unnecessary merging for the other states should be avoided.
Behavior Model algorithm (Figure 7), is prop osed to
synthesize behavior models while preventing emergent
behaviors due to overgeneralization.

cases ii) and i v) of Definition 5, the event that comes after
the identical states should be a receive message while in this
example, the event is a send message. In cases i) and iii) ,
although the event that comes after identical states is
sending message which matches the example, one of the
identical states should be th e final state i n the machine or
the next event should be different for the identical states in
order to produce emergent behavior. Since none of these is
valid for the example, the identical states of MSC m2 do not
lead to emergent behavior and merging them is unnecessary.
V.

It has been reported that detecting unwanted behavior
during the design phase is 20 times cheaper th an finding
them during the deployment phase [11]. This paper provides
a systematic approach to anal yze system requirements for
defects, while saving on overhead by replacing ad-hoc
methodologies with automated ones. A new algorithm is
developed for behavior model synthesis and emergent
behavior detection while preventing overgeneralization. The
proposed algorithm improves the existing ad-hoc methods
[7, 13]. The future work is implementing the proposed
algorithm as a syntax checker to provide an automated tool
to check and correct the system designs. Moreover this work
can be u tilized as part o f a comprehensive framework to
analyze system requirements and design.
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in more customer-discovered faults that have serious consequences
and high repair cost.
Feature selection and data sampling are often employed to deal
with these problems. Feature selection (FS) is a process of choosing
a subset of input variables by eliminating features with little or no
predictive information. Although FS techniques have been studied
in a variety of domains [2], [3] for many years, research working
on improving software defect prediction through metric (feature)
selection just started recently [4], [5]. Data sampling is a common
technique to alter the relative proportion of the different types of
modules, therefore achieving a more balanced dataset. Note that in
this study, the training dataset is sampled to change the relative
proportion of the nfp and fp modules before FS is performed.
To evaluate a FS technique, most previous research focuses on
comparing the performance of classiﬁcation models before and after
a speciﬁc FS technique is performed. In this paper, we use a different
way to assess FS techniques – stability. Stability of a FS technique
usually refers to the sensitivity of the technique to variations in
the training set. Practitioners may prefer a FS algorithm that can
produce consistent results despite such variations. For example, if a
FS technique produces the same or similar results when using the
entire training dataset or only half of it, a practitioner may save the
computation time and use this FS technique on the smaller training
dataset to get the same reliable results.
In this study, we are more interested in investigating the stability
of FS techniques with respect to various data sampling approaches.
The strategy we adopted is that the ranking of features from each
sampled dataset is compared to the ranking from the original dataset
which it came from. Those FS techniques that are able to produce
consistent outputs with respect to the different perturbations (due to
sampling) in the input data are considered stable (robust), or say they
are insensitive to that particular data sampling technique. Since the
purpose of data sampling here is to alter class proportions rather than
changing the size of the training dataset, the consistent outputs for
feature rankings imply that the data sampling technique has less or no
effect on the FS technique. To our knowledge, limited research has
been done on studying the impact of data sampling on the stability
of feature selection.
The case study of this paper is performed on nine datasets from a
real-world software project. We examine six ﬁlter-based FS methods,
including ﬁve threshold-based techniques (mutual information (MI),
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (KS), geometric mean (GM), area
under the ROC curve (AUC), and area under the precision-recall
curve (PRC)), and the signal-to-noise ratio (S2N) approach. We employ three data sampling techniques (random undersampling (RUS),
random oversampling (ROS), and synthetic minority oversampling
(SMO)), each combined with two post-sampling class ratios. Besides,
we vary from 2 to 10 the number of features retained in the feature

Abstract—Feature selection (FS) is necessary for software quality
modeling, especially when a large number of software metrics are
available in data repositories. Selecting a subset of features (software
metrics) that best describe the class attribute (module’s quality) can bring
many beneﬁts such as reducing the training time of learners, improving
the comprehensibility of the resulting classiﬁer models, and facilitating
software metrics collection, organization, and management. Another
challenge of software measurement data is the presence of skewed or
imbalanced distributions between the two types of modules (e.g., many
more not-fault-prone modules than fault-prone modules found in those
datasets). In this paper, we use data sampling to deal with this problem.
Previous research usually evaluates FS techniques by comparing the
performance of classiﬁers before and after the training data is modiﬁed.
This study assesses FS techniques from a different perspective: stability.
Stability is important because FS techniques that reliably produce the
same features are more trustworthy. We consider six ﬁlter-based feature
selection methods and six data sampling approaches. We also vary the
number of features selected in the feature subsets. We want to examine
the effect of data sampling approaches on the stability of FS when using
the sampled data. The experiments were performed on nine datasets
from a real-world software project. The results demonstrate that different
FS techniques may have quite different stability behaviors. In addition,
other factors, such as the sampling technique used and the number of
attributes retained in the feature subset, may also greatly inﬂuence the
stability results.
Index Terms—software defect prediction, software metrics, feature
selection, data sampling, stability

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software defect prediction is a process of building a classiﬁer by
using software metrics and fault data collected during the previous
software project and then applying this classiﬁer to predict the quality
of new program modules (e.g., classify the program modules as either
fault-prone (fp) or not-fault-prone (nfp)) [1]. The beneﬁt of such
prediction is that the project resources can be strategically allocated
to the program modules according to the prediction. For instance,
intensive inspection and testing can ﬁrst be applied to the potentially
problematic modules, thereby improving the quality of the product.
Two problems that often come with the software measurement data
are high-dimensionality and class imbalance. High-dimensionality
refers to the situation where the number of available software metrics
is too large to easily work with. Several problems may arise due to
high-dimensionality, including longer learning time of a classiﬁcation
algorithm and a decline in prediction performance of a classiﬁcation
model. Class imbalance occurs when instances of one class in a
dataset appear more frequently than instances of the other class. This
phenomenon is more prevalent in high-assurance and mission-critical
software systems, where the type of nfp modules is always dominant
between the two types (fp and nfp) of modules in a given dataset.
The primary weakness of such imbalanced data is that a traditional
classiﬁcation algorithm tends to classify fp modules as nfp, resulting
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subsets. The empirical results demonstrate that S2N, AUC, and PRC
show higher stability performance than the other ﬁlters. Moreover, the
ﬁlters with the ROS sampling technique have higer stability behavior
than they do with the other sampling methods. Finally, the stability
of the FS techniques increases as the number of attributes retained
in the feature subset increases.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II discusses related work. Section III outlines the methods and
techniques used in this paper. Section IV describes nine datasets
used in the case study. Section V presents the case study including
design, results, and analysis. Finally, we summarize our conclusions
and provide suggestions for future work in Section VI.

threshold-based feature selection techniques and the signal-to-noise
ratio method.
1) Threshold-based feature selection (TBFS) methods: The TBFS
techniques were proposed by our research team and implemented
within WEKA [2]. The procedure is shown in Algorithm 1. Each
independent attribute works individually with the class attribute, and
that two-attribute dataset is evaluated using different performance
metrics. More speciﬁcally, the TBFS procedure includes two steps:
(1) normalizing the attribute values so that they fall between 0 and
1; and (2) treating those values as the posterior probabilities from
which to calculate classiﬁer performance metrics.
Analogous to the procedure for calculating rates in a classiﬁcation
setting with a posterior probability, the true positive (T P R), true
negative (T N R), false positive (F P R), and false negative (F N R)
rates can be calculated at each threshold t ∈ [0, 1] relative to the
normalized attribute X̂ j . Precision P RE(t) is deﬁned as the fraction of the predicted-positive examples which are actually positive.
The feature rankers utilize ﬁve metrics: Mutual Information (MI),
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistic (KS), Geometric Mean (GM), Area
Under the ROC Curve (AUC), and Area Under the Precision-Recall
Curve (PRC). The value is computed in both directions: ﬁrst treating
instances above the threshold (t) as positive and below as negative,
then treating instances above the threshold as negative and below as
positive. The better result is used. Five metrics are calculated for
each attribute individually, and attributes with higher values for MI,
KS, GM, AUC, and PRC are determined to better predict the class
attribute. In this manner, the attributes can be ranked from most to
least predictive based on each of the ﬁve metrics. For more detailed
information about these ﬁve metrics, please reference the work of
Dittman et al. [2].
2) Signal-to-Noise Ratio (S2N) Technique: S2N represents how
well a feature separates two classes. The equation for signal-to-noise
is:
(1)
S2N = (μP − μN )/(σP + σN )

II. R ELATED W ORK
Feature selection (FS), also known as attribute selection or variable
selection, is a process of selecting some subset of the features which
are useful in building a classiﬁer. FS techniques can be divided into
wrapper and ﬁlter categories [3]. Wrappers use a search algorithm to
search through the space of possible features, evaluate each subset
through a learning algorithm, and determine which ones are ﬁnally
selected in building a classiﬁer. Filters use a simpler statistical
measure to evaluate each subset or individual feature rather than using
a learning algorithm. Feature selection may also be categorized as
ranking or subset selection [3]. Feature ranking scores the attributes
based on their individual predictive power, while subset selection
selects subset of attributes that collectively have good prediction
capability. In this study, the FS techniques used belong to the ﬁlterbased feature ranking category.
Class imbalance, which appears in various domains, is another
signiﬁcant problem in data mining. One effective method for alleviating the adverse effect of skewed class distribution is sampling [6],
[7]. While considerable work has been done for feature selection
and data sampling separately, research on investigating both together
started recently. Chen et al. [8] have studied data row pruning (data
sampling) and data column pruning (feature selection) in the context
of software cost/effort estimation. However, the data sampling in their
study was not speciﬁcally for the class imbalance problem, and also
the classiﬁcation models were not for binary problems.
To evaluate FS techniques, most existing research works on comparing the classiﬁcation behaviors of models built with the selected
features to those built with the complete set of features. Instead
of using classiﬁcation performance, the present work assesses FS
techniques using stability. The stability of a FS algorithm is normally
deﬁned as the degree of consensus between the output of that FS
method as it pertains to randomly-selected subsets of the same input
data. Lustgarten et al. [9] presented an adjusted stability measure
that computes robustness of a FS method with respect to random FS.
Saeys et al. [10] assessed the robustness of FS techniques using the
Spearman rank correlation coefﬁcient and Jaccard index. Abeel et
al. [11] presented a general framework for stability analysis of the
FS techniques. They showed that stability could be improved through
ensemble FS. Alelyani et al. [12] jointly considered both sample sets’
similarity and feature list similarity in stability assessment for FS
algorithms.

where μP and μN are the mean values of that particular attribute
in all of the instances which belong to a speciﬁc class, which is
either P or N (the positive and negative classes). σP and σN are
the standard deviations of that particular attribute as it relates to the
class. The larger the S2N ratio, the more relevant a feature is to the
dataset [13].
B. Data Sampling Techniques
We here present three sampling techniques, which stand for the
major paradigms in data sampling: random and intelligent under and
oversampling.
1 Random Sampling Techniques
The two most common data sampling techniques are random
oversampling (ROS) and random undersampling (RUS). Random oversampling duplicates instances (selected randomly) of
the minority class. Random undersampling randomly discards
instances from the majority class.
2 Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique
Chawla et al. proposed an intelligent oversampling method
called Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE)
[6]. SMOTE (denoted SMO in this work) adds new, artiﬁcial
minority examples by extrapolating between preexisting minority instances rather than simply duplicating original examples.
The newly created instances cause the minority regions of the
feature-space to be fuller and more general.

III. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Filter-based feature ranking techniques
The procedure of ﬁlter-based feature ranking is to score each
feature (attribute) according to a particular method (metric), allowing
the selection of the best set of features. In this study, we use ﬁve
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Algorithm 1: Threshold-Based Feature Selection Algorithm
input :
a. Dataset D with features X j , j = 1, . . . , m;
b. Each instance x ∈ D is assigned to one of two classes c(x) ∈ {P, N };
c. |P | = |{x ∈ D|c(x) = P }|, |N | = |{x ∈ D|c(x) = N }|;
d. The value of attribute X j for instance x is denoted X j (x);
e. Metric ω ∈ {MI, KS, GM, AUC, PRC}.
output: Ranking R = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r m } where attribute X j is the r j -th most signiﬁcant attribute as determined by metric ω.
for X j , j = 1, . . . , m do

X j −min(X j )

Normalize X j → X̂ j =
, X̂ j ∈ [0, 1];
max(X j )−min(X j )
for t ∈ [0, 1] do
Compute Basic Metrics:
t
Classiﬁcation
X̂ j (x) > t, otherwise ĉt (x) = N .


 Rule 1: ∀ x ∈ D, ĉ (x) = P ⇐⇒
T P (t) = {x|(ĉt (x) = P ) ∩ (c(x) = P )}, T N (t) = {x|(ĉt (x) = N ) ∩ (c(x) = N )} ,
F P (t) = {x|(ĉt (x) = P ) ∩ (c(x) = N )} , F N (t) = {x|(ĉt (x) = N ) ∩ (c(x) = P )} ,
|T P (t)|
|T N (t)|
T P R(t) = |P | , T N R(t) = |N | , F P R(t) = 1 − T N R(t), F N R(t) = 1 − T P R(t),
P RE(t) =

|T P (t)|
,
|T P (t)|+|F P (t)|

N P V (t) =

|T N (t)|
.
|T N (t)|+|F N (t)|

Compute Final Metrics:
Metric ω
Calculation
max
KS1 (X̂ j )
=
P R(t) − F P R(t)|
t∈[0,1] |T
max 
1
j
GM (X̂ )
=
T P R(t) × T N R(t)
t∈[0,1]
AUC1 (X̂ j )
=
Area under the curve generated by (F P R(t), T P R(t)), t ∈ [0, 1]
PRC1 (X̂ j )
=
Area under the curve generated by (P RE(t), T P R(t)), t ∈ [0, 1]

|{x|(ĉt (x)=α)∩(c(x)=β)}|
max 
p(ĉt ,c)
t
t
MI1 (X̂ j )
=
,
t∈[0,1]
ĉt ∈{P,N }
c∈{P,N } p(ĉ , c) log p(ĉt )p(c) where p(ĉ = α, c = β) =
|P |+|N |
t
|{x|ĉ (x)=α}|
|{x|c(x)=α}|
p(ĉt = α) =
,
p(c
=
α)
=
,
α,
β
∈
{P,
N
}
|P |+|N |
|P |+|N |
Compute the same basic metrics and ﬁnal metrics (denoted as ω 2 ) as listed above, but using:
t
j
∀
x
∈
D,
ĉ
(x)
=
N
⇐⇒
X̂
(x)
>
t,
otherwise
ĉt (x) = P .
Classiﬁcation Rule
2:


ω(X̂ j ) = max ω 1 (x̂j ), ω 2 (x̂j ) where ω 1 is the original basic metric
Create attribute ranking R using ω(X̂ j )∀j

TABLE I
E CLIPSE DATASET SUMMARY
Group
#
1

2

3

Rel.

thd

#Attri.

2.0
2.1
3.0
2.0
2.1
3.0
2.0
2.1
3.0

10
5
10
5
4
5
3
2
3

208
208
208
208
208
208
208
208
208

Inst.
#
377
434
661
377
434
661
377
434
661

nfp
#
23
34
41
52
50
98
101
125
157

%
6%
8%
6%
14%
12%
15%
27%
29%
24%

and defect data are aggregated at the software packages level; hence,
a program module is a Java package in Eclipse. We consider three
releases of the Eclipse system, where the releases are denoted as
2.0, 2.1, and 3.0 [18]. Each system release contains the following
information [18]: name of the package for which the metrics are
collected (name), number of defects reported six months prior to
release (pre-release defects), number of defects reported six months
after release (post-release defects), a set of complexity metrics
computed for classes or methods and aggregated by using average,
maximum, and total at the package level (complexity metrics), and
structure of abstract syntax tree(s) of the package consisting of the
node size, type, and frequency (structure of abstract syntax tree(s)).
A program module’s membership in a given class is determined by
a post-release defects threshold, thd. A program module (package)
with thd or more post-release defects is labeled as fp, while those
with fewer than thd defects are labeled as nfp. In our study, we use
thd={10, 5, 3} for release 2.0 and 3.0, while we use thd={5, 4, 2} for
release 2.1. A different threshold is chosen for release 2.1, because
we want to maintain relatively similar types of class distributions as
those of Releases 2.0 and 3.0. Three groups of datasets are formed,
each maintaining a different ratio between fp and nfp modules as
shown in Table I.

fp
#
354
400
620
325
384
563
276
309
504

%
94%
92%
94%
86%
88%
85%
73%
71%
76%

C. Stability Measure
Previous works have employed different similarity measures to
evaluate the stability of feature selection techniques. The measures
used include consistency index [14], Hamming distance [15], and
entropy [16]. Among these similarity measures, consistency index is
the only one which considers bias due to chance. For this reason, we
use consistency index in this study. Assuming that the original dataset
has n features, and Ti and Tj are two subsets of the n features such
that |Ti | = |Tj | = k, where 0 < k < n, the consistency index [14]
is deﬁned as follows:
IC (Ti , Tj ) =

dn − k2
,
k (n − k)

V. A C ASE S TUDY

(2)

The experiment is performed on each individual dataset separately,
but the results are analyzed and summarized over the respective
groups of datasets.

where d is the cardinality of the intersection between subsets Ti and
Tj , i.e., d = |Ti ∩ Tj |, and IC (Ti , Tj ) ∈ (−1, 1]. The greater the
value of IC , the higher the similarity between the subsets Ti and Tj .

A. Design

IV. DATA D ESCRIPTION

As mentioned earlier, the main objective of this study is to
investigate the effects of the data sampling techniques on the stability
of feature selection. In the experiment, we use

The data is obtained from the publicly available PROMISE software project data repository [17]. We study the software measurement
datasets for the Java-based Eclipse project [18]. The software metrics
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(d) ROS50

(e) SMO35

(f) SMO50

Fig. 1.

Eclipse1: KI Values

datasets. Aggregated results on each group of datasets in terms of the
stability index (KI) are obtained. Due to space limitations, we only
present the results on the ﬁrst group of datasets as shown in Figure
1. However, the following analysis, ﬁndings, and conclusions are
summarized over all groups of data. Figure 1 consists of six charts,
each displaying for a given sampling approach how the average
stability performance (y-axis) of each ranker is affected by the sizes
of nine different feature subsets (x-axis), averaged over the three
datasets. Some points are observed from the graphics.

six ﬁlter-based feature ranking techniques (MI, KS, GM, AUC,
PRC, and S2N), and
• six different sampling approaches (RUS35, RUS50, ROS35,
ROS50, SMO35, and SMO50), which are made up of three
different data sampling techniques each in conjunction with two
different post-sampling class ratios, where 35 standards for a
35:65 ratio between fp and nfp modules, while 50 represents a
50:50 ratio.
We design the procedure of the experiment as follows. For a given
dataset and a given data sampling technique,
1) Apply the sampling technique to the original dataset, D, and
get a sampled data, Di . To avoid a biased result, repeat the
sampling procedure x times. Therefore, x datasets of same
size (same number of data instances), {D1 , D2 , ..., Dx }, are
generated; (x = 30 is this study)
2) Apply a particular feature ranking technique to every
 sampled

data, Di , to obtain the feature subsets, Tik , i.e., Tik  = k,
where k represents the number of the features retained in each
feature subset; (k = 2, 3, ..., 10 in this study)
3) Apply the same feature ranking technique to that original
dataset to obtain the feature subsets, T0k ;
4) For a given k value, calculate the single stability index, KI,
by the following formula:
x
1   k k
KI =
IC T0 , Ti ,
(3)
x i=1
•

•

•

Among the six rankers, S2N and AUC showed higher stability
than other rankers for the RUS and ROS sampling techniques,
while for the SMO sampling method, S2N and PRC showed
higher stability performance. MI always presented relatively low
stability compared with others. This is true for all three groups
of datasets.
The size (number of attributes) of a feature subset affected the
stability of a feature ranking technique. The trends were not
unique and they were dependent on the the speciﬁc sampling
technique and the given dataset.

In order to examine the signiﬁcance level of the performance
differences, we also performed a three-way ANalysis Of VAriance
(ANOVA) F-test on the stability (KI) for each group of the datasets
(Eclipse 1, 2 and 3) separately and also for all nine datasets together.
The underlying assumptions of ANOVA were tested and validated
prior to statistical analysis. The three factors in the test were designed
as follows. Factor A represents the six feature ranking techniques,
Factor B represents the six sampling approaches, and Factor C
represents the number of features retained in the subsets. The null
hypothesis is that all the group population means are the same and the
alternate hypothesis is that at least one pair of means is different. If
the ANOVA results in accepting the alternate hypothesis, a multiple
comparison test should be used to detect which group means are
different from one another. The ANOVA results showed that all pvalues were 0s, meaning the alternative hypothesis was accepted for
each group of testing datasets.
We further performed the multiple comparison (MC) test and
obtained the results as shown in Figure 2. This ﬁgure includes the MC
results for each group of datasets (denoted E1, E2, and E3) and all
nine datasets together (E-All). Each chart displays a graph with each
group mean represented by a symbol (◦) and the 95% conﬁdence

where IC is the consistency index deﬁned in Formula (2). This
KI is the average of consistency index over x pairs of the
feature subsets, each pair selected from the original dataset and
one of the x sampled datasets.
Note that in the feature selection process (on steps 2 and 3), a key
step is to select a subset of features according to their relevance to the
class. In this study, the number of the features retained in each feature
subset varies from 2 to 10, that is, k = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}. As
we have nine datasets, six data sampling approaches, and six feature
rankers, we repeat this process (steps 1 through 4) 324 times.
B. Results and Analysis
The experiment was performed with the six feature ranking techniques and six data sampling approaches on each of nine Eclipse
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2
MI

RUS35

KS

RUS50

GM

ROS35

AUC

ROS50

PRC

SMO35

S2N

SMO50

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
0.45

0.5

0.55

0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

0.4

0.8

0.5

(a) Factor A - ranker (E1)

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.6

0.62

(b) Factor B - sampler (E1)

0.64

0.66

0.68

0.7

0.72

0.74

(c) Factor C - subset (E1)
2

MI

RUS35

KS

RUS50

GM

ROS35

AUC

ROS50

PRC

SMO35

S2N

SMO50

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

0.6

0.65

(d) Factor A - ranker (E2)

0.7

0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

0.7

1

0.72

(e) Factor B - sampler (E2)

0.74

0.76

0.78

0.8

0.82

(f) Factor C - subset (E2)
2

MI

RUS35

KS

RUS50

GM

ROS35

AUC

ROS50

PRC

SMO35

S2N

SMO50

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
0.7

0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

0.7

(g) Factor A - ranker (E3)

0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

0.79

0.8

0.81

(h) Factor B - sampler (E3)

0.82

0.83

0.84

0.85

0.86

(i) Factor C - subset (E3)
2

MI

RUS35

KS

RUS50

GM

ROS35

AUC

ROS50

PRC

SMO35

S2N

SMO50

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

0.8

(j) Factor A - ranker (E-All)

0.85

0.55

0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

0.8

Fig. 2.

•

•

0.9

0.95

0.71

0.72

0.73

0.74

0.75

0.76

0.77

0.78

0.79

(l) Factor C - subset (E-All)

Eclipse: Multiple Comparison

interval as a line around the symbol. Two means are signiﬁcantly
different if their intervals are disjoint, and are not signiﬁcantly
different if their intervals overlap. The multiple comparison outcomes
illustrate the following points.
•

0.85

(k) Factor B - sampler (E-All)

Among the six rankers, S2N, AUC and PRC showed signiﬁcantly higher stability than the other three rankers. Furthermore,
of the three inferior rankers, KS and GM demonstrated higher
stability performance than MI.
Among the six sampling approaches, ROS35 and ROS50 showed
the highest stability behavior, followed by SMO35, RUS35,
SMO50, and ﬁnally RUS50.
Between two post-sampling class ratios, 35:65 showed signiﬁcantly higher stability than 50:50 for the RUS and SMO
sampling techniques. The reason may be that the 35:65 target

•

class ratio resulted in fewer changes to the original datasets
(instances added/removed) than the 50:50 target class ratio (for
RUS and SMO). This difference might be enough to reduce the
impact of sampling on the features selected (e.g., increases the
stability).
The stability was increasing along the increment of the size of
a subset except at the beginning of the point when n = 2 (i.e.,
number of attributes selected is 2). This trend was observed from
Eclipse1 and 2, and all 9 datasets. However, no consistent trend
was found for Eclipse3.

Finally, we summarized the stability of FS (averaged over nine
various feature subsets) affected by the data sampling techniques for
all three groups of datasets (Eclipse1, 2, and 3) as shown in Figure
3. The three curves that represent stability over the three groups of
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Fig. 3.

Stability comparisons over three groups of Eclipse datasets

datasets show the same/similar patterns. It is clearly seen that the FS
methods had highest stability performance on the Eclipse3 datasets,
then on Eclipse2, and ﬁnally on Eclipse1. This is especially true when
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VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a strategy that uses feature selection (FS) and
data sampling together to cope with the high-dimensionality and
class imbalance problems in the context of software defect prediction. Instead of assessing FS techniques by measuring classiﬁcation
performance after the training dataset is modiﬁed, this study focuses
on another important property of FS – stability, more speciﬁcally, the
sensitivity of a FS method when used with a data sampling technique.
More stable FS techniques will reliably give the same features even
after sampling has been used, so practitioners can be more conﬁdent
in those features.
We examined six ﬁlter-based feature ranking techniques, ﬁve
of which are threshold-based feature selection methods (MI, KS,
GR, AUC, and PRC), and the remaining one is the signal-to-noise
ratio (S2N) method. The three sampling techniques adopted are
random undersampling (RUS), random oversampling (ROS), and
synthetic minority oversampling (SMO), each combined with two
post-sampling class ratios (35:65 and 50:50). The experiments were
performed on three groups of datasets from a real-world software
project.
The results demonstrate that 1) S2N, AUC, and PRC had higher
stability performance than other rankers; 2) ROS35 and ROS50
produced higher stability values than other sampling approaches; (3)
post-sampling class ratio between fp and nfp of 35:65 showed higher
stability than the ratio of 50:50 for the RUS and SMO sampling
techniques; (4) the stability performance generally increased along
the increment of the number of the attributes retained in the feature
subset, especially when the dataset is relatively skewed; and (5) the
less imbalanced original datasets (prior to sampling) were more likely
to obtain higher stability performance when data sampling techniques
(such as RUS or SMO) was performed on them.
Future work will include additional case studies with software
measurement datasets of other software systems. In addition, different data sampling and FS techniques will be considered in future
research.
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5(67IXO :HE 6HUYLFHV GHVFULEHG E\ VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFHV
ZLOOEHFDOOHG6HPDQWLF5(67IXO:HE6HUYLFHV

$EVWUDFW ± 7KLV SDSHU SUHVHQWV DQ DUFKLWHFWXUH IRU D 6(5,1
6(PDQWLF 5(67IXO ,1WHUIDFH  'LVFRYHU\ 6HUYHU 6(5,1 LV D
VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFH VSHFLILFDWLRQ IRU 5(67IXO :HE 6HUYLFHV WKDW
LQFOXGHV DQ DGGUHVVLQJ VWDQGDUG WR WKH :HE VHUYLFHV 7KLV
VWDQGDUG SHUPLWV WKH 6(5,1 'LVFRYHU\ 6HUYHU WR XVH D ZHE
FUDZOHU WR ILQG ZKLFK KRVWV LPSOHPHQW D VSHFLILF VHPDQWLF
LQWHUIDFH7KHSUHVHQWHGDUFKLWHFWXUHSURYLGHVDJUHDWHUGHJUHHRI
VFDODELOLW\WKDQFXUUHQWNQRZQ8'',VHUYHUVEHFDXVHLWLVEDVHG
RQVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFHV GRHVQRW UHTXLUH :HE VHUYLFHGHYHORSHUV
UHJLVWHUWKHLUVHUYLFHVRQWKHVHUYHUDQGDOVRSUHVHQWVDVHPDQWLF
LQWHUIDFH IRU VRIWZDUH DJHQWV WR UXQ DXWRPDWHG TXHULHV RQ WKH
VHUYHU

%HVLGHVSUHVHQWLQJDVHPDQWLFVWDQGDUGL]DWLRQ6(5,1DOVR
SUHVHQWVDVWDQGDUGL]DWLRQRIDGGUHVVLQJVHUYLFHVWKXVLWPDNHV
LWSRVVLEOHIRUDZHEFUDZOHUWRILQGWKHKRVWVWKDWLPSOHPHQWD
6HPDQWLF5(67IXO,QWHUIDFH
7KLV SDSHU SUHVHQWV $UFKLWHFWXUH IRU D 6(5,1 6(PDQWLF
5(67IXO,1WHUIDFH 'LVFRYHU\6HUYHUWKDW
x LVGHVLJQHGWREHXVHGPDLQO\E\VRIWZDUHDJHQWV
x LVGHVLJQHGWRXVHVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFHV
x LVEDVHGRQDQDXWRPDWLFDOO\FRQVWUXFWHGLQGH[
7KH GLIILFXOW\ RIILQGLQJWKHUHTXHVWHGZHE VHUYLFHRQ WKH
:HE LQHYLWDEO\ UHPDLQV RQH RI WKH PDLQ PRWLYDWLRQV RI WKH
6HPDQWLF:HEYLVLRQ

.H\ZRUGV ± 6HPDQWLF :HE 5(67IXO :HE VHUYLFH RQWRORJ\
VHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFHVHUYLFHGLVFRYHU\6(5,1VHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFH

,

,1752'8&7,21

$JHQWFUHDWRUVQHHGWRDGRSWVHPDQWLFVWDQGDUGVLQRUGHUWR
DOORZWKHH[FKDQJHRIPHVVDJHVEHWZHHQWKHP6HPDQWLF:HE
6HUYLFHV GLVFRYHU\ FRQVLVWV LQ DXWRPDWLQJ VHUYLFH UHTXHVWV
PDGHE\DXVHURUPDFKLQHRQWKH,QWHUQHW6HYHUDOSURSRVDOV
KDYH EHHQ SUHVHQWHG IRU 6HPDQWLF :HE 6HUYLFHV GLVFRYHU\
EDVHG RQ WKH 8'', 8QLYHUVDO 'HVFULSWLRQ 'LVFRYHU\ DQG
,QWHJUDWLRQ  VHUYHU >@ 7R GLVFRYHU D :HE VHUYLFH LQ WKH
8'', VHUYHU LW LV QHFHVVDU\ WKDW ZHE VHUYLFHV GHYHORSHUV
H[SOLFLWO\ UHJLVWHU WKHLU VHUYLFHV RQ WKH 8'', VHUYHU 7KLV
UHTXLUHPHQWFUHDWHVDVFDODELOLW\SUREOHP

,QWHUIDFHVKDYHEHHQ XVHGVXFFHVVIXOO\IRU LQWHURSHUDELOLW\
EHWZHHQ V\VWHPV DV DQ DEVWUDFWLRQ WR UHJLVWHU D V\QWDFWLF
SDWWHUQWR EHIROORZHGE\V\VWHPVWKDWH[FKDQJHLQIRUPDWLRQ
%DVLFDOO\LQWHUIDFHVIDFLOLWDWHWKHGLYLVLRQRIWKHPXOWLOD\HUHG
FRPSXWHU V\VWHPV OLNH WKH GLYLVLRQ RI LQWHUQDO OD\HUV LQ D
VLQJOH REMHFWRULHQWHG SURJUDP RU OLNH GLYLVLRQ RI OD\HUV
WKURXJK $3,V $SSOLFDWLRQ 3URJUDPPLQJ ,QWHUIDFHV  RU
GLVWULEXWHG SURFHVVLQJ WKURXJK ,'/V ,QWHUIDFH 'HVFULSWLRQ
/DQJXDJHV 

,Q DGGLWLRQ 8'', VHUYHUV QRUPDOO\ DUH VHDUFKHG E\
SHRSOH WKDW UHDG WKH GHVFULSWLRQV SXEOLVKHG DQG VHOHFW WKH
DSSURSULDWHG VHUYLFHV WKDW PDWFK ZLWK WKHLU QHHGV DOVR WKH
8'', VHUYHUV RULJLQDOO\ DUH QRW SUHSDUHG WR ZRUN ZLWK
6HPDQWLF:HEVWDQGDUGV

8VXDOO\ WKH VHPDQWLF RI HDFK LQWHUIDFH LV LQIRUPDOO\
FRPPXQLFDWHGWKURXJK WKH V\VWHP GRFXPHQWDWLRQ WUDLQLQJRU
SHUVRQDO FRPPXQLFDWLRQ DPRQJ WKRVH LQYROYHG ZLWK WKH
V\VWHP
7RREWDLQLQWHURSHUDELOLW\LQWKH6HPDQWLF:HEPRGHOWKH
VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFH ZLOO EH GHILQHG DV DQ LQWHUIDFH ZKRVH
VHPDQWLFVZLOOEHH[SOLFLWO\H[SUHVVHGXVLQJRQWRORJLHV

8'', VHUYHUV W\SLFDOO\ DUH XVHG WR SXEOLVK :6'/ :HE
6HUYLFHV'HVFULSWLRQ/DQJXDJH >@:6'/ILOHVHQFDSVXODWH
ERWK DEVWUDFW LQWHUIDFH DQG FRQQHFWLRQ WR D SDUWLFXODU ZHE
VHUYLFH LQ D VLQJOH VSHFLILFDWLRQ 7KHUH DUH QR NQRZQ FDVHV
XVLQJ D 8'', VHUYHU WR SXEOLVK RQO\ ZHE VHUYLFHV DEVWUDFW
LQWHUIDFHV 7KH XVH RI 8'', VHUYHU WR SXEOLVK 5(67IXO :HE
6HUYLFH'HVFULSWLRQVLVDOVRXQNQRZQ

,Q WKLV ZRUN 6(PDQWLF 5(67IXO ,1WHUIDFHV 6(5,1  ZLOO
EH XVHG WR VSHFLI\ VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFHV (DFK KRVW WKDW
LPSOHPHQWV WKH VHPDQWLFV VKRXOG LPSOHPHQW WKH PHWKRGV
UHFRPPHQGHGLQWKHLQWHUIDFH
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7DEOH,$SSURDFKHVWR6HPDQWLF:HE6HUYLFHV



6HPDQWLF:HE6HUYLFHV

:HE6HUYLFHV

$QQRWDWLRQVLQ
6HPDQWLF6HUYLFH
'HVFULSWLRQ

2QWRORJLHVIRU6HUYLFHV

$QQRWDWLRQVLQGRPDLQ2QWRORJLHVGHILQLQJ6HPDQWLF
,QWHUIDFHV

62$3:6'/EDVHG

:6'/66$:6'/

2:/66:6)
:602

$FWLYH2:/

5(67EDVHG

6$5(676%:6 6$
:$'/ 

(;35(660LFUR:602

6(5,1

,Q RUGHU WR PLQLPL]H WKHVH SUREOHPV WKLV ZRUN ZLOO
SURSRVHD5(67IXOVHPDQWLFZHEVHUYLFHGLVFRYHU\VHUYHU

([DPSOHV RI RQWRORJLHV RQ VHUYLFHV SUHVHQWHG LQ 7DEOH
,DUHWKHIROORZLQJSURSRVDOV2:/66:6)DQG:602

7KH UHVWRIWKH SDSHULV RUJDQL]HGDV IROORZV 6HFWLRQ
SUHVHQWVSURSRVDOVIRUDVVLJQLQJVHPDQWLFVWR:HEVHUYLFHV
6HFWLRQ  GLVFXVVHV VHPDQWLF ZHE VHUYLFHV GLVFRYHU\
6HFWLRQLQWURGXFHV6(5,1±6(PDQWLF5(67IXO,1WHUIDFH
6HFWLRQ  VKRZV 6(5,1 'LVFRYHU\ 6HUYHU DUFKLWHFWXUH
6HFWLRQ  SUHVHQWV D 6HPDQWLF ,QWHUIDFH IRU 6(5,1
'LVFRYHU\ 6HUYHU DQG 6HFWLRQ  SUHVHQWV RXU FRQFOXVLRQ
DQGIXWXUHZRUN

2:/6 >@ GHILQHV DQ 2:/ 2QWRORJ\ :HE
/DQJXDJH  RQWRORJ\ WR GHVFULEH VHUYLFH SURSHUWLHV DQG
FDSDELOLWLHV RI ZHE VHUYLFHV 7KH 2:/6 RQWRORJ\ GHILQHV
WKH VHUYLFH FRQFHSW DQG WKUHH VXERQWRORJLHV NQRZQ DV
VHUYLFH SURILOH ZKLFK GHVFULEHV ³ZKDW WKH VHUYLFH GRHV´
VHUYLFH PRGHO ZKLFK WHOOV WKH FXVWRPHU KRZ WR XVH WKH
VHUYLFH DQG VHUYLFH JURXQGLQJ ZKLFK VSHFLILHV WKH GHWDLOV
RIKRZDQDJHQWFDQDFFHVVDVHUYLFH

,,

6HPDQWLF:HE6HUYLFHV)UDPHZRUN6:6)>@KDVLWV
URRWVLQWKH2:/6VWDQGDUG,WLVFRPSRVHGRIDQRQWRORJ\
ZKLFK SURYLGHV D FRQFHSWXDO PRGHO WR GHVFULEH :HE
VHUYLFHV FDOOHG 6HPDQWLF :HE 6HUYLFHV 2QWRORJ\ 6:62 
>@ DQG D ODQJXDJH IRU D[LRPDWL]DWLRQ FDOOHG 6HPDQWLF
:HE6HUYLFH/DQJXDJH 6:6/ >@7KLVODQJXDJHLVPRUH
SRZHUIXOWKDQ2:/

6(0$17,&:(%6(59,&(6

7KH6HPDQWLF:HE6HUYLFHYLVLRQ>@LVWRFRPELQHZHE
VHUYLFHVZLWK6HPDQWLF:HEDQGWKHUHE\DOORZDQDXWRPDWLF
DQGG\QDPLFLQWHUDFWLRQEHWZHHQLQIRUPDWLRQV\VWHPV
6HPDQWLF :HE 6HUYLFHV LQWHQG WR XVH WKH SUHYLRXVO\
HVWDEOLVKHG VHPDQWLF FRQFHSWV RI DQ RQWRORJ\ OLQNLQJ WKHP
WR :HE 6HUYLFHV FRPSRQHQWV $V VKRZQ LQ 7DEOH  WKUHH
VWUDWHJLHVDUHXVHGDOWHUQDWLYHO\WRSHUIRUPWKLVPDSSLQJ
x
x
x

:HE 6HUYLFHV 0RGHOLQJ 2QWRORJ\ :602  ³DLPV WR
GHVFULEH DOO UHOHYDQW DVSHFWV UHODWHG WR VHUYLFHV WKDW DUH
DFFHVVLEOH WKURXJK D :HE VHUYLFH LQWHUIDFH  ,WV PDLQ
REMHFWLYHLVWRHQDEOHWDVNDXWRPDWLRQ WRWDORUSDUWLDO HJ
GLVFRYHU\VHOHFWLRQFRPSRVLWLRQPHGLDWLRQH[HFXWLRQDQG
PRQLWRULQJ´>@

$QQRWDWH VHUYLFH GHVFULSWLRQV E\ PDNLQJ WKHP
SRLQWWRRQWRORJLHV
$QQRWDWHGRPDLQRQWRORJLHVLQGLFDWLQJZKLFK:HE
VHUYLFHVH[LVWUHJDUGLQJDJLYHQRQWRORJ\DQG
&UHDWHDQHZVSHFLILFDWLRQLQGHSHQGHQWRIWKHILUVW
WZR 7KLV QHZ VSHFLILFDWLRQ LV XVXDOO\ D PHWD
RQWRORJ\WKDWGHVFULEHVWKHVHUYLFHV

7KH7KLUGVWUDWHJ\SUHVHQWHGLQ7DEOH,LVDQDQQRWDWLRQ
LQGLFDWLQJ ZKLFK RQWRORJ\ FRQFHSWV DUH UHODWHG WR D ZHE
VHUYLFH $FWLYH 2:/ >@ >@ SURSRVHV WR XVH RQWRORJLHV DV
LQWHUIDFHV ,W VXJJHVWV WKH UHVWULFWLRQ WR DOORZ RQO\ ZHE
VHUYLFHV *(7 387 /,67 '(/(7( DQG 3267  7KXV
DOWKRXJK LW ZDV RULJLQDOO\ SURSRVHG IRU 62$3:6'/
6HPDQWLF:HE 6HUYLFHV 6:6  2:/ $FWLYH DSSURDFKHVD
6:65(67VSHFLILFDWLRQ

6HPDQWLF:HE6HUYLFHV FDQEHEDVHGRQWZRFDWHJRULHV
RI:HE6HUYLFHV:HE6HUYLFHVEDVHGRQ62$3:6'/DQG
:HE 6HUYLFHV EDVHG RQ 5(67IXO 7KH 5(67IXO ZHE
VHUYLFHV DUH VWDWHOHVV DQG XVHV RQO\ WKH +773 PHWKRGV
*(73873267'(/(7(  WR DFFHVV UHVRXUFHV LGHQWLILHG
E\85,V

$FWLYH 2:/ XVHV WKH VWUDWHJ\ RI DVVRFLDWLQJ :HE
VHUYLFHV ZLWK RQWRORJLHV E\ DQQRWDWLQJ FODVVHV DQG
SURSHUWLHV7KHVHDQQRWDWLRQVLQGLFDWHWKHH[LVWHQFHRI:HE
VHUYLFHV W\SHV 7KXV WKH DQQRWDWLRQV VSHFLI\ D VHPDQWLF
LQWHUIDFH WR WKH ILYH :HE VHUYLFHV W\SHV $QQRWDWLRQV DUH
GHILQHGLQ2:/XVLQJ$QQRWDWLRQ3URSHUWLHV

$ 6HPDQWLF:HE6HUYLFHVEDVHGRQ62$3:6'/
$PRQJ WKH DSSURDFKHV DGRSWHG IRU 62$3:6'/
6HPDQWLF :HE 6HUYLFHV WKHUH LV 6$:6'/ 6HPDQWLF
$QQRWDWLRQ IRU :6'/  >@ 7KLV DSSURDFK LV EDVHG RQ
:6'/6 :HE 6HUYLFH 6HPDQWLFV  >@ ,W IROORZV WKH
VWUDWHJ\ WR FUHDWH D VHPDQWLF DQQRWDWLRQ IRU VHUYLFH
GHVFULSWLRQ 7R GR VR LW GHILQHV WKUHH DWWULEXWHV WR :6'/

H[WHQVLELOLW\
HOHPHQWV
PRGHO5HIHUHQFH
OLIWLQJ6FKHPD0DSSLQJ DQG ORZHULQJ6FKHPD0DSSSLQJ WKDW
DOORZ VHPDQWLF DQQRWDWLRQV RQ :6'/ :HE 6HUYLFHV
'HVFULSWLRQ/DQJXDJH FRPSRQHQWV>@

% 6HPDQWLF:HE6HUYLFHVEDVHGRQ5(67
,Q 7DEOH , 6$5(67 DQG 6%:6 DUH SURSRVDOV IRU
VHPDQWLF :HE VHUYLFHV VWUDWHJ\ WR VHPDQWLFDOO\ DQQRWDWH
VHUYLFHVGHVFULSWLRQV
7KH 6$5(67 >@ SURSRVDO ZDV FUHDWHG IRU DGGLQJ
VHPDQWLFV WR 5(67IXO VHUYLFHV ERUURZLQJ WKH 6$:6'/
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LGHD 7KH IXQGDPHQWDO GLIIHUHQFH EHWZHHQ 6$:6'/ DQG
6$5(67LVWKDW6$:6'/VHPDQWLFDQQRWDWLRQVDUHDGGHG
LQWKH:6'/ ZKLFKDUHQRWQRUPDOO\DGRSWHGIRU5(67IXO
:HE6HUYLFHV 7KH6$5(67DQQRWDWLRQVZLOOEHDGGHGWR
:HESDJHVGHVFULELQJWKHVHUYLFHVWKURXJKWKHXVHRIPLFUR
IRUPDWV VXFK DV 5')D >@ DQG *OHDQLQJ 5HVRXUFH
'HVFULSWLRQVIURP'LDOHFWVRI/DQJXDJHV>@

KRVW LPSOHPHQWV D LQWHUIDFH VR LV SRVVLEOH WR FRQVWUXFW WKH
6(5,1GLVFRYHU\VHUYHUSURSRVHGLQWKLVSDSHU
,,, 6(0$17,&:(%6(59,&(',6&29(5<
7KH VHPDQWLF ZHE VHUYLFHV GLVFRYHU\ LV WKH SURFHVV RI
ILQGLQJ WHFKQLFDO PHDQV WR DFFHVV VHUYLFH SURYLGHUV ZLWK
UHOHYDQW FDSDELOLWLHV EDVHG RQ VHPDQWLF DQQRWDWLRQ 7KLV
ILQGLQJKDVWREHIXOO\DXWRPDWHGVLQFHWKHUHDUHQRSHRSOH
LQYROYHGLQWKHSURFHVVWKDWFRXOGKHOSDJHQWVLQWKHWULDOWR
GHWHUPLQHLIWKHVHUYLFHLVUHOHYDQWRUQRW)RUWKLVSXUSRVH
DOO SDUWV LQYROYHG LQ WKH VHPDQWLF DQQRWDWLRQ KDV WR EH
XQGHUVWDQGDEOH E\ PDFKLQHV VR WKH DJHQW FDQ SXW WKHP
WRJHWKHUQHDWO\IRUFRUUHFWFRQFOXVLRQV7RDFKLHYHWKLVJRDO
VHPDQWLF ZHE VHUYLFH GLVFRYHU\ H[SORUHV H[SUHVVLYH
IRUPDOL]DWLRQRINQRZOHGJHUHSUHVHQWDWLRQDQGVRSKLVWLFDWHG
WHFKQLTXHVRIDXWRPDWHGUHDVRQLQJ>@

,QWKLVSURSRVDOZKHQ DV\VWHPSHUIRUPVDVHDUFKZLWK
SUHGHILQHG FULWHULD IRU D UHVRXUFH LW FDQQRW NQRZ WKH SDJH
DGGUHVVZKHUHWKHVHDUFKHGLQIRUPDWLRQVHPDQWLFVLV7KXV
WKH SURYLGHU ZRXOG KDYH WR VRPHKRZ SURYLGH WKH SDJH
DGGUHVV ZKHUH WKH VHPDQWLFV UHVLGH VR WKH DSSOLFDQW FDQ
DFFHVVLW2WKHUZLVHWKHDSSOLFDQWVKRXOGKDYHDVFDQQHUWR
UHDG HYHU\ SURYLGHU SDJH LQ RUGHU WR ILQG WKH SUHGLFDWHV
DERYH
6%:6 6HPDQWLF %ULGJH IRU :HE 6HUYLFHV  LV DOVR
SURSRVHG E\ >@ WR DVVRFLDWH VHPDQWLFV WR 5(67IXO :HE
VHUYLFHV 6%:6 PDNHV DQQRWDWLRQ RQ GRFXPHQWV :$'/
OLNH WKH 6$:6'/ FRQQHFWLQJ 5(67 LQSXW DQG RXWSXW
PHWKRGVWRRQWRORJLHV

$PRQJWKHILUVWDQGSRVVLEO\PRVWLQIOXHQWLDOZRUNVRQ
VHPDQWLF :HE VHUYLFHV GLVFRYHU\ >@ ZDV OLPLWHG WR
VHPDQWLFDOO\DQQRWDWLQJZHEVHUYLFHVLQSXWVDQGRXWSXWV,Q
WKLV DSSURDFK D SXEOLVKLQJ PDWFKHV D UHTXHVW ZKHQ DOO
SXEOLVKLQJLQSXWVDQGRXWSXWVPDWFKZLWKUHTXHVWLQSXWVDQG
RXWSXWV

(;35(66 5(67IXO ([SUHVVLQJ 6HPDQWLF 6HUYLFHV 
SURSRVDO>@GHVFULEHV5(67IXO:HE6HUYLFHVXVLQJGRPDLQ
RQWRORJLHV WKDW LQFOXGH GHVFULSWLRQV RI WKH IHDWXUHV
IROORZLQJ D IRUPDW 2:/(;35(66  )URP WKHVH
GHVFULSWLRQV LW JHQHUDWHV VWXEV IRU DFFHVV WR DYDLODEOH
VHUYLFHV

3DXORFFLV FULWHULRQ RQO\ DOORZV DQ DSSUR[LPDWH PDWFK
7KH'HJUHHRI0DWFK 'R0 FRQFHSWFDQEHLQWURGXFHGDV
DQ DWWHPSW WR GHDO ZLWK WKHVH SUREOHPV >@ 'R0 FDQ EH
LQIRUPDOO\GHILQHGDVDYDOXHIURPDQRUGHUHGVHWRIYDOXHV
WKDWH[SUHVVKRZVLPLODUWZRHQWLWLHVDUHFRQVLGHULQJVRPH
VLPLODULW\ PHWULF 6XFK HQWLWLHV PD\ EH VHUYLFHV ,23(
DWWULEXWHV ,QSXW 2XWSXW 3UHFRQGLWLRQV (IIHFWV  RU D
VSHFLILF VHUYLFH RSHUDWLRQ $ PDWFKLQJ DOJRULWKP VHUYLFH
WKDWFDOFXODWHV'R0FDQWKXVEHXVHGWRFODVVLI\GLVFRYHUHG
VHUYLFHVDFFRUGLQJWRWKHLUUHOHYDQFHWRWKHUHTXHVW

7KLVSURFHVVVWDUWVZKHQDVHUYLFHSURYLGHUGHVFULEHVWKH
HQWLWLHVDQGWKHLUUHODWLRQVKLSVDVRQWRORJ\ DVDQ2:/ILOH 
8VLQJ WKH 2:/ ILOH D GHSOR\PHQW PHFKDQLVP (;35(66
(;35(66 'HSOR\PHQW 0DFKLQH  JHQHUDWHV D OLVW RI 85,V
WKDW LGHQWLI\ UHVRXUFHV UHODWHG FODVVHV LQVWDQFHV DQG
SURSHUWLHV7KHVHUYLFHSURYLGHUWKHQVSHFLILHVZKLFK+773
PHWKRGV FDQ EH DSSOLHG WR WKHVH IHDWXUHV WKRXJK WKHUH LV
LQIRUPDWLRQRQKRZWKLVVSHFLILFDWLRQLVSHUIRUPHG 

6HPDQWLF SDWWHUQ PDWFKLQJ DOJRULWKPV DUH XVXDOO\
FRPSOH[ 7KH\ RSHUDWH E\ FRQVLGHULQJ WKDW UHTXHVWV IURP
SXEOLFDWLRQV DQG VHUYLFHV DUH QRW LQ SHUIHFW FRPELQDWLRQ
7KH\DUHGHVLJQHGWRH[SORUHVHPDQWLFIXQFWLRQDOLW\H[SOLFLW
GHVFULSWLRQ DQG VHUYLFH UHTXHVW $OJRULWKPV KDYH EHHQ
RIIHUHG ZLWK GLIIHUHQW IHDWXUHV VXJJHVWLQJ GLIIHUHQW
DUFKLWHFWXUHW\SHVIRUH[DPSOHSHHUWRSHHU

7KH DXWKRUVVWDWHWKDWWKH XVH RI +773 PHWKRGV *(7
387 '(/(7( 3267 DQG 237,216  LV VXIILFLHQW WR
GHILQHFRQVLVWHQWRSHUDWLRQDOVHPDQWLFVDERXWDOOWKHIHDWXUHV
RIZHEVHUYLFHV
0LFUR:602 >@ FRQVLVWV RI VHUYLFH RQWRORJ\ IRU
5(67IXO :HE VHUYLFHV DQG D PHWKRG IRU DQQRWDWLQJ
GHVFULSWLRQVRI5(67IXOVHUYLFHV

5HIHUHQFH >@ FRQVLGHUV WKDW WKH XVH RI WKHVH GRPDLQ
RQWRORJLHV E\ ERWK VHUYLFH SURYLGHU DQG VHUYLFH UHTXHVWRU
WKRXJKQRWQHFHVVDU\VLJQLILFDQWO\VLPSOLILHVWKHSURFHVVRI
VHPDQWLF SDWWHUQ PDWFKLQJ E\ HOLPLQDWLQJ WKH QHHG IRU
PHGLDWLRQ OD\HUV +RZHYHU WKLV LV DQ RSWLPLVWLF VFHQDULR
QRWVXLWDEOHIRURSHQLQIRUPDWLRQHQYLURQPHQWVVXFKDVWKH
:HE

6(5,1LVDQ$FWLYH2:/DGDSWDWLRQIRU6HPDQWLF:HE
6HUYLFHV DQG 5(67 ,W ILWV WKH VWUDWHJ\ RI VSHFLI\LQJ
VHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFHYLDDQQRWDWLRQVRQRQWRORJLHV
7KH VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFH LV UHSUHVHQWHG E\ 2:/
RQWRORJLHVZLWKDQQRWDWLRQVWKDWLQGLFDWHKRZWKHILYHW\SHV
RI ZHE VHUYLFHV *(7 387 /,67 '(/(7( 3267  DUH
PDSSHG LQ WKH IRXU +773 PHWKRGV *(7 387 '(/(7(
3267 

7KHUHIRUH LI WKH VDPH GRPDLQ RQWRORJ\ LV QRW XVHG IRU
ERWK SURYLGHU DQG UHTXHVWRU FRQVLGHULQJ WKH DSSUR[LPDWH
FKDUDFWHURIWKHPDWFKLQJDURXJKPHGLDWLRQOD\HUVKRXOGEH
LQWURGXFHG
7KH FRPSOH[LW\ RI WKHVH DSSURDFKHV LV D UHVXOW RI LWV
KHDY\ UHOLDQFH RQ UHDVRQLQJ IRU SDWWHUQ GLVFRYHU\ DQG
PDWFKLQJ 7KLV FRPSOH[LW\ DOVR PHDQV WKDW WKH DSSURDFKHV
ZRXOG QRW ZRUN SURSHUO\ RQ ZHEVFDOH ZKLFK LV D NH\
UHTXLUHPHQWIRU:HE6HUYLFHV>@

7KLV DSSURDFK SURSRVHV D FRQYHQWLRQ IRU 85/V WKDW
DGGUHVV WKH 5(67IXO VHPDQWLF :HE VHUYLFHV GLYLGLQJ WKHP
LQWR WZR FRPSRQHQWV WKH KRVW DQG WKH VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFH
(DFK KRVW WKDW LPSOHPHQWV D VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFH LV
UHVSRQVLEOH IRU LPSOHPHQWLQJ 5(67IXO :HE 6HUYLFHV
DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK LW 7KLV FRQYHQWLRQ SHUPLWV GLVFRYHU ZKLFK
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,QWKH 6(5,1 'LVFRYHU\ 6HUYHU VHUYLFHV SXEOLVKHGDQG
UHTXHVWHG IROORZ WKH VDPH LQWHUIDFH LH WKH PDWFKLQJ LV
DOZD\V DFFXUDWH LQ RUGHU WR DYRLG WKH QHHG IRU FRPSOH[
SDWWHUQPDWFKLQJ7KLVSURSRVDODOORZVDVFDODEOHVROXWLRQ

7KH RSWLRQ WR XVH RQO\ ILYH ZHE VHUYLFH W\SHV PDNHV
6(5,1VHPDQWLFVPXFKVLPSOHUWKDQWKHSURSRVDOVEDVHGRQ
62$3:6'/ :HE VHUYLFHV ZKLFK DSSO\ WR DQ\ :HE
VHUYLFH 6LQFH WKH VHPDQWLFV RI UHVRXUFHV DUH SURSHUO\
HVWDEOLVKHG E\ WKH VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFH LW UHPDLQV RQO\ WR
FODULI\WKHVHPDQWLFVRIDQQRWDWLRQVXVHG

,9 6(5,1±6(0$17,&5(67)8/,17(5)$&(
7KH 5(67 VWDQGDUG VWDWHV WKDW UHVRXUFH RULHQWDWLRQ DQG
WKHXVHRI+773PHWKRGVDUHWKHRQO\RSHUDWLRQVDYDLODEOH

(DFK DQQRWDWLRQ LQGLFDWHV WKH H[LVWHQFH RI D 5(67IXO
:HEVHUYLFH85/ZKRVHVHPDQWLFVDUHSUHVHQWHGLQ7DEOH,,
DQG7DEOH,,,

6HPDQWLF 5(67IXO ,QWHUIDFHV 6(5,1  LV EDVLFDOO\
DQQRWDWHG RQWRORJ\ ZKRVH FODVVHV DQG SURSHUWLHV
FKDUDFWHUL]H XQLTXHO\ DQG VHPDQWLFDOO\ DYDLODEOH UHVRXUFHV
$QQRWDWLRQV LQGLFDWH ZKLFK 5(67IXO :HE 6HUYLFHV VKRXOG
EHLPSOHPHQWHGIRUHDFKUHVRXUFH

,Q ERWK 7DEOH ,, DQG 7DEOH ,,, WKH LGHQWLILHU KRVW!
UHSUHVHQWV WKH KRVW 85/ WKDW LPSOHPHQWV WKH RQWRORJ\
2QW!LGHQWLILHULVWKH85,WKDWLGHQWLILHVWKHRQWRORJ\7KH
LGHQWLILHUV FODVV! DQG SURS! UHVSHFWLYHO\ UHSUHVHQW WKH
DQQRWDWHGFODVVDQGDQQRWDWHGSURSHUW\

6(5,1LVEDVHGRQDQHDUOLHUVSHFLILFDWLRQFDOOHG$FWLYH
2:/>@WKDWDSSOLHVWR:HE6HUYLFHV62$3:6'/

1RWHWKDW³OLVW´DQG³JHW´WZRQRWHVDUHDVVRFLDWHGZLWK
WKH +773 *(7 PHWKRG 7KLV RSWLRQ ZDV DGRSWHG EHFDXVH
WKH+773*(7KDVGLIIHUHQWUHVXOWVGHSHQGLQJRQZKHWKHU
RU QRWSDUDPHWHUV DUH XVHG:KHQXVHG ZLWKRXW SDUDPHWHUV
WKH*(7PHWKRGUHWXUQVDOLVWRILQGLYLGXDOVDQGZKHQXVHG
ZLWK DQ LGHQWLILHU DV D SDUDPHWHU WKH *(7 PHWKRG UHWXUQV
RQO\ WKH VLQJOH LQGLYLGXDO LGHQWLILHG E\ WKH SDUDPHWHU
UHSRUWHG

7KH VWUDWHJ\ XVHG LQ 6(5,1 WR DVVRFLDWH ZHE VHUYLFHV
ZLWKRQWRORJLHVZDVWRDQQRWDWHFODVVHVDQGSURSHUWLHVRIDQ
RQWRORJ\ZULWWHQLQ2:/WKURXJKILYHQRWHVLQGLFDWLQJWKH
H[LVWHQFH RI ILYH W\SHV RI :HE VHUYLFHV ³JHW´ ³SRVW´
³GHOHWH´³SXW´DQG³OLVW´
7KH ILYH W\SHV RI ZHE VHUYLFHV DUH PDSSHG LQ WKH IRXU
+773 PHWKRGV 7KH W\SHV ³JHW´ DQG ³OLVW´ ZLOO ERWK EH
PDSSHGWRWKH*(7PHWKRG7KH³JHW´W\SHUHTXLUHVDNH\
DVDSDUDPHWHULQGLFDWLQJDVLQJOHLQVWDQFHWREHUHFRYHUHG
ZKLOHWKH³OLVW´W\SHKDVQRSDUDPHWHUVDQGUHWXUQVDOLVWRI
DOOFODVVLQVWDQFHV7KLVUHVWULFWLRQPDNHVLWVXLWDEOHIRUXVH
ZLWK5(67IXO:HE6HUYLFHVWKDWQRUPDO\DUHDOVREDVHGRQ
WKH+773PHWKRGV

7KH PHGLDW\SH ³DSSOLFDWLRQRZO[PO´ LV XVHG WR
UHSUHVHQWDUJXPHQWVDQGUHVXOWV
$QQRWDWLRQVFDQQRWEH DSSOLHGWRDQRQ\PRXVFODVVHVRU
FODVVHV EXLOW IURP H[SUHVVLRQV $QQRWDWLRQV DUH QRW
LQKHULWHG WKDW LV D FKLOG FODVV PXVW VSHFLI\ LWV RZQ :HE
VHUYLFHVZKLFKZLOOQRWEHLQKHULWHGIURPWKHSDUHQWFODVV

RZO$QQRWDWLRQ3URSHUW\
UGIDERXW KWWSZZZXQLIRUEU
VHULQ$QQRWDWLRQVRZOGHOHWH!
RZO$QQRWDWLRQ3URSHUW\
UGIDERXW KWWSZZZXQLIRUEU
VHULQ$QQRWDWLRQVRZOSRVW!
RZO$QQRWDWLRQ3URSHUW\
UGIDERXW KWWSZZZXQLIRUEU
VHULQ$QQRWDWLRQVRZOJHW!
RZO$QQRWDWLRQ3URSHUW\
UGIDERXW KWWSZZZXQLIRUEU
VHULQ$QQRWDWLRQVRZOSXW!
RZO$QQRWDWLRQ3URSHUW\
UGIDERXW KWWSZZZXQLIRUEU
VHULQ$QQRWDWLRQVRZOOLVW!
/LVWLQJ,([FHUSWIURP6(5,1$QQRWDWLRQV2QWRORJ\

2Q WKH FXUUHQW VSHFLILFDWLRQ H[HFXWLRQ HUURUV RQ :HE
VHUYLFHV VKRXOG EH WUHDWHG E\ WKH DSSOLFDWLRQ $Q H[SHFWHG
H[WHQVLRQ IRU WKH FXUUHQW VSHFLILFDWLRQ ZRXOG EH WKH
WUHDWPHQWRIVXFKHUURUV
7DEOH,,$QQRWDWLRQVRQFODVVHVLQGLFDWLQJH[LVWHQFHRID:HE6HUYLFH
LWVORFDWLRQ 85/ DQGLWV6HPDQWLFV
85/
*HW
/LVW

6HPDQWLFV
85/
6HPDQWLFV
85/

,Q 2:/ DQQRWDWLRQV DUH GHILQHG WKURXJK $QQRWDWLRQ
3URSHUWLHV /LVWLQJ , VKRZV WKH GHILQLWLRQV RI DQQRWDWLRQV
XVHG7RDYRLGUHSHWLWLRQRIDQQRWDWLRQVLQDQLQWHUIDFHZH
GHILQH WKH 6(5,1$QQRWDWLRQV RQWRORJ\ WR SDFNDJH WKH
UHTXLUHG VHWWLQJV 6(5,1$QQRWDWLRQV RQWRORJ\ FDQ EH
LPSRUWHGWRHDFK5(67IXOVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFH

3RVW
6HPDQWLFV

85/
3XW

$ 6(5,1DQQRWDWLRQVIRUFODVVHVDQGSURSHUWLHV

6HPDQWLFV

7KH DQQRWDWLRQV V\QWD[ LV VSHFLILHG E\ DQ RQWRORJ\ RI
6(5,1$QQRWDWLRQV DQG WKURXJK LW HDFK RI WKH ILYH
DQQRWDWLRQVUHFHLYHGD85,WKDWXQLTXHO\LGHQWLILHVLW7REH
IRUPDOO\XVHGWKHPHDQLQJLHWKHVHPDQWLFVRIHDFKHQWU\
PXVWILUVWEHLQIRUPDOO\GHILQHGDQGHYHU\RQHLQYROYHGPXVW
NQRZWKLVGHILQLWLRQ

85/
'HOHWH
6HPDQWLFV
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*(7KRVW!VHULQ2QW!&ODVV!UGILG!
5HFHLYHVDUGILG!LGHQWLILHUDVDSDUDPHWHU
DQGUHWXUQVWKHLWVLQGLYLGXDO
*(7KRVW!VHULQ2QW!&ODVV
/LVWWKHLQGLYLGXDOVLQD&ODVV
3267
KRVW!VHULQ2QW!&ODVV!LQGLYLGXDO!
5HFHLYHVDVSDUDPHWHUWKH;0/
FRUUHVSRQGLQJWRWKHLQGLYLGXDODQGLWDGGVWR
WKHFODVVLQGLYLGXDOVVHW
387
KRVW!VHULQ2QW!&ODVV!UGILG!LQGLYL
GXDO!
5HFHLYHVDVDSDUDPHWHUDQ2:/
FRUUHVSRQGLQJWRWKHLQGLYLGXDOLGHQWLILHGE\
UGILG!DQGXSGDWHVWKHLQGLYLGXDO
LQIRUPDWLRQ
'(/(7(
KRVW!VHULQ2QW!&ODVV!UGILG!
5HFHLYHVDVSDUDPHWHUVDQLQGLYLGXDO
LGHQWLILHUDQGUHPRYHVWKLVLQGLYLGXDOIURP
WKHFODVVLQGLYLGXDOVVHW



PD\ WULJJHU WKH *(7 :HE VHUYLFH LQ HDFK RI WKH
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQV REWDLQHG LQ HDFK FDVH IURP WKH OLVW RI
PRGHOVDYDLODEOHIRUWKDWVWRUH

7DEOH,,,3URSHUW\QRWHVLQGLFDWLQJWKHH[LVWHQFHRI:HEVHUYLFHVLWV
ORFDWLRQ 85/ DQG6HPDQWLFV
85/
*HW
6HPDQWLFV

/LVW

85/
6HPDQWLFV
85/

3RVW
6HPDQWLFV

3XW

85/
6HPDQWLFV
85/

'HOHWH
6HPDQWLFV

7KHFRQYHQWLRQXVHGLVSDUWLFXODUO\VLPSOHZKHQDSSOLHG
WR 5(67IXO :HE 6HUYLFHV KRZHYHU \RX FDQ DSSO\ LW WR
WUDGLWLRQDO:HEVHUYLFHV,QWKHFDVHRIDUFKLWHFWXUH62$3
:6'/WKHDGGUHVVFRQVWLWXWHGXQGHUWKHSURSRVHGVWDQGDUG
FRQYHQWLRQ UHIHUV WR D 85/ RI D :6'/ ILOH WKDW GHVFULEHV
WKHVHUYLFH>@

*(7
KRVW!VHULQ2QW!&ODVV!UGILG!SURS!
5HFHLYHVDVSDUDPHWHUVWKHLQGLYLGXDOLGHQWLILHU
UGILG!DQGUHWXUQVWKHSURSHUW\YDOXHIRUWKH
UHVSHFWLYHLQGLYLGXDOSURS!7KHDQQRWDWLRQ
³JHW´LVRQO\GHILQHGIRUIXQFWLRQDOSURSHUWLHV
*(7KRVW!VHULQ2QW!&ODVV!SURS!

6HPDQWLF LQWHUIDFHV DUH VLPLODU WR LQWHUIDFHV LQ 223
2EMHFW 2ULHQWHG 3URJUDPPLQJ  (DFK DJHQW ZKR DFFHSWV D
VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFH LV UHVSRQVLEOH IRU LPSOHPHQWLQJ LWV
PHWKRGV

/LVWWKHYDOXHVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKSURSHUW\SURS!
3267
KRVW!VHULQ2QW!&ODVV!UGILG!SURS!
YDOXH!
$VVLJQVDQHZYDOXHYDOXH!WRSURSHUW\
SURS!
387
KRVW!VHULQ2QW!&ODVV!UGILG!SURS!
YDOXH!

)RU HDFK DJHQW WKH DGGUHVV 85/  5(67IXO VHPDQWLF
:HE VHUYLFH FRQVLVWV RI D YDULDEOH DQG D IL[HG SDUW RI WKH
JUDPPDU DV VKRZQ LQ 7DEOH ,, 7KH YDULDEOH SDUW
FRUUHVSRQGV WR WKH 85/ RI HDFK DJHQW KRVW ! 85/ ZKLOH
WKH IL[HG SDUW ZKLFK UHPDLQV WKH VDPH IRU DOO DJHQWV WKDW
LPSOHPHQWWKHVDPH6HPDQWLF,QWHUIDFHLVGHULYHGIURPWKH
85,RIWKHRQWRORJ\2QWXUL!DQGWKHFODVVQDPH&ODVV!

8SGDWHVWKHSURSHUW\SURS!YDOXHYDOXH!
'(/(7(
KRVW!VHULQ2QW!&ODVV!UGILG!SURS!
YDOXH!
'HOHWHWKHYDOXHYDOXH!DVVRFLDWHGZLWK
SURSHUW\SURS!

KRVW85/! ³ZZZUHQWDO$JHQF\&FRP´
RQWRORJ\85,! ³VHULQ9HKLFOHRZO´
FODVVQDPH! ³DYDLODEOH0RGHO´
LQWHUIDFH85,! ³RQWRORJLHVVHULQ9HKLFOHRZO
DYDLODEOH0RGHO´
VHUYLFH85/! ³ZZZUHQWDO$JHQF\&FRPRQWRORJLHV
VHULQ9HKLFOHRZODYDLODEOH0RGHO´



% 6HPDQWLF:HE6HUYLFHDGGUHVVLQJ
)LJXUH  VKRZV DQ H[DPSOH LQ ZKLFK D SHUVRQDO DJHQW
/LVWLQJ,,85/VDPSOHRID5(67IXO:HE6HUYLFHWKDWLPSOHPHQWVD
SHUIRUPV D TXHU\ RQ D JURXS RI FDU UHQWDO DJHQWV 7KH FDU
6HPDQWLF,QWHUIDFH
UHQWDO DJHQWV LPSOHPHQW WKHLU ZHE VHUYLFHV LQ HDFK RI WKH

KRVWV RI WKH UHQWDO DJHQFLHV ZKLFK DUH ZZZUHQWDO$FRP
/LVWLQJ,,LVSUHVHQWHGDVZRXOGEHWKH85/RIWKH:HE
ZZZUHQWDO%FRP DQG ZZZUHQWDO&FRP 7KH WKUHH KRVWV
VHUYLFHLPSOHPHQWHGIRUWKHDJHQWUHQWDO&LQ)LJXUH
LPSOHPHQWWKHVDPHVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFHFDOOHGVHULQYHKLFOH
7KXV UXQQLQJ WKH :HE VHUYLFH ZZZUHQWDO$FRP
VHULQ9HKLFOHRZODYDLODEOH0RGHO SURGXFHV YHKLFOH PRGHOV
9 6(5,1',6&29(5<6(59(5$5&+,7(&785(
DYDLODEOH LQ UHQWDO$ ZKLOH WKH RWKHU WZR :HE VHUYLFHV
VKRXOGUHVSHFWLYHO\SURYLGHPRGHOVRIYHKLFOHVDYDLODEOHLQ
7KH 6(5,1 'LVFRYHU\ 6HUYHU LV D FHQWUDOL]HG LQGH[
UHQWDO%DQGUHQWDO&
ZKLFKZRUNVRQDUFKLWHFWXUHFRPSRVHGRIIRXUFRPSRQHQWV
DVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH
x
x
x
x

$VFDQQLQJPRGXOH±DFUDZOHUWKDWVFDQVWKH:HE
FRQWHQWXSGDWLQJ
$ UHSRVLWRU\ RI LQGH[HV WKDW PDSV 6HPDQWLF
LQWHUIDFHVWRKRVWV 
$PDQXDOTXHU\PRGXOHDVLWHZKHUHXVHUVTXHU\
WKHLQGH[
$Q DXWRPDWLF TXHU\ PRGXOH  VHPDQWLF :HE
VHUYLFHVZKLFKDXWRPDWLFDJHQWVTXHU\WKHLQGH[

7KH VFDQQLQJ PRGXOHLQVSHFWV HDFK ZHE KRVW NQRZQ WR
LGHQWLI\VHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFHVWKDWHDFKKRVWLPSOHPHQWV7KH
VFDQQLQJ PRGXOH PXVW DOVR XSGDWH WKH OLVW RI NQRZQ KRVWV
DQG WKH OLVW RI NQRZQ VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFHV ,QIRUPDWLRQ
REWDLQHG E\ WKH VFDQQLQJ PRGXOH DOWHUQDWLYHO\ FDQ EH
PDQXDOO\ SXEOLVKHG E\ WKRVH UHVSRQVLEOH IRU D KRVW E\
GHYHORSHUV RI D VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFH ZKR ZLVK WKHLU VLWH RU
WKHLULQWHUIDFHEHFRPHVSDUWRIWKHLQGH[

)LJXUH8VLQJ6HPDQWLF,QWHUIDFHV5(67IXO
7KXVHDFKFDUUHQWDODJHQWKDV D5(67IXO:HEVHUYLFH
FODVVFRUUHVSRQGLQJWRDYDLODEOH0RGHO7KHSHUVRQDODJHQW
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7KHPDQXDOTXHU\PRGXOHVKRXOGEDVLFDOO\DOORZDXVHU
WR TXHU\ WKH KRVWV WKDW LPSOHPHQWV D JLYHQ LQWHUIDFH ,Q
DGGLWLRQ PDQXDO PRGXOH TXHULHV FRXOG RIIHU PXOWLSOH
TXHULHV RI LQWHUHVW WR GHVLJQHUV DQG XVHUV ZLVKLQJ WR EXLOG
QHZ LQWHUIDFHV RU VSHFLI\ DJHQWV )RU H[DPSOH ZKLFK
LQWHUIDFHV DUH UHJLVWHUHG DQG ZKLFK LQWHUIDFHV DUH
LPSOHPHQWHGE\HDFKKRVW

7KHVH WZR FODVVHV GHVLJQ IROORZ WKH 2QWRORJLFDO
0LQLPXP UHTXLUHPHQWV SULQFLSOH $Q 2QWRORJ\ FODVV KDV
RQO\WZRDWWULEXWHV DVGDWDW\SHSURSHUWLHV RQWRORJ\,GDQG
RQWRORJ\'HVFULSWLRQ)LOH:KLOHWKHFODVV+RVWKDVRQO\RQH
GDWDW\SHSURSHUW\FDOOHGKRVW,G
7KH RQWRORJ\KDVDSSURSULDWHDQQRWDWLRQVZLWK WKH:HE
VHUYLFHVWKDWWKH6(5,1'LVFRYHU\6HUYHUPXVWLPSOHPHQW
7DEOH ,9 SUHVHQWV WKH UHVSHFWLYH 85/ DQG VHPDQWLFV IRU
HDFKRIWKHIRXUPHWKRGV

7KH DXWRPDWHG TXHU\ PRGXOH PDLQO\ UHVSRQGV WR WKH
VRIWZDUH DJHQWV ZKLFK KRVWV LPSOHPHQW FHUWDLQ LQWHUIDFH
7KH 6RIWZDUH DJHQWV WKDW ZLOO FRQVXOW WKH DXWRPDWHG TXHU\
PRGXOHPXVWXVHDVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFHWKDWZLOOEHSUHVHQWHG
LQVHFWLRQ9,

7DEOH,96(5,1'LVFRYHU\6HUYHU:HE6HUYLFHGHVFULSWLRQ
0HWKRG

7KHUHSRVLWRU\VWRUHVWKHLQGH[RIKRVWVDQGWKHLQGH[RI
VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFHV 6,  DV ZHOO DV WKH NQRZQ UHODWLRQVKLSV
DPRQJWKHP

LV,PSOHPHQWHG%\
OLVW!

85/
6HPDQWLFV
0HWKRG
85/
6HPDQWLFV

LPSOHPHQWV2QWRORJ\
OLVWSRVW!

0HWKRG
85/

6HPDQWLFV

0HWKRG


)LJXUH6(5,1'LVFRYHU\6HUYHU$UFKLWHFWXUH

2QWRORJ\
JHW!

85/
6HPDQWLFV

9, 6(5,1',6&29(5<6(59(56(0$17,&
,17(5)$&(

*(7
KRVW!VHULQ6HULQ6HD
UFK2QWRORJ\
2QW,G!LV,PSOHPHQWHG
%\
6HWRIKRVWVWKDWLPSOHPHQWD
VSHFLILFVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFH
*(7
KRVW!VHULQ6HULQ6HD
UFK2QWRORJ\+RVW,G!
LPSOHPHQWV2QWRORJ\
5HWXUQVWKHLQWHUIDFHVWKDWD
KRVWLPSOHPHQWV
3267
KRVW!VHULQ6HULQ6HD
UFK2QWRORJ\+RVW,G!
LPSOHPHQWV2QWRORJ\
2QWLG!
5HWXUQVLQZKLFKWKHKRVW
LPSOHPHQWVDVSHFLILFLQWHUIDFH
7KHGLVFRYHU\VHUYHUFRQILUPV
WKLVLQIRUPDWLRQE\KRVWGLUHFW
LQVSHFWLRQ
*(7
KRVW!VHULQ6HULQ6HD
UFK2QWRORJ\2QW,G!
5HWXUQVDQRQWRORJ\FODVV
LQVWDQFHLQFOXGLQJLWV
GHVFULSWLRQILOH

$ 6(5,1'LVFRYHU\6HUYHUDXWRPDWLFVHDUFK

&RQVXOWDWLRQV DW WKH 6(5,1 'LVFRYHU\ 6HUYHU ZLOO EH
GRQH E\ LPSOHPHQWLQJ WKH VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFH FDOOHG
6HULQ6HDUFK VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH  6HULQ6HDUFK LQWHUIDFH KDV
WZR FODVVHVWKH FODVV +RVW DQG WKH FODVV 2QWRORJ\ WKDW DUH
FRQQHFWHG E\ WZR SURSHUWLHV LPSOHPHQWV2QWRORJ\ DQG
LV,PSOHPHQWHG%\ LQYHUVHSURSHUW\ 

7KH VHTXHQFH GLDJUDP LQ )LJXUH  GHVFULEHV DQ
DXWRPDWHG VHDUFK DW WKH 6(5,1 'LVFRYHU\ 6HUYHU DQG D
IROORZLQJTXHU\WRKRVWVWKDWLPSOHPHQWDQLQWHUIDFHFDOOHG
VHPDQWLF2QW


)LJXUH6(5,16HDUFK6HPDQWLFLQWHUIDFHIRUFRQVXOWDWLRQDWWKH6(5,1
'LVFRYHU\6HUYLFH
)LJXUH6(5,1'LVFRYHU\6HUYHUDXWRPDWLFTXHU\VHTXHQFH
GLDJUDP
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7KH XVHU DJHQW ZDQWV WR ILQG KRVWV WKDW LPSOHPHQW WKH
VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFH 2QW ,W VHQGV D TXHU\ DV D *(7 85/
ZZZEXVFDFRPVHULQ6HULQ6HDUFK2QWRORJ\2QWLV,PSOH
PHQWHG%\ WR WKH 6(5,1 'LVFRYHU\ 6HUYHU 7KH VHUYHU
UHWXUQV WKH OLVW ^KRVW$,G KRVW%,G` ZKLFK FRQWDLQV WKH
LGHQWLILHUVRIWKHWZRKRVWVWKDWLPSOHPHQW2QWRQWRORJ\

2QW,G  7KH VHUYHU UHFHLYHV D QHJDWLYH DQVZHU DERXW WKH
H[LVWHQFHRILQWHUIDFH2QWLQWKHUHSRVLWRU\
7KH VHUYHU DVNV WKH GLVFRYHU\ +RVW$ DERXW WKH 2QW
LQWHUIDFH GHVFULSWLRQ ,W UHFHLYHV D GHVFULSWLRQ ILOH DV DQ
DQVZHU7KHQLWLQFOXGHVWKHVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFH2QWLQWKH
LQGH[
UHSRVLWRU\
)LQDOO\
WKH
PHWKRG
LQVHUW,V,PSOHPHQWHG%\ XSGDWHV WKH LQGH[ UHSRVLWRU\
LQGLFDWLQJWKURXJKWKHLUUHVSHFWLYHSDUDPHWHUVWKDWKRVW$,G
LPSOHPHQWVWKHVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFH2QW,G

)LUVWWKHXVHUDJHQWZLOOFRQVXOW+RVW$7KHDJHQWVHQGV
D
*(7
UHTXHVW
WKURXJK
WKH
85,
ZZZKRVW$FRPVHULQ2QW&ODVVH +RVW$ UHFHLYHV WKH
*(7UHTXHVWZKLFKFRQWDLQVWKHUHVRXUFHUHODWHGWR&ODVV
,W SHUIRUPV D TXHU\ LQ LWV GDWDEDVH )LQDOO\ LW VHQGV EDFN D
OLVWZLWKDOOLQGLYLGXDOVLQ&ODVV
$IWHU VHQGLQJ D UHTXHVW WR +RVW% SHUIRUPV WKH VDPH
TXHU\
% ,QGH[XSGDWLQJDW6(5,1'LVFRYHU\6HUYHU
7KH VFDQQLQJ PRGXOH FDQ PDNH LWV VFDQ E\ GLUHFW
LQVSHFWLRQ RU E\ DVNLQJ WKH KRVW DERXW ZKLFK VHPDQWLF
LQWHUIDFHVLWLPSOHPHQWV
7KHVHTXHQFHGLDJUDPLQ)LJXUHVKRZVDQH[DPSOHRI
VFDQQLQJ WKH KRVWV DQG XSGDWLQJ RI LQGH[HV LQ WKH 6(5,1
'LVFRYHU\ 6HUYHU 7KLV VHUYLFH LQWHQGV WR VHDUFK IRU
VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFHV WKDW H[LVW LQ WKHVH KRVWV :LWK WKLV
6(5,1 VHUYHU ZLOO XSGDWH WKH LQGH[ GDWDEDVH UHSRVLWRU\
7KLVGDWDEDVHZLOOKDYH DOLVWRIIRXQGVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFHV
DVZHOODVWKH UHODWLRQVKLSRIVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFHV ZLWKHDFK
KRVW
7KHGLVFRYHU\VHUYHUSHUIRUPVWKHIROORZLQJVWHSVDWWKH
KRVW$
7KH GLVFRYHU\ VHUYHU VHQGV D *(7 UHTXHVW UHSUHVHQWHG
E\ WKH 85/ ZZZKRVW$FRPVHULQ WR GHWHUPLQH ZKLFK
VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFHV WKDW +RVW$ KDV 7KH +RVW$ UHVSRQVH
LQGLFDWHVWKDWLWLPSOHPHQWVWKHVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFH2QW
'LVFRYHU\VHUYHUVHDUFKHVWKHVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFH2QWDW
WKH LQGH[ UHSRVLWRU\ XVLQJ WKH PHWKRG KDV2QWRORJ\
2QW,G  7KH VHUYHU UHFHLYHV D QHJDWLYH DQVZHU DERXW WKH
H[LVWHQFHRILQWHUIDFH2QWLQWKHUHSRVLWRU\


)LJXUH6HPDQWLFLQWHUIDFHGLVFRYHU\DWYDULRXVKRVWVVHTXHQFHGLDJUDP

7KH VHUYHU DVNV WKH GLVFRYHU\ +RVW$ DERXW WKH 2QW
LQWHUIDFH GHVFULSWLRQ ,W UHFHLYHV D GHVFULSWLRQ ILOH DV DQ
DQVZHU7KHQLWLQFOXGHVWKHVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFH2QWLQWKH
LQGH[
UHSRVLWRU\
)LQDOO\
WKH
PHWKRG
LQVHUW,V,PSOHPHQWHG%\ XSGDWHV WKH LQGH[ UHSRVLWRU\
LQGLFDWLQJWKURXJKWKHLUUHVSHFWLYHSDUDPHWHUVWKDWKRVW$,G
LPSOHPHQWVWKHVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFH2QW,G

)RU+RVW%VWHSVVL[WRHOHYHQDUHH[HFXWHG,QVWHSVL[
LWLGHQWLILHVWKDW+RVW%LPSOHPHQWVWZRVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFHV
2QW ZKLFKDOUHDG\H[LVWVLQWKHLQGH[UHSRVLWRU\ DQG2QW
WREHLQFOXGHGLQWKHLQGH[UHSRVLWRU\ 
9,, &21&/86,21

)RU+RVW%VWHSVVL[WRHOHYHQDUHH[HFXWHG,QVWHSVL[
LWLGHQWLILHVWKDW+RVW%LPSOHPHQWVWZRVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFHV
2QW ZKLFKDOUHDG\H[LVWVLQWKHLQGH[UHSRVLWRU\ DQG2QW
WREHLQFOXGHGLQWKHLQGH[UHSRVLWRU\ 

7KH ILUVW 6(5,1 6HPDQWLF 5(67IXO ,QWHUIDFH 
FRQWULEXWLRQLVWRXWLOL]HVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFHFRQFHSWVRQWKH
FRQWH[WRI:HEVHUYLFHV
7KH LQWHUIDFH FRQFHSW LV WUDGLWLRQDOO\ XVHG WR SURYLGH
LQWHURSHUDELOLW\ DW YDULRXVOHYHOV RI FRPSXWLQJ ZKHWKHULQ
KRXVH SURJUDPV DW $3, OHYHO RU LQ GLVWULEXWHG FRPSXWLQJ
PRGHOV 6HPDQWLF ,QWHUIDFHV ILW WKH FRQFHSW RI LQWHUIDFH
WHFKQRORJLHVUHODWHGWRWKH6HPDQWLF:HEDQGLQSDUWLFXODU
5(67IXO:HE6HUYLFHV

7KH GLVFRYHU\ VHUYHU VHQGV D *(7 UHTXHVW UHSUHVHQWHG
E\ WKH 85/ ZZZKRVW$FRPVHULQ WR GHWHUPLQH ZKLFK
VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFHV WKDW +RVW$ KDV 7KH +RVW$ UHVSRQVH
LQGLFDWHVWKDWLWLPSOHPHQWVWKHVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFH2QW
'LVFRYHU\VHUYHUVHDUFKHVWKHVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFH2QWDW
WKH LQGH[ UHSRVLWRU\ XVLQJ WKH PHWKRG KDV2QWRORJ\
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)ROORZLQJ WKH 5(67 DSSURDFK 6(5,1 XVHV RQO\ ILYH
VHUYLFHW\SHVWKDWIROORZ+773PHWKRGVVHPDQWLFV

5()(5(1&(6
>@ $ORZLVKHT$H0LOODUG'((;35(66(;3UHVVLQJ5(67IXO
6HPDQWLF 6HUYLFHV :HE ,QWHOOLJHQFH DQG ,QWHOOLJHQW $JHQW
7HFKQRORJ\,(((:,&$&0,QWHUQDWLRQDO&RQIHUHQFHRQ  

>@ $ORZLVKHT$HWDO(;35(66(;3UHVVLQJ5(67IXO6HPDQWLF
6HUYLFHV 8VLQJ 'RPDLQ 2QWRORJLHV ,6:&  ¶ 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH
WK ,QWHUQDWLRQDO 6HPDQWLF :HE &RQIHUHQFH %HUOLQ +HLGHOEHUJ
 ±
>@ %DWWOH5H%HQVRQ(%ULGJLQJWKHVHPDQWLF:HEDQG:HE
ZLWK 5HSUHVHQWDWLRQDO 6WDWH 7UDQVIHU 5(67  :HE 6HPDQWLFV
6FLHQFH6HUYLFHV DQG $JHQWVRQ WKH :RUOG :LGH:HE    

>@ &DPSRV1HWR-&$FWLYH2:/8PDDUTXLWHWXUDSDUDLQWHJUDU
VHUYLoRV:HEHRQWRORJLDV8QLYHUVLGDGHGH)RUWDOH]D 81,)25 
>@ &DUGRVR -  6HPDQWLF :HE VHUYLFHVௗ WKHRU\ WRROV DQG
DSSOLFDWLRQV,QIRUPDWLRQ6FLHQFH5HIHUHQFH
>@ *OHDQLQJ 5HVRXUFH 'HVFULSWLRQV IURP 'LDOHFWV RI /DQJXDJHV
*5''/   KWWSZZZZRUJ75JUGGO $FFHVVHG 

>@ /DWKHP -' HW DO  6$5(67 %5,1* 7+( 32:(5 2)
6(0$17,&6 72 5(67%$6(' :(% 6(59,&(6 (OHFWURQLF
9HUVLRQ$SSURYHG
>@ 0DUTXHV7&HWDO$FWLYH2QWRORJLHVDQ$SSURDFKIRU8VLQJ
2QWRORJLHV DV 6HPDQWLF :HE 6HUYLFHV ,QWHUIDFHV 6(.(¶  

>@ 0F,OUDLWK 6$ H 0DUWLQ '/  %ULQJLQJ 6HPDQWLFV WR :HE
6HUYLFHV,(((,QWHOOLJHQW6\VWHPV  
>@ 2$6,6 8'', 6SHFLILFDWLRQ 7& _ 2$6,6  KWWSZZZRDVLV
RSHQRUJFRPPLWWHHVWFBKRPHSKS"ZJBDEEUHY XGGLVSHF $FFHVVHG

>@ 2:/6¶ 5HODWLRQVKLS WR 6HOHFWHG 2WKHU 7HFKQRORJLHV 
KWWSZZZZRUJ6XEPLVVLRQ68%02:/6UHODWHG
$FFHVVHG
>@ 3DROXFFL 0 HW DO  6HPDQWLF 0DWFKLQJ RI :HE 6HUYLFHV
&DSDELOLWLHV 7KH 6HPDQWLF :HE ² ,6:&  , +RUURFNV H -
+HQGOHURUJV6SULQJHU%HUOLQ+HLGHOEHUJ
>@ 5')D 3ULPHU  KWWSZZZZRUJ75[KWPOUGIDSULPHU
$FFHVVHG
>@ 6HPDQWLF$QQRWDWLRQVIRU:6'/DQG;0/6FKHPD²8VDJH*XLGH
KWWSZZZZRUJ75VDZVGOJXLGH$FFHVVHG
>@6HPDQWLF :HE 6HUYLFHV )UDPHZRUN 6:6)  2YHUYLHZ 
KWWSZZZZRUJ6XEPLVVLRQ6:6)$FFHVVHG
>@ 6HPDQWLF
:HE
6HUYLFHV
/DQJXDJH
6:6/ 

KWWSZZZZRUJ6XEPLVVLRQ6:6)6:6/ $FFHVVHG 

>@ 6HPDQWLF
:HE
6HUYLFHV
2QWRORJ\
6:62 

KWWSZZZZRUJ6XEPLVVLRQ6:6)6:62 $FFHVVHG 

>@ 6WXGHU56HPDQWLFZHEVHUYLFHVௗFRQFHSWVWHFKQRORJLHVDQG
DSSOLFDWLRQV6SULQJHU
>@ :HE
6HUYLFH
0RGHOLQJ
2QWRORJ\
:602 

KWWSZZZZRUJ6XEPLVVLRQ:602$FFHVVHG
>@:HE
6HUYLFH
6HPDQWLFV

:6'/6

KWWSZZZZRUJ6XEPLVVLRQ:6'/6$FFHVVHG
>@ :HE 6HUYLFHV 'HVFULSWLRQ /DQJXDJH :6'/  9HUVLRQ  3DUW 
&RUH /DQJXDJH  KWWSZZZZRUJ755(&ZVGO
$FFHVVHG
>@ 0LFUR:602 KWWSZZZZVPRRUJ75GY $FFHVVHG




,QDGGLWLRQWRVHPDQWLFVWDQGDUGL]DWLRQDVHFRQG6(5,1
FRQWULEXWLRQLVWRVWDQGDUGL]HVHUYLFH85/V
7KLV ZRUN SUHVHQWHG KRZ DGGUHVV VWDQGDUGL]DWLRQ
DGRSWHG LQ 6(5,1 PD\ EH XVHG WR GLVFRYHU VHPDQWLF :HE
VHUYLFHV 6XFK GLVFRYHU\ FDQ EH SHUIRUPHG LQ WKUHH ZD\V
QDPHO\E\GLUHFWLQVSHFWLRQE\FRQVXOWDWLRQDWDFHQWUDOL]HG
LQGH[DQGE\EURDGFDVWLQJD33QHWZRUN
,QSDUWLFXODUDUFKLWHFWXUHIRUD6(5,1'LVFRYHU\6HUYHU
ZDVGHVLJQHG7KLVZRUNSUHVHQWHGLWVIXQFWLRQDOLWLHV,WDOVR
LQGLFDWHV D VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFH WR 5(67IXO ZHE VHUYLFHV
WKURXJKZKLFKWKHVHUYHUFDQEHDFFHVVHGE\SURJUDPV
,QRUGHUWRDFFHOHUDWHWKHGLVFRYHU\6(5,1DUFKLWHFWXUH
VWDQGDUGL]HGWZR:HE6HUYLFHVWREHLPSOHPHQWHGE\HDFK
KRVWWKDWLPSOHPHQWVDVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFH7KURXJKWKHILUVW
VHUYLFHWKHKRVWUHVSRQGVWRWKHLQWHUIDFHLWLPSOHPHQWV7KH
VHFRQGVHUYLFHDQVZHUVDILOHWKDWGHVFULEHVHDFKLQWHUIDFH
7KHPDLQGLVWLQFWLRQWKLVVHUYHUSUHVHQWVLVWKHIDFWWKDW
LVQRWQHFHVVDU\IRUVXSSOLHUVWRUHJLVWHUWKHLUVHUYLFHV OLNH
8'',VHUYHUGRHV ,QFRQWUDVWWKHLQGH[VHUYHULVSRZHUHG
SULPDULO\E\DFUDZOHUWKDWVFRXUVWKH:HEWRLGHQWLI\KRVWV
WKDWLPSOHPHQWHDFKVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFH
7KLV LQQRYDWLYH IHDWXUH ZKLFK DULVHV IURP WKH XVH
VHPDQWLF LQWHUIDFHV FRQFHSW KDV D JUHDW LPSDFW RQ WKH
VFDODELOLW\RIWKHLQGH[VHUYHU,QWKLVUHVSHFWWKHGLIIHUHQFH
EHWZHHQDQ8'',VHUYHUDQGD6(5,1'LVFRYHU\6HUYHULV
VLPLODU WR WKH GLIIHUHQFH EHWZHHQ D VHUYHU EDVHG RQ
DXWRPDWLFDOO\ FRQVWUXFWHG LQGH[V VXFK DV *RRJOH DQG WKH
IRUPHU VHUYLFH RIIHUHG E\ <DKRR ZKLFK GHSHQGHG RQ WKH
LQLWLDWLYHRIWKHGHYHORSHUVWRUHJLVWHUHDFK:HESDJHRQWKH
VHUYHU
%HVLGHV D 6(5,1 'LVFRYHU\ 6HUYHU LV GHVLJQHG WR XVH
VHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFHVZKLOHD8'',VHUYHUXVXDOO\SXEOLVKHV
:6'/ ILOHV KDYLQJ LQWHUIDFH VSHFLILFDWLRQ DQG
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQLQWKHVDPHSDFNDJH
)LQDOO\ D 6(5,1 'LVFRYHU\ 6HUYHU LV GHVLJQHG WR EH
XVHG E\ VRIWZDUH DJHQWV ZKLOH WKH 8'', E\ SHRSOH ZKR
DIWHU FRQVXOWLQJ WKH VSHFLILFDWLRQV ZRXOG EH DEOH WR EXLOG
SURJUDPVWRDFFHVVWKHVHUYLFHVGHVFULEHG
,Q IXWXUH ZRUN ZH ZLOO HPSKDVL]H PDLQO\ WKH DFWXDO
FRQVWUXFWLRQRIWKHSURSRVHGVHUYHUZKRVHVXFFHVVGHSHQGV
RQWKHVSUHDGRIVHPDQWLFLQWHUIDFH6(5,1,QDGGLWLRQZH
DOVR SURSRVH WKH VWXG\ RI PHFKDQLVPV IRU RQWRORJLHV DQG
LQWHUIDFHVHYROXWLRQ
7KH DQQRWDWLRQV LQ 6(5,1 FDQ EH H[WHQGHG WR VSHFLI\
QRQIXQFWLRQDODVSHFWVRIZHEVHUYLFHVIRUH[DPSOHTXDOLW\
RIVHUYLFHDQGVHFXULW\
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QoS constraints. That is, we monitor if the application’s
performance non-functional requirements are being met (e.g.
the response time), and based on this knowledge, we then
adjust the resource allocation.
The key idea of our solution is the use of a Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) approach in which users provide
a descriptive model of their application and get back mappings
in various IaaS providers. These mappings emphasize the assurance of the Quality of Service metrics from the applications
model. An initial mapping is done based on heuristics, and
then we monitor the application’s performance to provide
scaling suggestions via a callback interface. Underneath this
API, the solution accepts different resource usage prediction
models and allows allocation in different IaaS providers.
The main technical challenges of this work were the experimentation with alternative regression techniques, and the
implementation of a resource usage prediction engine. In this
work, we propose the use of a linear regression model that
provides adequate performance as well as good accuracy.
For the implementation of the engine, we developed a rulebased system that calculates which IaaS resource bundles can
ensure the applications QoS constraints. The solution then
recommends the bundles with the best ﬁt for various IaaS
providers.
To validate our approach, we present three experiments.
In the ﬁrst experiment, we test for correct behavior with a
simulation test that sends an application model and monitoring
data to the prototype system. In our second experiment, we run
the same model against a real IaaS environment. We gather the
performance data and then scale the application according to
the solution’s suggestions. Finally, we also present a time and
scalability analysis of the solution. The results show that the
prototype correctly ensures QoS constraints of a CPU-bound
cloud application.
The main contributions of this paper follow. First, we
present the design of an autonomic solution for cloud application resource mapping and scaling based on monitoring of
QoS constraints. Second, we provide details on a prototype
implementation and how we dealt with the technical challenges. Finally, we asses the validity of the idea by presenting
experiments on functionality and scalability.

Abstract—Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds promise
unlimited raw computing resources on-demand. However, the
performance and granularity of these resources can vary widely
between providers. Cloud computing users, such as Web developers, can beneﬁt from a service which automatically maps
performance non-functional requirements to these resources. We
propose a SOA API, in which users provide a cloud application
model and get back possible resource allocations in an IaaS
provider. The solution emphasizes the assurance of quality
of service (QoS) metrics embedded in the application model.
An initial mapping is done based on heuristics, and then the
application performance is monitored to provide scaling suggestions. Underneath the API, the solution is designed to accept
different resource usage prediction models and can map QoS
constraints to resources from various IaaS providers. To validate
our approach, we report on a regression-based prediction model
that produces mappings for a CPU-bound cloud application
running on Amazon EC2 resources with an average relative error
of 17.49%.
Index Terms—cloud computing; QoS; resource allocation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cloud computing presents the illusion of inﬁnite capacity
of computational resources. In the case of Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS) clouds, these resources are typically offered in
bundles with speciﬁc amounts of CPU, Memory, and Network.
Solution developers are thus presented with the problem of
ensuring the performance non-functional requirements of an
application by mapping it to one or more of these bundles, and
to monitor and change this mapping if the workload changes.
We present our work on an autonomic service which monitors
Quality of Service (QoS) metrics of cloud applications and
suggests bundle mappings which would ensure the required
performance.
The problem of resource allocation in the cloud has been
studied before, and various techniques to solve it has been
proposed. Ganapathi et at. [1] utilize statistical machine learning to predict resource usage of an application in the cloud.
Islam et al. [2] estimate CPU resource usage by simulating a
cloud provider. Previous solutions have monitored low-level
resources for their prediction, i.e., they would monitor CPU
usage. Our solution targets QoS assurance by learning if
the currently allocated resources are delivering the required
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II. BACKGROUND AND M ETHODOLOGY
A. Background
1) Previous Work: This work is part of our overarching
“Distributed Ensemble of Virtual Appliances” (DEVA) project.
In [3], we discussed the advantage of simplifying the solution
development workﬂow by presenting the developer with a
model-based visual designer to draft the software dependencies and resource requirements of their cloud application.
In [4], we formally deﬁned our DEVA model approach. This
model is based on the notion of Virtual Appliances, deﬁned by
Sapuntzakis et al. [5], that represent self-conﬁgurable software
applications and OS as updatable image ﬁles. These appliances
can be instantiated on top of IaaS providers such as Amazon
EC2 [6]. DEVAs represent groups of Virtual Appliances with
QoS constraints between each appliance, and general policies
for the whole ensemble.
2) Problem Deﬁnition: Given that we have a model of an
application’s architecture and its desired QoS constraints, we
can think of a model-to-instance transformation to different
IaaS providers. For this transformation to work effectively,
we also need a model representation of the performance of
the application on top of resources from any given provider.
That is, given a DEVA model, known IaaS providers and
its bundles, and potentially known workloads, we want to
transform the model (i.e. map the model) to instances that
would ensure the QoS constraints speciﬁed in the model.
B. Methodology
1) Approach: To do this QoS-to-Resources mapping, we
propose the steps illustrated in Figure 1. First, a user designs
the DEVA model in the DEVA-Designer. When ready to
deploy, the user chooses an IaaS provider. This request is
(1) sent to a Transformation Engine, which has no previous
knowledge of the submitted model, and thus delegates the
creation of a preliminary mapping to an API Mapper (2). The
Engine then makes the proper API calls to the speciﬁc IaaS
provider (3). The IaaS provider (4, 5) instantiates the model.
Note that the IaaS provider does not know about DEVAs,
and only processes its own API calls. Note further that in
this work we assume that the software provisioning is already
done, i.e., that virtual appliances are available in the provider’s
image repository. Monitoring is done on each appliance to
gather QoS data (6, 7). This data is eventually (8) fed back
to the Transformation Engine. The Engine then (9) decides
whether the currently assigned resources are appropriate for
the QoS speciﬁcations in the model. If it is the case that a
change of resource allocation is needed, the engine delegates
the construction of a change request (10), and then sends that
change to the IaaS provider (11). Finally, the provider makes
the necessary changes to the instance to better comply with
the model’s QoS constraints (12).
2) Limitations: Our approach depends on previous monitoring data to make good resource mappings. To have good
sample points, we propose the following. As we target cloud
applications, the cloud developer (i.e. the user of our solution)
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ﬁrst deploys their application in a “staging” mode. In this
mode, the cloud developer runs performance tests on his
application using different IaaS bundles. These performance
tests generate data points that are sent to the proposed
Monitoring API, and therefore improve the accuracy of our
solution. As typical IaaS instances are billed by the hour,
the cost of launching an application on different bundles for
performance testing is negligible compared to the eventual
QoS improvement. Although we are working in automatizing
this learning phase, we do not report it as part of this paper.
III. D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION
In this section, we report on the main objectives driving the
design of our solution. We also include implementation details
on how we dealt with the technical challenges.
A. Design
We have designed the Transformation Engine as a service.
In designing this service, we had two main Design Objectives:
1) to have a simple interface that can be used by our
research team as well as others, and
2) to create a service that supports various resource mapping techniques for experimentation.
Although this work is integrated with the DEVA-portal
project, it can also be used as a stand alone solution. This
is why we chose to interact in terms of Resource Description
Framework (RDF) [7] tuples. That is, the API expects and
returns DEVA models wrapped in this interoperable model
representation framework. Other research teams can use our
mapping service by either using our DEVA modeling approach, or by ﬁrst parsing their application representation
to a DEVA using techniques such as OWL’s Web Ontology
Language [8]. This allows us to comply with Design Objective
1.
Table I presents the proposed REST API. We chose the
REST technology because of Design Objective 1. First, a
POST is done as explained in Section II-B1. This request
has to include the DEVA model to be transformed. The API
processes the model and responds with a link to the newly
created resource. A subsequent GET to that link will return
the transformed DEVA with the newly generated mappings.
An API call to delete a mapping is also provided.
Monitoring data is expected as POST requests that include
data points. The data points collected include the amount of
the metric being monitored. A callback API subscribes with a
POST or unsubscribes with a DELETE consumer that want to
monitor model changes. Model mapping changes trigger these
callbacks. Note that this design does not hint at any speciﬁc
resource allocation technique, and thus allows us to implement
a solution that complies with Design Objective 2.
B. Implementation
Underneath the API, the transformation engine is implemented as a simple resource usage prediction framework. For
an initial mapping, the solution follows the steps presented in
Figure 2. First, the DEVA model is received by the API. Then,
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UML Collaboration Diagram modeling the interaction of the solution with an IaaS provider.

REST HTTP API

Description

POST
/deva/mappings

Expects: a DEVA model in RDF format in the body.
Optional: a :callback URL parameter if a callback URL is provided, then it will be subscribed to this mapping.
Returns: a HTTP 201 created status, with a link to the newly created mapping. Note that clients must persist the
:uuid for later recall. Error: An HTTP 400 bad request if the model could not be parsed as a valid DEVA RDF.
Expects: empty body Returns: an RDF/XML representation of the DEVA model with the mapping done to all
supported IaaS providers. Error: a HTTP 404 not found if mapping does not exist.
Expects: empty body Returns: a HTTP 200 OK.
Error: a HTTP 404 not found if mapping does not exist.
Expects: performance monitoring data of appliances of the speciﬁed mapping. Data Point should specify Appliance
id, Connection id, and data value. (I.e. {appliance = 2, connection = {db-consumer, db-provider}, data value =
500} ) Returns: a HTTP 200 OK. Error: a HTTP 404 not found if mapping does not exist.
Expects: an URL callback address to query when/if the speciﬁed mapping changes. Mappings could change in
response to underprovisioned / overprovisioned resources as attested by monitoring data. The URL can be any valid
endpoint. Returns: a HTTP 200 OK. Error: A HTTP 404 not found if mapping does not exist. Error: A HTTP
400 bad request if the callback URL is not provided or malformed.
Expects: A :callback url parameter. Returns: A HTTP 200 OK.
Error: a HTTP 404 not found if mapping does not exist.
Error: A HTTP 400 bad request if the callback parameter is not provided or malformed.

GET
/deva/mappings/:uuid
DELETE
/deva/mappings/:uuid
POST
/deva/mappings/:uuid/data point
POST
/deva/mappings/:uuid/subscriptions

DELETE
/deva/mappings/:uuid/subscriptions

TABLE I
A PPLICATION P ROGRAMMING I NTERFACE FOR THE SOLUTION .

estimated are as follows:

the model is processed by a set of rules that identify the virtual
appliances included. For each one of the virtual appliances, a
check is done on whether the engine has sufﬁcient data to
apply resource usage prediction based on machine learning
techniques. If no sufﬁcient data points have been gathered,
then the solution applies a set of heuristic rules. If sufﬁcient
data is present, then it applies machine learning. In any case,
a transformed model is created which includes IaaS bundles
mappings. In the current prototype, we built an engine that
utilizes rules to accomplish the above steps. Speciﬁcally, we
are using the rules inference support that comes with the JENA
2.6.4 semantic web framework [9].

targetM etric =

A1 ∗ CP U + A2 ∗ M emory +
A3 ∗ N etwork + A4 ∗ W orkload + B

Where the targetM etric would be the metric we are
trying to ensure. Each one of the Ai coefﬁcients describe how
important the estimation of the ith term is.
For example, given enough data points, a CPU-bound application will have a large A1 coefﬁcient compared to the
others. The W orkload and the targetM etric are known,
but the CP U , M emory and N etwork parameters are not.
This formula has three degrees of freedom, therefore trying to
optimize the parameters would be expensive and many data
points would be needed.
To avoid this expensive calculation, we apply a key insight:
given that most IaaS providers offer bundles, rather than
arbitrary combinations of CP U , M emory and N etwork, we
can reduce the complexity of the problem by estimation on
bundled resources instead of trying to guess if an application

For the machine learning phase, we chose a multivariate
linear regression model. We are experimenting with other
machine learning techniques, but we only report on the
regression-based one in this paper. The machine learning
module receives the data points collected from the Monitoring
API (see Figure 1) and estimates the QoS being achieved
with the current resource allocation. In general, the parameters
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Amazon [6]
(“Instance type”)

Rackspace [11]
(“Flavor”)

ElasticHost [10]
(No bundles.)

t1.micro: 2.2Ghz (varies), 613MB, “Low” network
m1.small: 1.1GHz, 1.7GB, “Moderate” network
m1.large: 4.4GHz, 7.5GB, “High” network
m1.xlarge: 8.8GHz, 15GB, “Moderate” network
Flavor 1: 256 MB RAM Flavor 2: 512 MB RAM
Flavor 3: 1024 MB RAM Flavor 4: 2048 MB RAM
Flavor 5: 4096 MB RAM Flavor 6: 8192 MB RAM
Flavor 7: 15872 MB RAM
Anything in the following ranges:
2-20Ghz CPU, 1-8GB RAM

reﬂect the real performance of the IaaS service from Amazon,
Rackspace or ElasticHost.
Subﬁgure 3a presents the simulation results for mapping
the model to the bundles of Amazon. As can be seen, for
very strict response times of 100 to 400ms, a mapping to a
“m1.xlarge” bundle is required. As the response time constraint relaxes, the solution maps the model to smaller resource
bundles.
Subﬁgure 3b presents the simulation results for mapping the
model to the bundles of Rackspace. Although the mapping was
gradual on the case of Amazon, in this case we can observe
that for a CPU-bound model and a target response time of
around 600ms, the solution suggest that we switch from a
“ﬂavor 4” bundle to a “ﬂavor 6”, skipping over “ﬂavor 5”.
Subﬁgure 3c presents the simulation results for mapping the
model to the quantized bundles of ElasticHost. According to
the simulation, a mapping can be achieved for targets above
450ms, yet a response time of 425ms or less can not be
achieved.

TABLE II
E XAMPLE RESOURCE BUNDLES OF THREE I AA S PROVIDERS .

is bound by any speciﬁc resource:
targetM etric = A1 ∗ Bundle + A2 ∗ W orkload + B (1)
We further reduce the calculation and estimation errors by
keeping a regression table that includes all available bundles.
This effectively reduces the problem to a simple linear regression:
Bundle −→ targetM etric = A1 ∗ Load + B

B. Experiment 2 - Real Allocation

(2)

The following experiments were designed as a proof of
concept for our approach. For each one of them, we describe
the experiment, present results and elaborate a short analysis.

For this experiment, we train the system in a similar way as
in Experiment 1, but data is gathered from real instances on
Amazon EC2 running a CPU-bound Ruby on Rails application. We provision instances for the standard Amazon bundles
as seen in table II and then we generate a positive slope linear
workload on each of the bundles to gather performance data
points. We plot the mapping our solution recommends for
workloads of 3, 6, and 10 requests per second. We also include
two additional baseline mappings for comparison: a mapping
that always over-provisions, and a mapping that always underprovisions resources.
Figure 4 presents the results. Note that the baseline mapping
that always under-provisions is not able to fulﬁll the QoS,
while the baseline that always over-provisions can fulﬁll the
QoS, but utilizes a maximum of resources all the time. We
can observe that our solution suggests bundle mappings that
depend on the target metric, in this case the response time, as
well as in the workload. Further, our solution fulﬁlls the QoS
of the application with a minimum relative error of 5.61%,
maximum of 34.07%, and average of 17.49%.

A. Experiment 1 - Simulation

C. Experiment 3 - Time and Scalability Analysis

For this experiment, we test our Transformation Engine
with a DEVA model composed of one Virtual Appliance that
simulates the behavior of a CPU-bound Web Framework like
Ruby on Rails. The model includes a maximum response time
constraint. We ﬁrst train the system with synthetic data points
that cover various IaaS standard bundles as seen in Table
II. After the training, we observe what mappings the system
suggest to comply with different response time targets for
a ﬁxed workload of 3 request per second. Figure 3 shows
the results. On the x-axis, we present response time targets,
while on the y-axis we present the suggested mapping to the
bundles of a particular IaaS provider. Note that this experiment
is a validation of the approach and that the numbers do not

For this experiment, we asses the time complexity and
scalability of the solution. We ran these experiments on a
2.8GHz Intel i7 quad core machine with 8GB of available
RAM. Figure 5 presents the results.
For the time analysis, we use the solution’s API to POST a
new model, POST a variable number of performance samples
to the monitoring API, and then GET back the transformed
models with mappings. Note that this is a worst case scenario,
as normally the performance samples will not be gathered
this fast. On subﬁgure 5a, we plot the response time of our
solution against the number of collected data points from
the monitoring API. The results suggest that the prototype
can respond to GET model requests, which could trigger the

Table II presents a sample of the resource bundles available
from three different IaaS providers. For each provider, we
construct a regression that matches each of their resource
bundles against the application, and then we choose the best
ﬁt (I.e. the cheapest one). Some targetM etrics should be
approached by the left, and others by the right, so we take this
into account for the ﬁt. For example, a “maximum response
time” metric would be ﬁt by the left, while a “minimum
required throughput” metric would be ﬁt by the right.
Note that some IaaS providers, such as ElasticHost [10],
do not provide discrete bundles and instead the customer
can choose exactly the amount of resources needed. In these
cases, we simply quantize the range according to the bundles
available from an arbitrary competitor.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND A NALYSIS
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UML Activity Diagram modeling the steps to map a DEVA model to IaaS Resources.
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(b) Rackspace Mapping.
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(c) ElasticHost Mapping.

Evaluation of the solution using simulated data points for a ﬁxed workload of 3 request per second.

in the previous experiment. For practical cases, our solution
can respond to a maximum of 100 concurrent requests with
an average response time of 2000ms.

Always overprovision
Always underprovision

Workload of 3 req/s
Workload of 6 req/s
Workload of 10 req/s
c1.xlarge
Amazon's "instance type" (API name)

800

1.1Ghz / 1.7GB

target response time (ms)

(a) Amazon Mapping.
Fig. 3.

600

4.4Ghz / 7.5GB

m1.xlarge

V. R ELATED W ORK
m1.large

In [12], Stewart and Chen presented an implementation
of an ofﬂine proﬁle-driven performance model for clusterbased multi-component online services. Their model includes a
detailed speciﬁcation of the application. Although our solution
also utilizes a detailed speciﬁcation of the application, our
work in [3] makes it straightforward for a solution developer
to construct it. Additionally, we do online monitoring of the
application to respond to workload changes. In [13], Sadjadi
et al. proposed a regression model that estimates CPU usage
for long-running scientiﬁc applications. In our work, we are
estimating bundles of CPU, Memory, and Network, and the
solution is targeting web cloud application worklaods.
In [2], Islam et al. estimate CPU usage by simulating a
cloud provider. They contrast the use of linear regression
and neural networks. Our work includes both a simulation as
well as a real experiment of the solution on top of Amazon
EC2, although we do not compare different machine learning
models. In [14] Villegas and Sadjadi presented an IaaS solution
that can have as input a model of a cloud application with
non-functional speciﬁcations. Our work is complementary, as
our DEVA models could be used for input to their solution.
Also, in our work, we do not assume that the IaaS provider
understands our model, and thus our solution is IaaS-agnostic.
In [1], Ganapathi et al. utilize statistical machine learning to
predict resource usage of an application in the cloud. Their
workload is similar to the workload of [13], that is, batch
processing of long-running jobs. We focus on web cloud
application workloads.

t1.micro

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

4500

5000

5500

target response time (ms)

Fig. 4. Evaluation of the solution running a CPU-bound application on top
of Amazon EC2. Note that results are discrete data points, but are shown with
lines with points.

machine learning algorithm, in less than a second for up
to 256 gathered data points. For a sample size of 512, we
get a response time of 1116ms. For bigger sample sizes, the
performance starts to quickly degrade in a quadratic manner.
Nonetheless, experiential data suggest that we only need the
performance test data points that we discussed in Subsection
II-B2 and recent workload data points to achieve acceptable
accuracy.
For the scalability analysis, we ﬁx the acquired data points
for a particular model to 64, and plot the response time of our
solution against concurrent GET model requests. Subﬁgure
5b presents the results. The solution can achieve a subsecond response time for up to 32 concurrent requests. At 64
concurrent requests, the solution can respond in an average of
1170ms. For bigger concurrent requests, the performance starts
to quickly degrade in a quadratic manner, even more so than
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1200

based on monitoring of QoS constraints. We then provided
details on the prototype implementation and how we dealt with
the technical challenges. Finally, we assessed the validity of
the approach by presenting experiments on functionality and
scalability.
For future work, we intend to expand the prototype in two
directions. In the near future, we will introduce other machine
learning algorithms into our resource allocation framework
and produce a comparison to see which techniques work best
for this problem. In the longer term, we intent to expand
our solution to consider not only vertical, but also horizontal
scaling of Virtual Appliances. That is, to dynamically modify
the DEVA model architecture if the QoS requirements are hard
to achieve with the current one.

1100

average response time (ms)

1000

900
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1000

number of datapoints POSTed (n)

(a) Response time of the prototype against the number of samples in
regression.
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Time and Scalability Analysis of the solution.

Some IaaS clouds like Amazon’s EC2 already provide an
auto-scaling API [6]. These APIs monitor low-level resources
like CPU-usage, instead of our approach of directly monitoring
key QoS metrics like response time. These vendor APIs
focus on resource usage, while our solution’s focus is on
application performance non-functional requirements (i.e. QoS
constraints).
In [15], Ejarque et al. propose the usage of semantics for
enhancing the resource allocation in distributed platforms.
They propose a set of extensions in resource ontologies and
a set of rules for modeling resource allocation policies. A
similar approach has been followed in their subsequent paper
[16]. In these two cases, rules are used to model equivalences and mappings between the different cloud providers
models. Thus, when the system receives a request following
a providers model, it can be automatically transformed to
another provider by applying the mapping rules to the original
request. Our work is complementary, as we apply this rule
mapping approach to a different problem. We map application
descriptions, provided as DEVA models, into IaaS resource
bundles.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we ﬁrst presented the design of an autonomic
solution for cloud application resource mapping and scaling
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system (denoted as LLTS). To our knowledge this is the ﬁrst study
to examine both similarity and classiﬁcation performance of feature
rankers in the software engineering domain.
The experimental results show that using both the similarity and
classiﬁcation performance of the rankers gave different types of
clusters. Similarity produced a number of smaller clusters, with four
or ﬁve rankers being about the largest sizes found (and two and one
being common sizes as well). Classiﬁcation gave a smaller number
of clusters, with the largest cluster (also the best-performing cluster)
having nine members. In both cases, the clusters often contained
feature rankers which would not immediately seem to have much in
common; although this makes sense for classiﬁcation performance,
it is an intriguing result for the similarity (indicating that the rankers
may be more related than one might expect). We also found that
the similarity groups were generally predictive of the classiﬁcation
groupings: members within a single similarity group are in the same
or adjacent classiﬁcation groups. Finally, we noted that signal-tonoise and ReliefF-W performed very well in terms of classiﬁcation
while choosing two or fewer features in common.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review relevant
literature on feature selection techniques in Section II. Section III
provides detailed information about the 18 feature selection techniques. Section IV describes the datasets used in the study, presents
similarity results and analysis, and shows model performance results
and analysis. Finally, in Section V, the conclusion is summarized and
suggestions for future work are indicated.

Abstract—In software engineering, a common classiﬁcation problem
is determining the quality of a software component, module, or release.
To aid in this task, software metrics are collected at various states of
a software development cycle, and these metrics can be used to build
a defect prediction model. However, not all metrics are relevant to
defect prediction. One solution to ﬁnding the relevant metrics is the data
preprocessing step known as feature selection. We present an empirical
study in which we evaluate the similarity of eighteen different feature
selection techniques and how the feature subsets chosen by each of these
techniques perform in defect prediction. We look at similarity in addition
to classiﬁcation because many applications seek a diverse set of rankers,
and similarity can be used to ﬁnd which rankers are too close together
to provide diversity. The classiﬁcation models are trained using three
commonly-used classiﬁers. The case study is based on software metrics
and defect data collected from multiple releases of a large real-world
software system. The results show that the features fall into a number
of identiﬁable clusters in terms of similarity. In addition, the similarity
clusters were somewhat predictive of the clusters based on classiﬁcation
ranking: rankers within a similarity cluster had similar classiﬁcation
performance, and thus ended up in the same or adjacent classiﬁcation
clusters. The reverse was not true, with some classiﬁcation clusters
containing multiple unrelated similarity clusters. Overall, we found that
the signal-to-noise and ReliefF-W rankers selected good features while
being dissimilar from one another, suggesting they are appropriate for
choosing diverse but high-performance rankers.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the practice of software quality assurance, software metrics
are often collected and associated with modules, which have their
number of pre- and post-release defects recorded. A software defect
prediction model is often built to ensure the quality of future software
products or releases. However, not all software metrics are relevant
for predicting the fault proneness of software modules. Software
metrics selection (or feature selection) prior to training a defect
prediction model can help separate relevant software metrics from
irrelevant or redundant ones.
In this paper, we focus on feature selection of software metrics
for defect prediction. During the past decade, numerous studies have
examined feature selection with respect to classiﬁcation performance,
but very few studies focus on the similarity of feature selection
techniques. The purpose of studying this similarity is to make it easier
to select a set of diverse rankers, ensuring that none of those chosen
are so similar to the others as to provide no additional diversity
in the collection of rankers. In this study, we perform similarity
analysis on eighteen different feature selection techniques, eleven of
which were recently developed and implemented by our research
group. We evaluate the similarity of two ﬁlters on a dataset by
measuring the consistency between the two feature subsets chosen.
We also evaluate the effectiveness of defect predictors that estimate
the quality of program modules, e.g., fault-prone (fp) or not-faultprone (nfp). Three different classiﬁers (learners) are used to build our
prediction models. The empirical validation of the similarity measure
and model performance was implemented through a case study of
four consecutive releases of a very large telecommunications software

II. R ELATED W ORK
The main goal of feature selection is to select a subset of
features that minimizes the prediction errors of classiﬁers. Feature
selection can be broadly classiﬁed as feature ranking and feature
subset selection. Feature ranking sorts the attributes according to
their individual predictive power, while feature subset selection ﬁnds
subsets of attributes that collectively have good predictive power.
Feature selection can also be categorized as ﬁlters and wrappers.
Filters are algorithms in which a feature subset is selected without
involving any learning algorithm. Wrappers are algorithms that use
feedback from a learning algorithm to determine which feature(s) to
include in building a classiﬁcation model.
A number of papers have studied the use of feature selection
techniques as a data preprocesing step. Guyon and Elisseeff [1]
outline key approaches used for attribute selection, including feature
construction, feature ranking, multivariate feature selection, efﬁcient
search methods, and feature validity assessment methods. A study by
Liu and Yu [2] provides a comprehensive survey of feature selection
algorithms and presents an integrated approach to intelligent feature
selection. Jeffery et al. [3] compare the similarity between gene lists
produced by 10 different feature selection methods. They conclude
that sample size clearly affects the ranked gene lists produced by
different feature selection methods.
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Feature selection has been applied in many data mining and machine learning applications. However, its application in the software
quality and reliability engineering domain is limited. Chen et al. [4]
have studied the applications of wrapper-based feature selection in
the context of software cost/effort estimation. They concluded that the
reduced dataset improved the estimation. In a recent study [5] by Gao
et al., a comparative investigation in the context of software quality
estimation is presented for evaluating a proposed hybrid attribute
selection approach, in which feature ranking is ﬁrst used to reduce
the search space, followed by a feature subset selection.

Algorithm 1: Threshold-based Feature Selection Algorithm
input :
1. Dataset D with features F j , j = 1, . . . , m;
2. Each instance x ∈ D is assigned to one of two classes c(x) ∈ {f p, nf p};
3. The value of attribute F j for instance x is denoted F j (x);
4. Threshold-based feature ranking technique ω ∈ {FM, OR, PO, PR, GI, MI,
KS, DV, GM, AUC, PRC};
5. A predeﬁned threshold: number (or percentage) of the features to be selected.
output:
Selected feature subsets.
for F j , j = 1, . . . , m do
Normalize F j → F̂ j =
Calculate metric ω using

III. F ILTER - BASED F EATURE R ANKERS

F j −min(F j )
;
max(F j )−min(F j )
attribute F̂ j , ωi (F̂ j ).

Create feature ranking R using ωi (F̂ j )∀j.
Select features according to feature ranking R and a predeﬁned threshold.

This work focuses on ﬁlter-based feature ranking. Filter-based feature ranking techniques rank features independently without involving
any learning algorithm. We chose this class of feature selection
algorithm because for large datasets, feature subset evaluation (including wrappers) can be computationally prohibitive. In this work,
the feature rankers (ﬁlters) chosen can be placed into two categories:
eleven threshold-based feature selection techniques (TBFS) that were
developed by our research team and seven non-TBFS feature selection
techniques including six commonly-used ﬁlters and a new ﬁlter
technique called signal-to-noise.

is often not optimal, especially when the relative class distribution is
imbalanced. Therefore, we propose the use of performance metrics
that can be calculated at various points in the distribution of F̂ j . At
each threshold position, the values above the threshold are classiﬁed
as positive, and negative otherwise. We then consider swapping the
positive and negative, i.e. values above the threshold are classiﬁed as
negative, and positive otherwise. Whichever direction of the positive
and negative labeling produces the more optimal attribute values is
used. In a binary classiﬁcation problem such as fault-prone (positive)
or not-fault-prone (negative), there are four possible classiﬁcation
rates: true positive rate (T P R), true negative rate (T N R), false
positive rate (F P R), false negative rate (F N R), as well as one
additional commonly-used performance metric, precision (P RE).
These four classiﬁcation rates can be calculated at each threshold
t ∈ [0, 1] relative to the normalized attribute F̂ j . The threshold-based
feature ranking technique utilizes the classiﬁcation rates as described
below.
• F-measure (FM): is a single value metric derived from the
F-measure that originated from the ﬁeld of information retrieval [6]. The maximum F-measure is obtained when varying
the decision threshold value between 0 and 1.
• Odds Ratio (OR): is the ratio of the product of correct (T P R
times T N R) to incorrect (F P R times F N R) predictions. The
maximum value is taken when varying the decision threshold
value between 0 and 1.
• Power (PO): is a measure that avoids common false positive
cases while giving stronger preference for positive cases [10].
Power is deﬁned as:


PO = max (T N R(t))k − (F N R(t))k

A. Non-TBFS Feature Selection Techniques
Seven non-TBFS ﬁlter-based feature ranking techniques were used
in this work: chi-squared (CS) [6], information gain (IG) [6], gain
ratio (GR) [6], two versions of ReliefF (ReliefF, RF, and ReliefFW, RFW) [7], symmetric uncertainty (SU) [8], and signal-to-noise
(S2N) [9]. All of these feature selection methods, with the exception
of signal-to-noise, are available within the WEKA machine learning
tool [6]. Outside of RFW, WEKA’s default parameter values were
used. RFW is the ReliefF technique with the weight by distance
parameter set to “true”. Since most of these methods are widely
known and for space considerations, the interested reader can consult
with the included references for further details.
Signal-to-noise ratio is a measure used in electrical engineering to
quantify how much a signal has been corrupted by noise. It is deﬁned
as the ratio of the signal’s power to the noise’s power corrupting the
signal. The signal-to-noise (S2N) can also be used as feature ranking
method ([9]). For a binary class problem (such as f p, nf p), the S2N
is deﬁned as the ratio of the difference of class means (μf p − μnf p )
to the sum of standard deviation of each class (σf p + σnf p ). If one
attribute’s expression in one class is quite different from its expression
in the other, and there is little variation within the two classes, then
the attribute is predictive. Therefore, S2N favors attributes where
the range of the expression vector is large, but where most of that
variation is due to the class distribution. Because it is rarely used as
a feature ranking technique, we use our own implementation of S2N.

t∈[0,1]

•

B. Threshold-based Feature Ranking Techniques
Eleven threshold-based feature selection techniques were developed and implemented by our research group within WEKA [6].
The procedure is shown in Algorithm 1. First each attribute’s values
are normalized between 0 and 1 by mapping F j to F̂ j . The normalized values are treated as posterior probabilities. Each independent
attribute (software predictor variable) is then paired individually
with the class attribute (fault-prone or not-fault-prone label) and
the reduced dataset is evaluated using eleven different classiﬁer
performance metrics based on a set of posterior probabilities. In
standard binary classiﬁcation, the predicted class is assigned using
the default decision threshold of 0.5. The default decision threshold

•

•

•
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where k = 5.
Probability Ratio (PR): is the sample estimate probability of the
feature given the positive class divided by the sample estimate
probability of the feature given the negative class [10]. PR is the
maximum value of the ratio when varying the decision threshold
value between 0 and 1.
Gini Index (GI): measures the impurity of a dataset. GI for
the attribute is then the minimum Gini index at all decision
thresholds t ∈[0, 1].
Mutual Information (MI): measures the mutual dependence of
the two random variables. High mutual information indicates
a large reduction in uncertainty, and zero mutual information
between two random variables means the variables are independent.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS): utilizes the Kolmogorov-Smirnov

TABLE I
S OFTWARE DATASETS C HARACTERISTICS

LLTS

•

•

•

•

Data
SP1
SP2
SP3
SP4

#Metrics
42
42
42
42

#Modules
3649
3981
3541
3978

%fp
6.28%
4.75%
1.33%
2.31%

preliminary study showed that log2 n is still appropriate for various
learners. In this study, six (log2 42 = 6) features are selected.
The experiments were conducted to discover the similarity of 18
rankers and the impact of rankers and learners on defect prediction.

%nfp
93.72%
95.25%
98.67%
97.69%

C. Experiments - Similarity between 18 Rankers
In this study, we examine the similarity between 18 ﬁlter-based
feature ranking techniques (rankers). The empirical validation of the
different rankers was implemented through a case study of four
consecutive releases (SP1, SP2, SP3, and SP4), of a very large
telecommunications software system (denoted as LLTS).
Consistency index [14] is used to measure the degree of similarity
between the metric rankings of two feature selection techniques.
In this paper, we use the consistency index because it takes into
consideration bias due to chance. We compute the consistency index
between two feature subsets as follows. Let Ti and Tj be subsets
of features, where |Ti | = |Tj | = k. The consistency index [14] is
obtained as follows:
dn − k2
,
(1)
IC (Ti , Tj ) =
k (n − k)

statistic to measure the maximum difference between the empirical distribution functions of the attribute values of instances in
each class [11]. It is effectively the maximum difference between
the curves generated by the true positive and false positive rates
as the decision threshold changes between 0 and 1.
Deviance (DV): is the residual sum of squares based on a
threshold t. That is, it measures the sum of the squared errors
from the mean class given a partitioning of the space based on
the threshold t and then the minimum value is chosen.
Geometric Mean (GM): is a single-value performance measure
which is calculated by ﬁnding the maximum geometric mean of
T P R and T N R as the decision threshold is varied between 0
and 1.
Area Under ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) Curve
(AUC): has been widely used to measure classiﬁcation model
performance [12]. The ROC curve is used to characterize the
trade-off between true positive rate and false positive rate. In
this study, ROC curves are generated by varying the decision
threshold t used to transform the normalized attribute values
into a predicted class.
Area Under the Precision-Recall Curve (PRC): is a single-value
measure that originated from the area of information retrieval.
The area under the PRC ranges from 0 to 1. The PRC diagram
depicts the trade off between recall and precision.

where n is the total number of features in the dataset, d is the
cardinality of the intersection between subsets Ti and Tj , and
−1 < IC (Ti , Tj ) ≤ +1. The greater the consistency index, the
more similar the subsets are. As noted earlier, k is set to 6 in this
study. If the two rankings are the same, then the consistency index is
1. If there is no overlap between two rankings, then the consistency
index is -0.1667. For grouping rankers, we consider two rankers to
be similar if they share four out of the top six features. Tables II
through V show the experimental results; for convenience, pairs with
4 or more features in common are bolded, while those with one or
zero in common are printed in italics.
1) Seven Non-TBFS Rankers
The experimental results show that among the seven nonTBFS rankers (CS, IG, GR, RF, RFW, SU, and S2N), RF
and RFW generate very similar feature subsets, in fact the
same feature subsets for the datasets SP2 and SP4; the feature
subsets generated by RF and RFW are dissimilar to the feature
subset generated by the other ﬁve ranker groups. In general, we
can group these seven rankers into three groups; {RF, RFW},
{CS, IG, S2N}, and {GR, SU}. The rankers within each group
produce similar feature subsets.
2) 11 Threshold-based Rankers
We can divide the 11 TBFS rankers into ﬁve groups, {PRC, DV,
FM, PO}, {AUC, KS}, {PR, OR}, {MI, GM}, and {GI}. The
rankers in each group generate similar feature subsets as deﬁned
above. We also observe that OR, PR, and GI are particularly
dissimilar to the other eight rankers.
3) All 18 Rankers
When we consider all eighteen rankers in two groups (7 nonTBFS and 11 TBFS), we can observe that CS is similar to FM,
PO, DV, and PRC; IG is similar to PO, DV, PRC; and S2N is
similar to FM, PO, and PRC. We also observe that RF and
RFW are still dissimilar to all other rankers.

IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Dataset
Experiments conducted in this study used software metrics and
defect data collected from a real-world software project, a very large
telecommunications software system (denoted as LLTS) [5]. LLTS
contains data from four consecutive releases, which are labeled as
SP1, SP2, SP3, and SP4. The software measurement datasets consist
of 42 software metrics, including 24 product metrics, 14 process
metrics, and four execution metrics. The dependent variable is the
class of the program module, fault-prone (fp), or not fault-prone (nfp).
A program module with one or more faults is considered fp, and nfp
otherwise. Table I lists the characteristics of the four release datasets
utilized in this work. An important characteristic of these datasets is
that they all suffer from class imbalance, where the proportion of fp
modules is much lower than that of nfp modules.
B. Experimental Design
We ﬁrst used 18 ﬁlter-based rankers to select the subsets of
attributes. We ranked the features and selected the top log2 n
features according to their respective scores, where n is the number
of independent features for a given dataset. The reasons why we
select the top log2 n features include (1) related literature does not
provide guidance on the appropriate number of features to select; and
(2) a recent study [13] showed that it was appropriate to use log2 n
as the number of features when using WEKA [6] to build Random
Forests learners for binary classiﬁcation in general and imbalanced
datasets in particular. Although we used different learners here, a

D. Experiments - Defect Prediction Model Performance
To evaluate a feature selection technique, similarity of feature
selection may not be enough. We should also consider classiﬁcation
model performance. Software defect prediction models have been
used to improve the fault prediction and risk assessment process.
Finding faulty components in a software system can lead to a more
reliable ﬁnal system and reduce development and maintenance costs.
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TABLE II
SP1, S IMILARITY B ETWEEN R ANKERS
CS
CS
GR
IG
RF
RFW
SU
FM
OR
PO
PR
GI
MI
KS
DV
GM
AUC
PRC
S2N

GR
0.2222

IG
0.8056
0.2222

RF
0.0278
0.0278
0.0278

RFW
0.0278
0.0278
0.0278
0.8056

SU
0.4167
0.6111
0.4167
0.0278
0.0278

FM
0.6111
0.2222
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.4167

OR
0.4167
0.0278
0.2222
-0.1667
0.0278
0.2222
0.4167

PO
0.6111
0.2222
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.4167
0.8056
0.4167

PR
0.4167
-0.1667
0.2222
-0.1667
0.0278
-0.1667
0.2222
0.6111
0.2222

GI
0.4167
-0.1667
0.2222
-0.1667
0.0278
-0.1667
0.2222
0.6111
0.2222
1.0000

MI
0.6111
0.2222
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.4167
0.6111
0.0278
0.4167
0.0278
0.0278

KS
0.4167
0.2222
0.4167
0.0278
0.0278
0.2222
0.8056
0.2222
0.6111
0.2222
0.2222
0.6111

MI
0.6111
-0.1667
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.4167
0.6111
0.2222
0.8056
0.2222
0.2222

KS
0.6111
-0.1667
0.6111
-0.1667
-0.1667
0.4167
0.4167
0.0278
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.8056

DV
0.6111
0.2222
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.4167
0.6111
0.2222
0.6111
0.2222
0.2222
0.8056
0.6111

GM
0.4167
0.2222
0.4167
0.0278
0.0278
0.2222
0.6111
0.0278
0.4167
0.0278
0.0278
0.6111
0.8056
0.4167

AUC
0.2222
0.2222
0.2222
0.0278
0.0278
0.2222
0.4167
-0.1667
0.4167
-0.1667
-0.1667
0.6111
0.6111
0.4167
0.6111

PRC
0.6111
0.2222
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.4167
1.0000
0.4167
0.8056
0.2222
0.2222
0.6111
0.8056
0.6111
0.6111
0.4167

S2N
0.4167
0.0278
0.4167
0.2222
0.2222
0.2222
0.8056
0.4167
0.6111
0.2222
0.2222
0.4167
0.6111
0.4167
0.4167
0.2222
0.8056

TABLE III
SP2, S IMILARITY B ETWEEN R ANKERS
CS
CS
GR
IG
RF
RFW
SU
FM
OR
PO
PR
GI
MI
KS
DV
GM
AUC
PRC
S2N

GR
-0.1667

IG
0.8056
-0.1667

RF
0.0278
-0.1667
0.0278

RFW
0.0278
-0.1667
0.0278
1.0000

SU
0.2222
0.4167
0.2222
-0.1667
-0.1667

FM
0.6111
-0.1667
0.4167
0.0278
0.0278
0.2222

OR
0.2222
0.0278
0.2222
0.2222
0.2222
0.2222
0.0278

PO
0.8056
-0.1667
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.4167
0.8056
0.2222

PR
0.2222
-0.1667
0.2222
0.2222
0.2222
0.0278
0.0278
0.6111
0.2222

GI
0.2222
0.0278
0.2222
0.2222
0.2222
0.2222
0.0278
0.6111
0.2222
0.8056

DV
0.8056
-0.1667
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.2222
0.6111
0.2222
0.8056
0.2222
0.2222
0.8056
0.6111

GM
0.6111
-0.1667
0.6111
-0.1667
-0.1667
0.4167
0.4167
0.0278
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.8056
1.0000
0.6111

AUC
0.8056
-0.1667
1.0000
0.0278
0.0278
0.2222
0.4167
0.2222
0.6111
0.2222
0.2222
0.6111
0.6111
0.6111
0.6111

PRC
0.8056
-0.1667
0.8056
0.0278
0.0278
0.2222
0.6111
0.2222
0.8056
0.2222
0.2222
0.6111
0.4167
0.8056
0.4167
0.8056

S2N
0.6111
-0.1667
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.0278
0.6111
0.2222
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.4167
0.2222
0.6111
0.2222
0.6111
0.8056

TABLE IV
SP3, S IMILARITY B ETWEEN R ANKERS
CS
CS
GR
IG
RF
RFW
SU
FM
OR
PO
PR
GI
MI
KS
DV
GM
AUC
PRC
S2N

GR
0.8056

IG
1.0000
0.8056

RF
0.2222
0.2222
0.2222

RFW
0.2222
0.2222
0.2222
0.8056

SU
1.0000
0.8056
1.0000
0.2222
0.2222

FM
0.6111
0.4167
0.6111
0.4167
0.4167
0.6111

OR
-0.1667
0.0278
-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.1667

PO
0.8056
0.6111
0.8056
0.2222
0.2222
0.8056
0.6111
-0.1667

PR
-0.1667
0.0278
-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.1667
0.0278
0.8056
-0.1667

GI
0.0278
0.0278
0.0278
0.2222
0.2222
0.0278
0.2222
0.0278
0.0278
0.2222

MI
1.0000
0.8056
1.0000
0.2222
0.2222
1.0000
0.6111
-0.1667
0.8056
-0.1667
0.0278

KS
0.6111
0.4167
0.6111
0.2222
0.0278
0.6111
0.4167
-0.1667
0.8056
-0.1667
0.0278
0.6111

DV
0.8056
0.6111
0.8056
0.2222
0.2222
0.8056
0.8056
-0.1667
0.8056
0.0278
0.2222
0.8056
0.6111

GM
0.6111
0.4167
0.6111
0.2222
0.0278
0.6111
0.4167
-0.1667
0.6111
-0.1667
0.0278
0.6111
0.8056
0.6111

AUC
0.8056
0.8056
0.8056
0.2222
0.2222
0.8056
0.4167
-0.1667
0.8056
-0.1667
0.0278
0.8056
0.6111
0.6111
0.4167

PRC
0.8056
0.6111
0.8056
0.2222
0.2222
0.8056
0.8056
-0.1667
0.8056
0.0278
0.2222
0.8056
0.6111
1.0000
0.6111
0.6111

S2N
0.8056
0.6111
0.8056
0.2222
0.2222
0.8056
0.6111
-0.1667
0.8056
-0.1667
0.0278
0.8056
0.6111
0.6111
0.4167
0.8056
0.6111

TABLE V
SP4, S IMILARITY B ETWEEN R ANKERS
CS
CS
GR
IG
RF
RFW
SU
FM
OR
PO
PR
GI
MI
KS
DV
GM
AUC
PRC
S2N

GR
0.6111

IG
0.4167
0.4167

RF
0.0278
-0.1667
0.0278

RFW
0.0278
-0.1667
0.0278
1.0000

SU
0.6111
1.0000
0.4167
-0.1667
-0.1667

FM
0.6111
0.6111
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.6111

OR
-0.1667
-0.1667
0.0278
-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.1667
0.0278

PO
0.6111
0.6111
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.6111
1.0000
0.0278
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PR
-0.1667
-0.1667
0.0278
-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.1667
0.0278
0.8056
0.0278

GI
0.0278
-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.1667
-0.1667
0.2222
-0.1667
0.2222

MI
0.2222
0.2222
0.4167
-0.1667
-0.1667
0.2222
0.2222
0.2222
0.2222
0.0278
-0.1667

KS
0.2222
0.2222
0.2222
-0.1667
-0.1667
0.2222
0.2222
0.0278
0.2222
0.0278
-0.1667
0.8056

DV
0.6111
0.6111
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.6111
1.0000
0.0278
1.0000
0.0278
-0.1667
0.2222
0.2222

GM
0.0278
0.0278
0.4167
-0.1667
-0.1667
0.0278
0.0278
0.2222
0.0278
0.2222
-0.1667
0.6111
0.4167
0.0278

AUC
0.0278
0.0278
0.4167
0.0278
0.0278
0.0278
0.2222
0.2222
0.2222
0.0278
-0.1667
0.6111
0.6111
0.2222
0.6111

PRC
0.6111
0.6111
0.6111
0.0278
0.0278
0.6111
1.0000
0.0278
1.0000
0.0278
-0.1667
0.2222
0.2222
1.0000
0.0278
0.2222

S2N
0.6111
0.4167
0.4167
0.2222
0.2222
0.4167
0.8056
0.0278
0.8056
0.0278
-0.1667
0.2222
0.2222
0.8056
0.0278
0.2222
0.8056

1) Classiﬁers: In this study, software defect prediction models are
built with three well-known classiﬁcation algorithms: naı̈ve Bayes
(NB), multilayer perceptron (MLP), and logistic regression (LR). All
three learners themselves do not have a built-in feature selection capability and are commonly used in the software engineering and other
data mining applications. All classiﬁers were implemented in the
WEKA tool with default parameter settings [6] except MLP. Based
on preliminary research, the parameters of MLP were set as follows.
The ‘hiddenLayers’ parameter was set to 3 to deﬁne a network with
one hidden layer containing three nodes. The ‘validationSetSize’
parameter was set to 10 to cause the classiﬁer to leave 10% of the
training data aside to be used as a validation set to determine when
to stop the iterative training process.
2) Performance Metric: Because using traditional performance
measures such as classiﬁcation accuracy can give misleading results
on imbalanced data, we use a performance metric that considers
the ability of a classiﬁer to differentiate between the two classes:
the area under the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve
(AUC). A perfect classiﬁer provides an AUC that equals 1. It has
been shown that AUC has lower variance and more reliability than
other performance metrics (such as precision, recall, F-measure) [15].
Note that the metric used to measure the performance of the classiﬁers
is completely independent from the metric in the TBFS algorithm.
AUC is used both to select the most predictive subset of features in
TBFS and to evaluate the classiﬁcation models constructed using this
set of features.
3) Experimental Results: During the experiments, ten runs of ﬁvefold cross-validation were performed. First, we ranked the attributes
using the eighteen rankers separately. Once the attributes are ranked,
the top six attributes are selected to yield the ﬁnal training data. After
feature selection, we applied the classiﬁer to the training datasets
with the selected features, and then we used AUC to evaluate the
performance of the classiﬁcation model. In total, 18 rankers × 4
datasets × 10 runs × 5 folds = 3600 combinations of feature ranking
techniques were employed, and correspondingly 3600 × 3 classiﬁers
= 10800 classiﬁcation models were built.
All the results are reported in Table VI through Table VIII. Note
that each value presented in the tables is the average over the ten
runs of ﬁve-fold cross-validation outcomes. From these tables, we
can observe that although a given ranker might perform best in
combination with one learner, this may not be true when other
learners are used to evaluate models. For example, S2N performed
best on average in terms of AUC when the NB and LR classiﬁers
are used. However, this is not true when the MLP classiﬁer is used;
in that case, PO performed best. The results also demonstrate that
although no particular ranker dominates the others, we can conclude
that S2N, PO, and PRC are most often the best techniques, while
PR, OR, and GR are rarely optimal. Our recent study [5] shows
that the reduced feature subsets can have better or similar prediction
performance compared to the complete set of attributes (original data
set).
We also conducted a two-way ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA)
F test ([16]) to statistically examine the various effects on the
performances of the classiﬁcation models. The two-way ANOVA test
in this study includes two factors: the ﬁrst represents 18 rankers, and
the second represents the three learners. In this ANOVA test, the
results from all four datasets were taken into account together. In
this study, we also performed the multiple comparison tests using
Tukey’s honestly signiﬁcant difference (HSD) criterion [16]. All
tests of statistical signiﬁcance utilize a signiﬁcance level α of 5%.
Both ANOVA and multiple comparison tests were implemented in

TABLE VI
C LASSIFICATION P ERFORMANCE , NB
CS
GR
IG
RF
RFW
SU
FM
OR
PO
PR
GI
MI
KS
DV
GM
AUC
PRC
S2N

SP1
0.7846
0.7346
0.7831
0.7879
0.7882
0.7865
0.7822
0.7405
0.7891
0.7345
0.7341
0.7739
0.7722
0.7820
0.7716
0.7685
0.7885
0.7995

SP2
0.8108
0.7613
0.8081
0.8053
0.8081
0.7729
0.8074
0.8060
0.8071
0.7963
0.7982
0.8010
0.7750
0.8099
0.7740
0.8072
0.8131
0.8142

SP3
0.8184
0.7808
0.8118
0.8305
0.8190
0.7882
0.8176
0.7181
0.8141
0.7179
0.7678
0.8119
0.8125
0.8163
0.8165
0.7947
0.8120
0.8067

SP4
0.7696
0.7519
0.7794
0.7731
0.7735
0.7592
0.7731
0.7558
0.8023
0.7605
0.6997
0.7788
0.7588
0.7874
0.7586
0.7683
0.7953
0.8129

Average
0.7958
0.7571
0.7956
0.7992
0.7972
0.7767
0.7951
0.7551
0.8031
0.7523
0.7500
0.7914
0.7796
0.7989
0.7802
0.7847
0.8022
0.8083

TABLE VII
C LASSIFICATION P ERFORMANCE , MLP
CS
GR
IG
RF
RFW
SU
FM
OR
PO
PR
GI
MI
KS
DV
GM
AUC
PRC
S2N

SP1
0.7943
0.7475
0.7926
0.7948
0.7955
0.7875
0.7917
0.7665
0.7955
0.7666
0.7660
0.7855
0.7836
0.7923
0.7812
0.7754
0.7977
0.8047

SP2
0.8117
0.7545
0.8099
0.8119
0.8139
0.7847
0.8127
0.8058
0.8133
0.7970
0.7963
0.7945
0.7749
0.8095
0.7779
0.8099
0.8151
0.8039

SP3
0.8126
0.7688
0.8209
0.8191
0.8303
0.7843
0.8163
0.7244
0.8261
0.7299
0.7813
0.8249
0.8201
0.8180
0.8150
0.8260
0.8105
0.8108

SP4
0.7914
0.7464
0.8103
0.7619
0.7598
0.7504
0.7924
0.7550
0.8010
0.7576
0.7495
0.7865
0.7607
0.7959
0.7701
0.7769
0.7908
0.7972

Average
0.8025
0.7543
0.8084
0.7969
0.7999
0.7767
0.8033
0.7630
0.8090
0.7628
0.7733
0.7978
0.7848
0.8039
0.7861
0.7970
0.8035
0.8042

TABLE VIII
C LASSIFICATION P ERFORMANCE , LR
Ranker
CS
GR
IG
RF
RFW
SU
FM
OR
PO
PR
GI
MI
KS
DV
GM
AUC
PRC
S2N
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SP1
0.8021
0.7688
0.8014
0.8103
0.8091
0.7993
0.8023
0.7816
0.8041
0.7784
0.7787
0.7934
0.7902
0.8020
0.7886
0.7845
0.8041
0.8176

SP2
0.8229
0.7935
0.8176
0.8221
0.8233
0.7909
0.8235
0.8158
0.8255
0.8053
0.8062
0.7983
0.7788
0.8186
0.7755
0.8154
0.8265
0.8279

SP3
0.8354
0.7805
0.8361
0.8354
0.8387
0.8040
0.8298
0.7422
0.8334
0.7467
0.7918
0.8354
0.8338
0.8323
0.8327
0.8318
0.8282
0.8336

SP4
0.8153
0.7816
0.8216
0.8118
0.8142
0.7802
0.8088
0.7768
0.8202
0.7808
0.7780
0.7942
0.7705
0.8164
0.7799
0.7882
0.8123
0.8231

Average
0.8189
0.7811
0.8192
0.8199
0.8213
0.7936
0.8161
0.7791
0.8208
0.7778
0.7887
0.8053
0.7933
0.8173
0.7942
0.8049
0.8178
0.8256

V. C ONCLUSION

CS
GR

Feature (software metric) selection plays an important role in the
software engineering domain. This work investigates the similarity
of eighteen ﬁlter-based feature ranking techniques on a real-world
software project. Generally speaking, RF and RFW are similar to
each other and are dissimilar to all other rankers. We also built
classiﬁcation models using NB, MLP, and LR on the smaller subsets
of selected attributes. The experimental results demonstrate that the
signal-to-noise and ReliefF-W rankers performed well on average
while being dissimilar enough to maintain diversity. In addition, both
similarity and classiﬁcation performance can be used to build clusters,
and these can be combined to help select the best feature rankers.
Future work may include experiments using additional datasets
from other software engineering and non-software engineering domains, and experiments with other ranking techniques and classiﬁers
for building classiﬁcation models.
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Tukey’s HSD, Classiﬁcation

MATLAB.
The ANOVA table is omitted due to space restrictions; however,
the p-values for both of the main factors were zero, indicating that
classiﬁcation performance was not the same for all groups in each of
the main factors. The Tukey’s HSD results are presented in Figure 1,
displaying graphs with each group mean represented by a symbol (◦)
and the 95% conﬁdence interval as a line around the symbol. Two
means are signiﬁcantly different if their intervals are disjoint, and are
not signiﬁcantly different if their intervals overlap. The ﬁgure shows
the following facts: for the classiﬁcation models built with LLTS
datasets, we can divide the 18 rankers into four groups, {GR, PR,
OR, GI}, {SU, KS, GM}, {MI, AUC}, and {FM, RF, CS, RFW, DV,
IG, PRC, PO, S2N}, with the clusters ordered by their performances
from worst to best. The rankers from different groups performed
signiﬁcantly different, while the rankers from same group performed
similarly (were not signiﬁcantly different from one another). For the
last group, S2N performs best. In addition, in terms of the learners, all
three were signiﬁcantly different from each other, with LR performing
best and MLP and NB following in that order.
Comparing results in Section IV-C and Section IV-D, we can
make the following observations: the clusters based on similarity are
smaller and more numerous than the ones based on classiﬁcation.
This makes sense, because while rankers in the same similarity
group are expected to perform similarly (and thus be in the same
classiﬁcation cluster), rankers sharing a classiﬁcation cluster may
have nothing in common and therefore be in separate similarity
clusters. In addition, the S2N and RFW rankers both performed well
(in the top-performing classiﬁcation group) while having very distinct
choices of features (very low similarity), suggesting that these are
appropriate for selecting diverse but high-performing rankers.
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Abstract—Advances in computational intelligence provide improved solutions to many challenging software engineering
problems. Software has long been deployed for infrastructure
management of utilities, such as the electric power grid. System
intelligence is in increasing demand for system control and
resource allocation. We present a model for electrical event
categorization in a power grid system: Progressive Clustering
with Learned Seeds (PCLS) – a learning method that provides
stable and promising categorization results from a very small
labeled data. It beneﬁts from supervision but maximally allows
patterns be discovered by the data itself. We ﬁnd it effectively
captures the dynamics of a real world system over time.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Advances in computational intelligence provide improved
solutions to many challenging software engineering problems.
Software has long been deployed for infrastructure management of utilities, such as the electric power grid or telecommunication systems. System intelligence is in increasing demand
for system control and resource allocation. Our work applies
machine learning to a problem for the low power electrical
grid that directly services customers. Over the past half dozen
years, we have worked closely with Consolidated Edison of
New York, a major utility company in New York City, on a
project to apply machine learning techniques to the secondary
electrical grid. The results have been used to maintain the
reliability of the secondary electrical grid.
The goal of our project is to develop interpretable models
on a year-by-year basis to rank secondary structures (manholes
and service boxes) with respect to their vulnerability to a
serious event, such as ﬁre or explosion. We use a supervised
ranking algorithm, thus have a need for labeled data that
indicates which structures are vulnerable in a given year for
training our models. The main source of data for labeling the
structures consists of Con Edison’s Emergency Control System
(ECS) trouble tickets. They document electrical events, such
as interruptions of service, and engineers’ efforts to redress
any problems. The task we address in this paper is how we
apply machine learning to the trouble tickets in order to sort
them into those that document serious events on structures,
and those that document non-serious events. Serious events
result in positive labels on the implicated structures; nonserious events are included along with serious events in the

Cynthia Rudin
MIT Sloan School of Management
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, USA 02139
Email: rudin@mit.edu

representation of a structure’s past history. Thus the ability
to learn a good ranking model for structures depends on our
ticket classiﬁcation.
In this paper, we describe our approach, Progressive Clustering with Learned Seeds (PCLS) – a learning method adapted to
this domain that provides stable and promising categorization
results from a very small labeled data set. PCLS beneﬁts
from supervised learning but maximally allows patterns be
discovered by the data itself. We found that it effectively
captures the dynamics of a time-varied real world system.
In this context, the goal of our event categorization system
is to classify ECS tickets with respect to whether the reported
“trouble” is a) a serious event, b) a low-grade event (a minor
interruption or disruption of service), or c) not relevant. The
semantics of the three-way classiﬁcation is somewhat subjective and contingent. Certain events are unequivocally serious,
such as manhole explosions. However, many tickets pertain
to events that can be serious or not, depending on a wide
range of factors. Further, the language in the trouble tickets
changes over time. From a small, expert-labeled sample for a
single region, we initially hand-crafted a set of classiﬁcation
rules (see section III). We use these to initialize a clustering
approach for the earlier years of data. To initialize clusters for
later years, learned decision trees from the clusters help seed
the clusters.
The issue of gradual shifts in the semantics of document
classes is potentially a very general one, thus our approach
could apply to many problems where results of previous
supervised learning must be adapted to changing contexts.
Section II presents related work, followed by motivation
(section III). We describe the data sets and the general domain
in Section IV. Section V introduces a new semi-supervised
approach, Progressive Clustering with Learned Seeds (PCLS).
Section VI reviews three learning methods and our evaluation
procedure. Section VII presents results of our experiments. At
last, section VIII brieﬂy summarizes our contribution.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Early work on incremental learning [1], [2] attempted to
build learners that could distinguish between noise and change.
While they deal with concept learning, they address the same
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general problem we face. Utgoff [2] presents an incremental
decision tree algorithm that restructures the tree as needed
for new instances. Training instances are retained in the tree
to facilitate restructuring, thus constituting meta-knowledge,
meaning knowledge distinct from what is learned, but which
facilitates learning.
There has been much previous work on cluster seeding to
address the limitation that iterative clustering techniques (e.g.
K-Means and Expectation Maximization (EM)) are sensitive
to the choice of initial starting points (seeds). The problem
addressed is how to select seed points in the absence of prior
knowledge. Kaufman and Rousseeuw [3] propose an elaborate
mechanism: the ﬁrst seed is the instance that is most central in
the data; the rest of the representatives are selected by choosing
instances that promise to be closer to more of the remaining
instances. Pena et al. [4] empirically compare the four initialization methods for the K-Means algorithm and illustrate
that the random and Kaufman initializations outperform the
other two, since they make K-Means less dependent on the
initial choice of seeds. In K-Means++ [5], the random starting
points are chosen with speciﬁc probabilities: that is, a point
p is chosen as a seed with probability proportional to p’s
contribution to the overall potential. Bradley and Fayyad [6]
propose reﬁning the initial seeds by taking into account the
modes of the underlying distribution. This reﬁned initial seed
enables the iterative algorithm to converge to a better local
minimum.
CLustering through decision Tree construction (CLTrees) [7]
is related to ours in their use of decision trees (supervised
learning) for generation of clusters. They partition the data
space into data and empty regions at various levels of details.
Their method is fundamentally different from ours and do not
capture the aspect of incremental learning over time.

For any given year, a structure that is identiﬁed as the location
of a problem in a serious event ticket gets a positive label; all
other structures get negative labels. The feature descriptions of
the labeled structures also depend heavily on the ticket classes:
across boroughs, years and modeling methods, at least half the
features in our ranking models represent how many serious or
low-grade events a structure has experienced in the recent or
remote past.

III. M OTIVATION

Development of the hand-crafted rules (HCR) required
approximately 2,500 person hours. While they improved over
the use of the assigned trouble type, our goal in the experiments reported here is to boost the improvement further, and
to adapt the rules over time and regions. In particular, we
need an approach that generalizes over time and space: the
different boroughs have different infrastructure and histories,
slightly different sublanguages (in the sense of [12]), and
we use different subsets of trouble types as data. Rather than
adapting the rules manually, which would be costly, we seek
an automated method.

We have been working with Con Edison to develop a
machine learning approach to predict serious events in secondary structures (manholes and service boxes). Our task is
to produce for each borough, for a given year, a ranked list
of the borough’s structures with respect to their vulnerability
to a serious event in the near future. The prediction problem
is challenging. Only 0.1-5.0% of the tens of thousands of
structures per borough experience a serious event each year,
depending on borough, year and the deﬁnition of serious event.
Causes of these rare events, if they can be detected, are often
indirect (insulation breakdown), can depend on a complex of
factors (number of cables per structure), and develop slowly.
Evaluation consists of a blind test of a ranked list against the
serious events that occur in the following year, with emphasis
on the top of the ranked lists, which are used to prioritize Con
Edison repair work.
To label the structures for supervised learning, we rely on
the ticket classes described in the introduction. As described
in [8], we developed a data mining, inference and learning
framework to rank structures. It relies on a supervised bipartite
ranking algorithm that emphasizes the top of a ranked list [9].

We had no a priori gold standard for classifying tickets.
Based on the intuitions of two domain experts, we initially
used a trouble type assigned to tickets by Con Edison dispatchers as the indicator of seriousness. Of the roughly two
and a half dozen trouble types we use (the constituency varies
somewhat across boroughs), two are unequivocally serious
(for explosions and ﬁres), and some are almost never serious
(e.g., ﬂickering lights). However, there is one category in
particular (smoking manholes) that is both very large and
can be serious or not. In previous work [10], we applied
corpus annotation methods to elicit a deﬁnition by example
of the three classes: serious event, low-grade event, and
irrelevant. Two experts labeled a carefully designed sample
of 171 tickets. That they achieved only modest interannotator
agreement on the ﬁrst pass (κ=0.49; [11]) indicates that the
classes are rather subjective. Based on a second pass involving
adjudication among the experts, we developed a rule-based
method to classify tickets. We produced a small ﬁxed set rules,
along with a large ﬁxed set of regular expressions, to capture
generalizations we observed in the hand-labeled data. To test
and reﬁne the rules we applied them to large random samples,
modifying them based on our judgments of their accuracy. As
reported in [10] the rule-based classes improved the ranking
results, particularly at the top of the list for the most vulnerable
structures (one in every ﬁve structures was affected).

While the notions of relevant or serious events have some
generality, the speciﬁc realization of the three ticket class
changes from borough to borough, and from year to year.
This can be illustrated by comparing the discriminative words
over time. If we take the ticket classes produced by our handcrafted rules and compare the list of words that discriminate
the classes from year to year, we ﬁnd that only about half the
discriminative words overlap. For relevant versus non-relevant
tickets, a comparison of the discriminative vocabulary for each
successive pair of years from 2001 to 2005 shows that the
average overlap in vocabulary is only 56.27% (sdev=0.05).
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IV. DATA S OURCES
We have been working with Con Edison Emergency Control
System (ECS) tickets from three New York city boroughs:
Manhattan, Brooklyn and Bronx. The experiments reported
here pertain to Manhattan, which is our primary focus. We use
tickets from 1996 through 2006, consisting of 61,730 tickets.
The tickets are textual reports of secondary events, such as
manhole ﬁres, ﬂickering lights in a building, and so on; they
are generated when a customer or city worker calls the ECS
line. The ECS tickets in our dataset range in length from
1 to 550 lines, with a similarly wide range of information
content. ECS tickets can have multiple entries from different
individuals, some of which is free text, some of which is
automatically entered. These tickets exhibit the fragmentary
language, lack of punctuation, acronyms and special symbols
characteristic of trouble tickets from many arenas.
Structures are labeled with respect to a given year, thus
we apply automated ticket classiﬁcation or clustering on a
year-by-year basis. We ﬁrst classify tickets into relevant versus
irrelevant events, then classify the tickets in the relevant class
into serious versus low-grade events. The serious versus lowgrade event classes are highly skewed. Of 61,730 tickets for
ten years of Manhattan ECS (relevant trouble types only),
about 43.67% represent relevant events, and only 15.92% of
these are serious.
V. P ROGRESSIVE C LUSTERING WITH L EARNED S EEDS
Progressive Clustering with Learned Seeds is a method
adopted after consideration of the tradeoffs of supervised
and unsupervised approaches. We aimed to minimize the
sensitivity of K-Means clustering to the initial seed points by
biasing the initial centroids closer to the optimal ones using
prior knowledge about the document classes.
Procedure 1 Progressive Clustering with Learned Seeds
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Tree path extraction
Path scoring
Class contribution calculation
Seed points retrieval
K-Means clustering using retrieved seeds

A. Tree path extraction
We train a decision tree model on the previous year’s data,
convert it into a set of paths as illustrated in Figure 1, and
extract path attributes.
The following attributes are extracted for each path: (1)
Length - the number of terms it contains; (2) Coverage the number of instances addressed; (3) Accuracy - the rate of
correctly classiﬁed instances; (4) Label - the class it predicts.
We assign scores for each path using the ﬁrst three attributes.
B. Path scoring
The scoring process formalizes the intuition that an optimal
rule relies on fewer features, has greater coverage and higher
accuracy. To score a path, we ﬁrst compute homogeneous
scores for all three attributes, in particular, to make them
uniformly distributed within the range [0,1]. Subsequently, we
use coefﬁcients to weight each attribute and calculate a ﬁnal
score, also in [0,1].
For path i, we calculate its ScoreLength, ScoreCoverage and
ScoreAccuracy separately using the following formulas:
ScoreLengthi =

lmax − li
lmax − lmin

(1)

where li is the length of the path i, and lmax and lmin are
the lengths of the longest and shortest paths. ScoreLengthi ∈
[0, 1] is a uniform distribution.
CoverageN ormi
CoverageN ormmax
CoverageN ormi = log(ci + 1)
ScoreCoveragei =

(2)
(3)

where ci is the coverage of the path i, i.e. the number of
instances related to path i in the training data. Because there is
a big gap in coverage among a set of paths, e.g. from thousands
to only a few, the logarithm function is used to smooth the
data into a uniform distribution. By a further normalization,
ScoreCoveragei ∈ [0, 1].
ScoreAccuracyi =

ai
amax

(4)

where ai is the accuracy of the path i. ScoreAccuracyi ∈
[0, 1].
In summary, paths that are shorter, have more coverage and
are more accurate score higher. After scoring each attribute,
we calculate the ﬁnal score for path i
Scorei = λl · ScoreLengthi
+ λc · ScoreCoveragei
+ λa · ScoreAccuracyi

Tree path extraction, which converts a decision tree model
to a collection of paths

Fig. 1.

(5)

where λl + λc + λa = 1; λl , λc and λa are coefﬁcients for
the attribute length, coverage and accuracy respectively. They
are used to weight each path attribute in the scoring function.
Notice that, because each attribute score is normalized, the
ﬁnal score is also a uniform distribution and Scorei ∈ [0, 1].
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C. Class contribution calculation
Due to the data skew and the differential role of each class
in the structure ranking problem, we next rank paths on a per
class basis. We assign a quantity to each path representing its
relative contribution to the class it predicts. The class contribution for each path exaggerates the discriminative power
by an exponential function that increase the larger scores and
decreases the smaller ones and is then normalized.
ScoreT ransf ormi = BaseScorei

(6)

where Scorei is the score for path i, Base is a base constant
of the exponential function.
ScoreT ransf ormi can be regarded as the raw contribution
of path i. If there
Nc are Nc paths belonging to class c, the sum
of the scores i=1
ScoreT ransf ormi contributes the whole
class. The ratio of ScoreT ransf ormi and the sum can be
regarded as the contribution of path i, and is normalized to
[0,1]. Where c is the index for the class:
ScoreT ransf ormi
Contribution(i,c) = Nc
i=1 ScoreT ransf ormi

(7)

Paths are ranked for each class separately by their contribution.
Seed points will be selected according to each class’s path rank
list.
D. Seed points retrieval
For seed points retrieval, we prefer to choose paths with
a higher class contribution, and selects a reasonable number
of data for each class from the decision tree model. Given
a per class ranking of paths, we use the number of decision
tree paths for each class to determine the proportion of seeds
for each class, which reﬂects the relative importance of the
information we have learned from the decision tree model.
N umOf Seedsc = P · Ntotal ·

count(pathi , c)
count(pathi )

(8)

where Ntotal is the total number of instances in the data set
that we want to cluster, P is the percentage of data to be seed
points, count(pathi , c) is the number of paths related to class
c and count(pathi ) is the total number of paths extracted from
the decision tree model.
When using a path from the tree trained in the prior year
to retrieve instances in the current year, there may be no
instances, or their may be more than needed. In the latter case,
we randomly select the desired number.
E. Clustering with Learned Seed points

Θ=

cinitk − coptk 

cinitk = μ
k =

 Nk

n=1

Nk

xn

(10)

where xn is the nth instance selected by paths that belong to
class k. Nk is the total number of instances that were found
related to class k.
We select initial centroids μ
 k to seed the clusters, then apply
K-Means.
VI. M ETHODS
We seek an automated or semi-automated approach that can
classify tickets for the structure ranking task, with adaptation
to each borough and time frame. To reiterate, our goal is to
improve upon the Hand-Crafted Rule (HCR), thus we use their
output as a baseline. Then we compare three learning methods:
(1) C4.5 Decision Tree (DT), (2) K-Means Clustering (KM),
(3) Progressive Clustering with Learned Seeds (PCLS). In this
section, we ﬁrst introduce our data representation and feature
selection method. Next we brieﬂy contrast the strengths and
weaknesses of DT and KM; PCLS was described in section V.
Then we describe our evaluation method.
A. Data preprocessing
We use bag-of-words document representation, with feature
selection to reduce dimensionality. There are an estimated
7,500 distinct unigrams in each year’s data, not counting misspellings and word fragments; we use about 10% (750 terms)
as features. Previous experiments with spelling normalization
reduced the vocabulary by 40%, but had an inconsistent and
modest impact. In the experiments reported here, we ﬁlter out
line separators and other lines with little or no text.
Feature selection was the same for all three classiﬁcation
approaches and was always performed on data from prior
year(s). We compared the performance of Bi-Normal Separation, Chi-Square, F-Measure and Information Gain [13] for
feature selection. Information Gain exhibited the most stable
and consistent performance across different boroughs, years
and data representation formats (Boolean, TFIDF, TF). The
results reported here all rely on Information Gain for feature
selection, and absolute term frequency (TF) as the bag-ofwords vector values.1
B. Baseline: Hand Crafted Rules

For the initial centroids, we hope to minimize
K


Since the classiﬁcation precision is usually high and stable
(see Section VII), by utilizing the paths selected from the
decision tree we can select the initial centroids to be more
appropriately located in the overall space. Before the K-Means
optimization procedure, we initialize the cluster centroid using
the seed points we retrieved.

(9)

k=1

where cinitk is the initial centroids and coptk is the optimal
centroids.

The hand-crafted rules rely on three types of information:
other Con Edison databases indicating the voltage; global
properties of the ticket such as length and ticket trouble type;
1 Absolute TF performs better than normalized TF, presumably because
it indirectly represents the length of the ticket, a factor in determining
seriousness.
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meta-data we assign to indicate signs of seriousness or type
of work performed, based on pattern-matching for terms in
the ticket. There is only one set of hand-crafted rules that was
bootstrapped from a small labeled dataset and it is used for
all year’s data.

trained using ticket classes to label structures for the training
year, and features based on ticket classes for all prior years.

C. Decision Trees and Clustering
We used the Weka [14] implementation of the C4.5 decision
tree [15] for an interpretable, supervised approach to our classiﬁcation tasks. In general, the decision tree models exhibited
good precision, but with poor recall on serious events, which
had a negative effect on structure ranking in that too few
structures were labeled as serious. Decision trees are relatively
interpretable in comparison to other learning methods because
the paths in the tree can be converted to rules for each class
being learned. In contrast, the strengths of K-means clustering
are speed, a lack of dependence on labeled training data, and
high recall. The weaknesses are poor precision, and lack of
robust performance due to the sensitivity to initial centroids.
D. Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of DT, KM and PCLS, we
performed intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations [16]. The intrinsic
evaluation is to compare the predicted event labels with labels
generated by HCR, as measured by recall, precision and Fmeasure. In the context of our project, the event labeling is in
the service of the structure ranking problem and has a crucial
impact. We are therefore able to perform an extrinsic evaluation on the structure ranking task. To reiterate, events classiﬁed
as serious in the year for training the ranking model determine
which structures are labeled as vulnerable. Consequently, the
extrinsic evaluation provides the most compelling evidence for
the merit of the event categorization. Our extrinsic evaluation
consists in generating a distinct set of structure labels and
features for each event classiﬁcation method, and comparing
the ranked lists that the ranking model yields when relying on
each event categorization method.
VII. E XPERIMENTAL F RAMEWORK AND R ESULTS

Fig. 2. Experiment setup. We compare Progressive Clustering with Learned
Seeds with hand-crafted rules, C.45 decision tree, and K-Means methods.

A. Intrinsic results
For PCLS, results shown here use 50% of total instances
as seed points to generate initial centroids, the weights of
attributes are λl = 0.1, λc = 0.2 and λa = 0.7 for path
scoring, and Base = 2110 for class contribution. The results
in Table I show that PCLS dramatically improves over Kmeans with random seeding for the serious versus low-grade
event classiﬁcation task; average F-measure for both classes
is always larger for PCLS (signiﬁcantly better for 4 out of 5
years). Compared with the C4.5 decision tree, PCLS exhibits a
better recall and F-measure on the serious class (each is better
for 4 out of 5 years, and far better for 2005 and 2006) while
maintaining a competitive overall performance (in particular,
better F-measure for 2004-2006). For the classiﬁcation of
relevant versus irrelevant events, we achieve similar results but
do not present them here due to space limitations. Naive Bayes
(NB) and SVM classiﬁers are also experimented. NB has
worse performance. SVM achieves similar results but provides
less human interpretable model than DT, such as the criterion
of tree node. Thus, NB and SVM results are not reported here.
B. Extrinsic results

Our goal is to bootstrap from the rule-based method at some
point in the past, then to rely solely on the automated methods
from that point forward. We use PCLS, where we cluster the
current year Yi of tickets, seeding the clusters with seed points
selected using the learned trees from the prior year Yi−1 , then
in the subsequent year Yi+1 , apply the decision tree of Yi for
seeding clusters for year Yi+1 .
We report intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation results to compare ticket classes produced by HCR, C4.5 decision trees, KM
and PCLS. Figure 2 schematically represents the experimental
setup: bootstrap automated classiﬁcation from HCR in 2001,
then evaluate automated methods for ticket classiﬁcation for
2002-2006. Intrinsic evaluation applies to each year. We report
extrinsic results for two ranked lists, for the years 2006 and
2007: the ranked list trained on 2005 data is given a blind
evaluation against 2006 data, and the ranked list trained on
2006 is evaluated against 2007 data. The ranking models are

To rank structures, we use a bipartite ranking algorithm that
focuses on the top of a ranked list [9]. For evaluation, we report
AUC (Area Under the receiver operating characteristic Curve),
DCG (Discounted Cumulative Gain, a weighted version of
AUC that favors the top of the list) and PNorm scores, as
recommended in [9]. A blind evaluation assesses how well
the ranked list predicts structures that had particularly serious
events in the year following the training year, where we have
no access to the ECS tickets.
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TABLE II
E XTRINSIC EVALUATION BY AUC, DCG AND PN ORM MEASURES .
H IGHER SCORE IS PREFERRED FOR AUC AND DCG, AND LOWER SCORE
IS PREFERRED FOR PN ORM .

Measure
AUC
DCG
PNorm

HCR
0.524
30.789
1.24E+09

DT
0.516
30.625
1.29E+09

KM
0.540
31.447
1.15E+09

PCLS
0.560
31.834
1.06E+09

TABLE I
I NTRINSIC EVALUATION OF SERIOUS VERSUS LOW- GRADE EVENT CATEGORIZATION . T HE RESULTS FOR C4.5 D ECISION T REE , K-M EANS C LUSTERING
AND PCLS ARE COMPARED WITH THE LABELS FROM HAND - CRAFTED RULES .
year
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

class
serious event
low-grade event
serious event
low-grade event
serious event
low-grade event
serious event
low-grade event
serious event
low-grade event

C4.5 Decision Tree
Pre
Rec
F
.701 .603 .648
.835 .852 .843
.675 .491 .569
.813 .725 .767
.633 .376 .472
.706 .745 .725
.536 .635 .581
.780 .692 .733
.603 .554 .577
.708 .722 .715

(DT)
Avg. F

K-Means Clustering
Pre
Rec
F
.024 .162 .042
.757 .634 .690
.256 .536 .347
.908 .174 .292
.251 .577 .350
.631 .425 .508
.624 .895 .735
.731 .571 .641
.008 .128 .016
.547 .726 .624

.746
.668
.599
.657
.646

(KM)
Avg. F
.366
.319
.429
.688
.320

Pre
.610
.879
.328
.792
.688
.690
.560
.691
.692
.710

PCLS
Rec
F
.716 .659
.698 .778
.428 .371
.514 .623
.414 .517
.701 .695
.932 .700
.694 .693
.791 .738
.664 .686

Avg. F
.718
.497
.606
.696
.712

We developed a semi-supervised learning method, Progressive Clustering with Learned Seeds, that suited the problem.
Intrinsic evaluation displays the stability and consistency of
knowledge preservation in accordance with a set of very
limited labeled data. Extrinsic evaluation shows the superior
actual performance on a blind test. Our problem engineering
method can also be implemented and adapted to other domains
providing an exemplary approach that uses computational
intelligence technology for industrial applications.
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Abstract—Software modeling is used to provide better
understanding of features and attributes describing software
artifacts. This knowledge is applied to improve practices
leading to development of software that is easier to maintain
and reuse.
In the paper we use Fuzzy Neural Networks (FNNs) for
modeling purposes. This type of models allow for extracting
knowledge in the form of if-then rules. The process of
constructing FNN models involves structural as well as
parametric optimization. Additionally, software data
representing different classes of artifacts is often unbalanced
creating difficulties in building models that “cover” all classes
evenly.
We propose an application of Multi-Objective Evolutionary
Computing as a tool for constructing FNN models. We use
combinations of different measures to represent quality of
developed models from the point of view of their classification
capabilities. We extract rules from the constructed models, and
prune them to obtain clear and simple representations of
software artifacts.

that are poorly represented in the available data. This also
affects extraction of knowledge, i.e., the knowledge about
these classes is incomplete and unreliable.
In this paper we address the problem
of building
software models based on imbalanced data via combining a
number of methods and approaches: Fuzzy Neural Networks
(FNNs) as data models w ith abstraction and knowledge
extraction capabilities, E volutionary Computing (EC) as an
optimization tool w ith easiness of introduction of different
objectives, Pareto approach as a m
ulti-objective
optimization method with the ab ility to “generate” a set of
results satisfying different
objectives, and different
measures as representations of m odel quality: accuracy,
specificity, sensitivity(recall), and precision.
II. FUZZY NEURAL NETWORK MODEL
The fuzzy OR/AND neurons [2] are the fundamental
parts of our Fuzzy Neur al Network model. The OR/ AND
neuron arranges AND and OR neurons in the way illustrated
in Figure 1.

I. INTRODUCTION
Development of models of different objects and artifacts
is one of the most popular approaches that allow us to gain
knowledge about these objects and artifacts , and provide us
with tractable approxim ations to reality. T here is an
abundance of definitions of the w ord ‘model’. A common
definition, expressed in the wo rds of Neelamkavil [1], is
very illustrative: “A model is a sim plified representation of
a system intended to enhance our ability to understand,
predict and possibly control the behavior of the system.”
Among all different m odels the ones that are of special
interest are white-box models. These models allow
us to
“look inside” and find relations that exists between
attributes and features descri bing considered objects and
artifacts. Such an approach is used in software engineering
where software objects are m odeled in order to gain
knowledge about relations between software metrics
describing these objects and their quality attributes.
Development of software object models is challenging due
to imbalance of software data , i.e., uneven distribution of
different classes of software objects. This means that
developed models are not able to model classes of objects

AND

OR/AND
z1

w

OR

x
y
z2
u

v

OR

Figure 1. Architecture of OR/AND neuron

In essence, the outputs of
two “input neurons” are
aggregated (weighted) using the OR neuron located in the
output layer:
z1 = AND(x; w); z2 = OR(x; u); y = OR(z; v).
The evident advantage of the OR/AND neurons resides
with their significant interpreta bility capabilities. N ote that
and-wise
if v1 = 1 and v 2 = 0 we end up with a “pure”
aggregation. The combination of v 1 = 0 and v 2 = 1 leads to
the “pure” or-wise aggregation of the inputs. A whole
spectrum of situations in-between the pure
and and or
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aggregations is captured by the interm ediate values of the
connections of the OR neuron in the output layer.
We use the OR/AND neuron as the fundamental part of
the fuzzy neural network model. However, we add
connections from OR and AND neur ons from the first layer
of OR/AND neurons t o OR neur ons of t he second l ayer of
the OR/AND neurons. As the result we combi ne several
OR/AND neurons to form a uni ted model. In this model,
each neuron in the first layer of each OR/ AND neuron is
connected to all OR neurons of the second layer.
A single OR/AND neuron represents one out put of a
modeled system. The final
output of the model is
determined via comparing the outputs of all OR/AND
neurons. In the case of classification – this comparison
identifies the “w inning” class. The FNN structure dealing
with 3 outputs – classes – is shown in Figure 2.
There are tw o ways to im plement the class selection
function. One is using Maximum Output, and another uses
Threshold Value. For the Maximum Output we compare the
output values of all OR neurons. The one with the maximum
value is selected, and the output of the model is generated
according to the index of this output. For the
Threshold
Value, a threshold value t is defined. The output values of
each OR neuron is compared with t. If there is one and only
one output with its value greater than or equal to
t, the
output of the model is the class represented by this OR
neuron. Otherwise, the output of the model is not
determined.

optimization the optimal solution is usually clearly defined,
this does not hold for multi
-objective optimization
problems. If the objectives are opposing, then the problem is
to find the best possible design or model that satisfies
multiple objectives. In this case, instead of a single solution
a set of alternative solutions is obtained.
Given a set of solutions to the problem
, their partial
ordering can be determined using the principle of
dominance: a solution is clearly better than (dom inating)
another solution, if it is better or equal in all objectives, but
at least better in one objective. U sing this principle, the set
of best solutions is found by removing all solutions that are
dominated by at least one other solution. This set of
indifferent solutions is referred to as a Pareto set.
Generally speaking, solving m ulti-objective problems is
difficult. In an attem pt to solve these problems in an
acceptable timeframe, specific multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms [9, 10, 11] have been developed.
IV.

FNN CONSTRUCTION

A. Construction of Models with Skewed Data
The evolutionary-based optimization offers a great
flexibility in exploiting different objective functions. T his
allows for building FN Ns that satisfy very com
plex
objective functions addressing different features of the
network, as well as dealing w ith imbalanced data sets. T he
traditional techniques for constructing networks lead to the
development of models that ar e “good” for biggest classes,
but “ignore” smallest classes.

Output for class 1 (O1)

B. FNN and MOO: Concept
Class
selection

In order to construct models based on data sets with
uneven distribution of classes, as well as to extract rules
identifying relationships among data attributes representing
these classes, a novel approach for model development is
proposed.
In a nutshell, the m ain idea of the approach is to replace
construction of a single FNN with development of a number
of FNNs where each of them takes care of a single class.
This process leads to finding the best m odel for each class.
These single-class models are used to extract if-then rules
describing the relationships among data attributes for each
class. These rules are then combined and pruned to create a
model that gives good classification ra te and “treats all
classes in an uniform way”.
The development of FNNs for different classes is done
simultaneously using an evolutionary -based technique –
Pareto multi-objective evolutionary strategy. This multiobjective optimization targets all class at the sam e time.
This leads to developm ent of a num ber of different m odels.
A subset of these m odels constitutes a Pareto surface. Each
model that belongs to this subset is non -dominated – it
means that none of the models from the whole set has better
performance across all classes.
An additional advantage of application of an
evolutionary-based optimization method is flexibility in
selection of objectives that control a construct ion process of
FNNs. In such case, the proposed approach allows for

Final output: class #

Output for class N (On)

Figure 2. General structure of FNN

The most widely used algorithm to construct a FNN is
the back propagation [3]. The objective used during that
process is focused on minimization of the sum of squared
errors between predicted and original outputs. The main
advantage of this approach is its simplicity.
An interesting and important approach to construct
FNNs has emerged with the introduction of evolutionary
computing [4, 5]. Different evolutionary algorithms are
applied for optimization-based learning of FNNs [6, 7].
They allow us to focus not only on param etric but also on
structural optimization of the FNNs [8].
III. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
A multi-objective optimization problem is an
optimization problem involving several criteria or model
design objectives. M any real-world problem s involve
simultaneous optimization of several incommensurable and
often competing requirements. While in a single-objective
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that defines the ratio of all corr ectly classified data points to
all data points,
a
sensitivity (recall) =
a+c

building FNNs that satisfy different requirements regarding
classification rates.
C. FNN and MOO: Optimization Process
A multi-objective optimization process is used here in
such a way that a classification rate for a single class is a
single optimization objective. Therefore, a number of
objectives is equal to the num ber of classes. As the result of
such an optimization process, a set of solutions
– data
models – is obtained. T hese models constitute a Pareto
surface.
Representation of Network Structures: An important aspect
of application of evolutionary-based optimization to
construct FNNs is to m ap a structure of an FNN to a
chromosome string. Two asp ects are important here: a
selection of attributes th at constitute inputs to AND/OR
nodes, and an adjustment of c onnection weights. Therefore,
a chromosome is built out of two segments:

that represents the percent of actual positive data points
classified as positive data points,
d
specificity =
b+d
that represents the percent of actual negative data points
classified as negative data points, and
a
precision =
a+b
that is the ratio of actual positive data points classified
as
positive to all data point classified as positive . It can be said
that sensitivity and specificity are somehow reciprocal to
each other. The sensitivity is for positive data points, w hile
specificity is its equivalent for negative data points. Another
observation is related to sensitivity (called also recall) and
precision. Higher sensitivity means that alm ost all of the
positive data points w ill be included in the classification
results. However, at the sam e time, some negative data
points can be predicted as positive ones, w hat leads to low
values of precision.

- the segment that is “responsible” for selection of
attributes that become inputs to the neurons, let’s call it a
variable indexes part;
- the segment that determ ines connection w eights – let’s
call it a connection weights part.
Each position of the variable indexes part is an integer that
identifies the attributes’ index. T he values of these integers
are in the range from 0 to n-1 (for n-dimensional data). The
length of this segm ent is determined by the number of
classes c (equal to the number of OR/ AND nodes) i n the
dataset, and the maximum number of inputs to a single
OR/AND node – i. The overall length of the segment
variable indexes part is c*i. The connection weights part is
a string of floating point numbers. Each number represents a
single connection weight and can be in the range from 0 to
1. The number of connection weights for FNN is
(2*i+2*c)*c.
As it can be seen, the structure of the FN N is partially
fixed – i t contains so many OR/ AND nodes as di fferent
classes. It means each output of the FNN is associated with
a single class.
Optimization Objective Functions: The objective of the
optimization process is to construct FNNs that provide the
best classification rates for a single class. This m eans that
selection of the objective function that governs the
optimization process is important.

Table I. Confusion matrix
POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

a

b

NEGATIVE

c

d

actual
predicted

Of course, accuracy is a very important measure – it
means that the classifier is able to properly classify positive
and negative data points. However, in the case of large
imbalance in a number of data points that belong to each
class, accuracy measure is not able to assure a high
classification rate for each class. If 90 per cent of data points
belong to the class negative and only 10 per cent to the class
positive, then high accuracy can be achieved by correct
classification of the class negative only. At the same time,
this can lead to large misclassification (large b and c) for the
class positive. Therefore, there is a need to use som e other
measures that “take care” of large b and c.
As the result of these investigations, fitness functions
used here are constructed based on
accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity and precision. Two fitness functions are defined:
- one that uses a product of
sensitivity, specificity and
accuracy (FFSSA)

For any two-category classifi cation process, a confusion
or error matrix can be built, Table I. This matrix summarizes
classification capabilities of a m
odel: values a (true
positives) and d (true negatives) represent proper
classifications, while b (false positive) and c (false negative)
misclassifications.
Based on this m atrix a number of different m easures can be
calculated. The measures that are used in our fitness
functions are:
a+d
accuracy =
a+b+c+d

FSSA = Sensitivity * Specificity * Accuracy
- one that uses a product of accuracy, recall and precision
– (FFAPR)

FAPR = Accuracy * Recall * Precision
Each of the fitness functions represents different way of
suppressing b (false positives): FSSA does it in the reference
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to d (true negatives), w hile FAPR in the reference to a (true
negatives).
The presented above fitness functions are defined fo r a
binary (two-category) classi fication problem. In order to
focus on a single class, a speci al processing of confusion
matrix is performed during evaluation of models. This
processing means collapsing a multi-class confusion matrix
into a tw o-class matrix. In such a case, the multi-class
matrix is being trans formed into a num ber (equal to the
number of classes) of matrixes. Each of these matrixes is
related to two classes: a class of interest – let say a class A ,
and the other class – let say a class non-A – obtained by
fusion of all other classes. Using these two classes, all
classification rates (accuracy , sensitivity, specificity and
precision) are calculated.
As it has been explain earlier, each m odel is evaluated
by a set of objectives – a set of fitness functions where each
of them is related to a single class. E
ach model is
“measured” by a set of fitness function:
       


or

threshold for AND and OR neur ons separately, while
ensuring the output accuracy will not drop more than 5%.
After we trim models for each class, we extract rules,
select some of them, and combine the selected rules together
into a single m odel for classification of all classes. In the
selection process, we compare outputs of all rule sets
(models1) constructed for each class . The rule set that
provides the best classificatio n rate for a single class is
considered as the part of the final model . The process is
performed for each class.
V. DATA DESCRIPTION
An experiment has been perform ed to generate software
data required for illustration of the proposed approach to
construct FNN models. In the experiment, objects of the
system EvIdent [12] have been independently analyzed by
three software architects and r anked according to their
quality attributes: complexity, maintainability and usability.
Quantitative software measures of these objects have been
compiled.



A. Software System Description
EvIdent is a user-friendly, algorithm -rich, graphical
environment for the detection, investigation, and
visualization of novelty and/or change in a set of images as
they evolve in tim e or frequency. It is w ritten in Java and
C++ and based on VIStA, an
application-programming
interface (API) developed at the National Resea rch Council.
The VIStA API is written in Java and offers a generalized
data model, an extensible al gorithm framework, and a suite
of graphical user interface constructs.

       




The proposed m ethod is used to construct FNNs therefore
there is one m ore thing that need to be explained – how the
classification is determine based on the fuzzy output. In
order to cope w ith that, a m ethod with a Threshold Value
(Section II) is used here. If the output of model associated
with one of the classes is above the threshold then it
indicates that a given data point belongs to this class. It if
happens that two outputs are above the threshold
– the
model indicates that the point should belong to both classes.
This result is seen as misclassification.

B. Data Set
Only Java-based EvIdent/VIStA objects have been used
here. For each of the 366 software objects, three
programmers, named ‘A’, ‘D’ and ‘V’, w ere asked to
independently rank objects’ m aintainability, complexity and
usability from 1 (very poor) to 5 (very good). At the sam e
time, a set of 64 softw are metrics was calculated for each
object. As the result, the collected data set consists of 366
data points represented by a set of 64 software metrics and
the values assigned to each point by three programmers.
For the purpose of the experiments presented in the
paper, we have combined rankings (objects) 1 and 2 into the
class1, have renamed rank (objects) 3 into the class2, and
have combined rankings (objects) 3 and 4 into the class3.
Despite this, the objects are very unevenly distributed
among the three classes. All three programmers have
identified most of the objects as belonging to the
class3.
Using the “standard” approach to construct m odels – best
overall classification rate – the m odels would “concentrate”
on the class3 ignoring the class1 and class2. However, in
the case of software engineer ing applications the most
important are class1 and class2, and rules generated for
them. Objects of these classes need to recognized and better
understood.

D. FNN and MOO: Pruning and Merging Processes
The Pareto-based optimization process generates a
number of models that form
a Pareto surface. Such an
optimization process is repeated w ith different fitness
functions and more models are generated. A ll these models
are used in a process of knowledge – rules – extraction.
Before the rules extraction takes place, a pruning process of
models is performed. Its purpose is to reduce com plexity of
the models by decreasing a number of input variables to
AND/OR neurons.
Model pruning is carried out by changing the thresholds
for OR and AND neurons. For an AND neuron, the input
variable has significant influe nce on the final output when
the weight for this variable to the neuron is close to 0. For
an OR neuron, the input has st ronger effect on the output if
the weight is closer to 1. So, for an AND neuron, the inputs
with weight values close to 1 will not contribute much to the
output. The same happens on an OR neuron if the weights
values are close to 0. If we change the threshold values to
close to1 for AND neurons, and close to 0 for OR neurons,
we could find inputs that are not very useful. By changing
threshold values, we could cut off some non-significant
inputs and sim ply model, possibly w ith little change to the
accuracy of the model. In our experiments, we change the

1
In the case of an FNN the terms “rule set” and “model” are exchangeable.
The FNN is de facto a set of rules.
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resulted in the threshold values 0.65 for AND nodes, and
0.15 for OR nodes.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The presented experim ents are perform ed for a data set
“generated” by the program mer V evaluating usability of
objects. Among 366 objects the programmer V identified 30
objects as of low usability (class1), 74 objects as of medium
usability (class2), and 262 objects as of high usability
(class3). The continuous attributes of the original data set
are fuzzified into three fuzzy sets (Low -Medium-High), and
the discrete attributes ar e modified using 1-out-of-n
technique. Constructed FNNs have: c=3, and i=5.

Table III. Average values of correct predictions for each class of data; the
models have been constructed using SSA measures.
Results when model optimized for predicting Class1
Class1

Class2

Class3

Class1

6.70 ± 1.82

6.22 ± 2.96

4.96 ± 2.38

Class2

0.40 ± 0.61

1.70 ± 2.64

5.62 ± 6.93

Class3

0.62 ± 0.73

2.50 ± 2.35

40.16 ± 25.09

Actual
Predicted

A. Model Construction

Results when model optimized for predicting Class2

Before we start the description of experiments conducted
according to the proposed approach, we show the confusion
matrix obtained when only the a ccuracy criterion is used as
the fitness function, Table II. The table includes the num ber
of classifications for each class averaged over 10 splits w ith
5 experiments per split for the testing subset. T he average
number of samples for each class is: 12.0 for the
class1,
28.9 for the class2, and 105.1 for the class3. It is easily
observed that a single objec tive optimization does not
provide decent results – all 50 models are doing well for the
class3, but other two classes are not being classified at all.
The multi-objective optimization is presented below.
Firstly, we present results of the experim ents with SSA
measures used for three obj ectives – one to maximizing
classification capabilities for the class1 (see the end of
Section III.C for detailed explanation), another for the
class2, and another for the class3, Table III. A sample
Pareto surface for the optimization with SSA measures is
shown in Figure 3. It can be observed that the models (each
mark represents a single mode l) are relatively uniform ly
spread over the obtained Pareto surface.
Secondly, we have performed the experiments with APR
measures, also for three objectives – classification of class1,
classification of class2, and classification of class3. The
obtained results are sim ilar to the ones obtained with SSA.
Due to space lim itations we do not presented them here. A
sample Pareto surface for the optimization with A
PR
measures is shown in Figure 4.

Class1

0.08 ± 0.27

0.30 ± 0.93

Class2

6.98 ± 2.85

15.22 ± 3.49

17.58 ± 5.70

Class3

0.30 ± 0.61

1.56 ± 1.69

31.36 ± 25.99

Results when model optimized for predicting Class3
Class1

1.18 ± 1.91

Class2

2.20 ± 3.23

3.86 ± 4.50

2.10 ± 2.28

Class3

1.60 ± 1.07

8.40 ± 2.32

84.44 ± 5.87

Class2

Class3

Class1

0.00 ± 0.00

0.00 ± 0.00

0.00 ± 0.00

Class2

0.00 ± 0.00

0.02 ± 0.14

0.00 ± 0.00

Class3

10.50 ± 2.63

25.12 ± 4.40

99.22 ± 7.79

1.12 ± 2.18
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Figure 3. The Pareto 3D scatter plot for SSA objectives

1
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Class 3

Class1

1.04 ± 1.73
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Table II. Average values of correct classification for each class; the models
have been constructed using accuracy as a single objective
Actual

1.06 ± 4.37

Predicted

0.6
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0
0.8
0.6

1
0.4

0.6
0.2

B. Knowledge Extraction

Class 2

Models for each objective (classification rate for each
individual class) are used as sources of knowledge
expressed in the form of if-then rules. Before extraction of
rules we performed pruning process (Section IV.D). The
pruning thresholds have been set up in a way that accuracy
of obtained models does not degrade more than 5% . It has

0.8

0.4
0

0.2
0

Class 1

Figure 4. The Pareto 3D scatter plot for APR objectives

The rules obtained from the models generated with SSA
measures are presented below (in similar way the models
obtained with APR can be processed).
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we propose a new approach for the
development of rule-based fuzzy classification system s in
the presence of imbalanced datasets. The approach is
focused on classification performance, as well as extraction
of knowledge. Based on the experimental results with
software engineering datasets, we have found that Paretobased multi-objective (a single objective for each class)
optimization approach is m ore effective than the traditional
approach based on overall accuracy of classification. The
method can be used for datasets w ith several classes . We
can also conclude that com bining models developed based
on multiple classification m easures (sensitivity, specificity,
precision and accuracy) can offer better performance results
than combining models developed for a single measure.

if {LOC2 is Low}0.239 and {MNL4 is High}0.049 and {MAXP is 1}0.332 and
{CONS is 3}0.159 (0.450)
or {TYPE is 1}0.300 or {LOC is Low}0.996 or {MAXP is 1}0.552 or
{CONS is 3}0.225 (0.404)
or {WDC is Medium}0.209 and {MIC is 2}0.447 and {MIC is 4}0.633 and
{OPER is Medium}0.169 and {OPER is High}0.407 (0.979)
or {MIC is 2}0.187 or {MIC is 4}0.570 or {OPER is High}0.658 (0.846)

then USABILITY is Low

In the rule shown above, t he subscript values represent
weights associated with pr edicates and indicate their
importance in the rule. The value in the (normal) brackets at
the end of each antecedent represents importance of this
antecedent and its contribution to the activation of the rule.
This also applies to the rules for Medium and High usability.
if {CBO is Medium}0.784 or {MNL1 is Low}0.854 or

{HLOR is High} 0.923 or {MAXL is 4}0.462 or
{PROM is Medium}0.607 (0.466)
or {MIC is 3}0.592 and {MEMB is High}0.614 and {OVRM is 3}0.102 (0.777)
or {ADEC is 5}0.827 or {MIC is 3}0.867 or {CONS is 3}0.590 or
{MEMB is High}0.915 (0.551)

Table IV. Confusions matrixes for merged models.
Merged models: APR for class1, APR for clas2, SSA for class 3
Class1

Class2

Class3

Class1

7

9

6

Class2

5

19

29

Class3

2

6

63

Actual

then USABILITY is Medium

Predicted

if {LOC is Low}0.889 or {MAXL is 5}0.703 or {MAXP is 10}0.890 or

{MEMB is Low}0.923 or {WMC2 is Medium}0.440 (0.981)
or {HLPL is Low}0.672 or {HLOR is High}0.788 or {MIC is 1}0.514 or
{OVRM is 15}0.462 or {DEMV is High}0.917 (0.379)

then USABILITY is High

Merged models: SSA for class1, APR for clas2, SSA for class 3

C. Merged Models

Class1

9

10

So far, we have showed the classification results for rule
sets (models) obtained using the multi-objective
optimization with SSA and A PR measures. The
performance of these models is generally good, but our
experiments with the combined models have shown that the
classification rates are better when the sets of rules (m odels)
“specialized” in a single class are put together.
In this section, we present results of models that have
been put together with the sets of trimmed rules representing
models created for single clas ses. A number of different
combinations have been investigated. Each merged model
has been “built” using three sets of rules: one set f
rom a
model optimized for class1, one from a model optimized for
class2, and one from a m odel optimized for class3. Each of
these models can be selected from any optimization
experiment using APR and SSA measures. Am
ong all
possible combinations the best prediction results have been
obtained for tw o merged models built w ith the follow ing
rules: for class3 – rules obtained using SSA measures, for
class2 – rules obtained using APR measures, for the class1
– rules obtained with APR (one option), and SSA (another
option) measures, Table IV. The com parison with Table I
shows a noteworthy improvement.

Class2

4

18

29

Class3

1

6

62

7
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Abstract—Performance testing involves knowledge not only
about the application to be tested, its usage, and the execution
infrastructure; it also requires understanding of the performance
test automation tools employed – scripting, monitoring and
conﬁguration details. Performance script generation is highly
technology-dependent, with great variations from one test engine
(the workload generator) to another. The scenarios, however,
should not depend on that. In this paper, we present a technologyindependent format for test scenarios and test cases, henceforth
denominated abstract intermediate models, and the process for
deriving speciﬁc test scripts from them. Hence, we can easily
reuse test scenarios with different workload generators, allow
the performance engineers to edit the scenarios before the
script generation, and abstract details related to conﬁguration
of workload generators and monitors. 1 2

I. I NTRODUCTION
Performance testing is a highly specialized task. It involves
knowledge about the application to be tested, its usage proﬁle,
and the infrastructure where it will operate. Furthermore,
because it involves intensive test automation, performance
testing requires understanding of the performance test automation tools that will be used. Hence, there is a bottleneck in
productivity of performance engineering teams, due to the
increasing complexity of the performance testing tools and
the workload to generate the test case/scripts.
An approach that could be used to automatically generate performance test cases/scripts is Model-based Testing
(MBT) [8]. MBT can be used not only to automatically
derive performance test scenarios from the System Under Test
(SUT) models, but also to automate the test execution. The
SUT could be modelled under a wide range of modeling
languages, such as state machine diagrams [9], Speciﬁcation
and Description Language (SDL) [12] and Uniﬁed Modeling
Language (UML) [3]. Probably, the most widely used modeling language in the industry is UML. The UML provides
a notation for modeling some important characteristics of
applications, allowing the development of automatic tools for
model veriﬁcation, analysis and code generation. Performance
is one of these characteristics; it is the object of the UML
1 Study

Performance Proﬁle [10], which deﬁnes a standard way to
represent performance information in a UML model.
In previous works [5] [15], we described our technique
for deriving the test scenarios and the corresponding scripts
from UML diagrams. During experiments, we learned that
script generation is highly technology-dependent, with great
variations from one test engine (called workload generator) to
another. The scenarios, however, should not depend on that,
because they should be reused to generate scripts for several
workload generators. Thus, it would be wise to separate technology details from the process of generating test scenarios.
Information Technology (IT) companies, specially global
companies, frequently use different workload generators, due
to costs, marketing and/or different target execution platforms.
The reuse of the scenarios, combined with automatic script
generation, reduces overall testing effort. In addition to contribute to a technology migration, the test scenarios could
have test information in a clear format and common to many
technologies. Therefore, this information could be easily used
to generate scripts to a wide range of performance tools, e.g.
LoadRunner [11] and Visual Studio [13].
In this paper, we describe our approach to generate test
scenarios and test cases, which could be used to derive scripts
to a wide range of workload generator. In order to accomplish
that, we deﬁned a technology-independent format for test
scenarios, which we call abstract intermediate models, and
the process for deriving speciﬁc test scripts from them. Then,
we can easily reuse test scenarios with different workload
generators, also allowing the performance engineers to edit
the scenarios before the script generation and abstract details
related to conﬁguration of workload generators and monitors.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses related background. Section III explains the conversion from UML diagrams to test scenarios, discussing major
trade-offs and advantages. Section IV provides an example
demonstrating the abstract test scenarios that were derived
automatically from the UML diagrams.
II. BACKGROUND

developed by the Research Group of the PDTI 001/2012, ﬁnanced
by Dell Computers of Brazil Ltd. with resources of Law 8.248/91.
2 The order of the authors is merely alphabetical.

Performance is a fundamental quality of software systems,
affecting all underlying layers of systems. Therefore, in order
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III. UML D IAGRAMS AND T EST S CENARIOS
The common ﬁrst step adopted by the industry when testing
applications for non-functional properties is to choose a given
load engine among the various available tools. The decision on
which tool to best test an application involves several factors
such as familiarity (has been used before), pricing or target
software platform.
However, every workload manager has its own peculiarities,
conﬁgurations and tweaks as well as common operations to
be performed when mimicking user behavior within the SUT.
Thus, the test scenarios and scripts generated for some tool
can not be reused to another.
Figure 1 shows our approach, in which the main idea is to
convert high-level UML diagrams to an abstract intermediate
model suitable for the derivation of abstract test scenarios and
scripts to different workload manager. The main difference

between our approach and classic MBT abstract test suites is
the fact that we are interested in creating intermediate models
to use for performance testing rather than functional testing.
Another contribution is that we apply MBT to construct a
performance abstract test scenario. Based on that, can be
generated test scenarios and scripts for a wide range of
workload manager.

UML Diagrams
Use Cases
Activity Diagram

Annotations

to improve the software quality of applications, Software
Performance Engineering (SPE) is used to describe and provide means to improve the performance through two distinct
approaches: early cycles studies based on predictive models
and late cycles inspections based on measurements [18]. One
SPE activity is performance testing, responsible to perform
tests for part or for the entire system, under normal load
and/or stress load. Nowadays, there are some techniques, e.g.,
Record/Playback [14] and Model-based Testing, that are used
by some tools to automate the performance test case generation
and results analysis.
MBT [4] [8] [17] is a technique to test systems in which models are designed to create testing models suitable mapping a
given reality a model is a useful way for into analyzing quality
properties and performance attributes as it eases understanding
and promotes divide-and-conquer rationale [1]. Thus, a SUT
model can be constructed anticipating problems that may
or may not arise in early design. However, the main usage
of MBT has been directed to the test of functional aspects
(defects) of software and only lately researchers are applying
some of its techniques towards non-functional testing.
Therefore, lately, an increasing number of works [2] [5]
[6] [15] discuss how to apply MBT and UML models to
automatic generate performance test cases and scripts. Most of
them apply MBT in conjunction with MARTE Proﬁle [10], an
extension of UML for modeling performance requirements. Its
purpose is to provide modeling patterns with clear semantics,
allowing automated performance model analysis. Based on
the UML models, one can extract information for the tests
and then analyse the performance counters (e.g. throughput,
transactions per second and response time). Such information is distributed throughout several UML diagrams, e.g.,
use cases (UC), activity (AD) and sequence diagrams. An
approach that depicts how this diagrams are used to represent
the information of performance testing is presented by [6],
in which a model designed in MARTE and composed by
UML diagrams was tagged with speciﬁc properties such as
probabilities on the incidence of use cases, response times for
each activity, resource availability, etc.

a)
Fig. 1.

− qualitative data
− parameters

Abstract
Model

MS Visual
Studio

HP
LoadRunner

− overall load
− path choices

Other Workload
Generators

b)

c)

Model transformation engine

A. Abstract Intermediate Models
Our focus in this paper is generate a technology-independent
testing description from a MBT approach. Thus, we reuse
the applications models to generate an abstract intermediate
model that is a description of the test scenarios. It contains
information needed to instantiate the performance scripts, such
as loads, ramp-up time, total execution time etc., which can be
derived from the model, while abstracting script details such
as machine locations, API calls etc. An important issue when
using MBT to generate performance test scenarios and scripts
is deﬁne which UML diagram and which UML proﬁle will be
used to annotate the needed information.
B. Transformation Methodology
This section describes how to convert UML models (mostly
UC and AD) into general purpose abstract intermediate models. Before describing the overall methodology, we discuss
the UML annotation provided by other parties. Our approach
relies on the assumption that the UML models are carefully
annotated with high-quality information. We are trusting that
all stakeholders are interested in the process of discovering
the application’s problems and bottlenecks and also that all
involved personnel is committed to create comprehensive test
scenarios, allowing further reliable analysis.
The process of generating test scenarios from annotated
UML models must encompass a set of operations that must
be performed prior to the test execution. Our methodology
involves basically three steps:
1) UML Annotations Veriﬁcation (Figure 1-a): We focus our attention to two broadly used diagrams present in
UML: Use Cases (UC) and Activity Diagrams (AD). This
step entails the evaluation if the models were annotated
with information that can be used to the generation of the
abstract model in the next step. Thus, to annotate these
information on the UML models we deﬁned some UML tags
based on the UML proﬁle to Schedulability Performance and
Time (SPT) [18]: a) <<TDtime>>: limits the performance
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test duration(s) for the scenario(s); b) <<TDpopulation>>:
maps the number of virtual users that populates the system;
c) <<TDhost>>: describes the name of the host to connect
to; d) <<TDaction>>: speciﬁes an action that must be taken,
e.g., the execution of a script; e) <<TDparameters>>:
represents two information: name and value, that must be
ﬁlled out to proceed, e.g., a login screen, or a search form;
f) <<TDprob>>: indicates the probability to decide the next
activity to be executed. It is used in the decision element model
within the ADs or annotated in the association element model
between actor and use case within the use cases diagram;
g) <<TDthinkTime>>: deﬁnes the amount of time units
each virtual user waits before taking another action. This tag
is used by a large set of workload generators to mimic user
behavior.
After this step, the UML models should satisfy the following
conditions: a) every UC have at least one or several ADs
counterparts; b) the AD is well-formed, i.e., contains an initial
and an end state; c) test plan with information regarding the
test itself, e.g., the type of test, the number of virtual users;
d) every activity is annotated with context information, i.e.,
user form and query string parameters and user think time
information.
2) Intermediate Model Generation (Figure 1-b): Our
abstract intermediate model is designed to be extensible and
modular, using hierarchical textual structures to represent
activities readily available in UML diagrams or other similar
representations of business processes (e.g. Business Process
Model Notation (BPMN) [7]). In fact, it is straightforward
to take any high-level business process representation and
directly transform it to a test scenario, however, the test must
be instantiated having a speciﬁc workload generator in mind.
This step is split in two abstract models: abstract test
scenarios and abstract test cases. Each abstract models is a
hierarchical structure that is used to map the AD to a textual
abstract representation retaining the order of events and the
parallel activities that must take place. This structure uses
a sequential numbering convention with appended activities,
e.g., 1, 1.1, 2.1 and so forth. Each activity is mapped to a
number, here deﬁned as an activity number. The numbered
mapping is a visual aid to inspect sequential and parallel
relations within the abstract intermediate model.
Note that for the abstract model to function according
to our speciﬁcation, it should contain only the fundamental
information to instantiate different test scenarios. The abstract
format suggested here is extensible and could be enhanced to
contain more information regarding performance tests for a
more complex test suite.
3) Workload Generator Instantiation (Figure 1-c): This
step is tool-oriented because it generates speciﬁc test scenarios
that must be created for each abstract intermediate model. We
explain how this is performed in the following sections. Our
approach shifts the concern on the performance test execution
itself to the description of an abstract model that captures the
needed test information looking up only to high-level (UML
models). Next, we present how to apply our approach to

generate scripts to two workload generators.
IV. E XAMPLE OF U SE : G ENERATING S CRIPTS BASED ON
A BSTRACT T EST S CENARIOS
This section describes an application scenario which our
approach is applied to generate abstract models. For this
purpose, we used the TPC-W benchmark [16] as an application
example and develop a tool to generate automatically the
abstract scenarios and then generate scripts for MS Visual
Studio and LoadRunner. The TPC-W is a transactional web
service benchmark that implements a benchmark and an ecommerce application that is used by the benchmark (or by
any other workload generator).
To support the generation of scripts to test the TPC-W
application, we developed an application to parse the information annoted in the UML models and generate the abstract
models (following the guidelines described in Section III).
This application is derived from the Software Product Line
called PLeTs [5] [15].
A. TPC-W UML Diagrams
The ﬁrst step to apply our approach (Section III) to test
the TPC-W application is to annotate the TPC-W models. For
this task, we have created several UML based tags to represent
the performance information needed to generate the abstract
intermediate models. As a starting point we have annotated
three different use cases (shown in Figure 2): a) Browser: the
users performs browsing interactions; b) Registration:
the user fulﬁll a registration form; and c) Shop: the users
performs purchase interactions.

Fig. 2.

TPC-W Use Case Diagram

Each actor present in the UC diagram contains information
for a speciﬁc test scenario. Thus, we deﬁne two different
test scenarios interactions for actors Customer and New
Customer. The test scenario for New Customer is a set
of interactions that will be performed over the set of use
case elements (Browser, Registration and Shop). It
is important to notice that each UC is related to a speciﬁc AD,
e.g., the AD present in the Figure 3 is related to the shop use
case (Figure 2). Basically, each AD represents the sequence
of activities performed by an actor over the application.
As depicted in Figure 3, the ﬁrst activity is Home Page,
which is the TPC-W home page. After that, the user could
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Fig. 3.

TPC-W Activity Diagram

perform the following actions: selects a speciﬁc book category
(New Products) or performs a search for a particular book
(Search Request and Search Results). The activity
Search Request shows as a result a list of books to the
user. Hence, when selecting a book from this list (Search
Results), several information of the selected book are
displayed to the user (Product Detail). After that, the
user must perform one of the following activities: ﬁnish his
access to the application or continue on the website and make
a purchase (Shopping Cart). If the user decided for the
latter option, the next step is related to the registration of
customer (Customer Registration) in the application.
Then, the user ﬁlls some information of purchase such as
ﬁnancial information (e.g. credit card number) and delivery
date (Buy Request). The last step checks if all information
is correct, then the purchase is conﬁrmed (Buy Confirm)
and ﬁnishes the access to the application. This diagram has
also two decision elements in its ﬂow, that represent the
probability of executing different paths in the system, e.g.,
the tag @homePage.searchRequest.prob between activities Home Page and Search Request in the Figure 3.
As described in Section III, the UML diagrams can be
initially annotated with seven tags in our approach. The UC
shown in Figure 2, has four tags: TDpopulation,
TDhost, TDtime and TDprob. Each one has its
respective
parameter,
@customer.population,
@customer.host,
@customer.time
and
@newCustomer.BrowsingMix.prob. In relation to
our AD we have also included four different tags and their
respective parameter (see Figure 3).
B. Abstract Test Scenarios Generation
Once all the UML diagrams (see Figures 2 and 3) were annotated with performance informations, we apply our approach
to generate abstract test scenarios for the TPC-W application.
The creation of abstract test scenarios allows a later deﬁnition
of a workload manager and its test script templates.
Basically, an abstract test scenario deﬁnes the amount of
users that will interact with the SUT and also speciﬁes the
users behavior. The abstract test case contains the information
regarding the necessary tasks to be performed by the user.

Figure 4 shows an example of an abstract test scenario
generated for the actor Customer. The amount of abstract
test scenarios generated based on a UC diagram is directly
related to the amount of actors modeled in the UC model, e.g.,
for the TPC-W example there are two abstract test scenarios.
Abstract Test Scenario: Customer
## Test Setting
Virtual Users : <<TDpopulation: @customer.population>>
Host of SUT : <<TDhost: @customer.host>>
Test Duration : <<TDtime: @customer.time>>
## Test Cases Distribution:
<<TDprob: @customer.Shop.prob>>
1. Shop
1.1. Shop 1
1.2. Shop 2
1.3. Shop 3
1.4. Shop 4
<<TDprob: @customer.Browser.prob>>
2. Browser...
<<TDprob: @customer.Registration.prob>>
3. Registration
3.1. Registration 1...
3.4. Registration 4
Fig. 4.

Abstract test scenario of the actor Customer

As presented in Section III, the abstract test scenario has
the information related to the test context and the deﬁnition of
the abstract test cases that must be instantiated, including the
distribution of the number of virtual users for each abstract test
case. Thus, our annotation approach is divided in two groups:
1) Test Setting – describes the general characteristics that are
applied to the test context as a whole (extracted from the UC);
2) Test Cases Distribution – represents information speciﬁc to
the abstract test cases generated from each AD. In order to
accomplish that, each test case represent a user path in the
SUT. It is important to notice that the header of each abstract
test case contains probability information (see Figure 4) .
As show in Figure 5, the abstract test cases are built in a
hierarchical approach, in which activities are listed and organized according to the dependency between the AD activities
(represented by activity number). Figure 5 shows the abstract
test case based on one test sequence derived from the AD
(Figure 3). Furthermore, in the description of abstract test
cases there is a variation of parameters added to each activity,
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which are composed by the name and the value of each tag,
showing the ﬂexibility of the conﬁguration models. A parameter is the concatenation of two pieces of information: activity
name and tag name, preceded by the delimiter @. Although, the
tag TDprob has three pieces of information. The ﬁrst of these
information is the tag name preceded by the name of two UML
elements. An example of that is presented in Figure 3 where
the tag TDprob @homePage.searchRequest.prob is
tagged in the UML association element between the UML
decision node and the target activity (Search Request).
The same notation is applied in the UC diagrams, where
the tag is applied between the UC Shop and the actor new
Customer.
#Abstract Test Case: Shop 3
1. Home Page
<<TDmethod : @HomePage.method>>
<<TDaction : @HomePage.action>>
<<TDparameters : @HomePage.parameters>>
<<TDthinkTime : @HomePage.thinkTime>>
2. New Products...
3. Product Detail...
4. Shopping Cart...
5. Customer Registration...
6. Buy Request...
7. Buy Confirm
<<TDmethod : @BuyConfirm.method>>
<<TDaction : @BuyConfirm.action>>
<<TDparameters : @BuyConfirm.parameters>>
<<TDthinkTime : @BuyConfirm.thinkTime>>
Fig. 5.

Example of abstract test case generated from the Shop use case

It is important to notice that each tag parameter refers to
a data ﬁle (Figure 6), that is automatically generated. Thus,
when abstract test scenario and scripts are instantiated to
a concrete test scenario and scripts for a speciﬁc workload
generator, the tag parameter is replaced by a value extract
from a ﬁle.

to a performance testing team, we presents how to generate
test scenarios and scripts for two workload manager: Visual
Studio (VS) and LoadRunner (LR). Basically, the VS and
the LR structure its test scenarios and scripts in two ﬁles.
One of them is a scenario ﬁle that is used to store the
test conﬁguration, workload proﬁle distribution among test
scripts and the performance counters that will be monitored
by the tool. The other ﬁle is a script conﬁguration ﬁle
that is used to store the information about users’ interaction
with the application, including HTTP requests, as well as its
parameters and transactions deﬁned between requests. Figure
7 shows the VS scenarios ﬁle that was generated to test
TPC-W. In this case, the MaxUser property corresponds to
the parameter @customer.population. Another tag that
has changed was the RunConfiguration with attribute
RunDuration that is related to the tag @customer.time.
The process to instrument a test scenario is based on a
template. Hence, the further information within the scenario,
that are not from the abstract test scenario are those standard
information present in any test scenario generated by the
workload generator.
<L o a d T e s t . . .>
<S c e n a r i o s>
<S c e n a r i o Name=” C u s t o m e r ” . . .>
<T h i n k P r o f i l e V a l u e =” 0 ” P a t t e r n =”On” />
<L o a d P r o f i l e P a t t e r n =” S t e p ” I n i t i a l U s e r s =” 0 ”
MaxUsers=” 50 ” S t e p U s e r s =” 10 ” S t e p D u r a t i o n =” 0 ”
StepRampTime=” 60 ” />
<BrowserMix> . . .</ BrowserMix><T e s t M i x> . . .</ T e s t M i x>
<NetworkMix> . . .</ NetworkMix>
</ S c e n a r i o>
</ S c e n a r i o s>
<C o u n t e r S e t s> . . .</ C o u n t e r S e t s>
<R u n C o n f i g u r a t i o n s>
<R u n C o n f i g u r a t i o n R u n D u r a t i o n =” 7200 ” WarmupTime=” 300 ”
T e s t I t e r a t i o n s =” 100 ” . . .> . . .</ R u n C o n f i g u r a t i o n>
</ R u n C o n f i g u r a t i o n s>
</ L o a d T e s t>

Fig. 7. XML of test scenario generated for the Visual Studio (*.LoadTest)
@BuyConfirm.method:"POST"
@BuyConfirm.action:"http://localhost/tpcw/buy_confirm"
@BuyConfirm.parameters:[$ADDRESS.CITY, $ADDRESS.STATE]
Figure 8 presents a snippet of VS test scripts that was
@BuyConfirm.thinkTime:5
Fig. 6.

Example of data ﬁle containing some parameters

C. Test Scenarios and Scripts Instantiation
Based on the abstract test scenarios and test cases presented
in Section IV-B, the next step is to generate concrete instances
(scripts and scenarios). This is a technology dependent step,
because the concrete scenarios and test cases are strongly
related to a speciﬁc workload generator that will directly
execute the test cases.
This is an important step on the automation of the performance testing, because it allows the ﬂexibility of choice
a workload generator or technology only in the execution
stage of the test cases. However, it is necessary an advanced
tool knowledgement to create scripts and scenarios. Therefore, to demonstrate how our approach could be valuable

generated to test TPC-W. In turn, Figure 9 shows a snippet
for LR. These test scripts were instantiated based on abstract
test case presented in Figure 5. Basically, the test scripts
are a set of several HTTP requests. Among the features
correlated in the set of test artifacts, we highlight the
following example: 1) Tag Request - in the VS the
attribute Url and the attribute web_submit_data
in the LoadRunner are related to the parameter
@BuyConfirm.action; the VS attribute ThinkTime and
the parameter lr_think_time LoadRunner are correlated
to the parameter @BuyConfirm.thinkTime; 2) Tag
QueryStringParameter - the VS and LoadRunner
attributes Name and Value are related to the parameter
@BuyConfirm.parameters.
V. F INAL CONSIDERATIONS
The present work proposed a common format to deﬁne
abstract intermediate models suitable for the instantiation of
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<WebTest Name=” Shop 3 ” . . .>
<I t e m s>
<T r a n s a c t i o n T i m e r> . . .</ T r a n s a c t i o n T i m e r>
<T r a n s a c t i o n T i m e r Name=” Buy C o n f i r m ”>
<I t e m s>
<R e q u e s t U r l =” h t t p : / / l o c a l h o s t : 8 0 8 0 / tpcw /
T P C W b u y c o n f i r m s e r v l e t ” ThinkTime =” 5 ” . . .>
<Q u e r y S t r i n g P a r a m e t e r s>
<Q u e r y S t r i n g P a r a m e t e r V a l u e =” {{$ADDRESS . CITY}}”
Name=”CITY” . . . />
<Q u e r y S t r i n g P a r a m e t e r V a l u e =” {{$ADDRESS . STATE}}”
Name=”STATE” . . . /> . . .
</ Q u e r y S t r i n g P a r a m e t e r s>
</ R e q u e s t>
</ I t e m s>
</ T r a n s a c t i o n T i m e r>
</ I t e m s>
<V a l i d a t i o n R u l e s> . . .</ V a l i d a t i o n R u l e s>
</ WebTest>

Fig. 8.

Action ( )
{
...
lr think time (5) ;
web submit data ( ” buy confirm . j s p ” ,
” A c t i o n = h t t p : / / l o c a l h o s t : 8 0 8 0 / tpcw / T P C W b u y c o n f i r m s e r v l e t
”,
” Method=POST” ,
” RecContentType= t e x t / html ” ,
” R e f e r e r =” ,
”Mode=HTML” ,
ITEMDATA,
”Name=CITY” , ” V a l u e ={{$ADDRESS . CITY}}” , ENDITEM ,
”Name=STATE” , ” V a l u e ={{$ADDRESS . STATE}}” , ENDITEM ,
LAST ) ;
...
}

Test script generated for the Visual Studio

Fig. 9.

test scenarios for different workload managers. Throughout the
paper we have discussed some important aspects on how to
use annotated UML models to derive an intermediate textual
format having the most important primitives that are needed
to construct comprehensive test scenarios. We also show how
to transform the abstract test scenarios in test script for two
workload manager.
Our technique provides an indication that generating
abstract models is a powerful means to derive effective
technology-independent test scenarios. It is important to highlight that the creation of an abstract model for later deﬁnition
of a test script and scenario using a chosen workload manager
needs only to annotate a few selected data in the UML models.
Translating UML models to this representation is also more
comprehensible for end-users when they are tracking bugs or
trying to understand the ﬂow of operations for a functionality.
We envision several future works to consider following
the present proposition. One could, for example, seamlessly
translate a different UML model (e.g. Sequence Diagram)
using our abstract model to generate scripts to some tool that
is based on a different testing technique, e.g, structural testing.
Another concern that has come to our attention is directed to
the description of an abstract model to relate more architectural
information in terms of the underline infrastructure of the
SUT, for instance, the use of virtualized environments or cloud
computing.
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Abstract—Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) provides an important approach in software reengineering for software understanding, design anomalies detection and correction. However,
FCA-based approaches have two problems: (i) they produce
lattices that must be interpreted by the user according to his/her
understanding of the technique and different elements of the
graph; and, (ii) the lattice can rapidly become so big that one
is overwhelmed by the mass of information and possibilities.
In this paper, we present a catalogue of important patterns in
concept lattices, which can allow automating the task of lattice
interpretation. The approach helps the reengineer to concentrate on the task of reengineering rather than understanding
a complex lattice. We provide interpretation of these patterns
in a generalized manner and illustrate them on various contexts
constructed from program information of different open-source
systems. We also present a tool that allows automated extraction
of the patterns from concept lattices.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a mathematical technique to discover signiﬁcant groupings of objects having
similar attributes [14]. FCA can be applied to program entities,
which helps in generating high-level views of a program for
program understanding and identifying and correcting some
anomalies in software systems. For example, FCA is used to
identify objects in procedural code by looking at functions
accessing global variables [26], [9]. Equally, it is applied
to object-oriented systems by analyzing software components
(e.g.,, classes, attributes or methods) and their relationships
(e.g.,, belongs-to, uses or deﬁnes). Some studies aim at
understanding object-oriented systems [3], [8], [23], others
use program information for reengineering classes [28], [29],
[5]. The extracted program information is used to construct
concept lattices that are presented to the reengineers for
analysis. The reengineer then explores a lattice to uncover
important information.
The problem with the FCA techniques is that they produce
concept lattices that are not readily comprehensible for developers who need to spend a good amount of effort to interpret
these lattices. A possible solution is to break the information
being fed into FCA into small chunks [5]. However, the
approach is not scalable as the chunks need to be individually
analyzed, which requires generating several lattices. Another
issue is that concept lattices extract many more concepts than
the number of objects they are given as input [1], thus adding
complexity over the semantic complexity of the lattice.

The objective of the paper is to reduce concept lattices to
a few interesting node and subgraph patterns such that the
user does not have to interpret each node and its relationships
nor to analyze the entire lattice in detail. We don’t pretend
that all useful ﬁndings are captured by these patterns, but
they simplify the task of lattice analysis by proposing some
accepted semantics. We look for the lattice patterns in an
automated way, which could open the path for semi-automated
reengineering actions.
In this paper, we deﬁne the patterns that proved to be useful
in many cases of FCA applied to software engineering domain.
We provide an interpretation in a generalized way, explaining
their interest. Later, we exemplify them using different information from various open-source systems. These patterns are
implemented in a prototype and we give some ﬁgures on the
reduction in information to process for a concrete example.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
existing work that uses FCA in software reengineering and
motivates our approach. Section III presents nodes and subgraphs patterns. Section IV proposes a validation on opensource systems and Section V describes the prototype for
pattern identiﬁcation. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. M OTIVATING A GENERIC INTERPRETATION TOOL FOR
CONCEPT LATTICES

In this section, we present different studies that have been
performed to understand and restructure software systems
through FCA. Then we provide motivation for our proposed
approach.
A. Existing work
a) Module and Object Identiﬁcation with FCA: Sahraoui
et al. [26] present a method that extracts objects from procedural code using FCA. Important concepts are looked for
in the resultant lattices using heuristics. Another approach
compares the object identiﬁcation capability of clustering and
FCA techniques [9]. A few heuristics are described to interpret
the concepts of the lattice. An approach to transform a COBOL
legacy system to a distributed component system is proposed
by Canfora et al. [6]. Siff and Reps explore the relationship
between program variables and procedures through FCA for
restructuring of C programs [27].
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B. Synthetic view of FCA in Software Reengineering
One of the strengths of FCA for program comprehension
and software reengineering is the wide range of contexts that
1 size

of the concept’s “intent” and “extent”.

can be used. For each different context, the method provides
different insights into reengineering opportunities.
OO systems consist of different entities such as packages,
classes, methods, attributes, or variables. In Table I we summarized the main entities and relationships that could be used
as context (other ones could be invented). In the table, rows
are formal objects, and columns formal attributes. In each
cell of the upper half, a blank means there is no possible
relationship (we found no interesting relationship to link a
method formal object to packages formal attributes), U stands
for use (a method uses another method by calling it, or a
class uses another class through inheritance), and C stands for
contains (or declare, a class contains an identiﬁer, a method
contains a variable). The relationships in boldface (upper half)
denote contexts that we found already studied in the literature.
In that case, a representative reference is given in the lower
half of the table. The “×”s in the lower half denote possible
contexts that we identiﬁed and for which we know of no prior
published research. They represent unexplored areas of FCA
and software reengineering research.
TABLE I
M AIN POSSIBLE CONTEXTS FOR FCA; FORMAL OBJECTS ARE IN ROWS ,
FORMAL ATTRIBUTES ARE IN COLUMNS , RELATIONSHIPS ARE U SE AND
C ONTAIN ; IN LOWER HALF, REFERENCES INDICATE THE CONTEXTS THAT
WERE ALREADY STUDIED ( ALSO IN BOLD FACE IN UPPER HALF ) AND
“×” S MARK POSSIBLE CONTEXTS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN EXPLORED YET

Formal objects

b) Object-Oriented Reengineering and FCA: Godin et
al. [15] proposed in 1993 to analyze classes by their member
methods to evaluate and refactor OO class hierarchies using
FCA. Dicky et al. [10] deﬁne an incremental algorithm and
study the method specialization in the FCA framework. Falleri
et al. [13] compare several FCA conﬁgurations [7]. Leblanc et
al. [17] apply FCA to extract Java interface hierarchies from
Java classes.
Snelting and Tip [28] present a framework for detecting and
remediating design problems in a class hierarchy; it is used in
[29] for refactoring Java class hierarchies. Arévalo, Ducasse
and Nierstrasz [3] use FCA to understand how methods and
classes in an object-oriented inheritance hierarchy are coupled
by means of the inheritance and interfaces relationships. Lienhard, Ducasse and Arévalo [21] use FCA to identify traits in
inheritance hierarchies. Dekel and Gil [8] use FCA to visualize
the structure of Java classes and to select an effective order
for reading the methods. In [5] a tool-assisted technique is
presented to identify useful abstractions and class hierarchies
in procedural object-oriented code.
FCA is used to detect the presence of bad smells and design
patterns [2], and to suggest appropriate refactorings to correct
certain design defects [24]. FCA is also used to understand
a system’s source code for relevant concepts of interest [23]
and to cluster words for feature location [25].
FCA is also used to examine information generated from
program execution to reconstruct control ﬂow graphs [4] and
feature location [12]. FCA is used in aspect mining [20],
detection of design-level class attributes from code [30], and
searching for code patterns and their violations [22].
c) FCA Filtering: Some studies, applying FCA to software reengineering, have suggested concept ﬁltering techniques to resolve the problem of lattice complexity. The notion
of concept partitions is used to ﬁlter the concepts that are
not interesting for creating modules [27]. Mens et al. ﬁlter
concepts according to some properties1 of the concepts in
the lattices constructed by their approach [23]. Arévalo et al.
describe a few heuristics to reduce the search for concepts that
describe important class hierarchy schemas [2]. Joshi and Joshi
[19] provide a few patterns that may emerge when context is
based upon methods and attributes of a class.
There is a plethora of FCA-based techniques that aim to
analyze software systems for reengineering purposes. The
diversity of these approaches shows the interest in FCA as
a tool to certain kinds of software analysis. Some approaches
apply context-speciﬁc heuristics for ﬁltering non-interesting
concepts. However, these heuristics remain tied to a speciﬁc
context and cannot be generalized. Therefore, there is a need
to deﬁne a unifying framework for lattice interpretation. This
paper goes in that direction by describing a few patterns of
nodes and subgraphs in concept lattices.

pckg
class
meth.
att.
var.
pckg
class

pckg
C,U
U

Formal attributes
meth.
C,U
C,U
U

×

class
C,U
C,U
U
U
U
×

×

[5], [32]

meth.

×

att.
var.

×
×

att.
C,U
C,U
U

var.
C,U
C,U
C,U

U
×

U
×

U
×
[21], [15]
[18]
[3], [5]
[22]

[13]

×

[3], [8]
[30]

×

[28]

[28]

×

Table I considers only the main formal objects and formal attributes in software reengineering for OO systems. A
comprehensive survey of the contexts studied in software
engineering is provided by Tilley et al. [31].
C. Concept lattice interpretation
FCA is a ﬂexible technique that may be used on a wide
range of contexts. The number of unexplored contexts, even
for the simple enumeration of possibilities proposed in the
Section II-B, gives an idea of its potential. However before it
gains larger use, we believe two problems need to be solved.
First most of the existing approaches, leave the analysis
work to the user. Concept lattices are complex abstract constructs that may prove difﬁcult to interpret. Sahraoui et al. [26]
recognized this problem and proposed a tool to help analyzing
the lattices.
Another issue with FCA is the size of the lattices they
produce [1]. This again points toward the need to provide an
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assisted solution for lattice analysis. Some ﬁltering techniques
exist in the literature to remove unwanted concepts from
lattices. However, these techniques are dependent upon their
contexts because these are geared towards unrevealing speciﬁc
code patterns. The solution of decomposing a context into
smaller chunks requires a lot of effort to generate lattices
representing each chunk. A natural solution lies in automating
the interpretation of lattices. This automation will be more
useful if it can be applied indifferently to lattices built on any
formal context. The user would not be required to analyze each
node in the lattice; he will search for patterns in the lattices
and useful nodes will be identiﬁed without spending too much
time on the lattice. Moreover, an automated technique can
extract these patterns without requiring the user to understand
the complexities of FCA. We hope to deﬁne a dictionary of
such patterns that along with a deﬁnition of the meaning of a
concept for each possible context, could propose to users an
interpretation for any lattice built from a known context.
In the next section, we present a catalogue of patterns
that represent interesting constructs in concept lattices from
the software engineer point of view. These patterns help the
user in two ways. First, they help to reduce the work of
understanding a complex lattice for interpreting a few node and
graph patterns. Hence, the work is reduced to look for these
patterns and understand their interpretation. Second, because
we consider generic subgraph patterns, a tool can be built
to extract these patterns from the lattices, which will greatly
simplify the work of analyzing these lattices.
III. PATTERNS IN C ONCEPT L ATTICES

•

•

Black: The node has formal objects of its own (that no
sub-concept has), but “inherits” all its formal attributes
(if it has any) from its super-concepts. Such node must
have more than one direct super-concept.
Empty: The node has no formal attribute or object of
its own. It must have more than one direct super-concept
and more than one direct sub-concept.

B. A Catalogue of Patterns
We now describe some subgraph patterns that we identiﬁed
as useful to help analyze a concept lattice. The criteria that
we used to choose these patterns are:
• They have a clear meaning that can be interpreted for any
formal context; Hence, the patterns are generic enough
to extract meaningful information;
• They represent important groups of formal objects and
formal attributes, useful for the user;
• They produce very few false positives: If the patterns
identify too many false-positives in the results, the user is
required to look at the lattice to ﬁlter the false-positives.
Hence, the effectiveness of the patterns would be lost.
One can rely on the patterns and not analyze the lattice.
We prefer limiting the false positives at the expense of
having many false negatives.
The patterns are deﬁned as speciﬁc topology of nodes and
edges, sometimes accompanied by a speciﬁc type of node for
one or more of the members of the pattern. Some of these
patterns are illustrated in Figure 1 to help the reader visualize
them.

In this section, we present concept lattice patterns intended
to help software engineers analyze the result of FCA. These
patterns are sufﬁciently generic to be applied to a large set of
possible contexts.
A. Nodes in Concept Lattices
The patterns we will present depend on typical arrangements
of nodes and vertices, but also on the speciﬁc nodes that
concept lattices may/should contain. Therefore, before going
to the patterns, we will take a look at the four types of nodes
that a concept lattice may contain. In the following, we borrow
from the Conexp tool the way these nodes are displayed. The
tool displays each node as a circle. A black lower semi-circle
in the node indicates the presence of formal objects introduced
by the node (i.e., that no sub-concept has). A grey upper semicircle in the node indicates the presence of formal attributes
introduced by the node (i.e., that no super-concept has). Four
types of nodes are possible :
•

•

Full (black and grey): The node introduces formal
attributes that its super-concepts don’t have and has
formal objects that its sub-concepts don’t have.
Grey: The node introduces formal attributes that its
super-concepts don’t have, but all its formal objects (if it
has any) appear in a sub-concept. Such node must have
more than one direct sub-concept.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1.

Some of the patterns in concept lattices

1) Top node (): We identiﬁed two cases of interest for
the top node:
Top-black The pattern reveals the fact that the formal objects
attached to the top node don’t have relationship to any of the
formal attributes present in the context. It indicates formal
objects that are not relevant to the context being studied.
Top-grey or Top-full The existence of a grey or full node
at the top of a lattice marks a set of formal attributes (the
grey part) that are in relationship to all the formal objects
contained in the context. The pattern represents an important
set of formal attributes that form the very basis of the context.
2) Bottom node (⊥): We may identify two cases:
Bottom-grey The pattern reveals the fact that the formal
attributes attached to the node are not in relationship with
any of the formal objects present in the context. Likewise, the
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pattern is important as it depicts attributes that are not relevant
to the context being studied.
Bottom-black or Bottom-full The existence of the black or
full node at the bottom of a lattice illustrates a set of formal
objects that are related to all the formal attributes present in
the formal context.
3) Horizontal Decomposition: Horizontal decomposition
(see Figure 1(a)) is a pattern that appears when one can
identify disjoint subgraphs when removing the top and bottom
of the lattice. In the illustrating ﬁgure, there are three disjoint
subgraphs. Horizontal decomposition points to the presence
of disjoint sets of relationships between formal objects and
formal attributes. This is somehow similar to having several disjoint contexts. The different subgraphs may actually
have formal attributes or formal objects in common in the
case of Top-grey/Top-full and Bottom-black/Bottom-full, but
assuming we ignore these (see discussion above), then each
subgraph may be considered independently from all the others.
Snelting and Tip mention horizontal decomposition in [28].
A less constrained pattern would be to ﬁnd a horizontal
decomposition, with non trivial subgraphs, between two nodes
that are not the top or the bottom of the lattice. This is
also related to the Module pattern that will be discussed
immediately.
4) Module: In partially ordered set theory, a module represents a group of nodes that are connected to the rest of
the graph through a unique top node and a unique bottom
node [16]. The supremum and inﬁmum of the module are part
of it. Figure 1(b) illustrates a simple example of module in
a concept lattice. A module represents an important pattern
because it can be considered as a sublattice inside a concept
lattice. One could imagine collapsing the entire module into
one “composite node” without changing the semantics of
the lattice (just make it a bit more abstract). Also, all the
patterns applicable to the concept lattice can also be applied
to the module. The module in itself can be seen as a smaller
individual lattice that can be analyzed independently of the
rest.
5) Irreducible specialization: Specializations are the basis
of a lattice and one ﬁnds them everywhere: Every arc in a
concept lattice marks a specialization relationship. Yet the
pattern is interesting when the specialization occurs between a
black (or full) super-concept and a grey (or full) sub-concept
(illustrated in Figure 1(c)). Irreducible specialization patterns
depicts two nodes that should not be merged. The upper node
(in Figure 1(c)) needs to exist because it has its own formal
object(s) and the lower node needs to exist because it has its
own formal attribute(s). That is to the say specialization pattern
represents two entities in a system that are relevant in the
system they belong to. When the super-concept (sub-concept)
in the specialization pattern is the top node (resp. bottom
node), we further require that it is a full node, to ensure that it
represents a complete concept with formal objects and formal
attributes. When we are not dealing with the top or bottom
nodes in the lattice, we don’t need this restriction because
the nodes in the pattern can inherit formal attributes (formal

objects) from their super-concepts (resp. sub concepts).
IV. C ONCRETE E XAMPLES
In this section, we present a validation of these patterns to
evaluate that the patterns do appear in the concept lattices,
and these reveal important information about the underlying
program. For the examples, we experiment with various formal contexts from different program entities of open-source
systems. These contexts are similar to existing contexts of
the literature. The contexts will be presented as triplet: OR-A that is to say: formal Object, Relation, and formal
Attribute. Program information for the lattices is extracted
through FCAParser2 .
A. Member use
This formal context is based on the following information:
• O = All methods within a class except getters and setters
• A = Attributes of the class
• R = The method accesses an attribute directly or through
a getter method
The concepts resulting from this context represent different
features that a class may implement, assuming that each
feature will be composed of methods accessing a particular
set of attributes. The example used will be the class Main
of JMemorize3 . Figure 2 shows the lattice resulting from this
example. We may identify the following patterns in the concept
lattice:
• Top black: The two methods in the top-black node do
not access any attribute of the class. Code analysis shows
that copyFile is a utility method whereas onProgramEnd is
an empty method in the class.
• Horizontal Decomposition: Removing the top and bottom nodes of the lattice, we are left with 6 independent
subgraphs: (i) a set of three disjoint subgraphs on the far
right having methods main, run, and startStats, (ii) the bulk
of the nodes in the centre, (iii) one node with methods
exit, rmPrgObs and addPrgsObs on the lower left, and (iv)
two nodes with methods clrThrw, logThrw. The subgraphs
identify independent concerns of the class (convertible
to traits). For example, the log (on the far left) or the
handling of observers when the program ends (lower left).
• Irreducible specialization: There is one instance of this
pattern on the left of the lattice. As explained, it indicates
that we have here two features that could not be easily
merged.
• Module: The same two nodes on the far left illustrate
a case of the simplest possible module. The two nodes
could be grouped in one to simplify the lattice. This
is not incompatible with them being an irreducible specialization, as this merging into one composite node is
only a proposition to simplify the lattice itself, and not
something that should impact the underlying source code.
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The complete lattice of the class shows that the class
implements several concerns: observers, logging, and application startup. The application startup concern is illustrated
by the presence of main, run, and startStats methods. In the
code, main calls run to start the application, which in turn
calls startStats to collect program statistics during program
execution. The bulk of the nodes in the center shows that
these nodes implement some coherent functionality, which is
revealed by their interconnections. The disjoint branches of
the lattice propose to decompose the class to encapsulate each
concern into a separate class.
On a single class with few members, the FCA technique and
the patterns we propose may seem like an overkill, but one
must understand that, in practice, such tools would be used for
all the classes (thousands) of a system and a user would not
have the possibility to analyze each one independently. The
patterns would be a help to point out the classes that offer the
best opportunities for design improvement.
B. Class Coupling
Class coupling explores the relationship amongst different
classes, by the way each one uses the members of the
other classes. Similarly to attribute uses (Section IV-A) for
classes, concepts resulting from this context represent high
level features in packages by identifying common access to
other class members.
• O = Classes;
• A = Class members (attributes and methods);
• R = The class Uses a member of another class.
The example will use the classes of package
org.jhotdraw.geom of JHotDraw. The resulting lattice is
presented in Figure 3. We may ﬁnd the following patterns:

•

•

Module: There are two simple modules in this lattice.
The ﬁrst one consists of the lattice itself minus its top
node. It gives us all the classes that interact together. The
second one, two nodes on the left, for which we can draw
the same conclusions that in example Section IV-A. Of
course in such a small case, the simpliﬁcations that node
aggregation would bring are not really needed.
Horizontal decomposition: If we focus on the largest
non-trivial module (whole lattice without the top black
node), we can detect the presence of a horizontal decomposition pattern with two independent branches. They
suggest two features: one that works with BezierPath s
as containers (isEmpty(), add()) and the other one that
sees them as graphical elements (moveTo(), isClosed(),
. . . ). This shows that the class BezierPath implements
two different concerns and requires refactoring different
concerns in separate classes.
V. P ROTOTYPE FOR PATTERN I DENTIFICATION

We have provided concrete examples that show that the
catalogue of patterns does reveal some important spots in
concept lattices. We developed a tool in Moose [11] to
automate the task of pattern identiﬁcation in concept lattices.
The tool supports the identiﬁcation of all the patterns. We used
the tool to extract the patterns from the lattice constructed from
all classes in OpenBravo4 using the following formal context:
• O =All classes;
• A = Method names;
• R = The class locally deﬁnes the method name
Table II provides a summary of the results produced by the
tool. The resultant concept lattice is composed of 1053 nodes
and 2260 connections. Of those nodes and connections, the
user needs to study 154 nodes and 150 connections, if (s)he
wants to explore all the patterns. This represents a reduction
of 85% in the number of nodes to analyze and 93% in the
number of connections.
TABLE II
PATTERNS IN O PEN B RAVO
# of formal objects
# of formal attributes
# of nodes
# of node connections
Top
Bottom
Irreducible specializations
Horizontal decomposition
Modules
Total Nodes and connections in Patterns

Fig. 3.
Class Coupling lattice for org.jhotdraw.geom package in
JHotDraw

•

•

Top black: The pattern in this context shows the existence of nine classes in the package that do not access
members of any of the classes in the package. In this
speciﬁc case, the lack of communication is due to the fact
that this package is an intermediary layer between java
2D graphics (java.awt.geom) and the rest of the JHotDraw
framework.
Irreducible specialization: There is a case of irreducible
specialization that is similar to the one observed in
Section IV-A.

756
6658
1053
2260
Top Black (1 node, 0 connections)
45 (90 nodes, 45 connections)
28 (28 nodes, 56 connections)
14 (49 nodes, 49 connections)
154 nodes, 150 connections

The patterns in the lattice reveal: classes without methods
or empty classes (Top black); hierarchies of classes having
similar methods (Irreducible specialization); classes that do
not have common methods with other classes (Horizontal
decomposition). Modules in the lattice represent different
methods that are common (duplicated) amongst the classes of
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Fig. 2.

Lattice for Main in JMemorize

the system. Hence, the modules nodes can be used to refactor
these classes toward a better design.
VI. C ONCLUSION
An inconvenience of using FCA is that lattices are complex
and one needs to be knowledgeable about FCA to extract
useful information. The paper presents patterns in concept
lattices that can ease the task of lattice interpretation. We
demonstrate that: The patterns reveal important information
for the underlying context; The patterns identify pertinent
results regardless of the context used for creating the formal
concept; All mined patterns in the examples are pertinent, thus
false-positive results are absent. A prototype is presented that
searches for the patterns in lattices. In software reengineering,
such a tool could support automated identiﬁcation of problem
areas. For our future work, we are interested in expanding
the catalogue of patterns and mix our approach with ﬁltering
techniques.
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Abstract—Rendering mechanism plays an indispensable role
in browser-based Web application. It generates active webpages
dynamically and provides human-readable layout of information.
Client-side rendering system brings various flexibilities but also
new problems. In this paper, we give a comprehensive analysis
of possible advantages and disadvantages brought by client-side
rendering mechanism in viewpoints of both developers and users
based on practice and experience.
Index Terms—Rendering Mechanism, Template Engine, Web
Application, Web UI, Practice and Experience

I. I NTRODUCTION
Browser-based Web application is one of often used computer software applications designed for information interactivity on the Web. It is reliant on a common Web browser
to render the application executable, and usually coded in
browser-rendered/supported languages such as HTML (HyperText Markup Language) and JavaScript. At server side,
rendering mechanism is indispensable for human-readable presentation and generates webpages based on template engine.
Figure 1 describes the basic architecture of a typical serverside rendering system. In general, rendering system processes
templates and content to generate the output Web documents.
A template engine specif es a template and f lls in the template
with the assigned values to obtain the output page. Templates
are frequently used to separate the webpage presentation
from the underlying business logic and data computations
in the context of Web application development. In the case
of Web application development, this means that “no logic
computation in HTML and no HTML in logic computation”
roughly. Server responses may be determined by requests
sent from client side such as data in a posted HTML form,
parameters in the URL, or the type of Web browser being used.
Server-side scripting (program running on the server) is used to
change the web content on various webpages. Such webpages
are often created with the help of server-side languages such
as ASP, Perl, and PHP.
Web applications become more and more complicated with
the advancement of diverse Web technologies in order to
realize the demands of new techniques for the different kinds
of users. The users prefer the Web applications containing
the user-friendly interfaces and easy operations. For example,
Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) dynamically inter-

Fig. 1.

Server-side rendering system

changes content which sends a request to the server for data.
The server returns the requested data subsequently formatted
by a client side script, which reduces server load time because
the client does not request the entire webpage regenerated by
the server-side rendering. This trend accelerates the development of interactive and animated websites. Many websites use
the DHTML (Dynamic HTML) or DOM scripting technology
to create the interactive Web pages. It contains HTML, clientside scripts (such as JavaScript), DOM (Document Object
Model), etc. The scripts change variables programmatically
in an HTML document, and affect the look and function of
static content.
Client-side rendering mechanism is one of proposed approaches responding to this trend. Instead of a fully rendered
HTML page, client-side rendering system produces skeletal
segments, which are combined and transformed into an HTML
page at client-side Web browser. XML (Extensible Markup
Language), XSLT (XML Stylesheet Language Transformations [26]), JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) and JavaScript
are usually used to generate or update the dynamic content
(interactive and animated parts) at client side. Each segment
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in order to reduce the connection time before it is
sent to client side. The container f le also contains
the mapping information, which ref ects the one-to-one
mapping between the XML data and XSLT f le.
2) The dynamic segment is generated at client-side browser.
The XSLT processor transforms the corresponding XML
data into HTML or XHTML document based on the
one-to-one mapping. The static segments and generated
dynamic segments comprise the main source of an entire
client-side webpage.
3) When the end-users trigger the mouse/keyboard events
def ned in XSLT processors of dynamic segments, the
variables in corresponding XML data are changed by
JavaScript functions, and the XSLT processors retransform the updated XML data into the new HTML segments.

presents an individual topic or functional region of webpage
and only the segment that subject to changes is transmitted.
These interactive webpages bring the users various visual
effects and consume fewer resources on the server.
As a developing technology always has its faults, client-side
rendering mechanism also has both merits and drawbacks. In
this paper, we propose a developing framework as a simple
implementation of client-side rendering mechanism, and give
a comprehensive analysis of possible advantages and disadvantages in different viewpoints such as accessibility, caching, personalization and speed. Our analysis emphasizes on issues like
performance, practice and experience at client side rather than
the business/processing logic at server side, and the specif c
Web browser plug-ins are not discussed. Some experimental
evaluations about rendering cost and development time are
also discussed.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows.
In Section II, we present a developing client-side rendering
framework and introduce some related approaches/systems.
From Section III we give analysis of performance/functionality
at client-side and application development based on various
viewpoints. Finally, the conclusion and the future work are
given in Section IX.
II. A N E XAMPLE OF C LIENT-S IDE R ENDERING S YSTEM
There is no uniform and mature structure of client-side rendering system widely accepted by general Web applications.
In order to provide an intuitive and visible image of client-side
rendering for the further analysis and explanation, we present
an example based on XML and XSLT technology, which is
generally employed as a stylesheet processor used to transform
XML data into HTML or XHTML documents.
We are developing an XML-based framework for generating
f exible and extensible Web applications based on clientside rendering mechanism as shown in Figure 2. Here, each
webpage is divided as a set of static segments and dynamic
segments. Static segment always comprises and displays the
same information in response to all requests from all users
and in all contexts. (e.g. navigation bar and site information
placed in page footer). Dynamic segment presents dynamically
generated content that can change in response to different
contexts or conditions. There are two ways to create this kind
of effect/change. Generally, server-side program is used to
change the page source determined by requests from client
side. At the client, client-side scripting is used to change
interface behaviors within a specif c webpage in response to
mouse or keyboard actions or specif ed timing events. In this
case the dynamic behavior occurs within the page presentation.
Figure 2 describes the workf ow and data f ow of framework
as follows.
1) The server responds to the request of client with the
segment container f le. A container is a layout page
that surrounds or references static segments, XML data,
XSLT f les, or external f les like JavaScript and CSS
(Cascading Style Sheets) f les in its page body. The
XML data is encapsulated into a single XML document

Fig. 2.

An example of client-side rendering system

A more detailed description of this system can be found in
[9].
As a widely used technology, the open source community
has created a huge number of client-side templating solutions.
Logic-less templating technologies follow the strict modelview separation rule that there should be little or no logic in
templates. They usually provide a clean separation between
presentation and logic without sacrif cing ease of use, and
are particularly well-suited for asynchronous and streaming
applications. Twitter 1 uses Mustache [16] and JSON to move
signif cant pieces of functionality to the browser, and Google
plus 2 employs Java-friendly Closure [1]. Linkedln 3 moves
from server-side templates to client-side JavaScript templates
powered by dust.js [3].
Besides these logic-less templates, there are embedded
templating options, which allow developers to embed regular
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JavaScript code directly within the template. Underscore.js
[24] is based on microtemplating and provides a lot of the
functional programming support usually expected in Prototype.js [20]. jQuery [13] simplif es HTML document traversing, event handling, animating, and Ajax interactions for rapid
Web development. Jade [11] is inf uenced by Haml [8] syntax
and implemented with JavaScript for node.js [17].
Many related studies have given the discussion about “rendering mechanism and rich application” with “componentbased” (Fiz [6]), “data-centric” (Hilda [27]), “strict modelview separation” ([19]), “f exible model-view separation”
([7]), “skeletal script” (FlyingTemplate [22]), “interactive behaviors learning” ([18]), “accessibility evaluation” ([5]) and
others described in following sections.

<contact role="contact list">
<personal role="personal contact">
<person role="main contact">
<name writable="000">Nakata</name>
<address writable="100">Yokohama, Japan</address>
<mainemail writable="100">nakata@example1.com
</mainemail>
<otheremail writable="111">nakata@example2.com
</otheremail>
<tel writable="101">81-3-1234-5678</tel>
... ...
</person>
</personal>
<business>
... ...

III. ACCESSIBILITY
RIAs (Rich Internet Applications or we call them rich client
applications) and supporting technology ref ect an implementation of rendering mechanism in the user agent or in the
browser at the client side. They provide more dynamic Web
content and more attractive and interactive websites. However,
not all end-users benef t from this interactivity. For example,
users with weak or disabled eyesight access the Web using
assistive technologies, such as a screen reader (e.g. IBM Home
Page Reader 4 ) that delivers audio content. If a client-side
rendering/programming technique is used by a webpage, the
screen reader cannot read the page-based operation (page modif cation), which is particularly problematic for the keyboard
navigation essential to accessibility. With the meta data or
HTML5 [10], interface developers should be able to adapt
interfaces to meet specif c needs partially. However, meta data
is recommended but not necessary in HTML page, and until
now most of developers do not use HTML5 tags widely.
Rich def ned XML is better for screen reader, not only in
reading but also page-based operation [15]. Figure 3 shows
an example of XML document employed in Figure 2. It adds
semantics to webpage components and content so that assistive
technologies can interpret their operation. Regional landmark
roles provide a navigable structure within a webpage, and
node names and attributes present a guarantee of accessibility
of controls. For example, “writable” represents the dynamic
content-update notif cations: update, remove, and add (0: cannot, 1: can).
IV. DATA C ACHING
A Web data caching is a mechanism for the temporary
storage of Web documents, such as HTML pages, to reduce
bandwidth usage, server load, and perceived lag. For Web applications distributed by HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol),
freshness, validation, and invalidation mechanisms are used
for controlling caches. Dynamic webpages are often cached
when there are few or no changes expected and the page
is anticipated to receive considerable amount of Web traff c
that would create slow load time for the server if it had to
4 http://www-03.ibm.com/able/

</business>
<others>
... ...
</others>
</contact>

Fig. 3. Names and attributes (embedded in XML) add semantics to webpage

generate the pages on the f y for each request. Despite the
popularization of broadband networks, page or page segment
is still a most basic and often used data transfer unit for Web
applications. So, it would lease the load of server if we reduce
the data transfer of page.
Page segment and client-side rendering mechanism bring
more eff cient caching functionality at server side and clientside Web browser. Compared with the traditional page-based
caching system, static segments would be widely cached and
independent of changeable dynamic segments. Moreover, the
XSLT templates of dynamic segments could be reused or
cached at client Web browsers and the layout at client side
does not affect the cache. This reuse/caching could reduce the
data transfer between the server and client. As a experimental
example, we reconstructed the response Web page (search
result page) of Google Search into XML and XSLT data. The
experimental results show that the transferred data size is much
reduced as shown in Table I if page is rendered at client side.
TABLE I
R ESPONSE DATA SIZE COMPARISON
Structure
Server-side rendering
Client XSLT caching

Data Format
HTML
XML

Size (bytes)
20,916
6,794

For the Web browsing at mobile devices, the page segments can be simplif ed for better presentation at mobile Web
browsers. Android developers also recommend upgrading the
Web UI to an XML layout [25]. Moreover, mobile devices
could partially share the XML data in server side caching
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system with the general desktop Web browsing like XMLbased message exchange between different platforms.
V. L AYOUT C USTOMIZATION
A conf gurable page is a webpage designed with built-in
layout personalization and content selection capabilities. Each
piece of content, also referred to as a resource displayed within
a cell of a layout region, can be rearranged, hidden or shown.
Client-side XSLT customization is more f exible and powerful
than CSS personalization, which is often used in blog pages.
For example, it is easy to rearrange the layout or control the
visibility by changing the attribute values of nodes.
• Layout arrangement (Figure 4): End-users can move
segments by dragging and dropping operations
to adjust the locations (e.g. object.style.left =
event.clientX - event.offsetX + document.body.scrollLeft;
object.style.top = event.clientY - event.offsetY +
document.body.scrollTop;), which is more compact or
suitable for user browsing habits than the default layout
arrangement of segments.

Fig. 4.
•

Layout rearrangement

Visibility control (Figure 5): End-users can
hide/undisplay the undesired segments by setting
the property “display” of attribute “style” to “none”
(object.style.display = “none”;). If the hidden segments
are deleted, the original execution environment of
JavaScript would be broken and the JavaScript could not
run normally if the hidden segments (XML data) are
used/updated in JavaScript programmatically.
VI. S PEED AND D ELAY

If server-side load is reduced and rendering tasks are moved
to client-side, tasks of client-side are unavoidably increased.
Client-side rendering and rich client applications usually bring
users a “image” that they are executed heavily and high

Fig. 5.

Hide segment(s)

CPU/memory-consuming, which leads to delay of page loading or refreshing at client Web browser. Actually, this delay
is caused by large data streaming and plug-in such as JSON
text stream in map applications, Flash player and Silverlight,
or JavaScript loading. Client-side rendering itself is not a
high CPU-consuming process. We (OS: Windows 7, Browser:
Internet Explorer 9, CPU: Intel Core i7 2.93GHz, RAM: 4.00
GB) captured performance data of examples given in Section
IV by Windows Performance Analyzer Tools 5 . As shown
in Figure 6 and 7, there are not many differences in CPU
usage percentage (e.g. maximum and average value) between
presenting different types of webpages. A similar statistical
result of main memory usage is also learned.
As clients become increasingly sophisticated, there is more
for a browser to do. For websites that rely heavily on clientside rendering, it is essential to include this delay. Too much
JavaScript on the client side makes the browser slow unless
the user has a powerful computer. Many large websites use
one common set of JavaScript f les and one common set of
CSS f les in every template and webpage. Those f les change
over time and often contain elements that are no longer used
on the webpage or anywhere on the website. We need to keep
track of what elements are being loaded on each webpage.
client side uses JavaScript libraries that often contain massive
amounts of functions, but only a handful of those functions
are used actually. If we want to speed up presenting webpage,
we should remove any JavaScript or CSS that are not being
used on the webpage.
Moving JavaScript to the bottom of webpage also enables
all other requests to be processed quickly, which would make
webpage appear to load more quickly. The browser can begin
rendering faster and do not wait for all of JavaScript to load
at the top of webpage. However, not all JavaScript can be
moved to the bottom of a webpage. If the JavaScript is a
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Fig. 6.

CPU usage percentage of presenting a webpage rendered at server side

Fig. 7.

CPU usage percentage of presenting a webpage rendered at client side

library required for other components on the page to render,
it must be loaded early in the page lifecycle.
More discussions about bridging the gap between the
browser view of a UI and its JavaScript implementation are
given in [14].
VII. D EVELOPMENT AND R EUSE
We have to consider development eff ciency and programming skill requirements if we employ client-side rendering
mechanism. It is based on the separation of topic and functionality region of webpage. We implement not only the
model-view separation in template but also the static-dynamic
separation in segment. In the model-view separation, XSLT
serves as client-side template and offers a great expressiveness,
allowing a translator to produce complex HTML documents
from XML data. This separation leads to the division of labor.
The webpage designer can adjust the presentation or layout
without having to change the program logic, which is always
much riskier. However, XSLT f les development requires mastering a quite different language compared with JSP/ASP/PHP
and high prof ciency with JavaScript frameworks/libraries (e.g.
jQuery [13] and Prototype.js [20]). Therefore, this XSLT-XML
separation methodology and client-side rendering mechanism
are not suitable for small personal webpages. It would waste
the time by analyzing and has no big effect.
Here, we give two experiments to prove the abovementioned
opinions and compare development time cost.
1) Experiment 1: Developers are not prof cient in XSLT
and write original JavaScript functions for rendering. We
developed a CIM (Customer Information Management)
system, which provides the add, search, show, update,
and delete functions mainly. By the traditional method,
it needs f ve basic functionality pages (and other pages
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such as listing page): add a new customer (input the
customer information), search for a customer (input
the search keyword), show the customer information
(detailed information such as name, address, telephone,
and statistic of purchase history), update a customer
information (e.g. change the address, add a new contact),
and delete a customer. By using dynamic page, the show
page and update page are merged into a show+update
page. The users can update the information in show
page by clicking the corresponding value area (trigger
Onclick event) without the page jumping/transition. The
updated information includes changed user information
and calculated new purchase statistic (e.g. sum, average
price, and graphic statistic). Compared with the two
standalone pages show and update, the show+update
page needed much more time in programming and test
as shown in Table II (same developing engineers and
quality/test engineers). The developing engineers had
to write large quantities of JavaScript to deal with the
DOM and hidden values programmatically, and face up
to the fact that XML syntax is far more restrictive than
HTML. Moreover, browsers’ debugging support is still
very poor compared with server-side debugging support.
Therefore, although the sum of pages is reduced, the cost
of programming and test becomes higher.
TABLE II
D EVELOPMENT TIME COST COMPARISON
Page (Function)
show
update
show+update

Programming (hours)
6
12
40

Testing (hours)
8
16
64

2) Experiment 2: Developers are prof cient in XSLT and

JavaScript library. We upgrade a Web UI (User Interface) system, which is an online information processing system and has two versions. The UI generator
of old one is developed by JSP (JavaServer Pages)
and the new one is developed by XSLT. In a version
upgrade, a new functionality needs to be added for
personalizing webpage layout based on user access
authorization. A developing engineer did the code update for two versions. Table III shows that the XMLXSLT architecture is more eff cient. The programming
job could be analyzed and divided according to the
abilities or prof ciencies of developing engineers. One
engineer does not need to write an entire template f le
of a webpage, and the webpage development can be
subdivided into functionality-oriented development. For
the dynamic segment, the JavaScript library is used to
access or update client XML data. Compared with the
traditional dynamically updating client HTML source,
the XML data access/update/transformation process is
independent of the layout of webpage, and avoids using
the HTML tags and HTML-oriented functions such as
innerHTML or innerText, which are lack of the possibility of code reuse. XML-oriented JavaScript functions are
customized more easily than HTML parsing functions.
TABLE III
U PGRADE TIME COST COMPARISON
Version
Old
New

Language
JSP
XSLT

Time (hours)
184
80

VIII. D ISCUSSION
The design philosophy behind our approach/opinion aims
at achieving the following goals.
1) To extricate the server side from the overloaded rendering work requested simultaneously by multiple client
ends.
2) To further separate the concerns of the Web application
and distinguish the handling of various types of data.
3) To facilitate the personalization and customization of the
displayed output webpages for the different users and
types of client ends.
For the goal 1, in the client-server model, there is one
common controversy about the choice of the thin-client architecture or the thin-server (full-client [12]) architecture. Yang et
al. [28] found that thin-client systems can perform well on Web
and multimedia applications in LAN (Local Area Network)
environments. This shows that the rendering mechanism of the
traditional Web application worked f ne when it was usually
at the server side. However, nowadays with the better and
better graphical quality displayed by Web applications and
more various requirements from users, the rendering tasks
become more and more computationally costly. Thus, keeping
the rendering mechanism still at server side becomes an
obsolete design. Now there is a trend that TSA (Thin Server

Architecture) is advocated recently [4][23]. Note that in our
approach, we are not at the extreme to have most functions of
Web applications exclusively limited at the server side or at the
client side. The idea of our approach is not to use server-side
templates to create and transmit the webpage, but to separate
concerns using protocol between client and server and to get a
much more eff cient and less costly development model. Using
TSA leads to following three potential advantages.
• The server side can only focus on the business logics.
• The client side can focus on the presentations.
• The communications between server and clients just
exchange the raw data such as XML.
As shown in Table I, the exchanged data between server
and client is reduced in our approach, which improves the
usage of data caching. Besides, moving the rendering from
server to client also facilitates the concurrency of presentation.
The XSLT used in our approach, as a functional programming
language, can easily enable concurrency, since the order of
execution of side-effect free functions in functional programming is not important. Thus, the client can run the multiple
same XSLT threads simultaneously to speed up the data
presentation.
For the goal 2, after separation of presentation and content,
for the ease of reusability, maintainability and extensibility, it
is desired to further separate the concerns of the Web application on multiple dimensions [21]. The accessibility is one of
the dimensions we try to separate concerns on. By adopting
the RIAs or rich def ned XML, the client side can provide
navigable structure and guarantee of accessibility of controls
(see Section III). Another dimension of concern important to
the performance is the different types of content. For example,
the static and dynamic content in the different segments in
the output webpages should be differentiated. In the original
server-side rendering mechanism, the data exchanged between
server and client is usually webpages. In our approach, with
the skeletal segments generated by XML, XSLT, JSON and
JavaScript, the exchanged data between server and client can
be narrowed down to the segment level. And distinguishing
the static and dynamic segments also improves the eff ciency
of data caching (see Section IV). Except the different handling
for static and dynamic content, the similar idea can be applied
to yet some other types of content.
For the goal 3, as the user-adaptive and context-aware
characteristic is the trend for the future Web applications [2],
Web application should have the different rendering strategies for the different types of client ends and the various
user requirements. Layout arrangement and visibility control
(see Section V) is just one type of user customization and
personalization. In some more sophisticated client ends like
smart-phone, the gesture control in response to the users’
operations on the screen is better to be handled by the client
end, otherwise waiting for the rendering results from serverside will cause the extra delay.
Certainly, the above merits of client-side rendering do not
come without any compromise. As shown in Table II and Table
III, using our approach together with the involved techniques
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may introduce the extra learning curve and initial investment
for the early separations than the commonly used server-side
rendering mechanism (taking almost more than double time,
see Table II). However, in the long term, the developers will
benef t from this in the evolution and extension of the Web
applications.
IX. C ONCLUSION
We gave a comprehensive analysis of advantages and
disadvantages of client-side rendering mechanism in different viewpoints of practice and experience. The experimental
evaluations proved a proposed example framework supports
the demands of users well and could bring the diverse new
opportunities about the extensible reuse of Web applications.
There is still a lot of work to be done before it becomes
a more mature technology since it currently cannot arrive
at a solution satisfactory to both users and developers. The
dynamic visual effects are realized by client script functions,
which bring the f exible operation but increase the development cost for some developers or development scenarios.
Therefore, as shown in Figure 8, the developers need to make
a proper balance between the opinions and options of users
and themselves usually.

Fig. 8.

Balance between Web application users and developers

As future work, we will explore further the problems of
system security, scalability, and server-side database update
of client-side rendering mechanism. Additionally, besides the
currently developing JavaScript libraries and frameworks, we
will develop more various supporting technologies for eff cient
client rendering in future.
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Abstract—Trust is one of the key factors in successful software
development. However, achieving and maintaining trust in global
software development (GSD) projects is really hard because of the
inherent challenges in global software development; these challenges
include cultural diversity, inadequate communication, temporal
difference and knowledge management (KM). Many studies have
explored the role that trust plays in knowledge seeking and
acceptance, but very few have explored the role knowledge
management plays in building trust. In order to minimize the problem
of trust, we propose the use of Knowledge Management Repository
(KMR) that helps in building trusting working relationships among
GSD team members. This paper reports the results of a controlled
experiment that was conducted in an academic setting with two groups
of students to test the impact of KMR on trust. The results indicate that
applying KMR in GSD projects positively affects the trusting working
relationship among GSD teams. Study findings provide a substantial
understanding of trust, and the role KMR plays in building and
maintaining trust. In this paper, we discuss these findings and their
implications in GSD organizations.

occur without it [6, 13, 15, 16]. There is a need to use the latest
information and com munication technologies of kn owledge
sharing for building trust [9, 16, 17, 18]. Sometimes a sm all
amount of m issing knowledge causes a delay and even the
failure of the software project [6].

Keywords-Global software Development, Knowledge management,
Knowledge Management Repository, Trust

I.

INTRODUCTION

Global software developm ent is becom ing a norm in
software industry and orga nizations are now rapidly shifting
from a traditional form of c ollocated development to global
software development [1, 2] . There are a number of bene fits
and business reasons that m otivate companies to shift from inhouse development to GSD; these reasons include the late st
technologies, availability of resources and m ethodologies,
being closer to em erging markets, low cost, etc [3]. However
these benefits come with associated costs and c hallenges that
result in poor communication, lack of trust and coordination [4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
Trust is defined as the ‘‘the willingness of a party
to be
vulnerable to the actions
of another party based on the
expectation that the other will perform
a particular a ction
important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or
control that other party” [28]. Trust is considered as one of the
most important factors in successful software development and
is essential within an orga nization for improving performance,
efficiency, productivity, creativity and the overall results
achieved. I n GSD, working in a trust ori ented environment
facilitates collaboration and co operation and encourages the
team members to work with a comm on purpose a nd shared
goals and thus achieve the desired results [4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12].

Therefore, keeping in view the importance of KM and Trust
for GSD based organizations; in this pape r we will study the
impact of KM R on building trust. KM R is an information
technology tool that prom otes knowledge sharing am ong GSD
teams and it is one of the comm only used practices of K M as
discussed in literature [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24].
In the next section, we define the relation between
knowledge management and trust in the light of literature, and
we elaborate on the im portance of KM and trust in GSD
projects. In s ections III and IV the
project overview and
research methodology are described. In section V, we present
the findings and assess ments of our data.Section VI
summarizes the main lessons learned from this research and
finally we conclude with suggestions for future research.
II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

GSD team members are unlikely to meet face-to-face due to
the nature of collaboration in a multinational organization and
cost saving strategies. Estab lishing and m aintaining trust in
GSD teams improve their effectiveness because tea m members
are generally not a ble to s pend much time in cr oss checking
and monitoring others.Positive interpersonal relationships and
shared experience help in building trust [4, 13, 16].
Knowledge management holds a central
place in t he
development of trust am ong GSD team members. To develop
trust in GSD, there is a need to prom
ote affective
communication, adopting knowledge sharing practices,
developing strong leadership and knowing and building
relationships between individuals [10, 16, 25, 26]. Missing trust
sometimes leads to the term ination of further co-operation and
relationships[25].
A survey was performed by NUS in 2007 in which m ore
than 30 nations were involved and the results obtained fro m
this survey point to an
opportunity for governments from
developing nations to use KM as a key driver towards
increasing public sector pr oductivity and building tr ust in
government [14].
Information and communication technologies ar e
considered as the best m eans for im proving communication
and building trust am ong GSD teams [9]. A n intraorganizational tool nam ed “trusty” is suggested for the
development and im provement of trust am ong GSD team s in

Improving communication and trust in GS D is im portant
and KM is considered as the be st means towards this end as
KM holds a central role in th e success of GSD projects [6, 14].
Trust has a direct relationship with knowledge and c ould not
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[9] but no validation is provided in this study. The study clai ms
that this tool facilitates communication and cooperation among
GSD team members by pr oviding them with a knowledge
exchange platform.

about the credibility and trustworthiness of other person which
remains stable across many situations. [28].
B. Perceived trustworthiness
It refers to the extent to w hich an individual expect others
to behave according to their commitments. It exists when the
team members behave according to the expectations of t heir
colleagues; they are loyal and honest with their tea m members
and no body takes advantage of the other [28].

GSD teams require intensive communication and collaboration
for the development of trust. KMR is an easy way of m anaging
and sharing knowledge across the organization an d allowing
stakeholders to know when, how or by whom knowledge is
done. KMR thus help in i mproving the coordination and
trusting working relationship among team members[23, 26].
III.

C. Cooperative behaviors
It refers to the environm ent in which team members work
with collaboration, help others in difficult situations and share
their experiences and know ledge. A team with coope rative
behavior works efficiently towards a common goal.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research question addressed in this study is
Q:How KMR helps in bui lding and maintaining trus t
among GSD team members?
In order to study the impact of KMR in building trust, we
have carried out a controlled experiment. The selected co ntext
of our experiment was an academ ic environment. We
conducted our study with two groups
of students each
consisting of six members, these students belong to
two
different universities located in Pakistan and China. The reason
for choosing the students from these two universities is due to
the fact that this was the firs t experiment that we carried out,
and the authors work at these universities. So, it was easy to
carry out experiment with these two universities inste ad of
others, due to regulations and difficulties involved in obtaining
permission. Moreover the variables of this choice were suitable
for our expe riment as we n eed two GSD tea ms where the
cultural, linguistic and tem poral difference is involved. E ach
group consists of three Pa kistani and three Chinese students.
Both groups had to complete the similar project of evaluating
and redesigning a website and the duration of the project was
three months for each group. All the students who participated
in this experiment were the student of BS computer science, so
the age and experience of the participants was almost same.
Existing wiki software was used as KMR after making few
modifications into it. The infor mation that students consider to
be important with respect to their
remote colleagues were
added into this KMR so that th ey may know about their
colleagues. This KM repository provides a space to collaborate
and share projects, documents, messages, schedules, tasks and
contacts within the group and many other features that help in
project management and coordination.

D. Monitoring behavior
It refers to the extent to which team members monitor and
check the actions of their tea m mates. Literature argues that
monitoring is associated w ith lack of tr ust. This behavior
decrease the efficiency and perf ormance of the team so it
should be a voided especially in GSD team s where a huge
geographical distance is involved and m onitoring affects not
only trust and perform ance of GSD teams but it also causes
budget overrun[28].
Based on the above four m easures, literature was studied
and 28 ite ms were selected that were related to these four
measures of trust. These ite
ms were checked by two
independent subject matter experts. These experts evaluated
these items according to the criteria of understandability, length
and redundancy. Few ite ms were discarded because of the
redundancy and some more items were added, so finally after
evaluation 21 items were selected. From these 21 ite ms; 6
items were related to the propensity to trust, 6 ite
ms were
related to the perceived trustworthiness, 6 items were rela ted to
the cooperative beha vior and 3 items were related to the
monitoring behaviors. From these four measures, the first three
measures propensity to trust, perceived trustworthiness and
cooperative behaviorwhich have a positive impact on trust
while the monitoring behaviorwhich have a negative impact on
trust. Using these 21 item s a questionna ire was prepa red.
Responses on the trust scales were given on a 5-point scaling
ranging from 5= “strongly agree” to 1= “strongly disagree”.

In order to m easure trust four indicator/measures of tr ust
were used ba sed on prior deconstruction of team trust in
literature [27]. We describe each measure briefly in turn

As trust takes time in building and as it changes with the
passage of tim e, so during the three months duration of the
project, Group A and Group B team members were asked to
fill in the questionnaire three ti mes each after the gap of one
month based on their m utual understanding about their tea m
mates. However, the strict c onfidentiality of their responses
was ensured before giving them a questionnaire. The six
Chinese students (three from Group A and three fr om Group
B) filled the questionnaire i n the presence offirst researc her
while the students in Pakistani University were asked to emai l
the questionnaire to the researcher.

A. Propensity to trust
It is the willin gness of one or more person in a group to
trust others. Propensity to trust is affected by many factors like
team culture, lifestyle, experience, education etc. it’s a general
personality attribute that leads towards the general expectations

IV.
DATA COLLECTION AND RESULTS
After the completion of first questionnaire filling exercise,
12 questionnaires were received, six from each group A and B
respectively. An a ggregated questionnaire was prepared in
which against each question the total was calculated (where

However the access of this KMR was given to only one
group of students and not the other so that the im pact of KMR
in building tr ust may be studied. We use the nam e Group A
(just for ease of use) for the team who wa s using KMR and
Group B for the team who was not using KMR.
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TABLE 2: OVERALL RESULTS OBTAINED FROM BOTH GROUP A
AND GROUP B (WHERE SA: STRONGLY AGREE, A: AGREE, PK:
PAKISTANI STUDENTS, CN: CHINESE STUDENT & GRP: GROUP)

total= number of participants who are strongly agree or
agree with the state ment of the questionnaire). Then these
scores were again aggregated on the basis of four m easures of
trust and the results obtained are shown in Table1.

Measurement
Factors
Propensity to trust

Agreement percentage (strongly agree+ agree)
Group A
Group B
PK
CN
PK
CN
13
14
11
12

Perceived
trustworthiness
Cooperative behavior

13

Monitoring behavior

5

15

14

15

Perceived
trustwort
hiness

13

Cooperat
ive
behavior

14

Monitorin
g
behavior

Agreemen
t %age of
Trust

GRP

PK

13

A

CN

5

14

15

15

5

(SA+A)

GRP

PK

Stage 1

11

12

10

7

B

CN

12

12

12

6

GRP

PK

14

15

16

5

A

CN

10

12

Agreemen
t %age of
Trust

15

16

15

4

7

6

(SA+A)

GRP

PK

Stage 2

12

13

12

6

B

CN

12

14

13

6

PK

16

16

17

4

12

5

Propensity
to trust

Measurement
Factors

TABLE 1: AGGREGATE LEVEL OF TRUST FOR BOTH GROUP A AND
GROUP B AT FIRST STAGE ( WHRE PK :PAKSTANI STUDENTS AND
CN: CHINESE STUDENTS)

12

The same procedure was applied for com bining the results
of exercise two and three. T he overall results in allthree stages
of this experiment were obtained and are shown in Table2

Agreemen
t %age of
Trust

GRP
A

CN

17

16

16

3

Table2 shows that the values of the first three measures namely
propensity to trust, perceived trustworthiness and cooperative
behavior are com paratively high in G roup A as co mpared to
Group B while the monitoring behavior in Group A is low as
compared to Group B. This indicates tha t the level of trust
among team members ofGroup A is c omparatively high as
compared to Group B.

(SA+A)

GRP

PK

13

14

14

6

B

CN

14

12

13

5

Stage 3

Results displayed in Fig.1-4 reflect the positive impact of
KMR in building trust among GSD team members. We further
validated our r esults by conduc ting an open ende d discussion
with both Groups after the end of the project. Team members
from Group A were asked that how m uch this KMR was
helpful for them. Reply of alm ost 67% students waspositive. A
student from Group A said that “ KMR provide us a platform
through which we can discuss everything and even when we
use this KMR it doesn’t seem to us that a huge geographical
distance is involved between our team mates”. Moreover, when
these team mates were asked about the role of KMR in building
trust the answer of almost every participant was positive.

Figure1-4 shows us the val ues of four measures of trus t
during three stages of the projects A a nd B. In these figures
three questionnaire filling exercises are s hown along X-axis
from one to three and the value of trust indicator is shown
along Y-axis. As the total students in eac h group were six
therefore maximum value of Y can be 30 in case if all the
students are strongly agree about some questionnaire statement
and minimum value can be 5 if all the students are disagree on
a point. T herefore the scale range is from 5 to 30 for each
measure of trust.
40

40

30

GroupA

20

GroupB

30

GroupA

20

GroupB

10

10
1

2

1

3

Figure 1: Results o f Propensity to trust for Group A an d Group B du ring
three stages of the projects

2

3

Figure 2: Results of Perceived trustworthiness for Group A and
Group B during three stages of the project

20
30

GroupA
GroupB

10
1

2

3

GroupA

10

GroupB

0
1

Figure 3: Results of Cooperative be havior for Group A and Group B
during three stages of the project
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2

3

Figure 4: Results of Monitoring Behavior for Group A and Group B
during three stages of the project

One of the st udents from Group B told us that although
there exist many communication software but we cannot
monitor and c ontrol our projects through th em, there must be
some common software which provides us a platform for every
kind of form al and informal communication. Further he said
that change in management and project tracking in a globally
distributed team environment is especially difficult to m anage
without the presence of such a platform.
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Global Teaming Model for Architectural Knowledge.
International
Conference on Global Software Engineering .2010, pp.55-63.
[25] Darja. Smite, Nils Brede. Moe and Richard Torkard. Pitfalls in Remote
Team Coordination: Lessons Learned fro m a Case Stu dy. Lecture Note
in computer Science,2008, volume 5089/2008, pp. 345–359.
[26] Wei. Xiao and Qing-qi. Wei. A Study on Virtual Team Trust Mechanism
and Its Construction Strategies. International Conference on Information
Management, Innovation Management and Industrial Engineering.2008,
pp. 315-319.
[27] Ana Cristina. Co sta and Neil. An derson. Measuring trust in team s:
Development and validation of a multifaceted measure of formative and
reflective indicators of tea m trust. European Journal of W ork and
Organizational Psychology. 20(1). 2001, pp. 119-154.
[28] Roger C. Mayer and Ja mes H. Davis and David. Schoor man. An
integrative model of o rganizational trust. Academy of Management
Review, 20(3). 1995, pp. 709–734.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To conclude, trust is one of the im portant factors in the
success of GS D projects. The 21- item measures indicated in
this study provides an insigh t into the organization about the
level of trust existing a mong the teams. Moreover, the m ajor
result of the study shows us that there must be knowle dge
management and a shar ing mechanism like the KMR in this
experiment. This KM R helps the team s in building and
maintaining trust by providing them with a platform for
communication and discussion. The KMR if implemented and
used properly helps the team m embers in resolving conflicts,
propagating the changes among teams and m aintaining
informal communication. As a results of all these, trusting
working relationship among team members increase and the
projects are completed successfully.
It was a controlled experim ent performed with two G roups
of students. In the future, there is a need to implement this
KMR in a real GSD or ganization to study the impact of this
KMR on trust by using the same 21-items measures of trust.
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Abstract

2

Switched fuzzy systems can be used to describe the hybrid systems with fuzziness. However, the languages to describe the switching logic and the fuzzy subsystems are in
general different, and this difference makes the system analysis hard. In this paper we use Differential Petri Net (DPN)
as a uniﬁed model to represent both the discrete logic and
fuzzy dynamic processes. We then apply model checking
technique to DPN to check the correctness of the requirements.

1

Switched Fuzzy Systems

A Switched Fuzzy System (SFS) consists of a family
of T-S fuzzy models and a set of rules that orchestrates
the switching among them. Assume that the Switched
Fuzzy System has m subsystems, each is described by a
Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model[5], and σ : R+ → M =
{1, 2, . . . , m} is a piecewise constant function that represents the switching signal.

2.1

Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy Model

Let Nσ(t) be the number of inference rules. Then the T-S
fuzzy model is described as follows:

Introduction

Switched systems have been widely used in a variety
of industrial processes. If a system is too complex or illdeﬁned, i.e. the system contains fuzzyness, switched fuzzy
system has been adopted to model such systems[1].
Compared with conventional switched system modeling, switched fuzzy system modeling is essentially a multimodel approach in which simple sub-models (typically linear models) are fuzzily combined to describe the global behavior of a nonlinear system. A typical sub-model is Takagi
and Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy model, which consists of a set of
If-Then rules and a set of ordinary differential equations[5].
This model raises some issues in the software engineering. For example, in the T-S fuzzy model, the languages to
describe the switching logic and the fuzzy subsystems are in
general different, and this difference makes the system analysis and implementation hard. So far, the efforts to address
this issue are only for the deterministic switched systems.
It is our attempt to solve this issue for switched fuzzy
systems. We use Differential Petri net deﬁned by Demongodin and Koussoulas[2] as a uniﬁed behavior model to represent switched fuzzy systems. We then use model checking tool HyTech to check the DPN, and use an enhanced
version of the tool Visual Object Net++ to simulate DPN.
We employ the the Differential-Drive Two-Wheeled Mobile
Robots as the running example to illustrate our method.

l
Rσ(t)

:

[Local Plant Rule]
l
l
if ξ1 is Mσ(t)1
∧ · · · ∧ ξp is Mσ(t)p
,
then x (t) = Aσ(t)l x(t) + Bσ(t)l uσ(t) (t),
l = 1, 2, . . . , Nσ(t) .

l
In this model, Rσ(t)
denotes the lth inference
rule, uσ(t) is the input variable, vector x(t) =
[x1 (t), x2 (t), . . . , xn (t)]T ∈ Rn represents the state
variables, vector ξ = [ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξp ] represents the vector
of rule antecedents (premises) variables, and matrices
Aσ(t)l ∈ Rn×n and Bσ(t)l ∈ Rn×p .
Hence, the ith subsystem can be represented as follows:

⎧ 1
1
1
Ri : if ξ1 is Mi1
∧ · · · ∧ ξp is Mip
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎪
then x (t) = Ai1 x(t) + Bi1 ui (t)
⎪
⎪
⎪
2
2
2
⎪
R
:
if
ξ1 is Mi1
∧ · · · ∧ ξp is Mip
⎪
⎨ i

then x (t) = Ai2 x(t) + Bi2 ui (t)
subsystem i :
⎪
.
⎪ .
⎪
.
⎪
⎪
⎪
Ni
Ni
⎪
⎪
∧ · · · ∧ ξp is Mip
RNi : if ξ1 is Mi1
⎪
⎩ i

then x (t) = AiNi x(t) + BiNi ui (t)
By using the center of gravity method for defuzziﬁcation,
the global model of the ith fuzzy subsystem can be de-
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y

scribed by the equation:


x (t) =

Ni


ηil (ξ(t))(Ail x(t) + Bil ui (t)),

l=1

θ

where
ηil (t) =

n
ρ=1 μMρl (t)
,0
 Ni
n
l=1
ρ=1 μMρl (t)

≤ ηil ≤ 1,

Ni


y0

ηil (t) = 1,

l=1

Figure 1. The model for TWMR.

and μMρl (t) denotes the membership function of the fuzzy
state variable xρ that belongs to the fuzzy set Mρl .

2.2

Local Plant Rule 1 : If θ(t) is h11 (θ(t)) ,

Switching Logic For σ(t)

then x (t) = A11 x(t) + B11 u(t);
Local Plant Rule 2 : If θ(t) is h12 (θ(t)) ,

Let X be the universe of discourse. Assume that X
is partitioned to m parts, i.e. there are Xi ∈ R1×n , i =
1, 2, . . . , m such that X = X1 ∪ X2 ∪ · · · ∪ Xm . We also
assume that Xi is associated with subsystem i. The switching is based on the Region Rule, which is deﬁned as the
following:

then x (t) = A12 x(t) + B12 u(t).
[Region Rule 2]: If −d ≤ θ(t) ≤ d, then
Local Plant Rule 1 : If θ(t) is h21 (θ(t)) ,
then x (t) = A21 x(t) + B21 u(t);
Local Plant Rule 2 : If θ(t) is h22 (θ(t)) ,

[Region Rule]
If ξ1 is Ωi1 and ξ2 is Ωi2 and . . . and ξp is Ωip

then x (t) = A22 x(t) + B22 u(t).
[Region Rule 3]: If −3.131 ≤ θ(t) < −d, then
Local Plant Rule 1 : If θ(t) is h31 (θ(t)) ,

Then [Local Plant Rule]
where Ωij are crisp sets, Xi = Ωi1 × Ωi2 × · · · × Ωip , and

1, ξj ∈ Ωij ;
Ωij (ξj ) =
0, otherwise.

then x (t) = A31 x(t) + B31 u(t);
Local Plant Rule 2 : If θ(t) is h32 (θ(t)) ,
then x (t) = A32 x(t) + B32 u(t).

Thus at time t, if the state variable x has value x(t) =
(x1 (t), x2 (t), . . . , xp (t), . . . , xn (t)) such that x1 (t) ∈ Ωi1
and x2 (t) ∈ Ωi2 and . . . and xp (t) ∈ Ωip , then σ(t) = i.
If we regard that x(∈ Xi ) as a state, then our switching
is actually a Finite State Machine (FSM) based switching.

2.3

t

O

3

Mapping From SFS To Petri net

Without specifying, the basic symbols used for the Petri
net construction come from Reisig[3]. We will map SFS to
Differential Petri Net (DPN) deﬁned by Demongodin and
Koussoulas[2]. Through the introduction of the differential place, the differential transition, and suitable evolution
rules, DPN is possible to model concurrently discrete-event
processes and continuous-time dynamic processes, represented by systems of linear ordinary differential equations.
Full development of the DPN model can be found in [2].

A Running Example

We employ the the differential-drive two-wheeled mobile robots (TWMR) as the example to illustrate our
method. Based on the design control, TWMR can move
on a reference trajectory. Figure 1 pictures the movement.
In the ﬁgure, variable y represents hight of the rear axle and
the variable θ speciﬁes the angle of the robot orientation in
a reference frame. Both are the functions of time t.
In order to simply and effectively control the nonlinear
dynamics, the authors in paper[4] introduced the switched
T-S fuzzy model. Based on the values d of the premise variable, the premise variable space are partitioned into three
regions. In each region, the local nonlinear dynamic is represented by a T-S fuzzy model. The switched T-S fuzzy
model is described as follows:

3.1

Mapping Rules For Linear Systems

Without loss of generality, we assume that the linear systems are x (t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), where
A=

a11
a21

a12
a22

,B=

b11
b21

b12
b22

,

and u(t) is the input to the system.
The Petri net design of the system is shown in Figure 2.
There are two parts in the net: The ﬁrst part is for the con-

[Region Rule 1]: If d < θ(t) ≤ 3.131, then
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tinuous part(left) and the second part is the input part(right).

RULES

FSM Structures

Petri Nets

Rule 1

p0
Rule 2

(t01 |h)

t0

Rule 3

p02

p01

Rule 4

(v1var |h)
a11

tvar
1
a12

a21

(v2var |h)
tvar
2
a22

dp1

tin
2

tin
1
(v1in |h)

(v2in |h)

Figure 3. From FSM to Petri nets.
dp2 respectively. Three regions Region 1, Region 2 and Region 3 are represented by places p1 , p2 and p3 , respectively.
Transition t1 has condition d < θ(t) ≤ 3.131, transition t2
has condition −d ≤ θ(t) ≤ d, and transition t3 has condition −3.131 ≤ θ(t) < −d.

dp2

Figure 2. The Petri net of x (t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t).

In the ﬁgure, places dp1 and dp2 are two differential
places that represent the state variables x1 and x2 , respectively. Transitions tvar
and tvar
are two differential transi1
2
tions, both are associated with a delay h through a discrete
transition that connected to it. The ﬁring speeds of differential transitions tvar
and tvar
depend on the values of x1 and
1
2
x2 and can be represented as the follows:
v1var (t)
v2 (t)

3.2

var

=

a11 x1 (t) + a12 x2 (t),

=

a21 x1 (t) + a22 x2 (t).

Mapping Rules For The Switching Logic

Without activity coordination, a Petri net is the same as a
ﬁnite state machine. Thus the ﬁnite state machine can be regarded as a special case of Petri net. Accordingly, the mapping rules from ﬁnite state machine to Petri net are straightforward, and the mapping rules are listed in the Figure 3.
In the ﬁgure, the second column displays the structures of
the FSM and the third column display the structures of the
corresponding Petri net structures.

3.3

Figure 4. DPN for two-wheeled mobile robots.

Petri Net Representation of TWMR
For the simulation, we choose three different initial values for variable x, x(0) = (y0 , θ0 ), and they are (y0 , θ0 ) =
π
(1, 52
) which is located in Region 2, (y0 , θ0 ) = (1, π2 )
which is located in Region 1, (y0 , θ0 ) = (1, −3) which
is located in Region 3. The simulation shows that in each
case, we have that limt→∞ y(t) = 0 and limt→∞ θ(t) = 0,
which indicate that the control purpose is reached.

Based on the above rules, we build the DPN for TWMR.
The net is built by an enhanced version of the tool Visual
Object Net++1 , which is shown in Figure 4. In the ﬁgure,
the state variables y and θ are represented by places dp1 and
1 http://www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/TGI/PetriNets/tools/db.html
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4

Model Checking DPN

ment, then HyTech generates an error trajectory, which illustrates a time-stamped sequence of events that leads to a
violation of the requirement.
One of the speciﬁcation requirements of TWMR is speciﬁed as: TWMR can arrive at the position y = 0, θ = 0.
The output of the execution of Hytech is displayed in the
follows:

We use HyTech2 to check the DPN model. HyTech is a
symbolic model checker for linear hybrid automata.

4.1

From DPN To Hybrid Automata

In order to perform model checking with HyTech, we
need to transform the Differential Petri net to a Hybrid Automaton (HA). The transformation rules are omitted here.
After transformation, the Hybrid Automaton of DPN of
TWMR, which is nonlinear, is shown in Figure 5.

Number of iterations required for reachability: 5
Location: s6
100y+7>=0 & 2500x<=157 & 2500x+157>=0 & 100y<=7
Location: s5
100y>=7 & 1000x+1163>=0 & 2500x+157<=0 & 2y<=11
Location: s4
20y<=121 & 1000x+1163>=0 & 2500x+157<=0 & 2y>=11
Location: s3
2500x<=157 & 2500x+157>=0 & 20y=121
Location: s2
y = 3 & 2x = 3
can reach

y = y0
θ = θ0
d < θ < 3.131
y = sinθ(0.325y + 0.238θ)

θ = −0.1747y + 0.2383θ

θ>d

−d <= θ <= d

y = 0.5θ

θ=d

θ = 0.1506y + 0.4767θ



θ < −d

−3.131 < θ < −d

y = −sinθ(0.325y + 0.238θ)

θ = −d

θ = −0.1747y + 0.2383θ



From the output, we see that the trajectory of the TWMR is
s2 → s3 → s4 → s5 → s6 , and the last line is ’can reach’.
Thus the required speciﬁcation is satisﬁed.

Figure 5. Nonlinear hybrid automaton of
TWMR.

4.2

5

In this paper Differential Petri Net has been used to
model switched fuzzy systems. This model combines fuzzy
dynamic and discrete logic events in a single net. Thus we
can use tool Visual Object Net++ to simulate the switched
fuzzy system, and use tool HyTech to model check the correctness of the system requirements. In the future, we will
consider to represent a hybrid system with a uniﬁed model
and apply model checking technique to the uniﬁed model.

Linearizing Nonlinear Hybrid Automata

We need to linearize nonlinear hybrid automata to linear hybrid automata (LHA). In this paper, we adopt linear phase portrait approximation replacing nonlinear predicates by more relaxed linear predicates. For the automaton
of TWMR, we split each space of state variable into smaller
intervals in which the time derivatives are bounded, and the
resulting LHA model is shown in Figure 6.
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Abstract

of different recommendation methods in such systems. Fortunately we have the opportunity to collaborate with an Ecommerce site to gather real data from currently running
site and conduct our case study.Vertical B2C E-commerce
sites do have some features that will limit the application
of popular recommendation methods. For content-based
method, the most obvious limitation is items must be capable of being described as features, if there is no or limited
feature information about items, it is hard for content-based
techniques to get a good performance. For collaborative
ﬁltering, one precondition is there are sufﬁcient ratings to
items given by users or something equivalent. But unlike
data sets (e.g. Movielens, Eachmovie, etc.) which we usually evaluate collaborative ﬁltering on, it is very likely that
there are no rating information on vertical B2C sites. Another problem is most users of vertical B2C E-commerce
sites are new users, which will lead to the lack of sufﬁcient
history behavior data of one user to generate his or her proﬁle.

Recommender systems have been already performing
well in large comprehensive E-commerce sites. Another
trend emerging in E-commerce area is vertical B2C sites.
The vertical B2C sites sell only one or a few of categories
of goods to end users, and most of the users are new users.
There may be not sufﬁcient history data to generate highquality recommendation because the trafﬁc of these sites are
low. To analyze the feasibility and usability of popular recommendation methods (e.g. collaborative ﬁltering, contentbased, etc.) in vertical B2C sites, we have been working in
collaboration with an E-commerce site to gather real data
from an actually running vertical B2C site. In this paper,
we evaluate the performance of different recommendation
methods over half a year period from December 2010 to
June 2011. We analyze both the performance and cost of
these recommendation methods, and experimental results
show that we should apply suitable methods based on the
available data.

2. Recommender System

Keywords: Vertical E-commerce, Collaborative Filtering, Content-based Recommendation, Recommender
System

The origin of recommender systems can be traced back
to approximation theory, information retrieval and forecasting theories [1]. The appearance of ﬁrst papers about
collaborative ﬁltering in the mid-1990s [3] make recommender systems become an popular research direction.
And recent explosively development of Internet further increases the interest in this domain both in the industry and
academia. The most famous recommender system applied
in industry is probably the book recommender system of
Amazon (www.amazon.com). This system records users’
purchase, explore, comment and rating data to recognize
users’ preference and then recommends products to users.
The biggest news in academia is maybe in 2009 Netﬂix
(www.netﬂix.com) which is a large DVD rental service
company announced to award 1 million dollar prize to a
team that could increase the accuracy of rating prediction by
10%.The BellKor’s Pragmatic Chaos team eventually won
the prize with their BigChaos solution [8].

1. Introduction
E-commerce [6] has been widely used to perform business transactions. One fast growing subcategory of Ecommerce is vertical B2C, and it is becoming more and
more attractive to end users. Unlike mass online merchants (e.g. Amazon, Walmart), vertical B2C sites focus
on one single or a small number of categories of products (e.g. Newegg sells computers/electronics, Netﬂix sells
Books/Music/Movies), they can provide more various and
comprehensive choices in a particular ﬁeld.
Vertical B2C E-commerce sites are becoming very popular, but there is little, if any publication directly evaluating
the feasibility of popular recommendation algorithms on
vertical B2C sites, so we want to analyze the performance
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simplest most popular visited N products. The last category
is about some normal business sense, we select the cheapest
and newest products to recommend to users.
Content-based: Content-based recommendation system
tries to ﬁnd the products that are similar to the items which
user liked in the past. We recommend the products most
similar to current visited product. Similarity between product a and b is calculated as follow:

Recommender systems are usually classiﬁed into two
categories. The ﬁrst category is content-based recommendations [2], and the second category is collaborative ﬁltering recommendations [7]. Content-based methods utilize the content information of items to generate recommendations. Content information means the intrinsic features of items. In movie recommendation scenario, the content information of a movie is mainly its title, director, actors, genre, plot summary, keywords etc. The ﬁrst step
of content-based methods is to ﬁgure out the commonalities among the movies user has given high rating. Then
the system will generate the user’s preference with these
commonalities, and the recommended movies will be apparently those ones similar to the user’s preference. Collaborative ﬁltering methods utilize users’ rating information to
generate recommendation. According to the way of using
the rating information, collaborative ﬁltering methods can
be classiﬁed into two categories: Memory-based CF and
Model-based CF. Memory-based CF directly makes use of
entire or part of rating information to generate recommendation. Model-based CF do not directly use rating information to generate recommendation, these methods ﬁrst use
rating information to train a model, which is then used to
make recommendation.

similaritya,b =

|Fa ∩ Fb |
|Fa ∪ Fb |

(1)

where Fa is the feature set of product a, and Fb is the
feature set of product b. |Fa ∩ Fb | denotes number of features product a and b both have, and |Fa ∪ Fb | denotes the
entire number of features product a and b have.
Item-to-item-CF: Item-to-item collaborative ﬁltering
method deﬁnes similarity between items by the tendency
of users often visit or purchase these items together. We
apply the method similar to the algorithm proposed in [5].
Similarity between product a and b is calculated as follow:
similaritya,b =

3. Experimental Method

CV (a, b)
V (a) + V (b)

(2)

where CV(a,b) denotes times of products a and b are covisited, V(a) is the times of product a has been visited and
V(b) is the times of product b has been visited.
User-based-CF: User-based-CF method ﬁrst ﬁgure out
similar users of the target user. And then generate recommendation result to target user according to her similar users’ historical preference. Generally, we recommend
products visited most often by target user’s similar users.
Because we have no rating information in the site, we replace rating by times of visit to products in user vectors.
The similarity between two user vectors can be measured
by Pearson correlation.
Most-popular: Most-popular method may be the most
widely used strategy to recommend products without personalization. We recommend most popular visited products
to users. This method does not need complex computation
and get a relatively good performance at a very low cost.
Cheapest: Cheapest method is simple, we choose the
cheapest products to recommend. One important feature of
E-commerce is online shops can reduce fees compared to
bricks-and-mortar stores so that they can provide a lower
price. The performance of cheapest method will tell us
whether low price is one incentive for users to shop online.
Newest: Just as simple as Cheapest method, we recommend the newest products to users. New products will arrive on shelves at online shop earlier than that in bricks-andmortar store, so this method will detect whether a signiﬁcant
percent of consumers shop online for this reason.

The E-commerce site used in this paper has been one of
the most popular online bag retailers, and most of its customers are from North America. We collaborate with the
site for over half a year to gather real data from its site.

3.1. Data Set
The data was gathered during January 2011 to June
2011. This data set contains more than 363000 times visits
from over 63000 users.We get bag features from the site’s
database directly, these features to describe bags are color,
size, price, discount, type, brand, etc. The feature database
contains about 1300 bags. About 70 percent of the users
are new user, and they come to visit our site for the ﬁrst
time and on average every user visits only about 5 product
pages.

3.2. Evaluated Algorithm
We explore four categories of recommendation methods.
The ﬁrst category is content-based method [2]. And the
second category is collaborative ﬁltering method, this category contains two methods. One is item-to-item collaborative ﬁltering method [5], and the other is traditional userbased collaborative ﬁltering method [4]. The third category
is method based on simple statistical result, here we use the
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3.3. Evaluation Method
We use top-N precision to evaluate the performance of
algorithms in recommendation task. In order to measure
precision, we ﬁrst separate the original gathered data set
which is mentioned in section 3.1 into two parts. The
training set contains 80 percent of data, and the testing set
20 percent. To satisfy the different recommendation algorithms mentioned above, we apply two methods to separate
the data set. For content-based, item-to-item-CF and userbased-CF, we cannot do any recommendation when the user
comes to visit our site for the ﬁrst time. So when we randomly select 20 percent of the data from the original gathered data set, we exclude those records of the products user
visits when they come to our site at ﬁrst. For the last three
algorithms, the recommendation is based on the overall data
and not speciﬁc to each user. So we select the 20 percent
testing data completely randomly.
The computation of precision proceeds as follows. For
any single test, if the test product is one of the recommended
N products it is a hit case. Then the overall precision can be
deﬁned by follow formula:
precision(N ) =

hit − times
N ∗ |UT |

Figure 1. Top-5 precision and cost of methods

select as the benchmark. Also, these two methods have the
highest 4 points cost. This does not indicate that these two
main recommendation methods are not effective, but maybe
they have some limitations under vertical B2C E-commerce
cased. Cheapest and newest have not brought us any surprise. Although their cost is really low with 1 point, but
the performances of cheapest with a 6.12% precision and
newest with a 3.23% precision are not acceptable.

(3)

where hit-times is in all test cases the times of recommended N products contain test product, T is the test set
and |UT | is the number of users T contains.
Except for precision, we also evaluate the cost of each
recommendation method according to following ﬁve criterions:1. require item feature;2. require rating information;3.
require user behavior history data;4. require statistical information of the data set;5. require relatively complex calculation; Each criterion adds 1 point to the total cost.

4.2. Discussion
Content-based: Content-based do not outperform the
benchmark in our experiment, and we think two main reasons are the low quality of product feature information and
lack of item ratings to detect users’ preference. The low
quality feature information of bags mainly comes from two
reasons, one is some suppliers do not give all feature information and the other is different suppliers use different
words as features. To preprocess the feature information
from different suppliers, we need to ﬁll in some missing
features and unify different words which express the same
meaning. In our experiments, we assume all visited items
are of the same interest to user. But if we know the degree
of users’ interest in each item, we can weight most preferred
items’ features more.
Item-to-item-CF: Item-to-item-CF gets the best performance, this is an algorithm successfully applied in Amazon’s recommender system. In this algorithm, the main
cost is that we need to count all item pairs’ co-visited or
co-purchased times. Although the average number of items
visited by one single user is only about 5, we have sufﬁcient visiting history of different users to one single item,
and it is exactly what this algorithm needs to ﬁgure out similar items from the item perspective. Also this method do
not need item feature information, it is one advantage to

4. Result and Discussion
4.1. Experimental Result
In this section, we present the experimental results of
the recommender algorithms mentioned in above section on
our data set.We apply the evaluation method described in
section 3.3 to evaluate six recommender algorithms.
Figure 1 shows that item-to-item-CF gets the best performance with precision of 19.50%, it outperforms other
methods quite a lot, and its 3 points cost is relatively high
but not the highest. The most-popular as benchmark method
gets precision of 8.86% which is the second best performance, and its 2 points cost is relatively low compared
with other methods with similar performance. It shows that
most-popular has really high cost performance. Contentbased with a 6.85% precision and user-based-CF getting a
7.39% precision do not outperform most-popular which we
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such as one week and gradually deteriorate as statistical
period goes long, this may indicate that users’ preference
varies fast, the most popular products this week will be different from those of next week. Item-to-item-CF performs
better when time goes by because it really needs some time
to collect users’ visiting or purchasing data for computing
item similarity.
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Figure 2. Top-5 precision of different time period
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is how effective plain AOP techniques, like those present in
languages such as AspectJ, can be used to enforce contracts
for classes and aspects.

Abstract
Over the last years, several proposals have advocated
that a notion of interface between the base code and aspect code is necessary for reasoning about aspect-oriented
programming (AOP), and for overcoming pointcut fragility.
However, existing work that are AOP based, have not shown
how one can specify these interfaces to facilitate modular reasoning and specify control effects, such when advice does not proceed. The main contribution of this work
is a new form of interface for AOP that we call crosscut programming interface with design rules, or XPIDR.
XPIDRs extend the notion of crosscut programming interfaces (XPIs) with expressive design rules that allow modular understanding and enforcement of control flow effects.
We also show that since our approach with XPIDRs do not
require any new AOP construct, they can be adopted in a
straightforward manner by the AOP community.

1.1 The Problems
The recognition that the Design by Contract (DbC) [8]
technique can be implemented and better modularized using AOP is not new. There are several related works
that implement such dynamic contract checking using aspects [14, 11, 12]. In addition, DbC as aspects have been
also explored to AOP itself [4, 14]. However, the behavioral
contracts, such as pre- and postconditions, used to specify
advice methods in AOP are used as black box. Such black
boxes hide the internal control f ow states from the base
code and other aspects.
Figure 1 illustrates the classical f gure editor [6] that uses
contracts expressed by crosscutting interfaces (XPIs) [4].
XPIs provide a design rule between the base code (classes)
and aspects. For example, the XPI Changed specif es the
pointcut jp (lines 10−11), which is exposed (implemented)
by class Point (lines 2−8) and advised by aspect Update
(lines 9−15). The behavioral contracts of XPI are used together with the behavioral interface specif cation language
JML [7]. Thus, the behavioral contracts are written with
requires clauses (preconditions) and ensures clauses (postconditions). Hence the XPI Changed states that any advice,
which uses the pointcut jp (lines 10−11), must guarantee
that the exposed target object fe is non-null either before
and after advice’s execution. Moreover, we use a ensures
clause in the method setX of class Point (base code) stating
that after method’s execution the this .x must be equal to the
value passed to the parameter x.
So, to illustrate the problems of the black box approach,
we draw on the same problems discussed in the literature
[9, 1]. Consider the classical f gure editor example depicted
in Figure 1 [6], which uses XPIs [4].

1 Introduction
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [5] is a wellknown technique that explicitly supports the modularization
of crosscutting concerns. With the emergence of AOP, in
the literature, we have cookbooks that guide the “aspectization” of specif c crosscutting concerns, such as contract
enforcement [12, 13], and so forth. Thus, through modularization of such crosscutting concerns, one might increase
code modularity and reusability.
However, there is some consensus in the aspect-oriented
community that AOP constructs aimed to support crosscutting modularity can, in fact, compromise class modularity. A typical approach employs a notion of interface
between classes and aspects. These interfaces, also refereed as design rules, have been discussed and well researched [4, 9, 1]. The research question behind this work
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1 c l a s s F i g {}
2 c l a s s P o i n t extends Fig{
3 int x ; int y ;
4

9
10
11
12

//@ ensures this.x == x;

a s p e c t Changed{
pointcut jp ( Fig fe ) :
c a l l ( void Fig +. s e t ∗ ( . . ) )
&& t a r g e t ( f e ) ;
//@ requires fe!= null;

13

5 v o i d s e t X ( i n t x ){
6
this . x = x ;
7 }
8 }

//@ ensures fe!= null;

14
15

16 a s p e c t U p d a t e {
17 v o i d around ( F i g f e ) :
18
Changed . j p ( f e ){
19
pr o c e e d ( f e ) ;
20
Display . update ( ) ;
21 }
22 }

}

Figure 1. A behavioral contract for aspect interfaces using Crosscutting Interfaces (XPI) [4].
1 d r Changed {
2 c l a s s F i g {}
3 c l a s s P o i n t extends Fig {
4
v o i d s e t X ( i n t x ){
set(int Point.x);

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

}

}

a s pe c t Update {
pointcut jp :
c a l l ( void Fig +. s e t ∗ ( . . ) )
&& t a r g e t ( f e ) ;
v o i d around ( F i g f e ) : j p ( f e ){
pr o c e e d ( f e ) ;
xcall(void Display.update());

14
15
16

}

}

Figure 2. Design rules for aspect interfaces in LSD [9].
vice of aspect Update has a call to Display . update () method.
This mandatory call is needed to enforce the realization of
the concern Update. In the same manner, we cannot ensure
that the method setX of class Point really assign the value
of parameter x to f eld this .x. Again, this is mandatory to
ensure the realization of the Update concern.

The f rst problem [1] with the use of behavioral contracts
to AOP is that they are insuff cient to guarantee internal control f ow effects. For instance, if the call to proceed method
(line 19) is for any reason missed, the contract in lines 13−14
is not enough to alert the programmer about this mistake.
By missing the proceed method, the original call to the join
point setX is skipped. Hence, the expression this .x = x is
not evaluated. We have the same problem even if we provide behavioral contracts for the base code stating that after
method setX’s execution, we must have the f eld this . x assigned to x (as depicted in Figure 1 with the use of ensures
clause in line 4). Since the enforcement of these contracts
are attached to the execution of the method setX, they are
also skipped when proceed is missing.
The second problem [1] by using behavioral contracts
is that the reasoning about the control effects of an advice
to other advice seems diff cult. Consider we have another
concern such as a Logging aspect, which logs any change to
the f eld this .x by setX method calls. Assuming we have
the call to proceed method (line 19 in Figure 1) missed (as
discussed), we can have different results when composing
the system with both Update and Logging concerns. Possible
results comprehends the skipped execution of the Logging
concern or even its normal execution. The former happens
when the Update concern is executed f rst, whereas the latter
happens when the Logging is considered f rstly instead. This
scenario can be even worst with the applicability of other
concerns with their respective advising code.
The third problem with the conventional use of the behavioral contracts [9] is that they are not suff cient for specifying components behavior such as required method calls
and f eld access or change. For example, by using such behavioral contracts, we cannot guarantee that the around ad-

1.2 Previous Work on These Problems
As discussed, design by contract (DbC) methodologies
for AOP have been considered [4, 14] in the literature. However, none of these works can handle the mentioned problems because they rely on black box behavioral contracts.
Black box approach deals with only the relationship between its inputs and outputs. In other words, all available information deals with what is before and after a method’s execution [3]. No information is known about what happensin-between. Therefore, the contracts for AOP expressed, for
example, by XPIs [4] are not expressive enough to mitigate
the problems we described. XPIs represents contracts for
AOP using aspects constructs.
A previous work on these problems showed how to mitigate them by using the Language for Specifying Design
Rules (LSD) [9]. This language is another concept of an
interface used to decouple classes and aspects. It is used
for improving modularity and maximizing independent development opportunities. LSD provides behavioral rules to
specify internal control f ow effects. Table 1 presents the
six design rules adopted by LSD. As an example of a detailed design such as mandatory method calls or f eld state
change, the line 5 of the Figure 2 presents a set behavioral
rule which states that the method setX of class Point must
have a f eld state change denoted by this .x = x. In the as-
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contracts combined with grey box specif cation based approach [3] taken from LSD [9] and translucid contracts [1].
To provide the grey box specif cation approach, we draw on
the work of LSD. Hence, we demonstrate how to apply behavioral rules, such as xcall , using plain aspect constructs.
In this paper we focus on three mechanisms to enforce
contracts for AOP: (i) metadata annotations, (ii) pointcuts
and (iii) advice [6]. Our goal is understand how the combination of these approaches can provide a more expressive
way to check contracts for aspects than those already researched [14, 4]. We discuss some benef ts of the use of
annotations as a part of our solution to promote contracts
for AO programs.

Table 1. Behavioral Rules in LSD [9].
Rule
call(method)
xcall(method)
get(field)
xget(field)
set(field)
xset(field)

Description
It must have a method call within the def ned
scope.
It must have a method call exclusively within
the def ned scope.
It must have a field state access within the
def ned scope.
It must have a field state access exclusively
within the def ned scope.
It must have a field state change within the
def ned scope.
It must have a field state change exclusively
within the def ned scope.

pect code, we can observe the xcall behavioral rule in line
14. Such a rule states that the around advice of aspect Update
must have a call to Display . update () method. Also, since the
xcall rule starts with an ‘x’, the method Display . update ()
cannot be called in other place inside the scope of the design rule interface Changed.
Since a specif er using LSD can decide what to hide and
reveal, in relation to specif c internal control f ow effects,
we would say that LSD is also a grey box approach [3].
However, LSD does not support behavioral contracts such
as preconditions. This can be mitigated by incorporating
JML features to LSD design rule language. It is important
to note that LSD is not a standard AspectJ program. It is a
good proposal to be implemented in the current AspectJ language. Therefore, currently, the authors of LSD are working
towards a release for AO developers [9].
Another work on these problems uses the notion of
translucid contracts [1]. A translucid contract describes in
a detailed way the behavior of aspects when applied to the
AO interfaces. With translucid contracts, the specif er decide to hide some details, while revealing others. Translucid
contracts are based on grey box specif cation approach [3].
Translucid contracts are similar to XPIs (Figure 1), but
instead of AspectJ, translucid contract is implemented in
Ptolemy with its quantif ed typed events [10].
Finally, the AO community has a plenty of techniques to
reason about their programs [14, 4, 9, 1]. But the existing
behavioral contracts for AO interfaces, which are AspectJbased [4, 14], are insuff ciently to advert developers about
inconsistencies in AO program designs and implementations. Therefore, the AO community is lacking for an approach to def ne expressive contracts for AO programs using aspect constructs.

2 XPIs with Design Rules
The key idea behind our design methodology is to introduce a design phase for each crosscutting concern. Hence,
a designer establishes a crosscutting design rule interface to
decouple the base and the aspect design. Such a crosscutting design rule is based on a previous work by Griswold
et al. [4], the well known crosscut programming interfaces
(XPIs). The main difference is that we extend XPIs with
the notion of behavioral rules [9]. Hence with such behavioral rules, we enhance XPIs with a grey box specif cation
capability [3]. We call our enhanced XPI as crosscut programming interface with design rule, or XPIDR.
We implement XPIDRs as syntactic constructs in AspectJ. A XPIDR is composed of the following elements: (i)
a name; (ii) a set of one or more abstract join points; (iii)
a scope in which the abstract join points are def ned; (iv)
during the system’s concern specif cation, the specif er can
expose or hide specif c join points, and (v) all the exposed
join points should also present their specif cations using behavioral rules and contracts.
All of these elements are declared by using standard AspectJ constructs. Such elements enable one to provide an
expressive interface to be respected by the base and crosscutting concern implementation of the system.

2.1 The Figure Editor with XPIDRs
Figure 3 illustrates the use of XPIDR, written in AspectJ,
for the f gure editor example (lines 1−16). By convention,
aspects that specify XPIDRs begin with an “XDR” to distinguish them from non-interface aspects. Hence, the XPIDR
XDRUpdate declared in Figure 3 is the same aspect illustrated previously in Figures 1 and 2 named Changed.
XPIDR comprehends simple pointcut declarations in
which aspects can provide the advising code without needing to refer directly to the underlying source code (lines
2−3). In addition, we can also specify properties of the underlying pointcuts in a grey box style. Thus, the specif er

1.3 Contributions to the State-of-the-art
Then main contribution of this work is the use of standard AO constructs like those of AspectJ to enforce control f ow effects. We extend the XPI approach [4] to add
more expressive contract checking properties for AO programs. Likewise XPI [4], we employ aspects to enforce AO
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1 p u b l i c a s p e c t XDRUpdate {
2 public pointcut jp ( Fig fe ) : ta r g e t ( fe )
3
&& ( c a l l ( v o i d F i g + . s e t ∗ ( . . ) ) ) && @ a n n o t a t i o n ( U p d a t e C o n c e rn ) ;
4 public pointcut bcscope ( ) : within ( Fig + );
5 p u b l i c p o i n t c u t a c s c o p e ( ) : w i t h i n (∗ U p d a t e ∗ ) ;
6 public pointcut xpidrs c ope ( ) : bcscope ( ) | | acscope ( ) ;
7 / ∗ Grey box s p e c i f i c a t i o n o f t h e Update c o n c e r n b a s e c o d e ∗ /
8

d e c l a r e @method : v o i d P o i n t . s e t X ( i n t ) :

@UpdateConcern(Method.POINT SETX);

9

d e c l a r e @method : v o i d P o i n t . s e t X ( i n t ) :

@Set(”int Point.x”);

10

/ ∗ Grey box s p e c i f i c a t i o n o f t h e Update c r o s s c u t t i n g c o n c e r n c o d e ∗ /

11

d e c l a r e @method : v o i d D i s p l a y . u p d a t e ( ) :

12

d e c l a r e @method : v o i d U p d a t e . aroundAdvBody ( F i g ) :

@UpdateConcern(Method.UPDATE AROUND);

@UpdateConcern(Method.DISPLAY UPDATE);

13

d e c l a r e @method : v o i d U p d a t e . aroundAdvBody ( F i g ) :

@Requires(”fe != null”);

14

d e c l a r e @method : v o i d U p d a t e . aroundAdvBody ( F i g ) :

@XCall(”public static void Display.update()”);

15

d e c l a r e @method : v o i d U p d a t e . aroundAdvBody ( F i g ) :

@Ensures(”fe != null”);

16 }

Figure 3. An example of the XPIDR for the update concern of the figure editor.
can choose whether or not reveal specif c details of code to
be advised. For example, lines 8−9 explicitly present details of the base code. So, developers referring this XPIDR
know that the based code specif cally contains a Point .setX
method. Besides that, we can observe that such a method
contains two attached annotation properties.
The former (line 8) is an annotation which can be declared anywhere. It refers to the update concern that the
system realizes. Furthermore, it provides an enumeration
property (Method.POINT SETX) which specif cally identif es which particular element of the Update concern it belongs to (the method Point .setX in this case). We use a
enumeration property because we can mark several methods and advice of a particular concern.
The latter denotes the set behavioral rule [9]. Hence,
we can exactly specify what f elds must be set within the
method Point . setX. In this case, the design rule on line 9
states that the method Point .setX must have an a assignment (f eld state change) to the f eld Point .x. We also represent behavioral rules as metadata annotations. Thus, the
set design rule is denoted by @Set, which is attached to
the Point .setX method. With XPIDR we can also employ
f ve more design (behavioral) rules. Table 1 presents the
six design rules we draw from LSD [9] and that we made
available by XPIDR. Note that since AspectJ 5, we can attach (mark) methods using the AspectJ supplying annotation feature such as declare @method (lines 8−15).
The syntactic part of the XPIDR also exposes other
two methods: (i) the method Display . update in line 11,
and (ii) the method void Update.aroundAdvBody(Fig) in lines
12−15. Both are related to the crosscutting concern code.
The second one (Update.aroundAdvBody ) denotes a separate
method to represent an advice since AspectJ does not support supplying annotations for advice yet. The method
Update.aroundAdvBody is composed by the behavioral rule

@XCall to denote that the advice must have a call to method
Display . update . This mandatory call is also exclusive in the
scope of the XPIDR for the Update concern (since the nota-

tion starts with an ‘x’).
Considering the behavioral contracts, pre- and postcondition are specif ed in lines 13 and 15 (see Figure 3), respectively. These conditions state that the target object
(denoted by fe ) must be non-null before and after method
Update.aroudAdvBody ’s execution. We refer to fe which is
the exposed target Fig object by the pointcut jp . We also
represent behavioral contracts as metadata annotations. We
adopted the work by Boysen [2] in our XPIDR, which already provide Java 5 annotations for JML [7]. These JML
behavioral contracts as metadata annotations can be also attached to the base code.
Note that we use simple Java methods to refer to AspectJ advice since advice declarations in AspectJ are unnamed. We cannot explicitly refer them in our XPIDR to
attach annotations with design rules. With such a limitation
we rely on simple methods that are supposed to encapsulate the advice behaviors. For example, to implement the
update concern, we should have an aspect named Update
and according to our XPIDR it must declare the method
Update.aroundAdvBody . Such a method is called from within
an around advice declared in the same aspect Update.
Figure 4 presents a Update aspect (lines 1−14) using our
XPIDR provided in Figure 3. The aspect now depends only
on the abstract public pointcut signatures of XDRUpdate, not
on implementation details of the Fig and Point classes. As
mentioned, we cannot supply annotations for AspectJ advice. Hence, we also specify the advice declared in the
Update aspect. In line 6 we mark the around advice with
a custom metadata annotation (@AroundAdvice
UpdateConcern). In addition, the around advice (lines
10−13) is specif ed with two behavioral rules. The former
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1 publ i c p r i v i l e g e d a s pe c t Update {
2 v o i d aroundAdvBody ( F i g f e ) {
3
Display . update ( ) ;
4 }
5
6 @AroundAdviceUpdateConc ern
7 @XCall ( "void aspects.update.Update.
8
aroundAdvBody(classes.Fig)" )
9 @Call ( "proceed(fe)" )
10 v o i d around ( F i g f e ) : XDRUpdate . j p ( f e ){
11
pr o c e e d ( f e ) ;
12
aroundAdvBody ( f e ) ;
13 }
14 }

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

/∗ C o l l e c t i o n i n t e r n a l c o n t r o l flow j o i n p o i n t s
∗ o f t h e @UpdateConcern ∗ /
b e f o r e ( U p d a t e C o n c e rn upc ) : upcWC ( upc )
&& XDRUpdate . s t a t i c x p i d r s c o p e ( ) {
U t i l . addTrace ( th i s J o i n P o i n t ) ;
}
/∗ C o l l e c t i o n i n t e r n a l c o n t r o l flow j o i n p o i n t s
∗ o f t h e @A r o u n d A d v i ce Up da t eCo nc ern ∗ /
b e f o r e ( ) : aroundAdvWC ( ) {
U t i l . addTrace ( th i s J o i n P o i n t ) ;
}

Figure 5. Aspect code for tracing control flow
join points.

Figure 4. The Update aspect implementation.
stating that such an advice must have a exclusive call (line

modules like classes and aspects. Before checking such design rules and contracts of the Update concern, we gather
information (using a trace-based mechanism) about all the
control f ow join points related to the Update concern.
Figure 5 presents the two before advice (lines 1−11) used
to trace all control f ow join points of the update concern.
The f rst one (lines 3−6) traces all the join points that occurs
within any join point marked with the Update concern annotation. The second before advice (lines 9−11) traces all the
join points within the around advice, which is marked with
a specif c annotation, of the aspect Update. As observed, we
store each monitored join point (lines 5 and 10) by using the
method Util .addTrace. Such a method is available as a part
of the XPIDR API.

7) to the method Update.aroundAdvBody . The latter stating
that it must call the proceed method (line 9).

3 Contract Enforcement Implementation
In this section we describe how to implement the contract enforcement of the XPIDRs previously discussed.
Due to the lack of space, secondary implementation details are discussed in our technical report available at
http://www.cin.ufpe.br/˜hemr/seke12. The
main points of our strategy are covered in this section.

3.1 Checking Structural rules
Structural rules [9] are design rules that describe constraints about classes and aspects members. Its realization is similar to Java interfaces, but additional constraints
(beyond required public methods) such as required f elds
or expected AspectJ inter-type declarations. By using our
XPIDRs, we can force a developer to implement the required types, methods and f elds we declare. For example,
in Figure 3 in line 8, we expose the method Point .setX. Until the class Point is declared we got a warning message saying that “no match for this type name”. Once the required
type is declared, we got a compile-time error saying that the
method “void Point .setX( int ) does not exist”. In this case
the developer is forced to implement the exposed member
by the XPIDR. This is an interesting feature described by
LSD design rule language [9] that we can support using the
AspectJ declare @<member> syntax (also known as supplying annotation syntax). In summary, as with LSD [9],
XPIDRs enforce structural rules at compile-time.

4 Discussion

3.2 Checking Behavioral Rules and Contracts

This syntax abstracts the previous one by making details
more hidden. However, the @Set design rule still guarantee
properties of these set methods. Now, we just known that
any set method declared in any type Fig must have a f eld
state change to any f eld declared in type Fig.

We showed that AOP can be used to provide expressive
contract checking of aspect-oriented code. The main motivation of our approach is that it does not requires any new
AOP-like construct to provide contract checking of AOP
code. Instead of new constructs, we reuse and combine
existing features like metadata annotations, pointcuts and
advice.
With the grey box specif cation approach, the specif er
can decide the degree in which the details are revealed.
Hence, our XPIDR illustrated in Figure 3 exposes that we
must have a class Point and a method setX. Also, the @Set
design rule states that the method Point . setX must have a
f eld state change to f eld Point .x. Suppose now that the
specif er decided to keep details more hidden and still obeying the @Set design rule:
d e c l a r e @method : ∗ F i g + . s e t ∗ ( . . ) : @Set ( "* Fig+.*" ) ;

As discussed, a XPIDR interface adopts mechanisms
such as behavioral rules and contracts to provide a detailed
design specif cation in a grey box style [3] for program
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is a grey box specif cation based approach, which provides
means to detailed specify control f ow effects for both base
and aspect code. In a grey box specif cation, the designer
decides whether or not to expose control f ow effects. As a
result, only interesting control f ow effects are exposed.
Finally, and most importantly, using XPIDRs a developer does not require new AO constructs, which in turns
makes the adoption by the AO community more easier. We
argued that the design rules of XPIDRs showed to be more
expressive than the existing AO based techniques [4, 14].

The use of metadata annotations brings two additional
benef ts for the XPIDR interface specif cation and verif cation. The f rst one guarantees that the specif c elements
exposed by the XPIDR (using the AspectJ supplying annotation syntax) must be declared by the base and aspect code.
The second one is that unlike XPIs, we can now check specif c properties of a particular AspectJ advice. We match a
specif c advice based on its annotation type.
In relation to the use of design rules, we can minimize
the impact of the well known problem of pointcut fragility.
For example, if a developer changes the base code, by removing a join point shadow (a method call), can lead the
aspect code to behave in a different way from what is expected. Hence, our XPIDR checks the method call occurrence and if it is not found, the developer is warned about
the missing join point.
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4.1 Feature Request
Some problems we had during XPIDR specif cation
could be avoided if we could add a supply clause for advice. Therefore, we submitted a feature request to the AspectJ team, which they hope to consider for a future version
of AspectJ. We suggested the support of a new construct
that marks an advice with an annotation. For example, it
could be used as in the following:
d e c l a r e @advice : u p d a t e . a r o u n d ( . . ) : @UpdateConcern ;

This declaration would avoid the extra annotations added
directly in the advice declaration, such as the one used to
say that an around advice must proceed.

5 Summary
Metadata annotations, pointcuts and advice are useful techniques commonly used for separating concerns in
source code. We have combined these three AO techniques
towards a design by contract methodology for AOP. Each of
these AO mechanisms makes a different kind of task: annotations mark join points related to the base and aspect code;
pointcuts bindings sets of join points marked with annotations, and advice provide the checking code implementation
to sets of join points denoted by pointcuts.
We have combined the notion of crosscut programming
interfaces (XPIs) [4] with more expressive design rules
adopted by LSD [9]. Such design rules are specif ed and
checked using the three AO mechanisms we focus in this
paper. We call our enhanced XPIs as crosscut programming
interfaces with design rules, or XPIDRs.
Our main contribution is that we have devised a practical
alternative way to a enable an expressive design by contract
methodology for AOP using existing AOP constructs like
those of AspectJ. In addition, our approach, called XPIDRs,

A. Online Appendix
We invite researchers to replicate, analyze, and compare
our XPIDR implementation of the f gure editor against its
counterpart in XPI. The implementations are available at:
http://www.cin.ufpe.br/˜hemr/seke12.
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Abstract

The problem with this deﬁnition is with the focus on the
word point (which reiﬁes in the term pointcut). We claim
that this word has stymied the development of ideas that
can expand where and how AOP ideas can be applied. In
fact, joinpoints should not be thought of as points in the
program execution but should be a much more abstract concept, which then impacts how they should be speciﬁed.
Another issue is that the joinpoint model has not traditionally been well-separated from the advice execution
model. The joinpoint model is typically reiﬁed into the
pointcut expression language, but the way a pointcut expression is speciﬁed usually intertwines it with specifying
how the advice will be executed, with the traditional mechanisms being before, after, or around the joinpoint.
Just as AOP embraces the notion of separation of concerns, in turn the concept of the joinpoint model should be
separated from the concept of the advice execution model.
In this paper we present a rethinking of the notions of the
joinpoint model and advice execution model, and show how
this new thinking can expand and enhance the future application of AOP. Our own interests are focused on using AOP
to support the broad needs of runtime monitoring instrumentation, and the ideas presented in this paper will help
fulﬁll those needs.

In aspect oriented programming, the concepts of joinpoint and pointcut have always been central and have, as
their names imply, been centered around the idea of a point
in a program’s execution. Furthermore, in practical terms
this has often been synonymous with points in the static representation of the program where invocation of advice can
be inserted. We present here ideas for rethinking both of
these, most signiﬁcantly presenting the idea of redeﬁning a
joinpoint to be an interval of program execution. This redeﬁnition cleans up some concepts in AOP and opens the
door to new ideas and mechanisms for future AOP research
to consider.

1. Introduction
In aspect-oriented programming (AOP), the joinpoint
model and the advice mechanisms are important concepts
in order to understand the capabilities for a particular AOP
framework. These two essentially capture the weaving capability of the AOP framework, determining where in a
computation advice can be applied (joinpoints), how advice
will be applied to the underlying program (advice mechanisms), and how abstract the speciﬁcation of this weaving
can be (in the pointcut expression language).
Existing notions of joinpoints and their respective joinpoint models have suffered from a restrictive foundational
deﬁnition that has hampered the expansion of AOP ideas
into the full range of capabilities that it could encompass.
This restrictive foundational deﬁnition is:

2. A New Approach to Joinpoints
We believe that the foundational ideas and deﬁnitions
of joinpoints early on in the development of AOP have
hindered the potential application of AOP ideas into new
realms. In viewing the body of AOP work we see that for
the most part joinpoints have largely corresponded to locations in the source code where a weaving compiler could
insert the advice code so that program and advice execution was very efﬁcient. Even joinpoint designators such as
object ﬁeld access, which appear data related and not code
related, are translated into advice weaving at code locations
where the ﬁeld is accessed. Dynamic weaving, where run-

A joinpoint is a well-deﬁned point in the execution
of a program where advice can be applied.
This basic deﬁnition can be found in essentially equivalent
wording in many references e.g., [11], although other researchers have also noted its insufﬁciency [3, 5, 12].
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time conditions could inﬂuence the execution of advice, still
often uses underlying mechanisms that involve identifying
a set of code locations which might execute the advice and
then either performing static weaving augmented with dynamic checks (residues), or applying dynamic weaving on
these locations as needed.
While Java supports efﬁcient object ﬁeld access joinpoints because it is easy to identify the bytecode instructions that access them, in less memory-safe languages such
as C++ an object ﬁeld access joinpoint designator could not
be reduced to a small set of locations in the source code,
but would rather likely need mapped to many pointer accesses, even with the application of sophisticated points-to
analyses. Because of this, AOP frameworks targeting such
languages have not attempted to provide these non-codecentric joinpoint designators.
In moving away from a code-centric view in our application of AOP to runtime monitoring, we identiﬁed other
dimensions of joinpoint designators that cannot be mapped
to the code-centric weaving model but nevertheless are useful. One is the data dimension that the above example
demonstrates; two other dimensions are time and probability. We deﬁned temporal joinpoint designators that deﬁne a
joinpoint at an absolute wall-clock time or relative intervalbased times. For example, a joinpoint could be at 1:00am
each night to run advice that would check consistency in
server data structures, or might be every hour of runtime to
run advice that would dump out usage statistics. These joinpoints are equally “points in the execution of a program” but
cannot be related to speciﬁc locations in the code. The probability dimension enables advice execution sampling, not
selecting points in program executions directly but rather
inﬂuencing the advice execution model using criteria that
are not related to the program itself, another diversion away
from thinking of joinpoints as program-centric entities.
Our work thus brought new ways of thinking about how
“a well-deﬁned point in the program execution” might be
deﬁned, but as we thought of these and how to execute advice at these points, we started to formulate another notion
that expanded the idea of a joinpoint.
This second and more important idea that changes the
deﬁnition of joinpoint is to abandon the thinking of joinpoints as points in the execution. Rather, they should be
thought of as abstract intervals of program execution whose
endpoints are deﬁned as abstract execution conditions. An
interval might be reducible to a point but does not necessarily need to be. Indeed we think this extension actually
captures the existing notions better, and the main reason for
this extension is to separate the understanding of the advice
execution model from the joinpoint model, which currently
is intertwined together in the pointcut language.
Pointcut expressions are supposed to be abstract speciﬁcations of sets of joinpoints, but they actually also deﬁne

the advice execution mechanism as well—typically using
the well-known before, after, and around mechanisms. If
joinpoints are points in a program execution, the keywords
representing these mechanisms actually make no sense. A
point in Euclidean space is a dimensionless, inﬁnitely small
location. Mapping this idea to program execution, a point
is a location between two execution steps that change the
program state. In this sense, the ideas of before and after
collapse into the same thing, both being between the two
execution steps surrounding the point, and around is meaningless since there is nothing there to envelope.
Only in thinking of a joinpoint as an interval of execution
steps do these advice execution mechanisms make sense,
and take on their traditional meanings. Before is before the
interval begins, after is after it ends, and around is around
the entire execution interval. Thus applying advice execution around a method call deﬁnes the joinpoint as the interval from the invocation of the method to the return of the
method to its caller.
It is true that one can view the combination of the advice execution mechanism and the pointcut expression as
signifying a point in the execution (e.g., before and methodcall signify the point before the call), but this we think is
confounding two separate “concerns” that should indeed be
separate, and it means that the pointcut expression does not
by itself determine points in the program execution.
Another violation of the view of a joinpoint as a point
is in the treatment of threads by most AOP frameworks. In
typical AOP frameworks like AspectJ, advice execution in
AspectJ will occur in one thread, and other program threads
will continue to execute; this means that the advice does
not execute at a point in the program but rather during an
interval of program execution, where other threads are advancing the program execution and state while the advice
is executing. In reality, current joinpoint models deﬁne a
joinpoint as a point in a thread’s execution, not a point in a
program’s execution, despite the general usage of the latter.
We think our notion of a joinpoint being a program interval solves these issues. It separates the idea of a joinpoint
from the advice execution mechanisms, and it can cleanly
handle issues of parallelism. We think it ought to be reiﬁed
into the joinpoint model, and consequently in the pointcut
expression language, and will be pursuing that end in our
research. Rather than always implicitly deﬁning intervals
as current pointcut languages do, the ability to abstractly
specify the execution conditions for the start of the interval
and separately the execution conditions for the end of the
interval, will allow new and novel applications of AOP for
software engineering.
Masuhara et al. [14] raised a similar issue but concluded
that joinpoints should be points, and devised an event-based
understanding of joinpoints and weaving. Although seemingly opposite of our emphasis on intervals, in reality inter-
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a single application state snapshot. Even here, with separate conditions specifying the endpoint for the joinpoint
interval, novel combinations could be made—for example, advice could execute in its own thread and application
threads could continue until any application thread attempts
to make a change in some important data structure the advice is inspecting; here the endpoint of the joinpoint interval
would be a modiﬁcation to the data structure.
Concurrent advice execution will enable weaving ideas
such as during, meaning advice is executed somewhere
within the joinpoint interval; if any threads reached a condition that cause them to leave the interval, they would suspend until the advice is ﬁnished. In the minimal case where
the interval is deﬁned to be a point, this captures the idea
of “stop all threads” while the advice executes. Other ideas
could capture soft- or hard-realtime conditions, such as executing the advice “as soon as possible” after the beginning
condition of the joinpoint, or “within 10 milliseconds” of
the beginning condition.

vals must be denoted by some notion of event at their endpoints, and so our approaches have some similarity. Recognizing the interval explicitly, however, will better support
some of the issues in concurrency such as relaxing the point
in time when advice might actually execute.

3. Extending the Advice Execution Model
With a new understanding of what a joinpoint is (an interval of program execution), we will pursue an expansion
of the notions of what it means to weave and execute advice. Existing notions are obviously successful and useful,
and map to this new understanding easily: before means to
execute advice before the interval, after means to execute
the advice after the interval, and around means to execute
some part of the advice before the interval, some part after,
and controlling the execution of the interval.
However, we can also imagine and deﬁne new ideas for
advice execution, in particular dealing concretely with notions of concurrency. At least two notions of concurrency
can be dealt with, both of which have been so far only been
treated sporadically, without devising an encompassing abstraction [2, 9].
The ﬁrst is with program concurrency within a multithreaded or distributed program. Advice execution has
traditionally been applied to a single thread—whichever
thread reached the (thread-speciﬁc) joinpoint. However, if
advice needs to inspect and reason over one particular program state, all threads should be stopped during advice execution. We encountered this issue when creating time domain joinpoint designators (e.g., invoke advice at a particular wall-clock time). When the joinpoint occurs it is not
particular to any single thread, so in our initial experimentation we chose to suspend all application threads. But the
general issue applies even to existing joinpoint designators
that are “triggered” by one thread but may need to inspect
shared data before any other threads change the data.
This idea is extensible to particular thread groups, the
generality being that advice execution should be deﬁned not
in relation to simply one thread but to a set of threads. This
leads the joinpoint model to need joinpoint deﬁnitions over
sets of threads rather than a single thread. For example,
deﬁning a joinpoint condition as when all threads reach a
synchronization point is a condition over a set of threads
rather than just over one. In our research we will be devising
new speciﬁcation methods to deal with these issues.
The second notion in concurrency is that of how advice
is executed. The traditional “weaving” idea is that advice
is executed in the program thread that reached the joinpoint, but there is no inherent reason this needs to be the
case. Advice could be executed in its own thread while the
application thread(s) continue to execute This will allow
computationally intensive advice to execute without stopping the application, provided that the advice does not need

4. Related Work
There is much recent activity and novel ideas for extending AOP in a variety of manners, and several approaches to
understanding the fundamental ideas in AOP that relate to
the ideas we present here.
Masuhara et al. [14] raised the similar issue of whether
joinpoints should be intervals or points, and they and others have continued work relating to their view of joinpoints
as events [3, 13]. Others have modeled and investigated a
variety of views on how AOP should work [1, 4]. Kojarski
and Lorenz [12] deﬁne an elegant model to understand the
pieces of AOP and how different understandings of AOP
can be formally modeled; we can build on such approaches
for our work. Very recently Binder et al. [5] have reiterated the need for AOP to be expanded for supporting the
many issues in runtime monitoring and dynamic analysis.
Dyer and Rajan [10] investigated new AOP infrastructure
ideas, explicitly working on arguing for more extensive join
point models (thus allowing more pointcut designators) and
embodying those in an intermediate language and virtual
machine support for weaving.
A very nice formal framework for Monitor-Oriented
Programming was detailed in [8]. This work describes the
monitoring task in high-level formal notations, and demonstrates how AOP can be used to provide a rigorous framework for building runtime veriﬁcation analyses. The language used to describe the monitoring task may provide
a good foundation for thinking about more general AOP
pointcut expressions.
Much of the notion of joinpoints being intervals comes
from thinking about concurrency. Even though the notion
of thread and advice interaction has been touched on in
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5. Conclusion
Fundamental to AOP is the notion of a joinpoint, which
has traditionally been thought of as a point in the program
execution that can practically be mapped to points in the
program itself. We argued here that the notion of a joinpoint really should be a deﬁned interval of program execution whose deﬁning conditions may or may not be related
to loci in the program itself. This change better captures
existing usage of AOP, in particular with the around advice
application and the treatment of threads, and it allows thinking about new and novel directions for AOP. We also argue
here that this change in joinpoint thinking also helps to better separate advice execution from pointcut deﬁnition, and
allows the imagination of new types of advice execution that
have wide applicability in the software engineering ﬁeld.
In this paper we are only presenting ideas of how the abstractions in AOP might be generalized and expanded. We
are not attempting to claim that it is straightforward to put
these ideas into practice. Indeed the existing ideas within
AOP are arguably there because it was somewhat obvious
how to implement them efﬁciently. Other ideas have followed similar paths. The idea of tracematches as joinpoint
designators was introduced ﬁrst, then followed by work in
optimizing their detection [6].
Working out other details as well, such as how to create
a usable advice language that embodies these ideas without overwhelming the user, may be problematic. Certainly
some of the success of AOP, as with other technologies,
is found in the combination of power and simplicity. Yet
the continuing research in AOP should consider breaking
away from ideas that limit what can be imagined and implemented, and should explore radical new and novel approaches to AOP.
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more emerged. Different studies can be found, such as comparisons of AOP and OOP (Object-Oriented Programming)
to develop such systems [12]. However, there is a lack of
a detailed panorama about why and how AOP has been
adopted to the development of embedded systems. Thus,
the main objective of this paper is to explore, organize,
and summarize the contributions about the use of AOP in
embedded systems.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
present the conducted systematic review. In Section III we
discuss about achieved results and summarize our contributions.

Abstract—Currently, a diversity of embedded systems has
been produced, from systems for consumer electronics to
critical environments, causing a considerable impact to the
society. In another perspective, aspect-orientation approach has
arisen, intending to contribute to the development of reusable,
maintainable, and evolvable software systems. Considering its
relevance, this approach has been also applied to the development of embedded systems. However, there is not a complete
panorama about how aspect-orientation has been explored
in the development of such systems. Thus, this paper aims
at exploring, organizing, and summarizing the contributions
about the use of aspect-orientation in the development of
embedded systems. For this, we conducted a systematic review
that is a technique that provides an overview of a research
area to assess the quantify of evidences existing on a topic of
interest. As main result, we have observed that in the last years
considerable knowledge related to the aspect-orientation in the
embedded system development has been accumulated; however,
more studies must be conducted yet. Furthermore, this work
intends to contribute to the identiﬁcation of interesting and
important open research areas.

II. C ONDUCTED S YSTEMATIC R EVIEW
Our systematic review was conducted on a hybrid domain
involving Aspect-Orientation and Embedded Systems, aiming at identifying possibly all primary studies (i.e., a case
study or an experimental study divulged in a publication)
that explore the use of AOP in the embedded system
development. This systematic review was carried out by
three people (one researcher in software engineering, one
specialist in systematic review, and one graduate student). In
order to conduct our systematic review, we have followed the
process proposed by Kitchenham [9], illustrated in Figure 1.
Following, we detail each step:

Keywords-Embedded system; aspect-orientation; systematic
review.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Embedded systems refer to computing systems designed
to dedicated features, sometimes as part of a complete
device[14]. Currently, a considerable number of embedded
systems has been developed, such as for automobiles, aircrafts, PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants), digital decoders,
and mobile devices. Furthermore, these systems must consider the constant growing of processing power, data storage
and graphic capacity, platform convergence and value-added
features, such as location-based and interactive multimedia
services.
In another perspective, Aspect-Oriented Programming
(AOP) has arisen as a new technology to support a better
SoC (Separation of Concerns) and more adequately reﬂects
the way developers think about the system [7], [8]. Essentially, AOP introduces a unit of modular implementation —
the aspect — which has been typically used to encapsulate
crosscutting concerns in software systems (i.e., concerns
that are spread across or tangled with other concerns).
Modularity, maintainability, and facility to write software
can be achieved with AOP [10].
Considering the relevance of AOP, initiatives to the development of embedded systems using AOP have more and

Figure 1.

Systematic Review Process (Adapted from [9])

A. Step 1: Systematic Review Planning
In this step, we established the systematic review plan. For
this, we speciﬁed: (i) research questions; (ii) search strategy;
(iii) inclusion and exclusion criteria; (iv) data extraction and
synthesis methods.
Research Questions: These questions are structured corresponding to the objective that is intended with the systematic
review and drive the review for further steps. Aiming at
discovering all primary studies to understand and summarize about AOP in the embedded system development, the
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following research questions (RQ) were established: (i) RQ
1: What is the current state of the adoption of AOP in the
development of embedded systems? (ii) RQ 2: How AOP
has been used in the embedded system development? (iii)
RQ 3: What are the beneﬁts and limitations by using AOP
in embedded systems?

B. Step 2: Systematic Review Conduction
The search by primary studies was conducted according
to previously established planning. This identiﬁcation was
made by looking for all primary studies that match with
the search string on the selected databases. As result, a
total of 297 studies were identiﬁed, all studies were considered primary even in the event of repetition between the
databases, in order to identify the relevance of each database,
as shown in Table I. Following, through reading of abstracts
and application of the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 104
studies were then selected to be fully read. At the end, 25
studies, summarized in Table II, were considered as relevant
to our systematic review. Following, a more detailed analysis
was conducted on the 25 primary studies included in our
systematic review and data were extracted.

Search Strategy: In order to establish the search strategy,
we identiﬁed then initially speciﬁc keywords for the two
research ﬁelds: AOP and Embedded System. Thus, for AOP
ﬁeld, we identiﬁed the terms “AOP”, “AO”, “crosscutting
concern”, and “cross-cutting concern”. Following, we found
synonyms for these keywords: “aspect oriented programming”, “aspect oriented software”, “aspect oriented application”, “aspect oriented app”, “aspect oriented program”,
“aspect orientation”, and “aspect-based”. According to the
systematic review specialist, a technological term “AspectJ”
was included. Furthermore, for Embedded Systems ﬁeld, the
following keywords were used: “reactive system”, “real-time
system”, “embedded”, “cyber-physical system”, “pervasive
system”, “ubiquitous system”, “wearable computer”, and
“consumer electronic”. In addition to the search string, we
selected larger publications databases as sources of primary
studies: IEEE Xplore1 , ACM Digital Library2 , Springer
Link3 , Scirus4 , ScienceDirect5 , and SCOPUS6 .

Table I
DATABASE R ELEVANCE

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria: Two basic parameters
that play an important role at the systematic review planning
is to deﬁne the Inclusion Criteria (IC) and Exclusion Criteria
(EC): (i) IC 1: The primary study explore the use of AOP in
the embedded system development; (ii) IC 2: The primary
study presents how AOP has been used in the embedded
system development; and (iii) IC 3: The primary study
presents beneﬁts and limitations provided by the use of
AOP in embedded systems; (iv) EC 1: The primary study
does not address AOP in embedded system development;
(v) EC 2: The primary study presents an abstract and/or an
introductory section that seem related to AOP in embedded
system development; however, the rest of the text is not in
fact related to; and (vi) EC 3: The primary study does not
present any abstract or it is not available for further reading.

Database

Obtained

Included

Percentage Index

IEEE
ACM
Scopus
Springerlink
ISI Web
Scirus

44
77
79
17
11
69

10
6
5
1
1
2

22.7%
7.8%
6.3%
5.9%
9.0%
2.9%

C. Step 3: Systematic Review Reporting
The systematic review provides us a perspective of how
AOP has been explored in embedded system development.
Through primary studies included in our systematic review,
we have identiﬁed six research areas: OOP versus AOP
when used in embedded system development (S2, S8, S10,
S23 and S24), AOP used at distributed embedded systems
(S1, S2, S5, S6, S9, S12, S22, S23, S24 and S25), AOP
used in consumer electronics (S8, S10, S24 and [11] by
specialist recommendation), AOP used in software development process for embedded systems (S1, S9 and S23),
SoC used in the architectures of embedded systems (S1, S5,
S11, S18, S24 and S25), and AOP for real-time embedded
systems (S2, S4, S5, S6, S9, S10, S11, S12, S15, S17, S20,
S22 and S23). We have also examined the maturity of the
ideas and concepts, as well as the status of their applications
by looking into the research methods used in each study’s
validation. It is also observed that the primary studies related
to AOP in the context of embedded systems are concentrated
in the last years. Figure 2 shows the number of primary
studies distributed through the years.
The research area which aggregates the most number of
studies is the use of AOP on real-time embedded systems;
two main studies present different initiatives to apply AOP:
[1] and [4]. The work of Beuche et. al [1] show the
use of AOP on the operational system layer, exploring
customization and reuse. The usage of aspects imprints the

Data Extraction and Synthesis Method: To extract data,
we use control tables to each research question. These
tables summarize results aiming at facilitating to obtain
conclusions. The data of each primary study will be independently extracted by two reviewers. If disagreement occurs,
discussion will be conducted.

1 http://www.ieeexplore.ieee.org
2 http://www.portal.acm.org
3 http://www.springer.com/lncs
4 http://www.scirus.com/
5 http://www.sciencedirect.com
6 http://www.scopus.com
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Table II
S ELECTED PRIMARY STUDIES
#

Authors/Title

Year

S1

Aoyama, M. and Yoshino, A., Aspect-Oriented Requirements Engineering Methodology for Automotive Software Product
Lines.
Beuche, D., Spinczyk, O., and Schröder-Preikschat, W., Finegrain application speciﬁc customization for embedded software.
Beuche, D., Guerrout, A., Papajewski, H., Schröder-Preikschat, W., Spinczyk, O., and Spinczyk, U., The pure family of
object-oriented operating systems for deeply embedded systems.
Pericles, L. and Papadopoulos, G., Using aspect-oriented software development in real-time systems software: A review of
scheduling, resource allocation and synchronization.
Deng, G., Schmidt, D. C., and Gokhale, A., Addressing crosscutting deployment and conﬁguration concerns of distributed
realtime and embedded systems via aspect-oriented & model-driven software development.
Freitas, E., Wehrmeister, M., Pereira, C., Wagner, F., Silva, E., and Carvalho, F., Using aspect-oriented concepts in the
requirements analysis of distributed real-time embedded systems.
Haupt, M. and M., M., Virtual Machine Support for Aspects with Advice Instance Tables.
Hundt, C.; Glesner, S., Optimizing aspectual execution mechanisms for embedded.
Jingyong, L., Yong, Z., Lichen, Z., and Yong, C., Aspect-oriented middleware-based real-time and embedded systems software
process.
KARTAL, Y. and SCHMIDT, E., An evaluation of aspect oriented programming for embedded real-time systems.
Zhang, L. and Liu, R., Aspect-oriented real-time system modeling method based on UML.
Mouavi, M., Russello, G., Chaudron, M., Reniers, M., Basten, T., Corsaro, A., Shukla, S., Gupta, R., and Schmidt, D., Using
aspect-gamma in the design of embedded systems.
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the development of the main features of a virtual machine7
with the use of aspects to agglutinate instance tables for Java
language. This work explored execution runtime, library
consulting, and component constructions. This research was
distinguished from the others, because it used for the ﬁrst
time aspect-orientation approach on a user layer level in
embedded systems, bringing future investigations of this
scenario.
Primary studies present also comparative results between
OOP and AOP when used in the context of embedded
systems. At the study of [6], it is presented an experimental
evaluation of both paradigms for real-time embedded systems, applying qualitative and quantitative metrics. Positive
results using AOP were achieved, where used on the operational system layer. In another work [3], AOP was used at
the requirement analysis, eliciting and storing knowledge of
the speciﬁc components to be hold as crosscutting concerns.

Distribution of the primary studies

crosscutting properties to be concentrated in the aspect,
allowing easier derivation of future applications, like the use
of AOP for treatment of threads, exceptions, and process
scheduling, which are primary features, given the resource
constraints of embedded systems. Another study [4] presents

7 Software implementation of a machine (i.e., a computer) that executes
programs like a physical machine.
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Abstract

fore, one of the primary objectives of the SE course
should be to teach students how to comprehend and
evolve existing code. Development of several subsidiary
supporting competencies is implied. For example, the
students should be able to: (i) extract design decisions
and rationale from the code in a top-down, organized
manner using abstractions and tools; (ii) distinguish
between well- and poorly-speciﬁed requirements, and
especially identify those that will be diﬃcult to implement given the structure and organization of the existing code base; and (iii) produce documentation of good
quality explaining the design rationale.
The software industry commonly uses various tools
to perform software development activities. Some of
these tools improve eﬃciency and quality of management and housekeeping tasks; for example, defect
tracking and cost estimation tools [13]. Some tools,
on the other hand, support core design, implementation and testing functions; for example, conﬁguration
and version control, test case generation and reverse
engineering tools [13]. Increasingly advanced tools
continue to be developed, however, software engineers
show tremendous resistance to their adoption. This
resistance, in part, could be attributed to the sharp
learning curve associated with these tools [9]. Alleviating this resistance can encourage the adoption of
these tools, and ultimately increase the eﬃciency and
reduce the costs associated with software development
and maintenance. A possible way to mitigate this resistance may be to expose and train students in the
diﬀerent types of SE tools during their school projects.
Our SE course thus has a two-fold objective, namely,
to teach students maintenance and evolution skills,
while training them in modern SE tools. To meet this
dual objective, we sought to evaluate contemporary,
open source tools that would reverse engineer UML diagrams from the source code. What we expected to be
relatively straightforward, given the plethora of open
source UML tools, turned out to be rather cumbersome

This paper reports our experiences and lessons
in the evaluation of open source, reverse engineering tools to teach Software Engineering (SE). The
chosen tools were expected to meet a dual objective,
namely: (i) teach students software comprehension,
maintenance and evolutions skills; and (ii) train
them in modern SE tools. A majority of the tools
were disappointing because they did not deliver their
promised functionality. Moreover, the tool that was
ultimately selected because it appeared to function as
stated, posed unexpected problems. We summarize our
lessons, which we hope will inform others who wish to
undertake a similar exercise.

Keywords
Software Engineering Education, Tools, Reverse Engineering

1

Introduction and Motivation

The software industry has witnessed phenomenal
growth over the past two decades. Starting from its
humble beginnings in the 1950s [17], today it is worth
more than $233 billion with a projected annual growth
rate of 17% [23]. This dramatic explosion has created
an extensive need for skilled and talented software engineers. To respond to this need, most educational
institutions now include Software Engineering (SE) as
a mandatory course in their computing curriculum.
The two key realities of today’s software development environment include: (a) multiple implementation technologies; and (b) the need for maintenance
over extended lifetimes [28]. As a result, students hoping to work as software engineers can expect to maintain and evolve large, complex legacy software. There-
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Our choice of IDE is Eclipse because students have
used it in a previous course, thus we prefer tools that
integrate with Eclipse. Even though we may pick tools
from multiple sources, our ﬁrst criterion is that the
impression of an integrated workstation for interaction
with the code must be maintained through Eclipse and
its plug-ins. Moreover, the plug-ins should work with
Java, which is the language of the course projects, since
it is the only one commonly known to the students.

and tedious. Speciﬁcally, we observed that many tools
disappointed in delivering their promised functionality.
Moreover, the tool that was ultimately chosen because
it performed smoothly during evaluation, posed unexpected problems during actual laboratory assignments.
We disseminate our experiences and lessons through
this paper, hoping to inform others who may wish to
undertake a similar evaluation.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines
the selection criteria. Section 3 presents tool selection
and evaluation. Section 4 shares our experiences and
students’ reactions. Section 5 summarizes the lessons
learned. Section 6 surveys contemporary tools. Section 7 concludes and oﬀers future directions.

2

2. Open Source: To teach students code comprehension, maintenance and evolution, a supply of code
which represents legacy software is necessary. Aspects
of this representative software include that it is written
by someone else, preferably a team, has perhaps only
moderately good documentation and design, and does
not follow a uniform style. A certain level of complexity is desirable, as is appeal to the students. The course
projects are based on open source software because it
oﬀers a rich volume of code that exhibits these characteristics. Therefore, a signiﬁcant criterion is that the
tools themselves are open source.

Selection Criteria

Various types of tools may be used in SE depending
on its emphasis, which in turn depends on when the
course appears in the curriculum. SE may be oﬀered
according to two broad models, namely, “SE early”
and “SE late”. In the early model, SE is oﬀered to
sophomores and juniors, and most often represents the
students’ ﬁrst opportunity to get acquainted with the
tools used in the construction of software systems. In
the late model, SE is oﬀered to seniors and may even
be merged with the capstone project. SE late students
may have had opportunities to acquire experience in
the processes and tools necessary to build software.
The tools in the SE early approach may cater towards foundational software development skills, including requirements analysis, design, testing, and conﬁguration management. On the other hand, the late SE
course may introduce students to specialized, sophisticated tools such as those used for debugging, defect
tracking, cost estimation, automatic code generation
and project management. Our approach is SE early
and we sought to expose our students to conﬁguration
management and reverse engineering tools. To shortlist
these two types of tools for further experimentation, we
deﬁned the following criteria:

3. Uniﬁed Process (UML): The course exercises a
software process, similar to IBM Rational Uniﬁed Process [34], because of UML’s industrial and academic
popularity [16, 29, 33]. The students are expected to
learn class and sequence diagrams. Thus, the chosen
tools should be capable of drawing, and wherever appropriate, extracting these diagrams from the code,
which we refer to as “reverse engineering”. Static class
diagrams can be extracted without executing the code,
whereas, dynamic sequence diagrams can be extracted
only by executing the code.

3

Tool selection and evaluation

We short listed several conﬁguration management
and reverse engineering tools for further exploration.
This section summarizes these tools and their evaluation results, subject to the criteria deﬁned in Section 2.
CVS, SVN and Git were the candidate conﬁgration
management tools. We included CVS [5] because it
was available in Eclipse as installed in the lab, and
SVN [27] because it was familiar to the course staﬀ.
Although Git [14] was neither installed nor familiar, we
included it because it was comparatively more modern.
Finally, we chose Git and Eclipse plug-in EGit because
of their distrbuted design, scalability, and support from
a worldwide community [14]. This distributed design
would allow students to update from one another, independently of any central repository.

1. Integrated Environment: Integrated development environments (IDEs) are recommended in
the industry [10] because such environments, where
a collection of tools interoperate [24], can support
cross-process improvements [10]. Studies also show
that practicing software engineers prefer integrated
tools [18]. Finally, academics report that teaching with
integrated tools can be less distracting from the course
objectives [19]. Thus, we choose to teach SE using an
Integrated Development Environment (IDE).
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Diver’s documentation was decent and it had been runner up for an Eclipse community award, so it seemed
more than adequate. It also worked in conjunction
with all the course projects. All these tools integrated
with Eclipse, and oﬀered an added advantage of being
intended for industrial use.

Table 1. Candidate reverse engineering tools
Tool
Reason for elimination
Amateras [2] Extracts class diagrams
ArgoUML [3] Standalone
ATL [4]
Not specialized to UML
BoUML [6]
Not free
Diver [8]
Extracts sequence diagrams
UML2
Incompatible with Eclipse Indigo
Tools [31]
Fujaba [11]
Diﬀerent interpretation
Green
Promising, but crashed
UML [15]
Open Model Standalone
Sphere [20]
Papyrus [21] Extracts class diagrams
StarUML [26] Standalone
Umbrello
Not windows-based
UML Modeller [30]
Violet [32]
Exemplar, no reverse engineering

4. Experiences and Reactions
This section reports experiences and diﬃculties in
using the chosen tools. It also summarizes the students’
reactions as they experimented with these tools.

4.1 Experiences and Difficulties
In this section, we describe the challenges involved
in set up, installation, and use of the tools. We also discuss the approaches taken to resolve these challenges.
Integrated
Development Environment We
chose Eclipse as the IDE because of student familiarity, but the thought of mandating it had not occurred.
Several student teams chose to use NetBeans instead
of Eclipse. Thus, they used Eclipse to complete their
assignments as the reverse engineering tools were
reached through Eclipse, and ended up in using two
diﬀerent development environments.

Preliminarily, we discovered many reverse engineering tools; some of these were created for educational
purposes, while others were intended for a diﬀerent audience. An examination of this set led to a short list
of candidate reverse engineering tools, summarized in
Table 1. Our further investigation eliminated most of
these tools because they failed to meet one or more of
the selection criteria, and these reasons are also summarized in the table. Violet represents a large class
of tools that does not oﬀer reverse engineering capabilities. BoUML had been free, but was no longer so
when we actually experimented with it. ArgoUML and
OpenSphere were standalone and not Eclipse plug-ins.
StarUML used a diﬀerent interpretation of reverse engineering from ours; it simply involved generating a
message on to a sequence diagram by clicking on a
method call. Fujaba’s documentation was out of date,
and it had limited capabilities when integrated into
Eclipse. ATL was not specialized for UML diagrams,
rather it was a model transformation tool. UML2Tools
was too old, and not compatible with Eclipse Indigo.
Umbrello was eliminated because it was not Microsoft
Windows-based. Finally, GreenUML appeared promising, however, it crashed with one of the course projects.
Our exploration did not lead to a single Eclipse plugin that could extract both static class and dynamic
sequence diagrams. Amateras was selected to extract
class diagrams. Papyrus was an option to substitute
for Amateras. The only free, Eclipse plug-in that actually extracted dynamic sequence diagrams was Diver.

Conﬁguration Management Tools The presemester setup of Git and EGit with Eclipse was complicated by the multiple components of the tool set.
Data was conveyed easily across each individual interface, but representations of data to be entered on one
end of the tool chain and consumed at an end farther
away than the next immediate tool were not always
easy to deduce. Installation of this tool chain had to
be worked out through a combination of Internet search
and extensive trial and error.
Git and EGit provided the students with a seamless
integration with Eclipse. Prepared keystroke/click by
keystroke/click instructions showed them how to use
it. Once again, the use of Git and Egit was not incentivized, i.e., no contribution to the ﬁnal grade encouraged them to use these tools. Thus, the students chose
whatever they found to be the easiest way to collaborate, which included emailing each other the project
code, and storing it informally.
Reverse Engineering Tools The ﬁrst reverse engineering assignment was to extract static class diagrams
using either Amateras or Papyrus. Using these tools
was a simple matter of opening the project from the
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4.2 Students’ Reactions

repository to view the Java classes, then dragging and
dropping these classes onto a diagram canvas. Most
students chose Amateras because they found it extremely easy. This is not surprising, as dragging from a
list onto a canvas produces the class, and the tool automatically provides associations such as inheritance.
The diagram produced by the tool was visually appealing. This experience suggests that the assignment
should ask more than an intelligently arranged display
of classes. For example, the students may be asked to
comment upon class containment and specialization hierarchies, or to search for implementations of patterns
such as the model-view-controller [12].
The next reverse engineering assignment involved
drawing sequence diagrams for specifying requirements. The students were expected to describe how
a planned modiﬁcation of their software would be implemented with communicating classes. Both Papyrus
and Amateras provided the ability to draw sequence
diagrams from dragging classes and manually entering
messages. The set up for Amateras is simple. One
places the jar ﬁles in a directory within the structure
for Eclipse, starts Eclipse, and ﬁnds the capability in
place. Papyrus was even easier to install, following the
normal Eclipse procedure to install new software.
The last assignment involved extracting dynamic sequence diagrams from the code. Diver, the chosen tool,
posed several problems, although it was tested on two
operating systems (Windows/XP SP3 and Vista) and
on all twenty course projects. Moreover, the test of
the installation on laboratory computers, which were
Windows 7, had proceeded far enough to watch the
collection of events. This testing, however, was not
suﬃcient and a failure mode surfaced where the events
were collected but not being saved. Availability of the
source code was helpful in debugging, and we discovered where the ﬁles were being saved from two working
installations. We ﬁrst conjectured that a needed writeprivilege was absent, however, that was not the case.
We then contacted the developers at University of
Victoria, who were very helpful. Simultaneously, we investigated the problem in house, in coordination with
the course staﬀ and the staﬀ responsible for maintaining laboratory computers; the latter ﬁnally resolved the
issue. Most students could now generate and record
sequence diagrams. On a subset of the projects, a second diﬃculty manifested where the ability to restrict
the tracing events to modules did not seem to work,
though this might be due to a lack of understanding
about what is required for this function. For this subset
of projects, students collected events that were generic
to the Java libraries. They did not see sequences of
calls between top-level objects in their projects.

The students were exposed to one conﬁguration
management and three reverse engineering tools. They
successfully reverse engineered their projects using
these tools, though with diﬀerent degrees of support.
They became able, during the course, to express themselves at this level of abstraction.
The students were delighted to learn the value of
sequence diagrams in understanding their code, and
reported that they wished they had learned about dynamic analysis earlier. The initial resistance, showed
by some students, dissipated quickly, after they had the
opportunity to study the sequence diagrams produced
by the tool. Some students found the notation (object
instance, timeline, lifeline) in sequence diagrams sufﬁciently unintuitive to recognize it right away. Thus,
each student team was given a brief tutorial to the sequence diagram drawing tool. The tutorial also demonstrated how constructors or how object construction
appeared on the diagram. Overall, the students enjoyed sequence diagrams more than class diagrams,
probably because they had not seen this diagram before, and they became involved with annotating the
messages with the note tool. By comparison, the class
diagrams gave them almost no creative activity.
Retrospectively, we felt that the students would have
better appreciated the value of sequence diagrams if
they had extracted these before drawing one for their
planned enhancement. This extraction may have produced a detailed understanding of the code, and led to
more meaningful and interesting enhancements. Although the assignments were handed in this order,
the time consuming diﬃculties encountered with Diver
forced us to ﬂip their series of completion.

5

Lessons Learned

In this section, we summarize the lessons learned
from the exercise of selecting, evaluating and experimenting with open source tools to teach SE.
• Installation and set up: It took excessive time
to install the set of tools that ultimately worked together to provide a laboratory environment. Tool
chains, where each tool complies with the interfaces of its neighbors, may lack documentation
about data transformations, and hence, may require cumbersome trial and error.
• Functions and capabilities: The deﬁnitions of
terms may not be consistent and uniform. Thus,
although a given tool promises a particular function, its speciﬁc implementation may be diﬀerent.
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Our approach can be considered to be a hybrid of
the above two strategies. Because we lacked the resources to develop a custom, lightweight tool set, we
sought to evaluate existing tools. Our search was narrowed to open source tools, not only because it was the
theme of the course, but also because the availability
of the source code oﬀered the potential to customize
the tools to meet our objectives. Finally, although
industrial relevance was not a signiﬁcant selection or
evaluation criteria, the chosen tools were intended to
be used in the industry. This industrial relevance was
a plus because it can conceivably help students when
they seek employment as software engineers.

Some tools may perform the needed functions, but
only in versions incompatible with the laboratory
set up. Thus, suﬃcient time must be allocated to
experiment and ensure each tool’s capabilities.
• Debugging: Subtle bugs can exist, such that the
tool works ﬁne in one environment, but not the
needed environment. Open source tools may be
beneﬁcial, should the need to debug arise.
• Incentivization: Students’ preferences for development environments and collaborative styles may
be diﬀerent than those planned for the course.
It is recommended to provide an incentive (grade
points) for the use of tools that are strongly preferred, perhaps from the need to enforce consistency and uniformity, or for the sake of eﬃciency.
Without incentivization, students can wander oﬀ
in unanticipated directions, giving them less of
the planned valuable experience and resulting in
a marginally satisfactory outcome.

7. Conclusions and Future Directions
We reported our experiences and lessons in evaluating open source tools to teach SE. Despite the myriad of tools, this evaluation was cumbersome because
many tools did not deliver their promised functionality.
Moreover, those tools that do appear to work, can be
unpredictable when called upon. Thus, such evaluation
can require signiﬁcant trial and error and preparedness
to tackle unexpected, subtle issues.
We want more for reverse engineering of sequence
diagrams, in particular the ability to restrict the sequence diagrams to speciﬁc classes. For this purpose,
we might investigate the code of Diver, as well as continue searching for more tools. Ultimately, we envision
a set of tools connected through Eclipse, allowing students to learn, measure, and develop abstractions, so
that the software not only remains useful but can better evolve with new requirements.

• Exploratory assignments: The assignments
should expect students to go beyond what can
be easily and routinely accomplished by the tool.
Such creative assignments will teach them how to
explore and learn a tool, and gain insights into the
value of the abstraction implemented by the tool.

6

Contemporary Tools

This section surveys the approaches taken to select
tools to teach SE. Some institutions select tools that
are designed for the industry. An Internet examination
of the syllabi of SE courses suggests that many open
source, industrially relevant tools exist, and have been
found useful in instruction. These tools, each addressing an important and interesting facet of SE, are so
numerous that one could imagine using a diﬀerent one
each week of the semester, for example [22, 25]. Innovative use of these tools occurs as well, for example
de Marcos et al. [7] report a combined informatics and
philosophy course using StarUML.
A completely diﬀerent approach is to abjure tools
suitable for the industry because they take too long to
learn, or misdirect students’ focus, and instead develop
a lightweight tool set that supports the software development process, and in doing so, help novices develop
an understanding and awareness of the principles and
practices as they work [1]. Yelmo et al. [35] adopt this
approach and use a tailored, lightweight version of the
IBM Rational Uniﬁed Process. They also develop a
web-based tool to adapt RUP to a speciﬁc project.
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Abstract

Oriented Programming (AOP) supports crosscut concerns
modularization, by structures that add behavior to selected
elements of the programming language semantics [14].
Thus, AOP isolates implementation that otherwise would
be spread and tangled throughout the base code. This new
feature increases the program structural complexity, making
harder to achieve the understanding of its architecture and
structure, bringing up challenges to Aspect-Oriented Program Comprehension.
Based on that, Software Visualization can be an alternative approach to help software engineers to cope with
structural complexity – due to fragmentation and the need
to compose fragments – since the visual representations are
able to work with an Aspect-Oriented program effectively,
having speciﬁc visual mappings for Aspect-Oriented programs and mechanisms to gather and to organize data representing AOP features.
Visualization techniques, some extensions and tools
have been proposed to support software visualization:
TreeMaps [12, 2, 18], Polymetric Views [15, 3] to visualize hierarchical structures; Hyperbolic Trees [17] to visualize large hierarchical structures; Bars and Stripes for interrelational structures visualization [1]; UML 3D to visualize packages, classes and methods [10]; and Dependence
Graphs for inter-dependency level visualization [19]. These
visualization techniques can be used to build visual representations to support comprehension tasks, but when applied to an Aspect-Oriented program as artifact, they are
able to represent only the aspects before the weaving process – its fragmented code – and not the resulting code after
the weaver – its tangled and spread code.
In this paper we propose a tool and an architecture
supported by coordinated visual mappings which tackle
Aspect-Oriented programs. The proposed approach is capable of analyzing a source code after the weaving process,
enabling a visual exploration of the software structure (i.e.,
methods, aspects, advices and pointcuts) and how it all is
related. Furthermore, our tool is able to visually show all
structures involved in structural tests’ results.

Program Comprehension tasks represent a strategic role
in Software Engineering activities, demanding time and
effort, representing a considerable cost in maintenance.
Aspect-Oriented Programming has speciﬁc elements to
compose program behavior (e.g., aspects, pointcuts, join
points and advices). The cognitive process can be improved by employing visual techniques to support source
code analysis of its structure and behavior. A Software
Visualization tool must be able to provide suitable visual
representations for the program. Particularly, visual exploration of Aspect-Oriented programs requires some features
to map how aspects crosscut some program structures. In
this paper we propose a tool and an architecture to improve
Aspect-Oriented program understanding supported by three
coordinated visualization techniques.
Keywords: Program Understanding, Aspect-Oriented
Program, Software Visualization, Software Engineering.

1

Introduction

Program Comprehension involves individual programmers understanding about what a program does and how
it does it, in order to make functional changes and extensions, for example, without introducing defects [6]. Karahasanovic and his partners argue that Program Comprehension remains incomplete, requiring a deeper understanding
of employed strategies, and before any modiﬁcation (e.g.,
maintenance tasks), understanding the underlying mechanisms might improve the comprehension [13]. Acquiring
knowledge about large programs may delay Program Comprehension tasks, which motivate the use of Software Visualization as an alternative approach to improve the cognitive
process.
However, Aspect-Oriented programs comprehension can
become more complex to be done, because separated units
of code interfere in the behavior of other units. Aspect-
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One may observe the statical relations among aspects
and classes, but it is not possible to conclude how Aspects crosscut a base code. Their relationships are important elements to Program Comprehension and should
be mapped into visual structures to improve the cognitive
process, which motivated extending Software Visualization
techniques to deal with such elements.
After weaving and compilation processes of an AspectJ
program, speciﬁc structures of an Aspect-Oriented program
are tangled and spread in the bytecode. However, compilers
use marks about aspects and their advices that can be retrieved by analyzing their signatures. The AspectJ compiler
stores its components’ signatures with speciﬁc markups,
making it possible to obtain and to organize data about a
compiled AspectJ program to a visual exploration.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 presents some considerations about Aspect-Oriented
programs and also some related works. Section 3 presents
some considerations about the developed tool to apply the
proposed visual mapping and its architecture. Section 4
presents some applications of the proposed approach. Finally, the ﬁnal remarks and future works are presented in
Conclusions section.

2

Background

Kiczales et al. [14] argue that Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) is a technology that can aid Software Engineering, because the underlying object model provides a
better ﬁt to real domain problems. But they pointed out
programming problems. For instance, OOP techniques are
not sufﬁcient to clearly capture important design decisions
about different concerns implemented in a software system
– some requirements (usually non-functional) cannot be
clearly mapped to isolated units of implementation. Mechanisms to persist objects in relational data bases and security
issues are examples of those concerns, usually named crosscutting concerns, because they tend to cut across multiple
units of implementation [8].
Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) tackles the crosscutting concerns problem supporting the deﬁnition of implementation units (aspects) that cut across the system units
(base code), composing the expected behavior [14]. An
AOP language must deﬁne elements in order to combine
functional and non-functional code (aspects and base code).
Such elements establish a model to deﬁne points in the base
code where additional behavior may be deﬁned (pointcuts);
a mechanism to identify these points (join points); encapsulation units for these points speciﬁcations and behavior
enhancements (aspects); and a process to combine aspects
with the base code (weaver) [8].
Functional requirements (like business rules) are coded
inside a component language (e.g., Java) and non-functional
requirements (e.g., logging, persistence, connection and
transaction routines) are coded inside aspects. The weaver
process joins the component language code with the aspects
code, resulting in a runnable program. The language employed as case study in this paper is the AspectJ, which is
an extension of Java language to support AOP.
An Aspect-Oriented program was used for this paper
to generate views. It was designed and coded using AspectJ [16] and represents an on-line music store simulation,
in which a billing service observes song-play events to bill
the customer. An aspect implementation of the Observer
design pattern [11] was used to add billing and statistics.
Additionally, aspects track plays and lyric-shows events
were coded to charge the customer appropriately and to update a list of the most frequently played songs.

2.1

Related Works

In Aspect Programs some interesting program elements
can be highlighted by a Software Visualization tool in certain visual scenarios, such as, aspects, advices and pointcuts. It allows viewing how an aspect crosscuts one or more
program structures, how much a program structure is modiﬁed by one or more aspects, the resulting tangled and spread
code after the weaving process.
A TreeMap extension was proposed to show advised relations of Aspect-Oriented programs [18], but it consists in
an user-based mining task by searching regular expressions
representing aspects and classes elements. Another tool,
AspectJ Development Toolkit (an Eclipse toolkit for AOP),
has the AJDT Visualizer [5] – a Bars and Stripes visual representation of classes and aspects, highlighting its affected
lines by aspects – but no visualization about how an aspect produces speciﬁed behavior in a class or other aspect.
SourceMiner [4] can be used to enhance concern modularization analysis, but the concerns (focusing in AOP) need to
be manually mapped. Another visualization tool, named
AspectMap [9], shows implicit invocations in the source
code. It allows visualizing join points shadows where aspects are speciﬁed to execute, showing the advice type and
speciﬁed precedence information for a given join point.
In the next section we describe the coordination model
proposed, the software visualization tool that implements
such a model and its architecture, and how the visual mapping is performed.

3

The Software Visualization Tool

In this paper we propose a software visualization tool,
called Sof tV izOAH , which employs a coordinated multiple views (CMV) approach to visualize Aspect-Oriented
programs. The CMV schema is depicted in Figure 1. In
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3.1

this CMV approach we employee three visual representations and one content list. The Structural Presentation aims
to show how the source code is hierarchically organized in
packages, classes, methods, aspects and advices. The InterUnits Presentation aims to show aspects crosscutting between methods and advices. The Intra-Method Presentation aims to show the intra-method behavior after the weaving process. The Methods/Advices List aims to show the
methods and advices of classes or aspects selected in visual
exploration. These visualizations are coordinated – the coordination is represented by the arrows – to allow exploring
distinct levels of view.

Sof tV izOAH architecture

Sof tV izOAH is a standalone desktop Software Visualization tool organized in three layers, Dataset, Control and
Visualization, as illustrated in Figure 2. It uses program
bytecodes as input and applies the proposed coordinated visual mapping to visualize Java and AspectJ programs structure and behavior as well as provides test case results visualization – test cases created with JUnit.
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For the Structural Presentation, we have chosen the
TreeMap technique (Figure 3(b)) to represent the program’s
hierarchical structure including AOP elements (aspects and
advices). For the Inter-Units Presentation, we have chosen an hyperbolic view (Figure 3(a)) to represent classes’
dependencies coupled with aspects crosscuts. For the
Intra-Method Presentation, we have chosen a Control Flow
Graph (CFG), Figure 4(b), to visualize the advised source
code representing a piece of code behavior, showing advices
over the code after the weaving process.
About the color mapping, each program element (i.e.,
the whole program, classes, methods, aspects and advices)
has its own predeﬁned color on visual mapping. All visual presentations use the same color mapping. When a test
case is applied, a gradient from green to red (Gradient Test
Case) is used to color the methods and advices represented
or involved in the visual representation, according to their
structural tests’ results. The more the method or advice has
failed in the test, the redder it is colored. The more the
method or advice has succeeded, the greener it is colored.
If the method or advice is not covered by the test case, it
is colored using their predeﬁned color. Such color mapping
allows highlighting some AOP elements and viewing how
succeeded (or failed) a test case covered the source code
and how much of the whole source code is covered by a test
case.

The Dataset layer performes static and dynamic analyses, creating necessary data sets to generate the visual representations. The Reading Module performes the Static Analysis, that reads a program’s bytecode and analyzes its structure (packages, classes, methods, aspects, advices and test
cases), execution sequence and its aspects crosscuts. During the bytecode reading, each unit data ﬂow stream is analyzed and put into a Control Flow Graph data structure.
An instrumentation technique is performed, inserting new
instructions in each unit code containing calls from methods and advices, providing feedback to allow monitoring
test cases by Dynamic Analysis). A list with all classes, aspects and their information obtained by the instrumentation
is built. From this list, a hierarchical structure is built to be
used to generate the TreeMap visual presentation and also
a node table and an edge table, grouping informations like
superclass references, variable types, methods’ parameters
and returns. By the interpretation of these tables and the
organization of the links among the nodes, a Dependence
Graph is constructed to be used to generate the Hyperbolic
visual representation. When the Structural Test is in execution, the Dynamic Analysis makes an execution path by
monitoring test cases and registers each visited portion of
code of each code unit. The coverage criteria are then ver-
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iﬁed from this path to determine the test’s Result, in which
each criterion has its own standard to verify whether the test
has been completely or partially met. The instrumentation
sends to the tool, during a test execution, information about
each visited portion of code. This information is stored to
be used in each visual representation. By these two analysis
steps (static and dynamic analyses), the tool gathers data to
generate visual representations [7].
At Control layer, the data obtained from Reading Module (to generate visual presentations – all presentations are
generated at the same time) are organized by the Integration Module, which provides mechanisms to coordinate the
visualizations. These mechanisms capture user interactions
in visual presentations to reﬂect the related events into another view. From each captured event, caused by an user interaction in a speciﬁc visualization, the Integration Module
obtains data about the selected program unit (class, method,
aspect or advice). An event is then sent to the Visualization
layer, informing the new visual representation state (i.e.,
highlighted items), performing, this way, the coordination,
using the data structures stored in the Dataset layer (i.e., the
list containing information provided by the instrumentation,
the hierarchical structure, the node and edge tables and the
graph data structure).
The Visualization layer is responsible for providing
CFG, TreeMap and Hyperbolic visual presentations, highlighting AOP features (i.e., aspects and its crosscuts) depending on the visualization in question. This layer receives
data from the Control layer (i.e., events captured from user
interactions and data obtained from the Dataset layer) to
generate and update each visual representation.
From the working together of these three layers, the developed Software Visualization tool uses the proposed coordinated visual mapping to visualize Java and AspectJ compiled programs. The next section presents an application
and descriptions of the coordinated multiple views from
Sof tV izOAH .

4

(a) Hyperbolic projection

(b) Treemap visualization

Applications

In this section we show an application of Sof tV izOAH :
we performed a visual exploration of the Aspect-Oriented
program of an on-line music store simulation, coded in AspectJ by Lesiecki [16].
Figure 4(b) shows a Control Flow Graph visual representation used to present methods, advices or test case executions. In this visual representation, basic code blocks
are represented by rectangles outlined by a continuous line;
code blocks advised by aspects (advices) are represented by
rectangles outlined by a dashed line; the respective pointcuts are represented by the advice sequence in the graph;
and method returns are represented by rectangles outlined
by a double line. Inside each rectangle a number indi-

(c) List of Methods/Advices

Figure 3. Coordination from Hyperbolic to
TreeMap view and Methods/Advices List

cates the code block execution sequence. Normal code sequences are represented by continuous lines, and automatic
generated code sequence (as exceptions) are represented by
dashed lines. When a test case is applied, each rectangle is
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colored according to the Gradient Test Case, as shown in
Figure 4. Otherwise, a predeﬁned color is used. The global
view of the Control Flow Graph View represents the tangled
and spread code. In the example depicted in Figure 4(b), the
code is tangled (advices among the code) and the aspect is
thinly spread (advices are close to each other).
We employed the TreeMap visual representation to
present hierarchical structures in nested rectangles, as
shown in Figure 4(a). Rectangles represent program structures (e.g., the whole program, packages, classes, methods, aspects and advices). The rectangle size represents the
number of calls of a represented method or advice inside
a speciﬁed context – the whole program, classes, methods,
aspects, advices and test cases. When a test case is applied,
the Gradient Test Case is used to color all program methods
and advices in the test case scope, as illustrated in classes
Song and Playlist shown in Figure 4. The TreeMap representation provides a global view of the whole program
hierarchical structure with highlighted aspects.
In the Hyperbolic visual presentation, depicted in Figure 3(a), nodes represent program classes and aspects; and
edges represent dependency between each class or aspect,
i.e. method calls and aspect crosscuts. Classes and aspects are colored employing different colors. When a test
case is applied, the Gradient Test Case is used to color the
edges, considering the methods and advices belonging to
the two classes or aspects connected by the edge in the test
case scope. Otherwise, edges are colored using a predeﬁned color. The global view of the Hyperbolic View represents the classes dependences and (highlighted) aspects
crosscuts.
All three visual representations and the content list are
coordinated: an user interaction event in which one reﬂects in others to represent the same state in all visualizations. The coordination schema is shown Figure 1. Figure 3 depicts the coordination from Hyperbolic to TreeMap
view and Methods/Advices List. In the Hyperbolic view is
selected the aspect ObserverBillingPolicy, which is highlighted in the TreeMap view. Additionally, the advices of
the selected aspect are shown in Methods/Advices List 3(c).
By this coordination, one may observe classes and aspects
dependences, its hierarchical structures and the respective
methods and advices involved in each class and aspect dependence (i.e. methods call and advices crosscuts).
In Figure 4 the Control Flow Graph shows an intramethod behavior after the weaving process. The block color
is based on the test case performed. In this view is selected
the advice ObserverProtocl.after1, which is highlighted in
TreeMap View. By this coordination, one may observe the
weaved code ﬂow structure – code behavior – and the related methods and advices involved in each code sequence.
The software visualization tool (Sof tV izOAH ) proposed in this paper is able to asses the visual mapping and

(a) Treemap visualization

(b) Control Flow Graph visualization

Figure 4. Coordination from TreeMap view to
Control Flow Graph visual presentation

improve the understanding of Aspect Oriented Programming. By interacting with those coordinated visual presentations, in hierarchical structure, classes’ dependence, aspects crosscuts, fragmented, tangled and spread code, one
may observe how aspects crosscut classes.
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5

Final Remarks and Further Works
[4]

Most software artifacts are abstract, having no physical
representation. Focusing on source code, obtaining insights
can be difﬁcult, especially because of the amount of lines
in software systems and its structure. Our motivation came
from analyzing the associated AOP source code, since the
new AOP features and consequences – fragmented, tangled
and spread code – must be externalized by a visual mapping. There are some tools that provide visual representations. Some of them support Aspect-Oriented programs,
some have the necessity of manually mapping concerns, and
some provide no aspect identiﬁcation. But most of them do
not provide a more broad aid to entire program understanding.
So, a coordinated visual mapping was proposed to
present Aspect-Oriented programs’ features using three visual presentations and a content list which aim to externalize structural organization, the relations among classes
and aspects, and the advised code. The proposed coordination schema makes it possible to highlight selected elements
on different detail levels, allowing the user to gather information about aspect and its spreading to the source code
– how aspects crosscut the program structures, composing
program behavior.
We also developed a tool (Sof tV izOAH ) to assess the
visual coordination model proposed. And both Object Oriented and AOP source code has been used on assessing the
coordinated visual mapping. Also, Sof tV izOAH is able
to show test cases’ results along with the visual representations, that allows analyzing how the test cases go through
source code and their coverage. Hitherto, our evaluation has
shown that such feature is helpful in locating defects (where
the defect is).
Also according to preliminary evaluation, the tool’s
functionalities are useful to support Aspect-Oriented program understanding. However, to assess the effectiveness
and efﬁciency of the visual proposed mapping in a more realistic manner, a controlled experiment has been planned,
and will be conducted using an experimentation process,
aimed to locate defects previously inserted into AOP source
codes.
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In order to alleviate this challenge, the source is distributed
together with a folder that contains the kernel documentation.
There are still some other sources of information that explains
the kernel source code [6], Erro! Fonte de referência não
encontrada.. However, the available documentation is still not
sufficient to reference and explain all source code files or all
functions that are used to implement the feature of interest. In
this way, the documentation only offers a general view of a
feature, and not necessarily all features that a developer may be
interested are described in the documentation. Moreover, some
books had already published on the kernel [7], [9], but still
there is n o guarantee that the text included in the book will
remain updated, considering the kernel evolution throughout
the time.

Abstract—Operating systems are one of the most complex kinds
of software systems ever built. Their complexity results from
many factors, in special, the huge size and low-level issues. As
consequence, there are many programming challenges to be
considered at either the in-the-large level or in-the-small level.
Program comprehension is a crucial problem for developers who
need to contribute or reuse the code base in some way. One of the
most important challenges in this scenario is to find the functions
in the source code that are responsible for a specific feature of the
system. Previous work has shown the benefits of using execution
trace information to improve the comprehension process of
features that can have their execution adequately reproduced.
However, the use of execution traces in the comprehension of
operating system kernel features is poorly studied. In this work,
we show that execution traces can effectively improve program
comprehension of kernel features when adequate filters are
provided to the instrumentation tools.
Keywords – program
operating systems
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traces,

INTRODUCTION

Linux is a robust operating system that can be used either in
desktops or in corporate servers of large companies, supporting
several plataforms (ARM, x86, MIPS, SPARC, etc). Statistics
presented in [1], [2] show that the kernel source code is under
active development, and consequently the evolution of the base
code comes together with this development: a n ew release is
created each 60-80 days. Developers worldwide participate in
the development of the kernel. For instance, the release 2.6.35
accounted the collaboration of approximately 1145 developers,
including the participation of large companies, such as,
RedHat, Novell, IBM and others. Moreover, the number of
lines of code also grows with the evolution of the kernel. For
instance, release 2.6.10 had almost 6 million lines of code and
release 2.6.27 had more than 8.5 million lines of code. In this
scenario, the task of feature location [3], i.e., the task of finding
source code pieces related to user point-of-view software
features, is an extremely challenging task because features may
not be intuitively located in the code, and even if that was the
case, there are so many number of modules and functions to be
navigated that the task is still challenging. This situation is
even more dramatic for newbie developers working on the
kernel.
1
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Fortunately, many solutions to the program comprehension
problems had already been proposed. The solutions are based
on a variety of techniques: static techniques which usually
construct graphs from the source code using compiling
techniques and perform some kind of query or browsing on that
graph; dynamic techniques which usually extract information
from the execution of the desired feature to drive the location
of the piece of interest; information retrieval techniques which
consider the terms written by the programmers to associate
with feature terms and enable queries by similarity; and hybrid
techniques, which seems to be the most successful ones, that
combine the above techniques to enhance the precision and
recall of the returned information.
However, program comprehension using dynamic
information has not been studied with operating system kernels
as the target software [3], [4]. One possible reason is that, if the
analysis of dynamic information from the execution still
imposes important challenges for systems implemented in
high-level languages, such as Java, where the events captured
during the execution are typically function entry and exit,
consider the situation where important events to be considered
in operating system execution traces could be associated with
low-level interfaces, such as, interrupt handling. Moreover, the
number of different kinds of events to be considered by the
instrumentation tool could also be an issue.
Despite this negative scenario for using information of
execution traces in the problem of program comprehension for
operating systems kernel, we raise the hypothesis that

developing appropriated filters into the instrumentation tool
may provide useful and feasible information for developers.
The goal of this work is to develop a method for producing
filters for low-level events that could accurately extract
dynamic information of instrumented programs, without
incurring in the problem of flooding the developer with
unnecessary trace information. The more filters are precise, the
more developer’s work is simplified. The suitable filters should
enable the use of execution trace information for program
comprehension problems in operating systems, especially those
related to locating pieces of code related to some specific
functionality.
In the next section, the tools used in this study will be
reviewed. In Section III, we present the study setting. In
Section IV the results of the study are presented and in Section
V these results are discussed. Finally, Section VI presents our
final remarks.
II.

Figure 1. SystemTap operation.

The primary use of SystemTap in this work is to trace
Linux kernel events occurring during a pre-specified period of
time. SystemTap will be used to f ind the mean time used by
the clock tick handler and als o to f ind how many clock ticks
had occurred during the execution of a subject program in the
proposed experiment to validate the quality of the experiment
result.

BACKGROUND TOOLS

A. Ftrace
The ftrace is a tool used to trace kernel functions [12], [13]. It
is a si mple tracer of kprobes, but faster and more precise in
terms of time analysis [11]. Ftrace does n ot require any
specific application in the user-space and all co nfigurations
steps are carried out using the debugfs file system. Ftrace can
be used in late ncy analysis or in d ebugging performance
problems. The ftrace infrastructure allows other types of
tracing, such as, irqsoff plugin, which traces source code areas
that disable interrupts. T his plugin allows to measure the
interval times in which interrupts are disab led in the kernel.
Ftrace was used in this work to co llect traces of the subject
program proposed in the experiment.

C. Hardware interface
In this work, the target architecture will be based on SMP
(Symmetric multiprocessing) used in several models of Intel
x86 processors. In this architecture, the APIC system
(Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller) is responsible
for generate and manage several kinds of hardware interrupts
[15]. Figure 2 sh ows a t ypical APIC system, basically
consisting of an I/O A PIC module respon sible to rec eive
interrupt requests from I/O devices (keyboard, network, disks,
etc.) and f orward them to th e Local APIC module (LAPIC),
which is integrated into the processor. Each LAPIC contains a
set of APIC registers and associated hardware that control the
feeding of interrupts to the processor core.
The main source of interrupts are: 1) I/O devices locally
connected, i.e., interrupts generated by I/O devices connected
directedly to the connectors of local interrupts of the processor
(LINT0 and LINT1); 2) I/O devices connected externally, i.e.,
interrupts generated by I/O devices co nnected to th e module
I/O APIC; 3) i nter-processor interrupt (IPIs), i.e., a proces sor
can use the IPI mechanism to interrupt other processor or a
group of processors; 4) in terrupts generated by the timer
APIC, i.e., th e local APIC timer that can be prog rammed to
send periodical in terrupts i.e., clock ticks; 5) in terrupts
generated by the temperature sensor; 6) in ternal error A PIC
interrupt signaled when an internal error of the APIC is
detected.
In this work, the studied problem will require disabling and
enabling timer interrupts (4), to avoid that tasks do n ot be
periodically interrupted.

B. SystemTap
SystemTap provides a scripting environment to analyze the
tasks of a Linux system at runtime [10]. The dynamic
information can be collected at real -time, which is a f lexible
way to trace t he kernel execution. SystemTap provides
mechanisms to e xtract, filter and s ummarize in order to
simplify the analysis and diag nosis of the desired prope rties.
One positive point is that SystemTap does n ot require to
recompile, to reinstall and to reinitialize the kernel in order to
obtain the target data [11].
SystemTap uses an internal scripting language similar to the
AWK programming language. An internal analyzer checks the
script for syntactic errors an d converts it to a C prog ram,
which is load ed as a k ernel module, as s hown in Figure 1.
SystemTap also allows creating modules for other versions of
the kernel, other than the version of its respective running
kernel. It is possible to co py the module to the target system
and execute it with the program staprun.
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The method used to support and evaluate the quality of the
comprehension process of where clock ticks are handled in the
Linux kernel consists of: the general strategy to filter execution
traces to find the desired feature in the source code and the
validation of the filtering process.
A. Trace Filtering
The filtering strategy needs to isolate the execution of user
application (matrix multiplication) to only one CPU, in such
way that the events captured in traces are on ly related to th e
respective user process. The user program must be
instrumented in the following way:
1.

Figure 2. LAPIC and I/O APIC schema.

III.

THE STUDY SETTING

In this section, we will present the experiment designed to
evaluate the feasibility of using execution traces for program
comprehension of operating system kernels.
The experiment design was defined using several
components:
1. A problem that required some program comprehension
activity in the target operating system kernel;
2. The solution/contribution to the problem cited in the
previous item;
3. The method used to support and evaluate the construction
of the solution cited in the previous item.
The problem used in the design of the experiment of this
study was the OS Jitter that is one of the main factors that can
introduce delays when processing applications in high
performance computing environments – HPC. OS Jitter can be
considered any interference that an application process or
thread experiences because of the execution of internal tasks
the operating system. In this study, the Linux kernel was
chosen because of the availability of its source code and
because it is being used in 91.4% of top 500 supercomputer
systems [14]. Among the several types of interferences of the
operating system during user application execution, especially
for HPC applications, we can highlight: the execution of
administrative process (daemons) and periodical kernel
routines, such as, the clock tick.
In this study, the chosen contribution is to understand where
OS jitter caused by clock ticks is im plemented in th e kernel.
The proposed solution to reduce OS jitter is based on tickless
processors, where the CPU is assigned to user application and
it will not be interrupted by periodic kernel tasks (clock ticks).
Currently, the Linux kernel already supports a similar approach
–tickless kernel – to reduce energy consumption. So, the
maintenance task is to reuse the current implementation of
tickless kernel of Linux to introduce the feature of executing
CPU-bound process without clock interrupts. In this study, the
user application that will be executed as a CPU-bound process
is a matrix multiplication program.
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Configure the system to run the process only in CPU 1
(sched_setaffinity system call).
2. Turn off the trace capture of ftrace; configure ftrace to
capture the trace of CPU 1 only; cleans the log file of
ftrace.
3. Configure the system to r un all other tasks, threads,
daemons in CPU 0.
4. Move all ti mers – scheduled tasks (workqueues,
callouts, etc.) from CPU 1 to CPU 0.
5. Move all interrupts (network, keyboard, mouse, etc) to
CPU 0, except timer interrupt.
6. Activate ftrace trace collector.
7. Capture the initial time (clock_gettime)
8. Allocate dynamically a matrix 1024x1024.
9. Perform the core application (matrix multiplication)
10. Capture the final time (clock_gettime).
11. Deactivate ftrace trace collector.
12. Get the time used in the user application.
This strategy should guarantee that the trace collected by
ftrace contains events (function calls) related to th e user
application and to the timer interrupt handler.
It is expected that function(s) related to timer interrupt
handler should be recog nized in a reasonable way using the
generated trace.
B. Validation of the result of the filter output
In order to validate the quality of the generated trace, the
instrumented user program described previously in the Trace
Filtering subsection was modified to in clude a s ystem call
between steps 5 and 6 to disable clock tick handling.
Figure 3 shows the system call that should be u sed with
parameter 1 to disable clock ticks. Figures 4 and 5 contain the
code to effectively perform the disabling process.

1 int sys_confapic(struct pt_regs *regs) { // ID=337
2 int pparameter = regs->bx;
3 if (pparameter == 1)
4
lapic_suspend(NULL);
5 if (pparameter == 2)
6
lapic_resume(NULL);
}

Figure 3. Function sys_confapic

1 static int lapic_suspend(struct sys_device *dev) {
2 unsigned long flags;
3 int maxlvt;
4 if (!apic_pm_state.active)
5
return 0;
6 maxlvt = lapic_get_maxlvt();
7 apic_pm_state.apic_id = apic_read(APIC_ID);
8 apic_pm_state.apic_taskpri = apic_read(APIC_TASKPRI);
9 apic_pm_state.apic_ldr = apic_read(APIC_LDR);
10 apic_pm_state.apic_dfr = apic_read(APIC_DFR);
11 apic_pm_state.apic_spiv = apic_read(APIC_SPIV);
12 apic_pm_state.apic_lvtt = apic_read(APIC_LVTT);
13 if (maxlvt >= 4)
14
apic_pm_state.apic_lvtpc = apic_read(APIC_LVTPC);
15 apic_pm_state.apic_lvt0 = apic_read(APIC_LVT0);
16 apic_pm_state.apic_lvt1 = apic_read(APIC_LVT1);
17 apic_pm_state.apic_lvterr = apic_read(APIC_LVTERR);
18 apic_pm_state.apic_tmict = apic_read(APIC_TMICT);
19 apic_pm_state.apic_tdcr = apic_read(APIC_TDCR);
20 #ifdef CONFIG_X86_THERMAL_VECTOR
21
if (maxlvt >= 5)
22
apic_pm_state.apic_thmr = apic_read(APIC_LVTTHMR);
23 #endif
24 local_irq_save(flags);
25 disable_local_APIC();
26 if (intr_remapping_enabled)
27
disable_intr_remapping();
28 local_irq_restore(flags);
29 return 0; }

18
WARN(1, "Saving IO-APIC state failed: %d\n", ret);
19
free_ioapic_entries(ioapic_entries);
20
goto restore; }
21
mask_IO_APIC_setup(ioapic_entries);
22
mask_8259A();
23 }
24 if (x2apic_mode)
25
enable_x2apic();
26 else {
27
rdmsr(MSR_IA32_APICBASE, l, h);
28
l &= ~MSR_IA32_APICBASE_BASE;
29
l |= MSR_IA32_APICBASE_ENABLE | mp_lapic_addr;
30
wrmsr(MSR_IA32_APICBASE, l, h); }
31 maxlvt = lapic_get_maxlvt();
32 apic_write(APIC_ID, apic_pm_state.apic_id);
33 apic_write(APIC_DFR, apic_pm_state.apic_dfr);
34 apic_write(APIC_LDR, apic_pm_state.apic_ldr);
35 ...
36 apic_write(APIC_TDCR, apic_pm_state.apic_tdcr);
37 apic_write(APIC_TMICT, apic_pm_state.apic_tmict);
38 apic_write(APIC_ESR, 0);
39 apic_read(APIC_ESR);
40 apic_write(APIC_LVTERR, apic_pm_state.apic_lvterr);
41 apic_write(APIC_ESR, 0);
42 apic_read(APIC_ESR);
43 if (intr_remapping_enabled) {
44
reenable_intr_remapping(x2apic_mode);
45
unmask_8259A();
46
restore_IO_APIC_setup(ioapic_entries);
47
free_ioapic_entries(ioapic_entries); }
48
49 restore:
50 local_irq_restore(flags);
51 return ret;
52 }

Figure 4. Lapic suspend

1 void disable_local_APIC(void) {
2 unsigned int value;
3 if (!x2apic_mode && !apic_phys)
4
return;
5 clear_local_APIC();
6 value = apic_read(APIC_SPIV);
7 value &= ~APIC_SPIV_APIC_ENABLED;
8 apic_write(APIC_SPIV, value);
9 #ifdef CONFIG_X86_32
10
if (enabled_via_apicbase) {
11
unsigned int l, h;
12
rdmsr(MSR_IA32_APICBASE, l, h);
13
l &= ~MSR_IA32_APICBASE_ENABLE;
14
wrmsr(MSR_IA32_APICBASE, l, h); }
15 #endif }

Figure 6. Fragment of lapic_resume

The resulted trace af ter running the instrumented system
with clock tick disabling should be compared with the trace
where clock ticks were not disabled, in order to see if the
filtering process th at selected the considered function(s) to
implement clock tick handling was correct. In order to confirm
the correction, that function(s) should not be present in the
new trace.
Another adopted validation step was to verifying the
number of calls to the function(s) that are supposed to be the
one(s) that handle clock ticks using the SystemTap script
shown in Figure 7. A complementary SystemTap script shown
in Figure 8 calculates the duration of the execution of these
respective functions that can indicate some measure of the OS
jitter.

Figure 5. Disable Local APIC

It is also n ecessary to include a system call between steps
10 and 11 to enable clock interrupts again on the chosen CPU;
otherwise it would become inaccessible to oth er processes
after the execution of the experiment. Figure 6 shows the
necessary code to re-enable clock ticks.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1 static int lapic_resume(struct sys_device *dev) {
2 unsigned int l, h;
3 unsigned long flags;
4 int maxlvt;
5 int ret = 0;
6 struct IO_APIC_route_entry **ioapic_entries = NULL;
7 if (!apic_pm_state.active)
8
return 0;
9 local_irq_save(flags);
10 if (intr_remapping_enabled) {
11
ioapic_entries = alloc_ioapic_entries();
12
if (!ioapic_entries) {
13
WARN(1, "Alloc ioapiclapic resume failed.");
14
ret = -ENOMEM;
15
goto restore; }
16
ret = save_IO_APIC_setup(ioapic_entries);
17
if (ret) {

global var1
probe begin {
var1[0]=0; var1[1]=0; var1[2]=0; var1[3]=0; }
probe kernel.function("<name of the supposed function>").call {
j=cpu();
var1[j]=var1[j]+1;
}
probe end {
printf("ID: %d
printf("ID: %d
printf("ID: %d
printf("ID: %d
}

Count: %d\n",0, var1[0]);
Count: %d\n",1, var1[1]);
Count: %d\n",2, var1[2]);
Count: %d\n",3, var1[3]);

Figure 7. Script to verify the number of clock tick handling
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global i
global j
global var1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

probe begin { i=0; }
probe kernel.function("<name of the supposed function>").call {
if (cpu()== $1) { var1[$1]=gettimeofday_ns() }
}
probe kernel.function("<name of the supposed function>").return
{
if (cpu()== $1) {
j=gettimeofday_ns()
printf("%d\n",j - var1[$1])
i++
if (i==310) exit()
}}

Figure 8. Script to analyze the duration of clock tick handling

IV.

RESULTS

…
sys_clock_gettime() {
posix_ktime_get_ts() {
ktime_get_ts() {
set_normalized_timespec();
}
}
copy_to_user() {
__copy_to_user_ll();
}
}
sys_clock_gettime() {
posix_ktime_get_ts() {
ktime_get_ts() {
set_normalized_timespec();
}
}
copy_to_user() {
__copy_to_user_ll();
}
}
…

Figure 10. Trace fragment without clock ticks

This section present the results obtained after running the
method proposed in the previous section.

Using the scripts s hown in Figure 7 and 8 in
the
instrumented program that handle clock ticks, we encountered
that the time to handle each clock tick is approximately 5652
nanoseconds (mean time from 310 replication s) and the
number of clock ticks that occurs during a 5 m inutes interval
is approximately 32234 (mean number from 35 replications).
Using the scripts s hown in Figure 7 in the instrumented
program that do not handle clock ticks, we encountered that
still 4 clo ck ticks were handled. Indeed, 4 is a v ery small
number compared to 32234 that would not invalidate the
interpretation that the smp_apic_timer_interrup is indeed the
function responsible for clock tick handling. These 4 clock
tick handling occurrences may have occurred during the time
necessary to initiate the script and the user program execution
which are not exactly simultaneous.

A. Trace Filtering Result
The result of trace filtering is shown in Figure 9. The trace
consists of function calls with their respective nesting, which
can be co nsidered as a call t ree. Approximately, 90% of the
trace consists of calls to smp_apic_timer_interrupt and th eir
corresponding nested calls. A straig htforward analysis of this
particular function has shown that this is the function that
should be responsible for handling clock ticks.
1 ….
2 smp_apic_timer_interrupt() {
3
native_apic_mem_write();
4
irq_enter() {
5
rcu_irq_enter();
6
idle_cpu();
7
}
8
hrtimer_interrupt() {
9
ktime_get();
10
_spin_lock();
11
__run_hrtimer() {
12
__remove_hrtimer();
13
tick_sched_timer() {
14
ktime_get();
15
tick_do_update_jiffies64() {
16
_spin_lock();
17
do_timer() {
18
update_wall_time() {
19
update_xtime_cache();
20
}
21
calc_global_load();
22
}
23
}
24 ….

V.

DISCUSSION

Other approaches to a nalyze execution traces have been
extensively used in the program comprehension [4, 1 6].
However, there is no study whose target system is an
operating system kernel. The seminal work in the application
of execution trace to prog ram comprehension is the Software
Reconnaissance approach that also compares code executed in
traces with and without the features [5]. This is an interesting
approach but depending on the size of trace, t he excess of
information may hinder the approach with useless information.
In [17], the authors proposed an enhancement in the trace
differentiation providing more contextualized differentiation
with trace alignment algorithm and also had to propose a trace
summarization algorithm in order to dramatically reduce the
size of trace, and consequently produce a feasible approach. In
this work, we had the same challenge of reducing effectively
the size of trace in order to grasp adequately the trace f ile to
extract the desired i nformation of clock tick handling. We
proved that our approach was effective because the desired
function was readily found. It is i mportant to note that if a
newbie kernel developer had to lo ok for this function in a
traditional way, browsing the source code from the main

Figure 9. Trace fragment with clock tick handling

B. Validation Results
The execution of the instrumented user program disabling
clock tick handling before the core program (matrix
multiplication) produced the trace sh own in Figure 9. This
trace is much smaller than the one shown in Figure 8. It also
could be observ ed that there was no call to
smp_apic_timer_interrupt.
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function until he could find the method, this would be a ver y
hard task that could take several days or even weeks of work.
In [18], another approach to summ arize traces was
designed using fan-in and fan-out metrics, which is completely
different from the specialized filtering approach used in this
work. In their approach, the functions are ran ked considering
their relative importance based on graph metrics which do not
consider any semantic information of the respective function.
The approach of program comprehension presented in this
work guides the developer in a much more precise manner,
because it is t he developer itself that have the tacit knowledge
of what he really needs and thus, he writes the proper f ilters
considering this kn owledge. Consequently, this strategy
improved dramatically the quality of the information available
in the trace. However, it is important to note that our approach
requires a more specialized preparation of the trace f iltering.
Although, the developer can reuse th e generic parts of our
filtering framework, he stills needs to grasp a filtering solution
that will provide a precise “fishing” of the desired functions.
Some authors [19, 20] suggest the integrated use of static
and dynamic views of the software system in program
comprehension activities. The dynamic views are obtained by
profiling the most used features in the system. Nonetheless,
the primary goal is to obtain the system architecture to reduce
the effort of comprehension of the system. In our approach, we
have not focused on the most used features for comprehending
the system in an overall manner. We have focused on a well
chosen feature in order to prov ide direct information
customized for the process o f program comprehension. This
requires less effort to m ake further needed changes in the
source code. Nonetheless, we could still improve our process
of writing adequate filters and even o f browsing the resulted
traces with static information. For in stance, the use of
information retrieval techniques could also be in corporated
[21, 22, 23], because we could see th at the function names
used in kernel are very representative and similar to the
developer terms in high-level communication.
VI.

FINAL REMARKS

This paper has presented an innovative study in the program
comprehension area because it u
sed execution trace
information to isolate desired functions in the Linux operating
system kernel. Previous studies in this area did not handled OS
kernels.
Our findings have shown that despite the huge a mount of
events that an instrumentation tool can generate, especially in
the case of OS kernel which has to cope with much more kinds
of different low-level events than a high-level application, the
use of proper filtering mechanisms in the instrumentation tool
can reduce dramatically the complexity of the execution trace
information. This scenario reduces the developer effort during
maintenance tasks when he needs to find specific functions in
the source code. Future work includes reproducing the
subjacent methodology designed in this work in a large scale
experiment to produ ce stronger evidences on our findings.
Also, introducing hybrid static techniques in a co hesive
methodology is an important step.
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Abstract

shows good performance under certain operative
conditions, while exhibiting weaknesses in oth ers. The
main idea of this paper is the introduction of an ontology
mapping methodology, which combines the previous
approaches. So the obtained results are an o riginal
approach to t he ontology mapping that is the starting
point for a methodology for component reuse. In Section
2, the p roposed ontology mapping approach will be
described. In Section 3 the experi mental results obtained
by the use of the proposed approach on standard datasets
and a co mparison with other approaches will be
discussed. In Section 4, we explore the application of
ontology mapping to the software component reuse,
which is an important issue in so ftware engineering and
some experimental results will be presented.

The ontological formalism is an effective way for enabling
interoperability across heterogeneous systems, services
and users. In this scenario, a very challenging problem is
the learning process of a shared ontology: humans
usually represent a same domain by the use of different
ontologies, semantically similar, that can differ in their
structure, concepts, relations and attributes. An effective
solution to this problem is the introduction of
methodologies for recognizing semantic similarities
among the various views of the domain expressed by the
ontologies. This paper shows how an effective ontological
mapping approach can improve and support complex
processes as software component reusing. First, an
approach to the ontology mapping will be described and
tested by the use of standards datasets. Its application to
the software component reuse will be introduced in the
second section of this paper. In particular, a case study
and the obtained results will be discussed.

2. The Proposed Approach
What is ontology? This question seems trivial, but the
answer is still not c lear. An ontology formal definition
could be the following: O={C, HC, HR, A, I}, where

1. Introduction

x
x

Many aspects of our daily lives are managed through the
adoption of complex and heterogeneous systems.
Therefore, their users can experiment some difficulties
sharing and developing services and resources. In t his
scenario, an effective solution is the a doption of the
ontology formalism [1]. Ontology represents the main
components of a knowledge domain according to the
views that the various actors of this domain have about it.
A common problem is the use o f different ways for
representing the s ame knowledge domain by each actor.
Therefore, they create different ontologies, which differ in
structure, concepts, attributes and relati onships from the
other ones, for representing the same domain [2]. In this
way, ontology could lose it s main feature: allowing the
semantic interoperability among actors working on the
same knowledge domain [12]. In lit erature, a solution to
this problem is the introduction of methodologies for
finding syntactical similarities among the various
ontologies in order to obtain a shared and unique ontology
[14]. A promising approach is k nown as ontology
mapping and aims to r ecognize and find common
components in the various ontologies. There are three
main approaches to the ontology mapping: the lexical, the
semantic and the structural approach. Each approach

x
x
x

C is the set of concepts in a domain
HC is the set of the hierarchical relations among
concepts
HR is the set of generic relations among concepts
A is the set of axioms
I is the set of concepts’ instances

Ontology mapping can be described as follows: given two
ontologies OA={CA, HAC, HAR, AA, IA} and OB={CB, HBC,
HBR, AB, IB} the mapping operation is a function MAP:
OxO -> O that gives an ontology OC={CC, HCC, HCR, AC,
IC} where each set (S means one of the component of
ontology) is obtained in the following way: SC = {s ci = saj
= sbk) where sim(saj, sbk) > ThresholdC saj  S A and

sbk  S B and sim is a function that measures the
likelihood among saj and sbk. In this paper, a methodology
for ontology mapping based on the com bination of
various approaches that work at lexical, semantic and
structural level to find equivalence among the various
components of the ontologies is proposed. This approach
can be so described:
// create mapping groups
for ( c  O ,..., O )do
1
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if (type(c)=”class”) then
add c to groupscls
else if (type(c)=”property”) then
add c to groupsprops
end if
end if
end for
classify (groupscls)
classify (groupsprops)

SS ( w1 , w2 )

where

The generic classif ication phase classify(groupsin) is the
following:

simjc(w1, w2) = 2* log P[LSuper(c1, c2)]-[log P(c1)+ log P(c2)]

This index aims to compare from a semantic point of view
two words measuring their distance in t he taxonomy
defined in Wordnet [16]. The value 1 means that the two
words are similar.

//classify(groupin)
if(size(groupin)>1) then
remove concept cr from groupin
for ( c  group ) do
in

if ( c  O _ and _ c  O with _ i z j )then
r
i
j
if(type(cr) = “class” and type(c)=”class”)then
index = calculateIndexSimilarityClasses(cr, c)
else
if(type(cr) = “property” and type(c)=”property”)

Granularity (GR): This i ndex measures the mutual
position of the words representing the concepts of the
ontology in the W ordNet taxonomy. This index is so
defined:

then

index = calculateIndexSimilarityProperties(cr, c)
end if
if(index>threshold) then
add mapping found between cr and c
end if
end if
end for
classify(groupin)
end if

GR(c1 , c2 )

Attribute Index: This index aims to measure the
numbers of similar attributes between two nodes. In
particular, it is so defined:

Editing Distance (ED): This function is so defined:
simed ( x, y ) 1  max(0,

min( x , y )

simatt

)  [0,1]

It aims to calculate the li kelihood among words that
labelling concepts in t he ontology. In particular it
compares the syntactical structure of the words and counts
the characters that are in the same position in the words x
and y by the use of the “ed” function. The value 1 means
that the two words are similar.

X Y
 [0,1]
X
Y
X  Y  D ( x, y ) *
 (1  D ( x, y )) *
Y
X

with D  [0,1] is a parameter and X and Y are the number
of attributes related to the two compared nodes. If this
function gives value 1 it means that the words X and Y
are similar.
Synonym Index (SI): This index aims to verify if in
Wordnet there are synonyms of the word related to th e
concept in an ontology that label a concept in another
ontology. This index can assume value 0 (no synonym) or
1 (synonym).

Trigram Function (TF): This function aims to measure
the number of similar trigrams that are in the words that
label the concepts in the ontologies.
TF ( x, y )

min[dens (c1 ) * path(c1 , p ), dens (c2 ) * path(c2 , p)]
 [0,1]
max[dens(c1 ) * path (c1 , p ), dens (c2 ) * path(c2 , p )]

where dens(c) is the function representing the density of
the concept c. This function is defined as E(c)/E where E
is the ratio between the number’s arc of the concept and
the numbers of its parents while E(c) is the number of the
sibling of the concept c. Th e function path(c1, p) is the
shortest path from c1 to p that is the first parent common
to c2.

According to the proposed approach, the mapping process
is a cl assification problem: it classifies the similarities
among the classes, the properties and the relationships
and then creates a new on tology that is a common layer
representing a shared view of the vario us ontologies. As
previously said, various app roaches are in literature ([3][11]) in order to find the semantically similar components
in the ontologies. The a dopted functions are the
following:

min( x , y )  ed ( x, y )

1
 [0,1]
sim jc ( w1 , w2 )

1
 [0,1]
1  tri ( x)  tri ( y )  2 * tri ( x)  tri ( y )

Derived Index (DE): This index aims to find in WordNet
an adjective, representing a node of ontology, derived
from the label of a concept that is in the other ontology.
This index can assume value 0 (not derived) or 1
(derived).

The function tri(x) gives the set of trigrams that are in the
in the word x. The value 1 means that the two words are
similar.

Property Similarity Index (ISP): This index has the aim
to verify the equality between the nodes evaluating their

Semantic similarity index (SS): This index is so defined
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properties. In particular, the following indexes are
introduced

assumes value 1 if the nodes have the same label, and 0
otherwise.

x

Equality Indexes a mong superclasses (ISC): this
index verifies if the superclasses of the
comparing classes are similar. This index can
assume value 0 (no equality) or 1(equality).

There are some approaches in literature for the regroup of
these indexes [13]. In this paper we propose the following
gruping:

x

Equality indexes among equivalent classes
(IEC): this index compares all the classes that are
equivalent to the comparing classes. This ind ex
assumes value 1 if all the classes are equivalent
and 0 otherwise.

x

Equivalent Indexes of inherited classes (IIC):
this index assumes value 1 if all the inher ited
classes of the comparing nodes are similar. Also,
in this case this index assumes value 1 if all the
inherited classes are equivalent and 0 otherwise.

x

Equivalent Indexes of disjoint classes (IDC): this
index evaluates the similarity among the disjoint
classes of the comparing nodes. Th is index
assumes values 1 if all the disjoint nodes are
similar and 0 otherwise.

Syntactic indexes (IndSin): These indexes aim to detect
the syntactical similarities among the various components
of the ontology. The f ollowing indexes are syntacti c
indexes:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Editing Distance (ED)
Trigram Function (TF)
Acronym (AC)
Fingerprint (IM)
Abbreviation (AB)
Label (LA)
Attributes (ATT)

Semantic indexes (IndSem): These indexes aim to
compare the ontologies from a semantic point of view
using the WordNet taxonomy. The set of semantic
indexes includes:
x
x
x
x
x

The full similarity index (ISP) is obtained by the
following formula:
ISP = ISC*IEC*IIC*IDC
This index can assume value 0 or 1.

Semantic Similarity (SS)
Granularity (GR)
Synonym Index (SI)
Derived (DE)
Label (LA)

Structural indexes (IndStr): These indexes compare the
ontologies from a structural point of view. The indexes of
this set are:

Similarity Index for entities (ISI):
This index
evaluates if the entities derived from the comparing nodes
are equal. The comparison evaluated both the number of
entities and their typology. This index can assume value 0
or 1.

x
x
x

Acronym (AC): This ind ex aims to verify if in the two
comparing nodes one word is the acronym of the other. If
it is true this index is 1, otherwise it is 0.

Attributes (ATT)
Similarity Index for properties (ISP)
Similarity Index for Entities (ISI)

The three sets of indexes are combined in order to map
the ontologies:
Mapping(X,Y) = T*IndSin(X,Y) +V*IndSem(X,Y) +Z*IndStr(X,Y)

Fingerprint Index (IM): This index verifies if the word
that describes a co mparing node is in the other word that
describes the other nodes. If the word is contained in the
other one this index is 1, otherwise it is 0.

where: T+ V+ Z= 1In particular:
T IndSin(X,Y) / [IndSin(X,Y)+IndSem(X,Y)+IndStr(X,Y)]

V IndSem(X,Y)/[IndSin(X,Y)+IndSem(X,Y)+IndStr(X,Y)]

Z IndStr(X,Y)/[IndSin(X,Y)+IndSem(X,Y)+IndStr(X,Y)]

Abbreviation (AB): This index measures if a wo rd that
describes a node is an ab breviation of the other that
describes the other comparing node. If the word is an
abbreviation of the other one this index is 1, otherwise it
is 0.

and

Label (LA): This index measures if the two labels of the
comparing nodes ar e equal. Also, in th is case the index

IndSin(X,Y) = 0.5*(D ED +E TF)+ 0.5*[max(AC, IM, AB)] where
D ED / (ED+TF) and E TF / (ED+TF)
IndSem(X,Y) = 0.5*(J SS +G GR)+ 0.5*[max(SI, DE, LA)] where
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J SS / (SS+GR) and G GR / (SS+GR)

Scenario 1:
a. Dataset: Benchmark - the goal of this
dataset is the identification of the areas
in which each matching algorithm is
strong or weak. The test is based on a
particular ontology dedicated to a ver y
narrow domain of bibliography and a
number of alternative ontologies on the
same domain for which alignments are
provided.
b. Criteria: conformance with expected
results
Scenario 2:
a. Dataset: Anatomy - the an atomy real
world case is about matching the Adult
Mouse Anatomy (2744 classes) and the
NCI
Thesaurus
(3304
classes)
describing the human anatomy.
b. Criteria: conformance with expected
results
Scenario 3:
a. Test data: Conference - co llection of
conference organization ontologies.
This effort was expected to materialize
in alignments as wel l as in interesting
individual correspondences ('nuggets'),
aggregated statistical observations
and/or implicit design patterns.
b. Criteria: conformance with expected
results and alignment coherence

x

IndStr(X,Y) = 0.5*(ATT) + 0.5*[max(ISI, ISP)]

After this first step, the mapping among the various nodes
that are in the ontologies is obtained. The s econd step is
the mapping among the relations. So the following index
is introduced:
IndRel(x,y) = min[Mapping(A,C), Mapping(B,D), RO(x,y)]

where x and y are the comparing relations while A and B
are their domains and C and D are their co-domains. In
particular,

x

RO(R1, R2) = sqrt{CM[d(R1), d(R2)]* CM[r(R1), r(R2)]} and

CM (C1 , C2 )

UC (C1 , H1 )  UC (C2 , H 2 )
UC (C1 , H1 )  UC (C2 , H 2 )

In this case H1 is the taxonomy related to the concept C1
while H2 is the tax onomy related to the concept C2. The
function UC (Upward Cotopy), where the H f unction
considers three levels in the up and down direction, is so
defined:

x

UC (Ci , H ) {C j  C | H (Ci , C j )}

The last step i s the mapping among the attributes. This
task is accomplished by the introduction of this index:
IndAtt ( x, y )

So in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
approach the following indexes, suggested by the SEALS
project, have been adopted:

max(IndSin( x, y ), min(Mapping ( A, C ), equal (typerange x , typerange y )))

After this phase, the mapping process is ended. I

precision

3. Experiment Setup and Results
recall

The experimental evaluation of the proposed approach
has been obtained by the use of standard datasets. In
particular, the experimental approach adopted was the
same one sug gested by the SEALS project [21]. The
SEALS Project has dev eloped a reference infrastructure,
the SEALS Platform, for supporting the formal evaluation
of semantic methodologies as t he ontological mapping.
This allows both large-scale evaluations to be run as well
as ad-hoc evaluations by individuals or organizations. The
SEALS evaluation setup aims at e valuating the
competence of matching systems with respect to different
evaluation criteria and focuses on demonstrating the
feasibility and benefits of automating matching approach.
The evaluation setup contains three different experimental
scenarios:

FMeasure

# correct _ mappings
# correct _ mappings  # wrong _ mappings

# correct _ mappings
# correct _ mappings  # missed _ mappings
[(b 2  1) * precision * recall ]
(b 2 * precision  recall )

The FMeasure has been evaluated with the parameter b set at
the value 1. The results obtained by the use of the
proposed approach have been compared with the same
ones obtained by other methodologies developed in the
literature and reported in t he SEALS project w eb page.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 1.

Benchmark Dataset
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Conference Dataset

Anatomy Dataset

Figure 1. Experimental results of the proposed approach.

In figure 2 the average FMeasure value has been reported
(Figure 2).

4. Component Reuse based upon
Ontology Mapping
Ontology mapping, which is an i mportant part of
ontology integration, can promote sharing a nd
communication among different ontologies. The
incorporation of ontology into so ftware engineering can
improve the reuse of software assets effectively [18]. In
recent years, it has become less likely to develop
complete new software systems from scratch. It becomes
very important to develop software by adapting or
combining existing reusable components [17]. We
observe that requirement specification can provide a data
source for ontology model and the vital link for the
combination of software engineering and o ntology [19].
With this insight, a software component reuse app roach
based on ontology mapping is formulated in Figure 3. The
main idea is to process customer requirements and
reusable components using ontology mapping techniques,
and then construct the mapping between ontology nodes

Figure 2. The average F-measure.

The proposed approach shows good results for each
dataset and the best value of average FMeasure. It means that
the proposed approach is very general and can manage the
ontology mapping problem in various cases with good
results. In the next section the application of the proposed
ontology mapping approach to the component reuse
problem.
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Even though function description of customer
requirement is the same, the attributes are often different,
so it is difficult for each software component to
completely meet different requirements of different
ontology node. We need to calculate the matching degree
between software component and ontology node. We
consider the matching degree betw een a concept of the
ontology node C and a reusable software component S to
be a number P(C, S) between 0 and 1, with 0 representing
unmatched and 1 rep resenting completely matched. The
formula is: P(C, S) = f (S) / f (C), with f (S) representing
the matched functional points nu mber of the curr ent
reusable software component, and f (C) representing the
total functional points number of the current ontology
node.

and reusable components. This approach can promote the
reuse of software components. We can construct the
target ontology model by analyzing requirement
specification and then calculate the s imilarity between
target ontology and source ontology using ontology
mapping techniques. Therefore, we can identify the
matched source ontology nodes and the c orresponding
sets of reusable components and then construct the
mapping between the target ontology nodes and t he
reusable components. We assume that the mapping
between source ontology nodes and reusable components
has been realized, so every source ontology node has
matched several reusable components. After the ontology
mapping, the target ontology nodes also have matched the
reusable components through the “ bridge” of the source
ontology nodes.

Figure 3. Software component reuse approach based on ontology
mapping.
Figure 4. The mapping between ontology node and reusable
components.

CROM Algorithm: Through the above analysis, we find
that the mapping between ontology nodes and reusable
components is the key to realize the CROM (Component
Reuse through Ontology Mapping) algorithm. We can
construct the mapping by using requirement engineering.
With requirement engineering, we will decompose
requirement specification into several fragments and
every fragment of requirement contains several functional
points. Each functional point contains the input and
output, which are designed to match the requirement. The
requirement and the corresponding input/output are the
basis for the design and i mplementation of software
components. Each node of ontology model is related to
each fragment of requirement specification, and each
fragment is related to several functional points so th at
each node of ontology model is al so related to several
functional points. This unique approach to construct the
mapping between ontology node and reusable
components by the functional point is th e heart o f the
CROM algorithm. In gen eral, the mapping operation is
illustrated in Figure 4.

Experimental Design: The experiment is divided into
two parts. The first part is to construct t he application
domain ontology model and th e mapping between the
application domain ontology nodes and the reusabl e
software components. The dat a source is th e application
domain requirement specification and several sets o f
reusable software components. In order to make the
experiment data more reasonable, we choose three groups
ontology model, which are from very similar to th e
general ontology to very dissimilar. Firstly, we n eed to
construct the application domain ontology model. We
adopt the ontological concept to divide the ap plication
domain requirement specification into different
application fragments. For exa mple, the general
equipment application may contain four fragments:
equipment, purchase, storage and organization. Every
fragment of the requirement contains the co mpletely
functional points and input/output and then w e will
construct the ontology on th e application domain by
processing different fragments describing the application
domain and by mining them into common vocabularies as
domain-specific concepts. Therefore, every application
domain ontology node has several corresponding
functional points an d input/output.
For exa mple,

Ontology nodes and reusable components have N:N
relationship. Every ontology node may correspond to
several reusable components, and every reusable
component may correspond to several ontology nodes.
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domain ontology nodes and th e reusable components
according to the second step of the first part, and then
calculate r1, defined as the ratio of reused components
over total number of components, to measure the rate of
component reuse for the sub-application domain. For
those components that are not directly reusable because of
different attributes, but with high P(C, S) value, we can
adjust the P(C, S) value according to results of the
previous step, which was calculated by using th e
proposed approach to map the attribute concepts. Then we
can calculate r2, the revised rate of component reuse for
the sub-application domain. We have developed a
software tool to calculate r2. This tool can adjust the
number P(C, S) by analyzing the ontology mapping result
and component attributes, and then calculate r2. This tool
also can compare r1 and r2, and then draw the chart. The
results are shown in Figure 6.

equipment maintenance node may contain new, updating
and delete three functional points. Secondly, we construct
the mapping between application domain ontology nodes
and reusable software components based on the functional
points. We will match the functional points and
input/output between every node and t he reusable
components by traversing the application domain
ontology and then calculating P(C, S). If the number P(C,
S) is greater than 0, the reusable component satisfies
matching conditions. Because the reusable components
are limited, we ca nnot guarantee all of the application
domain ontology nodes hav e corresponding components
that can be matched. Those nodes will be matched later
during the software development and then we can put
those components into the reusable components libraries.
The second part is to realize the reuse of the software
components based o n the o ntology mapping technology
and the result of the first part. Firstly, we need t o
manually calculate the rate of component reuse for three
groups’ ontology model. As previously said, the number
P(C, S) represent the matching degree between a concept
of the ontology node and a reusable software component.
If the number P(C, S) is 1 with the same component and
the different ontology model, we can consider that this
component is reusable. Apparently, the rate of component
reuse is much higher for the similar ontologies. The
results are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Improvement in component reuse rate.

Through this experiment, we conclude that we can
increase the percentage of the co mponents reuse by
matching attribute names through ontology mapping. In
other words, we can systematically change the na me of
variables in a program so that it can be reused in another
sub-application domain. We also hav e developed two
different components to realize com ponent reuse
algorithm and then select better component by using the
Slow Intelligence System (SIS) framework [20]. The
experiment is divided into three steps. The first step is to
implement the super-component that can analyze the
ontology mapping result. The super- component includes
two components, namely BySAX and ByDOM. T he
BySAX component is to parse ontology mapping XML
document by SAX (Simple API for XML), which is an
event-based sequential access pars er API developed for
XML documents. The ByDOM component is to parse
ontology mapping XML document by JDOM API, which
is a Java-based document object model for XML. In the
future, other ontology mapping algorithms can be added
to this super-component. The second step is to modify
several SIS core java files and config files, so as to
support component reuse algorithms. The final step is to
run the super-component based on the SIS framework and
then obtain the analysis result. The result shows that
ByDOM is the better algorithm, whose runtime is 18.54
seconds on a PC. The process is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 5. Contrast component reuse rate.

Secondly, we need to improve the rate of component
reuse by using ontology mapping technology. We choose
the similar ontology model for example, application
domain ontology and sub-application domain ontology.
We need to realize the mapping between sub-application
domain ontology and application domain ontology. We
can calculate the mapping index according to the
proposed approach. The result shows that 45 nodes are
equal, 9 no des are similar and 3 no des are not similar.
According to the software components reuse ap proach
based on the ontology mapping, it is highly likely that the
reusable components that match the 45 application
domain ontology nodes also match the 45 sub-application
domain ontology nodes one by one.
Finally, we will check the mapping result between the
sub-application domain ontology nodes and t he reusable
software components by the functional points. We can
calculate the number P(C, S) between sub-application
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Figure 7. Component selection by using SIS approach.

The OMR (O ntology Matching Result) is sent to
component extractor by OMR Sender, so that
corresponding components can be extracted from
components library, which P(C,S) is less than 1.Then the
Enumerator invokes the super-component that creates
various reuse analysis algorithms. The Tester collects and
presents the test results. The Time Controller restarts the
reuse analysis cycle with a d ifferent super component.
The Eliminator eliminates the inferior algorithms, and
finally the Con centrator selects the best algorithms with
the optimal parameters.

5. Conclusion
This paper pr esented a novel approach for ontology
mapping. It uses many existing and/or improved indexes
and a no vel way to combine them. Experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the ap proach approach.
Future research topics include the continuous
improvement of the various indexes and the definition of
a merging approach. As a pr actical application of this
methodology, the so ftware component reuse approach
based on ontology mapping emphasizes the application of
the ontology mapping technology and the reuse of
software components. In software engineering, ontology
and ontology mapping technology can be very useful to
promote the sharing and reuse of the domain knowledge.
Through the mapping between the ontology nodes and
reusable software components, we can achieve the reuse
of the software assets from the ontology model to the
software components. Further research topics include
the refinement of mapping techniques between the
ontology nodes and software components.
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Abstract—OSGi has become one of the most promising
frameworks for managing component-based software. The OSGibased components delivered by different vendors are usually
black-box program units which lack source code and design
documents. Thus it is difficult to evaluate their quality by static
code analysis. However, defective components may lead to the
failure of the whole system eventually. In this paper, we propose
an online method for detecting anomalous components in OSGibased software. A thread-tracing method is presented to monitor
the CPU utilization of components. The method considers both
the dynamic service invocation and static method invocation.
Furthermore, based on the monitored data, we detect anomalous
components by control charts, which can detect the anomalous
trend of CPU utilization without prior knowledge. The
experimental results show that our method is of high accuracy
for monitoring CPU utilization in component perspective without
significant overhead, and can detect anomalous components
effectively.
Keywords- Anomaly Detection; Component Monitoring; OSGi;
CPU Utilization; Control Chart

I.

INTRODUCTION

The component-based software engineering greatly
improves the efficiency and quality of software development;
organizations always adopt it for developing large-scale
complex software [1]. In recent year, OSGi (Open Service
Gateway initiative) has become one of the most promising
frameworks for building and managing component-based
software. The OSGi framework, which provides a component
model and a service registry, is an execution environment for
dynamically loadable components [2]. OSGi technology is
attracting growing interest, and a l arge number of large-scale
projects have released new versions with OSGi, such as JEE
application server Websphere, IDE eclipse and the BMW
automobile control system. The services based on OSGi are
always implemented as components, and the COTS
(Commercial Off-The Shelf) market around OSGi is emerging
[3], where the number of third party components is increasing.
However, a d efective component may affect all the related
components and lead to the failure of the whole system
eventually. Thus it is a critical issue for COTS to ensure the
quality of components [4].
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However, since the COTS components are usually blackbox program units which lack source code and design
documents, it is di fficult to understand the characteristics of
components, and evaluate their quality by static code analysis.
Furthermore, some runtime factors, e.g. access sequences,
concurrency number and resource usage, may cause contextual
anomalies [21], which are difficult to be eliminated through
testing [5]. Therefore, detecting anomalous components online
is essential for improving the reliability of OSGi-based
software.
This paper proposes an online method of detecting
anomalous components in OSGi-based software. A threadtracing method is proposed to m onitor CPU utilization of
components. It is an online method, which neither modifies
software nor introduces significant overhead. Furthermore, the
control charts for CPU utilization are introduced to detect
anomalous components. They can detect the anomalous trends
of CPU utilization without prior knowledge. The experimental
results demonstrate that our method can mo nitor resource
utilization in a high accuracy without significant overhead,
and detect the anomalous components effectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents a thread-tracing method for monitoring components.
Section III introduces control charts to detect anomalous
components. Section IV provides experimental results to
validate the method in accuracy, overhead and effectiveness.
Section V discusses the limitations and our future work.
Section VI reviews the related works, followed by conclusion
in section VII.
II.

MONITORING CPU UTILIZATION OF COMPONENTS

An OSGi service platform is composed of service providers,
service requesters and a service registry. A service provider
registers services to publish, and a service requester discovers
services from the service registry to invoke. The service
described as a Java interface is always packaged as a standard
JAR file – “bundle”, in which service implementation, related
resource files and manifest files are included. Bundles interact
with each other as service invocation. Since bundles are basic
management units in OSGi, we take them as monitored targets.
We analyze component-based software from CPU utilization
which is an important property for evaluating a component [6].

Figure 1 Proxy Generation

A thread is the basic unit to which the operating system
allocates processor time. Thus the CPU utilization of a bundle
is the sum of the CPU time consumed by different threads,
which execute within the bundle. We have two monitoring
perspectives that are bundle and thread. From the bundle
perspective, threads are grouped into different bundles, and
each thread belongs to a specific bundle. Thus we add the CPU
time of every thread in the bundle. From the thread perspective,
a thread execution is divided into some stages, each of which
belongs to a specific bundle. Thus we add the CPU time of
every stage in the bundle. Because of the frequent interactions
between bundles by service invocation, the relations between
bundles and threads vary dynamically. If we follow the first
perspective, the thread schedule model should be modified, and
significant overhead will be introduced as presented in [8].
Therefore, we adopt the second choice through tracing thread
transfer between bundles.
It is easy to calculate CPU time utilized by a thread during
a period using the JVMTI [22] provided by the JVM (Java
Virtual Machine). Thus, how to divide the CPU time of a
thread into different bundles becomes an essential question.
A. Monitoring Dynamic Service Invocation
Algorithm 1 describes the method of monitoring bundle
CPU utilization. Every thread is tagged with a bundle ID, when
a thread is created. OSGi invokes start () method in the
Activator class to start the bundle, when a bundle is initialized.
We set the bundle ID of the thread as the started bundle
through labeling the thread before and after the start method in
the OSGi platform (line 1-3). When a new thread is created, we
set the bundle ID of the thread as that of its parent thread (line
4-8). A thread in bundles is traced to decide whether the thread
transfer happens. When a service is invoked, if the service
provider and the service consumer are in different bundles,
thread transfer happens (line 9-12).
Service proxy is generated and used to provide services.
We use an event-driven mechanism to trace service invocation
through listening to the events in the service registry. To avoid
affecting the execution code in t he original bundle and deal
with the arriving services during execution, we create a proxy
object for every required service (line 13-16). Figure 4
describes the event-driven monitoring method. A proxy class is
generated when a service is registered. The proxy class is
instantiated when the service is invoked. We also modify the
service registry to redirect service requests to the service proxy.
Thus the proxy object instead of the original service provides
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service for a service consumer transparently. In every proxy
class, the monitoring point is ins erted before and after the
service invocation to label the changed bundle ID of a thread.
The CPU time of every bundle is calculated. If the bundle
ID of a thread varies after entering the invoked service, the
CPU time is calculated and added to the original bundle, and
the time stamp is updated (line 17-21). After exiting from the
service, the CPU time is calculated and added to the invoked
bundle (line 22-28). Finally, the monitor calculates the CPU
utilization for every bundle in period (line 29-31).
Algorithm 1˖
˖Bundle CPU monitoring
Input: OSGi-based software
Output: u1,u2,…,un, where n is the number of bundles
1. LISTEN (bundle b is initialized)
2.
SET the bundle ID of thread t as b ;
3.
SET time stamp for t ;
4. LISTEN (thread ts is initialized)
5.
GET current thread tp; //tp is the parent of ts
6.
GET bundle ID of tp as bp;
7.
CREATE new thread ts;
8.
SET bundleID of ts as bp;
9. LISTEN (service si invoke service sj)
10.
GET the bundle ID of si as bi ;
11.
GET the bundle ID of sj as bj ;
12.
IF (bi != bj)
13.
GET proxy of sj as pj ;
14.
IF (pj = NULL)
15.
CREATE pj for sj;
16.
ENDIF
17.
GET bundle_infoi of bi ;
18.
GET current thread t;
19.
bundle_infoi.CPUTime += t.Calculate_CPU();
20.
SET time stamp for t ;
21.
SET bundle ID of thread t as bj;
22.
EXECUTE p ;
23.
GET bundle_infoj of bj ;
24.
bundle_Infoj.CPUTime += t.Calculate_CPU() ;
25.
SET time stamp for t ;
26.
SET bundle ID of t as bi;
27.
EXIT p ;
28.
ENDIF
29. FOR (i=1;i<= n; i++)
30.
ui = bundle_infoi.CPUTime ;
31. ENDFOR

B. Monitoring Static Method Invocation
Although the OSGi specification recommends developers
to implement the interactions between components with service
invocation, some developers are used to invoke the functions
from other components with the traditional static method
invocation. Thus we propose an AOP based method to trace the
thread transfer between components. OSGi framework
analyzes the metadata file recording the exported packages
automatically, when a bundle is loaded dynamically. We
extend the original OSGi framework, so that it reports the
exported methods to our monitoring tool when the analysis is
finished. Our tool decides whether the classes being loaded are
exported by the bundle according to t he report. Then, we use
AOP to insert the monitoring points into the beginning and the
ending of the public method in the class which exports methods.
We note that some exported packages are n ot invoked by
other components. The thread transfer does not happen, when
the invoking method and the invoked method in the same
bundle. However, the redundant monitoring points introduce
unnecessary overhead. Therefore, we use a static code analysis
method to reduce the number of monitoring points before
weaving class. Method invocations usually take the form of
"targetObj.methodName(parameters)"; the key to analyzing the
calling relationship is to know the possible types of the objects
which the targetObj may point to. We use the class hierarchy
analysis method [25] to gain this knowledge. All the subtypes
of targetObj's type are among the possible types, and we can
get all the possible target methods denoted by the methodName.
With the knowledge of the target methods in every invocation
statement, we can easily acquire the calling relationship
between methods, classes, and packages. If two packages in
two different bundles have calling relationship in OSGi, the
corresponding imported and exported packages should be
specified in the metadata files of the two bundles. Thus we do
not weave the methods invoked in the same bundle to reduce
monitoring overhead.

server, the CPU utilization of a web container should be kept
within a r easonable range under stable workload. When a
problem happens, e.g. a spin lock fault, the CPU utilization of
the web container shows anomalous trends. Then control charts
will detect the gradually increasing trend in CPU utilization of
the component, even if it is still within a reasonable range.
We make use of the XmR (Individual X and Moving Range)
control charts, in which the individual (X) chart displays
individual measurement, and the moving range (MR) chart
shows variability between one data point and the next. Two
XmR charts are employed to represent CPU utilization for
every component to d etect anomalies, respectively. Collect
CPU utilization xi of every component in period. Thus we can
get the control charts as follows.

x=

( x1 + x2 + ... + xn )

n

,

mRi = xi +1 − xi ,

mR =

( mR1 + mR2 + ... + mRn )

n

,

UCLx = x + α mR ,
LCLx = x − α mR ,
UCLmR = βmR ,
LCLmR = None .
According to the statistics theory, we use constant α and β
which are specified as 2.66 and 3.268, respectively [9]. Thus
we can get XmR control charts, and any point out of the normal
scale, which is between the LCL and UCL, will be detected as
an anomaly.

The object of our AOP based method is to trace the thread
transfer between components, when a component invokes the
others with the static method invocation. The other steps of
monitoring bundle CPU utilization are similar with the method
introduced in subsection A.
III.

ANOMALY DETECTION WITH CONTROL CHARTS

Based on the results of monitoring CPU utilization of
components, we can further detect anomalous components. The
metrics of CPU utilization help developers to evaluate
components, and find underlying problems, for example CPU
exhaustion caused by an endless loop. A control chart is a
statistical tool used to distinguish between variation resulting
from common causes and variation resulting from special
causes [9] in a process. Thus we use control charts to detect the
symptoms of CPU utilization.
Control charts monitor component resource utilization, and
raise an alarm if the metrics are not in stability. The stability is
defined as a state in which the resource utilization has
displayed a certain degree of consistency in the past, and is
expected to do so in the future. For example, in an application
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Figure 2 Example of Control Chart



Figure 2 gives an example of anomaly detection with the
control charts. The x-axis represents sampling period, and the
y-axis represents CPU utilization and mR. The scale between
the LCL and UCL is regarded as the normal area, while the
other scales are regarded as the anomalous areas. The system is
detected in an anomaly status when the monitored points occur
in the anomalous area. For example, the first, second and fourth
points are in the normal area, while the third and fifth points
are in the anomalous area.

IV.

EVALUATION

B. Performance and Resource Overhead
In this part, we apply our method in a real application
server - OnceAS [7], which has been transformed to the OSGi
framework [10]. The overhead introduced by our method is
evaluated in t his subsection. The overhead is considered from
two perspectives that are performance metrics including
average response time and throughput, and the resource
utilization including CPU time and heap memory.

A. Monitoring Accuracy

In our experiments, we use a testbed of a standard three-tier
e-commerce application, and simulate the operations of an
online bookstore, according to TPC-W specification [11]. The
client's access to the web site occurs as a session consisting of a
sequence of consecutive individual requests. Users log in to the
website, browse the products, add several books into the
shopping cart, check out the order and log out of the website.

Figure 3 Accuracy Evaluation Environment

Since there is no standard benchmark for evaluating the
accuracy of our CPU monitoring method, we implemented a
simulation to get a better understanding of the accuracy. The
simulation consists of eleven bundles including a service
consumer bundle and ten service provider bundles, as is shown
in Figure 3. Each of these service provider bundles implements
a service whose function is to loop for a fixed period, and the
service consumer bundle invokes these services and counts the
time spent on each service. These bundles are deployed on the
OSGi platform, in which their services are registered. The
service consumer bundle invokes the service provider bundles
for several loops in random order. The service is assigned a
quantitative execution time from 5 milliseconds till 50
milliseconds, respectively, as is described in the x-axis of
Figure 4. The service consumer bundle invokes services for 10,
30, 50, 70, 90 and 110 loops in six experiments. The expected
CPU time is the product of service time and the number of
loops in each experiment, and then we compare the expected
CPU time with the monitored measurement.

Figure 4. CPU Monitoring Accuracy

Figure 5. Performance Overhead



We simulate 25 to 3 50 concurrent browsers with di fferent
threads. The performance metrics evaluated for this scenario
are the throughput that is the number of completed transactions
per second and average response time that is the time taken to
complete a transaction. As i s shown in Figure 5, from the
comparison of performance metrics, we can see that the
performance of OnceAS with and without monitoring is
considered equivalent. When the number of concurrent users is
less than 175, the system is not saturated, so its throughput
increases and response time keeps about 3.2 seconds as the
number of users grows. After that point, the system becomes
saturated, so its throughput does not increase anymore and the
response time increases.
The performance overhead is less than 3.2 percent when the
number of browsers does not exceed 175, and less than 10.3
percent after that point, so t he performance overhead brought
from monitoring is not significant.



The accuracy of monitoring CPU time in terms of relative
error is shown in Figure 4, in which the curves indicate the
results of different experiments. It is seen that the relative error
decreases with the service time increases. This is explained that
the longer the effective service time, the smaller the proportion
of overhead brought from tracing thread is. Furthermore, we
observe that the relative error of the curve indicating 15 loops
is higher than that of the curves indicating 70, 90 and 110 loops,
and the curves indicating 70, 90 and 110 loops are consistent.
When the service loops for more times, the error rate falls to
about 1%. So our method has relatively high accuracy when the
system runs for a longer time, because the stochastic error is
canceled out.
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This is explained by the low resource overhead. The CPU
utilization of the system with monitoring is about 8 percent
more than that of the system without monitoring. The overhead
is caused by tagging threads and objects, and tracing threads
with the JVMTI. At the same time, the memory utilization of
the system with monitoring is about 9M bytes more than that of
the system without monitoring. The overhead is caused by
additional service proxy objects. From the above results, we
can see our method without significant overhead is applicable
in the real deployment environment.
C. Effectiveness of Detecting Anomalous Components
To validate our method for detecting anomalous
components, we inject one typical fault in the HTTP service

bundle which is responsible for parsing HTTP requests in
OnceAS. Since injecting faults is a difficult issue which is out
of our scope, we choose one typical real fault as analyzed in
[12], and inject them with the method used in [18][19].
In the experiment, we also use the testbed mentioned in
subsection B. We simulate 300 concurrent users from 1st to 8th
minute, and 400 concurrent users from 9th to 15th minute. Each
experiment lasts 15 minutes, the injected faults are triggered in
the HTTP service in the 12.5 minute through timing
automatically, and we monitor system status every minute. As
is shown in Figure 6, the x-axis represents sampling time, the
y-axis in (a)X-chart represents resource utilization perinteraction, and the y-axis in (b)mR-chart represents the
moving range. The results show that individual measurements
and moving ranges are in the normal scales before the fault is
injected. Nevertheless, some anomalies are detected after the
fault is injected.

thread objects ought to be tagged. There will be lots of calls to
the monitoring agent function, and these calls of the naïve
codes are much slower than the Java method calls, so a great
overhead is introduced. In the future work, we plan to use a
dynamic map to r ecord the relationship between Bundle IDs
and Thread IDs for reducing the traps in the naïve code to a
minimum.
Although our method can detect anomalous components
effectively, we cannot locate the root cause of a fault in a line
of code, and operators ought to follow many other anomalous
metrics to narrow down the possible causes. In the future work,
we plan to extend our method to collect other metrics for finegrain fault location. Furthermore, since OSGi provides a hot
plug-and-play mechanism for components, we will implement
a framework to rejuvenate the component through re-installing
it or replace it with another one automatically, when an
anomalous component is detected
VI.

RELATED WORK

A. Java Application Resource Monitoring

Figure 6. Control Chart for CPU Intensive Loop



The CPU intensive loop fault results from circular wait or
endless loop in program such as spin lock fault. We inject it by
inserting the additional computation operation which is a loop
for 5ms. In each interaction with the injected service, these
operations are triggered to consume additional CPU time. As is
shown in Figure 6 which describes the XmR control charts of
CPU utilization, after injecting this fault, the individual
measurements and moving ranges are both higher than UCL
from the 13th minute. Thus we detect that some anomalies
occur in the HTTP service, and they are related to CPU
processor.
V.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The accuracy is an important factor for any monitoring tool.
We use JVMTI, which is a naïve code based method, to
calculate the CPU utilization of every thread. The native agent
probes CPU for the calculation of cycles by sampling. The
accuracy of our method is subject to the CPU resolution time of
the operation system. It is impossible for us to im prove the
absolute precision defined by the CPU resolution time. For
example, that of the Windows XP is 15. 625 milliseconds, so
our method cannot exceed that if our monitoring tool is
deployed on the Windows XP. In the future work, we plan to
use a statistical method such as Kalman filter to correct the
monitored data. Furthermore, we can also use some platformspecific tools to improve the precision.
The overhead is an obstacle for the application of a
monitoring tool. Tagging object introduces a major significant
overhead in our method. If threads are created and destroyed,
or components interact with each other frequently, lots of
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Prevailing methods to measure CPU consumption in Java
applications mainly rely on native code libraries, which probe
CPU for calculating cycles by sampling. For example, Magpie
[13] uses Event Tracing with the processor cycle counter in
Windows operating system. Similar methods on ot her
operating systems include the Linux Trace Toolkit [14] and
Solaris DTrace [15], etc. Binder et al. [16] proposed a portable
CPU-management framework for Java, which tracked the
number of the JVM bytecode instructions, and transformed
them to the CPU consumption. These methods all aim at the
whole JVM instead of components. We transform the resource
perspective to component level in the OSGi framework.
The most related work to ours was conducted by Miettinen
et al. [8], which created a unique ThreadGroup object for every
bundle deployed on OSGi. The task executed by one thread in
the original software is executed by different threads belonging
to different ThreadGroups sequentially. However, this method
modifies the thread schedule model. Moreover, complex thread
scheduling mechanism, frequent thread switching operations
and maintenance of a large number of threads bring significant
overhead. Therefore, as discussed in [8], this OSGi-based
monitoring method is only suitable for off-line simulation test,
but not applicable in the real deployment environment.
B. Anomaly Detection
System operators usually employ management system like
IBM Tivoli [23] and HP OpenView [24] to collect a large
volume of monitoring data and set rules to trigger alerts.
Current methods use specific analytic forms (e.g. linear
regression [17], Auto Regressive models with e Xogenous
inputs [18], Gaussian Mixture Models [19]) to model
correlations between metrics, and the anomalies are detected
when the correlations are broken. These methods take the
whole application as target, so it is not applicable for locating
specific anomalous components in the OSGi-based software.
Gama et al. [20] presented a self-healing sandbox for the
execution of third party components in OSGi. In the sandbox,

no faults are propagated to the trusted parts of the application.
The protocol between the trusted platform and the sandbox
platform brings considerable performance overhead, and the
correct functioning is based on a set of assumptions which may
not apply to some real applications as discussed in their own
work.
VII. CONCLUSION
The OSGi framework provides support for the management
of component-based software. It is important for improving the
reliability of OSGi-based software to detect anomalies in the
granularity of component. This paper proposed a thread-tracing
method for monitoring components running in OSGi from the
perspectives of CPU utilization. Furthermore, control charts are
also employed to detect anomalous components online. The
experimental results demonstrate that our method is able to
monitor the CPU utilization in a high accuracy without
significant overhead, and can detect the anomalous components
effectively.
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Component based development in softw are reuse was
presented as early as 1968 by McIlroy [13] suggesting that
interchangeable pieces called software components should
form the basis for software systems. Our study is based on the
component based approach and the reuse design principles
presented in this paper aim at the design and implementation of
simple reusable software components. A software system
developed with reusable components follows a ‘with’ reuse
process while a component designed to be reused in other
systems follows a ‘for’ reuse process.

Abstract— One hundred and seven implementations of a one-use
stemmer component and the equivalent reusable programs were
analyzed in this exploratory study. Subjects were given a list of
19 reuse design principles and asked to indicate which ones they
used. A ranking of the design principles by frequency of use is
reported. One-use and the equivalent reusable components were
analyzed using measures of the pairs in terms of size in SLOC
(source lines of code), effort in hours, number of parameters, and
productivity as measured by SLOC/hours to develop. Reusable
components were significantly larger than their equivalent oneuse components and had significantly more parameters. The
effort required for the reusable components was higher than for
one-use components. The productivity of the developers was
significantly lower for the reusable components compared to the
one-use components.
Keywords: Software reuse, software engineering, empirical
study, reusable component, reuse design principles

I.

INTRODUCTION

Many reuse design principles have been proposed [1-4] but
there has been little empirical analysis of their use. The
software reuse literature often refers to a one-use component
and its reusable equivalent, but there has been little study of
this concept. In this study, we examined the reuse design
principles used by one-hundred and one subjects in converting
a one-use s-stemmer component to mak e it reusable. Our
purpose was to conduct an exploratory analysis to identify the
most commonly chosen reuse design principles used to develop
the components and to quantify the differences in size, number
of parameters used and effort between one-use and reusable
components.
Software reuse, the use of existing software artifacts or
knowledge to build new systems, is pursued to realize benefits
such as improved software quality, productivity, or
reliability[5]. Approaches to measuring reuse and reusability
can be found in [6]. Software reuse in industry has been studied
and its benefits analyzed [7-12]. These papers document an
improvement in softw are quality and productivity due to
software reuse. There are also many types of software reuse
[6]. In the paper by Mohagheghi and Conradi [8], it has been
pointed out that althoug h there is positive and significant
evidence for improved productivity, further study is required to
measure the actual gains in productivity. Our paper measures
the effect on productivity of a software developer making a
one-use component reusable.
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A. One-use component vs. Reusable component
The distinction between a reusable and its equivalent oneuse component is an intuitive concept that is not precisely
defined. One-use components are generally written for specific
applications and are not meant to be used again. Reusable
components on the other hand are developed to be used more
than once w ithin a domain or across domains for various
applications in various environments. Reusable components are
generally developed by taking a one-use component and
modifying it either to add more functionality or changing it to
work in other envi ronments following a re-engineering
approach. They can also be developed from scratch. Our study
involves reusable components built by re-engineering one-use
components. It foll ows that compared to equivalent one-use
components; reusable components tend to be larger, more
complex and slower. They also should have more potent ial
input/output types and more parameters.
As a simple example of a one-use versus a reusa ble
component, consider the “hello world” program, hello.c, as
a one-use component and the anymessage.c program as its
reusable equivalent. Here is the code for each:
//hello.c (one-use component)
main(){printf("hello world\n");}

//anymessage.c (reusable component)
main(argc, argv) /* print any message to output */
int argc; char *argv[];
{
int i;
for (i=1; i< argc; i++)
printf("%s ",argv[i]);
printf("\n");
}

Table I shows the relationships between hello.c and
anymessage.c in terms of attribut es such as size,
complexity, etc. We ran the wc program in the Unix
environment [http://www.computerhope.com/unix/uwc.htm]
on hello.c and anymessage.c. As predicted, the reusable
program is large r and has more parameters. We also
hypothesize that anymessage.c will be more complex,
require more testing, require more design know ledge, have
higher execution speed, and require more time to develop. Thus
Table I summarizes our theoretical model of the relationship
between a one-use and a reusable component. In the remainder
of this paper, w e will empirically evaluate certain aspects of
this model.
TABLE I: hello.c (one-use component) VS. anymessage.c
(reusable component)

Attribute
Size (lines, chars,
executable)

hello.c
(1, 8, 9878)

anymessage.c
(10, 25, 9931)

Parameters

0

2

Domain Knowledge

Low

Medium

Testing

<

>

Design

<

>

Execution Speed

<

>

Effort

<

>

B. Motivation
For practitioners and researchers, there are two motivations
in our stu dy. One is that even though the relation between
software quality and reuse has been established, no empirical
study has been foun d comparing one-use and equivalent
reusable components. The other motivation is that practitioners
and researchers need to address the problem of how to build
reusable components. This exploratory study used a
comprehensive list of reuse design principles presented in the
past two decades for software reuse and identified the most
used reuse design principles. This can be a guideline for
building reusable components. One major limitation of our
study is that the components studied are small in size.
However, this is an exploratory study and with 107 subjects,
nearly all of whom have some experience in software
engineering. The sample size is adequa te for comparing oneuse and reusable components. Also, this exploratory study is a
baseline for future study on designing, building, and measuring
reusable components.
One study that is sim ilar to ours is presented by Seepold
and Kunzmann [14] for components written in VHDL .
However, the major limitation in that study was that it involved
only four com ponents - two one-use and two equivalent
reusable components. According to that study the complexity,
effort and productivity were all higher for reusable
components. The reasons identified were due to overhead in
domain analysis, component verification and documentation.
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This paper is organized as follows: section II provides an
overview of the reuse design process and principles; section III
presents the hypotheses analyzed in this study; section IV
discusses the method employed, metrics used for evaluation,
and the s-stemmer component used in our study; section V
presents the results and discussion; and section VI presents the
conclusions and future work.
II.

REUSE DESIGN PRINCIPLES

How to make a software component reusable has been one
of the key questions for software reuse research. Reusable
components may be built from scratch or re-engineered from
existing artifacts. As can be seen from Fig. 1., the quality of the
reusable components may be measured in terms of safety
(when implemented and/or merged with another component),
execution speed (generally the reusable components are slower
than the one-use components), cost, and size. Size may be
measured by source lines of code (SLOC). We assume that the
higher the SLOC, the higher will be the complexity resulting in
higher numbers of faults and parameters.
Many reuse design principles have been proposed. These
are summarized in the mindmap in Fig. 1 based on the work by
[1]. The principles are at var ious levels of abstraction. The 3
C's model of reuse design [15], for example, was developed to
explore the reuse design process in a general framework. It
specifies three levels of design abstraction: 1. Concept –
representation of the abstract semantics. 2. Content –
implementation details of the code or software. 3. Context –
environment required to use the component.
III.

HYPOTHESES

This paper aims primarily to study and test four
hypotheses related to the reusable components. Due to the
higher complexity and functionality of the reusable
components, their size (in SLOC - source lines of code), effort
(in hours), the productivity (in source lines of code per hour)
and number of parameters should be significantly higher than
their equivalent one-use components. The choice of the
metrics is discussed in section 4.3. These hypotheses are
summarized in equations (1), (2), (3), and (4). SLOCReuse is the
actual source lines of code in the reusable component while
SLOCReuseDiff is the difference in the source lines of code
between the reusable and one-use components. The difference
is considered for the productivity of reusable components
because the reusable components studied in this paper were
not built from scratch; instead , they were reengineered by
modifying the one-use compo nents based on the reuse design
principles given in Fig. 1.
SLOCReuse > SLOCone-use
EffortReuse > Effortone-use
SLOCReuseDiff/hour > SLOCone-use/hour
ParametersReuse > Parametersone-use

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Figure 1. Mindmap of Reuse Design Process

IV.

METHOD

Based on the faceted classification on types of software
reuse by Frakes and Terry [6], the reuse design in our study
involves development scope as internal, modification as white
box, domain scope as vertical, management as ad hoc, and
reused entity as code. A total of 107 subjects participated in
this study. Nearly all the subjects were technical professionals
with at least some experience in software engineering. The
subjects were given an assignment to build a one-use software
component implementing the s-stemming algorithm [16] and
were later asked to convert their one-use stemmer component
to a reusable component. The subjects were students either at
Master’s or Ph.D. level at Virginia Tech., USA.
A. A S-Stemmer Component
Three rules specify the s-stemming algorithm as follows
(only the first applicable rule is used):
If a word ends in “ies” but not “eies” or “aies” then
Change the “ies” to “y”, For example, cities Æ city
Else, If a word ends in “es” but not “aes”, “ees”, or “oes”
then change “es” to “e”, For example, rates Æ rate
Else, If a word ends in “s”, but not “us” or “ss” then
Remove the “s”, For example, lions Æ lion
The subjects were given lectures on the topics of software
reuse, domain engineering and reuse design principles. The
mindmap of the reuse design process as given in Fig. 1 was the
basis of the lectu re. One hundre d and one of them converted
their one-use components to an equivalent reuse component
based on the reuse design principles in Fig. 1. The reuse design
process followed was the reengineering method and not from
the scratch method i.e. an existing component was modified to
be reusable. The subjects were asked to follow a ‘for’ reuse
design process i.e. design for future use.
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The programming language used w as Java. The reusable
components were compared with one-use components based on
the size (SLOC), effort (time in hours), number of parameters,
and productivity (SLOC/hr).
B. Data Collection
For both the one-use and reusable components the subjects
were asked to report the time required for developing the
component. For the reuse components, the subjects were also
asked to indicate and justify the reuse design principles (from
Fig. 1.) that they used. One hundred and seven students
successfully built the one-u se components and 101 built the
equivalent reusable component; six subjects did not build the
equivalent reusable component and three of those who
submitted did not report back the time required for building the
component. All the components, both one-use and reusable
components were graded as part of the assignment and required
to satisfy two criteria: (1) the components must compile and
execute error-free, and (2) the componen ts must provide the
right solutions for a set of test cases.
C. Evaluation Metrics
Source lines of code or SLOC is one of the first and most
used software metrics for measuring size and complexity, and
estimating cost. According to a survey by Boehm et al.[17],
most cost estimation models were based directly on size
measured in SLOC. Some of them are the COCOMO [18],
COCOMO II [19], SLIM [20], SEER [21]. In COCOMO and
COCOMO II the effort is calculated in man-hours while the
productivity is measured in SLOC written per hour . Many
empirical studies have also been based on measuring the
complexity of software components by measuring SLOC [2225]. There are also empirical studies where productivity of
software components is measured in SLOC/hr [22, 23, 25, 26].
Herraiz et al. [27] studied the correlation between SLOC
and many complexity measures such as the McCabe’s
cyclomatic complexity [28] and Halstead’s metrics as given in

[29]. In their study they have presented empirical evaluations
showing that SLOC is a direct measure of complexity, the only
exception being header files which showed a low correlation
with the McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity measures. Research
by Graylin et al. presented evidence that SLOC and cyclomatic
complexity have a stable practically perfect linear relationship
that holds across programmers, languages, code paradig ms
(procedural versus object-oriented), and software processes
[30]. Linear models have been developed relating SLOC and
cyclomatic xomplexity. Buse et al [31], for example, presented
a study where they show a high direct correlation between the
SLOC and the structural complexity of the code. A study by
Gaffney [32] reported that the number of faults in a software
component is directly correlated to source lines of code
(SLOC). Krishnan et al. [33] also reported an empirical study
that showed a direct correlation between SLOC and the number
of defects in software components.
Based on these studies, we decided to compare the one-use
and reusable components in our study based on the size (in
SLOC), effort (man-hours) and productivity (in SLOC/hr).
V.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Reuse Design Principles
Table II shows the summary of the usage of reuse design
principles by the subjects. The mean number of principl es
used by a subject was 5.4. A well-defined interface (#1) was
the most highly ranked principle and was used for about half
of the reusable components. Link to documentation was
ranked 2 and used in about 42% of the reusable components.
Documentation has always been recommended and widely
used in the programming world. Clarity and understandability
of the code ranked next. This principle allows the users of the
component a better and easier way of comprehending the code
for future use. The next three principles were generality,
separate concepts from contents and commonality and
variability.

Count#

well defined interface

56

2

link to documentation

43

3

clear and understandable

42

4

generality

41

5

separate concept from contents

40

6

commonality and variability

31

7

linking of test to code

24

8

encapsulation

23

9

one component use many

21

10

composition

19

11

variability mechanism

13

12

parameterization

12

13

genericity

11

14

optimization

9

15

restrictiveness

7

16

modification

3

17

isolate context and policy

1

18

abstraction

1

19

self-documenting code

1

The median of SLOC significantly increased for the
reusable components to 92 lines of code as compared to 51 for
the one-use components, an increase of 80%. The aver age
SLOC was 62 and 110 for the one-use components and the
reusable components respectively. The notches of the two box
plots do not overlap and this indicates a statistically significant
difference between the sizes of the tw o components. This
increase is due to inco rporating more functi onality in the
reusable components. The boxplots in Fig. 2 also shows that
there is much more variability in the SLOC measure for the
reusable components. This may be because the reusable
components have more functionalities and those functionalities
vary from subject to subject based on the understanding of the
reuse design principles; while for the one-use components the
subjects may have had a more similar understanding of the
functionality. From Fig. 3, the median of the time taken to
implement the components was 5.0 hours and 8.0 hours
respectively for the one-use and reusable components. Average
time taken was 3.6 and 6.5 hours for one-use components and
reusable components respectively. The notched areas of the
box plots overlap for the two and this indicates no significant
difference. As was the case for SLOC, the variability is higher
for the reusable components. The inter quartile range for the
one-use and reusable components are 3.0 hours and 5.5 hours
respectively while the standard deviations are 3.0 hours and 6.8
hours respectively.

(5)

The effort taken in terms of time (hours) and the number of
parameters are shown in Fig. 3 and 4
respectively. Fig. 5
compares the productivity (in terms of SLOC/ho ur) of the
developers for one-use vs. reuse components. SLOCReuseDiff is
considered for the productivity of reusable components
because the reusable components studied in this paper were
not built from scratch; instead , they were reengineered by
modifying the one-use components.
SLOC/hrReuseDiff = (SLOCReuse – SLOCone-use) / EffortReuse

Reuse Design Principle

Understanding and inter preting box plots can be found in
[34]. If the notches of boxpl ots of different groups overlap,
then there is no significant difference between the groups and if
they do not overlap, there is significant difference between the
groups.

B. SLOC, Effort, Productivity and Parameters
The source lines of code for the one-use (N= 107) and
reusable components (N= 101 ) were measured using the
sloccount tool [http://www.dwheeler.com/sloccount/]. The
notched box plots of the SLOC measured for the one-use and
reusable components are shown in Fig. 2.
SLOCReuseDiff = (SLOCReuse – SLOCone-use)

TABLE II. Ranking of reuse design principles used
Rank#
1

(6)
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subject also caused outliers for reusable components. Using
more parameters might be a programming style followed by the
subjects.

Figure 2. Comparison of actual size (SLOC)

Figure 4. Comparison of #parameters

Figure 3. Comparison of Effort (hours)

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the number of param eters for the
reusable components was significantly higher than for the oneuse components. The medians were 2 and 5 for one-use and
reusable components respectively. The mean number of
parameters for the one-use components was 2.6 while the
reusable components were 5.4. 40% of the one-use components
had only a single parameter. In this case the variability is
somewhat larger for the reusable components. As can be seen
in Fig. 5, the medi an of the productivity was 21.0 and 6.45
SLOC/hr for the one-use and reusable components
respectively. The mean for the productivity of one-use
components (30.0 SLOC/hr) is almost three times the
productivity the reusa ble components (10.6 SLOC/hr). The
notches do not overlap and indicate significant difference. This
may be because more time may have been spent on the design
of the reusable component than on coding when compared to
the one-use component. For the productivity, the variability of
the one-use component is higher than the equivalent reusable
components. The standard deviations are 29.2 SLOC/hr for
one-use and 15.1 SLOC/hr for reusable components. The inter
quartile range for the one-use componen ts is 25.75 SLOC/hr
while it is only 9.3 SLOC/hr for the reusable components.
An outlier in the effort for one-use component was the
same subject who had an outlier in the SLOC (the subject who
had the second most SLOC in one-use component). This
indicates a higher effort for higher SLOC. The outliers for the
number of parameters for one-use components and the sa me
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Figure 5. Comparison of productivity (SLOC/hr)

C. Matched Pair t-tests
SLOC, effort, productivity and the number of parameters
were compared using the matched pair t-tests. For this analysis,
the difference in the valu es of the one-use and reusable
components was first calculated and this difference was then
analyzed using one-sample t-test with a hypothetical test mean
of zero. The results are shown in Table III. Table III shows that
the SLOC, effort, and the number of parameters are statistically
siginificantly higher. The productivity also shows a statistically
significant difference. The reusable components have
significantly lower productivity. Comparing the values of
Cohen’s d [35] the effect sizes are “large” for SLOC, number
of parameters, and productivity, and “medium” for effort.
TABLE III. Matched pair t-test statistics (p<0.0001)
Variable

Mean

Std.
Dev.

df

t

(SLOCReuse –
SLOCone-use)
(EffortReuse –
Effortone-use)
(ParametersReuse –
Parametersone-use)
(SLOCReuseDiff/hr –
SLOCone-use/hr)

48.6

53.7

100

9.09

3.09

5.9

97

5.1

2.76

2.87

100

9.64

-20.5

31.67

97

-6.4

Cohen’s
d
0.89
0.56
0.88
-0.81

VI.
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components increases, so does the complexity of deciding
which licenses can be applied to the final system, or of
checking if violations exist among the terms defined in the
licenses, leading to license incompatibility. Lindberg [2]
describes license compatibility as a sim ilar approach with
blood type compatibility: “two blood types are compatible if
donations from two different people can be used together.” In
the same way, licenses are compatible if software distributed
under two different licenses can be used t ogether in the same
software product. Although no mature software for supporting
decisions in license issues is available, many research activities
and commercial efforts have recently appeared.

Abstract—Free/Libre/Open Source Software (FLOSS) has been
lately on the focus of the software community in the attempt to
provide wide access to software resources and promote their
distribution. Open software resources may be linked directly or
indirectly with more than one open source licenses. Due to license
heterogeneity, incompatibilities may arise in such dependencies.
For this reason, adequate support for decision making in license
use is an important issue. Such systems can assist in determining
the right licenses and avoid potential violations. We tackle the
above aspects by giving an overview of the areas of license
extraction from software resources, license information storing
and license-related reasoning activities. We discuss about several
attempts in these areas and present an initial prototype assistance
system employing such techniques.
Keywords- data dependencies; licensing; open source software

I.

INTRODUCTION

Free/Libre/Open Source Software (FLOSS) [1] has
influenced modern software engineering processes, allowing
individuals to use software for free and software engineers to
incorporate third party software libraries in their software
products and implementations. The terms, under which the
software has become available and is provided for use to the
community, are captured in the licenses that accompany open
source software. Licenses correspond to the characteristics of
the intellectual property and usually express the rights and the
obligations of the copyright owner and the one using the
license (referred to as the licensee). Many different licenses
have appeared: GNU General Public License (GPL), Apache
License, BSD License, MIT License to name a few. Licenses
fall into three main categories: permissive, weak copyleft or
strong copyleft, showing different degrees of freedom in
FLOSS use. The first category of permissive licenses states that
licensed software can be adopted even in commercial software
that is not distributed as open so urce. On the contrary, weak
copyleft licenses demand that any changes in the licenses
source code should be made available as open source software
itself, whereas strong copyleft licenses mandate that any kind
of further distribution be under open source principles.
Each license may have multiple versions making it difficult
for developers to cope with incompatibilities that might exist
due to the use of software libraries based on different licenses.
Especially during the development phase, it is often the case
that engineers include additional, and often redundant,
dependencies in their code light-hearted, without examining
possible licensing incompatibilities. As the number of
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The current paper provides an overview of the aspects of
license decisions by presenting the process of license
compatibility detection that can be divided into the areas of
license extraction information from software resources, license
information storing, as well as modeling and reasoning actions.
Some techniques are applied on the implementation of a
prototype system extending a popular build tool. The rest of the
paper is structured as follows. Section II briefly presents the
steps of the license compatibilities process. Section III
discusses works on extracting license information from existing
components, whereas section IV is dedicated to the
presentation of repository-based approaches. In section V ways
for discovering licenses are presented. An initial prototype
implementation of the compatibility detection is demonstrated
in section VI. Finally, section VII concludes the paper.
II.

THE LICENSE COMPATIBILITY PROCESS

Each software system is comprised of individual artifacts
that may include source code, compiled programs, software
libraries or other file types (i.e., images, multimedia files and
data in general). An abstract model of the software includes the
distinct artifacts and the way these are connected through the
development process. For instance, a source code file may hold
references to other source code files or libraries. In turn, the
compiled version of the source code may have static or
dynamic references to software libraries and so on.
The generic approach that can be followed for detecting
license incompatibilities is depicted in Fig. 1. The first step
towards making a decision for possible open source licenses is
to identify the individual components of the software system.
Afterwards, different license extraction techniques may be
applied to detect the license of each artifact, varying from text
matching to querying license repositories. In fact, the same

Figure 1. High level overview of detecting compatible licenses

license extraction techniques may be used to populate such
repositories. By combining the system’s model with license
metadata, an enriched version of the system model can be
derived, holding both information about the components that
comprise the system and the license of each participating
component. This enriched model can be seen as the license
architecture of the software system, depicting artifact and
license interconnections. The validity of these connections can
be examined by checking whether two connected components
have compatible licenses or not. In order to perform this task,
the definition of compatibilities between licenses is required.
This can be achieved by analyzing the licenses and modeling
their compatibilities either as a whole or on individual
permissions and restrictions. By combining the enriched
system model with the license compatibility model, it is
possible to detect permissible licensing schemas for the
software system and/or possible licensing violations.
III.

LICENSE INFORMATION EXTRACTION

In FLOSS development, several methodologies and
corresponding tools have been developed in an attempt to
identify licenses from source code, software libraries in binary
format, components or programs of different suppliers under
FLOSS or proprietary licenses. A category of extraction
methods is based on regular expressions that indentify the
license of each file through string matching techniques. These
patterns result from the analysis of the actual license text. Tools
using this approach are Ohcount 1, OSLC (Open Source License
Checker), and ASLA (Automated Software License Analyzer)
[3]. According to this method, source files and files that might
contain license information are first identified (i.e., commented
parts of source files and whole files) and are then checked, in
order to compare the content found against database files and
conclude whether a specific license is present or not.
A similar approach is followed in LIDESC (Librock License
Awareness System 2), which is an awareness tool for preventing
unintended violations of license terms of software that the

developer writes or acquires. In LIDESC a license is modeled
as a set of “license stamps” with each stamp corresponding to
the entries encountered in the license text. It can be seen as a
pair of a label and a string. The label defines a specific right or
obligation in the license. The same label may be used in
multiple licenses, whereas the string contains the license text
that defines the corresponding right. By using text comparison,
a set of license stamps is generated for each file, defined in two
specific files for each license: a .txt file that contains the license
text and a .lh file that uses the C language to define strings of
symbolic terms, in order to describe the license.
An algorithm for automatic license identification from
source code has been implemented in the Ninka tool [4]. The
algorithm works by extracting the license statement from the
file, which it breaks apart into textual sentences, and proceeds
to find a match for each sentence. The list of matched sentences
is analyzed to determine if it contains one or more licenses.
This method is based on and requires a knowledge base with
four sets of information: filtering keywords, sets of equivalence
phrases, known sentence-token expressions and, license rules.
When focusing on binaries, the Binary Analysis
Tool 3 (BAT) looks inside binary code, in order to find license
compliance issues. BAT can detect bootloaders (such as
Redboot, loadlin and uboot), open various compression
archives (such as ZIP, RAR, tar, cpio and LZMA), search for
Linux kernel and Busybox issues and identify dynamically
linked libraries, while it r eports the outcome in XML format.
BAT uses symbol and string table comparisons to read binary
code in firmware formats and compare it with source code,
without undertaking reverse engineering actions. BAT can also
compare the compiled version of the software under review
with the corresponding source code, resulting in more accurate
results. A different technique is based on automatic licenses’
tracking of third-party artifacts [5]. Popular open-source build
frameworks, i.e., Maven, Ivy and Gradle, describe artifacts and
dependencies in terms of reusable declarative modules. Project
Object Model (POM) files in Maven, as well as Descriptor files
in Ivy and Gradle respectively, were designed to contain
license information as part of the module metadata, giving the
hope that the extraction of license information from module
metadata can become fully automated. As we will describe, this
is usually achieved by using an artifact repository.
IV.

LICENSES AND REPOSITORIES

When talking about open source code repositories, many
locations can be enumerated starting with SourceForge. Further
repositories that aggregate project content from other locations
can be found in commercial (e.g., Black Duck Knowledge
Base 4 ) or non-commercial solutions (e.g., Swik 5 , Ohloh).
Another approach can be found in FLOSSmole [6], a central
repository containing data and analyses about FLOSS projects
collected and prepared in a decentralized manner.
3

http://www.binaryanalysis.org
http://www.blackducksoftware.com/knowledgebase
5
http://swik.net/

1

4

http://www.ohloh.net/p/ohcount
2
http://www.mibsoftware.com/librock/lidesc/
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The important aspect is to provide repositories with
“intelligence” by creating repositories that store not only source
code, but also sufficient information that would allow drawing
useful conclusions as described by the Fact Extractor Support
of Kenyon [7]. Repositories of this kind should be
accompanied with metadata in a machine understandable
format that can be parsed, analyzed and categorized fast and
efficiently. Metadata may indicate useful parameters, such as
file names and sizes, versions and modification permissions,
and license-related details. When concentrating on license
information and dependencies, input to the software repository
can be provided by agents that extract license information from
source code, libraries and text files. On the other hand, the
stored information is maintained in a suitable format, in order
to be provided to tools that can reason over the license details.
Reasoning mechanisms extract results that usually lead to an
implementation decision for a specific information system or
point out conflicts related with license use. Another important
parameter in software repositories is related to how different
versions of the same entry are handled. Information about
changes in license dependencies needs to be kept up to date,
since this may lead to changes in implementation decisions.
One attempt for storing license information in a repository
can be found in FOSSology [8]. The study of FLOSS was
initiated at Hewlett Packard more than a d ecade ago, but its
final version was released recently. FOSSology presents a list
with all license types identified for each project stored in the
repository, while it contains a tool for analyzing the files given
as input by matching text against license templates. Currently
FOSSology supports about 260 different licenses (considering
different license versions). A match percentage, indicating the
probability that the discovered license is indeed the one
included in the file under examination, is also provided. This
happens, since in practice the project authors may have
changed words or phrases of the original license text. The
presence of such a percentage is, thus, desirable in all license
repositories, as is the presence of license taxonomies that can
help towards identifying which license category each project
belongs to. Taxonomies can be further used for identifying
licenses that are outside the acceptable license set, defined in
policies imposed inside an organization. An example, where
matching of licenses against a set of management rules is
supported, can be fo und in Artifactory 6, an internal repository
that acts as a proxy between a build tool (e.g., Maven, Ant) and
the outside world. Artifactory supports five statuses for licenses
found: unapproved, approved, unknown, not found (when no
license information exists) or neutral (used to indicate
unapproved licenses when an approved license also exists).
Based on the existing approaches and generic repository
structures, an example of what should form part of the license
association metadata for a software entry is illustrated in Fig. 2.
This information links projects with one or more licenses and
should be available for each license encountered (apart from

Figure 2. License metadata in a software repository

the sixth one, which provides statistical information). Note that
the repository can either be centralized or distributed [9].
V.

The previous techniques offer the means for e xtracting the
license information and for storing this information in
repositories. However, licenses and components cannot be
viewed individually, but should be put in context with the rest
of the entities that comprise the software system as part of the
license compatibility process. This can be performed through a
two-step procedure.
A. Modeling license relations
The first step lies in identifying the set o f all possible
licenses and modeling their relations. The whole set of open
source licenses is quite large: 69 licenses have currently an
approval from the Open Source Initiative 7 (OSI) and 88 from
the Free Software Foundation 8 (FSF). Therefore, recent
literature works focus on the most well-known and most widely
used open source licenses, such as GNU GPL, GNU Lesser
General Public License (LGPL) (version 2), Apache License
(version 2.0), New BSD licenses, MIT license and Eclipse
Public License. A practical approach that presents
compatibility among some of the most popular open source
licenses can be found in [10]. In general, license A can be
considered to be compatible with license B, if software that
contains components from both licenses can be licensed under
license B. Under this line of though, all known licenses and
their compatibilities can be represented through a di rected
graph G(V, E) as the one depicted in Fig. 3. Each node V of the
graph represents one of the known licenses, while each edge E
represents compatibility between the adjacent licenses. The
direction of the edge represents which license should be used
for software containing components with licenses from both
nodes. This approach is based on manual interpretation of each
license (through the corresponding license legal text) and
provides general rules for reasoning on compatibility among
licenses. A similar compatibility model is discussed in [11].
More detailed solutions, which integrate the notions of
rights and obligations linked with a license, aim at modeling
7

6

8

http://www.jfrog.com/
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DISCOVERING POSSIBLE LICENSES

http://www.opensource.org/
http://www.fsf.org/

licenses in a machine understandable manner. Such approaches
can assist in automated license compatibility checks. The
aforementioned LIDESC uses the sets of “license stamps” to
model licenses. If one license fulfills the requirements
expressed in the license stamps of another license, then the two
licenses can be considered compatible. In [12], the authors
propose a metamodel for licenses refined using empirical data.
A license is considered as a set of rights, where each right may
refer to a set of obligations. A s et of rules helps to extract
license compatibilities. A similar approach is described in [13]
in the framework of the Qualipso (Quality Platform for Open
Source Software) project, where an ontology is used to model a
set of well-known FLOSS licenses and their rights (8 FLOSS
licenses were included). The ontology contains appropriate
classes represented in a hierarchical model. The semantics of
each license are modeled as a set of rights and conditions.

Figure 3. License compatibility graph

use are present (e.g., use of strong copyleft licenses is
prohibited), this simplified graph approach needs to be adapted
in order to take into account the additional constraints.

B. Inferring possible licenses
One of the most important issues in terms of deciding if two
or more components are compatible lies on how the connection
among them is modeled and under which conditions they can
be connected. Software libraries may be linked statically or
dynamically, whereas APIs may be used t o hide client-server
connections, middleware or protocol implementations. These
different types of connections may affect specific rights or
obligations defined within a license. For example, an email
client needs to connect to an email server via the corresponding
protocol. The license of the email server should not affect the
possible licenses of the client. Additionally, when the email
client needs to be tested, specific libraries can be used in the
development of the test cases. Nevertheless, these libraries
have no e ffect on the rights and obligations related to the
distribution, since they are n ot integrated within the software
but constitute external tools. Generally, license restrictions
come to play, when software distribution needs to be
addressed, but they should not affect actions performed in the
framework of internal activities, such as testing. This does not
exclude the presence of additional constraints imposed in
policies within an organization that need to be considered. In
order to tackle these issues and avoid conflicts, it is imperative
to provide a model of the software system under question.

More detailed graph-based models for software systems can
also be employed in this part of the process. Such models are
useful in order to discover which rights and/or obligations may
apply to the resulting software. Instead of checking for the
possible licenses of the resulting system, all rights and
obligations that result from using one of the license relation
schemas described earlier are detected. In the Qualipso
ontology [13], rules expressed in a l egal rule language are
applied to the model and possible licenses are detected
automatically. Compatible licenses are found through the
introduced reasoner that searches for the licenses that provide
the required rights and/or belong to a specific class of the
hierarchy.
VI.

A simple approach for modeling the related licenses in a
software system is to use the directed graph described
previously. The possible licenses for the resulting software
systems can be found among the ones that satisfy the
compatibility criteria for the licenses of all system components.
Consider for i nstance a proj ect having two dependencies, one
with license C and one with license E that may even belong to
different license categories. Initially, all known licenses (A to H
as in Fig. 3) can be regarded possible licenses. However, since
the first dependency’s license is C (Fig. 3(a)), the project can
only have one of the licenses of the following set: L1 = {C, F,
H}. In the same manner, since the second dependency’s license
is E (Fig. 3(b)), the project can only have one of the licenses
among L2 = {E, G, F, H}. By using the intersection of the two
license sets, it is concluded that the project is allowed to have
one of the following licenses: L1 ŀ/ ^)+`. If there is no
information about the license of a dependency, the same
process can be used recursively using transitive dependencies.
Please note again that when organization policies on license
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A BUILD TOOL CASE STUDY

The approaches presented are applicable to a large number
of use cases. In order to evaluate the process of integrating the
aforementioned techniques in a ful ly functional system, a
prototype assistance system addressed mainly to s oftware
engineers that employ various components has been
implemented. An interesting fact is that most of the above
components are used for validating the result of the
development process, and not for assisting during the actual
implementation of the application. The prototype system has
been implemented as part of a build tool, since build tools are
widely employed in software engineering activities. By adding
an extension to an existing build tool the system is a ble to
support both stand-alone and team development, it can be used
as part of continuous integration builds and can be easily
incorporated in existing well known Integrated Development
Environments (IDEs). In this section information on the design
decisions and problems encountered during the development of
the prototype are given.
Initially an appropriate build tool to support the process had
to be selected. Since the community of Java software engineers
is one of the largest, we decided to focus on Java-related
technologies. Under the available Java-friendly solutions
Maven 9 from Apache was selected. Maven’s main advantage is
9

maven.apache.org/

that holds a model of each software project internally. Using an
XML file, Maven describes each project’s model as a se t of
source code and third-party libraries (Java Archives or JARs).
Moreover, it is able to detect transitive dependencies
originating from the third-party libraries and include them in
the project. These files are downloaded automatically from
public or private repositories. Note that the model might
include metadata for ea ch dependency, such as the
dependency’s license name and text.
The detection of each dependency’s license is perhaps the
most difficult part in the process towards license decisions. As
described, license discovery can be implemented either by
searching each dependency’s file(s) or by looking up from a
repository. Although public repositories are available, the
existing repositories are not designed for providing license
information. Additionally, there’s no guarantee that every JAR
file contains license information. In order to evaluate the
situation, a crawler that indexed a large number of JAR files in
the central Maven repository was built. A list of the most
common file names that include licensing information is
presented in [4]. Out of the 31476 JAR files studied, exactly
14000 contained a file that might hold license information
(approximately 44.5% of the whole set). The most commonly
used word in the name of files that hold licensing information
was the obvious suspect, i.e., “license”, with 13601 of the JAR
files containing at least one such file. The second name in order
was “readme” with only 708 appearances. These numbers
indicate that in most cases license detection can be performed
without the need of a dedicated repository. However, there are
cases, in which licensing information cannot be determined for
a large number of dependencies. Consequently, although in the
implemented case study a license repository is not necessary, it
could offer a significant improvement in the results of the tool.
The final step in the case study was to create the enriched
system model and extract possible licenses. The missing
information for performing this task is the license compatibility
model. In the implemented tool, the licenses and their
compatibilities were captured in an XML format. Multiple
models have been discussed in the current paper; however, in
the current stage we opted for the approach of [10]. Although it
does not focus on individual rights and obligations expressed in
a license, it offers the required abstraction for und erstanding
which licenses can be adopted and which not. The file can be
modified, in order to introduce additional licenses or change
the relations of existing ones. The XML representation is easily
coupled with the simple graph approach captured in machine
readable notation. Moreover, it can also offer a graphical
representation of the system’s individual components and the
way their interconnections affect licenses allowing a cu stom
XML parser to detect permissive combinations. Using this
XML licenses dependencies file together with the set of
licenses originating from the project’s dependencies, as
collected from the first phase of license detection, appropriate
license decisions can be taken.

primarily with the extraction of license information from
existing source code and binary files, whereas software
repositories can be exploited for assisting the storing and fast
retrieval of license-related metadata linked to software
products. License discovery is then feasible by modeling the
relations among licenses and performing reasoning actions on
these relations. These aspects were demonstrated through a
prototype implementation for license identification in the
Maven build tool. Through the presented study, it can be
concluded that it is important for software engineers to detect
the correct licenses and avoid integrating prohibited licenses or
ones that cause violations in license dependency chains. This
decision is vital especially at our times, where a wide variety of
open source, already tested software is available at our
fingertips. Through the use case demonstration it can be seen
that such approaches can be combined with existing tools. We
are currently working towards completing the prototype system
with the aim to cover more file types and include intelligent
reasoning capabilities towards the provision of a complete
“license assistant” tool.
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Abstract—Capacity planning is essential for providing good
quality of service, for that reason we need to be able to predict the
usage that the applications will impose on our servers. This paper
presents a uniﬁed model that can predict the usage, hardware
requirements and, ultimately, the operational costs. The goal of
this study is to present a model for capacity planning. The model
presented is developed and evaluated within the industry. The
evaluation is used to analyze the possibilities of the proposed
model. The models have been evaluated within a company
using historical data that originates from production software.
The evaluation was done by running the model against three
applications and mapping the result to a selection of Amazon
EC2 cloud instances. We then provided the same data to ﬁve
developers and asked them which instance they would have
chosen for the applications. Two of the developers suggested the
same instance as the model, the second smallest on the scale. The
remaining three developers chose the instance one step above the
model’s recommendation. The evaluation showed that the model
is able to produce estimations that are comparable to expert
opinions. The uniﬁed model in this paper can be used as a tool
to estimate the usage, hardware requirements and the ﬁnal cost
of the servers. The model is easy to setup within a spreadsheet
and contains parameters that are easy to obtain from access logs
and various logging tools.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Mobile applications have gained a high market penetration [1] that is continuously growing. That, in combination
with the rise of cloud computing, makes it easier than ever
for small companies and independent developers to reach out
to a large user population. For mobile applications it is more
and more common to utilize context aware and multimedia
services, which require more computational resources than
their predecessors [2]. As cloud computing is expensive for
applications with a heavy load and large data transfers [3], [4],
small companies and independent developers need be able to
make informed decisions about which infrastructure to use in
order to provide cost-effective Quality of Service (QoS).
This study has been conducted at Malvacom AB, a growing
startup in Sweden that develops a data synchronization service
called mAppBridge. The goal of this study is to investigate
how users and applications can be modeled and then derive

the server usage for mobile applications and, consequently, set
requirements for the infrastructure.
Capacity planning is the process in which we determine
the capacity needed for our services in order to provide QoS.
Literature has proposed many methods [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] for
this task. Menascé and Almeida describes capacity planning
as a series of steps where we identify the workload, forecast
the performance and then do a cost analysis [5], in which
it us up to us to implement and calibrate a workload and
a performance model. However, Gunther [10] discusses the
need for a simple to use capacity planning framework, arguing
that the frameworks currently used are too complex. In this
study we aim to create a uniﬁed model that can be easily
implemented to provide an overview of applications’ hardware
requirements and ﬁnal costs. Thus, the main focus of our study,
and hence also for this paper are:
• Present a uniﬁed model that can be used to receive an
initial estimate about the hardware requirements needed
to sustain a certain size of user population (Section II).
• Show that the uniﬁed model is easy to calibrate and
capable of modeling server usage, hardware requirements
and costs (Section III).
II. A U NIFIED M ODEL
To be able to derive the cost for the applications, we will
ﬁrst model both the application and its users, and derive the
trafﬁc from those two entities. Secondly, we will also model
the software’s hardware requirement for that trafﬁc. Finally,
once we have the hardware requirements we will derive the
operational costs.
We have created a uniﬁed model for this. We have created a User Model that models a user’s proﬁle, i.e. their
availability. The User Model is then used by the Application
Model that models the load imposed on the servers. Next,
we use a Software Model that models how much hardware
that the software will require under the load derived from the
Application Model. The Hardware Model is then, in its turn,
used to model the cost of the hardware requirements generated
by the Software Model. An overview of the models can be seen
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modeling, DP = {DP1 , DP2 , . . . , DP23 , DP24 }. Where 1
means that there is always something new to fetch from the
server. This is used to model applications that rely heavily
on push notiﬁcations, in which the server is responsible for
initiating the communication between the server and the client.
For example, an application that sends out four updates per
hour is likely to have more trafﬁc than an application that only
sends out two. The Upop parameter is a natural number that
represents the number of users for our application. The output
of the model is in the form of a vector R that contains 24
elements, one element for each hour that describes the number
of requests in that hour. The equation for each element in the
vector is described in (1).

Where Rsum (described in (3)) is the total number of
predicted requests for one day and Rmax (described in (2))
will be the maximum load that the servers will be expected to
handle, hence the maximum concurrent users at any time in
the system is not expected to exceed Rmax .

Operating
Cost

Model overview.

C. Software Model

in Fig. 1. (The boxes to the left represent the parameters to
the model while the boxes on the right represents the outputs
from the models.)
A. User Model
The user model consists of one parameter P that contains
24 values; each value represents an hour t of any given day i.e.
T = {t1 , t2 , . . . , t23 , t24 }, and describes the probability that a
user will be online during t. The P parameter will later be
used as an input to the Application Model.
Pt = {P1 , P2 , . . . , P23 , P24 }

B. Application Model
The Application Model describes how many users the application has. It uses the User Model’s probability function to
determine the number of users online at a given moment. This
is later used to derive the maximum concurrent users at a given
hour and the total requests for one day. The Application Model
takes the following parameters for modeling the application:
• Data Pattern (DPt ) The data activity for the hour t.
• User Population (Upop )
The user population of the
application.
The DP parameter contains a vector of decimals that
describes the usage proﬁle for the application that we are

The Software Model models the amount of hardware resources that will be used by the application and its users. The
Software Model requires the following parameters:
• Request Size (Rsize ): The average size of each request
in bytes.
• Request Cost (Rcost ): The cost of one request for the
CPU in megahertz (MHz).
• User Size (Usize ): The size required per user.
As well as these parameters the Software Model also uses
Upop and R from the Application Model in order to calculate
the requirements.
In short, the model needs to calculate the following requirements: CPU, storage, and bandwidth. We need to provide a
CPU measurement strong enough for dealing with our peak
loads. The equation for the CPU requirement can be found in
(4).
The bandwidth requirement, on the other hand, is divided
into two different sub-requirements: a) We need to derive the
bandwidth that is needed to support the trafﬁc peaks and, b) we
want to know the daily load to know how much data we will
handle per day. For the bandwidth required to we use Rmax
in (5) and for the total trafﬁc per day we use Rsum in (6).
The storage requirement can be found in (7).
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CP Urequirement = Rmax × Rcost

(4)

Bandwidthpeak = Rmax × Rsize

(5)

TABLE I
T HE APPLICATIONS INCLUDED IN THE VALIDATION .

Bandwidthdaily = Rsize × Rsum

Storagerequirement = Upop × Usize

(6)

(7)

The models output are described in the formulas above.
CP Urequirement is deﬁned in MHz, while outputs that are
dealing with size (bytes) are deﬁned in the same units as Rsize
and Usize . Thus deﬁning the parameters in MB will yield the
requirements in MB. Keep in mind that the Hardware Model
uses GB as inputs, so by deﬁning the size in MB the output
will have to be converted to GB in a later stage.
D. Hardware Model
The main function of the Hardware Model is to calculate the
cost of the hardware requirements derived from the Software
Model. It calculates the cost for a one month period. The
Hardware Model uses all but the bandwidthpeak output from
the Software Model as inputs. The Hardware Model uses the
following parameters:
•
•
•

CPU Cost : (CCP U ) The cost for the one MHz of CPU.
Storage Cost : (Cstorage ) The cost of storing GB in the
servers per month.
Bandwidth Cost : (Cbandwidth ) The cost of using GB of
bandwidth per month.

The Hardware Model has the following outputs. The cost
of fulﬁlling the CPU requirement (8), the network cost per
month (9) and the storage cost (10).
CP Ucost = CCP U × RCP U

(8)

Bandwidthcost = Cbandwidth × bandwidthdaily × 30 (9)

Storagecost = Cstorage × Storagerequirement

Application
1
2
3

(10)

Equation (8) is designed to derive the cost for the costperformance of the modeled application on the given hardware.
For applications hosted at Infrastructure as a Service provider
(IaaS providers) such as Amazon or Rackspace we also pay
for the bandwidth and storage of our applications. For the
bandwidth cost described in (9) we start with calculating the
daily cost and then converting it to a monthly basis. For the
storage cost (described in (10)) it is common to charge a
certain amount per GB for each month, hence we do not
convert it to a monthly basis. We simply calculate the cost
based on how many GB that will be required and the cost for
those.

Upop
15140
1334
599

Rsize
351839
2210956
676276

III. E VALUATION
This section contains an evaluation of the models. The
evaluation was conducted in Malvacom AB; the parameters
were estimated using historical data. The validation was done
by modeling three applications that are currently in production.
The selection of the applications was done by looking at the
user population for the applications. We wanted to compare
one small application, one medium-sized and one large from
the available dataset in order to compare how the attributes
such as the user population and the users availability impacts
the actual cost. The selected applications can be seen in
Table I. Application 1 is an application used for walking and
social interactions while Application 2 and 3 is are social
networking applications. The results were then analyzed and
compared against developer opinions to see how the model
performs compares against expert opinion.
In the ﬁrst step of the evaluation we describe how we
estimated the parameters. During the estimation we had access
to data that allowed us to estimate the user’s availability and
various attributes about the requests such as request size. For
the last step, when looking at the cost for deploying, we
chose Amazon EC2 due their clear documentation regarding
the pricing (obviously any other provider can be used as long
as they provide clear data regarding pricing).
A. Parameter Estimation
For the parameter P in the User Model we summarized the
trafﬁc for mAppBridge, we grouped each request per hour and
took the average number of requests based on the number of
days we had collected trafﬁc for and the average number of
unique users per day. We chose to treat all requests as a virtual
user, which results in 100% user activity when the number
of requests was equal to the total population. Our extracted
user pattern is described in the matrix below. The population
and the average request size for each of the applications are
described in Table I.
⎛

⎞
0, 113 0, 091 0, 087 0, 135 0, 260 0, 383
⎜0, 530 0, 613 0, 626 0, 652 0, 660 0, 675⎟
⎟
P =⎜
⎝0, 679 0, 711 0, 695 0, 651 0, 624 0, 658⎠
0, 645 0, 655 0, 597 0, 439 0, 266 0, 165
Unfortunately, we did not have any good source regarding
the data activity for the application so we assume that there
were always something new for the user to fetch and, hence,
we set the activity to 100% for each hour, i.e. DP = {t1 =
1, t2 = 1, . . . , t24 = 1}.
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TABLE II
T HE PARAMETERS FOR THE H ARDWARE M ODEL .
Parameter:
Cost

TABLE III
T HE PREDICTED REQUEST PEAK AND DAILY LOAD FOR EACH OF THE
APPLICATIONS .

CCP U .CStorage .CBandwidth .
$0.051. $0.383.
$0.01.

For the request cost (Rcost ) we have used (11). Unfortunately we did not have access to any historical data regarding
the CPU utilization, therefore we made an assumption. We
assume that we are currently maintaining one server with a
single CPU with a processor speed on 2.2 GHz with an average
load on 50% for a benchmark with 30,000 requests. We
assume that the requests that the server is currently receiving
is equivalent in terms of CPU utilization as the request from
application we are trying to model. The estimation of the
request cost parameter can be found in (12).
Rcost =

Processor speed (MHz) × processor utilization
Observed Requests
(11)
Rcost =

(12)

B. Results
The ﬁrst step is to calculate the number of requests for each
of the applications. This is done with (1). Table III shows the
summary of the requests for each of the applications while the
full request pattern for each of the application can be found
in the below matrices.
⎛
⎞
1704
1376
1312 2045 3941 5793
⎜ 8018
9283
9471 9866 9997 10219⎟
⎟
R1 = ⎜
⎝10275 10767 10524 9861 9441 9963 ⎠
9763
9913
9032 6645 4023 2493
150
⎜706
⎜
R2 = ⎝
905
860
⎛
67
⎜317
R3 = ⎜
⎝407
386

121
818
949
873
54
367
426
392

116
834
927
796
52
375
416
357

180
869
869
585
81
390
390
263

347
881
832
354
156
396
374
159

510
900
878
220

Rsum
174,018
15,333
6,885
196,236

Rmax
10,767
949
426
12,141

When we have the request pattern for each of the applications we can move on and estimate the hardware requirements
with the Software Model. The hardware requirements for the
applications can be seen in Table IV. The equations used to
calculate the requirements are described in Section II-C. The
requirements that were in bytes have been converted to GB
for convenience.
The last step of the execution is to derive the ﬁnal cost for
the hardware. We do this for each of the applications. The
results can be found in Table V.
C. Analysis

22000 × 0.5
= 0.04 MHz
30000

For the users we assume that our application will take up 5
megabytes of space per user in personal data, i.e. Usize = 5MB
For the Hardware Model we must estimate the cost for the
processor, bandwidth and storage. We choose to model the
cost for a single small instance on Amazon EC2. At the time
of writing a small instance on Amazon with one EC2 unit,
which is equivalent to 1.2 gigahertz and includes 160 gigabytes
of storage, has a monthly cost of $61.2. Trafﬁc that leaves
amazon costs $0.01 per gigabyte. The cost for the storage
and the CPU is done by dividing the processor speed and the
storage with the cost. The parameters can be seen in Table II.

⎛

Application
1
2
3
Total

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
229
404⎟
⎟
394⎠
99

When we analyze the results it is important to keep in mind
which service provider we are using. In this case we have
mapped the results to Amazon EC2 instances. By looking at
the requirements (shown in Table IV) we can see that the
requirements ﬁt a small instance. We asked ﬁve developers
to choose an instance for the applications based on the data
given in Section III-A. Two of the developers thought that
a small instance would sufﬁce while three developers would
have chosen a larger instance. This shows that the output of the
model falls within the range of the developers’ suggestions.
As can be seen, each application is modeled separately; this
has resulted in different hardware requirements for each of
the applications. Meaning, that in theory, this output can be
used to distribute the applications across a set of servers so
that we are utilizing each server in an optimal way, possibly
leading to fewer resources allocated as we are keeping waste
to a minimum. Also, by modeling existing applications on
existing servers we can use the model to determine if we can
ﬁt a speciﬁed application to it, as we were predicting the CPU
utilization of each application. This model also allows us to
quickly see how the cost and hardware requirements would
change if we change our service provider, as we can use one
set of Software and Hardware Models for different service
providers to compare the cost between them.
It should be noted that in order to gain more accurate
results, more data is needed to calibrate the parameters. The
parameters for these models are quite trivial in nature and
there exists a wide array of software logging tools that can be
installed to gather all the necessary data.
IV. VALIDITY T HREATS
The goal of the evaluation was to see if the model is suitable
for usage. We evaluated this by looking at how the model’s
ﬁnal prediction was positioned in comparison with experts. We
only compared against ﬁve experts, and we do not know how
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TABLE IV
T HE ESTIMATED HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS FOR EACH OF THE APPLICATIONS .

Application
1
2
3
Total

CP Urequirement (MHz)
394.779
34.784
15.619
445.183

Bandwidthpeak
3.528
1.953
0.268
5.750

Bandwidthdaily
57.022
31.572
4.339
92.933

Storagerequirement
75.70
6.67
2.995
85.365

TABLE V
T HE FINAL COST FOR DEPLOYING THE APPLICATIONS .
Application
1
2
3
Total ($)

Final Cost
CP Ucost ($) Bandwidthcost ($)
20.134
17.106
1.774
9.427
0.979
1.302
22.704
27.880

the comparison would have fared with more people. Also, the
evaluation was targeted against mobile applications, furthering
limiting the comparison.
The data at our disposal was able to give us the total number
of unique users for the application, the user’s activity pattern
and the average size for each request. We were, however,
unable to use the data to estimate parameters such as the user
size (U S) and various attributes in the Software Model such
as the request cost.
V. L IMITATIONS
There are several limitations with this model. As for now the
model does not help us to predict the QoS directly, as it simply
models the hardware requirements and their cost. Also, the
server’s storage and network costs are not that accurate when
it comes to the ﬁnal cost since many service providers use
predeﬁned templates for the hardware where a certain amount
of storage is already included in the price.
The requirements modeled by the Hardware Model does
not take any kind of growth into consideration. This is a
limitation when looking at the storage requirement. If we
were modeling a data intensive application, in which the users
are often uploading/downloading new content the storage will
grow and hence the required cost for it.
In order to estimate the parameters in the best possible
manner access to historical data is required. Also, different
applications may target different users and have different user
proﬁles as well, so in order for the historical data to be useful
it must contain data from a similar application type.
The CPU requirement are modeled after Rmax , the maximum numbers of users expected within one hour. This approach is a bit crude, a more realistic approach would be
to model the arrival rate within each hour using a suitable
probability distribution and then derive and use the mean or
maximum arrival rate as Rmax .

Storagecost ($)
28.955
2.551
1.146
32.652

Total
66.195
13.797
3.244
83.236

designed with simplicity in mind and they are easily implemented in a spreadsheet making the results easy to share.
Given a simple calibration of the model, the results are
comparable to expert opinions. The result can also be used
to compare the cost of service providers, and distribute applications based on their hardware requirements. In the end,
these models can be used to help us make a more educated
guess when we are performing capacity planning in order to
assure cost-effective QoS.
We have conducted a static evaluation of the model. The
evaluation has been focused on determining what the impact
the model can have. Our future work will be focused on:
a) Addressing some of the issues as described in Section V
and also b) investigate the possibilities of adding an easy to use
QoS model and ﬁnally c) validate the models from a business
perspective

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this study we have presented a uniﬁed model that can
be used to predict the workload, hardware requirements and
operational costs for a server infrastructure. The models are
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integration of analysis results back into the core model [1]. To
ease the use o f analysis methods, approaches and frameworks
for integration of analysis methods are proposed [2,3,4,5,6,7].
These works highlight the abstraction effect of model during
analysis for user understanding. However, most of these
approaches are developed for model-based analysis methods
without considering analysis methods for other software
artifacts, such as source code analysis methods. The input
adaptation and analyzer execution of analysis methods for other
kinds of artifacts should be consi dered. In addition, most
approaches focus on the construction of quality attribute model
through model transformation [3,4] to ease the heavy modeling
effort of model-based analysis methods. However, less
attention has been paid to the integration of the analysis results
back to the so ftware model [7]. Integrating analysis results of
different formats in the model level involves the traceability
from model, analysis input to analysis result during analysis.

Abstract— Software analysis technologies are widely used in
software quality assessment and system property prediction. The
application of analysis technologies costs extra learning effort
and domain-specific skill, and requires integration of software
analysis methods. Current works on the integration of analysis
methods highlight the abstraction effect of model and mostly
focus on the integration of software modeling and model-based
analysis methods. However, integration of analysis methods for
other software artifacts, such as source code analysis methods, is
not considered. In addition, less attention has been paid to the
integration of the analysis results back to the software model. In
this paper, we proposed a model-centric approach for the
integration of software analysis methods. Our approach starts
from a high-level software model provided by user input or
generated from other artifact. We build the input adaptation
rules in a platform specific way. As a result, the analysis methods
can be integrated with input specification according to the model
and adapted to the required input automatically. Considering
different user interaction requirements, our framework provides
facilities for execution of analyzers implemented as Eclipse plugin and analyzers with command line interface in the execution
stage. The traceability information from model element, analysis
input to output is recorded in input adaptation and execution
stage, and used for the integration of analysis results. We
implement the integration framework as an Eclipse plug-in, and
integrate 13 analysis methods in our framework to show the
usability of our approach.

In this paper, we proposed a model-centric approach for the
integration of software analysis methods. Software models
provide abstraction of software systems. They are usefu l for
selecting analysis method, selecting analysis object, and
understanding analysis result. Our approach starts from a highlevel software model provided by user input or generated from
other artifacts. We build the input adaptation rules in a platform
specific way. As a result, the analysis methods can be
integrated with input specification according to the model and
adapted to the required input automatically. Considering
different user interaction requirements, our framework provides
facilities for execution of analyzers implemented as Eclipse
plug-in and analyzers with command line interface in the
execution stage. During input adaptation and execution stages,
the traceability information from model element, analysis input
to analysis results is recorded. With the traceability information,
our approach integrates the analysis results back to the model.
We implement the integration framework as an Eclipse plug-in,
and integrate 13 analysis methods to show usability of our
approach.

Keywords-integration;software analysis;model-centric

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the increasing importance of quality requirements in
software systems, software analysis technologies are widely
used for software quality assessment and system property
prediction [12]. Because an analysis method is usually
developed for specific quality concern, the software system
with multiple quality requirements may require several analysis
methods. Considering the chan ging analysis requirements
during software lifecycle, applications of analysis technologies
cost a lot of learning effort and domain-specific skill.

The remainder of the paper is organize d as follows:
Section 2 gives a gen eral overview of our solution, which is
further detailed in the Section 3. Section 4 presents the use of
our approach to integrate software analysis methods. Finally,

The integration of analysis methods into a wider process
basically requires three steps: the extraction of input required
by the analysis; the con trol of analysis execution; and the
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Section 5 d iscusses some related works before Section 6
concludes our work.
II.

APPROACH OVERVIEW

Models are widely used to pr ovide abstraction of the
software systems during software lifecycle. Considering
providing a hi gh-level view during analysis, we pro posed a
model-centric approach for the integration of software analysis
methods. There are tw o kinds of users: analysis method
integrators and analysis method users. The integrators are
analysis method or analyzer developers who are familiar with
the analysis methods. They specify the integration definition.
The analysis method users are end-users of analysis methods.
They choose analysis method and analysis object according to
their analysis task at hand. The approach overview is shown in
Fig. 1.
Analysis Process
Software artifacts

Model View
Model

Select input
Analysis method user

Artifact set
(for analysis)

mapping

Model Element
Model Element
Model Element

Select
analysis method

Analysis method
integrator

Input Adaptation

Specify definition

Analysis input
Analysis input
Analysis input

Integration Definition
Analysis Input
type

Analyzer Execution

Analysis Result
Analysis Results
Analysis Results

Properties of
Properties of
Model
Elementof
Properties
Model Element
Model Element

Tool Execution
Configuration

Traceability
Management

Figure 1. Approach overview

The software model is contained in the software artifacts
provided by analysis method user, or generated from other
artifacts. Model is used to guide the analysis users in choosing
analysis input and using the analysis results.
According to the input, execution and output of the analysis
methods, our approach includes three aspects: input adaptation,
analyzer execution and traceability recording for analysis result
integration. We bui ld the inp ut adaptation rules in a platform
specific way. As a result, the analysis object in the model level
can be mapped to an artifact set. W ith the specification of
required input of the analysis method, the artifact set for
analysis is adapted to the required analysis inputs automatically.
During input adaptation stage, the traceability information from
model element to analysis inputs is reco rded. Considering
different user interaction requirements, our framework provides
facilities for execution of analyzers implemented as Ecl ipse
plug-in and a nalyzers with command line interface. In the
execution stage, our framework provides input for the analyzer,
runs the analyzer, and acquires the analysis result. The in putoutput relationship is recorded during execution. With the
traceability information from model element, analysis input to
analysis results, our approach integrates the analysis result back
to the model.

III.

MODEL-CENTRIC INTEGRATION OF SOFTWARE
ANALYSIS METHODS

A. Input Adaptation
Our approach starts from the generation of a software
model. We choose the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [8]
model as the high-level model. UML is a standardized generalpurpose modeling language in the field of object-oriented
software engineering. Most artifacts in object oriented
development could be abs tracted as ele ments or attributes of
elements in the model.
When analyzing a so ftware system, the analysis method
user selects the whole project or part of the project according to
the software model. The input adaptation includes two steps:
first, the selected elements and attributes are mapped to a
corresponding software artifact set. Because the arrangement
and format of software artifacts rely on their development
platforms, we b uild the mapping rules from UML model to
software artifacts in a platform specific way. Secondly, the
artifact set is adapted to proper inputs for the analysis method.
Because an analysis method has its input format considering
minimizing the required input or wi dely used input format,
there may be mismatch between the artifact set and the required
input of the analysis method. The adaptation may generate one
or more inputs for analyzer execution. The adaptation is in a
model-centric way with platform specific configuration and
pre-define input requirement.
The platform specific adaptation rules are saved as predefined rules in our integration framework. We build the
mapping rules from UML c lass diagram to Java project in
Eclipse platform. Class diagram is the most important and most
widely used s tructural view. Java is an object oriented
programming language. The artifacts in a J ava project can be
abstracted as elements or attributes in the UML class diagram.
In the Eclipse platform, the resources in a Java project are
arranged using a tree structure called JavaModel. The k ey
elements in the Java model are:
IJavaProject: represents a Java Pr oject. It con tains
IPackageFragmentRoots as child nodes.
IPackageFragmentRoot: holds source files or bi nary files,
can be a folder or a library (zip / jar file).
IPackageFragment: represents a single package. It contains
ICompilationUnits or IClassFiles, depending on the files in the
IPackageFragmentRoot. IPackageFragments are not orga nized
as parent-children.
ICompilationUnit: represents a Java source file. Its children
are IImportDeclaration, IType, IField, IMethod and so on.
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IClassFile: represents a compiled (binary) file.
IType: represents either a s ource type inside a compilation
unit, or a binary type inside a class file.
The mapping rules are defined based on rules for reversing
design views [11], as shown in Table 1. We can see that the
rules for project and package elements are simply one-to-one
mapping. The mapping rules for class/interface elements
consider the implementation in a Java file that: (1) a Java file

may contain only one class/interface definition; (2) a Java file
may contain several class/interface definitions; (3) a class may
contain inner class definitions. For the mapping result of the
element IType, the IType can be extracted and used to form a
new ICompilationUnit which contains this IType as the only
element. An artifacts of the type I ImportDeclaration, IField,
IInitializer or IMethod is seldom used as analysis input because
its definition is meaningful only in the context of an IType. For
the mapping result of the type IField or IMethod, we extract its
parent element which is of IType as the analysis artifact.
TABLE I.
UML
Element
Project
Package
Class/
Interface

Function
Variable

THE MAPPING RULES

Pre-condition
--If the ICompilationUnit
contains only one IType
which is of the same name
If the ICompilationUnit
contains more than one
IType, or the IType is
child of another IType
---

Mapping
type
1-1
1-1
1-1

Eclipse artifact
IJavaProject
IPackageFragment
ICompilationUnit

1-1

IType

1-1
1-1

IMethod
IField

In the integration stage, the integrator describes the required
input of analysis method. We provide option list based on the
artifact formats used in a Java application. If there is mismatch
between the artifact set and the analysis input, we choose the
analysis input which is the maximum subset of the artifact set
compared to other validate analysis inputs included in the
artifact set. Because artifacts are arranged as a tr ee structure,
the input is adapted by a breadth-first search of analysis input
from the root of the tree.
B. Analyzer Execution
In the input adaptation stage, analysis inputs are generated
according to the input requirements. In the analyzer execution
stage, the analysis task includes providing input for the
analyzer, running the analyzer, and acquiring the analysis
results.
There are two kinds of analysis execution requirements:
automatic analysis and analysis with user interaction. Generally,
the goal of analysis is to acquire the analysis results for use.
This kind of analysis requires analyzing the input without user
interaction. However, with the increasing analysis complexity,
some analysis methods may require user configuration during
analysis based on some intermediate results. This kind of
analysis methods are usually implemented with graphical user
interface so as to help understanding the intermediate and final
results. Considering these two kinds o f analysis requirements,
our framework provides infrastructures for integration of
analyzer with command line interface and analyzer
implemented as Eclipse plug-in, respectively.
Analysis tools with command line interface are featured by
its structured commands and black-box-like execution. The
tool can be executed using command following pre-defined
structure. The command structure usually includes the
command name with several parameters, such as input and
output. In addition, some more parameters may be needed to
drive the analyzer in different modes.

For the integration of this kind of analyzer, we provide
#INPUT# and #OUTPUT# to stand for the input and output in
the command string. The analy sis integrator can define the
command structure using these par ameters. To drive the
analyzer, our framework generates a con crete command with
the input and the output of certain analysis task. The #INPUT#
will be replaced by the path of the artifact found in t he input
adaptation. The output path can b e user-defined or using
default value generated by our framework. In some cases, we
find that the analyzer’s command structure does not include the
parameter for analysis output and its analysis results are
returned in standard output stream which is printed in texture
terminal. In this case, our framework saves the output as a file
in the output file path through output redirection. Take the
integration of an analysis method JDepend [9] as an example.
Its
command
structure
is
defined
as
“java
jdepend.xmlui.JDepend -file #OUTPUT# #INPUT#”. When
running the analyzer, our framework generates a command
“java jdepend.xmlui.JDepend -file C:\result C:\input” if the
input path is “C:\input” and the result path is “C:\result”.
For an analyzer implemented as Eclipse plug-in, it usually
provides graphical user interface and supports user interaction
during analysis. A plug-in has a unique identifier registered in
Eclipse plug-in registry. We assume that an analysis method in
the plug-in can accept command triggered by end-user from an
item in the user interface. Considering the Eclipse’s plug-in
mechanism, the command activating an analysis method is
called an ac tion. A plug-in may include several analysis
methods and provide the invocation interfaces of different
analysis methods through different actions. It should be n oted
that not all the actions provide analysis service.
The definition for analyzer execution includes the plug-in
identifier, the extension type and the action class name. The
integration framework requires the installation of plug-in
analyzer before using the analysis method. When an analysis
method is started, our framework finds the plug-in according to
its unique identifier. And then, our framework instantiates an
extension object of the extension type to run the action.
Because the E clipse platform loads all its plug-ins in a lazy
manner, the integrated analysis methods will not be instantiated
and activated until it is used. It means that the integrated plugins will not affect the performance of Eclipse platform.
When execution of an analysis method is finished, the
relationship between user input in UML model and analysis
result is recorded and stored in an XML file. The traceability
information is provided for integration of analysis results.
C. Analysis Result Integration based on Traceability
Information
Analysis is th e process of breaking a complex topic or
substance into smaller parts to gain a better understanding of it.
In an analysis method, its input is the analysis object, and the
analysis result is the property of the ana lysis object. Because
the analysis input can be abstracted as elements in the software
model, the analysis result can be abstracted as the property of
an element or a set o f elements. The goal of analysis result
integration is t o build the relationship between the software
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model and the analysis results. The integration is based on the
traceability information recorded during analysis process.
The traceability information from the analysis object
selected in the UML model, the artifact set, the analysis inputs
and analysis results is kept by the integration framework during
input adaptation and runtime execution stage. Relationship
between UML model and the input is decided by the platformspecific rules and the required input format of the analysis
method. During analyzer executeion, relationship is recorded
into an XML file. After these two st eps, the relationship
between UML model and analyzer output can be deduced. The
traceability recording process is shown in Fig. 2.
Artifacts

Model

Artifact set
(for analysis)

Model Element
Model Element
Model Element

TABLE II.
Analysis
method
JDepend
Classycle
Code
Analysis
Similar
Code
Analysis
Metrics

Input Format

JDepend [9]

IPackageFragmentRoot/
IPackageFragment
IJavaProject

Classycle
[13]
CodePro
Analytix
[14]
CodePro
Analytix
CodePro
Analytix

Code
Coverage

CodePro
Analytix

Dependenc
y Analysis

CodePro
Analytix

Analysis input
Analysis input
Analysis input

Model Element
Model Element
Model Element

Findbugs

Findbugs
[15]

Analysis Result
Analysis Results
Analysis Results

Properties of
Properties of
Model
Elementof
Properties
Model Element
Model Element

Checkstyle

Checkstyle
[16]

PMD

PMD[17]

Yasca

Yasca [18]

JLint

JLint [19]

JavaNCSS

JavaNCSS
[20]

Figure 2. Traceability recording

With the traceability information recorded, the UML model
will be e xtended with the analysis results as attributes of the
analysis objects. To display the inte grated analysis results, we
provide a friendly user interface to show relationship between
UML models and analysis results. In the UM L diagrams, the
extended properties will be linked to the analysis results.
IV.

CASE STUDIES

We implement the supporting tool of our framework as an
Eclipse plug-in. Using the tool, we have already integrated 13
analysis methods. We first in troduce the integrated analysis
methods, and then use an analysis method JDepend[9] as an
example to introduce how to integrate an analysis method and
how to use an integrated analysis method in our framework.
A. The Integrated Analysis Methods
We have already integrated 13 analysis methods in our
framework. The in tegrated analysis methods are shown in
Table 2. We assume that the analysis method integrators are
analysis method developers who can provide detail information
about the a nalysis methods. As a resul t, we choose analysis
methods with open source analyzers, so as to provide de tail
integration information.
In the table, we can see th at an ana lyzer may implement
one or more analysis methods. An an alysis method is a
relatively standalone functional unit providing analysis service
in the analyzer. There may be several analysis methods in its
inner structure. An analysis method has its specific input
format requirement. However , in the table, we co mbined the
analysis methods with the same invocation interface but
different input requirements as o ne analysis method for space
limit.

INTEGRATED ANALYSIS METHODS

Analyzer

IPackageFragmentRoot/
IPackageFragment/
ICompilationUnit
IPackageFragmentRoot/
IPackageFragment/
ICompilationUnit
IPackageFragmentRoot/
IPackageFragment/
ICompilationUnit
IPackageFragmentRoot/
IPackageFragment/
ICompilationUnit
IPackageFragmentRoot/
IPackageFragment/
ICompilationUnit
IJavaProject/
IPackageFragmentRoot/
IPackageFragment/
ICompilationUnit
IJavaProject/
IPackageFragmentRoot/
IPackageFragment/
ICompilationUnit
IPackageFragmentRoot/
ICompilationUnit
IPackageFragmentRoot/
ICompilationUnit
IPackageFragmentRoot/
ICompilationUnit
IPackageFragmentRoot/
ICompilationUnit

Analyzer
implementation
Eclipse plug-in/
Command line
Eclipse plug-in/
Command line
Eclipse plug-in
Eclipse plug-in
Eclipse plug-in
Eclipse plug-in
Eclipse plug-in
Eclipse plug-in

Eclipse plug-in
/Command line
Command line
Command line
Command line
Command line

B. Integrating the JDepend Analysis Method
JDepend[9] is an open source analysis tool for Jav a
application. Its analysis result is design qu ality metrics. The
metrics include number of classes and interfaces, afferent
couplings, efferent couplings, abstractness, etc. I t has two
versions of implementations and could be run as Eclipse plugin or from command line interface. In this section, we use
JDepend as an example to introduce how to integrate analysis
method and use integrated analysis method in our framework.
(1) Integrating an analysis method
The JDepend integrator provides the integration definition.
The elements of integration definition are shown in Tab le 3.
The elements analysis method plug-in identifier, type of
extension point, and plug-in action class are used for
integrating analyzer implemented as Ec lipse plug-in. The
element command structure is used for integrating analyzer
with command line interface. It should be noted that the
elements for inte grating analyzers are optional. An analysis
method can be integrated with any kind o f analyzer
implementations.
TABLE III.
Element Name
Analysis Method Name
Required
input of
analyzer
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THE INTEGRATION DEFINITION
Description
The name of analysis method being integrated
The input f ormat accepted by the analyzer. A
list of supported formats are provided.

Analysis method plug-in
identifier
Type of extension point
Plug-in action class
Command structure

Unique identifier of the plug -in in Eclipse
platform
The type of extension point associated with the
action
The class for invocation of an action
The abstracted structure for generating
concrete command

The integrator provides the integration definition in the user
interface, as s hown in Fig. 3. The analysis method name is
“JDepend”. Its required input is of the type
“IPackageFragmentRoot(binary files)” for Java application.
To integrate JDepend implemented as Eclipse plug-in, our
framework provides facility to ease the definition specification.
If the integrator provides t he analyzer implementation, our
framework interprets the plug-in configuration file and lists all
the actions as analysis method candidates. The JDepend plug-in
includes only one analysis method candidate, as shown in Fig.
3. The integrator can add the definition by selecting the
JDepend analysis method or inputting the definition directly.
Its extension type is “popupmenu”. The action class name is
“de.loskutov.eclipse.jdepend.actions.ShowDependecy”.
To integrate JDepend analyzer with command line interface,
we refer to its documents and find that its command follows the
syntax
“java j
depend.xmlui.JDepend
[-components
<components>] [-file <output file>] <directory> [directory2
[directory 3] ...] ”. By abstracting its input and output, one of
the running mode of JDepend command structure is defined as
“java jdepend.xmlui.JDepend -file #OUTPUT# #INPUT#”.
UI for analysis method selection

Figure 4. User interface for analysis object and analysis method selection

Our framework accepts UML model elements and maps the
input to the artifact set IJavaProject of Log4j project. Because
the required input of JDepend is an IPackageFragmentRoot
folder holding binary files, our framework breadth-first
searches IPackageFragmentRoot in the project and find two
folders: “src” folder holding source code and “bi n” folder
holding binary files. The “bin” f older is the proper analysis
input. Our framework invokes the analyzers with the adapted
inputs. For analysis method with one analyzer implementation,
our framework runs the analyzer by default. For analysis
method with two analyzer implementations, user can s elect to
run one or two analyzer implementations.
The user selects to run two JDe pend analyzer
implementations. Our framework first pre pares proper inputs
for analyzers. The inpu t of plug-in analyzer is an ob ject with
“IFolder” interface representing the IPackageFragmentRoot
folder “bin” in Eclipse workspace. The input of analyzer with
command line interface is the folder location. After invocation
of the pl ug-in analyzer, the command for analyzing the Log4j
is triggered and the analysis results are shown in the graphical
user interface. For the a nalyzer with co mmand line interface,
our framework generates a concrete command “java
jdepend.xmlui.JDepend
-file
C:\log4j\AnalyticalResult\JDepend_bin_20111223161327.xml
C:\log4j\bin” automatically when the log4j project locates at
C:\log4j. Our framework uses runtime class to create a c hild
process for command execution.

Figure 3. User interface for integration sepecification and selection of
analysis method in Eclipse plug-in analyzer

(2) Using an integrated analysis method
The user plan to analyze the software project Log4j [10].
Log4j is an open source project of the Apache Software
Foundation. Log4j enables logging at runtime without
modifying the application binary so as to avoid a heavy
performance cost for logging. The artifacts of Log4j contain
about 20000 lines of source code and 188 classes.
Because the artifacts of Log4j do not contain a so ftware
model, our framework first g enerates a UML model based on
the source code of Log4j using a reverse tool EclipseUML [21].
We build a tree view of the UML model in our framework. The
user selects the whole project as analysis object in the tree view
of the Log4j U ML model. The integration definition of an
analysis method is saved in an XML file. The integration
definitions form a repository of reusable analysis methods.
Based on the integration definitions, our framework provides a
list of integrated analysis methods for the analysis method
users. The user interface for selecting analysis object and
analysis method is shown in Fig. 4.

Analysis Input:
log4j/bin/

Analysis Result:
JDepend_bin_20111223161327.xml

ResultMap.xml

Figure 5. The traceability recording process

In the input adaptation and analyzer execution stage, our
framework saves tr aceability information to dedu ce the
relationship between UML elements and analysis results. The
relationship between the element “project” in the UML m odel
and the analysis result file generated by JDepend is saved in an
XML file “ResultMap.xml”. The process is shown in Fig. 5.
Our framework extends the UML model with th e JDepend
analysis result. The user can interpret the analysis results in the
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tree view of UML model, as show in Fig. 6. Al l the analysis
results of the selected element are in the tab le. Their
corresponding analysis result files will be open if selected.

In the future, we will define more input adaptation rules so
as to support analyzing different kinds of software system, such
as C++ application, web application, and so on.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Figure 6. User interface of analysis result interpretation

V.

RELATED WORKS

Many approaches and frameworks have been developed for
complex analysis of software systems. Most o f these
approaches focus on the inte gration of software modeling with
quality analysis methods [1]. Model interchange approaches
have been proposed to make it possible to create a software
model in a t ool, then automatically transform the model
description for conducting specific analysis, and obtain the
results for use. DULLY [3] and XTEAM [4] are developed for
facilitating the development of model interpreters. DULLY [3]
is an automated framework that allows architectural languages
and tools interoperability. It provides the infrastructure for
(semi)automatic generation of the weaving model to integrate
analysis abilities provided by di fferent modeling tools.
XTEAM [4] is an interpreter framework focusing on solving
the mismatch between software model and required input of
analysis methods. KAMI [2] is a fra mework for run-time
model adaptation. It prov ides facilities to simplify the
development model updaters. However, these approaches focus
on the integration of model-based analysis method. They
assume that all the artifacts, no matter analysis input or output,
are all models. Our work considers the in tegration of analysis
methods for other software artifacts, such as source code
analysis methods. In addition, integration of analysis result is
also supported in our framework.
Several approaches are proposed to facilitate the use of
multiple analysis methods. ADD [ 5] and SOFAS [6] provide
standard interfaces for integration of analysis methods. ADD
supports integrating analysis results. SOFAS is developed
based on th e idea of software analysis as a ser vice. SOFAS
follows the principles of a RESTful architecture so as to make
analyses easily accessible and composable. However, few
analysis methods can be i ntegrated, because existing methods
cannot fulfill the design and implementation requirements of
these frameworks. Our approach aims at enabling effective
reuse of existing analysis methods.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Considering providing a h igh-level view during analysis,
we proposed a model-centric approach for the integration of
software analysis methods. Our approach includes three aspects:
input adaptation, analyzer execution and traceability recording
for analysis result integration, so as to support fully integration
of analysis methods.
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Abstract—Test suite reduction is an effective technique to
save the cost of regression test. This technique is performed by
identifying and eliminating redundant test cases from regression
test suite. However, fault detection ability of original test suite
may also be seriously weakened due to excessive reduction in
test suite. In this paper, we propose a new change-aware test
suite reduction approach CATESR, based on the conjecture that
test cases which are more likely to cover the changes after code
modiﬁcation can gain a higher probability to reveal potential
faults in the modiﬁed code. To assess the effectiveness of our
approach, we implement CASTER and conduct a set of empirical
studies on eight real C programs. The results show that our
approach can not only greatly decrease the size of reduced test
suite but also keep, sometimes even improve, the fault detection
ability compared to HGS approach.
Index Terms—Regression Testing, Test Suite Reduction, Test
Requirement Classiﬁcation, Change-aware

I. I NTRODUCTION
During software development and maintenance, developers often modify codes and then trigger software evolution.
Code modiﬁcation may be caused by new user requirements,
faults detected, code refactoring, or performance improvement.
Regression testing is an important method to guarantee the
quality of software during its evolution. Statistical data shows
that the cost of regression testing accounts for over 1/3 of
total development cost [15]. Main research issues in regression
testing include test suite reduction, test case selection, test case
prioritization, and test suite augmentation [8].
In this paper, we mainly concentrate on test suite reduction
issue. Some of previous research mainly focus on proposing
novel approaches to reduce test suites according to a single test
coverage criterion [2] [3] [7] [16] [21]. However, Rothermel et
al. observed that test suite reduction can signiﬁcantly decrease
the size of test suites but at the cost of seriously losing
original fault detection ability (FDA) [19]. To solve this issue,
researchers have proposed some approaches based on multiple
test coverage criteria. For example, Jeffrey and Gupta proposed
a selective redundancy concept [13]. Black et al. performed
test suite reduction using bi-criteria binary ILP model [1].
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Then Hsu and Orso extended this work [1] and developed
a general tool MINTS [11].
Differing from previous research, we propose a changeaware test suite reduction approach. According to the previous
approaches analysis, we ﬁnd these approaches seldom analyzed the relationship between code changes and test requirements. In our research, we want to focus on test cases that
are more likely to cover the changes after code modiﬁcation
in hope of detecting potential faults. Based on this conjecture,
we propose CATESR approach to perform test suite reduction
base on partial coverage of test requirements. In particular,
given a test suite T S and a set of test requirements R, we
ﬁrstly label R into three categories after code change analysis.
Secondly, we classify T S into three sub test suites based on the
requirement label result. Finally, we design a strategy named
Partial-CATESR, which only performs test suite reduction
over the sub test suite with the highest ability to cover the
code changes. However, this strategy maybe lose partial test
requirement coverage in most cases. Therefore, to verify the
effectiveness of Partial-CATESR, we also design a strategy
named Full-CATESR, which performs test suite reduction over
all three sub test suites respectively and combine these test
suites into a single test suite.
In our empirical study, we choose 7 real C programs in
Siemens suite and 1 large-scale C program named space
as our experiment subjects. In experiment setup, we choose
HGS approach as our test suite reduction approach and make
comparisons among HGS, HGS-based Partial-CATESR, and
HGS-based Full-CATESR. After data analysis, we ﬁnd: (1)
Partial-CATESR can not only greatly decrease the size of
reduced test suite, but also keep, sometimes even improve,
the FDA of reduced test suite compared to HGS approach.
(2) The fault detection ability of reduced test suite are not
weakened due to the partial coverage of test requirements.
The main contributions of this paper include:
• we propose a change-aware test suite reduction approach
CATESR based on partial coverage of test requirements.
• we conduct an empirical study to verify the effectiveness
of our approach.
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II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we ﬁrstly introduce the preliminaries of test
suite reduction and then show the motivation of our approach
by a simple example.
A. Test Suite Reduction
In regression testing, a simple strategy is to use all previous
test cases to test the modiﬁed software, however this strategy
is not always feasible. Researchers proposed different effective
approaches to solve this problem [8]. This paper mainly focuses on the issue of test suite reduction, which was originally
formalized as follows by Harrold et al. [7]:
Given: A test suite T S = {tc1 , tc2 , · · · , tcm }, a requirement set R = {r1 , r2 , · · · , rn } generated by a test adequacy
criteria C, and subsets of T S: T1 , T2 , · · · , Tn , for each associated with a ri such that any test case tcj ∈ Ti can be used
to cover requirement ri .
Problem: To ﬁnd a subset of T with the minimum cardinality that covers all the requirements covered by T .
This problem has been demonstrated to be NP-Complete
and we summarize these related work in Section V.
B. Motivating Example
To illustrate the limitation of previous approaches and show
the motivation of our approach, we design a simple example
shown in Table I.

cases. Here only the test case < 3, 4 > can detect this fault. If
we use existing test suite reduction approaches, such as HGS
[7], we can get a reduced test suite {< 3, 4 >,< 4, 3 >}
or {< 4, 3 >,< 13, 13 >}. In this case, it only has 50%
probability to detect this fault. However, if we further analyze
the code change, we can ﬁnd that we do not need to reexecute the test case < 4, 3 > since this test case do not
cover change related statements (Lines 5-7). Therefore we can
remove this test case and then perform a test suite reduction
on {< 3, 4 >,< 13, 13 >}. Finally we can choose the test
case < 3, 4 > and this test case can detect the fault in the
modiﬁed function. Meanwhile the size of reduced test suite is
decreased from 2 to 1.
III. CATESR A PPROACH
In this section, we ﬁrstly introduce the framework of our
CATESR approach and then introduce the implementation
detail.
A. The Framework of CATESR approach
We use Figure 1 to show the framework of CATESR approach. In particular, CATESR takes two consecutive versions
of source code and coverage information of test cases on ith version as its input, and produces a reduced test suite to
(i + 1)-th version as its output.
dŚĞ&ƌĂŵĞǁŽƌŬŽĨŚĂŶŐĞͲǁĂƌĞdĞƐƚ^ƵŝƚĞZĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ
ďĂƐĞĚŽŶWĂƌƚŝĂůŽǀĞƌĂŐĞŽĨůĂƐƐŝĨŝĞĚZĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ

TABLE I
A M OTIVATING E XAMPLE

dĞƐƚZĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ>ĂďĞůŝŶŐ

Program Segments
bool TestAndSubtract(m, n)
1: if (m < 10)
2:
alert(m);
3: if (m <= n)
4*:
alert(n);
4:
return false;
5: else
6:
m −= n;
7:
return true;
Fault Detection Ability

< 3, 4 >
X
X
X
X

T

Test Cases
< 4, 3 >
< 13, 13 >
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
F
F
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The left-most column in Table I shows a segment of
program under test. The segment implements a function TestAndSubtract to test a non-negative integer n and subtract n
from a integer m. In particular, it ﬁrstly performs a low-value
checking for m (Lines 1-2). Then if m is not large enough to
be subtracted by n, this function will return f alse (Lines 3-4).
Otherwise, this function will perform a subtraction operation
and return true (Lines 5-7).
The rightmost three columns in Table I show the statement
coverage information of three test cases. For example, after
running the test case < 3, 4 >, this test case can cover
statements from line 1 to line 4.
Suppose a new requirement is proposed to alert m when
m is less than or equal to n. However this requirement is
incorrectly implemented by using statement alert(n) (Line 4*)
while the right implementation is alert (m). The bottom row
of Table I shows the fault detection ability of all three test
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Fig. 1.
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The framework of CATESR

CATESR consists of three modules: Test Requirements
Labeling Module (M1 ), Test Case Classiﬁcation Module (M2 ),
and Test Suite Reduction Module (M3 ). Firstly, we perform a
code change analysis in M1 and label original test requirements into three categories: low conﬁdence (LC) category,
medium conﬁdence (MC) category, and high conﬁdence (HC)
category. This test requirement labeling process is performed
based on the dependence analysis of code change. Meanwhile
these three categories conform the following total ordering
relation.
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LC ≺ M C ≺ HC.

(1)

Secondly, we divide the original test suite (TS) into three
sub test suites in M2 according to the ability to cover the
requirements with highest conﬁdence category. Finally, we
perform test suite reduction over some or all sub test suites
independently in M3 and design a strategy to combine these
reduced sub test suites into a reduced test suite.
B. The Implementation detail of CATESR approach
1) Test Requirements Labeling Module (M1 ): This module
aims to label the test requirements into discriminating categories according to code change analysis. These categories
indicate the ability to be aware of the changes for test
cases who cover requirements in respective category. This
module includes two components: Change Impact Analyzer
Component (C1 ) and Requirements Labeler Component (C2 ).
Firstly, given two consecutive versions V ersioni and
V ersioni+1 , we can use C1 to separately generate their
control ﬂow graphs (CFGs) CF Gi and CF Gi+1 . Then we
can analyze the difference Δi → i + 1 between these two
versions. An item δ in set Δi → i + 1 can be deﬁned using
the following tuple:
δ  (type, lineob , lineoe , linenb , linene ).

(2)

The tuple δ contains ﬁve elements: type, lineob , lineoe ,
linenb , and linene . The type element denotes code change
type and the valid value set is {ADD, DELETE, UPDATE,
UNCHANGED}. To assistant code change analysis, four additional elements are needed. The lineob and lineoe elements
specify the beginning and end line-numbers of old statements
in V ersioni , and the linenb and linene elements specify
the beginning and end line-numbers of new statements in
V ersioni+1 .
Then we can use C2 to label test requirements1 according
to the information collected by C1. We use Algorithm 1 to
describe this requirement labeling process.
Given a statement-level test requirements set Reqsstate ,
CF Gi , CF Gi+1 , and change information Δi→i+1 from
V ersioni to V ersioni+1 , Algorithm 1 can label each requirement in Statements by a proper category indicating the
conﬁdence of being covered by our approach.
Algorithm 1 mainly has two steps: requirements labeling
preparation and requirements labeling. In requirements labeling preparation step, we iteratively collect the affected blocks
using an auxiliary function GetBlocks (Lines 4-10), and build
the line-number one-one mapping from new to old statements
for UNCHANGED code segments (Lines 11-16).
The signature of function GetBlocks is designed as follows:
blocks GetBlocks(CF G, linebegin , lineend );
This function can return all blocks in CF G that contain any
of the statements indexed with the line-number ranging from
1 In this paper, we take statement coverage as our test criterion, thus
statements can be treated as test requirements needed to be covered.

Algorithm 1 Requirements Labeling algorithm
Require:
Reqsstate : statement-level test requirements;
CF Gi : control-ﬂow graph of V ersioni ;
CF Gi+1 : control-ﬂow graph of V ersioni+1 ;
Δi→i+1 : software evolution from V ersioni to
V ersioni+1 .
Ensure:
Each requirement in Reqsstate will be marked with a
proper conﬁdence category (i.e., HC, MC, or LC).
1: M apnew→old , Blocksnew , Blocksold ← ∅;
2: // Step 1: Calculate Affected Blocks and build the 1-1
line-number map from new to old version.
3: for all δ ∈ Δi→i+1 do
4:
if δ.type = ”ADD” then
5:
Blocksnew ← Blocksnew
∪ GetBlocks(CF Gi+1 ,δ.linenb ,δ.linene );
6:
else if δ.type = ”DELETE” then
7:
Blocksold ← Blocksold
∪ GetBlocks(CF Gi ,δ.lineob ,δ.lineoe );
8:
else if δ.type = ”UPDATE” then
9:
Blocksnew ← Blocksnew
∪ GetBlocks(CF Gi+1 ,δ.linenb ,δ.linene );
10:
Blocksold ← Blocksold
∪ GetBlocks(CF Gi ,δ.lineob ,δ.lineoe );
11:
else if δ.type = ”UNCHANGED” then
12:
bias ← δ.lineob - δ.linenb ;
13:
for line ← δ.linenb to δ.linene do
14:
M apnew→old .Put(line, line + bias);
15:
end for
16:
end if
17: end for
18: // Step 2: Mark Test Requirements with proper conﬁdence category.
19: Initialize all s ∈ Reqsstate with Conf idence LC;
20: for all block ∈ Blocksold do
21:
Mark all s ∈ block.Statements with Conﬁdence HC;
22: end for
23: for all block ∈ Blocksnew do
24:
MarkStatements(block, M apnew→old , HC);
25: end for
linebegin to lineend . Due to the limitation of the space, we
omit the implementation details of this function.
When calculating Affected Blocks, for ADD-type changes,
we only account blocks affected in CF Gi+1 (Lines 4-5).
We treat DELETE-type changes in the same way (Lines 67). However, for UPDATE-type changes, we will account
blocks in both CF Gi and CF Gi+1 (Lines 8-10). Here, blocks
collected from CF Gi and CF Gi+1 are separately denoted by
Blocksold and Blocksnew .
When building the line-number mapping M apnew→old for
each UNCHANGED code segment δ (Line 11), we ﬁrstly
calculate the bias of line-number from old to new statement,
denoted by bias (Line 12). Then we iteratively put line-number
pairs < line, line + bias > into M apnew→old for each line
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Algorithm 2 MarkStatements function
Require:
block: program block to be processed;
M apnew→old : 1-1 line-number mapping from new to old
statements for unchanged code segments;
CON F IDEN CE: conﬁdence category (i.e., LC, MC, or
HC).
Ensure:
Requirements W.R.T block will be properly labeled.
1: Stmtsnew ← block.Statements ∩ M apnew→old .Keys;
2: if Stmtsnew = ∅ then
3:
Stmtsold ← M apnew→old .MapToValues(Stmtsnew );
4:
if Stmtsold .Conf idence ≺ CON F IDEN CE then
5:
Mark all s ∈ Stmts with CON F IDEN CE;
6:
end if
7: else
8:
for all blockpre ∈ block.P reBlocks do
9:
MarkStatements(blockpre , M apnew→old , MC);
10:
end for
11:
for all blcoksucc ∈ block.SuccBlocks do
12:
MarkStatements(blocksucc , M apnew→old , MC);
13:
end for
14: end if
ranging from δ.linenb to δ.linene (Lines 13-15).
During the requirements labeling phase, all requirements
from Reqsstate are initially assigned to the lowest conﬁdence
category LC (Line 19). If test cases can cover those statements
in affected blocks Blocksold and Blocksnew , they can be
aware of changes and further reveal potential faults with
high probability. In CATESR, for blocks in Blocksold collected from V ersioni , their statements are also in Reqsstate
as partial requirements, will be reassigned to the highest
conﬁdence category HC (Lines 20-22). However, for blocks
in Blocksnew collected from V ersioni+1 , their statements
may not exist in the older version V ersioni . To label these
requirements, we design a recursive function MarkStatements
(Algorithm 2) (Lines 23-25). When calling MarkStatements
for the ﬁrst time, the statements in V ersioni will be marked
with the highest conﬁdence category HC. If no such statements
exist, the algorithm will recursively check such statements in
predecessors and successors of current block, and mark them
with a lower conﬁdence category MC.
2) Test Cases Classiﬁcation Module (M2 ): We use this
module to classify test cases into proper categories. Test
cases in the same category can at most cover the same level
of requirements’ conﬁdence. After performing M1 , all test
requirements are labeled by a conﬁdence category (i.e., HC,
MC, or LC). Then, based on the total order relation given by
formula 1, for each test case tc in test suite T S, M2 computes
the highest conﬁdence of requirements which tc can cover,
denoted by Conf idence, and put tc into one proper subset of
T S in accordance with Conf idence. We use algorithm 3 to
show the process of this module.
In Algorithm 3, we deﬁne three sets, T SHC , T SM C , and
T SLC to store test cases that can cover requirements with

Algorithm 3 Test Case Classiﬁcation Algorithm
Require:
Requirements: labeled statement-level requirements;
T S: original test suite contains test cases to be classiﬁed;
Ensure:
T S is divided into 3 pieces, T SHC , T SM C , and T SLC ,
in which test cases can only get the highest conﬁdence
HC, MC, and LC respectively.
1: T SHC , T SM C , T SLC ← ∅;
2: for all tc in T S do
3:
tc.Conf idence ←LC;
4:
for all req in Requirements do
5:
if tc.Cover(req) &&
tc.Conf idence ≺ req.Conf idence then
6:
tc.Conf idence ← req.Conf idence;
7:
end if
8:
end for
9:
if tc.Conf idence = HC then
10:
T SHC .Add(tc);
11:
else if tc.Conf idence = MC then
12:
T SM C .Add(tc);
13:
else if tc.Conf idence = LC then
14:
T SLC .Add(tc);
15:
end if
16: end for
conﬁdence HC, MC, and LC at most respectively. Initially,
we set these result sets empty (Line 1). Then, for each test
case tc, we compute the highest conﬁdence of requirements
tc can cover (i.e., Conf idence)(Lines 3-8). Finally, we add
tc to T SHC , T SM C , or T SLC according to tc.Conf idence
(Lines 9-15). After classiﬁcation, each test case can be in only
one of T S’s subsets (i.e., T SHC , T SM C , or T SLC ).
3) Test Suite Reduction Module (M3 ): We use M3 to
generate the ﬁnal reduced test suite. After classiﬁcation by
M2 , original test suite T S is divided into three sub test suites
T SHC , T SM C , and T SLC . Then we can reduce these three
sub test suites by using a classical test suite reduction approach
HGS [7]. Three reduced test suite with each conﬁdence category HC, MC, and LC are respectively denoted by RT SHC ,
RT SM C , and RT SLC . Finally, we propose a strategy named
Partial-CATESR to generate the ﬁnal reduced test suite.
Meanwhile to illustrate the effectiveness of Partial-CATESR,
we also propose another strategy named Full-CATESR for
comparison.
Partial-CATESR is motivated by research work of Gu et al.
[5]. They conjectured that not all test requirements need to be
covered during regression testing. Their empirical results show
that properly not covering irrelevant test requirements could
not only reduce the size of test suite, but also keep the FDA.
Similarly, our Partial-CATESR strategy pays more attention
to the test cases covering the most related requirements (i.e.,
T SHC ) and ensure the same requirement coverage of T SHC .
Based on the former analysis, reduced test suite RT SHC
has the highest conﬁdence to cover the code changes after
modiﬁcation, RT SM C the second, and RT SLC the lowest.
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Therefore, the calculation of RT S under Partial-CATESR can
be given by the following process.
RT S ←

if T SHC = ∅ then RT SHC
else if T SM C = ∅ then RT SM C
else RT SLC

(3)

Full-CATESR is a naive strategy by simply combining three
sub test suites into one test suite. The construction process of
RT S can be deﬁned as follows:
RT S ← RT SHC ∪ RT SM C ∪ RT SLC

(4)

IV. E MPIRICAL S TUDIES
To evaluate the effectiveness of our CATESR approach, we
perform empirical studies to answer the following research
questions:
RQ1: To what extent can CATESR approach decrease the
size of reduced test suite compared to HGS approach?
RQ2: Can the FDA be kept, when CATESR approach
generates a relatively smaller reduced test suite, comparing
to HGS approach?
RQ3: Can the FDA be weakened due to the partial coverage
of test requirements?
A. Subjects and Experiment Setup
1) Experiment Subjects: We adopt seven small C programs
in Siemens suite and one large-scale C program named space
in our empirical study. The Siemens suite is originally contributed by Ostrand et al. for a study of the fault detection
abilities of control-ﬂow and data-ﬂow coverage criteria [12],
and has been partially modiﬁed by researchers for further
studies. space is a program for interpreting statements written
in some speciﬁc array deﬁnition language (ADL). Each subject
contains a single correct version and a set of versions with a
single fault.
TABLE II
E XPERIMENT S UBJECTS
Subject
printtok
printtok2
replace
schedule
schedule2
tcas
totinfo
space

# Test Cases
4130
4115
5542
2650
2710
1608
1052
13585

# Versons
7
10
29
9
9
40
23
35

LOC
402
483
516
299
297
138
346
6218

Infrastructure Repository (SIR) at University of NebraskaLincoln 2 [4].
2) Experiment Setup: Since there exists randomness in
our approach, we independently perform the experiment 1000
times on each faulty version for each subject. During each
iteration, we ﬁrstly generate a test suite by randomly choosing
test cases from the test pool, then we adopt both PartialCATESR and Full-CATESR in test suite reduction. To show
the effectiveness of our approach, we also implement HGS
algorithm [7] as a baseline. When randomly generating a test
suite, we ﬁrstly determine the size n of test suite. The value
of n is determined by LOC of the subject timing a random
number ranging from 0 to 0.5. Then we randomly choose n
test cases from the test pool and construct T S. Finally, when
test cases in T S cannot cover all feasible requirements covered
by the test pool, we will add additional test cases by randomly
choosing test cases from the remainder of the test pool. If no
test case in T S can detect the fault in this faulty version, we
will discard T S and regenerate the test suite. This experiment
design is motivated by Rothermel et al. [19].
B. Results and Analysis
In this subsection, we analyze the data gathered from our
experiments to answer RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3.
1) Experiment Metrics: In our empirical study, we mainly
focus on two metrics: time cost and FDA.
In real testing scenarios, time cost includes test environment
setup, test case execution, and test result examination. Since
test suite reduction can signiﬁcantly reduce the time cost of
regression testing, here we only consider the size of test suite
as a metric to measure the time cost. Consequently, we can
adopt the average extent of reduction to original test suite in
percentage over 1000 times independent experiments, given
by the following formula:
T SReduced =

|T S|avg − |RT S|avg
∗ 100
|T S|avg

(5)

To measure the effectiveness of our approach, we also need
to check FDA after test suite reduction. Since each faulty
version contains only one fault, we deﬁne an indicator function
gf as follows:

1 if fault f can be detected by T S,
(6)
gf (T S) =
0 other wise.

Description
Lexical Analyzer
Lexical Analyzer
Pattern Replacement
Priority Scheduler
Priority Scheduler
Altitude Separation
Information Measure
ADL Interpreter

The characteristics of these subjects are summarized in
Table II. Each subject contains a large test pool with at least
1052 test cases, and 13585 at most. Each subject contains
multiple single-faulty versions, with the count between 7 and
40. For subjects in Siemens suite, the number of lines of code
(LOC) ranges from 138 to 516, which is relatively small comparing to practical programs. Therefore, we introduce space,
which contains 6218 LOC, to verify the scalability of our
CATESR approach. These subjects are available from Subject

Consequently, we can take the average value gf (T S) of
indicator over 1000 experiments as the metric of fault detection
ability, denoted by F DA.
2) Test Suite Size Analysis: To answer RQ1, we analyze the
data, and fetch the size of reduced test suites. The reduction
extent is measured by formula 5 and visualized in Figure 2.
For each subject over all available faulty versions, we mark
three key values to show the reduction extent T SReduced for
HGS, Partial-CATESR, and Full-CATESR,respectively in the
same vertical drop line.
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2 http://sir.unl.edu/php/index.php

(a) printtok

(b) printtok2

(c) schedule

(d) replace

(e) schedule2

(f) totinfo

(g) space
Fig. 2.

(h) tcas
The size of test suite reduction for each subject

We can ﬁnd that our Partial-CATESR can at least gain the
same reduction extent as HGS performs. At most of the cases,
we can get more reductions. Within subject space, for instance,
original test suite are reduced by around 99 percentage using
our Partial-CATESR. In this case, the size of reduced test suite
is much smaller than reduced by around 93 percentage using
pure HGS approach. For those versions on which our PartialCATESR performs as well as pure HGS, we seriously check
both the source codes and their test cases. We ﬁnd that all
test cases are classiﬁed in the same category, because either
they all have a strong conﬁdence to cover the changes, or they
are insensitive to the changes through our CFG-based change
analysis.
Note that the performance of Full-CATESR, including reduction extent and FDA, will be discussed at the end of this
subsection.
3) Fault Detection Ability Analysis: To answer RQ2, we
also check the FDA using the metric F DA as we have
discussed above. Similar to the visualization of reduction
extent, we summarize FDA for each subject over all faulty

versions in Figure 3.
Clearly, FDA among all our experiments are not weakened
at all, and even strengthened many times. For some faults in
many subjects, such as replace and space, the probabilities of
being detected, used to be below 0.1 using pure HGS approach,
are increased to 1 when adopting our Partial-CATESR.
4) Partial Coverage Affect Analysis: To answer RQ3, we
design the Full-CATESR, to assure a 100 percentage coverage
of original test requirements. As we can see in Figure 2, the reduction extent are decreased due to additional test cases added
to RT S, which is generated by Partial-CATESR. However,
the FDA among all experiments are not enhanced at all (See
Figure 3). Our experiment results show that, it is meaningless
to re-execute test cases who have few relevance with the
changes during regression testing, though they may cover some
irrelevant test requirements. Therefore, we conclude that the
FDA will not be weakened by the insufﬁcient coverage of
original test requirements.
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(a) printtok

(b) printtok2

(c) schedule

(d) replace

(e) schedule2

(f) totinfo

(g) space
Fig. 3.

(h) tcas
The FDA of test suite reduction for each subject

C. Threats to Validity
We mainly discuss some potential threats for our empirical
studies in this subsection. Threats to internal validity mainly
come from the incorrect program implementation or corrupted
data. To avoid these threats, we prepared our data carefully and
tested our programs with simple programs. Threats to external
validity affect the result generalization. The primary threat is
the representativeness of our subjects. However, these subjects
are commonly used by other researchers. Another threat is that
we only adopt HGS as our test suite reduction approach. Using
other reduction approaches may affect the conclusion of our
paper. Threats to conclusion validity arise when accounting
for the random variation in our approach. To overcome these
threats, we need more sophisticated statistical hypothesis tests
to have a higher conﬁdence in our results.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Test suite reduction is an important research topic in regression testing. It has been successfully applied to different
application domains, such as web applications [20], GUI

applications [18], and fault localization [23]. We summarize
previous research work into three categories.
The ﬁrst category of research focuses on proposing effective
approaches given a single test coverage criterion. Horgan
and London used linear programming to conduct test suite
reduction based on data ﬂow coverage [10]. Harrold et al.
proposed a classical greedy approach called HGS [7]. Chen
and Lau proposed two greedy algorithms called GE and GRE
[2]. Jones and Harrold developed two techniques according to
the modiﬁed conditon/decision coverage ( MC/DC) criterion
[14]. Tallam and Gupta proposed an approach based on formal
concept analysis [21]. Since test suite reduction is a typical
combinatorial optimization problem, Mansour et al. applied
meta-heuristic search techniques to this problem, such as
simulated annealing and genetic algorithm [16]. Zhang et al.
performed test suite reduction for JUnit test suites [24]. Chen
et al. proposed a test reduction approach based on the pairwise
interaction of test requirements [3].
The second category of research focuses on performing test
suite reduction based on multiple coverage criteria. Jeffrey and
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Gupta extended HGS and proposed the concept of selective
redundancy. They attempted to select additional test cases that
are redundant to a particular coverage criterion but are not
redundant with respect to one or more other coverage criteria
[13]. Black et al. proposed a reduction approach using bicriteria binary ILP model [1]. Hsu and Orso extended the work
[1] and could solve a wide range of multi-criteria test suite
reduction problems [11].
The remaining work can be categorized into the third
category of research. Vaysburg et al. used EFSM dependence
analysis to conduct requirement-based test suite reduction
[22]. Harder et al. generated, augmented, and minimized test
suites by the operational difference technique [6]. Martina and
Bertolino introduced the notion of spanning sets of entities
and this notion can be used to perform test suite reduction
[17]. Heimdahl and George conducted test suite reduction with
respect to given speciﬁcation-based criteria that are based on
formal models of the software [9].
Different from previous research, we consider the relationship between code changes and test requirements. We attempt
to focus on test cases that are more likely to be aware of
the changes after code modiﬁcation, and give a preliminary
empirical study for our proposed approach.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Test suite reduction can signiﬁcantly decrease the size of test
suites but at the cost of seriously losing original fault detection
ability. Based on the conjecture that test cases who are more
likely to cover the changes after code modiﬁcation can gain
a higher probability to reveal potential faults, we propose a
new change-aware test suite reduction approach CASTER. Our
empirical studies show the effectiveness of our approach.
In the future, we want to further consider the following
issues. Firstly we want to apply data-ﬂow analysis to our
approach, as a complement of current control-ﬂow based
change analysis. Secondly we want to apply our approach to
more subjects written by other programming languages. Last
but not least we want to apply our approach to larger-scale
real-world applications.
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Abstract — The lack of quality in the production process of
software development isn’t attributed only to the techniques and
technologies, but also to the lack of attention and importance
placed on its members. Thus, this paper presents a process model
for Human Resources Management focused on improving the
quality of software development. Its preparation was based on
areas and expected results of the process of human resource
management present in the Reference Model for Brazilian
Software Process Improvement (MR-MPS)1. In order to
contribute to its understanding and use, it is presented a
comparative study with other models present in the literature
and identify their benefits and problems with an application in
two software development projects.
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I.

II.

INTRODUCTION

The high dependence of human resources for the
development of a software project has demonstrated the
importance of its management. This is due to the fact that
some studies have demonstrated that they generate and
strengthen innovation, produce, take decisions, lead, motivate,
communicate, supervise, manage and direct the business [5],
[8], [9], [13], [14], [15].
However, even nowadays, these resources are still losing
focus on software development processes, which tend to give
more importance to the technical and practical areas [2], [14].
Moreover, it has been ever more common to find members
doing exhaustive tasks (working overtime, on weekends or
vacation) which end up resulting in their exhaustion,
dissatisfaction and demotivation.
Thus, the software development process is not only about
the use of software and hardware to generate systems. The
development and maintaining is its connected to people.
As a consequence, its success or failure is intimately
related to the way in which they are allocated and controlled
within your budget and time [15]. Professionals with the right
skills to perform their tasks, execute them in a most efficient
way, which reflect in the quality of the software development
process and in the final product.
1

Considering what was previously exposed, the aim of this
work is to present a model of process focused on the increase
of the quality of the software development process. For its
elaboration, we based on what Amâncio et al. [1] and Morais
[11] suggested and on the expected areas and results of the
human resources management process presents in the maturity
level E of MR-MPS.
This article is divided in six elementary sections, including
this introduction. In Section 2 it is presented the theory related
to the paper. In Section 3 it is presented the research
methodology that was used. Section 4 it is presented the
process model for Human Resources management. In Section
5 it is presented the results of the research. Finally, Section 6 it
is presented the conclusions and suggestions for future works.

Modelo de Referência para Melhoria do Software Brasileiro (MR-MPS)
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THEORY

A. Human Resources Management on Software Development
Several studies demonstrate that holding the best
technological tools, using the most efficient techniques and
work models is not enough to guarantee the success of a
software project [9], [14], [15].
It is necessary the existence, in parallel, of a human
resources management able to develop skills and guarantee the
effective allocation of its members, in order to increase the
quality of its process [12].
However, several managers attribute more importance to
the technical and practical areas rather than the human
resources, which end up by losing the focus in software
development processes [2]. A manager must act in order to
encourage the developing staff to work together as a team,
concentrating in the customers’ needs and product quality.
This context made managers responsible not only for the
leadership in planning, organization and control of the efforts
expended during the project. They had to develop other skills
like manage people, e.g. ability to lead and stimulate people’s
development, abilities to solve problems and excellent
interpersonal competence [15].
Moreover, during the development of a software project,
the dynamic in business processes and the high turnover of
technologies and his members highlights the importance to

manage intellectual knowledge with creating mechanisms to
collect, store and share within the organization [6], [12].
B. Related Work
There are several authors working hard in new models and
processes to improve people management. We have made a
deep analysis to find the good and bad points of them.
Amâncio et al.’s work [1] presents the definition of a
process model grounded on the Human Resources
Management, area of knowledge of PMBoK. The author
presents its application in the software factory of a public
education institution which main focus is the development of
its members in the academic and professional spheres.
This process is divided into four activities, two of them
Planning Needed Human Resources and Hiring or Mobilizing
Project Team were developed in the initial phases of the
project, while the other two Develop Project Team and
Manage Project Team, must be executed in parallel until its
end.
According to the author, although partial, the
institutionalization of the process, besides achieving its main
objective, the decrease in turnover, managed to increase the
quality of its services and products through training and
continuous assessment of the skills and performance of the
people involved.
A human resource management process was also
suggested in De Carvalho’s work [7]. This work is divided
into three complementary areas: Planning, Monitoring and
Assessment, in each one of them its work instructions,
resources and roles present in its execution were carefully
defined and detailed.
Moreover, the author also defines some “external”
activities which must be accomplished in a more
administrative sphere. Among them, we can cite Effectivenes
of Professionals Hiring, that is not part of the IT manager
competence and must be carried out by the human resources
department.
Also, in this context, Morais [11] presents a human
resources management process focused on the improvement of
the knowledge identification, storage and sharing process
within the organization.
Developed to be adherent to the MR-MPS, this process is
composed by six activities that aim to work broadly the
organization’s needs, its trainings, manageable knowledge and
performance, besides controlling the dismissal of its members.
Apart from this presentation, the author performed a
preliminary validation of the process through its
implementation in the human resources area of a system
development organization. According to the author, the model
demonstrated to be efficient in this context.
Unlike the three first models, People Capability Maturity
Model (P-CMM) maturity model is a variant of Capability
Maturity Model (CMM) which has as focus to help in human
resources management. To do so, it offers a set of good
manners to make provisions for the continuous growing of
workforce abilities in the organization [6].
According to Curtis and Hefley [6], the workforce abilities
are defined as knowledge level, ability and capability to
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perform activities within the project. In order to monitor and
improve these competences, the model is divided in five
maturity levels, so gradually each one of them will be
identified, developed and worked. Thus, the advantages
identified when implementing the P-CMM vary in function to
the maturity level in which the company finds itself [6].
C. Reference Model for the Brazilian Software Improvement
Process2
Developed in 2003 by the SOFTEX3 as part of the
MPS.Br4 program, the MR-MPS consists of a reference model
with the definition of prerequisites for the improvement of the
quality of the software process. Besides it, the program is
composed by an Assessment Method (MA-MPS) and a
Business Model (MN-MPS), each one of them described by
guides and/or document models.
In accordance with Capability Maturity Model Integration
for Development (CMMI-DEV) and following the described
headlines in its main program, this model was divided into
seven maturity levels. These levels define steps to
improvement processes in the organization [10]. Moreover,
this division aims to enable its implementation and assessment
in micro, small and medium enterprises.
These maturity levels are composed by processes which
define what the expected results are, and capabilities which
express its institutionalization level and implementation in the
organization. Thus, it is noteworthy that the development
among these levels happens cumulatively and only when all
demands were found.
III.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research methodology used in this article was a case
study. According to Yin [17], case studies offer an empirical
research that investigates a contemporary phenomenon and
offers researchers an object of applied study in its natural
context. And, in addition, new facts and research issues about
this environment can be identified [17].
In order to work on the case study, we selected a project of
a software factory in a public university. Their teams were
composed by undergraduate and master’s students. Because of
this, the company suffers with the seasonality issues in periods
of academic activity, lack of commitment, interest and a low
rate of productivity in its members.
Another problem of this company is the lack of a process
of preservation of intellectual capital generated during the
projects. Figure 1 show the development process used in the
factory.
As shown in the Figure 1, the process begins with the
macro activity, Initial Analysis, when the project’s scope is
defined through meetings with the customer. Then, in the
macro activity Analysis and Planning it begins with the
project planning and the record of its information in the
Project Plan.

2

Modelo de Referência para Melhoria do Software Brasileiro (MR-MPS)
Associação para Promoção da Excelência do Software Brasileiro
4
Programa para Melhoria do Processo do Software Brasileiro (MPS.Br).
3

When the team is formed up and starts working on the
accomplishment of the project, its members are constantly
assessed towards knowledge, performance, training and
human aspects, to minimize the problems and difficulties and
maximize and improve the abilities. Next, we present each
activity of the process.

Fig. 1. Study Case Development Process

After this stage, it starts its execution and implementation
and, subsequently, its validation and tests. During this stage, a
direction is defined, either turning to the previous macro
activity in order to correct inconsistencies and problems or,
follow to the Delivery and Project Completion.
Unlike others, the macro activity Keep Requisites and
Manage Portfolio occur in an asynchronous way and hold
responsibility for ensuring the coherence of system’s
requisites and managing information between projects and top
management, respectively.
Moreover, in each macro activities, a set of activities and
artifacts, workflow of the works and tasks to be accomplished
for each role of the process is defined.
IV.

PROCESS MODEL PROPOSED

Aiming the elaboration of the process model, we based on
Amâncio et al. [1], Morais [11] and on the expected areas and
results present on maturity level E of MR-MPS. The notation
and elements used in the process modeling came from
Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN), since it is a
notation language with standard icons for process design,
which facilitates the understanding of the customer [4]. Figure
2 holds a more detailed model.

Fig. 2. Process Model for Human Resources Management

As shown in Figure 2, the process begins with the planning
of the human resources. Then, it is conducted an analysis in
domestic assets, in order to identify the partners who will be
part of the project team. Based on this definition, it is carried
out the recruitment and member’s mobilization.
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A. Human Resources Plan
Accomplishing the human resources planning, from the
very beginning of the project, has a big importance for its
manager. The reason is easy: this stage will be defined and
planned to identify factors that could influence the human
resources management.
Its workflow begins with the definition of the needed
resources for the accomplishment of the project.
Subsequently, based on this definition, a set of four
management policies5 must be defined. Then the
organizational chart is elaborated.
After its definition, in parallel, we must work on the
development of the career planning and on the detailing of the
pre requisites for roles allocation. Completed these two stages,
all this information will be grouped and will compose the
Human Resources Management Plan (HRMP).
B. Review the Business Needs
After planning, it is essential for the projects manager to
work on the formation of their team. And, for that, they must
base on the analysis of the organization’s environmental
factors (physical and social environments and people’s
attitude) and the organizational processes assets [1].
However, it is noteworthy that the revision of the
organization’s needs must encompass not only human needs,
but also those needs connected to technical and support
factors, such as: expenses with support people (e.g.
accountants and administrators), travels, materials and
trainings.
C. Hire and Relocate Members
The goal of this activity consists in identifying, from an
organizational chart, which roles and attributes will be needed
to the execution of the project. Based on this, abilities and pre
requisites can be defined and used to help in the selection of
the member of the team.
In order to form the team, it is needed that, based on roles
and attributes defined on the organizational chart, the manager
is able to choose between hiring new members or relocating
internal members. After this definition, the training needs must
be identified, defined and recorded in the Tactical Training
Plan (TTP).
During the development of this activity, the project
manager must have access to artifacts that present which are
the knowledge level, skills, experiences and availability of the
members of the organization, so these information will help
not only on the definition of whom is going to be part of the
team.

5

Policies of Development, Knowledge, Availability and Communication
Management.

D. Manage Training
When any training needs in the team members are
identified, they must be carried out according to the rules and
specifications defined on TTP.
However, during their accomplishment, it is important to
constantly monitor and assess their members. So that,
improvements in teaching infrastructure and new training will
be identified and implemented in order to guarantee the
increase in the abilities and capabilities of their members.
E. Manage Human Aspects
This activity has as purpose to identify the environmental
and social factors which may influence the good development
of the project.
For this, first of all, the needs of personal meetings,
structural and geographical factors of the working
environment and actions to minimize them must be defined.
Subsequently, it must be defined the needs of personal
meetings, exchange of staff and socialization needs.
All these factors must be constantly assessed, either
through interviews or surveys, so the satisfaction and
motivation levels of its members could be identified and
improved. During this activity, a psychological can help to
interpret data and collect information.
F. Manage Performance
Managing performance consists in constantly assess,
formally or informally, the member’s performance, during the
execution of their tasks, based on the assessment criteria predefined in the HRMP.
This assessment is important, because people are not
always able to develop what is expected from them, resulting
in a discrepancy between the planning and the
accomplishment. Due to this, when identified, it’s important
that the manager adopts actions to correct or minimize them.
For that, with the definition of the criteria used for the
performance assessment, the manager identifies if there were
any discrepancy between what was planned and what was
accomplished. Then, from this, he will be able to evaluate
reasons and suggest corrective solutions for these problems.
G. Knowledge Management
The knowledge management consists in adopting
measures, techniques and tools to help the identification,
retention and sharing of knowledge. This management focuses
in to improve the quality and productivity in future projects or
development [16].
This knowledge can be formed by a group of data
generated throughout the projects, obtained from individuals,
from the organization culture, organizational transformations
and internal and external processes.
H. Artifacts and Positions
During the application of the project, a set of artifacts
must be elaborated and kept during the project. These must be
generated either during the execution of the activities. The
proper and constant update of these will serve as a help for
other activities or for the development of future projects.
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Moreover, it’s important define the management roles,
which throughout the completion of the model have to ensure
the proper accomplishment of the activities. Besides this they
have to identify possible improvements in the processes and
suggesting corrective measures.
A summary of these artifacts and the roles related to the
activities is presented in Table I.
TABLE I.

ARTIFACTS AND M ANAGEMENT ROLES CONNECTED TO THE
ACTIVITIES OF THE PROCESS MODEL

Human
Resources

Consumed

Generated

Artifacts

Artifacts

1) Organizational 1) Human
Policies;
Resources
2) Scope
Management Plan

1) Project
Manager;
2) Human

Document.

(HRMP);
2) Organizational
Resources
Chart;
3) Plan of Positions Manager.
and Functions;
4) Career Plan.

1) Project

1) Organizational

Planning

Organization’s
Needs

Roles

Requisites;
Chart;
2) Organizational 2) Career Plan;
Structure;
(CP).
3) Economic
Conditions.
1) Tactical
Training Plan
(TTP).

Training

1) Project
Manager;
2) Human
Resources
Manager.

1) Report of
Effectiveness of

1) Project
Manager;

Team Training.

2) Human
Resources
Manager;

Management

3) Course
Coordinator.

As shown in Table I, for each activity, besides a set of
artifacts, there is a set of roles that must be associated and can
be used during its execution.
However, due to the diversity in project’s context, it is
worthy to highlight that the acceptance and utilization of these
roles must to attend to their needs. For more details about this
process, access http://www.gaia.uel.br/gaia_rh/.
V.

RESULTS

In order to validate the process model, some performance
indicators for information and data collection were defined
and applied. Through the analysis of these sources, it was
possible to identify its advantages and limitations. Next, the
results obtained with this research are described.
The first indicator shows the variation in the rate of rework
from the training sessions. This is because high levels of
rework pose major problems during the development of a
project.
Through training exercises, we try to eliminate them by
improving the skills and knowledge of members. Thus,
solving the rework, this metric helps the project manager to
identify the level of effectiveness of training. Figure 3 show
this indicator for the case study.

Fig. 3. Training Time vs. Rework Index

As can be observed in Figure 3, the training carried out
with the team members have strong relationship with the
improvement of your content to rework. After the
implementation of the framework, this fact is evidenced by the
decrease in 78% of this index in Project, that research
contributes to the quality in the development process.
Besides this, the indicator for the analysis of improvement
in the performance of members by conducting training, it is
also important for improving quality in the development
process. This is because the effectiveness of the performance
actually contributes to the effectiveness of the members.
Thus, by conducting trainings, seeks to empower and
qualify them so they can increase this indicator. Furthermore,
through this measure, makes it possible to project manager to
analyze the performance of its members and, if necessary, take
steps to improve them. Figure 4 has the graphics prepared for
analysis of this indicator.

Fig. 4. Training Time vs. Performance Index

Also the rate of rework, the training carried out also
maintains a strong relationship with the improvement in the
performance index of members of the team. This fact strongly
evidenced by analyzing the graphs shown in Figure 4.
Through them, it is noted that with the completion of
training, implemented by the framework, an increase of 22%
in performance of the project members. And that contributes
not only to meet the deadline and measurement of the team,
but also to improve the quality of coding, and especially the
ease of maintenance.
Thus, in a general way, through the analysis of the
performance indicators and collected information, the
following advantages were identified:
• Increasing member’s motivation: Main factor for the
decrease in productivity and quality during the
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accomplishment of the tasks. Their motivation is constantly
analyzed during the project, and actions for his improvement
be identified, suggested and worked;
• Improvement in the development process: The
continuous process to analysis and monitoring the knowledge,
performance and members’ abilities, aims to guarantee the
allocation of the appropriate member for each task and with
this increase the development;
• Improvement in selection and allocation of members:
These activities are improved by the selection and utilization
of members based on their performance, knowledge and stored
experiences in the History Database (HD);
• Decrease of member’s turnover: Aiming to keep the
integrity and consistency of the team, problems with respect,
inclusion, motivation and alignment of member’s personal
objectives with organization’s objectives are identified and
worked during the development of the project;
• Increase of the organizational memory of the
organization: The storage of experiences, estimates,
knowledge and performance of team’s members, during the
development of the projects, in the suggested HD, has as
objective to keep this information available in the beginning of
every project in order to facilitate the definition of the
workforce;
Moreover, through continuous monitoring of performance
and human aspects in projects’ teams, it can be stated that the
mentioned advantages have contributed significantly for the
decrease of its member’s turnover and for the increase in
motivation and improvement of its activities development.
All these factors, besides contributing significantly for the
application of the process model, also collaborates to the
establishment of a specialist’s network within the
organization.
A. Comparative Analysis
In order to provide a comparative analysis between the
models presented in Section 2a and the process model, Table
II was elaborated with questions and activities from materials
that generally cover staff management [3], as well as specific
studies for the software development area [5], [12] [17], [18].
According to Table II, the process model is able to find all
questions and activities defined for this analysis. We can
observe the importance placed on the human resources present
in the organization, the appreciation of the organization’s
intellectual capital from a specific level (individual) to a more
organizational one (company) and the work of monitoring and
evaluation performed on the human aspects of its members.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Analyzing the results obtained during the case study
development, we can evaluate the success in the
implementation of the process model. It is highlighted, mostly,
the increase in motivation of members, their skills and
capabilities, resulting in a significantly improvement in its
development process and decrease in member’s turnover.
Thus, focused on increase these human factors, the process
model presented was developed to attend, provide and add

TABLE II.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE EXISTENT MODELS AND THE PROCESS MODEL

Amâncio et al.

De Carvalho

P-CMM

Morais

Process Model

Planning Human
Resources

Yes, during the initial
phase of the project.

Yes, realized in the
beginning of the project.

Yes, defined in the
initial phase of the
model.

No.

Yes, it is work in the
beginning of the project.

Revise
Organization’s Needs

Yes, approached
superficially during the
planning.

Yes, it uses a repository
of knowledge and
abilities.

No.

Yes, revised based on
organizational factors.

Yes, it uses
organizational factors.

Opt for Internal
Mobilization to
External Staffing

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes.

Work the
Mobilization and
Staffing

No, the model only
defines functions and
timesheets.

Yes, performed based on
profiles of competences
demanded for the
project.

Yes, use an interview
database and a
recruitment process.

Yes, performed based on
setting of the
organizational chart.

Training
Management

High. It has a specific
activity and an action
and monitoring plan.

High. It defines and
constantly monitors.

Performance
Management

High. Definition and
monitoring of indicators.

High. It monitors with
project repository.

Organizational
Knowledge
Management

No.

No.

No.

Uses Historical
Database

No.

Yes, it has an
organizational and a
project one.

Yes, used in all
phases of the
project.

No.

Yes, used in all phases of
the project.

Human Aspects
Management

No.

No.

Yes.

No.

Yes, monitored during
the development of the
project.

more value to human resources of software project through
planning and continuous development of his team’s members.
Finally, as presented in Table II, this process model differs
from other existing process models in literature, with the
appreciation of the intellectual capital of the organization and
the work of monitoring and evaluation performed on the
human aspects of its members.
As future study suggestion is to development a tool to help
in planning, recruitment and selection, monitoring,
development and analysis of human resources during the
development and project planning.

Yes, performed
based on project’s
needs and
availability in the
organization.
High. It is worked
during the
development of the
model.
High. Its analysis is
realized during the
whole model.

[7]

[8]
[9]

[10]

[11]
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Abstract

vice versa [1]. Many approaches have been proposed to verify
properties of CPS. They are primarily divided into two categories:
model checking and theorem proving. Because CPS do not admit
equivalent ﬁnite-state abstractions [2] and due to general limits
of numerical approximation, model checkers are still more successful in falsiﬁcation than in veriﬁcation. Diﬀerential temporal
dynamic logic (dTL) and diﬀerential-algebraic dynamic logic
(DAL) are approaches falling the scope of theorem proving.
As operating model of dTL, HP have limited expressiveness
and cannot model complex CPS. For example, ﬂuctuations and
errors in the physical processes cannot be expressed. As operating
model of DAL, DAP make up for the shortcomings of HP via the
introduction of quantiﬁers and diﬀerential invariants. However,
DAL cannot verify properties with temporality, and dTL has
the ability by introducing temporal operator and expanding the
relevant calculus rules. This paper combines the advantages
of dTL and DAL and proposes diﬀerential-algebraic temporal
dynamic logic (DATL) to verify properties of CPS with complex
dynamics and temporality.
This paper is organized as follows: next section ﬁrst introduces an aircraft collision avoidance system, then deﬁnes trace
semantics of DAP under temporal behavior. The aircraft collision
avoidance system is modeled using DAP and safety of the
system is speciﬁed as a DATL formula. Section 3 introduces
four new calculus rules for DATL by inheritance, expansion and
improvement of the rules of the DAL and dTL, and proves
the correctness of the new rules. The property of the aircraft
collision avoidance system is speciﬁed as a DATL formula and
we use DATL sequent calculus to formally verify the property.
Finally, a conclusion of research in this paper is drawn and some
expectations are brought forward for the future.

Diﬀerential temporal dynamic logic (dTL) is an approach
for specifying and verifying properties of cyber-physical systems
(CPS) and it can handle with temporal behaviors for CPS.
The hybrid programs (HP), as operating model of dTL, only
contain diﬀerential equations that can be solved in polynomial
arithmetic, which results that dTL can only specify and verify
CPS of simple dynamics. However, diﬀerential-algebraic dynamic
logic (DAL) solves the problem through the introduction of diﬀerential invariants, but lacks veriﬁcation capabilities for properties
with temporality. This paper combines the advantages of dTL
and DAL, and proposes diﬀerential-algebraic temporal dynamic
logic (DATL). We have achieved the following results: a trace
semantics for diﬀerential-algebraic programs (DAP), four new
rules based on the rules of dTL and DAL, a proof of the soundness
of the new rules, and the speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation of safety
of aircraft collision avoidance system with DATL. Our theory
together with a case study demonstrates that DATL overcomes
the constraints that diﬀerential equations must be solvable in
polynomial arithmetic and can be used to specify and verify
temporal properties of CPS.
Keywords—Cyber-physical systems; property veriﬁcation; diﬀerential temporal dynamic logic; diﬀerential-algebraic dynamic logic;
diﬀerential-algebraic temporal dynamic logic; aircraft collision avoidance system;

I. Introduction
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are integrations of computation and physical processes. Embedded computers and networks
monitor and control the physical processes, usually with feedback loops where physical processes aﬀect computations and

II. CPS Modeling and Property Speciﬁcation

A. Aircraft Collision Avoidance System
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There are a number of aircrafts ﬂying in the air, their ﬂight
dynamics can be described by a group of diﬀerential equations.
The diﬀerential equations of (∗) denote ﬂight dynamics of
any two aircrafts X and Y, where point x(x1 , x2 , x3 ) and point
y(y1 , y2 , y3 ) denote three-dimensional coordinates of aircrafts X
and Y respectively, d(d1 , d2 , d3 ) and e(e1 , e2 , e3 ) denote speed of
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B. Trace Semantics of DAP
DATL introduces DAP as its operating model. Because the
semantics of state transition of DAP under temporal behavior
changes, it is necessary to redeﬁne the semantics of state transition of DAP under temporal behavior , which is given as follows:
Deﬁnition 1 (Trace Semantics): The trace semantics, τ(α), of
a DAP α, is the set of all its possible hybrid traces and is deﬁned
inductively as follows:
1. (v̂, ω̂) ∈ τ(J ) iﬀ (v̂, ω̂) |= J , where J denotes DJconstraint, and according to diﬀerent structures of J , several
cases should be distinguished as follows:
1) (v̂, ω̂) |= x := θ iﬀ val(ω, x) = val(v, θ).
2) (v̂, ω̂) |= θ1 ≥ θ2 iﬀ val(v, θ1 ) ≥ val(v, θ2 ).
3) (v̂, ω̂) |= φ ∧ ψ iﬀ (v̂, ω̂) |= φ and (v̂, ω̂) |= ψ.
4) (v̂, ω̂) |= φ ∨ ψ iﬀ (v̂, ω̂) |= φ or (v̂, ω̂) |= ψ.
5) (v̂, ω̂) |= ¬φ iﬀ it is not the case that (v̂, ω̂) |= φ.
6) (v̂, ω̂) |= φ → ψ iﬀ it is not the case that (v̂, ω̂) |= φ
or it is the case that (v̂, ω̂) |= ψ.
7) (v̂, ω̂) |= ∀xφ iﬀ (v̂ x , ω̂) |= φ for all states v x that
agree with v except for the value of x.
8) (v̂, ω̂) |= ∃xφ iﬀ (v̂ x , ω̂) |= φ for some state v x that
agrees with v except for the value of x.
2. τ(D) = {(ϕ̄) : ϕ̄ is a diﬀerentially augmented state ﬂow and
some duration r ≥ 0 such that for all ζ ∈ [0, r], ϕ̄(ζ) |= D, and
val(ϕ̄(ζ), z) = val(ϕ̄(0), z) for all variables z that are not changed
by D, where D denotes DA-constraint}.
3. τ(α ∪ β) = τ(α) ∪ τ(β).
4. τ(α; β) = {σ ◦ ς : σ ∈ τ(α), ς ∈ τ(β) when σ ◦ ς is deﬁned},
the composition of σ = (σ0 , σ1 , σ2 , . . .) and ς = (ς0 , ς1 , ς2 , . . .) is
⎧
⎪
(σ0 , . . . , σn , ς0 , ς1 , . . .) if σ terminates at σn and
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
last σ = ﬁrst ς
⎨
σ◦ς =⎪
⎪
⎪
σ
if
σ
does not terminate
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ not deﬁned
otherwise

Fig. 1. Aircraft Collision Avoidance System

X and Y along x-axis, y-axis and z-axis respectively, ω and 
denote angular velocity of X and Y in horizontal direction, and a,
b denote acceleration of X and Y in vertical direction respectively.
⎧ 
⎪
x1 = d1 ∧ x2  = d2 ∧ x3  = d3 ∧ d1  = −ωd2 ∧ d2  =
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
ωd1 ∧ d3  =a ∧ a = 0 (F (ω, d3 , a))
⎨
(∗) ⎪
⎪

⎪
y1 = e1 ∧ y2  = e2 ∧ y3  = e3 ∧ e1  = −e2 ∧ e2  =
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
e1 ∧ e3  =b ∧ b = 0 (G (, e3 , b))
If the distance between aircrafts X and Y at some time is less
than some value p, it should be considered that X and Y have the
risk of collision. At this point, X and Y should adopt a strategy
to avoid the collision. Platzer [3] proposed an aircraft collision
avoidance system of two-dimensional case, we extended it into
the three-dimensional case shown in Figure 1. As the coordinate
of X is point x(x1 , x2 , x3 ), and through the point x, there exists
only one plane α which is parallel to the ground. By the same
argument, through the point y(y1 , y2 , y3 ), there is only one plane
β which is parallel to the ground. We can get point y in plane
α by projecting Y on α (ignoring the size of the aircraft itself),
then there must exist a circle (noted as circle1) whose center is
c(c1 , c2 , x3 ) and in which point x and point y stay, as shown in
Figure 1. Similarly, there exists another circle (noted as circle2)
whose center is c (c1 , c2 , y3 ) and in which point y stays. The
aircraft collision avoidance system can be described as follows:
when the distance between aircraft X and Y is less than some
value p, X and Y respectively change their ﬂight direction into the
tangential direction in point x and y of circle1 and circle2 in the
plane α and β. And then X and Y ﬂy several time in accordance
with dynamics described by diﬀerential equations shown in (#)
(Note: during the entire collision avoidance process, the height
of aircrafts is constant, in (#), diﬀerential equations describing
height are omitted). The aircrafts entered free ﬂight after the
collision avoidance process is completed. If the risk of collision
happens again, the same collision avoidance strategy should be
adopted.

(#)

5. τ(α∗) = ∪n∈N τ(αn ), where αn+1 = (αn ; α) for n ≥ 1, as well
as α1 = α and α0 = (?true).

C. Modeling of Aircraft Collision Avoidance System
We use DAP to model the whole process of collision avoidance, and the model is trm∗, where ∗ denotes that the execution
of trm which is described as (∼) is repeated 0 time or at least
one time. The trm consists of three phases: free ﬂight phase
(described with f ree), changing phase of heading(assuming that
the phase is completed at once, without considering the delay,
described with tang) and ﬂight limiting phase (aircrafts must
meet dynamic F (ω, 0, 0) ∧ G (ω, 0, 0) relative to the free ﬂight
phase). In trm , φ means the distance between X and Y is
greater than or equal to p, d := ω(x − c)⊥ is a shorthand for
d1 := −ω(x2 − c2 ), d2 := ω(x1 − c1 ), and e := ω(y − c)⊥ is a
shorthand for e1 := −ω(y2 − c2 ), e2 := ω(y1 − c1 ) .
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
(∼) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

x1  = d1 ∧ x2  = d2 ∧ d1  = −ωd2 ∧ d2  = ωd1
y1  = e1 ∧ y2  = e2 ∧ e1  = −ωe2 ∧ e2  = ωe1
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trm ≡ f ree; tang; F (ω, 0, 0) ∧ G (ω, 0, 0)
f ree ≡ ∃ω∃aF (ω, d3 , a) ∧ ∃∃bG (, e3 , b) ∧ φ
φ ≡ (x1 − y1 )2 + (x2 − y2 )2 + (x3 − y3 )2 ≥ p2
tang ≡ ∃uω := u; ∃c(d := ω(x − c)⊥ ∧ e := ω(y − c)⊥ )

,
1) when J is the form x := θ, we want to prove φ∧[x:=θ]φ
[x:=θ]φ
and it has been proved in dTL [3].
1 ≥θ2 ]φ
,
2) when J is the form θ1 ≥ θ2 , we want to prove φ∧[θ
[θ1 ≥θ2 ]φ
i.e., assume that φ and [θ1 ≥ θ2 ]φ are satisﬁed, i.e., current state
v |= φ and v |= [θ1 ≥ θ2 ]φ, then prove that [θ1 ≥ θ2 ]φ is also
satisﬁed. Let ∀σ ∈ τ(θ1 ≥ θ2 ), then the conclusion needed to
prove is equal to σ |= φ, and σ = {(v̂) : val(v, θ1 ) ≥ val(v, θ2 )} ∪
{(v̂, Λ̂) : val(v, θ1 ) < val(v, θ2 )}. If val(v, θ1 ) ≥ val(v, θ2 ), σ =
{(v̂)} and the conclusion becomes {(v̂)} |= φ, i.e., v |= φ. To
have already known, v |= φ is satisﬁed, then proof ﬁnishes. And
if val(v, θ1 ) < val(v, θ2 ), σ = {(v̂, Λ̂)}. Then conclusion satisﬁes
obviously. And accordingly θ1 = θ2 , θ1  θ2 , θ1 < θ2 , θ1 > θ2 .
3) when J is the form ϕ ∧ ψ, we want to prove [ϕ]φ∧[ψ]φ
.
[ϕ∧ψ]φ
According to the third point of trace semantics of DAP, we can
conclude that (v̂, ω̂) |= ϕ ∧ ψ iﬀ (v̂, ω̂) |= ϕ and (v̂, ω̂) |= ψ, i.e.,
(v̂, ω̂) ∈ τ(ϕ∧ψ) iﬀ (v̂, ω̂) ∈ τ(ϕ) and (v̂, ω̂) ∈ τ(ψ), i.e., [ϕ∧ψ]φ
iﬀ [ϕ]φ ∧ [ψ]φ.
4) when J is the form ϕ ∨ ψ, we want to prove [ϕ]φ∨[ψ]φ
.
[ϕ∨ψ]φ
The proof is similar with 3).
5) when J is the form ¬ψ, we want to prove ¬([ψ]φ)
.
[¬ψ]φ
According to the ﬁfth point of trace semantics of DAP, we can
conclude that (v̂, ω̂) |= ¬ψ iﬀ ¬((v̂, ω̂) |= ψ), i.e., (v̂, ω̂) ∈ τ(¬ψ)
iﬀ ¬((v̂, ω̂) ∈ τ(ψ)), i.e., [¬ψ]φ iﬀ ¬([ψ]φ).
6) when J is the form ϕ → ψ, we want to prove [ϕ]φ→[ψ]φ
.
[ϕ→ψ]φ
According to the sixth point of trace semantics of DAP, we can
conclude that (v̂, ω̂) |= ϕ → ψ iﬀ ¬((v̂, ω̂) |= ϕ) ∨ ((v̂, ω̂) |= ψ),
i.e., (v̂, ω̂) ∈ τ(ϕ → ψ) iﬀ ¬((v̂, ω̂) ∈ τ(ϕ)) ∨ ((v̂, ω̂) ∈ τ(ψ)), i.e.,
(v̂, ω̂) ∈ τ(ϕ → ψ) iﬀ ((v̂, ω̂) ∈ τ(ϕ)) → ((v̂, ω̂) ∈ τ(ψ)), i.e.,
[ϕ → ψ]φ iﬀ [ϕ]φ → [ψ]φ.
[ϕ{x:=∀θ} ]φ
,
7) when J is the form ∀xϕ, we want to prove [∀xϕ]φ
where ϕ{x:=∀θ} means x in ϕ is assigned to all possible value θ.
According to the seventh point of trace semantics of DAP, we
can conclude that (v̂, ω̂) |= ∀xϕ iﬀ (v̂ x , ω̂) |= ϕ for all states v x
that agree with v except for the value of x, i.e., (v̂, ω̂) |= ∀xϕ iﬀ
(v̂, ω̂) |= ϕ{x:=∀θ} , i.e., [∀xϕ]φ iﬀ [ϕ{x:=∀θ} ]φ.
[ϕ{x:=∃θ} ]φ
8) when J is the form ∃xϕ, we want to prove [∃xϕ]φ
,
where ϕ{x:=∃θ} means x in ϕ is assigned to some value θ. The
proof is similar with 7).
Proof ﬁnished. #
[D]φ
(2) ([D]) [D]φ
Proof: assuming current state v  [D]φ, there exists a trace
σ = (ϕ̄) ∈ τ(D), ﬁrst σ = v, σ  φ, and ∀ζ ∈ [0, r] , ϕ̄(ζ) |= D.
According to σ  φ, there exists a position (0, η), η ∈ [0, r],
σ0 (η)  φ. For ϕ̄ deﬁned in [0, η], ϕ̄ |= D is always true. Further,
∵ ϕ̄(η)  φ , ∴ (ϕ̄|[0,η] )  φ, ∴ v  [D]φ, ∴ v  [D]φ ⇒ v 
[D]φ, ∴ v |= [D]φ ⇒ v |= [D]φ.
Proof ﬁnished. #
Therefore, we can conclude that DATL is sound, i.e., all
formulas which can be proved with DATL are valid in all states
of all interpretations. However, like other logics such as dL, DAL
and dTL, DATL is incomplete, i.e., valid DATL formulas are not
always provable.

D. Safety Speciﬁcation of Aircraft Collision Avoidance System
We want to verify the property: aircrafts are safe at any time,
i.e., any time that aircrafts will not collide. This property has
temporal characteristics, that is, any time. DAL apparently cannot
specify this property of the CPS with temporal characteristics.
This paper speciﬁes the property with DATL that combined with
the advantages of modeling complex CPS in DAL and specifying
properties of CPS with temporal behaviors in dTL, as follows:
We have used DAP to model aircraft collision avoidance
system and got an operating model trm∗. Here we will use DATL
formula to specify safety property of the system, we specify the
property “the aircrafts will not collide at any time” as a DATL
formula: ψ ≡ φ → [trm∗]φ, this formula denotes that φ implies
[trm∗]φ. [trm∗]φ denotes that φ is satisﬁed in any state of
any execution path of the system. That is, the formula ψ denotes
that if the distance between the two aircrafts is greater than or
equal to p, the constraint is satisﬁed at any time in the execution
of trm∗ .

III. Property Veriﬁcation of CPS
So far, we have used DAP to model aircraft collision avoidance system, used DATL formula to specify safety of the system
and got the formula ψ ≡ φ → [trm∗]φ. Based on the deﬁnition
of trace semantics of DAP, we add four new rules, prove the
soundness of them, and then use DATL sequent calculus to verify
the formula.

A. New Rules and Proof
We add four new rules to DATL as follows:
([J ])

φ ∧ [J ]φ
[J ]φ

(J ♦)

φ ∨ J φ
J ♦φ

[D]φ
[D]φ

(D♦)

Dφ
D♦φ

([D])

Other rules and proof calculus in dTL and DAL are maintained in DATL. We call any formula φ provable in the DATL if
we can ﬁnd a DATL proof for it that starts with axioms (rule ax)
at the leaves and ends with a sequent  φ at the bottom. While
constructing proofs, however, we would start with the desired
goal  φ at the bottom and work our way backwards to the
subgoals until they can be proven to be valid as axioms (ax).
Once all subgoals have been proven to be valid axioms, they
entail their consequences, which, recursively, entail the original
goal  φ. Thus, while constructing proofs, we work bottom-up
from the goal. When we have found a proof, we justify formulas
from the axioms top-down to the original goal.
Next, we prove the soundness of rules [J ] and [D], and
the proof of other two rules are similar.
φ∧[J ]φ
(1) ([J ]) [J ]φ
Proof: It is proved inductively according to the structure of
J.

B. Veriﬁcation of Safety of Aircraft Collision
Avoidance System
Here we use DATL sequent calculus to prove the formula ψ
shown in Figure 2 , we write the formula ψ as the form  φ →
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r∀
[DR ]

∗
φ  [trm∗ ](true)

···

···

φ  [trm∗ ](∀ω∀∀x∀y∀d∀e(φ → φ))

φ  [tang](φ ∧ T )

φ ∧ T  [F (ω, 0, 0) ∧ G (ω, 0, 0)]φ

[]gen

φ  [trm∗ ][ f ree]φ

[]gen
[; ]

φ  [trm∗ ][ f ree][tang][F (ω, 0, 0) ∧ G (ω, 0, 0)]φ

[D]

φ  [trm∗ ][ f ree][tang][F (ω, 0, 0) ∧ G (ω, 0, 0)]φ

[; ]

φ  [trm∗ ][trm]φ

[∗]

φ  [trm∗ ]φ

→r

 φ → [trm∗ ]φ

Fig. 2.

ax
∧r

∗

∗
φ  ω(x − c)⊥ − ω(y − c)⊥ = ω(x − y)⊥
⊥

φ  φ ∧ ω(x − c) − ω(y − c) = ω(x − y)

IV. Conclusion and Future Work

⊥

In this paper, we have extended dTL and DAL to achieve
DATL. Accordingly, we deﬁned trace semantics of DAP, modiﬁed
four rules of dTL into new rules of DATL and proved soundness
of new rules. In addition, we speciﬁed and veriﬁed an aircraft
collision avoidance system, where we introduced temporality into
the model of the system and the property speciﬁcation with DATL
compared with the work of Platzer [3]. The contributions of this
paper are:
(1) compared to the DAL, DATL can specify and verify
properties with temporality;
(2) compared to dTL, DATL can model more complex CPS;
(3) compared to the two-dimensional aircraft collision avoidance system in [3], this paper presents a three-dimensional
avoidance system and considers the temporal behavior when
specifying and verifying the safety of the system.
In the future, we will extend the veriﬁcation tool KeYmaera
which is developed by Platzer and Quesel [5], so that it can verify
DATL formulas. We will also propose more rules to enhance the
veriﬁcation ability of DATL. In addition, we will verify more
general aircraft collision avoidance system with DATL.

φ  ∀ω∀c[d := ω(x − c)⊥ ∧ e := ω(y − c)⊥ ](φ ∧ T )

[; ], [∃], [∃]

φ  [tang](φ ∧ T )

Fig. 3.

DI

⊥

φ  [d := ω(x − c)⊥ ∧ e := ω(y − c)⊥ ](φ ∧ T )

r∀, r∀

DS

Calculus Process (Part 1)

φφ

[:=]

r∀

φ  [tang; F (ω, 0, 0) ∧ G (ω, 0, 0)]φ

φ  [trm∗ ][ f ree][tang; F (ω, 0, 0) ∧ G (ω, 0, 0)]φ

Calculus Process (Part 2)

∗
 ∀α (T 
)
F (ω,0,0)∧G (ω,0,0)
φ, T  [F (ω, 0, 0) ∧ G (ω, 0, 0)]T

r∀
DI

∗
 ∀α (T → φ
)
F (ω,0,0)∧G (ω,0,0)
φ  [F (ω, 0, 0) ∧ G (ω, 0, 0) ∧ T ]φ

φ, T  [F (ω, 0, 0) ∧ G (ω, 0, 0)]φ

∧l

φ ∧ T  [F (ω, 0, 0) ∧ G (ω, 0, 0)]φ

Fig. 4.

Calculus Process (Part 3)

[trm∗]φ which is suit for sequent calculus, then use the rule
→ r to get φ  [trm∗]φ , and use the rule [∗] and [; ] to
get φ  [trm∗][ f ree][tang][F (ω, 0, 0) ∧ G (ω, 0, 0)]φ. Because
F (ω, 0, 0)∧G (ω, 0, 0) is DA-Constraint, we use the rule [D] to
get φ  [trm∗][ f ree][tang][F (ω, 0, 0) ∧ G (ω, 0, 0)]φ . Similarly,
we can get φ  [trm∗](true) by using rules [; ] , []gen , [DR ] ,
r∀ , and the formula is satisﬁed obviously, so the calculus of the
left branch of Figure 2 ends, which marked with ∗ . Meanwhile,
the right branch of Figure 2 φ  [tang; F (ω, 0, 0) ∧ G (ω, 0, 0)]φ
uses the rule []gen to get two branches: φ  [tang](φ ∧ T ) and
φ ∧ T  [F (ω, 0, 0) ∧ G (ω, 0, 0)]φ , where T is diﬀerential
invariant that can be calculated through ﬁx-point algorithms [4]
and we get the result T ≡ d − e = ω(x − y)⊥ ≡ d1 − e1 =
−ω(x2 − y2 ) ∧ d2 − e2 = ω(x1 − y1 ) .
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Figure 3 and Figure 4 is a continuance of Figure 2. Similar
with Figure 2, rules [; ], [∃], r∀, [:=], ∧r, ax, ∧l, DS and DI
have been used in Figure 3 and Figure 4 and end with ∗ .
In summary, the calculus process above prove the correctness
of the formula ψ ≡ φ → [trm∗]φ, i.e., it succeeds in verifying
the safety of the aircraft collision avoidance system. But if some
calculus process does not end with ∗, we consider that the
corresponding property cannot be veriﬁed with DATL, which is
determined by the incompleteness of DATL.
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verification of CPS [7] and the operating model of a DDL
formula is named Hybrid Programs(HP). Transforming generic
model into a formal model for verification is a h ot research
field of software engineering[8]. In addition, HybridUML[9], an
extension of UML, is introduced since UML has no precise
semantics[10] and cannot model continuous states. This p aper
introduces HybridUML as a generic model to model CPS,
presents a method based on model transformation mapping
HybridUML to Hybrid Programs, and ve rifies the resulting
model finally.

Abstract—CPS (Cyber-Physical Systems) which are characterized
by the combination of computation, communication and control
are applied in many safety-critical domains. For the successful
application of CPS, it is very important to ensure the correctness
of CPS. Many researchers are concerned about using formal
verification to verify the correctness of CPS since it has played a
key role in improving the security and reliability of systems. In
this paper, we demonstrated the feasibility of our CPS modeling
and verification framework through a case study. We first
introduced HybridUML, an extension of UML, to model CPS,
then we presented a model transformation method mapping
HybridUML model to Hybrid Program, and finally verified the
properties of the resulting model with KeYmaera.
Keywords-CPS; differential dynamic logic; HybridUML; model
transformation; verification

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) in tegrate computation with
physical processes. Embedded computers and networks
monitor and control the p hysical processes, usually with
feedback loops where physical processes affect computations
and vice versa[1]. CPS have brought many opportunities and
challenges to various industries, such as intelligent
transportation, industrial automation, smart medical, agriculture
and national defense. It is crucial that the designed CPS work
as expected. A growi ng number of researchers are concerned
about the property verification of CPS since ver ification
technique has played a key role in improving the security and
reliability of CPS. Howe ver, traditional model checking
techniques which are designed for finite state systems do n ot
work well in verifying CPS as there are an infinite number of
states in CPS d ue to the dis crete and cont inuous behaviors.
Although model checking has been extended for infinite state
systems in many studies [2-4], it still could not do w ell in
verifying large-scale CPS si nce the restriction of reachability
problem. Zhou [5] extended duration calculus [6] by introducing
mathematical expression to the derivative of state variable.
However, the reasoning m ethod is n ot appropriate for
automatic verification, especially for derivative and continuity.
A theorem proving method based on differential dynamic logic
(DDL) proposed by A.Platzer has b een well applie d in the

Figure 1. Dynamic movemnett authorities of ETCS

This paper demonstrates our DDL based framework for
CPS modeling and verification by a case s tudy. A simplified
European Train Control System (ETCS) is shown in Fi gure
1[11]. Trains are guided by moving block principle and they are
only allowed to move in the specified MA (Movement
Authority). The RBCs (Radio Block Controller) update the MA
dynamically based on the current track situation by wireless
communication. The speed of a train can be regulated freely in
the far mode, and the train can switch to the neg (negotiation)
mode for MA exte nsions from ST (start taking). If there is no
new MA updated after SB point, it starts braking in cor
(correcting) mode.

This work is supported partially by National Natural Science Fou ndation of
China under Grant No. 60 973149, partially by the Open Funds of State Key
Laboratory of Computer Science of Chinese Academy of Sciences under Grant
No.SYSKF1110, partially by Doctoral Fund of Ministry of Education of China
under Grant No. 20100092110022, and partially by the College Industrialization
Project of Jiangsu Province under Grant No.JHB2011-3.

Our verification architecture works as follows. First, the
transformation from HybridUML to HP Model is accomplished
through executing model transformation rules and rule template;
second, KeYmaera in put code generation from the resulting
Model generated in the first step is fulfilled. KeYmaera is an
automated and interactive theorem prover for a natural
specification and verification logic for hybrid systems that
combines deductive, real algebraic, and c omputer algebraic
prover technologies[12]. The transformation rules in the paper
are defined according to th e relation between source metamodel and target meta-model on the basis o f model
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transformation idea in MDA[13]. The DDL based framework for
ETCS modeling and verification is shown in Figure 2.
Model

HybridUML
ETCS Model

srcModeT: T o {MªMI} tarModeT: T o {MªMI}
Transitions are not only switch control between Modes and
their submodes instances but also between submodes instances.
So srcModeT and tarModeT must satisfy the following
expressions:
tTxsrcModeT(t)  MtarModeT(t)  MI
 srcModeT (t)  MI  tarModeT (t)  MI
 srcModeT (t)  MI  tarModeT (t)  M
4) classification of transitions. According to the
classification of control points, Transitions are div ided into
three parts: EntryTransitions, InternalTransitions and
ExitTransitions.Take EntryTransitions for example:
EntryTransitions represent the Tr ansitions whose sources
are Mode’s entry control points and targets are Mode instance’s
entry control points.

HybridUML
Meta-Model
Template of Rules
Rules

Transformation

Rules

Hybrid Program
Meta-Model

Hybrid Program
ETCS Model
Specification

EntryTransitionsT : M o T
t  T x srcT ( t )  CP  kindCP ( srcT ( t ) ) = entry
 tarT ( t )  CPI  kindCP (cpCPI ( tarT ( t ) ) ) = entry

DDL Formulas
Input Code Generation
Verification

KeYmaera

Figure 2. The framework of ETCS modeling and verification based on DDL

II.

MODELING OF ETCS

In HybridUML, the system’s static structure is described by
class diagrams and composite structure diagrams whose basic
modeling element are both Agent. Modes are hierarchical
Hybrid Automata which contain discrete and c ontinuous
transitions. Transitions are entered or ex ited through control
points which can be classified into entry and exit control points.
HybridUML is not res tricted to be used with the
HybridUML Expression Language[10] (DifferentialExpression,
AlgebraicExpression,InvariantExpression). In order to facilitate
the transformation, we model CPS using HybridUML with the
corresponding expressions in first-order logic.

Firstly, we model ETCS using HybridUML, and get
composite structure diagrams and statechart diagrams.
Statechart diagram of train is shown in figure 3. Variable A and
b represent maximum acceleration and maximum deceleration
of train; Variable m represents the value of current MA;
Variable z and v represent train’s po sition and velocity of
current MA; Variable t is the safety moving time determined by
automatic train protection unit dynamically; Variable message
means whether the t rain is in e mergency situation; Variable
recommedspeed means the recommended speed of current MA,
that is, train must slow down when v beyond this value.
Variable message and recommedspeed are shared between
agent Train and RBC in composite structure diagram. When the
position of train is beyond SB, we calculate the minimum value
of SB using formula / through KeYmaera.
( m z ( m – z ) t SB ¼ v2 d 2b ( m – z ) ¼ v t 0 ¼ A t 0 )
o [ a ~ A; zƍ = v, vƍ = a, tƍ = 1 & v t 0 ¼ t d H ] ( z d m)
A
v2 A
(/)
{ SB t 2b +( b + 1)( 2 H2 + H v )

This paper transforms the HybridUML to Hybrid Programs
based on the s pecification defined by Bisanz in [10]. We add
some definitions based on HybridUMLModel as follows:
1) Classification of Modes and Agents.
According to the existence of submodes in Modes, Modes
are divided into primitive Modes an d composite Modes.
Similarly, Agents are divided into primitive Agents and
composite Agents by su bagents. There are premises and
conclusions before and after the symbol x.
kindM : M o { CompositeMode, PrimitiveMode }
mM, submodeM(m) z ©xkindM (m) ~ CompositeMode
mM, submodeM(m) = ©xkindM (m) ~ PrimitiveMode
2) Top-level Mode. Only the primitive Agents contain toplevel modes for behavior description.
TMA: AobehaviorA(A), aAxkindA(a) = PrimitiveAgent
3) srcT and tarT. We already know that srcT and tarT
represent the source and target control point of transition and
add the definition of source Mode and target M ode of
transition.

init

statemachine train

[t > İ]/t:=0

spd
atpr
[C.1] conSpeedup
/ (A.1) actSpeedup

/ (A.3) actSetSB

atp
[C.3] conBeyondSB
/ (A.4) actBrake
drive

[flow: (C.5) flowDrive]
[C.1] conSlowdown
[inv: (C.6) invDrive]
/ (A.1) actSlowdown
[C.4] conEnergentcy
/ (A.4) actBrake

Figure 3. Statechart of agent train

The details of variables in figure 3 are as follows:
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( C.1 ) conSpeedup  v d recommendSpeed
( A.1 ) actSpeedup  a ~ *; ? ( -b d a d A )
( C.2 ) conSlowdown  v t recommendSpeed
( A.2 ) actSlowdown  a ~ *; ?( -b d a d 0 )
A
A
v2
( A.3 ) actSetSB { SB ~ 2b + ( b + 1)( 2 H2 + H v )
( C.3 ) conBeyondSB  m – z d SB
( C.4 ) conEnergentcy  rbc.message ~ emergency
( A.4 ) actBrake  a ~ -b
( C.5 ) flowDrive  zƍ = v, vƍ = a, tƍ = 1
( C.6 ) invDrive  v t 0 ¼ t d H
III.

MODE TRANSFORMATION

In this se ction, we presen t the mode transformation rules
and the rule template, and apply them to get Hybrid Programs.
At last, the KeYmaera input code is generated. RuleType
means the type of r ule include MappingRule and
ProcessingRule; the variables and data structure of rule are
given in declaration part; the main body of rule is
mapping/processing part; Return Result part return the rule
result. Transforming HybridUML to Hybrid Programs mainly
involves rules of static structure and rules of dynamic behavior.
A. Transformation Rules of static structure
Agents are t he basic element of static structure in
HybridUML model. This paper focuses on the situation in
which only one Agent contains continuous behavior among
Agents.
1) Shared variables table building
Variables have their own sco pe in Agents and share their
value via variable connectors among different Agents. There
are only global variables in Hybrid Programs which means that
all variables’ scope is the whole program. To avoid the shared
variables are tr eated as different ones, we build a shared
variables table named SharedVariableTable for the sake of
signing each shared variable. Each line of the table contains the
variable ports and corresponding variable names. The ru le is
named CreateSharedVariableTable.
2) Static structure to HPSkeleton transforming
Composite Agents don’t have their own behavior as
primitive Agents do. We focus on only one Agent c ontains
continuous behavior among Agents. In Hybrid Programs,
concurrency of Agents is handled as follows. Suppose that AP is
a set of primitive Agents, AP  A ª AI, aAP x kindA (a) =
PrimitiveAgent. If a0AP is a pri mitive Agent which has
continuous behavior, the decisions of AP only depend on the
point in time when other Agents only have discrete behavior,
not on the co mmunication latency. Thus, the nondeterministic
interleaving in CPS where either the AP or (ª) other Agents
chose to take action faithfully models every possible arrival
time without the need fo r and explicit (delayed) channel
model[14]. The * indicates that the interleaving of AP and other
Agents repeats arbitrary times. The rule o f transform static
structure to HPSkeleton named MappingStructureToHP.
B. Transformation rules of dynamic behavior
Composite modes must be flattened to primitive modes
according to the semantic consistency requirement of model

transformation. The rule that submodes inherit all constraints of
their parent’s mode recursively till the top-level mode is named
MergeConstraints.
1) Hierarchical state chart flatting
In HybridUML, the modes containing source and target
control points of transition may be primitive mode or
composite mode, and the control points may be junct ion,
according the source and target state of transition are all
primitive state in HP. So th e hierarchical state chart which is
composed by modes must be flattened to primitive state charts.
After the application of rule MergeConstraints, every mode of
state charts in HybridUML has in herited its parent’s mode’s
constraints. For each transition of state charts, if the source or
target mode of transition is composite mode then search up or
down to find the final primitive mode. In the process of
searching, if the source control point of transition t2 is the target
control point of transition t1, then add the transition whose
source control point is the source control point of t1 and target
control point is t2 to the transition set T. After this operation,
delete t2, t2 from T. This rule is named CreateTransitionPath.
For each trans ition in transition set T in HybridUML, if the
target control point of the transition is junction, then apply rule
CreateTransitionPath to ever y transition whose targ et control
point is the junction till all the junctions have been eliminated.
This rule is named EliminateJunction. The rule for flattening
hierarchical state chart is named FlatHierarchyMode.
2) Transition transforming
There are only primitive modes and transitions between
them in HybridUML after flattening. The entry transitions of
top-level mode are mapped to InitBlock of HP, primitive
modes and the transitions are mapped to CE and DJ of HP
respectively. The rule is named MappingETtoInitBlock.
We defined TransitionGraph to signify the primitive modes
and the transitions between them corresponding to HPCo ntent
of HP. TransitionGraph is defined as follows.
Definition 1. TransitionGraph (MTG, TTG) is directed graph
which is made up of primitive modes and transitions between
them. The set of vertex MTG is the set of primitive modes of
HybridUML, mMTG x kindM (m) = PrimitiveMode, and TTG
is the set of edges satisfying tTTG x kindM (srcModeT (t)) =
PrimitiveMode  kindM (tarModeT (t)) = PrimitiveMode, the
relationship between edges t = {<v,w>| tTTG x v = srcModeM
(t), w = tarModeM (t) } represents the transition whose source
mode is v and target mode is w.
TransitionGraph contains two kinds of dynamic behavior of
HybridUML: discrete transition and continuous evolution,
which accord with di screte jump and continuous evolution in
HP respectively. The discrete transitions which include trigger
event, guard and action are mapped to corresponding elements
in HP. In order to mark the current active state in HP, we add a
variable ActiveState in InitBlock. During the transition
transforming, we first c ompare the mode whose current
transition belongs to ActiveState, if it is equa l then guard of
transition will be judged. And then ActiveState will be assigned
the value of target mode of transition after transition action is
finished. The rule of transition transforming is named
MappingTGtoHP. Rule detail is illustrated in Figure 5.
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MappingRule MappingTGtoHP {
[Rule Input]
TransitionGraph tg
[Declaration]
HPContent hpcontent
TransTG: TG o TTG
ModeTG: TG o MTG
[Mapping]
// Transforming the discrete transition
for each t in TransTG( tg )
hpcontent m ( ? hp.ActiveState = srcModeT(t) ;?grdT(t) ;
actT(t) ; hp.ActiveState ~ tarMode(t)) ª hpcontent
// Transforming the continous evolution
for each m in ModeTG( tg )
hpcontent m ( ?hp.ActiveState = m; flowM(m) &
invM(m)) ª hpcontent
[Return Result]
return hpcontent
}
Figure 4. Rule MappingTGtoHP

C. Template of rules applied
In section IV we h ave built model transformation rules. To
organize those rules, a te mplate of rules is needed. Before
building the template, we gi ve two methods: method
RenameSharedVariables sets the shared variables to the same
name and method MergeHPModel merges the pri mitive mode
in HP.After model transformation, we get the following HP:
ETCS { ( train ª rbc)*
train { ctrl; drive
ctrl { V1 ª V2 ª V3 ª V4
V1 { (?ActiveState = drive; ?(v d recommendSpeed);
v2
A
A
a ~ *; ?(-b d a d A); SB ~ 2b + ( b + 1) ( 2 H2 + H v);
(?(m–z d SB ½ message = emergency); a ~ -b;
ActiveState ~ drive))
V2 { (?ActiveState = drive;?(v d recommendSpeed);
v2
A
A
a ~ *; ?(-b d a d A); SB ~ 2b + ( b + 1) ( 2 H2 + H v);
(?(m – z d SB ½ message != emergency);a ~ A;
ActiveState ~ drive))
V3 { (?ActiveState = drive;?(v t recommendSpeed);
v2
A
A
a ~ *;?(-b d a d 0); SB ~ 2b + ( b + 1) ( 2 H2 + H v);
(?(m – z d SB ½ message = emergency ); a ~ -b;
ActiveState ~ drive ) )
V4 { ( ? ActiveState = drive; ? ( v d recommendSpeed );
v2
A
A
a ~ *; ? ( -b d a d 0 ); SB ~ 2b + ( b + 1) ( 2 H2 + H v);
(?(m –z d SB ½ message != emergency); a ~ A;
ActiveState ~ drive))
drive { ? ActiveState = drive; t ~ 0; ( zƍ = v, vƍ = a, tƍ = 1 & v t
0 ¼ t d H)
rbc { message ~ emergency ª ( m ~ *, recommendSpeed ~
*; ? ( recommendSpeed > 0 ) )
IV.

SPECIFICATION AND VERIFICATION OF ETCS

< o [ ETCS *] z d m

]

\ { ActiveState = drive  v2 d 2b(m – z)  b > 0 ¼ A t 0
ETCS { ( ctrl ; drive) ª rbc, ctrl { V1 ª V2 ª V3 ª V4

In the formula ] , Ȍ is the initial condition. There are lots of
branches while reasoning, and the process ends when all th e
branches are reduced to an obvious expression. It costs 236
steps to reduce in KeYmaera and generates 10 branches in all.
To sum up, we know that train will stay within its MA all the
time when the initial condition Ȍ is satisfied. There will not be
any crash when all trains moves within their own MA and the
train cooperation protocol is safe.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a DDL based framework for CPS
modeling and verification. We model an ETCS using a unified
modeling language HybridUML, transform HybridUML model
to the operating model of DDL-Hybrid Program, and reason
the resulting ETCS property formula by DDL proof rules. We
propose a tra nsformation method to translate a Hybr idUML
model to it s corresponding hybrid program. Through the
framework, we not only get a unified modeling method that can
be comprehended by most system designers but also can verify
property through DDL calculus using KeYmaera.
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This case verifies the safety of the ETCS cooperation
protocol, that is, whether train can always move within MA.
The safety of ETCS is specified by DDL formula as follows:
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accepted as the de facto standard modeling language.
However, UML lacks precise formal semantics, making it
hard to directly verify UML models formally. The paper first
models CPS by HybridUML, and then translates the model
into the input model of KeYmaera[12], and finally performs
formal verification with KeYmaera to ensure the correctness
of CPS.

Abstract—CPS (Cyber-Physical Systems) are physical and
engineered systems featuring a tight combination of computation
and physical processes by communication networks. CPS are
mainly applied in some critical domains, so it is very essential to
ensure the correctness of CPS. Formal verification has been
successfully applied in the correctness verification of CPS;
however, the high theoretical level of formal modeling techniques
of formal verification and the lack of visualization of formal
models make it difficult to integrate formal verification with
enterprise standard system development process. In this paper,
we model CPS by HybridUML, an extension of UML, and then
transform HybridUML model into the input language of
theorem prover KeYmaera-QHP(Quantified Hybrid Program),
and finally verify the QHP code with KeYmaera.

The interconnection topology and the number of active
members of CPS network, especially those composed of
mobile devices such as the Distributed Air Traffic Collision
Avoidance System (DATC), tend to change dynamically,
making how to ensure critical properties hold dynamically
really challenging. The characteristic that CPS adjust their
behaviors flexibly according to the network structural and
dimensional dynamics is called self-adaptability. Verifying
self-adaptability, Hierarchical Hybrid StateMachine-Mode is
chosen as the CPS modeling view. First, the hierarchical
feature of the top-level Mode model is eliminated according to
execution semantics and a FlatMode model is gotten. Second,
transform the FlatMode model to a QHP model by executing
corresponding ATL transformation rules. Third, template rules
in a customized template language will be called to transform
the QHP model to QHP code, and then specify the CPS selfadaptability property with a QdL formula . Finally, verify
property formula automatically with KeYmaera.

Keywords-CPS; Formal Verification; HybridUML; QHP;
MetaModel; Model Transformation

I.
INTRODUCTION
CPS, in a broad sense, are controllable, trustable and
extensible networked physical device systems that deeply
integrate computation, communication and control capabilities
based on environment perception [1]. CPS are mainly applied in
areas having a high demand on performance, so to ensure the
correctness of CPS is extremely important.
CPS evolve over time with interacting discrete and
continuous dynamics, which accords with the definition of
hybrid systems, so the verification theory of hybrid systems
can be referenced in CPS verification. Although many present
model checking[2,3,4,5] and theorem proving methods [6,7,8] have
been proposed
for Hybrid Systems verification, these
methods have great deficiencies in supporting the verification
of s ystems with distributed characteristics. To solve this,
André Platzer proposed a verification technique based on QdL
(Quantified Differential Dynamic Logic)[9,10,11]. In order to
achieve automatic verification, André designed a theorem
prover- KeYmaera. However, the high theoretical level of
formal modeling method in QdL and the lack of visualization
of QHP make it difficult to integrate QdL based formal
verification with enterprise system development processes in
which the Unified Modeling Language (UML) has been

The paper is organized as follows. Section Ċ introduces
HybridUML based modeling method. Sectionċ describes the
translation from HybridUML model to QHP code. Section 
Č illustrates the application of our verification architecture by
a case study of a DATC. Section č summarizes the paper and
makes a discussion about the future work.
II.

CPS MODELING BASED ON HYBRIDUML

A. Basic modeling elements of HybridUML
1) Agent
In HybridUML, Agent is a stereotype for Class in UML.
As the basic building block for describing the static system
architecture, an Agent can own an internal structure consisting
of other Agent instances to support hierarchical models [13].

This work is supported partially by National Natural Science Foundation of
China under Grant No. 60973149, partially by the Open Funds of State Key
Laboratory of Computer Science of Chinese Academy of Sciences under Grant
No.SYSKF1110, partially by Doctoral Fund of Ministry of Education of China
under Grant No. 20100092110022, and partially by the College Industrialization
Project of Jiangsu Province under Grant No.JHB2011-3.
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2) Hierarchical Hybrid StateMachine –Mode
In HybridUML, Mode is an extension of UML
StateMachine and is used for describing Agents′ behavior [13].
As a Hierarchical Hybrid StateMachine, a Mo de can contain
sub-modes and transitions inside its region. When a Mode is

executing a continuous transition, it i s actually acting as a
whole, which means the continuous updates of variables in the
mode are described by the constraints contained in itself and
all its active sub-modes.

III.

TOP-LEVEL MODE MODEL TO QHP CODE TRANSLATION

A. Metamodel of Hierarchical Hybrid StateMachine-Mode

B. The Extension of HybridUML
1) The Stereotype for Classes::Kernel::Expression
In order to deal with varying number of CPS network
members and properly express the co-evolution of all members,
first-order function symbols are used to parameterize primitive
state variables, for example, x(i) denotes the location of car i,
and quantifiers and a type system are introduced to quantify
over all objects of a given type, for example, ∀i:C, which
represents all car members of type C. Correspondingly, an
extension of Expression named QuantifiedExpression is
introduced. Its Subclasses include QDifferentialExpression,
such as ∀i:C!x(i)″=a(i), QAlgebraicExpression, such as
∀i:C!x(i):=a, and QBooleanExpression, such as ∀i,j:C far(i,j),
in which far(i,j) expresses a constraint.
2) The Stereotype for Classes::Kernel::Constraint
Corresponding to the extension of Expression, a Stereotype
named QuantifiedConstraint for Constraint is given, endowing
Constraints with quantified features. QuantifiedConstraint
includes quantified differential constraints, which contain
QDifferentialExpression instances expressing flow constraints,
and quantified invariant constraints containing instances of
type QBooleanExpression describing invariant constraints.
3) The Stereotype for CommonBehaviors::Comunications::
Signal
To express the signal that new members emerge in CPS
network, NewObjectSignal is introduced as an extension for
Signal in UML. To express the type of the new member, a new
attribute named agentType is added in each NewObjectSignal.
4) The Stereotype for CommonBehaviors::Comunications::
SignalEvent and ChangeEvent
Corresponding to the extension of Signal, NewSignalEvent,
a stereotype for SignalEvent, is introduced. A NewSignalEvent
happens when a new member appears in the CPS network and
it contains a NewObjectSignal instance inside. Considering the
extension of Boolean expression, extending the ChangeEvent
of UML becomes essential. As the profile of ChangeEvent, a
QChangeEvent contains a QBooleanExpression representing
the condition triggering events when it becomes true.

Figure 1. Metamodel of Hierarchical Hybrid StateMachine-Mode

Definition 1. (Mode) A Mode is a tuple: < VS:{DataType},
SM:{Mode}, ES:{ModePseudostate}, XS:{ModePseudostate},
T:{ModeTransition}, Cons:{Mode!Constraint}>[14], where VS
is the variable set, SM represents all sub-modes, ES represents
all entry pseudostates, XS denotes all exit pseudostates, T
represents all ModeTransition instances contained in the
Mode’s region and Cons denotes all constraints contained in
the Mode. A Mode without a parent Mode is called a top-level
Mode and the one without sub-modes is called a leaf
Mode.ModeTransition can be divided into t hree types:
EntryTransition (s∈ES), InternalTransition (s∈XSSM, t∈ESSM),
ExitTransition (t∈XS). As for other element, see Figure 1.

Figure 2. The Hierarchical Hybrid StateMachine-Mode model for DATS
roundabout collision avoidance protocol

5) The Stereotype for CommonBehaviors::Comunications::
Trigger
As only very limited event types are used in our paper, it
becomes essential to restrict the event types that a Trigger
contains. A profile of Trigger named ModeTrigger is proposed
and the event types a ModeTrigger contains are confined to
NewSignalEvent and QChangeEvent.

Being a Hierarchical Hybrid StateMachine, an active toplevel Mode actually contains more than one active sub-modes
inside. All such active Mode instances actually form a path
starting from the top-level Mode down to the innermost active
leaf Mode. Such a path is called a StateConfiguration. As
shown in Figure 2, th e Mode path DATC:agree:entry:Circle
forms a StateConfiguration when Circle is active.

6) The Stereotype for ModeUpdateActivity
Due to the extension of algebraic expression,
QUpdateActivity, a stereotype for ModeUpdateActivity, is
given to d escribe discrete updates on variables of all CPS
network members, and it c ontains a QAlgebraicExpression
expressing discrete update behaviors.

A Mode acquires control through an EntryStep seen as a
path that starts from an entry pseudostate of the Mode to the
entry pseudostate of the to-be-active innermost leaf Mode. As
shown in Figure 2, ( init, t1, free) is the EntryStep of Mode
DATC. A Mode relinquishes control via an ExitStep, which is
a path starting from the exit pseudostate of the innermost
active leaf Mode to an exit pseudostate of the Mode, for
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example, (Circle, t5, t6, x4,). When an InternalTransition is
executed in a Mo de, an ExitStep whose targe is the starting
pseudostate of the InternalTransition and an EntryStep
originating from the target pseudostate of the InternalTransition will take place meanwhile, forming an execution
path called InternalStep, for example, (free, t2, t3, t4, Circle).
When a top-level Mode resides in a certain StateConfiguration,
continuous variables will be updated according to the flow and
invariant constraints contained in the StateConfiguration, and
such an execution process is called a ContinuousStep, As
shown in F igure 2, (DATC:free, DATC.flows∩free.flows,
DATC.invs∩free.invs) is a ContinuousStep.
B. Metamodel of QHP model

top-level Mode m, the execution process of the rule
TLMode2QHPCode is as follows. First, get all EntryStep
instances of m by calling ATL helper EntrySteps, and by rule
ES2QHPI, each EntryStep is mapped to a QHPInitialization
instance, making up IBS. Second, get all InternalStep instances
of m by calling helper InternalSteps, and by rule IS2QHPDT,
each InternalStep is mapped to a QHPDTransition instance
composing DTS. Third, get all ContinusStep instances of m by
calling helper ContinusSteps, and by rule CS2QHPCT, each
ContinusStep is mapped to a QHPCTransition instance
composing CTS. Fourth, get the mark indicating whether all
InternalStep instances composes an execution cycle by calling
helper CycleSymbol, and as a Boolean variable, CycleSymbol
can be assigned directly to the variable Cycle of the QHP
model p. Finally, template rule QHPModel2QHPCode will be
invoked to generate final QHP code form QHP model p.
2) QHP code generation from QHP model
TABLE II.

MAIN TEMPLATE RULE

template rule QHPModel2QHPCode{
from
m:QHP
to
IBS2QHPCode(m.IBS)+′;′
+′(′+DTS2QHPCode(m.DTS)+ ′∩′
+′(′+CTS2QHPCode(m.CTS)+ ′)′
+Cycle2Star(m.Cycle)
}

Figure 3. Metamodel of QHP model

Definition 2. (QHP) A QHP model can be formalized as a
tuple: <IBS:{QHPInitialization},DTS:{QHPDTransition}, CTS:
{QHPCTransition}, Cycle:Boolean, SG:{QHPState}>, where
IBS, DTS and CTS denote the set of all QHPInitialization,
QHPDTransition and QHPCTransition instances of the QHP
model respectively, Cycle signifies whether the model can be
executed repeatedly, and SG denotes all QHPState instances.
As for other model element, see Figure 3.
C. Model transformation from toplevel Mode to QHP Code

The template rule QHPModel2QHPCode is shown in
TABLEĊ.In order to transform QHP model to QHP code, a
simple template-based model-to-code generation method is
given in the paper. For a given QHP model m, the execution
process of the rule QHPModel2QHPCode is as follows. First,
get IBS of m by dot operation and call template rule
IBS2QHPCode to output IBS in a specified format. Second, get
DTS of m by dot operation and template rule DTS2QHPCode
is called to fulfill the formatted output of DTS. Third, get CTS
of m and call template rule CTS2QHPCode to output CTS in a
specified format. Finally, rule Cycle2Star is invoked to
determine whether to print the star symbol indicating whether
QHP code can be executed cyclically. If Cycle is true, then
output star symbol. All output formats above follow the format
of QHP Code defined in the previous section.

1) Description of main transformation rule based on ATL
TABLE I.

IV.

MAIN TRANSFORMATION RULE-TLM ODE2QHPCODE

CASE STUDY

A. Case description and modeling

entrypoint rule TLMode2QHPCode{
from
m:Mode(m.isTopLevelMode=true)
to
p:QHP (
IBS<- m.EntrySteps->collect(i|thisModule.ES2QHPI(i)),
DTS<- m.InternalSteps->collect(d|thisModule.IS2QHPDT(d)),
CTS<- m.ContinuousSteps->collect(i|thisModule.CS2QHPCT(i)),
Cycle<- m.CycleSymbol)
do{
QHPModel2QHPCode(p);}
}

CAMP ≡ ( free; Agree; Entry; Circle; ( newP; Agree; Entry; Circle )  (? true)) *
free = ∀i : A

)

w(i )

(i ) & φ

Agree ≡ c1 := *; c2 := *; w := *;
Entry ≡ ∀i : A ( d1 (i ) := − w( x2 ( i ) − c2 )); ∀i : A ( d 2 ( i ) := w( x1 ( i ) − c1 ));
newP ≡ ( n := new A; ? ∀i : A S (i , n ))
Circle ≡ ∀i : A

)

w

(i )

S (i , j ) ≡ A (( x ( i ) − x ( j ))
1

1

2
+

( x (i ) − x ( j ))
2

2

2
≥

P

2
∨

i

=

j)

φ = ∀i, j : A S (i, j )

As shown in T ABLE ĉ, main rule TLMode2QHPCode
expressed in A TL[15] accomplishes the translation from a toplevel Mode model to its corresponding QHP code. For a given

Figure 4. The QHP representation of DATS collision avoidance protocol

According to the verified property, the collision avoidance
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protocol of DATS we used is properly modified from [11].
The differential equation set representing the flight dynamics
of an aircraft i of type A is shown in formula Fw(i)(i) in which
x1(i) and x2(i) denote the shift of i in the x-axis and y-axis
respectively, d1(i) and d2(i) represent the velocity of aircraft i
in the x-axis and y-axis respectively, and w(i) represents the
angular velocity of i.

V.

x1(i)′=d1(i)∧x2(i)′=d2(i)∧d1(i)′=-w(i)d2(i)∧d2(i)′=w(i)d(i) (Fw(i)(i))

Two aircraft i and j satisfy safety separation property if
and only if the following formula holds:
S(i, j)≡( x1(i)- x1(j))2+( x2(i)- x2(j))2≥P2∨ i=j

At the beginning, all aircraft are fa r apart from one
another, and they fly freely with angular velocity w(i).
However, when the distance between aircraft is no larger than
∂ that is positively proportional to P and the radius of the
roundabout circle, all involved aircraft will come to an
agreement on a c ommon angular speed w and a roundabout
circle center c(c1,c2), then through phase Entry, each aircraft
reaches a tangential location around center c. During Circle
phase, each aircraft flies along the roundabout circle
tangentially with the agreed common angular speed w. When
a new aircraft dynamically appears in the collision avoidance
zone, all aircraft again negotiate a new common angular speed
w and roundabout circle center c, and then each aircraft goes
through phase Entry and Circle again. Once the maneuver
finishes, each aircraft will continue to fly in the original
direction and enter phase free again. Adaptive collision
avoidance protocol is illustrated in Figure 2 in the form of a
Mode model. After the transformation of the model, final
QHP code shown in Figure 4 is gotten.
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not logically conﬂicting. Actually, R1 is subsumed by R2
in the sense that, from a logical point of view, R1 is a mere
strict deductive consequence of R2 . Accordingly, both rules
cannot co-exist in a same knowledge component KC if we
want R1 to prevail. Otherwise, nothing would prevent R2
to apply and conclude that the light is on, provided that the
switch is on, even when the lamp bulb is not ok. Another
example is as follows. Assume that an agent believes that
Peter is in his ofﬁce or at home. A new, more informative
piece of knowledge comes up: “Peter is in his ofﬁce or at
home or in his car”, leaving open the additional possibility
that Peter is actually in his car. This last piece of information is however again a mere strict deductive consequence
of the former knowledge, not conﬂicting with it. In some
way, the former knowledge should be expelled from KC
to really enforce the contents of the new -more informativeone. However, subsumption between formulas is not always
that apparent; in the worst case, subsumption between two
formulas can only be established by making use of all formulas of KC.
An original approach addressing this problem has been
introduced in [14]: both its algorithmic facets and formal
aspects have been investigated. This former study has been
extended to a general non-monotonic setting in [15] and applied to the legal domain in [16]. In this paper, the focus
is on the dynamics of such a process: how could the insertion of knowledge be iterated, taking into account the above
treatment of information that must not be subsumed. Interestingly, this leads us to deﬁne a new form of integrity
constraints: knowledge that cannot be logically strengthened. A second contribution of the paper is in showing
that the involved standard logic apparatus offers a sufﬁcient
framework for expressing the most important aspects of this
subsumption-related issue for an interesting case of nonmonotonic logics.
The formal framework in this paper is standard Boolean
logic. On the one hand, it is the simplest possible setting for presenting and discussing the above subsumptionrelated issues. On the other hand, recent dramatic progress

Abstract
In this paper, we address a problem that is often overlooked in the gradual construction of a logic-based knowledge component: how can a new piece of information g
be added into a component KC so that g is not subsumed
by KC? More precisely, the focus is on iterating this
subsumption-freeness enforcement process when the component is increased step by step. Interestingly, it is shown
that the approach and results initially related to standard
Boolean logic can directly apply to some non-monotonic
frameworks.

1

Introduction

The representation and handling of evolving knowledge
has long been a major topic of Artiﬁcial Intelligence and
knowledge engineering research, especially when knowledge is expressed in logic [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. In this respect,
updating and revising knowledge and beliefs remain very
fertile domains of research [6]. This paper is concerned
with a problem that has often been overlooked so far in such
a context. When a new piece of knowledge g is not logically
conﬂicting with a knowledge component KC, i.e. when g
is consistent with KC, it is often assumed that g should
simply be added into KC. This postulate is shared by most
theoretical studies about the dynamics of knowledge, like
knowledge and belief revision or update [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], and
knowledge merging or fusion [11, 12]. All the aforementioned studies and the abundant subsequent literature concentrate on handing inconsistent situations [13]. Recently,
we have shown that in real-life circumstances, inserting g
can require further modiﬁcations of KC when g must not
be subsumed by KC [14, 15] and when g is consistent with
KC. For example, assume that a rule R1 “When the switch
is on and the lamp bulb is ok then the light is on” is to be
inserted within KC, which already contains R2 “When the
switch is on then the light is on”. Clearly R1 and R2 are
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based systems. For example, from the rule a ⇒ b and ¬b,
we infer ¬a using contraposition. Also, the reader not familiar with logic should always keep in mind that a rule of
the form (a ∧ b ∧ ¬c) ⇒ (d ∨ e) is logically equivalent to
¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c ∨ d ∨ e, and will be treated as such. Actually, in
the following, we consider clausal KCs and clauses, only.

in Boolean search and reasoning has now revived Boolean
logic as a realistic framework for representing large knowledge sets and solving numerous complex reasoning artiﬁcial
intelligence tasks [17]. Furthermore, as noted earlier, the
results in this paper will be shown relevant to some more
expressive non-monotonic logics.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next Section,
basic notions about Boolean logic are recalled. The subsumption issue is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the
iteration of the subsumption-freeness enforcement process
is investigated. Computational experimental results are provided and discussed in Section 5. Section 6 focuses on
extending the results to a generic form of non-monotonic
logic. The paper ends with perspectives and promising
paths for further research.

2

3

Preempting Subsumption

In this Section, the approach in [14] for preempting subsumption in the Boolean framework is brieﬂy summarized.
Two central concepts in this paper are the strict implicant
and the subsumption ones, deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 1. Let f and g be two formulas. f is a strict
implicant of g iff f  g but g  f . KC subsumes g iff
KC  f for some strict implicant f of g.

Logic-Based Framework

For example, KC = {of f ice ∨ home} subsumes
of f ice ∨ home ∨ car. Indeed, of f ice ∨ home is a strict
implicant of of f ice ∨ home ∨ car. Obviously, f (as mentioned in KC  f ) needs not be explicit in KC but can be a
mere implicit formula in KC, i.e. a deductive consequence
f of the explicit formulas of KC such that f is not itself
explicit in KC.
In [14], it has been shown that if the choice is to modify KC before inserting a new formula g that must not be
subsumed, then it is necessary to ﬁrst delete from KC all
possibilities to deduced g ⇒ fi for any strict implicant fi
of g. Alternatively, g can be introduced inside KC; then,
all strict implicants of g must be expelled from the augmented KC. Interestingly, when the CNF format of the
formulas is considered, it is sufﬁcient to expel the longest
strict implicants, in terms of the number of involved literals. In the above example, e.g. ensuring that the strict
implicant of f ice ∨ home of of f ice ∨ home ∨ car is expelled is sufﬁcient to guarantee that e.g. the smaller implicant of f ice is also expelled (otherwise we would have
of f ice  of f ice ∨ home  of f ice ∨ home ∨ car).
In order to check whether a clause is subsumed or
not, a ﬁrst straightforward preprocessing step could check
whether any of its n strict longest sub-clauses is actually explicit in the component. This can be performed efﬁciently in
O(n, m), where m is the total number of clauses in the component. This check can actually easily look for the presence
of smaller implicants as well. Obviously, this would not
detect more complex subsumption paths. From a computational point of view, checking whether a formula subsumes
another one is coN P -complete, and thus intractable in the
worst case. However, recent dramatic progress in Boolean
and search makes it often possible to get answers within
seconds, especially thanks to powerful SAT solvers [17, 18],
which check whether a set of clauses is consistent or not.

To concentrate on the aforementioned conceptual problems, we consider the very simple framework of standard
Boolean logic. Let L be a language of formulas over a
ﬁnite alphabet P of Boolean variables, also called atoms.
Atoms are noted a, b, c, . . . The ∧, ∨, ¬, ⇒ and ⇔ symbols
represent the standard conjunctive, disjunctive, negation,
material implication and equivalence connectives, respectively. A literal is an atom or a negated atom. Formulas are
built in the usual way from atoms, connectives and parentheses; they are noted f, g, h, . . . A formula is in conjunctive normal form (CNF) when expressed as a conjunction
of clauses, where a clause is a disjunction of literals. The
semantical concepts needed in the paper are as follows. Let
Ω denote the set of all interpretations of L, which are functions assigning either true or false to every atom. A model
of a set of formulas KC is an interpretation of Ω that satisﬁes every formula of KC. KC is consistent when its set of
models is not empty. KC  f expresses that the formula f
can be deduced from KC, i.e. that it is true in all models of
KC.
From a syntactical point of view, a knowledge component KC will thus be a set of formulas of L. We opt for a
semantical (vs. a purely syntactical) regard of KC. Under
this point of view, KC is identiﬁed with the set of all its
deductive consequences. Anyway, we will still distinguish
between the formulas that are explicitly present in KC vs.
formulas that are only implicit deductive consequences of
the formulas that are explicitly present in KC. For convenience purpose, KC will be represented by its set of explicit
formulas.
A word of caution might also be needed for readers who
are familiar with rule-based systems but not with logic. We
exploit the full (sound and complete) inferential capability
of Boolean logic, i.e. we do not only simply allow for mere
forward and backward chaining on ⇒ as in traditional rule-
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introduce another additional formula h in KC.

In [14], we have experimented an original method to address the subsumption issue. The goal is not only to answer whether the formula is subsumed or not, but also to
deliver clauses that can be required to be expelled in order
to eliminate the subsumption links. The technique considers clausal KCs and clauses, only. It is based on the SATsolvers technology and on methods [17, 18] for delivering
so-called MUSEs (Minimal Unsatisﬁable Subsets). More
precisely: assume we need to check whether KC (that contains g) subsumes g through a strict implicant f of g. The
solver considers the new set of formulas KC ∪{¬f }, which
can only be inconsistent in case of subsumption. Then,
the solver looks for the MUSes, namely the (cardinality)minimal sets of clauses that are inconsistent. Making sure
that at least one clause in each of the MUSes is dropped ensures that the subsumption link disappears. Expelling such
clauses can be automatic, or the knowledge engineer can be
asked whether she (he) really wants to drop them, or even
be given the choice of selecting the clauses to be dropped in
the MUSes. When he (she) prefers keeping these MUSes intact, she (he) is then conducted to revise his (her) former requirement about the subsumption-freeness status of g. This
solver provides efﬁcient results even for huge KCs, provided that the number of MUSes remains small [19]. As an
alternative to computing all MUSes, the solver also allows
to compute a cover of MUSes, which is formed of enough
MUSes to explain all inconsistencies.
At this point, it is important to stress that the above
subsumption-freeness enforcement process should often
only concern the subpart of KC that concerns complex
rules rather than mere facts. Indeed, for example, assume
that the fact “Light is on” is in KC. Then this fact subsumes e.g. any rule having “Light is on” as a consequence,
like “If the switch is on and the lamp bulb is ok then the
light is on”. Accordingly, like in the ﬁrst expert systems,
we distinguish between a working memory (made of basic
assertions translated as literals) and the so-called rule-based
one, made of more complex formulas translating generic
knowledge that is expected to be more permanent. In the
following, KC will always denote this latter part of the set
of formulas that must be taken into account to investigate
and solve the subsumption issue.
Finally, the process can take into account a traditional
concept of integrity constraints: these formulas cannot be
expelled from KC to ensure the subsumption-freeness of
a formula. The set of integrity constraints of KC is noted
KCIC .

4

• If h must not be subsumed, what should be done if
g is an obstacle for achieving this other subsumptionfreeness insertion? In case h and g cannot be
subsumption-free at the same time, what policy should
be observed: do we need to give a higher priority to
one of the formulas? In the positive case, which one?
• What should be done if the insertion of h conducts KC
to subsume g?
Clearly, to address these questions, we do not only
need to know, at each insertion step, which formulas in
KC can be altered by the additional formulas to obey the
subsumption-freeness requirements. We also need to know
if all formulas that are to be subsumption-free must receive
an equal treatment, or if some priorities should arbitrate between them.
First, we deﬁne two possible statuses for formulas in
KC: a formula can be either permissive or restrictive with
respect to subsumption. A restrictive formula in KC is an
explicit formula in KC that is not only subsumption-free
in KC but must remain subsumption-free if a new piece of
information is then added into KC. We note KCR the set
of restrictive formulas in KC. No formula in KCR is thus
subsumed in KC. To some extent, elements of KCR represent integrity constraints of a new type, made of formulas
that cannot be logically strengthened. Also, like KCIC , it
is natural to expect KCR to be small with respect to KC.
Furthermore a small cardinality will ease the process from
a computational point of view.
Let us stress that there is no a priori speciﬁc links between KCR and KCIC . It might happen e.g. that some
or all elements of KCR belong to KCIC but those sets are
independent in the general case.
Now, the set of permissive formulas in KC is given by
KCP = KC \ KCR . Note that formulas in KCP can be
implicit and can (vs. must) be subsumed in KC.
As a case study, we investigate a form of preference for
the more recently introduced information when two expectedly restrictive formulas cannot be subsumption-free at the
same time. Accordingly, we suppose that KCR is actually
a LIFO-stack structure.
In Algorithm 1, the general skeleton of the algorithm
for the iterated introduction of formulas involving the
subsumption-freeness enforcement is provided, when all
formulas are restricted to clauses.
Interestingly, the traversal of the stack of restrictive formulas is unique, since, because standard logic is monotonic,
any deletion of formulas cannot alter the subsumptionfreeness of remaining formulas. The subsumption-freeness
enforcement policy considers the global set of MUSes for
all longest strict implicants of g and requires each element

Iterating the Process

When g is inserted inside KC and arrangements are
made so that g is not subsumed by KC, two basic questions arise if we iterate the process. Assume that we now
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to be broken by expelling one of its clauses, in interaction
with the user or not. Alternative policies could require each
MUS to be broken as soon as it is extracted, or compute and
handle a cover of MUSes for each implicant. Also integrity
constraints from KCIC are protected from being expelled,
although this is not detailed in these algorithms.
Obviously enough, the actual implementation of the algorithm should not be direct. Especially, redundant or useless computations should be avoided. Let us just stress on
two features in that respect. First, to show that a formula is
not subsumed by one of its longest strict implicants, models or counter-models are derived. They should be recorded
so that they are checked when the same question arises at
a next step of the process. Second, KC can be made of
unrelated components. The newly introduced piece of information g does not need to be checked against parts of
KC having no possible connection with g.

Algorithm 3: enforce
Data: KC, KCIC , KCR
begin
while g ←− nextElement(KCR ) is not null do
M U Ses ←− ∅;
forall longest strict sub-clauses fi of g do
if KC ∪ {¬fi } is inconsistent then
M U Ses ←− M U Ses ∪
extractMUSes(KC ∪ {¬fi });
if M U Ses = ∅ then
breakMUSes(M U Ses, KC, KCIC , KCR );
end

5

Experimental results

All experimentations have been conducted on a plain
PC (IntelCore 2 Quad 2.66GHz - 4Gb Ram) under Linux
Ubuntu 11.10 (3.0.0-16-generic). The solver is freely
available from http://www.cril.univ-artois.
fr/˜ramon/preempte. In Table 1, a sample of typical experimental results is provided for the central and
computationally-heavy part of the algorithm, namely the
MUSes detection step. It presents the performance of the
algorithm for that procedure, on usual SAT (i.e. set of
Boolean clauses) benchmarks from earlier SAT competitions. The columns indicate the name of the benchmark,
the number of involved clauses and of different variables,
and the number of MUSes. Then, the performance of the
extraction of one MUS and a cover of MUSes is then given,
together with the size of the MUS and cover. The timeout was set to 250 seconds. Our belief is that in most
real-life knowledge components, those MUSes will remain
small (smaller than in those benchmarks made for challenging SAT solvers) and of a manageable number, since a new
formula generally interacts with a small number of small
subparts of the existing KC, only.

Algorithm 1: Main
Data: –
begin
KC ←− ∅; KCIC ←− ∅;
KCR ←− empty stack();
f inished ←− f alse;
while f inished is f alse do
write(”New clause: ”); read(g);
write(”Integrity constraint?: ”); read(is ic);
write(”Restrictive?: ”); read(is res);
construct(g, is ic, is res, KC, KCIC , KCR );
write(Finished?: ); read(f inished);
end

Algorithm 2: construct
Data: g, is ic, is res, KC, KCIC , KCR
begin
if is ic is true then
ic ok ←− check IC(KC ∪ {g}, KCIC ∪ {g});
if ic ok is true then
KCIC ←− KCIC ∪ {g};
else
interactWithUser(g, KC, KCIC , KCR );
exit;

6

Pushing the Enveloppe

The present work has been developed within the standard
Boolean logical setting. Interestingly, it also applies -with
no additional computational cost- to a generic form of nonmonotonic logic that is suitable for representing rules with
exceptions, where these exceptions can depend on consistency checks.
In the following, we resort to McCarthys Abnormality
notation [20] to emphasize and encode possible exceptions
to rules. Let Ab be a subset of P. Its elements are noted
Ab1 , . . . , Abm and called abnormality variables. They are
intended to represent exceptions to rules that can be either

if KC ∪ {g} is inconsistent then
revise(g, KC, KCIC , KCR );
KC ←− KC ∪ {g};
if is res is true then
push(g, KCR );
enforce(KC, KCIC , KCR );
end
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instances

battleship-5-8-unsat
battleship-6-9-unsat
battleship-10-10-unsat
battleship-11-11-unsat
battleship-12-12-unsat
5cnf 3500 3900 30f1.shufﬂed
5cnf 3900 3900 060.shufﬂed
marg3x3add8ch.shufﬂed-as.sat03-1448
marg3x3add8.shufﬂed-as.sat03-1449
php 010 008.shufﬂed-as.sat05-1171
rand net60-30-1.shufﬂed
C208 FA UT 3254
C208 FA UT 3255

#cla

#var

#MUSes

105
171
550
726
936
420
936
272
224
370
10 681
6 153
6 156

40
54
100
121
144
30
60
41
41
80
3 600
1 876
1 876

1
1
1
1
17 408
52 736

Finding all MUSes
#sec
#cla in MUSes

Finding a cover of MUSes
#sec
#cla in MUSes

0.23
1.88

0.18
0.48
19.58
82.21
172.93
17.01
33.99
7.10
3.48
1.14
233.46
17.49
18.97

177.15
8.79

2.94
6.67

105
171
timeout
timeout
timeout
timeout
timeout
272
224
timeout
timeout
98
102

105
171
417
561
711
194
777
272
224
370
10 681
40
40

Table 1. A Sample of Typical Experimental Results for SAT Benchmarks (MUSes detecting step).

deduced through the standard logic deductive apparatus, or
assumed inexistent by default.
For example, the rule “If the switch is on and the lamp
bub is ok and if it can be consistently assumed that the
switch is ok then the light is on” can be represented by
the knowledge component: KC = {switch on ∧ ¬Ab1 ∧
¬Ab2 ⇒ light on, ¬switch ok ⇒ Ab1 , lamp bulb ok ⇔
¬Ab2 }.
Intuitively, KC is considered under a non-monotonic
reasoning schema in the following way. Assume that we
take into account in KC the additional contextual factual
information switch on and lamp bulb ok. Then, all Abi
are considered. Roughly, when neither Abi nor ¬Abi can be
established then ¬Abi is assumed by default. In the example, ¬Abi is assumed by default and KC allows light on
to be inferred.
More formally, the non-monotonic inferential apparatus
can be deﬁned as follows:

Actually, we do not make such a step here for the following reason. First, remember that in the classical logic
approach we do not consider the factual part of the knowledge to handle the subsumption issue. Now, in the absence
of a proof of Abi from KC, we have that KC |∼ ¬Abi . Accordingly, we have that any formula of the form ¬Abi ∨ . . .
(equivalent to . . . ∧ Abi ⇒) is non-monotonically entailed
from KC and would thus be subsumed by KC. Classifying all those formulas as subsumed ones would not meet the
same objective that motivated our treatment of subsumption
in classical logic. Indeed, these formulas would be subsumed because of additional factual assumptions made by
default (¬Ab1 in the example). These assumptions do not
necessarily represent the actual context of KC. In the same
way that we have left apart from the subsumption issue the
factual part of the knowledge translated by literals, we left
here also apart the additional augmenting ¬Abi assumptions. In this way, we keep our policy coherent with our
motivation of separating the knowledge into two separate
components: the factual information about actual circumstances on the one side, and more complex permanent rules
on the other side. The factual information, either explicit in
KC or by default, is not thus considered in this treatment
of subsumption, be it classical or non-monotonic.

Deﬁnition 2. Let us index any model of KC by the set of
Abi atoms that the model satisﬁes. A minimal model of KC
is a model of KC such that no proper-subset of its index is
the index of a model of KC.
Deﬁnition 3. A formula f can be non-monotonically inferred from KC (noted KC |∼ f ) iff f is true in all minimal
models of KC.

In this respect, by not taking into account these additional default assumptions, the treatment of subsumption in
the non-monotonic setting collapses down to the treatment
of subsumption within classical logic.

A useful point here is that such a non-monotonic logic
covers standard Boolean logic in the sense that whenever
KC  f we also have that KC |∼ f . Now, a question
is: in order to move up the subsumption issue to this nonmonotonic framework, should we replace the standard entailment relation  by |∼ in both the standard-logic deﬁnitions (see Deﬁnition 1) of subsumption and strict implicant?

Obviously enough, this decision to consider subsumption according to the standard logic interpretation of a nonmonotonic knowledge component cannot be justiﬁed for all
non-monotonic logics and all circumstances. For example, in [15], we have reﬁned the implicant and subsumption
concepts to ﬁt a ﬁner-grained non-monotonic framework,
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where, among other things: 1. The treatment of exceptions
is more local in the sense that not every possible default
information is necessarily assumed. 2. It is decided to focus on the speciﬁc context of KC by including the involved
factual information in KC. 3. The factual contextual information around the ﬁred rules involving exceptions default
is itself taken into account in the subsumption issue.
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Conclusions and Perspectives

Enforcing subsumption-free formulas is a difﬁcult task
from both conceptual and computational perspectives.
However, it is essential to avoid inadequate and unexpected
inferences from a knowledge component. The contribution
of this paper about this issue is twofold. On the one hand,
we have shown how such an enforcement process can be
iterated. On the second hand, we have shown that this procedure can be applied to a non-monotonic extension of classical logic that is suitable for representing rules with exceptions. This research opens many perspectives. First, it remains to extend the framework to more expressive logics.
Especially, ﬁnite fragments of ﬁrst-order logics are natural
candidates in this respect. Also, adapting and grafting the
approach to description logics and answer set programs is
also a promising path for future research. We intend to pursue these lines of research in the future.
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Inconsistencies are ubiquitous in the real world,
manifesting themselves in a plethora of human behaviors
and the computing systems we build [2,6,16-22].
Inconsistencies are ph enomena reflecting various causes
rooted in data, information, knowledge, meta-knowledge, to
expertise [22]. As such, inconsistencies can be utilized as
important heuristics in an agent’s pursuit of perpetual
learning capability. When encountering an inconsistency or
a conflicting circumstance during its problem solving
episode, an agent recognizes the nature of such
inconsistency, and overcomes the inconsistency through
refining or augmenting its knowledge such that its
performance at tasks is improved. This continuous and
alternating sequence of problem-solving episodes and
i2Learning episodes underpins the agent’s incremental
performance improvement process.
In this paper, our focus is on describing how the
i2Learning framework facilitates the development of
perpetual learning agents that incrementally improve their
performance over time. Because of its generality and
flexibility, the i2Learning framework accommodates
different types of inconsistencies and allows various
inconsistency-specific heuristics to be deployed in the
learning process. Using mutually exclusive inconsistency as
an example, we demonstrate how i2Learning facilitates
learning through bias shifting.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
offers a bri ef review on related work. Section 3 des cribes
i2Learning, the proposed framework for perpetual learning
agents. In Section 4, we discuss the i2Learning for a
particular type of inconsistency, mutually exclusive
inconsistency, and describe how an iterative deepening bias
shifting process can be i ncorporated into the framework to
accomplish the learning process. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper with remarks on future work.

Abstract
How to develop an agent system that can engage in
perpetual learning to incrementally improve its problem
solving performance over time is a challenging research
topic. In this paper, we describe a framework called
i2Learning for such perpetual learning agents. The
i2Learning framework has the following characteristics: (1)
the learning episodes of the agent are triggered by
inconsistencies it encounters during its problem-solving
episodes; (2) the perpetual learning process is embodied in
the continuous knowledge refinement and revision so as to
overcome encountered inconsistencies; (3) each learning
episode results in incremental improvement of the agent’s
performance; and (4) i2Learning is an overarching
structure that accommodates the growth and expansion of
various inconsistency-specific learning strategies. Using
mutually exclusive inconsistency as an example, we
demonstrate how i2Learning facilitates learning through
bias shifting.
Keywords: inconsistency, i2Learning, inductive bias, bias
shifting, perpetual learning agents.

1. Introduction
One of the challenges in developing an agent system
that can engage in perpetual learning to incrementally
improve its problem solving performance over time is
deciding on what will trigger its perpetual learning
episodes. In this paper, we describe a f ramework called
i2Learning for such perpetual learning agents. i2Learning,
which stands for inconsistency-induced learning, allows for
inconsistencies to be utilized as stimuli to learning episodes.
The proposed framework has the following characteristics:
(1) the learning episodes of th e agent are trigg ered by
inconsistencies it encounters during its problem-solving
episodes; (2) the perpetual learning process is embodied in
the continuous knowledge refinement and revision so as to
overcome encountered inconsistencies; (3) each learning
episode results in incremental improvement of the agent’s
performance; and (4) i 2Learning is an overarching structure
that accommodates the growth and expansion of various
inconsistency-specific learning strategies.

2. Related Work
The areas o f related work to the results in this paper
include: lifelong learning agent systems, learning through
overcoming inconsistencies, and inconsistency-induced
learning through bias shifting.
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Inconsistencies are utilized as essential heuristics for the
perpetual i2Learning, whereas inconsistent advice in [4] is
only used as constraint for clustering. (5) Mos t of the
related work (with the exception of CHILD) is web-centric
in the sense that learning is carried out with regard to web
texts. i2Learning, on the other hand, accommodates a broad
range of heuristics in its learning process.

A never-ending language learner called NELL was
described in [3]. NELL u tilized semi-supervised learning
methods and a collection of knowledge extraction methods
to learn noun phrases from specified semantic categories
and with specified semantic relations. NELL has four
component learners: a pattern learner, a se mi-structured
extractor, a morphological classifier, and a r ule learner.
NELL also accommodates human interaction to approve or
reject inference rules learned by the rule learner component.
The work in [1] reported an agent system called ALICE
that conducted lifelong learning to build a set o f concepts,
facts and generalizations with regard to a particular topic
directly from a large volume of Web text. Equipped with a
domain-specific corpus of t exts, some background
knowledge, and a control strategy, ALICE learns to update
and refine a theory of the domain.
The results in [10] defined continual learning to be a
continual process where learning occurs over time, and time
is monotonic. A continual learner possesses the following
properties: the agent is autonomous; learning is embodied in
problem solving, is incremental, and occurs at multiple time
steps; and there is no fixed training set. Knowledge an agent
acquires now can be built upon and modified later. A
continual learning agent system called CHILD was
described in [10].
YAGO2 is a lar ge and extendable knowledge base
capable of unifying facts automatically extracted f rom
Wikipedia Web documents to concepts in WordNet and
GeoNames [7]. YAGO2 exhibits its continuous learning
capability by allowing new facts to be incrementally added
to an existing knowledge base. Knowledge gleaned by
YAGO2 is of high quality in terms of coverage and
accuracy.
The results in [4] deal with clustering with inconsistent
advice. Advice such as must-link and cannot-link can be
incorporated into clustering algorithms so as to produce
more sensible groups of related entities. Advice can become
inconsistent due to different reasons. Clustering in the
presence of inconsistent advice amounts to finding
minimum normalized cuts [4].
Bias shifting can be a useful technique in the area of
transfer learning [9]. However, there are a n umber of
important differences between the aforementioned work and
the focuses of research in this paper. (1) i2Learning
emphasizes on the stimulus for perpetual learning, i.e., the
learning episodes of the agent are tri ggered by
inconsistencies it encounters during its problem-solving
episodes. This is not necessarily the focus in related work.
(2) i2Learning has a problem-solving slant, i.e., learning to
incrementally improve performance for solving problems at
hand, whereas the related work in [1,3,7,10] is p rimarily
geared toward the general task of knowledge-acquisition, or
building an ontology or a dom ain theory. (3) T he learning
episodes also differ: i2Learning adopts discrete learning
episodes (as triggered by conflicting phenomena), whereas
the learning episodes in related work of [1,3,7,10] is largely
continuous, not necessarily triggered by any events. (4)

3. i2Learning: A Framework for Perpetual
Learning Agents
A perpetual learning agent is one that engages in a
continuous and alternating sequence of problem-solving
episodes and learning episodes. In such an alternating
sequence, learning takes place in response to a whole host
of stimuli, including inconsistencies encountered in the
agent’s the problem solving episodes. Learning episodes
result in the agent’s knowledge being refined or augmented,
which in turn improves its p erformance at tasks
incrementally. We use learning burst and applying burst to
refer to reoccurring learning episodes and knowledge
application (problem solving) episodes.
The proposed i2Learning framework focuses on a
particular scenario for the aforementioned perpetual
learning agents: one in which the learning episodes of the
agent are tri ggered by inconsistencies it encounters during
its problem-solving episodes and the perpetual learning
process is embodied in the continuous knowledge
refinement and revision so as to overcome encountered
inconsistencies.
A perpetual learning agent has the following
components: (1) a kn owledge base (KB) for persistent
knowledge and beliefs, domain or ontological constraints,
assumptions and defaults; (2) a meta knowledge base (mKB)
for the agent’s meta-knowledge (knowledge on how to
apply domain knowledge in KB during problem solving); (3)
a working memory (WM) that holds problem specific facts,
and facts deduced with activated beliefs from KB; (4) a
reasoning mechanism to facilitate problem solving process;
(5) a component called CAL (Coordinator for Applying burst
and Learning burst) that recognizes inconsistency and
initiates learning bursts; (6) a bias space containing
candidate biases for the learning process; and (7) a learning
module i2Learning that carries out inconsistency-induced
learning to refine or a ugment KB, mKB, or WM (or any
combination of the three) so as to ov ercome encountered
inconsistencies. Figure 1 captures the structure of perpetual
learning agents.
When a co nflicting situation arises in WM during its
problem solving process, the agent’s CAL detects it,
suspends the current problem solving session, initiates the
next learning burst via passing the specific inconsistent
circumstance to t he learning module, and waits for the
result from the learning module. The learning module
i2Learning in turn carries out the learning process by
recognizing the type of inconsistency in the conflicting
circumstance, and selecting the appropriate in consistency-
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specific learning method or heuristics to explain, resolve, or
accommodate the conflicting circumstance. Some human
interaction may be required at this stage.

1
2
3

Figure 1. Framework of i2Learning for Perpetual Learners.
The outcome of the learning process results in
knowledge refinement or augmentation to KB, mKB, or WM,
or all of them. Afterward, i2Learning module notifies CAL of
the learning result, and passes any WM revisions to CAL.
CAL in turn refreshes WM with any changes from the
i2Learning module and restarts the problem solving session
that was suspended earlier. This signifies the end of the
current learning burst and the agent is ready to return to the
problem solving episode to pick up where it lef t off. The
agent will continue engaged in problem solving until it
detects the next inconsistent scenario. Each such iteration
results in an incremental performance improvement for the
agent. Figure 2 illustrates the continuous nature of such
perpetual learning agents. The logic of t he i2Learning
module is given in Figure 3.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Analyzing inconsistent scenario from WM;
Identifying category c and morphology m for
the inconsistency;
Choosing appropriate learning method or
heuristics;
Retrieving knowledge and bias;
Conducting i2Learning(c, m) {
case:
when (c=cim=mij): i2Learning(ci,mij);break;
when (c=ckm=mkl): i2Learning(ck,mkl);break;
…………
else: default handling; break;
}
if (human interaction is needed) then {
Query expert;
Receive human response;
}
if (KB needs to be refined) then {
Refine KB;
}
if (mKB needs to be refined) then {
Refine mKB;
}
if (WM needs to be revised) then {
Revise WM and pass WM revisions to CAL;
}
Notify CAL to restart the current problem
solving session

Figure 3. The Learning Module.
The proposed framework is an overarching structure that
accommodates growth and ex pansion in various
inconsistency specific learning. Depending on which types
of inconsistency the learning module can recognize and
what corresponding algorithms or heuristics it comes
equipped with in handling the inconsistency at hand, its
inconsistency-induced learning capacities can change
dynamically. The inconsistent scenarios an agent encounters
at different points in time may be different and the learning
strategies it adopts in the subsequent learning bursts can
vary accordingly. The lines of 511 in Figure 3 can embody
a rich set of inconsistency-specific learning algorithms.
There are two modes of i2Learning: problem-solving
mode, and speedup mode, each having different pace or rate
for learning. When inconsistencies are en countered in WM
during problem solving sessions, an agent works under the
problem-solving mode and its pace of learning is driven by
how frequent conflicting decisions or act ions arise during
knowledge application. On the other hand, inconsistencies
can be intentionally injected into WM to induce learning
bursts during the time when an agent is n ot engaged in
problem solving. This latter case can be regarded as
inconsistency-induced speedup learning. The primary
objective of the agents is problem solving, and learning is
just the means for agents to get progressively better at what
they do.

Figure 2. Spiral Model of Perpetual Learning Agents.
The types of learning that help improve the agent’s
performance are e ssentially embodied in the types of
inconsistency handling. There have been various
classifications of inconsistent data, information, knowledge,
and meta-knowledge in different domains [16-22].
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Definition 3. Let : denote KB and  be a s et of
mutually exclusive literals which are rep resented as Gp(ä)
where Gp indicates a literal with the predicate symbol p and
ä is a v ector of ground terms corresponding to domain
elements. Let Ã denote a set of m features {D1,…, Dm} over
which an inductive bias b is defined, and Y be a s et of
weights for features in Ã. Finally let Ğ((Gp(ä), Dk(ä)) be a
support function for a feature Dk(ä) in Ã and a literal Gp(ä)
in , and SA(Gp(ä)) be the total support of all the features in
A Ã for a literal Gp(ä) in .
o  = {Gp(ä), Gq(ä)| (:ǈGp(ä))  (:ǈGq(ä))  (p z q) 
(Gp(ä)Ū Gq(ä))}.
o Ã = {D1,…, Dm} where Ã  : and Di is a p redicate
symbol denoting a feature, i [1,.., m].
o b Ã denoting an inductive bias of the learning
process which consists of a subset of features.
o Y(Ã) = { Z(Dk) |(DkÃ)  (Z(Dk)[0, 1]) 
(σ
ୀଵ Z(D ) = 1)}. In general, we can assume that
features in Ã have equal weights.
o Ğ(, Ã) ={Ğ(Gp(ä), Dk(ä)) = Q| (Gp(ä))  (Dk(ä) Ã) 
(Q{+1, 1, 0})}
- Ğ(Gp(ä), Dk(ä)) = +1, if : ǈ Gp(ä) +m Dk(ä))
- Ğ(Gp(ä), Dk(ä))= 1, if : ǈ ¬Gp(ä) +m Dk(ä))
- Ğ(Gp(ä), Dk(ä))= 0, if : ǒ? Gp(ä) +m Dk(ä)) 
(¬Gp(ä) +m Dk(ä))]
o SA(Gp(ä)) = σୀଵ Z ä ቀG (ä), D (ä)ቁ,

4. i2Learning(DEC, mex) via Bias Shifting
Inconsistencies or contradicting circumstances manifest
themselves under different categories and in different forms
of each category [22]. In this section, we describe how the
learning process is carried out via a part icular type of
inconsistency, mutually exclusive inconsistency, in the
category of declarative knowledge (DEC) expressed in terms
of some declarative formalism (classic logic, def easible
logic, description logic, or default logic). The mutually
exclusive inconsistency (mex) refers to the derivation of two
literals containing mutually exclusive predicates that are
syntactically different and semantically opposite of each
other [15]. i2Learning(DEC, mex) facilitates knowledge
refinement through bias shifting.
4.1. Mutually Exclusive Inconsistency
Mutually exclusive inconsistency stems from
knowledge in a KB that derives conclusions which are
mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive in a g roup of
concepts. If P and Q are s uch predicates denoted as PQ
[16], then we have the following: x.[P(x)¬ـQ(x) 
Q(x)¬ـP(x)]. For instance, if we have two firewall rules
below expressed as first order formulas [19] in a firewall:
Allow(2, udp, 207.16.1.0, 24, 192.168.1.0, 24)
Deny(4, udp, 207.16.1.0, 24, 192.168.1.0, 24)
where the predicates “Allow” and “Deny” define the actions
taken by the firewall regarding the UDP traffic (packets)
from the source IP and the source port (IP of 207.16.1.0 and
port 24) to the destination IP and the destination port (IP of
192.168.1.0 and port 24), then Rule 2 al lows the traffic
while Rule 4 denies it. T he actions of “Allow” and “Deny”
are mutually exclusive and joint exhaustive. Such an
inconsistency in a firewall establishes a mutually exclusive
inconsistency.
In order f or CAL to detect the mutually exclusive
inconsistency in WM, information must be available in mKB
on sets of predicates that are considered mutually exclusive
and jointly exhaustive:
Predmex={{.., P, Q, ..}N| (N is a category of concepts) 
(PN)  (QN)  (P  Q)}
Definition 1. Let ǈ and ƫ be literals. We use ƫ +m ǈ to
denote a derivation, via some inference method, of length
one or g reater where ǈ is th e tail an d ƫ is th e head of the
derivation. For instance, if we have R: W(x) m Q(x) and R’:
Q(x) m P(x), then W(x) +m P(x) where ǈ = P(x) and ƫ = W(x).
Alternatively, we can also use the rule labels to denote the
derivation R +m R’.
Definition 2. Given an input data set ', we use the
following notation to represent the fact that the derivations
in {ƫ +m ǈ| (ǈ')  (ƫ has properties X)} are preferred over
derivations in {ƫ’ +m ǈ’ |(ǈ’')  (ƫ’ has properties Y)} with
regard to '.
': { ¾ + mǈ| (ǈ')  ƫ ݄ܽ}ܺ ݏ݁݅ݐݎ݁ݎ ݏ
{ƫ¶ + m ǈ¶|(ǈ¶')  ƫ¶ ݄ܽ}ܻ ݏ݁݅ݐݎ݁ݎ ݏ

where A = {D1,…, Dk} Ã.
4.2. Machine Learning Bias and Bias Shifting
A bias in a machine learning algorithm refers to any
considerations the algorithm uses in selecting some
hypotheses over other hypotheses [8]. Any learning
algorithm must have a bias, which can be static (bias
established at t he outset of learning and remained
unchanged in a learning algorithm), or dynamic (bias
shifting from one to another during learning) [5]. Bias
shifting is a m ulti-dimensional process that: (1) can be
triggered by different events such as the availability of fresh
training cases or th e occurrence of inconsistency; (2) can
result in the next bias to be s elected either from a pre established bias sequence or t hrough evaluating potential
alternative biases [5]; (3) can be con ducted as either an
offline or an online process [5]; (4) can rely on different
shifting approaches such as bias strengthening or weakening
methods; and (5) s hould itself have a bi as (meta-bias on
preference in selecting the next bias) [5].
Several properties exist about biases, correctness and
strength [14], an d conservation law [12]. A correct bias is
one that defines a hypothesis space that contains the target
concept to be learn ed. A strong bias is one that results in a
small hypothesis space whereas a weak bias yields a large
hypothesis space. There are pros and cons for strong and
weak biases [13,14]. The conservation theorems indicate
that though no single bias works well under all
circumstances, learning algorithms with dynamic bias
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through bias shifting perform better than algorithms with
static bias under certain conditions [12].
The performance criteria for biases include: predictive
accuracy of learned hypothesis, efficiency in a bias guiding
through the learning process, and readability of biases [5].
Finally, it should be noted that there is a d iscrepancy
between the aforementioned machine learning bias and the
statistical bias [13]. O ur focus in this paper i s on the
machine learning bias. The bias shifting process in our work
is triggered by the occurrence of inconsistency and carried
out as an online evaluation of potential candidate biases.
Given a bias as consisting of a f eature set, the shifting
methods are bas ed on strengthening or weakening a bi as
through adding or rem oving features with regard to the
initial feature set. T he performance criterion for the bias
shifting is to improve the predictive accuracy of the existing
hypothesis so as to overcome inconsistencies.
Definition 4. A bias b is consistent with regard to  if
the hypothesis hb obtained via b has the following property:
hb ǈ(one of the elements in , not both)
The bias shifting process itself must have a bias which
is in meta-bias space [5]. In the proposed framework, the
meta-bias that underpins the i2Learning process is referred
to as Maximum Consistency-Minimum Shifting, or MC MS
for short. The existing bias b in the previous learning
episode contains a set of features that produced a model that
does not support generalization in a co nsistent manner, as
evidenced by the set o f inconsistent literals  derived
during problem solving. Perpetual learning is embodied in
the continued process of overcoming inconsistencies, which
in turn relies on bias shifting so as to refine the previously
learned model. Bias shifting amounts to refining the feature
set used in defining the bias. The current bias b can be
either strengthened or w eakened through adding or
removing feature(s) from its defining set. The minimum
shifting is embodied in removing or adding one feature at a
time to revise b. The objective is to h ave a ref ined bias bc
that is consistent.

episode, the learning module is engaged in overcoming the
inconsistency continuously, which enables the continuous
knowledge refinement that incrementally improves the
agent’s performance at its tasks, the essence of perpetual
learning.
We define the following algorithms to be used by
i2Learning(DEC, mex):
o IDBR(bias): for iterative deepening bias refinement,
which takes a bias (feature set) as its input and returns
either a co nsistent bias or failure. Here we only
consider the feature-removal case in bias refinement.
o RFR(node, limit): for recursive feature removal,
which takes a feature set and a search depth as its input
and returns either a consistent bias or failure/leaf.
o biasTest(node): for checking if a given feature set
can be a consistent bias, which takes a feature set as its
input and returns the truth value of true or false.
o sucSet(node): for creating a successor set for a
given feature set, which takes a feature set as its input
and returns a successor set.
Algorithms for i2Learning(DEC, mex)
Input:
, Ã, KB, mKB, ', Y, bias (feature set);
Output: biasc, a consistent bias; hbc, refined model;

4.3. i2Learning(DEC, mex)
We use the iterative deepening search [11] to carry out
the bias shifting process. The feature set for the current bias
b is the starting node in the s earch space. Removing a
feature from, or adding a feature to, b generates a successor
node (child node) bc of b. If bc results in a hypothesis hbc that
produces a consistent generalization to circumvent the
inconsistency manifested in , then bc is retu rned as th e
refined bias. hbc will guide the refinement process to KB and
mKB. On the other hand, if all the possible successor nodes
obtained through removing/adding one feature from b
cannot lead to a hypothesis that produces a cons istent
generalization to resolve the inconsistency in , then the
iterative deepening search will repeat t his process by
generating the successor nodes to bc. The depth of the
search for a con sistent bias is iteratively deepened, hence
capturing the essence of minimum shifting. Each time when
a new  is encountered during the agent’s problem solving

1
2
3
4
5

IDBR(bias) {
for depth = 0 to |bias|–1 do {
result = RFR(bias, depth);
if (result leaf) then {return result}
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

RFR(node, limit) {
if (biasTest(node)) then
{return node} //consistent bias
else if (limit=0) then {return leaf}
else {
leaf_Reached=false;
for each successor in sucSet(node) do {
result=RFR(successor,limit-1);
if (result=leaf) then {leaf_Reached=true}
else if (resultfailure) then
{return result}
}
if (leaf_Reached) then {return leaf}
else {return failure}
}
}

1 biasTest(node) {
2 obtain hnode;
3 if (hnode yields consistent generalizations)
4 then {return true}
5 else {return false}
6 }
1 sucSet(node) {
2 successorSet = ;
3 for each feature in node do {
4
successorSet=successorSet Ő{node–feature};
5 }
6 return successorSet;
7 }
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4.4. An Illustrative Example
Now let us look at an illustrative example. Assuming
we have the following KB for classifying animals and plants
that is obtained based on a bias b of three features in Ã =
{Shape, Cell_Walls, Cell_Functions} where Shape is ab out an
object’s morphology, Cell_Walls pertains to cell walls being
non-rigid or rigid, and Cell_Functions defines if cells break
sugar down to carbon dioxide or t urn carbon dioxide into
sugar. We rewrite b = { S, CW, CF} where S stands for
Shape, CW for Cell_Walls, and CF for Cell_Functions.
R1: CucumberShape(x)m SeaCucumber(x)
R2: Cucumber(x)m CucumberShape(x)
R3: Plant(x)m Cucumber(x)
R4: NonRigidCellWalls(x)m SeaCucumber(x)
R5: SugarToCarbonDioxide(x)m SeaCucumber(x)
R6: Animal(x)m NonRigidCellWalls(x)
R7: Animal(x)m SugarToCarbonDioxide(x)
R8: Animal(x)m RigidCellWalls(x)
R9: Animal(x)m CarbonDioxideToSugar(x)
R10: Plant(x)m RigidCellWalls(x)
R11: Plant(x)m CarbonDioxideToSugar(x)
R12: Plant(x)m NonRigidCellWalls(x)
R13: Plant(x)m SugarToCarbonDioxide(x)
R14: RigidCellWalls(x)m NonRigidCellWalls(x)
R15: CarbonDioxideToSugar(x)m SugarToCarbonDioxide(x)
R16: NonRigidCellWalls(x)m RigidCellWalls(x)
R17: SugarToCarbonDioxide(x)m CarbonDioxideToSugar(x)

Figure 4. Search space.
Table 2. Support of {CW, CF} for Plant(sc) and Animal(sc).
Plant(SC)
Plant(SC)
Animal(SC)
Animal(SC)

CellWalls

CellFunction

0
0.5
+0.5
0

0
0.5
+0.5
0

0
1.0
+1.0
0

Total
Support

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we describe i2Learning, a framework for
perpetual learning agents. i2Learning allows the learning
episodes of the agent to be initiated by inconsistencies the
agent encounters during its problem-solving episodes.
Learning in the framework amounts to th e continuous
knowledge refinement and/or augmentation in order t o
overcome encountered inconsistencies. An agent’s
performance at tasks can be incrementally improved with
each learning episode. i2Learning offers an overarching
structure that accommodates the growth and expansion of
various inconsistency-specific learning strategies. Through
the mutually exclusive inconsistency, we demonstrate
algorithmically how i2Learning facilitates learning in terms
of bias shifting.
The main contributions of this research work include
the following. We dem onstrate that learning through
overcoming inconsistency is a viable and useful paradigm.
The i2Learning framework accommodates various
inconsistency-specific heuristics to be deployed in the
continuous learning process. Through iterative deepening
bias shifting, an a gent’s performance can be in crementally
improved by overcoming instances of mutually exclusive
inconsistency.
Future work can be carried ou t in the following
directions. Experimental work is needed on the iterative
deepening bias shifting process for the mutually exclusive
inconsistency case. Details o f other frequently encountered
inconsistencies and their respective learning heuristics still
need to be fleshed out.

Given
a
seacucumber
sc
as
an
input
'={SeaCucumber(sc)}, we obtain Plant(sc) from {R1, R2, R3},
and Animal(sc) from {R4, R5, R6, R7}. The given instance of sc
cannot be a plant and an animal at the same time, hence  =
{Animal(sc), Plant(sc)} and Animal(sc) Ū Plant(sc). We know
that there is one piece of supportive evidence for Plant(sc)
(via R3m R2m R1) and two pieces of supportive evidence for
Animal(sc) (via R6m R4 and R7m R5). In addition, we can
also obtain two pieces of negative evidence about Plant(sc)
(or two pieces of positive evidence about Plant(sc)) (via
R12m R4 and R13m R5). The issue becomes how to refine b
through minimum shifting to generate a co nsistent bias bc.
By calling IDBR with b={S, CW, CF}, the iterative
deepening bias refining process takes place with regard to
the search space in Figure 4.
The minimum shifting process will result in bc = {CW,
CF} being returned as a consistent bias. Table 1 shows the
supports for elements in the successor set of b. In addition,
the mKB ) will be augmented with the following control
information such that next time when an input 'i includes a
ground atom for SeaCucumber(x), derivations of {R6m R4,
R7m R5} are preferred and the derivation of {R3mR2m R1}
will be circumvented.
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Abstract

3 introduces the concept of load balancing. Section 4
describes the Artiﬁcial Intelligence techniques used to build
the load balancer developed in this work. In Section 5, a
case study and the results obtained with our experiments is
presented. Finally, we conclude the work in Section 6.

Load balancing is a fundamental requirement in the
development of parallel and distributed applications. The
emergence of computational grids increased the demand
for more efﬁcient load balancers. Fuzzy Logic and
Evolutionary Learning shown to be effective in order to
increase the performance of a load balancer. This paper
presents a Fuzzy Inference System capable to assist a load
balancing in a computational grid. Evolutionary Learning
was used to generate rules for an Inference System, which
evaluated the behavior of nodes when they are subjected to
a workload. The obtained results proved that it is possible
to improve the performance of a load balancer using
a Fuzzy Inference System when the rules are previously
generated according to a particular behavior of the system.

2. Related Work
Salehi et al [13] proposed the application of the ant
colony technique in a load balancer. In this case, intelligent
ants react proportionally to the conditions of the balancer’s
nodes. The load balancing is the result of the interaction
between these ants over the nodes.
In the approach proposed by Salehi et al, if a node gets
overloaded, it will create a new ant that will balance the load
by sending the requests to less loaded nodes. This step will
lead to balance the load between the nodes.
According to Wang et al [16], hosting databases on
virtual machines (VMs) has great potential to improve
efﬁciency of resource use and eases deployment of
databases.
The work of Wang et al [16] considers the problem
of allocating resources on demand to a virtual machine
running a database that serves data to a large amount of
dynamic and complex queries according to some Quality
of Service(QoS) 1 requirements.
To solve this problem, it was proposed an autonomous
resource management approach. This approach uses a fuzzy
modeling to capture and evaluate the performance of a
VM that hosts a database. Its goal is to take decisions
regarding resource requirements for each virtual machine,
anticipating their needs and changing dynamically work
loads. The proposed solution results demonstrated that CPU
and I/O disk can be efﬁciently allocated to the VMs running
the database in order to meet QoS requirements.
Steady-State Genetic Algorithm for Extracting Fuzzy
Classiﬁcation Rules From Data (SGERD) [10] is a steady

Keywords: Evolutionary Learning, Fuzzy Inference
System, Load Balance

1. Introduction
The scalability problem appears with the increasing use
of information systems. One way to scale these systems is
by using load balancers.
This paper proposes the use of a dynamic load balancer.
Software agents [3] are installed in the nodes that monitor
the state of load and transmit this data to the load balancer.
In load balancer, this state of load is used by a Fuzzy
Inference System to change dynamically the rate of requests
sent to each of these nodes.
In this proposal, initially we used Evolutionary Learning
[2] to learn fuzzy rules according to the behavior of nodes.
Subsequently, these rules were used in a Fuzzy Inference
System that dynamically changes the behavior of the load
balancer.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Initially,
in Section 2, some related works are described. Section

1 Quality of service (QoS) refers to several aspects that allow
evaluating the quality of information transport in computer networks and
communication systems.
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state GA [11] [12] that aims the generation of a number Q
of rules per class, following the Cooperative-Competitive
Genetic Learning approach [8]. The generations (children)
are ﬁnite and limited to the extent of the problem. The
algorithm aims to keep the same amount Q of rules for
each class. The fuzzy rules if-then that classify a particular
problem with n attributes are represented in the following
form:
Rj : If x1 is Aj1 . . . and xn is Ajn , then class Cj

(1)

for j = 1, 2, 3, . . . N
where X = [x1 , x2 , . . . xn ] is the vector of input patterns,
Aji (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) are the linguistic terms used and
represent the antecedents of the rule Rj . Cj is the
consequent class Rj and N is the ﬁxed number of fuzzy
rules necessary to classify the input patterns. This fuzzy
classiﬁcation rule Rj can also be expressed as Aj ⇒ Cj ,
where Aj are all the antecedents linguistic terms of the rule
and Cj is the class that this rule classiﬁes.

Figure 1: Scheme for use and connection of computers used
in our tests.

occur, is when nodes are not identical, i.e., when there
are different hardware receiving ﬁles. In this case, if the
same amount of requests is sent to each of nodes, those
who have small amounts of resources such as processing
capacity and memory will work in their operating limits,
causing a signiﬁcant slowdown or even may fail.

3. Load Balancer
Load balancing [5] is a technique used to evenly
distribute the workload between two or more resources,
such as network, CPU, hard drives, etc.. Its objective is to
optimize the use of these resources, maximize performance,
minimize response time and avoid overloading.
As
illustrated in Figure 1, the balancer is able to split requests
among all nodes.
Two versions of load balancing problem have been
investigated in the literature: static and dynamic [4]. The
static version divides the workload equally among nodes,
regardless of their individually load. The dynamic version
changes the workload of a node as it increases. Therefore,
this last type of balancer performs real time measurements
of node workload in order to keep the whole system
workload balanced.
Generally, load balancers use a “Round-Robin” task
scheduler [14] [15]. In “Round-Robin” task schedulers, the
tasks are stored in a circular queue. The scheduler runs this
queue and allocates the resource for each of these tasks.
Thus, each task has a probability of being executed equal
to n1 , where n is the total number of tasks to be allocated.
Therefore, there may be an overload on the nodes due
to several factors. One of these factors, which often
occurs, is when a particular request causes an excessive
consumption of resources, for example, when a very large
ﬁle is transmitted. The node that receives this ﬁle will
suffer a signiﬁcant increase in its load which, inevitably
will cause an imbalance. Another factor that may also

4. Evolutionary Learning and Fuzzy Logic
employed in a Load Balancer
Evolutionary Learning (EA) [2] is a machine learning
technique, which uses elements of Evolutionary
Computation, to extract knowledge from a database.
Generally, this knowledge is represented by if-then type
rules. These rules are easily understood by humans
and easily processed by machines. Several branches of
Evolutionary Computation such as Genetic Algorithms,
Evolution Strategy, Evolutionary Programming, Particle
Swarm, among others have been used in order to extract
this knowledge in the form of rules.
A Fuzzy Rule Based System [8] [9] (FRBS) is composed
of a Knowledge Base (KB), which contains information
in the form of if-then fuzzy rules, the input layer, which
contains the fuzziﬁcation interface, the fuzzy inference
system, which together with the knowledge base performs
inference from the input and output layer, which contains
the defuzziﬁcation interface.
The fuzzy rules contained in the Knowledge Base have
the following structure: “if a set of conditions are met
(antecedent of the rule ) then a set of consequences can be
inferred (consequence of the rule).”
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CPU
N1
H
M
L

In addition to the rules, the knowledge base also
has membership functions used in fuzziﬁcation and
defuzziﬁcation processes of the values of input and output
respectively.
This paper proposes the use of Evolutionary Learning
and Fuzzy Logic to improve the performance of a load
balancer. This assistance is done through the dynamic
modiﬁcation of the percentage of requests sent to each of
nodes served by the balancer.
With this objective, a module called COGNARE was
built. Its purpose is to perform a dynamic change in the rate
of requests sent to each of the nodes served by a balancer.
The inputs of this module are the current states of the
hardware such as memory, CPU, disk, network, etc.. The
output of this module is the allocation rate for each of the
resource managed by the load balancer.
A sensor agent software [3] was installed in each of
the nodes. Their function is to obtain the values of CPU
load, memory, disk, etc. and send them to COGNARE,
as illustrated in Figure 1. In this Figure, these agents are
represented by black circles.
Initially, the rules needed by fuzzy inference system
were learned. To that end, we sent requests to the balancer,
without using COGNARE. The workload percentages of
each node were changed in order to measure the processing
speed variation of the whole system. This change was made
randomly. After this, CPU and memory use of each node
was measured. Table 1 shows this.
CPU
N1 (%)
64
53
7
87

CPU
N2 (%)
21
47
89
13

Memory
N1 (%)
17
13
11
18

Memory
N2 (%)
19
22
52
13

CPU
N2
L
M
H

Memory
N1
L
L
L

Table 3: Values in Table 1 fuzziﬁed.
behavior of node 2.

Memory
N2
L
L
L

Rate N2
H
L
VL

Output refers to the

The initial population was obtained from all possible
fuzzy rules which contain only one linguistic antecedent
value. In this case, as shown in Figure 2, the total quantity
of linguistic terms is 5 (VL, L, M, H and VH). The amount
of linguistic variables is 2 (CPU and memory). Thus, the
initial number of rules is N = 5 ∗ 2 =⇒ N = 10. For
each initial rule, it was calculated the consequent of their
respective class. The consequent class is also one of the
linguistic terms shown in Figure 2. As an example, if in
Figure 1, the load node C1 is 23%, then the fuzzy linguistic
term will be Low (L). If the load of the node C2 is 52%,
then fuzzy linguistic term will be fuzzy Medium (M).
After applying the technique described by Mansoori [10]
the rules are generated. Table 4 presents some of these rules.

Rate (%)
N1 |N2
79|21
63|37
11|89
81|19

Figure 2: Membership functions used for fuzzify the values in
Table 1.

Table 1: Table used in learning the rules. Just some of the
values obtained are showed.

No.
1
The membership functions, illustrated in Figure 2, were
used to fuzzify values of the Table 1. In this Figure, VL, L,
M, H and VH mean very low, low, medium, high and very
high respectively. After this step, we generated Tables 2 and
3.
CPU
N1
H
M
L

CPU
N2
L
M
H

Memory
N1
L
L
L

Table 2: Values in Table 1 fuzziﬁed.
behavior of node 1.

Memory
N2
L
L
L

2

Rule
if CP U1 is LOW and M EM ORY1 is
MEDIUM then RAT E1 is HIGH
if CP U1 is LOW and CP U2 is MEDIUM then
RAT E1 is HIGH

Table 4: Some rules obtained after the learning process.

Rate N1

Starting from the generated rules, we created a Fuzzy
Inference System. The input variables are the values of the
system CPU and memory of each node. The membership
functions and fuzzy sets are described in Figure 2.
When the load balancer is working, COGNARE
constantly run fuzzy inference system.
This step
recalculates the working rate of each node served by the
load balancer.

L
H
VH

Output refers to the
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In this way, COGNARE could change dynamically
working rates for each node of the system.

5. Case study and evaluation of results

We used three computers in the same network in order
to test the technique proposed in this work. The three
computers have distinct setups. The Tables 5 and 6 show
these setups. The resources of the computer named C3 are
lower than the other two. This fact helped to check the load
balancer’s efﬁciency in situations where exist differences
among hardwares.

Name
C1
C2
C3

Cores
4
4
2

CPU
800 MHz
800 MHz
1200 MHz

(a) Load balancer with “Round Robin”

RAM
4 GB
6 GB
2 GB

Table 5: Conﬁguration of the computers used in our tests.
(b) Load balancer with COGNARE

Figure 3: Behavior of nodes in the tests performed.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the computer C1 generates
requests to the load balancer and COGNARE. The
computers C2 and C3 act like balancer nodes. The Table
6 describes each computer used in our tests.

Name
C1
C2
C3

After the tests, the average speeds were calculated. The
Table 7 shows these values.
Test
COGNARE
Round Robin

Setup
AMD Phenom(tm) II X4 955 Processor - 4 GB
RAM
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2620M CPU @ 2.70GHz 6 GB RAM
AMD Turion(tm) 64 X2 Mobile Technology
TL-50 1.2GHZ - 2GB RAM
Table 6: Computers used in our tests.

In the performed tests, 2000 requests were sent to the
load balancer. So, the total time to process all requests
was measured. The average speed to process requests
per minute was calculated. Therefore, a high speed
means a most efﬁcient system. The test was repeated 20
times. Among this 20 times, 10 times were executed with
COGNARE changing dynamically the load of the nodes.
The another 10 times were executed using a Round-Robin
algorithm, where the allocation was made disregarding the
differences between computers nodes.

Speed (requests per minute)
1484
804

Table 7: Averages of the tests performed.

As showed in the Table 7, the load balancer with
COGNARE improved the system, increasing its processing
capacity. This happened because the weaker hardware
received fewer requests than the other hardware.
The Figure 3 shows the behavior of the nodes in the
our tests. Using Round-Robin (a), the computer 1 works
very less than the computer 2 and the maximum CPU’s
usage was 62.5%. In the case (b), using COGNARE, the
system’s performance was improved. The maximum CPU’s
usage was 42%. Moreover, despite the differences between
the hardwares, using COGNARE, the computers showed a
similar behavior.

6. Conclusion
This paper presented the use of Evolutionary Learning
and Fuzzy Logic for dynamic allocation of resources in a
load balancer.
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As described in the previous sections, agents have been
installed in each of the nodes. The aim of these agents was
to measure the CPU and memory utilization and to send this
information to COGNARE.
From the information regarding the status of the nodes,
we extracted the fuzzy rules. These rules are used in a Fuzzy
Inference System to change the rate of load of each node.
We believe that the main contribution of this proposal
is the ability the system got with COGNARE to learn in
advance the rules about its behavior. This previous learning
have signiﬁcantly reduced the workload during execution
of the balancer, which caused a signiﬁcant increase in
performance of the system as a whole.
In future works, we plan to use other algorithms
related to the Evolutionary Learning, such HIDER [1]
[2], NSGA-II [6], TARGET [7], among others to improve
COGNARE’s learning process. We are also planning to
do other experiments. This time we intend to use a larger
number of nodes in order to better capture the efﬁciency of
COGNARE.
The results of our experiments have revealed that
COGNARE is capable of increasing the performance of
a load balancer. Because of these results, COGNARE, is
already in use, balancing the load of a high-demand system,
used by Government of Goiás2 .
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Abstract—Traditionally, communication between agents in multiagent systems is possible by committing to a common ontology.
Unfortunately, this commitment is unrealistic and difficult to
achieve in all cases. It is preferred in communication between
agents to enable each agent to use its own conceptualization of its
knowledge domain (i.e. each agent needs to use its own ontology).
But that makes communication between agents more difficult
and complex. In order to overcome this obstacle, agents need to
negotiate the meaning of concepts and use their learning
capability. Agents can learn new concepts they do not know but
need in order to communicate with other agents in the system.
This paper addresses the formation of new concepts in a multiagent system where individual autonomous agents try to learn
new concepts by consulting other agents. In this paper, individual
agents create their distinct conceptualization and rather than
commit to a common ontology, they use different ontologies. This
paper uses positive and negative examples to help agents learn
new concepts. It also investigates the selection of those examples
and their numbers from teacher agents based on the strength of
the ties between the learner agent and each teacher agent. A
contribution of this paper is that the concept learning is realized
by a multi-agent system in the form of a social network. We
investigate using the concept of social networks in defining
relationships between agents and show that it will improve the
overall learning accuracy.
Keywords- distributed knowledge management;
learning; multi-agent system; social network; ontology
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handle distributed and heterogeneous environments. MAS is an
environment in which different agents can interact with each
other to solve complex problems. The third challenge is the
most difficult issue for DKM: how to share and communicate
knowledge and how to overcome the semantic heterogeneity.
This is the main target of this paper.
In this paper we propose a concept learning system based
on blending the heterogeneity of MAS and sharing capability
of social networks. In our system, several MASs interact with
each other to learn a new concept. Each MAS controls a
repository of knowledgebase (i.e. concepts and their relations)
that consists of an ontology with concept definitions and
instances illustrating each concept. These MASs can interact
with each other through a social network with varying strengths
of ties between each two agents. The strengths of ties can be
updated according to the frequency and type of interaction
between agents. In the case study system, there is one learner
agent that tries to learn a new concept from multiple teacher
agents using this setup. Each teacher agent has its own
ontology representation with its distinct understanding of the
new concept. Teacher agents try to teach the learner agent this
new concept the way they understand it by sending it positive
and negative examples.
II.

concept

INTRODUCTION

Interest in Distributed Knowledge Management (DKM)
systems has been growing due to their ability to solve real
world complex problems that cannot be solved by centralized
Knowledge Management systems. The challenges that DKM
faces are:
x
x
x

A. Multi-Agent System (MAS)
MAS can be de fined as: “a l oosely coupled network of
problem solvers (agents) that interact to solve problems which
are beyond the individual capabilities or knowledge of each
problem solver” [1]. MAS is therefore a co llection of
heterogeneous agents, each of which with its own problem
solving capability, able to locate, communicate and coordinate
with each other.

Representation of knowledge
Distribution of knowledge
Sharing of distributed knowledge

Ontologies can help represent knowledge and are therefore
a good solution for the first challenge faced by DKM
(representation of knowledge). Regarding the second challenge
(distribution of knowledge), multi-agent systems (MAS) can

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section we will cover the main areas that are
essential to understanding our proposed system. We will briefly
describe multi-agent systems (MAS), ontologies and social
networks. Then, we outline the current state of the art in
ontological concept learning.

In our system, agents perform major functionalities on
behalf of each repository. The main roles of agents in our
system are: handling query statements; managing concepts in
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the ontology hierarchy; learning a new concept (in the learner
agent); selecting positive and negative examples for a certain
concept (in the teacher agents); searching the ontology
hierarchy for the best matched concept to teach the learner
agent; managing tie strengths between agents; and finding
peers.

communication between the two agents, time passed since the
last communication); Mutual confidence factor: clarifying the
nature of the relationship under measure, if it is a one-sided
relationship or a mutual relationship. Then we built an HMM
model to measure the strengths of ties between agents in a
social network using those factors.

B. Ontology
There are several definitions of ontology. We will use
Daconta's definition [2] as it is relevant to our work: “Ontology
defines the common words and concepts (meanings) and their
relationships used to describe and represent an area of
knowledge, and so standardize the meanings.”

D. Literature review
In this section, we describe some of the previous work done
in the concept learning area.
In [12], Steels uses a distributed multi-agent system where
no central control is required. He describes a “language game”
in which each agent has to create its own ontology based on its
experience of its environment. The agents communicate with
each other to stabilize to a common ontology or a shared set of
lexicons to be used afterwards in their interactions.

If two agents use the same ontology or ar e able to
understand each other’s ontology, communication between
them is p otentially possible. Normally, diverse agents use
different ontologies. In this case they need a mechanism to
understand each other. In this paper, we illustrate how a single
learner agent can learn new concepts from different teacher
agents. Those teacher agents do not need to agree on the same
definition of the new concept; their understanding of this new
concept may be close but slightly different from each other.

Palmisano [13] uses a m achine-learning approach for
creating a shared ontology among different agents that use
different ontologies. The main purpose of Palmisano’s work is
to make each agent maintain its own ontology and at the same
time keep track of the concepts’ meanings in other agents’
ontologies it communicates with.

C. Social networks
By social networks we do not mean Facebook, Twitter or
other related web services. In this work, a social network is a
set of actors (e.g. human, process, agent, document repository)
and relationships between them. It can be represented as a set
of nodes that have one or more types of relationships (ties)
between them [3]. Using social networks gives us flexibility in
dealing with the concepts in heterogeneous ontologies. It
allows agents to understand the meaning of the same concept
even though its definition might be slightly different in each
agent’s ontology.

Afsharchi tries in his work [14] to enable an agent to learn
new concepts from a group of agents then represent this new
concept in its own terminology without the need of a shared
ontology [15]. He deals with a multi-agent system as a group of
agents with different ontologies and any of them can learn a
new concept by asking the other agent about this concept and
then representing it using its own taxonomies.
III.

CONCEPT LEARNING FRAMEWORK

In our framework, we assume that in a society of n agents
Ag1, Ag2… Agn, each agent Agi controls a repository Ri
(Figure 1). Each repository uses an ontology (Oi) that consists
of a set of concepts, relationships. Each concept C in each
repository possesses some supporting documents to represent
instances of the concept.

The strength of a tie is affected by several factors.
Granovetter [4] prop osed four dimensions that may affect tie
strength: the duration of the relationship; the intimacy between
the two actors participating in the relationship; the intensity of
their communication with each other; and the reciprocal
services they provide to each other. In social networks of
humans, other factors, such as socioeconomic status,
educational level, political affiliation, race and gender are also
considered to affect the strength of ties [5]. Structural factors,
such as network topology and information about social circles,
may also affect the tie strength [6]. Gilbert et al [7] suggest
quantitative measures (variables) for tie strength including
intensity variable, days passed since the last communication
and duration [7]. Another variable that may affect the strength
of the tie is the neighborhood overlap variable [8] which refers
to the number of common friends the two actors have. Petróczi
et al [9] introduced mutual confidence between the actors of
social networks. We proposed in [10] a method to calculate the
strength of ties between agents in a social network using
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [11]. We showed that tie
strength depends on several factors: Closeness factor: by
measuring how close two agents are to each other (i.e. the
degree of similarity between the two ontologies used by the
two agents participating in the relationship); Time-related
factor: combines all time factors that affect the strength of the
relationship (e.g. duration of the relationship, frequency of

R1

R2

Ontology

Ontology

Documents

Documents

MAS1

MAS2

Rn

...
...

Ontology
Documents

MASn

Figure 1. System Architecture

The goal of this paper is to advance the concept learning
mechanism based on semantic interoperation between concept
learning and semantic search modules based on MAS proposed
in [16][17]. In this prototype system, each MAS controls a
knowledgebase with a certain ontology. The system is expected
to have two main modules: Concept Learning module [18]; and
Semantic Search module [19]. In this paper we focus only on
advancing the concept learning module by applying the social
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networks concept to the relationships between agents in order
to improve the overall learning accuracy.

Some examples are agreed on by all teachers to be positive
examples. Other examples may be mentioned by some teachers
and not mentioned by others, i.e., they are considered as a
conflict. The worst case of conflict occurs when one or more
examples are considered as positive examples by some teachers
and as negative examples by others. These conflicts can be
resolved by the learner agent sending back a conflict resolution
request to all teacher agents asking them to vote on the
conflicting examples [20]. Sending votes back to AgL helps
resolve the conflict based on votes of teacher agents and
strength of ties between AgL and each teacher agent. After
resolving all conflicts, AgL starts the learning process to learn
the new concept Cnew considering the opinions of all teacher
agents. Then AgL updates its repository by representing the
new concept Cnew in its ontology OL.

Figure 2 shows a f low diagram of tasks performed in the
concept learning system. The learner agent (AgL) initiates the
learning process by sending a learning request to all peer agents
(teacher agents in this case). This request contains a query with
all available information about the required concept Cgoal to be
learned (e.g. concept name, keywords list, annotation
information, feature/contextual information).

Finally, AgL measures the closeness between its updated
ontology and the ontologies of all teacher agents. Based on this
closeness and the interactions that occurred during the whole
learning process, the strength of ties between AgL and all
teacher agents is updated [10].
IV.

DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION

In our system, we need to classify the documents used in all
repositories. Document classification means assigning
documents to one or more concepts using data mining methods.
A. Document Preprocessing
In this stage, we extract all features of textual documents,
these documents are considered positive examples of concepts
in the ontology used in our experiment, in order to process
these documents with data mining algorithms. The main
purpose of document preprocessing is feature extraction. It is
the selection of a list of words (features) that best describe the
document. At the beginning, documents are tokenized to get
the entire list of words in the documents. Second, using a
feature reduction technique to delete undesired words (words
that are irrelevant to the document content), such as common
English words like: a, an, in, for, the etc. Also we can create
our own list o f words that do not affect the document
categorization. Next, word stemming is applied by removing
suffix and prefix of words. In this case, we can treat words with
the same stem as a single word. For example: mathematics and
mathematical can be co nsidered as the same feature in the
document. Finally, a statistical metric is used to produce a
feature vector that best represents the group of documents by
calculating the relevance of each feature to the category it
belongs to. In our experiment, we use Term Frequency plus
Inverse Document Frequency (TF×IDF).

Figure 2. Flow diagram of tasks in the concept learning system

After receiving the initial query, each teacher agent (AgT)
finds a concept Cbest that best matches the information in the
initial query it receives. After finding Cbest, AgT chooses
positive and negative examples representing Cbest based on the
similarity between Cbest features and information sent in the
initial query (see section IV below). The number of positive
and negative examples chosen from each teacher agent depends
on how socially close this teacher agent is to the learner agent
(i.e. the strength of tie between AgL and each AgT), because tie
strength reflects how much AgL trusts and depends on AgT.
After selecting positive and negative example sets, each AgT
sends its own set to AgL.
AgL collects all sets from all te achers to learn the new
concept Cgoal. AgL checks for any conflict that may occur. As
each teacher agent uses a different ontology and different
representation of concepts in its ontology, the positive and
negative examples chosen by teacher agents are expected to be
different and some conflicts may occur as shown in Figure 3.

B. Document Representation
We select the top n words created for each category with
the highest scores accompanied with their weight as a f eature
vector for each category. In our experiment, we set n to 20 as
we noticed that in almost all documents, all relevant document
features can be expressed with less than or equal to 20 words.
C. Document Categorization
This is the learning process. In this stage, we assign each
group of documents to a certain category and calculate the
accuracy of the learning technique used. In this paper, we use

Figure 3. Representation of conflict
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2.

Each teacher agent searches its ontology for the best
matching concept Cbest that has the highest value of
sim(qspec, Cbest). Depending on this value, each teacher
agent picks sets of positive and negative examples.
3. Each teacher agent sends its own sets o f positive and
negative examples to the learner agent AgL.
4. AgL develops a new concept “computer science” in its
ontology based on these examples using machine
learning methods, and then calculates the accuracy of
the learning process in each case.
5. Calculate the feature vector of the newly learnt concept
“computer science” in AgL.
6. Calculate the closeness between the feature vector
created for the new learnt concept and feature vectors
of each Cbest chosen by each teacher agent.
7. Depending on the closeness values calculated in step 6,
set the initial tie strengths between the learner agent
AgL and teacher agents AgC, AgM, AgW.
8. Repeat the learning process by using the same
keywords used before as well as the feature vector
created in step 5 based on the tie strengths calculated in
7 (repeat steps 2 to 5).
In order to measure the accuracy of the learned concept, we
use the confusion matrix to measure the proportion of true
results (i.e. true positive and true negative as opposed to false
positive and false negative). The overall accuracy is calculated
as follow:

three different learning techniques: K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN); Naive Bayes; and Support Vector Machine (SVM). In our
experiment, we adopt the RapidMiner (http://rapidi.com/content/view/181/190) tool to perform document
classification.
V.

DATA SET

Our data set consists of structured hierarchy ontologies of
course syllabi of three universities; Cornell University,
University of Michigan and University of Washington. In order
to test our approach, we use three MASs as teacher agents:
AgC, AgM and AgW. Each MAS controls a repository that
contains one of the three ontologies for the course syllabi of the
three universities. We also set up a learner agent AgL to learn
some new concepts from the three teacher agents at the same
time. We choose to learn the concept “computer science”
because it has different representations among the three
ontologies. The University of Michigan organizes “computer
science” as an engineering discipline and as a joint program
with Electrical Engineering. The University of Washington
organizes “computer science” also as an engineering discipline
but independent from Electrical Engineering and as a joint
program with Computer Engineering. Cornell University
considers “computer science” as an engineering discipline but
independent from both Electrical and Computer Engineering.
VI.

EXPERIMENT

In this experiment, we want to show how using social
networks can improve the accuracy of the learning process. We
follow the same strategy proposed in [17] in choosing positive
and negative examples. This strategy depends on the value of
sim(qspec, Cbest), where, sim(qspec, Cbest) is the ratio between the
number of examples that meet the entered query and the total
number of examples of chosen concepts Cbest. If sim(qspec, Cbest)
is greater than a specific threshold value (we set th e value of
the threshold to 0.6), this concept completely represents the
concept to be learned. In this case, we can use any of its
examples as positive examples. The negative examples can be
chosen from its si blings (external negative examples). In this
case, the siblings’ examples are considered a good source of
negative examples because the two concepts have the same
parent which means they have some common features. At the
same time, they are two different concepts, each with its own
set of examples. So the examples of the siblings are considered
discriminating examples. If sim(qspec, Cbest) is smaller than the
chosen threshold value (i.e. 0.6), that means Cnew overlaps with
the concept Cbest, which means that some of the examples of the
concept Cbest reflect the meaning of Cgoal but the others do not.
In this case, the returned documents contain only positive
examples of Cnew. The negative examples can be chosen from
the rest of the examples (internal negative examples).

ܱ= ݕܿܽݎݑܿܿܽ ݈݈ܽݎ݁ݒ
்௨ ௦௧௩ା்௨ ௧௩
்௨ ௦௧௩ାி௦ ௦௧௩ାி௦ ௧௩ା்௨ ௧௩

VII. RESULTS
The first step in our experiment in learning the new concept
“computer science” is to find the best known concept Cbest in
teacher agents’ ontologies.
At the beginning, the learner agent AgL does not have the
concept “computer science” in its ontology. We use only
keywords to learn this concept. Our keywords that describe the
“computer science” concept are (“computer science” or
“program language”). According to the ratio between the
number of documents returned by the search and the total
number of documents describing each concept, we can
calculate sim(qspec, Cbest) for all concepts in each teacher
agent’s ontology. The concept with higher value of sim(qspec,
Cbest) is chosen as the best matching concept Cbest for each
teacher. Table I shows the value of sim(qspec, Cbest) of the
chosen concepts Cbest from each university.
We choose the following concepts:
x
“Computer Science E” from Cornell University
x “Electrical Engineering and Computer Science” from
University of Michigan.
x “Computer Science and Engineering” from University
of Washington.

The scenario of our experiment is as follows:
1.

(1)

No “computer science” concept is defined in the
learner agent AgL. The learner agent AgL therefore uses
only keywords to search for the best matching concept
Cbest in the teacher agents’ ontologies. The keywords
used are “(computer science) or (program language)”.
At the beginning, the strengths of ties between AgL and
all teacher agents (AgC, AgM, AgW) are the same.

For all universities, sim(qspec, Cbest) < 0.6 is chosen to be the
threshold, so we select the negative examples internally from
the documents of the chosen concepts. In this case, the strength
of ties between AgL and all teacher agents AgC, AgM and AgW
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to University of Washington but far from the definition of the
concept used by University of Michigan. We consider these
closeness values as the initial values of tie strengths of our
social network.

are the same, i.e. social closeness is not considered, therefore
the number of positive and negative examples from each
teacher agent are the same. We got 21 positive examples and
21 negative examples from each teacher agent for those
concepts. Those positive and negative examples are given to
AgL to learn the new concept “computer science”. We use three
machine learning techniques: K-NN, Naive Bayes, SVM.

TABLE V.

FEATURE VECTORS OF THE NEWLY LEARNT CONCEPT AND
CHOSEN CONCEPTS FROM TEACHER AGENTS’ ONOTOLOGYIES

Feature vector of the learnt concept (computer science):

{ program , languag , comput , system , scienc , cover , function , type ,
algorithm , design , learn , logic , object , analysi , compil , machin , unix ,
java , includ , model }

TABLE I.

THE SIMILARITY VALUES OF THE SEARCH RESULTS. THE
SEARCH KEYWORDS ARE (“COMPUTER SCIENCE” OR “PROGRAM LANGUAGE”)

University/department
Cornell
Computer science e

Michigan

Electrical engineering and
computer science

Washington

Computer science and
engineering

TABLE II.
positive CS
negative CS

positive CS
negative CS

true CS
52
11

positive CS
negative CS

0.36
0.12

Electrical engineering and computer science (University of Michigan):

{ system , design , comput , circuit , model , analysi , program , optic , control
, signal , algorithm , digit , applic , devic , network , languag , linear , perform
, logic , communic }

0.25

computer science and engineering (University of Washington)

{ comput , system , design , program , algorithm , languag , softwar , analysi ,
parallel , model , imag , network , logic , altern , architectur , machin , simul ,
databas , memori , applic }

false CS
23
40

TABLE VI.

USING NAIVE BAYES FOR LEARNING
true CS
42
21

Overall accuracy = 66.71%
TABLE IV.

computer science e (Cornell University):

{ program , comput , system , languag , algorithm , logic , design , scienc ,
cover , analysi , equat , learn , model , discuss , function , network , optim ,
parallel , type , applic }

USING K-NN FOR LEARNING

Overall accuracy = 73.02%
TABLE III.

sim (qspec, Cbest)

Teacher agent

Cornell University (AgC)
University of Michigan (AgM)
University of Washington (AgW)

false CS
21
42

Overall accuracy = 70.48%

closeness value
0.490
0.087
0.180

In order to refine the definition of the learnt concept
“computer science”, we use both keywords (“computer
science” or “program language”) and conceptual knowledge
(the feature vector extracted) in searching for the best matched
concept in teacher agents’ ontologies. The selected best
concepts are the same as in the first case. The number of
positive and negative examples selected are proportional to the
tie strengths, so we use 31 positive examples and 31 negative
examples for the concept “Computer Science e” from AgC, 12
positive examples and 12 negative examples for the concept
“Computer Science and Engineering” form AgW and 5 positive
examples and 5 negative examples for the concept “Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science” from AgM. We use those
sets of positives and negative examples to teach AgL the
concept “computer science” using K-NN, Naive Bayes and
SVM.

USING SVM FOR LEARNING
true CS
44
19

THE CLOSENESS VALUES BETWEEN THE LEARNER AGENT AGL
AND TEACHER AGENTS AGC, AGM, AGW

false CS
17
46

Where, CS is the concept “Computer Science”. In Tables II,
III and IV, true CS represents the number of examples that are
classified as positive examples of the CS concept; false CS
represents the number of examples classified as negative
examples of the CS concept; positive CS are the real positive
examples of the CS concept; negative CS are the real negative
examples of the CS concept.
After learning the new concept “computer science”, we
extract the feature vector of this concept. TF×IDF is used to
extract the feature vector of each concept in all ontologies.

TABLE VII.

Now the learner agent AgL has the new concept “computer
science” in its ontology. AgL has also a feature vector of this
concept (See Table V). We need to update the strength of ties
between the learner agent and each teacher agent. We measure
the closeness between the feature vector of the new learnt
concept “computer science” in Ag L and all concepts used by
teacher agents (i.e. “Computer Science e” from AgC,
“Electrical Engineering and Computer Science” from AgM and
“Computer Science and Engineering” from AgW).

positive
negative

USING K-NN FOR LEARNING
true CS
39
9

Overall accuracy = 81.21%

TABLE VIII.
positive
negative

The closeness values are shown in Table VI. From these
values we can notice that, the learnt concept is closest in its
definition to the concept of Cornell University, the next closest

USING NAIVE BAYES FOR LEARNING
true CS
33
15

Overall accuracy = 71.79%
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false CS
9
39

false CS
12
36

TABLE IX.

USING SVM FOR LEARNING
true CS
34
15

positive
negative

Overall accuracy = 70.83%
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false CS
13
34
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Abstract—Coverage-based fault localization techniques leverage
coverage information to identify the faulty elements of a program.
However, these techniques can be adversely affected by
coincidental correctness, which occurs when faulty elements are
executed but no failure is triggered. This paper proposes a
clustering-based strategy to identify coincidental correctness. The
key rationale behind this strategy is that test cases in the same
cluster have similar behaviors. Therefore, a passed test case in a
cluster, which contains failed test cases, is highly possible to be
coincidental correctness. Our experimental results show that, by
cleaning or relabeling these possibly coincidentally correct test
cases, the effectiveness of coverage-based fault localization
techniques can be effectively improved.
Keywords- coincidental correctness; cluster analysis; fault
localization

1 INTRODUCTION
Coverage-Based Fault Localization (CBFL) leverages the
execution information of both the failed test cases and passed
test cases to assist the developer in identifying the program
elements that induce a given failure. The intuition behind these
techniques is that entities in a program that are primarily
executed by failed test cases are more likely to be faulty than
those that are primarily executed by passed test cases [1].
Although CBFL has shown promising results in previous
studies, it is still necessary to further improve its effectiveness.
One of the main challenges is the coincidental correctness
problem.
Coincidental correctness occurs when a test case executes
the faulty elements but no failure is triggered. The PIE model
presented in J.M. Voas et al., [2] emphasizes that for a failure
to be observed, the following three conditions must be satisfied:
“Execution”, “Infection”, and “Propagation”. The case is
termed weak coincidental correctness, if the program produces
the correct output when only the condition “Execution” is
satisfied. The case is termed strong coincidental correctness, if
the program produces the correct output when only the
conditions “Execution” and “Infection” are satisfied. As the
second condition of the PIE model has nothing to do with
CBFL, strong coincidental correctness is not within the
discussion of this paper. Hence, hereafter, coincidental
correctness will refer to the former definition as it is more
relevant to the execution profiles, and thus has more impact on
CBFL.
The work described in this article was partially supported by the National
Natural Science Foundation of China (90818027, 61003024, 61170067).
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Previous studies have demonstrated that coincidental
correctness is prevalent in both two forms: strong and weak [3],
[4]. W. Masri et al. have proven that coincidental correctness is
responsible for reducing the safety of CBFL. More specifically,
when coincidentally correct test cases are present, the faulty
elements will likely be ranked as less suspicious than when
they are not present. As shown in the previous studies [4], [5],
the efficiency and accuracy of CBFL can be improved by
cleaning the coincidentally correct test cases. However, it is
difficult to identify coincidental correctness because we do not
know the locations of faulty elements in advance.
In this paper, we propose a clustering-based strategy to
identify the subset of test suite that is possible to be
coincidentally correct. We apply cluster analysis to group test
cases into different clusters. According to [6] and [7], test cases
in the same clusters have similar behaviors. As such, a passed
test case in a cluster, which contains failed test cases, is highly
possible to be coincidental correctness because it has the
potential to cover the faulty elements as those failed test cases
do. We also present two strategies to deal with the coincidental
correct test cases (see Section 3 for detail). By cleaning or
relabeling these test cases, adverse effects of coincidental
correctness can be reduced, which may lead to an increase of
the efficiency and accuracy of coverage-based fault localization
techniques. The experimental results show that our strategy is
effective to alleviate the coincidental correctness problem and
to improve the effectiveness of fault localization.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 details the motivation of our work. Section 3 describes our
approach to identify coincidentally correct test cases in detail.
Section 4 presents the experimental work and results for the
proposed strategy. Section 5 introduces some related work on
coincidental correctness and cluster analysis on software
testing. Finally, Section 6 presents our conclusions and future
work.
2
2.1

MOTIVATION

Prevalence of Coincidental Correctness
In [3], Masri et al. demonstrated that coincidental
correctness is prevalent in both its forms (strong and weak).
Furthermore, the exhibited levels of weak coincidental
correctness are much more significant than those of the strong
one. To show the prevalence of the scenario under study, we
conducted an experiment on the Siemens programs. The

Siemens set contains seven C programs, and all of them can be
downloaded from the SIR repository [17]. Each of the
programs has a correct version, a number of faulty versions
seeded with a single fault, and a corresponding test suite. We
compare the output results of the correct versions with that of
the corresponding seeded versions to determine the failures.
Failures determined in this manner are called output-based
failures. According to the execution profile, if a faulty element
is executed during a test case, but no output-based failure is
detected, we categorize the test case as coincidentally correct.

is to remove these tests from the test suite, that is, to subtract k
from aep . Consequently, the suspiciousness metric will be:

Our study only takes into account 115 seeded versions, and
excludes the other versions because they contain code-missing
errors or the faulty statements are not executable. Figure 1
summarizes the result. It illustrates the exhibited level of
coincidental correctness is significant. The horizontal axis
represents the percentages of coincidentally correct tests (each
bar corresponds to a range of size 10%). The vertical axis
represents the percentage of seeded versions that exhibited a
given range. As can be seen, coincidental correctness is
common in software testing.

The second strategy is to relabel those tests from “passed”
to “failed”, i.e., to subtract k from aep and add it to aef , the
suspiciousness metric will be:

2.2

Safety Reducing Effect
Denmat et al. [15] pointed out the limitation of CBFL and
argued that the effectiveness of this technique largely depended
on the hypothesis that executing the faulty statements leads
most of the time to a failure.
In the following, we use Ochiai as an example to show that
coincidental correctness is a potential safety-reducing factor.
As shown in L. Naish et al., [16], the suspiciousness metric of
Ochiai is defined as:

M(e) =

aef
( aef  anf )(aef  aep)

e = faulty program element

Assume that there are k tests which execute e but do not
raise a failure. Two strategies can be applied on these tests to
improve the accuracy of the CBFL technique. The first strategy
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It is easy to know that M(e) ≤ M’(e). To verify:
M’(e) ≥ 0, M(e) ≥ 0 and M’(e)/M(e) ≥ 1 => M(e) ≤
M’(e).

M' ' (e) =

aef  k
( aef  anf  k )(aef  aep)

It is easy to know that M(e) ≤ M’’(e). To verify:
M’’2(e) －M 2(e) ≥ 0 => M(e) ≤ M’’(e). It can be seen
that ignoring coincidentally correct test cases will leads to an
underestimating of the suspiciousness of the faulty element.
3 METHODOLOGY
3.1

General Process
Some symbols we use throughout the rest of the paper are
explained as follows:
T: the test suite used for a given program.
Tp: the set of passed test cases.
Tf：the set of failed test cases.
Tcc: the set of coincidentally correct test cases.
Ticc: the set of identified coincidentally correct tests.

In this paper, we propose a clustering-based strategy to
obtain Ticc. The goal of cluster analysis is to partition objects
into clusters such that objects with similar attributes are placed
in the same cluster, while objects with dissimilar attributes are
placed in different clusters [7]. So, execution profiles are used
as the features fed to a clustering algorithm. Specifically, test
cases which execute the faulty elements and have similar
execution profiles with the failed test cases are likely to be
clustered together. Therefore, if a cluster consists of both failed
test cases and passed test cases, the passed test cases within this
cluster are very likely to be coincidentally correct. Note that
our approach is based on the single-fault assumption. Multifault programs are not within the discussion of this paper, but
will be explored in the near future.
For a developer to find the fault with the help of automatic
fault-localization techniques, he/she can use the following
procedure to take advantage of our strategy to improve the
effectiveness of the diagnosis: First, a set of test cases is
executed on the given program. As a result, each test case is
labeled "passed" or "failed" according to its output result.
Execution profiles which reveal the coverage information are

5

20

aef
( aef  anf )(aef  aep  k )

Given a test suite T, which is comprised of Tp and Tf, the
goal is to identify Tcc from Tp. The result is Ticc, and each
element of Ticc is a potential candidate of the members of Tcc.

aef = number of failed runs that execute e
anf = number of failed runs that do not execute e
aep = number of passed runs that execute e

10

M' (e) =

100

% Coincidental Correctnes(|Tcc|/|T|)

Figure 1. Frequency of Coincidental Correctness
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collected at the same time. Then, clustering is conducted on the
execution profiles. The next step is to identify coincidentally
correct test cases using the method mentioned above, and the
identified test cases are added to Ticc. Two strategies (cleaning
or relabeling) can be employed to handle with the test cases
that belong to Ticc, see Section 3.2.3 for details. Finally, a
CBFL technique is applied to the refined test suite.
3.2

Detailed Technologies

3.2.1
Execution Profile Collection
We use gcov (GNU call-coverage profiler) [18] to obtain
statement coverage information. For a test case, its statement
coverage profile p i = <e1, e2, ..., en>, where n represents the
number of lines of the given program, and ei = 1 if the ith line
of code is executed, otherwise ei = 0.
3.2.2
Cluster Analysis
The execution profiles of the test suite T are collected to
form the input to the cluster analysis. The execution profile of
each test case is regarded as an object to be clustered. The
number of objects is equal to the number of test cases of T. In
our context, n-dimensional Euclidean distance [19] is used as
the distance function because it is easily calculated and widely
used.
The simple K-means is employed as the clustering
algorithm in our approach. We chose this algorithm because it
is simple and fast. Besides, it performs reasonably well in our
previous studies [6], [8]. It takes the number of clusters as a
parameter. In our context, this number is set according to the
size of T. Let CN denote the number of clusters, CN = |T|*p,
where |T| is the number of test cases in T and 0 < p < 1.
Note that it is hard to decide a fixed ratio of the number of
clusters. It mainly depends on the size of the test suite, and how
much risk the developers are willing to take in order to identify
the coincidental correct test cases. If the size of test suite is
large, a relatively low value of p can be chosen to keep the
level of the false negatives. If the developers have a high
demand for accuracy of the recognition of coincidental
correctness, a relatively high value of p can be chosen to keep
the level of false positives.
3.2.3
Handling with the coincidental correctness
Passed test cases which are grouped into the same cluster
with the failed ones are very likely to be coincidentally correct,
and are added to Ticc. The reasons are two-fold:
1) A test case which executes the faulty statement does not
necessarily induce a failure, but not vice versa. It is a sufficient
condition for a failed test case to execute the faulty statements.
2) It is assumed that test cases with similar execution
profiles will be clustered together. Therefore, the identified
passed test cases will have similar execution profiles with the
failed ones.
As such, the identified test cases have a great chance to
execute the faulty elements, but still produce the correct output.
In other words, they conform to the definition of coincidental
correctness.
To deal with Ticc, we propose two strategies:
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The Cleaning Strategy: Test cases in Ticc are removed
from the original test suite T. According to the
suspiciousness metric, it will improve the
suspiciousness values of the faulty statements by
subtracting the number of coincidental correctness
from the number of passed test cases.



The Relabeling Strategy: The labels of test cases in
Ticc are changed from "passed" to "failed". It will also
improve the suspiciousness values of the faulty
statements by subtracting the number of coincidental
correctness from the passed test cases and adding it to
the number of failed ones. The improvement may be
more significant than the cleaning strategy to a certain
extent, but it may have risks.

3.2.4
Fault Localization
In this study, we select Ochiai (rather than Tarantula) as the
CBFL technique. The main reason is that Ochiai is a recently
proposed technique and the metrics is more effective than
Tarantula in locating faults. Although these two techniques
share the basic principle of CBFL, and they operate on exactly
the same input data, as demonstrated in R. Abreu et al., [9], the
Ochiai similarity coefficient can improve diagnostic accuracy
over other coefficients, including those used by the Pinpoint
and Tarantula tools [16]. As a result, it will be more convincing
that if our approach can improve a well-performed CBFL
technique.
Note that the objective of this study is not to compare
various fault localizers, but rather to develop a strategy that will
improve the CBFL across multiple fault localizers. Although
existing CBFL techniques use different metrics for the
coverage entities, most of them share the same basic principle
to locate the faulty elements. In other words, they have the
same hypothesis and share similar input data. Therefore, we
believe that if our approach works on Ochiai, it will perform
reasonably well on other fault localizers. In the future work, we
will conduct experiments to investigate this conjecture.
4 EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION
4.1

Subject Programs
The Siemens set is used as the subject programs in our
study because it is a particularly widely used benchmark for
evaluating software testing and fault localization techniques.
The detailed information on these programs is listed in Table 1.
The second column of the table shows for each program the
number of faulty versions used in our experiment. The third
column shows for each program the lines of code (the number
of executable statements in the parentheses) that it contains.
TABLE 1. DETAILED INFORMATION OF THE SUBJECT PROGRAMS
Program

Versions

replace
printtokens
printtokens2
schedule
schedule2
totinfo

29
3
6
8
4
16

LOC
(Executable)
563(243)
563(190)
510(200)
412(150)
307(127)
406(123)

Test Suite
Size
5542
4130
4115
2650
2710
1052

The program tcas is not included because it is too small for
cluster analysis. It has only 173 lines of code, of which 54 are
executable statements. Therefore, many test cases may have
same execution profiles. Consequently, the number of the
clusters generated is limited, and it is difficult to effectively
distinguish test cases in this case.
Additionally, we also exclude some of the remaining
versions for the following reasons: these versions have no
failures detected by any test case. Besides, similar to the
experimental setup of Jones and Harrold [1], executable
statements are used instead of LOC. Thus we ignore the
versions with modifications in the header files, mutants in
variable declaration statements, or modifications in a macro
statement started with “#define”. Furthermore, versions contain
code-missing errors are also excluded. Because CBFL hinges
on the assumption that a statement which has been executed by
most failed test cases is a good candidate for being faulty, and
in other words, if a faulty statement causes a test case to fail,
then the test case must have executed that statement. However,
this will not hold in certain cases such as code-missing fault. In
this situation, there is no so-called faulty statement and CBFL
cannot localize the fault exactly [14]. Finally, some versions
are omitted because they do not contain any coincidental
correctness. In summary, we have excluded 25 faulty versions
in total, and use 66 versions for our experiment.
4.2

Evaluation Metrics
Similar to [1], to evaluate the ability of our approach to
identify coincidental correctness, we compute metrics to
quantify the generated false negatives and false positives. Also,
to assess the impact of our approach on the effectiveness of
CBFL, we use the T-score reduction as the evaluation metric.
1)

Measure of generated false negatives:

| Tcc  Ticc |
Tcc

(1)

This measure assesses whether we have successfully
identified all the coincidentally correct test cases. The lower the
measure value is, the better the recognition accuracy is.
2)

Measure of generated false positives:

| (Tp  Tcc)  Ticc |
Tp  Tcc

(2)

This measure assesses whether we have mistakenly
categorized test cases as coincidentally correct. Similarly, the
lower the measure value is, the better the recognition accuracy
is.
3)

Measure of effectiveness improvement:

T-score reduction △TS = TS – TS’, where TS and TS’
represents for the T-score before and after applying our
approach respectively.
T-score is widely used in evaluating fault localization
techniques [1], [10], [11]. It measures the percentage of code
that has been examined in order to find the defect, and is
defined as follow:
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T-score =

| Vexa min ed |
*100%
|V |

(3)

|V| refers to the size of the program (lines of the executable
statements), and |Vexamined| refers to the number of statements
investigated by the programmer in order to find the defect. The
lower the T-score value is, the more effective the method will
be. Therefore, a larger △TS implies a greater improvement.
4.3

Experimental Results

4.3.1

Recognition Accuracy

Table 2 shows the ability of our approach to recognize the
coincidental correctness. It takes p (the ratio of the number of
clusters) as a parameter, and p = 6%. This value is selected
according to previous studies [6], [8]. The column named
“Range” represents the percentages of false negatives and false
positives, and the column of “Versions” represents the
percentage of versions that exhibit a given range. "FN" and
"FP" are short for "False Negative" and "False Positive"
respectively.
From Table 2, the following observations can be made
about the recognition accuracy of our approach:
1) 2% versions can recognize more than 90% coincidentally
correct test cases
2) 21% versions generate 10%-50% false negatives
3) 33% versions generate 50%-90% false negatives
4) 44% versions fail to recognize most of the coincidentally
correct tests
5) Most of the versions, 92%, specifically, generate a small
number of false positives, in the range [0%, 10%]
It can be speculated that larger number of clusters yields a
higher rate of false negatives but a lower rate of false positives.
It is reasonable because the purity of a cluster increases as the
number of clusters increases. As a result, some of the
coincidentally correct test cases, once put into a cluster with
some failed ones, are spread to another cluster full of passed
test cases. Therefore, these coincidentally correct test cases will
be missed. Similarly, some non-coincidentally correct test
cases will be spread to another cluster full of passed test cases
so that these test cases will not be mistaken for coincidental
correctness.
TABLE 2. RECOGNITION ACCURACY
Range
0%~10%
10%~20%
20%~30%
30%~40%
40%~50%
50%~60%
60%~70%
70%~80%
80%~90%
90%~100%

Versions%(FN)
1.51
1.51
7.57
4.54
7.57
3.03
6.06
9.09
15.15
43.93

Versions%(FP)
92.42
3.03
4.54
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4.3.2
Impact on the Effectiveness of Fault Localization
We use box plots to depict the overall experimental results.
It takes p (the ratio of the number of clusters) as a parameter,
and p = 6%. Each box plot represents the statistics of the Tscore reduction for each subject program. The bottom and top
of the box are 25th and 75th percentile, respectively. The line
within the box denotes the median of the values in the box and
the point denotes the mean. The ends of the whiskers represent
the minimum and maximum of all the data.

Ideal
Cleaning Strategy

40

T-score reduction%

35
30
25
20
15
10
5

Figure 2 and 3 illustrates the impact of our approach on the
effectiveness of CBFL. Figure 2 depicts the results applying the
cleaning strategy, and Figure 3 depicts the results applying the
relabeling strategy. The ideal situation, where all the
coincidentally correct test cases are picked out, with 0% false
negatives and 0% false positives, is also shown on the figures
as a comparison. The bold dot presents the average T-score
reduction for each program under the ideal situation.

0
-5
-10
printtokens2 printtokens

replace

schedule2

19.57% versions have been improved by the cleaning
strategy, and the T-score reduction can reach up to 8.55%.
33.33% versions have been improved by the relabeling strategy,
and the T-score reduction can reach up to 22.0%.

Ideal
Relabeling Strategy

T-score reduction%

40

In summary, as shown in Figure 2 and 3, the cleaning
strategy is relatively a safe method, because if p is set to a
reasonable value, 6% in our case, more than 87% versions will
be improved or stay the same, with an increase rate of
0.67%~8.55%, while the rest 13% may be deteriorated, with
the decrease rate of -2.0% ~ -0.41%.

Furthermore, we conducted a paired t-test on the differences
between the T-scores before and after applying our strategy.
The paired t-test is a statistical technique that is used to
compare two population means in the case of two samples that
are correlated, especially in a “before- after” study. Suppose
the T-score before using our strategy is A, and the T- score
after using our strategy is B. H0: A <= B, Ha: A > B. Note that,
during this test, only T-scores less than 20% are taken into
account. The reason is that it is not common to ask
programmers to examine more than 20% of the code in practice
[11]. It can observed that, by using cleaning strategy and
relabeling strategy, the p-value is 0.01 and 0.02, respectively,
both of which implies that the improvement is significant at the
0.05 level.
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totinfo

Figure 2. Impact of cleaning strategy on the effectiveness of CBFL

50

The effectiveness of fault localization of some versions
remains the same. We observe that the faulty statements in
most of the versions have already been ranked at the very front
position, such that dealing with the coincidental correctness
will have little effect on the improvement. Moreover, as
presented in W. Masri et al., [5], although cleaning coincidental
correctness will lead to an increment of the suspiciousness
metric of the faulty statement, the rank of the statement will not
necessarily increase correspondingly. Therefore, the
effectiveness of CBFL after applying our methodology remains
the same or even gets worse for some versions. The key factors
that influence the improvement of CBFL are the rate of false
negatives and false positives, which are heavily depended on
the clustering results.

schedule
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Figure 3. Impact of relabeling strategy on the effectiveness of CBFL

Statistical test is also conducted on the results of the ideal
situation. Under the ideal situation, using cleaning and
relabeling strategy, the p-value is 3.43*10-4 and 9.71*10-17
respectively, and both of them indicate a very significant
improvement.
The above result shows that it is promising to improve the
effectiveness of CBFL by dealing with coincidentally correct
test cases. And using our approach, the preliminary
experimental result is encouraging and convincing.
4.4

Threads to Validity
The threats to external validity include the use of Siemens
set as our subject programs. As a matter of fact, these programs
are all small C programs and the faults are manually injected.
To reduce this threat, we plan to apply our technique to larger
programs in the future.
The threats to internal validity include the tools we use to
generate execution profiles and conduct the cluster analysis. In
our context, we use gcov to record coverage information and
rely on the data mining tool Weka for cluster analysis. Both of
them are mature and widely used. Another issue related to
internal validity is the clustering algorithm we choose. As in
our study, we use simple K-means because it is simple and
effective. However, having the failed test cases clustered either
too centralized or too scattered will have adverse effect on the

results. To be more specific, they will lead to high false
negative and false positive rates, respectively.
5 RELATED WORK
Voas [2] introduced the PIE model, which emphasizes that
for a failure to be observed, the following three conditions must
be satisfied: “Execution”, “Infection”, and “Propagation”. W.
Masri et al. [3] have proved that coincidental correctness is
responsible for reducing the safety of CBFL.
As shown in the previous studies [4, 5], the efficiency and
accuracy of CBFL can be improved by cleaning the
coincidentally correct test cases. However, it is challenging to
identify coincidental correctness because we do not know the
location of fault beforehand. X. Wang et al. [4] have proposed
the concept of context pattern to help coverage refinement so
that the correlation between program failures and the coverage
of faulty statements can be strengthened. W. Masri et al. [5]
have presented variations of a technique that identify the subset
of passed test cases that are likely to be coincidentally correct.
One of these techniques first identifies program elements (cce)
that are likely to be correlated with coincidentally correct test
cases. Then it categorizes test cases that induce some cces as
coincidental correctness. The set of coincidentally correct test
cases would be partitioned into two clusters further. A more
suspicious subset will be cleaned to improve the effectiveness
of fault localization. The experimental result is promising,
however, although it used the same subject program (the
Siemens test suite) as ours in their experiment, it is applicable
to only 18 versions of the 132 versions, which has a smaller
application scope than our approach (applicable to 66 out of
132 versions).
Previous empirical observations have shown that, by cluster
analysis, test cases with similar behaviors could be grouped
into the same clusters. Therefore, cluster analysis has been
introduced for test case selection. Vangala et al. [12] used
program profiles and static execution to compare test cases and
applied cluster analysis on them, identifying redundant test
cases with high accuracy. Dickinson et al. introduced cluster
filtering technique [7, 13]. It groups similar execution profiles
into the same clusters and then selects a subset of test cases
from each cluster based on a certain sampling strategy. Since
test cases in the same cluster have similar behaviors, the
subsets are representative for the test suite so that it is able to
find most faults by using the selected subsets instead of the
whole test suite.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a clustering-based strategy to
identify coincidental correctness from the set of passed test
cases. To alleviate the adverse effect of coincidental
correctness on the effectiveness of CBFL, two strategies, either
removing or relabeling, were introduced to deal with the
identified coincidentally correct test cases. We conducted an
experiment to evaluate the proposed approach. The
experimental results suggested that it achieved approximate
results as the ideal situation did.
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We intend to conduct more comprehensive empirical
studies and explore the following issues in our future work:
1) Search for better clustering algorithms to fit in with this
scenario. As denoted in section 4.4, the failed test cases
clustered either too centralized or too scattered would lead to
poor results. We use K-means in our experiment for its
simplicity, and there are many other clustering algorithms need
to be explored.
2) Conduct empirical studies on how multiple-faults affect
the result of our approach and explore how to deal with this
situation to minimize the adverse effects.
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Abstract—The software testing is a fundamental activity related to product quality. However, it is not performed in suitable
way by many organizations. It is necessary to execute testing in a
systematic and planned way. This work presents a fuzzy inference
system for test case prioritization, based on the use of inputs
related to volatility, complexity and relevance of requirements.
The developed inference system allows the speciﬁcation of a
prioritization strategy by the tester based on linguistic rules in
a simple and easy way.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Testing is the ﬁnal veriﬁcation of a software product [1].
Despite of the relevance of this phase on a project, testing
is not systematic fulﬁlled for the enterprises. That situation
happens mainly because of the costs and the short schedules
related to the software projects.
The software engineering community must ﬁnd ways to
facilitate the inclusion of systematic testing into software processes. In some enterprise environments, which use software
testing to assure the software quality, might be necessary
prioritize existing test cases because often there is not enough
time or resources to execute all planned test cases. In this case,
it is desirable to prioritize the test cases, in order to maintain
the most important ones in the ﬁrst positions, assuring their
execution. To do that, it is necessary create a execution order
that optimizes the most important features for the testing in a
certain time, such as code covering.
Since creating the test execution order is a np-hard problem
[2], it is not possible to solve that problem in an efﬁcient way
through standard techniques [3]. Thus, many researchers have
applied computational intelligence techniques to solve the test
case prioritization problem ([4], [5], [6]).
This work presents an approach based on Mamdani fuzzy
inference system [7] that uses requirements to solve the
test case prioritization problem ([8], [5], [9]). The approach
allows that a test engineer can insert his knowledge about
the prioritization process into the fuzzy inference system.
Therefore, the fuzzy inference system mimics the behavior
of the expert.

The main contribution of this work is the use of a fuzzy
inference system to qualify each existing test case of a
software project. This feature allows the prioritization through
a simple sort algorithm, driven by the value inferred for each
test case, based on common input data as relevance of the
requirement for the project, its complexity and volatility. The
complexity and volatility can be easily obtained from common
software metric tools, like Sonar1 .
This work is organized as following: in Section 2 is presented a software testing primer; in Section 3 a fuzzy inference
system is described; in Section 4 the proposed approach is
detailed; in Section 5 an empirical evaluation is presented; in
Section 6 some related works are discussed; ﬁnally, in Section
7 the conclusions and future works are presented.
II. S OFTWARE T ESTING P RIMER
Software Testing is one of the main activities of quality
assurance in software development. Software testing consists
of the dynamic veriﬁcation of the behavior of a program on
a ﬁnite set of test cases, suitably selected from the usually
inﬁnite executions domain, against the expected behavior.
There are different classiﬁcations related to software testing.
Tests can be classiﬁed by the target: one module (unit), several
modules grouped (integration) and all the modules together
(system).
Testing can be aimed at verifying different properties. This
represents the test classiﬁcation by objectives. Test cases can
be designed to check that the functional speciﬁcations are
correctly implemented (functional testing). Other important
objectives for testing include (but are not limited to) reliability
measurement, usability evaluation, performance, stress and
acceptance, for which different approaches would be taken.
Note that the test objective varies with the test target; in
general, different purposes being addressed at a different level
of testing.
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1 http://www.sonarsource.org/

According to IEEE [10], regression testing is the selective
retesting of a system or component to verify that modiﬁcations
have not caused unintended effects. In practice, the idea is to
show that software did not regress, that is the software which
previously passed the tests still does. The repetition of tests
is intended to show that the softwares behavior is unchanged,
except insofar as required. Obviously a trade-off must be made
between the assurance given by regression testing every time
a change is made and the resources required to do that. A
important limiting factor applied to regression testing is related
to time-constraints. Sometimes, the total execution of testing
can take many hours. This makes unfeasible the test execution
constantly. Due to this factor it is required to prioritize the test
cases, in order to create the best sequence that meets the time
constraints.
It is relevant to emphasize that the selection must be found
quickly and the process to ﬁnd this must not require the
tests execution, since the objective is right to reduce the test
execution.
Unfortunately, several approaches developed so far, mainly
related to the use of search based techniques applied to
this problem, are only theoretical proposals, that can not be
executed in a real software development environment.
It is mandatory the use of information that can be easily
obtained by automatic tools. Therefore, it is mandatory the
use of algorithms that do not require the tests execution to
ﬁnd the best order. The sequence must be inferred from test
properties.
III. F UZZY I NFERENCE S YSTEMS
Fuzzy inference systems are based on linguistic production
rules like ”if ... then”. The fuzzy sets theory [11] and fuzzy
logic [12] provide the math base required to deal with complex processes, based on inaccurate, uncertain and qualitative
information.
Fuzzy inference systems have their operation based on three
steps: i) fuzziﬁcation, ii) inference procedures, and iii) defuzziﬁcation. The fuzziﬁcation is a mapping of the numerical inputs
to fuzzy sets. Those sets are represented by linguistic terms,
such as ”very”, ”little”, ”medium”, etc. The fuzzy inference
procedure is responsible to infer output fuzziﬁed value based
on the input values. Defuzziﬁcation is applied to associate a
numerical value to a fuzzy output, obtained from the fuzzy
inference procedure.
In this work, we applied a Mamdani fuzzy inference system
model. That system model was applied because it computationally simulate the human ability to take rational decisions in
an environment with inaccuracies, uncertainties and noise [7].
Production rules in a Mamdani inference model have fuzzy
sets in their antecedents and consequents. Therefore, a rule
base in a Mamdani model can be deﬁned exclusively in a
linguistic way, without the need of numerical data.
A fuzzy inference systems can express and handle qualitative information. This allows the mapping of the experience
of domain specialists, facilitating the decision making process.
Thus, using a Mamdani fuzzy inference system, to solve the

test case prioritization problem, allows to get an action strategy
/ control that can be monitored and interpreted from the
linguistic point of view. Thus, the action / control strategy
of the Mamdani fuzzy inference system can be considered as
reasoned and consistent as the strategy of domain experts.
IV. P ROPOSED A PPROACH
Our approach evaluates the requirements to infer the test
case criticality for regression testing purpose. However, test
cases from real systems can eventually cover artifacts that may
be related to more than one requirement. In the current stage
of our work we do not take into account this behavior.
Each requirement is evaluated based on 3 variables that
represent the volatility, complexity and relevance. By using
these variables a value that represents the criticality of a test
case is generated. We projected a Mamdani fuzzy inference
system to infer the test case criticality, as shown in Figure 1.
The crisp input variables of the fuzzy inference system are
Volatility, Complexity and Relevance. The meaning of each
variable is described as following:
• Volatility (V): value representing the amount of versions
of the artifacts related to a requirement. The amount of
versions can be easily obtained from a control version
systems like GIT2 and SVN3 .
• Complexity (C): value representing the ciclomatic complexity of the artifacts related to a requirement. This can
be easily obtained from a common software metrics tools,
like Sonar.
• Relevance (R): value representing the relevance of the
requirement for the customer.
The values related to volatility and complexity are calculated from the data obtained for each artifact associated to a
requirement. Thus, the volatility for a speciﬁc requirement is
obtained from the volatility of the whole classes linked to the
requirement implementation. To do this, we use the traceability
matrix [1] to obtain the forward traceability information.
The 3 input variables can receive real values between 0
and 5. The output variable of the fuzzy inference system is
Criticality of the Test Case (CTC). The bigger the CTC, the
bigger the test case execution priority. Thus, the test case with
the biggest inferred CTC is the ﬁrst to be executed.
The CTC output variable can receive real values between 0
and 10, representing the real values of that variable.
To map the fuzzy sets, we used a uniform distribution of the
sets. This is the normal process to do this task. After done the
uniform distribution of the fuzzy sets, it is possible to improve
the mapping empirically or using computational intelligence
techniques such genetic algorithms [13].
We used triangular and trapezoidal membership functions to
empirically map fuzzy sets to the input variables. To each input
variable 3 fuzzy sets were mapped: Low (L), Medium (M) and
High (H). We also used triangular membership functions to
empirically map fuzzy sets to the output variable. We mapped
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Fig. 1.

Proposed Fuzzy Inference System

5 fuzzy sets to CTC: Very Low (VL), Low (L), Medium (M),
High (H) and Very High (VH). We can see in details the
distribution of the fuzzy sets in Figure 2.
To generate CTC of each test case through the 3 speciﬁed
input variables, we must set the rule base in the proposed
fuzzy inference system. The implemented rule base, which is
the kernel of the CTC estimation strategy, has 27 rules. The
rule base is presented in a matrix way, as seen in Table I.
In this Table, R means Relevance, C means Complexity, V
means Volatility, VL means very low, L means low, M means
medium, H means high and VH means very high.
TABLE I
T HE RULE BASE OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH

V
H
M
L

H/H
VH
VH
H

H/M
H
H
M

H/L
M
M
M

M/H
H
M
M

R/C
M/M
M
M
M

M/L
M
M
L

L/H
M
M
M

L/M
M
L
L

L/L
L
VL
VL

The rule base and the fuzzy sets associated to the input and
output variables were deﬁned using the authors’ knowledge
related to software testing, but the rule base was improved with
the expert knowledge as discussed in the following section.
The proposed approach allows that a test engineer easily
changes the test case prioritization strategy. To do that, the
expert must only change the rule base of the fuzzy system.
In this work, we implemented the centroid defuzziﬁcation
technique [14], formalized by Equation 1. In this equation,
x* is the defuzziﬁed output representing the CTC value,
μi (x) is the aggregated membership function and x is the
output variable. It is important to notice that the implemented
inference system allows user to change the defuzziﬁcation
method in a simpliﬁed way.

μi (x) x dx
x∗ = 
μi (x) dx

(1)

V. E MPIRICAL E VALUATION
In order to evaluate the proposed approach, we have carried
out an empiric evaluation. We had 2 objectives to be reached
with the empiric evaluation:
1) Show the ability to mimic the expert knowledge. It
means that our fuzzy inference system should prioritize
the test cases of an under development system in a
similar way that the expert who adjusted the rule base
and the membership functions of the fuzzy inference
system;
2) Show the ability to generalize the knowledge of the expert. It means that the system should prioritize different
systems in a similar way.
In order to reach the above mentioned objectives, we applied
our approach to prioritize test cases of 2 real information
systems. The evaluated information systems are described as
follows:
• JBook: a book loan system to control the library of a
real software house.
• ReqG: a requirement management tool created to control
the requirements and use cases of a project.
The systems were analyzed with the help of a test expert
that have participated in the development of both systems. The
tester is member of a software development company at Brazil.
He has 2 years software development experience.
The empirical evaluation was conducted in the following
order: i) the tester indicated the values for Relevance (R),
Complexity (C) and Volatility (V) for each requirement related
to ReqG system; ii) the tester indicated the prioritization order
for ReqG tests in his point of view, using only his feeling
about the features; iii) we calibrated a rule base of our fuzzy
inference system with the tester information; iv) the tester
indicated the values (R, C, V) for JBook system; v) the tester
indicated the prioritization order for JBook tests in his point
of view, using only his feeling about the features; vi) we
generated the prioritization order for JBook using the proposed
approach; vii) we compared the results.
In order to calibrate the fuzzy rule base we have used linear
regression [15]. This is an approach to model the relation-
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(a) Volatility

(b) Complexity

(c) Relevance

ship between a scalar variable and one or more explanatory
variables. The rule base were calibrated from a estimation
based on the coefﬁcients R, C and V, suggested from the
analysis of the prioritization indicated by the tester. Running
a linear regression we can easily obtain the coefﬁcients of the
equation that models the behavior. The bigger the coefﬁcient
of a variable, the bigger its inﬂuence in the result. Thus, we
have to reﬂect this in the rule base. The variable with bigger
inﬂuence must be more important in the result determination
of CTC.
In order to facilitate the presentation of the results, we
grouped the results in two tables. Table II shows the test case
prioritization inferred by our approach for ReqG system. Table
III shows the test case prioritization inferred by our approach
for JBook system.
The tables have the same columns. Column R shows the
relevance of each requirement of the system. The column
C shows the complexity of each requirement. The column
V shows the volatility of each requirement. The column
CTC shows the criticality of the test case which cover the
respectively requirement. Finally, the column Tester shows the
prioritization indicated by our expert.
The analysis of the results shows some interesting data:
• The results from the Tester and our approach, related to
ReqG system, was exactly the same. This was possible
due to our calibration of the rule base made by using the
tester feeling. So, it was the expected result.
• The results from the Tester and our approach, related to
JBook system, was almost the same. There was only two
mistakes among 13 possibilities. This indicates that our
approach has mimicked the Tester behavior.
• Once in both cases our proposed fuzzy inference system
mimicked the Tester behavior, we also reached the other
objective, that was generalize the knowledge of the expert.
The results described above validates our approach, since
it is possible to capture a Tester feeling and use it for prioritization purposes. The data required to execute our approach
is simple and could be obtained from automatic tools. Our
approach does not requires the test execution to prioritize the
test cases. This is a relevant behavior since the system source
code changes all the time and it is necessary to prioritize test
to be executed to assure the system behavior.
TABLE II
P RIORITIZATION SEQUENCE FOR R EQ G INFERRED BY THE FUZZY
INFERENCE SYSTEM

Requirements
Project
Review
Requirement
Use Case
Member
Change History
Actor
Review Criteria

(d) CTC
Fig. 2.

Distribution of the fuzzy sets
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R
5
3
5
5
3
2
4
3

C
3
5
2
3
2
4
2
1

V
3
5
2
2
4
2
2
2

CTC
7,15
7,15
6,76
6,76
4,48
4,26
4,26
3,86

Tester
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

TABLE III
P RIORITIZATION SEQUENCE FOR JB OOK INFERRED BY THE FUZZY

tic to prioritize test cases. They compare this metaheuristic
with other search-based algorithms previously described in
literature. Five programs were used in the experiments. This
work has the same weakness of the previous work: the need
to execute all the tests to ﬁnd the best order.
As mentioned before, our work is based on a fuzzy inference system that uses common input data easily generated
by automatic metric tools. The approach uses the expert
knowledge to prioritize test cases and does not require the
test execution to generate the suitable order. It qualiﬁes each
test case individually in order to infer its criticality. The bigger
the criticality, the bigger the test case execution priority. Thus,
the test case with the biggest inferred criticality must the ﬁrst
to be executed.

INFERENCE SYSTEM

Requirements
Loan Request
Loan Report
Publication Register
Loan Conﬁrmation
Loan Finalization
Login
Book Registration
Loan Cancellation
Loan Cancellation Request
Label Tipping Report
Password Change
User Registration
Email Notiﬁcation

R
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
3
2
3
3
2

C
3
3
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1

V
2
2
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

CTC
6,76
6,76
5
5
5
5
4,16
4,16
3,86
3,41
2,33
2,33
2,12

Tester
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
13
11
12
10

VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORKS
VI. R ELATED W ORKS
The work developed by Kavitha et al [8] presents an
approach to prioritize test cases based on requirements. The
approach uses three factors to prioritize test cases: the requirement priority in the client view, the implementation complexity
and the volatility of these requirements. For each requirement
a factor named RFV (Requirement Factor Value) is calculated,
representing the average of the considered factors. The weight
of a test case is obtained through a formula that takes into
account the RFV of all the requirements covered by the test
case. The bigger the weight of a test case, the bigger its
relevance. Our work also uses three factors to calculate the
criticality of a test case, but we use a fuzzy system to mimic
an expert tester.
The work of Srikanth et al [9] proposed a technique
for test case prioritization named PORT (Prioritization of
Requirements for Test). PORT prioritizes system test cases
based upon four factors: requirements volatility, customer
priority, implementation complexity, and fault proneness of
the requirements. The work presents a case study on four
projects developed by students. The results show that PORT
prioritization at the system level improves the rate of detection
of the faults considered in the study. The method to guide
the fault injection is not presented in the study. The main
difference from our work is the absence of an expert evaluation
in order to generate a guide for prioritization, since this could
present a bias depending on the faults used for evaluation.
Yoo and Harman [4] introduced the concept of Pareto
multiobjective optimization to the problem of test case selection. They describe the beneﬁts of Pareto multiobjective
optimization, and present an empirical study that investigated
the effectiveness of three algorithms for Pareto multiobjective
test case selection. However, the technique is not suitable for
a real scenario, since it requires several test executions to ﬁnd
the best selection. Test cases change all the time, being hard
to ﬁnd a static order that is not based on properties easily
obtained in an automatic way.
Maia et al [5] proposed an alternative solution to order
test cases. Such technique uses Reactive GRASP metaheuris-

This paper presents a Mamdani fuzzy inference system
approach to solve regression testing prioritization problem on
software projects. The approach presented differs from related
works cited in Section VI because the proposed fuzzy inference system qualiﬁes each test case individually, calculating
the Criticality of the Test Case (CTC). Using the CTC, the test
engineer can sort the test cases using a standard sort algorithm.
In the approaches present in the related works are created a
completely test case sequence. Any necessary change in the
sequence requires a recalculation.
Our empirical evaluation, although simple, validates our
approach, since it have shown that is possible to capture a
Tester knowledge and use it for prioritization purposes. The
input data required to execute our approach is simple and could
be obtained from automatic tools like SVN and Sonar. Besides,
our approach does not require the test execution to prioritize
the test cases, like other approaches described in the Related
Work Section.
Regression testing must be executed all the time. Any
approach created to solve regression testing prioritization
problem must be fast and simple to be used on real scenarios.
Our approach meets this requirement.
At the time that this is a work in progress, some issues in
the current stage of this work do not assure the optimality of
the inferred results:
The experiment have used only one Tester. It is necessary
to use a test team to generalize our results;
• It is necessary to search for alternatives to calibrate
membership functions and the rule base of the proposed
fuzzy inference system. We have used a linear regression
in this work, but further work is needed;
• The approach must be used in a real scenario. It is
necessary to create a tool able to be used by a team during
a software development project.
Despite the issues summarized above, we can conclude, in
a preliminary way, that the proposed approach is much more
intuitive and suitable to be used by test engineers than other
kinds of approaches based only in metaheuristics. It is possible
due to the fuzzy inference system rule base construction.
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•

It mimics the test engineer knowledge simpler than other
approaches heavily based on mathematical formulations.
We are developing some improvements for this work:
• a stable version of a tool that incorporates our approach
and can be connected directly with SVN and Sonar tools;
• a new version of the proposed fuzzy inference system
that will use Computational Intelligence to optimize the
previous speciﬁed membership functions and rule base as
well;
• studies to specify a metric to measure, in a formal way,
the Relevance variable. The metric will be probably based
on SQFD (Software Quality Function Deployment) [16].
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integrate the test results.

virtual-machine monitor providing services that allow multiple
computer operating systems to execute on the same computer
hardware concurrently [7].

z

Autotest, which is a framework for automated testing.

z

Eucalyptus, which manages Xen nodes u sing cloud
controller, node controller and so on.

z

Xen nodes, which makes virtual machine available by
virtualization in cloud infrastructure.

III. FINDING PARALLEL TEST PAHTS

A. Test_Manager
T est_Manager is a module developed using Web
framework Django. It is the control center of AT-Cloud, which
manages the communication among the Web, Eucalyptus and
Autotest. The functions of Test_Manager are as follows:
1) Receives the test task, configuration file and test scene
flow graph from tester. The test task includes test source code,
test scripts based on test scene flow graph. The configuration
file describes the hardware and software environment
requirement of a test task.
2) Analyzes test scene flow graph and finds parallel paths
according to the prime path coverage criterion.
3) Transfers emi-id, unique ID of the registered machine
software image on the cloud, to the cloud controller.
4) Registers virtual machines to Autotest Server as clients
and schedules parallel test paths to run on the registered VMs.
5) Collects test results produced by each test path from
Autotest and integrates them together.

A. Test Scene Flow Graph and Test Path
By decomposing software functions based on the scenes of
a unit test, we can design the test cases according to the test
equivalence class, and use a test scene flow graph to describe
the function point and their relationships, which may have a
number of test paths.
B. Prime Path Coverage Criterion
Prime path coverage criterion has the practical advantage
of finding the parallel paths and improving the test coverage.
In prime path coverage, tests should tour each prime path in a
test scene flow graph. Prime path coverage requires touring all
subpaths of length 0 (all nodes), of length 1 (all edges), length
2, 3, etc. Thus it subsumes node coverage, edge coverage and
edge-pair coverage, which have a high path coverage rate [9].
The following are definitions about prime path coverage
criterion:
1) Simple path: ni and nj are nodes in test scene flow graph
G. A path form ni to n j is a simple path if no node a ppears
more than once in the path, with the exception that the first
and last nodes may be identical.

B. Autotest
A utotest is an open test framework for implementing
automated test. The test procedures are shown as follows:

2) Prime path: A path from ni to nj is a prime path if it is a
simple path and it does not appear as a proper subpath of any
other simple path.

1) Autotest Server receives test source code, test scripts
from Test_Manager.
2) Autotest Server receives VM IP address from cloud and
adds the VM IP to Autotest Server’s host list as an Autotest
client.

3) Prime path coverage (PPC) criterion: Test requirement
contains each prime path in graph G.
C. Finding Parallel Test Paths
According to PPC criterion, after finding all prime paths in
a graph, the parallel test paths can be obtained as follows.

3) Scheduled by Test_Manager, Autotest Server creates test
job and run test job on Autotest client.
4)

Path test is a k ind of structure test based on program
source code in white-box test, which derives test path from
program graph [8]. In this paper, path test is introduced for
software function testing, modeling the test scene flow based
on prime path coverage criterion.

Autotest Server saves test results for every test.

1. Set up a test scene flow graph G
2. For path-length from 0 to the longest simple path in G,
find all possible prime path
If the simple path's final node in G has no outgoing
edges or the simple path's node is a lready in the
path and not the first node
A dd the simple path to path-list
Else
E xtending the simple path with every node that
can be reached from the final node
3. If one path in the path-list is a proper sub path of another
path in the path-list
Re move the path from the path-list, finally all the
pr ime paths will be found
4. For each prime path in the path-list
S tarting with the longest prime paths and extends
them to the beginning and end nodes in the graph

C. Eucalyptus
A T-Cloud deploys virtual machine resource using
Eucalyptus, which comprised five components: Cloud
Controller, Walrus, Cluster Controller, Storage Controller, and
Node Controller. The procedures of providing virtual machine
resources VMs are as follows:
1) The cloud controller receives emi-id from Test_Manager.
2) According to the emi-id, Eucalyptus chooses or launches
an instance of VMs.
3) After creating an VM instance, Eucalyptus assigns the
instance an IP address, and this IP address will be transmitted
to Autotest Server by Test_Manager.
D. Xen
AT-Cloud uses Xen as virtualization software. Xen is a
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D. An Example for Parallel Test Paths
Fi gure 2 shows the test scene flow graph of software about
automated teller machine (ATM).
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Figure 2 An example of test scene flow graph

It has eight nodes and twelve edges except the start node
and end node. Seven prime paths can be found:

Figure 3 Test cases in XML

1) [1, 8]
2) [1, 2, 8]
3) [1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8]
4) [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8]
5) [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8]
6) [1, 2, 3, 6, 8]
7) [6, 6]

IV. SCHEDULING PARALLEL TEST PATHS AND INTEGRATING
TEST RESULTS
The test paths can be dispatched on AT-Cloud and be
tested in parallel, which related with scheduling test paths and
integrating test results.
A. Schedule Parallel Test Paths
The goal of test task scheduling is to find an assignment
function to dispatch the test tasks for minimizing test time.
This paper considers test path length as dec ision
making criteria.
path-length: the number of nodes between beginning and
end nodes in a test path.

Then we get the set of test paths:
1) [1, 8]
2) [1, 2, 8]
3) [1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8]
4) [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8]
5) [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8]
6) [1, 2, 3, 6, 8]
7) [1, 2, 3, 6, 6, 7, 8]
For each test scene, we can design the test cases from
different test equivalence class and set up a symbol to indicate
the next scene as TABLE I showed, which contains SceneId, a
serial number assigned to a test scene; CaseId, a serial number
assigned to a test case; Prerequisites describes the values of
the conditions and environment variable before the test is
performed; TestData are input data; ExpectedResult are
outputs or activities; NextScene indicates the following scene.
Test_Manager store the test case in XML document as Figure
3 and analyze the XML document to generate test scripts.

priority: the longer path has higher priority; the front path
near the start point of the graph has higher priority.
G iven a set of test paths set S = {s1, s2, ..., sm}, there is a set
of VMs M in cloud, M = {m 1, m2, ..., mn} and a set T for fail
test paths. The schedule procedure in AT-Cloud is as follows.
1) Sorting test paths
If S is not empty, then sort the test paths based on path's
priority in descending order.
2) Choose or creating VMs
I f machine set M is empty, which means VMs in AT-Cloud
with the required environment for the test task is not available,
notify the cloud to create a VM for the test task according to
the quantity of test paths and the resource requirements. If M
is not empty, choose a VM that satisfied the test requirement.

TABLE I. TEST SCENE AND TEST CASES
SceneId CaseId Prerequisites
100 exits in
1
1
User.CardId
1
2
101 not exits

TestData ExpectedResult NextScene
CardId
Output=“Input
2
=100
Password”
CardId=10 Output= “Card
8

3) Dispatch test paths to VMs
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No tify the cloud controller to get available VMs and
dispatch test paths to the VMs according to their priority
order. If a test path is dispatched, then remove it from set S.
4) Monitoring test status
Monitor all the test paths and machines status in AT-Cloud.
If a VM is f ree and S is empty then terminate the VM to
release cloud resource.

Figure 4 Parallel test paths execution

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed an a utomated testing platform over
cloud called AT-Cloud and proposes a parallel path execution
method for software function testing. Test scene flow graph is
an effective way to describe the function points and test paths,
which contributes to parallel paths finding and test case scripts
generating.
AT-Cloud not only permits automatically created or
selected a virtual machine according the test environment
requirements and also schedule multi test paths to the scalable
computing environment to implement parallel testing. Further,
we intend to generate test cases automated based on test scene
flow graph and consider more on test paths schedule
algorithm, do more experiments on large scale software which
can really show advantages of software test over Cloud.

5) Recording fault test path
If any fault detected, related test path will be added into
test path set T, and also report to the tester.
6) Scheduling the waiting list
After a test path has been finished, a VM will be free. If S
is not empty, return to step 3.
Generally speaking, this process is repeated until all the
test paths are scheduled for processing on VMs, AT-Cloud is
automatically growing and shrinking resources as needed.
B. Integrate Test Result
Every test path on different VM may return a test result
and all the test results should be integrated in to a test report.
There are several descriptions:
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Abstract

on the behavior of a released software system because its
behavior occurs on the sites of remote users. Moreover,
analysis on a released software system may require instrumentation, and only lightweight instrumentation is allowed
so as to incur as little as possible extra running cost. Consequently, several techniques [6, 7, 11] are proposed to support Remote execution Analysis and Measurement of Software Systems (abbreviated as RAMSS by Haran and colleagues [5]). RAMSS techniques usually collect data by instrumenting instances of a software system used by different
remote users and then analyze the collected execution data.

As it may be difﬁcult for users to distinguish a passing execution from a failing execution for a released software system, researchers have proposed to apply the Random Forest algorithm to classify remotely-collected program execution data. In general, execution-data classiﬁcation can be
viewed as a machine-learning problem, in which a trained
learner needs to classify whether each execution is a passing execution or a failing execution. In this paper, we report
an empirical study that further investigates various issues
in execution-data classiﬁcation based on machine learning.
Compared with previous research, our study further investigates the impact of the following issues: different machinelearning algorithms, the numbers of training instances to
construct a classiﬁcation model, and different types of execution data.

In RAMSS, a fundamental issue is to distinguish a failing
execution from a passing execution. Addressing this issue
helps developers understand the behavior of a released software system. For instance, developers know how often failure occurs in the ﬁeld when remote users run the released
software system by counting the numbers of passing executions and failing executions. Moreover, distinguishing a
failing execution from a passing execution is also important
for developers to debug a released software system because
such information helps developers know in what circumstances failures occur.

1. Introduction
After a software system is delivered to its different users,
it may be still necessary to analyze or measure the released
software system to improve software quality. Although a
software system usually has been tested before delivery, the
testing process cannot guarantee the reliability of the release. Before delivering a software system, developers need
to test the software system in-house, assuming that the software system will be used in the ﬁeld as it is tested. However,
this assumption may not always be satisﬁed [9], due to varied running environments or unexpected inputs for instance.
Consequently, a software system still needs to be tested and
analyzed after it is delivered.
However, as a released software system runs on sites of
remote users, the testing and analysis activities on a released
software system are different from those in-house. For instance, developers can hardly detect failures directly based

To automate distinguishing failing executions from passing ones, Haran and colleagues [5] proposed to collect execution data in the ﬁeld and distinguish a failing execution
from a passing execution by applying a machine-learning
algorithm (i.e., the Random Forest algorithm) to the collected execution data. According to the empirical study
conducted by Haran and colleagues [5], their approach is
promising, as it can reliably and efﬁciently classify the execution data. However, there are several important factors
not addressed in their study. First, their study investigated
only one machine-learning algorithm, but there are quite
a few machine-learning algorithms for classiﬁcation. Second, their study did not investigate the impact of the number of instances for constructing the classiﬁcation model,
but this number may be an important factor of the overhead
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of execution-data classiﬁcation. Third, their study investigated execution data only in the form of counts for methods,
statements and so on, but did not investigate execution data
in the form of coverage, which is widely used in practice.
In this paper, we report an empirical study that evaluates the impact of these three factors on the effectiveness
of execution-data classiﬁcation. The aim of our empirical study is to provide evidence on the determination of
the three important factors in practice. For the ﬁrst factor,
we investigate three popular machine-learning algorithms:
the Random Forest algorithm (RF), the Sequential Minimal
Optimization algorithm(SMO), and the Naive Bayes algorithm(NB). For the second factor, we investigate training
sets of different sizes. For the third factor, we investigate
ﬁve types of execution data: the statement count, the statement coverage, the method count, the method coverage, and
the branch coverage. The main contributions of this paper are as follows. First, to our knowledge, our study is
the ﬁrst empirical study on the impact of the three factors
in execution-data classiﬁcation based on machine learning.
Second, our study provides guidelines for the application
of execution-data classiﬁcation based on machine learning
regarding the choice of machine-learning algorithms, the
number of training instances, and the type of execution data.

Table 1. Subjects
Program
print tokens
print tokens2
replace
schedule
schedule2
tcas
tot info
Space

Ver.
7
10
32
9
10
41
23
38

Test
4,072
4,057
5,542
2,627
2,683
1,592
1,026
13,585

TrainingSet
41∼203
41∼203
58∼289
33∼162
29∼144
14∼67
14∼136
1,244∼6,218

LOC(Exe)
565(203)
510(203)
563(289)
412(162)
307(144)
173(67)
406(136)
9,564(6218)

Met.
18
18
21
18
16
9
7
136

Bra.
35
70
61
25
31
16
36
530

to use the training set to predict whether each test case in
the testing set is a passing one or a failing one.

3. Experimental Study
In this experiment, we plan to evaluate the impact of
three factors in execution-data classiﬁcation so as to answer the following three research questions. RQ1— which
machine-learning algorithm produces the best results in
execution-data classiﬁcation? RQ2— what is the minimal number of training instances that are needed to produce good enough results in execution-data classiﬁcation?
RQ3— which type of execution-data produces the best results in execution-data classiﬁcation?
Table 1 presents the details of the eight C subjects used in
this experiment, whose source code and test collections are
available from Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository
(http://sir.unl.edu/portal/index.php) [3]. Speciﬁcally, the table gives the name of each subject, number of faulty versions, number of test cases in the test collections, the range
of the numbers of training instances used to construct a classiﬁcation model in our empirical study, the number of lines
of code, and the number of branch statements. Moreover,
the “Exe” (abbreviation of executable statements) within
parentheses represents the number of executable statements,
which presents the real size of a subject. As the faulty programs in Table 1 are all single-fault programs, we totally
constructed 80 multiple-fault programs for the eight subjects by extracting the faults from the single-fault programs
of each subject and then seeding more than one faults into
each subject.

2. Execution-Data Classiﬁcation Based on Machine Learning
Haran and colleagues [5] proposed to collect execution
data by instrumenting instances of a released software system and then classify passing executions and failing executions based on these collected execution data using the Random Forest algorithm, which is an implementation of treebased classiﬁcation. This technique can be viewed as an
application of a classiﬁcation algorithm in machine learning
for execution-data classiﬁcation. In the following, we generalize Haran and colleagues’ technique to execution-data
classiﬁcation based on machine learning.
For the ease of presentation, let us consider the execution
data based on the statement count. For a program consisting of n statements (denoted as ST ={st1 , st2 , ..., stn }), the
execution data of a test case (denoted as t) is represented as
a series of numbers, each of which is the number of times a
statement is executed when using t to test the program. All
the test cases (whose execution data are already obtained)
are divided into two sets: the training set and the testing
set1 . Each test case in the training set is also associated
with a label that indicates whether the test case is a passing
one or a failing one. For test cases in the testing set, it is
unknown whether each such test case is a passing one or a
failing one. The problem of execution-data classiﬁcation is

3.1. Independent and Dependent Variables
The independent variables come from the three research
questions and are deﬁned as follows.
The ﬁrst independent variable Algorithm refers to the
machine-learning algorithm that is used to build a classiﬁcation model. Many algorithms have been proposed in
the literature of machine learning. Here we investigate the
following three representative algorithms: Random Forest
(RF) [2], Naive Bayes (NB) [8], and Sequential Minimal
Optimization (SMO) [12], because these algorithms have
been found to be effective in the literature of machine learning and have been widely used. Moreover, these algorithms

1 The training set and the testing set are two terminologies in machine
learning. Note that the testing set is not related to software testing.
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testing set. The training set is the set of test cases whose
execution data and outcome are taken as input to build a
classiﬁer, whereas the testing set is the set of test cases that
are used to verify whether the classiﬁed outcome based on
the classiﬁer is correct. Since all the test cases are known to
be passing or failing in our empirical study before building
the classiﬁer, we know whether the classiﬁcation is correct
or not by comparing the classiﬁcation result with its actual
outcome.
Moreover, for each faulty program, our empirical study
randomly selected n ∗ 20%, n ∗ 40%, n ∗ 50%, n ∗ 60%,
n ∗ 80%, or n test cases from its whole test collection as
a training set and took the rest test cases as a testing set,
where n is the number of executable statements for each
subject shown by Table 1. To reduce the inﬂuence of random selection, we repeated each test-selection process 100
times.
Third, we applied each of the three machine-learning algorithms to each training set and recorded the classiﬁed outcome of test cases in its corresponding testing set. As the
outcome of each test case is known, we know whether the
classiﬁcation is correct. We recorded the number of passing
test cases that have been correctly classiﬁed to be passing,
the number of passing test cases that have been classiﬁed to
be failing, the number of failing test cases that have been
correctly classiﬁed to be failing, and the number of failing test cases that have been classiﬁed to be passing. Then
for each faulty program with a machine-learning algorithm,
we calculated its corresponding AUC. As each subject has
several faulty versions, we calculated their average AUC as
the result of the corresponding subject. Our experiment is
performed on an Intel E7300 Dual-Core Processor 2.66GHz
with 2G memory.

are implemented on Weka 3.6.1 by using its default setting
since this experiment is designed to answer the three research questions.
The second independent variable TrainingSet refers to
the number of instances (i.e., executions) in a training set.
As the number of available training instances may be associated with the scale of a program, we use the ratio between
the number of training instances and the number of executable statements to represent TrainingSet, which is set to
be 20%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 80%, and 100% in our empirical
study.
The third independent variable Attribute refers to which
type of execution data has been collected during the execution of the program and used to classify the execution data. In our empirical study, the values of variable
Attribute can be any of the following: statement count
(abbreviated as #statements, which is the number of times
each statement has been executed), statement coverage (abbreviated as ?statement, which is whether each statement
has been executed), method count (abbreviated as #method,
which is the number of times each method has been executed), method coverage (abbreviated as ?method, which is
whether each method has been executed), and branch coverage (abbreviated as ?branch, which is whether each branch
has been executed). To record the execution information
on branches when running the program, we used “GCOV”
command of GCC, whose collected branches are predicates
within a branch condition, not the whole branch condition.
Moreover, the predicates whose value is true or false are
taken as different branches.
The dependent variables in our empirical study are the
results of execution-data classiﬁcation measured by ROC
analysis [4] since it has advantages overs other measures
like precision-recall and accuracy. Speciﬁcally, our study
uses the “Area under a ROC curve (usually abbreviated as
AUC)” to measure the performance of an execution-data
classiﬁcation approach. The AUC is always between 0 and
1. The bigger the AUC is, the higher performance the corresponding classiﬁcation approach has. Moreover, a realistic
classiﬁer is always no less than 0.5 since the AUC for the
random guessing curve is 0.5.

3.3. Threats to Validity
The construct threat of our empirical study lies in the
measures, although ROC analysis has been widely used in
evaluating classiﬁers in machine learning because it has advantages over the accuracy, error rate, precision, recall and
can decouple classiﬁer performance from class skew and
error costs [4]. The main external threat comes from the
subjects and the seeded faults. Although these subjects including the faults have been widely used in the literature of
software testing and analysis, we will perform more experiments on larger programs with real faults.

3.2. Process
First, we ran each subject with its test cases by recording
the ﬁve types of execution data as well as the outcome of an
execution (i.e., whether it is passing or failing).
Second, we took all the test cases with their execution
information (i.e., execution data and outcome) as instances
and split all the instances into a training set and a testing
set. Although all the test cases are labeled with either passing or failing, our experiment randomly selected some test
cases into a training set, and took the rest test cases as a

3.4. Results and Analysis
In our empirical study we exclude the faulty programs
whose corresponding test collection has less than 5% failing test cases because its percentage of correct classiﬁcation
would be larger than 95% if the test cases are always classiﬁed to be “passing”. After excluding such biased data,
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execution-data classiﬁcation approaches with the same subject, the same percentage of training instances, and the same
type of execution data, but different machine-learning algorithms. The results are shown by Table 2. Here the t-test
is performed separately on results of single-fault programs
and multiple-fault programs because the machine-learning
based execution-data classiﬁcation approach is intuitively
more effective to classify an execution for single-fault programs than for multiple-fault programs considering the impact of multiple faults.
According to this table, the hypothesis that neither RF
nor NB is superior to the other in execution-data classiﬁcation is rejected (for both single-fault and multiple-fault
programs). Moreover, execution-data classiﬁcation using
RF wins the classiﬁcation approach using NB since its calculated t-value is positive. That is, for single-fault and
multiple-fault programs, execution-data classiﬁcation with
RF is signiﬁcantly better than the approach with NB. Similarly, execution-data classiﬁcation with either RF or NB is
signiﬁcantly better than the approach with SMO.
(2)RQ2: Training Set
According to the average AUC, with the increase of the
number of training instances (i.e., variable TrainingSet increases from 20% to 100%), the average AUC of each subject usually increased except for a few data.
However, it is not practical to construct a classiﬁer based
on a large number of training instances (i.e., execution
data with known outcome) in execution-data classiﬁcation.
Thus, we are more interested in the experimental results
of execution-data classiﬁcation using a small number of
training instances. According to the experimental results,
as we increase the number of training instances, the average AUC results increase slightly. That is, the executiondata classiﬁcation approach fed with 20% training instances
has close AUC results to the approach with 100% training instances, which produces reliable classiﬁcation results.
Consequently, for any subject whose number of executable
statements is n, execution-data classiﬁcation has been evaluated to be reliable even if the number of training instances
is n ∗ 20%.
(3)RQ3: Type of Execution Data
To show the inﬂuence of the types of execution data on
AUC results of execution-data classiﬁcation, we draw some
boxplots for single-fault programs by statically analyzing
average AUC results of same type of execution data. For
each program, the ﬁve boxplots for various types of execution data have observable difference. For instance, the
AUC results of execution-data classiﬁcation with the branch
coverage usually distribute in a smaller range than the approach with any of the other types of execution data. That
is, execution-data classiﬁcation with the branch coverage
is more stable than the approach with the other type of
execution-data although some other types of execution data

Figure 1. Boxplots of average AUC results for
various machine-learning algorithms
Table 2. Paired Samples T-Test on MachineLearning Algorithms (α=0.05)
Single-Fault Programs
SMO - RF
SMO - NB
RF - NB
Multiple-Fault Programs
SMO - RF
SMO - NB
RF - NB

t-value
-18.767
-14.576
3.970
t-value
-30.602
-16.362
6.950

Sig.
0.000
0.000
0.000
Sig.
0.000
0.000
0.000

Result
Reject
Reject
Reject
Result
Reject
Reject
Reject

our empirical study has only the results of six single-fault
programs except for print tokens and schedule2, and seven
multiple-fault programs except for Space. Our empirical
study does not acquire the results of execution-data classiﬁcation for Space based on its statement coverage or statement count because the maximal memory of Java Virtual
Machine is not large enough to classify executions which
have a large number of attributes (i.e., the statement coverage or the statement count).
(1)RQ1: Machine-Learning Algorithms
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the average AUC of
the execution-data classiﬁcation approach with the same
machine-learning algorithm for each single-fault subject.
The horizontal axis represents the three machine-learning
algorithms, whereas the vertical axis represents the average AUC. According to Figure 1, the classiﬁcation approach with SMO is usually much less effective than the
approach with RF. The classiﬁcation approach with RF produces close AUC results to the approach with NB. Moreover, sometimes (e.g., for replace) the execution-data classiﬁcation approach with RF is better than the execution-data
classiﬁcation approach with NB, whereas sometimes (e.g.,
for schedule) the latter approach is better than the former.
To further compare the three machine-learning algorithms, we performed the paired samples t-test on the average AUC results by comparing each pair of results of the
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former wins the latter in most comparisons. Moreover, in
multiple-fault programs, the former is signiﬁcantly better
than the latter.

3.5. Summary and Discussion
Execution-data classiﬁcation has been evaluated to be effective in our empirical study because this approach correctly classiﬁed most executions in our empirical study.
Among the three machine-learning algorithms, RF is signiﬁcantly better than NB in correctly classifying executions, while both of them are signiﬁcantly better than SMO.
Execution-data classiﬁcation usually produces better (at
least no worse) results as we increase the number of training instances. Moreover, even if the training set contains a
small number of instances (i.e., one-ﬁfth of the executable
statements contained by a subject), execution-data classiﬁcation is still reliable. Execution-data classiﬁcation with
execution information on branches is usually better than
the approach with execution information on statements or
methods. Speciﬁcally, the former is signiﬁcantly better than
the approach with the method coverage, the method count,
or the statement count. Moreover, execution-data classiﬁcation with execution information on the statement information is signiﬁcantly better than the approach with execution information on the method information. Executiondata classiﬁcation with execution information on the statement coverage is signiﬁcantly better than the approach with
execution information on the statement count.
Besides the preceding conclusion, we discuss some
issues involved in applying execution-data classiﬁcation
based on machine learning. The ﬁrst issue is the computational cost of the machine-learning algorithms. Our
empirical study evaluated the classiﬁcation performance
of machine-learning algorithms, and found their computational costs are different during the experiment. To applying execution-data classiﬁcation in practice, we may need
to consider the computational cost as well as the classiﬁcation performance of machine-learning algorithms. Among
the three machine-learning algorithms, SMO is much costly
than RF and NB. The second issue is the type of execution data. As software systems have been delivered to remote users, it is not preferable to collect execution data by
heavyweight instrumentation because it may signiﬁcantly
hamper the use of software systems. According to Table 1, the number of statements is much larger than that
of methods and that of branches. Therefore, it is deﬁnitely
less costly to instrument a program at methods or branches
than at statements. Moreover, the execution data on statements occupy more space than the execution data on methods or branches. Consequently, considering the instrumentation cost and the accuracy of execution-data classiﬁcation,
execution-data classiﬁcation with execution information on

Figure 2. Boxplots of average AUC results for
various type of execution data
Table 3. Paired Samples T-Test on Types of
Execution Data (α=0.05)
Single-Fault Programs
#statement - ?statement
#method - ?method
?branch - ?statement
?branch - ?method
?branch - #statement
?branch - #method
#statement - #method
?statement - ?method
Multiple-Fault Programs
#statement - ?statement
#method - ?method
?branch - ?statement
?branch - ?method
?branch - #statement
?branch - #method
#statement - #method
?statement - ?method

t-value
-2.586
-0.790
0.437
7.832
2.318
7.736
6.331
10.281
t-value
-6.302
2.308
6.418
16.013
7.607
13.126
10.582
16.582

Sig.
0.011
0.432
0.663
0.000
0.023
0.000
0.000
0.000
Sig.
0.000
0.044
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Result
Reject
Not Reject
Not Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Result
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject

(e.g., the statement count, the statement coverage) provide
more information than the branch coverage. Moreover, the
distribution area of AUC results of execution-data classiﬁcation with the branch coverage is mostly higher than the
approach with any of the other four types of execution data.
Table 3 presents the paired samples t-test on the average
AUC results for various types of execution data. According
to this table, execution-data classiﬁcation with the statement
coverage is signiﬁcantly better than the approach with the
statement count in both single-fault programs and multiplefault programs. Moreover, the approach with the branch
coverage is signiﬁcantly better than the approach with the
statement count, the method count, or the method coverage
in both single-fault and multiple-fault programs. Although
in single-fault programs, the execution-data classiﬁcation
approach with the branch coverage has no signiﬁcant difference with the approach with the statement coverage, the
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branches is more applicable than the approaches with either
statements or methods.

produces better results than the approach with the other
types of execution data.

4. Related Work
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we performed an empirical study on
execution-data classiﬁcation by varying the three factors:
machine learning algorithms, number of training instances,
and type of execution data. Among the three machinelearning algorithms, the Random Forest algorithm makes
the classiﬁcation approach produce signiﬁcantly better results than the Naive Bayes algorithm. Either of these algorithms makes the classiﬁcation approach produce signiﬁcantly better results than the Sequential Minimal Optimization algorithm. As we increased the number of training
instances, the classiﬁcation model usually produces better
classiﬁcation results. However, execution-data classiﬁcation approach still correctly classiﬁes most execution data
when fed with a small number of training instances (i.e.,
1/5 of the number of executable statements contained by a
program). Moreover, when the type of execution data is
branch coverage, the corresponding classiﬁcation approach
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I.

INTRODUCTION

GoF design patterns are widely used in practice [1]. Identification of design pattern instances (hereinafter referred to as
"pattern instances" for short) in source codes recovers the design-code traceability, facilitates software understanding and
maintenance.
Ideally, identification of pattern instances should identify
all the classes, methods and variables that play roles in the design patterns.
Early researches focus on identifying pattern instances by
structure information [9]. These approaches cannot distinguish
design patterns having similar structures, such as State and
Strategy pattern [5][6]. They are also not good at identifying
methods playing roles in patterns.

Recently, some researches identify pattern instances by
checking whether call sequences of the analyzed source codes
are in accordance with that of the design patterns [7][11]. These approaches are more capable in identifying methods of design patterns. But they can't identify design patterns that have
no special characteristics in method call sequences, such as
Adapter pattern [5][8][13].
Some few researchers identify pattern instances using semantics of th e classes or methods names [10][12]. These approaches are not mainstream in pattern instance identification
research.
Existing researches can only identified two kinds of variables that play roles in design patterns: (1) field of one class that
refers to another class in the pattern instance; (2) method parameter or return value whose type is the class in the pattern
instances. Many other variables playing roles in design patterns
cannot be identified in these researches.
Design patterns should be identified from multiple perspectives. The more perspectives are used, the more precise and
detailed result will be obtained. As far as we know, except for
our own work [2], data flow information has not yet been used
in design pattern identification research. In this paper, we identify pattern instances using dependence relations in the analyzed codes. In this paper:
1) We present the characteristic of dependence relations in
adapting method. Both Adapter and State pattern has adapting
method, but Strategy pattern doesn't. Based on the
distinguishment, we identify Adapter pattern instances, and
distinguish State pattern instances from that of Strategy.
2) Dependence relations of variables within Notify method
of Observer pattern is pres ented. Using the relations, we
identify Observer instances and some variables playing roles
in the pattern, such as the event objects notified to Observers,
and the variables that act as targets or results of observation.
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To validate the proposed approach, we conduct an experimental study on a popular open source software JHotDraw. We
compare the result with that reported by some other researches,
and find that our identification of Adapter pattern instances is
more precise, and identification result of State and Strategy
pattern instances is m uch more precise than that of existing
researches. For identification of Observer pattern instances, our
approach has relatively high precision. Our approach can identify instances that cannot be i dentified by other methods, and
report more detailed information of the pattern instances, but it
cannot identify Observer instances that hasn't data dependence
relations between Subject and Observer.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the implementation of dependence analysis in our tool
JDP-Detector; Section III and IV introduce approaches to identifying adapting method and Notify method of observer pattern
respectively; Section V compares results of our experimentation with that of other researches; Section VI concludes the
paper.
II.

Based on the observation, we identify the adapting method
according to the following conditions: (1) m1 calls m2; (2) the
call statement depends on all the statements (when available)
before the call and part or all of m1's parameters; (3) the output
of m1 depends on the call statement and all the statements
(when available) after the call; (4) the input and output of m2
forms cut-set of m1's data dependence graph. Condition 4
means that the dataflow paths cannot bypass the call statement.
B. Case Study
Fig. 1 illustrates the structure of an Adapter instance identified by JDP-Detector in JHotDraw 5.1. In the instance,
startConnector is the Adapter interface and connectorAt is the
Adaptee interface. Fig. 2 shows the PDG of startConnector, in
which the yellow node represents a call to connectorAt, the
green nodes represent the parameters of startConnector and the
statements before the call to connectorAt, the red node represents the output of startConnector. As what can be seen from
Fig. 2, the PDG of startConnector matches the dependence
relation characteristic of adapting method.

DEPENDENCE ANALYSIS AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION

We use two kinds of dependence relations in our approach:
control dependence and data dependence. Control dependence
relations are computed using the approach in [15]. Data dependence relations are computed directly from define-use relations [3]. The dependence relations is expressed by program
dependence graph (PDG). The Inter-procedural dependence is
expressed by system dependence graph (SDG), an extension of
PDG [14].
Figure 1. An Object Adapter Instance in JHotDraw 5.1

Construction of SDG is base d on information of method
call. We use points-to analysis to determine the callee of polymorphic method call. As a pattern normally involves only several classes, we adapt Soot and implement a local points-to
analysis that can start from entry of any method [4].
We develop a to ol named JDP-Detector based on Soot to
identify pattern instances in Java system. JDP-Detector
takes .class files as input, and transforms them into Jimple intermediate representation [4]. Analysis is made on the Jimple
codes. JDP-Detector firstly identify pattern instance candidates
using structure information, and then make dependence analysis on these candidates to get more precise result.
III.

Figure 2. The Dependence Graph of startConnector

IDENTIFICATION OF ADAPTING METHOD

IV.

A. Dependency Characteristics of Adapting Method
In Adapter pattern, class Adapter inherits from Target.
Method of Adaptee has fulfilled the function required by Target, but has not the required interface, so the only work the
adapting method of Adapter needs to do is to call the method of
Adaptee and adapt the Adptee's interface to that of the Target.
So, strictly speaking, an adapting method m1 consists of
three parts: (1) a call to method m2; (2) statements (if available)
before the call, whose only duty is to prepare parameters for m2;
(3) statements (if available) after the call, whose only duty is to
transform the output of m2 to output of m1.
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IDENTIFICATION OF NOTIFY METHOD

A.

Dependence Relation of Notify Method
The intent of Observer pattern is to "define a one-to-many
dependency between objects so that when one object changes
state, all its dependents are notified and updated automatically" [1] . When Subject changes its state, its Notify method invokes Update methods of all the Observers.
In some cases, the Subject only informs the Observers that
an event happens. As a classical implementation, the Subject
creates an event object, and sends it to Observer as a parameter
of Update. In some other cases, the Observer needs to update
values of its own fields to keep consistent with that of the Subject.

Our approach checks whether there is one of the following
dependence relations in SDG of Notify candidate: (1) Notify
method creates an object, and a parameter of Update depends
on the object; (2) some fields of Observer depend on fields of
Subject.

Context has an adapting method, which delegates its duty to
State, while in Strategy pattern, Context only invokes the algorithm encapsulated in Strategy, the invocation doesn't need to
be an a dapting method. This identification standard is not apparent according to descriptions in [1], but it brings good identification result in our experiment.

B. Case Study
Fig. 3 shows an Observer instance identified by JDPDetector from open source software JEdit 4.3.2. In the instance,
HelpHistoryModel and HelpHistoryModelListener act as Subject and Observer, respectively, and fireUpdate is the candidate
of Notify method. JDP-Detector finds that there are dependence
paths between fields of HelpHistoryModel and HelpHistoryModelListener in SDG of fireUpdate. This indicates that
fireUpdate acts as Notify method. Correspondence between
Observer fields and Subject fields can be observed by following the dependence paths: HelpHistoryModelListener._back is
the observed result of target HelpHistoryModel.historyPos, and
HelpHistoryModelListener._forward is th e observed result of
targets HelpHistoryModel.history and HelpHistoryModel.historyPos.

JDP-Detector identifies 37 Strategy instances, 35 of which
are TP, and the precision is 94.6%. It also identifies 8 State
instances, 6 of which are TP, and the precision is 75%.

Figure 3. An Observer Instance in JEdit 4.3.2

V.

EXPERIMENT

This section reports the results of pattern instance identification in JHotDraw 5.1 (8.3 KLOC, 173 classes) using JDPDetector, and compares it with the results reported by some
other researches taking JHotDraw 5.1 as experimental subject.
A. Identification of Adapter Pattern Instances
JDP-Detector finds 17 Adapter instances, 14 of which are
TP (true positive), and the precision is 82.35%. The 3 FP (false
positive) are two Strategy instances and a Decorator instance.
These patterns' structures are similar to that of Adapter, and
adapting behavior is permitted to exist in the two patterns.
M. von Detten et al. obtain 67 instances using fuzzy metric
[13]. They do not manually check the result, only figure out
that the result contains some repeated instances, and instances
with low membership degree is not eliminated. A. De Lucia et
al. get 41 instances using structure information [8]. N. Tsantalis
et al. identify pattern instances using similar scoring of structure graph, and recognizes 23 instances without distinguishing
Strategy pattern from Command pattern [5]. Result of [5] is a
subset of that of [8], and our result is a subset of that of [5]. In
other words, we adopt a stricter identification standard.
B. Identification of State and Strategy Instances
State instances and Strategy instances are difficult to distinguish in existing researches. We believe that, in State pattern,
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Table I shows the recognized State instances. Manual analysis reveals that instances 3 and 8 in Table I are Adapter and
Strategy instances respectively.
TABLE I.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

STATE INSTANCES IDENTIFED BY JDP-DETECTOR

Context
AbstractConnector
AbstractTool
ConnectionHandle
LocatorHandle
PolygonHandle
StandardDrawingView
StandardDrawingView
StandardDrawingView

State
Figure
DrawingView
Figure
Locator
Locator
Drawing
DrawingEditor
Painter

Manual
T
T
F
T
T
T
T
F

Due to space limitation, the recognized Strategy instances
can't be listed, two FP of which are Command and Adapter
instances respectively. The Command instance is recognized
because it has similar structure with Strategy pattern. The
Adapter instance (ChangeConnectionHandle/Figure) recognized as Strategy instance is the same one as item 3 of Table I, as
ChangeConnectionHandle is a subclass of ConnectionHandle.
This FP is identified because JDP-Detector fails to take the
inherited methods of the analyzed class into account.
N. Tsantalis et al. identify 22 instances using DPD without
distinguishing State from Strategy [5]. Y. Guéhéneuc et al.
infer structure characteristic of design pattern using machine
learning and get 2 State instances and 4 Strategy instances [6].
A. De Lucia et al. get 43 Strategy instances (the precision is
46.51%) and 36 State instances (the precision is 5.6%) using
both structure information and method call sequence information [7]. Based on the comparison, we can conclude that our
approach is much more successful in distinguishing State instances from Strategy instances.
C. Identification of Observer Instances
As illustrated in Table II, JDP-Detector identifies 4 Observer instances, and reports the notified event objects in each instances. Three of them are TP, and the precision is 75%. Instance 4 in Table II is a FP, which contains event notifying
behavior, but no one-to-many broadcast behavior.
A. De Lucia et al. identify 9 Observer instances using their
tool DPRE [7]. Five of the nine instances are TP, and the precision is 55.56%. We compare these instances with our result,
and find that three of their instances (Drawing/DrawingChangeListener, StandardDrawing/DrawingChangeListener,
Drawing/DrawingView) are actually the same one as instance 2
of Table II. Moreover, we find a instance (Connector/ConnectorFigure) identified by DPRE is not a TP, because it neither

contains broadcast of Subject to Observer nor event notification
or data observation. Thus, in fact, DPRE identifies 7 instances,
and only 2 of which is TP, so the precision is 28.6%.
TABLE II.
1
2
3
4

OBSERVER INSTANCES IDENTIFIED BY JDP-DETECTOR

Subject/Observer
Figure/FigureChangeListener
StandardDrawing/
StandardDrawingView
StandardDrawingView/
AbstractTool
StandardDrawing/
FigureChangeEventMulticaster

Event Object
FigureChangeEvent

Manual
T

DrawingChangeEvent

T

MouseEvent

T

FigureChangeEvent

F
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GHSHQGHQFH $VW KHRU GHURIFR QFXUUHQWO\H[HFXW LQJ
VWDWHPHQWVL VQ RWGHW HUPLQLVWLFW KHGHSH QGHQFHVHTXH QFH
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YDULDEOHVDUHUHDG DQG ZULWWH QDWR PLFDOO\ 3DUDOOHOLVP LV
H[SUHVVHGE\FREHJLQFRHQGDWWKHODQJXDJHOHYHO7KUHDGV
DUHJHQH UDWHGE\ D  FREHJLQDQ GV\ QFKURQL]HGDW W KH
FRUUHVSRQGLQJ FRHQG)R U GHVFULSWLRQS XUSRVHV FREHJLQ
FRHQGD QGDQ\ VWDWH PHQWXVLQJVKD UHGYD ULDEOHVLVFD OOHG
LQWHUDFWLRQVWDWHPHQW

([DPSOHVIRUWKHILUVWWZRLP SUHFLVLRQLVV XHVFDQEH
IRXQGL Q> @, QW KLVSD SHU ZHR QO\JL YH DQH[DP SOHL Q
)LJW RV KRZW KHW KLUG SUREOHPL HVKDUHG YDULDEOH
UHGHILQLWLRQL PSUHFLVLRQ,Q)L J6 LV LQWHUIHUHQFH
GHSHQGHQWRQ 6  DQG6 L VL QWHUIHUHQFH GHSHQGHQWR Q 6
66 6 !LVDQLQWHUSURFHGXUDO WK UHDGHG ZLWQHVV
+RZHYHU6 LVQRWGHSHQGHQWRQ6 EHFDXVHWKHUHDUHWZR
SRVVLEOHH[HFXWLRQVLH6 H[HFXWHVEHIRUH RUDIWHU6 ,Q
WKHIRUP HUFDV H6 L VGHSHQGHQW RQ6  ZKLFKN LOOVWK H
GHILQLWLRQRI YDULDEOH DLQ 6 ,QWKHODWWHUFDVH6 LV 
GHSHQGHQWRQ6DQG\HW6LVGHSHQGHQWRQ6ZKLFKNLOOV
WKH GHILQLWLRQRIYDUL DEOH DLQ  67 KHUHIRUH6 L V QRW
GHSHQGHQWRQ6LQ DOOS DWKV6 6 6 !LVDQRWKHUFDVH
VKRZLQJWKDW

S1a=1;
S2b=5;

cobegin
{
S3readx;
S4callf(x);
S5a=x;
S6callg();
S7y=a+x;
}
{
S8a=a+1;
}
coend


S9procf(u)
{
S10u=5*u+10;;
}


S11procg()
{
S12a=b/10Ͳ15;
}

0RVWUHVHDUFKHUVKDYHHP SOR\HG7,& )*D VSUR JUDP
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQDQGIRFXVRQWDFNOLQJWKHILUVWWZRLVVXHVRI
LPSUHFLVLRQEXWQRWWKHWKLUG>  @)URPWKH
H[DPSOHZHILQGW KDWWKHSDUDOOHOIORZLVVLPSO\KDQGOHG
DVEUDQFKIORZLQ7,&)*
DQGW KH GDWDGHSHQ GHQFH
EHWZHHQSDUDOOHOIORZVLVQRWDQDO\]HGJOREDOO\,QWKHQH[W
VHFWLRQDWKUHDGHGLQWHU
DFWLRQUHDFKDELOLW\JUDSKLV
SURSRVHGIRUVXFKJOREDODQDO\VLV
 '(3(1'(1&( $1$/<6,6 %$6('21
,17(5$&7,215($&+$%,/,7<*5$3+





7+5($'('

3UHYLRXV UHDFKDELOLW\DQDO\V LVVHULD OL]HVRQO\
V\QFKURQL]DWLRQDFWLYLWLHVDQGGRHVQRWKDQGOHSDUDOOHOGDWD
IORZ>@ :HK DYHH[W HQGHG VHULDOL]DWLRQW RSDUDO OHOGDW D
IORZWRFRQVWUXFWDWKUHD
GHGLQWHUDFWLRQUHDFKDELOLW\
JUDSK 7,5*  7KHQF RQFXUUHQWSU RJUDPVFDQEH DQDO \]HG
JOREDOO\EDVHGRQWKH7,5*

)LJ$7KUHDGHG,QWHUSURFHGXUDO&RQWURO)ORZ*UDSK 7,&)*



(DFKSURFH GXUHKDVDFRQW UROIO RZZ KLFKFDQEH 
UHSUHVHQWHGE\DFRQW UROIORZJUDSK &)* ,IZHDG GWKH
FDOOHGJHDQG UHWXUQHGJHVWKH&)*VIRUDOOSURFHGXUHVLQ
WKHWKUHDGZLOOEHFRQQHFWHGLQWRDQLQWHUSURFHGXUDOFRQWURO
IORZJUDSK ,&)* >@6LPLODUO\LIZHDGG SDUDO OHOIORZ
HGJHVWKH,&)*VIRUDOOWKUHDGVLQWKHFRQFX UUHQWSURJUDP
ZLOOE HFRQ QHFWHGLQ WRDWK UHDGHGLQ WHUSURFHGXUDOFR QWURO
IORZ JUDSK 7,&)* > @ ) LJV KRZVDQ  H[DPSOH$Q 
LQWHUSURFHGXUDOWKUHDGHGZLWQHVVLVDQRUGHUHGVHTXHQFHRI
QRGHVVXFKWKDWDQ\VXEVHTXHQFHRIQRGHVEHORQJLQJWRWKH
VDPHWKUHDGIRUP VDUHDOL]DEOH S DWKLQ  ZKLFKUHWX UQVDUH
PDWFKHGZLWKWKHFRUUHVSRQGLQJFDOOV>@

7KUHDGHG,QWHUDFWLRQ*UDSK
\
7RHQKDQFHW KHHIILFLHQF\ZHUHDOL]HUHDFKDELOLW
DQDO\VLV LQWK HVWDWH PHQWE ORFNOHY HOUDWK HUWK DQLQ WK H
VWDWHPHQW OHYHO: HIL UVW FRQVWUXFW DEO RFNEDVHGIO RZ
JUDSKIRUHDFKWKUHDGWKHQFRQGXFWUHDFKDELOLW\DQDO\VLV
,QWHUDFWLRQVWDWH PHQWVG LYLGHDWK UHDGLQ WRVR PH
YDULRXVEO RFNVZKL FKDUHFDO OHG WKUHDGU HJLRQVL QW KLV
SDSHU*LYHQWKH&)*RIDWKUHDGLIZHVHDUFKSDWKVIURP
WKHSU RJUDPSRL QWRI W KHHQ WU\QRGH RU W KHS RLQWW KDW
LPPHGLDWHO\I ROORZVR QHL QWHUDFWLRQVWDW HPHQW WRWK H
QHDUHVWL QWHUDFWLRQVW DWHPHQWRUH[L WQRGH W KHW UDYHUVHG
VLQJOHHQWU\DQGP XOWLH[LWVXEJUDSKZRXOGFRUUHVSRQGWR
D WKUHDGU HJLRQ( DFKWKU HDGUHJ LRQLVUHSUH VHQWHG E\ RQH
QRGHDQG  HDFKHGJ H FRUUHVSRQGVW R RQHL QWHUDFWLRQ 6XFK
FRDUVH JUDLQHGUHS UHVHQWDWLRQR IWK HWK UHDGLVF DOOHG
WKUHDGHGLQWHUDFWLRQJUDSK 7,* 














)LJ$7KUHDGHG6\VWHP'HSHQGHQFH*UDSK 76'*

$Q6\VWHPGHSHQGHQFHJUDSK 6'* FRQQHFWVSURJUDP
GHSHQGHQFHJUDS KVRI
HDFKSURFHGXUHZLWKFDOO
GHSHQGHQFHHGJHVDQGSD UDPHWHUGHSHQGHQFHHGJHV>@$
WKUHDGHGV\ VWHPGHSHQGHQ FHJUD SK 76'* FRQQHFWVWKH 
6'*V RIDOOWKUHDG VZLWK LQ WHUIHUHQFHGHSHQGHQFH HGJHV
)LJJLYHVWKH76'*RIWKHSURJUDPLQ)LJ

$ WKUHDGHGL QWHUDFWLRQJUD SKLVDGLUHF WHGJUDSK
*, 1,(,QV),/,!ZKHUH1,LVWKHVHWRIWKUHDGUHJLRQV
(,LVWK HVHWRILQ WHUDFWLRQDFWLY LWLHV/ ,LVD IXQFWLRQWK DW
DVVLJQVDODEHOWRHDFKH GJHIRULQGLFDWLQJWKHW\SHRIWKH 
LQWHUDFWLRQQ VEHORQJVWR1,DQGLVWKHHQWU\WKUHDGUHJLRQ
),LVWK HVHWR IWHUP LQDOV WDWHVUHS UHVHQWLQJH[ LWWK UHDG
UHJLRQV,QWKHWKUHDGHGLQWHUDFWLRQJUDSKWKHODE HOWo WN
WN«W NU LQ GLFDWHVWKDWWK HWKU HDGWDFWLYDWHVLWVFKLOG
WKUHDGVWNWN«W NUZKLOHWm WNWN«W N LQGLFDWHVWKDW
WDZDLWVWK HWHUPLQDWLRQRILWVFK LOGUHQW NW N«W NU7KH
LQWHUDFWLRQLQYROYHGLQUHDGVDQGZULWHVRIVKDUHGYDULDEOHV
LVODEHOHGDVWKHFRUUHVSRQGLQJVWDWHPHQWODEHO
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DQGWK HP DLQWKUHDGLVW ZH FD Q JHQHUDWHW KUHDGHG
LQWHUDFWLRQUHDFK DELOLW\ JUDSK 7,5*  $7,5* LVD IORZ
JUDSKZ KRVHQR GHVD UH SWXSOHVRI 7,* QRGHVRQ HIRU
HDFKWKUHDGL QWKHSURJUDP  DQGW KHHGJHV FRUUHVSRQGWR
WKHLQWHUDFWLRQVEHWZHHQWKUHDGV

3URJUDPVDUHUHT XLUHGW REH SUHSURFHVVHGDQ G
WUDQVIRUPHGEHIRUHFRQVWUXF WLQJ7,*V)RUHDFKWKUHDG
SURFHGXUHVFDQEHFODVVLILHGLQWRWZRVHWV2QHVHWLQFOXGHV
DOOSURFHGXUHV L QYROYHGL QL QWHUDFWLRQV(DFKRIW KHP LV
UHTXLUHGWR EH LQOLQHGDWHDFK FDOOVLWH7KHVHSURFHGXUHV 
LQFOXGHL QWHUDFWLRQVW DWHPHQWVRUFDO ORW KHUSU RFHGXUHV
LQFOXGLQJLQ WHUDFWLRQVWDWH PHQWV,Q WKHODWWHUFDVH

SURFHGXUHVF RXOGEH GLUHFWRUL QGLUHFWO\FDO OHG7RDYRL G
LQILQLWHLQOLQLQ JHDFKF\FOH LQWKH&)* RIDUHF XUVLYH
SURFHGXUH QHHGVW REHI ROGHGL QWRR QH QRGH6HW VRI
YDULDEOHGHIL QLWLRQDQG UHIHUHQFHL QVXFK  IROGHG QRGHV
LQFOXGHYDUL DEOHVRI GHILQLWLRQVD QGUHIHU HQFHVL QHDF K
QRGHLQWKHF\FOHUHVSHFWLYHO\

$VHDFKF RPSRQHQWRID7,5*QRGHLVD 7,*QRGH
ZKLFK UHSUHVHQWVWK HFRQ WUROSR LQW RIWK H FRUUHVSRQGLQJ
WKUHDGD7,5*QRGHUHSUHVHQWVDJOREDOH[HFXWLRQVWDWHRI
WKHSURJUDP ZKLF KLVDOVR FDOOHGDUHDFKDEOHP DUNLQJ
7KHLQ LWLDOVWDWHLVDG LVWLQJXLVKHG 7,5*QRGHP V  Q V
A«A ZKHUHAUHSUHVHQWVWKHVWDWHWKDW DWKUHDGLVQRW
DFWLYDWHGR UK DVE HHQWH UPLQDWHG 'XULQJ UHDFKDELOLW\
DQDO\VLVZHEHJ LQIUR P PV DQG HDFKQ HZ7 ,5*QRGHLV
JHQHUDWHGYLDDQLQWHUDFWLRQ7KHJHQHUDWHG7,5*QRGHLV
WKHVDPHDVLWV LPPHGLDWH SURFHHGLQJ7 ,5*QRGHH [FHSW
LQW KHF RPSRQHQWVZ KRVHW KUHDGVDUH L QYROYHGL QW KH
FRUUHVSRQGLQJLQ WHUDFWLRQ 7KHUHDU HWKU HHW\S HV RI
LQWHUDFWLRQLHW KUHDGDFW LYDWLRQW KUHDG ZDLWLQJ IRU
WHUPLQDWLRQDQGUHDGVDQGZULWHVRIVKDUHGYDULDEOHV


startt1
S3readx;

4
S4callf(x);

A1x(x);
 startt0
S5a=x;
 SS1a=1;
1
2b=5;
start t2
8
 cobegin
S5
S8 a=a+1; 

S6callg();
S8

t0o(t1,t2)
5
S11procg()
exitt
9
2

S12a=b/10Ͳ15;
2
 coend
S12
t0m(t1,t2)


3
6
S7y=a+x;
exitt0

S7


exitt1 7

)LJ$7KUHDGHG,QWHUDFWLRQ*UDSK 7,* 

7KHRW KHUVHW  LQFOXGHVDO OSURFHGX UHVQRW L QYROYHGL Q
LQWHUDFWLRQV1RQHRIWKHPLVUHTXLUHGWREHLQOLQHG(DFK
FDOOV WDWHPHQWLVWUHDWHGDV DQRUP DOV WDWHPHQW>@,WLV 
UHTXLUHGWRD GGRQHD GGLWLRQDOQRGH IRUHD FKSDUDP HWHU
GHILQHGLQ WK HSURFHGXUHDWWKHFDOOVLWH/HW  VEHVXFKDQ
DGGLWLRQDOQRGHDREHWKHDFWXDOSDUDPHWHUWKDWDUHGHILQHG
LQWKHSURFHGXUH7KHQWKHGHILQLWLRQYDULDEOHLVDRDQGWKH
UHIHUHQFHYDUL DEOHVDUHWKH DFWXDOSDUD PHWHUVWKDW DRLV 
WUDQVLWLYHO\ GHSHQGHQWRQ 'HS HQGHQFHE HWZHHQ
SDUDPHWHUVLVLGHQWLILHGE\VXPPDU\HGJHV>@



(1,Ͳ,Ͳ)m0
t0o(t1,t2)


S5










S12

(2,4,8)m1

(2,5,8)m2

S8
(2,4,9)m3

S8
(2,5,9)m5

S5

(2,6,8)m4
S7
S8
S12
(2,7,8)m6 (2,6,9)m7
S7
S8
(2,7,9)m8
t0m(t1,t2)
(3,A,A)m9

)LJ7KUHDGHGLQWHUDFWLRQJUDSKRIWKHH[DPSOHLQ)LJ

$ WKUHDGHG LQWHUDFWLRQUHD FKDELOLW\J UDSKLVD
GLUHFWHGJUDSK* 5 0( 5P V0 )/ 5!ZKHUH0LVWK H
VHWRI 7,5*QRGHV( 5LVW KHVHWRILQ WHUDFWLRQDF WLYLWLHV
/5LVDIXQ FWLRQWK DWDVVLJQVDODE HOW RHDFK HGJ H IRU
LQGLFDWLQJW KUHDG UHJLRQF RPSRQHQWVL QYROYHGL QW KH
LQWHUDFWLRQDQGWKHW\SHRIWKHLQWHUDFWLRQPVLVWK HHQWU\
VWDWHDQG0)LVWKHVHWRIWHUPLQDOVWDWHV

7KH7,*VIRUWKHSURJUDPLQ)LJDUHVKRZQLQ)LJ
LQZKLFKJ  LVLQOLQHG6LQFHSURFHG XUH I G RHVQ RW
LQYROYHD Q\L QWHUDFWLRQW KHDFW XDOSDUDP HWHUQ RGH $LV
DGGHGD IWHU6 $  GHILQHVDQ GXVHV YDULDEOH[6 R$ LV
UHSUHVHQWHGDV[ [ 7KHEORFNIURPWKHHQWU\RIW WR WK H
QHDUHVWLQWHUDFWLRQVWDWHPHQWFREHJLQIRUPVDWKUHDGUHJLRQ
PDUNHGDV 7KHQ FRHQGIR UPV WKUHDGUHJ LRQ )LQDOO\ 
H[LWW IRUPVWKUHDGUHJLRQ$VWKHFREHJLQLQW DFWLYDWHV
WKUHDGW DQGW W KHHGJHIURP  WKUHDGUHJ LRQW RL V
ODEHOHGDVW o WW  6L PLODUO\W KHHGJH IU RPW R L V
ODEHOHGDVW m WW  DV FRHQGDZDLWVWK HWHUPLQDWLRQRIW 
DQGW ,QWKUHDGW DV6 DQG 6DUHWKHLQWHUDFWLRQ
VWDWHPHQWVWKHFRGHVIURPWKHHQWU\RIW WR6DQGIURP6
WR6 IRUP W KUHDGUHJL RQV DQG UHVSHF WLYHO\(GJHV 
IURPW R D QG IURPW R DUHO DEHOHG DV6 DQG6 
UHVSHFWLYHO\DVW KH\DUHL QYROYHGL QV KDUHG YDULDEOHV
7KUHDGUHJLRQDQGDUHJHQHUDWHGDFFRUGLQJO\

,Q)LJIURPWKHLQLWLDOVWDWHP  AA WDFWLYDWHV
WDQGW WKH Q P   LV JHQHUDWHG)U RP PDV6 
DQG6DUHSRVVLEOHWRH[HFXWHWKHUHDUHWZRVXFFHVVRUVRI
P,I6H[HFXWHVRQO\WKHVHFRQGFRPSRQHQWLVPRGLILHG
IURPW RDQGW KHQP     L VJH QHUDWHG, I6 
H[HFXWHVP   LVJHQHUDWHGZKLFKLVWKHVDPHDV
PH[FHSWWKHWKLUGFRPSRQHQWLQYROYHGLQWKHLQWHUDFWLRQ
6)U RP PW DZDLWVWK HWHUP LQDWLRQR I WDQGW D QG
WKHQP  AA LVJHQHUDWHG
06SDLUSURJUDPGHSHQGHQFHJUDSK
$VWDWH PHQW H[HFXWLQJLQGL IIHUHQWSU RJUDPVWDWHV
LPSOLHVWKDWLWPD\EHLQGLIIHUHQWLQWHUDFWLRQFRQWH[WVLH
VKDUHG YDULDEOHV PD\KDYHGL IIHUHQW GHILQLWLRQVVL QFH
GLIIHUHQWL QWHUDFWLRQVHTXH QFHVDUHH[HFXW HG,Q )L J6 
FDQH[HFXWHLQ PRUP 7KHGHIL QLWLRQRIDLQ6UHDFKHV
6LQP ZKLOHWKHGHILQLWLRQRIDLQ6 UHDFKHV 6LQP 
7RG LVFULPLQDWHDV WDWHPHQWLQ G LIIHUHQWLQ WHUDFWLRQ

7KUHDGHG,QWHUDFWLRQ5HDFKDELOLW\*UDSK
*LYHQWKH7,*VRISWKUHDGVRIDFRQFXUUHQWSURJUDP
ZKHUHWKHLWK7,*LV* ,L 1,L( ,LQ VL) ,L/ ,L! dL S 
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FRQWH[WVZHFRP ELQHDV WDWHPHQWZLWKSURJUDP V WDWHWR
JHQHUDWH0 6SDL UW RUHSUHVH QWGL IIHUHQWL QVWDQFHVRIRQH 
VWDWHPHQW*LYHQD06SDLU/WKHIXQFWLRQVP / DQGV / 
UHWXUQWKHVWDWHDQGWKHVWDWHPHQWLQ /UHVSHFWLYHO\)RUD
UHDFKDEOHVWDWHPDOOVWDWH PHQWVDSSHDULQJL QWKHLUWKUHDG
UHJLRQVPD\H[HFXWHLQPDQGRQO\WKHVHVWDWHPHQWVFDQEH
FRPELQHGZLWKPRUWKH\DUHPHDQLQJOHVVRWKHUZLVH

WUDFHRIDFRQF XUUHQWSURJUDP&3 /cLVFRQWUROGHSHQGHQW
RQ / GHQRWHGE \&' / /c LIWKHH[HFXWLRQRI V /c LV
GHWHUPLQHGE\WKHH[HFXWLRQRI V / LQWKHH[HFXWLRQRI/
/cLVGDWDGHSHQGHQWRQ/GHQRWHGE\'' //c LI V /c 
XVHVWKHYDULDEOHGHILQHGLQV / LQWKHH[HFXWLRQRI/
$ 06SDL U SURJUDPGHSH QGHQFH JUDSK 06'*  RI
FRQFXUUHQWSURJUDP&3LVDGLUHFWHGJUDSK*' 06106
('!ZK HUH0LVWK HVHW RI 7,5*V RI&3 6LVWK HVHW RI
VWDWHPHQWV LQ &3QRGHVHW 1 060u6HGJHVHW ( ' ^ /L
/M _&' /L/M '' /L/M /L/M106`

$QH [HFXWLRQRID FRQF XUUHQWS URJUDPFDQEH 
UHSUHVHQWHG E\DQRUGHUH G VWDWHPHQWVHTXHQFH,IHDFK
VWDWHPHQW LVF RPELQHGZLWK LWVFR UUHVSRQGLQJSURJ UDP
VWDWHDQ06 SDLUVHTXH QFH DOVRFDOOHGE\06WUDF HLV
JHQHUDWHG,Q)LJDQG)LJDORQJZLWKWKHOHIWPRVWSDWK
LQ7,5*ZHFDQJHWWKHIROORZLQJ06WUDFH
/ PVWDUW W! P6 ! P6 ! PFREHJL Q!
PVWDUWW !P6 !PVWDUWW !P6 !P
6!P $ !P 6 ! P6 ! P6 ! P
6!P6!PFRHQG! 

7KH06'*IRUWKHSURJUDPLQ)LJLVVKRZQLQ)LJ
)RUFODULW\VRPHFRQWUROGHSHQGHQFHVDUHQ RWJLYHQLQWKH
JUDSKEXWOLVWHGZLWKWH[W
6/,&,1*&21&855(17,17(5352&('85$/352*5$06
)RUV RPHVOL FLQJFUL WHULDR QO\GHSHQGH QFH JUDSKVR I
SURFHGXUHVQRWUHTXLUHGWREHLQOLQHGDUHW UDYHUVHGWKLVLV
QRWWUXHIRURWKHUV)RUWKH IRUPHUWUDYHUVLQJ76'*FRXOG
EHHQR XJK)R UW KHO DWWHUDVO LFLQJDO JRULWKPEDVHGRQ 
06'*L VUHTXL UHGW RHQVXU HSUHFL VLRQ7RJDL QW KHW ZR
EHQHILWVZHSUHVHQWDK\EULGWKUHHSKDVHVOLFLQJDOJRULWKP
EDVHGRQ76'*DQG06'*

$VVXPHWKDW/  //«/Q LVD06SDLUVHTXHQFH
IRUDOOdLQ/LLVFRQWURORUGDWDGHSHQGHQWRQ/L/QLV
WUDQVLWLYHO\GHSHQGHQWRQ/LIWKHUHLVD06WUDFH/cVXFK
WKDWDOOGHSHQGHQFHVLQ/DULVHLQ/ c7 ,5*VHULDOL]HV DOO
LQWHUDFWLRQVDQGGHSHQGHQFHDQDO\VLVDORQJ7,5*LVEDVHG
RQDV SHFLILFH[HFXWLRQ RUGHU RIL QWHUDFWLRQVDVLQ
VHTXHQWLDOSUR JUDPV6RGHS HQGHQFHVH TXHQFHL Q0 6'*
LVWUDQVLWLYHZKLFKKDVEHHQSURYHGLQ>@

7KH7KUHHSKDVH6OLFLQJ$OJRULWKP
7KHK\EULGVOLFLQJDOJRULWKPDVVKRZQLQ$OJRULWKP
KDVWKUHHSKDVHV,QWKHDOJRULWKP( GG(FG( SL(SR(VDQG
(FGHQRW H GDWDFRQW URO SDUDPHWHULQSDUDP HWHURXW
VXPPDU\DQGFDOOGHSHQGHQFHHGJHUHVSHFWLYHO\06 V\ LV
WKHVHWRI06SDLULQZKLF KVWDWHPHQWFRPSRQHQWRIHDFK
HOHPHQWLVV \,QWKHILUVWSKDVH76'*LVWUD YHUVHGRQO\LQ
WKHFDOOLQJSURFHGXUHVRIVOLF LQJFULWHULDXQWLOQRGHVLQWKH 
SURFHGXUHVUHTXLUHGWREHLQ OLQHGDUH UHDFKHG7KHVH ODVW
YLVLWHGQRGHVDUHUHFRUGH GLQ: IRUWKHVHFRQGSKDVH,Q
WKHVHFRQ GS KDVH0 6'*L VW UDYHUVHGIU RP WKHQRGHV 
ZKRVHVW DWHPHQWFRP SRQHQWVDUH UHFRUGHGL Q :$OO
FDOOLQJSURFHGXUHVRIHDFKWUDY HUVHG QRGHD UHUHTXLUHGWR
EHFR QVLGHUHGLQ WK HILUVWS KDVH)R UDOOQ RGHVLQ  :
WUDYHUVLQJWKHFDOOLQJSURFHGXUHVRIHDFKQRGHFRQWLQXHVLQ
WKHVHFRQG SKDVHEHFDXVHW KHVHW06 V \ FRQWDLQVDOO
LQVWDQFHVRIV \DVDUHVX OWRILQ OLQLQJ,Q W KHODVWS KDVH
76'*LVWUDYHUVHGRQO\LQWKHFDOOHGSURFHGXUHVIURPWKH
QRGHVLQ ZRUN OLVW: ZKL FKUHFRUGVIRUPDOSDUD PHWHU
QRGHVJHQHUDWHGLQWKHSUHYLRXVWZRSKDVHV















PVWDUWW o P6  PVWDUWW o P6  PVWDUW
W o P6  PVWDUWW o P6  PVWDUWW o P6 
PVWDUWW o P6  PVWDUWW o P6  PVWDUW
W o P6  PVWDUWW o P6  PVWDUWW o P6 
PVWDUWW o P6  PVWDUWW o P6  PVWDUW
W o P6  PVWDUWW o P6 .

,QWK HDOJ RULWKPLIWK HVOLFHLVUHOHY DQWWR WK H
SURFHGXUHV UHTXLUHGWRE HLQ OLQHGFR QWH[WLQVHQVLWLYH
SUREOHPLVWDFNOHGEHFDXVH  WKHSURFHGXUHV LQYROYH GLQ
LQWHUDFWLRQVDUHUHDOO\ LQOLQHG,IWK HVOLFHLV RQO\UHOHY DQW
WR WKHS URFHGXUHVQ RWUHTXLUHG WR E HLQ OLQHGVOLF LQJ
SURFHVVHVL QFOXGHV RQO\W KHIL UVWDQ GW KLUG SKDVHO LNH
VHTXHQWLDOS URJUDPV> @)X UWKHUPRUHG XHWR WUDQ VLWLYH
SURSHUW\LQ 06'*WK HDOJR ULWKPFDQ  VROYHWKHWKUHH
LPSUHFLVLRQSUREOHPVDQGDPRUHSUHFLVHVOLFHLVREWDLQHG

)LJ06'*IRUWKHSURJUDPLQ)LJ

$QH[ HFXWLRQR IDFRQ FXUUHQWSU RJUDP PD\E H
UHSUHVHQWHGE\ PRUHWKDQ RQH06WUDFHZKL
FK KDV
HTXLYDOHQWEHK DYLRUV :HFK RRVHDUHSUHVH QWDWLYHZKHUH
HDFKVWDWHP HQWQRWLQYRO YHGLQ LQWHUDFWLRQVF RPELQHVZLWK
WKHVD PHVWDWH DVWK HLQ WHUDFWLRQVWDWH PHQW$VVKR ZQLQ 
)LJDQ G)L J6 LVQRWDQLQWHUDFWLRQVWDWH PHQWEXWLW
FDQH[HFXWHLQ PRUP,IP 6 !LVUHSODFHGZLWK P
SOHWHO\
6!LQ/ZH FDQJHWDQRWKHU06WUDFHFRP
HTXLYDOHQWZLWK/)R UVLPSOLFLW\2QO\/LVVHOHFWHGWREH
DQDO\]HGEHFDXVH6DQG6FRPELQHZLWKP

1RZFRPSXWHWKHVOLFHRI6 LQWKHSURJUDPLQ)LJ
$V6 LVDQLQ WHUDFWLRQVWDWH PHQWWK H06'*LVWUDY HUVHG
ILUVWIURP P 6 !DQGP 6 !7KHYL VLWHGQRGHVDUH
JUH\VKDGHGLQ)LJ$ L VDQDGGL WLRQDOQRGHZ KLFKL V
PDSSHGW RIR UPDOSDUDP HWHUQR GH)  :HWKHQWUDYHUVH
76'*IU RP )DQGW KHY LVLWHGQR GHV DUH^6 6 `
5HPRYLQJWKHVWDWHVRIWKHVHQRGHVLQWKUHHSKDVHVZHJHW

$V7,5*VHULDOL]HV DO O LQWHUDFWLRQVLQ WHUIHUHQFHG DWD
GHSHQGHQFHL VQRW QHFHVVDUL O\WUHD WHGVSHFLDOO\+HQFH
GHSHQGHQFHVEDVHGRQ7,5*DUHFODVVLILHGLQWRFRQWURODQG
GDWDGHSHQGHQFH$VVXPHWKDW/  //«/Q LVD06
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6OLFH 6 ^6VWDUWWVWDUWW VWDUWW FREHJLQ66 6 
66 6 6 6 `6 DQG6 DUHQRWDGGHGWRWKH VOLFH,I
ZHR EVHUYH P6 !oP6 ! P6 !oP6 !
P6 !oP6 !oP6 ! ZH FDQ ILQG WKDW
GLVWLQJXLVKLQJ6 LQ  PP  DQGP FX WWK HLQ WUDQVLWLYH
GHSHQGHQFH6 o6o6 DQG6 o6o6 HI IHFWLYHO\ WKHQ
VROYHWK HLQ WUDQVLWLYLW\S UREOHPFDX VHGE \Y DULDEOH
UHGHILQLWLRQ

VWDWHVSDFHDQG JHQHUDWHD UHGXFHGUHDFKDELOLW\JUDSK 
ZKLFKLQFOXGHVDOOUHSUHVHQWDWLYHVRIFRQFXUUHQWSURJUDPV
:H KDYHGH YHORSHGDSU RWRW\SHVO LFHUIRU WKHVLP SOH
FRQFXUUHQF\P RGHOP HQWLRQHGL QVHFW LRQ  :HH[W UDFWHG
WKHEDVL FSUR JUDPL QIRUPDWLRQ ZLWK& RGHVXUIHUDZHO O
NQRZQVO LFLQJW RROIRU &&SURJ UDPV>@ $V
&RGHVXUIHUFDQQ RWDQDO \]H FRQFXUUHQWVX SSRUW PHQWLRQHG
LQ VHFWLRQW KHL QSXWSUR JUDPVKRXO GE HW UDQVIRUPHG
SURSHUO\LQWR&&SURJUDPV

/HW& 3EHDFRQFX UUHQWS URJUDPZL WK QV WDWHPHQWV S
WKUHDGV FLQ WHUDFWLRQVWD WHPHQWVDQ G NPD [LPXP
SURFHGXUHFDOOGHSWK7KHPD[LPXPLQVWDQFHRILQWHUDFWLRQ
VWDWHPHQWVLVFN7KHFRPSOH[LW\RIWKHVOLFLQJDOJRULWKPLQ
WKHVHFRQGSKDVHLV 2 Q FNS S LQWKHZRUVWFDVH7KH 
FRPSOH[LW\R IWK HILUVWDQG  WKLUGSK DVHLV 2 Q 6 RWKH
FRPSOH[LW\ RIWK UHHSKDVHVOLFLQ JDOJ RULWKP LV
2 Q FNS S 

:H KDYHL PSOHPHQWHGRXU  K\EULGVO LFLQJDO JRULWKP
EDVHGRQDF RPSOHWHUHDFKDELOLW\JUDSK DQGDUH GXFHG
UHDFKDELOLW\JUDSK7RREWDLQDUHGXFHGUHDFKDELOLW\JUDSK
ZHKD YHXVH GW ZRSD UWLDORUGHU UHGXFWLRQW HFKQLTXHV
SHUVLVWHQWVHWVDQGVOHHSVHWV7KHFRPSXWLQJDOJRULWKPVRI
WKHWZR VHWVZHUHS UHVHQWHG E\2YHUP DQ>@7RFRP SDUH
WKHSHUIR UPDQFHRIRX UDO JRULWKP WRRW KHUKL JKSUHFLVLRQ
VOLFLQJDO JRULWKPVZHDO VRLP SOHPHQWHG1DQGD ¶VW ZR
FRQWH[WVHQVLWLYHVOLFLQ JDOJ RULWKPVE DVHGRQ 76'*
ZKLFKFR XOGK DQGOHW KHLP SUHFLVLRQSUR EOHPVFDXVHGE\
WLPHWUDY HODQ GFR QWH[WLQVHQVLWLYLW\E XWQ RWVK DUHG
YDULDEOHUHG HILQLWLRQ> @7K HFR PSOH[LW\R IWK HWZR
DOJRULWKPVLVH[ SRQHQWLDOLQ WK HQX PEHURIWK UHDGV,WLV
2 Q QNS S ZKHUH QLVWKHQXPEHURIW KHSURJUDPSLV
WKHQXP EHURI W KUHDGVD QG NL VW KH PD[LPXPSURFHGXUH 
FDOOGHSWK


,QSXWWKHVOLFLQJFULWHULDVWKH76'*DQGWKH06'*
2XWSXWWKHVOLFH6OLFHIRUV
,QLWLDOL]DWLRQ

: 6OLFH ^V`: : 
3KDVHWUDYHUVH76'*LQFDOOLQJSURFHGXUHV
ZKLOH:zGR
 UHPRYHQH[WHOHPHQWV[IURP:
LIV[LVDQRGHLQSURFHGXUHVUHTXLUHGWREHLQOLQHG
 :
 :06 V[ 
 HOVH

IRUHDFKHGJH V\V[ (GG(FG(SL(V(FLQ76'*
 
LIV\KDVQRWEHHQYLVLWHG
PDUNV\ZLWKYLVLWHG

: :^V\`6OLFH 6OLFH^V\`

IRUHDFKHGJH V\V[ (SRLQ76'*
LIV\KDVQRWEHHQYLVLWHG

PDUNV\ZLWKYLVLWHG

: :^V\`6OLFH 6OLFH^V\`
HQGZKLOH
3KDVHWUDYHUVH06'*
ZKLOH:zGR
 UHPRYHQH[WHOHPHQW/IURP:
 IRUHDFKHGJH /c/ LQ06'*

LI/cKDVQRWEHHQYLVLWHG

PDUN/cZLWKYLVLWHG

: :^/c`6OLFH 6OLFH^V /c `
LIV /c LVDQDGGLWLRQDODFWXDOSDUDPHWHUQRGHRQ[
: :^) [ `
) [ LVWKHIRUPDOSDUDPHWHUQRGHRI[

HQGZKLOH
3KDVHWUDYHUVH76'*LQFDOOHGSURFHGXUHV
ZKLOH:zGR
 UHPRYHQH[WHOHPHQWV
[IURP:
 IRUHDFKHGJH V\V[ (GG(FG(SR(VLQ76'*
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2SWLPL]DWLRQ$QG([SHULPHQWDO(YDOXDWLRQ
5HDFKDELOLW\DQDO\VLVOLQHDUL]HVFRQFXUUHQWO\H[HFXWLQJ
VWDWHPHQWVE \ LQWHUOHDYLQJZK LFK PDNHVWK HFR PSOH[LW\
H[SRQHQWLDO$FW XDOO\W KHEHKDYL RUV RIFR QFXUUHQW
SURJUDPVKDYHW KHS URSHUW\RI SDUWLDORUGH UL HV RPH
GLIIHUHQWLQWHUOHDYLQJVDUHHT XLYDOHQW2QO\RQHR IWKHPLV
FKRVHQIRUD QDO\VLV WRHQKD QFHWKHHIILFLHQF\ :LWKWKH 
WHFKQLTXHRISDUWLDORUGHUZHFDQLQFRPSOHWHO\H[SORUHWKH



VOLFH



ZRUN





VOLFH



ZRUN




7KHDO JRULWKPVK DYHE HHQW HVWHGR Q *+] ,QWHO 
&RUH4 Z LWK* %5 $0UX QQLQJ :LQGRZV ;3 :H
WULHG RXW WKH VOLFHURQ  FODVVLFDO SURGXFHUFRQVXPHU
SURJUDPVZ LWKDQ LQFUHDVLQJQXPEHURI WKUHDGLQVWDQFHVWR
REVHUYHKRZW KHIRXUDO JRULWKPVKDQGOHW KHFR PELQDWRULDO
H[SORVLRQRIWKUHDGVVWDWHV,QWKHIROORZLQJWKUHHWDEOHV1
DQG 12 GHQRWH1DQ GD¶VFRQW H[WVHQVLWLYHDO JRULWKP
ZLWKRXWDQ\ R SWLPL]DWLRQDQGZL WKUHVW ULFWLYHVW DWH WXSOH
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RSWLPL]DWLRQUHVSHFW LYHO\5DQG5 2GHQ RWHRXUK\ EULG
VOLFLQJDO JRULWKPVEDVHGRQFRP
SOHWH DQGUH GXFHG
UHDFKDELOLW\JUDSKUHVSHFWLYHO\

*LIIKRUQJLYHVHPSLULFDOHYDOXDWLRQVRQW KHLUZRUN>@
+RZHYHU. ULQNHDQ G 1DQGD¶VDSS URDFKHVG R QRW KDQGOH
WKHLQ WUDQVLWLYLW\S UREOHPG XHWR YDULDEOHUHG HILQLWLRQV,Q
FRQWUDVWRX UWK UHHSKDVHVOLFLQ JDOJ RULWKP FRSHV ZLWKWK H
WKUHHLP SUHFLVLRQSUREOH PV 7KHUHIRUHZH FDQREWDLQD
PRUHSUHFLVH VOLFH WKDQWKHRWKHUV)XUWKHUP RUHWKH 
HIILFLHQF\RI RXUDO JRULWKPL VKL JKHUW KDQ.UL QNH¶VD QG
1DQGD¶VLQ WK HZR UVWFDVHDVWK HQ XPEHUR ILQ WHUDFWLRQ
VWDWHPHQWVLVPXFKOHVVWKDQWKDWRIVWDWHPHQWV

7KHVL]HVRIWKHGHSHQGHQFH JUDSKVDQ GW KHW LPH WR
EXLOGW KHPKDYHEHHQGHVFUL EHGL Q7DEO HDQG7DEO H 
UHVSHFWLYHO\7K HWL PHLVWK HWR WDOWL PHIR UFRPSLOLQJDQ G
FRQVWUXFWLQJWKHGHSHQGHQFHJUDSKV&DVHVWKDWWDNHPRUH
WKDQDQK RXU WRDQDO \]HGHSHQGH QFHRUU XQKD YHEHH Q
PDUNHGZLWKµ¶6RQRGDWDLVJLYHQIRUWKHDOJRULWKP0
ZKHQWKHUHD UHILYHWKU HDGV&OHDUO\ WKHVL]HDQG
FRPSOH[LW\RI06'*DUHG HFUHDVHGZLWKWKHUHGXFWLRQ
RSWLPL]DWLRQ$VWK HQXPEHURIWKUHDGVLVL QFUHDVHGPRUH
EHQHILWVRI UHG XFWLRQDUH JDLQHG7 KHW LPHFRQV XPHGL Q
UHGXFWLRQLVD ELJIUDFWLRQRIWRWDOWLPHZKHQWKHUHDUHOHVV
WKDQ WK UHDGV5HG XFWLRQ PDNHVWK HWR WDO WLPHG HFUHDVH
ZKHQWKHUHPRUHWKUHDGV

 &21&/86,21
,QW KLVSD SHU ZHS UHVHQW DWKUHH SKDVHDO JRULWKPIRU
VOLFLQJFR QFXUUHQWL QWHUSURFHGXUDO SURJUDPV7KH 
SURFHGXUHVLQYROYHGLQWKUHDGLQWHUDFWLRQVDUHLQ OLQHGDQG
DQDO\]HGJOREDOO\
EDVHG RQWKUHDGHG LQ WHUDFWLRQ
UHDFKDELOLW\JUDSKVZKLOHRWKHUSURFHGXUHVDUHK DQGOHGDV
VHTXHQWLDOSURJUDPV 2XUDOJRULWKPWDNHVLQWRDFFRXQWWKH
WKUHHLP SUHFLVLRQ SUREOHPVWL PH WUDYHOFR QWH[W
LQVHQVLWLYLW\DQ G VKDUHGY DULDEOHUHG HILQLWLRQL QFR QWUDVW
WRH[ LVWLQJDO JRULWKPVWK DWFR XOG QRW KDQGOHWK H YDULDEOH
UHGHILQLWLRQ SUREOHP$VDUHVX OWDP RUH SUHFLVHVOLFHLV
REWDLQHG ZLWKR XUDO JRULWKP3UHOLP LQDU\H[SHULP HQWDO
UHVXOWVVKR ZW KDWRXUDOJRULWK PZLWK WK H RSWLPL]DWLRQRI
SDUWLDORU GHUW HFKQLTXHL VH[SHFW HGW RKD YH EHWWHU
SHUIRUPDQFHWKDQ1DQGD¶VFODVVLFDOKLJKSUHFLVLRQVOLFLQJ
DOJRULWKPV

,Q7D EOH  ZHJL YHW KHDYH UDJHW LPHRIV OLFLQJI RXU
QRGHVWKDWDUH UHOHYDQWWRWKHVKDUHGYDULDEOHV,Q7DEOH
ZHJLYHWKHD YHUDJHVL]HRIW KHFRPSXWHGVOLFHVDQGZRUN
QRGHV7DEO HV KRZVW KDWW KHIR XUKL JKSUHFLVLRQ
DOJRULWKPVDUHDEOHWRFR PSXWHWK HVOLFHV ZLWKWK HVD PH
VL]HVL QFHW KHUHL VQRL PSUHFLVLRQSUR EOHPFDXVHGE\ 
VKDUHGYD ULDEOHUHGHIL QLWLRQL QW KHSURG XFHUFRQVXPHU
SURJUDP$OWKRXJKLWWDNHVPRUHWLPHWREXLOG06'*WKDQ
76'*WKHWLPHLQVOLFLQJZLWK5DQG52LVPXFKOHVVWKDQ
1DQG12 UHVSHFWLYHO\52KDVJDLQHGEHV WSHUIRUP DQFH
LQWK HIR XUDOJ RULWKPV&R PELQDWRULDOH[ SORVLRQRIVWDWH 
WXSOHVL VRQHP DMRUIDFW RUW KDWDIIHFWVWKHSHUIRUP DQFHRI
WKHDO JRULWKPV7KHQXP EHUVRIZR UN QRGHVDUHGL UHFWO\
DIIHFWHGE\WKHFR PELQDWRULDOH[SO RVLRQR IVW DWHW XSOHV
7DEOHVKRZVWKDWWKHQX PEHUVRIZRUNQRGHVZLWK1DQG
12DUHURXJKO\VDPHDV5DQG52UHVSHFWLYHO\1DQG12
LVVORZHUWKDQ5DQG52VLQFHLWWDNHVDORQJWLPHWRFKHFN
ZKHWKHUD JLYHQVHWRIVWDWHPHQWVLQDWKUHDGPD\EHORQJ
WRDUHDOL]DEOHSDWKLQ1DQG 12ZKLOHLWLVQ RWUHTXLUHGLQ
WKHDOJRULWKPVRI5DQG52

$&.12:/('*0(176
7KLVZR UNLVVX SSRUWHG E\WK H1DWLRQDO6FLHQ FH
)RXQGDWLRQRI
&KLQDX QGHU*UD QW 1R)
1RDQG1R
5()(5(1&(6
>@=4&K HQ% :;X  6OLFLQJ FRQFXUUHQW-DYDSU RJUDPV$& 0
6,*3/$11RWLFHV  
>@-.ULQ NH &RQWH[WVHQVLWLYHVOL FLQJ RIFRQFXUUHQWSURJUD PV,Q 
3URFHHGLQJVRI $&06,*62) 7 6\PSRVLXPRQ) RXQGDWLRQVR I
6RIWZDUH(QJLQHHULQJ)6(  
>@0* 1DQGD6 5D PHVK,QWHUS URFHGXUDOVOLFLQJRI PXOWLWKUHDGHG
SURJUDPVZLW K DSSOLFDWLRQV WR -DYD$&0  7UDQVDFWLRQRQ
3URJUDPPLQJ/DQJXDJH6\VWHPV  ±
>@6+RU ZLW] 75HSV  '%LQNOH\ , QWHUSURFHGXUDOVOLFLQJXVLQJ
GHSHQGHQFHJU DSKV$&07 UDQVDFWLRQRQ3U RJUDPPLQJ/ DQJXDJH
6\VWHP  
>@'*LIIKRU Q& +D PPHU3U HFLVH VOLFLQJRIFRQFXU UHQWSU RJUDPV
$XWRPDWHG6RIWZDUH(QJLQHHULQJ  
>@03H]] H5 17D \ORU0 <RX QJ*UDSK PRGHOVI RUUHDFKDELOLW \
DQDO\VLVRIFRQFX UUHQWS URJUDPV $&07 UDQVDFWLRQRQ6RIWZDU H
(QJLQHHULQJDQG0HWKRGRORJ\  
>@;LDRIDQJ4L ;LDR\ X= KRX;LDR MLQJ;X <LQJ]K RX= KDQJ6OLFLQJ 
&RQFXUUHQW3URJUD PV%DVHG RQ3U RJUDP5HDFKDELOLW \*UDSK7KH
WK,QWHUQDWLRQDO&RQIHUHQFHRQ4XDOLW\6RIWZDUH 46,& 
>@*RGHIURLG3 3DU WLDO2UGHU 0HWKRGVIRU WKH9HU LILFDWLRQRI
&RQFXUUHQW6\VWHPV3K'WKHVLV8QLYHUVLW\'H/HLJH0RQWHILRUH
%HOMLXP
>@*LIIKRUQ'  $GYDQFHGFKRSSL QJRIVHTXHQWLD ODQGFRQFXU UHQW
SURJUDPV6RIWZDUH4XDOLW\-RXUQDO
>@=KDR-- 0XOWLWKUHDGHGGHSHQGHQFHJUDSKV  IRUFRQFXUUHQW-DYD
SURJUDPV, Q 3URFRI, QWHUQDWLRQDO6\ PSRVLXP RQ6RIWZDU H
(QJLQHHULQJIRU 3DU DOOHODQG'LVWU LEXWHG6\ VWHPV,(( (&6SU HVV

>@KWWSZZZJUDPPDWHFKFRPSURGXFWVFRGHVXUIHURYHUYLHZKWPO

 5(/$7(':25.
0RVWRIWKHZRUNRQVOLFLQJLQWHUSURFHGXUDOFRQFXUUHQW
SURJUDPVLVEDVHGRQ7,&)*RUVRPHJUDSKVLQWKHOLNH>
  @$V PHQWLRQHGLQVHFWLRQS DUDOOHOIORZLV
WUHDWHGDVEUDQFKIORZLQ7 ,&)*DQGWKH QJOREDOGDWD
GHSHQGHQFHD QDO\VLVEDVHG RQ7,& )* LVLP SRVVLEOH
&XUUHQWSUHFL VHO\VO LFLQJ PHWKRGVP DLQO\ FRSHZL WKW KH
ILUVWWZR VR XUFHVR IL PSUHFLVLRQLHLQ WUDQVLWLYLW\G XHWR 
WLPHWUDYHODQGFRQWH[WLQVHQVLWLYLW\7KHSUHFLVLRQLVXSWR
LQWHUSURFHGXUDOWKUHDGHGZLWQHVV
=KDR¶VVLP SOHW ZRSKDVHVO LFLQJDO JRULWKPDQG
1DQGD¶VL WHUDWHGW ZRSKDVHVO LFLQJDO JRULWKPDUHQRW 
SUHFLVHEHFDXVHWKH\FDQQRW
FRSH ZLWKWKHWKUHH 
LPSUHFLVLRQS UREOHPV>@& KHQ KDVSUHVHQW HG D
SRO\QRPLDODO JRULWKPZK LFKLQ OLQHVS URFHGXUHVLQ YROYHG
LQLQ WHUDFWLRQVDQ GS DUWLDOO\K DQGOHGWK HLQ WUDQVLWLYLW\
SUREOHPGXH W RW LPHW UDYHO>@.UL QNHDQG 1D QGD¶V
FRQWH[WVHQVLWLYHDOJ RULWKPVFR PSOHWHO\FR SH ZLWKWKH 
LPSUHFLVLRQS UREOHPVGXHW R WLPHWUDYHODQGFRQWH[W
LQVHQVLWLYLW\E \FK HFNLQJZKHWK HUDG HSHQGHQFHVHT XHQFH
LVLQDYDOLGH[HFXWLRQRUQRW>@6RWKHSUHFLVLRQRIVOLFH
LVVL JQLILFDQWO\LP SURYHG 7KHFRP SOH[LW\RI W KHW ZR
DOJRULWKPLVD OVRH[S RQHQWLDOLQ WK H QXPEHURIWKUHDG V
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Abstract—Most of the time engineering methodologies focus
on the modeling of functional and non-functional requirements
of the system-to-be with no or poor representation of resource
elements. Resources are nevertheless central in most industrial
domains and do have an important impact onto the performance
and feasability of software requirements. That is why we propose,
in this paper, an ontology for resource representation centered on
its Usage i.e., the concepts of functionality for Resource Objects
and competency for Resource Agents. This ontology does not
tackle the particular problem of service level agreement which is
a complementary dimension but rather focuses on how resources
can be represented and handled at runtime. Heterogeneous
resources can thus be represented in a uniﬁed manner within
the context of “resource-intensive” domains where information
systems are developed. Moreover, it could also be used to
develop a speciﬁc heterogeneous monitoring system with, for
instance, the agent technology so that it acts for interoperability
purposes. The ontology proposal is applied on a case study in
the industrial context of a steel industry, namely CARSID where
lots of resources are collaborating to achieve deﬁned services.
The purpose is to show the applicability of the ontology in an
industrial context where resources play a central role for the
information system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Poor focus on detailed representation of complex resources
within software development methodologies results omitting
taking into account important aspects of the software problem that could be represented using a common pattern to
ease the work of both the software analyst and designer.
We consequently propose in this paper a common ontology
allowing to model each type of resource in a uniﬁed and
standardized manner, i.e. independent of their type, domain
and interface. Indeed, resources are useless when they do
not provide an added value for a functional or operational
execution so that the ontology is driven by the Resource Usage
i.e., functionalities for Resource Objects and competencies
for Resource Agents. The ontology proposes to centralize resources’ offer and demand through their Usages. More specifically, we present an ontology for resource representation and
handling that can be used as a general reference into resource
intensive domain where information systems are developed.
The contribution is located at design stage so that resources
identiﬁed during analysis can be mapped into functionality and
competency providers at runtime for dynamic resource allocation and reservation. In that perspective, a generic multi-agent
system for resource-monitoring could be easily build up on its
basis. This, within a functional software application, furnishes

an intelligent – i.e., optimized on the basis of the available
information – resource allocation mechanism. This ontology
represents a contribution at design stage but is intended to
be used in the context of a larger development methodology
[1], [2] within the engineering of software services. Further
developments as well as advanced strategies for resource
monitoring as proposed in [3] are outside the scope of the
paper and are left for future perspectives.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section
II discusses the structural choices of the ontology notably
through the concepts of functionality and competency; the
distinction between resources and actors and, ﬁnally, resource
composition and hierarchy. Section III overviews the conceptual model itself while Section IV is devoted to a case
study in the steel making industrial environment of CARSID.
Finally, Section V brieﬂy depicts related work and Section VI
concludes the paper.
II. M ODELING R ESOURCES
This section discusses the concepts of funtionality and
competency, distinguishes resources from actors and discusses
resource composition and hierarchy.
A. Modeling Resources with their Use
There are numerous deﬁnitions of the concept of resource.
The Merriam-Webster dictionary refers it as a person, asset,
material, or capital which can be used to accomplish a goal.
While remaining basic, this deﬁnition has the interest of
identifying the fact that a resource is not a process (something
functional/operational) but should be used for the proper
achievement (the goal) of such process through action(s). This
consequently leads to the intuition that resources do own
particular skills that are required in a functional context (for
the realization of processes or services). Within a pool of
resources, the requesting service is thus only interested by
resources helping him achieving its functional requirements.
Nevertheless, deﬁning their type, resources are inanimate and
do have a functional utility (this is the case of Resource
Objects) or are able to behave (this is the case for Resource
Agents). Resources’ offer and demand can consequently not be
centralized into a single concept so that Resource Objects are
functionality providers while Resource Agents are competency
providers. Resources offer functionalities and competencies
while services demand them.
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A functionality is the ability of a resource to be used for
achieving a speciﬁc purpose. In this sense the resource owning
the functionality is passively used during a process execution
so that it is speciﬁc to Resource Objects. Moreover, the concept
of competency used in human capital and business resources
management allows stakeholders and stockholders to reach
resources uniﬁcation and integration to optimize the capacity
needed to achieve the vision, mission and objectives of their
organization.
Following [4], a competency is an aptitude to know, to know
how and to behave while [5] deﬁnes competencies as statements that someone, and more generally some resource, can
demonstrate the application of a generic skill to some knowledge, with a certain degree of performance. In other words,
competencies are observable skills, knowledge or know-how
deﬁned in terms of behaviors and processes required for
performing job and business activities in a successful way.
They are consequently owned by resources able to behave
i.e. Resource Agents (see section II for a complete justiﬁcation and deﬁnition). Knowledge and learning are speciﬁc
to human/organizational resources and artiﬁcial intelligence
systems. Behavior can be considered as the ability owned
by Resource Agents, making them useful in an operational
context.
In the context of the proposed ontology, resources are thus
components encapsulating functionalities and competencies.
What fundamentally distinguishes those two concepts is that:
•

•

a functionality is transparent in the sense that the environment is perfectly aware of what the Resource Object
can deliver at deﬁned quality level. The functional offer
of Resource Objects can be said to be stable since they
cannot acquire more functionalities - or lose existing
functionalities - unless being transformed (or degraded);
a competency is partially hidden since initial evaluation is
necessary to assess the quality level at which a Resource
Agent can deliver it; it is also evolutionary since it can be
delivered at higher quality level later into the system life
cycle thanks to the inherent ability to learn from Resource
Agents.

Resources can nevertheless not always lead to an absolute
and successful achievement of the functionalities or competencies they advertise so that a quality level should be associated to each of them. Competencies are indeed not neutral
and are furnished following a quality level so that without
being perfectly rational, their realization is non-deterministic
and must be estimated. The probabilistic measure is, in our
model, encapsulated in the concept of quality level; we indeed
consider the probability as being an aspect of the quality
ontology presented hereby. A Resource Agent providing a
competency with a lower realization rate will be attributed
a lower quality level following the particular quality ontology.
Quality ontologies are domain speciﬁc and such a characterization is positioned into the proposed resource ontology
but not instantiated (see Section III). Similarly, furnishing
competencies sometimes requires resource composition – i.e.,

the use of a deﬁned set of resources conﬁgured in a deﬁned
way – so that resource hierarchization is required (as detailed
in Section III-C). Quality ontology proposal we can link this
work to are provided in [6].
Moreover, competencies can also be acquired in the case of
an individual or an organization through formal or non-formal
procedures. This suggests Resource Agents evaluation through
a formal process. For example, an ISO accreditation is, for
an organization (which is here a Resource Agent) receiving
it, a certiﬁcation to have competencies to furnish a product
or a service at some deﬁned minimal quality level. In the
same way, the follow-up and successful achievement of a
study program in a given school or university is a process
for a human (which is here a Resource Agent) to acquire
and accreditate (through the obtention of a diploma) deﬁned
competencies at a speciﬁed quality level. The processes of
acquisition and assessment of competencies within particular
(or a particular set of) resources is outside the scope of this
paper. Functionality and competency ontologies are domain
speciﬁc and such a characterization is positioned into the
proposed resource ontology but not instantiated (see Section
III). Speciﬁc competency ontology proposals we can link this
work to are provided into [4], [5].
B. Resources, Actors and Services
In high level analysis formalisms such as the i* modeling
framework ([7]), human or machine resources can be modeled
as actors depending on each other involved in the achievement
services; this vision assumes an intentional dimension and
two parties, the service consumer and the service provider.
With respect to the service ontology presented in [8], this is the
Service Commitment level (prescriptive level) but the resource
ontology we propose in this paper is (also with respect to
[8]) at Service Process (design and implementation levels).
Following [9], Services are “high-level” elements i.e., coarsegrained granules of information that encapsulate an entire or
a set of business processes. That is consequently the level
where service consumers and service providers are speciﬁed
and, since the proposed ontology is at service process level we
do not specify them into the contractual aspects of resource
reservation and use (see section III-B).
III. A N O NTOLOGY FOR R ESOURCE R EPRESENTATION
We deﬁne in this section a conceptual model for resource
representation. In this perspective, Figure 1 depicts the relevant
concepts and their dependencies using a class model [10].
A. Basic Concepts
Services require, for their proper execution (or realization),
a series of Functionalities and Competencies at a deﬁned
QualityLevel furnished by one or more Resources. The use
of a Resource by a Service is only conceivable by setting
up a Contract for a deﬁned period of time and deﬁned
QualityLevel and Cost. All of the system Resources are kept
in the ResourceList while their “real-time” availability is given
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An Ontology for Resource Representation.

through their Status. Those concepts are formally deﬁned
hereafter.
r
r
), . . . , (usi+m , qus
)}, Resr  is a ReA tuple {(usi , qus
i
i+m
source r, where usi is a Usage. A resource furnishes Usages
(which can be Functionalities or Competencies required by
r
Services to contribute to their fulﬁlment) at Quality Level qus
i
r
r
(qusi follows a particular quality ontology). Res is assumed
to contain all additional properties of the resource not relevant
for the present discussion, yet necessary when implementing
the solution. Resources belong to the set RL (RL stands for
Resource List).
More precisely, resources deliver Functionalities if they
are Resource Objects or Capabilities if they are Resource
Agents (see Section II for a complete justiﬁcation). A Usage
is a generalization of Functionality and Competency and is
compulsorily one or the other. That concept allows to tackle
the problem in a generic manner. The reader should note that
the distinction between Resource Agent and Resource Object is
not in the sense of agent or object-orientation but in the sense

of Resource Objects being inanimate; so even if the program
is object-oriented, it is still classiﬁed as Software Agent, since
what matters is modeling behavior.
The model is independent of any Functionality and Competency ontologies; it can for example be used through the
competency ontologies deﬁned in [4], [5]. The FunctionalityParameter and CompetencyParamater classes are assumed to
contain all of the dimensions of these custom ontologies.
As previously discussed, Services are considered here as
coarse-grained granules of information that encapsulate an
entire or a set of business processes. With respect to the
ontology proposed in [8], services are thus viewed at the level
of Service Processes - i.e., design and implementation levels so
that services’ format and content depend on the implementation paradigm being used (procedural, object, agent, etc.). For
that purpose, they are not further speciﬁed (e.g., in terms of
pre/post condition and invariants) and deﬁned here. Indeed, for
example, within the i* framework, a Service can be a Goal or
Task (while functionalities and competencies are at Capability
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level); in UML/J2EE technology [11] it can be a Use Case
(while functionalities and competencies are at Method Call
level). Further functional considerations of the Service are
outside the scope of this ontology which tackles a lower level
of abstraction (granularity).
The set of resources RL (ResourceList) can be used as
yellow pages refeering the resources present into the system;
their status – i.e., information about their availability at a
given moment of time – must then be evaluated using the
characterization that follows.
post
A ResourceStatus, statusi , is statuspre
,
i , τi , statusi
pre
where statusi describes the preconditions for establishing
a contract (following a particular ResourceStatus ontology),
τi is a speciﬁcation (following a particular API) on how the
resource can be interfaced with and statuspost
describes the
i
postconditions to properly end up the contract (following the
same ResourceStatus ontology).
The ResourceStatus ontology can be customely implemented within the model. The StatusParameter class is assumed to contain all of the dimensions of this custom ontology.
A Conﬁguration is a subset of ResourceStatus elements; this
concept can be used to predeﬁne quality levels before runtime
for optimization purpose in the form of a “caching” system.
Quality and cost ontologies can be implemented within
the model on a case by case basis. The QualityParameter
and CostParameter classes are assumed to contain all of the
dimensions of these custom ontologies.

•

•
•

resCost
speciﬁes the contractual cost of use with respect
i
to a particular cost ontology. Whatever the speciﬁc cost
ontology, expected costs are likely to be speciﬁed as (at
least) resCost
= (n1 , t1 , b1 ), . . . , (nr , tr , br ), where:
i
– nk is the name of the CostParameter;
– tk gives the type of the parameter (e.g., nominal,
ordinal, interval, ratio, ...);
– bk is the billing model (pay per use, subscription,...).
ime
resBeginT
is the time the reservation of the resource
i
starts for the particular contract;
ime
resEndT
is the time the reservation of the resource
i
ends for the particular contract.

C. Resource Composition and Hierarchy
The ontology assumes a resources hierarchy in the sense
that a Resource Object realizing a functionality or a Software
Agent (which is a specialization of Resource Agent) realizing
a capability can either be an assembly – i.e., a resource made
of other resources advertising competencies – or be atomic
– i.e., not made of other resources advertising competencies.
This is materialized into the ontology by the composition association on the Resource Object and Software Agent concepts
themselves (see Section III). Similarly, Human Agents cannot
be compositions of themselves but a HumanAgentsTeam is a
composition of several HumanAgents; both of these concepts
are specializations of Resource Agents so that a composition
link joins these two concepts into the meta-model.

B. Contractual Aspects

IV. C ASE S TUDY: C OKING P ROCESS

As previously evoked, the resource ontology assumes a
“higher-level” (service) dimension. A resource in use within
the realization of a deﬁned service can, for a time shift
be not available and has to be invoiced to the consuming
process (or its cost center). Consequently such a transaction
has to be tracked by a formal element managing the resource
reservation and invoicing aspects: the contract. Finally, the use
of a resource has a cost. Cost ontologies are domain speciﬁc
and such a characterization is positioned here without being
instantiated. A speciﬁc cost ontology proposal we can link this
work to is provided into [12].
ˆ i is Serv s , usi , resi , resQual
, resCost
,
A Contract cont
i
i
BeginT ime
EndT ime
, resi
 associates a Service s requiring
resi
the Usage usi (Functionality or Competency) provided by the
selected Resource resi , where:
Qual
• resi
speciﬁes the minimal ensured quality level. Its
deﬁnition follows a particular quality ontology. Whatever
the speciﬁc quality ontology, expected qualities are likely
to be speciﬁed as (at least) resQual
=
i
(p1 , d1 , v1 , u1 ), . . . , (pr , dr , vr , ur ), where:
– pk is the name of the QualityParameter;
– dk gives the type of the parameter (e.g., nominal,
ordinal, interval, ratio, ...);
– vk is the set of desired values of the parameter,
or the constraint <, ≤, =, ≥, > on the value of the
parameter;
– uk is the unit of the property value.

The ontology is applied in this section within the realization
of a particular service in the context of a supporting information system for a coking plant.
A. Context
CARSID, a steel production company located in the Walloon region, is developing a production management software
system for its coking plant. The aim is to provide users,
engineers and workers with tools for information management,
process automation, resource and production planning, decision making, etc. Coking is the process of heating coal into
ovens to transform it into coke and remove volatile matter
from it. Metallurgical Coke is used as a fuel and reducing
agent, principally by the blast furnaces, in the production of
iron, steel, ferro-alloys, elemental phosphorus, calcium carbide
and numerous other production processes. It is also used to
produce carbon electrodes and to agglomerate sinter and iron
ore pellets. The production of coke is only one step in the
steel making process but details about the other phases of the
production process are not necessary to understand the case
study. For more information about this CARSID project, we
refer the reader to [1].
B. Applying the Ontology
The illustration depicted in this section is in the context
of the development of a software application made of several
services; Pushing is the Service Process realization we will be
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concerned with here. Indeed, other services are not essential
for the present discussion and the reader should just keep in
mind that the description that will be given here is part of a
much larger set of developments.
In a few word, the Pushing service represents the process
by which the Pusher Machine pushes the red-hot Coke out of
the Oven through the Coke Guide into the Coke Car.
Typically, during a coke pushing process, the pusher machine situated at the front side of the ovens battery, removes
the front door, pushes the red-hot coke into the coke car
situated underneath the oven; the coke guide is used to remove
the oven back door and to correctly guide the red-hot coke
coming out of the oven into the coke car. The upper part of
the machine runs a mechanic arm pushing slowly the coke
out of the oven. The coke car is positioned behind the open
oven receiving the red-hot coke pushed out of the oven by the
pusher machine.
A formal set of functionalities and competencies is required
to deﬁne this industrial process as reported in the Fulﬁllment
statement of the following speciﬁcation:
Service Realization Pushing
Attribute input: material in oven
gc: GuideCoke
cc: CokeCar
Fulﬁllment cooking(input, o) ∧ align(pm, gc, cc, position(o)) ∧
guide(input) ∧ collect(input) →  cokeMaterial(cm) ∧
emptyOven(o)

More precisely, cooking(input, o) represents the capability
of the oven o to cook coke at a temperature between 1200
and 1350 ◦ C during 16 to 20 hours to transform it into redhot coke. Note that when this red-hot coke will be colddown (through a passage at the quenching tower) it will be
transformed into (metallurgical) coke, the ﬁnished product of
the coking plant. Aligning the pushing machine, the guide
coke and the coke car with the oven is a necessity to proceed
with pushing the coke out of the oven, the reason why the
functionality align(pm, gc, cc, position(o)) is then speciﬁed.
When proceeding with the pushing, the red-hot coke is guided
by the coke guide (guide(input) capability) and collected into
the coke car (collect(input) capability).
The list of resources used for achieving the required functionalities and competencies is given hereafter.

Resource cokeMaterial cm
Type : Resource Object
Has cokeId: lot1333, status: cooking;
Provides redHotCoke(input);

Resource guideCoke gc
Type : Resource Agent
Has gcId: gc1, status: available;
Provides align(this, position), guide(input);

Resource cokeCar cc
Type : Resource Agent
Has ccId: cc1, status: available;
Provides align(this, position), collect(input);

At runtime, the realization of the Pushing service implies
the fulﬁllment of the evaluateCooking(input, this), align(pm,
position(o)), align(gc, position(o)), align(cc, position(o)) and
collect(input) capabilities leading to the series of contracts
depicted hereafter.
Contract EvaluateCooking123
Fulﬁlls evaluateCooking(input, o);
Using oven o, cokeMaterial cm;
QualityLevel N/A;
Cost N/A;

Contract Align123
Fulﬁlls align(pm, position(o)), align(gc, position(o)),
align(cc, position(o));
Using pushingMachine pm, guideCoke gc, cokeCar cc, oven o;
Has beginTime: Date, endtime: Date;
QualityLevel N/A;
Cost Energy(pm(pos(x),pos(o)), gc(pos(x),pos(o)),
cc(pos(x),pos(o)));

Contract PushCokeLot1333
Fulﬁlls collect(input);
Using oven o, cokeMaterial cm;
Has beginTime: Date, endtime: Date;
QualityLevel N/A;
Cost Energy(push);

Resource Oven o
Type : Resource Agent
Has ovenId: O123, currentTemperature: 1250, maxCapacity: 10,
openDoorStatus: closed, exitDoorStatus: closed,
cookingStatus: active, cookingBeginTime: 18:00;
Provides evaluateCooking(input, this);

Resource PushingMachine pm
Type : Resource Agent
Has pmId: 1, maxPower: 10, status: available;
Provides align(this, position), pushing(input);

C. Lessons Learned and Ontology Contributions
The use of the resource ontology as a pattern as well as
a structured approach for resource representation and tracing
among the analysis and design steps within the CARSID case
study has allowed us:
• to improve the structural complexity. Indeed, the current
application design has been enhanced with respect to
metrics as the ones deﬁned in [13];
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•
•

•

•

•

to provide a uniﬁed catalogue of available resources in
the form of a yellow page system;
to redeﬁne resource as runtime dynamic elements. Objectoriented development used a static and passive description of the resources;
to better understand resource utilization through the expost study of the contracts by production engineers. This
allows to identify possible bottlenecks and re-optimize
the production planning for adequate resource utilization;
to compute and store into the caching system prepositions for devices as the pusher machine, coke car
and guide coke. Since several combinations of instances
of these machines are available, the process is non-trivial;
to express the process from a resource-based point of
view which allows focusing on interoperability and evolutionary aspects.
V. R ELATED W ORK

Different papers have proposed models to represent and
monitor resources. Even heterogeneous resources have been
dealt with – for example in [14] – their evocation has been
always in the context of hardware resources. Indeed, [15] goes
beyond the stage of deﬁning an ontology for heterogeneous resources representation by proposing a complete architecture as
well as an underlying management dimension with the use of
a semantic repository. The proposal nevertheless only focuses
on the particular context of grid computing and consequently
hardware resources so that it cannot be of any help in terms
of general business modeling. We nevertheless could envisage
to include “our” ontology into their contribution to develop a
larger resource monitoring system. Similarly [16] goes further
in the idea of developing semantic resource management
and within their management using a scheduling method but
also remains in the context of hardware for grid computing.
As evoked in Section II, competency-based modeling for
resource monitoring has been developed in [5] but in the
speciﬁc context of human resources. Our ontological frame
extends the competency concept to semantically encompass
these two resource types. Conceptual models as i* [7] include
the resource concept in their deﬁnition but do not deﬁne
advanced frames for forward engineering such concepts at
design stages; the ontological frame proposed here is intended
to be extended ﬁll this gap and explicitly deﬁne traceability
between the business analysis and software design stages.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The new hardware resource sharing paradigm and distant
software execution devices such as netbooks or smartphones
paves the way to new heterogeneous resource allocation
requirements supported by active software. To address this
problem at best, an ontology that can easily and ﬂexibly be
included in a classical software engineering process, such as
[1], [2], to develop resource-aware software systems has been
presented in this paper. Section II has overviewed the structural
choices of the ontology including the concepts of functionality
and competency; the distinction between resources and actors

and, ﬁnally, resource composition and hierarchy. Section III
has presented the conceptual model itself while Section IV has
been devoted to a case study. Finally, Section V has brieﬂy
depicted related work.
The conceptual model in this research proposes to centralize
resources’ offer and demand through the concepts of functionality and competency. The ontology furnishes a common
semantic for consumers (i.e. services) to rent resources that can
themselves advertise their offer so that consumption contracts
can be set up.
Future work includes extending the ontology with a process
covering the whole software development life cycle from
(agent-based) analysis to service level agreements. The development of a dynamic dimension allowing to document and
implement a multi-agent system resources management as well
as the realization on a case study in the ﬁeld of outbound
logistics is currently under progress.
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Abstract—A study of failure rates of a web service that is
deployed in a service-oriented architecture is presented. The
study focuses on the HTTP requests that are rejected by the
application server. The rejections may be caused by system
overloading
or
mismanagement
of
configuration
parameters. An analytical model and a Stochastic Activity
Network (SAN) model are developed to predict the number
of such failures. The performance of the models is
compared against the experimental results in a LAN
environment that is used as a test-bed. The models utilize
the parameters extracted from the empirical testing such as
the average response time and arrival rate of the web
service requests. The accuracy of the SAN model suggests
that the model can be beneficial to predict the rejection rate
of web services and to better understand the application
server performance for those cases that are difficult to
replicate in a field study.
Keywords- Application Server; Simulation Model; Service
Oriented Architecture; Web Service; Petri Net; Load Testing

I.

INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Web services, such as electronic shopping, online
auction, and banking services, have permeated our daily
lives due to the ease of use, flexibility and reduction of
cost in providing the services [1]. T hey are generically
seen by many as applications that can be accessed over
the Internet. A more precise definition of web services,
provided by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [2],
defines it as a software system designed to support
interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a
network. Web services are generally enabled through an
application server software that communicates with a web
server and a database server.
With the prevalence of web services in real-time and
critical software domains, high level of reliability and
performance are expected from them. As such, a number
of approaches to reliability prediction and performance
evaluations have been attempted. These approaches are
often not new and have been applied to reliability and
performance analysis of component-based software
systems. Some of the most common approaches are based
on Markov Chains, Tree-based, and Petri net models
[3,4,5,6,7]. The majority of research works is theoretical
with less emphasis on experimental analysis to support the
theoretical results [4,8,9,10,11]. For example, Zhong and
Qi [8] propose a Petri net model of performance and
dependability of web service composition. However, the

paper emphasizes on theoretical aspect of research and
does not include any experimental analysis. In [9], authors
presented a simulation-based model for performance
analysis and evaluation of application servers using Petri
nets. However, the numerical illustration of the presented
simulation model is based on hypothetical input and not
real experiments.
Some of the studies that use a combination of
theoretical
and
experimental
analyses
include
[12,13,14,15,16]. Xiao and Dohi [12] focused on the
relationship between the Apache server error rate and
system’s performance and developed a probability model
to describe this relationship. In [13], authors focused on a
performance evaluation model of a web server system,
which is based on a queuing model and evaluated the
effectiveness of the model through the experiments in the
lab environment. In [14], the authors proposed another
queuing model to evaluate the performance parameters of
a web server such as the response time and the blocking
probability. The authors in [15] evaluate the response time
and throughput of web services by collecting and
analyzing large sets of data from geographically
distributed locations. Goseva et al. [16] presented an
empirical as well as theoretical study of architecture-based
software reliability on a la rge open source application
with 350,000 lines of C code. They emphasized on
theoretical and experimental results on a large scale field
study to test and analyze the architecture-based software
reliability.
This paper is focused on the performance modeling of
the JBoss application server [17] with respect to response
time, throughput, and rejection (blocking) rate of web
service requests. The study 1) introduces an analytical
method to measure the rejection rate, 2) est ablishes an
experimental environment to collect data by generating
controlled loads of web service requests to JBoss, and 3)
injects the experimental results into a Petri net model that
simulates the JBoss performance behavior. In general, the
main contribution of the paper is the measurement and
comparison of web service rejection rate from analytical,
empirical and simulation (Petri net) points of view. Other
than the experimental and theoretical approaches, this
study is dif ferent from many other relevant research
works in that the focus is geared toward understanding the
effect of configuration parameters such as the maximum
HTTP thread pool and the queue size in the application
server. Petri nets are chosen for this study because of the
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flexibility they provide to model systems with multithreaded executions. In comparison, analytical approaches
such as Ma rkov models are difficult to express multithreaded systems, at least because of the state-space
explosion problem, as each Petri net marking becomes a
single state in the Markov model. As Markov models can
be seen as a finite state machine, they are more suitable
for single-threaded systems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
a) the description of experiments, b) an analytical model,
and c) the Petri net model for HTTP request rejection rate
in JBoss. Section III focuses on experimental and
analytical results. Section IV offers some possible
directions to the future research and finally section V
contains some concluding remarks.
II.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental Environment
The experimental environment consists of two hosts
(client and server) remotely located from each other in a
LAN environment. The host server on which JBoss is
running is excluded from running other tasks to ensure the
consistency of data sets collected. The Duke’s Bank
application [18] is transformed into a web service and
deployed on JBoss. JBoss uses the Apache Tomcat as its
default web server. The client host generates service
requests to JBoss. The bandwidth of the LAN is shared
with other users not relevant to this experiment. Tools like
Wireshark [19] and Ping are used to measure the round
trip delay (RTD), excluding the time spent in the hosts. In
comparison to the time spent in the server, the RTD is
observed to be so negligible that it is ignored in the
experimental analyses. The system structure is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
WS client
SoapUI

JBoss AS
SOAP- Http Request
SOA

Banking
WS

SOAP- Http Response
Client

Server

Windows 7

Windows Vista

Processor

1.67 GHz

2.66 GHz

RAM

1.00 GB

2.00 GB

OS

Software

SoapUI (3.6.1)
Figure 1.

application server: number of threads representing the
virtual users, and the number of requests (runs) generated
per thread. For example, if the number of threads is set to
20 and number of runs per thread is set to 10, then there
are 20 clients, each sending 10 SOAP requests for a total
of 200 requests. SoapUI measures several performance
parameters such as the average response time, avg,
transactions per second, tps,
and the number of
transaction requests failed in the process, which is denoted
as err. Avg is the average time difference between the
times a request is sent out until the response is received.
Tps, also called arrival rate, is th e average number of
requests generated by the clients per second.
The experiments have been conducted with sixteen
different load configurations. For each load test, SoapUI
returns the values for avg, tps, and err. Each test is
repeated 5 times and the average of the returned values
are calculated. The total time T for each load test
configuration is computed as follows:
ܶൌ

SoapUI [20] is used to generate controlled service
request loads to the server. SoapUI is an open source
testing tool solution for service-oriented architectures.
With a graphical user interface, SoapUI is capable of
generating and mocking service requests in SOAP format.
There are two main parameters in SoapUI load testing
tool that can be set to control the workload of the
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where cnt is the total number of requests for each test.
Consequently, the error and success rates for each load are
computed by:
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The error reports generated by SoapUI consist of all
types of potential errors that are generated by the network,
application server, and web service itself. However, this
study considers only the errors that are generated by JBoss
when the HTTP requests are rejected. Th erefore,
݁ݎݎݎ௧ is treated as ݊݅ݐ݆ܿ݁݁ݎ௧ .
B. The Analytical Model
The actual rate of requests rejected can be obtained
from (2). This rate can be estimated in a different way.
Recall that avg is the average response time for one
request. Therefore, the service rate is 1/avg. In order for
JBoss not to reject any incoming request, it should be able
to use enough threads to keep up w ith the arrival rate.
Thus, JBoss will reject no requests if the following holds:
1

1

u threads t tps 

avg

JBoss AS (4.2.2)

The experimental setup.

௧

avg

u threads  tps t 0



Otherwise some requests will be rejected. Thus, number
of requests rejected per unit of time, i.e. ݊݅ݐ݆ܿ݁݁ݎ௧ ,
will be:
ሺ ݏݐെ 

ଵ
௩

ൈ )ݏ݀ܽ݁ݎ݄ݐ

Consequently, the total number of requests rejected is:
݊݅ݐ݆ܿ݁݁ݎ௦௧ ൌ ሺ ݏݐെ 
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ଵ
௩

ൈ ݏ݀ܽ݁ݎ݄ݐሻ ൈ ܶ

(4)

ଵ
௩

ൈ ݈݄݀ݏ݁ݎ݄ݐቁ ൈ ܶ

(5)

Threshold is computed from the experimental
analyses. Theoretically, when the configuration
parameters maxThread and acceptCount in server.xml file
are set to 250 and 100 respectively, it is expe cted that
JBoss handle 350 requests (250 in the thread pool and 100
in the queuing system). However, in real world
experiments, there are many factors such as m emory,
processor and type of operating system that may affect the
actual number of threads that can be devoted to requests.
More importantly, the response time evaluated by SoapUI
includes the time spent in the queuing system and the time
actually spent on servicing the request. With this
experiment setup in the lab and by running different tests,
threshold is estimated to be around 315. This is the
threshold number of threads in JBoss that leads to
performance results from the test cases performed on
SoapUI.

35
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Figure 3. Request rejection rate based on number of virtual users.
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Average response time

It is expected that the response time, avg, to i ncrease
as the number of requests increases. Fig. 2 shows the avg
numbers for different virtual users in the real experiments,
where each user sends 10 requests. The figure exhibits
that the response time increases up to a point, levels-off
for a moderate range of requests, and then increases again.

Since SoapUI includes the rejection count in the
evaluation of average response time, one way to f ind a
good estimate of the actual response time is t o use a
packet capture tool such as Wireshark and evaluate the
response time for each successful request from the time
the request is received by the server until the response is
sent back to SoapUI. This requires filtering the blocked
requests and evaluating the response time for each
individual successful request, which seems to be
infeasible. The other approach is to use 15.11 as the
estimate of the actual response time for loads more than
370, where the rejections really start. This value shows the
peak of response time when the system utilizes all the
resources for high level loads without being biased by the
rejected requests. Therefore, in this study avg = 15.11 is
used as the closest approximation of average response
time for high level loads.
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800
1000
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1500

݊݅ݐ݆ܿ݁݁ݎ௦௧ ൌ ቀ ݏݐെ 

time of 15.11 in Fig. 2 can be interpreted as the true
response time because at about 370 users the number of
rejections is low or almost nonexistent. The second reason
is contributed to JBoss, which can be explained as
follows. From 370 to around 500 users, the server is using
the resources that are already setup and activated, so the
system can reallocate them to other requests, such as the
thread resources. Beyond 500 users, the server overhead,
such as the time taken to reject the requests, accumulates
as the rejection rate increases.

Rejection rate

The accuracy of (4) depends on threads, which will be
referred to as threshold. This is because any value higher
than the threshold value underestimates and any value
lower than the threshold overestimates the number of
rejections. Thus, the following will be used instead of (4).

Number of virtual users
Figure 2. Average response time based on number of virtual users.

The reduction in response time beyond 370 up to
around 500 users is counterintuitive because as there are
more requests the response time ought to increase instead.
During this period, Fig. 3 indicates that the rejection rate
is increased. Toward the end, Fig. 2 further shows sharp
increase in the average response time while the rejection
rate on average in Fig. 3 stays the same. This paradoxical
behavior has two reasons. The first reason is that SoapUI
uses the total requests in calculating the average response
time, regardless of whether a request is successful or
rejected. It is f or this reason that the average response

C. The Stochastic Activity Network Model
Petri nets are a g raphical model for the formal
specification and analysis of concurrent and discrete-event
systems. Since the introduction of classic Petri nets, a
number of variants have been introduced. Stochastic Petri
Nets (SPN) is a subsidiary of timed Petri nets that adds
non-deterministic time through randomness of transitions.
Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPN) is a SPN
performance analysis tool that uses the exponential
random distribution, and thus conversion to Markov
Chains is automated. Stochastic Activity Network (SAN)
[21] is a structurally extended version of GSPN with
many features such as the ability of creating complex
enabling functions, probabilistic choices upon completion
of activities, and reward functions. In the world of SANs,
transitions (actions) are referred to as activities, which can
be of two kinds: timed and instantaneous. The firing
(activation) time of timed activities are exponentially
distributed. Once enabled, instantaneous activities
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complete in zero-time, and thus have priority over timed
activities. Reward functions are used to measure
performance or dependability related issues.
The SAN model describing the behavior of the web
service system is constructed using Mobius [22]. Mobius
can solve SAN models, either mathematically or by
simulation. Because of the types of reward rates used we
have found it easier and less time consuming to work with
the simulation solver. Fig. 4 provides a SAN model for
the service requests that arrive at the server (JBoss) side.
Recall that Duke’s Bank web service is u sed in this
experiment. This web service receives customer ID and
returns all account numbers of the customer.

probabilities are set to zero but can be set to non-zero
values. Table I shows the parameters and their values used
in the SAN model. The impulse reward functions count
the number of activities that complete. The number of
activations at Tarrival shows the total number of requests
that has entered the Petri net model. Similarly, the number
of activation completions at T03 represents the number of
requests rejected. Let ݊݅ݐ݆ܿ݁݁ݎௌோே be the number of
these rejections, i.e. the number of T03 activations.
TABLE I.
Parameter name
Requests
Tarrival rate
Threadpool

Threadpool

Tarrival

Request

OG

S
Start

Response
TJW
Webservicedownn

Blockedrequest

OG

T01

T02

Down

T03

Figure 4. The Petri net model of JBoss serving the requests.

In the figure, the timed and instantaneous activities are
shown by thick and thin bars, respectively. Each flat dot
represents a probabilistic choice that leads to taking a
different path in the model once the activity completes.
The place called Request is initialized to cnt, the number
of total HTTP requests for each test case. The rate of the
Tarrival activity gives the rate of arrivals per unit of time,
which is e qual to tps. The HTTP thread instance pool in
JBoss is represented by the Threadpool place, which is
initialized to maxThread extracted from the configuration
file named server.xml. Once Tarrival completes, the token
generated, through the output gate OG, shown as a s olid
triangle, will be deposited in either Start or
Blockedrequest. OG represents the conditions for rejecting
HTTP requests. For instance, if Start has reached its
maximum capacity, OG will redirect the token to
Blockedrequest; otherwise the token is added to Start. The
rejected requests are accumulated in Down via T03
activity. Activity TJW, which represents the service rate
of the application server, is enable d only if Threadpool
and Start are not empty. When TJW is activated, a token
in Threadpool representing an available thread in JBoss is
allocated to a request in Start. Once the request is
serviced, the thread, through T01, is released to
Threadpool to be used by a ne xt request. In case the
server fails to service the request (lower case of TJW), the
allocated thread is returned to Threadpool via T02. The
failure probability (lower case) of T01 is the probability
that the service request is failed by means other than
failures caused by the application server, such as a failure
in the network or unregistered service. These failure

TJW rate

T01 probability case1
T01 probability case2
TJW probability case1
TJW probability case2
Impulse Reward Functions

SAN MODEL PARAMETERS
Parameter value
Initialized to Cnt (from SoapUI)
Initialized to Tps (from SoapUI)
Initialized to maxThread (from
server.xml in JBoss AS)
// threadpool = maxThread
// queue = acceptCount from
server.xml in // JBoss AS
// maxThread default: 250
// acceptCount default: 100
If (Start ÆMark() < (threadpool
+ queue))
Start ÆMark() =
Start ÆMark()+1;
Else
Blockedrequest Æ Mark() =
Blockedrequest Æ Mark()+1;
// avg from SoapUI
// threshold = 315
If (Start ÆMark() < Threadpool
ÆMark())
Return ((1/avg) *
(StartÆMark());
Else
Return ((1/avg) * threshold);
1
0
1
0
Total number of requests: If
Tarrival fires then return 1;
Number of requests rejected: If
T03 fires then return 1;

Since the threads in JBoss are executed in parallel, the
if-clause of the TJW rate in the table ensures that there are
enough threads to be allocated to the requests. The elseclause, however, is not intuitive enough. The else-clause
should be looked at with the OG condition in mind. JBoss
allows a maximum of queue requests to be queued. In
other words, if Threadpool is empty, there can be at most
queue tokens in Start. Consequently, if there are x <
threadpool tokens in Threadpool, the maximum number
of tokens in Start is ( queue + x). Since the value of x
changes depending on the available threads, the maximum
tokens in Start, i.e. (queue + x), continuously changes as
well. This causes threshold that represents the speed at
which the SAN model services the requests to be
dynamic. In other words, threshold needs to be throttled
each time x changes. This makes it difficult to predict an
appropriate threshold value that meets the rejection rate
observed by the experiments performed using SoapUI.
Thus, the maximum value of Start is set at the fixed value
(threadpool + queue). This in turn makes threshold to be
a fixed value. As it will be shown shortly, this approach
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RESULTS

Sixteen tests have been conducted on the banking web
service. Each test is run five times and the average of
extracted data is considered as experimental data. Table II
shows a sample data extracted from SoapUI. For each of
the 16 different loads, avg and tps values returned by
SoapUI are used in the SAN model (see Table I) and (5).
Table III shows the results for the 16 tests obtained from
SoapUI, the theoretical equation (5), and from running the
SAN model. As it is shown in the table, the worst
rejection rate happens when there are 380 users, which is
0.13 – 0.08 = 0.05, and 0.14 – 0.08 = 0.06 for the
theoretical and the SAN model, respectively.

380

10

0

5

0.001

24.2

0.006

185.4

0.05

332

0.08

15
10
5

0

Number of simultanous users

REQUEST REJECTION RATE FOR ALL SIXTEEN TESTS
Request
rejection rate
(rejectionest /cnt)
0
0
0
0
0.02
0.04
0.13
0.17
0.4
0.5
0.52
0.52
0.54
0.51
0.52
0.5

Fig. 5 displays graphically the request rejection rate
for the three different models shown in Table III. The
figure shows that the rejection rate of the analytical and
the SAN models closely match the ones provided by
SoapUI. Another interesting result from the experimental
analysis is the throughput. Throughput is computed by:
 ݐݑ݄݃ݑݎ݄ݐൌ

௧ି௧ೞ
்

Figure 6.

Request
rejection rate
(rejectionSRN
/cnt)
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0.4
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(6)

Throughput based on virtual users (extracted
from soapUI).
Failure rate
Total unsuccessful rate (HTTP rejections + failures)
HTTP rejection rate
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Figure 5. HTTP rejection rate.
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III.

Fig. 6 shows the throughput as a func tion of users. As
expected, the throughput decreases as the users are
increased. The tps range reported by SoapUI is from 21 to
45 for an average of about 33, with a standard deviation of
about 10. T he average throughput is about 22.5, which
means on average, 30% of the requests are rejected.

Rejection rate

has shown that performance of the SAN model is very
close to that of the rejection rate reported by SoapUI.

Web service failure probability

Figure 7.

Web services rate not serviced using SAN model.

The close approximate behavior of the SAN model,
as shown in Fig. 5, allo ws for cases th at are more
difficult to rep licate in real world, e.g. inducing failures
in the application server (TJW activity in Fig. 4). As an
example, consider Fig. 7 that shows the rate o f failures
due to HT TP rej ections and web service failures. This
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figure assumes the experiment with 354 s imultaneous
users with the same arrival rate and average respon se
time shown in Table II. Rrunning the SAN model with
different web service failure probabilities produces the
rejection rate of about 3%. But the rate of successful web
services is greatly impacted if the web service failure
probability is greater than 4%. These probabilities are set
by changing case 2 of TJW activity (see T able 1).
Although TJW is the activity rate of th e web services
deployed, we are ass uming the application server might
fail to serv ice some accepted requests but those web
services do n ot cause t he server to f ail. Otherwise a
failure in the server would require the removal of all
requests from Start and restart of the server.
IV.

FUTURE WORK

of the models is validated by comparing the results of the
models against those of the experimental ones.
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Abstract: With the evolution of the web and the concepts of web
3.0 as known as programmable web, several issues need to be
studied in order to develop, deploy and use this new kind of
application in a more effective way, such as communication
between systems, unstructured data and non-scalable protocols,
among others issues. In this regard, a new concept – named Social
Machines – emerged to describe web based information systems
that interact for a common purpose. In order to apply and
validate in practice this new model, in this paper we describe a
case study which implements a web application that is a
composition of several public and well-known services from
different application domains, such as Wikipedia, Flickr, Twitter,
Google Places and Google Maps, following the Social Machines’
model. In the end, we present the results and some improvement
suggestions for the model.
Keywords: social machines, web development,
applications, programmable web, case study.

sociable

I. INTRODUCTION
In web 3.0, the web as a programming platform [1],
software is developed for the web, through the web, and in the
web, using the web both as programming platform and
deployment and execution environments. Thus, nowadays
computing means connecting [2], due to the fact that
developing software is almost the same as connecting services
[3]. Examples of this scenario are the development of
Facebook, Twitter, Yahoo!, Salesforce, Google, Amazon and
many others, that makes their APIs available for anyone to
develop applications that interact with their services.
In addition to those popular APIs, there are several public
APIs and several applications that use them. For example, the
ProgrammableWeb website1 reached 5000 APIs in February
2012, and in the same month it listed more than 6500 mashups
using them. Although there have been many studies about the
future of the internet and concepts such as web 3.0,
programmable web [1, 4], linked data [5] and semantic web [6,
7], the segmentation of data and the issues regarding the
communication among systems, unstructured data, unreliable
parts and non-scalable protocols are all native characteristics
of the internet that needs a unifying view and explanations in
1

order to be developed, deployed and used in a more efficient
and effective way.
Furthermore, the read/write and programmable web are
recent enough to represent very serious difficulties in
understanding their basic elements and how they can be
efficiently combined to develop real, practical systems in
either personal, social or enterprise contexts. So, Meira et al.
[8, 9] defined the concept of a web of Social Machines, in
order to provide a common and coherent conceptual basis for
understanding this still immature, upcoming and possibly
highly innovative phase of software development.
In this context, in order to validate the Social Machines
model and to test solutions for open issues, in this paper we
revisited and applied the concepts of social machines, by
performing a case study of a new application, according to
following structure: in Section II we briefly present the Social
Machines concept; in Section III we present a case study with
the implementation of an application using the concept and
guidelines; Section IV discusses the benefits, difficulties and
challenges; and Section V concludes the paper and presents
future works.
II. THE WEB OF SOCIAL MACHINES
The concept of Social Machines overlaps other research
fields and issues currently well studied such as SaaS, Cloud
Computing, SOA and Social Networks, but we have not found
works that directly deals with the concept adopted by this
study. Roush [2] proposed Social Machine representing human
operated machines responsible for socializing information
among communities; Patton [10] defines them as virtual
machines operating in given social fields; Fuglsang [11]
discussed them as systems that (in society) consume, produce
and record information and are connected at large; and
Hendler [12] discusses social machines based on Berners-Lee
[13] who defines social machines as machines that do the
system and social administration while the people do the
creative work. In addition, the robotics view of a social
machine is that of one that can relate to people [14].
The social machine concept adopted by this work is an
abstract model to describe web based information systems that
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could be a practical way of dealing with the complexity of the
emerging programmable web. The concept starts from Kevin
Kelly, of Wired fame, that is quoted as having said once: “The
internet is the most reliable machine ever made. It's made
from imperfect, unreliable parts, connected together, to make
the most reliable thing we have”. Thus, the social machines
are these parts, which connected together compose a functional
web system.
A Social Machine (SM) receives requests (Req) from other
SM’s and returns responses (Resp). The requests are
converted to inputs (I) for a processing unit (P), which has
states (S) and produces outputs (O). In addition, there are
rules that define relationships (R) with other SMs, under a
specific set of constraints (Const).
Formally, a SM can be defined as the tuple SM = <Rel, WI,
Req, Resp, S, Const, I, P, O>. More detailed description of
elements can be found at [8, 9].
In addition, SMs are sociable stuff and, in nearly all cases,
each one should provide means to interact with one another,
giving the developer the liberty to connect any number of SMs
through the Web in order to form different networks and
implement new services from the ones that already exist.
The idea behind SMs is to take advantage of the networked
environment they are in to make easier to combine and reuse
existing services from different SMs and use them to
implement new ones. In this context, SMs can be classified as:
(i) Isolated: SMs that have no interaction with other SMs; (ii)
Provider: SMs that provide services for other SMs; (iii)
Consumer: SMs that consume services from other SMs; and
(iv) Prosumer: SMs that both provide and consume services.
III. IMPLEMENTING WEB APPLICATIONS AS SOCIAL MACHINES
COMPOSITION
Although the initial paper of SMs presented one application
as a case study, more applications must be developed to
maturate this concept, in special, applications that uses other
API’s and services instead of social networks services. Then
we performed a new empirical study and implemented a new
application using the model. Thus, as the objective of the study
is to verify the feasibility and main benefits and challenges of
software development using a this approach in a real-life
context, we performed a case study, which was divided into
five activities: (a) Definition, (b) Planning, (c) Operation, (d)
Analysis and Interpretation, and (e) Presentation and Package.
A. Definition
In order to verify the feasibility to implement an application
that uses several web API’s of several application domains in
according to SMs model, and to identify and analyze the main
benefits, difficulties and challenges of this approach in these
context, the study has two research questions:
Q1. It is possible to implement this kind of application
according to SMs model?

Q2. What are the main benefits, difficulties and challenges of
implementing this kind of application according to SMs
model?
B. Planning
The planning follows the evaluation plan proposed by Basili
et al. [15] and will be described in future tense, showing the
logic sequence between the planning and operation.
Context: The study consists in an analysis and
implementation of a software project. It will be conducted as a
commercial project, by M.Sc. and D.Sc software engineering
students in a postgraduate class of the Informatics Center of
Federal University of Pernambuco (UFPE), Brazil.
Subjects: The subjects of the study are 1 D.Sc and 2 M.Sc
software engineering students of UFPE. All of them are
software developers and have previous experiences with
industrial projects, technologies and tools.
Training: The subjects of the study will receive education
about SMs and related technologies during the course. The
training includes the concepts of SMs, DSL’s, software
architecture, public API’s and cloud computing, and will be
performed in the first half of the class.
Instrumentation: The subjects will be encouraged to use an
agile methodology to project development, but at least a triplet
of documents must be created: software requirements,
architecture using SMs model, and a lessons learned
document.
Null Hypothesis, H0: This is the hypothesis that the
experimenter wants to reject with a high significance as
possible. In this study, the following hypothesis can be
defined:
H0’: it is not possible to design and implement the
application according to Social Machines model;
H0’’: there are no benefits in implementing the
application according to Social Machines model;
H0’’’: there are difficulties and challenges in
implementing the application according to Social Machines
model;
Alternative Hypothesis: This is the hypothesis in favor of
which the null hypothesis is rejected. In this study, the
following hypothesis can be defined:
H1: it is possible to design and implement the
application according to Social Machines model;
H2: there are benefits in implementing the application
according to Social Machines model;
H3: there are no difficulties and challenges in
implementing the application according to Social Machines.
Criteria: The evaluation criteria will be performed by a
qualitative analysis of application documentation, in addition
to public discussions involving the subjects, the professors and
cloud computing and application development specialists from
both UFPE and local companies.
Costs: Since the subjects of the study are postgraduate
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students of UFPE and the environment of execution is the
university infrastructure and free tools, the execution of the
project is free of costs.
Variables: In this study, the independent variables are the
SMs model and the documentation required. We considered
the dependent variables the feasibility of application
implementation using the model, the benefits, difficulties and
challenges of implementation. These variables will be
measured by document analysis as well as promoted
discussions. Finally, we consider control variable the
comparison with previous project using SM model, the
Futweet, that was implemented by a similar team in a similar
context.
Figure 1: Application Architecture

C. Operation
The operation was performed according to the planning.
The project development was conducted as follows:
Requirements: Application goal is to help people not
familiarized with one city or one city area, such as tourists,
business people or citizens, to gather information about places
nearby him. Using a smartphone or a traditional web browser,
the application allows user to see nearby places (registered on
google places or foursquare services) and to browse useful
information about it, such as: wikipedia and google search
information, photos from Flickr and real time comments from
twitter, from or about the place.
To provide this information, the application flows must be
in this sequence:
(i) User (in a computer or cell phone) opens the application,
which automatically detects his location, searches for nearby
places and shows these places in a map;
(ii) User selects one place in the map and gets the name,
some initial information and a link for “more information”;
(iii) User selects “more information” option and is
redirected to a page containing the additional information
related above: textual information, photos and comments by
other people.
Architecture: To satisfy these requirements, the project
team selected some initial APIs to provide needed information:
Google Maps for map visualization; Foursquare and/or Google
Places for places search, Wikipedia and/or Google Search for
textual information, Flickr for photos, and Twitter for realtime comments.
According to SMs model, the application architecture is
illustrated in Figure 1.
In the figure, each service is considered as a SM, and SMs
with similar functionalities are grouped inside the same circle.
The application is named WhatHere, and is mainly the “glue
SM”, which includes the application business rules. Clients are
separated: Mobile and Web.
Each SM was described according to the previously
mentioned tuple: <Rel, WI, Req, Resp, S, Const, I, P, O>, and
Figure 2 shows the specification of WhatHere social machine.
Due to its relevance, Analysis and Interpretation will be
made in the next section.

IV. DEVELOPMENT ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
According to the planning and in order to reject the null
hypothesis and satisfy the alternative hypothesis, we analyzed
qualitatively the application design, code and documentation,
involving the subjects, the professors and some guests
specialists in web API’s, Cloud Computing and Software
Atchitecture. First, the guests analyzed application design and
performed a detailed code review. Then, documentation was
analyzed and several discussions were performed between the
subjects, professors and guests.

Figure 2: Internal SM definition

The application was designed and implemented in full
compliance with its requirements and with the SMs model,
which rejects the null hypothesis H0’: it is not possible to
design and implement the application according to Social
Machines model, which validates the alternative hypothesis H1.
In addition, the subjects reported several benefits from
applying this approach, mainly: (i) good system modularity
and maintainability, because of separation of application rules
and the services used; (ii) facilitation of the abstraction and use
of external services and API’s, centralized in the wrapper
interface, instead of merged in application logic; (iii) reuse of
SMs; due to the fact that the SMs are accessed by well defined
requests/responses, they can be reused by several applications,
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and (iv) the reduced amount of lines of code implemented.
These benefits reject the null hypothesis H0’’: there are no
benefits in implementing the application according to Social
Machines model, which validates the alternative hypothesis H2.
However, the subjects reported some questions which not
reject the null hypothesis H0’’’: there are difficulties and
challenges in implementing the application according to
Social Machines model. Initially, they reported the difficulty to
define some SM’s, in special the SMs that are not developed
by the team, such as Twitter or Wikipedia SMs, mainly
because developers do not have full access to information
about them. Thus, we concluded that can be more effective to
create two classes of SMs − Internal and External − and reduce
the tuple of external SMs to SM = <Rel, Req, Resp, S, Const>.
Moreover, they also reported the difficulty to apply the
proposal of SM Architecture Description Language (SMADL)
presented in [8, 9], and prefer to represent items graphically or
descriptively, such as in the Figure 2.
Finally, they related the need to create SMs controllers in
order to manage groups of SMs. For example, instead of using
only the Flickr to get photos, the application could use other
image services, such as Google Images or Bing Images.
Thereby, some mechanism is necessary to manage where to get
the photos, based on heuristics, such as: service constraints,
QoS or availability, and should change the policy dynamically,
for example, if the preferred service became unstable. After
several discussions, the subjects and specialists concludes that
one possible approach is to create federations of SMs. The
federations would be a group of SMs with similar services, and
would have a manager, which implements the selection
policies. In this way the application wrapper interface would
only communicate and call the services exposed by federation
manager. This approach have the potential of increase the
application modularity and abstraction, because the final
application developer won’t need to know services API’s, but
only the federation manager API.

Moreover, we discuss a possible solution to some
challenges presented in initial SMs preliminary definition,
such as the creation of federation of SMs and a new type of
SM, Federation Manager, which can be used to address these
challenges.
For future developments we updated the preliminary agenda
of social machines research, in special: (i) to define,
implements and test a Social Machine’ federation model; (ii)
to investigate self-awareness characteristics of SMs and the
possibility to, in conjunction with federations, allow the
autonomous lifecycle management of SMs. In addition, the
preliminary agenda are been performed, including an
architectural framework for defining and developing SM-based
Systems, security, billing, monitoring and fault tolerance
questions, among others. Finally, more case studies are being
developed to continue to validate and investigate the model.
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participating in M&A/JV, as well as the consolidated
organization. This paper is a continuation of the same.
The paper by El-Gayar et al. [2] reviews related work on
service-oriented architecture (SOA),
distributed
infrastructure and business process management (BPM).
In our Paper we focus on business rules in the Banking
domain. This is relevant from the BPM context.
The paper by Fang et al. [3] s uggests a framework for
designing agile and interoperable Enterprises. Our
Paper proposes a f ramework/architecture for business
rules that may be adopted on enterprise-wide basis.
With the aim of facilitating the development of service
oriented solutions, Marcos Lopez-Sanz et al [4] propose
the specification of an architecture centric model driven
development method. Our Paper adopts a K nowledge
Based & Business Rule based approach for arriving at a
service oriented model.
Service-based software architectures benefit in particular
from semantic, ontology-based modeling. Claus Pahl’s
paper [5] presents ontology-based transformation and
reasoning techniques for layered semantic service
architecture modeling. Our paper provides model for
configuring business rules.
Arroyo et al. [ 6] describe the practical application of a
semantic web service-based choreography framework.
We propose a business rules framework which is very
much essential for choreography.
David Chen et al. [7] define and clarify basic concepts of
enterprise architectures. We adopt an Expert System
based Business Rules framework / ar chitecture for
services, which can be adopted on organization-wide
basis.
The book by Luger [8] captures the essence of a rtificial
intelligence. We apply artificial intelligence concepts for
developing knowledge bases and business rules towards
modeling business processes in our work.

Abstract - In our paper we propose a SOA Framework
based on Knowledge Bases, where Business Rules can be
defined using Production Rule based Expert System. The
same expert system would be instrumental for achieving
user authorization functions.
In our paper we consider an example scenario from the
Banking domain for carrying out our discussions.
Keywords - Knowledge Base, Predicate Calculus,
Service Oriented Architecture, Rule Based Expert
System, IVRS

I.INTRODUCTION
The goal of this paper is to present an Interactive
Business Rules Framework for Knowledge based Service
Oriented Architecture, which uses Rules Based Expert
System. With the provision of IVRS (Interactive Voice
Response System), the proposed system will be of great
help for visibility impaired people, since the system
provides a s imple step-by-step interactive user friendly
process.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
II we furnish literature review of articles published in
the relevant areas. In Section III, we introduce our
modeling framework and an example scenario to
facilitate understanding. In Sections IV we furnish
benefits our proposed Framework. Finally, Section V
provides some conclusions.
II.RELATED WORK
The Paper by Chanda et al. [1] pr oposes a S OA
(Service Oriented Architecture) Framework based on
Knowledge Bases, which serves the purpose of fullfledged modeling of both normal structural knowledge
and dynamic behavior of the individual organizations
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Then

III.BUSINESS RULES FRAMEWORK FOR
KNOWLEDGE BASED SERVICE ORIENTED
ARCHITECTURE

A.

Rule 4
If

PROPOSED APPROACH

Our Paper proposes an Expert System based Business
Rules Framework for Knowledge based Service Oriented
Architecture to realize services and business processes
(composition of services realized through their
orchestration).
For our purpose, the representative domain of discourse
considered is the deposit function of two banks (viz.
Bank1 & Bank2). The realization of Business Rules
Framework is based on Expert Systems [8].

Then

Customer belongs to both Bank1 & Bank2
PhoneNo matches with PhoneNo in Bank1
Knowledge Base, and
Address matches with Address in Bank1
Knowledge Base
Address Information matches with Address
Information in Bank1 Knowledge Base.

The graphical representation of the problem is furnished
in Fig 1.

B.

PREDICATE CALCULUS KNOWLEDGE
BASE
For our purpose, the representative domain of discourse
considered is the deposit function of two banks, for
which the knowledge can be represented as a s et of
Predicate Calculus expressions.

C.

PROPOSED MULTIPURPOSE SERVICE
The realization of the Multi-purpose service is achieved
through a Production Rule based Expert System. As an
example of goal-driven problem with user queries, we
consider an example of a simple expert system.
Let us consider the following four rules:

Rule 1
If

Then
Rule 2
If

Then
Rule 3
If

To run this Knowledge Base under a goal-directed
control regime, the top-level goal, ‘The Problem is X’ is
placed in working memory as shown in Fig 2. X is a
variable that can match with any phrase, e.g. ‘The
customer belongs to both Bank1 and Bank2’; it will
become bound to the solution when the problem is
solved.

Name matches with Name in Bank1
Knowledge Base, and
Address Information matches with Address
Information in Bank1 Knowledge Base
Customer belongs to Bank1
Name matches with Name in Bank2
Knowledge Base, and
Address Information matches with Address
Information in Bank2 Knowledge Base
Customer belongs to Bank2
Name matches with Name in Bank1 & Bank2
Knowledge Bases, and
Address Information matches with Address
Information in Bank1 & Bank2 Knowledge
Bases
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Three rules match with the expression in working
memory: Rule 1, Rule 2 and Rule 3. I f we resolve
conflicts in favour of the lowest-numbered rule, then
Rule 1 will fire. This causes X to be bound to the value
‘Customer belongs to Bank1’ and the premise of Rule 1
to be placed in working memory (Fig 3). The system has
thus chosen to explore the possible hypothesis that the
customer belongs to Bank 1. Another way to look at this
is that the system has selected an ‘Or’ branch in the And
/ Or graph in Fig 1.

At this point, there are three entries in working memory
that do not match with any rule conclusions. Our expert
system will, in this situation, query the user customer
directly about these sub goals. If the customer confirms
all three of these as true, the expert system will have
successfully determined that the customer belongs to
Bank1. In this case, the use case will return the balance
of the customer from Bank1. In our example, had we
failed to determine that the customer belongs to Bank1,
we would have needed to back up to the top level and try
Rule 2 instead.
Let us now consider a tr ace of the reasoning process.
Suppose our expert system has an explanation facility,
and let us assume that the consultation has reached the
stage represented by the working memory configuration
in Fig 4.
The following dialogue begins with the computer asking
the customer about the goals present in the working
memory.
Is your Phone Number 12345678?
Yes
Is your Address po_box_19_AB_Avenue_Kolkata?
Yes
Is your Name prakash_kumar?
Why

We also note that there are two premises to Rule 1, both
of which must be satisfied to prove the conclusion true.
These are ‘And’ branches of the search graph
representing a d ecomposition of the problem (finding
whether the customer belongs to Bank 1) into two sub
problems (finding whether the PhoneNo matches with
PhoneNo in Bank1 Knowledge Base, and Address
Information matches with Address in Bank1 Knowledge
Base). We m ay then fire Rule 4, whose conclusion
matches with ‘Address Information matches with
Address Information in Bank1 Knowledge Base’
causing its premises to be placed in working memory as
in Fig 4.

Here the system responds with a lite ral presentation of
the rule under question.
It has been established that:
The Address Information matches with that in Bank1
Knowledge base,
Therefore if
The Name matches with that in Bank1 Knowledge base
Then you are a customer of Bank1.
Following the above trace, the deposit of c ustomer
would be displayed.
Because the customer answered yes to the first two
questions, Rule 4 was able to fire, verifying the second
premise of Rule 1. When the ‘why’ query was made, the
system was trying to solve the first premise of Rule 1. It
is to be noted that the explanation for the systems
behavior is just a r estatement of the current rule under
consideration. However, this provides an adequate
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The graphical representation uses predicate calculus
expressions in list syntax.

explanation for why the program wants to know whether
the name is prakash_kumar. In the response to why
query, the system states that it h as concluded that the
Address Information matches with that in Bank1
Knowledge Base. Suppose the customer then asks:

IV.BENEFITS OF USING BUSINESS RULES
FRAMEWORK FOR KNOWLEDGE BASED SERVICE
ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE
The following benefits are realized when an Expert
System based Business Rules Framework is used vis-àvis other approaches.
x Flexible configuration of Business Rules
x Highly Interactive Approach
x Explanation to the User regarding the conclusions
reached
x With the provision of IVRS (Interactive Voice
Response System), the proposed system will be of
great help for visibility impaired people, since
the system provides a simple step-by-step
interactive user friendly process

How the Address Information matches with that in
Bank1 Knowledge Base
The system will respond to how it concluded that the
Address Information matches with that in Bank1
Knowledge base. The response is a tr ace of the
reasoning that led to this conclusion, working back from
the goal along the rules that support it to the user
responses.
This follows from Rule 4:
If: PhoneNo matches with PhoneNo in Bank1
Knowledge Base, and
Address matches with Address in Bank1 Knowledge
Base
Then: Address Information matches with Address
Information in Bank1 Knowledge Base.
PhoneNo provided by Customer
Address provided by Customer

V.CONCLUSION
Our proposed Business Rules Framework using Rule
Based Expert System facilitates easy configuration of
Business Rules for Business Process Modeling. The
proposed Business Rules Framework is highly
interactive in nature, and with the provision of IVRS
(Interactive Voice Response System) will be of gr eat
help for visibility impaired users, since the system
provides a simple step-by-step interactive user friendly
process.

The production system architecture provides an essential
basis for these explanations. Each cycle of the control
loop selects and fires another rule. The program may be
stopped after each cycle and inspected. Because each
rule represents a c omplete chunk of problem-solving
knowledge, the current rule provides a context for the
explanation. It can also be seen from the above how
authentication of the user/customer is achieved my
means of the Production Rule based expert system. The
expert system can similarly be used for implementing
role based authorization by defining appropriate
production rules e.g.
Rule 5
If
Role matches with Role in Bank1 Knowledge
Base, and
Address Information matches with Address
Information in Bank1 Knowledge Base
Then
Customer
is
authorized
to
access
Bank1Knowledge Base
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:$'/ GRFXPHQW KRZHYHU GRHV QRW VSHFLI\ DQ\ EXVLQHVV
FRQVWUDLQWVWKDWVKRXOGEHVDWLVILHGE\VHUYLFHRSHUDWLRQVVLQFH
LW IRFXV RQ WKH VSHFLILFDWLRQ RI WHFKQLFDO DVSHFWV ,Q GDWD
RULHQWHG VHUYLFHV VXFK DV &58' &UHDWH 5HWULHYH 8SGDWH
DQG 'HOHWH  VHUYLFHV D :$'/ GRFXPHQW GRHV QRW VSHFLILHV
QHLWKHU WKH LQYDULDQWV RI WKH GRPDLQ QRU WKH SUH DQG SRVW
FRQGLWLRQVRIHDFKRSHUDWLRQ7KHUHIRUHLQRUGHUWRDOORZWKH
JHQHUDWLRQRIPRUHHIIHFWLYHWHVWFDVHVXLWHVVHUYLFHVPXVWEH
GHVFULEHGE\ULFKHUVHPDQWLFVSHFLILFDWLRQV
5HVRXUFHV KDQGOHG E\ 5(67IXO ZHE VHUYLFHV FDQ EH
UHSUHVHQWHG LQ VHYHUDO IRUPDWV 7KXV 5(67IXO ZHE VHUYLFHV
WHVWLQJVKRXOGWDNHLQWRDFFRXQWQRWRQO\WKHLQIRUPDWLRQXVHG
LQ HDFK RSHUDWLRQ EXW DOVR WKH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ IRUPDW RI WKDW
LQIRUPDWLRQ )RU H[DPSOH DQ RSHUDWLRQ WKDW UHWULHYHV D
&RPSDQ\ UHVRXUFH FDQ UHWXUQ WKH UHVXOW LQ VHYHUDO SRVVLEOH
IRUPDWV HJ -621 ;+70/ 7KHUHIRUH WKH GDWD IRUPDWV
XVHGLQWKHLQSXWVDQGRXWSXWVRIHDFKVHUYLFHRSHUDWLRQLVDQ
DGGLWLRQDO YDULDEOH WKDW PXVW EH FRQVLGHUHG LQ WKH GHVLJQ RI
WHVWFDVHVIRU5(67IXOZHEVHUYLFHV
,Q 5(67IXO ZHE VHUYLFHV WKHUH LV D QDWXUDO PDSSLQJ
EHWZHHQWKH+773PHWKRGV 3267*(7387DQG'(/(7( 
DQGPRVW&58'EXVLQHVVRSHUDWLRQVH[SRVHGE\DVHUYLFH$
SUREOHP WKDW DULVHV ZKHQ WKH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ GHWDLOV RI D
&58' GDWD VHUYLFH DUH QRW DYDLODEOH LV UHODWHG WR WKH
SUHFHGHQFH UHODWLRQV EHWZHHQ &58' RSHUDWLRQV HJ D
UHVRXUFH FDQ RQO\ EH UHWULHYHG LI LW KDV DOUHDG\ EHHQ FUHDWHG
7KHUHIRUHWKHJHQHUDWLRQRIWHVWFDVHVIRU&58'GDWDVHUYLFHV
VKRXOGWDNHVXFKSUHFHGHQFHUHODWLRQVLQWRDFFRXQW
7KLV SDSHU SURSRVHV D VSHFLILFDWLRQEDVHG DSSURDFK IRU
&58'5(67IXO:HE6HUYLFHVWHVWFDVHJHQHUDWLRQ7HVWFDVHV
DUH GHULYHG IURP VHUYLFHV VSHFLILHG XVLQJ 80/ DQG 2&/
2EMHFW&RQVWUDLQW /DQJXDJH >@7KLVSDSHULVVWUXFWXUHGLQ
IRXUVHFWLRQV6HFWLRQGLVFXVVHVWKHUHODWHG ZRUN6HFWLRQ
SUHVHQWV WKH SURSRVHG DSSURDFK DQG 6HFWLRQ  GUDZV VRPH
FRQFOXVLRQV

,,

5(/$7(':25.

6HYHUDO DSSURDFKHV IRU ZHE VHUYLFHV WHVWLQJ KDYH EHHQ
SURSRVHG,Q>@>@DQG>@WKHPRVWUHOHYDQWDSSURDFKHVDUH
GHVFULEHG DQG FRPSDUHG 0RVW RI WKH H[LVWLQJ ZHE VHUYLFHV
WHVWLQJDSSURDFKHVDLPDWGHULYLQJWHVWLQJFDVHVIURPDVHUYLFH
VSHFLILFDWLRQ 7KHVH DSSURDFKHV FDQ EH FODVVLILHG LQWR WZR
FDWHJRULHV D  WHVWLQJ EDVHG RQ VWDQGDUG VSHFLILFDWLRQ RI ZHE
VHUYLFHV DQG E  WHVWLQJ EDVHG RQ VHPDQWLF VSHFLILFDWLRQ RI
VHUYLFHV ,Q WKH IRUPHU FDWHJRU\ WHVW FDVHV DUH JHQHUDWHG E\
SDUVLQJ :6'/ >@ DQG ;0/ 6FKHPD GRFXPHQWV ZKLOVW LQ
WKH ODWWHU FDWHJRU\ WHVW FDVHV DUH JHQHUDWHG IURP ULFKHU
VHPDQWLF VSHFLILFDWLRQV SURGXFHG XVLQJ D PRUH H[SUHVVLYH
ODQJXDJHVXFKDVWKH:HE2QWRORJ\/DQJXDJH 2:/ >@
7ZRUHFHQWVWXGLHV KDYHSURSRVHGDSSURDFKHVWRWHVWFDVH
JHQHUDWLRQ EDVHG RQ FRQWUDFWV VSHFLILHG LQ :HE 6HUYLFH
6HPDQWLFV :6'/6  >@ DQG 2&/ %RWK DSSURDFKHV XVH
PHWKRGVEDVHGRQFRPELQDWRULDODQDO\VLVWRUHGXFHWKHQXPEHU
RI JHQHUDWHG WHVW FDVHV SURYLGLQJ VDWLVIDFWRU\ FRYHUDJH 7KH
DSSURDFK GHVFULEHG LQ >@ XVHV WKH 3DLU:LVH 7HVWLQJ 3:7 
PHWKRG ZKLOVW WKH $VNDUXLQLVD DQG $ELUDPL¶V DSSURDFK >@
XVHV WKH 2UWKRJRQDO $UUD\ 7HVWLQJ 2$7  PHWKRG +RZHYHU
VXFKDSSURDFKHVDUHQRWGLUHFWO\DSSOLFDEOHWR&58'5(67IXO
:HE6HUYLFHV7HVWLQJVLQFHWKH\FDQRQO\ JHQHUDWHWHVWFDVHV
IRU ZHE VHUYLFHV WKDW L  GR QRW FKDQJH WKH V\VWHP VWDWH LL 
KDQGOH VLPSOH GDWD W\SHV DQG LLL  DUH EDVHG RQ :6'/6
IRUPDWZKLFKDUHVSHFLILFIRU:6 VHUYLFHV

$ VHUYLFH FODVV GHILQHV WKH &58' RSHUDWLRQV WKDW
PDQLSXODWH LQVWDQFHV RI D GRPDLQ FODVV (DFK VHUYLFH FODVV LV
DQQRWDWHG ZLWK WKH FUXG!! VWHUHRW\SH GHILQLQJ DW OHDVW
IRXU EDVLF RSHUDWLRQV RQ WKH WDUJHW HQWLW\ FUHDWH;;;
UHWULHYH;;; XSGDWH;;; GHOHWH;;; ZKHUH ;;; LV WKH
QDPHRIWKHWDUJHWHQWLW\ (DFKRSHUDWLRQLVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKD
VSHFLILF VWHUHRW\SH LH FUHDWH!! UHWULHYH!!
XSGDWH!! GHOHWH!!(DFKGRPDLQFODVVUHSUHVHQWV
D EXVLQHVV HQWLW\ ZKRVH LQVWDQFHV DUH KDQGOHG E\ WKH
RSHUDWLRQV RI D VHUYLFH FODVV EHLQJ DQQRWDWHG ZLWK WKH
HQWLW\!!VWHUHRW\SH
5HSUHVHQWDWLRQFODVVHVDUHXVHGWRGHILQHLQSXWDQGRXWSXW
GDWDVWUXFWXUHVXVHGLQVHUYLFHRSHUDWLRQVVLPLODUWRWKH'DWD
7UDQVIHU 2EMHFW SDWWHUQ '72  >@ )RU H[DPSOH WKH
FUHDWH6WXGHQWRSHUDWLRQUHFHLYHVDQLQVWDQFHRIWKH6WXGHQW5HS
FODVV FRQWDLQLQJ WKH LQSXW LQIRUPDWLRQ XVHG E\ WKH
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ WR FUHDWH WKH LQVWDQFH RI WKH6WXGHQW HQWLW\ WR
EH DGGHG WR WKH VHUYLFH PHPRU\ DV D UHVXOW $ UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ
XVXDOO\FRQWDLQVDVWUXFWXUHVLPLODUWRLWVFRUUHVSRQGLQJHQWLW\
FODVV LH LW LV GHVFULEHG E\ DOPRVW WKH VDPH DWWULEXWHV
5HSUHVHQWDWLRQ FODVVHV DUH DQQRWDWHG ZLWK WKH
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ!! VWHUHRW\SH )LJXUH  LOOXVWUDWHV DQ
H[FHUSWRIWKHPRGHOSURGXFHGIRUWZR&58'VHUYLFHVRIWKH
H[DPSOHGRPDLQ

5(67IXO :HE 6HUYLFHV WHVWLQJ LV VWLOO DQ HPHUJLQJ DUHD
&KDNUDEDUWL DQG 5RGULTXH] >@ DQG 9DQ *LOVW DQG 5H]D >@
DUH WZR RI WKH IHZ SXEOLVKHG ZRUN LQ WKLV DUHD 7KH IRUPHU
GHVFULEHVDQDOJRULWKPWRDXWRPDWLFDOO\WHVWWKHFRQQHFWLYLW\RI
5(67IXO ZHE VHUYLFHV YLD WKHLU 85, DGGUHVV 7KH ODWWHU
SURSRVHVDIUDPHZRUNIRU5(67IXOZHEVHUYLFHVWHVWLQJEDVHG
RQ WKH JHQHUDWLRQ RI SHUWXUEDWLRQ GDWD RQ LQSXW SDUDPHWHUV
SUHVHQW LQ WKH RSHUDWLRQ VSHFLILFDWLRQ 7KLV ZRUN KRZHYHU
XVHV SURSULHWDU\ ;0/ IRUPDWV IRU WKH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI WKH
LQSXWSDUDPHWHUVZKLFKFDQKLQGHUWKHLUDFFHSWDQFH
,,, 352326('$3352$&+


)LJXUH&ODVVPRGHORI6FKRROGRPDLQ

7KH SURSRVHG DSSURDFK DLPV DW SURGXFLQJ WHVW FDVHV IRU
&58'5(67IXO:HE6HUYLFHVWKDWKDQGOHUHVRXUFHVEDVHGRQ
FRPSOH[ GDWD W\SHV ,W IROORZV 0RGHO'ULYHQ 'HYHORSPHQW
DSSURDFKHV DQG LQSDUWLFXODU WKH 3,0 3ODWIRUP ,QGHSHQGHQW
0RGHO 360 3ODWIRUP'HSHQGHQW0RGHO VWUXFWXUHGHILQHG
LQ WKH 0RGHO'ULYHQ $UFKLWHFWXUH 0'$  VSHFLILFDWLRQ >@
7HVW FDVHV DUH GHULYHG IURP WZR PRGHOV D 3,0 PRGHO WKDW
VSHFLILHV WKH VHUYLFH LQGHSHQGHQW IURP WKH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ
WHFKQRORJ\DQGD360PRGHOWKDWVSHFLILHVWKHDVSHFWVUHODWHG
WRLWVLPSOHPHQWDWLRQDVD5(67IXO:HE6HUYLFH
6HFWLRQV $ % & DQG ' GHVFULEHV WKHVH DSSURDFK XVLQJ D
VLPSOH H[DPSOH RI &58' VHUYLFHV WKDW PDLQWDLQ LQVWDQFHV RI
&RXUVHDQG6WXGHQWHQWLWLHVLQDVFKRROGRPDLQ
$ 3ODWIRUP,QGHSHQGHQW0RGHO
7KH ILUVW DFWLYLW\ RI WKH DSSURDFK FRUUHVSRQGV WR WKH
HODERUDWLRQRID3ODWIRUP,QGHSHQGHQW0RGHO 3,0 7KHILUVW
HOHPHQWRIWKH3,0RIDVHUYLFHLVWKHFODVVPRGHO7KLVPRGHO
LV FRPSRVHG E\ WKUHH PDLQ FDWHJRULHV RI FODVVHV VHUYLFH
FODVVHVGRPDLQFODVVHVDQGUHSUHVHQWDWLRQFODVVHV
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5XOHV FRQVWUDLQLQJ WKH YDOXHV RI WKH DWWULEXWHV RI HQWLW\
FODVVHVVKRXOGEHGHILQHGXVLQJLQYDULDQWV7KHVHUXOHVVKRXOG
EH WDNHQ LQWR DFFRXQW LQ WKH VSHFLILFDWLRQ RI WKH VHUYLFH
RSHUDWLRQV)LJXUHLOOXVWUDWHVDQH[DPSOHRIWKLVVLWXDWLRQ,Q
OLQHV  DQ LQYDULDQW GHILQHV WKH  UDQJH DV WKH DOORZHG
YDOXHVIRUWKHDWWULEXWHFRGHGHILQHGLQWKH&RXUVHHQWLW\7KH
RSHUDWLRQFUHDWH&RXUVHGHILQHGLQWKH&RXUVH6HUYLFHFODVVLQ
WXUQ UHFHLYHV D GDWD VWUXFWXUH FDOOHG &RXUVH5HS $V WKH
LQYDULDQW FRQVWUDLQV WKH YDOLG YDOXHV IRU WKH FRGH DWWULEXWH D
SUHFRQGLWLRQ RQ WKH UHFHLYHG YDOXH PXVW EH GHILQHG LQ WKH
RSHUDWLRQVSHFLILFDWLRQ OLQHV 
FRQWH[W&RXUVH
LQYFRGH! DQGFRGH 

FRQWH[W&RXUVH6HUYLFHFUHDWH&RXUVH FRXUVH
&RXUVH5HS 
SUHFRXUVHFRGH! DQGFRXUVHFRGH 
)LJXUH&RQVWUDLQWVRQFRXUVHFRGH

7RDYRLGUHGXQGDQF\LQWKHVSHFLILFDWLRQRIFRQVWUDLQWVDQG
SUHFRQGLWLRQV RI VHUYLFH RSHUDWLRQV ZH VXJJHVW WKDW
FRQVWUDLQWV RQ DWWULEXWH YDOXHV VKRXOG EH VSHFLILHG LQ VHUYLFH
FODVVHV DV DX[LOLDU\ RSHUDWLRQV 7KHVH RSHUDWLRQV FDQ EH
UHIHUHQFHGERWKLQLQYDULDQWDQGSUHFRQGLWLRQV)LJXUHVKRZV
DQH[DPSOHRIDUHIDFWRUHGYHUVLRQRIWKHFRQVWUDLQWVSUHVHQWHG
LQ )LJXUH  7KH DX[LOLDU\ RSHUDWLRQYDOLG&RGHGHILQHGLQ WKH
&RXUVH6HUYLFHFODVV OLQHV LVXVHGLQWKH VSHFLILFDWLRQRI
DQLQYDULDQW OLQHV DQGDSUHFRQGLWLRQ OLQHV 
FRQWH[W&RXUVH6HUYLFHYDOLG&RGH FRGH,QWHJHU 
%RROHDQ
ERG\FRGH! DQGFRGH 

FRQWH[W&RXUVH
LQYFRXUVH6HUYLFHYDOLG&RGH FRGH 

FRQWH[W&RXUVH6HUYLFHFUHDWH&RXUVH FRXUVH
&RXUVH5HS 
SUHVHOIYDOLG&RGH FRXUVHFRGH 

VWHUHRW\SHV DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH RSHUDWLRQ W\SH FUHDWH UHWULHYH
XSGDWHGHOHWH 
7DJJHG YDOXHV PD\ EH XVHG LQ WZR ZD\V L  FODVV VFRSH
DQG LL  RSHUDWLRQ VFRSH ,Q FODVV VFRSH WKH WDJJHG YDOXHV
³%DVH´ ³3DWK´ ³&RQVXPHV´ DQG ³3URGXFHV´ DUH GHILQHG
³%DVH´LQGLFDWHVWKHEDVH85,RIWKHDSSOLFDWLRQ³3DWK´DGGV
D UHODWLYH SDWK WR EDVH 85, ³&RQVXPHV´ DQG ³3URGXFHV´
UHVSHFWLYHO\ LQGLFDWH WKH GHIDXOW UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ IRUPDWV
FRQVXPHG DQG SURGXFHG E\ WKH VHUYLFH LQ DOO RSHUDWLRQV ,Q
RSHUDWLRQVFRSHWKHODVWWKUHHWDJJHGYDOXHVFDQEHDOVRXVHG
WR GHILQH LQIRUPDWLRQ VSHFLILF WR HDFK RSHUDWLRQ )LJXUH 
VKRZVDQH[DPSOHRIVWHUHRW\SHVDQGWDJJHGYDOXHVGHILQHGLQ
WKH&RXUVH6HUYLFHFODVV

)LJXUH$X[LOLDU\RSHUDWLRQXVHGE\DQLQYDULDQWDQGDSUHFRQGLWLRQ

7KH 3,0 PRGHO VKRXOG DOVR VSHFLI\ WKH FRQWUDFW RI HDFK
VHUYLFH RSHUDWLRQ XVLQJ 2&/ SUH DQG SRVWFRQGLWLRQV 6LQFH
WKH RSHUDWLRQV RI GLIIHUHQW &58' VHUYLFHV KDYH VLPLODU
EHKDYLRUHJFUHDWHRSHUDWLRQVRI6WXGHQWDQG&RXUVH&58'
VHUYLFHV DUH VLPLODU ZH XVH WHPSODWHV GHVFULEHG LQ >@ WR
JXLGHWKHZULWLQJSURFHVVRIFRQWUDFWVIRUHDFKRSHUDWLRQW\SH
)LJXUHVKRZVWKHFRQWUDFWIRUWKHFUHDWH&RXUVHRSHUDWLRQLQ
ZKLFKWKHSUHFRQGLWLRQV OLQHV VWDWHWKDWDFRXUVHFDQRQO\
EH FUHDWHG LI WKH DUJXPHQWV FRQWDLQ D YDOLG FRGH DQG D YDOLG
QDPH DVVRFLDWHG UXOHV DUH GHILQHG DV RSHUDWLRQV RI WKH
&RXUVH6HUYLFH FODVV  DQG LI WKHUH LV QR FRXUVH ZLWK WKH VDPH
FRGH UHFHLYHG DV SDUDPHWHU XQLTXH FRQVWUDLQW RQ WKH FRXUVH
FRGH  7KH SRVWFRQGLWLRQ OLQHV   HQVXUHV WKDW DIWHU WKH
RSHUDWLRQH[HFXWLRQDQHZLQVWDQFHZLOOEHDGGHGWRWKHVHWRI
LQVWDQFHV RI &RXUVH H[LVWLQJ DW WKH LQYRFDWLRQ RI WKDW
RSHUDWLRQ
FRQWH[W&RXUVH6HUYLFHFUHDWH&RXUVH FU
&RXUVH5HS 
SUHYDOLG&RGHVHOIYDOLG&RGH FUFRGH 
SUHYDOLG1DPHVHOIYDOLG1DPH FUQDPH 
SUHLQH[LVWHQW&RXUVHQRWFRXUVHV!H[LVWV F
&RXUVH_FFRGH FUFRGH 

SRVWQHZ&RXUVH&UHDWHG
OHWQHZ&RXUVH&RXUVH 
FRXUVHV!VHOHFW F&RXUVH_FRFO,V1HZ DQG
FFRGH FUFRGHDQG
FQDPH FUQDPH !DV6HTXHQFH 
!ILUVW LQ
FRXUVHV FRXUVHV#SUH!LQFOXGLQJ QHZ&RXUVH 
)LJXUH&RQWUDFWRIFUHDWH&RXUVH RSHUDWLRQ

% 3ODWIRUP6SHFLILF0RGHO
7KH HODERUDWLRQ RI WKH 3ODWIRUP 6SHFLILF 0RGHO 360 
FRQVLVWVLQH[WHQGLQJWKH3,0PRGHOE\UHGHILQLQJVWHUHRW\SHV
DQG DGGLQJ WDJJHG YDOXHV WR WKH VHUYLFH FODVVHV 7KH
FUXG!!VWHUHRW\SHDVVRFLDWHGWRFODVVHVLQWKH3,0PRGHO
LVUHSODFHGE\WKHUHVWVHUYLFH!!VWHUHRW\SHWRLQGLFDWH
FODVVHV WKDW LPSOHPHQW 5(67IXO ZHE VHUYLFHV 6WHUHRW\SHV
DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK RSHUDWLRQV LQ WKH 3,0 PRGHO DUH UHSODFHG E\
WKH 3267!! *(7!! 387!! DQG '(/(7(!!
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)LJXUH([DPSOHRIDFODVVLQWKH360PRGHO

& 3ODWIRUP,QGHSHQGHQW7HVW
7KHGHILQLWLRQRI3,7WHVWFDVHVLVEDVHGRQWKHFRQVWUDLQWV
UHSUHVHQWHG LQ WKH FODVV PRGHO HJ DWWULEXWH DQG DVVRFLDWLRQ
PXOWLSOLFLWLHV DQG RQ 2&/ FRQVWUDLQWV DGGHG WR WKH 3,0
PRGHO 7KH WHFKQLTXH LV GLYLGHG LQ WZR SKDVHV ,Q WKH ILUVW
SKDVHDGHFLVLRQWDEOHGHULYHGIURPWKHFRQVWUDLQWVLVFUHDWHG
DFFRUGLQJWRWKHIROORZLQJVWHSV
x

$SSO\ WKH ERXQGDU\ YDOXH DQDO\VLV WHFKQLTXH WR WKH
UDQJH RI YDOXHV GHILQHG E\ WKH LQYDULDQWV
HQXPHUDWLRQV DQG DVVRFLDWLRQ PXOWLSOLFLWLHV UHODWHG WR
HDFK HQWLW\ FODVV VHSDUDWLQJ WKHP LQWR YDOLG DQG
LQYDOLG YDOXHV ([DPSOH IRU WKH &RXUVH HQWLW\
DWWULEXWH FRGH QXOO      DWWULEXWH QDPH
QXOOVL]HVL]HVL]H 

x

*HQHUDWH HQWULHV LQ WKH GHFLVLRQ WDEOH IRU YDOLG LQSXW
DQG LQYDOLG LQSXW FRPELQDWLRQV (DFK URZ VKRXOG
FRUUHVSRQG WR WKH FRPELQDWLRQ RI DW PRVW RQH LQYDOLG
YDOXH ZLWK YDOLG YDOXHV IRU WKH UHPDLQLQJ LQSXW
FROXPQV 7KLV DYRLGV FRPELQDWLRQV ZLWK PRUH WKDQ
RQHLQYDOLGYDOXHVLQFHWKHH[SHFWHGEHKDYLRUIRURQH
LQYDOLGLQSXWLVWKHVDPHDVIRUPRUHWKDQRQHLQYDOLG
LQSXW

x

&RPSOHWH WKH GHFLVLRQ WDEOH ZLWK WKH H[SHFWHG UHVXOW
IRU HDFK HQWU\ 7KH H[SHFWHG UHVXOW IRU FRPELQDWLRQV
RI YDOLG YDOXHV LV VXFFHVV ZKLOVW WKH H[SHFWHG UHVXOW
IRUURZVFRQWDLQLQJDQLQYDOLGLQSXWLVHUURU

7DEOH  VKRZV WKH GHFLVLRQ WDEOH JHQHUDWHG WR WHVW WKH
FRQVWUDLQWVRQDWWULEXWHYDOXHVRIWKH&RXUVHFODVV



7KH YHULILFDWLRQ RI WKH H[SHFWHG UHVXOWV LV SHUIRUPHG E\
HYDOXDWLQJ DVVHUWLRQV RQ WKH UHVSRQVH FRGHV DQG KHDGHUV RI
+773UHTXHVWVDQGUHVSRQVHV2QHRU PRUHDVVHUWLRQLVGRQH
IRUHDFKUHTXHVWDQGWKHH[SHFWHGUHVXOWLVDFKLHYHGZKHQDOO
DVVHUWLRQVDUHWUXH

7DEOH3,7GHFLVLRQWDEOH











,QSXW
FRGH
QDPH
QXOO
VL]H

VL]H

QXOO

VL]H

VL]H

VL]H

VL]H

VL]H

VL]H

([SHFWHG5HVXOW
6XFFHVV
(UURU

;

;

;
;

;


;
;

;


;

7KH WHFKQLTXH FRQVLGHUV LQ DVVHUWLQJ WKH FOLHQW UHVSRQVH
FRGH IRU VXFFHVV DQG HUURU [[ DQG [[ FDWHJRULHV
UHVSHFWLYHO\  (YHU\ +773 UHVSRQVH KDV D UHVSRQVH FRGH
VWDWXV FRGH  RIWHQ XVHG IRU HUURU FRQWURO 7DEOH  VKRZV WKH
FRPPRQUHVSRQVHFRGHVIRUVXFFHVVDQGHUURU
7DEOH&RPPRQUHVSRQVHFRGHVIRU+773YHUEV



,Q WKH VHFRQG SKDVH WHVW FDVH SURFHGXUHV DV GHILQHG DV
VHTXHQFHV RI VWHSV XVLQJ WKH RSHUDWLRQV DYDLODEOH LQ WKH
LQWHUIDFH RI WKH VHUYLFH 6LQFH WHVW FDVHV IRU &58' VHUYLFHV
GHSHQG RQ WKH VWDWH RI WKH VHUYLFH GHILQHG E\ WKH H[LVWLQJ
LQVWDQFHV DQG OLQNV EHWZHHQ WKHP LW LV LPSRUWDQW WR GHILQH D
VWUDWHJ\ WR DGGUHVV WKH SUHFHGHQFH UHODWLRQVKLSV WKDW H[LVW LQ
&58'RSHUDWLRQVLHLQRUGHUWRUHWULHYHDFRXUVH ZH PXVW
HQVXUHWKDWWKLVFRXUVHKDVDOUHDG\EHHQFUHDWHG+RZHYHULQ
EODFNER[ WHVWLQJ ZH VKRXOG UHO\ RQO\ RQ WKH RSHUDWLRQV
SURYLGHGE\WKHVHUYLFH
2QHVWUDWHJ\XVHGWRPLQLPL]HWKHQXPEHURIVWHSVSHUWHVW
FDVH LV WKH &KDLQHG 7HVWV SDWWHUQ GHVFULEHG E\ 0HV]DURV >@
,QWKLVSDWWHUQWHVWVDUHGHVLJQHGVHTXHQWLDOO\VRWKDWWKHILQDO
VWDWH RI D WHVW LV XVHG DV DQ LQLWLDO VWDWH RI WKH QH[W WHVW
+RZHYHU WKH XVH RI WKLVSDWWHUQ LV QRW UHFRPPHQGHG VLQFH LW
YLRODWHVWKHSULQFLSOHRILQGHSHQGHQFHEHWZHHQWHVWV
2XU DSSURDFK FRQVLGHUV WKDW HDFK WHVW FDVH VKRXOG FUHDWH
DQG FOHDQ XS WKH VWDWH QHFHVVDU\ IRU LWV H[HFXWLRQ +RZHYHU
ZHRQO\XVHWKHRSHUDWLRQVSURYLGHGRQWKHLQWHUIDFHVHUYLFHV
LQVWHDG RI XVLQJ DX[LOLDU\ WHVW RSHUDWLRQV WR FRQWURO WKH VWDWH
V\VWHPDVVXJJHVWHGE\%DFN'RRU0DQLSXODWLRQSDWWHUQ>@
7KXV RQH VKRXOG FRQVLGHU WKDW WKH VHUYLFH XQGHU WHVW KDV DQ
HPSW\VWDWHDQGWKDWHDFKWHVWFDVHPD\XVHVHUYLFHRSHUDWLRQV
WR DUUDQJH WKH LQLWLDO VWDWH VHWXS  DQG WR FOHDQ XS DOO VWDWH
FKDQJHVDIWHUWHVWH[HFXWLRQ WHDUGRZQ 
7DEOH  VKRZV D 3,7 WHVW FDVH IRU WKH FUHDWH&RXUVH
RSHUDWLRQ ZKRVH VWHSV DUH GHILQHG DV FDOOV WR VHUYLFH
RSHUDWLRQV 7KLV H[DPSOH FRUUHVSRQGV WR WKH HQWU\ GHILQHG LQ
OLQHRIWKHGHFLVLRQWDEOHVKRZQLQ7DEOH
7DEOH([DPSOHRI3,7WHVWFDVHIRUFUHDWH&RXUVHRSHUDWLRQ
6WHS6HTXHQFH
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7KH  VWDWXV FRGH XVHG LQ 3267 DQG 387 PHWKRGV
LQGLFDWHVWKDWWKHUHVRXUFHZDVVXFFHVVIXOO\FUHDWHGRUFKDQJHG
DQG WKDW LW FDQ EH UHIHUHQFHG E\ D 85, 7KH  VWDWXV FRGH
VKDUHG E\ *(7 DQG '(/(7( PHWKRGV LQ VXFFHVVIXO +773
UHVSRQVHV LQGLFDWHV WKDW WKH UHVSRQVH FRQWDLQV WKH UHVRXUFH
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RU WKDW WKH UHVRXUFH ZDV IRXQG DQG SURSHUO\
UHPRYHG 7KH  VWDWXV FRGH XVHG E\ 3267 387 DQG
'(/(7( LQGLFDWHV WKDW WKH RSHUDWLRQ ZDV QRW SHUIRUPHG
EHFDXVHWKHFOLHQWUHTXHVWFRQWDLQVDVHWRIGDWDWKDWYLRODWHVD
UXOH RSHUDWLRQ )LQDOO\ WKH  FRGH XVHG LQ *(7 DQG
'(/(7(PHWKRGVLQGLFDWHVWKDWWKHUHVRXUFHZDVQRWIRXQGLQ
WKHVSHFLILHG85,
$VVHUWLRQV RQ HUURU VLWXDWLRQV DUH EDVHG RQO\ LQ WKH VWDWXV
FRGH 2Q WKH RWKHU KDQG DVVHUWLRQV RI VXFFHVVIXO UHVXOWV WR
3267 *(7 DQG 387 PHWKRGV DOVR XVH VRPH KHDGHUV RI WKH
SURWRFRO LWVHOI 7KHVH KHDGHUV DUH XVHG WR YHULI\ SRVVLEOH
YLRODWLRQVRIWHFKQLFDOFRQVWUDLQWVGHILQHGLQWKH360
3267UHTXHVWVXVHWKH/RFDWLRQKHDGHUWRLQGLFDWHWKH85,
RIWKHUHVRXUFHMXVWFUHDWHG7KXVWKHYHULILFDWLRQRIUHVRXUFH
FUHDWLRQ LV QRW UHVWULFWHG WR WKH VWDWXV FRGH 3267 DQG 387
PHWKRGVDOVRXVHVWKH&RQWHQW7\SHKHDGHURIWKHUHVSRQVHWR
FRPSDUHLWZLWKWKH&RQWHQW7\SHKHDGHURIWKHUHTXHVW7KLV
KHDGHULQGLFDWHVWKHUHSUHVHQWDWLRQIRUPDWVVXSSRUWHGE\HDFK
RSHUDWLRQ 0,0( W\SHV  6R LW LV SRVVLEOH WR FKHFN LI WKH
VHUYLFH LPSOHPHQWV FRUUHFWO\ WKH FRQILJXUDWLRQ GHILQHG LQ WKH
³3URGXFHV´ DQG ³&RQVXPHV´ WDJJHG YDOXHV LQ 360 7KHVH
UXOHV DUH VKRZQ LQ 7DEOH  ZKLFK GHILQHV DV D JHQHUDO
GHILQLWLRQRIDVVHUWLRQVDVVRFLDWHGWRHDFK+773PHWKRG
7DEOH*HQHUDODVVHUWLRQPRGHOIRU367WHVWFDVHV
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5HVXOWV FROOHFWHG E\ H[SHULPHQWDO VWXGLHV VKRZHG WKDW WKH
TXDOLW\RIWKHWHVWFDVHVJHQHUDWHGZLWKWKHSURSRVHGDSSURDFK
LVVLJQLILFDQWO\EHWWHUWKDQWKRVHXVXDOO\SURGXFHGE\VWXGHQWV
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62$3:6'/ DQG 5(67IXO :HE 6HUYLFHV 8SSHU 6DGGOH 5LYHU
3HDUVRQ
>@ $ 7 (QGR DQG $ ' 6LPmR )RUPDO 7HVWLQJ $SSURDFKHV IRU 6HUYLFH
2ULHQWHG $UFKLWHFWXUHV DQG :HE 6HUYLFHV $ 6\VWHPDWLF 5HYLHZ
8QLYHUVLGDGHGH6mR3DXOR6mR&DUORV
>@ 5 7 )LHOGLQJ $UFKLWHFWXUDO VW\OHV DQG WKH GHVLJQ RI QHWZRUNEDVHG
VRIWZDUHDUFKLWHFWXUHV3K'7KHVLV8QLYRI&DOLIRUQLD,UYLQH
>@ *0HV]DURV[8QLW7HVW3DWWHUQVUHIDFWRULQJWHVWFRGH%RVWRQ3HDUVRQ
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Abstract—Recently, service oriented architecture (SOA) has been
popularized with the emergence of standards like Web services.
Nevertheless, the shift to this architectural paradigm could
potentially involve significant risks including projects
abandonments. With this in mind, the question of evaluating
SOA quality arose. The appearance of methods like ATAM or
SAAM propelled software architecture evaluation to a standard
stage for any paradigm. However, there still are a number of
concerns that have been raised with these methods; in particular
their cost in terms of time and money, essentially because of the
hand-operated nature of the evaluations conducted. The model
proposed in this paper for evaluating SOAs takes as a starting
point the McCall model; it allows the whole architecture to be
decomposed in three types of quality attributes (factor, criterion
and metric).
Keywords- SOA; factor; criterion; metric

I.
INTRODUCTION
Architectural paradigms are design patterns for the structure
and the interconnection between software systems [1]. Their
evolution is generally linked to the evolution of the technology.
An architectural paradigm defines groups of systems in
terms of:
•

Model of structure.

•

Component and connector vocabularies.

•

Rules or constraints on relations between systems [2].

We can distinguish a few architectural paradigms for
distributed systems, and, among the most noteworthy ones,
three have contributed to the evolution of the concerns. These
are chronologically, object oriented architectures (OOA),
component based architectures (CBA) and service oriented
architectures (SOA).
First developers were quickly aware of code repetitions in
applications and sought to define mechanisms limiting these
repetitions. OOA is focused on this concern and its
development is one of the achievements of this research. OOA
provides great control of the reusability (reusing a system the
same way or through a certain number of modifications) which
paved the way to applications more and more complex and
consequently to the identification of new limits in terms of
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granularity. These limits have led to the shift of the concerns
towards the composability (combining in a sure way its
architectural elements in order to build new systems or
composite architectural elements). Correlatively, the software
engineering community developed and introduced CBA to
overcome this new challenge and thus, the CBA reinforces
control of the composability and clearly formalizes the
associated processes. By extension, this formalization
establishes the base necessary to a utomation possibilities. At
the same time, a part of the software community took the
research in a n ew direction: the dynamism concern
(developing applications able to adapt in a dynamic, automatic
and autonomous ways their behaviors to answer the changing
needs of requirements and contexts as well as possibilities of
errors) as the predominant aspect. In short, SOA has been
developed on the basis of the experience gained by objects and
components, with a focalization from the outset on ways of
improving the dynamism.
Service oriented architecture is a popular architectural
paradigm aiming to model and to design distributed systems
[3]. SOA solutions were created to satisfy commercial
objectives. This refers to a s uccessful integration of existing
systems, the creation of innovating services for customers and
cost cutting while remaining competitive. For the purpose of
making a system robust, it is necessary that its architecture can
meet the functional requirements ("what a system is supposed
to do"; defining specific behaviors or functions) and the nonfunctional ones ("what a system is supposed to be"; in other
words, the quality attributes) [4]. Furthermore, developing an
SOA involves many risks, so much the complexity of this
technology is notable (particularly for services orchestration).
First and foremost among these, is the risk of not being able to
answer favorably to expectations in terms of quality of services
because quality attributes directly derive from business
objectives. Multi-million dollar projects, undertaken by major
enterprises (Ford, GSA) failed and were abandoned. As these
risks are distributed through all the services, the question of
evaluating SOA has recently arisen. It is essential to carry out
the evaluation of the a rchitecture relatively early in the
software lifecycle to save time and money [5]. This is to
identify and correct remaining errors that might have occurred
after the software design stage and, implicitly, to reduce
subsequent risks. Lots of tools have been created to e valuate
SOAs but none of them clearly demonstrated its effectiveness

[6]. The model presented in this paper allows evaluating SOAs
by combining the computerized approach and the human
intervention. We first relate in the section 2 the state of the art
and we present the m odel in the section 3. We relate the
experimentation led by the lab team in t he section 4 and we
conclude the paper with a discussion comparing the past works
and our model in the last section.
II.

STATE OF THE ART

A. Related works on SOA Evaluation
There is something far more important with the SOA
evaluation as it is the bond between business objectives and the
system, insofar as evaluation makes it possible to assess quality
attributes of services composing the system [4].
The evaluation relates to:
•

Qualitative and quantitative approaches.

•

Load prediction associated with evolutions.

•

Theoretical limits of a given architecture.

From this perspective, tools and existing approaches have
shown their limitations for SOA [6]. We are currently attending
the development of a new generation of tools developed by
industrialists in a hand-operated way. The scale of the task has
brought the academic world to tackle these issues and to try to
develop a more formal and generic approach than different
existing methods (ATAM, SAAM [6]) to evaluate SOAs.
B. Evaluation Results
In concrete terms, SOA evaluations product a report which
form and content vary depending on the method used. But, in
general terms, the evaluation generates textual information and
answers two types of questions [6].
1) Is the architecture adapted to the system for which it
has been conceived?
2) Is there any other architecture more adapted to the
system in question?
_____
1) It could be said that the architecture is adapted if it
favorably responds to the three following points:
a) The system is predictable and could answer to the
quality requirements and to the security constraints of the
specification
b) Not all the quality properties of the system result
directly from the architecture but a lot do; and for those that
do, the architecture is deemed suitable if it makes it possible to
instantiate the model taking into account these properties.
c) The system could be established using the current
resources: the staff, the budget, and the given time before the
delivery. In other terms, the architecture is buildable.
This definition will open the way for all future systems and
has obviously major consequences. If the sponsor of a system
is not able to tell us which are the quality attributes to manage
first, well, any architecture will give us the answer [6].
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2) A part of SOA evaluation consists in capturing the
quality attributes the architecture must handle and to prioritize
the control of these attributes. If the list of the quality
attributes (each of which is related to specific business
objectives) is suitable in the sense that at least all the business
objectives are indirectly considered, then, we can keep
working with the same architecture. Otherwise, it is time to
restart from the beginning and to work with a new
architecture, more suitable for the system.
C. Measuring the Quality.
It has been suggested that software production is out of
control because we cannot quantitatively measure it. As a
matter of fact, Tom DeMarco (1986) stated that "you cannot
control what you cannot measure" [7]. The measurement
activity must have clear objectives and a whole set of sectors
need to be measured separately to ensure the right management
of the software.
1) McCall model
One of the models that have been published is the McCall
model in 197 7 decomposing quality attributes in three stages.
This model led to the IEEE standard: ISO/IEC 9126. A certain
number of attributes, called external (applicable to running
software), are considered as key attributes for quality. We call
them quality factors [6]. These attributes are decomposed in
lower level attributes, the internal attributes (which do not rely
on software execution), called quality criteria and each
criterion is associated to a set of attributes directly measurable
and which are called quality metrics.
D. From past works to our model.
Current methods of evaluation stop the quality attributes
decomposition at the “quality factors step” and remain too
vague when it c omes to giving accurate measures to quality.
These methods are not precise because they cannot go further
in the decomposition and consequently they cannot be
automated to th e point of defining a finite value f or each
attribute. Our work differs from those existing insofar as we
wish to obtain a precise quantitative measurement for each
quality factor with our model.
III.

THE MODEL PROPOSED

A. The model in more details.
The main idea of the process is to evaluate in three steps the
whole architecture from every metric to the set of quality
factors obtained after having previously identified the business
objectives. Our work is based on the architect point of view and
the attributes selected are the ones considered as the most
relevant among all existing. The process consists in three
principal stages corresponding each to a decomposition step of
our quality attributes.
1) We first identified relevant quality factors for our
architecture:
a) the CBA is defined with reusability and composability
[8]. Basing on previous analysis, we define the SOA with the
reusability, the composability and the dynamism. Moreover,

there exist a hierarchical ranking propelling “dynamism” on
top of SOA concerns, and this is precisely why we chose to
especially focus deeply on this quality factor.
2) Then, we isolate the quality criteria defining them:
a) We concentrated our work on technical criteria
because we adopted the point of view of an architect that is
itself a technical stakeholder. In this light, we identified six
criteria common to each of our three factors. These technical
criteria gather elements having significant impacts on global
quality, from the development process to the system produced:
the loose coupling (potential of dependences reduction
between services), the explicit architecture (paradigm ability
to define clear architectural application views), the expressive
power (potential of paradigm expression in terms of creation
capacity and optionalities), the communication abstractions
(paradigm capacity to abstract services functions
communications), the upgradability (paradigm ability to make
evolve its services), and the owner's responsibility
(corresponds to the responsibilities sharing out between
services providers and consumers).
3) And finally we define quality metrics composing each
criterion in order to quantify them numerically:
a) Our previous work allowed to conclude that the “loose
coupling” criterion is of biggest importance for the quality
factor “dynamism” [9]. We found three quality metrics for the
latter which must be considered for the last stage of our model
(the semantic coupling: {high, low or non-predominant} based
on the high-level description of a service defined by the
architect, the syntactic coupling: {high, low} measures
dependencies in terms of realization between abstract services
and concrete services and the physical coupling: {γ, β and α
with 0≤ γ≤β≤α} focusing on the implementation of the service).
These metrics shall make it possible to identify physical
dependencies between concrete services.
B. Coefficients
Coefficients assigned to the factors will depend on the
company needs. Our works led us to conclude that for SOA
and the three factors we worked with, we would allocate a
coefficient of ‘3’ for the “dynamism” whereas we would affect
the value ‘2’ for the “reusability” and the “composability”.
With regards to the second step, our works led to list the six
technical quality criteria chosen under three distinct levels of
acceptance, α, β and γ at which we assign respectively the
values ‘3, 2 and 1’; We allocated the “loose coupling”, the
“upgradability” and the “communication abstraction” with the
value ‘3’. The coefficient ‘2’ goes for the “owner’s
responsibility” and “explicit architecture” criteria and ‘1’ for
the “expressive power”. And finally, the three metrics studied
may be all assigned to the value ‘1’ meaning that they are
equally important for calculating the global coupling of SOAs.
These coefficients will be used as a basis for the following
section. They have been affected to quality attributes as an
example; however, these latter have been chosen according to
the principle of proportionality validated by the lab-team. We
can select other impact coefficients providing that we keep the
same proportionality between the quality-attributes considered.
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IV. EXPERIMENTATION
For the ex perimentation, we te mpted to quantitatively
measure the key quality attributes discussed in the previous
sections of this paper; notably, the quality factor “dynamism”,
the “loose coupling” criteria and the “physical, syntactic and
semantic coupling” metrics. That being said, it is important to
note that the SOAQE method must be reproduced for every
quality factor identified after having analyzed the objectives of
the company and the set of criteria and metrics belonging to
that quality factor. Taking as a starting point an existing
formula of the field of “Preliminary analysis of risks” (see
formula 1.1) [10] our works led to the identification of a
mathematical formula (see formula 1.2) combining the three
couplings studied: semantic, syntactic and physical.
NB: The simplified formula (see formula 1.1) usually used
in the automotive industry, makes it possible to measure the
default risk of a car component A is the Criticality of the car
component, B is the Probability of occurrence of a failure on
this component and C is the Probability of non-detection of this
failure.
We associate this concept of risk with our vision of the
coupling. Correlatively, the quintessence of the coupling is the
expression of the dependences which can exist between two
elements and the principle of dependence defines that one
element cannot be used without the other. Reducing the risk
that the role defined by a service cannot be assured anymore is
decreasing the dependence of the application in relation to this
service and thus reducing its coupling. The calculation of this
risk takes into account all the characteristics influencing the
coupling by redefining the thr ee variables A, B and C
according to the semantic, syntactic and physical couplings.
The global coupling corresponds to the sum of the three
couplings calculated individually beforehand. The lower this
result is, the more the coupling is weak.
NB: The criticality A∈[(a),(b),(c)] is affiliated to the
semantic coupling. ‘a’ if the service is only associated to non
predominant couplings, ‘b’ for non predominants and low
couplings and ‘c’ for non predominants, low and high
couplings, while ‘Ps’ is the probability of failure of a service.

Figure 1: Defaut risk of a car component (1.1) and global
coupling of an architecture (1.2) formulas.
This generic coupling formula can directly be used to
quantify the quality of the architecture by weighting up each of
the attributes concerned by means of the coefficients isolated
after having organized the attributes according to their
importance. Indeed, as we already specified in section 2, we
cannot automate this operation and define continuously the
same coefficients for all the architectures considered because
this operation is specific to the b usiness objectives of the
company. By applying to k nown quality attributes the
coefficients determined in the section III.B, we ob tain the
following tree:

and this, much more than for systems with a single application
where technical difficulties prevail. Forasmuch as the decisions
about SOA tend to be pervasive and, consequently, have a
significant impact on the company; setting an evaluation of the
architecture early in the li fe of the software is particularly
crucial. During software architecture evaluations, we weigh the
relevance of each problematic associated to the d esign after
having evaluated the importance of each quality attribute
requirement. The results obtained when e valuating software
architectures with existing methods (ATAM, SAAM) are often
very different and none of these latter carries out it accurately
(for example, SAAM does not provide any clear quality metric
for the architectural attributes analyzed [11]). We know the
causes of this problem: most methods of analysis and automatic
quality evaluation of software systems are carried out from the
source code; whereas, with regard to evaluation cases of
architectural models, the analysis is conducted based on the
code generated from the model. From this code, there exist
calculated metrics, more or less complex, associated with
algorithms, methods, objects or relations between objects.
From an architectural point of view, these techniques can be
indicated of low level, and can be found out of step with
projects based on new complex architectures. The finality of
our work is to design a conceptual framework and, in fine, a
semi-automated prototype called SOAQE (taking as a starting
point, past methods such as ATAM or SAAM) which could
quantify with an accurate value the quality of the whole service
oriented architecture.

Figure 2: SOA attributes tree weighted with means of
coefficients
Thus, according to the previous figure 2, we can establish
that the quantitative measure of the quality of an SOA
corresponds to the sum of the quality factors dynamism,
reusability and composability, all three affected by their
respective coefficients:
The following formula allows calculating the whole quality
of an SOA.

NB: the lower the loose coupling result is, the more the
coupling is weak. Conversely, the higher the architecture
quality result is, the more the quality is good; the result of each
criterion is expressed in percentage, this is why we subtract to
1 the result found.
For any architecture considered, we are able to determine a
finite value for the loose coupling criteria, the remaining work
consists in defining a way to calculate the five others criteria in
order to isolate a finite value for the quality.
V.

DISCUSSION

Because SOA implies the connectivity between several
systems, commercial entities and technologies: some
compromises regarding the architecture must be undertaken,
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Abstract— This paper proposes a highly automated mechanism to
build an undo facility into a new or existing system easily. Our
proposal is based on the observation that for a large set of
operators it is not necessary to store in-memory object states or
executed system commands to undo an action; the storage of
input data is instead enough. This strategy simplifies greatly the
design of the undo process and encapsulates most of the
functionalities required in a framework structure similar to the
many object-oriented programming frameworks.
Keywords- Undo Framework; Software as a Services; and
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INTRODUCTION

It is hard to build usability into a system. One of the main
reasons is that this is usually done at an advanced stage of
system development [1], when there is little time left and the
key designed decisions have already been taken. Usability
patterns were conceived with the aim of making usable
software development simpler and more predictable [2].
Usability patterns can be defined as mechanisms that could be
used during system design to provide the software with a
specific usability feature [1]. Some usability patterns defined in
the literature are: Feedback, Undo/Cancel, Form/Field
Validation, Wizard, User profile and Help [3]. The main
stumbling block for applying these patterns is that there are no
frameworks or even architectural or designed patterns
associated with the usability patterns. This means that the
pattern has to be implemented ad hoc in each system.
Ultimately, this implies that (1) either the cost of system
development will increase as a result of the heavier workload
caused by the design and implementation of the usability
features or, more likely; (2) many of these usability features
(Undo, Wizard, etc.) will be left out in an attempt to reduce the
development effort.
The goal of this paper is to develop a framework for one of
the above usability patterns, namely, the undo pa ttern. The
undo pattern provides the functionality necessary to undo
actions taken by system users. Undo is a common usability
features in the literature [4]. This is m ore than enough
justification for dealing with this pattern first. There are other,
more technical grounds to support the decision to tackle undo
in first place. One of the most important is undoubtedly that
undo shares much of its infrastructure (design, code) with other
patterns. Redo and cancel are obvious cases, but it also applies
to apparently unrelated patterns, like feedback and wizard.
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Several authors have proposed alternatives of undo pattern,
these alternatives focus on particular applications, notably
document editors [5][6] although the underlying concepts are
easily exportable to other domains. However, these proposals
are defined at high level, without an implementation (or design)
reusable in different types of systems. These proposals
therefore do not solve the problem of introduction of usability
features in software
In this paper, we present a new approach for the
implementation of Undo pattern. Our proposal solves a subset
of cases (stateless operations) in a highly efficiently manner.
The importance of having an automated solution of those is that
they are the most frequents operations occur in information
systems.
We have implemented the framework using Software as a
Service (SaaS). For this class of development we have
developed a framework similar to other such as Spring [7] or
Hibernante [8] that allows to build the undo easy into a system
(that we term “host application”). Furthermore, in host
application, it’s only need to i nclude a few modifications in
code, and this creates a lower propensity to introduce bugs in
the code and allows inclusion of it in a more simple developed
system.
This article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the
state of the art regarding the implementation of undo. Section 3
presents the undo infrastructure, whereas Section 4 describes
undo infrastructure. Section 5 shows a proof of concept of the
proposed framework. Finally, Section 6 briefly discusses and
presents the main contributions of our work.
II.

BACKGROUND

Undo is a very widespread feature, and is prominent across
the whole range of graphical or textual editors, like, for
example, word processors, spreadsheets, graphics editors, etc.
Not unnaturally a lot of the undo-related work to date has
focused on one or other of the above applications. For example,
[6] and Baker and Storisteanu [9] have patented two methods
for implementing undo in document editors within single-user
environments.
There are specific solutions for group text editors that
support undo functionality such as in Sun [10] y Chen and Sun
[11] and Yang [12]. The most likely reason for the boom of
work on undo in the context of document editors is its relative
simplicity. Conceptually speaking, an editor is a container

accommodating objects with certain properties (shape, position,
etc.). Consequently, undo is relatively easy to implement, as
basically it involves storing the state of the container in time
units i, i+1, …, i + n. Then when the undo command is
received, the container runs in reverse i + n, i + n-1, i.
A derivation of the proposed solutions for text editors is an
alternative implementation of undo for email systems like
Brown and David [13], these solutions are only for text editors
and email systems and applications that are built considering
undo functionality from the design.
The problems of undo in multi-user environments have also
attracted significant attention. Both Qin [15] and Abrams and
Oppenheim [14] have proposed mechanisms for using undo in
distributed environments, and Abowd and Dix [4] proposed a
formal framework for this field.
In distributed environments, the solution has to deal with
the complexity of updates to shared data (basically, a history
file of changes) [15].
Several papers have provided insight on the internal aspects
of undo, such [16], who attempted to describe the undo process
features. Likewise, Berlage [17] proposed the construction of
an undo method in command-based graphical environments,
Burke [18] created an undo infrastructure, and Korenshtein
[19] defined a selective undo.
There has been work done on multi-level models for Undo
where each action for a system is defined as a discreet group
of commands performed, where each command represents a
requested action by the user, this is a
really valid
approximation because defined as a discreet group of
commands, the system could be reverted to any previous stage,
only performing the actions the other way round; here a
difference can be found between the theory and the practice,
regarding the first one it is true that is possible to go back to
any previous stage of the system if t here is the necessary
infrastructure for the Undo, but actually the combination of
certain procedures performed by the user or a group of them
could be impossible to be solved related to expected response
time. For this reason the implementation of the Undo process
must complete these possible alternatives with regards to the
command combinations performed by the user or users.
Another important aspect which has been worked out is the
method of representation of the actions performed by the users
in Washizaki and Fukazawa [20], a dynamic structure of
commands is presented and it represents the history of
commands implemented.
The Undo model representation through graphs has been
widely developed in Berlage [17] present a distinction between
the linear and nonlinear undo, the nonlinear approach is
represented by a tree graph, where you can open different
branches according to user actions. Edwards [21] also
presented a graph structure where unlike Berlage [17] these
branches can be back together as the actions taken. Dix [22]
showed a cube-shaped graph to represent history of actions
taken. Edwards [23] actions are represented in parallel. It has
also used the concept of Milestoning and Rollback [24] to
manage the log where actions temporarily stored. Milestoning
is a logical process which makes a particular state of the
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artifacts stored in the log; and rollback is process of returning
back the log to one of the points of Milestoning. All these
alternative representation of the commands executed by users
are valid, but this implementation is not a simple task, because
create a new branch and join two existing branches is not a
trivial action, because you must know all possible ways that
users can take; by this it may be more advisable to generate a
linear structure, that can be shared by several users, ordered by
time, this structure can be a queue, which is easy to deploy and
manage.
Historically frameworks that have been used to represent
the Undo only have used the pattern Command Processor [25],
Fayard, Shumidt [26] and Meshorer [27]. This serves to keep a
list of commands executed by the user, but it is not enough to
create a framework that is easy to add to existing systems, As
detailed below using service model allows greater flexibility
for the undo process integration in an application, this approach
allow a greater degree of complexity in the process of allowing
Undo handle different configurations.
Undo processes has been associated to exception
mechanisms to reverse the function failed [28] these are only
invoked before the request fails and the user, these are
associated with a particular set of applications.
Patents, like the method for building an undo and redo
process into a system, have been registered [29]. Interestingly,
this paper presents the opposite of an undo process, namely
redo, which does again what the undo previously reverted.
Other authors address the complexities of undo/redo as well.
Thus, for example, Nakajima and Wash [30] define a
mechanism for managing a multi-level undo/redo system, Li
[31] describes an undo and redo algorithm and Martinez and
Rhan [32] present a method for graphically administering undo
and redo, based primarily on the undo method graphical
interface.
The biggest problem with the above works is that, again,
they are hard to a dopt in so ftware development processes
outside the document editor domain. The only noteworthy
exception to this is a design-level mechanism called Memento
[33]. This pattern restores an object to a previous state and
provides an implementation-independent mechanism that can
be easily integrated into a system. The downside is that this
pattern is not easy to build into an existing system.
Additionally, Memento only restores an object to a previous
state; it does not consider any of the other options that an undo
pattern should include.
The solutions presented are optimized for particular cases
and are difficult to apply to other domains; on the other hand, it
is necessary to include a lot of code associated with Undo in
host application.
III.

THEORETICAL JUSTIFICATION OF UNDO FRAMEWORK

Before describing proposed Undo Framework, and its
implementation as SaaS, theoretical foundations that
demonstrate the correctness of our approach. This will be done
in two steps; first we will describe how to undo operations that
do not depend on its s tate, the procedure to undo these

operations consist in reinjection input data at time t-1, second
we prove that reinjection input always produces correct results.
A. Initial Description
The most commonly used option for developing an undo
process is to save the states of objects that are liable to undergo
an undo process before they are put through any operation; this
is the command that changes the value of any of their
attributes. This method has an evident advantage; the system
can revert without having to enact a special-purpose process; it
is only necessary to remove and replace the current in-memory
objects with objects saved previously.
This approach is a simple mechanism for implementing the
undo process, although it has some weaknesses. On one hand,
saving all the objects generates quite a heavy system workload.
On the other hand, developer’s need to create explicitly
commands for all operations systems. Finally, the system
interfaces (mainly the user interface) have to be synchronized
with the application objects to enact an undo process. This is by
no means easy to do i n monolithic systems, but, in modern
distributed computer systems, where applications are composed
of multiple components all running in parallel (for example,
J2EE technology-based EJB), the complications increase
exponentially.
There is a second option for implementing an undo process.
This is to store the operations performed by the system instead
of the changes made to the objects by these operations. In this
case, the undo would execute the inverse operations in reverse
order. However, this strategy is seldom used for two reasons.
On one hand, except for a few exceptions like the above word
processing or spreadsheet software, applications are seldom
designed as a set of operations. On the other hand, some
operations do not have a well-defined inverse (imagine
calculating the square of a table cell; the inverse square could
be both a positive and a negative number).
The approach that we propose is based on this last strategy,
albeit with a simplified complexity. The key is that, in a ny
software system whatsoever, the only commands processed
that are relevant to the undo process are the ones that update
the model data (for example, a data entry in a field of a form
that updates an object attribute, the entry of a b ackspace
character that deletes a letter of a d ocument object, etc.). In
most cases, such updates are idempotent, that is, the effects of
the entry do not depend on the state history. This applies to the
form in the above example (but not, for example, to the word
processor). When the updates are idempotent, neither states of
the objects in the model nor the executed operations has to be
stored, and the list of system inputs is only required. In other
words, executing an undo at time t is equivalent to entering via
the respective interface (usually the user interface) the data
item entered in the system at time t-2. Figure 1 shows an
example of this approach. At time t, the user realizes that he
has made a mistake updating the name field in the form, which
should contain the value John not Sam. As a result, he wants to
revert to the value of the field that the form had at time t-1. To
do this, it is necessary (and enough) to re-enter the value
previously entered at time t-2 in the name field.
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Figure 1. Undo sequence.

Unless the updates are idempotent, this strategy is not valid
(as in the case of the word processor, for example), and the
original strategy has to be used (that is, store the command and
apply its inverse to execute the undo). However, the
overwhelming majority of cases executed by a system are
idempotent, whereas the others are more of an exception.
Consequently, the approach that we propose has several
benefits: (1) the actual data inputs can be processed fully
automatically and transparently of the host application; (2) it
avoids having to de al with the complexity of in-memory
objects; (3) the required knowledge of system logic is confined
to commands, and (4), finally, through this approach, it is
possible to design an undo framework that is i ndependent of
the application and, therefore, highly reusable.
B. Formal Description
The following definitions and propositions are used to
proof (in an algebraic way) that UNDO process (UNDO
transformation) may be built under certain process
(transformation) domain constrains.
Definition 1. Let Ε = { εji / εj is a data structure} be the set of
all data structures.
Definition 2. Let εji be the instance i of data structure εj
belonging to Ε.
Definition 3. Let εjC = { εji / εji is an instance i of the
structure εj} be the set of all the possible
instances of data structure εj.
Definition 4. Let οτεj be a transformation which verifies οτεj
: εjC ĺ εjC and οτεj (εji) = εji+1.
Definition 5. Let εjCr be a constrain of εjC defined as εjCr
={ εji / εji is an instance i of the data structure
εj which verifies οτεj (εji-1) = εji}
Proposition 1. If οτεj : εjC ĺ εjCr then οτεj is bijective.
Proof: οτεj es injective by definition 4, οτεj is
surjective by definition 5, then οτεj is bijective
for being injective and surjective. QED.
Proposition 2. If
οτεj : εjC ĺ εjCr then has inverse.
Proof: Let οτεj be bijective by proposition 1,
then by usual algebraic properties οτεj has
inverse. QED.
Definition 6. Let οτ be the set of al transformations οτεj.
Definition 7. Let Φ be the operation of composition defined
as
usual
composition
of
algebraic
transformations.

Definition 8. Let Σ be the service defined by structure <
ΕΣ , οτΣ , Φ > where ΕΣ &Ε and οτΣ&οτ.
Definition 9. Let Χ = οτεj1 Φ οτεj2 Φ ... Φ οτεjn be a
composition of transformations which verifies
οτεji : εjC ĺ εjCr for all i :1...n. By algebraic
construction Χ : εjC ĺ εjCr.
Proposition 3. The composition of transformations X ha s
inverse
and
is
bijective.
Proof: Let be Χ = οτεj1 Φ οτεj2 Φ ... Φ οτεjn. For
has inverse by
all i:1...n verifies οτεji
proposition 2. Let [οτεji]-1 be the inverse
transformation of οτεji, by usual algebraic
properties [οτεji]-1 is bijective. Then it is
possible to compose a transformation X-1 =
[οτεjn]-1 Φ [οτεjn-1]-1 Φ ... Φ [οτεj1]-1. The
transformation X-1 is bijective by being
composition of bijective transformations. Then
transformation X-1 : εjCr ĺεjC exists and is the
inverse of X. QED.
Definition 10. Let UNDO be the X-1 transformation of X.
IV.

STRUCTURE OF UNDO FRAMEWORK

In this section, we will describe our proposal for designing
the undo pattern using SaaS to implement the replay of data.
A. Undo Service Architecture
Figure 2 represents the service Undo infrastructure, a highlevel abstraction of the architecture. Undo service has 3
modules, (a) Undo Business Layer, (b) Undo Application
Layer (c) Undo Technology Layer.
Undo Business Layer is responsible for creating,
maintaining and deleting applications that will access the undo
service. An a pplication that could access to se rvice must
execute following steps: (a) creating application unique
identifier, this should be attached to each message that is sent
to the service, (b) creation of user profile identifier, this must
be attached to each message that is sent to the service, once
defined two identifiers, host application may immediately use
undo service
All these added to the header data set that can be invoked
by the user for later retrieval, enable the service to h andle
different applications at the same time, within an application
users can manage their own recovery without interfering lists,
plus each user can manage their own separate lists per
interface; the service giving maximum flexibility for every
application.

B. Operation of Undo Framework
Fig. 3 details process of send and get data to service, first
we described undo receives data service from external system,
at this point is where you start the process that ended with the
injection of data re be invoked by the external system. In the
External Layer, the user application generates an event that
triggers an action likely to be overturned, this creates an Undo
Service invocation, this is received by the service interface that
is plotted on the Undo Abstract Layer, this action fires a set of
processes:
(i) Check current user session, this start with Validate Session
and Profile, this process communicates with the Undo
Application Layer, with f unction that processes Validate
Undo Service Session and Profile. This service is based on
two components responsible for validation and
maintenance of active user sessions and profile´s user,
Session component is responsible for validating whether
the session with which you access the service is active,
component Profile is responsible for validating invocation
of the temporary storage. Both components communicate
with lower-level layer called Layer Undo Technology, this
is basic infrastructure for Undo service, which consists of a
processing unit and data storage.
(ii) After that, the validation process begins to check if host
application has access to temporary storage, this process
communicates with Validate Undo Data process, and it is
responsible for validating the data to be stored, first
validates that host application is active, if so, host
application obtains credentials to use. If the process is
successful the user is returned a successful update code, if
an error occurs, it returns an error code also
asynchronously, and with external system code decides if
it generates exception or continues with the normal flow.

Figure 3. Undo receives data service

At last we described process which undo data service return
stored temporarily to external system, this is where it describes
the beginning of re injection data by the external system for the
service provided. In the same way explained above, Layer
External triggers an event that generates a r equest for data
stored, this process is divided into two stages:
(i) Charge of the validation of the application, which has the
same activities as described in the process of Undo Send
Data,
(ii) Retrieve all values that have been stored for the tuple,
application and interface. Return of this process to
External Layer is the list sorted in reverse with all values
stored, service provide option to request only the last value

Figure 2. Undo infrastructure
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stored. If event failure, external application receives an
asynchronously error code.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed the design of an undo
framework to b uild the undo functionality into any software
application whatsoever. The most salient feature of this
framework is the type of information it stores to be able to
undo the user operations: input data instead of in-memory
object states or commands executed by the system. This lessens
the impact of building the framework into the target application
a great deal.
Building an Undo Service has some significant advantages
with respect to Undo models presented, first of all the
simplicity of inclusion in a host application under construction
or existing, you can see in the proof of concept. Second the
independence of service in relation to the host application
allows the same architectural model to provide answers to
different applications in di fferent domains. Construction of a
service allows to Undo be a complex application, with
possibility of include analysis for process improvement, as
described in the next paragraph it is possible to detect patterns
of invocation of Undo in different applications.
Further work is going to bring: (a) creation of a precompiler, (8) automatic detection of fields to store, (c) extend
the framework to other platforms.
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Abstract—Cloud computing provides a promising opportunity for
both small and large organizations to transition from traditional
data centers to cloud services, where the organizations can be
more concerned with their applications, services, and data rather
than the underlying network infrastructures and their associated
cost. There are major concerns, however, with data security,
reliability, and availability in the cloud. In this paper, we address
these concerns by proposing a novel security mechanism for
secure and fault-tolerant cloud-based information storage. We
present a formal model of the security mechanism using colored
Petri nets (CPN). The model utilizes multiple cloud service
providers as a cloud cluster for information storage, and a service
directory for management of the cloud clusters including service
query, key management, and cluster restoration. Our approach
not only supports maintaining the confidentiality of the stored
data, but also ensures that the failure or compromise of an
individual cloud provider in a cloud cluster will not result in a
compromise of the overall data set.
Keywords-Cloud computing; information storage; data security;
fault tolerant; colored Petri nets; formal modeling and verification.

I.

INTRODUCTION

As the Internet continues to
evolve, service-oriented
systems are becom ing more widely adopted by large
companies and governm ent into their c omputing platforms.
Cloud computing extends this concept, allowing for access to
powerful, ubiquitous and rel iable computing to the ge neral
public through the use of web services and a pplication
programming interfaces (API). Although there is a large push
towards cloud computing, there is a lack of work having been
done in regards to data security, ownership and privac y in
cloud computing. A survey conducted by the US Government
Accountability Office (GAO) states t hat “22 of 24 major
federal agencies reported that they were either concerned or
very concerned about the potential information security ri sks
associated with cloud c omputing” [1]. Due to the infanc y of
cloud computing, there are not m any standards or best
practices in terms of securing data in the clouds. Besides a few
major companies investing into the cloud, t here are also
numerous startups and smaller com panies attempting to
become cloud providers. For these smaller entities, t here are
no guarantees that t hey are following or have the resources
available to follow be st practices for se curing their data
centers. In addition, services change frequently as product
offerings are developed and discontinued, leaving users of the
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service scrambling to find alternatives, forced to take a
migration path etched by the provider, or stuck using a service
that is no longer being developed, refined, and patched. In an
enterprise environment, the issues t hat are plaguing cloud
computing would be considered unacceptable. If the corporate
world is to adopt cloud computing, it must guarantee that the
stored data is secure, stable, and available in the cloud.
Personal Information (PI), such as credit card information,
that falls under Payment Card Indust ry (PCI) data security
standards legislation, or medical records that falls under the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA),
are especially at question re garding if a nd how e xactly these
pieces of data can be stored and m anaged utilizing cl oud
computing. Although there are some attempts to address
HIPAA compliance in the cloud [2], there exist no widely
accepted best practices or clear recommendations as to how
this data can be stored i n the cloud. C urrently, users are
advised to seek their own legal counsel on this matter, with the
provider offering no liability for m isguiding or incorrect
advice. In addition, legislative acts, s uch as HIPAA, were
developed with traditional network architectures in mind, with
numerous regulations regarding phy sical facilities, e mployee
best practices, and operating system best practices. In a cloud
environment, all or at least most of these im plementation
details are hidden from the cl oud consumers, so companies
that fall under HIPAA regulations do not have direct influence
or authority over t hese compliance details. Procedures and
requests can be specified during the c ontract creation t ime
between a cloud provider and an enterprise, but this would
require complex negations and audit procedures that the cloud
provider may not be equipped for or willing to follow. There
are efforts in the security indu stry to certify certain cloud
providers as being com pliant with legislative m andates for
handling PI, but we can fi nd no established practice at this
time. In this paper, we develop a security model that addresses
these issues of cloud
computing, easing concerns of
legislatures and enterprise of stori ng data in the cloud. The
proposed model can be adopted t o serve as an e quivalent
alternative to enterprise cont rolled facility, personnel and
infrastructure mandates.
Although cloud com puting is still in its infancy, there has
been a considerable am ount of w ork on data security and
federation for distributed data, in which this work is related to.
Goodrich et al. explored efficient authentication mechanisms
for web services with unknown providers [3]. In t heir
approach, they utilized a third party notary service that could

ensure users the trustworthiness of the service providers.
Weaver studied the topic of exploring data security when using
web services [4]. In his approach, he placed a layer of
authentication and authorization services between the clie nts
and the web services they were trying to access in order to
authorize users. He also e xplored the issue of federation to
manage trust relationships am ong services, which could be
extended towards securing cloud computing. Santos et al.
provided efforts to establish a secure a nd trusted cloud
computing environment [5]. They, howe ver, assumed that
providers could prevent physical attacks to their servers, which
might not be tr ue in the cas e of a poorly vetted em ployee or a
poorly designed facility. In our approach, we focus on data
security, redundancy, and privacy issues in cloud com puting.
We develop a formal model of information storage that utilizes
a cloud cluster with multiple cloud providers to leverage the
benefits of storing data in the cloud while minimizing the risks
associated with storing data in an offsite, insecure, unregulated
and possibly noncompliant atmosphere.
II.

SECURE AND FAULT-TOLERANT CLOUD-BASED
INFORMATION STORAGE

A. A Motivating Example
Consider a sce nario where a medical company wishes to
have all medical records of its patients available to its trusted
partners, as well as to doctors who may be off site. First, the
medical data is required to be high ly fault tolerant, as losing
patient records is no t an option. Secondly, the data m ust be
secure, as the com pany has an obligation to its patient s to
protect their pe rsonal information. Thirdly, the medical
records must be guaranteed to be available, as it may become a
matter of life or death if the data cannot be accessed quickly.
The company realizes that storing t he data on site would
require a complex setup to make the data widely available to
its central location and branch offices, with a large cost to
purchase servers and storage devices. Furthermore, storing the
data on site also requires a robust m echanism to ensure that
the data is re dundant and available in case of disaster, as well
as a scalable i nfrastructure in case of growth. The c ompany is
attracted by the be nefits of cloud com puting, namely the
availability of the data over the Internet fo r its remote offices
and doctors, not having to invest a large amount of money to
establish the infrastructure, the scalability, and the promise of
resiliency and redundancy. Therefore, the company wishes to
explore the option of using cloud computing for information
storage and archiving of its data. It is, however, very
concerned with moving its data into the cloud since losing
physical control of its data be of high risk. Although the
company can choose reputable cloud providers to host its data,
there is no wa y to vet indivi dual employees who are hired by
the cloud provider to prevent insider attacks, whereas the
medical company is required to do full background checks and
audits on employees who are allowed t o handle its data. The
company is also conce rned with the physical locations of its
data. With a cloud provider, the medical company does not
even know where its data resides in the cloud, let alone what
safeguards are at place at t he physical faci lity. The com pany
has also seen through the medi a the am ount of dam age that
can be caused by its data being compromised by a third party.
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It must assume that by storing its data in t he cloud, it can be
compromised, so it nee ds to ensure that the cloud providers
and their employees absolutely do not have access t o the
underlying information. The company is finally concerned
with the avail ability of its da ta, as although it sees cl oud
computing as mostly reliable, it needs to make sure t hat its
data is av ailable and that there are no ex tended length of
outages. When the medical company is treating a patient , for
example, it is critical to know if the patient is allergic to any
medication. If this information became unavailable, there may
be dire consequences. If the company chooses to build the data
center by itsel f, it would take into account all of the above
concerns. In the cloud, however, the environment is everchanging with providers having the ability to deci de critical
implementation details, where data resides, and can at whim
discontinue or radically change a se rvice offering. Given the
current state of cl oud computing, the healthcare provider
would have some very seri ous and legitimate concerns that
need to be addressed.
In order to m itigate the m ajor concerns that the m edical
company faces, we design a reliable, fault-tolerant, and secure
architecture for cloud c omputing. Our a pproach can assist in
bridging a major issue that resides in cloud com puting yet to
be solved, namely how to securely store personal information
in the clouds. Thus, our approach can mitigate concerns from
companies that are trying t o adopt cloud c omputing and
regulators as well as the general public who are concerned for
the security and confidentiality of the stored information.
B. An Architectural Design
Our proposed information storage model for cloud
computing can be de ployed on m ultiple cloud se rvice
providers. As shown in Fig. 1, the m odel consists of use rs, a
service directory, and a c ollective group of cloud stora ge
providers. The users are cloud c lients who wish to store and
access data in the clouds. A user can first interact with the
service directory, which acts as a coordinator that can set up a
cloud cluster with multiple cloud service providers and assign
it to the user, and also store inform
ation regarding the
addresses of all service providers in the a cloud cluster.






Figure 1. Architectural design of the information storage model

Once the client obtains t he address information of the
cloud providers from the service directory, it interacts with the
cloud cluster, namely a collection of available se rvice
providers that can store and send data using predefined

protocols. Each set of data, composed of the user’s sensitive
information can be split into m ultiple pieces using a
predefined security mechanism, and are stored i nto the cl oud
cluster after they are e ncrypted. The cloud providers in the
cloud cluster have no knowledge of which cluster they belong
to as well as which are the other members in the cloud cluster
they are se rvicing. This means the cloud clusters are virtual
clusters in the clouds, which are generated and exclusively
managed by the service directory. Furthermore, the service
directory has the capability to restore data when needed. When
a service provider in a cloud cluster fails, the service directory
can automatically restore th e data using a pred efined
restoration algorithm, and replace the faile d service provider
with a new one from the Provider Pool.
The security mechanism defined in our model consists of
two levels. In the first level, the information to be st ored is
split into m ultiple pieces using the RAID 5 techniques with
distributed parity [6] so that if a provider fails, the data stored
collectively in the cluster would be recoverable. Note that the
RAID technique uses block-level striping with distributed
parity in a cluster of disk drives [7]. Due to data redundancy,
when a disk drive fails, any subsequent reads can be calculated
from the distributed parity, and the data in the failed drive can
be restored. In our a pproach, we consider each cloud provider
in a cloud cluster as a virtual disk drive; thus, our information
storage model is fault tolerant upon the failure of any cl oud
provider in the cloud cluster, and the missing piece of data can
be recovered from the distributed parity stored with the other
cloud providers in the cloud cluster. Another advantage of our
approach is, due to the distribution of data over multiple cloud
providers, no cloud provider is able to calculate the original
data because the providers have no knowledge of whic h the
other members are in the cloud cluster.
In the second level of our security mechanism, encryption
plays an important role. To ensure that providers do not have
access to the underlying data that is being stored, symmetric
key encryption can be used. A symmetric key is an encryption
key that is used for both encryption and decryption of data and
should be kept secret from all entities that do not have access
to the data. A user with the needed access permission can
utilize a symmetric key t o encrypt a piece of data to be stored
prior to sending it out to the cloud and to decrypt the data after
it is retrieved from a cloud provider. When a read operation is
performed, all pieces of information need to be decrypted after
retrieved from the cloud providers in t he cloud cluster, and
then they are combined into the original information.
In order to c orrectly design the security mechanism, we
develop a formal model of the secure and fault-tolerant
information storage system in cloud c omputing, and verify
some key properties of the model. We adopt colored Petri net
formalism because it is a
well-founded process modeling
technique that has formal semantics to al low specification,
design, verification, and simulation of a complex concurrent
software system [8]. A Pet ri net is a directed, connected, and
bipartite graph, in whic h each node is either a place or a
transition. In a Petri n et model, tokens are used to specify
information or conditions in the places, and a tra nsition can
fire when there is at least one token in every input place of the
transition. Colored Petri nets (CPN or CP-net) are an extension
of ordinary Petri nets,
which allow different values

(represented by different colors) for the tokens. Colored Petri
nets have a formal syntax and semantics that leads to compact
and operational models of very complex systems for modular
design and analysis. The major advantage of de veloping a
CPN model of the inform ation storage system is to provide a
precise specification, and to ensure a correct design of the
information storage system; therefore, design errors, such as a
deadlock, can be avoided in the implemented system.
III. FORMAL MODELING SECURE AND FAULT-TOLERANT
CLOUD-BASED INFORMATION STORAGE ARCHIETCTURE
To make the m odel easy to com prehend, we utilize
hierarchical CPN (HCPN), which allows using substitut ion
transitions and i nput/output ports to represent a secondary
Petri net in t he hierarchy. In our design, we first pr ovide the
high-level model with its key com ponents. Then we utilize
HCPN to refine each com ponent into a m ore complete Petri
net. Since the architecture we proposed is most suitable for
storing personal or confidential data, In the following sections,
we present the HCPN m odel with an exa mple of m edical
record online storage system , which consists of a service
directory, a cloud cluster with three cloud providers, and two
users (cloud clients), namely a patient and a doctor.
A. High-Level Petri Net Model
The HCPN model can be devloped using CPN Tools [9].
In Fig. 2, we present a high-level model that de fines the key
components, namely the Doctor, the Patient, the Cloud, and
the Directory, as well as the communications among the
components. The key c omponents are defined as s ubstitution
transitions, denoted as double rectangles in t he figure. The
purpose of the communications among the patient, doctor, and
cloud is to tra nsfer and access a patient’s medical record. The
directory acts as a data coordi nator between the users and the
cloud. To simulate the cl oud providers that are selected a s
members of a cloud clust er as well as the data being
transferred between the users and the cloud providers, a PROV
and a MEDRECORD colored t oken type a re defined using the
ML functional language integrated in CPN Tools as follows:
colset PROV = record
prID: STRING *
ready: BOOL *
mrec: MEDRECORD;

colset MEDRECORD = record
recID:STRING *
data: STRING;

where prID is a provi der ID, ready is a flag of a provider
indicating whether the provider is functioning or failed, mrec
is a m edical record, recID is a record ID, and data is the
medical data stored in the record.
The directory is responsible for initializing the cloud
providers in a cloud cluster assigned to a user, replying queries
from a use r for providers’ addresses, and proces sing
restoration request upon t he failure of a cloud provider in a
cloud cluster. As shown in Fig. 2, the cloud cluster (denoted as
the place “Cluster Providers”) is initialized with t
hree
providers "Pr1", "Pr2" and "Pr3" of type PROV, each of
which is i nitialized with initrec that contains a blank
medical record. Furthermore, the place “Provider Pool” is
initialized with one spare cloud provider "Pr4", which can be
used to replace a failed cloud provider in the cloud cluster.
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Patient
Patient

consists of the provider IDs rather than the providers’ actual
endpoint addresses. Therefore, a service invocation to a cl oud
provider could be simulated by matching the cloud provider’s
ID rather than calling at its endpoint address. Since the place
“Query_Resp” is an input port
of the clients, the token
becomes available to the client for further processing. On the
other hand, if the “Restore” place contains a true token due
to an access error e xperienced by a user, the “Check
Providers” transition becomes enabled as long as the directory
is not c urrently restoring t he cloud cluster (denoted by a
false token in place “ Init_Restore”) and there is a failed
provider (i.e., its ready flag is set to false) in place “Cluster
Providers.” Once t he transition fires, it pl aces a true token
into the “ Init_Restore” place, signifying that a restoration
process should take place. The firing also removes the failed
provider from the “ Clust_Prov_List” place and transfe rs the
provider from the “ Cluster Providers” place to the “Down
Provider” place. When the restoration process starts, the
“Restore” transition fires, and deposits a copy of the remaining
two providers into the “ Restore Gather Info” place. This
enables the “Calculate Replacement” transition, and its firing
simulates the calculation of the missing piece of data based on
the distributed parity information, and results in the rest ored
medical record being placed in the “Replacement Record”
place. Note t hat for sim plicity, the detailed procedure of the
parity calculation is not modeled in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2. High-level CPN model of the cloud storage

A read request (RDREQ) and a write re quest (WRREQ) to a
cloud provider can be defined as colored tokens as follows:
colset RDREQ = record
clID:STRING *
recID:STRING *
prID:STRING;

colset WRREQ = record
clID:STRING *
mrec:MEDRECORD *
prID:STRING;

where clID is a client ID. Note that in Fig. 2, RDREQLIST and
WRREQLIST are defined as a list of read requests, and a list of
write requests, repectively. Thus, our model allows accessing
multiple pieces of inform ation concurrently from the cloud
providers participating in a cloud cluster.
After a read (write) requst has been processed, a read
(write) response will be returned to the user, simulated as a
token of type RDRESP (WRRESP) being deposited in place
“Read_Ack” (“Write_Ack”). The colored token types RDRESP
and WRRESP are defined as follows:
colset RDRESP = record
clID:STRING *
prID:STRING *
mrec:MEDRECORD *
success:BOOL;
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where the flag success indicates if a rea d request or a write
request is successful or failed. In case a read or write re quest
fails (i.e., a cloud provider is down), the user will change the
token in place “Restore” from false to true, notifying the
directory to start the restoration process for the cloud cluster.
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Figure 3. CPN model for the Directory component

Once the record has been restored, the “Transfer to
Replace” transition becomes enabled, and its firing takes a
provider from the “ Provider Pool,” initializes it with the
restored medical record, updates provider list in
the
“Clus_Prov_List” place by adding the new provider into the
list, and places the provider into the “Cluster Providers” place.
This step completes th e restoration process, with the required
number of functioning providers allocated in the cloud cluster.

B. Petri Net Model for the Directory Component
We now refine the Directory component (i.e., the
Directory substitution transition in Fi g. 2) into a CPN m odel
as shown in Fi g. 3. In the figure, the place “Clust_Prov_List”
is intialized with a list of providers ["Pr1","Pr2","Pr3"]
due to the initial setting of the cloud cluster in place “ Cluster
Providers.” When a patient client or a doctor client starts
querying the directory for the addresses of the providers in its
assigned cloud cluster, a query token will be placed by the
client into pl ace “Query_Dir.” This enables the transition
“Provider Locations.” When it fires, it creates a toke n of
QUERYRESP type in p alce “Query_Resp,” which attaches the
provider information stored in place “ Clus_Prov_List.” Note
that to simplify our CPN model, the provider information only

C. Petri Net Models for the Patient and Doctor Clients
A patient client should have the permisison to read its
medical record. As shown in Fig. 4, a patient first requests the
addresses of the cloud providers in the cloud cluster assigned
to him, which is m odeled by placing a true token in the
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successfully decrypted, the “ Combine Data” transition
becomes enabled and can fire. The firing simulates the process
of generating the original medical record by recombining the
RAID data slices retrieved from the cloud providers. If one of
the providers returns a token with the success flag set to
false, a rea d failure occurs for the cl oud provider. In t his
case, the “ Read Fail” transition becom es enabled. Once it
fires, it changes the token i n place “Restore” from false to
true, signifying the directory to initiate a “restore” operation.
The CPN m odel for t he doctor client that replaces t he
Doctor substitution transition of the hi
gh-level model is
similar to the one for t he patient client, but a doct or client
should also have the privilege to write data into t he clouds.
Due to page limits, we do not show such a CPN model here.

“Query Directory” place. With this token as well as t he client
ID of t he user in the “ClientID” place, the “ Init_Query”
transition can fire, and its firing results in a DIRQUERY token
to be placed in the “Query_Dir” output port.
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D. Petri Net Model for the Cloud Component
Finally, we refine the Cloud substitution transition of the
high-level model into a CPN model as shown in Fig. 5, where
the cloud providers are represented as colored toke ns of type
PROV. The clouds can accept either “read” or “write” requests
from the c lients, namely the patient and the doctor. Upon
receiving the requests, cloud providers invoke corresponding
cloud services by matching their IDs in the cloud cluster, and
return responses to the clients. In a ddition, the cloud providers
in a cloud clus ter are also res ponsible for providing their data
to the service directory on demand in a cas e that a restora tion
process is initiated when a read or write request fails due to the
failure of a cloud provider in the cloud cluster.

hr
RDREQLIST
Out
Read_Req

Figure 4. CPN model for the patient client

When a response from the direct ory is put int o the
“Query_Resp” input port, the providers’ address information
becomes available. T his enables the “ Extract Providers”
transition, and the firing of the transition places a CLUST token
in the “ Provider Locations” place. T he CLUST token type is
defined as a list of providers as follows:
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colset CLUST = list STRING with 0..3;

where the with clause specifies the minimum and maximum
length of the list, and each item in the list contains the a ddress
of a provider (represented by its provider ID as a string for
simplicity) that can be used by the client t o communicate with
the provider. To model a read operation, a token "P1.rec" is
initialized in t he “Data to Read” place, which is a record ID
representing patient P1’s medical record. The firing of the
“Init_Read” transition starts the read process, and places the
record ID along with the provider information into the “Read
Information” place. Note that in this model, we assume that
there is only one record for each patient that can be matched
with medical data stored on the providers. Now the “Construct
Read Req” transition can fire once for each provider in the
provider list, a nd creates a t oken of type RDREQLIST in the
“Read Request” place, such t hat the multiple read requests in
the list can be made concurrently to the cloud providers in the
cloud cluster. This makes the associate d providers in place
“Read Information” being removed and enables the “Start
Read” transition. When it fi res, it t ransmits the RDREQLIST
token to the “Read_Req” place, which is an input port to th e
cloud cluster. After the requests have been processed by the
cloud providers, multiple tokens of type RDRESP will be
deposited in place “Read_Ack.” If a RDRESP token contains a
success flag with a true value, it indi cates that the read
request has been completed successfully by the corresponding
cloud provider. In this case, the piece of medical record is
extracted from the token and placed in the file store after bieng
decrypted. Once all piece s of the medical record are
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Figure 5. CPN model for the cloud component

In this model, the “Cluster Providers” place is shared with
the directory, where the PROV tokens in the place represent the
providers selected to constitu te the cloud cluster. In addition,
the “Provider Pool,” “Down Providers,” and “Service Ready”
places are als o shared places in the directory model. The
“Provider Pool” acts as a hol ding place for available providers
identified by the directory. The “ Down Providers” place
contains the provide rs that are down and deem ed needing
replacement. Finally, the “Service Ready” place acts as an input
place to the cloud for simulation purposes only. In our current
model, we only consider a m aximum of one cloud provider
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going down at a time. This is a reasonable assumption because
cloud providers should be somewhat reliable. In order to satisfy
this constraint in the m odel, the “ Provider Down” place is
connected to the “Provider_Down” transition, which allows the
“Provider_Down” transition to fire once.
When a client makes a “read” request, a RDREQLIST token
with a lis t of RDREQ requests will be deposited into p lace
“Read_Req.” This enables the “ Read_Start” transition as long
as the “ RW_Control” place contains a unit token, which
ensures “read” and “write” actions are mutual exclusive. When
the “Read_Start” transition fires, it splits the RDREQLIST token
into singular RDREQ tokens, places them into place
“Read_Start,” and rem oves the unit token from
the
“RW_Control” place. The
“Read_File” transition then
examines each of the RDREQ tokens, matches it with its
respective cloud provider, an d fires as long as the success
flag of the c orresponding PROV token in place “ Cluster
Provider” is true. The following M L transition guard c ode
accomplishes this task:
[(#recID r) = (#recID (#mrec g)) andalso
(#prID r) = (#prID g) andalso (#ready g)=true]

where g represents a cloud provider that is a member of the
cloud cluster and r represents a “read” request. The guard
selects the correct provider by comparing the provider ID in the
provider from the
request (#prID r) with that of a
cluster(#prID g), matches the medical record ID, and makes
sure that the cloud provider i s functioning, i.e., its ready flag
is set to true. If all conditions are m et, the transition can fire,
RDRESP token and
and the firing of the transition creates a
deposits it into the “ Read_Resp” place. On the other hand, if a
“read” request fails due to the corresponding provider being not
ready (i.e., its ready flag is set to false), the “ Read_Fail”
transition can fire, and its firing se nds a RDRESP token with a
blank medical record and a success flag set to false to the
“Read_Resp” place. Once all three tokens a
re in th e
“Read_Resp” place, the “ Read_Resp” transition may fire. The
firing of the transition returns a unit token to the “RW_Control”
place and places the RDRESP tokens into the “ Read_Ack” port,
available for the clients to digest.
A “write” request follows an alm ost identical path through
the model. When the doctor places a WRREQLIST token into the
“Write_Req” port, the “ Write_Start” transition becomes
enabled, and the firing of the transition places the individual
WRREQ tokens into place “Write_Start.” With the tokens in this
place, the “Write_File” transition can fire as long as the ready
flag of some PROV token in place “Cluster Providers” is true.
The firing of the transition replaces the medical record stored in
the PROV token with the replace ment record, and also
constructs a WRRESP token and places it in the “ Write_Resp”
place. On the other ha nd, if the ready flag of a provider is set
to false, the “Write_Fail” transition may fire. In this case, the
medical record is not altered, and a WRRESP token with t he
success flag set to false will be deposited in pl
ace
“Write_Resp.” Once all th ree WRRESP tokens are in the
“Write_Resp” place, the “ Write_Resp” transition can fire, and
its firing returns a unit token back to the “ RW_Control” place
and deposits the WRRESP tokens in the “ Write_Ack” place,
being available for the client to process.
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A restoration process can be simulated in the cloud m odel
by setting the SIMPROVDOWN token in place “ Provider Down”
to SimEnabled. When the “Provider_Down” transition fires, it
randomly selects a provider from the place “Cluster Providers”
and sets the ready flag of the provider to false. This step
simulates the failure of a clou d provider in the cloud cluster.
Furthermore, the firing of the transition als o sets the STATUS
token in place “ Service Ready” to ReadOnly, which disables
the transition for writing in the CPN m odel for the doctor
patient. The doctor patient will be allowed to write again only
after the STATUS token in place “Service Ready” is c hanged
back to ReadWrite. Meanwhile, when either a patient or a
doctor client experiences a n access error to a failed cl oud
provider, a restoration process will be initiated by the clie nt.
Communication with the directory for a “restore” operation is
done through the shared port “Cluster Providers.” This port,
containing the PROV tokens of the providers who make up the
cluster, allows the directory direct access to the PROV state
when required. When the re storation process completes, the
failed cloud provide r in pla ce “Cluster Providers” will be
replaced by a new one taken from the “Cluster Pool.”
IV.

FORMAL ANALYSIS OF THE CPN-BASED MODEL

In addition to providing an accurate model for our proposed
security mechanisms for cl oud-based information storage,
building a form al design model also has the advantage of
ensuring a correct design through state space analysis. Utilizing
the CPN Tools, a form al analysis of the CPN model can be
performed to verify if th e model meets certain system
requirements. Typically, the model we developed s hould be
live, bounded, and deadlock-free. When we use the CPN Tools
to calculate th e state space and analyze its major behavioral
properties, the CPN Tools produce the following results:
Statistics
----------------------State Space
Nodes: 154908
Arcs:
571408
Secs:
1832
Status: Full
Scc Graph
Nodes: 90616
Arcs:
431478
Secs:
37

Liveness Properties
--------------------------Dead Markings
99 [44684,44683,44682,
44510,44509,...]
Dead Transition Instances
None
Live Transition Instances
None

The analysis shows that the state s pace contains dead
markings, thus the m odel we de veloped must contain
deadlocks. By tracing t he firing sequence for the deadlock
states as we did in our previous work [10], we found a s ubtle
design error. The error is due to the removal of the failed
cloud provider from the place “ Cluster Provider” in the CPN
model for th e Directory component, which occurs when the
transition “Check Providers” fires. However, some “read”
request in place “Read_Req” of the CPN model for the Cloud
component would require communicating with a removed
cloud provider if the “read” request was created before the
cloud provider fails. Since t here is no m atched cloud provider
in the “ Cluster Provider” place of the Directory model, the
system may enter a deadlock state. The easiest way to fix this
problem is to allow the failed cloud provider to stay in the
“Cluster Provider” place. This would allow t he “Read_Fail”

transition to fire, and return a “read” error to the client. After
we add a new arc from the transition “Check Providers” to the
place “Cluster Provider” in th e Directory model, the C PN
Tools now produce the following results:
Statistics
----------------------State Space
Nodes: 204267
Arcs:
880021
Secs:
4599
Status: Full
Scc Graph
Nodes: 133063
Arcs:
726216
Secs:
242

Studies show t hat given the c urrent state of cloud com puting,
enterprises are very concerned with unresolved issues related to
security, trust, and management in the cloud. For a majority of
these enterprises, this is also the main reason why they have not
yet adopted cloud com puting into their infrastructure. In t his
paper, we introduce a cloud-ba sed information storage m odel
that takes into account the
fact that cloud provide rs may
experience outages, data breaches, and exploitations. We cope
with these issues by developing a distributed cloud-based
security mechanism. We then utilize hierarchical colored Petri
nets to form ally model and analyze our concurrent security
model. The verification results show that the m
odel we
developed is live, bounded and deadlock-free.
For future work, we plan to develop a m ore sophisticated
model that allows more clients to access the cloud clusters with
shared cloud providers, and demonstrate how to cope with the
state explosion problem using the net reduction approach.
Meanwhile, we will try to implement a prototype cloud-based
information storage system with an improved distributed parity
algorithm that m ay strengthen the security mechanism by
preventing potential provider collusion to obtain information
stored in a cl oud cluster. Finally, the m odel can be further
improved if w e allow the service directory to autonom ously
detect failures, drops in quality of service (QoS), and anomalies
of the cloud providers, and react accordingly.

Liveness Properties
--------------------------Dead Markings
None
Dead Transition Instances
None
Live Transition Instances
Cloud'Read_File 1
Cloud'Read_Resp 1
Cloud'Read_Start 1
...

Boundedness Properties
---------------------------------------------------Place
Upper
Lower
Cloud'Provider_Down
1
0
Cloud'RW_Control
1
0
Cloud'Read_Resp
3
0
Cloud'Read_Start
3
0
Cloud'Write_Resp
3
0
Cloud'Write_Start
3
0
Directory'Clust_Prov_List
1
1
Directory'Init_Restore
1
0
Directory'Replacement_Record
1
0
Directory'Restore_Gather_Info 2
0
High_Level'Cluster_Providers
4
3
High_Level'Down_Providers
1
0
High_Level'Provider_Pool
1
0
High_Level'Query_Dir
2
0
High_Level'Query_Resp
2
0
High_Level'Read_Ack
6
0
High_Level'Read_Req
2
0
High_Level'Restore
1
1
High_Level'Service_Ready
1
1
High_Level'Write_Ack
3
0
High_Level'Write_Req
1
0
...
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Decidability of Minimal Supports of S-invariants and the Computation of their Supported
S-invariantsof Petri Nets
Faming Lu, Qingtian Zeng*, Hao Zhang,Yunxia Bao, Jiufang An
Shandong University of Science and Technology
Qingdao, China
which can decide t he minimal supports of S-invariants or
compute an S-invariant for a given place subset. In this paper,
two polynomial algorithms for th e decidability of a minimal
support of S-invariants and for the computation of an Sinvariant supported by a given minimal support are presented.

Abstract—S-invariants play an important role in the structural
property analysis of Petri nets and there is no algorithm that can
derive all the S-invariants of a Petri net in polynomial time.
Fortunately what needed to do in some practical applications is
only to decide whether or not a given place subset is a minimal
support of S-invariants or to compute one of its supported Sinvariants. For this reason, a sufficient and necessary condition
for a place subset to be a minimal support of S-invariants is
proved in this paper. After that, two polynomial algorithms for
the decidability of a minimal support of S-invariants and for the
computation of an S-invariant supported by a given minimal
support are presented.
Keywords: Petri nets; S -invariants; minimal supports of Sinvariants

I.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we provide the basic concepts about Petri nets and Sinvariants. In Section 3, so me properties of S-invariants are
presented. With these properties, a pol ynomial algorithm is
provided to decide th e minimal supports of S-invariants in
Section 4. After that a polynomial algorithm to compute an Sinvariant for a giv en place s ubset is presented in Section 5.
Finally a case study and a conclusion are given in Section 6-7.

INTRODUCTION

II.

Petri nets are widely applied in modeling and simulation of
flexible manufacturing system, workflow management,
discrete event systems and many other fields [1-4]. S-invariants
are one of the basic analysis tools of Petri nets from which we
can analyze such properties as co nservativeness, liveness and
other important properties of a system.

BASIC CONCEPTS ABOUT PETRI NETS

A Petri net is a 5-tuple ¦ ( S , T ; F , W , M ) , where S is a
finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions,
F  S u T  (T u S ) is a set of flow relation, W : F o ^1, 2, 3,...` is a
0

weight function, M 0 : S o {0ˈ
1, 2, " } is the initial marking,
and S  T   S  T z  . Usually, a P etri net can be
represented by a bipartite graph just like in Fig.1 where a place
is presented by a circle, a transition is presented by a rectangle,
a flow relation is presented by an arc and t he marking is
presented by those black-points in places.

For the computation of S-invariants, reference [1] h as
already pointed out that there is no algorithm which can derive
all the S-invariants of Petri nets in polynomial time
complexity. Even so, t here is still a lot of work devoted to
deriving S-invariants. In [5], a linear programming based
method is presented to compute part of S-invariant’s supports,
but integer S-invariants can’t be obtained. In [6-7], a
Fourier_Motzkin method is presented to compute a basis of all
S-invariants, but its time complexity is exponential. Reference
[8-9] put forward a ST FM method which has a g reat
improvement in efficiency compared to the above methods,
but there are some kinds of Petri nets the S-invariants of which
can’t be obtained with STFM method and the STFM method
has an exponential time complexity too in the worst case.
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According to [3-4], the incidence matrix of 6 1 is the above
matrix A with each row corresponding to a transition and each
column corresponding to a
place. Place subsets
S 1 ^ s1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 ` and S 2 ^ s1 , s 4 , s 5 ` are two minimal

So the difficulty of deriving S -invariants is high. What
needed to do in some practical applications is only to deci de
whether or not a given place subset is a minimal support of Sinvariants, or to compute only one S-invariant for a g iven
place subset. Even so, th ere is no efficient algorithm by now

supports of S-invariants of 6 1 . It has been proved in [4] th at
there is a un ique minimal S-invariant supported by a given
minimal support. And the minimal S-invariants supported by
and
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support because S 3
of other supports.
III.

must be a su pport of S -invariants. Assuming that S1 is not a
minimal support of S-invariants, then there are at leas t two
minimal supports of S-invariants S11 , S12 , ..., S1k ( k t 2) such
that S1 S11  S12  ...  S1k according to Lemma 1. Let Yi
and Y j ( 1 d i , j d k  i z j ) be the minimal S-invariants

S1  S 2 which means that S 3 is the union

PROPERTIES OF MINIMAL SUPPORTS OF S-INVARIANTS

In this section, we will give a suff icient and necessary
condition for a place s ubset to be a m inimal support of Sinvariants. Before that, some properties are given below.

supported by S1i and S 1 j respectively. It’s obviously that Yi
and Y j are linearly independent and AYi

[12]

Lemma 1
If S 0 is an support of S-invariants, but not a
minimal support, then there are at least t wo minimal supports
of S-invariants S1 , S 2 ,..., S k k t 2 such that S 0 S1  S 2  ...  S k .

Denote the lth element of Yi by Yi l

G

equation CX 0 has a fundamental system of solution in
which all the base solutions are integer vectors.
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Yi and Y j respectively, so E i and E j must be linearly
G
G
independent too. F urthermore, from A S1 E i 0 and AS1 E j 0

.

we can see E i and E j are two linear independent solutions of
A S1 Y S1

'

Then it is eas y to see th at E i is an in teger vector. And as a

^E
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a fundamental system of integer solution of CX
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G
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can have

1

G
'
0 , E i is surely to be a base

G
0 . As a result, [ '

solution of CX

G
0

such two independent solutions. But this is contradictory with
the assumption R ( AS ) S 1  1 in the theorem. So S1 must be

constant times of the base solution vector E i for the
homogeneous equation CX

holds.

and E j are obtained by deleting the same zero ele ments from

T

n

G
0

In addition, because Yi and Y j are linearly independent, E i

, where P i 1 , ..., P in and vi 1 , ..., vin are

ª
n
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G

denoting the resulted vector by E j , then the equation

all integers and vi 1 , ..., vin are nonzero.
n

holds because E i is constructed by

deleting some zero ele ments from Yi
and AYi 0
holds.Similarly, deleting all tho se elements whose
corresponding places don’t belong to S1 from Y j , and

is a ration al vector, so we can suppose that

P i2

G
0

by E i , then A S E i

Proof: Because R C  n and the coefficient matrix C is
an integer matrix, using Gaussian elimination method, we can
get a fu ndamental system of solu tion which is co nsisted of
G
rational vectors for the homogeneous equation CX 0 . We
denote the system by [ = ^ E 1 , E 2 , ..., E k ` . Because

Ei

. If Yi l 's

corresponding place s l does not belong to S1 , then Yi l 0
because the support of S-invariant Yi , i.e. S1i , is a su bset of
S1 . Deleting all those elements whose corresponding places
don’t belong to S1 from Yi , and denoting the resulted vector

Lemma 2 Let C be an m * n ordered integer matrix and the
rank of C satisfies R C  n . Then the homogeneous
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Now let’s verify Theorem 1 w ith Peri n et ¦ 2 in Fig.2. In
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generated

S2

^ s 3 , s 4 , s 5 , s 6 , s 7 ` respectively.
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generated sub-matrix

AS 3

1

is given above. After four

3

3

G
0

the 4 line in the ladder-type matrix. So AS Y S
3

3

. So E

'

1

2) On the other hand, as a solu tion of A S Y S
1

elementary-raw-transformations, it’s easy to see that the last
G
0 must be 0 acco rding to
element in any solution of AS Y S
th

G
0

A S1 Y S1

constant times of E ;

^ s1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 , s 5 ` , its corresponding

However, for S 3

E j is also a

O1 E i  O 2

corresponds to an S-invariant supported by S1 . By now, an Sinvariant corresponding to E ' is obtained, which isn’t constant
times of the minimal S-invariant corresponding to E . Both of
them are supported by the same minimal support S1 . However,
it has been proved in [4] that a ny S-invariant is a constant
multiple of the minimal S-invariant when they are supported
by one minimal support of S-invariants. This contradiction
indicates that any fundamental system of integer solution of
G
AS Y S
0 should contain no base solutions which are

. According to T heorem 1, S1 is a minimal support
of S-invariants. This is consistent with the facts.
A S1 Y S1

, so E '

positive integer solution vector of

is a positiv e integer solution of

T

G
0

1

have the form that
E

O1 E 1  O 2

G
0

1

, E should

E k ------(1)

E 2  ...  O k

where O1 , O 2 , ..., O k are constants.

has no

positive integer solutions. According to Theorem 1, S 3 isn’t a
minimal support of S-invariants. This is correct again.

As has been proved that each vector in [ = ^ E 1 , E 2 , ..., E k `
can’t be constant times of E , so there are at least two nonzero

Theorem 2 If S1 is a minimal support of S-invariants, then the

constants in ^ O1 , O 2 , ..., O k ` . Assuming that Oi z 0 , then the
following equation holds:

rank of AS satisfies R ( AS )

S1  1

1

1

and A S Y S
1

1

G
0

has positive

integer solutions.

k

Ei

Proof: Let Y0 be the minimal S-invariant supported by S1 ,
E be the sub-vector of Y0 corresponding to S1 . Obviously,
E

is a positiv e solution of A S Y S
1

1

G
0

fundamental system of integer solution of A S Y S
1

S 1 , then AS is a full-column-rank
1
G
matrix. According to [10], the equation A S1 Y S1 0 has only

is

full-column-rank.

It

1

G
0

1

is

To sum up, neither R A S
which indicates R ( AS )
1

.

In Fig.2, S 1

Assuming that R AS  S 1  1 , according to Lemma 2, the
equation A S Y S
1

1

G
0

. However,

1

contradictory with the above conclusion that E is a positive
solution of A S Y S

G
0

1

[ ' contains vector E , which is contradictory to t he
conclusion obtained in the last sentence (shown in bold) of
part 1) in this proof. So R AS  S 1  1 is not true.

1

AS1

E j ) / O i ------(2)

and [ = ^ E 1 , E 2 , ..., E t ` are equivalent. So [ ' is also a

Assuming that R ( AS )
when

j

According to (1) an d (2), [ ' ^ E 1 , E 2 , ...E i -1 , E , E i  1 , ..., E t `

according to the

1

solutions

¦O
j 1
jzi

definition of minimal S-invariants. Next, we only need to
prove R ( AS ) S 1  1 .

zero

(E 

1

has a fundamental system of integer

nor R AS  S 1  1 holds
1

S 1  1 .■

S1  1

positive integer solution
consistent with Theorem 2.

solution, denoted by [ = ^ E 1 , E 2 , ..., E k ` ,where k t 2 .

S1

^ s1 , s 2 , s 5 , s 6 , s 7 ` is a minimal support of S-

invariants, so R ( AS )

1

1

Y S1

holds and A S Y S
1

>2

2

1

1

1@

T

1

G
0

has a

, which is

Now we can get a s ufficient and necessary condition for a
place subset to be a minimal support of S-invariants as follows.

1) On one hand, we will prove that any base solution in [
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Theorem 3 For a place subset S1 , it is a minimal support of Sinvariants if and only if R ( AS )
1

S 1  1 and A S1 Y S1

G
0

PROCEDURES:
Step1: Transform AS to a ladder-type matrix and compute the rank of AS

has

1

positive integer solutions.

Step2: If R AS

Proof: It can be derived from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. ■

Step3:

S 1  1 is

1

established or n ot can be deter mined through elementary
transformation method of matrix. But it’s difficult to decide
G
whether A S Y S 0 has positive integer solutions. Fortunately,
1

S1  1
G
A S1 Y S1 0 .

trivial solutions of

The equation A S Y S
1

1

G
0

1

1

1

has

AS2

has a fundamental system

S1  1

1

G
0

1

1

G
0

solution Y S

, we can know that E must be

integer solution of A S Y S
1

1

1

1

S1  1

if R ( AS )
1

G
0

1

has positive

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0 º
»
0
»
0 »
»
0 »
0 »
»
0 »
 1»
»
0 ¼»

holds according to the

S2  1

2

>2

1 1 1@

2

of A Y S

T

G
0

2

. The solution is

2

2

T

[10]

. For Step 4, it is O S 1 . So
2

.

T

V. COMPUTATION OF A MINIMAL-SUPPORTED S-INVARIANT
According to Theorem 4, if S1 is a m inimal support of S-

there must be a nonzero constant O

invariants, then R AS

1

S1  1 .

In this case, the great linearly

independent group of A S 's row spaces must include S1  1
1

row vectors[10]. Denote the matrix composed of these row
vectors by C. Then C must be a S 1  1 * S 1 ordered full-

. S1 is a minimal support of S-invariants if and only
S1  1

0

0 º
ª 0
«
»
0
0
«
»
« 1
0 »
«
»
r 4 r 3
0 »
0
r 8 r 7
  o «
« 0
»
0
«
»
0 »
« 0
« 0
 1»
«
»
1 ¼»
¬« 0

the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O S 1

Theorem 4 Let K be an a rbitrary non-trivial solution of
G
0

1
1

. For Step 3, it is O S 1

such that K O E . Because E is a positive integer vector,
K is positive or negative. ■

A S1 Y S1

0

[10]

integer solutions, let E be such a positi ve integer solution.
Since R AS

0

0

In Algorithm 1, the time complexity of Step1 is O S 1

successfully.

Next, we prove the necessity. If A S Y S

0

0

positive, so S 2 is a minimal support of S-invariants .

. In both cases, we construct a positi ve
G
0

^ s 3 , s 4 , s 5 , s 6 , s 7 ` and its

adder-type matrix above. Starting from the ladder-type matrix
and using Gaussian elimination method, we can compute one

. If E is positive, E itself is a positive integer

solution of A S Y S

0

2

constant times of K . Because K is positive or negative, so is
E . If E is negative,  1* E is a p ositive integer solution of
A S1 Y S1

ª 0
«
0
«
« 1
«
« 1
« 0
«
« 0
« 0
«
¬« 0

Obviously, R ( AS )

of integer solution according to Lemma 2. Let E be an integer
solution in such a system.
From R AS

with Gaussian

A S 2 can be transformed to a ladder-type matrix as follows.

1

G
0

G
0

First, with the elementary raw transformation method,

and K be an arbitrary non-

Proof: First, we prove the sufficiency. Assuming K
is positive or negative, we only need to construct a positive
G
integer solution of A S Y S 0 .
Since R A S  S 1 , A S Y S

1

2

positive integer solutions if and only if K is a positive vector
or a negative vector.

1

1

generated sub-matrix A S in Fig. 2 as input.

the following lemma can address the problem.
1

C omputing a non-trivial solution of AS Y S

We perform Algorithm 1 with S 2

1

Lemma 3 Let R AS

S1  1 {

1

elimination method[10];
Step4:
If the solution is positive or negative, output that S 1 is a minimal
support of S-invariants and exit;
}
Step5: Output S 1 isn’t a minimal support of S-invariants.

IV. DECIDABILITY OF A MINIMAL SUPPORT OF S-INVARIANTS
For the conditions of Theorem 3, whether R ( AS )

1

with the elementary row transformations method [10] ;

row-rank matrix which satisfies R ( C )

and K is positive or negative.

the equation C Y S

Proof: It can be derived from Theorem 3 and Lemma 3. ■

1

G
0

is equivalent to A S Y S

relationship between C and AS

According to T heorem 4, we can get the following
algorithm to decide a minimal support of S-invariants.

R ( AS1 )
1

[10]
1

1

G
0

. Since R ( C )

S1  1

. And

because the
S 1  1 the

great linearly independent group of C 's column spaces must
include S1  1 column vectors. Denote the matrix composed
of these column vectors by D. Then D must be an
S 1  1 * S 1  1 ordered full-rank square matrix which

Algorithm 1 Decidability of a minimal support of S-invariants
INPUT: a place subset S1 and its generated sub-matrix AS
1

OUTPUT: S 1 is a minimal support of S-invariants or not
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Definition 1, the elements of AS are all in tegers, so D and

satisfies R ( D ) R ( C ) S 1  1 . Compared to C, D is obtained
by deleting one column vector from C. Assume the deleted
column vector is the jth column of C and denote it by C j .

1

Di (C j )
y S 1 :i

Next we will construct a non-trivial integer solution of
G
0 with D, C j and j defined above.

Lemma 4 For the equation A S Y S
1

of Y S by y S : k . Let y
1

1

let y S :i

trivial integer solution of A S Y S
1

, denote the k element



1

1

ª y S :1 , y S :2 , ..., y
º
S1 : S1 ¼
1
¬ 1
G
0.

1

1

is a non-

.■


1



Lemma 4 must be positive or negative integer vector. If Y S is
positive let

D, D i ( C j ) denote the resulted matrix after replace the ith

is a non-trivial integer solution of A S Y S

G
0


Y S1

According to T heorem 4, the solu tion Y S constructed in

, where det( D ) is the determinant of

column of D with vector Cj. Then Y S

det( D ) is

1

th

det( D ) . And for  i  ¬ª1, S 1 º¼  i z j ,

S1 : j

 det( D i ( C j ))

1

1

are all in tegers. Finally, y S : j

 det( D i ( C j ))

and

det( D )

y S1 : j

nonzero because D is full-ranked. Therefore,

A S1 Y S1

G
0

are integer matrixes. Hence

YS1


Y S1

1

, else let

positive integer solution of

T


 1 Y S1 . Then YS 1 must be a
G
A S1 Y S1 0 . Each element of YS 1

YS1

corresponds to a place in S 1 . For each place in S  S 1 , we add
a zero elem ent to YS and denote th e resulted vector by Y .
1

Proof : Denote the kth column vector of the matrix C by
th
C k . Denote th e resulted vector after deleting the j element
from Y S by Y S / j . According to th e relationship between D
1

Algorithm 2 Computation of a minimal-supported S-invariant
INPUT: a minimal support of S-invariants S 1 and its generated sub-matrix AS

1

and C, C Y S

G
0

1

has the following equivalent transformations:

¦



i 1,..., j 1, j 1,...| S1 |

 D Y S1 / j

Let y S : j
1

1

OUTPUT: one integer S-invariant supported by
ª y S1:1
«
G
« y S1:2
0  ª C 1 , C 2 , ..., C S º «
1 ¼
¬
...
«
« yS :S
¬ 1 1

C Y S1

D Y S1 / j

Then it’s obviously that Y is an S-invariants supported by S1 .
As a result, we can get the following algorithm.

y S1:i

 y S1 : j

C i  y S1 : j

Cj

º
»
S1
G
»
»  ¦ y S1:i C i 0
i 1
»
»
¼
G
0  D Y S1 / j  y S1 : j C j

PROCEDURES:
Step1: Get the great linearly independent group of AS 's row spaces with
1

elementary column transformation method[10]. Denote the matrix composed of
these row vectors by C;
Step2: Get the great linearly independent group of C’s column spaces
with elementary row transformation method[10] . Denote the matrix composed
of these column vectors by D;
Step3: In fact, D is obtained by deleting one column vector from C.
Assume the deleted column vector is the jth column of C and denote it by C j ;

G
0

Cj

det( D ) , then the above equation becomes

 det( D ) * C j

solution of D YS

1

/ j

Step4: For equation AS Y S
1

. Because D is a full-rank matrix, the

yS :j
1

is unique. According to th e

 det( D ) * C j

where i
Thus,
constitutes

d et( D i (  d et( D ) * C j ))
d et( D )

1, 2, ..., j  1, j  1, ... S 1

y S 1 :i

a

 det( D i ( C j ))

solution

of

G
0

, denote the kth element of Y S by y S : k . Let
1
1

det( D ) . And for  i  ª¬1, S 1 º¼  i z j

, let y S :i

 det( Di ( C j ))

1

.

T

ª y S :1 , y S :2 , ..., y
º ;
S1 : S1 ¼
1
¬ 1


Step5: If Y S1 is positive, let YS1 YS1 ,else let YS1

 d et( D i ( C j )) ǂ


 1 Y S1 ;

Step6: Denote the element of YS corresponding to place s i  S 1 by
1

y S1 ( si ) .Construct an |S|-dimensional column vector Y as follows:

.
i

y ( s j )

1, 2, ..., j  1, j  1, ... S 1

D Y S1 / j

det( D ) . Because D Y S1 / j  y S1 : j
G
transformed from C Y S1 0 , so
y S1 : j

1


Construct the vector Y S1

Cramer’s rule[10], the ith element in the solution is as follows:
y S1 :i

S1

 y S1 : j

Cj

when

Cj

is equivalently

y S 1 :i

 det( D i ( C j ))


° y S1 ( s j )
®
°̄ 0

if s j  S 1
if s j  S 1

where y ( s j ) is the element of Y which corresponds to s j  S ;
Step7: Output that Y is an S-invariants supported by

Considering the Petri net and S 2

S1

.

^ s 3 , s 4 , s 5 , s 6 , s 7 ` in Fig.2.

1, 2, ..., j  1, j  1, ... S 1
and y S1 : j det( D ) constitute one
G
G

solution of C Y S1 0 (i.e., Y S 1 is a solu tion of C Y S1 0 ). In
G
G
addition, because A S1 Y S1 0 and C Y S1 0 are equivalent, so
G

Y S 1 is also a solution of A S1 Y S1 0 .

In Step1, the great linearly independent group of AS 's row

Furthermore, according to th e construction method of D
and C j , their elements come from AS . According to

In Step2, the great linearly independent group of C’s
column spaces constitute D shown above. In Step3, it’s easy to

i

2

spaces constitutes C as follows.
C

1
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«
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«
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1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0 º
»
0
»
0»
»
 1¼

D

ª1
«
0
«
« 0
«
¬ 0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0º
»
»
1»
»
1¼

1

C5

ª 0º
« »
0
« »
« 0»
« »
¬  1¼

see the 5th column of C is deleted in D. So j=5 and C 5 is
shown above.

Similarly

YS 2



In Step 4, the elements in Y S are as follows:
2

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

det( D )

y S 2 :5

Similarly, y S

0

2 :2

In step 5, YS

 1;

 det( D1 ( C 5 ))

y S 2 :1

 2 , y S 2 :3

 1 . Thus Y S
> 2
2

 det( D 2 ( C 5 ))

 det( D 4 ( C 5 ))

y S 2 :4

0


 1 YS 2

2

>2

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

2

1

supported by S 2

2

T

1 1 1@ .
T

2

In step 6, the elements of Y is as follows:
y ( s 1 )

0, y ( s 2 )

y ( s 5 )

y S1 ( s 5 )

0, y ( s 3 )
1, y ( s 6 )

y S1 ( s 3 )
y S1 ( s 6 )

2, y ( s 4 )
1, y ( s7 )

y S1 ( s 4 )
y S1 ( s7 )

>0

Thus we get an S-invariant Y

0

2,

2

1

1

1@

T

^ s 3 , s 4 , s5 , s6 , s 7 ` .

supported by S 2

In Algorithm 2, th e time complexity of Step 1 is
[10]
2
. For Step 2, it is O (| S 1 |3 ) [10]; For Step 3, it is
[10]
4
O (| S 1 |) ; For Step 4, it is O (| S 1 | )
; For Step 5-7, the time
complexity is all O (| S |) . So the time complexity of Algorithm
2 is O (| S1 |2 | T |  | S1 |4  | S |) .
O (| S 1 | | T |)

VI.

AS 2

ª2
«
0
«
« 0
«
¬ 2

0
0
1
1

1 º
»
r4  r1
0
r4  r3
» 

o
 1»
»
0 ¼

ª 2
«
0
«
« 0
«
¬ 0

0
0
1
0

1 º
»
0
»
 1»
»
0 ¼

C

ª 2
«
¬ 0

0

^ s1 , s 4 , s5 ` in

1 º
»
 1¼

1

D

ª 2
«
¬ 0

0º
»
1¼

With Algorithm 1, A S can be transformed to a ladder-type
2

matrix shown above. Obviously, R ( AS )
2

2

With Gaussian elimination method we get Y S
which is a solu tion of AS Y S
2

2

G
0

2

S2  1

holds.

>1 / 2

1 1@

T

. The solution is positive, so

S 2 is a minimal support of S-invariants.

With Algorithm 2, the parameters C,D are shown above too.
Based on this, we get that C 3

YS2

>1

 1@

T

and the elements in

are as follows:
y S 2 :3

det( D )

2

0

0

1

 2;

y S 2 :1

 det( D1 C 3 )

1

0

1

1

>1
>1

2
0

get

2@ .
0

2

2

0@

T

^ s1 , s 4 , s5 ` .
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CASE STUDY

Taking Petri net 6 1 and place su bset S 2
Fig.1 as a case.

2

we
T

Compared to those existed methods for the computation of
S-invariants, the algorithms presented in this paper have
polynomial time complexity. And based on these algorithms,
we can further give some effective algorithms for the Scoverability verification of workflow nets, as well as th e
decidability of the existence of S-invariants.

1

2

and YS

.Thus

2

In this paper, after a deep research to th e properties of
supports of S-invariants, a s ufficient and necessary condition
for a place s ubset to be a m inimal support of S-invariants is
obtained. Based on the condition, two polynomial algorithms
for the decidability of minimal supports of S-invariants and for
the computation of an S-invariant supported by a given
minimal support are presented.

 1@ .

1

2@


 1 YS 2

VII. CONCLUSIONS

1 ,

 det( D 3 ( C 5 ))

2

T

Eventually we get a S-invariant Y

0

0

1 *

>1

 det( D 2 C 3 )

y S 2 :2

 1;
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Automated Generation of Concurrent Test Code from
Function Nets
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Concurrent test sequences and m ulti-threaded test code are
generated automatically from the function nets. W
e have
implemented this approach ba sed on MISTA (formerly ISTA)
[3] 1 , a fram ework for m odel-based integration and system
testing. MISTA allows executable test code to be generated
automatically from a M ID specification, which consists of a
function net and a mapping of the modeling elements to
implementation constructs. In this paper, we enhance M ISTA
for testing concurrent program
s from the following
perspectives. First, to facilitate generating concurrent tests, new
notations (regions and sinks) are introduced to function nets for
building test models of conc urrent programs. Second, new
algorithms are developed for generating concurrent test
sequences from test models. Third, new algorithms are
developed for generating concurrent test code in C.

Abstract—The advances in multi-core computing are promoting a
paradigm shift from inherently sequential to truly concurrent
applications. Testing concurrent applications, however, is more
labor-intensive. In this paper, we present an approach to
automated generation of concurrent test code from function nets,
which are lightweight high-level Petri nets. We generate
concurrent test sequences automatically from function nets.
Based on a mapping of the modeling elements to implementation
constructs, we further transform the test sequences into test code
in C/pthread, which can be executed immediately against the
system under test. We have implemented our approach based on
MISTA, a framework for model-based integration and system
testing. This paper also demonstrates the technical feasibility of
our approach through some case studies.
Keywords- software testing, m odel-based testing, concurrent
programming, Petri nets, high-level Petri nets, test automation

I.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces function nets as test models of concurrent
programs. Sections III and IV present automated generation of
test sequences and pthread test code. Section V describes case
studies. Section VI reviews th e related work. Section V II
concludes this paper.

INTRODUCTION

The advances in m ulti-core computing are prom oting a
paradigm shift from inherently sequential to truly concurrent
applications. To utilize the pow er of m ulti-core technologies,
concurrent programming is critical. It is w ell-known, however,
concurrent programming is more error-prone. As an important
means for quality assurance, softw are testing is very laborintensive. Various studies have reported that softw are testing
and related activities account for more than 50% of the total
development costs. It is highl y desirable to autom ate the
software testing process. A utomated testing can significantly
improve overall productivity and reduce costs. For example,
model-based testing uses explicit behavior models of software
for generating test cases. As m odel-based testing can automate
or partially automate test generation, many test cases can be
created, executed, and repeated. Although automated test
generation and execution have a great potential, the extent of
automation in the existing model-based testing approaches
remains limited. In particular, there is little research on m odelbased generation of concurrent tests.

II.

FUNCTION NETS AS TEST MODELS OF CONCURRENT
PROGRAMS

A. Function Nets: Structure and Semantics
Function nets are lightweight high-level Petri nets. A
function net consists of places (circles), transitions (rectangles),
arcs, arc labels, guard conditions of transitions, and initial
marking. p is an input place (or precondition) of transition t if
there is an arc from
p to t; p is an output place (or
postcondition) of t if there is an arc from t to place p. If the arc
is bi-directional, p is both input and output place (or
precondition and postcondition) of t. An inhibitor arc between
p and t is represented by a line segm ent with a little diam ond
on both ends ( p is called an inhibitor place or negative
precondition of t). The label of an arc is a tuple of variables and
constants. Suppose variables star t with a lower-case letter or
the question mark (?). If an arc is not labeled, the default arc
label is the no-argument tuple, denoted as
<>. The guard

In this paper, we present a model
-based approach to
automated generation of concurrent test code. In this approach,
function nets, which are lightweight high-level Petri nets [1],
are used as the modeling notation for building test models of
concurrent programs. High-level Petri nets have been widely
applied to modeling and analysis of distributed systems [2].
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The beta release of MISTA v1.0 is available at
http://www.homepages.dsu.edu/dxu/research/MBT.html

condition of a transitio n is a logical form ula built from
arithmetic or relational operations. A
transition m ay be
associated with a list of variables as its form al parameters. A
marking is a set of tokens distri buted in all places. A token is a
tuple of constants. W e represent t oken <V1, …, Vn> in p as
p(V1, …, Vn). No-argument token ( <>, or little solid circle or
dot in traditional Petri nets) in p is simply denoted as p. Figure
1 shows an example, where initial marking is {p1(0), p4(0)}.
pstop [x>=5]

cstop [x>=5]

x

x
p4 <0>
x

p1 <0>
x
produce[x<
5, y=x+1]
y
y

z
p3

put

get[x<5,
y=x+1]
y,z

y

p5

p2
y

a dummy state, whose child nodes are built from
the given
initial markings. The construction of a reachability tree starts
with expanding each initial marking node. Each node is
expanded as follows: (1) find all possible firings tiθj under the
marking of the current node under expansion;
(2) for each
firing tiθj, create a new child node according to the new
marking. The edge from the current node to the new child is
labeled with tiθj. (3) if ti is not a sink transition and the new
marking has not yet expanded in the sub -tree of the same
initial marking, then expand the new child node.
In MISTA, partial ordering of concurrent (or independent
firings) and pairwise combina tion of input values are two
techniques for reducing the com plexity of reachability tree.
When the partial ordering of concurrent firings is used, step (2)
only selects one firing from a se t of concurrent firings. W hen
pairwise combination is used , all pairs (rather than all
combinations) of input values are used to derive firings in step
(1). We use a region to represent a collection of events in the
same thread (or process) of a concurrent system. For example,
region (consumer)={get, consume, cstop}. Building the
reachability tree for a region uses the transitions listed in the
given region.

y,z

z
y

consume

M0= {p1(0), p4(0)}
region(consumer)={get,consume,cstop}
region(producer)={produce,put, pstop}
sinks = {pstop, cstop}

B. Function Nets as Test Models
Function nets can represent various building blocks of
software models, such as sequence, condition (choice),
repetition (loop), concurrency, synchronization and m
utual
exclusion, structured data, ar ithmetic and relational operations,
and modularization (hierarchy). These building blocks can be
used to compose complex test models of concurrent programs.
Consider bounded buffer as an exam ple. A bounded buffer is
shared by different producer and consumer threads. A producer
thread puts data into the shared buffer, whe reas a consumer
thread gets data from the shared buffer. To function correctly,
the implementation of bounded buffer must synchronize the
concurrent “put” and “ get” actions from different threads.
Figure 1 shows a test model of bounded buffer, where a
producer produces and puts five items to the buffer and
a
consumer gets and consumes five items from the buffer. The
producer is not intended to put any item to the buffer if the
buffer is not empty. The consumer is not intended to get an
item from the buffer unless the buffer has an item
. The
“produce” and “ put” actions in the
producer thread are
sequential; the “ get” and “ consume” actions in the consumer
thread are sequential. They are represented by two sequential
structures. They are included in the two loo
p structures,
respectively. “put” has two postconditions: updating the loop
control value and depositing the produced item into the buffer
(place p3). Producer and consumer have concurrent actions
(e.g., produce and consume). They are synchronized because of
the shared buffer.

Figure 1. A test model for producer/consumer

A variable substitution θ is a set of variable bindings
{xi=Vi}, where variable xi is bound to value Vi. Let l be an arc
label. l/θ denotes the tuple (or t oken) obtained by substituting
each variable in l for its bound value in θ. A transition t is said
to be enabled by variable substitution θ under marking M0 if
(1) each input place p of t has a token l/θ, where l is the label
of the arc from p to t; (2) each inhibitor place p of t has no
token l/θ, where l is the label of the inhibitor arc betw een p
and t; (3) t’s guard condition evaluates true w ith respect to the
substitution θ.
Firing an enabled transition t with θ removes the matched
token from each input place, and adds a token l/θ to each
output place p, where l is the label of the arc from t to p. This
leads to a new marking. A fi
ring sequence is denoted as
M0[t1θ1>M1[t2θ2>M2 …[tnθn>Mn , or sim ply t1θ1t2θ2 …tnθn,
where firing transition ti with substitution θi(1≤i≤n) under Mi-1
leads to Mi (1≤i≤n). A marking M is said to be reachable from
M0 if there is such a firing sequence that leads to M from M0.
A function net captures system behaviors through state
transitions from a given initial state (m arking). An initial
marking determines the entry point (s), i.e., w hat transitions
can be fired at the initial state. We also allow a function net to
have one or more “ sink” transitions, sim ilar to term ination
states or exi t points in other models such as finite state
machines and activity diagrams. The behaviors of a function
net can be interpreted by its reachability tree (graph). To
facilitate test generation from different data sets, our approach
allows a function net to be a ssociated with multiple initial
markings. Therefore, the root of a reachability tree represents

Although building a test m odel depends on what needs to
be tested against a specific sy stem under test (SUT), there are
two different perspectives: whitebox and blackbox. A white
test model is sim ilar to the design m odel of a SU T – w hat is
described in the model is suppos ed to be implemented by the
SUT. For example, Figure 1 w ould be a whitebox test model
for the producer/consumer program if a SUT has im plemented
the producer and consumer threads and these threads are the
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target of testing. A blackbox test model does not describe how
a SUT is implemented. Rather, it focuses on how a SUT will be
tested from a blackbox perspectiv e according to the interface.
Figure 1 would be a blackbox test model for bounded buffer.
The model describes how bounded buffer w ill be tested
through calls to put and get. Bounder buffer is like a black box
to the test model. As will be discussed in Section III, w hitebox
and blockbox models are used for different testing purposes.
III.

AUTOMATED GENERATION OF TEST SEQUENCES

A. Generating Deterministic Test Sequences from WhiteBox
Test Models
A deterministic test sequence of a concurrent program (or
syn-sequence [4]) is of the form, <r0, t0θ0, M0,>…, <rn-1, tn-1θn1, Mn-1,>, where ri (0≤i<n) is a region, tiθi is a firing (test input)
in region ri, and Mi is the resultant m arking (test oracle).
Deterministic test sequences are used for determ inistic testing
or reachability testing of a concurrent program – forcing the
execution of a concurrent program to follow the specified order
of events. This can be done by using a replay tool
[4]. Our
approach generates determinis tic test sequences from
the
reachability tree of a w hitebox test m odel. To reduce the
number of sequences, the partial ordering technique
can be
used to generate only one sequence from each set of concurrent
firings. To derive test sequences, we retrieve all leaf nodes
from the reachability tree , and, for each leaf node, obtain the
test sequence from the initial m arking node to the leaf node.
For example, <producer, produce(1)>, <producer,put(1)>,
<consumer, get>, <consumer, consume>, <producer,
produce(2)>, <producer, put(2)> is a determ inistic sequence

generated from the model in Figure 1.

B. Generating Nondeterministic Test Sequences from
Blackbox Models
A nondeterministic test sequence is of the form
, <r0,
F0>,…, <rn-1, Fn-1>, where ri (0≤i<n) is a region (thread) and
Fi is a firing sequence in region ri. It means that the transition
firings in different regions are concurrent.
To generate
nondeterministic test sequences, we first determine whether or
not the regions in a given blac kbox test model are independent
(this paper w ill not elaborate on this due to lim ited space). If
they are independent, we generate nondeterministic se quences
by parallel composition of all firing sequences from the partialordering-based reachability trees of individual regions;
otherwise we first generate determ inistic sequences from the
partial-ordering-based reachability tree of the entire test m odel
and convert them into non-deterministic ones. The partial
ordering technique is very efficient because it
avoids the
interleaving of concurrent firings from independent regions.

threads of test code. Lines 17 -20 compute (non-deterministic)
test sequences of all trees in the list. Each com
bination is
represented by the sequence indices in the respective trees.
Algorithm 1. Generating nondeterministic test sequences from
a test model with independent regions
Input: PrT net with independent regions
Output: nondeterministic (concurrent) test sequences
Declare: tree is a regional partially-ordered reachability tree;
treeList, newTreeList are lists of regional reachability trees
totalSeqsOfIndThreads is integer array
combSeqs is a two-dimensional array
currentSeq is a nondeterministic test sequence
testSeqs is a list of nondeterministic test sequences:
1. begin
2. testSeqs ← ∅
3. treeList ← ∅
4. for each region do
5.
tree ← generate a reachability tree for the region
6.
add tree to treeList
7. end for
8. for each initial marking do
9.
newTreeList ← ∅
10.
for each tree in treeList
11.
if tree has test sequences with respect to the
current initial marking
12.
add tree to newTreeList
13.
end if
14.
end for
15.
if newTreeList = ∅
16.
continue (to next initial marking)
17.
for i=0 to newTree.size-1 do
18.
totalSeqOfIndThreads[i] ← number of sequences in
newTree(i)
19.
end for
20.
combSeqIndices ← all combinational sequence indices
from totalSequencesOfIndividualThreads
21.
for i=0 to combSeqIndices.length-1 do
22.
currentSeq ← ∅
23.
for regionIndex=0 to newTree.size-1
24.
currentSeq ← currentSeq + < newTree
(regionIndex).region, sequence from newTree(regionIndex)
whose index is combSeqIndices[i][regionIndex] >
25.
end for
26.
add currentSeq to testSeqs
27.
end for
28. end for
29. end

The test m odel in Figure 2 yields the following
nondeterministic test sequences:

Algorithm 1 describes the generation of nondeterministic
test sequences from a blackbox test m odel with independent
regions. It first creates a partial-ordering-based reachability tree
for every region (lines 3
-7), which includes the firing
sequences in the respective region. Then it generates
concurrent test sequences for each initial m arking by parallel
composition of firing sequences from different regions (lines 828). Lines 9-16 create a new list of trees that includes only the
trees that contain test sequences derived from the given initial
marking. The size of this new tree list indicates the num ber of

1.
2.

3.

4.
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<producer<produce(1), put(1), produce(2), put(2), pstop
>>,<consumer,<get, consume, get, consume, cstop>>
<producer,<produce(1),put(1),produce(2),put(2),pstop>,
<consumer,<get, consume, get, consume, get, consume,
cstop>
<producer,<produce(1),put(1),produce(3),
put(2),
produce(3), put(3), pstop>, <consumer, <get,consume,
get,consume, cstop>>
<producer,<produce(1),put(1),
produce(2),
put(2),
produce(3), put(3), pstop>, <Consumer, <get, consume,
get, consume, get, consume, cstop>>

pstop [x>1]

cstop [x>1]

x
p1 <0>

p4

x
produce[x<
3, y=x+1]
y
y
p2

x

#INCLUDE
(h(include))

<0>
x

get[x<3,
y=x+1]
y,z

Table 1 shows an exam
ple. The system
name is
BoundedBuffer1, after which the files of test code will be
named. Predicates p1, p2, p3, and p4 and transitions pstop and
cstop in the test m odel are listed as “ hidden”, which m eans
produce(?y) is
they do not produce test code. Transition
corresponding to the following code:

y

p5
y,z

y
put

pch = item[?y];
printf("Producing %c ...\n", pch);

consume

M0= {p1(0), p4(0)}
region(consumer)={get,consume, cstop}
region(producer)={produce,put, pstop}
sinks = {pstop, cstop}

When generating test code, a transition firing is a function
call or more generally a block of code. Variables (e.g., ?y) will
be substituted for the bound values in the variable substitution
of the transition firing.

Figure 2. A test model with independent regions

When the regions are interdependent, we first generate
deterministic sequences (sim ilar to Section III-A ) and
transform them into concurrent sequences. For example,
deterministic sequence <producer, produce(1)>, <producer,
put(1)>, <consumer, get>, <consumer, consume>, <producer,
produce(2)>, <producer, put(2), <consumer, get>, <consumer,
consume> > can be transformed into the following non
deterministic sequence: <producer, <produce(1),put(1), produce
(2), put(2)>>, <consumer, <get, consume, get, consume>>.

IV.

AUTOMATED GENERATION OF TEST CODE

We generate test code from nondeterministic sequences
based on model-implementation mapping (MIM).
A. MIM
A MIM specification for a test model consists of the following
components [3]:
(1) ID is the identity of the SUT tested against the model.
(2) fo is the object function that maps objects in the test model
to objects in the SUT.
(3) fe is the event (also called method) mapping function that
maps events in the model to operations in the SUT.
(4) fa is the accessor function that maps predicates in the test
model to accessors in the SUT.
(5) lh is the list of hidden predicates in the test model that
produce no test code.
(6) h is the helper code function that defines user -provided
code to be included in the test code.
ID refers to the system under test. The functions fo, fe, fa and
fm map objects, events, and predicates to respective
counterparts in the SUT. Operation for an event or accessor for
a predicate is a block of code that can be executed . The helper
code function allows the user to provide additional code
required to make the generated tests executable.
TABLE I.

A MIM SPECIFICIFICATION FOR BOUNDED BUFFER

SYSTEM
HIDDEN (lh)

BoundedBuffer1
p1, p2, p3, p4, pstop, cstop

METHOD (fe)

produce(?y)

printf("Producing %c...\n", pch);
put(?y)
put(pch);
get()
gch=get();
consume()
printf("Consuming %c ... \n", gch);
#include <pthread.h>
…

B. Algorithms for Test Code Generation
The code structure of a concurrent test based on pthread s
consists of the header (incl uding setup, teardown and local
code), declarations of pthr eads, definitions of pthread
functions, and the m ain function (test driver). The header is
provided by tester; other code is generated automatically
according to the M IM specification. Algorithm 2 below
generates a pthread function from a firing sequence in a region.
A pthread function is a function that is used to create a pthread.
Algorithm 2. Generate a pthread function from a firing
sequence of a region
Input: region, firing sequence [t1θ1>M1[t2θ2>M2 [tnθn>Mn, MIM
(ID, fo, fe, fa, lh, h)
Output: pthread function code named after region (pfcode)
Declare: testInput is a string representing test input code
testOracle is a string representing test oracle code
newLine starts a new line
1. begin
2. pfcode ← “void *”+region+”(void * parm)”
3. pfcode ← pfcode +”{”+ newLine
4. for i=1 to n do
5.
if ti is not a hidden event, i.e., ti∉lh
6.
let tiθi = ti (V1., Vk),Vj is an actual parameter
7.
testInput ← fe(ti (fo(V1),, fo(Vk)));
8.
endif
9.
testOracle ← “”;
10.
for each p(V1,, Vk) in Mi do
11.
if p∉lh
12.
testOralce ←testOracle + fa(p(fo(V1),, fo(Vk)));
13.
endif
14.
end for
15.
pfcode ← pfcode+testInput+testOralce
16. end for
17. pfcode ← pfcode+ newLine +”pthread_exit(0)”
18. pfcode ← pfcode+ newLine +”}”
19. end

A firing sequence is a sequence of nodes ( [tiθi>Mi) in a
reachability tree. Line 2 creates the signature of the function.
Lines 3 and 18 provide “{}” to enclose the function. Lines 4-16
generates test inputs and oracles from the given firing

pch = item[?y];
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sequence. Each tiθi in the firing sequence is a test input if ti is
not a hidden event (Lines 5-8). Each predicate in
Mi is
corresponding to a test oracle if p is not hidden (Lines 11-13).
fe(ti(fo(V1),…, fo(Vk))) means that each model -level actual
parameter Vj of transition ti is first replaced with the
corresponding implementation-level parameter from object
mapping fo and then the im plementation code for transition ti is
obtained from fe. fa(p(fo(V1),…, fo(Vk))) means that each model level actual param eter Vj of p is first replaced with the
corresponding implementation-level parameter from object
ti is
mapping fo and then the accessor code for transition
obtained from event mapping fe.

gch=get();
// get
printf("Consuming %c ... \n", gch); // consume

}
main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
pthread_create(&tidproducer, NULL, producer, NULL);

pthread_join(tidconsumer, NULL);
}

Obviously, Algorithm 3 can be called to generate test code
for a set of non-deterministic test sequences, e.g., produced by
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 3 below generates a C file, which contains
multiple pthreads for a nondeterministic test sequence.

V.

Algorithm 3. Generate multi-threaded test code in C from a
nondeterministic test sequence
Input: test ID, nondeterministic test sequence <r0, F0>,, <rn-1,
Fn-1>, MIM(ID, fo, fe, fa, lh, h)
Output: testCode file
Declare: fi is the thread function for Fi(generated by Algorithm2)
1. begin
2. testCode ← h
3. for i=1 to n do
4.
testCode ← testCode + thread declaration for ri
5. endfor
6. for i=1 to n do
7.
fi ← call Algorithm 2 with Fi and MIM
8.
testCode ← testCode + fi
9. endfor
10. testCode ← testCode + signature of main function
11. testCode ← testCode + ”{”
12. testCode ← testCode + setup call if setup is defined
13. for i=1 to n do
14.
testCode ← testCode + thread creation for ri
15. endfor
16. for i=1 to n do
17.
testCode ← testCode + thread join for ri
18. endfor
19. testCode ← testCode + teardown call if is defined
20. testCode ← testCode + “}”
21. save test code to a file named after system ID + test ID
22. end

A. Bounded Buffer
Bounded buffer is a classical example for demonstrating the
synchronization problem of multi-threaded programming. It
involves two types of threads, producer and consumer, that
share a fixed-size buffer. A producer generates a piece of data,
puts it into the buffer, and starts again. A t the sam e time a
consumer consumes the data one piece at a time. Existing work
often focuses on the testing of given producer and consumer
programs together with the bounde r buffer (Strictly speaking,
producer and consumer are only one test for bounded buffer).
Our work, however, focuses on the testing of the bounded
buffer. We view producer and consumer programs as test cases
for the bounded buffer. As shown in Section IV, we use test
models to generate different kinds of producers and consumers.
For example, a concurrent test may have different number of
producers and consumers. The producer and consumer in one
test may have different numbers of calls to put and get.
B. ATM
ATM [5] is a client/server program for managing ATM
accounts, e.g., querying the current balance of an account,
depositing money to an account, and withdrawing money from
an account. The server program can accept requests from
different clients by using mu lti-threaded programming. The
multiple threads can access account data sim ultaneously. For
the ATM program, testing can be done from the client side. For
example, a test case can first deposit money to an account and
then withdraw money from the same account. Such traditional
test cases can be generated by the existing MISTA tool. In this
study, we focus on generation of concurrent tests with m ultiple
threads. Each thread sends requests to the server. D
ifferent
threads may operate on the same account to check if th e server
fails to respond correctly.

The code snippet below shows the test code for concurrent test
sequence <producer <produce(1), put(1), produce(2), put(2),
pstop>>, <consumer,<get, consume, get, consume, cstop>>.
#include <pthread.h>

pthread_t tidproducer;
void *producer(void * parm) {
pch = item[1];
printf("Producing %c ...\n", pch);
put(pch);
pch = item[2];
printf("Producing %c ...\n", pch);

pthread_exit(0);
}

CASE STUDIES

We have implemented our approach based on the M ISTA
tool. Our case studies focus on demonstrating that our approach
can generate concurrent test code from test models.

// thread declaration

// produce(1)
// produce(1)
// put(1)
// produce(2)
// produce(2)

For each case study, we were able to generate executable
pthread code for many concurrent tests. This has demonstrated
the technical feasibility. W e are currently applying the
approach to an industry project at Samsung.
VI.

RELATED WORK

Our approach is related to code-based and specification
based testing of concurrent programs and testing with Petri

void *consumer(void * parm) {
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nets. Due to limited space, this paper w ill not review the work
on code-based testing or te
st execution frameworks of
concurrent programs.

the frequent changes of requirements and des
ign features
because only the test models, not test code, need to be updated.
The savings on the manual development of test code also allow
testers to focus on the intellectually challenging aspect of
testing – understanding what needs to be tested
in order to
achieve high-level assurance. Our case studies based on small
programs are primarily used to
demonstrate the technical
feasibility. We expect to apply our approach to real
-world
applications that require a larg e number of concurrent tests in
order to reach a high level of quality assurance.

A. Specification-based Testing of Concurrent Programs
Carver and Tai [6][7] have developed a specification-based
approach to testing concurrent programs. Sequencing
constraints on succeeding and preceding events (CSPE) are
used to specify restrictions on the allowed sequences of
synchronization events. They described how to achieve
coverage and detect violations of CSPE constraints based on a
combination of deterministic and nondeterministic testing.
Chung et al. [8] developed a specification-based approach to
testing concurrent programs against M essage Sequence Charts
(MSCs) with partial and nondete rministic semantics. Based on
the sequencing constraints on the execution of a concurrent
program captured by M SCs, this approach verifies the
conformance relations between the concurrent program and the
MSC specification. Seo et al. [9] presented an approach to
generating representative test se quences from statecharts that
model behaviors of a concurrent program. Representative test
sequences are a subset of all possible interleavings of
concurrent events. They are used as seeds to generate automata
that accept equivalent sequences. Wong and Lei [10] have
presented four methods for generating test sequences that cover
all the nodes in a given reachability graph. The reachability
graph is typically constructed from the design of a concurrent
program. Test sequences are generated based on hot spot
prioritization or topological sort . It is not concerned with
automated generation of data i nput or mapping of the abstract
SYN-sequences derived from the given reachability graph to
concrete implementation sequen ces. Different from the above
work, our approach can generate executable m ulti-threaded test
code from test models.

Our future w ork will adapt the approach to autom ated
generation of concurrent code in other languages and thread
libraries, e.g., Java, C #, and C++. In addition, effectiveness of
the test cases generated from test models essentially depends
on the test models and test generation strategies. W e plan to
evaluate the effectiveness of our approach by investigating
what types of bugs in concurrent program s can be revealed by
the test cases generated from the test m odels. To this end, w e
will first define a fault model of concurrent programs in a given
target language (e.g., C/pthread ), create mutants by injecting
faults in the subject program s deliberately, and test the m utants
with the test code generated from the test m odels. A mutant is
said to be killed if the test c ode reports a failure. U sually the
percentage of the mutants killed by the tests is a good indicator
of the fault detection capability of the test cases.
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B. Testing with Petri Nets
Zhu and He [11] have propos ed a methodology for testing
high-level Petri nets. It is not concerned with how tests can be
generated to meet the criteria. Lucio et al. [12] proposed a
semi-automatic approach to test case generation from CO-OPN
specifications. CO-OPN is a form
al object-oriented
specification language based on abstract data types and Petri
nets. This approach transform s a CO-OPN specification into a
Prolog program for test generation purposes.
VII.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an approach to automated testing of
concurrent pthread programs. It can automatically generate
(non) deterministic test sequences as well as multi-threaded test
code. These functions, together with the existing M ISTA tool,
can provide a useful toolkit for testing concurrent programs. It
can reap two important benefits. First, software testing would
not be effective without a good understanding about a SUT.
Using our approach, testers w ill improve their understanding
about the SUT while documenting their thinking through the
creation of test models. Test m odels can clearly capture test
requirements for software assurance
purposes. Second,
automated generation of test code from test models can
improve productivity and reduce cost. W
hen concurrent
software needs m any tests, the tests can be generated
automatically from their test m odels. This can better deal w ith
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Abstract—A software architecture speciﬁcation plays a
critical role in software development process. SAM is a
general framework for developing and analyzing software
architecture speciﬁcations. SAM supports the scalability of
architectural descriptions through hierarchical decomposition
and the dependability analysis of architectural descriptions
using a dual formalism based on Petri nets and temporal logic.
In this paper, we present SAMAT1 (Software Architecture
Modeling and Analysis Tool), a tool to support the hierarchical
modeling and analyzing of software architecture speciﬁcations
in SAM. SAMAT nicely integrates two external tools PIPE+ for
behavioral modeling using high-level Petri nets and SPIN for
model checking system properties.
Keywords: Petri Net; Modeling and Analysis Tool; SAM

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since late 1980s, software architecture has become an active
research area within software engineering for studying the
structure and behavior of large software systems [16]. A
rigorous approach towards architecture system design can help
to detect and eliminate design errors early in the development
cycle, to avoid costly ﬁxes at the implementation stage and
thus to reduce overall development cost and increase the
quality of the systems. SAM [17], [8], [9], [10] is a general
framework for systematically modeling and analyzing software
architecture speciﬁcations. Its foundation is a dual formalism
combining a Petri net model for behavioral modeling and a
temporal logic [9] for property speciﬁcation. To support the
application of SAM framework, we are developing a tool set,
called SAMAT.
SAMAT has the following features:
1) supporting software architecture modeling through hierarchical decomposition;
2) modeling software component and connector behaviors
using high-level Petri nets [2];
3) specifying model constraints (system properties) using
ﬁrst-order linear time temporal logic [15];
4) analyzing the SAM’s behavior model through model
translation and model checking using SPIN [11].
In the following sections, we discuss our development of
SAMAT and its main features. Section 2 gives an overview
of the SAM framework as well as its foundation. Section 3
1 SAMAT

can be downloaded at http://users.cis.ﬁu.edu/~sliu002/samat

presents the components and functionality of SAMAT and the
design of SAMAT. Section 4 provides the model translation
process from SAM to PROMELA for model checking in SPIN.
Section 5 shows an example to illustrate the use of SAMAT.
Section 6 compares the SAM famework and SAMAT with
related software architecture framework and tools. Section 7
contains a conclusion.
II. T HE SAM F RAMEWORK
SAM [17] is a general formal framework for specifying and
analyzing software architecture. SAM supports the hierarchical
modeling of software components and connectors.
The architecture in SAM is deﬁned by a hierarchical set of
compositions, in which each composition consists of a set of
components (rectangles), a set of connectors (bars) and a set
of constraints to be satisﬁed by the interacting components.
The component models describe the behavior (Petri net) and
communication interfaces (called ports, represented by semicircles). The connectors specify how components interact with
each other . The constraints deﬁne requirements imposed on
the components and connectors, and are deﬁned by temporal
logic formulas.
Figure 1 shows a hierarchical SAM speciﬁcation model.
The boxes, such as “A1” and “A2”, are called compositions,
in which “A1” is component and “A2” is connector. Each
composition may contain other compositions, for example
“A1” wrap up three compositions: “B1”, “B2” and “B3”.
Each bottom-level composition is either a component or a
connector and has a property speciﬁcation (a temporal logic
formula). The behavior model of each component or connector
is deﬁned using a Petri net. Thus, composing all the bottomlevel behavior models of components and connectors implicitly derives the behavior of an overall software architecture.
The intersection among relevant components and connectors
such as “P1” and “P2” are called ports. The ports form the
interface of a behavior model and consist of a subset of Petri
net places.
A. The Foundation of SAM
The foundation of SAM is based on two complementary
formal notations: predicate transition nets [6], [7] (a class of
high-level Petri nets) and a ﬁrst-order linear-time temporal
logic [15].
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Figure 1.

Hierarchical SAM Speciﬁcation Model

1) Predicate transition nets (PrT nets), a class of highlevel Petri nets, are used to deﬁne the behavior models
of components and connectors. A PrT net comprises
a net structure, an underlying speciﬁcation and a net
inscription [7]. A token in PrT nets contains typed data
and the transitions are inscribed with expression as guard
to move or stop the tokens.
2) First-order linear time temporal logic (FOLTL) is used
to specify the properties (or constraints) of components
and connectors. The vocabulary and models of our
temporal logic are based on the PrT nets. Temporal
formulae are built from elementary formulae (predicates
and transitions) using logical connectives ¬ and ∧ (and
derived logical connectives ∨, ⇒ and ⇔), the existential
quantiﬁer ∃ (and derived universal quantiﬁer ∀) and the
temporal always operator  (and the derived temporal
sometimes operator ♦).
SAM supports the behavior modeling using PrT nets [14]
and property speciﬁcation using the FOLTL. SAM supports
structural as well as behavioral analysis of software architectures. Structural analysis is achieved by enforcing the
completeness requirement imposed on the components and
connectors within the same composition, and the consistency
requirement imposed on a component and its reﬁnement.
Behavioral analysis requires the checking of system properties
in FOLTL satisﬁed in the behavioral models in PrT nets. In
this paper, we analyze SAM behavior model by leveraging
SPIN [11], which is a popular formal veriﬁcation tool used
worldwide.
III. SAMAT
In this section, we present the functional view and the design
view of SAMAT.
A. Functional View of SAMAT
SAMAT is comprised of a modeling component, a SAM
model, and an analysis component (Figure 2). The modeling

Figure 2.

The Functional View of SAMAT

component has three functions: structure modeling creates
hierarchical compositions, behavior modeling speciﬁes behaviors of software components/connectors using Petri nets, and
property modeling deﬁnes property speciﬁcations using temporal logic. The SAM speciﬁcation is a hierarchical structure
integrating the results of structure, behavior, and property
modeling, which can be transformed into XML format. The
analysis component contains a translator to generate a model
suitable for model checking.
B. Design View of SAMAT
SAMAT is a platform independent (implemented in Java)
and visual software architecture modeling and analysis tool.
As shown in Figure 3, SAMAT is designed using the ModelVew-Control pattern.
1) The model of SAMAT includes a hierarchical layer of
SAM compositions that builds the SAM model in Figure
2. It also include the functionalities of generating ﬂat
Petri net model and conjunctions of FOLTL formulas
for analysis purpose.
2) The graphical interface of SAMAT is developed using
Java Swing API as it provides full GUI functionalities
and mimics the platform it runs on. It consists of a SAM
composition editor, a PIPE+ editor, a FOLTL editor and
an analysis displayer. The composition editor is used
for modeling the SAM compositions into a hierarchical
structure; the PIPE+ editor is used for modeling the
behaviors of SAM model via PrT nets; the FOLTL editor
is used for deﬁning the properties into FOLTL formulas;
the analysis displayer is used for showing the analyzing
result generated by SPIN [11].
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Figure 3.

Figure 4.

The SAM Hierarchical Model

Figure 5.

The Architecture of SAM Model Package

The Design View of SAMAT

3) The controller is comprised of composition controllers, a
XML transformer and a PROMELA translator. The composition controllers provide options to specify detailed
properties of a SAM composition; the XML transformer
transforms SAMAT model into hierarchical XML format
for storage purpose; the PROMELA translator translates
the generated ﬂat Petri net model and the conjunction
of FOLTL formulas into PROMELA language, which is
the input to SPIN.
SAMAT integrates two external tools: PIPE+ [14] for behavior
modeling and SPIN [11] for model analysis.
C. SAM Hierarchical Model in SAMAT
SAMAT stores the SAM model in a hierarchical way. As
we can see in Figure 4, the SAM model’s data structure
are in layers. In addition to the SAM compositions, the top
layer contains a sub-composition model called sub-layer that
has the same elements of the parent one except the bottom
layer, which instead of a sub-composition model, is a Petri
nets model. Therefore, each sub-composition model also has
allocated space for its own sub-composition and a user can
model arbitrarily number of levels by this recursive layer
structure.
The Petri nets layer in the bottom of Figure 4 is the behavior
model of its parent composition. In this case, it is a high-level
Petri net formalism modeled in PIPE+ editor. Once a Petri net
model is created, it is transformed and saved in XML format
and is appended to its parent SAM composition.
In this way, SAMAT is capable of storing hierarchical
layers of the SAM architecture model. SAMAT supports a topdown approach to develop a software architecture speciﬁcation
by decomposing a system speciﬁcation into speciﬁcation of
components and connectors and by reﬁning a higher level component into a set of related sub-components and connectors
at a lower level. From the SAMAT’s GUI, each component
provides options for a user to deﬁne a sub layer or a behavior

model. If the sub-layer is selected, a new tab of drawing
canvas is built in the mainframe editor with designated title
of “parent name :: sub composition name”. Furthermore, if
the sub composition can be further decomposed, another new
tab will be built. If the behavior model option is selected,
PIPE+ is triggered for the user to build a behavior model using
Petri nets. Therefore, the top-down decomposition process is
straightforward.
D. Inheritance Class Design in SAMAT
The design of the SAM model package in SAMAT must
include all the SAM’s graphical elements (i.e. components,
connectors, arcs and ports). Figure 5 illustrates the class
design hierarchy diagram. For the reusability and extensibility
purpose, all of the SAM graphical elements are derived from
SamModelObject class that holding basic features of a graphical object such as position, label and handler. Furthermore,
Arc, Port and RectangleObject classes are inherited from
SamModelObject, and Component and Connector classes are
inherited from RectangleObject class.
E. FOLTL Editor
One of the underlying formalism in SAMAT is FOLTL. The
vocabulary and models of FOLTL used in SAMAT are based
on the high-level Petri net formalism and follow the approach
deﬁned in [13]. An example FOLTL formula is ((x>y) ⇒ ♦
(b=1)), where variables are restricted to the underlying behavior models’ arc variables. Since in each composition, SAMAT
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integrates a FOLTL formula editor where a user can specify
system properties, the composition-level property speciﬁcation
is obtained by conjoining the property speciﬁcations of all
components and connectors. The FOLTL compiler checks
the syntax of a FOLTL formula and the translator generates
constraint code in PROMELA.
F. PIPE+
The other formalism in SAMAT is PrT nets, which are a
class of high-level Petri nets. We integrate an existing open
source high-level Petri net tool PIPE+ [14] to specify the
behavior model of the SAM architecture. PIPE+ is capable
of specifying and simulating high-level Petri nets proposed in
[2]. SAMAT leverages PIPE+’s editing mode in which a highlevel Petri net behavior model can be developed graphically
with dragging and dropping actions. The high-level Petri net
model is comprised of:
1) A net graph consists of places, transitions and arcs.
2) Place types: These are non-empty sets restricting the
data structure of tokens in the place.
3) Place markings: A collection of elements (tokens) associated with places. For analysis purpose, a bound of
tokens’ capacity on each place is necessary, so that
veriﬁcation run on SPIN can always stop.
4) Arc annotations: Arcs are inscribed with variables that
contributes to the transition expression formula variables;
5) Transition conditions: A restricted ﬁrst order logic formula Boolean expression is inscribed in a transition. It
is called restricted because the grammar doe not permit
free variables.
With all of the above high-level Petri net concepts speciﬁed,
the behavior model is formally deﬁned and can be veriﬁed by
model checking engines.
G. XML Transformer
SAMAT transforms a SAM structure model into a XML
model based on its hierarchical structure; and then appends
the high-level Petri net XML model generated by PIPE+ to
it. In this way, the SAM structural and behavior models are
complete and are stored and loaded via XML saver and loader.
IV. V ERIFYING SAM S PECIFICATIONS
To ensure the correctness of a software architecture speciﬁcation in SAM, we have to check all the constraints are
satisﬁed by the corresponding behavior models. To automate
the veriﬁcation process in SAMAT, we leverage an existing
linear time temporal logic model checking tool SPIN [11].
A. SPIN and PROMELA
1) The SPIN Model Checker: SPIN [11] is a model checker
for automatically analyzing ﬁnite state concurrent systems. It
has been used to check logical design errors in distributed
systems, such as operating systems, data communications
protocols, switching systems, concurrent algorithms, railway
signaling protocols, etc. A concurrent system is modeled in the

Figure 6.

Verifying SAM Speciﬁcations

PROMELA (Process or Protocol Meta Language) modeling
language [11] and properties are deﬁned as linear temporal
logic formulas. SPIN can automatically examine all program
behaviors to decide whether the PROMELA model satisﬁes the
stated properties. In case a property is not satisﬁed, an error
trace generated, which illustrates the sequence of executed
statements from the initial state. Besides, SPIN works onthe-ﬂy, which means that it avoids the need to preconstruct
a global state graph or Kripke structure, as a prerequisite for
the veriﬁcation of system properties.
2) PROMELA: SPIN models in PROMELA consist of
three types of objects: processes, message channels and variables. Processes specify the behavior, while the channels and
variables deﬁne the environment for processes to run. The
processes are global objects and can be created concurrently,
which communicate via message passing through bounded
buffered channels and via shared variables. Variables are
typed, where a type can either be primitive or composite in
the form of arrays and records.
B. From SAM Model to PROMELA Model
As shown in Figure 6, SAMAT starts by generating a ﬂat
(high-level) Petri net model from its hierarchical SAM model.
Then, SAMAT automatically translates the ﬂat Petri net model
into a PROMELA model. Combined with FOLTL constraint
formulas, SPIN can check the PROMELA model and output
a veriﬁcation result to SAMAT.
1) Generating An Integrated Flat Petri Net Model: Because
a SAM model is hierarchically speciﬁed and each component
in a different layer has its own behavior model, direct translation of a hierarchical SAM speciﬁcation into PROMELA
could result in a complex model not preserving the original
semantics. Thus, SAMAT preprocesses the model by ﬂattening
the hierarchical structure.
In this phase, all the individual Petri net models created in
different components of a SAM model need to be connected
by directed arcs in both horizontal and vertical dimensions.
Therefore, selecting interfaces among all the Petri net models
are important. Because each Petri net model has input places
(places without input arc, e.g. Sender in Figure 1) and output
places (places without output arc, e.g. Receiver in Figure 1),
which are used to communicate with other models, these input
and output places are chosen as candidate interface places
heuristically. Similarly, each SAM component has its input
ports (P1 in Figure 1) and output ports (P4 in Figure 1) for
the communication with other components, these input and
output ports form the interface of the component.
The connection strategies are :
• Horizontally: Each SAM component has its input ports
and output ports speciﬁed by one of the interface places
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High-level Petri net
Place
Place Type
Token
Transition
Initial Marking

PROMELA
Channel
Typedef Structure
Message
Inline Function
Message in Channel

Table I
M AP FROM H IGH - LEVEL P ETRI NET TO PROMELA
Figure 7.

•

Generating Analysis Model by Horizontal Connection

of the underlying Petri net model (e.g. in Figure 7,
Port 1 speciﬁed by P1 and Port 2 speciﬁed by P2).
Integrating Petri net models from different components in
the same hierarchical layer is by connecting the interface
places. Moreover, the components in the same layer
are connected by SAM connectors and arcs, so that
SAMAT transforms them into Petri net transitions and
arcs respectively. A new transition is created for each
connector during the transformation (e.g. in Figure 7
is T3). The pre-condition of such transition is true by
default; however a post-condition may be added. In the
example, a post-condition “Y=X” is added. The variables
in the new transition formula match the connector’s
input and output arc variables. The sort of the variables
is exactly the sort of the interface places, speciﬁed in
ports, through connected arcs. Corresponding new arcs
are added to reserve the ﬂow relationships, which are
connected with the interface places in ports and related
transitions. For example, a new arc between place P2 in
Port2 and T3 in Connector1.
Vertically: The input or output ports not connected with
any arcs in a component are mapped to the corresponding
input and output ports in the parent component. For example in Figure1, ports P1 and P2 in top layer component
A1 map to the second layer’s input port P5 and output
port P8.

bounds are then mapped to the length of the channels. A
sample PROMELA program resulted from place translation is shown below:
# d e f i n e B o u n d _ P l a c e 0 10
typedef type_Place0 {
int field1 ;
short f i e l d 2
};
chan P l a c e 0 = [ B o u n d _ P l a c e 0 ]
of { type_Place0 };
•

Thus, the Petri net models are connected and ﬂattened into an
integrated ﬂat Petri net model that is ready to be translated
into PROMELA model.
2) Translating Behavior Models to PROMELA: The translation process maps a high-level Petri net model to a
PROMELA model. The resulting PROMELA model should
catches the concept of high-level Petri nets deﬁned in [2]
and preserves the semantics. The PROMELA program’s major
parts are deﬁnitions of places and place types, transition
enabling and ﬁring inline functions, a main process and an
init process that deﬁnes the initial marking.
The translation map is shown in Table 1:
•

Translating places: We predeﬁned each message type
(place type) into a new structure. Places and place types
are mapped to PROMELA’s buffered channels and predeﬁned message types. Besides, structured tokens are
mapped to typed messages in PROMELA. Because SPIN
veriﬁes a model by exhaustive state searching, we set
bounds to limit the number of tokens in places. The
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Translating transitions: In high-level Petri nets, a transition expression consists of a precondition and a postcondition. The precondition deﬁnes the enabling condition of
the transition, and the postcondition deﬁnes the result of
the transition ﬁring. Each precondition and postcondition
are translated into two inline functions, is_enabled() and
ﬁre(), respectively. ﬁre() is triggered by the Boolean
variable in is_enabled() evaluated to be true, otherwise it
is skipped as the transition is not enabled. To check the
precondition of a transition expression, we ﬁrst consider
a default condition that whether each of the input place
has at least one token by checking the emptiness of
each mapped channel. Because the expression is usually
deﬁned by conjunct clauses, we then evaluate each clause
(the postcondition clauses are not evaluated this time).
The evaluation process includes non-deterministically receiving a message from an input channel to a local
variable, instantiating the Boolean expression, and evaluating it. A sample PROMELA program from transition
translation is shown below:
inline is_enabled_Transition0 {
}
inline fire_Transition0 {...}
inline Transition0 {
is_enabled_Transition0 ();
if
:: Transition0_is_enabled
−> f i r e _ T r a n s i t i o n 0
: : e l s e −> s k i p
fi
}

•

Deﬁning main process: The dynamic semantics of Petri
nets is to non-deterministically check and ﬁre enabled
transitions, so the main process is deﬁned by including all
the transitions in a loop, “do ... od”. Since PROMELA has
ﬁner granularity that a transition ﬁring process includes
multiple sub-steps, we aggregate them into an atomic
construct. A sample PROMELA program for an overall

correctly maps each marking into a corresponding
state in PN ;
– The initial marking of N is correctly captured by the
initial values of variables in the init{} process of PN ;
– The enabling condition and ﬁring result of each
transition t in N is correctly inline functions
“is_enabled_Transition_i” and “ﬁre_Transition_i” respectively;
– The atomicity of enabling and ﬁring a transition in N
is preserved in PN by language feature “atomic{}”.
– An execution of N is ﬁring sequence τ =
M0 t0 M1 t1 ...Mn tn ..., where Mi (i ∈ nat) is a marking and ti (i ∈ nat) denotes the ﬁring of transition
ti . Each execution is correctly captured by the construct “do ... od” in the “Main” Promela function,
which produces an equivalent execution sequence
σ = S0 T0 S1 T1 ...Sn Tn , where Si (i ∈ nat) is a
state and Ti denotes the execution of inline function
“Transition_i”.
The proofs of the completeness and consistency are
straightforward and can be found in [18], [3] .

PrT net structure is shown below:
p r o c t y p e Main ( ) {
...
do
: : atomic { T r a n s i t i o n 0 }
: : atomic { T r a n s i t i o n 1 }
od
}
•

Deﬁning initial marking: Since PROMELA has a special
process “init{}”, which is often used to prepare the true
initial state of a system. Therefore, the initial marking
is deﬁned in init process by declaring typed messages
and send them into buffered channels. A PROMELA
prototype is shown below:
init {
t y p e _ P l a c e 0 P0 ;
P0 . f i e l d 1 = 1 ;
P0 . f i e l d 2 = 0 ;
P l a c e 0 ! P0 ;
run Main ( )
}

Using basic data types: Since the basic data types
supported in PIPE+ are integer and string, which are
mapped to “int” and “short” in PROMELA respectively.
• Handling non-determinism: In high-level Petri nets, tokens are meaningful data and usually different from each
other and thus different ﬁring orders result in different
markings. Therefore, a non-deterministic inline function
is deﬁned and is called to non-deterministically pick a
token from an input place each time a precondition is
evaluated.
• Supporting power set: Because PIPE+ supports quantiﬁers in restricted ﬁrst order logic formulas in transition
expression, the domain of each quantiﬁed variable is a list
of tokens as a power set contained in a place. For this
kind of places, we are not dealing with one message but
all the messages in the channel, we do not put all received
messages into a local variable but directly manipulate
the channel. The strategy is when the ﬁrst message is
received from the channel, it is used and then is sent
back immediately.
3) FOLTL Formula: Since the FOLTL constraint formula
extracted from the SAM composition model is conjoined into
one integrated conjunctive FOLTL formula, the translation
process is straightforward. We only need to wrap the formula
by following PROMELA’s syntax:
•

l t l f { /∗ formula ∗/ }

4) Translation Correctness: The translation correctness is
ensured by the following completeness and consistency criteria
[18], [3]
Let N be a given Petri net and PN be the resulting
PROMELA program from the translation.
• Completeness Each element in N is mapped to PN
according to the mapping rules described in Section 4.2.2.
• Consistency The dynamic behavior of N is preserved by
PN as follows:
– A marking of N deﬁnes the current state of N in
terms of tokens in places, our place translating rule

C. Veriﬁcation using SPIN
The two inputs to SPIN are a PROMELA model and a
property formula. SPIN performs veriﬁcation by going through
all reachable states produced by the model behaviors to check
the property formula. If the property formula is unsatisﬁed, it
produces a trail ﬁle indicates the error path. SPIN also provides
a simulation function to replay the trail ﬁle so that any error
path that leads to the design ﬂaw can be visualized. SAMAT
encapsulates the veriﬁcation process in SPIN and displays the
veriﬁcation result as well as captured error path by SPIN in
the GUI.
V. U SING SAMAT
The alternating bit protocol (ABP) is a simple yet effective
protocol for reliable transmission over lossy channels that
may lose or corrupt, but not duplicate messages. It has been
modeled and analyzed in [10]. In this section, we show some
snapshots of using SAMAT in modeling and verifying this
protocol.
In Figure 8, the top layer of ABP model in SAMAT
consists of three components and four connectors. The ﬁrst
component “Sender” has a behavior model shown in Petri
net. On the right, it shows the FOLTL editor to edit formula
<>(Deliver(m) = 5). After the modeling process, SAMAT
automatically generates PROMELA code as an input for SPIN
and displays the model checking result after SPIN ﬁnished
model checking. In this case an error is found, the replayed
simulation on the error path is shown below the model
checking result. The error indicates the ABP speciﬁcation
model in [10] is incorrect. A deadlock state (a none ﬁnal
state such that none of the transitions are enabled) can be
reached when an acknowledgement message was corrupted in
the channel and a resend message successfully reached the
receiver’s DataIn place. This discovery highlights the great
beneﬁts and usefulness of SAMAT.
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veriﬁcation and thus is often limited by the memory size while
SPIN can perform veriﬁcation on-the-ﬂy to avoid full state
space preconstruction so that it can handle complex behavior
models.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a tool SAMAT for modeling
and analyzing software architecture speciﬁcations in SAM.
SAMAT leverages two existing tools, PIPE+ for building Petri
net models and SPIN for analyzing system properties. SAMAT
can be a valuable tool for complex concurrent and distributed
system modeling and analysis. SAMAT is an open source tool
and is available for sharing and continuous enhancements from
worldwide research community.
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Singular Formulas for Compound Siphons,
Complementary Siphons and Characteristic Vectors
for Deadlock Prevention in Cloud Computing
Gaiyun Liu1 , D.Y.Chao2 , Yao-Nan Lien3

Abstract—Unmarked siphons in a Petri net modeling concurrent systems such as those in cloud computing induce deadlocks.
The number of siphons grows exponentially with the size of
a net. This problem can be relieved by computing compound
(or strongly dependent) siphons based on basic siphons. A
basic (resp. compound) siphon can be synthesized from an
elementary (resp. compound called alternating) resource circuit.
It however cannot be extended to cases where two elementary
circuits intersect at a directed path rather than a single place
(i.e., corresponding to a weakly dependent siphon). This paper
develops a uniform formula not only for both cases but also
valid for the complementary set of siphon and characteristic
vectors. We further propose to generalize it to a compound siphon
consisting of n basic siphons. This helps simplify the computation
and the computer implementation to shorten the program size.
Also, the formula is easier to be memorized without consulting
the references due to the same underlying physics.

which is linear to the size of the nets modeling the systems.
However, the number of dependent siphons is exponential to
the size of the net, even though that of elementary siphons is
linear.
We discover that different cases can be uniﬁed by the same
physics resulting in a single formula to compute dependent
siphons, their complementary set of places, and characteristic
T-vectors. This helps to memorize the formula and simplify
the implementation since the codes for different cases can be
shortened with a single set of codes for the uniform formula.
This relieves the problem of computing siphons (and related
variables for controlling the siphons), the number of which
grows exponentially with the size of a net.

Index Terms—Petri nets, siphons, control, cloud computing,
concurrent systems.

II. PRELIMINARIES

I. I NTRODUCTION
ATELY, Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) and
Cloud Computing are increasingly prominent. Deadlocks
can easily occur [1], [2] when resources are inappropriately
shared among large concurrent processes. The degree of concurrency explodes compared with multicore PCs. The number
of concurrent processes competing for a limited amount of resources becomes huge and deadlocks can easily occur negating
the advantages of fast speed and automation. Currently, there
is no effective solution for this.
Li and Zhou [4] propose the concept of elementary siphons
(generally much smaller than the set of all emptiable siphons
in large Petri nets) to minimize the new addition of control places. They classify emptiable siphons into two kinds:
elementary and dependent. By adding a control place for
each elementary siphon Se , all dependent siphons S too are
controlled too, thus reducing the number of monitors required
rendering the approach suitable for large Petri nets.
As a result, for complex systems, it is essential to apply the
concept of elementary siphons to add monitors; the number of

L
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Here only the deﬁnitions used in this paper are presented.
The reader may refer to [3], [5] for more Petri net details.
Let Ω ⊆ P be a subset of places of N. P–vector λΩ is
called the characteristic P-vector of Ω iff ∀p ∈ Ω, λΩ (p) =1;
otherwise λΩ (p) =0. η is called the characteristic T-vector
of Ω, if η T = λΩ T •[N ], where [N] is the incidence matrix. Physically, the ﬁring of a transition t where [η(t)>0,
η(t) =0, and η(t)<0] increases, maintains and decreases the
number of tokens in S, respectively. Let ηSα , ηSβ , ..., and ηSγ
({α, β, ..., γ} ⊆ {1, 2, ..., k}) be a linear independent maximal
set of matrix [η]. Then ΠE = {Sα , Sβ , ..., Sγ } is called a set
of elementary siphons.
/ ΠE is called a strongly dependent
 S∈
/ ΠE is
siphon if ηS =
Si ∈ΠE ai ηSi where ai ≥ 0. S ∈
called a weakly dependent siphon
if
∃non-empty
A,
B
⊂ ΠE ,


such that A ∩ B = ∅ and ηS = Si ∈A ai ηSi − Si ∈B ai ηSi
where ai > 0.
Deﬁnition 1: [5], [6] The strongly connected circuit from
which an SMS can be synthesized is called a core circuit. An
elementary resource circuit is called a basic circuit, denoted
by cb . The siphon constructed from cb is called a basic siphon.
A compound circuit c = c1 ◦ c2 ◦ . . . ◦ cn−1 ◦ cn is a circuit
consisting of multiply interconnected elementary circuits c1 ,
c2 , . . . , cn extending between Process 1 and 2. A transition t
in a path [ri t rj ], ri and rj being in c, is called an internal
one if η(t) = 0. The SMS synthesized from compound circuit
c using the Handle-Construction Procedure in [5] is called an
n-compound siphon S, denoted by S = S1 ◦S2 ◦. . .◦Sn−1 ◦Sn
(resp. S = S1 ⊕S2 ⊕ . . . ⊕Sn−1 ⊕Sn ). if ci ∩ci+1 = {ri } (resp.
{ra , . . . , rb }), ri , ra , . . . , rb ∈ PR i.e., ci and ci+1 intersects
at a resource place ri (resp. more than a resource place).
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(r1 r2 . . . rk )1 denotes Path [r1 t1 r2 . . . ri ti . . . rk−1 tk−1 rk ]1 for
simple presentation.
t2 in [r2 t r1 ] in Fig. 1 is an internal one of c3 since η3 (t2 ) =
0.
III. MOTIVATION
First we observe that (Table I) for a strongly dependent 2compound siphon,
ς3 = ς1 + ς2 − ς12
(1)
where ς12 is the ς value for the siphon with R(S) = R(S1 ∩
S2 ), where ς = S, [S], and η, R(S) is the set of resource
places in S. Next extend this equation to a weakly dependent
2-compound siphon (Table II).
In Fig. 2, there are 3 elementary siphons S1 -S3 and 1 weakly
dependent siphon S4 ; their characteristic T-vectors η are shown
in Table I. Since the number of SMS grows exponentially with
the size of a net, the time complexity of computing η for
elementary siphons is exponential and quite time consuming.
IV. THEORY
In the sequel, we assume that all core circuits extend
between two processes is an S3 PR. Eq. (1) for 2-compound
siphon will be proved ﬁrst based on Theorem 2 followed by
the theory for n-compound (n>2) siphons.
We ﬁrst deal with strongly 2-compound siphons based on
the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Let r ∈ PR , the minimal siphon containing r
is S = ρ(r) = {r} ∪ H(r) (also the support of a minimal
P-invariant) with [S] = ∅ and ηS =0.
Theorem 1: For every compound circuit made of cb1 and
cb2 in an S3 PR corresponding to an SMS S0 such that cb1 ∩
cb2 = {r},
1) η0 = η1 + η2 , where r ∈ PR and η0 is the η value for
S0
2) η0 = η1 + η2 − η12 , where η12 is the characteristic Tvector of the minimal siphon containing r.
3) [S0 ] = [S1 ] + [S2 ] − [S12 ].
4) S0 = S1 + S2 − S12 .
5) ς = ς1 + ς2 - ς12 , where ς = S, [S], η.
This theorem proves Eq. (1) for a strongly 2-compound
siphon. We now deal with weakly 2-compound siphons. We
shows that if S0 weakly depends on S1 and S2 , then there
exists a third siphon S3 — synthesized from core circuits
formed by c1 ∩ c2 , respectively, such that η0 = η1 + η2 − η3 .
We [5] show that in an S3 PR, an SMS can be synthesized
from a strongly connected resource subnet and any strongly
dependent siphon corresponds to a compound circuit where the
intersection between any two elementary circuits is at most a
resource place.
Let S0 be a strongly dependent siphon, S1 , S2 . . . , and Sn
be elementary siphons, with ηS0 = ηS1 + ηS2 + ... + ηSn . We
show in [5] that c0 (the core circuit from which to synthesize
S0 ) is a compound resource circuit containing c1 , c2 . . . , cn
and the intersection between any two ci and cj , i =j-1>0,
is exactly a resource place, where ci (i =0,1,2, . . . , n) is the
core circuit from which to synthesize Si . Thus, if S0 is a WDS
(weakly dependent siphon), the intersection between any two

ci and cj , i = j − 1>0 must contain more than one resource
place.
The following theorem from [7] shows that if S0 weakly
depends on S1 and S2 , then η0 = η1 + η2 − η3 .
Theorem 2: (Theorem 2 in [7]) For every compound circuit
made of cb1 and cb2 in an S3 PR corresponding to an SMS S∗,
if c1 ∩c2 contains a resource path that contains transitions, and
there is a minimal siphon S12 with R(S12 ) = R(S1 ∩S2 ). Then
η0 = η1 + η2 − η3 , where η3 is the characteristic T-vector of
S12 . (Let ci be the core circuit for SMS Si , i = 1, 2 and c1 ∩
c2 = ∅. Then there is a third core circuit formed by parts of
c1 and c2 (ca 1 and cb 2 , respectively; i.e., c3 = ca 1 ∪ cb 2 ).
The theorem deﬁnitely holds for the net in Fig. 2 as shown
in Table II where Γ = c1 ∩ c2 = [p15 t2 p14 ] is in Process 1.
Γ1 = [p15 t2 p14 t3 p13 ]1 plus [p13 t8 p15 ]2 forms basic circuit c1 ,
Γ2 = [p16 t1 p15 t2 p14 ]1 plus [p14 t4 p16 ]2 form basic circuit c2 ,
Γ3 = [p15 t2 p14 ]1 plus [p14 t6 p15 ]2 forms basic circuit c3 .
In general, the resource path of c1 ∪ c2 in Process 1
can be expressed as Γα ΓΓλ (serial concatenation of Γα ,
Γ, and Γλ ) where Γα Γ belongs to c2 , ΓΓλ belongs to
c1 , Γα = [r1 t1 r2 . . . ri ti rj . . . tk−1 rk ]1 (In Fig. 2, Γα =
[p14 t3 p13 ]1 ), Γλ = [ri ti rj . . . tk−1 rk tk rk+1 . . . tm−1 rm ]1 (In
Fig. 2, Γλ = [p16 t1 p15 ]1 ), and Γ = [ri ti rj . . . tk−1 rk ]1
(In Fig. 2, Γ = c1 ∩ c2 = [p15 t2 p14 ]1 ). It remains true that
η0 (t) = η1 (t) + η2 (t) − η3 (t) for every transition in Processes
1 and 2 since each of Γα , Γ, Γλ is expanded by adding internal
transitions t with η(t) = 0.
Deﬁne S1,2 = S3 and S0 = S1 ⊕ S2 since R(S1 ∩ S2 ) =
R(S3 ). S1 ⊕ S2 is similar to S1 oS2 in terms of controllability
to be shown later. S1 ⊕ S2 is different than S1 oS2 in that
R(S1 ∩ S2 ) for the former contains more than one resource
place while the latter contains only one resource place.
Deﬁnition 2: : Let (N0 , M0 ) be a net system and S0 =
S1 ⊕ S2 denotes the fact that S0 is a weakly dependent SMS
w.r.t. elementary siphons S1 , S2 , and S1,2 = S3 such that
η0 = η1 + η2 − η3 .
We now propose the following:
Theorem 3: Let S0 = S1 ⊕ S2 as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 1,
then
1) [S0 ] = [S1 ] ∪ [S2 ],
2) [S0 ] = [S1 ] + [S2 ] − [S3 ],
3) [S1 ] ∩ [S2 ] = S1,2 ],
4) S0 = S1 + S2 − [S12 ,
5) ς = ς1 + ς2 - ς12 , where ς = S, [S], η, and
6) M ([S0 ]) = M ([S1 ]) + M ([S2 ]) − M ([S1,2 ]).
Consider
the
S3 PR
in
Fig.
3(a),
[S0 ]=
{p2 , p3 , p7 , p8, p9, p10 }. Based on Table I, one can verify
that 1) [S0 ]= [S1 ] ∪[S2 ] and 2) [S1 ] ∩ [S2 ]= [S1,2 ]= S3 .
This theorem conﬁrms the uniform computation for a
weakly 2-compound siphon. The following theorem extends
the uniform computation to a weakly n-compound siphon.
Theorem 4: Let S0 = S1 ⊕ S2 ⊕ . . . ⊕Sn Then
1) η0 = η1 + η2 + ... + ηn - η1,2 - η2,3 - . . . - ηn−1,n .
2) [S0 ] = [S1 ] + [S2 ] + ... + [Sn ] - [S1,2 ] - [S2,3 ] - . . . [Sn−1,n ].
3) S0 = S1 + S2 + ... + Sn - S1,2 -S2,3 - . . . - Sn−1,n .
4) ς = ς1 + ς2 + ... + ςn - ς1,2 - ς2,3 - . . . - ςn−1,n .
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Fig. 2 Example weakly 2-compound siphon. K0
=K1+K2-K3.

Fig. 1.

Example S 3 P R with stronglydependent siphon. η3 = η1 + η2 .

Fig. 2.

Example weakly 2-compoundsiphon. η0 = η1 + η2 − η3 .

TABLE I
TYPES OF SIPHONS FOR THE NET IN FIG. 1
SMS
S1
S2
S3

η
[−t1 + t2 + t6 − t7 ]
[-t2 + t3 + t7 − t8 ]
[−t1 + t3 + t6 − t8 ]

[S]
{p2 , p7 }
{p3 , p8 }
{p2 , p3 , p7 , p8 }

Set of places
{p9 , p10 , p3 , p6 }
{p10 , p11 , p4 , p7 }
{p9 , p10 , p6 , p11 , p4 }

c
c1 = [p9 t6 p10 t2 p9 ]
c2 = [p10 t7 p11 t3 p10 ]
c3 = c1 oc2

TABLE II
FOUR SMS IN FIG. 2 AND THEIR η. η4 = η1 + η2 − η3 .
SMS
S1
S2
S3
S4

[S]
{p2 ,p3 ,p8 ,p9 ,p10 ,p11 }
{p3 ,p4 ,p7 ,p8 ,p9 ,p10 }
{p3 ,p8 ,p9 ,p10 }
{p2 , p3 , p4 , p7 , p8 , p9 ,
p10 , p11 }

η
[+t2 − t4 + t8 − t9 ]
[+t1 − t3 + t7 − t10 ]
[+t2 − t3 − t4 + t7 ]
[+t1 + t8 − t9 − t10 ]

Set of places
{p4 , p12 , p13 , p14 , p15 }
{p5 , p11 , p14 , p15 , p16 }
{p4 , p11 , p14 , p15 }
{p5 , p12 , p13 , p14 , p15 , p16 }

Thus, we prove the uniform formula for weakly ncompound siphons. It also holds for strongly dependent
siphons as shown earlier. Thus, the uniform formula holds
irrespective to whether the compound siphon is strongly or
weakly. This further enhances the uniformity of the formula.
A more complicated example in the next section illustrates
this for a weakly 3-compound siphon.

c
c1
c2
c3
c4

= [p15 t2 p14 t3 p13 t8 p15 ]
= [p14 t4 p16 t1 p15 t2 p14 ]
= [p15 t2 p14 t6 p15 ]
= c1 ⊕ c2

the lines of codes. Future work can be directed to large S3 PR
and more complicated systems.

V. EXAMPLE
This section employs Fig.3 to demonstrate Theorem 4. As
shown in Tables III-VII, S, [S] and η for weakly compound
siphons all share the same formula verifying Theorem 4.
For strongly dependent siphons, the same formula also holds
except Sij = [Sij ] = ∅ , ηij = 0, ∀i = j.
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we propose a uniform formula to compute
SMS, their complementary set and characteristic T-vectors for
both strongly and weakly n-compound siphons based on the
same underlying physics. We further propose to generalize it
to a compound siphon consisting of n basic siphons. This helps
to retain the formula in brain without consulting the references
and simplify the computation plus its implementation to reduce
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Fig. 3.

Example a 3-compound weakly dependent siphon. S0 =S6 =S1 ⊕S2 ⊕S3 , S4 =S1,2 , S5 =S2,3 and η0 =η1 +η2 +η3 -η4 -η5 .

TABLE III
E IGHT SMS S, AND CORE CIRCUITS IN F IG . 3.
S
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

Set
p5 ,
p4 ,
p2 ,
p4 ,
p2 ,
p5 ,
p5 ,
p4 ,

of places
p17 , p14 ,
p26 , p12 ,
p27 , p11 ,
p17 , p14 ,
p26 , p12 ,
p27 , p11 ,
p26 , p12 ,
p27 , p11 ,

p15 ,
p13 ,
p12 ,
p15
p13
p12 ,
p13 ,
p12 ,

p16
p14 , p15
p13
p13 , p14 , p15 , p16
p14 , p15 , p16
p13 , p14 , p15

c
c1 =[p14 t4 p16 t1 p15 t2 p14 ]
c2 =[p15 t2 p14 t3 p13 t18 p12 t8 p15 ]
c3 =[p13 t18 p12 t17 p17 t14 p13 ]
c4 =[p15 t2 p14 t6 p15 ]].
c5 =[p13 t18 p12 t12 p13 ]
c6 =c1 ⊕c2 ⊕c3
c7 = c1 ⊕c2
c8 = c2 ⊕c3

TABLE IV
E IGHT SMS S,[S] AND η IN F IG . 3.
S
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

Set
p5 ,
p4 ,
p2 ,
p4 ,
p2 ,
p5 ,
p5 ,
p4 ,

of places
p17 , p14 ,
p26 , p12 ,
p27 , p11 ,
p17 , p14 ,
p26 , p12 ,
p27 , p11 ,
p26 , p12 ,
p27 , p11 ,

p15 ,
p13 ,
p12 ,
p15
p13
p12 ,
p13 ,
p12 ,

p16
p14 , p15
p13
p13 , p14 , p15 , p16
p14 , p15 , p16
p13 , p14 , p15

[S]
p3 , p4 , p7 , p8 , p9 , p10
p2 , p3 , p8 , p9 , p10 , p17 , p21 , p23 , p24 , p25
p20 , p21 , p23 , p24 , p25 , p26
p3 , p8 , p9 , p10
p21 , p23 , p24 , p25
p2 , p3 , p4 , p7 , p8 , p9 , p10 , p17 , p20 , p21 , p23 , p24 , p25 , p26
p2 , p3 , p4 , p7 , p8 , p9 , p10 , p17 , p21 , p23 , p24 , p25
p2 , p3 , p8 , p9 , p10 , p17 , p20 , p21 , p23 , p24 , p25 , p26
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η
t1 -t3 +t7 -t10
t2 -t4 +t13 -t17
-t8 +t14 -t16 +t18
t2 -t3 -t4 +t7
-t8 +t13 -t17 +t18
t1 -t10 +t14 -t16
t1 -t10 +t13 -t17
t2 -t4 +t14 -t16
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³QRQWHVWDEOH´ V\VWHPV >@ ,W FKHFNV WKH VDWLVIDFWLRQ RI
0HWDPRUSKLF 5HODWLRQVKLS 05  DPRQJ WZR RU PRUH RXWSXWV
RIWKHV\VWHPXQGHUWHVWLQVWHDGRIWKHFRUUHFWQHVVRILQGLYLGXDO
RXWSXW>@0HWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJKDVEHHQXVHGIRUWHVWLQJVXFK
VRIWZDUH DV QXPHULFDO FRPSXWLQJ V\VWHPV DQG PDFKLQH
OHDUQLQJV\VWHPV>@>@
,QPHWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJWHVWVDUHFUHDWHGEDVHGRQ05VDQG
WKH SUHGLFWDEOH UHODWLRQV DPRQJ WHVW RXWSXWV DUH YHULILHG
DFFRUGLQJO\,QDPHWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJLIDQLQLWLDOWHVWLQSXW [
WR D V\VWHP XQGHU WHVW JHQHUDWHV DQ RXWSXW I [  WKHQ D 05 LV
XVHG WR FUHDWH DWUDQVIRUPDWLRQ IXQFWLRQ W ZKLFK LV DSSOLHGWR
WKH WHVW LQSXW [ WR SURGXFH DQRWKHU WHVW LQSXW W [ I [  7KH
WUDQVIRUPDWLRQDOORZVXVWRSUHGLFWWKHUHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQWKH
RXWSXWI [ DQGWKHRXWSXWI W [I [ DFFRUGLQJWRWKH05>@
,IWZRUHODWHGWHVWRXWSXWVGRQRWVDWLVI\WKH05ZKLFKPHDQV
WKHUHODWLRQEHWZHHQI [ DQGI W [I [ LVLQFRQVLVWHQWZLWKWKH
05WKHQWKHV\VWHPXQGHUWHVWPXVWKDYHVRPHGHIHFWV05V
DUHFRQVLGHUHGDVWHVWRUDFOHVLQPHWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJWRUHVROYH
WKH DEVHQFH RI WHVW RUDFOHV LQ ³QRQWHVWDEOH´ V\VWHPV 7KH
JHQHUDOSURFHVVRIPHWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJLVDVIROORZV
x

,GHQWLI\05V05VZLOOEHXVHGWRJHQHUDWHDGGLWLRQDO
WHVW LQSXWV EDVHG RQ WKH H[LVWLQJ RQHV DQG WR YHULI\
FRQVLVWHQF\DPRQJWKHWHVWRXWSXWV>@
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x

&UHDWHPHWDPRUSKLFWHVWFDVHV%DVHGRQWKHLGHQWLILHG
05V DGGLWLRQDO WHVW LQSXWV DUH JHQHUDWHG WKURXJK
WUDQVIRUPLQJH[LVWLQJWHVWLQSXWV

x

([HFXWH DQG HYDOXDWH WHVWV (DFK WHVW FDVH LV H[HFXWHG
VHSDUDWHO\DQGLWVRXWSXWVDUHFRPSDUHGWRWKHRXWSXWV
RI RWKHU 05 UHODWHG WHVW FDVHV2EYLRXVO\ WKH TXDOLW\
RI PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ UHOLHV RQ WKH LGHQWLILFDWLRQ RI
05V DQG WHVW JHQHUDWLRQ $OWKRXJK VRPH ZRUN KDYH
EHHQ GRQH RQ WKH LGHQWLILFDWLRQ RI 05V >@>@ WHVW
JHQHUDWLRQ IRU PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ LV VWLOO IRFXVHG RQ
GRPDLQVSHFLILF DSSOLFDWLRQV $ JHQHUDO DSSURDFK WR
ULJRURXV WHVW JHQHUDWLRQ IRU PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ
UHPDLQVWREHVHHQ

,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH SURSRVH D PRGHOEDVHG DSSURDFK WR
PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ :H ILUVW EXLOG D KLJKOHYHO 3HWUL QHW
PRGHOIRUWKHV\VWHPXQGHUWHVWDQGWKHQJHQHUDWHPRGHOOHYHO
WHVWVDQGFRGHOHYHOWHVWVXVLQJWKHWHVWJHQHUDWLRQWRRO0,67$
>@7KH WHVW LQSXWGDWDDQGWKH JHQHUDWHGWHVWVDUH VHUYHG DV
WKH LQLWLDO WHVW LQSXW GDWD DQG WHVWV 7KHQ ZH DSSO\ 05V WR
WKHVH LQLWLDO WHVWV WR JHQHUDWH 05 UHODWHG WHVW LQSXW GDWD DQG
WHVWV)LQDOO\ZHH[HFXWHWKHVH05UHODWHGWHVWVDQGYHULI\WKH
VDWLVIDFWLRQRIHDFK05RQFRUUHVSRQGLQJRXWSXWV
7KH PDLQ FRQWULEXWLRQ RI WKLV SDSHU LV GXH WR D ULJRURXV
PRGHOEDVHG DSSURDFK IRU PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ 7KH PRVW
FKDOOHQJLQJSUREOHPRIPHWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJLVKRZWRJHQHUDWH
KLJKTXDOLW\WHVWVHVSHFLDOO\WKHLQLWLDOWHVWVWRDGHTXDWHO\WHVW
WKH V\VWHP $IWHU WKH LQLWLDO WHVW LQSXW GDWD DQG WHVWV DUH
DYDLODEOHRWKHU WHVW FDVHV FDQ EH FUHDWHG E\ DSSO\LQJ 05V WR
WKHLQLWLDOWHVWLQSXWGDWDDQGWHVWV,QRXUDSSURDFKWKHLQLWLDO
WHVWV JHQHUDWHG IURP WKH PRGHO DGHTXDWHO\ FRYHU WKH VHOHFWHG
WHVW FRYHUDJH FULWHULRQ :H KDYH SHUIRUPHG D FDVH VWXG\ RQ
WHVWLQJDUHDOZRUOGLPDJHSURFHVVLQJSURJUDP7KHUHVXOWKDV
VKRZQ WKDW WKH PRGHOEDVHG DSSURDFK WR WHVW JHQHUDWLRQ FDQ
LPSURYHWKHHIIHFWLYHQHVVRIPHWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJ
7KH UHVW RI WKLV SDSHU LV RUJDQL]HG DV IROORZV 6HFWLRQ 
SUHVHQWVDEULHILQWURGXFWLRQWRWHVWJHQHUDWLRQZLWK0,67$D
WRRO IRU WHVW JHQHUDWLRQ ZLWK KLJKOHYHO 3HWUL QHWV 6HFWLRQ 
SUHVHQWV PRGHOEDVHG WHVW JHQHUDWLRQ IRU PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ
WKURXJK D FDVH VWXG\ 6HFWLRQ  UHYLHZV WKH UHODWHG ZRUN
6HFWLRQFRQFOXGHVWKLVSDSHU
,,

02'(/%$6('7(67,1*:,7+0,67$

$ )XQFWLRQ1HWV
)XQFWLRQ QHWV DUH WKH PRGHOLQJ QRWDWLRQ LQ WKH WHVW
JHQHUDWLRQ WRRO 0,67$ 0RGHOEDVHG ,QWHJUDWLRQ DQG 6\VWHP

7HVW $XWRPDWLRQ  7KH EHWD UHOHDVH RI 0,67$ LV DYDLODEOH DW
KWWSZZZKRPHSDJHVGVXHGXG[XUHVHDUFK0%7KWPO
)XQFWLRQQHWVDUHDOLJKWZHLJKWYHUVLRQRIFRORUHG3HWULQHWV
RU 3UHGLFDWH7UDQVLWLRQ 3U7  QHWV ZKHUH DOO ZHLJKWV LQ HDFK
IRUPDOVXPRIWRNHQVRUDUFODEHOVDUH7KHIRUPDOGHILQLWLRQ
RI IXQFWLRQ QHWV FDQ EH IRXQG LQ >@>@ 7KH VWUXFWXUH RI D
IXQFWLRQ QHW FDQ EH UHSUHVHQWHG E\ D VHW RI WUDQVLWLRQV ZKHUH
HDFK WUDQVLWLRQ LV D TXDGUXSOH HYHQW SUHFRQGLWLRQ
SRVWFRQGLWLRQ JXDUG! 7KH SUHFRQGLWLRQ SRVWFRQGLWLRQ DQG
JXDUG DUH ILUVWRUGHU ORJLF IRUPXODV 7KH SUHFRQGLWLRQ DQG
SRVWFRQGLWLRQDUHFRUUHVSRQGLQJWRWKHLQSXWDQGRXWSXWSODFHV
RIWKHWUDQVLWLRQUHVSHFWLYHO\)LJXUHVKRZVWKHIXQFWLRQQHW
WKDWPRGHOVWKHGLQLQJSKLORVRSKHUV¶SUREOHP7KHIXQFWLRQV
WREHWHVWHGLQFOXGHSLFNXSDQGSXWGRZQ3ODFHV3KLDQG&KRS
LQFOXGH WRNHQV WKDW DUH QDWXUH QXPEHUV UHSUHVHQWLQJ
SKLORVRSKHUV RU FKRSVWLFNV DQG HDFK WRNHQ LQ SODFH 'RZQ
FRQVLVWVRIDSKLORVRSKHUDQGKLVKHUWZRFKRSVWLFNV)XQFWLRQ
QHWVVXSSRUWVLQKLELWRUDUFVDQGUHVHWDUFV7KHODEHOVDQGJXDUG
FRQGLWLRQV IRU HDFK DUF RUWUDQVLWLRQDUH VSHFLILHG LQ )LJXUH
$Q LQKLELWRU DUF UHSUHVHQWV D QHJDWLYH SUHFRQGLWLRQ RI WKH
DVVRFLDWHG WUDQVLWLRQ $ UHVHW DUF UHSUHVHQWV D UHVHW
SRVWFRQGLWLRQ RI WKH DVVRFLDWHG WUDQVLWLRQ ± LW UHPRYHV DOO
WRNHQVIURPWKHDVVRFLDWHGSODFHDIWHUWKHWUDQVLWLRQLVILUHG

)LJXUHVKRZVDWHVWWUHHJHQHUDWHGIRUWKHGLQLQJSKLORVRSKHU
PRGHO VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH  7HVW FRGH JHQHUDWRU JHQHUDWHV WHVW
FRGHLQWKHFKRVHQWDUJHWODQJXDJHIURPDJLYHQWUDQVLWLRQWUHH
0,67$ VXSSRUWV ODQJXDJHVWHVW IUDPHZRUNV LQFOXGLQJ
-DYD-8QLW&18QLW&&DQGPDQ\RWKHUV>@

)LJXUH$JHQHUDWHGWHVWWUHH

)LJXUH$IXQFWLRQQHWVPRGHOIRUGLQLQJSKLORVRSKHUV

% 0,67$
0,67$LVDWRROIRUDXWRPDWHGJHQHUDWLRQRIH[HFXWDEOHWHVW
FRGH ,W XVHV IXQFWLRQ QHWV IRU VSHFLI\LQJ WHVW PRGHOV VR WKDW
FRPSOHWHWHVWVFDQEHJHQHUDWHGDXWRPDWLFDOO\,WDOVRSURYLGHV
D ODQJXDJH IRU PDSSLQJ WKH HOHPHQWV LQ IXQFWLRQ QHWV WR
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ FRQVWUXFWV 7KLV PDNHV LW SRVVLEOH WR FRQYHUW
WKHPRGHOEDVHGWHVWVLQWRFRGHWKDWFDQEHH[HFXWHGDJDLQVWWKH
V\VWHP XQGHU WHVW 0,67$ LQFOXGHV VHYHUDO LPSRUWDQW
FRPSRQHQWVPRGHOHGLWRUPRGHOSDUVHUUHDFKDELOLW\DQDO\]HU
PRGHO FKHFNHU WHVW JHQHUDWRU DQG WHVW FRGH JHQHUDWRU 7HVW
JHQHUDWRU JHQHUDWHV PRGHOOHYHO WHVWV LH ILULQJ VHTXHQFHV 
DFFRUGLQJ WR D FKRVHQ FRYHUDJH FULWHULRQ 7KH WHVWV DUH
RUJDQL]HGDQGYLVXDOL]HGDVDWUDQVLWLRQWUHH0,67$VXSSRUWVD
QXPEHU RI FRYHUDJH FULWHULD IRU WHVW JHQHUDWLRQ IURP IXQFWLRQ
QHWV LQFOXGLQJ UHDFKDELOLW\ JUDSK FRYHUDJH WUDQVLWLRQ
FRYHUDJH VWDWH FRYHUDJH GHSWK FRYHUDJH DQG JRDO FRYHUDJH
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)LJXUH7KHOHIWSDQHOLVDVHWRIFRQIRFDOLPDJHVRIDFHOO7KHWRS
ULJKWLPDJHLVWKHVHFWLRQDOYLHZRIWKHUHFRQVWUXFWHG'VWUXFWXUHVRI
WKHFHOODQGWKHULJKWERWWRPRQHLVDSURFHVVHGLPDJHRIWKHFHOO

,,,
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,Q RUGHU WR LOOXVWUDWH WKH EDVLF LGHD DQG WKH SURFHVV RI WKH
PRGHOEDVHGWHVWJHQHUDWLRQLQPHWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJZHVWXG\D
UHDOZRUOG ³QRQWHVWDEOH´ SURJUDP ± DQ LPDJH SURFHVVLQJ
SURJUDP IRU UHFRQVWUXFWLQJ ' VWUXFWXUH RI ELRORJ\ FHOOV 7KH
LQSXWWRWKHSURJUDPLVDVWDFNRIFRQIRFDOLPDJHVRIDFHOODQG
HDFK LPDJH UHSUHVHQWV D VOLFH RI WKH FHOO  (DFK LPDJH LV ILUVW
SURFHVVHG WR UHFRJQL]H WKH QXFOHXV F\WRSODVP DQG
PLWRFKRQGULD DQG WKHQ WKH ' VWUXFWXUH RI WKH FHOO LV
UHFRQVWUXFWHG EDVHG RQ WKH VWDFN RI SURFHVVHG LPDJHV 7KH

QXPEHURIPLWRFKRQGULDWKHYROXPHRIWKHFHOOWKHYROXPHRI
QXFOHXV WKH YROXPH RI F\WRSODVP DQG WKH YROXPH RI WRWDO
PLWRFKRQGULD DUH FDOFXODWHG EDVHG RQ WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG '
VWUXFWXUH RI WKH FHOO :H RQO\ GLVFXVV WKH SDWWHUQ UHFRJQLWLRQ
FRPSRQHQW WKDW LV XVHG IRU UHFRJQL]LQJ PLWRFKRQGULD QXFOHDU
DQGF\WRSODVPLQHDFKVOLFHRILPDJH)LJXUHVKRZVDVDPSOH
LQSXWDQGRXWSXWRIWKHSURJUDP
$ 7KH$SSURDFK
,QRXUDSSURDFKILUVWZHFUHDWHDWHVWPRGHOIRUWKHV\VWHP
XQGHUWHVWXVLQJIXQFWLRQQHWV7KHQZHSHUIRUPVHYHUDOURXQGV
RIDQDO\VLVWRHQVXUHWKHFRUUHFWQHVVRIWKHPRGHO7KHDQDO\VLV
IXQFWLRQV LQ 0,67$ LQFOXGHVLPXODWLRQ UHDFKDELOLW\ DQDO\VLV
GHDGORFNFKHFNLQJDQGYHULILFDWLRQRIJRDOV7KHVLPXODWLRQLV
XVHG WR H[HFXWH WKH PRGHO WR FKHFN LWV UXQQLQJ DW GLIIHUHQW
VFHQDULRV 7KH UHDFKDELOLW\ DQDO\VLV LV XVHG WR FKHFN WKH
UHDFKDELOLW\ RI HDFK WUDQVLWLRQ RU JRDO VWDWHV GHILQHG LQ WKH
PRGHO$VVRRQDVWKHDQDO\VLVLVVXFFHVVIXOO\SDVVHGZHQHHG
WR FKRRVH DQ LQLWLDO LQSXW WKH LQLWLDO PDUNLQJ RI WKH IXQFWLRQ
QHWV PRGHO  DQG D WHVW FRYHUDJH FULWHULRQ WR EH XVHG IRU
JHQHUDWHWHVWV7KHWHVWVJHQHUDWHGDUHDGHTXDWHWRWKHVHOHFWHG
WHVWFRYHUDJHFULWHULRQ,QRUGHUWRJHQHUDWHWHVWFRGHIRUWHVWLQJ
WKH V\VWHP XQGHU WHVW WKH PRGHOLPSOHPHQWDWLRQ PDSSLQJ IRU
PDSSLQJ WRNHQV DQG WUDQVLWLRQV LQ WKH PRGHO WR GDWD DQG
PHWKRGV DQG REMHFWV LI WKH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ LV LQ DQ REMHFW
RULHQWHG ODQJXDJH  LQWKH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ KDV WREHGHILQHG LQ
0,67$$GGLWLRQDOKHOSHUFRGHVXFKDVLPSRUWVWDWHPHQWVKDV
WREHSURYLGHGWRPDNHWKHJHQHUDWHGWHVWFRGHH[HFXWDEOH'XH
WR WKH DEVHQFH RI WHVW RUDFOHV LQ ³QRQWHVWDEOH´ V\VWHPV ZH
FDQQRW GHFLGH WKH IDLOXUH RU VXFFHVV RI WKH JHQHUDWHG WHVWV
DORQH 7KHUHIRUH ZH QHHG WR LGHQWLI\ D VHW RI 05V LQ WKH
V\VWHPDQGWKHQFUHDWH05UHODWHGWHVWVWKURXJKDSSO\LQJWKH
05VWRWKHLQLWLDOJHQHUDWHGWHVWV)LQDOO\WKH05UHODWHGWHVWV
DUHH[HFXWHGLQSDUDOOHODQGWKHLUUHVXOWVDUHFRPSDUHGWRGHFLGH
WKH VXFFHVV RU IDLOXUH RI WKH 05 UHODWHG WHVWV DOWRJHWKHU $V
VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH  WKH SURFHVV RI WKH PRGHOEDVHG WHVW
JHQHUDWLRQ IRU PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ FRPSULVHV DQ LWHUDWLYH
VHTXHQFH RI WKH DFWLYLWLHV FRQVLVWHG RI GHVLJQ 05V JHQHUDWH
WHVWVIRUWKHPRGHOJHQHUDWHWHVWFRGHFUHDWH05UHODWHGWHVWV
DQGFRQGXFWWHVW
%XLOGD7HVW
0RGHO

$QDO\]HWKH
7HVW0RGHO

IXUWKHUWHVW
$QDO\]HV\VWHP
FRUUHFWQHVV

&UHDWH05
UHODWHG7HVWV

x

,QFOXVLYH,IDQDUWLILFLDOPLWRFKRQGULRQLVDGGHGWRWKH
RULJLQDO LPDJH WKHQ WKH DGGHG RQH VKRXOG EH
UHFRJQL]HG WKH QXPEHU RI PLWRFKRQGULD LQ WKH FHOO
VKRXOGLQFUHDVHRQHDQGWKHVL]HRIPLWRFKRQGULDVKDOO
LQFUHDVHFRUUHVSRQGLQJO\

x

([FOXVLYH ,I D PLWRFKRQGULRQ LV UHPRYHG IURP WKH
RULJLQDOLPDJHWKHQWKHUHPRYHGRQHVKDOOQRWH[LVWLQ
WKH SURFHVVHG LPDJH WKH QXPEHU RI PLWRFKRQGULD LQ
WKH FHOO VKRXOG GHFUHDVH RQH DQG WKH VL]H RI WKH
PLWRFKRQGULDVKDOOGHFUHDVHFRUUHVSRQGLQJO\

x

0XOWLSOLFDWLYH ,I WKH VL]H RI D PLWRFKRQGULRQ LV
HQODUJHG ZLWK D VPDOO SHUFHQWDJH IURP WKH RULJLQDO
LPDJH WKHQ WKH VL]H RI WKH PLWRFKRQGULRQ VKDOO EH
LQFUHDVHG LQ WKH SURFHVVHG LPDJH WKH QXPEHU RI WKH
PLWRFKRQGULD LQ WKH FHOO VKDOO NHHS WKH VDPH DQG WKH
VL]HRIPLWRFKRQGULDLVH[SHFWHGWRLQFUHDVH

x

6KDSHV 0LWRFKRQGULD PD\ KDYH GLIIHUHQW VKDSHV
$UWLILFLDOPLWRFKRQGULDZLWKGLIIHUHQWVKDSHVDUHDGGHG
WRWKHLPDJHWRFKHFNZKHWKHUWKHVHPLWRFKRQGULDFDQ
EHUHFRJQL]HGDVH[SHFWHGDQGWKHSURFHVVLQJRIRWKHU
RULJLQDOPLWRFKRQGULDVKRXOGQRWEHDIIHFWHG

x

3RVLWLRQV7KHSURJUDPSURFHVVHVWKHPLWRFKRQGULDWKDW
DUH FORVH WR WKH QXFOHDU GLIIHUHQWO\ WR RQHV WKDW DUH
FORVHWRWKHFHOOERXQGDU\$UWLILFLDOPLWRFKRQGULDDUH
DGGHG WR WKH LPDJHV LQ GLIIHUHQW SRVLWLRQV 7KH QHZ
DGGHG PLWRFKRQGULD VKRXOG EH UHFRJQL]HG DQG WKH
SURFHVVLQJ RI RWKHU PLWRFKRQGULD VKRXOG QRW EH
DIIHFWHG 7KH QXPEHU DQG VL]H RI PLWRFKRQGULD LQ WKH
FHOO VKDOO NHHS WKH VDPH LI RQO\ WKH SRVLWLRQ RI D
PLWRFKRQGULRQLVFKDQJHG

& %XLOGLQJD7HVW0RGHO
:H EXLOW D WHVW PRGHO IRU SDUWLDO IHDWXUHV RI WKH FHOOXODU
LPDJH SURFHVVLQJ SURJUDP XVLQJ WKH IXQFWLRQ QHWV 7KH WHVW
PRGHOGHILQHVWKHEDVLFIXQFWLRQVIRUUHFRJQL]LQJPLWRFKRQGULD
DQG WKHQXFOHDU IURP D FRQIRFDO LPDJHRI DFHOO7KHLQSXWRI
WKHSURJUDPLVDFRQIRFDOLPDJHILOHWKDWKDVEHHQWDNHQIRUD
VOLFH RI D ELRORJ\ FHOO DQG D FRQILJXUDWLRQ ILOH IRU VHWWLQJ WKH
LPDJH SURFHVVLQJ  $V VRRQ DV WKH ILOHV DUH UHDG LQWR WKH
SURJUDP WKHQ VHWWLQJ LQIRUPDWLRQ LQ WKH FRQILJXUDWLRQ ILOH LV
UHDG\IRUXVLQJDQGWKHLPDJHILOHLVVHSDUDWHGWZRILOHVEDVHG
RQ WKH FRORU RI HDFK FHOO FRPSRQHQW HJ QXFOHDU
PLWRFKRQGULD DQG F\WRSODVP  7KH EOXH RQH UHSUHVHQWV
PLWRFKRQGULD DQG WKH UHG RQH UHSUHVHQWV QXFOHDU 7KH EDVLF
IXQFWLRQV IRU SURFHVVLQJ PLWRFKRQGULD DQG QXFOHDU DUH VDPH
LQFOXGLQJ IXQFWLRQV VXFK DV ILQGLQJ FXWRII YDOXHV IRU
GLIIHUHQWLDWLQJFHOOFRPSRQHQWVIURPWKHF\WRSODVPVPRRWKLQJ
WKHFRQWRXUOLQHRIHDFKUHFRJQL]HGFHOOFRPSRQHQWUHPRYLQJ
QRLVH LQ WKH SURFHVVHG LPDJH ILOOLQJNHHSLQJ WKH KROH LQ HDFK
FHOOFRPSRQHQW(DFKWUDQVLWLRQGHILQHGLQWKHPRGHOUHSUHVHQWV

6HOHFWDWHVW
FRYHUDJHFULWHULRQ
*HQHUDWHWHVWV

,GHQWLI\
05V

% 'HVLJQLQJ05V
7HVWLQJ WKHLPDJHSURFHVVLQJSURJUDP LV FRPSOH[EHFDXVH
HDFKFHOOKDVPDQ\PLWRFKRQGULDLQGLIIHUHQWVKDSHRUVL]H:H
FDQQRW ILQG D WHVW RUDFOH WR WHOO ZKHWKHU WKH VKDSH DQG VL]H RI
HDFK UHFRJQL]HG PLWRFKRQGULRQ LV VDPH DV WKH UHDO RQHLQ WKH
FHOO *XLGHG E\ H[SHULHQFH GLVFXVVHG LQ >@>@>@ ZH
LGHQWLI\DVHWRI05V

*HQHUDWHWHVWFRGH

7HVWV\VWHP

$QDO\]HWHVW

)LJXUH3URFHVVRIPRGHOEDVHGWHVWJHQHUDWLRQ
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DWOHDVWRQHPHWKRGLQWKHSURJUDP%HFDXVHWKHIXQFWLRQQHWV
PRGHOLVYHU\ODUJHKHUHZHGLYLGHGLWLQWRWZRSLHFHVZKLFK
VKRXOG EH FRQQHFWHG YLD WKH SODFHVWUDQVLWLRQV WKDW KDYH WKH
VDPHQDPHV WKHSODFHVWUDQVLWLRQVWKDWKDYHWKHVDPHQDPHDUH
WKHVDPHSODFHWUDQVLWLRQVLQWKHRULJLQDOPRGHO )LJXUHDQG
)LJXUH  VKRZV WKH WHVW PRGHO IRU WKH LPDJH SURFHVVLQJ
SURJUDP

)LJXUHGDQGFDQEHFRPELQHGXVLQJWKHFRPPRQSODFHV
DQGWUDQVLWLRQVDQG)LJXUHLVLQWKHOHIWVLGHDQG)LJXUHLV
LQWKHULJKWVLGH7KHJXDUGFRQGLWLRQVRIHDFKWUDQVLWLRQDUHQRW
VKRZQLQ)LJXUHVDQGEXWWKH\ZHUHGHILQHGLQWKHPRGHO
:HVHWXSWKH,1,7LQSXWDV!UHSUHVHQWLQJRQHLPDJHILOH
DQG RQH FRQILJXUDWLRQ ILOH DQG WKH *2$/ DV WRNHQ&RXQW
2XWSXW)LOHV   UHSUHVHQWLQJ DQ RXWSXW RI D SURFHVVHG ILOH
7KHQZHSHUIRUPHGVLPXODWLRQUHDFKDELOLW\DQDO\VLVDQGRWKHU
DQDO\VLVWRLPSURYHRXUFRQILGHQFHRIWKHFRUUHFWQHVVRIWKHWHVW
PRGHO%DVHGRQWKHDQDO\VLVUHVXOWVZHNQHZWKDWWKH*2$/
VWDWH LV UHDFKDEOH DQG DOO WUDQVLWLRQV DUH UHDFKDEOH DQG WKH
UXQQLQJRIWKHPRGHOVWRSVQRUPDOO\ZKHQWKHSURFHVVHGILOHLV
RXWSXW

)LJXUH7HVWPRGHORIWKHLPDJHSURFHVVLQJSURJUDP SDUW 
)LJXUH7HVWWUHHIRUFRYHULQJDOOWUDQVLWLRQV

' *HQHUDWLQJ7HVWV
$V VRRQ DV WKH WHVW PRGHO IRU WKH V\VWHP XQGHU WHVW LV
FRQVWUXFWHGWHVWVIRUWKHPRGHOFDQEHDXWRPDWLFDOO\JHQHUDWHG
DJDLQVWDVHOHFWHGWHVWFRYHUDJHFULWHULRQ)RUH[DPSOHZHFDQ
FKRRVH WKH UHDFKDELOLW\ WUHH FRYHUDJH DV WKH WHVW FRYHUDJH
FULWHULRQDQGWKHQWKHWHVWVJHQHUDWHGVKDOOFRYHUDOOUHDFKDEOH
SDWKVLQWKHPRGHO7HVWVFDQQRWFRYHUDOOUHDFKDEOHSDWKVLQD
SURJUDP LQ JHQHUDO VR WKDW WKH PRGHOEDVHG WHVW JHQHUDWLRQ
SURYLGHV D ULJRURXV ZD\ WR JHQHUDWHWHVWV WKDW FRYHU WKH SDWKV
LH WKH SDWKV GHILQHG LQ WKH PRGHO  WKDW EHVW UHSUHVHQW WKH
SDWKV LQ WKH SURJUDP 6LQFH VWUXFWXUDOO\ FRPSOH[ GDWD DUH QRW
GHILQHG LQ WKH PRGHO ZH GRQ¶W DSSO\ DQ\ 05 WR WKH PRGHO
OHYHO WHVWV GLUHFWO\ ,QVWHDG WKH 05V ZLOO EH DSSOLHG WR WKH
FRGHOHYHO WHVWV 7KH FRGHOHYHO WHVWV DUH WUDQVODWHG IURP WKH
PRGHOOHYHO WHVWV LQ 0,67$ DQG WKH\ DUH WKH LQLWLDO WHVWV IRU
WHVWLQJWKHV\VWHP:HGRQRWNQRZWKHFRUUHFWRXWSXWVRIWKHVH
LQLWLDO WHVWV LQ ³QRQWHVWDEOH´ V\VWHP EXW ZH NQRZ WKH
UHODWLRQVKLS EHWZHHQ HDFK WHVW DQG LWV 05 UHODWHG WHVWV
JHQHUDWHGEDVHGRQD056LQFHWKHLQLWLDOWHVWVJHQHUDWHGIURP
WKHPRGHODGHTXDWHO\FRYHUWKHVHOHFWHGWHVWFRYHUDJHFULWHULRQ
WKHWHVWVWKDWLQFOXGHLQLWLDOWHVWVDQGWKHLU05UHODWHGWHVWVVKDOO
DGHTXDWHO\FRYHUWKHWHVWFRYHUDJHFULWHULRQDVZHOO05UHODWHG

)LJXUH7HVWPRGHORIWKHLPDJHSURFHVVLQJSURJUDP SDUW 
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WHVWVDUHH[HFXWHGLQSDUDOOHOWRFRPSDUHWKHLURXWSXWVDFFRUGLQJ
WRWKH05LQRUGHUWRGHFLGHZKHWKHUWKHWHVWVSDVVRUIDLO
7KH WHVW LQSXW IRU WKH WHVW PRGHO RI WKH LPDJH SURFHVVLQJ
SURJUDP LQFOXGHV WZR ILOHV RQH LV D FRQIRFDO LPDJH ILOH DQG
DQRWKHU RQH LV D FRQILJXUDWLRQ ILOH (DFK ILOH LV VLPSO\
UHSUHVHQWHGDVDQDWXUDOQXPEHUWRNHQVXFKDV^!`)LJXUH
VKRZVWKHWHVWWUHHIRUFRYHULQJDOO WUDQVLWLRQVLQWKHPRGHO
2QO\RQHWHVWLVQHHGHGIRUFRYHULQJDOOWUDQVLWLRQV LHWKHWHVW
LV DGHTXDWH IRU DOO WUDQVLWLRQV LQ WKH PRGHO  +RZHYHU PRUH
WKDQ WHVWVDUH QHHGHG IRU FRYHULQJ DOO VWDWHLQ WKH PRGHO
LHWKHWHVWVHWWKDWLQFOXGHVWKHWHVWVLVDGHTXDWHIRUDOO
VWDWHV LQ WKH PRGHO  ,Q DGGLWLRQ 0,67$ VXSSRUWV WKH
JHQHUDWLRQRIDGHTXDWHWHVWVHWVIRUFRYHULQJDOOSDWKVDOOIORZV
RUDOOSODFHVRURWKHUVLQWKHPRGHO
YRLGWHVW ^

SULQWI 7HVWFDVH?Q 

VHW8S 

5HDG)LOHV  

DVVHUW ,PDJH  B 

DVVHUW &RQILJ  B 

DVVHUW &RQILJ  B 

5HDG,PJ  

DVVHUW 0LWR,PJ  BB 

DVVHUW 1XFOHDUO,PJ  BB 

DVVHUW &RQILJ  BB 

DVVHUW &RQILJ  BB 

5HDG&RQILJ  

DVVHUW 0LWR,PJ  BBB 

DVVHUW 5DWLRV  BBB 

DVVHUW 1XFOHDUO,PJ  BBB 

DVVHUW +ROH  BBB 

DVVHUW &RQILJ  BBB 

DVVHUW *DXVVLDQ  BBB 

)LJXUH7HVWFRGHIRUFRYHULQJDOOWUDQVLWLRQV

7KHFRGHOHYHOWHVWLQSXWIRUWKHLPDJHSURFHVVLQJSURJUDP
LQFOXGHVDJURXSRIUHDOFRQIRFDOLPDJHILOHV VHH)LJXUH DQG
DUHDOFRQILJXUDWLRQILOH^,PJL&RQILJ!`ZKHUH,PJLLVWKHLWK
FRQIRFDOLPDJHRIWKHFHOODQG&RQILJLVWKHFRQILJXUDWLRQILOH
7KHPDSSLQJEHWZHHQWKHWHVWLQSXW^!`IRUWKHPRGHODQG
WKH WHVW LQSXW ^,PJL &RQILJ!` IRU WKH SURJUDP LV GHILQHG
EHIRUH WKH WHVW FRGH LV JHQHUDWHG $GGLWLRQDO WHVWV DUH FUHDWHG
WKURXJK DSSO\LQJ HDFK 05WR H[LVWLQJ WHVWV )RU H[DPSOH ZH
FDQDSSO\05 LQFOXVLYHWRWHVWLQSXW^,PJL&RQILJ!`DQGLWV
FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WHVWV WR FUHDWH D QHZ WHVW LQSXW ^,PJ¶L
&RQILJ!`DQGQHZWHVWVZKHUH,PJ¶LLVWKHPRGLILHG,PJLWKDW
LQFOXGHV DQ DUWLILFLDO PLWRFKRQGULRQ 7KH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WHVWV
DUHQRWFKDQJHGH[FHSWWKHWHVWLQSXW,PJLLVUHSODFHGE\,PJ¶L
8VLQJ WKH VDPH LGHD ZH FDQ FUHDWH WHVWV EDVHG RQ 05
H[FOXVLYH PXOWLSOLFDWLYH VKDSHVDQGSRVLWLRQV7KH RXWSXWV RI
05 UHODWHG WHVWV DUH FRPSDUHG EDVHG RQ WKH 05 )LJXUH 
VKRZV SDUWLDO RI WKHWHVWFRGH IRU FRYHULQJ DOO WUDQVLWLRQV7KH
WHVW FRGH FDQ EH WUDQVODWHG LQWR D WHVW IRU WHVWLQJ WKH SURJUDP
ZKHQWKHQDWXUDOQXPEHUVDUHUHSUHVHQWHGE\UHDOILOHVDQGWKH
WUDQVLWLRQV DUH UHSUHVHQWHG E\ IXQFWLRQV LQ WKH SURJUDP
+RZHYHU WKH 05 UHODWHG WHVWV KDYH WR EH PDQXDOO\ FUHDWHG
EDVHG RQ WKH H[LVWLQJ WHVWV ZKLFK LV IDLUO\ HDV\ LQ WKLV FDVH
VLQFHWKHRQO\FKDQJHLVWKHLPDJHILOHV
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0HWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ KDV EHHQ XVHG IRU WHVWLQJ ³QRQ
WHVWDEOH´ V\VWHPV VXFK DV ELRLQIRUPDWLFV V\VWHPV >@>@
PDFKLQHOHDUQLQJV\VWHPV>@>@DQGRQOLQHVHUYLFHV\VWHPV
>@ 6DPHWRRWKHUVRIWZDUH WHVWLQJ WHFKQLTXHV WHVWJHQHUDWLRQ
LVVWLOORQHRIWKHPRVWLPSRUWDQWWDVNVLQPHWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJ
6RIWZDUH WHVWLQJ PDLQO\ KDV IRXU W\SHV RI WHVW JHQHUDWLRQ
PHWKRGVSURJUDPEDVHGVSHFLILFDWLRQEDVHGPRGHOEDVHGDQG
UDQGRPWHVW>@3URJUDPEDVHGWHVWJHQHUDWLRQIDOOVLQWRWZR
PDLQO\ FDWHJRULHV VWDWLF PHWKRGV DQG G\QDPLF PHWKRGV 7KH
VWDWLF PHWKRGV JHQHUDWH WHVW FDVHV WKURXJK DQDO\]LQJ WKH
SURJUDP FRGH ZLWKRXW UXQQLQJ WKH SURJUDP 7KH G\QDPLF
PHWKRGVSURGXFHWHVWFDVHVXVLQJKHXULVWLFDQDO\VLVRIG\QDPLF
EHKDYLRUV GXULQJ WKH SURJUDP¶V H[HFXWLRQ 'XH WR DEVHQFH RI
WHVW RUDFOHV LQ ³QRQWHVWDEOH´ SURJUDPV SURJUDPEDVHG WHVW
JHQHUDWLRQ FDQQRW EH XVHG WR JHQHUDWH SUDFWLFDO WHVW FDVHV IRU
GLUHFWO\WHVWLQJ³QRQWHVWDEOH´V\VWHPV6SHFLILFDWLRQEDVHGWHVW
JHQHUDWLRQ JHQHUDWHV KLJK OHYHO WHVW FDVHV IURP IRUPDO
VSHFLILFDWLRQVOLNH=RU3HWULQHWVRIWKHSURJUDPXQGHUWHVWDQG
WKHQWKHKLJKOHYHOWHVWFDVHVDUHWUDQVIRUPHGLQWRWHVWLQSXWVWR
WHVW WKH SURJUDP 0RGHO EDVHG WHVW JHQHUDWLRQ GHULYHV PRGHO
OHYHO WHVW FDVHV IURP SURJUDP PRGHOV VXFK DV )LQLWH 6WDWH
0DFKLQHPRGHOVRU80/PRGHOVDQGWKHQWKHPRGHOOHYHOWHVW
FDVHV DUH WUDQVIRUPHG LQWR WHVW LQSXWV >@ +RZHYHU
JHQHUDWLQJ VWUXFWXUDOO\ FRPSOH[ WHVW LQSXW GDWD OLNH WKH
ELRPHGLFDO LPDJHV UHPDLQV D FKDOOHQJH LVVXH LQ VSHFLILFDWLRQ
EDVHGRUPRGHOEDVHGWHVWJHQHUDWLRQ>@,QWKLVSDSHUKLJK
OHYHO WHVWV DUH DXWRPDWLFDOO\ JHQHUDWHG IURP WKH PRGHO XVLQJ
WRRO0,67$DQGWKHQWKHVHKLJKOHYHOWHVWVDUHWUDQVODWHGLQWR
FRGHOHYHO WHVWVDXWRPDWLFDOO\ 7KHVH JHQHUDWHG WHVWV VHUYHU DV
WKH LQLWLDO WHVW LQSXWV DQG WHVWV DQG WKHQ 05V DUH DSSOLHG WR
WKHP WR JHQHUDWH DGGLWLRQDO WHVW LQSXWV DQG WHVWV 5DGRP WHVW
JHQHUDWLRQ VHOHFWV DQ DUELWUDU\ VXEVHW RI DOO SRVVLEOH LQSXW
YDOXHV RYHU WKH LQSXW VSDFH DFFRUGLQJ WR FHUWDLQ SUREDELOLVWLF
GLVWULEXWLRQ>@
5HVHDUFK RQ DXWRPDWLFDOO\ JHQHUDWLQJ WHVWV RU FKHFNLQJ
05V LQ PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ KDV EHHQ UHSRUWHG ,Q >@ WHVW
JHQHUDWLRQ ZDV LPSOHPHQWHG EDVHG RQ VROYLQJ D JRDO LQ D
FRQVWUDLQWV\VWHP7KHUHVHDUFKUHSRUWHGLQ>@LQWURGXFHGDQ
DXWRPDWHGPHWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJIUDPHZRUNZKHUHWKHSURJUDP
XQGHUWHVWUXQZLWKWKHRULJLQDOWHVWLQSXWVLQSDUDOOHOZLWKWKH
WHVWLQSXWVWKDWZHUHWUDQVIRUPHGIURPWKHRULJLQDOLQSXWVEDVHG
RQ D 05 $ UDQGRP WHVW JHQHUDWLRQ IRU WHVWLQJ LPDJH
SURFHVVLQJDSSOLFDWLRQVZDVGLVFXVVHGLQ>@)LUVWDQHZLPDJH
LVJHQHUDWHGWKURXJKUDQGRPO\VHOHFWLQJHDFKEODFNSL[HOZLWKD
SUREDELOLW\ IURP D UHIHUHQFH LPDJH DQG WKHQ WKH LPDJHV DUH
WUDQVIRUPHGLQWRRWKHU LPDJHV EDVHGRQ 05V VXFKDV URWDWLRQ
RU LQWHUVHFWLRQ RI LPDJHV ZKLFK DUH WKHWHVW LQSXWVIRU WHVWLQJ
WKH LPDJH SURFHVVLQJ DSSOLFDWLRQV 6KDQ DQG =KX UHSRUWHG D
PHWKRG WR SURGXFH VWUXFWXUDOO\ FRPSOH[ WHVW FDVHV E\ GDWD
PXWDWLRQ LQ>@ )LUVW DVHWRI PXWDWLRQRSHUDWRUV DUHGHILQHG
DQGDVHWRIVHHGWHVWFDVHVDUHFUHDWHGDQGWKHQDVHWRIQHZ
WHVWFDVHVDUHJHQHUDWHGWKURXJKDSSO\LQJPXWDWLRQRSHUDWRUVWR
WKHVHHGWHVWFDVHV>@7KHDSSURDFKFDQEHGLUHFWO\XVHGIRU
JHQHUDWLQJ VWUXFWXUDOO\ FRPSOH[ WHVW FDVHV IRU PHWDPRUSKLF
WHVWLQJ H[FHSW WKH 05V LQVWHDG RI PXWDWLRQ RSHUDWRUV DUH
DSSOLHG WR WKH VHHG WHVW FDVHV $OWKRXJK PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ
FDQ EH DSSOLHG WR LQGLYLGXDO SURJUDP FRPSRQHQW VXFK DV WKH
UHVHDUFK RQ IXQFWLRQ OHYHO PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ UHSRUWHG LQ

>@ PRVW RI WKH ZRUN IRFXVHV RQ V\VWHP WHVWLQJ E\
FRQVLGHULQJ WKH SURSHUWLHV RI HQWLUH V\VWHPV >@>@ VLQFH WKH
FRUUHFWQHVV RI WKH RXWSXW RI DQ LQGLYLGXDO FRPSRQHQW LV HYHQ
PRUHGLIILFXOWWREHGHFLGHGLQD³QRQWHVWDEOH´SURJUDPGXHWR
WKH FRPSOH[LW\ RI WKH UXQQLQJ FRQWH[W RI DQ LQGLYLGXDO
FRPSRQHQW ,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH RQO\ FRQVLGHU WKH V\VWHP OHYHO
PHWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJ
7KHHYDOXDWLRQRIWHVWDGHTXDF\LVSDUWLFXODUO\LPSRUWDQWWR
PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ EHFDXVH ZH QHHG GHYHORS QRW RQO\
DGHTXDWHWHVWFDVHVEXWDOVRDGHTXDWH05V+RZFDQZHNQRZ
WKHDGHTXDF\RIWKH05VLGHQWLILHGRUWKHWHVWFDVHVGHYHORSHG
IRUDPHWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJ",QWKLVSDSHUWKHDGHTXDF\RIPDQ\
ZLGHO\XVHGWHVWFRYHUDJHFULWHULDLVJXDUDQWHHGZKHQWHVWVDUH
JHQHUDWHGE\WKH0,67$WRRO7KHVHOIFKHFNLQJPHWDPRUSKLF
WHVWLQJUHSRUWHGLQ>@GLVFXVVHGWKHDSSURDFKIRUHYDOXDWLQJWKH
WHVWDGHTXDF\EXWWKHDGHTXDF\RIWHVWFRYHUDJHFULWHULDLQWKLV
UHVHDUFKLVDXWRPDWLFDOO\HQVXUHG
9

&21&/86,21

IRFXVHGRQDXWRPDWLFJHQHUDWLRQRI05UHODWHGWHVWVXVLQJWKH
WRRO0,67$
5()(5(1&(6
>@

>@

>@

>@

>@
>@

0HWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJKDVEHHQXVHGIRUWHVWLQJV\VWHPVWKDW
GRQRWKDYHWHVWRUDFOHV+RZHYHUFKHFNLQJRQO\05VDPRQJ
RXWSXWV LV QRW VWURQJ HQRXJK WR HQVXUH WKH WHVWLQJ TXDOLW\ $
ULJRURXV JXLGHOLQH IRU JHQHUDWLQJ WHVWV LV LPSRUWDQW IRU
LPSURYLQJWKHTXDOLW\RIPHWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJ,QWKLVSDSHUZH
SURSRVHG DQ DSSURDFK WR PRGHOEDVHG WHVW JHQHUDWLRQ IRU
PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ 7KH DGHTXDF\ RI WHVW FRYHUDJH FULWHULD
LQFOXGLQJSDWKFRYHUDJHVWDWHFRYHUDJHDQGIXQFWLRQFRYHUDJH
FDQEHJXDUDQWHHGWKURXJKDXWRPDWHGWHVWJHQHUDWLRQ
7KH HIIHFWLYHQHVV RI RXU DSSURDFK KDV EHHQ GHPRQVWUDWHG
E\ WHVWLQJ D ³QRQWHVWDEOH´ LPDJHSURFHVVLQJ SURJUDP 7KH
PRGHO ZH EXLOW IRU WKH LPDJH SURFHVVLQJ SURJUDP GHILQHG DOO
IXQFWLRQVDQGZRUNIORZVIRUUHFRJQL]LQJFHOOFRPSRQHQWVLQD
FHOOXODU LPDJH $QDO\VLV LQFOXGLQJ VLPXODWLRQ VWDWH DQG
WUDQVLWLRQ UHDFKDELOLW\ DQDO\VLV GHDGORFN DQDO\VLV DQG
YHULILFDWLRQRIJRDOVWDWHVKDGEHHQSHUIRUPHGRQWKHPRGHORI
WKH FHOOXODU LPDJH SURFHVVLQJ WR HQVXUH LWV FRUUHFWQHVV ZKLFK
SURYLGHGDVROLGIRXQGDWLRQIRUWKHWHVWJHQHUDWLRQ6HYHUDOVHWV
RI WHVWV KDG EHHQ JHQHUDWHG IRU DGHTXDWHO\ FRYHULQJ WKH WHVW
FRYHUDJHFULWHULDZHVHOHFWHG&RPSDULQJWRRXUSUHYLRXVZRUN
RQ VHOIFKHFNLQJ PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ GLVFXVVHG LQ UHIHUHQFH
>@ WKH DGHTXDF\ RI VHOHFWHG WHVW FRYHUDJH FULWHULD ZDV
JXDUDQWHHG LQ WKH PRGHOEDVHG PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ ,Q
DGGLWLRQ WKH PRGHOEDVHG PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ FDQ ULJRURXVO\
JHQHUDWH WHVWV WKDW DGHTXDWHO\ FRYHU FRPSOH[ WHVW FRYHUDJH
FULWHULD OLNHDOO VWDWH FRYHUDJHRU DOOSDWKFRYHUDJH%DVHGRQ
RXU NQRZOHGJH ZH KDYHQ¶W VHHQ DQ\ VLPLODU ZRUN RQ
PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ ,Q WKH FDVH VWXG\ RYHU WKDQ  WHVWV
ZHUH JHQHUDWHG WR WHVW DOO VWDWHV LQ WKH PRGHO :LWKRXW D
ULJRURXVWHVWJHQHUDWLRQDSSURDFKRUDSRZHUIXOWHVWLQJWRROLW
ZDV DOPRVW LPSRVVLEOH WR FUHDWH VR PDQ\ WHVWV WR DGHTXDWHO\
WHVW WKH V\VWHP 7HVWV JHQHUDWHG IURP WKH WHVW PRGHO ZHUH
ILQDOO\ WUDQVODWHG LQWR WHVWV IRU WHVWLQJ WKH V\VWHP
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ :H LGHQWLILHG  05V IRU WHVWLQJ WKH LPDJH
SURFHVVLQJSURJUDP DQGWKHVH 05V ZHUH DSSOLHGWR WKH LQLWLDO
WHVWVWRFUHDWH05UHODWHGWHVWV'XHWRWKHVSDFHOLPLWDWLRQZH
GLGQRWGHVFULEHWKHGHWDLOVRIWKHFRGHOHYHOWHVWVEXWWKHEDVLF
LGHD KDV EHHQ FOHDUO\ H[SODLQHG ,Q RUGHU WR LPSURYH WKH
SURGXFWLYLW\ RI PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ RXU IXWXUH ZRUN ZLOO EH
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: . &KDQ 6 & &KHXQJ DQG . 5 /HXQJ ³$ PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ
DSSURDFK IRU RQOLQH WHVWLQJ RI VHUYLFHRULHQWHG VRIWZDUH DSSOLFDWLRQV´
,QWHUQDWLRQDO-RXUQDORI:HE6HUYLFHV5HVHDUFKSS±
7 < &KHQ 6 & &KHXQJ DQG 6 <LX ³0HWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ D QHZ
DSSURDFKIRUJHQHUDWLQJQH[WWHVWFDVHV´7HFK5HS +.867&6
'HSW RI &RPSXWHU 6FLHQFH +RQJ .RQJ 8QLY RI 6FLHQFH DQG
7HFKQRORJ\
7<&KHQ-:.+R+/LXDQG;;LH³$QLQQRYDWWLYHDSSURDFK
IRU WHVWLQJ ELRLQIRUPDWLFV SURJUDPV XVLQJ PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ´ %0&
%LRLQIRUPDWLFVSS
7<&KHQ'++XDQJ7+7VHDQG=4=KRX³&DVHVWXGLHVRQ
WKHVHOHFWLRQRIXVHIXOUHODWLRQVLQPHWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJ´,Q3URFRIWKH
WK ,EHUR$PHULFDQ 6\PSRVLXP RQ 6RIWZDUH (QJLQHHULQJ DQG
.QRZOHGJH(QJLQHHULQJSS
7<&KHQ7+7VHDQG=4=KRX³)DXOWEDVHGWHVWLQJZLWKRXWWKH
QHHGIRRUDFOHV´,QIRDQG6RIW7HFK  SS±
-'LQJ7:X-4/X;+X³6HOI&KHFNHG0HWDPRUSKLF7HVWLQJRI
DQ ,PDJH 3URFHVVLQJ 3URJUDP´ 7KH WK ,((( ,QWO &RQI RQ 6HFXULW\
6RIWZDUH,QWHJUDWLRQDQG5HOLDELOLW\,PSURYHPHQW6LQJDSRUH
- : 'XUDQ 6 & 1WDIRV $Q (YDOXDWLRQ RI 5DQGRP 7HVWLQJ ,(((
7UDQVDFWLRQV RQ 6RIWZDUH (QJLQHHULQJ 9RO 6( 1R  SS
-XO\
$ *RWOHLE DQG%%RWHOOD ³$XWRPDWHG PHWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJ´ ,Q 3URF
RI WK $QQXDO ,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RPSXWHU 6RIWZDUH DQG $SSOLFDWLRQV
&RQIHUHQFHSS
- 0D\HU 5 *XGHUOHL 2Q 5DQGRP 7HVWLQJ RI ,PDJH 3URFHVVLQJ
$SSOLFDWLRQV 3URF RI 6L[WK ,QW &RQIHUHQFH RQ 4XDOLW\ 6RIWZDUH
46,&  SS
& 0XUSK\ . 6KHQ DQG * .DLVHU ³$XWRPDWLF V\VWHP WHVWLQJ RI
SURJUDP ZLWKRXW WHVW RUDFOHV´ ,Q 3URF RI  $&0 ,QWO 6\PSRVLXP
RI6RIWZDUH7HVWLQJDQG$QDO\VLV ,667$ 
& 0XUSK\ * .DLVHU / +X DQG / :X ³3URSHUWLHV RI PDFKLQH
OHDUQLQJ DSSOLFDWLRQV IRU XVH LQ PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ´ ,Q 3URF RI WKH
WK,QWFRQIHUHQFHRQVRIWZDUHHQJLQHHULQJDQGNQRZOHGJHHQJLQHHULQJ
6(.( SS±
& 0XUSK\ .  6KHQ DQG * .DLVHU ³8VLQJ -0/ UXQWLPH DVVHUWLRQ
FKHFNLQJ WR DXWRPDWH PHWDPRUSKLF WHVWLQJ LQ DSSOLFDWLRQV ZLWKRXW WHVW
RUDFOHV´,Q3URFRIWKHQG,(((,QWHUQDWLRQDO&RQIHUHQFHRQ6RIWZDUH
7HVWLQJ9HULILFDWLRQDQG9DOLGDWLRQ ,&67 
& 0XUSK\ ³0HWDPRUSKLF 7HVWLQJ 7HFKQLTXHV WR 'HWHFW 'HIHFWV LQ
$SSOLFDWLRQV ZLWKRXW 7HVW 2UDFOHV´ 'RFWRUDO GLVVHUWDWLRQ &ROXPELD
8QLYHUVLW\
/ 6KDQ DQG + =KX ³*HQHUDWLQJ 6WUXFWXDOO\ &RPSOH[ 7HVW &DVHV %\
'DWD 0XWDWLRQ $ &DVH 6WXG\ RI 7HVWLQJ $Q $XWRPDWHG 0RGHOOLQJ
7RRO´7KH&RPSXWHU-RXUQDO9RO1R
(- :H\XNHU ³2Q WHVWLQJ QRQWHVWDEOH SURJUDP´ &RPSXWHU -RXUQDO
YRO  SS
; ;LH - +R & 0XUSK\ * .DLVHU % ;X DQG 7 < &KHQ
³$SSOLFDWLRQRIPHWDPRUSKLFWHVWLQJWRVXSHUYLVHGFODVVLILHUV´ ,Q3URF
RIWKHWK,QWO&RQIRQ4XDOLW\6RIWZDUHSS±
' ;X - 'LQJ ³3ULRULWL]LQJ 6WDWH%DVHG $VSHFW 7HVWV´ 3URF RI ,&67
SS3DULV)UDQFH
';X³$7RROIRU$XWRPDWHG7HVW&RGH*HQHUDWLRQIURP+LJK/HYHO
3HWUL 1HWV´ QG ,QW &RQI RQ $SSV DQG 7KHRU\ RI 3HWUL 1HWV 
1HZFDVWOH8.-XQH
';X'.(1\JDUG³7KUHDW'ULYHQ0RGHOLQJDQG 9HULILFDWLRQRI
6HFXUH 6RIWZDUH 8VLQJ $VSHFW2ULHQWHG 3HWUL 1HWV´ ,((( 7UDQV RQ
6RIWZDUH(QJLQHHULQJ  ±
' ;X 5 $ 9RO] 7 5 ,RHUJHU - <HQ ³0RGHOLQJ DQG $QDO\]LQJ
0XOWL$JHQW %HKDYLRUV 8VLQJ 3UHGLFDWH7UDQVLWLRQ 1HWV´ ,QWHUQDWLRQDO
-RXUQDO RI 6RIWZDUH (QJLQHHULQJ DQG .QRZOHGJH (QJLQHHULQJ   
±
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As an o ngoing work, in this paper, in order to ensure
crosscutting concerns are correctly modeled, we propose a
rigorous approach to automatically verify aspect-oriented
models (activity diagrams) by using Petri net based
verification techniques. Firstly, the in tegrated activity
diagram is translated into a Petri net. Then, cr osscutting
concerns in system requirements are refined to properties in
the form of CTL formulas. Finally, the Petri net is verified
against the formalized properties.

Abstract—Aspect-oriented model-driven approaches are
proposed to model and integrate crosscutting concerns at
design phase. However, potential faults that violate desired
properties of the software system might still be introduced
during the process. Verification technique is well-known for its
ability to assure the correctness of models and uncover design
problems before implementation. This paper presents a
framework to verify aspect-oriented UML activity diagrams
based on Petri net verification techniques. For verification
purpose, we transform the integrated activity diagrams into
Petri nets. Then, the Petri nets are checked against formalized
crosscutting requirements to detect potential faults.
Furthermore, we implement a tool named Jasmine-AOV to
support the verification process. Case studies are conducted to
evaluate the effectiveness of our approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents backgrounds of activity diagrams, Petri nets, and a
running example. Section 3 discusses the verification of
aspect-oriented activity diagrams. Section 4 presents 2 case
studies and ev aluations of our approach. Section 5 r eviews
the related work. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper and
discusses future work.

Keywords: aspect-oriented modeling; verification; model
checking; activity diagram; Petri net

I.

II.

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

In this section, we b riefly introduce UML activity
diagrams and Petri nets, and a running example that will be
employed to demonstrate our approach in following sections.

Dealing with crosscutting concerns has been a criti cal
problem during software development life cycles. In our
previous work [1], we proposed an aspect -oriented modeldriven approach based on UML activity diagrams. The
approach shifts aspect-oriented techniques [2] from a codecentric to a model-centric, which is employed to handle the
crosscutting concerns during design phases. Thus, it
alleviates software complexity in a more abstract level. The
primary functional concerns are modeled with activity
diagrams, and crosscutting concerns are modeled with
aspectual activity diagrams, respectively. Then the o verall
system design model, which is also an acti vity diagram, is
integrated by weaving aspect models into primary models.

A. Activity Diagrams and Petri nets
The UML activity diagram is a powerful tool to describe
control flow based program logic at different levels of
abstraction. Designers commonly use act ivity diagrams to
describe the sequence of behaviors between classes in a
software system. Nodes and edges are two kinds of elements
in activity diagrams. Nodes in acti vity diagrams are
connected by edges. We fo rmally define activity diagrams
as follows.
Definition 1. (Activity Diagram). An act ivity diagram
AD is a 4-tuple (N, E, F), where:

Design models are widely used as a basis of subsequent
implementation [3][4] and testi ng [5][6][7] processes. It is
costly if defects in design models are discovered at later
implementation and testing stages. Aspect-orient
ed
modeling techniques cannot guarantee the correctness of
produced design models. For instance, wrong weaving
sequences may cause the integrated models violate system
crosscutting requirements. Therefore, assuring the
correctness of the aspect -oriented design models is vitally
important. So far, the applicable approach is manual review.
It is time consuming and dependent on reviewers’ expertise.
However, existing automatic verification tools cannot deal
with UML diagrams directly.

x

N = {n1, n2, …, ni} is a f inite set of nodes, which
contains action, i nitial/final, decision/merge and
fork/join nodes, nIęN is the initial activity state,
NF  N is a set of final activity states;

x

E = {e1, e2, … , ej} is a finite set of edges;

x

F ң (N × E) Ĥ (E × N) is the flow relation between
nodes and edges.

Due to the nature of UML is semi-formal and UML
diagrams are design-oriented models, translating activity
diagrams into formal verification-oriented models is
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necessary before verification. In this approach, we translate
activity diagrams into Petri nets, because in UML 2, t he
semantics of activity diagrams is explained in terms of Petri
net notations [9], like tokens, flows etc. Petri net is a formal
specification language that is widely used to model software
behaviors. A Petri net consists of places, transitions, and
arcs. Like UML act ivity diagrams, Petri nets offer a
graphical notation for stepwise processes that include choice,
iteration, and concurrent execution. On the other hand, Petri
nets have a precise mathematical definition of their
execution semantics, with a well-developed mathematical
theory for process analysis. A Petri net is formally defined
as follows.

In order to u nderstand how crosscutting concerns wil l
affect primary functionalities, aspect models are integrated
with primary models to g enerate an ove rall system design
model. Different weaving sequences would produce
different integrated models. For example, we add an
authorization aspect i n the running example, which
describes the logged-in user need to be checked whether
she/he has the permission to fill orders. If the authorization
aspect is woven before authentication, then the result of
integration is shown in Figure 3 (a). Otherwise, if the
authentication aspect is wo ven before authentication, then
the result of integration is show n in Figure 3 (b) . As we
know, the leg al user has to be lo gged-in before being
checked whether the corresponding permission is granted or
not. As a result, the authentication aspect sh ould be woven
firstly, and Figure 3 (b) is the corr ect integration result we
expected. Extensive explanations about the integration
process can be also found in [1].

Definition 2. (Petri net) A Petri net [8] is a 4-tuple PN =
{P, T, A, M0}, where
x

P is a finite set of places and T is a finite set of
transitions, and P and T are disjoint.

x

A is a finite set of arcs connect between places and
transitions, where A  ( P u T * T u P ) .

x

Authorization

Pointcut Mode l

III.

Validated

Input_Pin

Advice Mode l

<<Advice>>
{type:=After}

A. Transforming from Activity Diagrams to Petri Nets
We adapt the mapping semantics of control-flows in
UML 2 acti vities in [9] to c onvert activity diagrams into
Petri nets. Basically, action nodes and fork/join nodes are
translated to net transitions, control nodes (initial, final,
decision, and merge nodes) become net places, and edges
are transformed to net arcs. Auxiliary transitions or plac es
are added when the end s of an arc both are transitions or
both are places. Fo r simplification, we restr ict an act ivity
diagram only consists o f action nodes, control nodes, a nd
control flows in this approach. The tr ansformation of more
complex activity diagrams (containing data flows,
exceptions, and expansions etc.) is straightforward based on
transformation rules in [11].

<<Entry>>

[no]

Validate_Cheque

<<Joinpoint>>

[yes]
<<Exit>>
(a) Pointcut and advice model of authentication
Pointcut Model

<<Pointcut>>
{advice:=Advice3}

Advice Mode l

<<Advice>>
{type:=Before}

Ship_Order

<<Exit>>

(b) Pointcut and advice model of check payment
Pointcut Mode l

<<Pointcut>>
{advice:=Advice4}

Advice Model

<<Advice>>
{type:=After}

<<Entry>>
Ship_Order
<<Joinpoint>>
Close_Order

Log_Order

<<Exit>>
(c) Pointcut and advice model of logging

<<Entry>>

<<Joinpoint>>
*

<<Exit>>

VERIFYING ASPECT-ORIENTED MODELS

In our previous work, aspect-oriented models, including
primary models, aspect models, as well as integrated models,
were all depicted with UML activity diagrams. Since the
correctness of the integration process cannot be guaranteed,
how to ensure the consistence between the integrated
activity diagrams and crosscutting requirements becomes a
critical research problem. In UML 2, the semantics of
activity diagrams is exp lained in terms of Petri net. Ther e
are also vario us automatic tools, i.e., LoLA ( a Low Level
Petri Net Analyzer) [10], verifying Petri n ets against
specified properties. As a result, if we can translate activity
diagrams into Petri nets, we could verify the act ivity
diagram models by verifying corresponding Petri net models
for specific properties. In this section, we first discuss
transformation from activity diagrams to Petri nets, and then
present the verification against crosscutting concerns.

Receive_
Cheque

*

<<Entry>>
<<Joinpoint>>
Fill_Order

Logging

Informing

Figure 3. Two different integrated models of the order processing
scenario

Close Order

<<Pointcut>>
{advice:=Advice2}

Close Order

Validation

Based on o ur previous aspect-oriented modeling
approach [1], the crosscutti ng concerns of the running
example are modeled in Figure 2.
Advice Mode l

Fill Order

(b) Weaving authentication before authorization

Figure 1. The primary model of the order processing scenario

<<Advice>>
{type:=Before}

Authorization

Ship Order

Figure 1 is the primary model of the order processing
scenario, which consists of 3 m ain steps: f ill order, ship
order, and close order.

Pointcut Model

Logging

Informing

(a) Weaving authorization before authentication

Authentication

B. Running Example
We adapt the order processi ng scenario from [9] as a
running example to demonstrate our approa ch. There ar e 4
crosscutting concerns related to this scenario: authentication,
validation, logging, and informing.

<<Pointcut>>
{advice:=Advice1}

Close Order
Ship Order

Places, transitions and arcs in A are drawn as cir cles,
boxes and arrows, respectively. We do not consider weights
of arcs in this paper for simplification.

Ship Order

Fill Order
Validation

M0 is the initial marking, M0(p) denotes the number
of tokens at place p under initial marking M0.

Fill Order

Authentication

Send_Email

(d) Pointcut and advice model of infrorming

Figure 2. Pointcut and advice models of the order processing scenario
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Based on the mapping rules in [12], we construct an
algorithm to transform activity diagrams to Petri net s and
implement in our ver ification tool to provide automatic
transformation support. The algorithm is described in List 1.
With the algorithm, the act ivity diagram of the r unning
example in Figure 3 (b) is converted to the Petri net in
Figure 4. The transformed Petri net is a bi-simulation of the
activity diagram, which means they are semantically equal.
So we can achieve the verification of the activity diagram by
verifying the equivalent Petri net against same system
properties.

Based on the Petri net generated, we can easily analysis
reachability, safety, liveness, and fairness properties [8]. In
this approach, we only focus on checking properties that are
closely related to crosscutting concerns. We cat egorize
crosscutting concerns from two facets. Firstly, according to
the execution sequence between action in advice models and
join points, a crosscutting concern can be eit her executing
before or after join points. Secondly, the execution of a
crosscutting concern is either sequential or parallel with the
primary behaviors. Sequential crosscutting concerns are
synchronous features that their running positions are
restricted by the jo in points. Pa rallel crosscutting concerns
are asynchronous features that are running concurrently with
primary actions and they are finished or started by the join
points.

List 1. Convert an activity diagram into a Petri net

a) Before-crosscutting concerns
A before-crosscutting concern specifies some extra
behaviors must be performed before matched join points.
Actions specified by a s equential before aspect model are
executed between the j oin point node and the p redecessor
node of the join point in the primary model. The key word
of sequential before-crosscutting concerns in require ments
level is “ before”. A parallel before aspect speci fies
crosscutting actions that must be fi nished by the joi n point
edge. The key word of parallel before-crosscutting concerns
in requirements is “be finished by”. In the integrated model,
the actions of the crosscutting concern are running
concurrently with the pri mary behaviors, and then
synchronized at the join node which replaced the join point
edge.

Logging

In corresponding Petri nets, assume jp is the transition
transformed from one of the join point, ad is the transition
transformed from the structured activity node that represents
the advice model. The requirement of a before aspect can be
represented in the f orm of the CTL formula as: AG
(( ad  EX(ad  jp ))  ((ad  jp )  EX jp )) .
b) After-crosscutting concerns
An after-crosscutting concern specifies some actions
must be performed after matched join points. An aftercrosscutting concern can also be either a sequential or a
parallel aspect with respect to the flows of primary models.
Actions specified by a sequential after aspect model are the
actions executed between the join point node and th e
successor node of the join point in the primary model. The
key word of sequen tial after-crosscutting concerns in
requirements level is “after”. A parallel after aspect
specifies crosscutting actions must be started by the join
point edge. The ke y word of parallel after-crosscutting
concerns in requirements is “be started by”. In the integrated
model, the act ions of the crosscutting concer n are enabled
by the f ork node, which replaced the join point edge, and
then running concurrently with primary behaviors.

Informing

Fork

Close Order

Ship Order

Validation

Join

Fill Order

Authentication

Authorization

Input: AD := an activity diagram
Output: PN{P, T, A, M0} := a Petri net
for each node N in AD
if N is an initial node, final node, decision node, or merge node
Generate a corresponding place in PN.P
else // action node, fork node, or join node
Generate a corresponding transition in PN.T
for each edge E in AD
N1 := source node of E in AD
N2 := target node of E in AD
M1 := corresponding place or transition of N1 in PN.P
M2 := corresponding place or transition of N2 in PN.P
if both N1 and N2ę
(initial nodes Ĥ final node Ĥ decision node Ĥ merge node)
Generate an auxiliary transition T1 in PN.T
Generate an arc start from M1 to T1 in PN.A
Generate an arc start from T1 to M2 in PN.A
else if both N1 and N2 ę (action node Ĥ fork node Ĥ join node)
Generate an auxiliary place P1 in PN.P
Generate an arc start from M1 to P1 in PN.A
Generate an arc start from P1 to M2 in PN.A
else
Generate an arc start from M1 to M2 in PN.A
for each place without an incoming arc
Generate an initial token for that place in PN.M0
return PN

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Figure 4. The Petri net transformed from the order processing scenario

B. Verifying Petri Nets
Crosscutting concerns describe the r unning sequences
between advices and primary behaviors in all paths of
integrated models. These properties can be described in the
form of Computation Tree Logic (CTL) formulas [13]
naturally. CTL for mulas cannot be generated from aspect
models by synthesizing conditions o f join points specified
by pointcut models and checking the corresponding advice
models appears at right places. This is because th at the
context specified by a pointcut model would be changed
after integration, and the join points matched by the pointcut
model could no longer exist. In this approach, the properties
to be checked are directly refined from crosscutting
requirements.

In corresponding Petri nets, assume jp is t he net
transition transformed from the join point, ad is t he net
transition transformed from the structured activity node that
represents the advice model. The requi rement of a
sequential after aspect can be represented in the form of the

1) Properties specified from the requirement
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all the 5 C TL formulas. While the Petri net transformed
from the model in Figure 3 (a) fails when verifying against
the 2 CTL formulas generated from authentication and
authorization requirements, and passes the verif ication
against the other 3 CTL formulas. This verification result
shows that the crosscutting requirements of authentication
and authorization do not hold in this aspect-oriented model.
After correcting the weaving preference fault and
integrating the aspect model again, the new integrated
model passes the verification process.

CTL formula as: AG(( jp  EX(jp ad))  ((jp ad)  EX
ad )) .
2) Conflicts of Multiple Crosscutting Concerns
The CTL formula need to be adjusted if more than one
crosscutting concerns (which are all “before” aspects or are
all “after” aspects) match a sa me join point. Because t he
running sequence between one aspect and a join point can
be affected by other aspects of the same before/after kind,
which match the same join point. For instance, in the
running example, the authenti cation and authorization
concerns are conflicted because they bot h are be forecrosscutting aspects and they have same join point, the
“Fill_Order” action. The running sequence of authentication
aspect and “Fill_Order” operation will be changed from
“Authentication->Fill_Order”
to
“Authentication>Authorization->Fill_Order” after the weaving of
authorization aspect.

C. Tool Implementation
We implemented a tool named Jasmine-AOV1 based on
Topcased 2 and LoLA 3 . As Figure 5 shows, this tool is
composed of 4 main parts: Model Transformer, Crosscutting
Concern Manager, CTL Generator, and Model Checker. The
Model Transformer converts an activity diagram to a Petri
net automatically. The inputs of Model Transformer are
UML diagrams designed by Topcased in the form of XML
file and the outputs of the tool are Petri net files which are
readable for LoLA to perform verification tasks. The
Crosscutting Concern Manager is used to manage mapping
relations between crosscutting concerns in requirements and
elements in corresponding activity diagrams. It provides an
assistant for mapping textual crosscutting requirements to
design activity diagrams. The CT L Generator can
automatically generate CTL f ormulas from crosscutting
requirements that are mapped to d esign models. The CTL
Generator also supports users to input CTL formulas
manually. Model Checker is implemented by di rectly
wrapped an ex isting checker, LoLA. It can ver ify the Petri
net against crosscutting properties in the format of CTL
formulas and report the result.

a) Conflicts between two before-crosscutting concerns
For a before-crosscutting concern cc1 with advice model
ad1 and join point jp1, if any other before aspect, whi ch
matches the same join point jp1 and weaves after cc1, then
some extra act ions are performed after ad1 and b efore jp1.
Assume it’s a bef ore-crosscutting concern cc2 with advice
ad2 weaves after cc1, then jp1 should be replaced by ad2 in
the CTL formula of cc1 as: AG(( ad1  EX ( ad1  ad 2 ))
 (( ad1  ad 2 )  EX ad 2 )).

b) Conflicts between two after-crosscutting concerns
For an after-crosscutting concern cc1 with advice ad1 and
join point jp1, if any other after aspect , which matches the
same join p oint jp1and weaves after cc1, then some extra
actions are performed after jp1 and before ad1. Assume it’s
an after-crosscutting concern cc2 with advice ad2 weaves
after cc1, then jp1 should be replaced by by ad2 in the CTL
formula of cc1 as: AG (( ad 2  EX (  ad 2   ad 1 )) 

Topcased
Aspect-Oriented
Models

Jasmine-AOV
Model
Transformer

Crosscutting
Concern
Manager

((  ad 2   ad 1 )  EX ad 1 )).
Crosscutting
Requirements

3) Verification
After the system crosscutting properties are refined as a
set of CTL formulas. We can veri fy the Petri net against
specified CTL formulas generated. If the verification is
passed, it means the model satisfies the corresponding
crosscutting requirements. Otherwise, the model violates the
corresponding crosscutting requirements to some extent,
which means further revision about the model is needed.

Crosscutting
Conce rn in
De sign Mode ls

Petri-Net

LoLA
Model
Checker

CTL
Generator

CTL
Formulas

Verification
Results

Figure 5. The framework of Jasmine-AOV

The screenshot of Jasmine-AOV is in Figure 6. The
“Crosscutting concerns” area manages the crosscutting
requirements which are mapped to design models. The
“New Crosscutting Concern” dialog provides an a ssistant
for mapping textual crosscutting requirements to design
activity diagrams. The “Petri net” area displays the Petri net
transformed from the corresponding activity diagram. The
“CTL Formulas” area lists t he formulas refined from
crosscutting concerns in the “Crosscutting concerns” area
automatically or wrote by users manually. The “Verification
Results” area outputs the results of verifying the Petri net in

In the running example, the integrated model in Figure 1
(a) and (b) are both verified against the crosscutting
requirements of authentication, authorization, validation,
logging, and informing. First, the integrated models are
transformed to Petri n ets. Then the 5 crosscutting
requirements are refined to 5 CTL formulas. Finally, Petri
net analyzer LoLA is employed to verify the two Petri nets
against the formalized crosscutting requirements,
respectively.

1

The Petri net transformed from the model in Figure 3 (b)
passes the veri fication process and output “result: true” f or

JasmineͲAOV,http://seg.nju.edu.cn/~zqcui/JasmineͲAOV
Topcased,http://www.topcased.org/
3
LoLA,http://www.informatik.uniͲrostock.de/tpp/lola/
2
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the “Petri net” area against the CTL formulas in th e “CTL
Formulas” area by LoLA.

sequence changed unexpected.
b) Incorrect binding between pointcut model and
advice model. The pointcut model is incorrectly
mapped to an unrelated advice model. This kind of fault
will result in i mproper advice models apply at so me
join points.
2. Pointcut model faults
a) Overmatch/Mismatch join points. The pointcut
model matches extra join points or miss some join
points should be matched. The consequence of this kind
of faults is that extra ad vices are performed at
unexpected join points or desired advices are not going
to be performed at join points.
b) Incorrect position of join points. The e lement
which serves as a join point in the pointcut model is
incorrectly appointed. The phenomenon of this kind of
faults is that advices are applied at in correct points of
the primary model.
3. Advice model faults
a) Incorrect type of advice models. The type of the
advice model is declared incorrectly. This kind of fault
will cause the running sequence b etween the advice
model and the primary model change unexpectedly.
To further evaluate the ability of our approach to detect
the faults of aspect-oriented models, mutated models are
created based on preceding category of aspect model faults.
26 and 28 model mutants are con structed for the 2 case
studies, respectively. Table 1 classifies all these model
mutants by their fault types. All of them are killed because
they violate the crosscutting requirements from various
ways and these violations are detected by the verification
process. This result illustrates the ability of our ap proach to
find the faults in aspect-oriented models and to i mprove the
quality of design models.

Writing complex CTL formulas is not easy for a
software engineer without proper training about formal
methods. To tackle this problem, we implemented the CTL
Generator to assist generating CTL formulas automatically.
As Figure 6 shows, the user only need to select actions
which is th e advice, the join po ints, and the relationship
between the advice and the join points, based on the textual
description of the crosscutting concern. After this
information is inputted, the CTL Generator generates a CTL
formula for the crosscutting concern and adjusts CTL
formulas if there is more than one aspe ct of the same
before/after type apply on a same join point.

Figure 6. The screenshot of Jasmine-AOV

IV.

TABLE I.

EVALUATION AND CASE SUITES

Fault Types

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we have
applied our approach to the d esign models adapted from the
Ship Order example in [9] and the Teleco m System4. The
Ship Order ex ample contains 5 crosscutting concerns and
the Telecom System contains 6 crosscutt ing concerns. For
both of the 2 case studies, we transformed the integrated
models to Petri nets, and mapped crosscutting requirements
to the design models with the he lp of the tool. Then,
corresponding CTL formulas of verification tasks are
generated automatically. Finally, the Petri nets ar e checked
against the CTL formulas generated.

Incorrect weaving
preference
Incorrect binding
Overmatch join points
Pointcut model
Mismatch join points
faults
Incorrect position of
join point
Advice model
In correct type of advice
faults
models
Number of model mutants in total
Mutants killed
Aspect model
faults

V.

The faults of aspect-oriented models, which can be
caused by design defects or incorrect integration processes,
are categorized as follows:
1.

MODEL MUTANTS OF THE 2 CASE STUDIES
Ship
Order

Telecom
System

1

1

5
5
5

3
6
6

5

6

5

6

26
26

28
28

RELATED WORK

There are many research projects on bringing aspectoriented ideas to sof tware requirement engineering from
different perspectives. Whittle and Araujo [14] f ocus on
scenario-based requirements and composing them with
aspects to generate a set of state machines that represent the
composed behaviors from both aspectual and non-aspectual
scenarios. In contrast, our approach is carried out at the
design level instead of requirement level. However, our
approach can be enhanced with the aspect m ining tool at

Aspect model faults
a) Incorrect weaving preference. The priorities of
aspect models are incorrectly assigned. This kind of
fault will lead to match join pints faults or running

4

AJDTtoolkit:http://www.eclipse.org/ajdt
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requirements level, like EA-Miner [15], by inputting
crosscutting concerns detected by these tools to our
Jasmine-AOV tool for verification.

by the National Natural Science Foundation o f China
(No.61021062 ˈ No. 61170066), the Nat ional 863 HighTech Program of China (No. 20 12AA011205), and the
National Grand Fundamental Research 973 Program of
China (No. 2009CB320702).

There is also a large body of research on aspect-oriented
modeling. But most of them do not concern about the
correctness of the integrated model and provides verification
supports. In a ddition to support asp ect-oriented modeling
and integration, our approach also formally checks whether
crosscutting concerns in requirements are correctly designed.
Xu et al. proposed to model and compose aspects with finite
state machines, and then transformed to FSP processes and
cheeked by LTSA model checker against all system
requirements [16]. Whereas our approach is carried out on
activity diagrams and only focuses on checking crosscutting
concerns. Furthermore, we cat egorize 4 k inds of
crosscutting concerns and generate CTL formulas
automatically from crosscutting concern specifications,
which bridges the gaps between crosscutting requirements
and aspect-oriented design models. We also provide a
solution for the conflicts between crosscutting concerns.
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Abstract-Petri nets are a powerful formalism in modeling
workflows. A workflow determines the flow of work
according to pre-defined business process definitions. In
many situations, business processes are constrained by scarce
resources. The lack of resources can cause contention, the
need for some tasks to wait for others to complete, and the
slowing down of the accomplishment of larger goals. In our
previous work, a resource-constrained workflow model is
introduced and a resource requirement analysis approach is
presented for emergency response workflows, in which
support of on-the-fly workflow change is critical [6]. In this
paper, we propose a Petri net based approach for recourse
requirements analysis, which can be used for more general
purposes. The concept of resource-oriented workflow nets
(ROWN) is introduced and the transition firing rules of
ROWN are presented. Resource requirements for general
workflow can be done through reachability analysis. For a
class of well-structured workflows, an efficient resource
analysis algorithm is developed.
Keywords—workflows, workflow nets, Petri nets, resource
requirements analysis.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A workflow consists of processes and acti vities, which
are represented by well-defined tasks. T he entities t hat
execute these tasks are h umans, application programs or
machines. These tasks are r elated and dep endent on one
another based on business policies and rules.
This paper focuses on the resource requirements of a
workflow. In many situations, business processes are
constrained by scarce resources. The lack of resources can
cause contention, the need for some tasks to wait for others
to complete, and the slowing down of the accomplishment
of larger goals. This is particularly true in an emergency
response system where large quantities of resources,
including emergency responders, ambulances, medical care
personnel, fire trucks, medications, food, clothing, etc., are
required. Often potential delays can be avoided or reduced
by using resource analysis to identify ways in which tasks
can be executed in parallel, in the most efficient way. A
workflow with resource usage defined can help keep track
of resource availability, disable the paths that are not
executable, and present all executable paths, thus allowing
the automatic selection of feasible path for system
execution.

Donghua University
Shanghai, China
deminli@dhu.edu.cn
Petri nets are a powerful tool to m odel and anal yze
resources-constrainted systems. Some excellent research
results on resource allocation and deadlock avoidance are
published. For example, workflow nets have been
identified and widely used as a solid m odel of business
processes [1][3][5]. Resource-constrained workflow nets
are introduced and discussed in [3][4]. In them, the authors
study extensions of workflow nets in which processes must
share some global resources. A resource belongs to a t ype.
One place is used for one type, where the resource is
located when it is free. There are static and dynamic places.
Static places are for resources that will be shared by cases.
An important assumption in resource-constrained
workflow nets is all resources are durable: they cannot be
created or destroyed.
Resource-oriented Petri nets are introduced in [9][10],
which deal with finite capacity Petri nets. In a resou rceoriented Petri net, a t ransition is enab led if and on ly if
tokens, which represent resource, in a place won’t exceed
the predefined capacity of the place if the transition fires,
as well as there are enough tokens in each input place.
Both resource-constrained workflow nets and resourceoriented Petri nets only deal with durable resources, which
are claimed and relea sed during the workflow execution
but cannot be created and d estroyed [3]. However, there
are a lot of workflows where task execution consumes
and/or produces resources. For exa mple, in a incident
response workflow, some resources (e.g. medication) can
be consumed, and some resources (e.g. fire trucks) can be
replenished during emergency response.
The paper presents a P etri net based ap proach for
resource requirements analysis that applies to du rable
resources and n on-durable resources. The approach is
based on our previous work on workflow modeling
[6][7][8], in which a W IFA model is develo ped for
emergency response workflows.
The paper is organized as f ollows: Section II briefly
introduces the resource-oriented workflow model. Section
III defines well-nested workflow and shows how it can be
constructed recursively, and then proposes an efficient
resource requirement analysis algorithm. Finally, Section
IV presents conclusions and ideas f or the continuation of
the work.
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II.

RESOURCE-ORIENTED WORKFLOW MODEL

A workflow is composed of tasks that execute in a
specific order. A task is an activity or an event. We assume
a task is ato mic. When it g ets started, it is g uaranteed to
finish. An important implication of this assumption is all
required resources to finish the task will be held by the task
until it is done.
Workflows are case-based. Every piece of work is
executed for a specific case. For example, an incident is a
case for an incident response workflow. A patient visit is a
case for the emergency department workflow.
Workflow execution requires resources. Workflows are
executed by humans or machines, which are du rable
resources. When Petri nets are used to model a workflow,
these kinds of resources can be specif ied using tokens.
Besides workflow executors, executing a task in a
workflow may consume/occupy other resources and when
a task execution is finished some of these resources may be
released or some new resources may be produced. Petri net
tokens are not suitable to model this class of resources.
A. Task Modeling
A task can be modeled with a transition in a Petri net.
However, in order to catch resources in use when a task is
in execution and released when the task is done, we use
two sequential transitions to model a task, on e modeling
the beginning of the task execution and the other the end of
the task execution.
B

InExec

E

Idle

describe the resources consumed and/or h eld when
executing a task and use R- to describe resources produced
and/or released after task execution is finished, where ri+ ≥
0 and ri- ≤ 0 and i = 1, 2, … n.
Resource modeling is based on the two-transition
model. More specifically, for a task TSk, R+(TSk) is
associated with transition Bk and R-(TSk) is associated with
transition Ek.
C. Resource-Oriented Workflow Nets (ROWN)
In [1], a Petri net that models a workflow process is called
a workflow net. A workflow net is a Petri net that satisfies
two requirements. First, it h as one source place and on e
sink place. A token in the source place co rresponds to a
case needs to be handled. A token in the output place
corresponds to a case th at has already been handled.
Secondly, there are no dangling transitions or places.
Formally, a Petri net is PN = (P, T, I, O, M0) if and only
if
1) PN has two special places: i and o. Place i is a sou rce
place: *i = I; Place o is a source place: *i = I,
2) If we add a transit ion t to P N that connects place o
with i, then the resulting Petri net is strong ly
connected.
A resource-constraint workflow net (ROWN) is
workflow net in which a task whose execution requires
resources is rep resented in two sequential transitions: a
transition representing the start of the task and with
resources consumption defined on it, and a transition
representing the end of th
e task with resources
production/release defined on it. Mathematically, it i s
defined as a 7-tupe: ROWN = (P, T, R, I, O, M0, S0), in
which (T, R) is a pair: f or each Tk  T, there is an Rk  R
that specifies resource change associate with the firing of
transition Tk. S0 represents the initially available resources.

Fig. 1 Petri model of a task.

D. Transition Firing

As shown in Fig. 1 (a), transition B represents the
beginning of a task execution; E represents the end o f the
task execution. Place InEx represents the task is in
execution, while Idle represents the task is idle. From
reachability analysis perspective, Fig. 1(a) can be reduced
to a sing le transition, which represents the entire task
execution as a sing le logic unit. If there is n o resource
involved in a task execution, then we don’t need to model
it using two transitions.

if

B. Resource Modeling
We assume there are n types of resources in a system,
and the quantity of each type of resource can be
represented by a non-negative real number. Hence,
resources are described by S = (r1, r2, …, rn), where each ri
is a non-negative real number.
A task may hold or co nsume particular resources
during execution and rele ase or p roduce particular
resources once execution is completed. We use R+ to

A transition tk is enabled under state (Mi, Si) if and only

(1)
Mi ≥ I(tk),
(2)
Si ≥ R(tk)
Condition (1) stan ds for control-ready, while condition 2
stands for resource-ready. Notice that R(tk) is R+(tk) if tk
represents the start of a ta sk; it is R-(tk) if tk represents the
end of a task; it is a 0 vector if the task represented by tk
does not involve any resource changes. The transition’s
enabledness is affected by resource availability only if it
represents the start of a task.
After an enabled transition tk fires, the new state is
determined by
(3)
Mj = Mi + O(tk) - I(tk),
Sj = Si - R(tk).
(4)
Eq. (3) is exactly the same as it is for regular Petri nets. Eq.
(4) reflects resource change after firing a trans ition: if the
transition represents the start of a task , R(tk) is a p ositive
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vector and available resources are decreased . If the
transition represents the end of a task, R(tk) is negative and
available resources are increased. If no resource involved,
then available resources remain unchanged.
Based on the transition firing rule reachability analysis
can be perf ormed, which explores all p ossible states and
execution paths, reveals possible deadlocks due to resource
contention.
E. An Example
Fig. 2 shows an ROWN with four tasks. Assume three
types of resources are involved in the workflow execution
and their initial quantities are S0 = (30, 25, 20). Resource
changes by task execution are specified as follows:
R(B1) = R+(TS1) = (3, 8, 5)
R(E1) = R-(TS1) = (-3, -2, -5)
B2 InEx2

a

i

B1 InEx1

E2

B4

E1
B3 InEx3

Idle1

E4

o

Let H be th e reachable state set. For each t ype of
resource ri, Find a state (Mk, Sk) such that
Sk(ri) = min{Sj(ri) | (Mj, Sj)  H}

Rq(ri) = S0(ri) - min{Sj(ri) | (Mj, Sj)  H}

E3

(5)

(6)

There are several advantages using this approach for
resource requirements analysis: First, it is si mple. One can
easily modify an existing Petri net tool to s upport this
functionality. Secondly, it allows multi-case resources
requirements analysis. The number of cases are specif ied
by the number of tokens in the source place i at the initial
state. Thirdly, it v irtually works for all workflows,
regardless of whether they are complex or simple in terms
of control flow and whether they are big or small in size.

Idle4
d

b

A. Reachability Analysis Based Approach

Sk(ri) is the lowest possible level of availability of resource
ri during the workflow execution. Therefore, S0(ri) - Sk(ri)
indicates the minimum requirement on resource ri in order
for the workflow to be exec uted along all possible pat h.
Denote it by Rq(ri).

c

InEx4

Idle2

occurrence of resource shortage. Meeting MRC
requirement is very important for emergency response
workflows because it is de sired to not see an y resource
shortage in an y case in emergence response. To analyze
MRC, we need to f ind out the maximum amount of each
type of resources that can be held or co nsumed in the
execution of a workflow. We present two approaches in
this section. One is through reachability analysis, the other
one is based on ROWN structure and applies to a class of
ROWNs.

Idle3

Fig. 2 An RCWN of 4 tasks.

R(B2) = R+(TS2) = (5, 0, 10)
R(E2) = R-(TS2) = (0, 0, -5)
R(B3) = R+(TS3) = (15, 10, 5)
R(E3) = R-(TS3) = (-5, -2, -5)
R(B4) = R+(TS4) = (0, 5, 15)
R(E4) = R-(TS4) = (0, -5, -5)

B. Free-choice Workflow Nets
We only consider free-choice workflows. A w orkflow
net free-choice if and only if

At the initial state, B1 is the only transition that is
enabled. After it fires, S1 = S0 – R(B1) = (27, 17, 15). Then
E1 is the only transition that is enabled. After E1 is fired, S2
= S1 – R(E1) = (30, 12, 20). At state (M2, S2), both B2 and
B3 are enab led. If B2 fires, S3 = S2 – R(B2) = (25, 1 2, 10).
Then if B3 fires, S4 = S3 – R(B3) = (10, 2, 5). We can
continue this process until we get to a state th at no
transitions are enabled.
III. RESOURCE REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS
After a workflow is built and the resource consumption
and production are def ined for all tas ks, the resource
requirement for executing the workflow can be f ormally
analyzed. We are in terested in the maximum resource
consumption (MRC), which is defined as the minimum
amount of resources that if satisfied, the workflow can be
executed along any possible path till finish without the

p1*p2* ≠ I => |p1*|=|p2*| = 1, p1, p2 P,
Free-choice workflow net does not allow confusion, a
situation where conflict and concurrency are mixed.
C. Well-nested Workflows
Based on the concept of free-choice workflows, we
further introduce well-nested workflows. To facilitate the
definition of well-nested workflows, a piece of workflow
in which tasks are seriall y connected to f orm a si ngle
branch is called a procedural branch, and a piece of
workflow in which two or more procedural branches are
sprung out from a start task and then join in an end task is
called a fork-join block. There are tw o types of fork-join
blocks: one is parallel split-synchronization block (PSblocks), in which multiple tasks are trigged by one task,
run currently and are even tually synchronized at anot her
task. The other type is exclusive choice-simple merge
blocks (ES-blocks), in which multiple tasks are trigged by
one task, run exclusively, and whichever is selected to run
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eventually triggers a co mmon task. Fig. 3 shows an
example of a procedural branch, a PS-block and a n ESblock.
A well-nested workflow is recursively defined as
following:
1. A procedural branch is said to be a well-nested
workflow.
2. A workflow resulted from replacing a tas k in a
well-nested workflow with a f ork-join block is
also a well-nested workflow
Fig. 4 shows three well-nested workflows and their
relationship.

TS1

TS1
TS21
TS2

TS22

TS100

TS23

TS200

TS100

(a)

(b)

TS1

(a)
TS21

TS221

TS222

TS231

TS223

TS232

TS233

(b)
TS230

TS220

TS200

TS100

(c)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) A procedural branch. (b) A PS-block.
(c) An ES-block

Fig. 4. (a) A three-task procedural workflow.
(b) The middle task in (a) is replaced with an ES-block.
(c) One task in (b) is replaced with and

C. Resource Analysis
The purpose of resource analysis is to track
the
maximum resource consumption of each type of resource
during the workflow execution by structurally traversing
each branch of the workflow from the start task to end task.
A workflow’s maximum resource consumption (MRC)
is, for each type of resources, the minimum amount of the
resource that allows the workflow to complete its
execution along all possible execution paths.

MRC analysis for a well-nested workflow is mainly
based on the analysis of a procedural branch. Con sider a
procedural branch constituting of tasks TS1, TS2, …, TSn,
sequentially. In order to execu te TS1, the requirement on
resource ri is:
ri+(TS1);
In order to execute T2, the requirement on resource ri is:
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ri+(TS2) + ri+(TS1) + ri-(TS1);

(Notice that ri-(TS1) ≤ 0) In order to execu te T3, the
requirement on resource ri is:
ri+(TS3) + ri+(TS2) + ri-(TS2) + ri+(TS1) + ri-(TS1);

consumption. It starts f rom inter-most blocks. B efore we
formally describe th e algorithm, let us illustrate the idea
using the example the right-most workflow in Fig. 4(c)
first. In this workflow, there are two internal most blocks:

…
Therefore, the requirement on resource ri of executing the
procedural branch, denoted by Rq(ri) is
Rq(ri) = max{ ri+(TS1),
ri+(TS2) + ri+(TS1) + ri-(TS1),
…
+
ri (TSn) + ∑k=1n-1(ri+(TSk) + ri-(TSk))}

(7)

The net resource consumption is
Rc(ri) = ∑k=1s(ri+(TSk) + ri-(TSk))

(8)

The overall resource requirement of executing the
procedural branch is
Rr = (Rq(r1), Rq(r2), … Rq(rs))

x

ES-block, composed of TS221, TS222 and TS223 and
TS220.

x

PS-bock, composed of TS231, TS232 and TS233 and
TS230.

For the ES block, we replace the two branches with a new
task T22, while for the PS-block, we replace the three
branches with a n ew task T23, as ill ustrated in Fig. 5(a).
Now there is on ly one block in Fig. 5, which starts with
TS21 and ends with TS200 and has two branches, each
having three tasks. We replace each branch with a sing le
new task, and then replace the two branches (now each
branch has only one task) with a new task. After that, only
one branch is left in the ROWN.

(9)

TS1

For an ES-block composed of w procedural branches,
we use f ormula (9) to calcu late the resource requirement
for each branc h, excluding the starting and ending tasks.
Denote by Rqk(ri) the requirement on resource ri of branch
k. Because in any given execution instance the workflow
can only choose one branch to execute, therefore, the
resource requirement of the ES-block on ri should be
Rq(ri) = max{Rqk(ri) | k=1,2, .., w}

TS21

TS221

(10)

Notice that it is possible t hat the maximum value in
formula (7) may be identified on different branches for
different resources. For exa mple, executing branch on e
may demand more on resource A than B, while executing
branch two may demand more on resource B than A. But
the overall resource requirement is a co mbination of worst
case (the maximum demand) for each type of resources.

TS22

TS23

TS220

TS230

TS200

The maximum net resource consumption on ri is
Rc(ri) = max{Rck(ri) | k=1,2, .., w}

(11)

For a PS-block composed of w procedural branches, we
again use formula (9) to calculate the resource requirement
for each branc h, excluding the starting and ending tasks.
Denote by Rqk(ri) the requirement on resource ri of branch
k. Because these branches will execute concurrently, the
worst case ( maximum demand for a resource) would be a
state in which all branc hes reach maximum demand for a
given resource. Therefore, the resource requirement of the
PS-block on ri should be
Rq(ri) = ∑k=1 Rqk(ri)
w

TS100

Fig. 5. An equivalent ROWN to Fig. 4(c).

For any type of blocks, when all its branches are
replaced with a si ngle task TSb, the equivalent resource
parameters of TSb for resource ri are:
ri+(TSb) = Rq(ri)

(12)

-

ri (TSb) = Rq(ri) - Rc(ri)

The net resource consumption on ri is
Rc(ri) = ∑k=1wRck(ri)

TS231

(13)

The overall workflow MRC analysis is carried out by
the analysis of PS-blocks and ES-blocks and then replacing
each of them with a task that is equivalent to the block in
terms of maximum resource requirement and resou rce

(14)
(15)

If the block is an ES -block, Rq(ri) and Rc(ri) are given by
(10) and (11), respectively. If it is a PS-block, they are
given by (12) and (13).
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MRC analysis algorithm

Input: A resource oriented workflow
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Output: The maximum requirement on any type of
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Resource-oriented workflow nets (ROWN) are
introduced in this paper to analyze resources usage and
requirements for workflows. ROWN are an extension to
workflow nets by associating resource change with each
transition that represents resource consumed, occupied,
produced or released when the event that the transition
stands for happens. Transition firing and state change rules
are presented for ROWN. Two approaches for resource
analysis are proposed. One is through reachability analysis,
the other one is based th e ROWN structure. The
reachability approach applies to any kind of ROWN, while
the structure based ap proach only applies to well-nested
workflows but th e analysis algorithm is very efficient.
ROWN are dif ferent from resource-constrained workflow
nets and resource-oriented Petri nets in that these two nets
can only deal with durable resources but ROWN are good
for both durable and non-durable resource analysis.
More work needs to be done in workflow resource
analysis. One is to f ind conditions for a ROW N to be
deadlock free. Another one is considering the possibility
that a task is abolished in the middle of execution.
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relational database management systems (RDBMS) continue
to be one of the most successful one to manage data and,
therefore, to build database applications. Beyond RDBMS,
software architects use other current software solutions
(CuSS), such as JDBC [9], ODBC [10], JPA [11], LINQ
[12], Hibernate [13], ADO.NET [14] and Ruby on Rails [15]
to ease the development process of business tiers of database
applications. Unfortunately, CuSS were devised to tackle the
impedance mismatch issue [16], leaving ACP out of their
scope. Current mechanisms to enforce ACP to data residing
in a RDBMS consist of designing a separ ate security layer,
following one of two different approaches: traditional and
PEP-PDP:

Abstract— Programmers of relational database applications
use software solutions (Hibernate, JDBC, LINQ, ADO.NET) to
ease the development process of business tiers. These software
solutions were not devised to address access control policies,
much less for evolving access control policies, in spite of their
unavoidable relevance. Currently, access control policies,
whenever implemented, are enforced by independent
components leading to a separation between policies and their
enforcement. This paper proposes a new approach based on an
architectural model referred to here as the Access Controldriven Architecture with Dynamic Adaptation (ACADA).
Solutions based on ACADA are automatically built to statically
enforce access control policies based on schemas of Create,
Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) expressions. Then, CRUD
expressions are dynamically deployed at runtime driven by
established access control policies. Any update in the policies is
followed by an adaptation process to keep access control
mechanisms aligned with the policies to be enforced. A proof of
concept based on Java and Java Database Connectivity
(JDBC) is also presented.

1) The traditional approach is based on a security
software layer developed by security experts using RDBMS
tools. ACP architecture vary from RDBMS to RDBMS but
comprise several entities, such as u sers, roles, database
schemas and permissions. They are directly managed by
RDBMS and are completely transparent to applications.
Their presence is only noticed if some unauthorized access is
detected. Basically, before being executed, SQL statements
are evaluated by RDBMS to check their compliance with the
established ACP. If any violation is detected, SQL
statements are rejected, otherwise they are executed.

Keywords-access control;software architecture; adaptive
systems.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Software systems have increasingly played a key role in
all dimensions of our existence as humans, such as transport
operators, financial movements, e-health, e-governance and
national/international security. T hey are responsible for
managing sensitive data that needs to be kept secure from
unauthorized usage. Access control policies (ACP) are a
critical aspect of security. ACP are aimed at preventing
unauthorized access to sensitive data and is usually
implemented in a three phase approach [1]: security policy
definition; security model to be followed; and, finally,
security enforcement mechanism. Security policies define
rules through which access control is governed. The four
main strategies for regulating access control policies are [2,
3]: discretionary access control (DAC), mandatory access
control (MAC), Role-based access control (RBAC) and
credential-based access control. Security models provide
formal representations [4-8] for security policies. Security
enforcement mechanisms implement the security policy
formalized by the security model. ACP exist to keep
sensitive data safe, mostly kept and managed by database
management systems. Among the several paradigms, the

2) The PEP-PDP approach consists in a security software
layer with two main functionalities: the policy decision point
(PDP) and the policy enforcement point (PEP), as defined in
XACML [17] and used in [18], see Figure 1. The PEP
intercepts users requests for accessing a resource protected
by an ACP (Figure 1, 1) and enforces the decision to be
performed by PDP on this access authorization. PDP
evaluates requests to access a resource against the ACP to
decide whether to grant or to deny the access (Figure 1, 2). If
authorization is granted, the action is s ent by the PEP to
RDBMS to be executed (Figure 1, 3) and, if no ot her
...
1
accessGranted =
If (accessGranted) {
...

PEP

3

2

PDP
RDBMS
4

Business Logic

Figure 1. PEP-PDP approach.
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proposed approach; section IV presents a proof of concept
and, finally, section V presents the final conclusion.

access control exists, the action is executed by the RDBMS
(Figure 1, 4). PDPs are designed and configured by security
experts and exist as independent components. PEPs are
intentionally inserted in key points of the source code to
enforce PDP decisions.

II.

MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

CuSS have been devised to improve the development
process of business logic mainly for tackling the impedance
mismatch [16]. From them, two categories have had a wide
acceptance in the academic and commercial forums: 1)
Object-to-Relational mapping (O/RM) tools [19, 20] (LINQ
[12], Hibernate [13], Java Persistent API (JPA) [11], Oracle
TopLink [21], CRUD on Rails [15]) and 2) Low Level API
(JDBC [9], OBDC [10], ADO.NET [14]). Other solutions,
such as embedded SQL [22] (SQLJ [23]), have achieved
some acceptance in the past. Others were proposed but
without any general known acceptance: Safe Query Objects
[24] and SQL DOM [25].

Both approaches impose a sharp separation between ACP
and the mechanisms responsible for their enforcement. This
fragility is also app arent in CuSS: security layers exist t o
enforce ACP and CuSS exist to ease the development
process of database applications. This separation of roles
entails four important drawbacks regarding the usage of
current CuSS:
1) For programmers who use CuSS, this separation
demands a complete mastering on the established ACP and
on their dependency on database schemas. This mastering is
very difficult to be sustained when the complexity of ACP
increases, usually coupled by an increase in complexity of
databases schemas.

Listing 1 shows the usage of four CuSS (JDBC,
ADO.NET, JPA and LINQ) for updating the attribute
totalValue returned by the query “select clientId, ttlValue
from Orders where date=2012-01-31”. Programmers are
completely free to edit any CRUD expression (CRUD
expressions are encoded inside strings), to execute it (line 2,
9, 20, 27) and to update the attribute ttlValue (line 4-5, 1416, 21-24, 28-29). There is no sign of any ACP: neither for
the CRUD ex pression being executed nor for the updated
attribute. Beyond updating totalValue, nothing prevents
programmers from writing source code to update any other
attribute. Programmers have no guidance either on the
established ACP or on the underlying database schema. Only
after writing and running the s ource code, programmers
become aware of any ACP violation or any database schema
nonconformity. Moreover, this same source code may be

2) Programmers who use CuSS are free to write any
CRUD expression opening a s ecurity gap. CRUD
expressions may be in compliance with the formalized ACP
but violating security rules that are not possible to be
formalized. ACP are suited to control the access to schema
objects but not to control the information SQL statements
may get from them. If a u ser has the permission to, for
example, read a set of columns from one or more tables, it is
not possible to prevent any SQL statement from reading that
data. Select statements may select raw data or may use
aggregate functions, for example, to select critical statistical
information, opening a possible security gap.
3) Whenever ACP are updated, the correspondent access
control mechanisms have to be updated in advance. There is
no way to aut omatically translate ACP into access control
mechanisms of CuSS.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

4) Some ACP need to be hard-coded to manage runtime
constraints. There is no way to automatically update these
scattered and hidden hard-coded access control mechanisms
in current CuSS.
To tackle the aforementioned drawbacks we propose a
new architecture for CuSS, herein referred to as Access
Control-driven Architecture with Dynamic Adaptation
(ACADA). Software solutions cease to be of general use and
become specialized solutions to address specific business
areas, such as accountability, warehouse and customers.
They are automatically built from a bu siness architectural
model, enforcing ACP defined by a security expert. ACP are
statically enforced by typed objects driven by schemas of
Create, Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) expressions. Then,
CRUD expressions are deployed at runtime in accordance
with the established ACP. Any modification in the ACP is
followed by an adaptation process to keep access control
mechanisms aligned with the policies to be enforced. A proof
of concept based on Java, JDBC [9] and SQL Server 2008 is
also presented.
This paper is organized as follows: section II presents the
motivation and related word; section III presents the

// JDBC - Java
rs=st.executeQuery(sql);
rs.next();
rs.updateFloat(“ttlValue”, newValue);
rs.updateRow();
//ADO.NET – C#
SqlDataAdapter da=new SqlDataAdapter();
da.SelectCommand=new SqlCommand(sql,conn);
SqlCommandBuilder cb=new SqlCommandBuilder(da);
DataSet ds=new DataSet();
da.Fill(ds,"Orders");
DataRow dr=ds.Tables["Orders"].Rows[0];
dr["ttlValue"]=totalValue;
cb.GetUpdateCommand();
da.Update(ds,"Orders");
// JPA - Java
Query qry=em.createNamedQuery(sql,Orders.class);
Orders o=(Orders)qry.getSingleResult();
em.getTransaction().begin();
o.setTtlValue(value);
em.persist(o);
em.getTransaction().commit();
//LINQ – C#
Order ord=(from o in Orders select o).Single();
ord.ttlValue=value;
db.SubmitChanges();

Listing 1. Examples using CuSS
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programmers cannot statically check the correctness of
queries which means they are not aware of either the ACP or
the underlying database schema.

select o.clientId,SUM(o.ttlValue) as ttlValue
from Orders as o
where o.date between '2012-01-01' and '2012-01-31'
group by o.clientId
order by o.clientId desc

Morin et al. [29] uses a s ecurity-driven model-based
dynamic adaptation process to address simultaneously access
control and software evolution. The approach begins by
composing security meta-models (to describe access control
policies) and architecture meta-models (to describe the
application architecture). They also show how to m ap
(statically and dynamically) security concepts into
architectural concepts. This approach is mainly based on
establishing bindings between components from different
layers to enforce security policies. Authors didn´t address the
key issue of how to st atically incorporate the established
security policies in software artifacts.

Listing 2. CRUD expression with aggregate function.

used to execute an infinite number of different CRUD
expressions requiring the same ACP, such as the one shown
in Listing 2. There is no way to avoid this type of security
violation. Even if a PEP was used, it would not solve any of
the hurdles previously presented. An example of the need for
evolving ACP, is the designation of a secretary Susanne to be
temporally allowed to update clients’ ttlValue. Her role has
to be changed but roles of other secretaries are to be kept
unchanged. ACP foresee this possibility by using the
delegation concept. The problem is the lack of preparedness
of CuSS to accommodate this situation. Source-code needs
to be modified to accommodate the new permission for
Susanne. The situation will further deteriorate if the
permission is t o be only granted while she is w ithin the
facilities of the company. The use of hard-coded mechanisms
to enforce ACP entails maintenance activities on source-code
of client-side components of database applications whenever
ACP evolve. CuSS and current access control mechanisms
are not prepared to seamlessly accommodate and enforce
these evolving ACP.

Differential-privacy [30] has had significant attention
from the research community. It is mainly focused on
preserving privacy from statistical databases. It really does
not directly address the po int here under discussion. The
interesting aspect is Frank McSherry’s [31] approach to
address differential-privacy: PINQ - a LINQ extension. The
key aspect is that the privacy guarantees are provided by
PINQ itself not requiring any expertise to enforce privacy
policies. PINQ provides the integrated declarative language
(SQL like, from LINQ) and simultaneously provides native
support for differential-privacy for the queries being written.

To address these issues several solutions have been
proposed.

III.

SELINKS [18] is a programming language in the type of
LINQ and Ruby on Rails which extends Links [26]. Security
policies are coded as user-defined functions on DBMS.
Through a t ype system named as Fable, it is assured that
sensitive data is never accessed directly without first
consulting the appropriate policy enforcement function.
Policy functions, running in a remote server, check at
runtime what type of actions users are granted to perform,
basically controlling more efficiently what RDBMS are
currently able t o do, and this way not tackling the need to
master ACP and database schemas. Moreover, if ACP evolve
there will be n o way to au tomatically accommodate the
modifications in the client-side components.

ACADA: PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section a new architecture, ACADA, is proposed
for CuSS. We first introduce an overview for the proposed
approach. Then we introduce some relevant aspects of CuSS
from which ACADA will evolve. Then, CRUD Schemas are
presented as k ey entities of ACADA. Finally, ACADA is
presented.
A. Overview
ACADA is an architecture for software solutions used in
business tiers of database applications. Each software
solution derived from ACADA, herein known as Access
Control-driven Component with Dynamic Adaptation

Jif [27] extends Java with support for information access
control and also for information flow control. The access
control is assured by adding labels that express ACP. Jif
addresses some relevant aspects such as the enforcement of
security policies at compile time and at runtime. Anyway, at
development time programmers will only be aw are of
inconsistencies after running the Jif compiler. In spite of its
valuable contribution, Jif does not address the announced
goals of this research.

ACADA

+

Static
ACP

a)
ACCDA

Dynamic
ACP

Rizvi et al. [28] uses views to filter contents of tables and
simultaneously to infer and check at runtime the appropriate
authorization to execute any query. The process is
transparent for users and queries are rejected if they do not
have the appropriate authorization. This approach has some
disadvantages: 1) the inference rules are complex and time
consuming; 2) security enforcement is t ransparent, so users
do not know that their queries are run against views; 3)

b)

ACCDA
Running database application

Monitoring
Framework

Running Platform

Figure 2. Proposed approach for the adaptation of ACCDA a) static
composition and b) dynamic adaptation.
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emanated from the established ACP and from database
schemas and not from programmers’ will. In reality, CRUD
expressions and LMS are the key assets of CuSS to interact
with RDBMS. They are the entities used to read data from
databases and to alter the state of databases.

(ACCDA), is customized to address a specific need of a
business area, such as accountability, warehouse and sales.
Then, at runtime, they are dynamically adapted to be ke pt
aligned with the established ACP. This approach combines a
static composition of ACCDA and a dynamic adaptation to
the running context as shown in Figure 2. During the static
composition, Figure 2 a), static parts of ACP are used to
build an ACCDA based on an architectural model
(ACADA). Static parts of ACP comprise the information
needed to build the business logic to m anage CRUD
expressions. Any modification in the static parts compels to a
new static composition. During the dynamic adaptation, see
Figure 2 b), CRUD expressions are dynamically assigned
and unassigned to running ACCDA in accordance with ACP
defined for each user. This process is continuous and may
have as input data from a m onitoring framework and from
security experts. Security experts modify ACP, for example,
to allow secretary Susanne to update clients’ ttlValue and,
therefore, to use the necessary business logic and necessary
CRUD expressions. Monitoring framework updates ACP, for
example, only to allow Susanne to update clients’ ttlValue
while she is within the facilities of the company.

C. Crud Schemas
CRUD expressions and LMS are two key entities of
ACADA. They are the entities used to interact with
databases and, therefore, the privileged entities through
which ACP may be enforced. To this end, ACADA
formalizes CRUD expressions and LMS using a schema
herein known as CRUD schema. A CRUD schema is a set of
services needed to manage the execution of CRUD
expressions and the associated LMS (only for Select CRUD
expressions). It comprises four independent parts: a) a
mandatory type schema – the CRUD type - query (Select) or
execute (Insert, Update or Delete); b) an optional parameter
schema – to set the runtime values for the conditions used
inside SQL clauses, such as the “where” and “having”
clauses and runtime values for column lists (only for Insert
and Update CRUD expressions); c) mandatory result
schema for Insert, Update and Delete CRUD expressions – to
handle the number of affected rows during the CRUD
expressions execution and, finally, d) a m andatory LMS
schema for Select CRUD expressions – to manage the
permissions on the LMS.

B. Relevant Aspects of CuSS
To proceed with a more detailed presentation it is
advisable to learn and understand CuSS and the context in
which CRUD expressions are executed. Identifying a
common base for current approaches is a key aspect to
devise ACADA. The following shared functionalities are
emphasized:

Table I shows a possible definition for the permissions on
an LMS derived from the CRUD expression Select a,b,c,d,e
from table. This access matrix [32] like representation,
defines for each attribute of this LMS, which LMS
functionalities (read, update, insert, delete) are authorized.
delete action is authorized in a tuple basis and, therefore, it is
executed as an atomic action for all attributes.

1) To promote reusability of CRUD expressions,
parameters may be used to define runtime values. Parameters
are mainly used to define runtime values for clause
conditions and for column lists. Listing 3 shows an Up date
CRUD expression with four parameters: a, b and c are
columns and d is a condition.

TABLE I. TABLE OF PERMISSIONS IN A LMS

update table set a=?, b=?, c=? where d=?

Read
Update
Insert
delete

Listing 3. CRUD expression with parameters.

2) If CRUD expression type is Insert, Update or Delete,
its execution returns a value indicating the number of
affected rows.

a
yes
no
yes

b
c
no yes
yes no
yes no
yes

d
yes
yes
no

D. ACADA Presentation
Figure 3 presents a class diagram for an ACADA model,
for building ACCDA. Figure 3 a) presents the entities used to
define CRUD schemas. Figure 3 b) presents the final class
diagram of ACADA. There are six types of entities: ILMS,
ICrudSchema, Manager, IFactory, IConfig and CrudSchema:

3) Data returned by CRUD expressions of type Select is
managed by a l ocal memory structure (LMS) internally
created by CuSS. Some LMS are readable only and others
are readable and modifiable. Modifiable LMS provide
additional functionalities to modify their internal content:
update data, delete data and insert new data. These actions,
are equivalent to CRUD expressions and the results are
committed into the host RDBMS.

ILMS (used for Select CRUD expressions only) defines
the permissions on LMS, following the approach presented
inTable I: IRead defines the readable attributes, IUpdate
defines the updatable attributes, IInsert defines the insertable
attributes and IDelete defines if LMS’s rows are deletable.
Aditionally, ILMS also uses IScroll to define the scrollable
methods to be made available.

Thus, CRUD expressions are used at two levels: at the
application level and at the LMS level. At the application
level CRUD expressions are explicitly used, while at the
LMS level CRUD expressions are implicitly used. In both
cases, to guarantee compliance with established ACP and
with database schemas, CRUD expressions need to be

ICrudSchema is used to model the business logic for each
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IUpdate

IRead
Only if readable and
only readable attributes

Only if updatable and
only updatable attributes

«interface»
ILMS

ILMS

Only if Select
a)

IScroll

Only if insertable and
only insertable attributes
IInsert

IDelete Only if deletable

«interface»
IFactory
+CrudSchema_1(in crudId : int) : ICrudSchema_1
+...()
+CrudSchema_n(in crudId : int) : IBusinessContract_n

«interface»
ICrudSchema
+execute(in param_1,...,param_n)
IResult

*

Only if Insert or
Update or Delete

CrudSchema_1

1

ICrudSchema_1

Manager

#CrudSchema_1(in conn : Connection, in crud : string)

+getInstance(in username : string, in password : string, in url : string, in port : int) : IFactory

CrudSchema_n
1 *

«interface»
IConfig
+addCRUD(in crudId : int, in crud : string, in crudSchemaId : int)
+removeCRUD(in crudId : int, in crudSchemaId : int)

b)
ICrudSchema_n

#CrudSchema_n(in conn : Connection, in crud : string)

Figure 3. Class diagram for ACADA: a) entities used to define schemas of CUD expressions; b) final class diagram of ACADA.

IConfig is used to dynamically adapt running instances of
ACCDA to u sers previously authenticated. The dynamic
process comprises the deployment of CRUD expressions and
also the required information to set the connection to
RDBMS (not shown). Each CRUD expression is assigned to
a CrudSchema responsible for its management. IConfig is
implemented using a socket to decouple ACCDA from
components responsible for managing the dynamic
adaptation process.

CRUD
schema
instance – see ICrudSchema_1, …,
ICrudSchema_n, in Figure 3 b). It comprises a mandatory
method, execute(param_1,…,param_n), to set the parameter
schema and to execute CRUD expressions, and two optional
interfaces: ILMS and IResult. IResult (for Insert, Update and
Delete CRUD expressions only) implements the result
schema.
CrudSchema is used to implement ICrudSchema. The
arguments conn and crud are a co nnection object to a
database and the CRUD expression to be managed,
respectively. Each CrudSchema is a ble to manage any
CRUD expression with equivalent schema. CRUD
expressions with the same CRUD Schema are herein known
as sibling CRUD expressions. Listing 4 presents two simple
sibling CRUD expressions: both are Select, both have the
same select list, none has column list or condition list
parameters. This property is an o pportunity to extend the
adaptation capability of ACADA. In practice each
CrudSchema is able to manage an infinite number of sibling
CRUD expressions. Thus, any CrudSchema used by UserA
is able to manage not one CRUD expression but one set of
sibling CRUD expressions and the same CrudSchema may
be used by UserB to manage a different set of sibling CRUD
expressions.

IFactory
is u sed
to
create
instances
of
CrudSchema.Users request the access to a CrudSchema and
to a CRUD expression. The access is granted or denied
depending on the ACP defined by the dynamic adaptation
process.
IV.

PROOF OF CONCEPT

In this section a proof of concept based on Java and
JDBC (sqljdbc4) for SQL Server 2008, is presented. A
component, herein known as ACEngine, was developed to
automatically create releases of ACCDA. The biggest
challenge was centered on the approach to be followed to
formalize CRUD schemas to be used to define the target
business area. Several approaches were considered, among
them XML and standard Java interfaces. In spite of being
less expressive than XML, Java interfaces proved to be an
efficient and effective approach. Programmers do not need to
use a different development environment, interfaces are basic
entities of any object-oriented programming language and
are widely used, interfaces are easily edited and maintained
and, finally, CRUD schemas have also been defined as
interfaces, see Figure 3. These were the fundamental reasons
for having opted for Java interfaces in detriment of XML.

Select * from table;
Select * from table where id=10;

Listing 4. 2 Sibling CRUD expressions.

Manager implements two interfaces (IFactory and
IConfig) and is the entry point for creating instances of
ACCDA (using getInstance, authentication is r equired). url
and port are used to connect to a component responsible for
the dynamic adaptation process and for the authentication of
users.

ACEngine accepts as input, for each CRUD schema, one
interface extending all the necessary interfaces as defined in
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ICrudSchema and shown in Figure 3. Then, through
reflection, ACEngine detects which interfaces are defined
and which methods need to be implemented to automatically
create the source code.
A component for the dynamic adaptation process was
also created. The main information is organized around
users. For each user it is defined its authentication
parameters (username and password), the assigned CRUD
expressions and the correspondent CrudSchemas. Any
modification in this information is immediately sent to users
running ACCDA instances.
The example to be presented is based on the Select and
on the permissions used in Table I.
Figure 4 shows the four interfaces used to formalize the
LMS’s permissions, which are in agreement with Table I.
CuSS use the same access methods for updating and for
inserting attributes. This approach prevents the separation
between update permissions and insert permissions.
Therefore, to overcome this limitation, access methods of
IUpdate and IInsert have been given different names.
IUpdate use a pr efix u and IInsert use a pr efix i. Some
additional methods, such as uUpdate() and iBeginInsert() are
used to implement the update and insert protocols defined by
JDBC for LMS.

Figure 5. ACCDA from the programmer’s perspective.

execute the CRUD expression), an exception is raised. If not,
CRUD expression is executed (line 31) and LMS is scrolled
row by row (line 32). The dynamic adaptation is on behalf of
ACDynam that, at any time, may modify the permission to
use this CRUD ex pression. There is no need to update any
source-code this way overcoming CuSS to be adapted to
evolving ACP. The three readable attributes are read (line
33-35). Update protocol is started (line 36). Auto-completion
window (line 38-43) shows the available methods to update
attributes of LMS, relieving programmers from mastering the
established ACP and database schema. This type of guidedassistance is available for all operations involving ACCDA,
this way overcoming the need for mastering ACP and
database schemas when using CuSS.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper a new architecture (ACADA) was presented
to devise solutions driven by ACP and able to be
dynamically adapted to deal with evolving ACP. The
adaptation process of each ACCDA release is achieved in a
two phase approach: static composition and dynamic
adaptation. Static composition is tr iggered whenever a
maintenance activity is n ecessary in CRUD S chemas.
Dynamic adaptation is a continuous process where CRUD
expressions are deployed to running ACCDA instances in
accordance with ACP. ACP are dynamically updated by a
monitoring framework and/or by security experts.

Figure 4. IRead, IUpdate, IInsert and IDelete interfaces.

Source code is automatically generated from an
architectural model and from ACP defined by a security
expert. In opposite to CuSS, programmers using ACCDA are
relieved from mastering ACP and database schemas, and
also from writing CRUD expressions. Security is ensured by
preventing programmers from writing CRUD expr essions
and by controlling dynamically, at runtime, the set of CRUD
expressions that each user may use. Evolving ACP are
seamlessly supported and enforced by ACCDA. An
independent and external component keeps the access control
mechanisms of ACCDA updated at runtime by assigning and
unassigning CRUD expressions. This adaptation capability
of ACCDA avoids maintenance activities in the core clientside components of database applications when ACP evolve.
The adaptation capacity is significantly improved by

Figure 5 presents the usage of ACCDA from a
programmer’s perspective. An attempt is done to create a
new ACCDA instance (line 29). It will raise an exception if a
connection to ACDynam fails or if authentication fails.
Authentication is processed by ACDynam and if it
succeeds, ACDynam transfers to ACCDA all th e CRUD
expressions, in accordance with the ACP assigned to the
authenticated user. Then, an attempt is made to create an
instance of a crudSchema for managing the CRUD
expression identified by token 1 (line 30). As previously
mentioned,
programmers c annot ed it CRU D
expressions.They are only allowed to use CRUD expressions
made available by ACDynam, overcoming this way the
security gap of CuSS. If it fails (user is not authorized to
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CrudSchema design which, theoretically, is able to manage
an infinite number of sibling CRUD expressions.
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Summarizing, ACADA overcomes the four drawbacks of
CuSS. This achievement is mostly grounded on its two phase
adaptation process: static composition and dynamic
adaptation.
It is expected that this work may open new perspectives
for enforcing evolving ACP in business tier components of
database applications.
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software connectors, which are referred to as secure
connectors, separately from
application com ponents
containing application business logic.
This paper describes the secure connectors that are
used to design the software architectures for secure
applications. The secure connectors are de signed
separately from application busine ss components by
considering different communication patterns between the
components as well as security services
required by
application components. Each sec ure connector
encapsulates security rele vant objects to provi de
application components with security services. Once
secure connectors are m ade, they can be reused for
different applications if they match both the required
security services and re quired communication pattern
between application components. In this paper, secure
connectors are applied to the software architecture of a n
e-commerce application.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 prese nts
existing approaches to implementing security concerns in
software applications syste ms. Section 3 desc ribes the
secure connectors for synchronous and asynchronous
communication between application components. Section
4 concludes this paper.

Abstract
This paper describes secure software connectors
encapsulating security services, which are designed
separately from application business components in
software architectures for business applications. Secure
connectors provide application business components with
security services when these components need the
services. Each secure connector is structured with
security relevant objects associated with security services
that are needed to make software applications secure. In
this paper, secure connectors are designed for different
types of communication, such as either synchronous or
asynchronous communication, as well as for different
security services, such as authentication, authorization,
confidentiality, integrity, and non-repudiation. Secure
connectors can make complex applications more
maintainable by separating security concerns from
application concerns in the software architectures. Secure
connectors are applied to the software architecture of an
e-commerce application.

1. Introduction
With the widespread use of internet technologies, the
threats to software applications are increasing day by day.
It has become essential to
design secure software
architectures for applications to counter potential threats.
The software architecture can be composed of
components and their connectors in which connectors
encapsulate the details of comm unication between
components. However, mixing security concerns with
business concerns in s oftware architectures makes
applications more complex. Therefore designing security
concerns separately from the busi ness concerns would
make the applications more maintainable.
Several approaches have been de veloped to design
secure applications by means of separation of concerns in
software development. Most of t he approaches have
focused on m aking application business components
secure so that the components perform security services .
But less attention has been paid to connectors, which can
provide security serv ices for application business
components. Security concerns can be encapsulated in

2. Related Work
Related work focuses on approaches to d esigning
software architectures for secure applications.
Banerjee et. al. [1] identified s
everal critical
dimensions of software security and related them to the
building blocks of software architecture. The critical
dimensions for a se
cure software system are
authentication, access c ontrol, confidentiality, integrity,
availability and non-repudiation. The software
components, connectors and their confi gurations are t he
architectural building blocks, which can be customized to
enforce the security dimensions. However, no f ormal
methodology has been specified in [1] t o inject security
into software architecture.
The security mechanisms are formalized and
embedded directly into the soft ware architecture via
components in [2]. A component in [ 2] incorporates
multilevel security, in which input and output of that
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component are properly labeled with security levels. The
component enforces the multilevel security policy
internally so that security mechanisms are i ntended to
provide secure access c ontrol. This technique is
developed for a single security model, so it is restricted to
access control. Other security features a re not taken into
account.
Deng et. al. [3] proposed a methodology to m odel
secure software architectures and verify whether required
security constraints are assured by t he composition of
components of the system. This approach introduces
security constraint patterns, which specify the se curity
policies that the security syste m must enforce. Howeve r,
this approach is lack ing focus on wh at type and fo rm of
security policies should be used in a give n context and
how to im plement them in a system d esign. The
components are considered the central units for assembly
and deployment. Interactions between components are
captured in component interfaces.
Using connectors as the central construct, a distributed
software architecture in [4] is com posed of a set of
components and a set of connect ors that can be used to
connect the components. The Unified Modeling Language
(UML) [10, 11] is used to describe the com ponent
interconnection patterns for synchronous, asynchronous
and brokered communications. Though different kinds of
connectors are proposed in [4], t
here are no
considerations for en forcing security in to these
connectors. The message communication via the
connectors between components is not secure.
In [5], a connector cent ric approach is used to model,
capture, and enforce security. The security characteristics
of a software architecture are described and enforce d
using software connectors. An e xtensible architecture
security contract specified by components is regulated
and enforced by connectors. Connectors can decide what
principals can e xecute the connected components. But,
this approach models only access control as a security
concern. The security properties like confidentially, nonrepudiation and integrity are not taken into account.
Aspect-oriented design (AOD) techniques in [6] are
used to encapsulate security concerns in complex systems.
Different security concerns are modeled as aspects that
can be woven into models of essential functionality. The
mechanisms required to protect against attacks are used to
identify the needing aspects and the strategy for weaving
them into a design. There ar e many benefits of t reating
security concerns as aspects during design m odeling, but
this approach requires s oftware engineers to know
knowledge of aspect-oriented design.
In earlier work by the aut hors [7], an approach is
described to model complex applications by m odeling
application requirements and designs separately from
security requirements and designs using the UML
notation. Security requirements are captured in security
use cases and encapsulated in security objects. When a

system requires security serv ices, security use cases are
extended from the non-secure business use case at
extension points. However, [7] paid relatively less
attention to secure application architecture where security
requirements can be m apped to a sec ure software
architecture.
In later work by the aut hors [8], an approach is
described for modeling the evolution of a non-secure
application to a secure application in term
s of a
requirements model and a software architecture. In the
software architecture, security services a re encapsulated
in connectors separately from components. The sec urity
services are activated if the
security requirement
conditions are satisfied. However, this approach does not
offer various secure connectors that are used for different
communication patterns and security services.

3. Secure Connectors
The software architecture [14, 15] for concurrent a nd
distributed applications can be designed by m eans of
components and connectors. The components address the
functionality of an application, whereas connectors deal
with communication between components. Each
component defines application business logic that is
relatively independent of th ose provided by other
components. A component may request ser vices from
other components, or provide services to them through
connectors. A connector acts on behalf of components in
terms of com munication between components,
encapsulating
the det ails
of i nter-component
communication.
Separately from application com ponents, security
services can be encapsulated in connec tors between
components in the software architecture for concurrent
and distributed applications [8]. The original role of
connectors in the software architecture is t o provide the
mechanism for m essage communication between
components [14, 15]. However, in this paper, the role of
connectors is extended to security by adding security
services to the connectors, which are referred to as secure
connectors. Secure connectors are designed by
considering both the security serv ices required by
components and the type of message communication
required between the components.
The security services provided for components are
confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation, access control,
and authentication, as follows:
x Confidentiality security service, which prevents
secret information from being disclosed to any
unauthorized party, can be achieved by secu re
connectors encapsulating cryptosystems.
x Integrity security service, which protect s against
unauthorized changes to sec ret information, can be
performed by secure connectors using message digest
(MD) or message authentication code (MAC) [13].
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When the s ecure sender connector receives a message
from the sender component, it ap plies the security
services to the message if required by the component. The
secured message is packed by the secure sender
connector, which sends it to the secure
synchronous
receiver connector. When the receiver connector receives
a secured and packed message, it c hecks the security of
message and unpacks the message before sending it to the
receiver component. Conversely, a res ponse is sent from
the receiver c omponent to the sender component via
secure connectors. If the response requires security
services, the secure connectors apply the appropriate
security services.
Fig. 1 depicts secure synchronous sender and receiver
connectors for browsing a c atalog that re quires catalog
access control and cust omer identity confidentiality
security services between the Customer and Catalog
application components in the business to business (B2B)
electronic system. A custom er browses through va rious
WWW catalogs and views various catalog items from a
given supplier's catalog. The customer may need
permission to access a specific catalog, and the customer
identity for access control may also nee d to be
confidential. These security requirements are ha ndled by
two secure synchronous connectors, the secure
synchronous Customer Interface connector for Customer
Interface application com ponent and the
secure
synchronous Catalog Server connector for Catalog Server
component. The security services for c atalog access
control and custom er identity confidentiality are
encapsulated in the secure
synchronous Custom er
Interface and Catalog Server connectors, separately from
Customer Interface and Catalog Server components.

Non-repudiation security service protects against one
party to a transaction later falsely denying that the
transaction occurred. Non-repudiation
security
services can be realized using digital signatures [13].
x Access control security service protects a gainst
unauthorized access to valuable resources. Access
control may be implemented using mandatory access
control (MAC) or role-based access control [12, 16].
x Authentication security service allows an entity (a
user or system) to identify itself positively t o another
entity. This can be achieved using a password,
personal-identification number or challenge response.
Typical message communication patterns between
components are asynchronous (loosely coupled) m essage
communication and synchronous (tightly couple d)
message communication [9], although there are
other
types of c ommunications between components. An
asynchronous message is sent from a sender component to
a receiver component and is stored i n a queue if the
receiver is busy. The sender component can continue to
send the next message to the receiver component as long
as the que ue is not full. In sy nchronous message
communication, a sender component sends a message to a
receiver component and waits for a response from the
receiver. When a re sponse arrives from the receive r, the
sender can continue to work and send the next message to
the receiver.
A distributed secure synch ronous connection is
provided by means of a pair of c onnectors, namely a
secure synchronous sender connector a nd a sec ure
synchronous receiver connector. The secure synchronous
sender and receiv er connectors act as stub s sending and
receiving messages for the ir respective components.
x

<<secure connector>>
aSynchronousCustomer
InterfaceConnector

A1.1: Request Catalog Index
A2.2: Encrypted Customer Identity &
Catalog Selection
<<resource>>
:Network

<<stub>>
:Customer
Stub

<<security service>>
:Encryption
Agent
A2.1 [Customer Identity
requires confidentiality]:
Encrypt (in Customer Identity,
out Encrypted Customer Identity)

A1: Request (out Catalog
Index)
A2: Catalog Selection (in
Customer Identity, out
Catalog)
<<application
component>>
aCustomerInterface

A1.5: Catalog Index
A2.8: Catalog

A1.2: Request Catalog Index
A2.3: Encrypted Customer Identity &
Catalog Selection

A1.4: Catalog Index
A2.7: Catalog

<<secure connector>>
aSynchronousCatalog
ServerConnector
<<security service>>
:DecryptionAgent

<<security service>>
:AccessControlAgent

<<stub>>
:Catalog
ServerStub

A2.4 [Customer Identity
requires confidentiality]:
Decrypt (in Encrypted
Customer Identity, out
Customer Identity)
A2.5 [Catalog requires access
control]: Authorize (in Customer
Identity, in Catalog Selection, out
Permission)

A1.3: Request Catalog Index
(out Catalog Index)
A2.6 [Authorized]: Request (out
Catalog)

<<application
component>>
:aCatalogServer

Fig. 1 Secure Synchronous Connector for Confidentiality and Access Control security services
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The catalog access control and c
ustomer identity
confidentiality security serv ices are implem ented in
security objects in th e secure synchronous Customer
Interface and Catalog Server connectors in Fig. 1. For
customer identity confidentiality, the secure synchronous
Customer Interface connector contains the Encryption
Agent security object, whereas the secure synchronous
Catalog Server connector encapsulates the Decryption
Agent security object (Fig. 1). Consider the following
secure connection scenario in which the customer requires
confidentiality: The Cust omer Stub i n the secure
synchronous Customer Interface connector requests the
Encryption Agent security object to encrypt the customer
identity (message A2.1 in Fig. 1). Th e Encryption Agent
security object encrypts the customer identity with a key .
The Customer Stub then sends the encrypted message to
the Catalog Server (messages A2.2, A2.3). The encrypted
customer identity is decrypted by the Decryption Agent
security object in the secure synchronous Catalog Server
connector (message A2.4 through i n Fig. 1). Access to a
specific Catalog is controlled by the secure synchronous
Catalog Server connector th at encapsulates the Access
Control Agent security obj ect (Fig. 1). The Catalog St ub
requests Access Control Agent security obj ect to
authorize customer access to a specific catalog if catal og
requires access control (message A2.5). Access Control
Agent authorizes a c ustomer access to a catalog item
(message A2.6) depending on the organization’s access
control policy.
Fig. 2 depicts a secure synchronous connector that
provides authentication security service for p aying a
selected product in the
business to customer (B2C)
electronic commerce system. A customer puts an item on
<<secure connector>>
aSynchronousCustomer
InterfaceConnector

a product cart and logs into his/her account on the
website. The custom er needs to be authenticated to get
access to his/her account. This authentication security
service can be implemented in the sec ure synchronous
Payment Server connector, separately from
Customer
Interface component and Payment Server component. The
secure synchronous Payment Server connector is
structured with Aut hentication Agent and Authentication
Data security obj ects to au thenticate a cust omer identity.
Consider the following secure connection sce nario in
which the customer requires authentication: The Payment
Stub in the c onnector requests the Aut hentication Agent
security object to aut henticate a customer identity
(message C4 in Fig. 2). The
Authentication Agent
security object verifies a customer identity using t he data
stored in the Authentication Data security object (message
C5).
A distributed secure asynchronous connection is
provided by means of a secu re asynchronous sender
connector and a secure asynchronous receiver connector.
A secure asynchr onous connector provides components
with security services while it follows the c omponent
interconnection pattern for loosely coupled message
communication. A secure asynchronous sender connector
can encapsulate an Encryption Agent security object that
encrypts a plain m essage before se nding the message to
the receiver, whereas a se cure asynchronous receiver
connector contains a Dec ryption Agent secu rity object
that decrypts a cipher message to a plain message. T hese
security objects are exec uted if application com ponents
require the confidentiality security service.

C2: Customer
Identity
<<resource>>
:Network
C8: Billing
Information

<<stub>>
:Customer
Stub

C3:Customer Identity

C1: RequestBill (in
Customer Identity, out
Billing Information)
<<application
component>>
aCustomer Interface

C7: Billing Information
<<secure connector>>
aSynchronousPayment
ServerConnector
<<security service>>
:AuthenticationAgent

C4 [Customer requires
authentication]: Authencate
(in Customer Identity, out
Result)

C5: Read (out Data)
<<security service>>
:AuthenticationData

<<stub>>
:Payment
ServerStub
C6 [Authenticated]: Request
(out Billing Information)

<<application
component>>
:aPaymentServer

Fig. 2 Secure Synchronous Connector for Authentication security service
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<<secure connector>>
anAsynchronousCustomer
InterfaceConnector

<<stub>>
:Customer
Stub

B4: Encrypted Purchase Request &
Signature

B3 [Purchase request requires
confidentiality]: Encrypt (in
Purchase Request & Signature out
Encrypted Purchase Request &
Signature)

B2 [Purchase request requires nonrepudiation]: Sign (in Purchase Request,
out Purchase Request & Signature)

B1: Customer
Order
<<application
component>>
:aCustomer Interface

<<resource>>
:Network

<<security service>>
:Encryption
Agent
B5: Encrypted Purchase
Request & Signature
<<security service>>
:Signature
Agent

<<secure connector>>
anAsynchronous
DeliveryOrderConnector
<<security service>>
:Decryption
Agent

B6 [Purchase request requires
confidentiality]: Decrypt (in
Encrypted Purchase Request &
Signature, out Purchase Request &
Signature)

<<stub>>
:DeliveryOrder
Stub

<<security service>>
:Signature Verification
B7 [Purchase request requires nonAgent
repudiation]: Verify (in Purchase Request &
Signature, out Result)

B8: [Verified]:
Purchase Request

<<application
component>>
:aDeliveryOrder

Fig. 3 Secure Asynchronous Connector for Confidentiality and Non-repudiation security services
For an integrity security service, a secure asynchronous
sender connector can have an Integrity Generation Agent
security object to generate a message digest for a message
being sent. The message digest is sent to the re ceiver
along with t he original message. A secure asynchronous
receiver connector encapsulates the Integrity Checking
Agent security obj ect, which checks the integrity of t he
message by m eans of comparing the received message
digest with the message digest generated by the receiver
using the received message. These Integrity Generation
and Checking security objects are
performed if
application components require an integrity security
service.
In addition, a secure asyn chronous sender connector
can contain a Signature Agent security object that signs a
message. The signature and original message are sent
from the sender connector to the receiver connector. The
secure asynchronous receiver connector e ncapsulates the
Signature Verification Agent security object to pro ve the
authenticity of the recei ved signature. The signature for a
message is st ored at t he Signature Verification Agent
security object for later use. These sec urity objects are
activated if application components require a nonrepudiation security service.
Fig. 3 depicts a sec ure asynchronous connector for
confidentiality and non-repudiation security services,
which are required for sending a purchase request from a
customer to a supplier in the electronic commerce system.
The secure asynchronous Customer Interface connector is
structured with Encryption Agent and Signature Agent

security objects. The secure asynchronous Delivery Order
connector contains corresponding Decryption Agent and
Signature Verification Agent security objects. Consider
the following confidential purchase request scenario: The
Customer Stub in the sender c
onnector requests the
Signature Agent security object to si gn the purc hase
request with a key (m essage B2 in Fi g. 3). Th en the
Customer Stub se nds the signed purchase request to t he
Encryption Agent security object to e ncrypt the secret
data with a key (message B3 in Fi g. 3). The encrypted
purchase request and signa ture are decrypted by the
Decryption Agent security object (message B6 in Fig. 3),
and then the signature is v erified by the Signature
Verification Agent security object (message B7 in Fig. 3).

4. Conclusions
This paper has described an approach to desi gning
secure connectors that make software architectures secure
for software applications. Secure connectors contain
security objects to im plement the security services
separately from application com ponents. These security
objects are a ctivated only if application com ponents
require the desired security services such as
authentication, access c ontrol, confidentiality, integrity,
and non-repudiation. Secure connectors have been
designed by considering communication patterns between
application components in software architecture. Secure
connectors can make complex systems more maintainable
by separation of sec urity concerns from application
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concerns. A secure connector can be reused in different
applications if it m atches the security requirem ent and
communication style between application components. To
validate this approach, the s ecure connectors have been
implemented in an electronic commerce application.
This paragraph describes future resea rch for sec ure
connectors. The security services provided by secure
connectors described in t his paper are confidentiality,
integrity,
non-repudiation,
authentication,
and
authorization. Secure c onnectors can be extended to
include an availability security service, which should be
capable of preventing deliberate denial of services in a
software application. In addition, security connectors can
be specialized to ones that realize specific m ethods or
algorithms. For e xample, a secure connector containing
access control security servi ce can be implemented with
role-based access control or mandatory access control. To
realize these specific methods or algorit hms, a secure
connector could be specialized to create the a ppropriate
secure objects. In addition, secure connectors can be
building blocks for composing secure software
architectures along with application components. Future
work needs more investigation on how software
architectures for sec ure applications can be composed of
secure connectors and application components.
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access methods for third parties to interact with the OSN.
These APIs can be used to systematically harvest user information, and hence, commercial organizations exploit these
APIs to collect user data for several purposes [2, 4, 14].
Most APIs also expose methods to enhance the usability of
OSN services; the Twitter API enables posts from mobile
devices, the YouTube API allows integration with TVs, and
the Facebook API facilitates photo uploads directly from
digital cameras. OSNs design their APIs to attract third parties to harvest user data or to integrate their social features
into commercial products. Thus, through these APIs, OSNs
seek to embed themselves deeper into the daily experiences
of their users. These APIs thus need to be sophisticated for
third parties to collect meaningful information to offer novel
services. However, the higher the porosity of the APIs, the
greater is the chance that third parties will misuse them to
acquire unnecessary personal data and compromise user privacy. OSNs thus have to balance the conf icting priorities of
providing a rich API against protecting user privacy.
OSNs balance these competing concerns through a careful consideration of three aspects in the design of their APIs.
First, they build these APIs to expose a wealth of user information. However, they then cede control back to their users
by offering a range of privacy settings on their accounts, and
by requiring third parties to seek permissions from users before collecting their information. Users can protect their privacy through these settings and permissions by limiting the
information that third parties can retrieve. Figure 1 shows
how privacy settings and permissions form a protective barrier between access queries and user information.
Most users, especially certain groups such as seniors and
minors, are very fascinated by the novel communication capabilities of OSNs, and do not appreciate their wide reach
and impact [5]. They do not realize that their shared information may be used to their detriment by various agencies
(law enforcement, insurance, and employers) and even criminals. For example, the Center for American Progress suggests that had the Egyptian movement been unsuccessful,
the same OSNs that supported this movement would have
provided adequate information to track down and persecute
the protesters [13]. Even worse, they do not acknowledge
the necessity to adjust and benef t from the privacy settings
on their accounts [12]. Finally, third parties usually seek

Abstract
Online Social Networks (OSNs) have captured our imagination by offering a revolutionary medium for communication and sharing. Skeptics, however, contend that these
OSNs pose a grave threat to privacy. This paper seeks to examine the veracity of this skepticism by analyzing the APIs
of six popular OSNs for their propensity to violate user privacy. Our analysis lends substantial support to this skepticism by finding that OSNs: (i) facilitate an extensive collection of user information; (ii) provide default access to information of new users; (iii) do not seek comprehensive permissions; (iv) request these permissions ambiguously; and
(v) offer privacy settings that enable only limited control.

1

Introduction and Motivation

Online Social Networks (OSNs) are now tightly knit
into the fabric of our society. People are overwhelmingly
participating in these OSNs regardless of their age, socioeconomic, and demographic status [10]; approximately 50%
of all U.S. adults, and over 90% of all Gen-Y members use
OSNs. Moreover, the growth in the user base is staggering,
and is occurring in unconventional segments; recent data
suggests a 90% increase in users over 50 years old, while
only a 13% increase in users aged 18 to 29 [9].
OSNs can be designed for a variety of purposes. Some
such as Facebook and Orkut offer a platform to stay connected with friends and acquaintances. Microblogging sites
such as Twitter provide a modern news ticker to simultaneously stream current events and friends’ updates [4].
OSNs also offer portals to share opinions and recommendations about products and brands; and users vastly aff rm
their trust in these peer recommendations over advertisements [1]. Many organizations thus seek to harness OSNs
to raise brand awareness, build reputation, and stay relevant.
Besides their commercial potential, OSNs can also serve as
channels of societal transformation; the recent Egyptian political unrest may have been precipitated with the support of
social media such as Facebook and Twitter [13].
The API of an OSN is a collection of public and open
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broader permissions than what are legitimately necessary
for their services. Not mindful of the privacy implications,
many users grant these permissions, bypassing this layer of
protection as well. Thus, despite the mechanisms available
to limit the exposure of information, OSN APIs can easily
compromise users’ privacy.
This paper presents a comparative analysis of the propensity of OSN APIs to violate user privacy. Ever since Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg famously defended the change
to make user activity public-by-default, technologists have
asserted that the “Age of Privacy” on the Web is over.1 We
seek to verify the truth in this assertion by examining the
APIs of six popular and widely used OSNs. We f nd substantial support for this assertion because OSNs: (i) facilitate a
collection of detailed user data; (ii) provide limited privacy
settings and control; and (iii) use ambiguous requests to seek
unnecessarily broad and general permissions.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
OSN APIs and privacy control mechanisms. Section 3
presents our comparative analysis. Section 4 summarizes
our f ndings and offers directions for future work.

2

Figure 1. API access and privacy protection
public-level protection, because their notion of an OSN is a
walled garden, impenetrable without authorization. Piercing
through these privacy expectations, however, are the open
access APIs. Most OSNs thus try to restore users’ perception of privacy by empowering them with two forms of control: (i) conf gurable privacy settings; and (ii) express permission requests from third parties.
Understanding how the APIs of six popular OSNs balance these competing concerns of information access versus user privacy is the focus of this paper. We choose these
OSNs because of their extreme popularity, widely varying
purposes, and unique features as summarized in Table 1. We
measure popularity in terms of the number of users2 and include representative (not exhaustive) prof le data.

OSN APIs: An Overview

Fundamentally, OSNs offer a platform for users to connect, interact, and share information. Each user is represented with a prof le that contains the user’s information.
A social feed attached to the prof le provides a forum to
share information. OSN users establish connections; and
updates to their social feeds are broadcast to their connections. Popular OSNs differ with respect to what constitutes
user connections and the information shared via social feeds.
User connections on Facebook, Orkut, and Google+ are bidirectional friendships, social feeds include status updates,
photos, videos and posts by other users, and updates can be
broadcast to all or a subset of users’ connections. Twitter
(YouTube) def nes uni-directional relationships where users
subscribe to receive other users’ updates (video uploads).
Each OSN designs an API to allow third parties to collect
information or to act on behalf of their users. These open,
Web-based APIs can be queried with HTTP requests to retrieve a particular user’s information. For example, the request https://graph.facebook.com/220439 retrieves all the public information on Facebook’s CTO. A
request to http://search.twitter.com/search.
json?q=happy returns recent tweets which include the
word happy. Frequently, the APIs also return irrelevant information; for instance, the above Twitter call returns the
name, user id, and a link to the user’s photo for each tweet.
OSN users may expect that their shared information will
be protected at the friendship, network, and public levels [6]. Friendship- and network-level protection prevents
unintended disclosure, and users believe that these may be
achieved through privacy settings. They may also presume
1 http://news.cnet.com/8301-17852

3 Comparative Analysis
We extensively analyzed the online documentation, and
aggregated the details of each OSN API along three dimensions: (i) user information that can be collected; (ii) privacy
settings that can be conf gured; and (iii) permissions that
may be requested.3 For each dimension, we def ne the coverage metric as the percentage of the number of features that
the API currently implements to the total number of features
that it can feasibly provide, given the context and the functionality of the site. Because the total number of feasible
features is determined by the union of the features across
all APIs, it is inherently subject to our interpretation of the
APIs. Therefore, we intend to use the coverage metric as a
2 http://vincos.it/social-media-statistics
http://royal.pingdom.com/2011/02/04/facebook-youtube-our-collectivetime-sinks-stats
3 API details are available at http://www.cse.uconn.edu/∼ded02007/osnapi.

3-10431741-71.html
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OSN
Facebook

Social Feed
Status,
media,
friend
posts,
external
sites,
application alerts

Unique Features
Groups,
events,
notes, “Like” brands
and Web pages,
service integration

Connections
Bi-directional
friendship

Prof le
Name, contact info,
family,
education,
work history, interests

# Users
845M+

Twitter

Tweets, retweets,
mention tweets

Public access social
feed

Uni-directional
subscriber

Real name, location

200M+

Google+

Status,
media,
friend
posts,
external sites

Social
circles,
groups, “+1” brands
and Web pages

Bi-directional
friendship

Name, contact info, education, work history,
interests

90M+

LinkedIn

Status, resume updates, discussion
posts, application
alerts

Groups,
message
boards,
share
professional recommendations

Bi-directional,
professional
connection

Name, work history,
education, professional
accomplishments,
goals, skills

150M+

YouTube

Uploaded,
subscribed,
and
favorite videos

Uni-directional
subscriber

Age, country, occupation, education, interests

490M+

Orkut

Status,
media,
friend
posts,
application alerts

Share video channels and playlists,
public commentary
on videos
Integrated applications

Bi-directional
friendship

Name, contact info,
pets, family status, romance views, drinking
habits

120M+

Table 1. Purpose, popularity (# of users), and features of OSNs
and Note (7). Table 2 lists the number of methods and coverage for each OSN. It shows that because Google+ implements only 9 methods for Social Messages, although it
could feasibly implement 10, its coverage for this data type
is 90%. If an OSN does not provide any method for a given
data type, a 0 appears in the corresponding cell in the upper
table (Google+, Friend-of-friend). Additionally, if a OSN
does not implement any of the feasible methods for a data
type, a 0 appears in the corresponding cell in the lower table (Google+, Friend-of-friend). Finally, when no methods
are feasible for a given data type for a given OSN, a 0 appears in the upper table, and a “−” appears in the lower table
(YouTube, Events).4 For each data type, the number of distinct methods is less than the total number of methods across
all OSNs; 92 distinct methods collect prof le data, but a total
of 209 prof le access methods exist across all OSNs.
All APIs offer high coverage for prof le data. This is expected from Facebook, Orkut, and LinkedIn because their
primary purpose is sharing of personal information. Surprisingly, YouTube makes many user details available, although
its main objective is open, public sharing. Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube APIs can retrieve nearly every attribute
of media and social messages, leading to very high coverage.
Although Google+ does not provide access to media, this is
planned.5 Most APIs only expose names and prof le pictures (if any), of f rst- and second- degree connections. Ta-

rough measure of the strength of an API along each dimension, and report their approximate rather than exact values.
Next, we compare the APIs along these dimensions to understand their similarities and differences.

3.1

User information

We def ne nine categories to homogenize the disparity in
the types of data that users can upload as seen from Table 1,
in order to meaningfully compare the OSN APIs.
• Profile: Personal details such as hometown, date of
birth, gender, and other information.
• Social Message: Text posted to users’ social feeds, appearing in the news feeds of their connections.
• Media: Photos, videos, and music.
• Friend: First-degree connections.
• Friend-of-friend: Second-degree connections.
• Brand Page: A page dedicated to a branded entity,
such as a company, a business, a movie, or a band.
• Event: Event details such as name, place, and time.
• Group: Membership details of users’ groups.
• Note: A long post concerning a specif c subject; typically more detailed than a social message.
The number of unique methods for each data type are:
Prof le (94), Social Message (10), Media (23), Friend (23),
Friend-of-Friend (21), Brand Page (7), Event (7), Group (5),

4 Tables

3 and 5 have the same interpretation of 0 and -.

5 http://siliconf lter.com/google-gets-an-api-for-photos-and-videos/
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We identif ed 35 distinct options; 20 are account-level, and
15 are item-level. Table 3 lists these options and their coverage for each OSN.
Facebook and LinkedIn def ne a large number of accountlevel options to give users substantial control over how they
can be searched and reached. LinkedIn users can decide
which f elds of their resume are publicly viewable, and who
can send them a message. Similarly, Facebook users can
choose the distance between themselves and other users who
can send them friend requests, and whether their prof le can
be indexed by a search engine. Google+ and Orkut have
weaker account-level options, and users can neither control
who can share information with them nor can they decide
how their prof le can be searched. Orkut’s limited accountlevel options is concerning, because it seeks very personal
information as listed in Table 1. Finally, YouTube and Twitter can implement numerous account-level options given the
type of information users share, and arguably these options
may even be necessary. However, the lack of these accountlevel options may be intentional, because the purpose of
these OSNs is open, public sharing.

ble 2 shows that all OSNs except LinkedIn provide limited
coverage of connections, otherwise third parties can retrieve
user data without their consent as long as their friends’ data
is accessible. The LinkedIn API, however, strongly covers
second-degree connections. This accessiblility may be deliberate to support LinkedIn’s main objective of mining connections to establish professional and business relationships.
Thus, the LinkedIn API can be abused to collect signif cant
user information without directly targeting them.
Number of methods
Fb
T
G+
Prof le
44
14
33
Message
9
9
9
Media
21
12
0
Friend
2
1
1
Friend-of-friend
0
1
0
Brand
7
0
6
Event
7
0
0
Group
6
1
3
Note
7
0
0

Prof le
Message
Media
Friend
Friend-of-Friend
Brand
Event
Group
Note

Coverage (%)
Fb
T
G+
80
70
70
90
90
90
90 100
0
20 100 15
0
35
0
100
85
100
100 100 60
100
-

LI
40
5
0
23
21
0
0
0
2
LI
90
100
100
100
100

YT
25
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
YT
85
85
85
-

Ork
52
6
10
1
0
0
0
0
0
Ork
90
60
65
15
0
-

Account
Item

Number of options
Fb T G+ LI YT
11 0
6
15
3
9
2
3
2
3

Account
Item

Fb
70
70

Coverage (%)
T G+ LI
0
50 85
30 40 50

YT
25
60

Ork
4
4
Ork
35
55

Table 3. Privacy options – # and coverage
Facebook and Google+ offer strong item-level options,
and users can limit the audience of a wall post, and identify a group who can see an update. Other OSNs offer very
few item-level options and implementation of some additional, feasible ones can easily enhance user privacy on these
OSNs. For example, Twitter can implement important itemlevel options such as reviewing of tweets that mention a user,
and restricting the reach of tweets to specif c receivers.

Table 2. User information – # and coverage

3.2 Privacy Settings
OSN users can expect to control the spread and visibility
of their information through privacy settings. Each setting is
associated with a privacy option which indicates the pieces
of data it covers. Moreover, a privacy option is exercised by
assigning a scope, which identif es the audience of the data.
Next, we study the privacy options and scopes of the APIs.

3.2.2 Privacy Scopes
Very few users accept the notion that OSN activity is publicby-default, private-by-effort; 84% Facebook prof les set to
full, default, public access [7] conf rm this belief. Most
users are also easily confused and frustrated by too many options and scopes and are therefore discouraged from changing their default settings [11]. Savvy users, however, need
comprehensive options and scopes to adequately manage
their privacy. This conf ict poses a tradeoff between the
number of options and scopes and their usability.
Table 4 lists the privacy scopes for each OSN; a (x) indicates (un)availability of a scope. Only Twitter (YouTube)

3.2.1 Privacy Options
Privacy options may apply either to a collection of users’
data at the account level or to a specif c data item such as a
social message, a photo, or a video. Account-level options
are broad, whereas, item-level options are narrow. Itemlevel options offer f ner, second layer of protection on top of
account-level options. For example, account-level options
may allow public access to all Facebook wall posts, but an
item-level option can restrict the visibility of a specif c post.
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users can control the reach of their tweets (videos) to a
particular individual; shown by a ‘’ against their private
scope. User groups scope, def ned by Facebook, Google+,
and Orkut, is similar but richer compared to the private
scope because it allows the selection of a specif c group
rather than an individual. Facebook, LinkedIn, and Orkut offer additional scopes based on degrees of separation between
the owner of the data and its viewers. For example, Facebook users can limit their photos to just friends, but make
wall posts visible to friends-of-friends as well. LinkedIn
users can share publicly, with only f rst-degree connections
or up to third-degree connections. Sharing with third-degree
connections may be equivalent to public sharing because
most OSN users are separated by less than four degrees [3].
Up to 1st degree
Up to 2nd degree
Up to 3rd degree
Public
Private
User Groups

Fb


x

x


T
x
x
x


x

G+
x
x
x

x


LI

x


x
x

YT
x
x
x


x

Number of permissions
Fb
T
G+ LI YT
Data
28
7
15
0
0
Account 13
6
2
0
0
Data
Account

Coverage (%)
80
80
100 65
-

-

20
100

Table 5. Permission types – # and coverage
Facebook, Twitter, and Google+ exhibit high coverage
for both types of permissions. On Facebook, third parties
can request comprehensive permissions including authorizations to access data when users are off ine, and to read the
stream of updates to social feeds of users’ connections. Although Twitter’s purpose is public sharing, users can still
protect their tweets through explicit permissions. Retweets
and mention tags, however, can expose these tweets to third
parties with access to the tweets of users’ connections.
Orkut seeks a generic token which grants broad access to
all the prof le information, which does not have a friendsonly privacy option. Third parties need to seek additional
permissions to extend this generic token to post to users’ social feeds or to access their photos. LinkedIn and YouTube
users also cannot grant detailed data and action permissions,
but instead grant a generic token to access all information
that is not protected by a private scope. Thus, on LinkedIn
the generic access token provides third parties with the potential to collect all personal information, and on YouTube it
allows third parties to upload videos, and even browse lists
of favorite and recommended videos. YouTube’s generic access is worrisome because of its weak privacy control coverage as seen in Table 3. LinkedIn, however, limits its generic
token by curtailing access to specif c prof le f elds through
comprehensive account-level privacy options.

Ork

x
x

x


Table 4. Privacy scopes

3.3

95
85

Ork
1
1

User permissions

Permissions authorize third parties to access information
that would otherwise be out of bounds because of users’ privacy settings. All six OSNs use the OAuth protocol [8]
to manage these permissions. This protocol represents a
permission as an access token, which includes the specif c information that is covered by the request, and a userdef ned/OSN-specif ed expiration time. A dialogue displays
a summary of this information to the user. Upon receiving
user’s consent, the dialogue requests the OSN to create this
access token, which is then handed off to the requesting third
party. Each OSN def nes its permissions and customizes the
dialogue presentation and information summary. We study
these two attributes of user permissions across the APIs.

3.3.2 Permission presentation
OSNs may seek broad data and action permissions from
their users to enable them to enter into favorable agreements
with third parties. Users, however, may be unwilling to grant
such broad permissions, and OSNs may try to circumvent
this reluctance through ambiguous permission dialogues.
Figure 2 displays a typical Facebook dialogue for an application that desires access to a user’s prof le for registration and login to an educational site for learning languages.
The application requests permission to retrieve all “basic”
Facebook data. The f gure also shows that this application
retrieved hometown, current city, religious views, work history, and even relationship details from the user’s prof le.
Most of this basic information, however, is unnecessary for
registration/login or to teach languages. This collection is
additionally disturbing because many users probably do not
expect their consent to expose so many private details.

3.3.1 Permission types
We aggregate the permissions that third parties may request
into two types: data permissions and action permissions.
Data permissions grant access to users’ social data, while
action permissions allow third parties to perform tasks such
as uploading media, changing a prof le f eld, and posting
to social feeds on behalf of users. Each type of permission
has different implications; data permissions enable third parties to harvest user information, whereas, action permissions
allow third parties to impersonate users. We identif ed 44
unique permissions; 29 data and 15 action. Table 5 shows
the number of permissions and their coverage for each OSN.
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[2] A. Agarwal, B. Xie, I. Vovsha, O. Rambow, and
R. Passonneau. Sentiment analysis of twitter data. In
Proc. of the Workshop on Languages in Social Media,
pages 30–38, 2011.
[3] L. Backstrom, P. Boldi, M. Rosa, J. Ugander, and
S. Vigna. Four Degrees of Separation. Technical report, arXiv:1111.4570v3 [cs.SI], 2012.
[4] M. Cha, A. Mislove, and K. Gummadi.
A
Measurement-driven Analysis of Information Propagation in the Flickr Social Network. In Proc. of 18th
Intl. Conference on World wide web, 2009.
[5] D. Boyd. Why youth (heart) social network sites: The
role of networked publics in teenage social life. Youth,
Identity, and Digital Media, pages 119–142, 2008.

Figure 2. Permission dialogue, accessed data

[6] A. P. Felt and D. Evans. Privacy Protection for Social
Networking APIs. In Workshop on Web 2.0 Security
and Privacy, 2008.

Except Twitter, the dialogues of all OSNs provide
sketchy details.6 Facebook and Google+ provide coarse
summaries; Google+ users can retrieve details, but only after
clicking on the summary. Most users will either not know
or care to take this extra step without explicit instruction.
LinkedIn and Orkut ambiguously caution users that their information will be shared with third parties and seek assent to
terms of service linked from the dialogue. Finally, YouTube
dialogues provide no details about the data that third parties
can retrieve once users provide their consent.

4

[7] M. Gjoka, M. Kurant, C. T. Butts, and
A. Markopoulou. Practical Recommendations on
Crawling Online Social Networks. IEEE Journal on
Selected Areas in Communications, 29(9):1872–1892,
Oct. 2011.
[8] E. Hammer-Lahav, D. Recordon, and D. Hardt. The
OAuth 2.0 Protocol. http://tools.ietf.org/html/draftietf- oauth-v2-10, 2010.
[9] P. S. R. A. International. Pew Internet & American
Life Poll: Social Side of the Internet. Roper Center for
Public Opinion Research Study USPEW2010-IAL12
Version 2, Nov. 2010.

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper reveals that OSN APIs expose signif cant user
data, and substantially enable third parties to act on behalf
of their users. Their privacy options are not comprehensive
and can be exercised only with limited scopes. Permissions
are often confusing and inconsistent, and their ambiguous
presentation may mislead users into revealing excessive information. OSNs thus tip the scale towards information exposure versus privacy protection, lending ample support to
critics’ skepticism regarding user privacy.
Our future work seeks to quantify the privacy content
in the information posted by different demographic groups.
We also propose to develop tools and educational materials
to raise public awareness about how third parties can exploit
APIs to collect user data and how users can protect themselves by adopting proper measures.
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of the table presents the name of the digital forensic process
model, while the columns present the processes included in
each of these models.

Abstract—The tangible Chain of Custody (CoC) document in
computer forensics is the record of all information about how
digital evidences are collected, transported, analyzed, and
preserved for production. Chain of Custody plays a vital role in
the digital forensic investigation process because it is used to
prove the integrity of the evidences from seizure through
production in court. The CoC integrity is the demonstration that
the digital evidences have been properly copied, transported, and
stored. With the advent of the digital age, the tangible CoC
document needs to undergone a radical transformation from
paper to electronic data (e-CoC), readable and consumed by
machines and applications. Semantic web is a flexible solution to
represent the tangible CoC document knowledge. It provides
semantic markup languages for knowledge representation,
supported by different provenance vocabularies to ensure the
trustworthiness and the integrity of this represented knowledge.
The semantic web is a web of data that are published and
consumed according to the web aspects known as the data linked
principles. This paper proposes the construction of e-CoC
through a semantic web framework based on the same principles
used to publish data on the web.

TABLE I.

Keywords-Chain of Custody; Semantic Web; Semantic Markup
Language; Provenance Vocabularies; Resource Description
Framework.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Computer/Digital forensic is a growing field. It combines
computer science concepts including computer architecture,
operating systems, file systems, software engineering, and
computer networking, as well as legal procedures. At the most
basic level, the digital forensic process has three major phases:
Extraction, Analysis, and Presentation. Extraction (acquisition)
phase saves the state of the digital source (ex: laptop, desktop,
computers, mobile phones) and creates an image by saving all
digital values so it can be later analyzed. Analysis phase takes
the acquired data (ex: file and directory contents and
recovering deleted contents) and examines it to identify pieces
of evidence, and draws conclusions based on the evidences that
were found. During presentation phase, the audience is
typically the judges; in this phase, the conclusion and
corresponding evidence from the investigation analysis are
presented to them [1].
Nevertheless, there exists others forensic process models,
each of them relies upon reaching a consensus about how to
describe digital forensics and evidences [2][17]. The next table
(Table-I) shows the current digital forensic models. Each row
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DIGITAL FORENSIC PROCESS MODELS [17]

Like any physical evidence, digital evidence needs to be
validated for the legal aspects (admissibility) in the court of
law. In order for the evidence to be accepted by the court as
valid, chain of custody for digital evidence must be kept, or it
must be known who exactly, when, and where came into
contact with the evidence at each stage of the investigation [3].
The role of players (first responders, investigators, expert
witnesses, prosecutors, police officers) concerning CoC is to
(im)prove that the evidence has not been altered through all
phases of the forensic process. CoC must include
documentation containing answers to these questions:
•

Who came into contact, handled and discovered the
digital evidence?

•

What procedures were performed on the evidence?

•

When the digital evidence is discovered, accessed,
examined or transferred?

•

Where was digital evidence discovered, collected,
handled, stored and examined?

•

Why the evidence was collected?

•

identification and authentication for digital signing. The ‘when’
is answered using the automatic and trusted time stamping.
Finally, the ‘where’ is answered using the GPS and RFID for
geo location.

How was the digital evidence collected, used and
stored?

Once such questions (i.e. known as 5Ws and the 1H) are
answered for each phase in the forensic process, players will
have a reliable CoC which can be then admitted by the judges’
court.

Another work in [23], discusses the integrity of CoC
through the adaptation of hashing algorithm for signing digital
evidence put into consideration identity, date, and time of
access of digital evidence. The authors provided a valid time
stamping provided by a secure third party to sign digital
evidence in all stages of the investigation process.

On the other hand, the main aim of the semantic web is to
publish data on the web in a standard structure, and
manageable format [8]. Tim Berner Lee outlined the principles
of publishing data on the web. These principles known as
Linked Data Principles (i.e. LD principles):
•

Use URI as names for things.

•

Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those
names.

•

When someone looks up a URI, provide useful
information using the standards (RDF, SPARQL).

•

Include RDF statements that link to other URIs so that
they can discover related things.

This paper proposes the creation of electronic chain of
custody (e-CoC) using a semantic web based framework that
represent and (im)prove the classical/traditional paper-based
CoC during the cyber forensics investigation. Semantic web
will be a flexible solution for this task because it provides
semantic markup languages such as Resource Description
Framework (RDF), RDF Scheme (RDFS), and Web Ontology
Language (OWL) that are used to represent knowledge.

The second dimension concerns knowledge representation.
An attempt was performed to represent the knowledge
discovered during the identification and analysis phase of the
investigation process [26]. This attempt uses the Universal
Modeling Language (UML) for representing knowledge. It is
extended to a unified modeling methodology framework
(UMMF) to describe and think about planning, performing, and
documenting forensics tasks.
The third dimension is about the forensic formats. Over the
last few years, different forensic formats were provided. In
2006, Digital Forensics Research Workshop (DRWS) formed a
working group called Common Digital Evidence Storage
Format (CDEF) working group for storing digital evidence and
associated metadata [12]. CDEF surveyed the following disk
image main formats: Advanced Forensics Format (AFF),
Encase Expert Witness Format (EWF), Digital Evidence Bag
(DEB), gfzip, ProDiscover, and SMART.

In addition, the semantic web is rich with different
provenance vocabularies [10], such as Dublin Core (DC),
Friend of a Friend (FOAF), and Proof Markup Language
(PML) that can be used to (im)prove the CoC by answering the
5Ws and the 1H questions.
Furthermore, the principles used to publish data on the web
can also be applied on the represented knowledge. Thus, each
CoC generated from each forensic phase in a forensic process
can be represented and interlinked together using the web
technology stack (i.e. URI and HTTP).
The remainder of this document is organized as follows:
section 2 presents the state of the art related to this work.
Section 3 provides the different challenges met by the tangible
CoC documents. Section 4 gives a brief presentation about the
semantic web, and the principles used to publish data on the
web. In section 5, the proposed solution is explained, and
finally, last section provides the conclusion.
II.

Other published work to (im)prove the CoC is based on a
hardware solution. SYPRUS Company provides the Hydra PC
solution. It is a PC device that provides an entire securely
protected, self contained, and portable device (i.e. connected to
the USB Port) that provides high-assurance cryptographic
products to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and nonrepudiation of digital evidence with highest-strength
cryptographic technology [15]. This solution is considered as
an indirect (im)proving of the CoC as it preserves the digital
evidences from modification and violation.

STATE OF THE ART

The state of the art related to this work can be summarized
over three dimensions. The first dimension is the works on
(im)proving the CoC. In [22], a conceptual Digital Evidence
Management Framework (DEMF) was proposed to implement
secure and reliable digital evidence CoC. This framework
answered the who, what, why, when, where, and how
questions. The ‘what’ is answered using a fingerprint of
evidences. The ‘how’ is answered using the hash similarity to
changes control. The ‘who’ is answered using the biometric

Most of these formats can store limited number of
metadata, like case name, evidence name, examiner name, date,
place, and hash code to assure data integrity [12]. The most
commonly used formats are described here.
AFF is defined by Garfinkel et al. in [27] as a disk image
container which supports storing arbitrary metadata in single
archive, like sector size or device serial number. The EWF
format is produced by EnCase’s imaging tools. It contains
checksums, a hash for verifying the integrity of the contained
image, and error information describing bad sectors on the
source media.
Later, Tuner’s digital evidence bags (DEB) proposed a
container for digital crime scene artifacts, metadata,
information integrity, and access and usage audit records [5].
However, such format is limited to name/value pairs and makes
no provision for attaching semantics to the name. It attempts to
replicate key features of physical evidence bags, which are
used for traditional evidence capture.
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The last issue is that the problem is not only to represent the
knowledge of the tangible CoC in order to solve the issues
mentioned above, but also to express information about where
the CoC information came from. Juries can find the answers to
their questions on the CoC, but they need also to know the
provenance and origins of those answers. Provenance of
information is crucial to guarantee the trustworthiness and
confidence of the information provided. This paper
distinguishes between forensic information and provenance
information. Forensic information is responsible to answer the
5Ws and 1H questions related to the case in hand, while
provenance information is responsible to answer questions
about the origin of answers (i.e. what information sources were
used, when they were updated, how reliable the source was).

In 2009, Cohen et al. in [4] have observed problems to be
corrected in the first version of AFF. They released the AFF4
user specific metadata functionalities. They described the use
of distributed evidence management systems AFF4 based on an
imaginary company that have offices in two different countries.
AFF4 extends the AFF to support multiple data sources, logical
evidence, and several others (im)provements such the support
of forensic workflow and the storing of arbitrary metadata.
Such work explained that the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [7] resources can be exploited with AFF4 in order to
(im)prove the forensics process model.
III.

COC CHALLENGES

Chain of custody is a testimony document that records all
information related to the evidences (digital/physical) in order
to ensure that they are not altered throughout the forensic
investigation. It contains information about who handled the
evidence, why there was a change of possession and how each
person safeguards it. Failure to record enough information
related to the evidence may lead to its exclusion from the legal
proceedings.

IV.

THE WEB OF DATA

Semantic web is an extension of the current web, designed
to represent information in a machine readable format by
introducing knowledge representation languages based in
XML. The semantic markup language such as Resource
Description Framework (RDF), RDF Schema (RDFS), and the
web ontology language (OWL) are the languages of the
semantic web that are used for knowledge representation.

The continuous growing of devices and software in the field
of computing and information technology creates challenges
for the cyber forensics science in the volume of data (i.e.
evidences) being investigated. It also increases the need to
manage, process, and present the CoC in order to minimize and
facilitate its documentation.

According to the W3C recommendation [7], RDF is a
foundation for encoding, exchange, and reuse of structured
metadata. RDF supports the use of standards mechanisms to
facilitate the interoperability by integrating separate metadata
elements (vocabularies) defined by different resource
description communities (e.g. Dublin Core).

The second issue is related to the interoperability between
digital evidence and its CoC documentation. Last works
concentrated mainly on the representation and correlation of
the digital evidences [24][25] and as an indirect consequence,
the (im)proving of the CoC by attempting to replicate the key
features of physical evidence bags into Digital Evidence Bags
(DEB) [5]. However, the documentation of CoC for digital
evidences remains an exhausted task. Knowledge
communication between the digital evidence and the
information documentation about the evidence, apart from
natural language, can create some automation and minimize
human’s intervention.

RDF consists of three slots: resource, property/predicate,
and object. Resources are entities retrieved from the web (e.g.
persons, places, web documents, picture, abstract concepts,
etc). RDF resources are represented by uniform resource
identifiers (URI) of which URLs are a subset. Resources have
properties (attributes) that admit a certain range of value or
attached to be another resource. The object can be literal value
or resources.
In 2006, Berners Lee outlined set of rules for publishing
data on the web using the LD principles. These rules explain
that the data (content/resources) should be related one another
just as documents are already. The semantic web extended
these web principles from document to data and provided the
RDF framework that allows data to be shared on the web.

The third issue concerns the CoC documents. They must be
affixed securely when they are transported from one place to
another. This is achieved using a very classical way: seal them
in plastic bags (i.e. together with physical evidence if it exists,
such as hard disk, USB, cables, etc.), label them, and sign them
into a locked evidence room with the evidences themselves to
ensure their integrity.

With the linking data principles, entities/resources are
identified with the HTTP URIs that can be resolved over the
Web. Data itself are represented using the RDF generic model
where each element (i.e. subject, predicate, and object) in this
model can be URI for unnamed entities. The property/predicate
in the RDF model describes how the subject is related to the
object and it is defined in vocabularies. The late can also be
represented as RDF data and be published as linked data. The
HTTP URIs enables applications to retrieve and consume the
data. RDF data are related to each others thought RDF links
where the subject is a URI of one data source and the object is
a URI in the name-space of another data source. Thus, RDF
graphs retrieved by resolving URI references are called the
linked data object.

The fourth issue is about the judges’ awareness and
understanding that the digital evidences are not enough to
evaluate and take the proper decision about the case in hand.
One solution is to organize a training program to educate the
juries the field of Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) [6]. From the point of view of the authors, this will not
be an easy task to teach juries the ICT concepts. The other
solution is to provide a descriptive e-CoC using forensic and
provenance metadata that the juries can query and so, find the
answers to their questions through these metadata.
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terms defined in the RDFS schema [19]. The main goal of
consuming this provenance metadata is to assess the
trustworthiness and quality of the represented knowledge.

The example in next figure (figure-1) [28] shows that the
interlink of three datasets and the object of an RDF graph
(dbpedia:berlin) can be the subject of another RDF graph
related through by predefined predicate name-spaces (i.e. URI:
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Berlin).

As mentioned in section 2, digital evidence can be stored in
open or proprietary formats (e.g. CDEF, AFF, EWF, DEB,
gfzip, ProDiscover, and SMART). These formats store forensic
metadata (e.g. the sector size and device serial number). The
most advanced format for representing the digital evidence is
the AFF4 which is an extension of the AFF to accommodate
multiple data sources, logical evidence, arbitrary information,
and forensic workflow [16].
The framework proposed in Figure-2 shows that the
tangible CoC can be created manually from the output of
forensic tools (e.g. AFF4 or any other format). AFF4 can be
modeled into RDF. Human creates the CoC according to a
predefined form determined by the governmental/commercial
institution and fill the forms from the forensic information
synthesized from the forensic tools. Experience can be used, if
necessary, to prune or add some forensic metadata not provided
on the current output format.
This framework is generalized to all phases of the forensic
investigation. As we have different forensic models with
different phases, the framework can be adapted for different
phases of different models (see table I). A summary of different
process models can be found in [2][17]. Each phase for specific
forensic process model has its own information: forensic
metadata, forensic algorithm, player who came into contact,
etc.

Figure 1. Example RDF Linked Data Example [28]

The Linking Open Data (LOD) project is the most visible
project using this technology stack (URLs, HTTP, and RDF)
and converting existing open license data on the web, into RDF
according to the LOD principles [9].
The LOD project created a shift in the semantic web
community and changed the researches wheel of the semantic
web. Pre-2007, the concern was concentrated on defining the
semantics and the capability to capture the meanings on the
semantic web (i.e. languages to represent them, logics for
reasoning with them, methods and tools to construct them), but
post-2007, the researches on the semantic web are mainly
concentrated on the web aspects (i.e. how to publish and
consume the data on the web).
Moreover, Semantic web provides provenance vocabularies
that enable providers of web data to publish provenance related
metadata about their data. Provenance information about a data
item is information about the history of the item, starting from
its creation, and including information about its origins.
Provenance information of Web data must comprise the aspect
of publishing and accessing data on the Web. Providing
provenance information as linked data requires vocabularies
that can be used to describe the different aspects of provenance
[11][10][13][14].
V.

Figure 2. Framework for representing and (im)proving CoC using semantic
web

The AFF4 can be directly represented using the RDF.
Researchers have proposed several solutions on the use of
AFF4 and RDF resources to (im)prove digital forensics process
model or software. The tangible CoC associated to each
phase/digital evidences can be also represented in RDF. Players
of each phase can enter the necessary information through a
web form interface which is then transformed to RDF triple
using web service tool (e.g. triplify) [18]. The RDF data are
supported by different build in provenance vocabularies like
DC [19], FOAF [20], and Proof Markup Language (PML) [21].
For example the provenance terms used by the DC are:

THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The solution framework is about the use of the semantic
web to represent the CoC using RDF and (im)prove its
integrity through different built in provenance vocabularies.
Thus, the CoC forensic information and its provenance
metadata will be published and consumed on the web.
There exist various vocabularies to describe provenance
information with RDF data. The popular standard metadata that
can be used in different contexts is the Dublin core metadata
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dcterms:contributor,
dcterms:creator,
dctemrs:created,
dcterms:modified, dcterms:provenance, which can give the
juries information about who contributed, created, modified,
the information provided to the court.
FOAF provides classes and properties to describe entities
such as persons, organizations, groups, and software agents.
The Proof Markup Language describes justifications for
results of an answering engine or an inference process.
CoC representation for each phase in RDF data can be
linked with another, using the same principle of the LOD
project (i.e. RDF graph/statement can be linked and be
navigated using the semantic technology stack: URLs, HTTP,
and RDF). Digital evidence may be also integrated with its
CoC information. After representing all information related to
the digital evidence and its associated CoC, the player who
comes into work in this phase can finally sign his RDF data.
Finally, we will have an interlinked RDF based on the LOD
principle which represents the whole e-CoC of the case in
hand.

Figure 4. Interlinked Forensic RDF and Metatada

Juries can use application based on the same idea of the
web crawler; they can not only navigate over the interlinked
RDF graph/statement, but also, run query through a web
application over the represented knowledge using SPARQL
query language, and find the necessary semantic answers about
their forensic and provenance questions.

Figure-4 reflects the same idea as figure-1. In this figure,
the forensic information is represented using RDF graph. The
example used here is using the AFF4; it is more advanced than
the EW4 and also can be synthesized from different forensic
toolkits. We imagined according to the proposed framework
that the forensic information/digital evidence can be supported
with other build in vocabularies metadata. Last figure shows
that the Dublin core is used to specify the publisher of this
evidence and another build in scheme like the XML schema
was also used to specify the date of publication.
The proposed framework can provide solutions to the
previously mentioned issues. Representation of the tangible
CoC knowledge in RDF facilitates the management and
processing, because it is a machine readable form (first issue).
It is also interoperable; digital evidence representation and its
CoC description can be unified together under the same
framework (i.e. RDF). Also, each player comes into role can
secures (i.e. using cryptographic approaches) and signs his
RDF data (i.e. using digital signature) to ensure the integrity
and identity, respectively (second issue and third issue). On the
other hand, juries can consume and navigate over the
interlinked RDF data which present the whole and detailed
information about the history of evidence from its collection to
its presentation in the court (fourth issue). Provenance
vocabularies can also be used to provide extra and descriptive
metadata beyond the forensic metadata provided by the
forensic tools (last issue).
VI.

Figure 3. The application of the Framework for the authentication phase in
the Kruse DFPM

CONCLUSION

This paper proposes the construction of a semantic web
based framework to represent and (im)prove tangible chain of
custody using RDF and provenance vocabularies. This
framework will be based on the same principles used to publish
data on the web. The first phase of this framework will be the
definition and analysis of all related information (metadata) for
each phase in a selected forensic process (i.e. source will be the
human experience and forensic tools output). Secondly, we will
focus on the conversion and representation of tangible CoCs
information into interlinked RDF (e-CoCs). This representation
will contain forensic and provenance metadata (builtin/custom) related to the case in hand. The last phase will be
the construction of a web interface that let the juries consume
and query these interlinked RDF data in order to answer all
questions related to the CoCs of evidences and their
provenances.

An example on this framework is shown in the last figure
(Figure-3). The authenticate phase of the Kruse DFPM (i.e. this
model consists of 3 phases: acquire, authenticate and analyzesee Table-I). The authentication in digital forensics is usually
done by comparing data of the original MD5 hash with the
copied MD5 hash.
The digital format is the EWF as mentioned in section 2
(i.e. produced by EnCase’s imaging tools) contains checksums,
a hash for verifying the integrity of the contained image, and
error information describing bad sectors on the source media.
Players that come into role in the authentication phase of the
Kruse DFPM can be one of the following prosecution, defense,
or first responder.
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the-art in traceability by (1) connecting distributed a nd varied
artifacts to concepts re presented by the architecture, (2)
enabling stakeholders to trace to artifacts that are of intere st to
them, and (3) capturing traceability prospectively, in situ, as
software engineers perform development tasks.

Abstract—Software traceability is recognized for its utility in
many software development activities. Nonetheless, applying
traceability in practice is generally difficult due to interrelated
factors such as high overhead costs, the presence of
heterogeneous artifacts and tools, and low user motivation. In
addition, many traceability techniques tend to only address
difficulties from either the economic, technical, or social
perspective, but not all three. To holistically tackle these three
dimensions, we created a traceability technique, ArchitectureCentric Traceability for Stakeholders (ACTS). The ACTS
technique connects distributed and varied artifacts around
concepts represented by the architecture, enables stakeholders to
trace to artifacts that are of interest to them, and captures
traceability links prospectively in the background as stakeholders
perform development tasks. Our case studies of the ACTS tool
usage reveal that it is possible to simultaneously address
economic, technical, and social difficulties, suggesting that such
an approach can aid the adoption of traceability in industry.
Keywords-documentation; software
architecture; open hypermedia

I.

traceability;

In previous work, we discussed traceability challenges from
the three perspectives within the specializ ed context of one
organization [6]. ACTS provides a generalized and automated
technique for holistically addressing traceability challen ges,
using open hypermedia and rules to generate trace links. More
recently, we com bined architecture-centric traceability with a
machine learning m ethod known as topic m odeling [5];
however, that work did not fo cus on holistic traceability. In
this work, we focus on the r ationale and methodology behind
ACTS and perform case studies that suggest that our a pproach
has utility from economic, technical, and social perspectives.

software

INTRODUCTION

In a typical softwa re development setting, num erous
artifacts are produced throughout the s oftware lifecycle.
Software traceability aims to identify and explicitly link
together related artifacts
to support various softw
are
engineering tasks, and is useful in system
comprehension,
impact analysis, and system debugging [18, 26]. Despite these
benefits, implementing novel traceability methods within an
industry setting is often very difficult [20]. Manual approaches
are tedious and error-prone; as a result, software engineers have
an aversion to traceability tasks [18]. Autom ated techniques
often require human intervention [15].
We posit that the difficulties with transitioning traceability
techniques to real-world settings stem from a na rrow
understanding of the challenges around tra ceability. In fact,
many interacting factors hinder traceability, such as high c osts
[18], complex interrelationships between artifacts [2],
heterogeneity of artifacts and tools
[14], and varied
stakeholder interests [13, 29]. These factors, which
reflect
economic, technical, and social perspectives, must all be
addressed to realize the benefits of traceability.

In the next section, we discuss the importance of analyzing
the challenges to traceability from the three perspectives and
survey existing techniques. Section
3 presents the main
elements of A CTS. Section 4 covers the A CTS tool support.
Section 5 dis cusses three case studies of tool usage, and
Section 6 concludes with future work.
II. PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND EXISTING TECHNIQUES
Traceability challenges can be viewed from
economic,
technical, and social perspectives, which we describe below.
A. Economic Perspective
The economic perspective focuses on the cost of supporting
traceability. Costs can be in term s of labor hours [18],
documentation, and user training time [6]. High cost is one of
the major hindering factors to traceability [18]. Technique s to
minimize cost include examining the trade offs between cost
and quality or between cost and benefit [12].
B. Technical Perspective
The challenges from the technical perspective include the
complexity of tracing due to the heterogeneity of artifacts and
tools [14, 21], the combinatorial explosion of the artifact space
[20], and the continuous and independent evolution of artifacts.

This paper presents a novel technique to traceability that
aims to holistically address interacting challenges from these
three perspectives.
Our technique, Architecture-Centric
Traceability for Stakeholders (ACTS) adva nces the state-ofThis material is based in part upon work supported by the National Science
Foundation under Grant No. 0917129.
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There are several approac hes that tackle these technical
challenges. Techniques to address the
heterogeneity of
artifacts include natural language proce
ssing [8], model
transformation [19], and translation techniques [2]. Techniques
to address the heterogeneity of artifacts and tools include

shared repository and specialized code [6]. Open hypermedia
adapters can also be used to create traceability links across tool
boundaries [3]; we build upon th is technique to automatically
capture traceability links. Information retrieval techniques may
be used to address the explos ion of the artifact space [9, 11,
15]. Finally, centrally managing all the artifacts in one tool
[24] may be used to address traceability link maintenance.

architecture provides a comprehensive view of the system,
enabling engineers to better understand
the system in its
entirety as well as in its indi vidual computational units. This
understanding lends itself to understanding the traceability
links from the architecture to the various software artifacts. It
also aids in understanding the links across different syste m
versions and across software product lines [16]. Links centered
on the architecture can be updated to reflect system evolution.

C. Social Perspective
The social perspective has equally important challenges that
arise from the interaction of stakeholders with traceability, such
as differing e xpectations and low use r motivation. I t is
recognized that people play a crucial part in deter mining the
quality of traceability links [4, 15]. Be
cause of diffe rent
stakeholder expectations [13], it is difficult to create a general
traceability tool that caters to these different stakeholders. This
difficulty can be addressed by developing customized tools [6,
26]. In addi tion, software engineers ge nerally have low
motivation to perform traceability tasks [18]. Providing
incentives to engineers or integrating traceability tasks into the
development process may address these challenges [4, 6, 25].

We define software architecture broadly, as the set of
principal design decisions about a software system [28]. This
definition implies that ever y software system has an
architecture—some set of design decisions that were m ade in
its development. Principal design decisions can be express ed
as the system’s structure, functional behavior, interaction, and
non-functional properties; this pa per focuses on decisions as
expressed in the system ’s structure, e. g., the functional units,
the mode of communication between the functional units, and
the configuration of these units. These principal design
decisions provide product-based concepts by which traceability
can be anchored and supported.
B. Stakeholder-driven Traceability
To address the social challe nge of low motivation, we
enable different stakeholders to bot h capture and use the
traceability links they capture, which we
call stakeholderdriven traceability. Stakeholders are indivi duals who ha ve a
vested interest in capturing relationships between soft
ware
artifacts. Oftentim es, the stakeholder who captures the
traceability links is not the sam e stakeholder who uses the
links, causing a separation between the work and the ince ntive
to perform the work [4]. We believe, however, that i t is
imperative for stakeholders who invested time in capturing the
traceability links to also be able to use the links.

D. Perspectives Interplay
We argue that the challenges from the economic, technical,
and social perspectives are interrelated. As an exam ple, let us
consider the following scenario. Because of the high cost of
manually capturing traceability links, an
organization may
resort to automated techniques to ca pture traceability links
(e.g., [11]). However, since automated techniques cannot
achieve 100% accuracy [9], hum an analysts must still check
the recovered traces, which can be tedious [15]. Since the
number of tra ces to be exa mined can be high [20], manual
checking could lead to additional overhead costs. Thus, simply
addressing the challenges from one perspective is inadequate.
III.

ADDRESSING THE CHALLENGES WITH ACTS

To holistically address the traceability challenges, we
present Architecture-Centric Traceability for Stakeholders
(ACTS). The key elements of ACTS are centering the links to
the architecture, enabling stakeholders to trace artifacts th at are
of interest to them, and capturing links pr ospectively. We
focus on addressing the challenges of the cost of capturing
traceability links (ec onomic), ability to link across
heterogeneous tools and art ifacts (technical), and low user
motivation in performing traceability tasks (social).
A. Architecture-Centric Traceability
To address the technical
challenges of tracing across
heterogeneous artifacts, we chose to center the tracea bility
links to the architecture, since it provides higher level concepts
than the code [12] and it ha s a more rigorous representation
than requirements [15]. T here is also an inherently c lose
relationship between the architecture and other artifacts in
software development: e.g., between r equirements and
architecture [22], between architecture and source code [23],
and between architecture and test cases [17]. Moreover, the
architecture itself contains
information that a ids in
understanding the system and its related artifacts. The software

To achieve stakeholder-driven traceability, the tool support
must satisfy th e following requirem ents. F irst, the tool m ust
cater to varied stakeholder in terests in capturing traceabi lity
links. For example, a requirements analyst may be interested in
tracing high level to low level require
ments while a
maintenance engineer may be interested in tracing architecture
to source code. Thus, the
tool support must decouple the
heuristics of deter mining the traceability links from the tool
itself, to allow stakeholders to specify which artifacts to tr ace.
Secondly, the tool m ust enable stakeholders to
use the
traceability links they captured. To be usable, the links should
be accessible (i.e., traced artifact s are vie wable within the
context of its native editor), updateable, and maintainable.
C. Tracing Links Prospectively
To address the economic challenge of overhead cost, we
capture traceability links autom atically in the background, in
situ while artifacts are gener ated or e dited. This prospective
technique is complementary to retrospective techniques which
recover links after the fact [9, 11, 15]. The online capture of
links can ensure that important information is not neglected or
overlooked due to lack of resources or tim e [29]. The idea of
tracing prospectively is not ne w [24], but it was only recently
that this approach beca me feasible [19]. Empirical evidence
reveals that traceability links captured in thi s manner are often
useful [27].
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Figure 1.

Prospectively capturing traceability links

Figure 1 shows an overview of the process of prospectively
capturing traceability links—numbers denote steps, triangled
steps denote user actions, a nd circled steps denote autom ated
tool support. A user may select which rules to apply prior to
any recording session (Step A). The user initiates a recording
session in the trace tool (1). The trace tool invokes appropriate
tool-specific recorders (2, brown arrows) whenever the user
opens specific artifacts. As the user perform s development
tasks and accesses, generates, or edits artifacts (3), each
recorder captures the user interaction eve nts. Each e vent
captured is associated with the resource path and perha ps a
location within the resource. When the user ends the recording
session of the trace tool (4), the adapters output the ca ptured
events to a common event log (5, green arrows). The trace tool
orders the events sequentiall y. Rules may be autom atically
applied to transform the event log into traceability links (6).
Finally, the new traceability links are added to the linkbase (7).
IV.

other. In addition to the concept of rendering adapters that are
used in a hypermedia system [3], we cre ated recording and
maintenance adapters. Recording ada pters capture user
interactions within the context of the tools. Rendering adapters
render the artifacts within th e context of the third-pa rty tool
when a link is navigated. Finally, maintenance adapters detect
if a traced artifact has been deleted, modified, or moved.
Capturing links across heteroge neous artifacts is supported
through tool-specific recorders. The following tools are
supported: Eclipse, Mozilla F irefox, MS Office (Word, Excel,
Powerpoint), and Adobe Acrobat. Currently, only the artifacts
launched within these tools can be prospectively captured;
however, adapters can also be implemented for other tools.
To support queries and upda tes, we use first class n-ary
traceability links. We currently use a xADL file [28] whi ch is
an XML-based architecture descri ption language to store our
linkbase; xADL was extende d with a traceability schem a. A
traceability link consists of a set of two or more endpoints that
share a common relationship.

TOOL SUPPORT

We implemented ACTS within ArchStudio, an
architecture-centric development environment integrated with
Eclipse [10]1. We focused on relating artifacts to the structural
representation of the architecture and we de signed our system
to achieve the goals of
supporting stakeholder-driven
traceability and prospectively capturing links ac
ross
heterogeneous artifacts. Detailed usage scenarios are in [7].

B. Using Rules
We use rules to analyze a potentially la rge set of user
interaction events and to aut omate the capture of traceability
links. Rules are
used to filter noise
by ignoring user
interactions based on a criterion (e.g., “ignore files
*ProjectX*”, “ignore Save events”). Rules are also used to
transform the user interactions to traceability links by using a
criterion (e.g., patterns of events or primary trace artifact). To
decouple heuristics from the trace tool, rul es are external to
ACTS. Rules are im plemented as XSL Transformations
(XSLT) on XML, and Xalan-Java acts as our rule engine. A
rule is usually represented by a single XSLT file.

A. Using Open Hypermedia Concepts
A main difficulty with current traceability approac hes is
tracing across heterogeneous artifacts and tools [14] . Previous
efforts to integrate off-the-shelf (OTS ) software development
tools required the framework to adjust to the assumptions of the
OTS tools [25] or required OTS developers to adhere to the
environment's framework [1]. In contrast, our approach
loosely integrates existing independently developed tools into a
traceability framework via open hypermedia techniques such as
adapters and first class traceability links (see [7]).

Rules may be applied in the background or interactively. To
apply rules in the background, th e user selects the rules prior to
a recording se ssion. The rules are automatically applied after
each recording session. To apply rules interactive ly, ACTS
prompts the user to select a rule after each recording session.
The status of link transformation is displayed and additional
rules may be applied. In both cases, traceability links are added
to the linkbase after the rule application.

To support us er-customized link capture, we designed the
tool to have an explicit ex tension point for incorporating
custom adapters. The adapters, which utilize a third party tool's
API, are external to the trace tool and are i ndependent of each
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For info on the tool, see http://faculty.washington.edu/hazeline/acts/

TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF THE ACCEPTABILITY OF OVERHEAD TIME
BETWEEN THE TWO GROUPS

Question

Interactive

Background

P-Value

Please rate the
acceptability of the time
spent on recording links

Ave: 2.4
± 0.9

Ave: 2.2
± 0.8

0.341

Please rate the
acceptability of time
spent on applying rules

Ave: 3.0
± 1.3

N/A

N/A

suggesting that both groups view the overhead as e qually
acceptable. Users commented that the tool “make[s] the lin king
job easier” and “[t]he tool saved me lots of time. Thanks!”
Using the recorded screen ca pture, we also measured the
time it takes for users to c apture traceability links and to
retrieve the captured links . The box plot in Figure 2 show s the
distribution of overall tim es between users who applied the
rules interactively and users who applied the rules in the
background. The box plot shows that most of the users are
more efficient when applying rules in the background. A onetailed independent t-test co mparison between the two groups
yields a p- value of 0.005, strongly suggesting that appl ying
rules in the background is m ore efficient than interactive
application.

Note: Scale of 1 to 5, where 1= “Highly Acceptable” and
5=”Unacceptable”
TABLE II.

LEVEL OF DISTRACTION IN LINK CAPTURE WITH ACTS

Question

Interactive

Background

P-Value

Did you find the turning on
and off of the recording
button distracting?

Ave: 2.8
± 1.2

Ave: 3.9
± 1.1

0.027

Did you find the rules to be
distracting?

Ave: 2.2
± 1.0

N/A

N/A

Meanwhile, the participants in the interacti ve rules group
felt that the manual application of rules was less ac ceptable
(average rating of 3 in Table I). These users felt that turning the
record button on and off was “somewhat distracting” while
users who applied the rules au tomatically in the background
found it less distracting (see Table II). An independent onetailed t-test between the two groups on this question shows p =
0.027, indicating there is a significant difference between the
views of the groups. A user from the interactive rules gr oup
described turning the recording on and off to be “tedious.”

Note: Scale of 1 to 5, where 1= “Very Distracting” and 5=”Not at all”

I.

EVALUATION

To assess the extent to which ACTS addre sses challenges
from the three perspectives, we ran case studies in vari ous
contexts: lab settings, a proprietary project, and an open source
project. We focused on the following questions:

Q2: Linking artifacts to the architecture (or design) is a
useful feature to some of our pa rticipants. Five participants
(three with industry expe rience) identified this feature as the
feature they liked about the t ool. One of these participants, an
architect/programmer, reasoned that “ [i]n practice [it is]
necessary to link architectu re to doc uments (requirements
specs). [T]his makes the documents more useful.”

Q1. Is the cost associated with capturing a traceability
link acceptable to users? (Economic and social)
Q2. Are architecture-centric traceability links usable?
(Technical and social)
Q3. Would users use the tool in future projects?
(Social, economic and technical)

Q3: Over hal f of the particip ants indicated interest in
continued usage of the tool for their own software development
projects. Nine participants answered
“yes”, and three
additional participants answered “yes” with conditions, such as
if the user is a system architect using ArchStudio or if the user
needed to link the documentation with the design.
Three
additional participants answered “maybe”.

A. Case studies in laboratory setting
Case studies in a laboratory setting allow us to perform a
screen capture of the user actions with the tool for later
analysis. W e solicited feedb ack from 18 participants, 15 of
whom are PhD stude nts in either Co mputer Science or
Informatics at the University of California, Irvine. In addition,
seven of these participants ha ve held indus try positions ( e.g.,
programmer, architect, manager, and intern), allowing them to
assess the feasibility of the tool based on their roles in industry.

Most of the participants l iked the abilit y to link design
elements to documentation, the ability to link to specific points
within the documentation, and the ease of navigating to the
documentation from design. One participant liked the ability to
view the artifacts in their native tool: “Simplifies the process,
everything is integrated into one workspace.”

The participants were asked to use the AC TS tool in the
following task: capture trac eability links while editing a
structural design in A rchStudio and while viewing or editing
documentation files. Half of the user
s were asked to
interactively apply rules and half applied the same rules in the
background. All users were also asked to retrieve the captured
links. Prior to the task, users were given a brief tutorial on how
to use the tool (about 5 m inutes). After t he task, users were
then asked to provide feedback via a questionnaire and semistructured interview. Based on the screen capture, we
also
measured the time for capt uring and retrieving traceabili ty
links.
Q1: Both groups concur that time spent is a cceptable (see
Table 1). An independent one-tailed t-test shows th at there is
no significant difference bet ween the ratings of both groups,

Figure 2: Time to capture and retrieve traceability links
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students commented, “Thanks. It’s very useful for me” and
“Excellent tool.”

B. Case study in a proprietary project
The tool was a lso used in a c ompany where capturing and
managing traceability is crucial. The tool was use
d by an
engineering specialist who was in cha
rge of evaluating
software artifacts and capturing traceability links to them.
Q1: The user was concerned with the am ount of overhead
needed to create the rules tha t will filter the traceability links.
Since the user may be switching between different projects, the
user may be v isiting artifacts that should not be traced to the
current project. Because the rules are currently expressed as
XSLT, it required m ore overhead than was acceptable to the
user. “I nee d an environm ent that allows me to m ake snap
decisions about individual pote ntial links, or whole groups of
links, quickly and on the fly.”
Q2: Centering links on the architecture was of limited value
because the organization has a requirem ents-centric approach
to traceability and it currently ha s no centralized architec ture
document for a project (i.e., t he architecture is spread out over
multiple documents and different form ats). M oreover,
traceability capture starts before an a rchitecture is created (e.g.,
among different levels of requirements document).
Q3: The user has expressed reservations with using ACTS,
because of its architecture-centric approac h and because of
usability issues, such as the
background capture of links.
Again, because the user may be switching between diffe rent
projects and because the user wanted to ensure that traceability
links are inde ed captured, the user wanted a capability to
simply “point” to the artifact to capture t he traceability links,
instead of automatically capturing links in the background.
C. Case study in an open source project
Finally, to assess how the ACTS tool works in the context
of a gr oup of users, the tool wa s used to support a team of
developers adding functionality to the ArchStudio project. A
team of four undergraduate stude nts with i ndustry experience
(architect, programmer, technical support) were instructed to
capture links between the architecture and online refere nces
during the ten weeks of development. They were also provided
a pre-defined set of rules to use.
Q1: Three of the four students indicated that the time spent
in recording a nd using the pre-defined rules was accepta ble.
Using the same scale as in Table I, two students rated it a s 1
and one student rated it as 2.
Q2: The students indicated that linking to the architecture
was useful. Three students found it useful in the following
tasks: learning about the syste m, gathering requirements,
designing, implementing new features, and testing. Since t hey
coordinated their tasks am ong themselves, three students used
the traceability links to help answer
questions from their
teammates. When asked how often they use d their traceability
links to perform these tasks, 3 students responded “Majority of
the time” while one responded “One fourth of the time”.

D. Discussion
The case studies demonstrated that in development settings
where an a rchitecture is p redominantly used, the AC TS
technique was able to address difficulties
from the three
perspectives, such as the cost in capturing links (with prespecified rules), supporting traceability capture across different
tools, and inc reasing the motivation to perform traceability
tasks (indicated by the willingness to use the tool again).
Q1: There is a concern with regards to the overhead
involved in creating the rules, as expressed by the engineering
specialist in the proprietary project case study. Because XSLT
requires an initial learning curve, we previously planned that a
“traceability administrator” would be in charge of creating the
rules and simply providing them to the users, as we have done
in the lab usage trials and in the open s ource case study. It
turns out that there are users who would like to create their own
rules, and thus, making the rules access ible to the general user
is an important requirement to be addressed in future work.
During this study, we also
encountered an une xpected
result—that users are willing to spend m ore time capturing
traceability links as long
as they are in control of the
traceability task. In fact, some lab participants asked for the
ability to manually map artifacts to design via “drag and dr op.”
One participant even sugges ted displaying a dialog box to
manually confirm the links to add after each recording session:
“I’d like to have more control over the links. I ’d like to have
checkboxes to m anually pick the one link I wanted.” One
participant also wanted to be able to manually enter labels for
the captured traceability links. T his finding is consistent with
our engineering specialist who works in a setting where it is
important not to have missing links. Thus, higher cost may be
acceptable to users as long as they have more control.
Q2: Our approach takes the assumption that there is an
architectural model whereby all the other artifacts can be
linked. The lab usage trial as well as open source case st udy,
where an architectural model exists, has demonstrated that
capturing traceability links work well. In fact, the tra ced
artifacts can support development tasks as demonstrated in the
open source project case study. However, in settings where
there is no dom inant architectural model, as in the propri etary
project case study, our approach provid es limited value. A
placeholder or “bare-bones” architectural model could be used
until a substantive model is developed.
Q3: Future tool usage was largely dependent on the user
experience during the trial usage and the
context of usa ge.
Many of the lab users and the undergraduate team saw that they
could benefit from ACTS. T wo of the lab users, an architect
and a manager, opined that ACTS c ould be useful in the
context of thei r work: documents become more useful when
linked to the architecture and traceability is useful during
company audits. The undergraduate team was also able to save
time since they could orga nize their refer ences around the
architectural model. We also see that if ACTS does not match
the context of usage, as in th e proprietary project, it is unlikely
to be used in that setting.

Q3: All the students stated that they would continue using
the tool. They pointed out that “[
t]he main hassle is the
installation and setup,” but once they learned how to us e the
tool, they found that it supported their development tasks. The
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While the lab participants li ke the idea of being able to
automatically capture links t o documentation, they expre ssed
several usability issues regarding the current tool
implementation. Some participants prefer more visual feedback
on the status of traceability capture
(e.g., a better visual
indicator that the recording i s taking place). One user would
like more “on-the-fly” directions to know what actions to take
while recording. These usability issues can be addressed by
further tool development.

[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

Most of the literature on automating traceability techniques
focus on increasing the accuracy of traceability links captured
to minimize the cost (i.e., the time spent on capturing
traceability links [15]). By holistically analyzing the probl em,
we learn that software engine ers’ aversion to traceability is not
solely because traceability tasks are tim
e consuming, but
because of the interaction of cost with socia l challenges (e .g.,
engineers capture traceability links because of an exte
rnal
mandate [4, 6]) or the interaction of cost with the technical
challenges (e.g., captured traceability links quickly bec ome
outdated). Time spent in ca pturing traceability links become s
less of an issue whe n software engineers have a direct benefit
[4, 6]. This is confirmed by our finding where some users are
also willing to spend more time for a greater level of control.

[8]

[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]

II. CONCLUSION
This paper examined the traceability challenges and showed
that the complexity of the pr
oblem stems from multiple
interacting factors that arise from the economic, te chnical, and
social perspectives. ACTS is a novel technique that holistically
tackles these challenges by unifying distributed and varied
artifacts around the architecture, by catering to stake holder
interests, and by prospectively capturing links. The ACTS tool
support is extensible—existing OTS tools can be integrated via
hypermedia adapters and heuristics can be s pecified via
external rules. Our case stud ies have s hown that ACTS can
address interacting challenges from different perspectives.

[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]

There are several avenues of future work. ACTS can
potentially be adapted to settings where an architectural model
may be distributed among different artifacts or m ay not play a
central role in developm ent. More work is also needed to
understand other interactions be tween the three pers pectives.
For example, it is important to know how to balance individual
versus organizational priorities in capturing traceability links.
We anticipate that these issues can be a ddressed and tha t a
holistic approach like ACTS can aid in transitioning state of the
art traceability techniques into practice.

[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]
[24]
[25]
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Abstract—The designing of pointcuts is a crucial step in AspectOriented software development. Pointcuts decide the places
where aspects interact with the base system. Without designing
these pointcuts properly, the weaving process of aspects with the
base system cannot be modelled efficiently. A good design of
pointcuts can ensure proper identification of join points, clear
representation of advice-pointcut relationships and overall
efficiency of the weaving process of the system. The existing
approaches do not design pointcuts separately from their parent
aspects, which hinders in identifying pointcut conflicts before the
implementation of the system. This paper provides a set of
graphical notations to represent join points, pointcuts, advices
and aspects. A graphical diagram has been proposed that shows
the relationships between pointcuts and their relevant advices.
The paper also provides a technique to represent and document
pointcuts along with their related advices and corresponding base
elements in a tabular way. The technique can help in resolving
two of the most complicated problems of pointcut modelling, the
fragile pointcut problem and the shared join point problem.
Keywords-component; Aspect-Oriented Design, Pointcut Design,
Pointcut Modelling, Aspect-Oriented Design Language

I.

INTRODUCTION

The handling of concerns is extremely important for
critical, distributed and complex systems. Each concern has to
be identified, specified and designed properly to avoid
inconsistencies which can lead to serious consequences if the
system is cr itically sensitive. Object-oriented design
approaches have been the pick of the design techniques for
such systems during the last three decades. Unified Modelling
Language [2] emerged in the 1990s, and rapidly became
accepted as the standard analysis and design approach for
object-oriented development of systems. Unfortunately, objectoriented approaches started showing problems in capturing
concerns that are scattered in nature and whose implementation
overlaps other concerns and/or system units. Such concerns are
known as crosscutting concerns. Examples of crosscutting
concerns include system security, logging, tracing and
persistence. The implementation of these concerns resides
within the implementation of other concerns or classes, which
results in inconsistencies and modification anomalies.
Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [1] was introduced to
rectify this problem. AOP introduced a new construct, called an
aspect, besides the traditional object-oriented classes. The
aspect is i dentified, specified and designed separately, and is
woven into the base system at run-time wherever it is required.
AOP was proposed as an implementation solution to the
crosscutting problem. That is the reason why initial
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developments in AOP were mainly in the field of
implementation. AspectJ, AspectWerkz and JBoss AOP are
among a n umber of implementation technologies which were
proposed immediately after AOP came into existence. With the
passage of time research was extended to earlier phases of
development as well, resulting into development of aspectoriented requirement engineering and design approaches.
Although modularity of aspect-oriented systems has been
ensured with the introduction of such techniques, the cohesive
nature of aspects with the base system has not been addressed
properly in the existing approaches. Pointcuts, which are
responsible for identifying join points in the system where
aspects are invoked, are highly dependent on the base
program’s structural and behavioral properties. This
characteristic makes pointcuts fragile with respect to any
changes in the base program, and results in a problem called
Fragile Pointcut Problem [6,7]. Another problem related to
pointcuts is Shared Join Point Problem [4], where more than
one advice from a single or multiple aspects are supposed to be
executed at a single join point. A proper design is required to
resolve the precedence of advices so that they run in a predetermined order. This paper addresses these two pointcut
problems and proposes a diagrammatic and tabular approach to
help in rectifying both issues without compromising the
consistency of the system. The tabular approach promises
better documentation of pointcuts and enables modifications to
be made in a consistent manner.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Sections 2
and 3 desc ribe the Fragile Pointcut Problem and the Shared
Join Point Problem respectively. Section 4 describes the
proposed pointcut-advice diagram and Pointcut Table, and
section 5 provides discussion and conclusion of the paper.
II.

THE FRAGILE POINTCUT PROBLEM

Pointcuts are considered fragile because their definitions
are cohesively coupled with the constructs in the base system.
Upon modification in the base system, pointcuts’ semantics are
bound to change [6,7]. Pointcuts are defined by join points
which are specific points in the base system. Once a join point
is modified in the base system, the relevant pointcut is altered
to adopt that change or lose that particular join point. This
fragile nature of pointcuts forces designers to reflect changes in
the pointcut definitions when they make any modification to
the base system. Join points are formed not only on structural
characteristics of the system but also on behavioural properties
of functional units of the system. Therefore, any type of change
to structural or behaviour property of the base system would

structural and behavioral representations are done with the help
of design diagrams. The details about the semantics of the
notations can be found in [5]. Figure 2 shows design notations
adopted by AODL.

require related pointcuts to be altered [3]. The fragility of
pointcuts leads to two core problems: unintended join point
capture problem, which arises when a join point is accessed
which does not exist anymore because of modifications to the
source code; and accidental join point miss problem, which
happens when a join point is not captured which was originally
supposed to be captured, again due to an alteration to the
source code of the base program [3].
III.

Join Point

Aspect name

THE SHARED JOIN POINT PROBLEM

Aspects superimpose their behaviours at well-defined join
points in the base system. A shared join point is a point where
multiple aspects interact and superimpose their advices. The
problem arises in deciding which aspect should run first. This
is a critical decision because execution of one aspect’s advice
can change the attributes which are supposed to be used by
another aspect’s advice. Figure 1, taken from [4], illustrates the
problem.

Figure 1. ‘Employee’ class and its superimposed aspects
(taken from [4]).

This problem is c onsidered to be an implementation-level
problem and h as been addressed by renowned aspect-oriented
programming techniques. For example, AspectJ [10] provides a
declare precedence keyword to order advices, Composition
Filters [8] provides Seq operator to declare precedence, and
JAC [9] determines the order by implementing wrappers in the
classes which are filed in a wrapper file in an execution
sequence.
IV.

Weaving
Association

DESIGNING POINTCUTS IN AODL

Pointcuts rely heavily on the lexical structure of the base
program. The definition of pointcuts (group of join points)
contains direct reference to the syntax of base elements. This
tightly coupled nature makes it hard for programmers to make
any changes to base program without having knowledge of
pointcuts and vice versa. Aspect-Oriented Design Language
(AODL) [5] presents a diagrammatic approach to the design of
pointcuts and a tabular way of documenting their definitions.
This kind of well-documented representation of aspects in the
design phase makes it easier for designers as well as
programmers to evolve either aspects or the base program.
Before moving onto the proposed models, we introduce AODL
briefly in the following section.
A. Aspect-oriented Design Language
Aspect-Oriented Design Language (AODL) [5] is a UMLlike design language that has been developed by the authors to
design aspects, aspectual elements, and object-aspect
relationships. AODL offers a unified framework to design both
aspects and objects in one environment. The constructs of
aspects are denoted by specialized design notations and
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Aspect

Attributes
Operations

Pointcut

Pointcut name
Join points

Pointcuts
Advices

Figure 2. AODL Design Notations

AODL proposes a three phase design for aspects,
constituent elements and the relationships between aspects and
objects, details can be found in [5]. In the first phase, join
points are modeled with the help of two diagrams, one for the
structural identification of join points, known as a Join point
Identification diagram, and the second for the behavioral
representation of join points, known as a Join Point
Behavioural diagram. In the second phase, aspects are designed
with the help of an Aspect Design Diagram. And in the final
phase, aspects are composed with the base model with the help
of two diagrams, an Aspect-Class Structure Diagram and an
Aspect-Class Dynamic Diagram. Complete details about the
semantics of the language and its usage can be found in [5].
B. Pointcut-Advice Diagram
Pointcuts are highly dependent on the base objects through
join points. Similarly, advices are tightly coupled with their
corresponding pointcuts. To represent these cohesive
relationships, we need to show related pointcuts, advices and
base objects in a diagrammatic model. An Aspect Design
Diagram (shown in Figure 3) contains the properties and
behavior of an aspect. The diagram connects with the base
classes through use of the crosscuts stereotype. Pointcuts are
represented along with their corresponding advices and
occurrence attributes (before, after and around) in a po intcutadvice diagram.
before

Ad01

Pointcut Name
Join points

after

Ad02

Figure 3. Pointcut-Advice Diagram

C. Pointcut Table
Pointcuts are predicates which are set on defined points
(join points) in the execution of a program. To define and
document pointcuts properly ensures consistency of the
program. AODL has proposed a pointcut table (shown in Table
1) to document pointcuts along with their related advices,
aspects and base classes. The table defines pointcuts in vertical
columns by indicating the join points of the base system
horizontally. The columns of the table provide list of aspects
and complete definition of their pointcuts along with their
related advices. The rows, on the other hand, show the base

system attributes, methods and execution points where join
points have been identified. The execution order of advices on
a single join point is declared in the last column, named Order.
The table has been tested and verified to represent all types of
legitimate AspectJ pointcuts, as defined in [11].
Table 1: Pointcut Table
Aspect A
AdA1
(Before)
Class A

Aspect B
AdA2
(After)

AdB1
(Before)

Order
AdB2
(Around)

this

Attribute
constructor

execution

Method1

execution

AdA1,
AdB1

execution

Pointcuts are designed with the help of pointcut-advice
diagrams, where each pointcut is represented along with its
corresponding advice. As shown in Figure 5a, pointcuts p() and
c() of the Observing1 aspect have been represented with the
help of a pointcut diagram which shows the definition of the
pointcut (set of join points) and the advices with the occurrence
attribute (which is after for both the pointcuts). Similar diagram
has been drawn in the Figure 5b for Observing2 aspect.

getX()
Class B
call

Method2
Pointcut
Definition

exception(type)
this(A) &&
exec(MA1)
&& call MB1)

Pointcut

P1

Pointcut
Trigger

!(P2)

Complete
Definition

AdB1,
AdA1

within

this(A) &&
exec(MA1)
&& call (MB1)
&&!(P2)

exception(type)
P2

exception(type)

call(A1) OR
within(MB1)
P3

P4

cflow(P1)

P1
&& P2

call(A1) OR
within(MB1)
&& cflow(P1)

P1
&& P2

OBSERVER PATTERN

abstract aspect Observer {
void notify() { ... }
abstract pointcut p();
abstract pointcut c();
after(): p() {notify();}
after(): c() {notify();}
}
aspect Observing1 extends Observer {
pointcut p(): call(void Buffer.put(int));
pointcut c(): call(void Buffer.get());
}
aspect Observing2 extends Observer {
pointcut p():within(Buffer) && call(* put*(*);
pointcut c():within(Buffer) && call(* get*(*));
}

Figure 4: Observer Pattern Implementation (Taken from [13])

Method2

Method1

following sections implement this example using a PointcutAdvice Diagram and a Pointcut Table.

Observing1

In case of system being too complex and containing a
number of aspects, the table can be broken into multiple tables
and a specific number of aspects can be contained in each table.
This way each table will contain pointcut information about a
specific number of aspects only (say 3 or 5) and the readability
of the system will improve.

Attributes
Operations

after

p()

notify

call(void
Buffer.put(int));

D. Implications of the Approach
The existing aspect-oriented design approaches do not provide
means to design pointcuts separately from their parent aspects.
The composition of aspects heavily depends on consistency of
pointcuts because they define the join points where aspects are
woven into the system. The authors felt that (i) the pointcuts
should be des igned properly with the help of designated
design notations and design diagrams, (ii) the pointcuts should
be documented properly so that their features and relationships
are specified efficiently before being implemented, and ( iii)
the pointcuts should be ordered at the modelling level so that
problems such as t he fragile pointcut problem and the shared
join point problems are handled before implementation.

c()

<<crosscuts>>
Buffer

after
notify

call(void
Buffer get());
.

Figure 5a: Aspect Design Diagram for Observing1

Observing2
Attributes
Operations

The authors of the paper do not claim that the proposed
diagrammatic and tabular approach resolve both the problems
completely. It is, however, suggested that adopting this type of
approach can help in resolving a num ber of problems
especially inconsistencies and conflicts involving pointcuts.

p()

after
notify

within(Buffer)&&
call(*put*(*);

c()

E. Example
To make the proposed approach more understandable, we
will implement the Observer Pattern [12] as implemented by
[13]. An abstract aspect Observer is extended by two aspects,
Observing1 and Observing2 as sh own in Figure 4. The

within(Buffer)&&
call(* get*(*);

<<crosscuts>>
Buffer

after
notify

Figure 5b: Aspect Design Diagram for Observing2
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Table 2 shows the pointcut table for the Observer Pattern. It
documents all of the information about the pointcuts of a
particular aspect, along with the corresponding base methods
and attributes, in a tabular way. Besides documenting all the
information about a pointcut, the table also shows the order in
which advices are executed on a particular join point. For
instance, in the first row of the table we have two advices,
AdOb2_1 and AdOb2_2, which are supposed to be executed on
a join point “within” which is defined on objects of the Buffer
class. The table also provides the Order column, where we can
show which advice should be executed first, which in the case
of Table 2 shows that AdOb2_1 will execute before AdOb2_2.

VI.

Table 2: Pointcut Table for Observer Pattern
Observing1
AdOb1_1
(After)

Observing2

AdOb1_2
(After)

Class
Buffer

Order

AdOb2_1
(After)

AdOb2_2
(After)

within

within

AdOb2_1,
AdOb2_2

Attributes
put()

call

put(int)

call

get()

call

call

call(void
Buffer.put(int))

call(void
Buffer.get())

witin(Buffer) &&
call(*put*(*))

witin(Buffer)
&&
call(*get*(*))

P()

c()

p()

c()

call(void
Buffer.put(int))

call(void
Buffer.get())

witin(Buffer) &&
call(*put*(*))

witin(Buffer)
&&
call(*get*(*))

get(int)
Pointcut
Definition
Pointcut
Name

AdOb1_1,
AdOb2_1

call

AdOb1_2,
AdOb2_2

call

The future research will strive to develop pointcut composition
models to identify aspect interferences at the pointcut level.
Tool support will also be provided to automate development of
pointcut models and generation of code.

Pointcut
Trigger
Complete
Definition

V.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Aspect-Oriented Development unifies separately defined
aspects with objects of the base system through well-defined
join points. The composition between aspects and objects
depends heavily on the identification of join points and their
proper grouping in the form of po intcuts. The cohesive nature
of pointcuts is defined by definition of join points which are
susceptible to change if an alteration is m ade in the base
program. The resultant pointcuts are inconsistent with the
system and r esult in either missing some join points or
capturing join points which are not intended by the designer.
To avoid such problems, proper documentation and proper
design of a pointcut becomes vitally important. This paper has
proposed a di agrammatic approach to the design of pointcuts
along with their related aspects, advices and base objects. The
diagram does not only help structural design of a pointcut but
also helps in representing the relationships between an as pect
and its corresponding advices. The paper also proposes a
tabular approach to the documentation of pointcuts during the
design phase, so that all of the corresponding definitions of a
pointcut are defined along with its characteristics and parent
entities (aspects and classes). The pointcut table promises the
rectification of two of the most common problems of pointcut
design, the fragile pointcut problem and the shared join point
problem during the design phase.
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FRAGILE POINTCUT AND SHARED JOIN POINT PROBLEM

The method to document pointcuts, shown in Table 1 and
Table 2, reduces the fragile nature of pointcuts. The table
provides complete information about a pointcut, which helps in
modifying the pointcut without allowing inconsistencies. This
kind of tabular documentation helps remove modification
anomalies when join point definitions are altered in the base
system.
The pointcut table also provides a column named Order to
declare the precedence of advices which have execution clashes
with each other. Advices are grouped in order of their
execution on a join point which is shown in that particular row.
The table therefore provides an opportunity for designers to set
the precedence on the execution of advices during the design
phase in order to avoid clashes in execution.
It is again stressed that the authors do not claim that the
proposed approach resolves all types of pointcut conflicts
including the fragile pointcut problem and sh ared join point
problem. It is, however, asserted that this approach can help in
designing pointcuts at modelling level and it can help in
identifying and res olving some key issues of pointcuts before
they are implemented.
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Abstract Most of the current domain engineering methods have adopted
the feature model as a domain requirements capturing model. But these
methods lack the semantic description of the feature model and the
relationship between features. This has led to the redundancy and confusion
in feature model representation between different domain engineering
methods. In this paper, a description logics-based feature model, including
the feature class and the constraints of the features, is presented. A group of
rules for constraints are proposed, which are used to verify the consistency
and completeness of feature model instances. Then, combining with a real
software domain, the modeling process of the feature model with
description logic and its verification are discussed systematically.
Keywords feature model; requirements engineering; software reuse;
model verification; description logics

I.
INTRODUCTION
Software Product Line (SPL) is an important way to reuse software
domain assets. SPL practices guide organizations towards the
development of products from existing assets rather than the
development of separated products one by one from scratch. Thus,
features can be shared among all software products in domain. The
feature model has been widely adopted as a domain requirements
capturing model by most of the current domain methods, such as
FODA [1], FORM [2], FeatuRSEB [3], PuLSE [4] and SPL [5].
Description logics (DLs) are a family of languages for representing
knowledge and reasoning about it. There are several studies proposing
the usage of DL to analyze feature models, such as [6,7,8]. Intuitively, a
domain-specific feature model is a concrete instance of meta-model.
However, these methods do not rigorously differentiate between the
feature meta-model and feature models (i.e., instances of meta-model).
New concepts, roles and constraints are created for every domain
feature model, which causes additional efforts and bloating in the
numbers of concepts, roles and constraints. Actually, the feature metamodel is domain-independent and built for only once, while feature
models are domain-dependent and must be instantiated for each
domain by domain engineers.
II.

FEATURE MODEL

A. Feature
The features define both common aspects of the domain as well as
differences among all products of a SPL. A Feature is a distinctive
characteristic of a product, and it may refer to a requirement, a
component or even to pieces of code [9].
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A feature model is a compact representation of all potential
products of a SPL. Feature models are used to model SPL in terms of
features and relations among them.
B. Feature-Oriented model
The feature model is an abstraction of commonality and variability
in a software family across a domain. Most proposals organize feature
in hierarchy, and the parent feature is composed of children features.
Figure 1 describes the feature model of the graph editor domain.
graph-manipulate
graph-compose

graph-add

graph-select

graph-delete

graph-move

moving-constraint

entity-add connector-add

3D

2D

moving-mode

select-mode
hori-constraint
increment-select

graph-dim

nonincrement-select

verti-constraint

outline-move

content-move

alternative

feature

dimension-value

require

or

optional

whole-part relation

mutex

Figure 1.

Feature model of graph editor.

The feature model describes the variability in two ways: i) the
feature is optional; ii) the feature is a variation point (vp-feature, also
called dimension feature [10]), which attaches some value features. For
example, the feature moving-constraint is optional for its parent feature
graph-move, and the feature moving-mode is a dimension feature with
two different values: content-moving and outline-moving (see Figure 1).
C. Feature Model Tailoring
Feature modeling is an activity of development for reuse. We
customize a specific software product specification through tailoring.
The system can be changed at certain time in the system’s lifecycle.
Selecting some variant of the feature model is called binding the variant.
Every variation point has at least one associated binding time. There are
three types of binding time: reuse-time, compile-time and run-time.
Every feature has the binding states like bound, removed and
undecided. A bound feature means that if its pre-conditions are
satisfied, this feature will be executed. A removed feature means that it

will never be bound again. An undecided feature means that it is
currently not in the bound state, but still has the chance to be bound or
removed in later binding-times. In addition, we use “tailoring” to
denote the action of changing a feature’s binding state from undecided
to removed, use “binding” to denote the action of changing a feature’s
binding state from undecided to bound [11].
III.

SEMANTIC FEATURE MODELING

A. Description Logics
Description logics play an important role in Semantic Web since
they are the basis of the OWL1 (Web ontology language). DLs offer
considerable expressive power, while reasoning is still decidable [12].
Concepts and roles are basic elements in DLs. The syntax and
semantics of a description logic are summarized in table 1, where C
and R are concepts and roles respectively.
TABLE I.
Constructor
top concept

SYNTAX ANDSEMANTICSFOR DLSCONSTRUCTORS
Syntax

Semantics

ΔI

concept negation



¬C

intersection

C D

CI  D I

existential restriction

C D
R.C

CI  D I
{aΔ I |b.(a,b) RI  b C I }

valuerestriction

R.C

{aΔ I |b.(a,b) R I  b CI }

set

{ a1,…,an }

bottom concept

union



BindState

ΔI\ CI

B. Semantic feature modeling based on DLs
Our DLs-based feature model is composed of two levels: the
feature meta-model and models. The feature meta-model is domainindependent, and defined in TBox. Feature models are domaindependent and built in ABox. The domain engineers instantiate models
according to the meta-model.
1) Feature class
In DLs, the feature in meta-model is expressed as a concept, and its
definition is as follows. The concept Feature has role hasBindTime,

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide/
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hasBindingTime

hasPart

DimFeature

In ABox, each assertion states a fact. Assertions are divided into
two types: concept assertions (written as “C(x)”) and role assertions
(written as “r(x,y)”). For example, the assertion ”Woman(mary)” states
that mary is an individual (instance) that belongs to the concept Woman,
while “hasMother(peter, mary)” states that peter has mother mary.

BindTime

Feature

hasState

A knowledge base K of DLs is constituted by the Tbox T and the
Abox A, denoted as K=(T, A), where the TBox introduces the
terminology (that is, concepts), as well as axioms like general concept
inclusion (GCI) and general role inclusion (GRI); while the ABox
contains assertions about named individuals in terms of this vocabulary
[12]. In TBox, there are concepts definition and axioms. Inclusion
axioms are of the form “C  D”. GCI and GRI axioms express the
inclusion relation between concepts and roles respectively. For
example, axiom “Woman  Person” indicates that Woman is a subconcept of Person.

1

whose range is the concept BindTime, and has role hasState, whose
range is the concept BindState.
Feature::= hasBindTime.BindTime  hasState.BindState
The binding time consists of reuse-time, compile-time and run-time.
So the concept BindTime is defined by using the set constructor as:
BindTime ::= {reuse-time, compile-time, run-time}
The binding state consists of bound, removed, undecided and
conflict. A new state conflict is appended, which is used for consistency
verification (see conflict-rule in detail). So the concept BindState is
defined by using the set constructor as:
BindState ::= {bound, removed, undecided,conflict}
A dimension feature has variable behavior. The dimension feature
concept DimFeature is the sub-class of concept Feature, and it is
associated with some value features DimValue.
DimFeature::=Feature   hasValue.DimValue
The concept DimValue is the sub-class of concept Feature too. The
sub-class relation is defined in GCI axiom as:
DimValue  Feature.
Figure 2 depicts the concepts of feature meta-model.

hasValue

DimValue

role
concept
sub-concept/role
Figure 2.

Semantic feature meta-model (concepts)

2) Relations between features
The features are organized in hierarchy. For example, the feature
graph-manipulate is composed of graph-add, graph-select and graphmove. The whole-part relation is described as role hasPart, whose
domain and range are both Feature.
hasPart

require

mutex

hasValue
Feature
hasOptionalPart
hasAlternativeValue

Figure 3.

hasMandatoryPart

hasPart

role
concept
sub-concept/role

Semantic feature meta-model (roles and constraints).

There are two kinds of whole-part relations: optional and
mandatory. These two relations are defined as role hasOptionalPart
and hasMandatoryPart. Both of them are sub-role of hasPart, written
as following GRI axioms:

hasOptionalPart  hasPart
hasMandatoryPart  hasPart
The role hasValue, which is sub-role of role hasPart, describes the
relation between concept DimFeature and DimValue. The sub-role
relation is defined in GRI axiom as:
hasValue  hasPart.
Figure 3 depict the roles, and their inclusion relation.
C. Constraints of the feature model
Several methods proposed their own constraints of the model. E.g.,
the semantic between vp-feature and variant features in FeatuRSEB [3]
is somewhat similar to the one between dimension feature and value
features in FODM [10]. However, the “require”, “mutual exclusion” in
FODA [1], and “OR”, “XOR” constraints in FeatuRSEB are redundant
and easy to cause confusion among different methods. In this paper, we
define roles require and mutex, to describe the dependency and mutual
exclusion constraints respectively (see Figure 3).
We define a role hasAlternativeValue, which is sub-role of role
hasValue,to indicate the mutual exclusion constraints.
hasAlternativeValue  hasValue.
We use DLs to describe the semantic of constraints between
features. The rules are defined in DLs knowledge base.
Alternative-Rule: f1f2f3 DimFeature(f1)DimValue(f2)
DimValue(f3)hasAlternativeValue(f1,f2)hasAlternativeValue(f1,f3)
 mutex(f2,f3)
Mutex-Rule:f1f2 Feature(f1)Feature(f2) hastate(f1,bound)
 mutex(f1,f2)  hasState(f2, removed)
The alternative-rule indicates that f2 and f3 are mutually exclusive.

For knowledge base K=(T,A), the ABox A, in which the feature
model is described, is consistent with respect to (w.r.t.) the TBox T if
there is no state conflict.
Definition 2. completeness
For K=(T,A), the ABox A, in which the feature model is described,
is complete w.r.t. the TBox T if all the assertions necessary are included.
IV. CASE STUDY
We take the graph editor system as an example, and analyze its
feature modeling and verification based on DLs. The graph editor is
used for manipulating and displaying graphs in domains such as
CAD/CAM. It is a relatively simple, easy to understand domain system.
A. Semantic model of graph editor
Though the notations of the graphs have different semantic, we can
abstract features, which can be shared among all graph software.
In graph editor, graph manipulation is a key function; it controls the
lower level functions such as graph addition, selection, deletion,
moving and composition. These lower level functions are bound in
reuse time, and graph composition is optional. Figure 1 depicts its
typical feature model.
B. Reasoning about feature model of graph editor

The mutex-rule means that f1 and f2 are instances of Feature, and
they are mutually exclusive, if f1 is bound,then f2 must be removed.
The role hasMandatoryPart expresses the dependency constraint
implicatively. That is, feature instance f1 has a mandatory child feature
f2 means that f2 depends on f1 (see require rule1). If f2 is bound, then f1
must be bound (see require rule2). If f1 is removed, then f2 must be
removed (see require rule3).
Require-Rule1:
f1f2
Feature(f1)
Feature(f2)
hasMandatoryPart (f1, f2)  require(f2, f1)
Require-Rule2:
f1f2
Feature(f1)
Feature(f2)
hasState(f2,bound) require(f2, f1)  hasState(f1,bound)
Require-Rule3: f1f2 Feature(f1) Feature(f2) 
hasState(f1,removed)  require(f2, f1)  hasState(f2,removed)
D. Reasoning about model for its verification
There are some basic inference issues considered in the reasoning
about consistency and completeness of feature model. In order to
reason about consistency, we define the state conflict by using the
following conflict rule, which indicated that a feature instance f1 has the
two states bound and removed at the same time, then f1 has the state
conflict.

Figure4.

Feature meta-model definition in Protégé.

We adopt Protégé3.4.42 as OWL editor, Jena3 as ontology API.
Jena is a Java framework for ontology application. It provides a
programmatic environment for OWL, query language SPARQL4 and
includes a rule-based inference engine and SPARQL query engine.
First, we create the feature meta-model according to the DLs-based
modeling method (see Section 3.2) in Protégé. That is, we define the
concepts, roles and constraints (see Figure 4).
Second, we use rule language to describe all rules.

Conflict-Rule: f1 Feature(f1)  hasState(f1,bound) 
hasState(f1,removed)  hasState(f1,conflict)
2

http://protege.stanford.edu/
http://jena.sourceforge.net/
4
http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/

Definition 1. consistency

3
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Third, we present the feature model of the graph editor by adding
assertions (refer to the tutorial5 for use ofprotégé).
Last, we reason about feature model to verify its consistency and
completeness by using reasoner and SPARQL.
We get feature instances whose state is conflict by following
SPARQL: "SELECT ?x WHERE {?x hasState conflict}"
Case 1: Suppose ABox A={Feature(graphManipulate),
Feature(graphDelete), Feature(graphSelect), hasState(graphDelete,
bound),
hasState(graphSelect,removed),
require(graphDelete,
graphSelect)}. Using SPARQL, we find two conflict feature instances
graphDelete and graphSelect according to require-rule2, require-rule3
and conflict-rule.
Case 2: Suppose ABox A={ Feature(graphMove), DimFeature
(movingMode) , hasState(movingMode,bound), hasMandatoryPart
(graphMove, movingMode), DimFeature(graphDim), DimValue(2D),
DimValue(3D),
hasState(3D,bound),
hasAlternativeValue
(graphDim,2D),
hasAlternativeValue(graphDim,3D),
mutex
(graphMove, 3D)}. Using SPARQL, we find three conflict feature
instances 3D, graphMove and movingMode according to mutex-rule,
require-rule3 and conflict-rule. Feature instances 3D, graphMove are
conflict because they are mutually exclusive. The feature instance
movingMode
is
conflict,
because
new
assertion
“hasState(movingMode,removed)” is derived according to requirerule3, the assertion is inconsistent with “hasState(movingMode,bound)”.
By using reasoner, we can verify the consistency of feature model,
or achieve new assertions to make the feature model more complete.
V.

RELATEDWORK

Current methods have some limitations. The relationship between
features and constraints among them are similar but different. For
example, the variation-variant features (in FeatuRSEB [3]) are
equivalent to dimension-value features (in FODM [10]); and XORrelation (in FeatuRSEB) and alternative-relation (in Czarnecki’s
proposal [13]) are similar. Furthermore, most proposals depict feature
models in a grapy way by using slightly different notations. They are
essential and easy to comprehension. However, they lack semantic, and
this has led to the redundancy and confusion.
Ontology-Oriented requirement analysis (OORA) [14] method
enhances the object-oriented analysis and design. In FODM,
propositional logic is selected separately to model and verify constraint
relations. Kaiya et al [15] proposed a method of software requirements
analysis based on ontologies, where inference rules is established to
detect incompleteness and inconsistency in a specification. Peng et al [8]
proposed an ontology-base feature meta-model supporting applicationoriented tailoring. Some constraints rules are introduced to validate
constraints by ontology reasoning. Benavides et al [9] used constraint
programming to model and reason on a SPL. The model need to be
extended to support dependencies such as requires or excludes relation.
To the best of our knowledge [16], there are only small numbers of
proposals that treat automatic reasoning about feature models to verify
the constraints. Many ontology-based approaches do not differentiate
between feature meta-model and feature models.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a DLs-based method to model feature:
describing feature meta-model with concepts, roles, axioms and rules in
TBox, while describing feature model with assertions in ABox. We can
reason about the feature model to verify the consistency and
completeness. A case study in graph editor domain shows that this
method will be beneficial.
The main features of this method are as follows: i) our feature
model is compatible with the model that adopted by most of domain
engineering methods. ii) The explicit semantic clarifies the similarity
and differences among these methods. iii) Concrete feature models are
instantiated in ABox, so it is convenient to perform running-time
verification. Still there are some weaknesses: some non-functional
features are not taken into considerations; how to elicit feature in a
domain depends on expertise experience.
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Abstract

that can be obtained from a device, either by sensors or inferred from other information. In this way, it is necessary
to provide an uniﬁed and high level abstraction model to
enable applications to “understand” the meaning of the collected information and also to establish a common vocabulary to share this information [4].
As can be noticed, to be aware of the context is important for effective delivery of contextualized advertisements.
However the literature indicates that there is a lack of high
level abstraction contextual models for Pervasive Advertising. The reason for this absence of effective solutions occurs because it is almost impossible to deﬁne a priori what
kind information should be used to represent the context,
once it is closely related the product to be announced. For
example, the body temperature of a person may be a relevant information in order to deliver an advertisement in
health care domain, but it can be unnecessary for determine
the relevance of an announcement of a car.
Notice that this problem is equivalent to the problem of
create a model to represent context in Pervasive Computing. Several works ware developed over this problem, but
a deeper analysis reveals that this is still an opened problem. The existent approaches can be comprehensive, but it
is possible to notice that the kind of information modeled in
these works is strongly coupled to some domain of application. Other works uses a synthetic set of information that
can be used in most domains of applications, but this is not
efﬁcient in practice [5], see more details in Section 2.
In view of the above, in this paper we present a high level
abstraction model for context in Pervasive Advertising, described in Section 3. The main features of this model are:
(i) it is comprehensive; and (ii) it is loose coupled. That is, it
contemplates many domains of information associated with
the products and can be easily extended to contemplate new
concepts.
The feasibility of the model is demonstrated through a
case study on a pervasive display scenario, detailed in Section 4. In this scenario, the content of a public display is
selected according to the context of the group of consumers

Context awareness is a key concept for Pervasive Advertising. However, the literature indicates that there is a lack
of high level abstraction models that enable applications
establish a common vocabulary to share contextual information. In this paper we present an ontology model for pervasive advertising. The main aspects of this model is that
it is comprehensive and extensible. Its feasibility is demonstrated in a case study on a pervasive display scenario.

1. Introduction
As a new channel for communication, Pervasive Computing [1] offers the opportunity of delivering advertisements at anytime and anywhere. Once these advertisements
can be delivered through personal devices, this paradigm
enables to achieve a level of audience that was never imagined before. More than a new channel for delivering advertisements, the most important aspect of Pervasive Advertising is that it enables the delivering of contextualized
advertisements [2].
An advertisement is contextualized if it is delivered in
accordance with the context of the user to became more appropriated and adapted to the situation. In pervasive computing paradigm, context is deﬁned as any information that
applications can use to provide relevant services or information to an entity [3]. In case of advertising applications,
the context is deﬁned as any information used to determine
the relevance of an advertisement for a user. For example,
how an application knows if an advertisement of a happy
hour promotion is relevant to you? To answer this question
the application must know about your preferences, location,
activity, friends, and so on.
The contextual information can be obtained from distinct
and heterogeneous sources. This includes the information
that the user can explicitly provides, and the information
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the incorporation of new concepts still absent shall be easy.
Notice that there is a trade off between the need of low coupling and comprehensiveness. Once, raising the level of
comprehensiveness increases the coupling, and vice-versa.
To solve this impasse, we did not try to avoid coupling, it
is impossible, but we change the way the coupling occurs to
make it weaker. The key to achieve the result is the association of the contextual information with the entities capable
of provide these information. These entities are the users
and the devices, once they are the only entities capable of
produce information.
After identiﬁed the sources, it is possible to associate
other concepts to them. In this way, the coupling with these
entities is not a problem anymore, once the information
about them are necessary for any application that uses context in Pervasive Computing paradigm. Following this line
of thought, our model was created using a gradual approach,
and is divided into three layers, they are: the Kernel, Pervasive, and Advertising layers following described.

in the vicinity of the display. The information about whom
is in the vicinity of the display is acquired by the detection
of their devices through a symbiotic relation among them.

2. Related Work
Due to the importance of context for Pervasive Computing as a whole, many works has been carried out with the
intention of represent the contextual information from the
environment. In a general way, these works can be grouped
into two categories: (i) the comprehensive works - where
the authors try to gather the maximum of information for
represent context, but always according with the scope of
some application being developed [6, 7, 8, 9]; (ii) the synthetic works - which try to ﬁnd a minimal set of information
that can be used in most applications [10, 11, 12].
The problem in adopt these works in Pervasive Advertising is that when the developer adopt a comprehensive
model, add a new concept, or a task ontology, is not possible, once there is a strong coupling between the existent
classes. Still, if the developer tries to adopt a work that uses
the synthetic approach, the minimal modeling will force
him to extend the solution for contemplate each kind of
product that will be announced, and eventually, when many
concepts are added to the model, the developer will ﬁnd the
same problem from comprehensive approach.
The main problem with these works is that they cant
be applied to the Pervasive Advertising domain, and adapt
them to this domain is a hard task due to the high level of
coupling of the information. We also detach that still there
are not a comprehensive model created for the Pervasive
Advertising [4], which be able to represent specif information of this domain such as the target audience, and the message of the ad.

3.1. Kernel Layer
In this layer are represented the entities capable of provide information in scope of Pervasive Computing, they are
the User and Device. The Figure 1 (yellow boxes) illustrates how the context can be represented in terms of users
and devices. It is also possible to notice in this ﬁgure that
a user can holds many devices. In this layer there is yet the
representation of location, once this information is directly
associated to the user and device.
It is also common to think in the environment as a source
of information. But, actually the environment is only a representation of a location, a place. In this way the information about the environment can be obtained through the
devices that are in a speciﬁc location. This means that all
the information can be obtained either from the user or the
device. For example, the information about the gender of a
person can be directly provided by him or herself. Or the information about the temperature of a place can be obtained
by a sensor (device).
Other aspect is the speciﬁcation of the Device Proﬁle
that can be a hardware or a software proﬁle. The Hardware Proﬁle describes speciﬁc characteristics of a device,
such as memory and processor power, battery level, and
screen size. The Software Proﬁle follows the same line of
though, including the characteristics of software of a device
like browser support and characteristics.

3. The Context Model
To be aware of context is a key concept in order to effectively develop applications in the scope of pervasive computing. A good modeling formalism reduces the complexity of developing context-aware applications by improving
their maintainability and evolvability. Considering that the
growing trend of use the multiagent approach for implement
Pervasive Advertising systems, the need of built-in semantics and expressiveness and the need of computational guarantee, we decided to adopt OWL DL Ontologies for modeling the contextual information.
The conception of a model for Pervasive Advertising is
not an easy task. Mainly because (i) this model must be
comprehensive, in order to address the different needs of
contextual information of applications; (ii) this model must
be loosely coupled, in order to be extensible, in other words,

3.2. Pervasive Layer
The Pervasive layer gathers the information that can be
relevant for most applications from different domains. That
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Figure 1. UML view of the model. The yellow boxes represent the Kernel layer and the device
properties; the green box represents the Pervasive layer; and the red boxes represent the Advertising
layer the advertising properties. This model view is simpliﬁed containing only the most important
classes and attributes.

Sensor and Actuator: these are special kinds of devices,
and their representation is useful when it is necessary
to deal with the idea of environment. In this representation the environment is a kind of derivate information, which can be obtained when combined with the
location.

is, we believe that is possible to model the contextual information according to aspects that are useful for many application domains instead of focuses in speciﬁc domains of
applications. For example, the services available in the location is an information useful for applications of different
domains.
Following this point of view, we can think that is possible
to classify the context in classes, as follows:

Time and Period: the notion of time is useful for applications once it introduces the concept of period. This is
yet useful yet to establish a chronological order of the
facts, a history.

Group of Users: People usually establish relationships
with other people, either by sharing the same location
(e.g., workplace, city) or because they have common
interests. In this work, a group of users consists of
people who have something in common such as location, and interests. Through this concept is yet possible to deal with the concept of social networking. Social Network is a form of representation of emotional
or professional relationships of human beings among
themselves or among their groups of mutual interests.
The same idea can be applied to the devices, in which
a device can form a group with other devices that have
characteristics in common. For example, a device can
form a group with the devices that are accessible to a
particular user or with the devices needed to supply a
particular service.

Activity: the activity of a user is an information very useful
for application that intend to deal with personalization
of services.
In the Figure 1 (green box) these concepts and their relationships are represented. Notice that it is possible to exist others classes useful for pervasive applications, such as
Event. However, in practical terms it is impossible to cover
all the classes, for this reason we did not make an exhaustive
list. We decide to focuses on the most useful classes, once
the incorporation of new classes can be easily done by extending the model. What make this model easy of extending
is the way the classes are coupled, notice that none of the
classes on kernel layer make reference to the others layers.
This means that a modiﬁcation in the Pervasive layer does
not affect the kernel layer.

Service: in a pervasive environment, it is common that devices act as services providers. This service provision
is related to service-oriented architecture (SOA). By
focusing on functionality, the SOA architecture allows
heterogeneous applications can establish relations between them. Therefore, it is important for a great
number of applications executing in pervasive environments be aware of the services that each of the available devices provides.

3.3. Advertising Layer
The advertising layer was created to contemplate
speciﬁcs characteristics of Pervasive Advertising. In Figure 1 (red box) the main concepts related with the advertise-
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located next to such a display, and the proﬁle of users. In addition, there must be a treatment of the context of the users,
not only individually, but as a group, where the interests of
individuals no longer prevail in advantage of the interests of
the group.

ment task are presented. Following we give a description of
them.
When developing a communication and promotion program, marketers must take into account [13]:
• The Message of the advertising campaign: all advertisement must transmit a message to its audience during a deﬁned time period (duration). This message is
propagated with a speciﬁc objective that can be classiﬁed by primary purpose - whether the aim is to inform,
persuade, or remind.

4.1. Scenario
This case study was carried out in a university where a
series of displays are positioned in strategic points like in
the elevators, library, living room and coffee room. These
displays are used to present cultural programming, to exhibit news about the university, and delivery ads.
In our scenario, the students were encouraged to fulﬁll
a form with some personal information related to their proﬁle and identifying their bluetooth devices. After this, once
their presence is detected, the system processes what ads are
more suitable to the group of students in the vicinity of the
display, and the ads are exhibited, as illustrated in Figure 2.

• The Target Audience: it is important for the success of
a marketing campaign, to deﬁne for who it will serve.
This can be done by diving the marketing into segments of customers (Marketing Segmentation). In this
sense, consumers can be grouped and served in various ways based on Geographic, Demographic, Psychographic, and Behavioral factors.
The model also contemplates a special kind of device,
the Display, which distinguishes the devices capable of
transmit a message for consumers. Notice yet, that there is
a distinction between the Advertiser and Consumer, which
are both users. This distinction is important to allow application to measure the audience.

4. Case Study
Currently, there are environments (e.g., universities, airports and malls) in which public devices (e.g., LCD televisions) are positioned at strategic points such as elevators,
hallways and showcases. These devices are used with the
purpose of promoting products and services, although acting as a form of entertainment to the people who frequent
such environments. This form of ad serving is also known
as Digital Signage.
Although these devices can be able to achieve a lot of
consumers, advertisers have little information from users
who are present in the environment, making difﬁcult the
ads to be more relevant to those users. For example, in a
university is common that things related to education be announced in these displays. It is also common that classmates walk together. So, for a group of students of a computer science course an ad of a product that is related to the
ﬁeld of dentistry, probably will have no relevance. Hence,
the audience is going to be low.
We believe that the technological resources that enable
this kind of media (i.e., the indoor media) can be improved
so that the advertised products and services can be customized to adapt to the context of people who are in the
environment. For this, it is necessary to have information
about the context of the users. It is necessary to know the
location of users, because this can help to know “ who” is

Figure 2. Case study scenario: the advertisements are exhibited according to people in
the vicinity of the display.

4.2. Architecture
The designed architecture is showed in the Figure 3. As
can be noticed in this ﬁgure, the architecture is divided into
layers, as follows.
Persistence: in the persistence layer we have the server,
which is used to store both advertisement and user information. Notice that the description of the stored information is given by the ontology created in this work.
Information Representation: all the dynamic information is processed in this layer. This includes the device context, the user context, and the group context.
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Figure 3. Architecture for delivering context-aware advertisements on a pervasive display scenario
scenario.

Notice that the formation of the group is made by the
group manager that is responsible by treat the context
of a group of individuals.

of a device which is unique and can be associated with the
user. The searching for devices is done by using the bluecove API. In the Listing 1 a piece of code used to search
bluetooth devices.

Information Reasoning once we have the information
about the users, the ads, and the devices (including
the ones used for ad delivery, i.e., displays) it is possible now to allocate the content for the displays. This
task is performed by the content manager module and
this task is performed according with the location of
the displays and the users, in what emerges the notion
of environment. The environment represents the scenario, where the display and the group of users are located and the content is delivered.

Listing 1. Search for bluetooth devices.
p u b l i c v o i d r u n () { / / S t a r t i n g S e a r c h
f i n a l O b j e c t i n q u i r y C o m p l e t e d E v e n t = new O b j e c t ( ) ;
D i s c o v e r y L i s t e n e r l i s t e n e r = new D i s c o v e r y L i s t e n e r ( ){
p u b l i c v o i d d e v i c e D i s c o v e r e d ( RemoteDevice b t D e v i c e ,
D e v i c e C l a s s cod ) {
d e v i c e = new D e v i c e ( ) ;
d e v i c e . setMac ( btD evice . g e t B l u e t o o t h A d d r e s s ( ) ) ;
try {
d e v i c e . setName ( b t D e v i c e . g e t F r i e n d l y N a m e ( t r u e ) ) ;
} catch ( IOException cantGetDeviceName )
d e v i c e s . add ( d e v i c e ) ;
}

During the development of the case study, we have some
problems with bluetooth. The main problem is that the device discovery is quite slow, this means that state used to
generate the group context can be not exactly the real state.
To minimize this problem, we start a new search at the end
of the last advertising, to this we adopt video (similar to the
ones that plays in TVs) so that the gap between the discovery and the playing of the video be minimized.

4.3. Implementation
The implementation of this prototype was done by using
an object oriented approach. The chosen language was Java
and some design patterns like Data Access Object (DAO),
Model-View-Control (MVC) and Facade were applied. To
identify the users we adopt the Bluetooth technology, because it enables a good accuracy in determine the location
of a device.
Through the Bluetooth technology it is possible to determine what users are in the vicinity of a display. This is
done by getting the MAC (Media Access Control) address

4.4. Case Study Analysis
The developed case study was conceived to enable more
relevant ads in the context of a university. In this sense,
the proﬁle of the users was deﬁned in terms of gender, age,
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packages are application-oriented, designed for the use in a
specific domain, hence they apply diverse modeling
approaches, different technologies, domain specific
terminologies and store simulation models and results in a
variety of formats. This diversity of application-oriented
simulation engines presents a challenge for comparing
simulation models and results, reusing and sharing existing
models, as well as querying and making inferences.

Abstract—Ontologies have been used in a variety of domains for
multiple purposes such as establishing common terminology,
organizing domain knowledge and describing domain in a
machine-readable form. Moreover, ontologies are the foundation
of the Semantic Web and often semantic integration is achieved
using ontology. Even though simulation demonstrates a number
of similar characteristics to Semantic Web or semantic
integration, including heterogeneity in the simulation domain,
representation and semantics, the application of ontology in the
simulation domain is still in its infancy. This paper proposes an
ontology-based representation of simulation models. The goal of
this research is to make use of ontologies to facilitate comparison
among simulation models, querying, making inferences and reuse
of existing simulation models. Specifically, such models
represented in the domain simulation engine environment serve
as an information source for their representation as instances of
an ontology. Therefore, the ontology-based representation is
created from existing simulation models in their proprietary file
formats, consequently eliminating the need to perform the
simulation modeling directly in the ontology. The proposed
approach is evaluated on a case study involving the I2Sim
interdependency simulator.

The objective of this work is to address the following
challenges of the application-oriented simulation approach:
x

x

x

Keywords-Ontology; Simulation Model; Ontology-based Model;
Semantic Integration

I.

INTRODUCTION

Ontologies are frequently associated with the Semantic
Web where computers are capable of analyzing the content,
meaning and sem antics of the data and performing the
reasoning upon the content. Other ontology applications
include data integration, application integration and
interoperability, knowledge management, machine learning,
information extraction, information browsing and navigation.

The extraction of specific information from model files or
from simulation results is not straightforward. Simulation
packages may provide basic information, nevertheless, the
extraction of more detailed or specific summary
information becomes demanding.
The comparison between models of a single simulation
engine or different engines is difficult. Typically the
comparison relies on the simulation engine to provide the
means for comparing specific pairs of model files.
The comparison between results of different simulation
runs of the same simulation engine or different engines is a
challenging endeavor. Simulation packages focus on
providing performance measures for a single simulation
run while the comparison between simulation runs often
requires external tools and a significant manual effort.

As a s olution, this paper proposes the representation of
domain simulation models as instances of Simulators’
Ontologies. By using the same formalism to represent various
simulation models, we place them on the same platform, thus
enabling a s implified comparison. Moreover, ontology-based
representation allows for inquiries with ontology querying
languages and inferences with ontology reasoners. The
proposed approach uses existing models in the simulation
engine proprietary file formats as the foundation for the
creation of its ontology-based representation.

Simulation domain exhibits a n umber of similar
characteristics to those fields including heterogeneity in the
simulation domain, vocabulary, representation and semantics.
However, the application of ontology to the field of simulation
is still in its infancy and primarily contained within the research
community.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II reviews related works, the proposed system is portrayed in
Section III, while Section IV depicts a case study. Finally, the
conclusions and future work are presented in Section V.

The simulation heterogeneity is larg ely caused by its
application in a variety of different domains including critical
infrastructures, medicine, learning and chemical engineering.
Consequently, a number of software simulation packages or
simulation engines exist for the support of computer
simulations in those domains [1]. Commonly, simulation

II.

RELATED WORKS

Ontology can be described as an abstract, machine-readable
model of a phenomenon that identifies the relevant concepts of
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that phenomenon as w ell as th e relations among them.
Furthermore, ontologies represent a w ay of establishing
common terminology, organizing domain knowledge and
representing this information in a machine-readable form. The
potential use of ontologies in simulation and modeling is
explored by Lacy and Gerber [2]. From the perspective of these
authors, ontologies are beneficial in simulation and modeling
through the formalization of semantics, the ability to query and
inference, and the sharing and reuse of developed models.

definition, querying ontology-based models and the process of
creating ontology-based simulation models.
A. System Architecture
The ontology-based representation of simulation models
has a layered architecture, as described in Fig. 1.
The top layer consists of the upper ontology, which
contains generic concepts that are common for all simulation
engines.

Studies that are especially relevant to our research are
related to the use of ontologies to represent real world
scenarios for the simulation purposes such as Tofani et al. [3],
Miller et al. [4] and Silver et al. [5].

The next architecture layer, the Simulators’ Ontologies
layer, extends the upper ontology in order to describe specifics
of each simulator. Thus, in this layer, there in an ontology for
each simulator involved. The terminology matches that of the
simulators, facilitating domain experts’ understanding of
ontologies as well as enabling the creation of the ontological
representations from the simulators’ models.

Tofani et al. [3] use the ontology framework to model the
interdependencies among critical infrastructures (CI). Their
proposed framework consists of three ontologies: WONT
(World ONTology) contains concepts and relations that are
common across CI domains; IONT (Infrastructure ONTology)
extends WONT to represent the knowledge of specific CIs and
FONT (Federation ONTology) enables modeling relations
among different infrastructures. The CI network is m odeled
twice: as instances of the ontology and in the simulation
language of the domain. The mapping between ontology
representations and simulation models is established manually.

The third layer, the ontology-based simulation model layer,
contains ontology-based simulation models that are represented
as instances of Simulators’ Ontologies. More specifically, each
simulation model, usually contained in a sim ulation engine
proprietary file format, is represented as an ontology-based
model consisting of interconnected instances of the Simulator’s
Ontology. Different simulation models contained in distinct
proprietary files correspond to the various models in this layer.

Miller et al. [4] investigate the development requirements
and benefits of ontologies in discrete event simulation (DES),
and consequently, these authors present the Discrete-event
Modeling Ontology (DeMO). The proposed DeMO consists of
four
main
classes:
DeModel,
ModelComponent,
ModelMechanism and ModelConcept. DeModel is composed
of ModelComponents and activated by the ModelMechanism,
while the ModelConcepts serve as a terminology upon which
other classes are built. The main challenges in building DeMO,
or a similar ontology for simulation and modeling, are twofold
[6]; firstly, it n eeds to be domain-independent, as a DES can
model any domain. Secondly, since simulation formalisms are
founded in mathematics and statistics, the DES ontology
should be based upon the ontologies of those domains.

The bottom architecture layer, or rule layer, is optional and
contains a rule engine. In particular, this layer is intended for
situations when ontology-based specifications are not sufficient
and additional expressiveness is required. Furthermore, this
layer expresses design rules and g uidelines to which the
simulation model should conform.
B. Defining Relations Between Simulation Model Entities
In the ontology-based simulation model, entities are
represented as instances of the Simulator’s Ontology, while the
relations among them are e stablished by means of object
properties. The description of the object properties is found in
the upper ontology and the Simulators’ Ontologies.

Silver et al. [5] represent simulation models as instances of
the extended DeMO PIModel (Process Interaction Model). In
the proposed approach, reality is first represented as instances
of the DeMo PIModel ontology. Subsequently, these DeMo
PIModel instances are transformed to XPIM (Extensible
Process Interaction Markup) instances, which are then
translated to a JSIM (Java-based SIMulation) model.

Fig. 2 presents a f ragment of the upper ontology in
RDF/XML syntax. In this ontology the cell indicates an entity
that performs a function transforming inputs into outputs,
channel is a mean of transporting entities between cells and/or
controls, while controls are entities responsible for distributing
the flow among channels. The two object properties, hasInput
and its inverse hasEndNode, are included in the ontology

Benjamin and Akella [7] use ontologies to facilitate
semantic interoperability and information exchange between
simulation applications. The ontology models for each
simulation application domain are extracted from textual data
sources, such as requirements and design documents.
Subsequently, the established ontology mappings represent the
translation rules for the ontology-driven translator, which
facilitates information sharing between simulation applications.
III.

SIMULATION MODELS AS INSTANCES OF AN ONTOLOGY

This section describes the fundamentals of the proposed
system: system architecture, relations and model hierarchies

Figure 1. Architecture layers
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D. Querying Ontology-based simulation models
Simulation models represented as instances of Simulator’s
ontologies can be queried using different querying languages.
We explore two different querying language styles: the RDF
querying language, SPARQL [9], and the ontology querying
language, SQWRL [10].
Since SPARQL is th e W3C recommendation for querying
RDFs [9] and OWL can be serialized as an RDF, SPARQL can
be used to query ontology-based simulation models. However,
as SPARQL is n ot an ontology querying language, it ignores
inferences imposing limitations on querying, as will be shown
in the case study. This drawback can be overcome by using a
genuine ontology querying language such as S QWRL
(Semantic Query-Enhanced Web Rule Language), which is a
SWRL-based (Semantic Web Rule Language) language for
querying ontologies. Accordingly, in the presented scenario,
we use both the SPARQL and SQWRL approaches, identifying
their advantages and disadvantages in regards to querying
ontology-based simulation models.

Figure 2. Upper Ontology fragment

fragment shown in Fig. 2. The domain of the hasEndNode
property is the channel while the range includes the cell and the
control. Since the direction of object properties runs from the
domain to the range, the inverse property enables the
expression of relations in both directions. The direction that is
used will be influenced by the manner in which the relation is
expressed in the simulator’s model file.
C. Defining Simulation Model Hierarchies
Frequently, to facilitate modeling of complex systems,
simulation packages provide the ability to divide models into
hierarchies of sub-models [8] as illustrated in Fig. 3. To
represent the model hierarchies in ontology, the proposed
approach uses the parentSystem object property. For each child
model, the parentSystem property links the model to its direct
parent. The set of assigned parentSystem properties establishes
the model hierarchy. A fragment of a hierarchy depicted in Fig.
3 is represented as: modelE.parentSystem(modelB),
modelB.parentSystem(modelA). Since the sub-model entities do
not belong to any of the Simulator’s ontologies classes, we
establish a new class parentSystem to contain entities that serve
as containers for the other entities.

E. Creating Ontology-based Simulation Models
In the proposed approach, the simulation models
represented in the domain simulation engine environment serve
as an in formation source for the representation of models as
instances of an on tology. While the approaches proposed by
Tofani et al. [3] and Silver et al. [5] also describe simulation
models as instances of ontologies, these approaches perform
modeling directly in the ontology, which is then mapped or
transformed to a dif ferent representation. In contrast, our
approach uses existing domain simulation models as an origin
for the creation of its own ontology-based representation. The
advantages of this approach include:
x
x

The elements from the parent and the child models are
interconnected since they form a single simulation model. The
relation between elements from different hierarchy levels is
established in the same way as the relation between entities of a
single non-hierarchical model as described in Section III.B.

x
x

We considered creating a separate ontology for each submodel which would import ontologies of all its child models.
This would establish the ontology hierarchy matching with its
equivalent simulation model hierarchy. Simulation sub-models
can be as simple as two linked entities that would not warrant
the formation of a separate ontology. Nevertheless, simulation
models could contain a large number of sub-models resulting in
a large number of ontologies for a single simulation model and
thus causing maintenance challenges. Therefore, at this stage of
our research, we use one ontology to represent one simulation
model with all its sub-models.

The use of existing, domain-specific models.
The ability of domain experts to create new models in the
simulation engine to which he/she is a ccustomed rather
than creating models directly as an ontology.
The use of proven domain simulators for simulation
execution.
There is no need for manual mapping between simulators
and ontology models.

Fig. 4 portrays our approach for the creation of an
ontology-based simulation model representation. Specifically,
the Transformation Engine inputs consist of the Simulator’s
Ontology and the simulator’s model in the domain simulation
engine representation. The Simulator’s Ontology is simulatorspecific, while the simulator’s models are model-specific, as
each model is stored in a separate file.
The Simulator’s Ontology is read by the Ontology Reader,
which is independent of the simulation engine. While
ontologies are stimulator-specific, they are always represented
using the same ontology language, thus allowing for a
simulator-independent reader. In particular, the Ontology
Reader is responsible for acquiring information about
simulator’s classes and their properties. Classes are relevant
concepts from a specific domain, such as channel and cell; they
can be perceived as sets of individuals, which include actual
objects from the domain, such as a set of all individual

Figure 3. Simulation model hierarchy
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language such as OWL. Thus, the Ontology Writer is
simulator-independent, as its purpose is to write ontologies
from the Integrator’s information.
Consequently, the Simulation Model reader is the only
Transformation Engine component that is simulator-dependent.
However, this reader can be replaced with a different
simulator’s reader in order to represent that specific simulator’s
model in an ontology-based representation.
IV.

CASE STUDY

This work is part of the CANARIE-sponsored Disaster
Response Network Enabled Platform (DR-NEP) project [11].
The project aims to improve the capability to prepare for and
respond to large disasters. In particular, disaster modeling and
simulation play a major role in the project, with a special focus
on critical infrastructure (CI) interdependency simulation.
Therefore, the proposed ontology-based representation of
simulation models is evaluated using I2Sim [12] infrastructure
interdependencies simulator.

Figure 4. Ontology-based model creation from simulator’s model

channels in a distribution network. Although the Simulators’
Ontology does not contain individuals, they will be extracted
by the Transformation Engine. Moreover, the Ontology Reader
is responsible for reading properties, including data properties
and object properties. Data properties connect individuals with
literals; an example of a data property is th e capacity of a
specific storage cell. Conversely, object properties connect
pairs of individuals such as the hasInput property, which links
the cell with the channel in the statement, ‘Cell x hasInput
Channel y’.

The proposed approach is generic, as it is independent of
any simulation engine; however, its implementation requires
the creation of engine-specific Simulator Ontologies and the
Simulation Model Reader. Therefore, the I2Sim ontology is
created; the ontology design and the mapping to the upper
ontology are presented in [13]. Since I2Sim is based on
MATLAB’s Simulink engine, the Transformation Engine
inputs include the I2Sim ontology and the I2SIm model, which
is stored in the Simulink style .mdl file. The Transformation
Engine was implemented using the following technologies:

The second transformation source, the simulator’s model, is
read by the Simulation Model Reader. Since the format of the
simulator’s model depends on the specific simulator, a separate
Simulation Model Reader has to be created for each simulator
whose model requires transformation to an ontology-based
representation. However, once a Simulation Model Reader is
created for a specific simulator, the reader can be used to
transform any model represented in that format. The
architecture of the Simulation Model Reader depends on the
model being read. For instance, the reader can utilize the
simulator’s API interface, directly read the model file or use
external model readers.

x
x
x
x

The Integrator uses the data received from the Ontology
Reader and the Simulation Model Reader for creating the
ontology-based model representation. Specifically, the
Integrator receives information about the simulator’s classes
from the Ontology Reader. For each class, the Integrator
obtains knowledge about its individuals from the Simulation
Model Reader. When an Integrator identifies individuals, it
also obtains values for their data properties. After acquiring
information about all in dividuals of all class es and their data
properties, the Integrator proceeds to determine the object
properties. Since object properties connect individuals of the
same or different classes, all individuals must be determined
before the object properties are defined.

The Ontology Reader and the Ontology Writer are
implemented using Protégé OWL API [14] and Java 1.6.
OWL is used for the representation of the ontology-based
simulation models.
The Integrator is implemented using Java 1.6.
The I2Sim Simulation Model Reader uses the Simulink
Java library from Technische Universität München [15].

A. Ontology-based Representation of Simulation Models
To explore ontology-based simulation models we used the
I2Sim model developed as part of the DR-NEP project for the
investigation of infrastructure interdependencies.
MATLAB’s Simulink engine [8], upon which I2Sim is
built, is an environment for multi-domain simulation and for
dynamic and embedded systems. Simulink provides block
libraries which can be customized to conform to a specific
simulation domain. Complex models are managed by dividing
models into hierarchies of sub-models. Accordingly, I2Sim
builds upon Simulink by customizing Simulink blocks and
providing entities specific for infrastructure interdependency
simulation.

Subsequently, the Integrator sends information about
classes, individuals, data properties and object properties to the
Ontology Writer, which writes an ontology-based simulation
model representation. Rather than recreating classes, the output
ontology imports the Simulators’ Ontology to acquire domainrelevant concepts and properties. Then, individuals and
property values are created from the information received via
the Integrator, and the output is r ecorded in an ontology

The I2Sim model that we used in this case study consists of
several hierarchy levels. However, before transforming it to the
ontology-based model we were not aware of the number of
layers, the number of blocks or types of blocks used.
First, the I2Sim ontology was created [13] containing only
I2Sim blocks as i llustrated in Fig. 5(a). Subsequently, the
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I2Sim simulation model was transformed to an ontology-based
representation, which is depicted from the perspective of the
Protégé ontology editor in Fig. 5(b). Specifically, the left part
of the screen shows I2Sim classes, such as i2sim_source, and
production_cell. As the channel class is selected, the middle
part of the screen displays all of the individual channels from
the I2Sim model. On the right side are displayed the object and
data properties for the selected channel, from_feed_water_pump_1_to_steam_house_3. As the channels are not
named in I2Sim, we have chosen to use from_sourceNode_port_to_targetNode_port as a channel naming pattern.
The object properties hasStartNode and hasEndNode indicate
that the selected channel starts from the feed_water_pump and
ends at the steam_house. In the I2Sim ontology, hasStartNode
and hasEndNode are asserted properties, as the I2Sim model
specifies the channel start and end. The inverse properties,
hasInput and hasOutput, are inferred, allowing for ontology
querying in both directions.

blocks. Accordingly, our case study of the I2Sim model
actually contained I2Sim and Simulink blocks. Therefore, we
created the non_i2sim class and in the transformation process
we allowed for the creation of non_i2sim sub-classes
representing Simulink blocks categories used in the observed
I2Sim model.

Another significant I2Sim modeling concept for
establishing network topology is th e port concept. I2Sim
entities such as the production cells can have several input and
output ports. Each channel connects to a specific input and
output port as identified by the port number. Therefore, in the
ontology-based representation each channel has hasInPort and
hasOutPort data properties, as illu strated in Fig. 5(b). The
channel selected in the figure connects to the first
feed_water_pump port and the third steam_house port.

B. Querying ontology-based representation
A simulator’s model that is represented as ontology
instances can be queried using querying languages such as
SPARQL or SQWRL. The use of these languages enables the
extraction of specific information from the model. Since the
number of entities in a system is one of the complexity
indicators, after representing I2Sim models as instances of an
ontology, we first wanted to obtain the number of instances in
the ontology-based representation. However, the standard
SPARQL included with Protégé does not support aggregate
functions such as count and avg. Nevertheless, different
implementations that support aggregates exist, such as ARQ
[16]. Instead, we used SQWRL to identify the number of I2Sim
and Simulink entities. I2Sim components are instances of the
component class and its subclasses, while Simulink entities are
instances of non-i2sim class and its subclasses:

The ontology-based representation of the I2Sim model
hierarchy is portrayed in Fig. 6. On the left part of the screen
the parentsystem class is selected, while the segment to the
right shows all enti ties that act as a container for the other
elements. The selected entity water_pump_1 is a child of the
water_pump_control as indicated with the parentSystem object
property. To simplify the illustration of hierarchies we have
chosen to include the hierarchy chain in the entity name
separating the hierarchy levels with a dash as in steam-housewater_pump_control-water_pump_1. The maximum number of
hierarchy levels in the observed I2Sim model was three.

Observing the classes from I2Sim ontology, Fig. 5(a), and
from the ontology-based simulation model, Fig. 5(b), it can be
noticed that the ontology-based model contains additional
entries such as minmax, product and fcn. Initially, we expected
the I2Sim model to have only I2Sim blocks. However, when
the model was transformed to its ontology-based
representation, many entities belonged to the other class.

simupper:component(?c)→sqwrl:count(?c)
non_i2sim(?c)→sqwrl:count(?c)

Subsequently, we analyzed those entities and identified that
they are Simulink blocks. Since I2Sim is founded on Simulink
by customizing and extending Simulink blocks, it allows for
the use of Simulink blocks in conjunction with the I2Sim

a) I2Sim Ontology

Those two queries identified that the observed I2Sim model
consists of 449 I2Sim components and 230 Simulink

b) Ontology-based representation of the I2Sim model
Figure 5. Ontologies from the Protégé editor

Figure 6. The hierarchy levels of the I2Sim model
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components. Subsequently, since I2Sim model extensively uses
hierarchical modeling, we identified each sub-system together
with the number of elements in each sub-system using the
following query:

for simulation models include: models from different
simulation platforms are represented in a common manner, the
models can be queried using ontology querying languages and
inferences can be performed using ontology reasoners.

owl:Thing(?c) ר
i2sim:parentSystem(?c,?subsystem) ר
sqwrl:makeSet(?s, ?c) ר
sqwrl:groupBy(?s, ?subsystem) ר
sqwrl:size(?count, ?s) →
sqwrl:select(?subsystem, ?count) ר
sqwrl:orderByDescending(?count)

While we have focused on representing the simulation
model as contained in a model file, this model is only a static
part of the simulation. Accordingly, we plan to explore the
possibility of using ontologies for representing the dynamic
part of the running simulation. Furthermore, we will investigate
the use of proposed ontology-based simulation models to
facilitate reuse, integration and information sharing among
simulators of different domains.

The first few rows from this query results with our
ontology-based representation of the I2Sim model are
displayed in Fig. 7. Since the sorting is pe rformed on the
number of entities, the first few rows indicate sub-models with
the highest number of components.
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To illustrate the difference of querying ontology-based
simulation models using SPARQL and SQW RL we used a
simple example of finding channels in the steam_houseboiler_1 sub-model. In SPARQL this query is written as:
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Abstract

There are some approaches for dealing with global
schema representation for describing heterogeneous XML
structures. One of these approaches is the X2Rel (XML-toRelational) framework [6]. In such framework, the ontology is created from a schema integration process (OntoGen
- Ontology Generator component) [7]. Then the ontology
is mapped to a relational schema by using a set of mapping
rules (OntoRel - Ontology-to-Relational component) [6].
After generating the relational schema, the original XML
data can be inserted into the DB.
In this paper, we extend the X2Rel framework by adding
the XMap (XML Mapper) component, a module that provides mechanisms for inserting the original XML data into
the RDB. We also propose a mechanism for solving structural and semantical conﬂicts found in those documents,
such as nomenclature and data types conﬂicts. Therefore,
the main contributions of this paper are: (1) the categorization of structural and semantic conﬂicts between XML documents; (2) the deﬁnition of algorithms that solve the conﬂicts found in the XML documents; and (3) the deﬁnition
of mechanisms that map and insert the XML data into the
existing relational schema.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
related work. Section 3 presents the background work,
including the X2Rel components. Section 4 presents the
XMap component, responsible for mapping and inserting
the XML data into the RDB. Section 5 presents a brief categorization of conﬂicts and some of the proposed algorithms.
Some experimental issues are described in Section 6. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 7.

One of the efﬁcient ways of managing information is by
using a relational database (RDB). Several applications use
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) as the standard format for data storing and processing. However, XML documents related to a certain domain may present different
structures. Such structural heterogeneity makes harder to
map documents to a speciﬁc database (DB) schema. To address this issue, our paper assumes an existing ontology that
describes the XML documents. Then the ontology is mapped
to a relational schema and the XML ﬁles are stored into the
DB. Considering this scenario, this paper describes a mechanism that inserts XML data into the RDB. Speciﬁcally, this
paper presents: (1) the deﬁnition of mapping rules to transform XML data to the relational format, (2) the deﬁnition
of algorithms for solving semantic and structural conﬂicts,
and (3) the mechanism for generating the SQL scripts to
insert the original XML data into the DB.

1

Introduction

XML is a widely-used format for sharing information
between programs, people, and computers. Many applications require efﬁcient XML storage, which can be achieved
by using a RDB. One possible way is to map the XML structure to a collection of relations, and then proceed with the
insertion of the XML data as tuples into the DB.
For mapping the XML structure to a relational schema,
the ideal scenario occurs when the XML ﬁles share the same
schema; thus, such schema is translated to a set of tables using some of the existing mapping approaches [8]. However,
XML ﬁles may have different structures, making the mapping process to a unique relational schema harder.
To deal with this heterogeneity issue, we group XML
documents into similar knowledge domains. This grouping
can be done by using ontologies, whose purpose is to establish a common and shared understanding about a domain
between people and computer systems. In such scenario,
searching and managing tasks become simpler.

2

Related Work

There are some approaches [3, 11] that deal with XML
mapping to OWL. The transformation from OWL to SQL
is addressed in [1] and [14]. Direct translation from XML
to SQL [12] uses mapping without the adoption of a OWL
model. Consequently, conﬂict resolution only have solutions for a certain set of ﬁles.
The transformation from XML to SQL format requires
the deﬁnition of a mapping schema and it may require a
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specialist intervention. The work at [10] classiﬁes the conﬂicts during the integration of XML schemas and proposes
a resolution mechanism using XQuery.
The approach in [9] performs a division of mappings.
This technique decomposes the document into sub-trees.
Joint operations are represented by an undirected graph with
acyclic handling algorithms to solve conﬂicts. An XML
framework proposed in [13] deﬁnes data integration based
on the overall schema, a set of XML data and a set of mappings. They deﬁne an identiﬁcation function that aims at
globally identifying nodes coming from different sources.
To solve the problem of heterogeneity, this paper
presents a ontology-based approach, which can be used to
improve traditional techniques of XML mapping and storage into RDB. The purpose of using ontologies is to explicit
the resource content regardless of how the information is
structurally stored. This approach adds semantics to the
XML ﬁles while reduces unneeded structural information
to map the XML data to the relational format.

3

Figure 1. X2Rel framework architecture [6].
The OntoGen and OntoRel components are ﬁnished and
published works. The QMap module is an ongoing project.
The focus of this paper is to present the XMap component,
as described in the next section.

4

The XMap Component

The XMap component uses as input the original XML
ﬁles, the global ontology generated by OntoGen and the relational schema created by OntoRel. In order to specify the
concept equivalences between the XML documents, the ontology and the relational schema, our approch is based on
a mapping document, as later detailed in Section 4.2. The
insertion of XML data into the RDB is structured in ﬁve
ascending levels, as described in Figure 2.

Background

To avoid submitting different XQuery queries, we propose to store XML data in a RDB. By mapping the XML
structure to the relational model, only one SQL query is
posed into the DB. To provide this solution, we need to deﬁne a set of transformation rules that map the XML structure to a collection of tables and columns.
However, XML documents related to the same application domain may present different structures, making the
mapping process more difﬁcult. To overcome this issue, the
X2Rel framework provides the following functionalities, as
described in Figure 1:
• Integrate the XML ﬁles into a global schema, described by a OWL ontology. Provided by the OntoGen
component, this module receives a set of XML ﬁles
and produces the ontology (integrated schema) [7];
• Translate the OWL ontology to a relational schema.
Provided by the OntoRel component, this module receives the ontology and produces the relational schema
(a SQL script with the create table statements) [6];
• Map and insert the original XML ﬁles into the RDB.
Provided by the XMap component, this module receives the XML ﬁles, the ontology and the relational
schema and produces the SQL script with a set of insert statements;
• And ﬁnally map the original XML queries into equivalent SQL statements. Provided by the QMap component, this module receives a XQuery statement and
produces a corresponding SQL statement.

Figure 2. The XMap Architecture
The ﬁrst level associates the input data. The integrated
representation of such documents is responsible for speci-
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fying the equivalences between concepts, associating them
in those three models. For example: a) the XML element
Writer is equivalent to the OWL concept Author that
is represented by the table Author; b) the XML element
name is equivalent to the OWL concept fullName that is
represented by the column fullName;
The output of the ﬁrst level is the mapping ﬁle (XML
OWL RDB (Relational Database) Mapping). The XML descriptor is an auxiliary ﬁle created by the programmer using
the Castor library. Section 6 describes further details.
The third level is in charge of interpreting the mapping
ﬁle with the XML descriptor. As a result, objects are created in the level 4. The manager is responsible for interpreting the XML ﬁles according to the mapping objects. If
a conﬂict occurs, conﬂict resolution becomes necessary to
resolve the data inconsistency. Section 5 addresses speciﬁcally about the conﬂicts that can occur between XML ﬁles.
With the mapping objects in memory, the manager is responsible for creating the header objects for the inclusion
into the DB along with the respective tuples, as shown in
Figure 3. Finally, level 5 generates the DML 1 ﬁle to insert
the content of XML instances into tables and columns.

Figure 3. Header layout
Next we present the input artifacts produced by OntoGen
(ontology) and OntoRel (relational schema), as well as three
XML documents. These artifacts are important for understanding the XMap approach and the remaining paper.

4.1

Input Artifacts

Each XML ﬁle can have a particular structure. Figure 4
illustrates three XML ﬁles that contains data about authors,
publications and institutions. Although these ﬁles belong to
the same application domain (published papers in scientiﬁc
events), they have some structural differences, such as:

Figure 4. Sample XML documents

• On documents “A” e “C” (line 10), the author concept
is <author>; on document “B” (line 10), the same
concept is <writer>;

Querying data in such heterogenous structure would require individual extraction processes that could represent a
bottleneck to the system. To store the content of these ﬁles
into a RDB, our work uses a ontology as a global schema to
handle the structural distinctions between the documents.
Figure 5 shows the resulting OWL ontology, considering
the sample XML ﬁles as input to the OntoGen component.
Details of the ontology generation are found in [7].
Then the ontology is mapped to a relational schema by
the OntoRel component using some mapping rules:

• On document “A” (line 10), the concept author is lexical 2 ; on documents “B” e “C” (line 10), this concept
is non-lexical 3 ;
1 DML

- Data Manipulation Language.
elements directly represented in computer, such as a string.
3 Complex element, such as an author composed by name and address.
2 Atomic
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is done into a table, as shown in <type> element (line 14);
the table name is the <name> element (line 15).

Institution (cod_institution, city, state, name, department);
Paper (cod_paper, title, cod_institution), cod_institution references
Institution;
Writer (cod_writer, name, code, e_mail, age);
Conference (cod_conference, day, title, city, state);
PaperWriter (cod_paper, cod_writer), cod_paper references Paper
and cod_writer references Writer;
ConferencePaper (cod_conference, cod_paper), cod_conference
references Conference and cod_paper references Paper;

Figure 6. Mapping ﬁle
For lexical concepts, the element <relational> has
two internal elements, indicating that the information is
stored into a column. From line 28 on, it is described
that the concept title speciﬁed on line 18 is stored as
a column (line 29), whose name is title (line 30) in
conference table (line 31). In this case, it is a lexical
concept represented by a string (line 32).
We used the mapping ﬁle presented in Figure 6 for generating the insert statements. The mapping document is an essential mechanism that allows specifying the equivalences
between the XML data, the ontology and the relational
schema. For better understanding, only conference e
title concepts were demonstrated. The mapping document generation is implemented by a semi-automatic tool
named CMap (Concept Mapper).

Figure 5. Global OWL Ontology
Basically the non-lexical concepts are mapped to tables,
as well as the N:N relationships. The lexical concepts
are mapped to columns in the corresponding tables. The
columns whose cardinality is 1 become not null in the
DB. Details of this mapping are described in [6].

4.2

Mapping Document

In order to describe and track the equivalences between
concepts from the XML ﬁles, the ontology and the relational schema, we have deﬁned a structured artifact named
mapping document, as shown in Figure 6.
To explain the involved transformations for storing the
input XML data into the relational schema, the mapping
process represents the ontology concepts with the element
<concept> (line 3). According to the existing concept
in the global ontology, the XML data sources are identiﬁed by the id attribute of the element <source> (line 4).
The XML content is pointed by the XPath expression in
the element <expression> (line 5). If an XML source
content has not refered to a certain ontology concept, the
<expression> element is empty.
The element <relational> (line 13) indicates where
the data will be stored. For non-lexical concepts, the storage

5

Conﬂict Classiﬁcation and Resolution

To store original XML data into the RDB, several conﬂicts have to be detected and solved. Because of space issues, we describe in details only the naming conﬂicts. Other
conﬂicts are just mentioned in the end of this section. The
original work (master thesis [5]) describes the full set of
conﬂicts, as well as all the proposed algorithms, the implementation and the tests that deal with those conﬂicts.
The naming conﬂicts refers to naming inconsistencies in
XML documents. There are two types of naming conﬂicts:
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• Homonymy conﬂicts: occur when the same name is
used for different concepts. For example, <name> of
<writer> (line 11 of document “B”) and <name>
of <institution> in document “A” (line 13).

Algorithm 2 Naming conﬂict resolution.
1: container ← getContainer(insertion)
2: content ← getContent(container)
3: sourceVector ← getVector(content)
4: for i ← 0 to sourceVector.size − 1 do
5:
source ← i-th element of sourceVector
6:
file ← attribute id of source
7:
expression ← < expression > of source {an XPath path}
8:
if expression not empty then
9:
value ← read(expression, file)
10:
add(value, valueVector)
11:
else
12:
add(NULL, valueVector)
13:
end if
14: end for
15: composeTuples(valueVector)

• Synonymy conﬂicts: occur when the same concept is
described by distinct names. For example, <writer>
(line 10 of document “B”) and <author> in document “C” (line 10).
Each XML ﬁle is identiﬁed by the id attribute (element
source), as speciﬁed in the mapping document (Figure
6). The element contains the XPath <expression> that
points to the content located on the speciﬁc ﬁle. Exemplifying the homonym conﬂict, the element name has different parents in documents “B” (line 11) and “A” (line 13),
meaning the author name and the institution name. Thus, a
homonym conﬂict is detected. The question is about where
to store such information: either writer or institution table.
The solution of this conﬂict is based on the mapping
document and it considers the grouping algorithm of nonlexical concepts (algorithm 1), as described.

Algorithm 3 Creating the structure for inserting XML content in a DB
1: for i ← 0 to vector.size − 1 do
2:
label ← i-th element of vector
3:
header ← create(label)
4:
container ← create()
5:
for j ← 1 to nc do
6:
concept ← i-th < concept > of < mapping >
7:
if non-lexical concept then
8:
continue
9:
end if
10:
relational ← < relational > of concept
11:
table ← < table > of relational
12:
field ← < name > of relational
13:
if table equals to label then
14:
add(field, header)
15:
sourceVector ← array< source > of < concept >
16:
content ← create(sourceVector, relational)
17:
add(content, container)
18:
end if
19:
end for
20:
insertion ← create(header, container)
21:
add(insertion, insertionVector)
22: end for

Algorithm 1 Grouping non-lexical concepts.
1: nc ← number of < concept > in < mapping >
2: for i ← 1 to nc do
3:
concept ← i-th< concept > of < mapping >
4:
if non-lexical concept then
5:
relational ← < relational > of concept
6:
label ← < name > of relational
7:
add(label, vector)
8:
end if
9: end for

Non-lexical concepts are placed in a vector according
to Algorithm 1. As a result, this vector will contain the
non-lexical concepts that correspond to tables in the RDB.
Reading all the elements in this vector, the Algorithm 3 will
create the insertion structure (header and container) for the
DB. Both for-loops in Algorithm 3 mean that for each nonlexical concept (outer loop), the associated lexical concepts
will be fetched (inner loop) in the mapping document. Thus,
it is possible to access the content structure and the XML
data (lines 1-3 of algorithm 2) through the mapping document in the form of objects.
The loop traverses the XML sources searching for the ﬁle
identiﬁer and the Xpath path (lines 5-7 of algorithm 2). If an
expression is non-empty (line 8 of algorithm 2), the XML
content pointed by the XPath expression is read from the
XML ﬁle and added to the DynamicVector (lines 9 and 10 of
algorithm 2). If the expression is empty, the content NULL
is added to the vector. Since the insertion has the header, the
table name and the columns are already grouped (as shown
in algorithms 1 and 2). Thus, the tuple composition (line
15 of algorithm 2) produces the insert statement associating
the name of the table, the columns and the content.
The inclusion into the DB occurs directly, as described
in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Homonymy conﬂict insert
Because of space issues, only the naming conﬂicts were
detailed. However, other types of conﬂicts that are also handled by XMap include:
• Structural conﬂicts: related to different choices of
constructors. There are two types of structural conﬂicts, named type conﬂicts and generalization conﬂicts. Type conﬂict occur when one concept is represented by different constructors, such as representing
the same information as an attribute and as an element.
Generalization conﬂicts occur when an element in a
document is a union of other elements, such as a full
name element and ﬁrst name + surname elements.
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• Representation conﬂicts: occurs when an element has
its content represented in a different format required
for the storage into the DB. More speciﬁcally, the information available in XML is not compatible with
the corresponding data type in the relational model.
For example, a date format represented in the RDB as
yyyy-mm-dd and represented in the XML document as
dd/mm/yyyy.

6
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of the vertical transformation rules in QVT. Section 4 presents
an application example. Section 5 presents the related works
and Section 6 discuss the results of this work and future research.

Abstract—The STREAM (Strategy for Transition Between Requirements and Architectural Models) process presents an approach that allows the generation of early architectural design
described in Acme ADL from goal oriented requirements models
expressed in i*. The process includes activities that defines transformation rules to derive such architectural models. In order to
minimize the effort to apply the process and decrease the possibility of making mistakes it is vital that some degree of automation is provided. This paper explains in detail the transformation
rules proposed and their corresponding formalization in a model
transformation language.
Requirements
Engineering,
Transformation Rules, Automation.

I.

Software

II.

BACKGROUND

This section presents an overview on i*, Acme and th e
STREAM process, which are used in our approach.

Architecture,

INTRODUCTION

The STREAM (Strategy for Transition between Requirements Models and Architectural Models) is a systematic approach to integrate requirements engineering and architectural
design activities, based on model transformations to generate
architectural models from requirements models [3]. The source
language is i* (iStar) [11] and the target language is Acme [2].
Our proposal is in line with the current MDD (ModelDriven Development) paradigm, as we support the transformation of models of higher levels of abstraction to more concrete models. The MDD advantages are: greater productivity
and, therefore, a lower development time; increased portability;
increased interoperability; and lower maintenance costs, due to
the improved consistency and maintainability of the code [7].
Currently, the transformation rules defined in the STREAM
approach are informally described and are manually applied.
Hence, their use is time consuming and effortful, as well as
error prone. In order to overcome these shortcomings, we propose to use an imperative transformation language (QVTO [8])
to properly describe them and to provide tool support.
The aim of this paper is to automate the vertical transformation rules proposed in the STREAM. For this, it was necessary to: Define these rules in a proper transformation language;
Make these rules compatible with the IStarTool and
AcmeStudio tools; and illustrate the use of them rules.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the background required for a better understanding
of this work. Section 3 presents the description and automation
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A. iStar
The i* language is a goal-oriented modeling language able
to represent features of both the organization and of the system
to be acquired/developed by/for the organization. Stakeholders
and systems are represented as actors, which are active entities
able to pe rform tasks, reach goals and provide resources. In
order to achieve their own goals, actors have dependencies with
each other [11].
i* is comprised of two models: a SD (Strategic Dependency) model describes dependency relationships among actors in
the organization; a SR (Strategic Rationale) model explains
how actors achieve their goals and dependencies.
In a dependency, a depender actor relies on a dependee actor to achieve something (the dependum). A dependum can be a
goal, which represents the intentional desire of an actor, to be
fulfilled; a softgoal to be satisfied, which is a goal with the
acceptance criterion not so clear; a resource to be pro vided; or
a task to be per formed. Figure 1 presents an excerpt of the i*
metamodel defined for the iStarTool tool [6].
B. Acme
Acme is an A DL (Architectural Description Language) designed to describe the components and connectors (C&C) view
of the system architecture [2]. It relies on six main types of
entities for architectural representation: Components, Connectors, Systems, Ports, Roles, and Representations. Figure 2 presents the Acme metamodel, based on the AcmeStudio tool [1].
Components represent the primary computational elements
and data stores of a system. Connectors characterize interactions among components. Systems denote configurations of
components and connectors. Each port identifies a point of
interaction between the component and its environment. Roles
define the connector’s interfaces. Representation supports hierarchical descriptions of architectures. [2].

patterns can be applied to allow appropriate refinements of the
chosen candidate architectural solution in 4) activity [5].

ContributionLink source

*
0..1

DecompositionTask source
target

0..1

0..1

target

In the Vertical Transformation Rules (VTRs), the i* actors
and dependencies are mapped to Acme elements. Thus, an i*
actor is mapped to an Acme component. An i* dependency
becomes an Acme connector. The depender and dependee
actors in a dependency can be mapped to the roles of a connector. In particular, we can distinguish between required ports
(mapped from depender actors) and provided ports (mapped
from dependee actors). Thus, a connector allows communication between these ports. A component provides services to
another component using provided ports and it requires services from another component using required ports.

*

Element

0..1

source

MeansEnd

0..1

0..1

*
*

target
elements

*
meansEnd
decompositionTasks
contributionLinks

Actor

NodeObject

associations

The four types of dependencies (goal, softgoal, task and resource) will define specific design decisions in connectors,
ports and roles that are captured as Acme Attachments. An
object dependency is mapped to a Boolean property. A task
dependency is mapped directly to a port provided. The resource
dependency is mapped to a return type of a property provided
port. A softgoal dependency is mapped to a property with enumerated type

target

source 0..1

Model

ActorAssociation

Link

links

elements

*

0..1

actors

target

source

0..1

0..1

*

*
Dependency Link

These transformation rules were defined in a semi formal
way in [13] and now they need to be precisely specified using a
suitable model transformation language, such as Query/View/Transformation Operational – QVTO [8]. In doing so,
we can validate them, as well as provide support to (partially)
automate the process, hence enabling the STREAM process to
become a full-fledged MDD approach.

Figure 1. Excerpt of the i* metamodel
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System

-name
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III.

acmeElements

*

-name

Component

Connector

2..*

Port

Role

Since the vertical transformations do not consider the internal elements of the actors, we first create an intermediary SD
model from the modular i* SR model. We proceed to apply the
VTRs (see Table I). The first rule (VTR1) maps i* actors to
Acme components, while VTR2 transforms i* dependencies to
Acme connectors. The VTR3 converts the depender actor onto
a required port of the Acme connector. The VTR4 translates
the dependee actor onto a provided port of the Acme connector.

1..*

roles

ports

*

1

secondPort

1

firstPort

Binding

*
Attachment

*

role

AUTOMATION OF THE VERTICAL TRANSFORMATION
RULES

In the STREAM process, the user begins by using i* to
model the problem at hand. Some heuristics can guide the selection of sub-set(s) of candidate elements to be refactored.
Once they are selected, the HTRs can be applied to improve the
modularization of the i* model [5].

representations

properties

AcmeElement

bindings

Representation

acmeElements

*

port
1..*

Figure 2. Acme metamodel

C. STREAM
The STREAM process includes the following activities: 1)
Prepare requirements models, 2) Generate architectural solutions, 3) Select architectural solution, and 4) Refine architecture. In activities 1) and 2), horizontal and vertical rules are
proposed, respectively. Horizontal rules are applied to the i*
requirements models to increase its modularity and prepare
them for early architectural transformation. There are four horizontal transformation rules (HTRs) [9]. Vertical rules are used
to derive architectural models in Acme from modularized i*
models. Non-Functional Requirements are used to select initial
candidate architecture in the 3) activity. Certain architectural
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We relied on the Eclipse based tool for i* modeling, the
iStarTool [6], to create the i* model. This model is the input for
the first STREAM activity. This tool generates a XMI of the
modularized i* SD model, which can be read by the QVTO
Eclipse plugin [4], to serve as input for the VTRs execution.
The VTRs described in QVTO are based on the
metamodels presented in Section 2, they are referenced during
the execution of the transformation. The models created with
the VTRs execution are represented as XMI files.
In our work, we were able to automate 3 horizontals
(HTR2-HTR4) and 4 verticals transformation rules [14]. However, due to space limitation, in this paper, we only discuss how

we dealt w ith the verticals rules. Table 1 illustrates the elements present in the source model and their corresponding
elements present in the target model.
TABLE I.
VERTICAL TRANSFORMATION RULES
Source (i*)
Target (Acme)

The XMI output file will contain “ports” tags within the
acmeElement tag of component type. Moreover, since they are
required ports, there will be one property with an attribute
named "Required" whose value is set to "true".
Last but not least, the VTR4 maps all dependee actors to
provided ports in the corresponding components obtained by
those actors. For this, we list all dependee actors in the model.
Every port generated has a name and a property. The port name
is given at random. The port property name is "Provided", the
port type is set to "boolean" and the port value is set to "true".

VTR1

VTR2

VTR3

VTR4

To map i* actors to Acme components, we need to obtain
the number of actors present in the modularized i* SD model
artifact. So, we create the same amount of Acme components,
giving to this components, the same names of the i* actors. The
XMI file obtained as output of this transformation will contain
the components represented by tags (Figure 6).
while(actorsAmount > 0) {
result.acmeElements += object Component{
name := self.actors.name->at(actorsAmount);
}
actorsAmount := actorsAmount - 1;
}

while(dependencyAmount > 0) {
if(self.actors.name->includes(self.links.source>at(dependencyAmount).name) and
self.actors.name>at(actorsAmount).=(self.links.source>at(dependencyAmount).name)) then {
ports += object Port{
name := "port"+countPort.toString();
properties := object Property {
name := "Required";
value := "true"
};
};
} endif;
dependencyAmount := dependencyAmount - 1;
countPort := countPort + 1;
};
Figure 5. Excerpt of the QVTO code for VTR3
<acmeElements xsi:type="Acme:Component" name="Comp">
<ports name="port17">
<properties name="Provided" value="true"
type="boolean"/>
</ports>
</acmeElements>

Figure 3. Excerpt of the QVTO code for VTR1

In the VTR2 each i* dependency creates two XMI tags, one
capturing the depender to the dependum connection and another one captures the dependum to the dependee.

Figure 6. Provided port, component and properties in XMI

In order to map these dependencies in Acme connectors it
is necessary to recover the two dependencies tags, observing
that have the same dependum. It is necessary not consider the
actor which plays the role of depender in some dependency and
dependee in another. Once this is performed, there are only
dependums left. For each dependum, one Acme connector is
created. The connector created receives the name of the
dependum of the dependency link. Two roles are created within
the connector, one named dependerRole and another named
dependeeRole. The XMI output file will contain the connectors
represented by tags (see Figure 4).
<acmeElements xsi:type="Acme:Connector" name="Conn">
<roles name="dependerRole"/>
<roles name="dependeeRole"/>
</acmeElements>
Figure 4. Connector in XMI

The VTR3 converts a depender actor into a required port
present in the component obtained from that actor (see Figure
5). First, we create one Acme port for each actor depender.
Each port created has a name and a property. The port name is
given at random, just to control them. The property must have a
name and a v alue, so to the property name is assigned "Required" as we are creating a required port and the value is true.
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After creation of the basics Acme elements, it is necessary
to create the Attachment object, element responsible for associating the connectors to the required and provided ports present
in the components. Therefore, an attachment is created for each
port of a component. Each Attachment has a component as an
attribute, a port, a connector and a role.
Next section presents an example to illustrate our approach.
IV.

RUNNING EXAMPLE

MyCourses is a scheduling system that provides, as optimal
as possible, a plan for scheduling courses. It allows universities
to perform tasks, such as checking and listing available lecture
rooms, teachers, students enrolled in any course. It was one of
the project proposals for the ICSE 2011 Student Contest on
Software Engineering [10].
The modularized i* SD m odel for the MyCourses system
(Figure 7) was used as input model for the execution of the
VTRs. These rules have the objective to transform a modularized i* SD model into an Acme initial architectural model.
After the automated application of the VTRs, a XMI model
representing the output model and compatible with the Acme
metamodel, will be generated. Figure 8 shows the graphical
representation of that XMI model for the MyCourses system.

Currently, the output of our process is an XMI file with the
initial Acme architectural model. But the AcmeStudio tool
reading files described in Acme textual language. As a consequence, the current architectural model cannot be graphically
displayed. H ence, our plan is to provide new transformation
rules to generate the textual representations. Case studies are
still required to validate our approach.
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Abstract—The increasing need for dynamic systems, able to adapt
to different situations, calls for underlying mechanisms to
support software evolution. In this sense, model-based techniques
can be used to automate one of the evolution aspects – the
modification of models. However, the use of model-based
techniques is tailored to the specific modeling languages being
used. Thus, efforts to automate the modification of models can be
undermined by the several different modeling languages used in
different approaches for software evolution. Aiming to facilitate
the use of model-driven development in the context of
architectural evolution, we propose an approach to define basic
transformation rules. This novel approach relies on a conceptual
model and a set of basic operations for architectural evolution,
which are used to define transformation rules for a specific
architectural modeling language of interest. We illustrate the
application of our approach by defining transformation rules for
Acme using QVT.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Software evolution has become a key research area in
software engineering [7]. Software artifacts and systems are
subject to many kinds of changes at all levels, from
requirements through architecture and design, as well as source
code, documentation and test suites. Since the abstraction level
of software architecture is adequate for identifying and
analyzing the ramifications of changes [11], it could be one of
the software evolution pillars [17]. As the architecture evolves,
mechanisms are required for supporting these dynamic changes
[1][14][19]. There are several approaches for tackling different
aspects of architectural evolution, often relying in some kind of
model transformation. However, these approaches do not use
of model-driven engineering techniques, which provide
underlying mechanisms for model transformation.
In this paper we present a novel approach for creating basic
transformation rules with the focus of facilitating model-based
architectural evolution. We defined a conceptual model and a
set of basic operations that can be applied to the different
languages used for architectural modeling. We illustrate our
approach by defining transformation rules for architectural
evolution on a specific ADL – Acme [9]. The contribution of
this paper is twofold. On one hand, our basic operations can be
used as a co mmon vocabulary for the different architectural
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evolution approaches – f acilitating their integration. On th e
other hand, it can guide the creation of transformation rules for
a specific modeling language.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2 we present the background for this work. Our
conceptual framework is d escribed in Section 3. Section 4
illustrates the use of our approach in Acme. Lastly, Section 5
concludes the paper.
II.

BACKGROUND

Architectural evolution has been acknowledged as a key
element for achieving software evolution [17]. According to
[6], there are 5 types of software evolution: Enhancive,
Corrective, Reductive, Adaptive and Performance. In the case
of autonomic, self-adaptive or self-managing systems this
evolution is performed at runtime, with some degree of
automation. Architectures that can evolve at runtime are
classified as dynamic architectures. Our approach supports
evolution both at design time and at runtime.
A survey on formal architectural specification approaches,
regarding their ability to enact architectural changes at runtime
is reported on [5]. That survey analyzes the approaches
regarding the type of changes they support: Component
Addition, Component Removal, Connector Addition and
Connector Removal. As result, 9 out of 11 approaches were
found to support all these basic operations: CommUnity,
CHAM, Dynamic Wright, PiLar, Gerel, ZCL, Rapide, as well
as the approaches by Le Métayer and by Aguirre-Maibaum.
Moreover, all these 9 approaches have some kind of support for
composing these operations. The need for structural change is
clear in the architectural deployment view, for example, by
replicating application servers in order to improve the system
performance. Additionally, the use of subtyping mechanisms to
enable architectural evolution has also been suggested [15].
From the 9 architectural description languages analyzed in
[15], 4 show some kind of support for evolution through
subtyping mechanisms: Aesop, C2, SADL and Wright.
As the elements and connectors of an architecture evolve,
their properties may be modified as well. These properties may
be related to the element itself (e.g. performance), or to the use
of the element (e.g. workload). The modification of the
properties may happen at design time or at runtime. For
instance, at runtime, we may consider a connector (in a

Some modeling languages that are not considered ADL can
also be used for architectural modeling. Architectural behavior
has been defined in languages such as Statecharts,
ROOMcharts, SDL, Z, Use-Case, Use-Case Maps, Sequence
diagrams, Collaboration diagrams and MSCs [2]. For instance,
Statecharts can be used to describe the different states of a
component, as well the transitions between them; Use-Case
diagrams can express the different activities performed by an
element of a system, from the user’ point-of-view. Thus, when
dealing with architectural evolution, we cannot neglect these
languages. Similarly, the use of goal-based notations such as
Kaos and i* for architectural modeling has been promoted in
some research endeavors [12][18].
III.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Based on a review of the architectural modeling approaches
mentioned in the previous section, we devised a framework for
empowering
architectural
evolution
through
model
transformations, which can be applied to different modeling
languages. This framework comprises a conceptual model,
used to classify the different constructs of a modeling language,
as well as a set of basic architectural evolution operations
defined upon the conceptual model.
Architectural models are composed of architectural
elements – e.g., components, services, classes and states – and
links that define connections between these elements – e.g.,
connectors, requests, association links and events. Both
elements and links may have properties, which can be used to
provide a detailed description of elements and links. Moreover,
elements may have sub-elements, i.e., elements that are part of
them. Fig. 1 shows a model that represents these concepts.
Using the graph terminology, elements can be considered typed
nodes, links can be considered directed edges and properties
can be considered labels of a node/edge.
This conceptual model can be applied to different
architectural description languages, as well as to other
modeling languages that are used for architectural modeling
(e.g., Statecharts, Sequence diagrams, Use-Case and i*). The
(meta-)metamodel of the VPM language [3] resembles our
conceptual model, being essentially composed by elements
(entities) and links (relations) but neglecting their properties.
That work provides a metamodeling language, whereas our
conceptual model is used to classify the constructs of existing
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deployment view) that is r eified in a physical network.
Properties such as reliability and bandwidth of this connector
may be subject to change over time. This kind of changes in
properties of architectural elements is often ignored in the
architectural models. We advocate that the evolution of these
properties should be reflected in the models, as it allows us to
(i) monitor the evolution of these properties, which in turn can
be used to t rigger adaptations, and to (ii) analyze the actual
characteristics of a system using its architectural models. This
alignment between what was designed (the initial model) and
the actual implementation/deployment can help identify and
reduce architectural erosion [15]. A particular research field
that considers the evolution of the properties of architectural
elements is that of service-oriented architectures. For instance
[4][8] match services properties with non-functional
requirements for selecting which services to use.

Figure 1. Conceptual Model

metamodels in o rder to guide the creation of transformation
rules. Thus, our approach is n ot tied to any particular
metamodeling nor transformation specification language.
A. Basic Architectural Evolution Operations
This conceptual model enabled us to define 7 basic
operations required to s upport architectural evolution with
model transformations: Add Element, Remove Element, Add
Link, Remove Link, Add Property, Remove Property and
Change Property. These operations support the 2 different
types of architectural model changes described in Section 2 –
structural/topology changes and property changes. These
operations are described next.
1) Add Element
Inserts a new element in a model. A particular case is when
the new element is a sub-element of another element. Usually,
an element has a name or an identifier.
2) Remove Element
Deletes an element from a model. Caution should be taken
when removing elements from a model, as it is important to
maintain the integrity of the model. For instance, if an element
is removed, it is most likely that it will also be necessary to
remove the links associated with that element.
3) Add Link
Inserts a new link connecting elements of the model.
4) Remove Link
Deletes a link from a model. Here again caution should be
taken, as elements without links may result in invalid models.
5) Add Property
Inserts a property in an element or in a link. Usually, the
property has a name or an identifier, as well as other attributes
such as value, default value and type.
6) Remove Property
Deletes a property from an element or from a link.
7) Change Property
Modifies the content of an attribute of a property, e.g., the
actual value, or its type. A similar effect could be achieved by
combining the Remove Property and the Add Property
operations. However, as modifying a property is conceptually

different from replacing it, we decided to define this specific
operation.
We decided against the definition of Change Element and
Change Link operations as they essentially consist of changing
their properties or adding/removing sub-elements.
These operations are similar to the five basic operations for
graph-based model transformations [13]: create node, connect
nodes, delete node, delete edge and set label. Our notion of
property can be seen as an elaborated kind of label, leading us
to defining three different property-related operations.
Moreover, our conceptual model also supports the definition of
sub-elements, which is an important feature in some
architectural modeling languages.
B. Model Transformation Rules
In order to use the power of model-driven development for
architectural evolution, it is necessary to define transformation
rules for a particular modeling language. In order to describe
these rules, the first step is to classify the constructs of the
language based on the conceptual model of Fig. 1 - i.e., to
identify which are the elements, sub-elements, links and
properties of that particular language. Then one can proceed to
instantiate the basic architectural evolution operations for each
element, link and property of the language.
Once all basic operations are defined, the transformation
rules can be developed using a model transformation
framework (such as QVT) or using a general-purpose
programming language. The development of these rules can be
quite straightforward, as presented in the next section.
However, the complexity of the language in focus may pose
some additional challenges.
MODEL TRANSFORMATIONS FOR ARCHITECTURAL
EVOLUTION ON ACME
In this section we illustrate the use of our conceptual
framework to enable architectural evolution on a specific ADL:
Acme [9]. Acme components characterize computational units
of a s ystem. Connectors represent and mediate interactions
between components. Ports correspond to external interfaces of
components. Roles represent external interfaces of connectors.
Ports and roles are points of interaction, respectively, between
components and connectors – they are bound together through
attachments. Systems are collections of components,
connectors and a description of the topology of the components
and connectors. Systems are captured via graphs whose nodes
represent components and connector and whose edges
represent their interconnectivity. Properties are annotations that
define additional information about elements (components,
connectors, ports, roles, representations or systems).
Representations allow a component or a connector to describe
its design in detail by specifying a sub-architecture that refines
the parent element. The elements within a representation are
linked to (external) ports through bindings.
IV.

A. Applying the conceptual framework
Considering our conceptual framework, we identified the
basic operations required to evolve an architectural model in
Acme. The Acme elements are Component, Connector, Role,
Port and Representation. Particularly, the last three elements
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are sub-elements – Role is a sub-element of Connector, Port is
a sub-element of component and Representation is a subelement of both Component and Connector. Please note that
Connector is not an actual link – instead, it is an element that is
(indirectly) linked to Component through Attachment. The only
links in Acme are Attachment and Binding. An attachment
links an internal port of a component to a role of a connector,
while a binding links an internal port to an external port of a
representation. Lastly, Property expresses the properties of
each element or of a System.
Thus, the basic operations for architectural evolution in
Acme were defined: Add Component, Add Port, Add
Connector, Add Role, Add Representation; Remove
Component, Remove Port, Remove Connector, Remove Role,
Remove Representation; Add Attachment, Add Binding;
Remove Attachment, Remove Binding; Add Property; Remove
Property; Change Property. Since all properties in Acme share
the same structure, we did not need to define different property
operations – e.g., there is no benefit in defining different Add
Component Property and Add Connector Property operations.
B. Acme evolution with QVT
In this section we present how the basic operations can be
implemented using a model transformation framework. Here
we are using QVT, which comprises a language for specifying
model transformations based on the Meta Object Facility –
MOF and on the Object Constraint Language – OCL.
Fig. 2 s hows the QVT Operational code for the Add
Component operation. The first line states the metamodel that
will be used in the transformation, which is the Acme
metamodel. The second line declares the Add Component
transformation, informing that the same model (aliased
acmeModel) will be used both as input and as output. Other
than the input models, QVT transformations accept input
through the mechanism of configuration properties. Line 3
presents the input variable of this transformation, which is the
component name. In QVT, the entry point of the transformation
is the signature-less main operation. Our main operation (lines
4-7) calls the mapping of the root object of the model, which is
System. The transformation itself is performed by the Apply
Add Component mapping (lines 8-12), which inserts a new
component. The component constructor is defined in lines 1316, it simply assigns the given name to the component.
Fig. 3 presents the mapping of the Remove Port
transformation (the other elements of the transformation are
very similar to that of Fig. 2). In this m apping we traverse all
ports of the model (Line 3), so that when port with the given
name is found (Line 5) it is deleted from the model (Line 7).
Here we have described a straightforward implementation
of the basic architectural evolution operations for Acme.
However, there is room for improvement. For example, where
clauses can be defined for preventing the addition of a
component with an empty name, or the removal of a port that is
still attached to some role.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The conceptual framework defined in this paper is generic
enough to allow its application on different architectural
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Abstract

faults into the software is often checked by software regression testing. Regression testing is one of the most practical
means of ensuring software quality during software evolution. It is used to provide conﬁdence that: 1) the modiﬁed parts of the program can run consistently with the new
system, and 2) the unmodiﬁed parts are not affected by the
modiﬁcations and can behave correctly as before. To date,
a number of different approaches have been studied to regression testing [15], such as test case selection and test
case prioritization. On the one hand, test case selection is
used to reduce testing cost by selecting a subset of test cases
from original test suite that are necessary to test the modiﬁed software [8, 12]. On the other hand, test case prioritization is used to identify an ‘ideal’ ordering of test cases to
yield beneﬁts such as earlier feedback to testers and earlier
fault detection [11].

Software regression testing is one of the most practical
means to ensure software quality during software evolution.
Test case selection and prioritization are two effective techniques to maximize the value of the increasing test cases,
and usually studied independently. In this paper, we integrate these two techniques together, and ﬁnish them based
on the impact results predicted by the change impact analysis (CIA) technique. First, we use formal concept analysis
(FCA) to predict a ranked list of impacted methods from a
set of changed classes. Then, test cases which cover these
impacted methods are included in the new test suite. As
each method predicted by the CIA is assigned with an impact factor (IF ) value corresponding to the probability of
this method to be impacted, test cases are ordered according
to the IF values of the individual methods. Initial empirical study demonstrates the effectiveness of our regression
testing approach.

While the research community has made considerable
progress in regression testing areas, one important problem was overlooked, that is, most current regression testing
techniques are proposed standalone, for example, some focused on test case selection [13, 8] while some on test case
prioritization [4, 5], and they are usually studied independently. But in practice, test case selection and prioritization
are performed together to generate a ranked list of test cases
to be directly used. This paper is proposed to address this
lack by combining test case selection and prioritization together. In our study, we use CIA to support regression testing activity. The CIA computes a ranked list of impacted
methods from a set of changed classes based on the formal
concept analysis (FCA) technique. And each method in the
impact results is assigned with an impact factor (IF ) value,
which corresponds to the probability of this method to be
impacted. On the one hand, test cases are selected based on
the coverage information of these impacted methods; on the
other hand, test cases are ordered based on the probability
of the method to be impacted. And these two procedures are
integrated together and performed through only a round.

1 Introduction
Software change is a fundamental ingredient of software
maintenance. Changes made to software will inevitably
have some unpredicted and undesirable effects on other
parts of the software, thus may induce some faults to the
modiﬁed software. And new faults induced during software maintenance can be identiﬁed and isolated by software
change impact analysis and regression testing [2, 12, 15].
Change impact analysis (CIA) is an approach to identify
potential ripple effects caused by changes made to software [2, 10]. And whether these potential effects inject
∗ This work is supported partially by National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant No. 60973149, partially by the Open Funds of
State Key Laboratory of Computer Science of Chinese Academy of Sciences under Grant No. SYSKF1110, partially by Doctoral Fund of Ministry of Education of China under Grant No. 20100092110022, partially
by the Scientiﬁc Research Foundation of Graduate School of Southeast
University under Grant No. YBJJ1102.

This paper is organized as follows: in the next section,
we introduce the FCA-based CIA technique. Section 3
presents our regression testing approach. In Section 4, em-
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pirical evaluation is performed to show the effectiveness of
our regression testing approach. In Section 5, some related
work of regression testing techniques is introduced. Finally,
we conclude and show some future work in Section 6.

Table 1. Formal context
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

M1
×
×
×

M2
×
×

M3
×
×

M4
×

M5
×
×

×
×

M6
×

M7

×

×

×

×

M8
×
×

M9

M 10

×
×

×
×

2 FCA-based Change Impact Analysis
In this paper, our regression testing is performed based
on the CIA technique. Here we use FCA-based CIA approach to predict the ripple effects induced by the proposed
changed classes, which we give a simple introduction here.
More details can be referred to our previous work [14].

2.1 Basics for Formal Concept Analysis
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a ﬁeld of applying
mathematics based on the schematization of concept and
conceptual hierarchy [7]. The input of the FCA process is
the formal context, deﬁned as:
Deﬁnition 1 (Formal Context) A formal context is deﬁned as a triple K = (O, A, R), where R is a binary relation between a set of formal objects O and a set of formal
attributes A. Thus R ⊆ O × A.

Figure 1. Graphical representation of the concept lattice

With the formal context, concept lattice is generated
based on the lattice constructing algorithm [7]. The concept lattice is composed of a set of formal concepts, deﬁned
as follows:

Deﬁnition 4 (Concept Lattice) The concept lattice L(Co)
is a complete lattice. L(Co) = {(O, A) ∈ 2O ×
2A |O = τ (A) ∧ A = σ(O)}, where inﬁmum and supremum of two concepts (O1 , A1 ) and (O2 , A2 ) are deﬁned
as: (O1 , A1 ) ∧ (O2 , A2 ) = (O1 ∩ O2 , σ(O1 ∩ O2 )), and
(O1 , A1 )∨(O2 , A2 ) = (τ (A1 ∩A2 ), A1 ∩A2 ), respectively.

Deﬁnition 2 (Formal Concept) A formal concept is a
maximal collection of formal objects sharing common formal attributes. It is deﬁned as a pair (O, A) with O ⊆ O,
A ⊆ A, O = τ (A) and A = σ(O), where τ (A) = {o ∈
O|∀a ∈ A : (o, a) ∈ R} ∧ σ(O) = {a ∈ A|∀o ∈ O :
(o, a) ∈ R}.

A formal context can be easily represented by a relation
table, as shown in Table 1. In this table, rows represent
formal objects and columns represent formal attributes. A
cross (×) in row C and column M means that the formal
object C has relationship with formal attribute M . By applying Galicia tool1 to the formal context in Table 1, the
concept lattice composed of formal concepts are generated.
Figure 1 shows the corresponding graphical representation
of the concept lattice. Each lattice node on the concept lattice indicates a formal concept, and is marked with its intent
(I Set) and extent (E Set). The edges between them represent the containment relationship between concept intents,
which forms a partial (hierarchical) order on the sets of all
concepts.

τ (A) is said to be the extent of the concept and σ(O)
is said to be its intent. On the generated concept lattice,
there are relations between these formal concepts, which
forms a partial order on the set of all concepts. We use
the following deﬁnition subconcept to denote the relations
between different formal concepts [7]:
Deﬁnition 3 Given two concepts Co1 (O1 , A1 ) and Co2
(O2 , A2 ) of a formal context, Co1 is called the subconcept
of Co2 , provided that O1 ⊆ O2 (or A1 ⊇ A2 ). we usually
mark such relation as: Co1  Co2 ⇐⇒ O1 ⊆ O2 ⇐⇒
A1 ⊇ A2

2.2 Change Impact Analysis
CIA is an important predictive measurement of the ripple
effects induced by the proposed changes. Here, the input of

The set of all concepts of a formal context forms a partial
order, and composes a concept lattice, deﬁned as follows.

1 http://www.iro.umontreal.ca/
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Figure 2. Overview of the regression testing
approach

program, a formal context is obtained as shown in Table 1.
We apply F CA technique to this formal context and generate the concept lattice as shown in Figure 1. In addition, we
assume {C1, C2, C5} are the changed classes. CIA is then
performed on this concept lattice to estimate their impact
results. Thus, the IF values of upward reachable concepts labeling the potentially impacted methods are computed
based on the above IF formula. Column 1 of Table 2 lists
some lattice nodes reachable from the concepts labeled by
the changed classes, Column 2 shows the impact set (IS),
and Column 3 their corresponding IF values.

the CIA is composed of a set of changed classes, and its
output is a ranked list of potentially impacted methods.
The way to use FCA to support CIA is as follows. First,
we provide a formal context: formal objects are classes, and
formal attributes are methods; the relation between them is
deﬁned as: class c is related to m, if and only if, at least one
of the following conditions is satisﬁed: 1) m belongs to c,
2) m belongs to any superclass of c, 3) c depends on another
method k calling m, and 4) c depends on another method k
called by m.
With the formal context, concept lattice is generated [7].
As the containment relationship between concept intents
forms a partial order on the sets of all formal concepts,
the generated lattice structures methods into a hierarchical
order. With this observation, impact results are computed
based on two assumptions: (1) upward reachable methods are shared by an increasing number of unchanged classes, they are expected to be less and less affected by these
changes; and (2) if upward methods are reachable from the
nodes labeled by an increasing number of changed classes, these methods are more probably affected by these joint classes changes. According to the two assumptions, we
propose an Impact Factor (IFj ) metric of the lattice node j,
which is deﬁned as:

3 Regression Testing
In this paper, we propose an approach to perform two
important activities in regression testing: test case selection
and prioritization. Moreover, these two activities are integrated together and performed through only a round. The
overview of our approach is shown in Figure 2.
From Figure 2, we see that regression testing is composed of two parts: change impact analysis (CIA) and test
coverage analysis (TCA). From the CIA part, we obtain the
potential ripple effects induced by the changed classes. We
have presented our FCA-based change impact analysis technique in the above section. From the TCA part, we obtain
the test coverage information of the test cases. Then through
the results from these two activities, we compute a new ordering test suite for the modiﬁed program.
Different from previous regression testing techniques
which are studied independently, we combine them together. For test case selection, our approach is performed by
selecting the set of test cases which cover the methods potentially impacted by these changed classes; for test suite
prioritization, test cases are ordered according to the probability of the method to be impacted, i.e., the methods with
higher IF values may be more probably to be impacted by
these changes, thus they are more preferential to be tested
to check their correctness.
Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm of our regression testing approach. For the change set C, the algorithm ﬁrst calculates a ranked list of impacted methods IS (Line 1). Then
for each method m in the impact set (Loop 2-14), the al-

1
min(dist(j,
i)) + 1
i=1

IFj = n + n

In this formula, n is the number of changed classes upward reachable to lattice node j; min(dist(j, i)) is the least
number of edges which need to be traversed straightforward
upward from lattice node i to node j. Although the IF metric is deﬁned on the lattice node, the lattice node is labeled
by method(s). Thus the methods are also labeled by these
IF values.
Through the CIA process, a ranked list of potentially impacted methods is produced, and these methods are ordered
by the IF values showing their probability to be affected.
We give a simple example to illustrate the CIA. Assuming
there is a simple program and the dependencies between
classes and methods have been analyzed. With the classes and methods, and their dependencies extracted from the
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Algorithm 1 RegressionTesting

Table 3. Test coverage information

Input:
P : original program
T : test suite for P
E: a set of executions
C: a set of changed classes
Declare:
m: a method
t: a test case
IS: a ranked list of potentially impacted methods
EXE: a set of methods executed by a test case
Use:
CIA(C): returns a ranked list of methods potentially impacted by the set of
changed classes C.
T CA(t): returns a set of methods covered by test case t.
Output:

A set of ordering test cases T
1: IS = CIA(C)
2: for each m in IS do
3:
for each test case t in T do
4:
if T CA(t) ∩ m == ∅ then
5:
continue
6:
end
if 

7:
T =T ∪t
8:
T =T −t
9:
EXE = T CA(t) ∩ IS
10:
if EXE = ∅ then
11:
IS = IS − EXE
12:
end if
13:
end for
14: end for

15: return T

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6

M1
√

M2
√
√

M3
√
√

M4
√

M5
√
√

√
√

M6
√

M7

√

√

√

√

M8
√
√

M9

M 10
√

√
√

√
√

can be covered by this test case. As a result, these methods
{M 2, M 3, M 5, M 6, M 10} are covered by T 1, and should
be removed from the impact set. At this time, we check the
method with the second highest IF value, we identify the
M 1 method, and ﬁnd T 2 can cover this method. Thus T 2
is added as the second test case in the new test suite. Similarly, we again remove all the methods in the impact set
covered by this test case. After this, we select T 3 into the
new test suite, and ﬁnd that there is no method in the impact
set. The whole regression testing process is ﬁnished. Ultimately, we ﬁnish the process in three loops and three test
cases are generated in the new test suite, in which T 1 has
the highest prioritization to be run, then T 2, and followed
by T 3.



4 Initial Empirical Study
gorithm checks whether the test case t traverses m, if not,
continues to the next test case (Lines 4-6). If t traverses

m, this test case is added to the new test suite T (Line 7).
Then, the methods in IS traversed by this test case are removed (Lines 9-12) because they have been covered by this
test case. When all the methods in IS are processed, the whole regression testing process is ﬁnished. And the new test

suite T will traverse all the methods in the impact set, and

the test cases in T are ordered according to the possibility
of the methods to be impacted. Thus, our approach directly
generates a new ordering test suite. In Algorithm 1, there
are two loops to scan the set of test cases and the impact set.
So the time to our approach is O(|T | × |M |), where |T | is
the size of the test suite, and |M | is the size of the impact
set. However, in most cases, the time of our approach is
less because the two loops may end at an earlier time when
some test cases can cover all the methods in the impact set.
We also give an example to exemplify our regression
testing approach. The test coverage information of the
above example program is assumed as Table 3. There
are
√
six test cases to coverage these 10 methods. The in row
T and column M means that the test case can cover the
method. Then, we use the results in Table 2 and Table 3
to generate an ordered test suite. According to Algorithm 1, we should ﬁrst select the test case which covers the
method with highest IF value in the new test suite. As
M 2, M 3, M 5 have the highest IF value and the test case
T 1 covers these methods, we should ﬁrst select T 1 into the
new test suite. Then we see which methods in the impact set

4.1 Setup
We use the Java Hierarchical Slicing and Applications
(JHSA) program as our research subject. JHSA is a tool
developed in our group, and used to construct hierarchical
dependence graphs from package level to statement level
[9]. We extracted six versions (V0 to V5 ) of JHSA from its
CV S repository, along with a test suite used to test the software. There are about 13 classes, 121 methods for JHSA.
The test suite contains 72 test cases, which provide 80%
method coverage of the program. In addition, to perform
our study, we require fault data, and we utilized mutation
faults [3] to study the test case prioritization. The average
number of mutation faults of the program is 30.
In our study we use three measures to evaluate the proposed regression testing approach. They are the percentage
of faults that the new test suite can identify (P F ), the percentage of test cases selected from original test suite (P T S)
and the weighted average of the percentage of faults detected (AP F D) during the execution of the test suite, which is
deﬁned as follows:
1
2 +...+T Fm
AP F D = 1 − T F1 +T Fnm
+ 2n
In this Formula, n is the number of test cases, m is the
number of faults revealed by T , and T Fi is the ﬁrst test
case which reveals fault Fi . The AP F D is a commonly
used metric to evaluate the regression test suite prioritization [4]. And higher AP F D values imply better fault detection rates.
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Figure 3. The P F and P T S results for the subject program
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Figure 4. The AP F D and AP F D R results for
the subject program

4.2 Results

sentativeness of our subjects and mutation faults. The subject program is of small size. Thus we cannot guarantee
that the results can be generalized to other more complex
or arbitrary programs. However, it is a real-world program
widely used in our lab [14]. A second concern is the threat
to construct validity. The goal of test case prioritization is
to maximize some predeﬁned criteria by executing the test
cases in a certain order. Here, our focus is to maximize the
rate of fault detection and we used AP F D to measure it.
However, AP F D is not the only possible measure for fault
detection rate. Some other measures may obtain different
results. Finally, we consider the threat to internal validity. In our experiment, we utilized mutation faults to study
the test case prioritization. Some other methods to generate
the faults may be better to evaluate our regression testing
approach. However, it is widely used by the academic community in evaluating test case prioritization [4, 5].

First, we see the effectiveness of test case selection. Figure 3 shows the results of the P F and P T S values for the
subject program during its evolution. From the results of
P F , we see that our approach could select the test cases
covering most of the faults in the program. The percentage
of the identiﬁed faults can reach 80% above in most cases.
In addition, Figure 3 also shows the percentage of test cases
that were selected for each version of the subject. It illustrates that the percentage of selected test cases varies widely
from about 30% to 80%, which is similar to the results from
other studies evaluating test case selection on procedural
programs [13]. The results do not show any obvious difference that is peculiar to object-oriented paradigm. Hence,
from the results, we see that our approach can select a small
set of test cases which can identify most of the faults.
Second, we see the effectiveness of the test case prioritization. To evaluate this, we manually interrupted the new
ly test suite T , and randomly gave another ordering test


suite T based on T . Then we computed the AP F D val
ue for T (AP F D R). Figure 4 shows the AP F D and
AP F D R values using our prioritization approach and the
random prioritization approach, respectively. The data illustrates that our regression testing prioritization approach
has higher AP F D values than that of random prioritization
approach in all cases. Moreover, in most cases, the AP F D
values of our approach are 10% (or above) higher than that
of random prioritization approach. This shows that our prioritization approach is more effective compared to the random prioritization for its better ability of early fault detection.

5 Related Work
A number of approaches have been studied to facilitate
the regression testing process. Test case selection and prioritization are two effective techniques to conduct regression
testing.
Test case selection attempts to reduce the size of original test suite, and focuses on identiﬁcation of the modiﬁed parts of the program. To date, many regression test
selection techniques have been proposed. Rothermel et al.
proposed a safe and efﬁcient regression test selection technique based on comparison of differences on the control
ﬂow graph [13]. In addition, regression testing based on
slicing techniques has attracted much attention for a long
time. And Binkley summarized the application of slicing
techniques to support regression testing [1]. Orso et al. also proposed a similar regression testing approach to ours
in this paper, which used the impact results from the CIA
process to support regression testing [12]. They leveraged

4.3 Threats to Validity
In this section, we discuss some threats to the validity of
our empirical study. The main external threat is the repre-
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposed a novel approach to regression testing, which integrated test case selection and prioritization
together. Test case selection and prioritization were performed based on the impact results from the FCA-based
CIA technique. Initial empirical study on a real-world program showed that: 1) the number of selected test cases
ranges from about 30% to 80% of the original test suite,
which can identify more than 80% faults, and 2) the ability
of early fault detection of our approach is better than that of
the random prioritization approach.
In the future, we will focus on a more complete empirical evaluation of our regression testing approach on open
and large-scale programs. In addition, we will attempt to
use different prioritization strategies based on the impact
results to order the test cases, i.e., to prioritize the test cases
according to the sum of impact factor values of the impacted methods covered by the test cases. Finally, we hope to
compare our approach with current test case prioritization
techniques under the same experimental benchmark.
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transmission and distribution infrastructure in the US and other
parts of the western world is over 50 years old. A key issue
currently facing Utilities is to efficiently distribute their limited
maintenance and r epair funding. Studies in th e UK show that
more than 70% of unplanned customer minutes lost of
electrical power are due to problems in the distribution grid
caused by deterioration or weather [8]. According to a survey
conducted by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,
power outages or interruptions cost the US around $80 billion
annually [7]. Prediction of fault events in distribution grids is
an important capability that helps utilities to reduce outage
costs. For this reason, developing models that can forecast
these fault events and their locations is h ighly desirable. In
many utilities, distribution grid operators rely only on manual
methods and reactive approaches to diagnose outages, and very
limited fault forecasting methods. This makes the dispatching
of repair crews a slow process that can be highly improved by
utilizing more automated diagnostic and fault forecasting
capabilities.

Abstract— Fault events in distribution grids and substations can
cause costly power outages. Forecasting these fault events can
reduce response time and enhance preparedness to repair the
outage, which result in significant cost savings. Identification of
fault events in distribution grids has been mostly a reactive and
manual process with a relatively low level of automation. For this
reason, any tools that can automate the diagnostics or prediction
of fault events in the grid are welcome in the industry. The
objective of the investigation presented in this paper is to develop
machine-learning models capable of predicting fault events and
their location in power distribution grids. Data related to
historical fault events, grid electrical values, types of
infrastructure, and historical weather were combined to create
the forecasting models. A variety of machine learning algorithms
such as Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines, Recursive
Partitioning, and Naïve Bayes were utilized to create the machine
learning models. Neural Network models performed best at
forecasting fault events given certain weather conditions, and
identifying the specific grid zone where a fault occurred. The
Recursive Partitioning models were better at forecasting the
substation and feeder where a fault occurred. An implementation
at a US utility was prototyped to demonstrate the forecasting
capabilities of these models.

II.

SOURCES OF FAULTS IN POWER DISTRIBUTION GRIDS

There are many factors identified in the literature that can
cause fault events in a distribution grid [2] [3] [4] [6] [9] [11]
[12] [14]. Fig 1 presents a summary of these factors.

Keywords - machine learning, data mining, fault events,
forecasting, power distribution grids, substations, weather.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The electrical power utilized in cities, factories, office
buildings, industries, and housing is p roduced in power
generating stations or power plants. Such generating stations
are conversion facilities where heat energy from fuel (coal, oil,
gas, or uranium) and sun, as well as mechanical energy from
wind, or falling water is converted into electricity. The
transmission system transports electricity in large quantities
from generating stations to the consumption areas. Electric
power delivered by transmission circuits and power lines must
be “stepped-down” in facilities called substations, to voltages
more suitable for use in industries, buildings, and residential
areas. The segment of the electric power system that takes
power from a bulk-power substation to consumers, commonly
about 35% of the total plant investment, is called the
distribution system, and inc ludes the power distribution grid,
electrical equipment, and the substations. Based on ABB’s
experience, it is estimated that over half of the power

Figure 1. Factors that can contribute to faults in power distribution grids
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events, among others. Fig. 2 shows a d etailed list of the data
attributes utilized to run the prediction models presented in
Section V.

The investigation described in this paper focuses on
forecasting fault events in a distribution grid utilizing historical
data on fault events that occurred in the grid and their
associated electrical values, data on weather conditions at the
time of t he fault, and the type of grid infrastructure, as shown
in the shaded areas in Fig. 1. Although large storms can cause
considerable damage to distribution grids, “relatively normal”
weather conditions can also have a significant impact on faults
in the distribution grid, as shown by the results of this project.
Lu et al. [11] discuss the influence that changing climatic
conditions and weather have on the wear of electric equipment.
Their analyses indicate that during the hot summer months,
when the load on a feeders increase to 60-70%, there is an
over-charge in the lines and assets, which can result in
increased number of faults and reduced voltage of the
distributed power.
III.

DATA COLLECTION AND PRE-PROCESSING

The results described in this investigation are associated
with the study of a utility in the US whose identity and name
cannot be revealed due to confidentiality agreements. Hence,
the utility in this study will be referred to as Investor Owned
Utility (IOU).
Several types of historical datasets associated with the IOU
were collected and utilized during this investigation. The
historical dataset types utilized in this investigation include: (a)
fault data and electrical values from the IOU; (b) weather data;
and (c) infrastructure type of the IOU. Fig. 2 shows the dataset
types and their associated data attributes. The fault data from
the IOU was collected utilizing an automated system developed
at ABB. This system consists of in telligent electronic devices
(IED’s) with sensing and analytic capabilities located at the end
of the feeders of distribution lines. These IED’s monitor
electrical values from the distribution lines, and are able to
detect a fault event in the grid soon after it occurs. The
historical fault data utilized includes these electrical values,
which were corroborated with data entries documented by IOU
engineers after restoring service. The weather data was
collected from the US National Weather Service (NWS) and
from the WeatherBug (WBUG) weather services. The NWS
data was collected by their weather station every five minutes
in METAR format. The WeatherBug data were collected from
small weather stations located in various locations close to the
different substations of the IOU. Finally, the lightning data
were also obtained from the WeatherBug weather services
organization. Fig. 1 has three gray rectangles that show the
factors utilized to develop the machine learning algorithms
discussed in this paper. It is e xpected that future studies will
include data associated with th e remaining factors in Fig. 1, to
increase the precision and accuracy of the forecasted results.

Figure 2. Primary data attributes utilized by machine learning algorithms

Data pre-processing involved cleaning of the fault, weather,
and lightning data; aligning all of the datasets based on both
time and geographic location; and fusing the various datasets
together. A total of 1725 fault events were obtained over a twoyear period, across eight feeders in four substations (two
feeders per substation). These feeders range from a few miles
apart to 10 miles apart. The main tasks in cleaning and preprocessing fault data included generation of “mineable”
parameters from the fault comment texts, which described the
equipment involved in the fault and the type of problem (e.g.
animal contact). The fault infrastructure coding in the fault
events was supplemented with information on the power grid
topology, e.g. which feeders were almost entirely underground
(UG) or overhead (OH). Five-minute weather observation data
were obtained from NWS for one airport within 9-25 miles of
the four substations, with 93% completeness (about 100,000
observation records per year). Hourly weather observation data
were obtained from WeatherBug for four local “Earth
Networks” weather stations within varying distances from the
four substations at IOU (about 8000 observation records per
year for a single weather station).

An essential aspect of any data mining activity is preparing
the data to be util ized for the analyses, or "data preprocessing". A software utility was developed in this project to
automate the pre-processing of the raw datasets, to generate the
data warehouse used to extract data for analyses, and to
populate the forecasted results. The data pre-processing utility
contains rules that address: (a) weather-fault time zone
alignments; (b) weather-fault distances; (c) weather direction;
and (d) information in free-format comments in the fault

Preprocessing the five-minute airport weather data required
several transformation steps: first, to translate the coded
“METAR” strings to their equivalent text and numeric
parameters; then, to parse and group the weather conditions
into mineable nominal parameters. The hourly WeatherBug
data contained somewhat different parameters than the fiveminute METAR data (e.g., it included sunlight level readings
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presented in this paper is that a fault event occurrence is likely
to follow a pattern with respect to weather conditions,
infrastructure type, and electrical values in the distribution grid
at the time of the fault (as seen in Fig. 1).

which the airport data did not contain, and it did not have
weather condition comments), but the pre-processing was
otherwise similar. Lightning stroke data was also obtained for
2009 and 2010 from WeatherBug Total Lightning Network
(WTLN) within a five-mile radius of each substation. Since this
lightning stroke data were time-stamped to the micro-second,
preprocessing it for data mining purposes required various
aggregate counts and sums of strokes and amplitudes for both
intra-cloud and cloud-to-ground lightning. These aggregates
were calculated for both five-minute periods and one-hour
periods so the lightning counts could be joined to the weather
data.

The objective of the investigation discussed in this paper is
to develop the basis of a Decision Support System (DSS)
using machine learning that forecasts fault events in the power
distribution grid based on expected weather conditions. The
strategy has two primary phases as shown in Figure 4. In the
first phase, the historical data collected (as explained in
Section 3) is utilized to d evelop and train machine learning
models that can foretell fault events using weather forecasts.
During the first phase, four algorithms are utilized to perform
five generic analyses (fault prediction, zone prediction,
substation prediction, infrastructure prediction, and feeder
prediction) and train the models. Four measurements are used
to compare machine learning algorithms: precision, recall,
accuracy, and f-measure. Precision determines the fraction of
records that actually turns out to be positive in the group the
classifier has declared as a positive class. Recall is computed as
the fraction of correct instances among all instances that
actually belong to the relevant subset. Accuracy is the degree
of closeness of the predicted outcomes to the actual ones. The
f-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
During the second phase, the best performing algorithm is
selected for each of the five analyses, to be uti lized as part of
the DSS for future predictions at the IOU.

To enable selection of the “closest” weather data for each
fault, preparing all o f this data for mining required aligning
both the timestamps and the geographic locations. Calculating
geographic location parameters was also dif ferent for each
dataset. For the airport weather data, the precise (lat, lon) of the
airport weather station was known. For the hourly weather
data, the (lat, lon) values were not available for the weather
stations, so the geographic center of each weather station’s zip
code was used. Since each microsecond-time-stamped
lightning stroke had its own unique (lat, lon), a reference (lat,
lon) was determined algorithmically to tag the five-minute and
one-hour aggregate records. The precise (lat, lon) had not been
recorded for many faults, so the (lat, lon) of the associated
substation was used for all fault records to ensure consistency.
Each fault and weather dataset had a different reference
time zone: some used local time and some used UTC, and
some that used local time reflected Daylight Savings while
others did not. Therefore, our preprocessing included
calculation of a new timestamp parameter for each dataset,
adjusted to the same reference time zone (local standard time
was chosen). The lightning aggregates were then joined to the
five-minute weather data and the hourly weather data.
Approximate ‘Great Circle’ distances were calculated between
each weather station and each substation, and for each lightning
aggregate, the distances to the four substations were calculated.
These distances were used to choose for each fault the “closest”
five-minute and “closest” one-hour weather record, using both
timestamp and distance.

V.

CREATION OF MACHINE LEARNING MODELS

Supervised classification techniques are utilized to forecast
the occurrence of faults in the distribution power grid of the
IOU. Four supervised classification machine learning
algorithms are utilized to conduct the analyses: Neural
Networks (NN), kernel support vector machines (KSVM),
decision-tree based classification (recursive partitioning;
RPART), and Naïve Bayes (NB). A NN is an i nterconnected
group of artificial neurons that use a computational model that
allows them to adapt and change their structure based on
external or internal information that flows through the network.
A SVM is a linear binary classification algorithm [1]. Since the
datasets consist of more than two classes, we choose to use
kernel support vector machine (KSVM), which has been found
to work in the case of non-linear classifications. RPART is a
type of decision tree algorithm that helps identify interesting
patterns in data and represents them as a tree. RPART is chosen
because it provides a suitable tree-based representation of any
interesting patterns that ar e observed in the data sets, and also
because it works well with both nominal and continuous data.
NB is a probabilistic classification technique that works well
with relatively small datasets. These four algorithms are
selected because of their distinct properties and their ability to
work with different types and sizes of data, and the objective is
to select the algorithm that performs the best for the type of
prediction being conducted. Five analyses are conducted
utilizing these four algorithms: (a) fault event prediction; (b)
grid zone prediction; (c) substation prediction; (d) type of grid
infrastructure; (e) feeder number prediction. As mentioned
earlier, the primary data attributes shown in the shaded areas of

IV. FORECASTING FAULT EVENTS
Several approaches to predicting fault events in a
distribution grid have been proposed. Butler [1] discusses a
failure detection system, which makes use of electrical property
parameters (such as feeder voltages, phase currents,
transformer windings' temperatures, and noise from the
transformer during its operation) to identify failures.
Gulachenski and Bsuner [6] use a Bayesian technique to
predict failures in transformers. Some of the features
considered in these studies include ambient temperature,
varying loads on the transformer, and age-to-failure data of
transformers. Quiroga et al. [12] search for fault patterns
assuming the existence of r elationships between events. Their
approach considers factors such as v alues of over-currents of
past fault data and the sequence, magnitude, and duration of the
voltage drops. Although the above mentioned approaches are
predictive in nature, they do not consider weather properties to
predict faults. The hypothesis associated with th e work
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of 77%, an average precision of 62%, an average recall of 52%,
and an f-measure of 57%.

Fig. 1 an d the data elements in Fig. 2 ar e considered when
creating and training the predictive models.
A. Fault Prediction Models
Four models are created to identify weather patterns that are
most likely to result in a fault event using the NN, KSVM,
RPART, and NB algorithms. The models were constructed by
taking weather data points joined to fault events, as well as
random weather data s amples when no fault events were
recorded in the selected IOU substations. Since there were a
large number of weather points for the times at which a fault
did not occur, the random sample of records is taken making
sure that all months and days and hours in the day are covered
in the sample. The dataset contained a t otal of 3471 records
(1725 with faults and 1746 without faults) of which 2430 were
used for training each of the four models and 1041 for testing
the models (see Fig. 3). The selection of records without faults
was done in a random fashion. The best-performing model is
the one created with the feed-forward trained by a multi-layer
perceptron back-propagation NN algorithm (see shaded area in
Fig. 3). This trained model produced an accuracy of 75%, an
average precision of 77%, an average recall of 73%, and an fmeasure of 75%. Table I shows a sample of the results
generated in Rapid Miner for the NN model.

Weather, Lightning,
Infrastructure, date, time
table (only faults)

Weather_Lightning_
Fault_No_Fault
Table

Fault
Prediction
Models

No Faults
Predicted

Faults
Predicted

Models
NN
KSVM
RPART
NB

Models
NN
KSVM
RPART
NB

Historical
substation data
table joined to
the weather and
other properties

Zone
Prediction
Models

Zone
Predicted

Models
NN
KSVM
RPART
NB

Substation
Prediction
Models

Substation
Predicted

Models
NN
KSVM
RPART
NB

Infrastructure
Prediction
Models

Infrastructure
Predicted

Feeder
Prediction
Models

Feeder
Predicted

Models
NN
KSVM
RPART
NB
Models
NN
KSVM
RPART
NB

Figure 3. Machine Learning Models

TABLE I.

B. Zone Prediction Models
The four zone prediction models were trained by
considering historical fault data from the IOU grid and weather
data. Of the 1725 records with faults and weather data, 70%
were used for training and 30% for testing the trained models.
The output of these models predict in what zone (AMZ, UMZ,
PMZ) on the IOU grid the fault occurred. The best-performing
model was the one created training a Neural Network
algorithm, as shown in the shaded area in Fi g. 3. The model
contains one hidden layer with 20 nodes. The model produced
an accuracy of 66%, an average precision of 69%, an average
recall of 68%, and an f-measure of 68%.
C. Substation Prediction Models
The four substation prediction models were trained by
considering historical fault data from the IOU grid and weather
data. Of the 1725 records with faults and weather data, 70%
were used for training and 30% for testing the trained models.
The output of these models predicts the IOU substation ID
where the fault occurred. The best performing model was the
one created with the RPART algorithm, as shown in the shaded
area in Fig. 3. This trained model produced an accuracy of
59%, an average precision of 66%, an average recall of 54%,
and an f-measure of 59%.

NEURAL NETWORK OUTPUT OF FAULT PREDICTION MODEL

E. Feeder Prediction Models
The four feeder prediction models were trained by
considering historical fault data from the IOU grid and weather
data. Of the 1725 records with faults and weather data, 70%
were used for training and 30% for testing the trained models.
The output of these models predicts the IOU Feeder where the
fault occurred. The best-performing model was the one created
with the recursive partitioning algorithm, as shown in the
shaded area in Fig. 3. This trained model produced an accuracy
of 74%, an average precision of 79%, an average recall of 70%,
and an f -measure of 74%.

D. Infrastructure Prediction Models
The four infrastructure prediction models were trained by
considering historical fault data from the IOU grid and weather
data. Of the 1725 records with faults and weather data, 70%
were used for training and 30% for testing the trained models.
The output of these models predicts the type of infrastructure,
OH (overhead) or UG (underground) on the section of the IOU
grid where the fault occurred. The best-performing model was
the one created training a Neural Network algorithm, as shown
in the shaded area in F ig. 3. The model produced an accuracy

F. Comparative f-measures of Predictive Models
Fig. 4 displays a graph with the average f-measure values
from the four different models created for each analysis. The fmeasure is calculated as the harmonic mean of precision and
recall, using the formula given in Eq. 1. Precision pertains to
the fraction of classified set of data points that have been
correctly classified. Precision can be viewed also as the
probability that a (randomly selected, using the uniform
distribution) retrieved data point is relevant. Recall is the
fraction of the actual set of data points that have been correctly
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fault events are expected. If a fault event is expected, then the
remaining trained algorithms will determine in what zone,
substation, and feeder the fault is expected to occur, and also if
the fault will occur in an overhead or underground line. The
modules presented in Fig. 5 form the basis for the DSS for
forecasting fault events in the power distribution grid.

classified. Recall is the probability that a (randomly selected)
relevant data point is retrieved in a search. Precision and recall
are calculated using the formulas in Eq. 2 and Eq. 3
respectively.
௦ כ
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Figure 4. Performance Comparison of Machine Learning Models

Figure 5. Machine Learning Models as Basis for DSS

Based on the highest f-measure of the trained models for
each analysis, the following selections were made to become
the basis for the IOU Decision Support System:

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a machine learning approach to
forecast fault events in a p ower distribution grid. The
investigation developed and summarized in this paper was
conducted as an applied research project utilizing real-life
historical data from a power distribution utility (referred as
IOU) in the US. The data from IOU dates as far back as 2008,
and includes historical data on fault event occurrences, the
electrical values from the grid at the time that the fault event
occurred, as well as data associated with the topology of the
grid (overhead and underground lines). Historical weather
records collected from the US National Weather Service
(NWS) and from the WeatherBug (WBUG) weather service
during the time period when the fault events occurred were also
included in the datasets employed to train the machine learning
models. An additional historical dataset on lightning, also
provided by WBUG, was included as part of the weather data.
The fields used t o fuse fault event data and weather data were
the location and time stamp associated with the fault event. In
situations when readings of weather are taken over certain
intervals of time, a decision has to be made about what weather
reading will be associated with a specific time stamp. In our
study, the weather reading utilized was the one closest after the
fault time stamp reading, since that weather reading covered
the observation interval just ended which encompassed the
fault time. However, an alternate approach would be to use a
weather reading preceding the time stamp reading.

a)

NN model was selected to predict faults based on
weather;

b) NN model was selected for prediction of the zone in
the grid where a fault may occur;
c)

RPART model was selected to predict the substation
where a fault may occur;

d) NN model was selected to predict if the fault occurs in
the overhead or underground lines;
e)

RPART model was selected to predict the feeder
where a fault may occur in the grid.

VI. FORECASTING FAULT EVENTS AT IOU
The analytic models developed in thi s project and
summarized in Section V formed the basis for the development
of a decision support system (DSS) at IOU to forecast fault
events in their power distribution grid. The analytic models
have been trained using historical data which is pertinent to the
IOU infrastructure and weather patterns in the r egions where
their distribution grid is located. Fig. 5 depicts the modular
view of the architecture of the fault event forecasting DSS, and
the output types that are expected from the trained machine
learning models. Given a certain weather forecast or forecasts,
the Forecast Prediction NN model identifies if o ne or more
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Once all datasets were collected, all these data points were
aligned using the closest reading to the location and time stamp
at which the fault event occurred in a power line, to create an
analysis dataset. Moreover, a random selection of weather data
points with no faults was also included in the datasets utilized
to train and test the machine learning models. A total of 1725
faults occurred during the study period. The dataset then
consisted of fault-related data and weather corresponding to the
1725 fault events as well as 1746 weather entries when no
faults occurred.

distribution grid has the po tential of reducing the ti me and
effort in restoring electrical power in the grid after a fault event
has occurred.

The machine learning algorithms evaluated for creating the
prediction models include neural networks, kernel support
vector machines, recursive partitioning, and Naïve Bayes. The
f-measure was utilized to evaluate the overall performance of
the machine learning algorithms; the average f-measure value
for the selected prediction models was 67%. The models that
performed the best included neural networks and recursive
partitioning, which were selected to become the basis for th e
fault prediction decision support system (DSS). If we were to
pick only one machine learning algorithm that performed the
best across all five prediction areas, it is the neural network
algorithm. The authors believe this is because the inputs to the
model are well understood (we understood which data
attributes were likely to be important for prediction, but did not
know how to combine them). Moreover, the predicted data
attributes were clearly defined. Another reason was that we had
enough examples to be able to train the neural network
algorithms.
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Abstract

less. In particular, a VO is composed of several organizations and their employees, where they share some services
or resources among them. Cross-organizational interoperability is a major challenge to VO applications [6]. To be
able to specify not only the functional aspect of a VO but
also those aspects that guarantee the interoperability security policies is an industrial necessity [12]. Currently, we
cannot dissociate the functional aspect of a system from its
security consideration. Let us remark that security policies
restraint the behavior of a system in order to guarantee a certain level of security. Moreover, it is possible that a security
policy adds new behaviors to the system such as obligation
actions in the case where these actions are not supported by
the system. Therefore, checking only the functional part of
a system is not sufﬁcient to guarantee that a system behaves
as required and provides the intended services, this process
requires the application of sound techniques.

Testing is one of the most widely used techniques to increase the quality and reliability of complex software systems. In this paper we present the notion of testing interoperability security rules in virtual organizations. In particular, we incorporate mechanisms to test those interactions
among the organizations of the business communities when
the resources are shared. In order to apply our technique to
increase the conﬁdence on the correctness of these systems,
we need to obtain a set of tests compiling the relevant properties of the interoperability security policies. We present a
model based testing approach for checking the correctness
of these policies in this environment.
In addition to provide the theoretical framework, we
show how this formalism, based on extended ﬁnite automata, has been used to test a hospital scenario. This exercise convinced us that a formal approach to test systems
can facilitate some of the development phases. In particular, how to choose which tests to apply, is simpliﬁed since
tests are automatically extracted from the speciﬁcation.

Formal methods refer to techniques based on mathematics for the speciﬁcation, development, and veriﬁcation of
software and hardware systems. The use of formal methods is especially important in reliable systems where, due to
safety and security reasons, it is important to ensure that errors are not included during the development process. Formal methods are particularly effective when used early in
the development process, at the requirements and speciﬁcation levels, but can be used for a completely formal development of a system. One of the advantages of using a formal representation of systems is that it allows to rigorously
analyze their properties. In particular, it helps to establish
the correctness of the system with respect to the speciﬁcation or the fulﬁllment of a speciﬁc set of requirements, to
check the semantic equivalence of two systems, to analyze
the preference of a system to another one with respect to a
given criterion, to predict the possibility of incorrect behaviors, to establish the performance level of a system, etc. In
this line, formal testing techniques [10] can be used to test
the correctness of a system with respect to a speciﬁcation.

Keywords: Integrity, Testing, Quality, Interoperability
Security Policy.

1. Introduction
Among those areas where the development of Computer
Science has changed our society during the last years, the
relevance of the collaboration among different information
systems is remarkable [2]. In particular, there is a strong
demand for access control of distributed shared resources
in Virtual Organizations, in short VO [8] where the classical notion of client server architecture is obsolete and use∗ Research partially supported by the ISER project and the TESIS
project (TIN2009-14312-C02-01). The work was carried out while the
second author was visiting TELECOM SudParis.
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It is worth to point out that in recent years, there has been
a new emphasis on applying formal testing to check local
security policies [3, 11].
It has been argued, usually with very good arguments,
both that formal methods are very appropriate to guide the
development of systems and that, in practice, they are useless since software development teams are usually not very
knowledgeable of formal methods in general, and have no
knowledge at all of what academia is currently developing
(see, for example, [9, 1] among many others). To solve
this, in this paper we present our formal testing methodology [11] in an informal way. We present the modeling of
the speciﬁcation, the test architecture, and the test case generation using our experiences obtained from the application
of our methodology in real systems. Moreover, we present
a complete case study where the net of two hospitals organizations is tested.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present the environment where we apply the testing task. In Section 3 our methodology to test virtual organizations is introduced. Next, in Section 4 a complete
case study where our methodology is applied is presented.
Finally, in Section 5 we present the conclusions and some
lines of future work.
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Figure 1. Interaction in O2O.

Thus, in this paper we focus in testing each authority sphere.
In each authority sphere O2O uses context [7] to express different types of extra conditions or constraints that control
the activation of rules expressed in the access control policy. There are several types of context deﬁned for O2O. For
instance the temporal context that depends on the time at
which the subject is requesting for an access to the system
or the special context that depends on the subject location.
Taking into account the information provided by the contexts of the security rules, we can assume the following
testing hypothesis. We are provided with a global clock to
check the temporal contexts. This fact allow us to describe
the scenarios for the tests using time restrictions in an easy
way. We can monitor into logs at most this information: the
software and the hardware architecture, the subject purpose,
the system database, and the historical interactions.
Each organization that belongs to a net O2O has associated a set of security policies for local employees and several VPOs, one for each organization that belongs to the net.
Finally, the interoperability security policies of the VPOs are
considered provided by experts in a formal way. Moreover,
security policy properties such as completeness and consistency are considered veriﬁed. In particular, we say that a
security policy is complete if it computes at least one decision for every incoming request, and it is consistent if for
any request the policy computes at most one decision.

2. Testing Hypothesis in a Organization to Organization Environment
In this Section we present the Organization to Organization, in short O2O, environment that we are going to test in
order to list a set of assumptions that we can assume during
the testing task. We introduce the basic principles of O2O
presenting our running example. This example is depicted
in Figure 1. There are represented two organizations A and
B that might share resources. Each organization has its local
set of security policies that deﬁnes the roles and the access
for its employees. This fact is graphically represented by
“orgA” and “orgB” respectively. When there is an exchange
of information between different organizations, the notion
of local policies must be extended.
According to O2O, each organization deﬁnes its own Virtual Private Organization, in short VPO. A VPO is associated with an interoperability security policy that administrate the access of external users to the organization resources. In Figure 1 we represent these VPOs as “VPOA2B ”
and “VPOB2A ” respectively. In particular, VPOA2B is associated with a security policy that manages how employees
from organization A, called O-grantee in O2O, may have an
access to the resources of organization B, called O-grantor
in O2O.
An important notion in O2O is the concept of authority
sphere. This sphere restricts the scope of every security rule
to the organization in which the rule is applied. Each organization has its own sphere, as we can observe in Figure 1.

3. Testing Approach
In this Section we present our testing approach. Our
main goal is to generate test cases to stimulate the O-grantee
to send speciﬁc requests to the O-grantor. These requests
target the security rules to be tested. We assume that we
have only access to the O-grantee system. For each request sent from the O-grantor one and only one security rule
can be involved1 . After applying the test case, we check
that the set of received outputs conforms with the test case
1 Let us remark that the interoperability security policy is consistent and
decision complete.
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approach it is necessary to attach the following points of observations: those points that allow us to collect the interactions of the O-grantor with its information system which in
charge of managing the security policies contexts, and those
interactions between the O-grantor and the O-grantee when
the information of a context are managed by the O-grantee.
Now, let us focus on 2, that is the systems behaviors using a formal speciﬁcation language process. The description shows the behavior of the communicating system by
taking in consideration the test architecture, the interoperability security policy, and the different actions that intervene in the correct behaviors of the service. In our approach
each system behavior is modeled with an Extended Finite
Automaton in IF language. The extended automaton that
covers the joint-behavior of the two systems is built from
the automata of these systems.
Next we present the following concept, by means 3: the
test objectives and test generation. This task is based on
selecting a set of tests according to a given criteria. These
criteria are deﬁned with respect to the security requirements
to be tested. We formally deﬁne a test objective as a list
of ordered conditions. This means that the conditions have
to be satisﬁed in the order that is given by the test objective. The test case generation is guided by the set of these
test objectives. The inputs of the generated test case stimulate the system O-grantee that sends speciﬁc requests to
the system O-grantor. Whereas, the outputs of the test cases
represent the expected behavior of the system when the security rules hold. In this step we have also to check the
activation of the security rules. We deﬁne for each security
rule of the interoperability security policy a test objective.
Thus, we generate at least for each security rule a test case
to check if the O-grantor conforms this rule. The test cases
are generated from the extended automaton that covers the
joint-behavior of the two systems. When we generate test
cases from the extended automata (in 2) it is necessary to
use some methodologies based on partial generation of the
reachability graph to obtain the tests [4]. In these methods
the test case generation process is guided by the test architecture and a predeﬁned set of test objectives.
Finally, to automatize the process of tests generation presented in Figure 2 we use the TestGen-IF tool [5]. This
tool is open source and it accepts systems modeled with the
IF language. In Figure 3 the architecture of this tool is presented. The tool allows to build tests sequences with high
fault coverage and to avoid the state explosion and deadlock
problems encountered respectively in exhaustive or exclusively random searches. Let us remind that in the architecture of this tool the test coverage considers a complete test
generation if all set of chosen properties are speciﬁed in the
test objectives.
Following we present the last notion, by means 4: test
execution and test verdict. In order to execute the test
cases generated with TestGen-IF in an O2O scenario, it
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Figure 2. Overview of the Test Generation
Framework.

only if the conditions of context are satisﬁed. Following
we present an overview of our tests suite generation framework for O2O. Graphically, it is represented in Figure 2.
The process of “Automatic test case generation” receives
two inputs parameters. On the one hand the speciﬁcation
of the system by using a formal model based on Extended
Finite Automata. This model represent the joint behavior of
the two systems (the O-grantor and the O-grantee). In particular, the O-grantor model describes the functional aspect
of the system and the interoperability security policy [11].
On the other hand the test objectives specifying the security
properties to be tested. Regarding the hole approach, these
are the main concepts that allow us to describe it in detail:
1. The test architecture,
2. the systems behaviors using a formal speciﬁcation language,
3. the test objectives and the test case generation, and
4. the test execution and test verdict.
Let us focus in the ﬁrst topic 1, by means the test architecture. Our system consists of two systems: a system that
represents the O-grantee and the other one that represents
the O-grantor. On the one hand, the access is done by the
users of the O-grantee so the unique control point should
be placed at the user side of the O-grantee that initializes
the interaction between the two systems. On the other hand
we have a set of compulsory minimum set of points of observation to attach to the architecture, but we are allowed
to deﬁne higher number of points of observations where the
exchanged data can be collected at runtime. Note that in our
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hospital had its local security policy to manage the privileges of its local users. We also assumed that the following roles existed in the two hospitals: doctor, nurser, aduser
(an user in the administrative staff), and ITuser (a user in
the information technology staff), and that in both hospitals a patient had a medical report, data related for payment
and sensitive data which was related to personal information such as previous medical report, insurance company,
etc.
In this case study we only focus on one interaction way:
from hospital A to hospital B. Therefore, the resources to
be accessed are located in hospital B and the VPO will be
VPOA2B .
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9DULDEOH
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Figure 3. Architecture of TestGen-IF.

4.1. Modeling the System Under Test
is mandatory to instantiate them. The instantiation of an
abstract test case is composed of two sub-processes: the
concretization (addition of details) and the translation to executable scripts. The ﬁnal test case is a script that contains
details of the implementation such as the real values of variables and the signals of the test case. This script will be
executed in the O-grantee system to stimulate this system
generating speciﬁc request to the O-grantor.
Regarding the verdict, when we apply the inputs of the
test case on the O-grantor system, the generated set of outputs has to be conform with respect to the test. However, a
rule can be only checked when the rule holds. Thus, in the
case where the security rule is constrained by a context, an
additional information that gives the state of this context is
needed in the tests.
The test verdict is built based on the information on the
security rule context and the behavior related to the execution of the test case. Following we present the test verdict
after executing a test case.
Verdict = ¬(Test case ⊕ context)

Next we introduce the interoperability security policy
objectives that describe the privileges of employees of the
hospital A in B and belong to VPOA2B . These interoperability security policies represent a set of objectives that hospital B must respect when it is accessed by the employees
of hospital A. The complete interoperability security policy is composed of 11 objectives. Due to space limitations
following we only describe 3 of them.
The ﬁrst one focus on the following situation. A doctor from Hospital A has accessed to restricted and sensitive
information of a patient of Hospital B after ﬁlling a non
release form. The second one represents that the system
must notify to any doctor when one of his/her patient’s medical reports is edited by another doctor. In particular if it is
edited by a doctor of a different hospital. Finally, the last
one focus on the nurse role. A nurse from hospital A is not
allowed to create, drop or edit any data of a medical report.
After deﬁning the objectives, the interoperability security policy objectives are modeled according to the O2O
model. As a result we got in this case study 53 different
security rules.
Next, both hospitals were modeled within extended automata using the IF language. Note that these models, do
not specify the complete behavior of the hospitals but a partial one which is related to the interoperability security policy that we have to test.
We integrated the O2O rules in the automata applying the
methodology described in [11]. This integration process increase the number of states and transitions of the original
automata. Following we present some metrics of the integration process.

(1)

Remark that the global verdict, that is the verdict after
performing all the test cases, has the form of a conjunction
of the verdicts produced for each test case. Therefore if the
verdict of one test case is false the global verdict is also
false.

4. Case Study
In this Section we present our testing methodology approach through a hospital network case study. A hospital
network is a network or group of hospitals that work together to coordinate and deliver a broad spectrum of services to their community in an O2O scenario. We considered
the case where the hospital network consists of two hospitals, hospital A and hospital B. It was assumed that each
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Figure 4. Testing Architecture.
Test Case

4.2. Test Generation and Results
+RVSLWDO%

The system under test consists of the information systems of hospitals A and B. The Figure 4 illustrates the test
architecture. As we mentioned before, there is only one
control point in the interface between the tester and the information system. It is denoted by “UI2”.
Next we generated the test cases using the
TestGen-IF tool. The tool performed the following sequence of actions to generate the test cases. It
computed a partial accessibility graph of the speciﬁcation.
The partial graph was constructed using a breath ﬁrst
search, where the depth of the partial graph was speciﬁed
in the tool input parameters. For this running example
we applied depth = 100. After this, the tool performed a
local search from the current state in a neighborhood of the
partial graph. If a state was reached and one or more test
objectives were satisﬁed, the set of test cases was updated
and a new partial search was conducted from this state.
Next we deﬁned the test objectives for this net of hospitals. A test objective is described as a list of ordered conditions. This means that the conditions have to be satisﬁed
in a given order. A condition is a conjunction of: a process
instance constraint, a state constraint, an action2 constraint
and a variable constraint. In particular, a process instance
constraint indicates the identiﬁer of a process instance, and
and action constraint describes how to send or receive the
messages.
In our case study the test case generation algorithm implemented in the tool checked whether the properties in the
reachability graph that described the joint-behavior of the
two systems held. When the property was satisﬁed, the algorithm generated the path for this property. This path was
transformed to an executable test case to be applied later to
the system implementation.
Let us remark that the use of this tool is friendly.
For instance, Figure 5 presents a test objective and its
2 In
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Figure 5. Example of objective and test case
in TestGen-IF.

test case, generated by the tool. The test objective describes that “a doctor (with an id = 6) of the hospital
A is allowed to access sensitive information of a patient (with an id = 65) of hospital B”. The generated
test case shows that the tester has to send two inputs.
A ﬁrst input, namely signe NDF REQ{6,55}, is to
sign a non divulgation form. The second input, namely
access file REQ{6,65}, is to check that if this doctor request to access the sensitive information the hospital
B will grant the access. Following we report some relevant
data of the use of this tool after performing this task.

this context an action represents any input or any output.
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the interoperability security rules were checked. We consider that the use of this testing methodology is very positive
and encouraging as to support the use of formal methods.
As future work we would like to add some extra (probabilistic) information in our tests in order to increase their
coverage in a virtual organization environment.

The next step in the testing process was the test case execution. It was performed on a web based prototype implementation and we used three different tools to get the
results:
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1. The execution of the test cases was performed by using the ACS-Automated-testing
tool
(http://openacs.org/xowiki/
acs-automated-testing).
2. The
tclwebtest
(http://tclwebtest.
sourceforge.net/) framework to describe
the executable test cases for web applications.
3. The
Wireshark
(http://www.wireshark.
org/) tool was also used to capture the interaction of
the hospitals within their information systems.
After the execution of each test case we extracted from
the collected traces the contexts of the hospitals. Within
this set of contexts information we veriﬁed if the security
rule presented in the test case held. According to the equation 1 we said that the verdict after executing this test case
was positive: a) if rule held in this context and the verdict
provided by ACS-Automated-testing was positive, or b) if
the rule did not hold in this context and the verdict provided
by the ACS-Automated-testing tool was negative. As a result of this experiment we got with a positive verdict 48 test
cases meanwhile we got with a false verdict for 5 test cases.
For instance, one of the detected problems was that the system of an hospital did not notify to the doctors of the other
hospital when a shared report was modiﬁed.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have presented our formal methodology
to check interoperability security policies in an informal
way. We have tried to describe our experience while testing complex environments by using our formal approach. In
this paper we present our speciﬁcation formalism. In particular, we focus on representing the interoperability security
policies of these systems. Next, we show how we can automatically extract a ﬁnite set of tests from the speciﬁcation
and how these tests are run again the system under test in
order to get a verdict.
In addition with our testing framework, in this paper we
have shown a case study in a controlled environment where
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Abstract—Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM) is a popular
In terms of state identification sequence generation,
model for software testing. Automated test generation on
many methods have already been proposed in the literature
EFSM models is still far from mature. One of the challenges is
[3][4][5]. There also exist a few studies address the problem
test case generation for a given path and the path may be
of infeasible path even test data generation of EFSM
infeasible. This paper proposes a novel approach to solve the
models[6][7][8][9][10]. However, automated EFSM-based
path ordering problem by the Multi-objective Pareto
testing is still far from mature. In our previous work[11], an
optimization technique. Two fitness functions are designed to
approach that combines static analysis and dynamic analysis
obtain the Pareto-optimal solutions of path sequence, such that
techniques is presented to address the problem of path
test cases could be generated more effectively. The
infeasibility in the test case generation process on EFSM
optimization process is to find the path set, with trade-off path
model. A metric is presented in order to find a path set that
length, coverage criterion and path feasibility. An experiment
has fewer paths, longer path length and goodness feasibility
was designed with four popular EFSM models. The
to meet specified coverage criterion since previous study
experimental results show that our approach is more effective
shown that the test suite with small number of longer test
by comparing it to previous techniques.
cases improves fault-detection efficiency compared to
shorter ones[12]. This metric is designed carefully to tradeKeywordspath
feasibility
evaluation,
Multi-objective
off path length and feasible evaluation value, since a longer
optimization, test case generation, EFSM model-based testing
path has higher probability of infeasible due to the fact that a
longer path may contains more conflict conditions among
I.
INTRODUCTION
transitions. However, the formula is still not precise enough.
Automated testing usually derives the test case via
Therefore, this paper presents a new approach that
creating a model of the software which represents the real
overcomes aforementioned problems by Multi-objective
system and employs the model to generate test case that can
Pareto optimization technique to explore the relationship
be applied to the system implementation. The generated test
between path length and path feasibility. Multi-objective
cases are utilized to verify whether the implementation meets
optimization is app ropriate for solving problems when the
the specification.
solutions need to meet several conflicting objectives. By
In model-driven testing, Finite State Machine (FSM) and
using this technique, we transform the aforementioned
Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM) are widely used for
problem into a bi-objective optimization problem. The
the purpose of generating test case. There are several issues
optimization process is given to find a path set to achieve the
that limit the application of FSM-based testing. The main
trade-off between path length and path feasibility to meet the
issue is that FSM can only represent the control part of a
specified test criterion(longer paths may contain more
system. However, Many complex systems include not only
transitions to achieve specified coverage criterion). In
control parts but also data parts. Extended Finite State
addition, we present detailed experimental study to evaluate
Machine (EFSM),which consists of states, variables and
the efficiency by applying our approach to four popular
transitions among states can express both control flow and
EFSM models.
data flow of system, can be considered as an enhanced model
The main contributions of this article are embodied in the
of FSM [1]. T here have been lots of research works on
following three aspects:
FSM-based test sequence generation, whereas test case
1. A new Multi-objective approach is presented to find a
generation for the EFSM model is still a challenge .
optimized path set with small number of longer feasible
In general, the steps of automated test case generation
paths to generate test data and meet the test criterion.
from an EFSM model including: (1)Generate state
2. We present two fitness functions of an in dividual to
identification sequence. (2)Generate test paths for specified
solve the path ordering problem of EFSM models. The idea
coverage criterion. (3)Generate test data to trigger the test
also can be extended to other path ordering problems in
paths. (4)Create test oracle.
path-oriented testing.
The difficulty of automated testing on EFSM models
3. An experiment is designed and we apply the proposed
since the fact that the EFSM models may contain infeasible
approach to four popular EFSM models. The experimental
paths due to the existence of conflict between predicates and
results confirm that the approach is more effective by
assignment statements in transitions. Moreover, the detection
comparing it to our previous metric.
of an infeasible path is generally undecidable [2].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the basic concept of an EFSM model; Section III
*The work described in this article was partially supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (90818027, 61003024, 61170067).
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introduces our previous research of test case generation
process; The experiment is described in Section IV; Section
V reviews related work; Section VI concludes this paper and
provides some possible opportunities for future research.

III.

3.1 Test Case Generation Process of Previous Research
For the sake of clarity, we first describe our previous
work[11][29], the process of our approach to generate test
cases(including feasible paths, test data and oracle
information) from an EFSM can be split into following steps:

t11-t14
t2
s0

t1

t4

s2

t7

t5-t6
s3

s1
t3

s8

t23

t10

s4

s5

t9 t15-t16
t8

Step1: Candidate Path Set Generation Algorithm

t17-t20

s6

s7
t21-t22

Figure 1. EFSM model of Automated Teller Machine [15]

II.

IMPLEMENTATION

PRELIMINARIES

An EFSM can be formalized as a 6-tuple M=(S, s0, V, I,
O, T), where S represents a finite set of state; s0 ę S
represents the initial state of the EFSM; V represents a finite
set of context variables; T represents finite set of transition; I
represents a set of inputs of transition and O represents a set
of outputs. Each transition t ę T is also a 6-tuple T= (si, sj, Pt,
At, it, ot), where si represents the start state of transition t; sj
represents the end state of transition t; Pt represents the
predicate operation on context variables(known as Gu ard)
and At represents the operation on current variables(known
as Action); it ęI represents an input parameter and ot ęO
represents output results.
At first, the EFSM model is at an initial state s0 with
vector x0 of initial variable values. After some transitions
occurred, the EFSM move to the state si with the current
vector xi of variable values. If EFSM model receiving input
event or input parameter it, and xi is valid for predicate
operation Pt, then the transition t will be triggered and state
of EFSM moves to sj. A self-loop transition is a transition
that has the same start state and the end state (see Figure 1).
When a transition is triggered, action At changes the current
variable values, and output events or output results may also
be produced. Some transitions are difficult to be satisfied
since it may have complex conditions, while some transitions
may have no predicate conditions. A transition path is
infeasible if associated predicate conditions of the transition
never be satisfied. The existence of infeasible paths creates
difficulties for automated test case generation for EFSM. In
addition, some models are free of exit state, while others
contain both initial state and exit state.
If any group of transition has the same input that
transforms a state, and the guards of more than one transition
cannot be satisfied at the same time in this transition group,
then the EFSM is deterministic[13]. Otherwise the EFSM
model is non-deterministic. In this paper, we assume that the
initial state of EFSM is always reachable from any state
through Reset operation, and only deterministic EFSM
model is considered.
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Firstly, a candidate path set is generated from the initial
state to other states on an EFSM model in order to satisfy the
test adequacy criterion. Then, some paths which have highest
likelihood of feasibility are selected to generate test data. The
transition paths in candidate path set contain loops (including
self-loops). The generated paths would infinite if the infinite
loops are contained in transition paths. Therefore, a
constraint condition that just contains loops or self-loops
only one time is imported to generate paths by means of
candidate path set generation algorithm named PathGen(detail described in [11]). The paths that contain a certain
number of loops (self-loops) can be also generated
conveniently by expanding aforementioned algorithm.
Step2: Feasibility Evaluation Strategy
The existence of infeasible paths on EFSM model, which
is due to the variable interdependencies among the actions
and conditions, has become a c hallenging problem of pathoriented test case generation. In order to evaluate the
feasibility of paths that generated in the Step1, a metric is
presented through static analysis to evaluate the path
feasibility of the EFSM and achieve all-transitions coverage
criterion. Afterwards, paths in the candidate set are sorted by
the evaluation value to assist test data generation in Step3.
However, in some cases, static analysis cannot detect the
infeasible path thoroughly. Therefore, we present a dynamic
analysis method in order to detect infeasible paths in the test
data generation process. In order to find a path subset with
the property that has fewer paths, longer path length and
goodness feasibility to achieve all-transitions criterion, the
metric is presented as follows:
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where k represents the number of definition-p-use
transition pairs in a path; dfi represents the definition-p-use
transition pair in a pa th and v(dfi ) represents its
corresponding penalty value; |TP| represents the path length,
and d is a value used to tune the weight of path length in the
metric(detail described in [11]). Denominator |TP| is the
trade-off between path length and penalty value since a
longer path may contains more definition-p-use transition
pairs, which has higher probability that it can result in a
larger penalty value of a transition path. However, if

k

¦ v(df i )
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0

transition path set, every transition path is encod ed as a
different number(named path ID). Please note that, when
using permutation encoding, the evolution process cannot
generate any new number in the individual but change its
ordering. In addition, the property of a transition path, such
as path length and count of distinct transitions, can be obtain
by its ID. The individual structure is described in Figure 2.

, it means that there is n o definition-p-use

interdependence among transitions, and this path has best
feasible probability. In this case, the penalty value is
assigned 0 | TP | due to a l onger path should get a lower
penalty value to cover more transitions. Thereafter, the
transition path set is sorted by f in ascending order.
However, the final feasible path subset which attempt to
achieve all-transitions criterion or other coverage criteria will
be generated in the test data generation process dynamically.

Individual of the population
Path ID

2

In this step, a dynamic analysis method, which is based
on meta-heuristic search algorithm, is proposed to detect
infeasible paths in the test data generation process. In general,
a common strategy of dynamic analysis is to limit the depth
or iterations of search. We build an executable model by
expressions semantic analysis technique, therefore the
dynamic run-time feedback information can be collected as a
fitness function and scatter search algorithm is introduced to
guide the test data generation process directly. In addition,
the corresponding expected outputs of the generated test data
are also calculated to construct the oracle information
automatically. Finally, feasible path subset, test data and
oracle information are combined into complete test cases.
3.2 Multi-objective Optimization Approach
The formula 1 is designed carefully to trade-off path
length and feasible evaluation value, since a longer path has
higher probability that it contains more conflict Guards and
Actions which can result in a path infeasible. However, the
formula 1 is still not precise enough. Therefore, in this study,
the multi-objective optimization approach is presented to
find a path set which achieves the trade-off between path
length and path feasibility to meet the specified coverage
criterion(longer paths may contain more transitions to
achieve specified coverage criterion). In brief, we present a
Multi-objective Optimization approach to improve the path
feasibility evaluation strategy.

0

4

Step3: Test Data Generation Process

5

1

3

Transition sequence of a path

t1 t2 t3 t4 t6 t5 t4 t9
Figure 2. Individual structure of a population

For ordering the path set that generated by candidate path
set generation algorithm to obtain Pareto front, we designed
two fitness functions f1 and f2, where f1 is utilized to find the
path ordering to obtain a path subset with small number of
longer paths and higher coverage ratio, and f2 is utilized to
find the path ordering to obtain a feasible path subset more
efficiently in dynamic process(Step 3 in section 3.1). the
fitness functions are designed as follows:
n1
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where n is the count of the paths, j represents the position
of a path in path set, J is the count of the distinct transitions
k

in a path, ¦ v(df i ) is same as formula 1. Number C1 and C2
i 0

as numerator are constant value since smaller fitness value
means better solution in selection process. In our study, C1
and C2 are assigned 1000 and 100, respectively. In general,
according to the fitness function f1, the longer paths with
more distinct transitions will be arranged in the front of path
set, this kind of path o rdering has better fitness. In terms of
f2 , the paths with better feasible probability will be arranged
in the front of path set, this kind of path ordering has better
fitness.

3.2.1 Solution Encoding and Fitness Functions Design
The important issues of multi-objective optimization
problem are the encoding of the solution and the design of
the fitness function. Before a Multi-objective optimization
algorithm can be applied to solve the problem, we need to
encode potential solutions to that problem in a certain form
which can be processed. In addition, the fitness function has
an important influence on finding the final solution to meet
the requirements. The fitness value of a solution is evaluated
by the fitness function. A solution with better fitness value is
selected for next iteration in the Pareto evolution process.
In context of our approach, the fitness values is the
measurement that whether a path set w ith certain path
ordering can facilitate test data and oracle information
generation.
In this study, we use the permutation encoding method,
therefore, the paths in a set are encoded as a sequence of
integer. In permutation encoding, the individuals in the
population are the string of numbers. Thus, for a given

3.2.2 Multi-objective GA Algorithm
For implementing our method, the non-dominated sorting
genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) presented by Deb et al. [14]
is utilized. NSGA-II uses an elitist approach and a crowed
comparison mechanism, improving both quality and
diversity of Pareto solutions. Hence, in our case, NSGA-II is
used to solve the problem of multi-objective optimization.
In every generation, NSGA-II utilizes crossover and
mutation to create a new population. The next generation is
given by a Pareto-optimal selection from both the new
offspring and their parents. Therefore, NSGA-II is elitist. In
this study, NSGA-II was given two fitness function:f1 and f2.
At the beginning, a population P0 is created by means of
stochastic method. The population is sorted based on the
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Figure 3. The front of Pareto–optimal solutions of four EFSM models

generality, in our experiment, we do not considered that the
path must end in an exit state in the model with exit state.

non-domination. To fit the permutation encoding method, we
adopt the BinaryTournament selection, TwoPointsCrossover
and SwapMutation operators to create a offspring population
Q0 (size is N).
After that, the algorithm enters into iteration process:
first the population Rt=PtĤQt (Rt size is 2 N) is formed by
combination method. Afterwards, the population of Rt is
sorted according to non-domination, and the ranks are
assigned to each Pareto front with fitness Fi. Then, from
Pareto front of fitness F1, each Pareto front is added to new
population Pt+1 until it reaches the size N. The new
population Pt+1 will be used for selection, crossover and
mutation to create the new population Qt+1. The above
process is repeated until all individuals are assigned to a pare
to front.
IV.

4.1 Experimental Setup
In order to achieve the experiment fairly, the experiment
environment and the main configurations of test data
generation algorithm are same as our previous work [11].
The main parameters configuration of NSGA-II
algorithm we set in this study are listed as follows:
1. population size= 128;
2. Max Evaluations times
= 20000;
3. Crossover Operator= TwoPointsCrossover;
4. Crossover probability=0.9;
5. Mutation Operator
= SwapMutation;
6. Mutation probability=0.2;
Since permutation encoding method is utilized in this
study to solve path ordering problem. The individuals in the
population are the string of numbers that represent a path ID
in a sequence. When crossover and mutation operation are
used to create the new population, the operation cannot
generate any new path ID in the individual but change its
ordering. That is to say, the elements of a individual remain
unchanged, crossover and mutation operation only change
the ordering of the elements of an individual. Therefore,
special crossover and mutation operator are needed. In this
study, TwoPointsCrossover operator and SwapMutation
operator are adopted to achieve permutation encoding
method. Crossover probability is 0. 9 where Mutation
probability is 0.2. The population size for evolution is 128.
While generation count reached Max iteration times, NSGAII algorithm stopped.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In this section, in order to determine whether test case
generation with specified coverage criterion for an EFSM
can benefit from proposed multi-objective optimization
technique, we present a detailed experimental study. More
specifically, the study is designed to get the final Pareto
fronts of the transition path ordering of the EFSM models.
Thereafter, Pareto-optimal solution is used to test data
generation process to find whether this approach is more
effective than our previous metric.
Four popular EFSM models are utilized for our
experimental study: Class 2 transport protocol[3], Automated
Teller Machine (ATM)[15], INRES protocol[16], and SCP
protocol[17]. Class 2, INRES and SCP model are free of exit
states while ATM contains both a start and exit state. For
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TABLE I. TEST GENERATION RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES
Model & Method
Feasibility Evaluation
Using Formula 1

Multi-objective
Optimization

Subject Model
ATM
CLASS 2
INRES
SCP
ATM
CLASS 2
INRES
SCP

Executed Path
Number
17
30
10
10
15
26
11
10

4.1 Experimental Results
In this section, the experimental results of the path
ordering problem on four EFSM models are presented.
Figure 3 shows the front of Pareto–optimal solutions of four
EFSM models. In the figure, Y-axis represents the fitness
value of the path sequence that calculated by fitness function
f2. The number of X-axis represents the fitness value of the
path sequence that calculated by fitness function f1. That is to
say, a dot in the coordinate plane represents a kind of path
sequence that has fitness value f1 and f2. The count of dot less
than or equals to 128 since population size equals 128. The
special case in the figure is that the dot of ATM model
relative few as a r esult of this model has relative simple
transition correlation, also the Pareto-optimal solutions is
relative few.
In order to evaluate the efficiency of our approach, we
need to choose a solution in Pareto–optimal front(an ordering
path set), this path set is used to generate test data,
meanwhile, a subset of feasible path which achieves alltransitions coverage strategies will be generated dynamically
in this process. In the experiment, the solution with
minimum value of f1+f2 is selected to generate test data.
Since the execution time of the test data generation of
the same model exists tiny difference, the program is
executed 30 times for every model and calculate its average
execution time for the purpose of illustrating the
experimental results precisely. In order to illustrate the
advantage of this approach, the results of test data generation
are used to compare with previous results in the[11]. The
comparison results are listed in Table I, where Executed
Path Number is the count of transition path that be chosen to
generate test data. FTP Number is the feasible transition path
number that are selected for test data generation to achieve
all-transitions coverage. Iteration Times is th e sum of the
Iteration Times of every feasible path. It shows that the final
feasible path number(FTP Number) reduced obviously
compared with previous technique.
In the mass, the count of transition path that be chosen to
generate test data(executed path number) also decreases.
More infeasible paths are avoided in the process of test data
generation(the value of Executed Path Number minus FTP
Number of a model means the count of infeasible path that
encountered in the process of test data generation). In the
other hand, Iteration Times of test data generation increased
in some degree, Execute Time is the same as Iteration Times.
The reason is that the feasible transition paths become longer
and more difficult to generate test data to traverse these paths.
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FTP Number

Iteration Times

16
16
10
2
14
12
9
2

1600
2016
7650
816
1400
3456
20936
1126

Execute
Time(sec.)
4
57
2
13
4
58
9
14

Through observing, we found that the longer path contains
more correlation among transitions, and test data generation
process becomes more difficult, even th e path becomes
infeasible. However, we think that the quality of test paths
and test data is more important than iteration times. Hence,
this approach is more effective by comparing it to previous
metric.
V.

RELATED WORK

In terms of EFSM-based testing, some test sequence
generation methods of EFSM models have been proposed in
[18][19]. In these methods, test sequence generation with
data flow criteria is considered, and control flow testing is
ignored or considered separately. Duale et al.[7][21]
transformed an EFSM to one that has no infeasible paths, the
approach converted a EFSM into consistent EFSM, and they
utilized simplex algorithm to solve the infeasible problem.
However, this method only can be utilized for EFSMs in
which all operations and guards are linear. In addition, there
are some other methods used FSM-based techniques to test
an EFSM model[16][20], however, these methods may suffer
the state explosion problem. In order to generate feasible test
paths from EFSM models, Derderian et al.[8] gave a fitness
function to estimate how easy it is to trigger a path. Kalaji et
al.[9] proposed a GA-based approach to generate feasible
transition paths that are easy to trigger. However, the path
length should be de termined in advance and all paths have
same length. In terms of test data generation on EFSM,
Lefticaru et al.[22] first introduced the genetic algorithm to
derive test data from a FSM. The design of fitness function is
based on literature [23]. Yano et al .[24] presented a multiobjective evolutionary approach for test sequence generation
from an EFSM. However, the generated test data may have
redundancy. Kalaji et al.[25] used a genetic algorithm whose
fitness function is based on a combination of a branch
distance function[23] and approach level [26] to generate
test data for specified path. J. Zhang et al.[27] proposed a
method to obtain a deterministic EFSM from a p rogram
written in a subset of C program, and they attempted to find
test data by means of the symbolic execution technique. Ngo
et al.[28] proposed a heuristics-based approach for codebased testing to detect infeasible path for dynamic test data
generation by the observation of some common properties of
program paths. J. Zhang et al.[29]presented the detail of test
data generation from EFSM by using scatter search and
execute information feedback technique. The method
showed good effectiveness by the experiments of comparing
with the random algorithm.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
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This paper presents a new approach that utilizes Multiobjective Pareto optimization technique to explore the
relationship between path length and path feasibility on
EFSM models. Two fitness functions of an individual are
designed to solve the path ordering problem. The
optimization process is given to f ind a path set which
achieves the trade-off between path length and path
feasibility to meet the specified test criterion. This idea also
can be extended to other path ordering problem in pathoriented testing. An experiment was designed with four
popular EFSM models. T he experimental results show that
the approach is more effective by comparing it to previous
metric.
In our future study, we intend to improve design of the
fitness function to get better quality of test case by further
exploring the property in the transition path. The tuning of
the parameters and operators of multi-objective optimization
algorithm to get higher efficiency also will be implemented.
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Abstract

Concurrent programming became an essential paradigm
to reduce the computational time in many application domains. However, concurrent applications are inevitably
more complex than sequential ones and, in addition, all
concurrent software contains features such as nondeterminism, synchronization and inter-process communication
which signiﬁcantly increase the difﬁculty of testing.
Several works have proposed structural criteria to test
concurrent applications, demonstrating that is promising to
translate sequential testing criteria to the context of concurrent programs [1, 10, 2, 11]. In the same vein, we have developed structural testing criteria for the validation of concurrent programs, applicable to both message-passing software [6] and multithreaded software [5].
The empirical evaluation of the testing criteria for concurrent programs is an important activity to ﬁnd evidences
about the cost and effectiveness of these testing criteria.
This paper contributes in this scenario, where we present an
experimental study to evaluate the effectiveness, cost and
strength of a set of testing criteria for multithreaded programs, deﬁned by Sarmanho et al. [5]. Considering this
objective, the following research question were deﬁned:
Which is the effectiveness, the application cost and
the strength of the testing criteria for multithreaded programs?
Based on the research question, the study hypotheses are:
Null Hypothesis 1 (NH1): The application cost is the
same for all structural testing criteria analyzed.
Alternative Hypothesis 1 (AH1): The application cost
is different for at least one structural testing criterion for
multithreaded programs.
Null Hypothesis 2 (NH2): The effectiveness is the same
for all structural testing criteria analyzed.
Alternative Hypothesis 2 (AH2): The effectiveness is
different for at least one structural testing criterion for multithreaded programs.
Null Hypothesis 3 (NH3): In relation to strength, there
is not one multithreaded testing criterion that subsumes another.

Concurrent program testing is a complex activity, due
to factors do not present in sequential programs, such as
non-determinism. In this context, techniques related to
static analysis are proposed, but its applicability is not often proven through theoretical or empirical study. This paper aims to contribute in this direction, by presenting the
results of an experimental study to evaluate cost, effectiveness and strength of structural test criteria deﬁned for multithreaded programs, implemented with Pthreads (POSIX
Threads). The ValiPThread testing tool was used to support the experiment. The programs were selected considering the benchmarks Inspect, Helgrind and Rungta programs, that are commonly used to evaluate techniques and
testing criteria in the context of concurrent software. The
results indicate that is possible the development of an incremental strategy for application of these testing criteria
with low application cost and high effectiveness.

1

Introduction

Empirical studies have been developed in context of sequential programs, showing information about the effectiveness, cost and strength of sequential testing criteria, where
the results indicate that structural testing criteria are effective to ﬁnd faults in programs [3, 8]. The effectiveness is
measured calculating the amount of faults revealed for each
testing criterion in relation to injected faults. The application cost of the testing criteria can be measured in terms of
the test set size and the number of required elements. The
strength of a testing criterion C1 in relation to C2 is measured evaluating the coverage of a test set T , adequate to
C2 , in relation to C1 . If the coverage of T in relation to C1
is low, it means that C1 has a high strength in relation to C2 .
Otherwise, if the coverage of T in relation to C1 is high, it
means that, in a practical way, C2 includes C1 .
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Alternative Hypothesis 3 (AH3): There is at least one
multithreaded testing criterion that subsumes another.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 is described the structural testing for multithreaded programs
studied in this paper. In Section 3 is presented the planning and conduction of the experimental study. Section 4
discusses the results obtained with the experimental study
and, ﬁnally, in Section 5 is presented the conclusions and
future work.

2

nition of shared variable;
All-c-uses: requires the execution of deﬁnition-clear
paths that execute all computational uses of each deﬁnition
of local variable;
All-p-uses: requires the execution of deﬁnition-clear
paths that execute all predicative uses of each deﬁnition of
local variable;
All-sync-uses: requires the execution of deﬁnition-clear
paths that execute synchronization uses for all deﬁnition of
semaphore variable.
A testing tool, named ValiPThread, was implemented to
support these test model and testing criteria[5]. This tool
is conﬁgured to test PThreads/ANSI C programs, allowing
the following functionalities: static analysis, generation of
required elements from multithreaded program, execution
of test cases, controlled execution of test cases and evaluation of the test cases coverage. This tool was used in the
experimental study described in the next section.

Structural Testing of Concurrent Programs

In this section, we present the structural testing criteria
for multithreaded programs investigated in our experimental study. More details about the deﬁnition of these testing
criteria are presented in Sarmanho et al. [5].
Based on previous work, the deﬁnition of the structural
testing for multithreaded programs uses a test model that
captures relevant information for the testing, such as data,
control, synchronization and communication ﬂow. A Parallel Control Flow Graph for Shared Memory (PCFGsm)
is proposed to represent the information ﬂow of the multithreaded program under test, composed of a Control Flow
Graph for each thread and edges related to syncrhonization
among threads. In this model the communication happens
implicitly, by means of shared variables and the synchronization happens explicitly by means of semaphores. Based
on this test model and on the sequential testing criteria, the
following testing criteria were deﬁned:
All-nodes: requires the execution of all nodes of the
PCFGsm;
All-p-nodes: requires the execution of all nodes thats
contains the synchronization primitive post;
All-w-nodes: requires the execution of all nodes thats
contains the synchronization primitive wait;
All-s-edges: requires the execution of all edges
thats contains synchronizations instructions related to
semaphores;
All-edges: requires the execution of all edges of the
PCFGsm.
All-def-comm: requires the coverage of deﬁnition-clear
paths that execute all deﬁnitions of shared variables associated for at least one communicational use;
All-def: requires the coverage of deﬁnition-clear paths
that execute all deﬁnition of shared and local variables associated for at least one use (computational, communicational
or predicative use).
All-comm-c-uses: requires the execution of deﬁnitionclear paths that execute all computational uses of each deﬁnition of shared variable;
All-com-p-use: requires the execution of deﬁnitionclear paths that execute all predicative uses of each deﬁ-

3

Experimental Study:
Planning

Description and

The experimental study was performed according to the
Experimental Software Engineering Process, proposed by
Wholin et al. [9]. Considering this process, the subjects of
the experiment are the structural testing criteria for multithreaded programs (Section 2). The goal is the evaluation
of three factors: application cost, effectiveness and strength.
Aiming this goal, the programs were selected considering some benchmarks commonly used for the evaluation of
testing criteria in the context of concurrent software. We
have selected programs from three different benchmarks:
Inspect (12 programs), Helgrind (12 programs) and Rungta
benchmark (4 programs) [12, 7, 4]. Furthermore, we have
selected more ﬁve programs that implement solutions to
concurrent classical problems.
Each program was executed in the ValiPThread tool following a similar strategy: 1) generation and execution of
the test cases; 2) analysis of the coverage in relation to each
criterion; 3) generation of new test cases until to obtain the
maximum coverage, where the maximum coverage corresponds to execute all feasible required elements of the testing criterion; 4) analysis of the required elements to determine those infeasible. An element is infeasible if there is no
set of values for the parameters (considering the input and
global variables) that cover that element.
After the application of this strategy, we obtained an adequate test set for each testing criterion. These adequate test
sets are used to evaluate the strength of the criteria. This
analysis is performed by applying each test set T , adequate
for a given criterion, to other criteria, evaluating the coverage obtained for T . The strength is a measure that evaluate
the difﬁculty to satisfy one given criterion with a test set
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adequate to another criterion. This measure is important to
evaluate empirically the inclusion relation among criteria.
During the generation of test cases was observed the
effectiveness of each criteria to reveal the existent faults.
Some programs of the benchmarks Inspect, Helgrind and
Rungta have injected fault. If a test case belonging to an
adequate test set is able to reveal fault, this criterion is considered effective to reveal this kind of fault.

4

ef f ectiveness =

∗ 100

In this analysis was considered the programs with injected faults, totaling 23 programs. The results are presented in Table 1. The criteria ACPU, AE and AES are the
most effective to reveal the faults, however there are some
kind of faults that are revealed for few testing criteria and,
in some cases, testing criteria with less effectiveness are
responsible to identify speciﬁc kind of faults. The results
of the ANOVA analysis suggest that is possible reject the
null hypothesis (NH2) and accept the alternative hypothesis (AH2), because the p-value obtained is 0.007, less than
0.05. These results indicate that there is a considerable difference of effectiveness among the testing criteria.
The equation below is used to calculate of strength of a
criterion C1 :

Experimental Study: Results

The analysis and interpretation of the results are made
based on principles of the descriptive statistics and hypothesis testing. Using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) [9], it
was veriﬁed whether it is possible to reject the null hypothesis based on collected data set and statistical tests. The
descriptive analysis is useful to describe and to show graphically interesting aspects of the study. There are different
perspectives to evaluate the cost of a testing criterion. In
this study we choose the size of the adequate test set and
the number of required elements. Table 1 presents information of cost for some programs of the experiment, showing
the size of the adequate test set and the number of feasible required elements for each testing criterion. The cost
data obtained for all programs of the experiment can suggest an order to apply these criteria, considering initially
the criteria with minor cost: All-w-nodes (ANW), All-pnodes (ANP), All-p-uses (APU), All-c-uses (ACU), Allnodes (AN), All-comm-c-uses (ACCU), All-comm-p-uses
(ACPU), All-sync-uses (ASU), All-s-edges (AES) and Alledges (AE).
Criteria
All-nodes
All-p-nodes
All-w-nodes
All-edges
All-s-edges
All-c-uses
All-p-uses
All-sync-uses
All-comm-c-uses
All-comm-p-uses

number of f aults f ound
number of f aults injected

strengthC
=
1

N umber of elements covered by TC2
T otal of required elements − inf easible elements

Data analysis related to the strength was performed using
the statistical method of cluster analysis in order to identify
if there is an inclusion relation among the criteria. Dendrogram charts are used to illustrate the results about inclusion
relation among criteria. If a criterion C1 includes another
criteria C2 by applying the adequate test set TC1 , these criteria are at same level in the graph. Analysing the Dendogram 1 we can conclude that the ACCU criterion includes
the ANW criterion because both are at the same level in
the graph. Based on this result the null hypothesis (NH3)
can be rejected and the alternative hypothesis (AH3) is accepted, indicating that the criteria can be complementary.

MMult Lazy01 Jacobi Stateful06 Effectiveness
12/340 2/26
4/260
1/26
75%
12/54
1/11
2/31
1/7
50%
12/49
1/9
3/27
1/6
50%
52/425 5/19 11/149
2/13
100%
52/328 5/15
11/75
2/8
100%
12/247
1/3
2/67
1/8
50%
12/209
2/64
1/6
66%
52/270
4/9
2/6
75%
24/320
2/2
6/100
1/1
75%
4/6
7/61
100%

Table 1. Costs and effectiveness for some
programs in the experiment.
The test set size was used to evaluate the cost and to perform the hypothesis testing. Based on the ANOVA analysis,
the null hypothesis (NH1) is rejected because the p-value
obtained for a pair of different criteria was 0.0009, less than
the signiﬁcance level of 0.05. This result suggests that there
exist differences among the costs of these testing criteria. In
this case, the alternative hypothesis (AH1) is accepted.
The effectiveness is calculated by the following equation:

Figure 1. Dendrogram to All-comm-c-uses criterion.
The cluster analysis for the remaining criteria indicates
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material used and generated in this experiment to provide a
lab package, which it is available for public access 1 . We believe that is important to evaluate these aspects considering
other testing criteria for multithreaded programs, but using
the same benchmarks to allow the comparison between the
results obtained.

the following inclusion relation among the criteria: ACCU,
APU, AE, AES include the ANW criterion; the APU criterion includes the ACU criterion and the ANW includes the
ACU criterion. These results suggest a test strategy to apply these testing criteria: 1) generate test cases adequate to
ACCU criterion; 2) in the sequence, select new test cases to
cover the APU criterion and 3) since there is not relationship
between the other criteria pairs, it can be used information
about the cost and effectiveness to generate new test cases,
assuring that relevant aspects of the application under test
will be properly tested.
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Conclusion

This paper presents an experimental study to evaluate a
family of structural testing criteria for multithreaded programs, where the objective was to ﬁnd evidence about the
cost, effectiveness and strength of these testing criteria, aiming to deﬁne a testing strategy to apply them.
The results of hypothesis analysis indicate that the testing criteria present different cost and effectivess. The comparison among the sequential criteria: AN, AE, ACU and
APU, and the respective concurrent criteria: ANP and
ANW, AES, ACCU and ACPU, resulted that the sequential criteria sequential are the most expensive in terms of
application cost. In respect to effectiveness, the sequencial
testing criteria obtained better results, where only the AES
criterion had effectiveness similar to the AE criterion. The
results related to the strength indicated the complementary
relationship among the testing criteria.
According to Wohlin et al. [9], an experiment will never
provide the ﬁnal answer to a question, hence, it is important
to facilitate its replication. In this sense, we are packing the

1 http://stoa.usp.br/silvanamm/files
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7RZDUGVD8QLILHG6RXUFH&RGH0HDVXUHPHQW
)UDPHZRUN6XSSRUWLQJ0XOWLSOH3URJUDPPLQJ
/DQJXDJHV
5HLVKD+XPDLUD.D]XQRUL6DNDPRWR$NLUD2KDVKL+LURQRUL:DVKL]DNL<RVKLDNL)XND]DZD
'HSW&RPSXWHU6FLHQFHDQG(QJLQHHULQJ
:DVHGD8QLYHUVLW\
7RN\R-DSDQ
UHLVKD#IXMLND]XX#UXULDNLUDUDGLDQW#DNDQH ZDVHGDMS ZDVKL]DNLIXND]DZD #ZDVHGDMS

$EVWUDFW²6RIWZDUHPHWULFVPHDVXUHYDULRXVDWWULEXWHVRIDSLHFH
,W ZRXOG EH ZRUWKZKLOH WR KDYH D XQLILHG VRXUFH FRGH
RIVRIWZDUHDQGDUHEHFRPLQJHVVHQWLDOIRUDYDULHW\RISXUSRVHV
PHDVXUHPHQW V\VWHP IRU PXOWLSOH SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJHV
LQFOXGLQJ VRIWZDUH TXDOLW\ HYDOXDWLRQ 2QH W\SH RI PHDVXUHPHQW
+RZHYHU WKH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ ZRXOG QRW EH HDV\ VLQFH
LV EDVHG RQ VRXUFH FRGH HYDOXDWLRQ 0DQ\ WRROV KDYH EHHQ
SURFHVVLQJ HDFK SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJH DQG PHWULF ZRXOG
GHYHORSHGWRSHUIRUPVRXUFHFRGHDQDO\VLVRUWRPHDVXUHYDULRXV
HQWDLO VLJQLILFDQW H[SHQVH ,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH SUHVHQW WKH
PHWULFV EXW PRVW XVH GLIIHUHQW PHWULFV GHILQLWLRQV OHDGLQJ WR
SUHOLPLQDU\ HIIRUWV UHODWHG WR RXU SURSRVHG PHDVXUHPHQW
LQFRQVLVWHQFLHVLQPHDVXUHPHQWUHVXOWV7KHPHWULFVPHDVXUHGE\
IUDPHZRUN:HH[WUDFWWKHFRPPRQDOLWLHVRIYDULRXVHOHPHQWV
WKHVH WRROV DOVR YDU\ E\ SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJH :H SURSRVH D
QHHGHG WR PHDVXUH VRXUFH FRGH PHWULFV UHJDUGLQJ WKH IHDWXUHV
XQLILHG IUDPHZRUN IRU PHDVXULQJ VRXUFH FRGH WKDW VXSSRUWV
RI D SDUWLFXODU SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJH 7KH UHVXOWV DUH WKH
PXOWLSOH SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJHV ,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH SUHVHQW
IRXQGDWLRQ IRUGHYHORSLQJ D ORZHUFRVW IUDPHZRUN DQGLWZLOO
FRPPRQDOLWLHV RI PHDVXUDEOH HOHPHQWV IURP YDULRXV
EH HDVLHU WR GHILQH RU PRGLI\ WKH PHDVXUHPHQW IRU XVH ZLWK
SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJHV DV WKH IRXQGDWLRQ IRU GHYHORSLQJ WKH
PXOWLSOHSURJUDPPLQJODQJXDJHV
IUDPHZRUN :H WKHQ GHVFULEH WKH DSSURDFK XVHG ZLWKLQ WKH
IUDPHZRUNDQGDOVRLWVSUHOLPLQDU\GHYHORSPHQW:HEHOLHYHWKDW
RXUDSSURDFKFDQVROYHWKHSUREOHPVZLWKH[LVWLQJPHDVXUHPHQW
WRROV
.H\ZRUGVVRXUFH FRGH PHDVXUHPHQW PHWULFV IUDPHZRUN
PXOWLSOHODQJXDJHV

,

,1752'8&7,21

4XDQWLWDWLYH PHDVXUHPHQWV KDYH EHFRPH HVVHQWLDO LQ
VRIWZDUHGHYHORSPHQWIRUDYDULHW\RISXUSRVHVHVSHFLDOO\WKH
HYDOXDWLRQRI VRIWZDUHTXDOLW\ 6RIWZDUH PHWULFV DVD PHDVXUH
RI SURSHUWLHV RI D SLHFH RI VRIWZDUH DUH FRPPRQO\ XVHG E\
VRIWZDUH GHYHORSHUV DQG DUH EDVHG RQ VRIWZDUH SURFHVVHV
SURGXFWV RU UHVRXUFHV >@ 7KHUH DUH YDULRXV NLQGV RI
PHDVXUHPHQWV WKDW FDQEH FRQGXFWHG EDVHG RQ WKH JRDO RI WKH
PHWULF
2QH W\SH RI PHDVXUHPHQW LV SHUIRUPHG EDVHG RQ VRXUFH
FRGH 7KHUH DUH DOUHDG\ D ODUJH QXPEHU RI VRXUFH FRGH
PHDVXUHPHQW WRROV EXW PRVW RI WKHP DUH RQO\ DEOH WR KDQGOH
RQHSURJUDPPLQJODQJXDJH>@>@>@>@>@6RPHVXFKDV
>@ DQG >@ DUH DEOH WR KDQGOH PXOWLSOH SURJUDPPLQJ
ODQJXDJHV EXW ZH VWLOO QHHG WR VSHFLI\ ZKLFK SURJUDPPLQJ
ODQJXDJHVKRXOGEHPHDVXUHGZKLFKPHDQVWKHVHWRROVFDQQRW
KDQGOH VRIWZDUH ZULWWHQ LQ PRUH WKDQ RQH SURJUDPPLQJ
ODQJXDJH,QDGGLWLRQVRPHPHDVXUHPHQWWRROVFRYHURQO\RQH
PHWULFFDWHJRU\)RUH[DPSOH>@DQG>@RQO\DVVHVVVL]HE\
PHDVXULQJOLQHVRIFRGHVRLIZHZDQWWRPHDVXUHFRPSOH[LW\
ZH KDYH WR ILQG DQRWKHU PHDVXUHPHQW WRRO :KHQ GLIIHUHQW
WRROV DUH XVHG WRJHWKHU WKHUH FDQ EH LQFRQVLVWHQF\ LQ
PHDVXUHPHQW UHVXOWV GXH WR GLIIHUHQFHV LQ PHDVXUHPHQW
GHILQLWLRQVDQGVWDQGDUGVDPRQJWKHWRROV>@
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7KHUHPDLQGHURIWKLVSDSHULVRUJDQL]HGDVIROORZV6HFWLRQ
GLVFXVVHVSUREOHPVZLWKH[LVWLQJPHDVXUHPHQWWRROVDQGDOVR
PHWULFV WKDW FDQ EH PHDVXUHG IURP VRXUFH FRGH 6HFWLRQ 
GLVFXVVHV FRPPRQDOLWLHV RI PHWULFV IRU VHYHUDO SURJUDPPLQJ
ODQJXDJHV 6HFWLRQ  SURYLGHV DQ RYHUYLHZ RI WKH SURSRVHG
IUDPHZRUN IRU VRXUFH FRGH PHDVXUHPHQW VXSSRUWLQJ PXOWLSOH
SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJHV 6HFWLRQ  GLVFXVVHV D FDVH VWXG\
6HFWLRQFRQVLGHUVUHODWHGZRUNV)LQDOO\6HFWLRQDGGUHVVHV
FRQFOXVLRQVDQGIXWXUHZRUN
,,

%$&.*5281'

$ 3UREOHPVZLWK([LVWLQJ$SSURDFKHV
7KHIROORZLQJVXPPDUL]HVWKHPDLQSUREOHPVZLWKH[LVWLQJ
WRROV
  &RVWRI1HZ'HYHORSPHQW
7KH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI D PHDVXUHPHQW WRRO VXSSRUWLQJ
PXOWLSOH SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJHV ZRXOG EH YHU\ H[SHQVLYH
PDLQO\ GXH WR WKH GLIILFXOW\ LQ LPSOHPHQWLQJ DQ DQDO\]HU WR
REWDLQLQIRUPDWLRQIURPWKHVRXUFHFRGHRIHYHU\ODQJXDJH,Q
DGGLWLRQ VLQFH GHYHORSHUV LQFUHDVLQJO\ XVH REMHFWRULHQWHG
SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJHV PHWULF WRROV DUH EXLOW PDLQO\ WR
VXSSRUWWKDWSDUDGLJP LQDGGLWLRQWRWKHEDVLFPHDVXUHPHQWRI
OLQHV RI FRGH  >@ 7RROV DUH RIWHQ XQDYDLODEOH IRU RWKHU
SDUDGLJPV +RZHYHU SURFHGXUDO RU IXQFWLRQDO ODQJXDJHV DUH
VWLOO SRSXODU DQG WRROV FRPSDWLEOH ZLWK WKHVH ODQJXDJHV DUH
WKHUHIRUHQHFHVVDU\
  ,QFRPSUHKHQVLYH0HDVXUHPHQW
0RVW H[LVWLQJ VRXUFH FRGH PHDVXUHPHQW WRROV RQO\ DVVHVV
VRIWZDUH VL]H DQG FDQQRW HYDOXDWH VRIWZDUH ZULWWHQLQ PXOWLSOH

ODQJXDJHV -68QLW >@ LV DQ H[DPSOH RI D SURJUDP WKDW XVHV
PRUH WKDQ RQH SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJH -68QLW LV D FOLHQW
VHUYHUW\SHWHVWIUDPHZRUNWKDWSHUIRUPVWHVWVRQZHEEURZVHUV
DQG GLVSOD\V WKH UHVXOWV RQ WKH FOLHQW VLGH 7KH FOLHQW VLGH RI
-68QLW LV LPSOHPHQWHG LQ -DYD6FULSW DQG WKH VHUYHU VLGH LV
LPSOHPHQWHG LQ-DYD :LWKH[LVWLQJ WRROV WKH PHDVXUHPHQWRI
-68QLW PHWULFV UHTXLUHV WKDW WKH -DYD DQG -DYD6FULSW FRGH EH
VHSDUDWHGDQGWKDWWZRPHDVXUHPHQWVEHSHUIRUPHG
  ,QFRQVLVWHQW0HDVXUHPHQW
'LIIHUHQW PHDVXUHPHQW WRROV KDYH GLIIHUHQW PHWULFV
GHILQLWLRQV WKDW PD\ SURGXFH GLIIHUHQW UHVXOWV >@ )RU
H[DPSOH ZH HYDOXDWHG VHYHUDO -DYD FRGH ILOHV ZLWKLQ WKH
SDFNDJH QHWMVXQLWPRGHO DQG VRPH -DYD6FULSW FRGH ILOHV
ZLWKLQ WKH DSS GLUHFWRU\ RI -68QLW :H REWDLQHG WKH VRXUFH
FRGHRI-68QLWIURPLWV*LWKXESURMHFWSDJH7DEOH,VKRZVWKH
PHDVXUHPHQWUHVXOWVXVLQJGLIIHUHQWWRROV,QWKLVH[DPSOHOLQHV
RIFRGH /2& LQ0HWULFVLVGHILQHGDVQRQEODQNOLQHVRI
FRGH EXW 6RXUFH 0RQLWRU DOVR FRXQWV EODQN OLQHV ZKHQ
PHDVXULQJ /2& )XUWKHUPRUH &RXQW /LQHV RI &RGH &/2& 
VNLSV EODQN OLQHV DQG FRPPHQW OLQHV ZKHQ PHDVXULQJ FRGH
OLQHV
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SK\VLFDO OLQHV RI VRXUFH FRGH 7KH QXPEHU RI VWDWHPHQWV LV
EDVHG RQ WKH ³VWDWHPHQW´ GHILQLWLRQ LQ WKH SURJUDPPLQJ
ODQJXDJH 7KH F\FORPDWLF FRPSOH[LW\ LV PHDVXUHG EDVHG RQ
FRQWURO IORZ DQG +DOVWHDG¶V VRIWZDUH VFLHQFH LV UHODWHG WR
RSHUDWRUV DQG RSHUDQGV 5HIHUHQFH >@ KDV GHYHORSHG D GDWD
PRGHORILQIRUPDWLRQIURPZKLFKPRVWRIWKHSURSRVHGREMHFW
RULHQWHGGHVLJQPHWULFVFDQEHFRPSXWHG7KHGDWDPRGHOOLVWV
HQWLWLHVDQGUHODWLRQVKLSVWKDWDUHXVHGE\WKHPHWULFV:H
IRXQG WKDW DW WKH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ OHYHO WKH ³FODVV VHQGV
PHVVDJH WR FODVVPHWKRG´ UHODWLRQVKLS LV VLPLODU WR ³PHWKRG
FDOOV PHWKRG´ VR ZH FRPELQHG WKHP ,Q DGGLWLRQ ZH DOVR
FRPELQHGWKH³FODVVXVHVDWWULEXWHRIFODVV´DQG³FODVVPHWKRG
XVHV DWWULEXWH´ UHODWLRQVKLSV 7DEOH ,, VXPPDUL]HV WKH
PHDVXUDEOH HOHPHQWV WKDW DUH XVHG E\ QXPEHU RI VWDWHPHQWV
+DOVWHDG¶VVRIWZDUHVFLHQFHPHWULFVDQG&.0HWULFV
:H H[SDQGHG WKLVSUHOLPLQDU\ PHDVXUDEOHHOHPHQWV OLVW VR
ZHFRXOGDVVHVVRWKHUIHDWXUHVRISURJUDPPLQJODQJXDJHV:H
DOVR ZDQWHG WR FRYHU PHDVXUDEOH HOHPHQWV SURYLGHG E\ QRQ
REMHFWRULHQWHGODQJXDJHV
:H LQFOXGHG  SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJHV LQ RXU DQDO\VLV
EDVHG RQ >@ 7DEOH ,,, VXPPDUL]HV WKH PHDVXUDEOH HOHPHQWV
WKDWFRXOGEHTXDQWLILHGLQHDFKSURJUDPPLQJODQJXDJH7DEOH
,,,FRQVLVWVRIWZRSDUWV7KHILUVWSDUW GHVFULEHVWKHSDUDGLJP
XVHG E\ HDFK SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJH EDVHG RQ WKH GHILQLWLRQ
IRUHDFKSDUDGLJPDVSUHVHQWHGLQ>@7KHFKHFNPDUNV ³¥´ 
VKRZWKHVXSSRUWHGSDUDGLJPV
7KH VHFRQG SDUW GHSLFWV WKH PHDVXUDEOH HOHPHQWV $
FKHFNPDUN LQGLFDWHV WKDW WKH PHDVXUDEOH HOHPHQW FRXOG EH
TXDQWLILHG LQ WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJSURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJH (YHU\
SURJUDPPLQJODQJXDJHKDVVWDWHPHQWVRSHUDWRUVDQGRSHUDQGV
WKDWZHFRXOGFRXQW7KHUHIRUHZHLQIHUUHGWKDWWKHQXPEHURI
VWDWHPHQWV DQG +DOVWHDG¶V VRIWZDUH VFLHQFH PHWULFV FRXOG EH
FDOFXODWHG IRU HDFK ODQJXDJH )RU RWKHU HOHPHQWV WKH UHVXOWV
YDULHGE\SURJUDPPLQJODQJXDJH

SDFNDJHVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHLQKHULWDQFHNH\ZRUGDV³FODVVHV´
LQVWHDG RI ³SDFNDJHV´ EXW ZH ZRXOG SHUKDSV LQFRUUHFWO\
PHDVXUHWKHQXPEHURIFODVVHVVLQFHFODVVHVZLWKRXWLQKHULWDQFH
ZRXOGQRWEHFRXQWHG,QRWKHUZRUGVZHFRXOGSDUWLDOO\FRXQW
WKH ³FODVV´ QXPEHU :H QRWH VXFK FDVHV ZLWK GRWV ³Ɣ´  LQ
7DEOH,,,
-DYD6FULSWLVDFWXDOO\DSURWRW\SHEDVHGVFULSWLQJODQJXDJH
$OWKRXJK LW VXSSRUWV WKH REMHFWRULHQWHG SDUDGLJP WKH
LGHQWLILFDWLRQ RI FODVVHV RU LQKHULWDQFH LV FRPSOLFDWHG E\ WKH
IDFWWKDWZHXWLOL]H IXQFWLRQWRGHFODUHDFODVV7KHUHIRUHLQ
-DYD6FULSW ZH LQWHUSUHWHG IXQFWLRQ V\QWD[ DV UHSUHVHQWLQJ D
³IXQFWLRQ´ DOWKRXJK VHPDQWLFDOO\ LW FRXOG SRVVLEO\ UHSUHVHQW D
³FODVV´
7KHDERYHUHVXOWVVKRZWKDWREMHFWRULHQWHGGHVLJQPHWULFV
FRXOG QRW EH DSSOLHG WR HYHU\ REMHFWRULHQWHG SURJUDPPLQJ
ODQJXDJH GXH WR WKH DYDLODELOLW\ RI WKH PHDVXUDEOH HOHPHQWV
%DVHG RQ 7DEOH ,, ZH UHTXLUHG WKH ³FODVV´ HQWLW\ LQ RUGHU WR
PHDVXUH &. 0HWULFV :H DUH DEOH WR PHDVXUH :0& ',7
12& &%2 DQG 5)& IRU -DYD & & 2EMHFWLYH& 3+3
9LVXDO  %DVLF 3\WKRQ 'HOSKL DQG 5XE\ EXW ZH FDQQRW
PHDVXUH WKHP IRU -DYD6FULSW VLQFH ZH DUH XQDEOH WR SUHFLVHO\
LGHQWLI\LWVFODVVHV
,9 29(59,(:2)352326(')5$0(:25.
:H SURSRVH D IUDPHZRUN WR PHDVXUH VRXUFH FRGH WKDW
VXSSRUWV PXOWLSOH ODQJXDJHV DQG ZLOO GLPLQLVK WKH SUREOHPV
SUHYLRXVO\GHVFULEHGLQVXEVHFWLRQ,,$7KHIROORZLQJDUHWKH
PDLQIHDWXUHVRIWKHPHDVXUHPHQWIUDPHZRUN

1RQREMHFWRULHQWHGSURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJHV GR QRW XWLOL]H
WKHFODVVDQGLQKHULWDQFHFRQFHSWV$OWHUQDWLYHO\WKH\XVHRWKHU
FRQFHSWVWKDWFDQEHPHDVXUHGVXFKDVPRGXOHVIXQFWLRQVDQG
SURFHGXUHV :H FDQ SRVVLEO\ XVH WKHVH HOHPHQWV WR SURGXFH
FRPSOH[LW\ PHDVXUHPHQWV VXFK DV QXPEHUV RI IXQFWLRQV
QXPEHUVRISURFHGXUHVHWF

x

7KHIUDPHZRUNVKRXOGSURYLGHDQHDV\ZD\WRPHDVXUH
DPHWULF

x

7KHIUDPHZRUNVKRXOGEHDEOHWRHYDOXDWHWKHPHWULFV
RI VRIWZDUH ZULWWHQ LQ PRUH WKDQ RQH SURJUDPPLQJ
ODQJXDJH

x

7KH IUDPHZRUN VKRXOG XVH WKH VDPH PHWULF GHILQLWLRQ
VWDQGDUG

,Q FRPSDULVRQ ODQJXDJHV GHVLJQHG PDLQO\ IRU REMHFW
RULHQWHG SURJUDPPLQJ VXFK DV -DYD & & DQG 3\WKRQ
LQFRUSRUDWH PHDVXUDEOH HOHPHQWV WKDW SHUPLW XV WR DVVHVV
REMHFWRULHQWHG PHWULFV 1HYHUWKHOHVV KLVWRULFDOO\ LPSHUDWLYH
ODQJXDJHV WKDW KDYH EHHQ H[WHQGHG ZLWK VRPH REMHFWRULHQWHG
IHDWXUHVVXFKDV3HUODQG$GD\LHOGGLIIHUHQWUHVXOWVHVSHFLDOO\
LQ DVVRFLDWLRQ ZLWK WKH FODVV FRQFHSW -DYD6FULSW LV DOVR D
GLVWLQFWLYHFDVH
0HDVXUDEOH HOHPHQWV DUH UHDGLO\ GLVWLQJXLVKHG EDVHG RQ
ODQJXDJHV\QWD[,Q3HUODQG$GDZHFDQGHFODUHDFODVVXVLQJ
WKH SDFNDJH NH\ZRUG +RZHYHU WKH VDPH NH\ZRUG LV DOVR
XVHG WR GHFODUH QDPHVSDFH VXESURJUDP RU GDWD W\SHV
7KHUHIRUH ZH FDQQRW GHWHUPLQH WKDW DOO SDFNDJH NH\ZRUGV
LQGLFDWH WKH SUHVHQFH RI FODVVHV ,Q VSLWH RI WKLV 3HUO KDV WKH
VSHFLDO NH\ZRUG #,6$ DQG $GD XVHV WDJJHG WR LQGLFDWH
LQKHULWDQFH ERWK RI ZKLFK DOORZ XV WR FRXQW WKH PHDVXUDEOH
HOHPHQWV UHODWHG WR LQKHULWDQFH :H FRXOG SRVVLEO\ GHVLJQDWH
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)LJXUH 2YHUYLHZRISURSRVHGIUDPHZRUN

)LJXUH  VKRZV WKH RYHUYLHZ RI RXU SURSRVHG IUDPHZRUN
,Q RUGHU WR UHGXFH WKH FRVW RI GHYHORSLQJ WKH IUDPHZRUN ZH
XVHG 81,&2(1 D XQLILHG IUDPHZRUN IRU FRGH HQJLQHHULQJ
VXSSRUWLQJ PXOWLSOH SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJHV FXUUHQWO\ EHLQJ
GHYHORSHG E\ >@ 81,&2(1 VXSSOLHV D FRPPRQ
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0HDVXUDEOHHOHPHQWVUHODWLRQVKLSV

UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI VRXUFH FRGH IRU GLIIHUHQW SURJUDPPLQJ
ODQJXDJHVFDOOHGWKHXQLILHGFRGHPRGHO 8&0 DQGREMHFWV
JHQHUDWHG IURP WKH VRXUFH FRGH DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH 8&0 DUH
FDOOHG XQLILHG FRGH REMHFWV 8&2V  $W SUHVHQW 81,&2(1
VXSSRUWV VHYHQ SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJHV & -DYD & 9%
-DYD6FULSW3\WKRQDQG5XE\



7KH EDVLF SXUSRVH RI WKH IUDPHZRUN ZDV WR GHILQH WKH
PHDVXUDEOH HOHPHQWV ZH REWDLQHG LQ 6HFWLRQ ,,, 7KHVH
HOHPHQWV ZHUH REWDLQHG E\ PDSSLQJ 8&2V JHQHUDWHG E\
81,&2(1 WR RXU GHILQLWLRQV 81,&2(1 JHQHUDWHV 8&2V
IURP WKH LQSXW VRXUFH FRGH $IWHU WKH PDSSLQJ SURFHVV ZH
FRXOGHDVLO\FRXQWHDFKHOHPHQWDQGWKHQXWLOL]HLWWRHYDOXDWH
WKHFRUUHVSRQGLQJPHWULFV

DPRQJ WKH EORFNV ZLOO IRUP D WUHH VWUXFWXUH $ 8&2 EORFN
FRQWDLQV SULPDU\ LQIRUPDWLRQ VXFK DV 8QLILHG1DPHVSDFH
8QLILHG&ODVV8QLILHG9DULDEOH8QLILHG)XQFWLRQHWFZKRVH
QDPHV UHIHU WR WKH W\SHV RI HQWLWLHV WKH\ DUH 7KHUH LV DOVR
DGGLWLRQDO LQIRUPDWLRQ VXFK DV PRGLILHU W\SH H[WHQG
FRQVWUDLQ LGHQWLILHU HWF ZKLFK GHVFULEH WKH GHWDLOV RI HDFK
HQWLW\
%DVHG RQ WKLV LQIRUPDWLRQ IRU H[DPSOH ZH FDQ PDS D
8QLILHG1DPHVSDFH WRWKH ³SDFNDJH´ HQWLW\ IRU-DYDFRGHRU
WRWKH³QDPHVSDFH´HQWLW\IRU&FRGH$8QLILHG)XQFWLRQLV
WKHQ PDSSHG WR ³PHWKRG´ IRU -DYD FRGH )RU & FRGH
8QLILHG)XQFWLRQFRXOGEHPDSSHGWR³IXQFWLRQ´LIWKHEORFN
FRQWDLQV 8QLILHG5HWXUQ LQIRUPDWLRQ RU ³SURFHGXUH´ LI LW
FRQWDLQVQR8QLILHG5HWXUQ&XUUHQWO\WKH8&2VFDQFRYHUDOO
RI WKH PHDVXUDEOH HOHPHQWV IRU WKH VHYHQ SURJUDPPLQJ
ODQJXDJHVPHQWLRQHGSUHYLRXVO\

7KHPDSSLQJSURFHVVLVGHVFULEHGDVIROORZV7KHSDUWLDO
VWUXFWXUHRI WKH 8&0LV GHSLFWHG LQ )LJXUH(DFK QRGH LQ
WKH 8&0 ZLOO FRQVWLWXWH RQH 8&2 EORFN DQG UHODWLRQVKLSV
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9

)LJXUHGHVFULEHVKRZWKHFRGHLQ%URZVHU6RXUFHMDYD
LVUHSUHVHQWHGXVLQJ8&2V(DFKEORFNLVFRQVLGHUHGDVRQH
VWDWHPHQW VR WKH 126 IRU %URZVHU6RXUFHMDYD LV  7KH
PDSSLQJ PHFKDQLVP IRU -DYD6FULSW FRGH LV WKH VDPH DV IRU
-DYDFRGH7KH126UHVXOWVDUHVXPPDUL]HGLQ7DEOH,9

&$6(678'<

,Q WKLV VHFWLRQ ZH LOOXVWUDWH WKH HYDOXDWLRQ RI PHWULFV
XVLQJ RXU DSSURDFK )RU WKH FDVH VWXG\ ZH DQDO\]HG WKH
VDPHILOHVOLVWHGLQ7DEOH,:HGHVFULEHWKHPHDVXUHPHQWRI
WRWDO DQG EODQN OLQHV RI FRGH QXPEHU RI VWDWHPHQWV DQG
QXPEHURIFKLOGUHQ

& 0HDVXULQJ1XPEHURI&KLOGUHQ
7KHQXPEHURIFKLOGUHQ 12& LVGHILQHGDVWKHQXPEHU
RI LPPHGLDWH VXEFODVVHV VXERUGLQDWHG WR D FODVV LQWKHFODVV
KLHUDUFK\ 7R PHDVXUH WKH 12& ZH GLVWLQJXLVKHG WKH
UHODWLRQVKLSV³FODVVLVDFKLOGRIFODVV´DQG³FODVVLVSDUHQWWR
FODVV´'HWHUPLQLQJWKHVHUHODWLRQVKLSVEDVHGRQ8&2VLVQRW
DV VLPSOH DV PDSSLQJ 8&2V WR HQWLWLHV VXFK DV SDFNDJHV
FODVVHV HWF $ FODVV WKDW LQKHULWV DQRWKHU FODVV ZLOO FRQWDLQ
H[WHQGFRQVWUDLQ LQIRUPDWLRQ LQ LWV 8QLILHG&ODVV EORFN 7R
ILQG WKH LQKHULWDQFH UHODWLRQVKLS ZH WUDFHG ZKHWKHU WKH
³H[WHQGFRQVWUDLQ´ QDPH RI D FODVV ZDV LGHQWLFDO WR WKDW RI
DQ\ FODVV QDPH ZLWKLQ WKH SURMHFW 8VLQJ RXU VDPSOH FRGH
WKLVDSSURDFKLVGHPRQVWUDWHGLQ)LJXUH

$ 0HDVXULQJ7RWDODQG%ODQN/LQHVRI&RGH
7KHVH PHDVXUHPHQWV DUH GLUHFWO\ UHODWHG WR WKH SK\VLFDO
OLQHV RI VRXUFH FRGH VR GLG QRW UHTXLUH DQ\ PDSSLQJ IURP
8&2V 7KH IUDPHZRUN UHDG HDFK ILOH OLQHE\OLQH DQG
FRXQWHGWKHQXPEHURIWLPHVDOLQHZDVUHDG7KLVUHVXOWHGLQ
WRWDOOLQHVRIFRGH 7/2& %ODQNOLQHVRIFRGH %/2& ZDV
GHILQHG DV WKH QXPEHU RI OLQHV WKDW FRQWDLQHG RQO\ VSDFHV
WDEV RU QHZOLQH FKDUDFWHU V  ,W ZDV FDOFXODWHG E\ UHDGLQJ
HDFK OLQH DQG WDOO\LQJ LI WKH OLQH KDV RQO\ WKHVH FKDUDFWHU
W\SHV 7KH UHVXOWV RI RXU PHDVXUHPHQWV DUH VXPPDUL]HG LQ
7DEOH ,9 7R REWDLQ WKH QXPEHU RI OLQHV H[FOXGLQJ EODQN
OLQHVZHFDQHDVLO\VXEWUDFW%/2&IURP7/2&
% 0HDVXULQJ1XPEHURI6WDWHPHQWV
:KLOH WKH OLQHV RI FRGH DUH JHQHULFDOO\ FDOOHG ³WKH
SK\VLFDO OLQHV RI FRGH´ WKH QXPEHU RI VWDWHPHQWV 126  LV
FDOOHG³WKHORJLFDOOLQHVRIFRGH´126LVPHDVXUHGEDVHGRQ
8&2V (DFK EORFN LQ HDFK 8&2 LV EDVLFDOO\ PDSSHG WR D
VWDWHPHQW 7KHUHIRUH WKH 126 YDOXH LV H[DFWO\ WKH VDPH DV
WKHWRWDOQXPEHURIEORFNVLQWKH8&2V
SDFNDJHQHWMVXQLWPRGHO
LPSRUWMDYDXWLO/LVW
SXEOLFLQWHUIDFH%URZVHU6RXUFH^
%URZVHUJHW%URZVHU%\,G LQWLG 
/LVW%URZVHU!JHW$OO%URZVHUV 
`


)LJXUH 7UDFLQJWKHFKLOGUHQRIWKH$EVWUDFW5HVXOWFODVV



,QWKLVFDVHZHREWDLQHGWKHIROORZLQJUHODWLRQVKLSV7KH
7HVW3DJH5HVXOW 7HVW5XQ5HVXOW 7HVW&DVH5HVXOW DQG
%URZVHU5HVXOW FODVVHV ZHUH FKLOGUHQ RI WKH $EVWUDFW5HVXOW
FODVV 7KH $EVWUDFW5HVXOW FODVV ZDV WKH SDUHQW RI WKH
7HVW3DJH5HVXOW 7HVW5XQ5HVXOW 7HVW&DVH5HVXOW DQG
%URZVHU5HVXOW FODVVHV :H FRXOG LQIHU WKHQ WKDW WKH 12&
IRUWKH$EVWUDFW5HVXOWFODVVZDV
8VLQJWKLVDSSURDFKPDNHVLWHDVLHUWRPDSWKH8&2VWR
PHDVXUDEOH HOHPHQWV DQG WR GHWHUPLQH UHODWLRQVKLSV
$OWKRXJK FXUUHQWO\ 81,&2(1 VXSSRUWV RQO\ VHYHQ
ODQJXDJHVLWLVHDV\WRDGGQHZODQJXDJHVRUXSGDWHH[LVWLQJ
ODQJXDJHV VR ZH FRXOG HDVLO\ DGG PHDVXUHPHQWV IRU RWKHU
ODQJXDJHV WKXV UHGXFLQJ WKH FRVW RI GHYHORSPHQW ,Q
DGGLWLRQ WKLV DSSURDFK DOORZV XV WR IXOO\ PHDVXUH YDULRXV
PHWULFVIRUSURJUDPVZULWWHQLQPRUHWKDQRQHSURJUDPPLQJ
ODQJXDJHXVLQJRQO\RQHIUDPHZRUN5HJDUGLQJWKHSUREOHP
ZLWK PHDVXUHPHQW LQFRQVLVWHQFLHV GHPRQVWUDWHG LQ 7DEOH ,
ZHFDQQRWVD\ZKHWKHURXUUHVXOWVDUHPRUHDSSURSULDWHVLQFH
WKHUH DUH QR LQWHUQDWLRQDO VWDQGDUGV SUHVFULELQJ WKH RSWLPDO
ZD\ WR PHDVXUH D PHWULF +RZHYHU RXU DSSURDFK XVHG WKH
VDPH PHWULF GHILQLWLRQ IRU HDFK SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJH
VXSSRUWHG E\ RXU IUDPHZRUN +HQFH ZH FRXOG REWDLQ
FRQVLVWHQW UHVXOWV DPRQJ DOO WKH ODQJXDJHV IRU LQVWDQFH
EHWZHHQ-DYDDQG-DYD6FULSWFRGHDVVKRZQLQ7DEOH,9


)LJXUH 0DSSLQJRI%URZVHU6RXUFHMDYDWR8&2DQGWKHQWR
PHDVXUDEOHHOHPHQWV VWDWHPHQWV 
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DFDVHVWXG\ZHH[SODLQHGWKHZD\RXUIUDPHZRUNPHDVXUHV
WKHWRWDODQGEODQNOLQHVRIFRGHQXPEHURIVWDWHPHQWVDQG
QXPEHURIFKLOGUHQ

9, 5(/$7(':25.6
7KLVVHFWLRQGLVFXVVHVWKHUHODWHGUHVHDUFKDSSURDFKHVRI
%DURQL HW DO >@ +LJR HW DO >@ DQG 0DQHYD HW DO >@
7KHJRDOVRIWKHVHUHVHDUFKJURXSVZHUHVLPLODUWRRXURZQ
LQWHUPVRIPHDVXULQJVRIWZDUHPHWULFV

:HOLPLWRXUZRUNWRVHYHUDOVL]HDQGFRPSOH[LW\PHWULFV
VRVRPHRWKHUPHWULFVZHUHQRWFRQVLGHUHG,QDGGLWLRQRXU
IUDPHZRUN LV VWLOO HDUO\ LQ GHYHORSPHQW )XUWKHU ZRUN LV
QHHGHG WR HYDOXDWH ZKHWKHU LW FDQ SURSHUO\ VROYH WKH
SUREOHPVZHPHQWLRQHGSUHYLRXVO\%XWZHEHOLHYHWKDWRXU
DSSURDFKFDQFRQWULEXWHWRUHGXFLQJWKHFRVWRIGHYHORSLQJD
VRXUFHFRGH PHDVXUHPHQW WRROHYHQ IRU VRIWZDUH ZULWWHQLQ
PRUH WKDQ RQH SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJH ,Q DGGLWLRQ PRVW
FXUUHQW WRROV RQO\ SHUIRUP VWDWLF DQDO\VLV RI RQH YHUVLRQ RI
VRIWZDUH DQG ZH ZLOO DOVR WKHUHIRUH FRQVLGHU LGHQWLI\LQJ
GLVWLQFWLRQVEHWZHHQWZRYHUVLRQVRIVRXUFHFRGH

%DURQL HW DO GHYHORSHG 0226( DV D ODQJXDJH
LQGHSHQGHQW SODWIRUP WKDW RXWSXWV REMHFWRULHQWHG GHVLJQ
PHWULFV 0226( DQDO\]HV 2&/ DQG 80/ PHWDPRGHO
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQV 7KHLU DSSURDFK LV OLPLWHG EHFDXVH WKH
DPRXQW RI LQIRUPDWLRQREWDLQHG IURP WKHLU UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ LV
OHVV WKDQ WKDW ZKLFK FDQ EH GLUHFWO\ H[WUDFWHG IURP VRXUFH
FRGH 7KH 8&2V JHQHUDWHG E\ 81,&2(1 FRQWDLQ PRUH
LQIRUPDWLRQ WKDQ WKH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQV XVHG E\ 0226( )RU
LQVWDQFHZLWK8&2VZHFDQWUDFHWKH³PHWKRGFDOOVPHWKRG´
DQG³FODVVPHWKRGXVHVDWWULEXWH´UHODWLRQVKLSVEXW0226(
LVXQDEOHWRUHFRJQL]HWKHP

5()(5(1&(6
>@ 1 )HQWRQ ³6RIWZDUH PHDVXUHPHQW D QHFHVVDU\ VFLHQWLILF EDVLV´
,((( 7UDQVDFWLRQV RQ 6RIWZDUH (QJLQHHULQJ YRO  SS±
0DUFK
>@ 9LUWXDO0DFKLQHU\³-+DZN´KWWSZZZYLUWXDOPDFKLQHU\FRP
>@ 6HPDQWLF'HVLJQV,QF³-DYD6RXUFH&RGH0HWULFV´
KWWSZZZVHPDQWLFGHVLJQVFRP
>@ &ODUNZDUH&RQVXOWLQJLQF³-'HSHQG´
KWWSZZZFODUNZDUHFRPVRIWZDUH-'HSHQGKWPO
>@ )6DXHU³(FOLSVH0HWULFVSOXJLQ´
KWWSPHWULFVVRXUFHIRUJHQHW
>@ &KU &OHPHQV /HH ³-DYD1&66  $ 6RXUFH 0HDVXUHPHQW 6XLWH IRU
-DYD´KWWSMDYDQFVVFRGHKDXVRUJ
>@ &DPSZRRG6RIWZDUH³6RXUFH0RQLWRU´
KWWSZZZFDPSZRRGVZFRP
>@ 06TXDUHG7HFKQRORJLHV³5HVRXUFH6WDQGDUG0HWULFV´
KWWSPVTXDUHGWHFKQRORJLHVFRP
>@ '$:KHHOHU³6/2&&RXQW´KWWSZZZGZKHHOHUFRPVORFFRXQW
>@ 1RUWKURS*UXPPDQ&RUSRUDWLRQ³&/2&&RXQW/LQHVRI&RGH´
KWWSFORFVRXUFHIRUJHQHW
>@ 5/LQFNH-/XQGEHUJDQG:/RZH³&RPSDULQJVRIWZDUHPHWULFV
WRROV´ 3URF RI ,QWHUQDWLRQDO 6\PSRVLXP RQ 6RIWZDUH 7HVWLQJ DQG
$QDO\VLVSS±-XO\
>@ (*DPPDDQG.%HFN³-68QLW´KWWSZZZMVXQLWQHW
>@ / 0 /DLUG DQG 0 & %UHQQDQ 6RIWZDUH PHDVXUHPHQW DQG
HVWLPDWLRQDSUDFWLFDODSSURDFK,(((&RPSXWHU6RFLHW\
>@ -5 $ERXQDGHU DQG ' $ /DPE $ GDWD PRGHO IRU REMHFWRULHQWHG
GHVLJQPHWULFV.LQJVWRQ214XHHQ¶V8QLYHUVLW\
>@ 7,2%( 6RIWZDUH ³7,2%( 3URJUDPPLQJ &RPPXQLW\ ,QGH[ IRU
-DQXDU\´KWWSZZZWLREHFRP
>@ $%7XFNHUDQG5(1RRQDQ3URJUDPPLQJ/DQJXDJHV3ULQFLSOHV
DQG3DUDGLJPVQGHG0F*UDZ+LOO
>@ . 6DNDPRWR $ 2KDVKL ' 2WD DQG + ,ZDVDZD ³81,&2(1´
KWWSZZZXQLFRHQQHW
>@ $ / %DURQL DQG ) % $EUHX ³$Q 2&/EDVHG IRUPDOL]DWLRQ RI WKH
0226( PHWULF VXLWH´ 3URF RI WK (&223 :RUNVKRS RQ
4XDQWLWDWLYH $SSURDFKHV LQ 2EMHFW2ULHQWHG 6RIWZDUH (QJLQHHULQJ
-XO\
>@ < +LJR $ 6DLWRK * <DPDGD 7 0L\DNH 6 .XVXPRWR DQG .
,QRXH³$SOXJJDEOHWRROIRUPHDVXULQJVRIWZDUHPHWULFVIURPVRXUFH
FRGH´3URFRIWKH-RLQW&RQIHUHQFHRIWKHWK,:600(1685$
1RYHPEHU
>@ 10DQHYD1*UR]HYDQG'/LORY³$IUDPHZRUNIRUVRXUFHFRGH
PHWULFV´ 3URF RI WK ,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQIHUHQFH RQ &RPSXWHU
6\VWHPVDQG7HFKQRORJLHV-XQH

+LJR HW DO EXLOW 0$68 DV D SOXJLQ IRU PHDVXULQJ
PHWULFV RI VRXUFH FRGH ZULWWHQ LQ PXOWLSOH SURJUDPPLQJ
ODQJXDJHV 7KHLU ZRUN IRFXVHG SULPDULO\ RQ GHYHORSLQJ D
VRXUFH FRGH DQDO\]HU IRU HDFK SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJH 7KLV
DQDO\]HU EXLOW $67 IURP WKH LQSXW VRXUFH FRGH RI REMHFW
RULHQWHG SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJHV &XUUHQWO\ 0$68 KDQGOHV
-DYD DQG & VRXUFH FRGH 2XU DSSURDFK VLPSOLILHV WKH
PHDVXUHPHQWE\DVVHVVLQJRQO\WKHPHDVXUDEOHHOHPHQWV,Q
DGGLWLRQ 0$68 ZDV GHVLJQHG WR ZRUN RQO\ ZLWK REMHFW
RULHQWHGODQJXDJHVZKHUHDVRXUIUDPHZRUNFDQKDQGOHQRQ
REMHFWRULHQWHGODQJXDJHVXFKDV&
0DQHYD HW DO SURSRVHG XVLQJ D IUDPHZRUN WR HYDOXDWH
VRXUFHFRGH7KHNH\LGHDVDUHWKDWDEDVHVHWRIPHWULFVPXVW
EH GHILQHG DQG WKH FRPSXWDWLRQ RI WKH PHDVXUHV DUH
GLVWULEXWHG LQWR GLVWLQFW PRGXOHV 7KH\ LPSOHPHQW
SUHSURFHVVRUIXQFWLRQVWRILOWHUWKHVRXUFHFRGHDUWLIDFWVIURP
HOHPHQWV WKDW UHQGHU WKH FRPSXWDWLRQ RI PHWULF YDOXHV
LQDFFXUDWHLQVRPHFRQWH[WV7KHLUUHVHDUFKGRHVQRWPHQWLRQ
DPHDQVRISURFHVVLQJPXOWLSOHODQJXDJHVZKLFKLVWKHPDLQ
FRQWULEXWLRQRIRXUDSSURDFK
9,, &21&/86,21$1')8785(:25.
7KLV SDSHU GHVFULEHG RXU SURSRVHG XQLILHG VRXUFH FRGH
PHDVXUHPHQW IUDPHZRUN IRU PXOWLSOH SURJUDPPLQJ
ODQJXDJHV :H UHSRUWHG WKUHH PDLQ SUREOHPV ZLWK H[LVWLQJ
VRXUFH FRGH PHWULF WRROV FRVW RI QHZ GHYHORSPHQW
LQFRPSUHKHQVLYH
PHDVXUHPHQW
DQG
LQFRQVLVWHQW
PHDVXUHPHQW%DVHGRQ VL]HDQG FRPSOH[LW\ PHDVXUHPHQWV
ZH DVVHVVHG VRXUFH FRGH PHWULFV DQG YDULRXV SURJUDPPLQJ
ODQJXDJHV DQG REWDLQHG WKH FRPPRQDOLWLHV RI PHDVXUDEOH
VRXUFH FRGH HOHPHQWV 7KH DVVHVVPHQW UHVXOWV VKRZHG WKDW
ZH ZHUHDEOH WR PHDVXUH VL]H DQG VRPH FRPSOH[LW\ PHWULFV
IRU HYHU\ SURJUDPPLQJ ODQJXDJH +RZHYHU LQ VRPH FDVHV
ZH FRXOG QRW PHDVXUH REMHFWRULHQWHG GHVLJQ PHWULFV HYHQ
WKRXJK D ODQJXDJH VXFK DV -DYD6FULSW VXSSRUWV WKH REMHFW
RULHQWHG SDUDGLJP ZKLOH LQ RWKHU FDVHV VXFK DV 3HUO DQG
$GD ZH FRXOG RQO\ SDUWLDOO\ FRQGXFW PHDVXUHPHQWV 7KH
QH[WVWHSLQRXUDSSURDFKLVWRLGHQWLI\PHDVXUDEOHHOHPHQWV
E\PDSSLQJWKHUHSUHVHQWDWLRQVSURGXFHGE\81,&2(1$V
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programs.

Abstract— A logic programming language with potential software
engineering benefit is described. The language is intended as a
specification language where the user specifies software
functionality while ignoring efficiency. The goals of the language
are: (1) a pure specification language – “what, not how”, (2) small
size, and (3) a metalanguage – able to imitate and thus subsume
other languages. The language, called “axiomatic language”, is
based on the idea that any function or program can be defined by
an infinite set of symbolic expressions that enumerates all
possible inputs and the corresponding outputs. The language is
just a formal system for generating these symbolic expressions.
Axiomatic language can be described as pure, definite Prolog
with Lisp syntax, HiLog higher-order generalization, and “string
variables”, which match a string of expressions in a sequence.

specifications

into

efficient

2) small, but extensible – The language should be as
small as possible with semantics as simple as possible.
Nothing is built-in that can be defined. T his means
that arithmetic would not be built-in. (We assume the
smart translator can “recognize” the definitions of
arithmetic and replace them with the corresponding
hardware operations.) Of course, any small language
must also be highly extensible, so that those features
which are not built-in can be easily defined and used
for specification as if they had been built-in.
3) a metalanguage – There are many ways in which one
might want to specify software: first-order logic, set
operations, domain specific languages, even a
procedural language, etc. An ideal language would be
able to define within itself other language features and
paradigms, which the user could then use for software
specification. With such a metalanguage capability,
one could not only define functions, but also define
new ways of defining functions.

Keywords- specification; metalanguage; logic programming;
Prolog; HiLog; Lisp; program transformation

I.

the

INTRODUCTION

Programming languages affect programmer productivity.
Prechelt [1] found that the scripting languages Perl, Python,
Rexx, and Tcl gave twice the productivity over conventional
languages C, C++, and Java. A factor of 4-10 productivity gain
has been reported for the declarative language Erlang [2]. Both
studies showed that lines of source code per hour were roughly
the same, regardless of language.

We also have the goal of beauty and elegance for the language.
Axiomatic language is based on the idea that the external
behavior of a program – even an interactive program – can be
specified by a static infinite set of symbolic expressions that
enumerates all possible inputs – or sequences of inputs – along
with the corresponding outputs. Axiomatic language is just a
formal system for defining these symbolic expressions.

With current programming languages programmers
generally keep efficiency in mind. Even in the logic programming field, which is supposed to be declarative, the
programmer must understand the execution process in order to
write clauses that terminate and are efficient. Program
transformation potentially offers a way of achieving the goal of
declarative programming where one can write specifications
without considering their implementation and then have them
transformed into efficient algorithms. One may thus ask what
kind of programming language would we want if we could
ignore efficiency and assume that a smart translator could
transform our specifications?

Section II defines the language and section III gives
examples. Section IV shows how symbolic expressions can be
interpreted as the input and output of real programs. Section V
discusses the novel aspects of the language and section VI
gives conclusions. This paper extends an earlier publication [4]
with syntax extensions and higher-order examples.
II.

This paper describes a logic programming language called
“axiomatic language” [3] that is in tended to be such a
programming/specification language. T he goals of the
language are as follows:

THE LANGUAGE

This section defines axiomatic language, which is intended
to fulfill the objectives identified in the introduction. Section A
introduces the language informally with examples. The
semantics and syntax of the core language are defined in
section B, and section C gives some syntax extensions.

1) a pure specification language – There are no language
features to control program execution. T he programmer writes specifications while ignoring efficiency and
implementation. P rogram transformation is thus
required. We assume that a translator can be built that

A. An Overview
Axiomatic language can be described as pure definite
Prolog with Lisp syntax, HiLog [5] higher-order generalization,
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a finite set of “axioms”, which generate a (usually) infinite set
of “valid expressions”, analogous to the way productions in a
grammar generate strings. An expression is

and “string variables”, which match a string of expressions in a
sequence. A typical Prolog predicate is re presented in
axiomatic language as follows:
father(sue,X)

->

an atom – a primitive, indivisible element,
an expression variable,
or a sequence of zero or m ore expressions and string
variables.

(father Sue %x)

Predicate and function names are moved inside the parentheses,
commas are replaced with blanks, “expression” variables start
with %, and both upper and lowercase letters, digits, and most
special characters can be used for symbols.

The hierarchical structure of expressions is inspired by the
functional programming language FP [6].

Clauses, or “axioms” as they are called here, are essentially
the same as in traditional logic programming, as shown by the
following definitions of natural number operations in successor
notation:

Atoms are r epresented syntactically by symbols starting
with the backquote: `abc, `+. (The non-variable symbols
seen previously are not atoms, as section C explains.)
Expression and string variables are represented by symbols
beginning with % and $, respectively: %expr, %, and $str,
$1. A sequence is represented by a string of expressions and
string variables separated by blanks and enclosed in
parentheses: (`xyz %n), (`M1 $ ()).

(number 0).
! set of natural numbers
(number (s %n))< (number %n).
(plus 0 % %)< (number %).
! addition
(plus (s %1) %2 (s %3))< (plus %1 %2 %3).
(times 0 % 0)< (number %).
! multiplication
(times (s %1) %2 %3)< (times %1 %2 %x),
(plus %x %2 %3).

An axiom consists of a conclusion expression and zero or
more condition expressions, in one of the following formats:
conclu < cond1, …, condn.
! n>0
conclu.
! an unconditional axiom

The symbol < replaces the Prolog symbol :- and comments
start after !. These axioms generate “valid expressions” such as
(number (s (s (s 0)))) and (plus (s 0) (s (s 0)) (s (s (s 0)))),
which are interpreted as the statements “3 is a number” and “1
+ 2 = 3”, respectively.

Axioms may be written in free format over multiple lines and a
comment may appear on the right side of a line, following an
exclamation point. Note that the definition of expressions
allows atoms and expression variables to be co nclusion and
condition expressions in axioms.

The two main features of axiomatic language in comparison
to Prolog are its higher-order property and st ring variables.
The higher-order property comes from the fact that predicate
and function names can be arbitrary expressions, including
variables, and that variables can represent entire predicates in
axioms. Section III.A gives some higher-order examples.

An axiom generates an axiom instance by the substitution
of values for the expression and string variables. An
expression variable can be replaced by an arbitrary expression,
the same value replacing the same variable throughout the
axiom. A string variable can be replaced by a string of zero or
more expressions and string variables. For example, the axiom,

The other major feature of axiomatic language is its string
variables. A string variable, beginning with $, matches zero or
more expressions in a sequence, while an expression variable
%... matches exactly one. String variables enable more concise
definitions of predicates on lists:
(append ($1) ($2) ($1 $2))
(member % ($1 % $2)).

(`a (%x %y) $1)< (`b %x $w), (`c $w %y).

has an instance,
(`a ((` %) `y))< (`b (` %) () `v),
(`c () `v `y).

! concatenation

! member of sequence

by the substitution of (` %) for %x, `y for %y, the string ‘()
`v’ for $w and the empty string for $1.

(reverse () ()).
! reversing a sequence
(reverse (% $) ($rev %))<
(reverse ($) ($rev)).

The conclusion expression of an axiom instance is a valid
expression if all the condition expressions of the axiom
instance are valid expressions. By default, the conclusion of an
unconditional axiom instance is a v alid expression. For
example, the two axioms,

Some example valid expressions are (append (a b) (c d) (a b
c d)) and (member c (a b c)). St ring variables can be
considered a generalization of Prolog's list tail variables. For
example, the Prolog list [a, X | Z] would be represented in
axiomatic language as the sequence (a %X $Z). But string
variables can occur anywhere in a sequence, not just at the end.
Note that sequences in axiomatic language are used both for
data lists and term arguments. This single representation is
convenient for representing code as data.

(`a `b).
((%) $ $)< (% $).

generate the valid expressions (`a `b), ((`a) `b `b), (((`a)) `b `b `b
`b), etc. Note that the semantics of axiomatic language is based

on definitions that enumerate a set of hierarchical expressions
and not on the operation of a resolution algorithm. No te also
that valid expressions are just abstract symbolic expressions
without any inherent meaning. Their association with real
computation and inputs and outputs is by interpretation, as
described in section IV.

B. The Core Language
This section gives the definitions and rules of axiomatic
language, while the next section gives some syntax extensions.
In axiomatic language, functions and programs are specified by
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would be done in Prolog, we can generate them from a single
expression, as follows:

C. Syntax Extensions
The expressiveness of axiomatic language is enhanced by
adding syntax extensions to the core language. A single
printable character in single quotes is syntactic shorthand for an
expression that gives the binary code of the character:
’A’

=

(`char (`0 `1 `0 `0

% < (valid $1 % $2).
! specify multiple facts in one expression:
(valid (father Sue Tom)
(father Bill Tom)
(father Jane Bill)).

`0 `0 `0 `1))

This underlying representation, which would normally be
hidden, provides for easy definition of character functions and
relations, which are not built-in.

From this we get valid expressions such as (father Jane Bill).
The higher-order capability allows valid expressions to be
combined into a single expression. The following axioms form
lists of expressions that are all valid:

A character string in single quotes within a sequence is
equivalent to writing the single characters separately:
(… ’abc’ …)

=

(all_valid).
(all_valid % $)< % , (all_valid $).
! all expressions in list are valid:
(grandparent %x %z)<
(all_valid (parent %x %y) (parent %y %z)).

(… ’a’ ’b’ ’c’ …)

A character string in double quotes represents a sequence of
those characters:
”abc”

=

(’abc’)

=

(’a’ ’b’ ’c’)

This expression represents the conjunction of valid expressions.
We can also have a condition that asserts that at least one
expression in a list is valid:

A single or double quote character is repeated when it occurs in
a character string enclosed by the same quote character:
”’””” = (’’’”’)=(’’’’ ’”’).

(one_valid $1 % $2)< % .
! at least one expression in list is valid:
(parent %x %y)<
(one_valid (mother %x %y) (father %x %y)).

A symbol that does not begin with one of the special
characters ` % $ ( ) ’ ” ! is equivalent to an
expression consisting of the atom ` and th e symbol as a
character sequence:
abc

=

This represents valid expression disjunction.
Axioms themselves can be represented as expressions. We
can represent a single axiom in an expression as follows:

(` ”abc”)

This is useful for hi gher-order definitions, decimal number
representation, and for defining inequality between symbols,
which is not built-in.

%conclu < (axiom %conclu $conds),
(all_valid $conds).
! specify axiom in a single expression:
(axiom (sort %1 %2)
(permutation %1 %2) (ordered %2)).

Other syntax extensions might be useful, such as in-line
text, macros, or indentation-based syntax. Any syntax extension that has a clear mapping to th e core language could be
considered as an addition to the language. We view the
definitions and rules of the core language as fixed and
permanent, but its syntactic realization and any syntax
extensions are open to refinement and enhancement.
III.

This is easily extended to represent a set of axioms in a single
expression:
(axiom $axiom)< (axiom_set $1 ($axiom) $2).
! a set of axioms in a single expression:
(axiom_set ((length () 0)) ! sequence length
((length (% $) (s %n)) (length ($) %n))).

EXAMPLES

This last axiom generates valid expressions such as (length (a b
c) (s (s (s 0)))).

This section gives some examples of axiomatic language
and discusses its features. Section A gives examples of higherorder definitions and section B shows the metalanguage
capability of the language.

The mapping of a relation or function to lists of arguments
is easily defined. First we need a utility that generates
sequences of zero-or-more copies of an expression:
(zero_or_more % ()).
(zero_or_more % (% $))< (zero_or_more % ($)).

A. Higher-Order Definitions
In axiomatic language, variables can be used for predicate
names and for entire predicates. These higher-order constructs
can be powerful tools for defining sets and relations. For
example, a predicate for a finite set can be defined in a single
expression, as follows:

We also need a utility that distributes a sequence of elements
over the fronts of sequences:
(distr () () ()).
! distr elems over seqs
(distr (%el $els) (($seq) $seqs)
((%el $seq) $seqsx))<
(distr ($els) ($seqs) ($seqsx)).

(%set %elem)<(finite_set %set ($1 %elem $2)).
! used to define finite sets:
(finite_set day
(Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat)).

Now we make use of symbol representation to map previouslydefined functions and relations to sequences of arguments:

These axioms generate valid expressions such as (day Tue).
Similarly, instead of defining facts in separate axioms, as

((` ($rel ’*’)) $nulls)<
! empty arg seqs
(zero_or_more () ($nulls)).
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IV.

((` ($rel ’*’)) $argseqsx)< !non-empty seqs
((` ($rel ’*’)) $argseqs),
((` ($rel)) $args),
! relation to map
(distr ($args) ($argseqs) ($argseqsx)).

The expression (` ($rel)) matches the symbol for the relation
name and (` ($rel '*')) represents that symbol with an asterisk
appended. T hese axioms generate valid expressions such as
(day* (Sat Tue Tue)) and (append* ((a b) ()) ((c) (u v)) ((a b c)
(u v))). Note that our mapping definition automatically applies
to predicates of any arity. T he higher-order property of
axiomatic language is essentially the same as that of HiLog.
That is, the language has higher-order syntax but the semantics
are really first-order.

(Program <input> <output>)

where <input> is a sy mbolic expression for a possible input
file and <output> is th e corresponding output file. For
example, a text file could be represented by a sequence of lines,
each of which is a sequence of characters. A program that sorts
the lines of a text file could be defined by valid expressions
such as the following:
(Program (”dog” ”horse” ”cow”)
(”cow” ”dog” ”horse”))

B. Metalanguage Examples
The higher-order property and string variables along with
the absence of commas give axiomatic language its
metalanguage property – its ability to imitate other languages.
In this section we define the evaluation of nested functions in
Lisp format. First we need decimal number representation:

! input
! output

Axioms would generate these valid expressions for all possible
input text files.
An interactive program where the user types lines of text
and the computer types lines in response could be represented
by valid expressions such as

(finite_set digit ”0123456789”).
! digits
(index %set %elem %index)< ! index for elems
(finite_set %set ($1 %elem $2)),
(length ($1) %index).
! -> (index digit ’2’ (s (s 0)))
(dec_sym (` (%digit)) %value)<
(index digit %digit %value).
! -> (dec_sym 1 (s 0)) -- single digit
(dec_sym (` ($digits %digit)) %valuex)<
(dec_sym (` ($digits)) %value),
(index digit %digit %n),
(length (* * * * * * * * * *) %10),
(times %value %10 %10val),
(plus %10val %n %valuex). ! multi digits

(Program <out> <in> <out> <in> …
<out> <in> <out>)

where <out> is a sequence of zero or more output lines typed
by the computer and <in> is a sin gle input line typed by the
user. Ea ch Program expression gives a possible execution
history. Valid expressions would be generated for all possible
execution histories. This static set of symbolic expressions is
interpreted to represent real inputs and outputs over time. This
is a completely pure approach to the awkward problem of
input/output in declarative languages [7] and av oids Prolog's
ugly, non-logical read/write operations. Example programs can
be found at the language website [3].

These axioms generate valid expressions, such as (dec_sym
325 (s (s … (s 0)…))), which give the natural number

V.

value for a symbol of decimal digits. We use the length
function to hide the representation for the natural number 10.
Now we define the evaluation of nested expressions:
(eval (quote %expr) %expr).
(eval %dec_sym %value)<
(dec_sym %dec_sym %value).
(eval (%fn $args) %result)<
(eval* ($args) ($results)),
(%fn $results %result).

SPECIFICATION BY INTERPRETATION

We want to s pecify the external behavior of a program
using a set of valid expressions. A program that maps an input
file to an output file can be specified by an in finite set of
symbolic expressions of the form

NOVELTY AND RELATED WORK

This section discusses some of the more novel aspects of
axiomatic language in comparison to P rolog and other
languages:

! identity fn
! decimal num

(1) specification by interpretation – We specify the external
behavior of programs by interpreting a static set of symbolic
expressions. Even languages with "declarative” input/output
[9] have special language features, but axiomatic language has
no input/output features at all – just interpretation of the
generated expressions.

! eval func
! eval args
! func result

These axioms turn some of the previously-defined predicates
into functions which can be applied in a Lisp-like manner:

(2) definition vs. computation semantics – Axiomatic language
is just a formal system for defining infinite sets of symbolic
expressions, which are then interpreted. Prolog semantics, in
contrast, are based on a model of computation.
(3) Lisp syntax – Axiomatic language, like some other logic
programming languages (MicroProlog [10], Allegro [11]), uses
Lisp syntax. This unified representation for code and data
supports metaprogramming.
(4) higher-order – P redicate and function names can be
arbitrary expressions, including variables, and entire predicates
can be represented by variables. This is the same as in HiLog,
but with Lisp syntax. The XSB [12] implementation of HiLog,

(eval (times (length (append (quote (a b c))
(reverse (quote (e d)))))
(plus 3 17)
) %value)

When this expression is used as a c ondition, the variable
%value will get instantiated to the natural number
representation for 100. Of course, these nested expressions
only make sense when formed from predicates that are
functions that yield a single result as the last argument.
A contrasting procedural-language example can be found in
the original paper [4].
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however, does not allow variables for head predicates in
clauses [13]. H igher-order programming can be done in
standard Prolog, but requires special features, such as the ‘call’
predicate. [14]
(5) non-atomic characters – Character representation is not
part of the core language, but defined as a syntax extension.
There are no built-in character functions, but instead these
would be defined in a library.
(6) non-atomic symbols – Non-atomic symbols eliminate the
need for built-in decimal numbers, since they can be easily
defined through library utilities.
(7) flat sequences – Sequences in axiomatic language are
completely "flat" compared with the underlying head/tail “dot”
representation of Prolog and Lisp.
(8) string variables – T hese provide pattern matching and
metalanguage support. String variables can yield an infinite set
of most-general unifications. For example, ($ a) unifies with (a
$) with the assignments of $ = '', 'a', 'a a', ....
(9) metalanguage – T he flexible syntax and higher-order
capability makes axiomatic language well-suited to metaprogramming, language-oriented programming [15], and
embedded domain-specific languages [16]. T his language
extensibility is sim ilar to that of Racket [17], but axiomatic
language is smaller.

The challenge, of course, is the efficient implementation of
the programmer's specifications. [18] Higher-order definitions
and the metalanguage capability are powerful tools for software
specification, but make program transformation essential. The
difficult problem of transformation should be helped, however,
by the extreme simplicity and purity of the language, such as
the absence of non-logical operations, built-in functions, state
changes, and in put/output. Future work will address the
problem of transformation.
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Abstract—Provide historical scientific information to deal with
loss of knowledge about scientific experiment has been the focus
of several researches. However, the computational support for
scientific experiment on a large scale is still incipient and is
considered one of the challenges set by the Brazilian Computer
Society for the period 2006 to 2016. This work aims to contribute
in this area, presenting the SciProvMiner architecture, which
main objective is to collect prospective and retrospective
provenance of scientific experiments as well as apply data mining
techniques in the collected provenance data to enable the
discovery of unknown patterns in these data.

allows the use of data mining techniques to discover important
patterns in provenance data.

Keywords-web services; ontology; provenance; OPM; OPMO;
data mining.

Considering scientific experimentation, data provenance
can be defined as information that helps to determine the
historical derivation of a data product with regards to its
origins. In this context, data provenance is being considered an
essential component to allow reproducibility of results, sharing
and reuse of knowledge by the scientific community [2].
Considering the necessity of providing interoperability in
order to exchange provenance data, there is an initiative to
provide a standard to facilitate this interoperability. The Open
Provenance Model (OPM) [3] defines a generic representation
for provenance data. The OPM assumes that the object (digital
or not) provenance can be represented by an annotated
causality graph, which is a directed acyclic graph, enriched
with notes captured from other information related to the
execution [3].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2
we present the theoretical foundations that underpin this work.
Section 3 describes some related work. Section 4 presents the
contributions proposed in this work, the architecture of
SciprovMiner is detailed, showing each of its layers and
features. Finally, section 5 presents final considerations and
future work.
II.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The large-scale computing has been widely used as a
methodology for scientific research: there are several success
stories in many domains, including physics, bioinformatics,
engineering and geosciences [1].
Although scientific knowledge continue to be generated in
a traditional way, in-vivo and in-vitro, in recent decades
scientific experiments began to use computational procedures
to simulate their own execution environments, giving origin to
in-virtuo scientific experimentation. Moreover, even the
objects and participants in an experiment can be simulated,
resulting in in-silico experimentation category. These largescale computations, which support a scientific process, are
generally referred to as e-Science [1].
The work presented in this article, SciProvMiner, is part of
a project developed in Federal University of Juiz de Fora
(UFJF), Brazil, with emphasis on studies to building an
infrastructure to support e-Science projects and has as its main
goal the specification of an architecture for the collection and
management of provenance data and processes in the context
of scientific experiments processed through computer
simulations in collaborative research environments
geographically dispersed and interconnected through a
computational grid. The proposed architecture must provides
an interoperability layer that can interact with SWfMS
(Scientific Workflows Management Systems) and aims to
capture retrospective and prospective provenance information
generated from scientific workflows and provides a layer that
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CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND

In the OPM model, provenance graphs are composed of
three types of nodes [3]:
•
•
•

Artifacts: represent an immutable state data, which
may have a physical existence, or have a digital
representation in a computer system.
Processes: represent actions performed or caused by
artifacts, and results in new artifacts.
Agents: represent entities acting as a catalyst of a
process, enabling, facilitating, controlling, or affecting
its performance.

Figure 1 adapted from [3], illustrates these three entities
and their possible relationships, also called dependencies. In
Figure 1, the first and second edge in the right column express
that a process used an artifact and that an artifact was
generated by a process. These two relationships represent data

derivation dependencies. The third edge in the right column
indicates that a process was controlled by an agent. Unlike the
other two mentioned edges, this is a control relationship. The
first edge in the left column is used in situations where we do
not know exactly which artifacts were used by a process, but
we know that this process has used some artifact generated by
another process. Thus, it can be said that the process is
initialized by another process.

Figure 1. Edges in OPM: origins are effects and destinations are causes
[adapted from [3]]

Similarly, the second edge in the left column is used in
situations where we do not know what process generated a
particular artifact, but we know that this artifact was derived
from another artifact. These last two relationships are
recursive and can be implemented considering inference rules.
So, from them, it is possible to determine the sequence of
execution of processes or the historical derivation that
originated a data.
Some provenance models use Semantic Web technology to
represent and to query provenance information. Semantic Web
languages such as RDF and OWL provide a natural way to
model provenance graphs and have the ability to represent
complex knowledge, such as annotations and metadata[7].
One of the benefits of the semantic web approach is the ability
to integrate data from any source in the knowledge base.
In [3] is defined an OWL ontology to capture concepts in
OPM 1.1 version and the valid inferences in this model.
Furthermore, this OWL ontology specifies an RDF
serialization of the OPM abstract model. This ontology is
called Open Provenance Model Ontology (OPMO).
III.

RELATED WORKS

Recently, some works have been conducted to address
challenges in data provenance considering scientific domain.
In [5], the author proposes an architecture for data
provenance management called ProvManager. The
SciProvMiner architecture as well as ProvManager is focused
on capturing provenance in workflows orchestrated from
heterogeneous and geographically distributed resources based
on the invocation of web services. However SciProvMiner
provides an infrastructure based on semantic web for
provenance metadata representation and query. This feature
gives to SciProvMiner a greater power of expression to infer
new knowledge. ProvManager collects both prospective and
retrospective provenance. SciProvMiner also collects
prospective and retrospective provenance, with the differential
that it uses OPM model to capture both retrospective and
prospective provenance. The advantage of this approach is the
interoperability of captured data, since it uses a standard
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model. Considering the data mining layer of SciProvMiner,
ProvManager does not have.
In [4] is proposed an extension to OPM in order to model
prospective provenance, in addition to retrospective
provenance already supported in the native OPM model. The
SciProvMiner also uses an OPM extension for supporting
prospective provenance, however, the proposed architecture in
[4] does not provide infrastructure based on semantic web RDF, OWL ontologies, and inference engines, as
SciProvMiner. This feature allows that the query engine of
SciProvMiner can provides results that combine the power of
data mining techniques together with inference engines acting
over ontologies.
In [6] the authors present a mining method based on
provenance data for creating and analyzing scientific
workflows. SciProvMiner also uses mining methods applied to
provenance data, but the focus is on unexpected knowledge
discovery. Also, SciProvMiner uses ontologies together with
data mining techniques.
SCIPROVMINER- SCIENTIFIC WORKFLOW PROVENANCE
SYSTEM MINER
In the context of e-Science, the emphasis on the conception
and construction of SciProvMiner architecture consists of
using semantic web resources to offer to researchers an
environment based on interoperability for heterogeneous and
distributed provenance management and query.
IV.

The SciProvMiner architecture representation considering
a typical scenario is presented in Figure 2. In a collaborative
environment interconnected through a computational grid, the
experiments can be conducted jointly by groups of scientists
located on remote research centers.
Within this scenario, researchers can model scientific
workflows from different SWfMS and whose execution
requires access to heterogeneous repositories and distributed
in a computational grid. In this environment, the information
stored lack mechanisms that contribute to a better
interoperability between the data and processes generated and
orchestrated within collaborative research projects. The
SciProvMiner aims to provide the necessary infrastructure to
make this interoperability possible.
The initial responsibility of SciProvMiner is to provide an
instrumentation mechanism for the several components of the
scientific workflow involved in conducting the collaborative
experiment whose provenance data need to be collected for
further analysis. In this context, an instrumentation mechanism
is implemented using web services technology and manually
configured for each component whose provenance must be
collected. This mechanism aims to capture information
generated during the workflow execution and send the
metadata to a provenance repository managed by
SciProvMiner.

It is important to observe that can be used a greater number
of instrumentalization web service instances for the same
original component, depending on the need to collect other
entities and causal dependencies of the OPM model identified
in a workflow. By hypothesis, the instrumentalization in the
form adopted by this work is possible in any Scientific
Workflow Management System that supports web services
based on SOAP standard.

Figure 2. SciProvMiner Architecture

Considering Figure 2, "Provenance Graph Generation and
Visualization Layer" has several interrelated tasks. From the
relational database, the information persisted according to
OPM model are processed in order to obtain an in-memory
representation of the provenance graph corresponding to each
execution of the scientific workflow and also of the execution
models of this workflow. This layer allows the construction of
a visual representation of the generated provenance graph,
considering both retrospective and prospective provenance.
The “Provenance Graph Query Layer” is intended to provide a
mechanism and an interface for the user to formulate queries.
This layer is associated with the OPM ontology and with the
ontology of the studied domain (for example, dairy cattle and
its parasites domain). This resource gives to SciProvMiner the
possibility to process queries using inference machines that
provides the capability to make deductions about
SciProvMiner’s knowledge bases and gain important results
considering that it extracts additional information beyond
those that are explicitly recorded in the generated provenance
graphs.

Starting from an approach of provenance collection at a
process level (component), it opens the possibility of control
over the data granularity to be captured. In the domain of
scientific experimentation, may be important for the researcher
to analyze information and prepare data lineage queries at
various levels of detail. In this scenario, it becomes important
that the provenance model may be able to deal with
provenance information at different levels of granularity. (The
OPM provides this resource in a convenient from the entity
called "description" (account).
It can also be observed that different provenance
descriptions relating to the same execution of a scientific
workflow, represent varied lineage semantics. Therefore, by
provenance data collection at different levels of granularity is
possible to make analyzes and queries over the provenance
data, according to the particularities of the research in
progress. In this scenario, it should be noted that the strategy
of provenance collection and management at various levels of
abstraction can be considered as an important differential of
our work allowing the parameterization of the provenance
query according to the specific focus of research.

The “Data Provenance Mining Layer” performs the search
for unknown and useful patterns in provenance data using data
mining techniques together with the ontologies and inference
mechanisms. With this layer we aim to achieve a higher
quality of provenance data, identifying possible errors and
increasing the reliability of the results in the execution of an
experiment.
A. Provenance Capture
As emphasized, the SciProvMiner presents an approach for
managing provenance data independently of SWfMS. This
implies that SciProvMiner is responsible for gathering of
generated provenance data. An important feature of the
instrumentalization model of SciProvMiner refers to the
adoption of a single web service to wrap any original
component of an experiment modeled from a scientific
workflow. The SciProvMiner web service can be invoked one
or more times for each component of the original workflow. In
a typical scenario, a first instance of the web service is
configured to gather the input data (artifacts, according to the
OPM model) to be processed on the original component. In a
second instance, it can capture information related to the
original component (a process, according to the OPM model)
such as start and end of the run, causal dependencies related to
input and output artifacts (needed for the explicit
characterization of which component used the input data and
generated the output data).
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Figure 3. Composite component modeled in SWfMS Kepler

Taking an example of a workflow modeled in Kepler and
the capture of retrospective provenance, shown in Figure 3,
the instrumentation mechanism built manually can be used to
capture the provenance data according to the OPM model in a
specific level of granularity, defined according to the interests
of the researcher or of the research group involved with the
scientific experiment under study.
If the scientific workflow is instrumentalized in more than
one level of granularity from different descriptions, the
subgraph for each account (description) is displayed in a
different color in the generated provenance graph.
Considering the prospective provenance context and the
importance to obtain all necessary information about
provenance, the SciProvMiner architecture uses an OPM

model extension as proposed in [6]. With this extension
becomes possible to collect information such as the
description of the workflow, the computational tasks that are
part of the workflow, the subtasks of a task, the agent who
performs a task and the input and output ports of a task, where
the output port of a task can be connected to input port of
another task, characterizing the flow of data. These
informations are persisted in Relational Database Management
System (RDBMS), together with information about
retrospective provenance.
Due to the fact that one of the main features of
SciProvMiner is the use of Semantic Web resources for
representation and query of provenance data, an extension of
the OPMO ontology that includes prospective provenance is
currently being detailed.
V.

DATA MINING

The task of data mining seeks to extract information that are
hidden in large databases, which are previously unknown and
potentially useful. Generally, the knowledge discovered by data
mining processes is expressed in the form of rules and patterns.
According to [6], mining processes in scientific workflows
are very valuable, because of scientific experiments are
exploratory in nature and changes are constant.
Considering the context of SciProvMiner, data mining
techniques can be applied for the following categories:
•

•

Descriptive: whose objective is to find patterns that
describe characteristics of a segment or a group of
data. The main descriptive tasks are Extraction of
Association Rules and Clustering, In the context of the
prospective provenance data, this category is useful in
order to help in the validation of workflow models and
assist in the replacement of workflow models that
follow similar pattern in the context of a given
experiment.
Predictive: make inferences about the existing data to
build models that will be used as predictive tools.
Classification and Regression may be cited as the
main predictive tasks. This category is particularly
interesting in the context of retrospective provenance,
considering the OPMO ontology and the possibilities
of connection between the data.

In this context, data mining layer of SciProvMiner acts
regarding as these two categories, providing a query
mechanism where data mining techniques are considered,
together with OPMO and inference mechanisms. Currently,
OPMO ontology is being extended to encompass specific
needs of data mining techniques in order to improve data
treatment.
Whereas provenance in scientific experimentation is
important to help the scientist to evaluate the quality of the
data, the validity of the results and allow reproducibility of the
experiments, it is important to provide tools to scientist that
offers more knowledge about the experiments.
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VI.

FUTURE WORK

In 1995, Embrapa Dairy Cattle has initiated a research
project that has as main objective to obtain, by means of
biological approaches, zootechnical statistics and more
recently, through bioinformatics, genetic markers that, among
other things, explain the existence of genetically resistant
parasites and also seeking information about genetic
characteristics that confer low-irritability to animals.
These studies are motivated by the importance they have
and the expected production of these animals, since they are
responsible for phenotypical characteristics related to animal
behavior, and also the influence of this behavior on their
production.
In tropical areas, the infestation of bovine animals by endo
and ectoparasites causes a reduction in the productivity of
animals, leading, in extreme cases, to the death of them. This
issue is particularly important for Brazil, since the country has
the largest commercial cattle in the world, recording in 2010
about 209 million cattles [8].
In this context, it is indispensable the collection and
management of provenance data and processes of scientific
experiments which will assist in the perception of historical
data derivation, being necessary to the reproducibility of
results obtained.
This way, the use of SciProvMiner is being inserted into
this project because it is considered important to assist in the
management and discovery of new patterns considering the
data generated by the project.
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Engineering Graphical Domain Specific Languages to
Develop Embedded Robot Applications
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São Carlos, Brazil
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Robots are electromechanical machines that perform
repetitive and/or dangerous tasks in an environment. They
extract environment’s information using sensors; calculate
actions based on that information by means of processing units
and perform those actions with end effectors (devices like
gripper and arm). In short, robots are composed by sensors,
actuators and processing units. The latter generally are a
platform-specific software embedded into one or more
microcontrollers [6,7,8].

Abstract—Over the last years, little attention has been paid in
software engineering techniques for improving the productivity
of embedded robot application development. The complexity of
these applications has been continuously growing and they are
presenting challenges that are uncommon to information systems'
development. Therefore, any technique that can support their
development is a great contribution. Domain specific languages
(DSLs) are one technique that aims at improving productivity by
reusing concepts and abstractions from a specific domain. In this
paper we present a DSL engineering process for embedded robot
applications. The aim is to make the activity of creating DSLs to
this domain more systematic and controlled. As a result, one can
build embedded robot applications in a more productive way. An
important characteristic of our process is that it asks for just one
application to reach a first version of a running DSL. We also
present a generic language model that may serve as a foundation
for future DSLs. In order to validate our process, we have
applied it to the development of a DSL from an aisle monitoring
robot application.

In this context, one may note that the way the robot wheels
are configured, its sensors, microcontrollers, physical structure
and even its environment influences its programming.
Furthermore, there are a lot of non-functional properties that
must be considered such as power consumption, response time,
safety, among others. As we said, most of these issues are
uncommon to or quite different from information systems.
Although there are some processes to build DSLs
[3,9,10,11], we didn’t find one that takes into consideration
specific characteristics of mobile robots. With this lack, these
processes may yield poorly designed DSLs which compromises
the quality of generated applications. Using DSLs in the
context of robot applications may enhance their overall
development, since robotics is a complex domain and highlevel representations combined with model/code generation
would contribute for better understanding and code reuse.

Keywords-component; Domain-Specific Languages; Mobile
Robots; DSL Engineering

I.

INTRODUCTION

Domain-specific languages (DSLs) are small programming
languages which targets a specific domain. This domain may
be vertical, i.e. application domains like healthcare,
engineering, home security, etc. or horizontal, that is, technical
domains that provide structures to build applications, like
persistence, signal processing, security, among others [1].
One of the main advantages of DSLs is the possibility of
writing applications using domain expressions instead of
programming languages’ constructs. It raises the abstraction
level and also improves code reuse. DSLs can be differentiated
by their appearance (textual or graphical) and their origin
(internal or external). The difference between external and
internal DSLs is that the latter are embedded into another
general purpose language (GPL) called the host language, and
that’s why such DSLs are often called embedded languages.
In general, DSLs increases expressiveness significantly
when compared to a GPL [3]. It allows the developers to write
applications with fewer instructions that are easier to
comprehend. DSLs are also used in the context of ModelDriven Development (MDD) by specifying high-level models
that are transformed into source code artifacts (Model-to-Code
transformation) or detailed models (Model-to-Model
transformation) [1,4].
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In this paper we present a process for building DSLs which
target to the r obot application domain. Moreover, although
domain engineering is generally performed by analyzing at
least three applications of a certain domain, there may be
situations where there is an interest in building DSLs even
though such applications don’t exist yet. In this context, our
aim is to c ontribute to robotic software development with an
alternative process that provides guidelines for building initial
DSLs based on a single application. The main idea is that such
initial DSLs may eventually be evolved to the extent that new
applications are developed and new abstractions are identified.
As a proof of concept, we developed a DSL based on security
applications implemented with a LEGO Mindstorms kit and the
LeJOS API [5].
This paper is organized as follows: section II presents our
process; section III presents our proof of concept; section IV
presents related works, and section V concludes the paper.

Figure 1. The process for engineering DSLs for mobile robot applications

II.

the “What to do” nodes is chosen, the DSL will be closely
related to the application domain and will be more expressive
but too rigorous and limited. It’s also possible to choose
abstractions from different node levels—usually, the more
abstract ones results in less flexible DSL elements.

A PROCESS FOR ENGINEERING DSLS

In this section we present our process, which has five
activities. We detail them below. The process overview can be
seen as a SADT diagram in Fig. 1. The main focus of this paper
is on the second and third activities because of space
limitations.

Classify domain abstractions into concerns. In this step,
one shall create a table categorizing the chosen abstractions
into concerns. These concerns must be related to the mobile
robots’ domain. The most common concerns are domainindependent, for example, Movement, Communication and
Recognition. However, the domain engineer can elect domainspecific concerns as well. For example, abstractions that state
the robot must move, like following a line or a path, should
belong to Movement concern, yet abstractions such as finding
the best path should be classified into the Planning concern,
and so on. The resulting artifact of this activity is called Table
of Domain Abstractions and it is the input for the next activity.

Pick or build an application. In this activity, the domain
engineer shall builds a robot application or take an existi ng
one. He/she must have knowledge about its requirements and
the software libraries used in the implementation.
Identify domain abstractions. This activity is divided in
two steps which are explained below.
Extract domain abstractions from requirements. In this
step, the domain engineer shall analyze the application’s
requirements to extract domain abstractions, which will
comprise the DSL abstractions. This activity consists of
structuring the application’s requirements as a tree, as can be
seen in Fig. 2, where the first node represents the application’s
main objective. The first level of children nodes is called
“What to do” level, since they state what the robot must
perform in order to achieve the main objective. The second
level is called “How to do” level and its nodes describe what
the robot does to perform what is stated in their parent nodes.
The “How to do” nodes shall be created considering how
actuators and sensors are utilized to perform such action. For
example, if the main objective is following a wall, there may be
a first level node stating “walk near the wall”, and it could have
children nodes stating “walk” and “keep parallel to wall”. A
node may also have children nodes in the same level.

Create language model. In this activity, the domain
engineer shall iterate the concerns and for each of them he/she
identifies common and variant parts of its abstractions. Then
these parts are added to t he Language model. Here, the
engineer must know the APIs used in the implementation of the
application, as we mentioned earlier. It is important to know
how the physical parts of the robot, such as sensors and motors,
are programmatically represented, because the Language
Model should be aware of implementation details, even though
they will not be visible to developers. These details are
important for code generation issues.
As a r esult of our study, we created a generic language
model that could be used a s a foundation for new mobile robot
DSLs. That is, the domain engineer could simply extend our
generic language model to fit his/her needs.

After creating this tree, which is the resulting artifact from
this activity, the domain engineer shall choose which
abstractions will comprise the intended DSL. If he/she chooses
the leaf nodes, the resulting DSL will be more flexible but
more verbose and less related to the application domain. But if

Our generic language model is shown in Fig. 3. The main
entity is Robot. It contains behaviors, belief states, sensors and
variables. This model is based on the Behavior model [6] and
its way of programming robots consists roughly of specifying
behaviors for the robot, and each of them has a condition to be
executed. Just one behavior will run at a time—the one whose
condition is satisfied at the moment. In our model, the
conditions are specified as belief states; the expression property
is intended to contain comparisons of sensors’ data and
variable values. The expression may use functions of sensors
and variables. For example, an ultrasonic sensor may have the
“distance” function which returns a float value. The domain

Figure 2. Illustration of requirements structured as a tree
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engineer may also create other specialized entities having
algorithms such as th e Gaussian filter, Proportional-IntegralDerivative (PID) controller, etc.
A DSL may have multiple diagram kinds. When creating
the language model, the domain engineer must know what kind
of diagrams the DSL should have. The engineer should look at
the Language Model in order to analyze if all entities can be
addressed into only one diagram. If some entities cannot stay
together, either because they are totally independent from each
other or they could yield polluted diagrams, then the domain
engineer should separate them into different diagrams. When
separating entities into diagrams, there should be a balance
between correlated entities and diagram pollution.
Create code generation templates. In this activity, the
domain engineer shall implement templates that are roughly
fixed code with variation points. A domain framework could be
created as well. It serves as a foundation for the generated code
and provides artifacts that are common to all applications that
can be generated.
The process’ control flow may go back to the prior activity
“Create Language Model”, because changes may be required in
the language model depending on the code generation
technology used. In Java Emitter Templates framework (JET),
for example, a model is traversed as a graph. Commands that
traverse instances of a pa rticular entity cannot guarantee the
order they are processed. If the order is a must, the engineer
should change the language model to assure it, for example, by
adding an initial node that connects to the first instance and
adding a relationship between instances that specifies the next
to be processed. The process’ control flow may also go back to
the activity “Identify domain abstractions”, because during
template confection, it is common to n ote missing or even
incorrect domain abstractions.
Create language notation. The language notation is its
concrete syntax, that is, how it visually represents its elements,
relationships and properties. These representations must be
meaningful to the users of the DSL. Choosing the most
appropriate visual representations contributes significantly to
the DSL success; however, this is beyond the scope of this
paper.
III.

Pick or build an application. Our mobile robot application
has the following requirements: i) It must seek for opened
doors along an aisle; ii) a sound alert shall be played when it
finds one; and iii) when it reaches the end of the aisle, the robot
should turn back and begin seeking again. We implemented our
application using the LeJOS API [5].
Identify domain abstractions. We extracted the domain
abstractions and built the tree shown in Fig. 4. We divided the
main objective into three nodes: “walk along aisle”, “detect
open doors” and “sound alert if door is open”.
After extracting the domain abstractions, we shall choose
which ones will comprise the DSL. As mentioned before, one
could pick abstractions from different levels—at the bottom
lies the less abstracted ones and hence more flexible. We chose
all from the “How to do” level but the “play sequence of
tones”. Instead we chose its parent node. The next step is to
categorize the chosen abstractions into concerns. We classified
into Movement those that manipulate the motors, and into
Detection those that use the sensors. The one that left was
classified into the Communication concern since its goal is to
notify someone about an opened door.
Create language model. We created the language model
shown in Fig. 5. There is the generic language model extended
with our DSL entities, which are in bold. We also added
properties to the generic entities, which are underlined.
Create code generation templates. We used the Java
Emitter Templates Framework (JET) to create the templates for
code generation. The model built with the DSL is passed as an
input to the templates and their tags traverse its elements to
extract and process information, producing application’s code.
We also created a domain framework that implements all the
behaviors, for the generated code only instantiates and
configures what is m odeled. The process of creating the
domain framework reuses a significant part of the application
developed in the first activity.
Create language notation. In this activity, we created the
notations of the DSL. To make it simple, choosing the best
notations is out of the scope of our proof of concept.
IV.

RELATED WORK

Günther et al. [9] show an agile and lightweight process for
engineering DSLs embedded in dynamic languages. The
process is divided into three phases: Domain Design, Language
Design and Language Implementation. They also present
several DSL-engineering patterns to be used in the last phase,
which are strongly related to the following DSL engineering
concerns: Language Modeling (what language constructs
implement domain concepts), Language Integration (how to
easily integrate the DSL with other components) and Language
Purification (how to optimized e.g. readability).

PROOF OF CONCEPT: A DSL FOR THE LEGO
MINDSTORMS

In this section, we describe how we conducted our process
to create a DSL that generates code for LEGO Mindstorms.

Robert et al. [10] define a lightweight process for designing
UML profiles. The process has three activities: Problem
description, Refinement restriction and Profile definition. Their
resulting artifacts are respectively a Problem model, a Domain
model and a Profile. There are two actors: the domain expert
and the language expert. The former is responsible for the first
activity, and the latter, for the last one; they both work in the

Figure 3. The generic language model
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Figure 4. The abstractions extracted from the applications’ requirements

remaining (middle) activity. The proposed process also
employs a set of predefined heuristics to automatically generate
an incomplete profile from the domain model. This profile is
then optimized using several guidelines defined by the authors.
These guidelines are intended to ensure the correctness of
profiles and to optimize them.

Figure 5. The Language Model of the DSL for LEGO Mindstorms

Based on the experience gained from multiple different
DSL development projects and prototyping experiments,
Strembeck and Zdun [11] have proposed a systematic DSL
development process composed by a set of activities and subactivities. The process has four main ones: Defining the DSL’s
core language model, Defining the behavior of DSL language
elements, Defining the DSL’s concrete syntax(es) and
Integrating DSL artifacts with the platform/infrastructure.
These activities typically outputs the following artifacts,
respectively: the core language model, the behavior definition,
the concrete syntax(es) and the transformation rules. The first
three artifacts compound the DSL while the last one is related
to the development platform. Those activities have subactivities and they all have (not rigidly) defined control flows.
They also present activities to tailor the process to “fit into the
corresponding organization’s standard development approach”,
relating project type, involved people, budget, among other
factors.
The main differences between our work and those
described above are twofold: our work focuses on graphical
and external DSLs instead, and it is specific to mobile robots
domain. Moreover, the aforementioned processes are too
generic regarding to application domains.
V.

FINAL REMARKS

In this paper we present our efforts towards a process for
engineering DSLs in the context of mobile robots. The
resulting DSLs are initial running version since the process
input is just one application. However, such DSLs are powerful
enough to model other different ones. As long as a D SL is in
use, missing abstractions may be identified, and they could be
added to the language model. We also provide a g eneric
language model, where the domain engineer can simply extend
by adding entities representing (possibly domain specific)
behaviors, specialized functions to sensors, among others. As
our generic language model is based on the well-known
Behavior model, the created DSLs may evolve easily.
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Finally, we present a proof of concept where we applied our
process to obtain a DSL for developing robot applications to
the LEGO Mindstorms platform. We believe our DSL is more
expressive than code since the developer does not need to be
aware of implementation details, like libraries, unity
conversion, programming languages issues, etc.; he/she just
manipulates concepts from the target domain.
As a future work, we are aiming to improve the process by
applying it on different applications implemented in different
robotic platforms. The next step will be to implement different
applications into the Pioneer 3-DX mobile robot platform, and
then emerge DSLs with our process. We are aiming to improve
the identification of abstractions to address more mobile robot
concepts. Another future work is to design a consistent process
or adapt the existing one to address the evolution of those
initial DSLs while they are in use and new abstractions arise.
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Abstract—Recommendation Systems for Software Engineering
are created for a variety of purposes, such as recommending
sample code or to call attention to bad coding practices (code
smells). We have created a system to recommend the use of
design patterns. While many programmers have knowledge of
design patterns, whether rushed to meet deadlines, inexperienced
in their implementations, or unaware of a particular pattern,
pattern implementation may be overlooked. We have developed
a tool to dynamically search for signs that a programmer would
benefit by using a particular design pattern and make the
appropriate recommendations to the programmer during code
development.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Code reuse is a common practice used to improve the development process by providing well tested elements which the
programmer can incorporate into his or her system. Similarly,
design patterns encourage the reuse of object oriented ideas
[6]. They provide design solutions to common problems, but
must be implemented specif cally for each project.
Anti patterns attempt to prevent common mistakes which
can degrade the quality of an object oriented system [2]. Each
pattern def nes a “bad way” of structuring code and suggests
methods for refactoring. Anti patterns are not directly related
to design patterns in that there are not necessarily refactorings
for the anti patterns that turn them into design patterns. The
suggestions simply create more object oriented code.
Design pattern and anti pattern discovery assists programmers in the software development process and is currently
an active area of research. By identifying design patterns in
a developed system, future programmers are encouraged to
maintain those patterns. Discovering anti patterns can alert
programmers to problem areas so that they can be f xed.
We have developed a tool which, instead of f nding instances
of either type of pattern, recommends the use of design
patterns based on an unf nished project. We determine that
a programmer is trying to solve a common problem in a way
that could be improved using a design pattern and dynamically
make recommendations. We have created a framework for
detection and a format of storing requirements for each of
these anti design patterns. The requirements will then be
processed and our tool, developed as an Eclipse plugin, will
search for instances within the current project. The plugin
will also determine what to make recommendations about
and when to make them. Although the current tool only

recommends a few patterns, it is designed so that the set can be
easily expanded when new “anti design patterns” are included.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Design Pattern Detection
Brown [1] made the f rst attempt at automatically detecting
design patterns. Since then, research has focused on both
def ning design patterns in a manner that is programmatically
useful and identifying matches in source code. Some methods
only look for structural characteristics, such as the relationships between classes, while others focus more on specif c
behaviors and how the classes actually interact. Dong et al.
[11] provide an excellent review of design pattern mining
techniques presently implemented. As noted previously, we
focus on matching anti patterns.
B. Anti Pattern and Code Smell Detection
Anti patterns were originally def ned by Brown et al. [2] as
recurring solutions to common problems which have negative
consequences. Similarly, Fowler [5] informally def nes code
smells, which are also examples of bad programming but with
less complexity. Searching for anti patterns (or any type of
code “smells”) is very useful to programmers who do not have
the time or resources to analyze large systems.
Most anti pattern detection methods use metrics. Once the
metrics are def ned for a specif c pattern, objects in a system
are tested and potential matches are returned. Marinescu
[14][15] created detection strategies for f nding anti patterns.
However, a strategy was created separately for each pattern,
making it diff cult to expand to new patterns. Munro [16]
formally def ned rule cards for nine design f aws and tested
each one. Salehie et al. [21] found “hot spots,” in addition to
known anti patterns, when certain metric values were outside
the range found in good code. These areas could either match
to specif c design smells or be indicators of a problem that
was not formally def ned. Moha et al. [19] also developed a
system of rule cards and tested it on four anti patterns.
Exact matching using metrics does not allow for a high
level of f exibility and leaves the software analyst with a list
of possible design anti patterns and no method of prioritizing
which to consider f rst. Khomh et al. [4] investigated the
use of Bayesian belief networks for anti-pattern detection.
This produced a probability that a given class or set of
classes followed an anti pattern, which was a more realistic
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way to detect something which could not be exactly def ned.
Similarly, Oliveto et al. [20] used B-splines to detect anti
patterns and gave results in terms of probabilities.
These methods focus on metrics of individual classes and
do not take into account the relationships between classes
or specif c behavior. This is logical for the anti patterns
described by Brown, as the majority of them ref ect a failure to
follow object-oriented standards, and therefore have minimal
relationships to consider.
C. Recommendations Systems for Software Engineering
Recommendation systems for software engineering aim
to assist programmers in the software development process
by making recommendations based on written code and/or
dynamic analysis [18]. They can make recommendations dynamically or by the request of the programmer. These systems
offer assistance on a variety of topics, from what to consider
changing next [23] to examples of and suggestions for what
call sequence to make [8][22]. Guéhéneuc et al. [7] created
a design pattern recommender based on words chosen to
describe the programmer’s needs.
III. M ETHODS
Any code pattern can be def ned in terms of three characteristics: structure, behavior, and semantics [11]. The structure
refers to the types of classes and relationships between them.
A UML class diagram, for example, contains mostly structural
information about a system, specifying the inheritance, association, and other relationships between classes. These relationships are found by looking for certain types of references; for
example, a f eld declaration is an aggregation, an “extends” in
the class signature is a generalization, and any other reference
is considered to be an association.
The behavioral characteristics used to def ne a pattern are
more complex and often abstract. They def ne how objects are
created, methods are invoked, and information is shared. They
describe what a piece of code actually does, not just the type of
relationships or objects. We match behavioral characteristics
by def ning specif c ways they could be implemented and
searched for similar code structures.
The actual choice of names for classes, methods, and other
parts of a system make up the semantic data. Semantic data can
be used to look for repetition of names or the use of actual
words and their synonyms to name or describe parts of the
system. Our system does not use semantic data in searching
for matches as we are not matching design patterns but rather
anti patterns.
In order to limit recommendations to code which the
programmer is currently working on, our matching algorithm
is triggered when a class has been modif ed, using only the
modif ed class and the classes “close” to it. Here we def ne
classes to be “close” to the modif ed class if they may be
reached by traversing at most N relations from it, where N
is chosen by the developer as a conf guration setting. We f rst
look for a structural match to a given anti pattern. If we f nd
a match, we then test the behavioral characteristics for those

classes. If all the behavioral requirements are met, we make a
recommendation to the programmer.
A. Intermediate Code Representation
As noted by Dong et al. [11], rather than working with
source code directly, most pattern search algorithms use some
form of intermediate code representation. The Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST) is a directed acyclic graph, where each node
represents a programming element and its children are the
elements which are part of it [13]. The Abstract Semantic
Graph (ASG) is a higher level representation where nodes
represent source code entities and edges represent relationships
between them. It is similar to the AST but, for example, instead
of a node with the name of the referenced object, the ASG
contains an edge from the f rst node to the referenced node [3].
A matrix may be used to provide a simplif ed representation
of the relationships between classes, as will be described later.
For this work, we use the Eclipse JDT’s ASTParser to
create an Abstract Syntax Tree [13]. Each Java f le is parsed
and each element traversed by the ASTVisitor. To catch
elements we are interested in, we must extend ASTVisitor
and override the visit() methods for each type and store
the node information in a data structure.
B. Structural Matching
For structural matching of anti patterns, we use the matrix
representation developed by Dong et al. [10], with prime
numbers encoding relationships between classes. The use of
prime numbers allows multiple relations to be encoded and
decoded unambiguously. With the mapping def ned in Table I,
we note that the UML class diagram shown in Figure 1 may
be represented by the matrix given in Figure 2.

Fig. 1. Three classes and the relationships between them, shown using UML.

TABLE I
P RIME NUMBER VALUES FOR DIFFERENT RELATIONSHIPS
Relationship
Association
Generalization
Aggregation

Prime Number Value
2
3
5

The process of actually searching for an instance of the
pattern matrix within the (larger) system matrix is a relative
of the subgraph isomorphism matching problem in graph
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A B
A 0 0
B⎝3 0
C 0 2
⎛

Fig. 2.

C
⎞
0
0⎠
0

⎛A
A −
B⎜3
C⎜
⎝3
D −

B
−
−
−
−

C
−
−
−
2

D⎞
−
−⎟
−⎟
⎠
−

The matrix for Figure 1 using prime numbers.
Fig. 3.

theory. We explore both a brute force algorithm and a second
algorithm which is similar to a breadth-f rst search. Before
using either of these techniques, we reduce the size of the
search space by including only classes “close” to the modif ed
class.
1) “K-Steps” shrinking: A developer working with a large
system comprised of many classes will often only work with
a few classes at a time. Only those classes being modif ed,
along with those “close” to them, should be examined for
pattern matches. When the relationships between all classes
in the system are found, we can think of the entire system
as a graph where each class is a node and each relationship
an edge. We def ne the distance between two classes as the
distance in the graph, ignoring the direction of the edges. In
order to limit matching, we start from the edited class and
f nd all classes within k steps, where k is the max distance
between any two classes in the pattern we want to match.
2) Permute-and-Match: We f rst consider a brute force
method which checks for every permutation of the nodes in
the graph and whether or not it matches the anti pattern matrix.
Since the system is usually larger than the pattern, we must
f rst f nd all the subsets of the graph before permuting their
order to perform matching. Also recall that multiple types
of relationships can be stored in this single graph by using
different values for different types of relationships. So when
matching the relationship values, the system value must be
divisible by the pattern value in order to be considered a
match. For example, if the pattern requires a generalization
relationship (given the value 3) and the system relationship
we are matching has a value 6, this is still considered a match
because 6 = 2 ∗ 3 and therefore it has both a generalization
and an association relationship. Because of this, a sub matrix
which has extra relationships is still considered a match.
Figure 3 shows a graph and representative matrix for a
pattern, and likewise Figure 4 represents the system we are
matching to. (A dash for cell i, j indicates that there is no
relationship from i to j. Internally this is stored as the value
one). This process will f nd that the relationships between the
set of vertices {U,W,V,Y}, in that order, will create a match
to the matrix in Figure 3.
Finding every permutation and matching it to the pattern
is very ineff cient. It requires the value of P (m, n) where
m is the number of classes in the system and n is the
number of nodes in the pattern. If our basic operation is the
array comparison during matching, then in the worst case this
algorithm will require

An example pattern

U
V
W
X
Y
Z

Fig. 4.

⎛U
−
⎜3
⎜3
⎜−
⎜
⎝−
−

V
−
−
−
−
2
−

W
−
−
−
−
−
−

X
−
−
−
−
2
−

Y
−
−
−
−
−
2

Z⎞
−
−⎟
−⎟
−⎟
⎟
−⎠
−

An example system to which the pattern in Figure 3 is matched.

m!
∗ n2
(m − n)!
operations, which approaches order O(m! ∗ n2 ) for m ≈ n.
With the help of the K-Steps algorithm (Section III-B1), the
system matrices are relatively small, but even for a system
matrix reduced to 7 nodes and a pattern of size 4, the worst
case will require over 13,000 comparisons.
3) Tree Matching: Consider a situation where the pattern
has a class with two classes inheriting from it, while the system
has a matching class but with three classes inheriting from it.
The permute-and-match process will f nd a match for each
permutation of two of those three classes. Firstly, this results
in multiple matches which are essentially the same match.
Secondly, we may actually want to know about all three of
these inheriting classes, even if the pattern only requires two.
In order to recognize which classes are part of a set def ned
in the pattern and pass them on for behavioral matching, we
developed an algorithm to perform matching in a way similar
to a breadth-f rst search.
We choose a node in the pattern tree and try to match it
to every one of the nodes in the system tree as described in
Algorithm 1. For example, in Figures 3 and 4, we would try
to f nd a match for pattern node A by f rst comparing it to the
system node U. The algorithm looks both at the relationships
from A and to A, checking if there are a suff cient number
of like relationships to and from U. If it f nds a matching
relationship, for example that V inherits from U, it recursively
checks V for the required relationships before determining that
U actually matches the pattern.
C. Behavioral Matching
Structural information can def ne a large part of any pattern.
However, in order to match an element of a pattern, it is often
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pattern and pulls out the class that is paired with it during
structural matching. In our case, using an AST representation,
it then searches for the f rst element, a SwitchStatement,
using an ASTVisitor object which stores only that type.
Each matched ASTNode is then revisited, using a new
ASTVisitor, and the process continues until the entire
tree has been matched. Before beginning this process, each
behavior node is passed a list of all pairings so that the
references can be set to actual class names in the current
system. Therefore, when a REF node is matched, it searches
for references to the appropriate class names. This structure
allows for considerable f exibility in def ning elements to
search for. By def ning requirements in a tree-like fashion,
references can be searched for within constructors and method
calls, or more generally within if and switch statements.
Finally, we must consider that behavioral information need
not always be def ned by specif c syntax. We want to allow a
pattern to be def ned in terms of different options (such as a
switch statement or a series of if-then-else statements). Therefore, after def ning several different behavioral structures, the
pattern also contains a statement declaring what is required and
what is optional. For example, a pattern with three different
behavioral structures could state that element three is required,
along with either one or two:

Algorithm 1: Algorithm to recursively check if there is a
match between a pattern element and a particular class.
Data: patternIdxCheck, uncheckedPatternIndices,
systemIdxMatch,
unmatchedSystemIndices,currentMatch
Result: A boolean representing whether there was a
match found. currentMatch will be updated
1 for pattIndex in uncheckedPatternIndices do
2
if there is a relationship between patternIdxCheck
and pattIndex then
3
numMatchesFound = 0
4
for sysIndex in unmatchedSystemIndices do
5
if there is a matching relationship between
systemIdxMatch and sysIndex then
6
aMatch = a node representing this match
7
if match(pattIndex, uncheckedPatternIndices.remove(pattIndex), sysIndex,
unmatchedSystemIndices.remove(sysIndex)
then
8
currentMatch.addChild(aMatch)
9
numMatchesFound++
10
end
11
end
12
end
13
if numMatchesFound ≥ required number of
matches then
14
continue
15
end
16
else
17
return false
18
end
19
end
20
return true
21 end

3 AND (1 OR 2)
This logic sentence is converted into postf x using Dijkstra’s
Shunting-yard algorithm [9] and then evaluated with each
index replaced by the boolean result of that behavioral match.
D. Pattern Definition Format

necessary to def ne not only the categorized relationships to
other elements but also how they relate. Therefore, once a
structural match is found, behavioral matching is performed
on each of those elements.
Each behavioral requirement will be stored as a tree with
a root node to specify the pattern element that should contain
it, element nodes which match to certain types (i.e. switch
statements, object instantiations, etc.), and references to other
pattern elements. For example, if the pattern element named
Client should contain a switch statement with references to all
of the Product elements, the behavioral def nition stored in the
f le would be
ROOT:Client {
ELEM:SwitchStatement {
REF:Product
}
}

Each of the patterns created is def ned in its own f le and
stored with the other patterns. As shown in Figure 5, a series
of parameters are set, followed by labels for each element.
If a particular class can be matched to multiple elements
(e.g., we are looking for all the inheriting children of a
particular class), the minimum number of required elements
is listed with the class. The next part of the f le specif es
the matrix representing the relationships between elements.
Following this is a list of behavioral descriptions, made into
tree structures and indexed in order starting at zero, and a
logic phrase to specify which are required (the & symbol is
used for AND and | for OR). Finally, each f le contains a
paragraph to display to the user about the recommended Design Pattern. Note that in Figure 5, ElementLabel1 should
match to one element, ElementLabel2 to at least one
element, and ElementLabel3 to two or more. Also, when
ElementLabel3 is listed as a reference in the behavioral requirements, this means that all matches to ElementLabel3
should be referenced.
E. Dynamic Recommendations

Our algorithm steps through each root node def ned in the

Happel et al. [12] discuss the issues of what and when
to recommend in a recommendation system for software
engineering. For a programmer working on a large system, it
would be useless to recommend the use of a design pattern in
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Name of Pattern
NUM_CLASSES = <number classes in pattern>
NUM_BEHAVIOR = <number behavioral elements>
MAX_STEPS = <max number steps
between any two classes>
ElementLabel1
ElementLabel2(1)
ElementLabel3(2)
. . .
ElementLabelN
1 1 2 . . . 1
3 1 1 . . . 1
1 1 1 . . . 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1 1 1 . . . 1
ROOT:ElementLabel1{
ELEM:<ASTNode type>{
REF:ElementLabel3
}
}
ROOT:ElementLabel1 {
. . .
}
ROOT:ElementLabel2 {
. . .
}
. . .
(0 | 1)&2
Paragraph explaining design pattern that
will be recommended to the user.
Fig. 5.

tors that a programmer should use it.
The Singleton design pattern is used when only one instance
of an object is to be created during a particular execution. The
Singleton object keeps track of one instance of itself. Instead
of instantiating it with the new keyword, a getInstance()
method is called each time it is needed by another object.
A programmer who is not following this design pattern
may attempt alternative implementations to accomplish the
same goal, which are the rules we are looking for in order to
recommend the use of the Singleton design pattern. To discuss
these “bad” solutions, we will refer to the “single” class (the
class which should have only one instantiation) and the using
class or classes.
Many times a Singleton pattern is needed when the single
class may or may not be instantiated, depending on whether
certain code fragments are reached. In the anti pattern, in order
to guarantee that it is only instantiated once, the programmer
may set up a conditional check before instantiating the single
class with the new operator.

The conf guration for f les def ning anti design patterns.

a package they are not working on and are not responsible for.
Therefore, in addition to being able to detect these patterns,
it is important to consider where to search for them and how
often to make recommendations. A programmer who is constantly interrupted with suggestions is likely to begin ignoring
them or turn off the tool. Therefore, once a recommendation
has been ignored, a dynamic recommendation system must
remember and not revisit it.
Every time a user makes a modif cation to a f le, our tool
checks to see if there has been a change in relationships
between that class and the others in the system. Because our
tool only looks for matches when there is a change, the user
will only receive recommendations about the part of code
which he is currently editing. Once a match is discovered,
the tool presents it to the user automatically and without
requiring the user to make any requests, as suggested by
Murphy-Hill et al. [17]. The plugin has its own window, where
current recommendations will be displayed. When the user
sees that there is a recommendation, he can click on it to
obtain more information, which is in the form of a popup
describing the recommended pattern and pointing out which
f les are involved.
F. Sample Definition of Singleton Pattern
In this section we provide the def nition of the Singleton
creational pattern. We explain the pattern and also the indica-

Singleton
NUMCLASSES = 2
NUMBEHAVIOR = 1
MAXSTEPS = 2
User(2)
1,1
5,1
ROOT:User {
ELEM:IfStatement {
ELEM:ClassInstanceCreation {
REF:Single
}
}
}
Fig. 6. Whether or not the object exists is checked before instantiating the
single class.

The structural tests are very simple; if two or more objects
have an aggregation with another object (the singleton), it
f ts the structural requirements. The behavioral check involves
looking for an existence of a conditional containing an instantiation which refers to the single class. This is specif c but
f exible enough to allow for either checking if the object equals
null or some boolean value set up by the programmer. The
structural and behavioral def nition is shown in Figure 6.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We have focused on developing a framework for def ning and detecting anti design patterns and making dynamic
recommendations to the programmers. We have developed
a format for representing both the structural and behavioral
requirements of these patterns.
In order to expand the patterns that our system can recommend, future work requires the determination and inclusion
of more anti patterns to provide recommendations for more
design patterns. One possibility for doing so would be to
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obtain the input of experts on design patterns who have the
experience to know what the common design mistakes are
that developers make. Of particular utility would be a corpus
of examples to test and perfect not only our system but those
of other researchers in this f eld. We hope that future research
in this area will encourage the development of such examples.
As we are working from the idea of proof of concept,
our format is f exible but somewhat limited in the types of
behaviors and even structures that it can check. Due to the
tree nature of our matching algorithm, we are not able to deal
with cyclical structures. Subgraph isomorphism matching is a
similar problem and research in this area may provide more
insight, but any solution to the basic graph problem would
need to be modif ed for our situation, due to the existence of
different edge types in our model.
Since behavioral matching can only f nd a matching node
and then drill down into it, there are certainly more complicated structures which cannot be def ned. It would also be
useful to understand the uncertainty of a particular match,
and tell the user this information. Better behavioral matching
and uncertainty would require looking for multiple matching
to certain behavioral constructs and a method of probabilistic
reasoning (such as Bayes reasoning).
Finally, an advanced version of this plugin could help
programmers refactor their code into the recommended design
pattern. However, this would require a much more extensive
programmatic understanding of each design pattern and its anti
pattern.
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textbooks or better with modest hypertext systems providing
weak semantic relationships. In addition to the huge number of
process patterns that are available in books or Web-based
resources [2], they significantly differ in format, coverage,
scope, architecture and terminology used [12].

Abstract—Process patterns are widely used by the software
engineering’s community as an excellent mechanism for
communicating software development knowledge (experiences
and best practices) that has proven to be effective in practice. As
a consequence, several description languages and formats have
been proposed in the literature dealing with process patterns, in
which patterns are described with different terminologies and
reused in informal manner. These disparities make capitalization
and/or reuse of process patterns, difficult to be achieved. This is
why, in this paper, we propose a new semantic approach for
process patterns capitalization and reuse, named SCATTER,
which aims to disseminate software process best practices by
making process patterns described in a unified and formal form.
The proposed approach is based on two main processes namely,
process patterns warehousing and process patterns mining.

All of these observations conspire to create barriers to the
efficient use of process patterns. In fact, patterns users are
expected to investigate different patterns resources such as
books, magazines, papers and Web collections to find the most
appropriate patterns. This investigation really needs cognitive
efforts, abilities and time to identify, understand, select, adapt
and apply relevant ones.
For these reasons, we argue that efforts are needed to more
formally capitalize patterns knowledge in order to help
software development communities use, reuse and create
process patterns during any given software development
process. The overall goal of our research is to build up an
intelligent framework supporting process patterns capitalization
and reuse. Process patterns capitalization should enable
patterns’ integration, validation, evolution and/or creation
through patterns’ reuse. In other words we aim to cr eate a
framework for process patterns’ knowledge management

Keywords-software process patterns; patterns capitalization;
patterns reuse; patterns unification; patterns warehousing; patterns
mining; ontologies; information extraction; text mining;
ontologies’ population

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, patterns are increasingly being recognized by
software development communities, as an effective method to
reuse knowledge and best practices gained during software
development processes [1] [2].

In this paper, we outline the proposed approach SCATTER,
acronym for “SemantiC Approach for sofTware process
paTErns capitalization and Reuse” which is a new knowledge
management approach [13] adapted for software process
patterns.

In fact, software patterns now exist f or a wide range of
topics including process patterns, requirement, analysis, design,
implementation or code patterns, test patterns and even
maintenance patterns.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section
II deals with the context and motivation of our research work.
Section III provides background information on the process
patterns’ literature review that we carried out and the resulting
meta-model forming the building block of the proposed
approach. Section IV gives details on how the proposed
approach is performed to better disseminate knowledge and
best practices within software development communities.
Section V concludes the paper by giving a discussion of our
contributions as well as an overview of our work in progress.

Concerning process patterns, whose main role is to
capitalize good specifications or implementations of a method
to be followed to achieve a goal [3], they become commonly
used by software development communities as an excellent
medium to share software development knowledge that is often
encapsulated in experiences and best practices [4] [5] [6].
Indeed, process patterns are growingly being adopted by
different development processes such as A gile processes [7],
Object-oriented Software Development processes [8],
Component Based Software Development processes [9],
Service-Oriented Development processes [10] as well as
Aspect-oriented Development processes [11]. As co nsequence
to the huge proliferation of the process patterns practice, these
latter are being used in an informal manner, through traditional

II.

CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION

This section is devoted to a brief description of our research
context in a first subsection and then to the illustration of our
research motivation as a second subsection.
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A. Pattern Reuse
In patterns reuse state of the art and practice, there are two
complementary processes: a process for the reuse and a process
by the reuse [14]. The software engineering process for re use
concerns patterns engineering and aims to identify, specify and
organize patterns that should be used during the process. The
software engineering process by reuse is devoted to patterns
engineering allowing the search, selection, adaptation and the
integration of patterns for software engineering.

Pattern A
Pattern B
Pattern C

As conclusion to the literature review that we carried out on
patterns reuse, we noted that a great deal of interest is
addressed to product patterns and more precisely design
patterns in research as well as in industry. In addition, we
derived that most of the deployed efforts to improve pattern
reuse are specific to design patterns and could not be adopted
or adapted for other pattern types. Among these, we cite the
efforts deployed by [15] to automatically detect design
patterns’ problem.
On the other hand, process patterns are increasingly being
described within software development communities but in
different forms. In fact, in our literature review, we identified
eleven process patterns’ description models that are being
adopted separately and independently. In other words, every
community creates and manages its own patterns’ collection or
system. This would in our view, cripple patterns’ knowledge
reuse especially when we find communities using different
models to describe their patterns. As a consequence, patterns’
users could only have access to patterns that are maintained by
their own community.

Figure 1.

Heterogeneity of process patterns’ descriptions.

III.

So, we argue that a holistic approach is required to better
reuse and capitalize process patterns’ knowledge. This latter
should support the two complementary processes mentioned
above, namely: patterns for reuse and patterns by reuse
B. Motivating Example
To motivate our position, we try to state the problem of
model diversity with regard to process patterns description by
showing some patterns’ samples. Figure 1 illustrates this by
presenting three different process patterns. Pattern A, proposed
by Störrle [16], deals with requirements administration using
its own vocabulary to describe patterns attributes such as Intent
to express the pattern’s problem. Pattern B, described by
Dittman [17], handles the technical review process using the
term subproblem as a pattern’s problem. Pattern C which is
created by Gnatz [18], deals with task analysis and employs
another different vocabulary such as Pros and Cons Pros to
express pattern’s discussion.
As far as we can see, these patterns are not only informally
and differently defined but also described in an unstructured
manner. We believe that all of these observations conspire to
create barriers to patterns share and reuse. This matter of fact
leads us to think to unify and to formalize pattern descriptions
in order to make them machine- processable so as to more
efficiently share and capitalize them.

This section is intended to provide background information
for the proposed approach. The first subsection is dev oted to
sum up results of the study that we carried out in order to
assess process patterns representation and reuse within
software development communities. The next subsection will
exhibit the general structure of the proposed process pattern
meta-model as the building block of the proposed approach.
A. Process Patterns Literature: Review’s Results
Different works have been carried out in the literature of
patterns dealing with process patterns’ description and
formalization. These are classified into description models such
as Ambler [8], RHODES[19], Gnatz [18], P-Sigma [3], Störrle
[16] and other as languages, such as PROMENADE [20],
PPDL [5], PROPEL [21], PLMLx [22], UML-PP [6] and PPL
[23].
Based on eleven evaluation criteria that we fixed in a
previous work [24], we assessed the aforementioned works and
revealed several lacks, detailed in [12] and [24], creating
barriers to patterns’ knowledge capitalization and reuse.
Among these, we notice the lacks of architectural as well as
terminological consent in patterns descriptions.
x

Section III presents the unification meta-model that we
created to express process patterns knowledge after the
mapping efforts that we made on the different patterns
description models.
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The lack of architectural consent means that different
process pattern descriptions have been proposed using
disparate architectures. In fact, when comparing the
eleven selected works from the literature, we identified
eleven different pattern description facets, namely:

identification, classification, problem, context,
solution, role, artifact, relationship, guidance,
management and evaluation [12]. In addition, these are
differently covered by process patterns descriptions as
it is shown in Fig. 2 most of them pay attention to the
four main facets: context, solution, problem and
relationships (15%, 14% and 13%).
x

The lack of terminological consent refers to the
problems of polysemy and synonymy addressed in
labels used to describe patterns. Indeed, we find terms
such as Consequences used to express a Resulting
Context in PPL as well as a Guideline in Gnatz.
Moreover, others different terms are being used to
address the same concept such as Intention in
RHODES to describe a pattern Problem, instead, the
term Intent is used in Störrle.

Artifact
4%

Guidance
11%

Evaluation
3%

Management
2%

Problem
13%
Context
15%

Role
6%

Solution
14%
Relationship
13%
Identification
11%

Classification
8%

Figure 2. Architectural dissent in patterns descriptions [12].

B. Unified Conceptualization of Process Patterns
To overcome these lacks, a first step was to create a unified
conceptualization of process patterns. Mappings efforts [12]
were necessary to achieve this goal leading to a process
patterns’
meta-model
unifying
patterns
knowledge
representations.
Fig. 3 provides an abstract view of the meta-model
structure in which we consider a process pattern information
description from six facets:
x

The identification facet encapsulates a set of properties
identifying a pa ttern such as pattern name, author(s),
keywords, pattern’s classification (type, category,
abstraction level, and aspect) as well as pattern origin
(project and participants) and pattern artifacts (used
and/or produced).

x

The core information is the main pattern facet
embodying details about the well-known triplet:
problem, context and solution.

Figure 3.

x

The relationships facet expresses how a pattern could
interact with other patterns (e.g. similar patterns,
refinement patterns, subsequent patterns, and antipatterns)

x

The guidance facet refers to the support level provided
by a pattern to be comprehended and used (e.g. known
uses, example, literature, illustration, etc.)

x

The evaluation facet provides feedbacks on pattern
application (e.g. discussion, confidence, maturity, etc.)

x

The management facet provides general information
about a given pattern (e.g. version, creation-date)

In order to validate the proposed meta-model, we adopted
an ontology-based approach providing common and shared
architecture and terminology for better patterns’ capitalization
and reuse. The proposed ontology [12], named MetaProPOS
and acronym for Meta Process Patterns’ Ontology for Software
Development, aims to unify all th e proposed process patterns
descriptions, providing thus semantic interconnection and
composition of relevant and unified bodies of patterns
knowledge.

Abstract view of a unified process pattern.

Because of space limitations, we could not give details of
all the modeled facets. So we choose to illustrate this work by
the relationships facet which is quiet important for the pattern
reuse process. Fig. 4 shows the relationship hierarchy
considered by the proposed meta-model. An alternative pattern
is a pattern that could be applied as an alternative solution
which can be different from a similar pattern. A refinement
pattern should give details to an a bstract one. A consequent
pattern is a pattern that is implied or that could be applied after
a given pattern. An anti-pattern is a pattern that could not be
applied with another given pattern.

Figure 4.
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The relationship’s facet.

Patterns’ corpus

IV.

SCATTER

In order to enhance patterns capitalization and reuse, a first
step in this direction was to build up a unified
conceptualization of process patterns via the proposed ontology
MetaProPOS, as it is stated before. The next step is to
demonstrate how it can be performed to fulfill our goal through
the proposed approach SCATTER which, as the name implies,
aims to help improve process patterns’ knowledge
dissemination by means of a formal and semantic technique of
patterns’ capitalization and reuse. As illustrated by Fig. 5,
SCATTER comprises two major processes:

Ambler
pattern

P-Sigma
pattern

PPDL
pattern

PROPEL
pattern

Störrle
pattern

Gnatz
pattern

UML-PP
pattern

RHODES
pattern

PROMENADE
pattern

PLMLx
pattern

MetaProPOS
Ontology

Java code + JENA+
ANNIE + JAPE Rules

A. Terminological, Semantic and Architectural Unification
Process
Given different collections of process patterns forming a
patterns’ corpus, this main process consists of a tr iple
unification effort.

Terminological, Semantic and Architectural
Unifications

1) Terminological unification: It aims to map between
terms used as labels for a given pattern and the corresponding
meta labels i n the proposed meta model. This is ensured by
means of MetaProPOS on the one hand, and a text mining tool
on other. The purpose of this phase is to recogn ize the
terminology employed by a given pattern through key terms
extraction. The unification’s result is an annotated pattern
whose format is XM L. In order to reach th is target, we
adopted a text mining approach. Indeed, there are already tools
that are well recognized for their mastery in Natural Language
Processing (NLP) namely: Open NLP [25], UIMA
(Unstructured Information Management Architecture [26] and
GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) [27].
Thus, we do not need to reinvent the wheel by rebuilding one
from the scratch. This is why we choose to reuse, among these
latter, GATE since it is open source and very well documented
as well as used in research and industry. In this regard it
should be n oted that the terminological unification phase is
performed using the information extraction open source
component of GATE which is ANNIE acronym for A NearlyNew Information Extraction system [28].

WolF

WordNet

Converted patterns
Format: .owl

Unified
Form

Unified Architecture
+
Unified Terminology
+
Semantic Annotations

Patterns Warehouse
(patterns + annotations)

Java code + Mining tool
Patterns Mining
MetaProPOS
Ontology

We should notice that in addition to GATE configuration,
we have made a considerable extension to ANNIE’s system by
adding Gazetteer lists such as “problem.lst”, “context.lst”,
“relationship.lst and so on in order to help ANNIE’s system
recognize key terms and concepts used in patterns’
descriptions. However, the use of these lists is necessary but
insufficient to detect patterns segments, for this reason we
added Jape rules such as “identification.jape” to capture the
pattern’s identification facet in a pattern description,
“guidance.jape” to identify the pattern’s guidelines, etc.

Similar
Patterns

Figure 5.

Mega
Patterns

AntiPatterns

Functional architecture of SCATTER.

This step has recourse to previously generated results and
uses the NE Transducer to extract named pattern’s entities
(problem, context, solution, relationship, etc.) through new
JAPE rules and Gazetteer lists. The components implied to
achieve these steps are described as follows:

As it is illustrated by Fig. 6, we used in a first step, the
Sentence Splitter and the Tokeniser to perform a morphological
analysis of unstructured patterns allowing the extraction of
sentences and basic entities. Then in a next step, the POS
Tagger is p erformed to associate grammatical category to
tokens allowing thus recognition of various entities. The last
step consists in patterns tagging by extracting pattern concepts.

a) Tokeniser: This component identifies various symbols
in text documents (punctuation, numbers, symbols and
different types). It ap plies basic rules to input text to ident ify
textual objects.
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ANNIE

b) Gazetteer: This component creates annotation to offer
information about entities (persons, organizations, etc.) using
lookup lists.
c) POS tagger: This component produces tags to words
or symbols.
d) Sentence splitter: This component identifies and
annotates the beginning and the end of each sentence.
e) NE transducer: This component applies JAPE (Java
Annotations Pattern Engine) rules [29] to input text in order to
generate new annotations.
f) Semantic tagger: This component contains rules which
act on annotations assigned earlier, in order to produce outputs
of annotated entities.
2) Semantic unification: This unification level concerns
the content of patterns’ labels. It co nsists in a te xt mining
process, extracting terms and / or concepts that are most
representative for the different patterns fields’ content. These
latter (terms, concepts) are weighted according to their
occurrence number in the content and then, sorted according to
their weight representing thus, a sem antic annotation for the
concerned features. The patterns’ fields might also be enriched
by synonyms extracted from the WordNet [30] ontology for
the English as well as the WolF [31] ontology for the French
language, contributing thus, to th e enrichment of these
semantic annotations. The semantic unification phase is
performed using the GATE framework on structured patterns
produced by the first phase. It adds semantic annotations to
patterns content to form what we have called semantic process
patterns (c.f. Fig. 7).
3) Architectural unification: This phase aims to
normalize the description of an y given process pattern by
converting it from XML to OWL (Ontology Web Language).
In other words, this unification level should allow the autmatic
population of the proposed OWL ontology, named
MetaProPOS with individuals based on a given patterns
corpus. In order to ach ieve this, we use the Jena framework
[32] to implement a Java component for ontology’s population
based on the produced semantic process pattern s of the two
previous unification phases as well as some extraction rules
established for this purpose (c.f. Fig. 8). For inf ormation
purpose, Jena is a Java framework for building Semantic Web
applications. It provides a collection of tools and Java libraries
as well as an ontology’s API for handling OWL ontologies in
order to help develop semantic web applications [32].

Sentence Splitter
Unstructured
patterns

Tokeniser
POS Tagger
1. Morphological
Analysis

Format: Pdf,
Html, Doc, Txt

Semantic Tagger

2. Key Terms
Recognition

Form: PPL,
UML-PP,
Ambler, etc.

3. Pattern
Tagging

Extended ANNIE
NE Transducer

JAPE
Rules

Gazetteer
Lists

Figure 6.

Structured
patterns

Format :
XML
Form :
unified

Terminological unification.

WordNet

ANNIE’s
Processing
Ressources

Semantic
process
patterns

Semantic Unification

Process
patterns

WolF

Figure 7.

Semantic unification.
MetaProPOS

OWL ontology’s
Jena API

B. Patterns Mining Process
Since the overall goal of our research work is to build up a
semantic and intelligent framework enhancing software process
patterns capitalization and reuse, we adopted a process patterns
warehousing and mining technique. As mentioned earlier, the
pattern warehousing process is ensured by the three unification
levels detailed above. As regards the pattern mining process, it
consists on a reasoning process performed on the unified
patterns in the warehouse based on MetaProPOS and the key
ontolgy’s concept Relationship. Indeed, this main concept
would allow a better search of related patterns.

Ontology’s
instances
Architectural
Unification

Semantic
Process
patterns

<Meta>
Annotations

Figure 8.
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Architectural unification.

These latter would be clustered according to the
relationship kind (c.f. Fig. 4). Consequently, a patterns’ algebra
is created allowing rigorous and automatic patterns processing
providing better search of similar patterns through the Similar
and Alternative relations as well as efficient guidance for
patterns composition and aggregation through the Refinement,
Consequent and Anti-pattern relations. Furthermore, process
patterns could be clustered according to the software
development phase or activity. So, a mega process pattern
could be built as an aggregation and / or a composition of
different process patterns for a given context or problem.

[7]

[8]
[9]
[10]

In order to reach this objective, we propose to combine the
use of MetaProPOS with a mining tool such as Weka [33]
which consists in a collection of machine learning algorithms
for data mining tasks containing tools for data pre-processing,
classification, regression, clustering, association rules, and
visualization.
V.

[11]
[12]
[13]

CONCLUSION AND WORK IN PROGRESS

The most valuable contribution of this paper is the general
overview of targeted approach SCATTER which aims to
provide a s emantic framework for process patterns
warehousing and m ining given different patterns collections.
This research work mediation implies terminological, semantic
as well as architectural mediation efforts ensured by the three
proposed unification levels. The process patterns’ mining
process would improve process pattern’s capitalization and
reuse quality.

[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]

However, SCATTER has not been completely finalized for
implementation and is subject to refinement and validation,
which remains our work in progress. Indeed, we should expand
the proposed approach to annotate figures described through
Petri nets to cover workflow process patterns [34] as well as
UML activity diagrams. In this direction, we plan to combine
the use of the UIMA plug-in and ANNIE to deal with image
analysis and structuring in addition to text since GATE does
not support this kind of information.

[18]
[19]

[20]
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patterns is specified according to the preferences of its authors.
In addition to not having a pattern specification, the analysis
patterns are normally provided in scientific books and papers
which are restricted access means and do not allow the efficient
retrieval of patterns performed, for example, through a search
tool [4].

Abstract—Analysis patterns are reusable computational artifacts,
aimed at the analysis stage of the process of software
development. Although the analysis patterns can facilitate the
work of analysts and programmers adding value through reuse of
proven useful and tested ideas, the access to them is still very
poor because of the way they are usually described and made
available. In order to reduce these deficiencies, supporting
cataloging and encouraging the reuse of analysis patterns, it was
proposed the Analysis Patterns Reuse Infrastructure (APRI).
This infrastructure comprises a repository of analysis patterns
documented through a specific metadata profile and accessed via
web services. Based on the proposal of APRI, this article presents
the specific metadata profile to the documentation of analysis
patterns called Dublin Core Application Profile to Analysis
Patterns (DC2AP).

In order to minimize these problems of specification and
retrieval of analysis patterns, it w as proposed the Analysis
Patterns Reuse Infrastructure (APRI) [5]. This infrastructure,
which was inspired by the Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) [6],
consists of a repository of analysis patterns, documented in a
specific metadata profile and accessed via web services.
This article proposes a specific metadata profile to the
documentation of analysis patterns compatible with the APRI
[5]. The metadata profile is based on the Dublin Core metadata
standard [7] and on the template proposed in [8] and [9] to
specify analysis patterns.

Keywords- Analysis Patterns; Reuse; Metadata Standards;
Dublin Core.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 describes related works to documentation of analysis patterns
and to the Dublin Core metadata standard. Section 3 describes
the proposed metadata profile. Section 4 presents an example
of analysis pattern specified with the proposed metadata profile
and Section 5 presents some conclusions and possible future
works.

Correction of errors made during the encoding of a software
is usually more costly than the correction performed during the
stages of analysis and design. The costs for correction of errors
increase on each stage and in advanced stages they can be up to
100 times higher than in the early stages [1].
Due to the needs of companies, programmers and analysts
are constantly pressured to deliver encoded projects of software
as soon as p ossible, and th e analysis stage is often left in the
background [2]. This common situation in companies ends up
generating software errors identified too late, thus burdening
the costs of the final product.

II.

RELATED WORK

A. Documentation and Organization of Analysis Patterns
Documentation of analysis patterns is an important way for
contextualizing the reuse scope of a pattern and for enabling
the sharing of knowledge among designers. However, this
documentation is performed in a heterogeneous manner among
the authors, since there is no standardized way to specify
analysis patterns [4]. There are many approaches to specify
analysis patterns, ranging from non-formalized textual
descriptions to formalized descriptions based on templates.

According to Fernandez and Yuan [2], analysis patterns can
make the analysis stage faster and more accurate for
developers, thus preventing that this important stage of
development is ignored. The analysis patterns are reusable
computational artifacts, aimed at the analysis stage of the
process of software development. According to Fowler [3], the
analysis patterns are ideas proved useful in a given practical
context and that may be useful in other contexts.

Some analysis patterns specified in a n on-formalized
textual manner can be found in [3] and [10]. This little formal
way of describing a analy sis pattern affects reuse, because it
makes harder for designers to quickly understand the
contextual scope of patterns, and, mostly, it limits the retrieval
of analysis patterns through computerized search engines. Thus
important detailed information for designers may not be

Although the analysis patterns can facilitate the work of
analysts and programmers adding value through reuse of
proven useful and tested ideas, the access to them is still very
poor [4]. So far there is n o template to specify the analysis
patterns that is widely accepted making each s et of analysis
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The Dublin Core metadata standard [7] appeared in 1995
from a workshop held in Dublin city in the U.S. state of Ohio.
This event brought together professionals from several fields of
knowledge in order to establish a generic metadata standard
composed of a small set of recurring elements in all areas [17].
This metadata standard has two levels, Simple Dublin Core and
Qualified Dublin Core.

described or even r etrieved, thus limiting the spread of these
patterns and thereby their potential for reuse.
Analysis patterns have also been described through the use
of templates, which are st ructures with predetermined topics
similar to those used to describe design patterns [11]. Usually a
template is composed of essential topics such as context,
problem, motivation and solution [3], combined with other
specific topics defined by their authors.

The Simple Dublin Core consists of fifteen elements, as the
Qualified Dublin Core has seven additional elements that allow
more detailed descriptions of data. Beyond the twenty-two
elements that compose the levels of the Dublin Core standard,
it has many element refinements that can be used to specialize
the semantics of an element in certain situations and thus
facilitate the discovery of the data [18].

Some analysis patterns documented through templates can
be found in [12] and [13]. Meszaros and Doble [14] present in
their work a template composed of topics: name, problem,
context, motivation, solution, participants and related patterns.
This template was used in [12]. Pantoquilho, Raminhos and
Araujo [8] and Raminhos et al. [9] present in their work a
proposal of detailed template specifically for documentation of
analysis patterns. This template combines common topics used
previously by several authors, with new topics aimed at
describing the analysis patterns more broadly.

A major advantage of the Dublin Core standard is its
versatility. Although it is ve ry simple and does no t provide
enough resources to describe data of complex domains [17], it
can be specialized from the creation of application profiles for
specific domains [6].

Besides adequate documentation, another important factor
to increase the potential for reuse of analysis patterns is th e
way they are organized and therefore available because before
a pattern is applied to a project, the designer needs to know of
its existence and then select it [4]. Usually analysis patterns are
organized together forming collections of patterns, and in one
collection, usually the patterns are documented homogeneously
by the same author, although this is not a rule.

Coyle and Baker [19] describe in their work the basic steps
for creating a Dublin Core application profile. An example of a
Dublin Core application profile for specific domain can be
found in [20].
III.

A DUBLIN CORE APPLICATION PROFILE TO ANALYSIS
PATTERNS

The Dublin Core Application Profile to Analysis Patterns
(DC2AP) was developed based on the template proposed in [8]
to specify analysis patterns. The main objectives of DC2AP are
to improve retrieval and reuse of analysis patterns by means of
a description that allows a more precise treatment performed by
a computer, providing detailed information about the analysis
patterns that were not retrieved by search engines.

The collection of analysis patterns can have different
formats, such as books, articles and websites, and they can still
be classified as pattern languages and pattern catalogues [4].
The pattern languages are basically collections of analysis
patterns aimed at solving a specific problem. In a pattern
language, the patterns are related to each other and must follow
application rules, for example, the order in which they must be
applied to solve the problem in question [4]. The pattern
catalogues are collections of analysis patterns not necessarily
related, but organized based on criteria in common and
searchable. Fowler's book [3] is an example of an analy sis
pattern catalog, because the organization of the patterns
described in that book was obtained from groups of patterns
with application domains in common and they may be found
by potential users through a table of contents [4].

A. Mapping between Dublin Core Metadata Elements and
Pantoquilho’s Analysis Pattern Template
In contrast to the Dublin Core metadata standard, which is
generic and therefore aimed to document resources of several
domains, the template proposed in [8] by Pantoquilho et al. is
designed specifically for the documentation of analysis
patterns, so it is rich in specific details of this domain. Due to
such level of detail, this template was chosen to be used as a
basis for the creation of DC2AP.

B. Dublin Core Metadata Initiative
Metadata are data about data, i.e., information that makes it
possible to know the resources of the data. They can be used to
standardize data representation based on the description of their
authors, quality levels, application domains and other elements,
thereby encouraging the appropriate reuse of data [6].

An important task for the creation of DC2AP was the
realization of a mapping between the elements proposed by the
Dublin Core and elements of the template proposed in [8]. In
this mapping process, elements of both structures were
compared and classified based on their semantic
correspondences and some conceptual conflicts were identified.
These conflicts are characterized by similar concepts that are
expressed differently by each of the mapped structures. After
identifying and r esolving the existing conceptual conflicts
between structures it became possible to combine the elements
of Dublin Core and Pantoquilho’s template, thus creating a
single structure free of redundancies and semantic
inconsistencies. Table 1 shows the result of the mapping
between the Dublin Core standard and Pantoquilho’s template.
Although Table 1 sho ws only the mapping between the

The metadata standards are metadata structures used to
describe the data. According to the domain of the data to be
described, these description structures may have variations
compared to other domains due to peculiarities of each of them.
Thus, several metadata standards have already been proposed
in order to meet the specific needs of some domains. Examples
of metadata standards for specific domains can be found in [15]
and [16].
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elements of Simple Dublin Core and the Pantoquilho’s
template, the elements contained in Qualified Dublin Core
were also considered in this comparative process, but none of
them had equivalents in the template used.

Simple Dublin Core element
Relation

Several mappings between elements of the Dublin Core and
elements of other structures have already been performed and
made available in the literature. An example of such mapping
is presented in [21].

Coverage

No equivalent

Rights

No equivalent

B. Addition of New Metadata Elements and Creation of
Application Rules
From the mapping described above, all equivalent elements
have been identified and combined, thereby allowing that the
Pantoquilho’s template to be merged with Dublin Core, giving
rise to the basic structure of the DC2AP.
Most elements of the Pantoquilho’s template that had direct
equivalent mapping became element refinements of others
from the Dublin Core. This happened because Dublin Core
elements are generic and therefore require specializations to
compose an application profile for a specific domain. These
necessary specializations were made by the elements of the
chosen template [8].

No equivalent

During the merge process of the structures in question, two
elements from Pantoquilho’s template were discarded. The
element "Applicability" was discarded because it has semantics
very similar to the element "Problem" and therefore was
considered redundant. The element "Structural adjustments"
was discarded for not fitting in the context of an application
profile of metadata, where application rules are well defined,
not being necessary to document structural adjustments
performed during use of the profile.

As shown in Table 2, DC2AP has some elements for
version control of documented patterns and others for the
sharing of experiences of use. These features were incorporated
into this profile to allow the creation of dynamic collections of
analysis patterns, where new improved versions of the patterns
can be proposed from the collaboration of experience of usage
of them. Moreover, all the versions of the analysis patterns may
be related to each other, thereby providing the creation of a
repository of analysis patterns rich in details. These resources
allow potential users to retrieve the version that best meets their
needs more efficiently. All these characteristics are consistent
with the proposal of the APRI [5].

MAPPING DUBLIN CORE TO PANTOQUILO’S ANALYSIS
PATTERN TEMPLATE

Publisher
Contributor
Date
Type
Format

Pantoquilho’s Template element
1. Name
2. Also Known As
3. History *
7. Context
5. Problem
6. Motivation
7. Context
8. Applicability
14. Examples *
18. Known Uses *
No equivalent
3. History *
3. History *
No equivalent
No equivalent

Indentifier

1. Name *

Simple Dublin Core element
Title
Creator
Subject

Description

Source
Language

15. Related Patterns

4. Structural adjustments
9. Requirements
9.1. Functional requirements
9.2. Non-functional requirements
9.3. Dependencies and
contributions
9.4. Conflict identification &
guidance to resolution
9.5. Priorities
9.6. Participants
10. Modelling
10.1. Structure
10.1.1. Class diagram
10.1.2. Class description
10.2. Behaviour
10.2.1. Collaboration or
sequence diagrams
10.2.2. Activity diagrams
10.2.3. State diagrams
10.3. Solution Variants
11. Resulting context
12. Consequences
17. Design guidelines
* Partly equivalent.

Following the fusion of structures, some elements have
undergone semantic adjustments and new ones were proposed
to complete the set of elements that composes DC2AP. Table 2
presents all the elements that make up the profile proposed by
this work.
TABLE I.

Pantoquilho’s Template element
13. Anti-Patterns Trap *
15. Related Patterns *
16. Design Patterns *

The analysis patterns usually have rules controlling their
application. After defining the elements that compose DC2AP,
it was proposed rules on the obligation, occurrence and type of
value of each of the proposed elements. These rules are
presented in Table 2 by acronyms, described at the table end.
Due to limited space, the semantic description of each of
the elements that compose DC2AP, as well as some details of
the rules for applying them are not presented in this paper.
However a detailed technical description of this application
profile can be obtained at [22].
TABLE II.

DC2AP ELEMENTS AND APPLICATION RULES

DC2AP Element and their Application Rules
1. Identifier [M] [S] [UNS]
2. Title [M] [S] [St]

*

2.1. Alternative Title[O] [Mu] [St]

3. Creator [M] [Mu] [St]

No equivalent
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New

DC2AP Element and their Application Rules

New

4. Subject [M] [Mu] [St]
5.1. Problem [M] [S] [St]
5.2.1. Example
5. Description
[M] [Mu] [St]
5.2. Motivation
[M] [S] [N]
[M] [Mu] [St]
5.2.2. Known Uses**
[O] [Mu] [St]
5.3. Context [M] [S] [St]
6. Publisher [O] [Mu] [St]
7. Contributor [Cd] [Mu] [St]
8.1. Created [M] [S] [D]
8. Date [M] [S] [N]
8.2. Modified [Cd] [S] [D]
9. Type [M] [S] [US]
9.1. Notation [M] [S] [St]
10. Format [M] [Mu] [US]
11. Source [Cd] [S] [UNS]
12. Language [M] [S] [US]
13.1. Is Version of [Cd] [S] [UNS]
13.2. Is Replaced by* [Cd] [Mu] [UNS]
13.3. Replaces* [Cd] [Mu] [UNS]
13.4. Is Part of [O] [Mu] [UNS]
13. Relation
13.5. Has Part [O] [Mu] [UNS]
[Cd] [S] [N]
13.6. Is Designed with** [O] [Mu] [UNS]
13.7. Should Avoid** [O] [Mu] [UNS]
13.8. Complemented by** [O] [Mu] [UNS]
13.9. About[Cd] [S] [St]
14. Coverage [O] [Mu] [St]
15. Rights [Cd] [Mu] [US]
16.1. Event Date [M] [S] [D]
16.2. Author [M] [Mu] [St]
16. History*
16.3. Reason [M] [S] [St]
[M] [Mu] [N]
16.4. Changes [Cd] [S] [St]
17.1. Functional Requirements
[M] [Mu] [St]
17.2. Non-functional Requirements
[O] [Mu] [St]
17.3.1.
Dependency Graph
17.3.
[M] [S] [U]
Dependencies
17. Requirements
and Contributions
17.3.2.
[M] [S] [N]
[M] [S] [St]
Contribution Graph
[Cd] [S] [U]
17.4.
Conflict identification & Guidance to
Resolution [Cd] [Mu] [St]
17.5. Priorities Diagram [M] [S] [U]
17.6. Participants [M] [Mu] [St]
18.1.1.
Use Case Diagram
[M] [S] [U]
18.1.2.
Collaboration/
18.1. Behaviour
Sequence Diagrams
[M] [S] [N]
[M] [Mu] [U]
18.1.3.
Activity/State
Diagrams
[O] [Mu] [U]
18. Modelling
18.2.1.
[M] [S] [N]
Class Diagram
[M] [S] [U]
18.2.2.
18.2. Structure
Class Descriptions
[M] [S] [N]
[M] [S] U]
18.2.3.
Relationship
Descriptions
[M] [Mu] [St]
18.3. Solution Variants** [O] [Mu] [U]

DC2AP Element and their Application Rules

New

19. Resulting Context** [O] [Mu] [St]
20. Design Guidelines** [O] Mu] [St]
21.1. Positive [M] [Mu] [St]
21. Consequences
[M] [S] N]
21.2. Negative [M] [Mu] [St]

YES
YES

Obligatoriness

[M] Mandatory
[O] Optional
[Cd] Conditional

Rules’ Acronyms
Occurrence

[S] Single
[Mu] Multiple

YES

Value Type

[St] String
[D] Date
[U] URI
[N] Null
[UNS] URI, number or string
[US] URI and string
* Version Control element.
** Experiences Collaboration element.

IV.

EXAMPLE

In order to demonstrate the application of metadata profile
proposed in this work, Table 3 presents an ex ample that uses
DC2AP to specify the well-known Fowler’s analysis pattern
called Organization Hierarchies, proposed in [3]. Not all
DC2AP elements are presented in this specification, since some
necessary information for these elements are absent in the
original specification made by Fowler.

YES
YES
YES

TABLE III.
YES
YES
YES
YES

ORGANIZATION HIERARCHIES PATTERN SPECIFICATION

Example of use DC2AP
1. Identifier: OrganizationHierarchies-v1
2. Title:
2.1. Alternative Title:
Organization Hierarchies
Hierarquias de organização
3. Creator: Martin Fowler
4. Subject: Companies, Hierarchy, Organizational Structure, Sudsidiaries
5.1. Problem: There are many systems where we need to
manage the hierarchy of a n organization, registering its
subsidiaries and linking them in accordance with the rules of
hierarchy. How can we represent this process in a general
and abstract way?
5.2. Motivation:
- An organizational hierarchy has
5.2.1. Example:
subdivisions like Operating Units,
A
management
Regions, Divisions and Sales
system
of
a
Offices.
multinational company,
- Operating Units are divided into
for example, Microsoft.
Regions.
5.
- Regions are divided into
A
management
Description
Divisions.
system of a na tional
- Divisions are divided into Sales
company
that
has
Offices.
several
branches
- We need to provide a solution
scattered
throughout
easy to be changed because
the territory of a
organizations undergo changes in
country.
its hierarchy over the course of
time.
5.3. Context: This pattern is valuable to institutions or
companies that have any subsidiaries. In some cases
institutions may have more than one hierarchical
organizational structure, but this is not a rule.

YES
YES

YES

YES

6. Publisher: Lucas F. M. Vegi
7. Contributor: Lucas F. M. Vegi
8.1. Created: 1997
8. Date
8.2. Modified: 2012-01-15
9. Type: Analysis Pattern
9.1. Notation: UML
10. Format: JPEG and XMI
11. Source: Party Pattern [3]
12. Language: English

YES
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Example of use DC2AP
13.2. Is Replaced by: Organization Structure Pattern [3]
13.4. Is Part of: Organization Structure Pattern [3]
13.8. Complemented by: Party Pattern [3]
13.9. About: This analysis pattern can be replaced by Structure
Organization pattern, because it contains the pattern Hierarchies
Organization specialized with a hi gher level of d etails, and thus
13.
to more complex organizational hierarchies the analysis patter
Relation
Organization Structure may be more suitable. The Organization
Hierarchies pattern can be complemented by Party pattern
because an Organization can be a specialization of Party, as well
as the user of the system responsible for registering and changing
the hierarchy can also be like that. Thus the Party pattern can be
used as a complement of Hierarchies Organization pattern.
15. Rights:This analysis pattern was originally published in [3].
16.1. Event Date: 1997
16.
16.2. Author: Martin Fowler
History
16.3. Reason: Criation of this analysis pattern.
16.1. Event Date: 2012-01-15
16.2. Author: Lucas F. M. Vegi
16.3. Reason: Specification of this analysis pattern with the
DC2AP metadata profile.
16.
16.4. Changes: Structuring the analysis pattern proposed by
History
Fowler in a metadata profile. Within this process new diagrams
referring to the solution presented by this pattern were proposed
and the initial ideas of Fowler were reorganized into a structure
that promotes its retrieval and subsequent reuse.
17.1. Functional Requirements:
(R1) Create Organizational Hierarchy - The user should be
able to register the hierarchical levels of a n organization
for all its units.
(R2) Alter Organizational Hierarchy - The user should be
able to change the hierarchical levels of a n organization
whenever necessary, because as time goes on, with the
expansion or contraction of it, such changes will certainly
happen.

Example of use DC2AP
18.1.1. Use Case Diagram

18.1.2. Collaboration/Sequence Diagrams

18.1.
Behaviour

18.1.3. Activity/State Diagrams

18.2.1. Class Diagram
18. Modelling

17.2. Non-functional Requirements:
(R3) Facility - User must make changes in the hierarchy of
an organization in a fast and simple way .
(R4) Security – Only users should be a llowed to register
and make changes in the hierarchy.

17.
Requirements

17.3.
Dependencies
and Contributions:
R2 depends on R1
because
only
registered
hierarchies can be
changed.
R1 and R2 depends
om R3 and R4
because it is desired
that
all
these
processes are being
made
only
by
authorized
users,
and in a simple way.

17.3.1. Dependency Graph

17.3.2. Contribution Graph

18.2.
Structure

17.5. Priorities Diagram

17.6. Participants: User
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18.2.2. Class Descriptions:
- Organization: This class holds all the
attributes common to all possible types of
subsidiaries of an organization.
- Operating Unit: This class represents the
highest hierarchical
level of an
organization.
- Region: This class represents a
hierarchical level of an organization. This
is the level immediately below an
Operating Unit in a hierarchy.
- Division: This class represents a
hierarchical level of an organization. This
is just below a Region in a hierarchy.
- SalesOffice: This class represents a
hierarchical level of an organization. This
is just below a Division in a hierarchy.
18.2.3. Relationship Descriptions:
The
self-relationship
between
the
Organization class, super-class of all
hierarchical levels, represents that the
hierarchical levels communicate with each
other. To correctly obey the hierarchical
structure, there are restrictions establishing
what hierarchical level each of them can
communicate directly with.

[3]

Example of use DC2AP
18.3. Solution Variants:

[4]
[5]

21.1. Positive:
- This analysis pattern represents an organizational
hierarchy easy to change, thus making it useful in different
contexts.
- To change the hierarchical structure of an organization of
this pattern, it is not necessary to change the model
structure, but the subtypes and restrictions of the pattern.
This makes the pattern flexible and reusable.

21.
Consequences

[6]
[7]

21.2. Negative:
- This pattern supports only a single organizational
hierarchy, thereby limiting some contexts of use.
- If restrictions are not well established for the context of
use of this pattern, the self-relationship in it can be
dangerous, allowing some hierarchical levels relate
directly improperly.

V.

[8]
[9]

[10]

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

DC2AP allows a d etailed specification of the analysis
patterns, since it was developed specifically for this domain.
This profile was developed to be integrated into the proposal of
Analysis Patterns Reuse Infrastructure (APRI) [5]. Thus it aims
to solve the problem of documentation, organization, search
and access to analysis patterns.

[11]
[12]
[13]

The use of DC2AP in an APRI allows the creation of digital
collections of analysis patterns in the form of pattern
catalogues and pattern languages. Through web services
proposed by APRI, the analysis patterns specified with DC2AP
can be retrieved more quickly and ef ficiently, offering to
potential users an easier access to well-documented analysis
patterns, and consequently, with greater potential for reuse.

[14]
[15]
[16]

Because it is a generic metadata standard, Dublin Core
allows interoperability between data of different domains, so
DC2AP, being an application profile of Dublin Core, can be
combined with future works aimed at creating new Dublin
Core application profiles to document other types of reusable
computational artifacts.

[17]
[18]

As future works, it is intended to align current description
of DC2AP to the Singapore Framework. This framework is a
set of descriptive components recommended to document an
application profile [23]. With this alignment, DC2AP will fit in
the concept of machine-processable application profile and thus
can serve as basis for the definition and implementation of web
services proposed in APRI for search, visualization, application
and contribution of use experience of analysis patterns.

[19]
[20]
[21]
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Abstract

evolution costs by automating many basic activities, including code manipulation.
There is currently great activity addressing model-driven
modernization issues, for which the OMG’s task force on
modernization [16] plays a major role. It aims at making
precise inventories of various kinds of legacy artifacts in order to propose more or less automatic model-driven migrations of applications by means of interoperable tools. This
way, all discovered artifacts are considered as full-ﬂedged
models. This is an important shift compared to classical approaches, which do not consider abstract representations as
perennial and reusable assets.
The context of this paper is rooted in the research work
conducted by the European REMICS (www.remics.eu)
project [11]. This project seeks an end-to-end model processing chain to transform legacy applications/information
systems into services in the Cloud. Several modeling languages are operated in the project, within both reverse and
forward engineering activities. To deﬁne and support this
chain in tools, modeling language semantic gaps must be
fulﬁlled. More speciﬁcally, the reverse engineering activity must be committed to go from the source code towards
technologically-neutral UML models, which can then be
consumed by a wide range of third-party MDD tools. The
forward engineering activity starts from UML models and
next uses SoaML (www.soaml.org) and CloudML (a forthcoming OMG standard that is currently speciﬁed within
REMICS). So, between reverse and forward, a suite of models conforming to (i.e., instances of) OMG standard metamodels are involved, each aiming at representing the initial
source code at different levels of abstraction, along with various reﬁnements/quality levels [8]. The general idea is that
a portfolio of metamodels and transformation chains are
pre-implemented in a tool to support an intelligible seamless reverse and forward engineering process. Because of
its industrial impact, REMICS complies to worldwide standards. Nonetheless, these standards lack large-scale experimentation, thus requiring adaptations in their core to really achieve a high degree of automation when targeting a

Standardizing software modernization techniques has
lead to the KDM (Knowledge Discovery Metamodel). This
metamodel represents several application aspects (code, architecture, etc.), while transforming them into renewed versions. On the other hand, ASTM (the Abstract Syntax Tree
Metamodel) has been recently released. It focuses on the
parsing of text-based ﬁles written in a given language. In
practice, KDM and ASTM are intended to be used jointly
when modeling source code with formal links to other software features like components, user interfaces, etc. However, the link between ASTM and KDM is often fuzzy, or
even unestablished since KDM is in charge of synthesizing
all captured software artifacts. This has negative effects on
the attainable level of automation and on the completeness
of a software modernization project. To overcome this limitation, this paper introduces S MART B RIDGE as a means to
reconcile both standards.

1. Introduction
Modernization is at the heart of many software organizations that seek to migrate from obsolete or aging languages
and platforms to more modern environments. Modernization projects have historically focused on transforming technical architectures; that is, moving from one platform to another and / or from one language to another [2]. This is
achieved through code translation or various refactoring exercises such as restructuring, data deﬁnition rationalization,
re-modularization or user interface replacement.
Meanwhile, model-driven development (MDD) is gaining increasing acceptance; mainly because it raises the
level of abstraction and automation in software construction. MDD techniques, such as metamodeling and model
transformation, not only apply to the creation of new software systems but also can be used to help existing systems
evolve [7, 1]. These techniques can help reduce software
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Legacy2Cloud logic. In this scope, this paper stresses reverse engineering activity, by showing and illustrating how
modeling language can be rationally treated.
In reverse engineering, top-down approaches promote
a recovery process that is conducted through architectual
knowledge. On the other hand, bottom-up approaches
[4] are more pragmatic, since reverse engineering activities lean on source code that is undoubtedly the most
rich, self-contained and straightforwardly available material. REMICS focuses on the latter due to the dispersion,
or even absence of knowledge. So, model transformations
amount to inferring such knowledge from model details and
from the expressiveness of their associated modeling languages. Risks occur when the knowledge in models has to
move from one language formalism to another. For turning code written in a given programming language into a
language-agnostic model, the OMG’s task force on modernization puts forward two metamodels: the ASTM [13],
which is a metamodel dedicated to syntax trees, and the
KDM [12], which is a more global metamodel where the
sub-parts deal with a wider spectrum of program-level elements (i.e., user interfaces, data, functions/services, running platform). Unfortunately, KDM and ASTM are not
clearly linked to each other. They aim at being complementary but practice shows an unsound, ill-formalized dependency between them. To bridge this gap, this paper discusses, develops and illustrates an intermediary metamodel
called S MART B RIDGE, which allows a roundtrip relationship between KDM and ASTM and hence supports multiple
iterations during the reverse engineering activity.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2 we describe the motivations and the various speciﬁcations that gave birth to KDM and ASTM respectively.
The S MART B RIDGE is then detailed in Section 3, including
an enumeration of the metaclasses and metarelationships involved in the junction of ASTM and KDM. To make these
ideas more concrete, we provide in Section 4 a demonstration of S MART B RIDGE on a tiny COBOL snippet. Section
5 gives an overview of the related works on model-driven
modernization. We conclude this paper in Section 6.

ASTM model
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S
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m
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GASTM
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Figure 1. Reverse Engineering process according to the OMG’s task force on modernization.

models, (b) powerful transformation techniques, (c) easier
integration of various concerns. Standards in this area also
emphasize wider interoperability. In this case, standardcompliant models should be exchangeable between tools involved in the migration chain. These tools process software
elements having different shapes. These shapes include
the lowest levels (code), as well as the highest: business
rules process extraction and interpretation, dealing with the
software architecture and components, exhibiting services
(business functionalities), etc.

2.1. MDD-based Reverse Engineering
A modernization process encompasses two stages: reverse engineering and forward engineering. The forward engineering stage starts from a Platform-Independent
Model (PIM) that serves as the basis for code generation.
The reverse engineering stage extracts elements from legacy
code and data description, rendering them into a PlatformSpeciﬁc Model (PSM). KDM is the support candidate for
representing PSMs by using ASTM as sub-support for the
precise and comprehensive representation of a software system. The creation of PIMs (or technology-neutral models)
is favored by the construction of formal mappings between
KDM/ASTM on one side and UML (for PIMs) on the other
side. More generally, metamodeling fosters the description
of discrete steps to show how, at the very beginning, the
rough code may be interpreted and analyzed in terms of architectural incidence: operating system adherences, business value discovery strategies, etc.
In this article, KDM is the pivot metamodeling language
for representing entire enterprise software systems; including source code of course, but not exclusively. As a common intermediate representation for existing software systems, KDM is a good support for refactoring, the derivation
of metrics and the deﬁnition of speciﬁc viewpoints. Figure
1 depicts the full reverse engineering process promoted by
MDD modernization standards.

2. Problem of Interest
Recently, MDD standardization has stressed modernization with the special objective of providing new concepts,
tools and processes when moving legacy software to renewed applications/information systems running on top of
the most up-to-date technologies. The idea behind that is to
switch between different technical spaces [10] by underestimating the purely ”grammarware” approach in favor of the
”modelware” approach. Beyond traditional code-to-code
approaches, model-centric approaches are those promoted
by MDD in general: (a) conformance to well-deﬁned meta-
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from statement sequences. In this scope, KDM is recognized as a way of representing the source code, if only at
the execution ﬂow level.
2.2.2

As a complement, ASTM has been developed in accordance with the theory of languages to support the representation of source code. In fact, ASTM is composed of
the GASTM (Generic Abstract Syntax Tree Metamodel),
a standardized language-independent metamodel and the
SASTM (Speciﬁc Abstract Syntax Tree Metamodel), a
user-deﬁned metamodel closely connected with a particular language (Java, COBOL and so on).

Figure 2. KDM consists of 12 packages arranged into 4 layers

Generic Abstract Syntax Tree Metamodel (GASTM)
GASTM enables the representation of the code without any
language speciﬁcity. GASTM contains all of the common
concepts of existing languages in the form of metatypes.
Parsing some ﬁles means instantiating these metatypes
along with creating links in order to model semantic dependencies between text pieces. The goal of GASTM is to
provide a basis for SASTM in order to later help users to deﬁne the domain-speciﬁc features of the code to be parsed.
The key achievement is to avoid an unintelligible separation
(especially in terms of representations) between the generic
and speciﬁc characteristics of the code. Besides, the (annotated) distinction in models between generic versus speciﬁc
parts, is highly valuable at processing time (see below).

2.2. MDD technologies for modernization
The concomitant use of KDM and ASTM requires a
clear understanding of their current capabilities.
2.2.1

Abstract Syntax Tree Metamodel (ASTM)

Knowledge Discovery Metamodel (KDM)

The architecture of KDM is arranged into four layers,
namely the Infrastructure Layer, Program Elements Layer,
Runtime Resources Layer and Abstractions Layer (Figure
2). Each layer is dedicated to a particular viewpoint of an
application. In this paper we are only interested in the two
main layers: the Runtime Resources Layer and the Program
Element Layer. These layers allow one to represent the user
interfaces, data and code of the legacy application.

Speciﬁc Abstract Syntax Tree MetaModel (SASTM)
SASTM is constructed through metatypes/metarelationships on the top of GASTM. This task is assigned to ASTM
practitioners. It ﬁrst leads to constructing a metamodel from
scratch that is compatible with the legacy language/technology to be dealt with. The main goal of SASTM is to represent code peculiarities. Next, parsing the code amounts
to distinguishing between generic and speciﬁc aspects, and
thus instantiating GASTM or SASTM. The formal interrelation between the two metamodels ensures that models (or
their respective instances which represent a given business
case) are also consistently linked together based on (fully
explicit) comprehensive links.

The KDM Runtime Resources Layer The Runtime Resource Layer is composed of several packages (Data, UI,
Event and Platform). However, we will concentrate on
the Data and UI packages herewith. The ﬁrst one is used
to represent the organization of persistent data, especially to
describe complex data repositories (e.g., record ﬁles, relational schemas, . . . ). The second one is used to represent the
structure of user interfaces and the dependencies between
them in terms of interactions and sequences.
The KDM Program Elements Layer Special attention
is paid to the Program Elements Layer, whichis concerned
with program-level artifacts. The Program Elements Layer
is composed of the Code and Action packages. The
Code package represents programming elements as determined by programming languages (data types, procedures,
classes, methods, variables, etc.), while the Action package describes the low-level behavior elements of applications, including detailed control and data ﬂows resulting

2.3. Realizing modernization
OMG provides a set of standard speciﬁcations for software modernization but fails to provide a guideline for the
practitionners. As such, we experimented on the aforesaid
technologies while endeavoring to adhere to the – somewhat
idealized – process depicted in Figure 1.
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2.3.1

Complementarity of MDD technologies

advocate roundtrip capability as to enable information exchange and knowledge propagation within the process, at
any level or step. At least two reasons explain this.
First, real modernization requires incorporating additional or derived knowledge into models, either automatically or manually. The most prominent examples are the
following:

The complementarity of KDM and ASTM resides in the
possible code level representations and the different operations that can be applied. On one hand, ASTM permits one
to represent a given code source at procedure level, in the
form of a syntax-tree whose production has involved a userdeﬁned SASTM: code speciﬁcities are taken into account.
On the other hand, KDM is used to represent the code at
ﬂow level (e.g., data inputs, data outputs, sequences). In
fact, a ﬂow level representation provides a direct support
for ﬂow analysis and the refactoring strategies thereof. In
addition, any reverse engineering process relying on KDM
models is reusable, whatever the source technology may be.
So, ASTM deals with common parsing issues, while KDM
deals with another viewpoint; thus creating the link with
other facets like user interfaces, components and so on.
2.3.2

• Detection of code patterns. The purpose is to recognize sets of object codes that will facilitate refactorings, especially when targetting a completely new architecture.
• Determination of components fate (and the traceability
thereof). In accordance with application experts, the
purpose is to stamp components that will be migrated
and those that will be instead replaced by off-the-shelf
components.

Discretization of the process

• Extraction of business rules. The purpose is to gain a
better comprehension of the business logic that underlies a huge amount of lines of code.

The modernization process proposed in this paper is divided
into three codiﬁed steps:

• Multi-view modeling. The purpose is to set up the right
semantic relationships between the interrelated views
of the system that is being reversed (such as user interface, business code and those data structures used for
persistence).

1. The ﬁrst step consists in the abstraction of data, code
and user interfaces from the legacy material. This is
transformed into several technology-speciﬁc models.
Practically speaking, for each artifact we deﬁne its own
parser. The parsing outputs are concrete syntax trees
(CSTs). Next, these CSTs are transformed into ASTs,
each conforming to predeﬁned SASTM metamodels.
Starting from chunks of text and ending up as models, this global process is often called ”Injection” in
the MDD jargon.

Secondly, the strict discretization of the modernizing
process envisioned by OMG is not realistic when aiming at providing a modernization CASE tool with a good
user-experience level. Indeed, the way a user perceives
the computer-aided modernization is an important question,
from a tooling viewpoint. Typically, the new knowledge
must be impacted to the code model and showed to the
user. Thus, some code blocks within a code editor will be
highlighted as patterns, while some others will be tagged
as “to be replaced”, etc. In other words, the new knowledge derived from the KDM-level must be brought up to
the ASTM-level.

2. This second step consists in the transformation of
SASTM models into KDM models, with respect to
user interfaces, data and code packages. The goal of
this model transformation is to eliminate all technological speciﬁcities of the input code model. For that
purpose, a reformulation is sometimes required.
3. The third step consists in transforming the code-related
and data-related KDM models into UML models, thus
generating models in a widely accepted format with
their associated graphical notation. There are no technical difﬁculties except that of choosing between the
(existing) concurrent UML-like Java representations
that are tolerated by today’s modeling tools.
2.3.3

3. Proposed research
The observations above stress the necessity to take advantage of the two worlds, while providing roundtrip capability. This means preserving the support for architecture, data, user interfaces (even metrics) that is provided
by KDM; as well as achieving the level of details allowed
by ASTM. Therefore, we suggest that ASTM and KDM
could be interrelated thanks to a bridge that we have dubbed
S MART B RIDGE. This bridge will ensure inter-relationships
as well as intra-relationships. The former deal with links
between two distinct metamodels: KDM and ASTM. The

Current limitations

Our experience has led us to conclude that a modernization project is not a straightforward process, but instead a
strongly iterative process, including the re-examination of
the models’ parts and their mutual enrichment. We thereby
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latter deal with links between the layers that belong to the
KDM metamodel itself.
Building S MART B RIDGE has led us to focus on three
important features:


 

1. interfacing KDM and ASTM via joint points






3. mapping the different KDM layers: code, data and user
interface

 

3.1. Interfacing

  

     

   

     



Figure 3. CodeElement extension point

The linkage between the low level code representation
allowed by ASTM and the more abstract level allowed by
KDM is not natively provided. To overcome this issue,
S MART B RIDGE interposes a number of meta-classes that
are showed in table 1.
TypeDeﬁnition

  



2. ensuring navigability between them

ASTM




S MART B RIDGE
EDataType


 



  

KDM
DataType

DataDeﬁnition
TypeDeclaration
AggregateTypeDeﬁnition
AggregateTypeDeclaration
FunctionDeclaration
FunctionDeﬁnition

EDataElement
EDataType
EDataType
EDataType
EControlElement
EControlElement

DataElement
DataType
RecordType
RecordType
CallableUnit
CallableUnit

VariableDeclaration
VariableDeﬁnition
Statement

EDataElement
EDataElement
EActionElement

StorableUnit
StorableUnit
ActionElement






     

  



Figure 4. EActionElement meta-class

Table 1. Meta-classes for interfacing ASTM
and KDM

tain an ASTM code representation from an abstract code element representation, and conversely. The navigability implemented in S MART B RIDGE is inspired by the relationship
mechanism used in the KDM speciﬁcation [12]. The KDM
code package provides a natural extension point for this relationship mechanism through the CodeRelationship
meta-class (Fig. 5). S MART B RIDGE specializes this extension point in two metaclasses: ERelationship and
EAggregateRelationship.

Achieving this interfacing calls for an extension point.
It turns out that such an extension point was provided
in the KDM speciﬁcation by way of the meta-class
CodeElement which belongs to Code package. Figure
3 shows how S MART B RIDGE exploits this extension point
in order to introduce the required metaclasses to bridge toward ASTM.
Based on the KDM CodeElement meta-class,
S MART B RIDGE deﬁnes several meta-classes which
are sub-classes of EElement.
These metaclasses are ECodeElement, EActionElement,
EDataElement,
EControlElement
and
EDatatype.
Figure 4 presents an interfacing example between an ASTM Statement and its KDM
corresponding representation.

3.2.1

ERelationship

The ERelationship meta-class deﬁnes the navigability
between KDM meta-classes and the S MART B RIDGE metaclasses. An ERelationship instance is used in order
to navigate from a KDM CodeElement to a S MARTB RIDGE EElement and vice versa. This relationship is exclusively used for a one-to-one relationship, like a function
representation (ASTM FunctionDefinition), which
corresponds exactly to one abstract representation (KDM
CallableUnit).

3.2. Navigability
We decided to provide a bidirectional navigation capability between KDM and ASTM in order to be able to ob-
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3.2.2

EAggregateRelationship
 
 

The EAggregateRelationship meta-class deﬁnes
the navigability one-to-many between a KDM element and
many S MART B RIDGE elements. This one-to-many relationship is useful in order to represent KDM abstract elements (like KDM ActionElement) using many concrete
ASTM ones (like Statement metatype).







 



  
   



  

Figure 6. Mapping Model








      

  

 
   


 



   




 


Figure 5. CodeRelationship extension point

  

  

Figure 7. Focus on UI Mapping

3.3. Mapping
The need to provide a mapping between the type deﬁnition contained in the legacy source code and the data definition in a database or in the user interface is extremely
strong. The KDM meta-model does not provide the concept of speciﬁc mapping between the different layers: code,
data and user interface. For this reason S MART B RIDGE introduces this lacking concept through a new package: the
Mapping package. It deﬁnes the link between the source
code and the UI from one side and the source code and the
data from the other side. The package introduces a new
KDM code model called MappingModel (c.f. Figure 6).
This model contains the existing mapping set representing
the data structures, the UI and the source code.
S MART B RIDGE includes the mapping concept through
the abstract meta-class MappingElement. Thereby
two concrete meta-classes are deﬁned to map the KDM
code package element with the KDM data package element DataMapping and the KDM ui package element
UIMapping (Fig. 7).
Thanks to these three important features, i.e. navigability, interfacing and mapping, S MART B RIDGE ﬁlls the gap
between the KDM and the ASTM metamodels. This is essential to reach a suitable level of abstraction which enables
a better understanding of the legacy source code, and hence
an easier modernization activity.

4. Working example
This section provides an illustration of S MART B RIDGE
for the modernization of the COBOL legacy code. This illustration especialy focuses on the beneﬁts of interfacing
KDM and ASTM. For the sake of simplicity, the following illustrations are based on the tiny COBOL code snippet
below:
MOVE "sample error" Error-Message
PERFORM FERROR
The modernization process is based on the three following steps:
1. Text to Model transformation (aka. Injection)
2. Interfacing
3. Abstraction reﬁning

4.1. Injection
The ﬁrst step in the modernization process as discussed
in Section 2.3.2, is to obtain an abstract syntax tree conforming to the ASTM metamodel. This step is crucial in
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extracting relevant information contained in the code. Thus
to build this ASTM model, a COBOL grammar must be
used to parsing the legacy source code. The result of this
parsing phase is then used to obtain the SASTM (Right part
on Fig. 8).
The obtained SASTM model contains speciﬁcities
closely related to the COBOL programming language like
MOVE, PERFORM, etc. In order to obtain more abstract elements, the transformation of this model into a GASTM one
is required (not showed here).

  

4.2. Interfacing

Figure 9. Abstraction reﬁning example

This second step aims at interfacing between ASTM and
KDM by using our S MART B RIDGE metamodel in order to
progressively raise the abstraction level and also to iteratively enrich the target KDM model. This interfacing is illustrated in Figure 8.



 

5.1. KDM-uncompliant
Reus et al. in [15] propose a MDA process for software
migration where they parse the text of the original system
and build a model of the abstract syntax tree. This model
is then transformed into an intermediate langage dubbed
GenericAST that can be translated into UML.
In [6], the authors summarize the use and impact of the
TGraph technology in Reverse Engineering. TGraphs [5]
are directed graphs whose vertices and edges are typed, attributed, and ordered. In fact, representing source code as
a typed graph can be rephrased as representing code as a
model conforming to a metamodel. From this point of view,
metamodels used by parsers are designed from scratch.
Izquierdo and Molina developed the Gra2MoL approach
[3], where a model extraction process is considered as a
grammar-to-model transformation, so mappings between
grammar elements and metamodel elements are explicitly
speciﬁed. Beyond the technical aspects of the proposed
transformation language, one may notice that the target
metamodels are user-deﬁned.
Fleurey et al. describe in [9] a model-driven migration
process in an industrial context. For that purpose, a tool
suite for model manipulation is used as a basis for automating the migration. The reverse engineering step moves from
a code model (output of the parsing) to a PIM, which is
implemented by model transformations from a legacy language meta-model (e.g., COBOL) to a pivot metamodel.
The pivot metamodel is called ANT and contains packages
to represent data structures, actions, UIs and application
navigation.



 

Figure 8. Interfacing example

4.3. Abstraction reﬁning
The third and last step of our modernization process aims
at reaching a ﬁrst abstraction level and at enriching the initial model. In order to accomplish this step, a true source
code comprehension is necessary. In fact the MOVE instruction (see COBOL code sample) initializes the value
Error-Message. This ﬁeld represents the parameter.
The KDM representation of the PERFORM statement is a
CallableUnit call with a parameter value of ’sample error’. Figure 9 shows the KDM representation obtained using S MART B RIDGE.

5. Related Works

5.2. KDM-compliant

In this section, we study other works that address modernization issues through model-driven technologies. Logically, we pay a special attention to those focusing on the
code level of legacy applications. In contrast with KDMcompliant approaches, approaches relying on proprietary
metamodels, tailored for particular usages do exist.

In [14], Perez-Castillo et al. propose a technique that
recovers code-to-data links in legacy systems based on relational databases and enable one to represent and manage these linkages throughout the entire reengineering pro-
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cess. The proposal follows the ADM approach by leveraging KDM, especially the code package of the Program
Elements Layer where SQL sentences have been modeled
through a KDM extension. In this case, it is not an actual
metamodel, it is a proﬁle one instead.
MoDisco (Model Discovery) [1] is the model extraction framework part of the Eclipse GMT project
(www.eclipse.org/gmt). This framework is currently under
development and provides a model managing infrastructure
dedicated to the implementation of dedicated parsers (”discoverers” in MoDisco terminology). A KDM-based metamodel, a metamodel extension mechanism and a methodology for designing such extensions are also planned.

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

6. Conclusion
ASTM and KDM complement each other in modeling
software systems’ syntax and semantics. In this article,
we propose to ﬁll the gap between the two by introducing
S MART B RIDGE in order to remain in the scope of ADM and
hence ensure the interoperability of the outputs of MDD reverse engineering activities.
Gluing ASTM and KDM aims at overcoming the main
ﬂaw of a strict discretization of the modernization process,
thus enabling roundtrip engineering. It also balances out the
purely low-level representation of the legacy material supported by ASTM and the higher abstraction level supported
by KDM. Hence, S MART B RIDGE has been implemented
R
(www.bluage.com) and has been proven
within BLUAGE
to better represent code, while maintaining good architectural representation; rather than using KDM and ASTM
separately. As such, we have demonstrated – in a tooling
purpose – that S MART B RIDGE supplies a practical answer
to the traceability from end-to-end issue, along with knowledge propagation at every step.
We are currently improving SMARTBRIDGE with additional features. Indeed, similarly to the glue ASTM-KDM,
we plan to ﬁll the gap with further OMG ADM metamodels like SPAP (Software Patterns Analysis Package),
SMM (Software Metrics Metamodel), etc. These new relationships will make it possible to handle the different aspects of a legacy system as a cohesive whole.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]
[13]
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a speciﬁcation approach
combining modal transition systems, interface automata and Z
language, named modal ZIA. This approach can be used to
describe temporal properties and data properties of software
components. We also study the modal reﬁnement relation on
modal ZIAs. Then we propose a logic MZIAL for modal ZIAs
and give a logical characterization of modal reﬁnement relation.
Finally, we present a sublogic of MZIAL, named muZIAL, and
give a model checking algorithm for ﬁnite modal ZIA.
Index Terms—interface automata; Z notation; modal transition
systems; reﬁnement relation; modal logic; model checking

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern software systems are comprised of numerous components, and are made larger through the use of software
frameworks. Such software systems exhibit various behavioral
aspects such as communication between components, and
state transformation inside components. Formal speciﬁcation
techniques for such systems have to be able to describe all
these aspects. Unfortunately, a single speciﬁcation technique
that is well suited for all these aspects is yet not available.
Instead one needs various specialized techniques that are very
good at describing individual aspects of system behavior. This
observation has led to research into the combination and
semantic integration of speciﬁcation techniques.
Interface automata is a light-weight automata-based languages for component speciﬁcation, which was proposed in
[1]. An interface automaton (IA), introduced by de Alfaro and
Henzinger, is an automata-based model suitable for specifying
component-based systems. IA is part of a class of models
called interface models, which are intended to specify concisely how systems can be used and to adhere to certain wellformedness criteria that make them appropriate for modelling
component-based systems.
Z [15] is a typed formal speciﬁcation notation based on
ﬁrst order predicate logic and set theory. The formal basis
for Z is ﬁrst order predicate logic extended with type set
theory. Using mathematics for speciﬁcation is all very well
for small examples, but for more realistically sized problems,
things start to get out of hand. To deal with this, Z includes

the schema notation to aid the structuring and modularization
of speciﬁcations. A boxed notation called schemas is used
for structuring Z speciﬁcations. This has been found to be
necessary to handle the information in a speciﬁcation of any
size. In particular, Z schemas and the schema calculus enable
a structured way of presenting large state spaces and their
transformation.
Modal transition systems [11], i.e., can be modelled as
automata whose transitions are typed with may and must
modalities. A modal transition system represents a set of
models; informally, a must transition is available in every
component that implements the modal transition system, while
a may transition needs not be. In [14], a uniﬁcation of interface
automata and modal transition systems was presented.
In this paper, we present a new speciﬁcation language which
combines modal transition systems, interface automata and Z
language. Interface automata are a kind of intuitive models for
interface property of software components. We combine modal
transition systems, interface and Z to describe modal property,
temporal property and data property in a unifying model. We
give the deﬁnition of modal ZIA. Roughly speaking, a modal
ZIA is in a style of modal interface automata but its states
and transitions are described by Z language. Furthermore, we
deﬁne the modal reﬁnement relation between modal ZIAs and
give some propositions of such modal reﬁnement relation.
Then we present a logic for modal ZIA and give a logical
characterization of modal reﬁnement relation. Finally, we give
a model checking algorithm for ﬁnite modal ZIA.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief
review of modal transition systems, interface automata and Z
language. In Section 3, we propose a speciﬁcation languagemodal ZIA. Furthermore, the modal reﬁnement relation for
modal ZIA is presented and studied. In Section 4, we present a
logic MZIAL for modal ZIA and give a logical characterization
of modal reﬁnement relation. In Section 5, we present a
sublogic of MZIAL, named muZIAL. Then we give a model
checking algorithm for ﬁnite modal ZIA. The paper is concluded in Section 6.
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II. OVERVIEW OF M ODAL T RANSITION S YSTEMS ,
I NTERFACE AUTOMATA AND Z L ANGUAGE

propose and prove some properties on the modal reﬁnement
of modal ZIA.

In this section, we give a brief review of modal transition
systems, interface automata and Z language.
Modal transition systems have been proposed in [11]. A
reﬁnement relation and a logical characterization of reﬁnement
were also given in [11]. For a set of actions A, a modal
transition system (MTS) is a triple (P, −→ , −→♦ ), where
P is a set of states and −→ , −→♦ ⊆ P × A × P are transition
relations such that −→ ⊆−→♦ . The transitions in −→ are
called the must transitions and those in −→♦ are the may
transitions. In an MTS, each must transition is also a may
transition, which intuitively means that any required transition
is also allowed.
An interface automaton (IA) [1], introduced by de Alfaro
and Henzinger, is an automata-based model suitable for specifying component-based systems. An IA consists of states,
initial states, internal actions, input actions, output actions and
a transition relation. The composition and reﬁnement of two
IAs are proposed in [1].
Z was introduced in the early 80’s in Oxford by Abrial as
a set-theoretic and predicate language for the speciﬁcation of
data structure, state spaces and state transformations. A boxed
notation called schemas is used for structuring Z speciﬁcations.
Z makes use of identiﬁer decorations to encode intended
interpretations. A state variable with no decoration represents
the current (before) state and a state variable ending with a
prime ( ) represents the next (after) state. A variable ending
with a question mark (?) represents an input and a variable
ending with an exclamation mark (!) represents an output. In
Z, there are many schema operators. For example, we write
S ∧ T to denote the conjunction of these two schemas: a new
schema formed by merging the declaration parts of S and T
and conjoining their predicate parts. S ⇒ T (S ⇔ T) is similar
to S∧T except connecting their predicate parts by ⇒ (⇔). The
hiding operation S\(x1 , ..., xn ) removes from the schema S the
components x1 , ..., xn explicitly listed, which must exist. The
hiding operation S\(x1 , ..., xn ) removes from the schema S the
components x1 , ..., xn explicitly listed, which must exist. Formally, S\(x1 , ..., xn ) is equivalent to (∃ x1 : t1 ; ...; xn : tn • S),
where x1 , ..., xn have types t1 , ..., tn in S. The notation ∃ x : a•S
states that there is some object x in a for which S is true. The
notation ∀ x : a • S states that for each object x in a, S is true.
For the sake of space, more details of Z can be refereed to
some books on Z [15].
III. M ODAL I NTERFACE AUTOMATA WITH Z N OTATION
This paper is based on modal ZIA, a speciﬁcation language
which integrates modal transition systems, interface automata
and Z. Modal ZIA is deﬁned such that apart from enabling one
to deal with the modal properties, behavioral properties and
the data properties of a system independently. In this section,
we combine modal transition systems, inference automata and
Z language to give a speciﬁcation approach for software components. We ﬁrst give the deﬁnition of such model. Then we
deﬁne the modal reﬁnement of modal ZIA. Furthermore, we

A. Model of Modal ZIA
Interface automata provide a speciﬁcation approach for interface behavior properties. But this approach can not describe
data structures speciﬁcation of states. On the other hand,
Z can specify the state of a system, but is not suitable to
behavioral properties. This section describes modal ZIA as a
conservative extension of both interface automata and Z in
the sense that almost all syntactical and semantical aspects of
interface automata and Z are preserved.
In the original interface automata, states and transitions
are abstract atomic symbols. But in modal ZIA, states and
transitions are described by Z schemas.
In the rest of this paper, we use the following terminology:
(1) A state schema is a schema which does not contain any
variable with decoration  .
(2) An input operation schema is an operation schema which
contains input variables.
(3) An output operation schema is an operation schema
which contains output variables.
(4) An internal operation schema is an operation schema
which contains variables with decoration  .
Intuitively, a state schema is assigned to a state which
may contain many variables, this state schema describes the
constraint of variables in the state. A variable with decoration

denotes a variable at next state. So a state schema does
not contain any variable with decoration  . An input (output)
operation schema is assigned to an input (output) action
which may contain many input (output) variables, this input
(output) operation schema describes the constraint of variables
in the input (output) action. So an input (output) operation
schema is an operation schema which contains input (output)
variables. An internal operation schema is assigned to an
internal action, this internal operation schema describes the
change of variables after performing the internal action. So
an internal operation schema is an operation schema which
contains variables with decoration  .
In the rest of paper, given an assignment ρ and a schema A,
we write ρ |= A if ρ assigns every variable x in the declaration
part of A to an element of its type set, which satisﬁes the
predicate part of A; we write |= A if ρ |= A for any assignment
ρ.
Let S to be a Z schema, we use V I (S) (V O (S), V H (S)) to
denote the set of input variables (output variables, internal
variables) in S.
Deﬁnition 1. A modal interface automaton with Z notation
H
I
O
H
S
A
(modal ZIA) P = SP , SPi , AIP , AO
P , AP , VP , VP , VP , FP , FP ,
♦
♦
OA


,
G
,
A
,
A
,
V
,
V
,
T

consists
of
the
following
GIA
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
elements:
(1) SP is a set of states.
(2) SPi ⊆ SP is a set of initial states. If SPi = ∅ then P is
called empty.
H
(3) AIP , AO
P and AP are disjoint sets of input, output, and
H
internal actions, respectively. We denote by AP = AIP ∪AO
P ∪AP
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the set of all actions.
(4) VPI , VPO and VPH are disjoint sets of input, output, and
internal variables, respectively. We denote by VP = VPI ∪ VPO ∪
VPH the set of all variables.
(5) FPS is a map, which maps any state in SP to a state schema
in Z language. Intuitively, for any state s, FPS (s) speciﬁes the
data structure properties of all the variables in the state s.
(6) FPA is a map, which maps any input action in AIP to an
input operation schema in Z language, and maps any output
action in AO
P to an output operation schema in Z language, and
maps any internal action in AH
P to an internal operation schema
in Z language. Intuitively, for any action a, FPA (a) speciﬁes the
data structure properties of all the variables before and after
performing action a.
I
(7) GIA
P is a map, which maps any input action in AP to a
set of input variables. Intuitively, an input action a inputs all
IA
the input variables in GIA
P (a). For any input action a, GP (a) ⊆
I
A
V (FP (a)).
I
(8) GOA
P is a map, which maps any output action in AP to a
set of output variables. Intuitively, an output action a outputs
all the output variables in GOA
P (a). For any output action a,
O
A
GOA
(a)
⊆
V
(F
(a)).
P
P
♦
I
O

(9) A
P , AP ⊆ AP ∪ AP , where AP is the set of must actions,
♦
and AP is the set of may actions.
(10) VP , VP♦ ⊆ VPI ∪ VPO , where VP is the set of must
variables, and VP♦ is the set of may variables.
(11) TP is the set of transitions between states, TP ⊆ SP ×
AP × SP . If (s, a, t) ∈ TP then ((FPS (s) ∧ FPA (a))\(x1 , ..., xm ) ⇔
FPS (t)[y1 /y1 , ..., yn /yn ]) is a tautology, where {x1 , ..., xm } is
the set of the variables in FPS (s), {y1 , ..., yn } is the set of the
variables in FPS (t), the set of variables in FPA (a) is the subset
of {x1 , ..., xm } ∪ {y1 , ..., yn }.
An action a ∈ AP is enabled at a state s ∈ VP if there
is a step (s, a, s ) ∈ TP for some s ∈ SP . We indicate by
H
AIP (s), AO
P (s), AP (s) the subsets of input, output and internal
actions that are enabled at the state s and we let AP (s) =
H
AIP (s) ∪ AO
P (s) ∪ AP (s).
In the following, we call a a must (may) action if a ∈ A
P

(a ∈ A♦
P ), and call x a must (may) action if a ∈ VP
♦
(a ∈ VP ). A must action (variable) can be regarded as a
necessary action (variable), i.e., an action (a variable) which
must be included in the implementation, and a may action
(variable) can be regarded as a possible action (variable), i.e.,
an action (a variable) which may be or may not be included
in the implementation. Another usefulness of must actions
(variables) and may actions (variables) is in the abstraction
of systems. In general, abstraction in model checking falls
into three types, depending on the approximation relations
between concrete and abstract models and property preservation relations for temporal properties. One type is abstraction
methods that support both veriﬁcation and refutation of program properties in the same framework, which we refer to
as exact-approximation. In the over-approximation abstraction
framework [6], an abstract model contains more behaviors than
the original program. The dual of this framework is underapproximation [13]. In this case, an abstract model contains

less behaviors than the original one. In the following deﬁnition
of modal reﬁnement relation of modal ZIAs, must actions
(variables) provide the over-approximation method of actions
(variables), and may actions (variables) provide the underapproximation method of actions (variables).
B. Modal Reﬁnement Relation
The modal reﬁnement relation aims at formalizing the
relation between abstract and concrete versions of the same
component, for example, between a speciﬁcation and its implementation.
Roughly, a modal ZIA P reﬁnes a modal ZIA Q if all the
must actions of P can be simulated by Q and all the may
actions of Q can be simulated by P. To deﬁne this concept,
we need some preliminary notions.
In the following, we use V ♦ (A) to denote the set of may
variables in Z schema A, V  (A) to denote the set of must
variables in Z schema A, and V ⊗ (A) to denote the set of other
variables in Z schema A.
In order to deﬁne the modal reﬁnement relation between Z
schemas, we need the following notation.
Deﬁnition 2. Consider two Z schemas A and B with
V ♦ (A) = V ♦ (B), V  (A) = V  (B) and V ⊗ (A) = V ⊗ (B) = ∅.
We use the notation A ≥ B if one of the following cases holds:
(1) If V ♦ (A) = ∅ and V  (A) = ∅ then given an assignment
ρ on V ♦ (A), for any assignment σ on V  (A), ρ ∪ σ |=
A implies ρ ∪ σ |= B, and given an assignment σ on V  (A),
for any assignment ρ on V ♦ (A), ρ ∪ σ |= B implies ρ ∪ σ |= A,
where ρ |= A means that A is true under assignment ρ, ρ ∪ σ
is the union of ρ and σ.
(2) If V ♦ (A) = ∅ and V  (A) = ∅ then for any assignment
ρ on V ♦ (A), ρ |= B implies ρ |= A.
(3) If V ♦ (A) = ∅ and V  (A) = ∅ then for any assignment
ρ on V  (A), ρ |= A implies ρ |= B.
(4) V ♦ (A) = ∅ and V  (A) = ∅.
Intuitively, A ≥ B means that schemas A and B have the
same may variables and the same must variables, and schema
B has bigger domains of must variables but smaller ranges of
may variables than schema A. This means that must variables
can be regarded as the over-approximation of variables, and
may variables can be regarded as the under-approximation of
variables.
For example, A=[x♦ : R; y : N | y = 2x♦ ] ≥ B=[x♦ :
N; y : R | y = 2x♦ ], where x♦ is a may variable, y is a
must variable, N is the set of natural numbers, R is the set of
real numbers, and x♦  is the largest natural number that is
not larger than x♦ .
Now we give the modal reﬁnement relation between Z
schemas, which describe the modal reﬁnement relation between data structures properties of states. Roughly speaking,
for two Z schemas A and B, we say that B reﬁnes A if the may
variables and the must variables in A are also in B, and schema
B has bigger domains of these may variables but smaller ranges
of these must variables than schema A.
Deﬁnition 3. Consider two Z schemas A and B, we use the
notation A  B if
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(1) V  (A) ⊆ V  (B), V ♦ (A) ⊆ V ♦ (B).
(2) A\(x1 , ..., xm ) ≥ B\(y1 , ..., yn ), where {x1 , ..., xm } =
V(A)−V  (A)−V ♦ (A), {y1 , ..., yn } = V(B)−V  (A)−V ♦ (A).
For example, A=[x♦ : R; y : N | y = 2x♦ ]  B=[x♦ :
N; u♦ : R; y : R; v : R; z : N | y = 2x♦ ; v = z ∗ u♦ ],
where x♦ , u♦ are may variables, y , v are must variables.
So intuitively, A ≥ B describes the modal reﬁnement of
data properties of schemas A and B if schemas A and B have
the same may and must variables. A  B describes the modal
reﬁnement of data properties of schemas A and B in the general
case, i.e., schemas A and B may have different may and must
variables.
The precise deﬁnition of modal reﬁnement must take into
account the fact that the internal actions of P and Q are
independent. For this, we need some following preliminary
notions.
We now give the following deﬁnition which describes the
set of states after performing a sequence of internal actions
from a given state.
Deﬁnition 4. Given a modal ZIA P and a state s ∈ SP , the
set ε − closureP (s) is the smallest set U ⊆ SP such that (1)
s ∈ U and (2) if t ∈ U and (t, a, t∗ ) ∈ TPH then t∗ ∈ U.
The environment of a modal ZIA P cannot see the internal
actions of P. Consequently if P is at a state s then the
environment cannot distinguish between s and any state in
ε − closureP (s).
The following deﬁnition describes the set of states after
performing several internal actions and an external action from
a given state.
Deﬁnition 5. Consider a modal ZIA P and a state s ∈ SP .
For an action a, we let
ExtDestP (s, a) = {s∗ | ∃(t, a, t∗ ) ∈ TP .t ∈ ε − closureP (s)
and s∗ ∈ ε − closureP (t∗ )}.
In the following, we give a modal reﬁnement relation
between modal ZIAs. For modal ZIAs, a state has not only
behavioral properties but also data properties. Therefore this
modal reﬁnement relation involves both the modal reﬁnement
relation between behavioral properties and the modal reﬁnement relation between data properties.
Deﬁnition 6. Consider two modal ZIAs P and Q. A binary
relation m ⊆ SP × SQ is a modal reﬁnement from Q to P if
for all states s ∈ SP , there exists t ∈ SQ such that s m t the
following conditions hold:
(1) FPS (s)  FQS (t).
∗
(2) For any action a ∈ A
P , if s ∈ ExtDestP (s, a), then
∗
there is a state t ∈ ExtDestQ (t, a) such that FPS (s∗ )  FQS (t∗ )
and s∗ m t∗ .
∗
(3) For any action a ∈ A♦
Q , if t ∈ ExtDestQ (t, a), then there
∗
is a state s ∈ ExtDestQ (s, a) such that FPS (s∗ )  FQS (t∗ ) and
s∗ m t∗ .
Intuitively, must actions (variables) represents the overapproximation of actions (variables), and may actions (variables) represents the under-approximation of actions (variables). The modal reﬁnement relation describes the both overapproximation and under-approximation for transitions and
variables for modal ZIAs.

We say that modal ZIA P is reﬁned by modal ZIA Q if for
some initial states s in P and t in Q, s is reﬁned by t.
Deﬁnition 7. The modal ZIA Q reﬁnes the modal ZIA P
written P m Q if:
there is a modal reﬁnement m from Q to P, a state s ∈ SPi
and a state t ∈ SQi such that s m t.
The above deﬁnitions of modal reﬁnement relations can be
extended to the deﬁnitions of bisimulation relations by adding
the symmetric condition of relations.
The following lemma states that  is a partial order (i.e.,
reﬂexive and transitive).
Lemma 1. (1) A  A.
(2) If A  B and B  C, then A  C.
The following proposition means that m is a partial order.
Proposition 1. (1) P m P.
(2) If P m Q and Q m R, then P m R.
IV. A L OGIC FOR M ODAL ZIA S
Providing a logical characterization for various reﬁnement/equivalence relations has been one of the major research
topics in the development of automata theory and process
theories. A logical characterization not only allows us to
reason about behaviors of systems, but also helps to verify
the properties of systems. For modal transition system, a logic
for modal reﬁnement relation was proposed and a logical
characterization was given in [3]. For convariant-contravariant
simulation of labelled transition systems, a logical characterization for convariant-contravariant simulation relation was
given in [8]. In this section, we give the similar result for
modal ZIAs. In the following, we give a logic for modal ZIAs
named MZIAL and give a logical characterization of modal
reﬁnement relation m .
A. Syntax of MZIAL
Throughout this paper, we let MZIAL be a language which
is just the set of formulas of interest to us.
Deﬁnition 8. The set of formulas called MZIAL, is given
by the following rules:
(1)  ∈ MZIAL.
(2) ⊥ ∈ MZIAL.
(3) If ϕ is in the form of p(x1 , ..., xn ), then ϕ ∈ MZIAL,
where x1 , ..., xn are may or must variables, i.e., xi is in the
form of xi♦ or xi , p is a n − ary prediction.
(4) If ϕi ∈ MZIAL for any i ∈ I, then ∧i∈I ϕi ∈ MZIAL.
(5) If ϕi ∈ MZIAL for any i ∈ I, then ∨i∈I ϕi ∈ MZIAL.
(6) If ϕ ∈ MZIAL, then (∀ x♦ )ϕ ∈ MZIAL.
(7) If ϕ ∈ MZIAL, then (∃ x )ϕ ∈ MZIAL.
(8) If ϕ ∈ MZIAL, then [[a♦ ]]ϕ ∈ MZIAL.
(9) If ϕ ∈ MZIAL, then a ϕ ∈ MZIAL.
B. Semantics of MZIAL
We will describe the semantics of MZIAL, that is, whether
a given formula is true or false.
The satisfaction relation |= is given recursively by the
following deﬁnition, where (P, s) |= ϕ means that state s of
modal ZIA P satisﬁes formula ϕ.
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Deﬁnition 9. Semantics of MZIAL
(1) (P, s) |= .
(2) (P, s) |= ⊥.
(3) (P, s) |= p(x1 , ..., xn ) iff p(x1 , ..., xn )  FPS (s).
(4) (P, s) |= ∧i∈I ϕi iff (P, s) |= ϕi for any i ∈ I.
(5) (P, s) |= ∨i∈I ϕi iff (P, s) |= ϕi for some i ∈ I.
(6) (P, s) |= (∀ x♦ )ϕ iff (P, s) |= ϕ{v/x♦ } for any v ∈ T,
where x♦ ∈ VP♦ , T is the type of x♦ .
(7) (P, s) |= (∃ x )ϕ iff (P, s) |= ϕ{v/x } for some v ∈ T,
where x ∈ VP , T is the type of x .
(8) (P, s) |= [[a♦ ]]ϕ iff a♦ ∈ A♦
P , and for any state t ∈
ExtDestP (s, a♦ ), (P, t) |= ϕ.
(9) (P, s) |= a ϕ iff a ∈ A
P , and there exists a state
t, such that t ∈ ExtDestP (s, a ) and (P, t) |= ϕ.
C. Logical Characterization of Modal Reﬁnement Relation
Now we give the deﬁnition of logical reﬁnement relation.
Intuitively, for a state s in modal ZIA P, and a state t in modal
ZIA Q, we say t reﬁnes s if the collection of MZIAL formulas
satisﬁed by s is included in the collection of MZIAL formulas
satisﬁed by t.
Deﬁnition 10. (P, s) l (Q, t) iff (P, s) |= ϕ ⇒ (Q, t) |= ϕ
for any ϕ in MZIAL.
In the following, we give the logical characterization of
modal reﬁnement relation which means that m is equivalent
to l .
Proposition 2. (P, s) m (Q, t) iff (P, s) l (Q, t).
V. M ODEL C HECKING MU ZIAL

FOR

F INITE M ODAL ZIA S

In this section, we will study the model checking problem
for modal ZIA. But in MZIAL, there exist inﬁnite length
formulas since there are indexed disjunction ∨i∈I and indexed
conjunction ∧i∈I . Hence MZIAL itself is not suitable for model
checking. In this section we present a logic named muZIAL. It
is well known that μ operator and ν operator can be rewritten
into indexed disjunction ∨i∈I and indexed conjunction ∧i∈I ,
therefore muZIAL is a sublogic of MZIAL. Then we give an
algorithm model checking muZIAL for ﬁnite modal ZIAs, i.e.,
modal ZIAs with ﬁnite state space and ﬁnite domains for all
variables. The model checking problem for modal ZIAs asks,
given a state s of a modal ZIA P and a muZIAL formula ϕ,
whether (P, s) |= ϕ.
A. Syntax of muZIAL
Throughout this paper, we let muZIAL be a language which
is just the set of formulas of interest to us.
Deﬁnition 11. The set of formulas called muZIAL, is given
by the following rules:
(1)  ∈ muZIAL.
(2) ⊥ ∈ muZIAL.
(3) If ϕ is in the form of p(x1 , ..., xn ), then ϕ ∈ muZIAL,
where x1 , ..., xn are may or must variables, p is a n − ary
prediction.
(4) If X ∈proposition variables set PV, then X ∈ muZIAL.
(5) If ϕ1 , ϕ2 ∈ muZIAL, then ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∈ muZIAL.
(6) If ϕ1 , ϕ2 ∈ muZIAL, then ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ∈ muZIAL.

(7) If ϕ ∈ muZIAL, then (∀ x♦ )ϕ ∈ muZIAL.
(8) If ϕ ∈ muZIAL, then (∃ x )ϕ ∈ muZIAL.
(9) If ϕ ∈ muZIAL, then [[a♦ ]]ϕ ∈ muZIAL.
(10) If ϕ ∈ muZIAL, then a ϕ ∈ muZIAL.
(11) If ϕ(X) ∈ muZIAL, then νX.ϕ(X) ∈ muZIAL.
(12) If ϕ(X) ∈ muZIAL, then μ X.ϕ(X) ∈ muZIAL.
It is well known that νX.ϕ(X) (μ X.ϕ(X)) can be rewritten
into an “unfolded” form ϕ[νX.ϕ(X)/X] (ϕ[μ X.ϕ(X)/X]), and
this “unfolding” proceeding can be continued. Intuitively,
νX.ϕ(X) (μ X.ϕ(X)) can be “unfolded” to a formula in MZIAL
by using indexed disjunction ∨i∈I (indexed conjunction ∧i∈I ).
Thus muZIAL can be regarded as a sublogic of MZIAL.
B. Semantics of muZIAL
We will describe the semantics of muZIAL, that is, whether
a given formula is true or false.
Formally, a formula ϕ is interpreted as a set of states in
which ϕ is true. We write such set of states as [[ϕ]]eP , where P
is a modal ZIA and e: V → 2S is an environment. We denote
by e[X ← W] a new environment that is the same as e except
that e[X ← W](X) = W. The set [[ϕ]]eP is deﬁned recursively
as follows:
Deﬁnition 12. Semantics of muZIAL
(1) ||  ||eP = SP , where SP is the set of states in modal ZIA
P.
(2) || ⊥ ||eP = ∅.
(3) || p(x1 , ..., xn ) ||eP = {s | p(x1 , ..., xn )  FPS (s)}.
(4) || X ||eP = e(X).
(5) || ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ||eP =|| ϕ1 ||eP ∩ || ϕ2 ||eP .
(6) || ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ||eP =|| ϕ1 ||eP ∪ || ϕ2 ||eP .
(7) || (∀ x♦ )ϕ ||eP = ∩v∈T || ϕ{v/x♦ } ||eP , where x♦ ∈ VP♦ , T
is the type of x♦ .
(8) || (∃ x )ϕ ||eP = ∪v∈T || ϕ{v/x } ||eP , where x ∈ VP ,
T is the type of x .
(9) || [[a♦ ]]ϕ ||eP = {s | for any state t, such that t ∈
ExtDestP (s, a♦ ) and t ∈|| ϕ ||eP }.
(10) || aϕ ||eP = {s | there exists a state t, such that
t ∈ ExtDestP (s, a ) and t ∈|| ϕ ||eP }.
e[X←W]
(11) || νX.ϕ(X) ||eP = ∪{W ⊆ SP | W ⊆|| ϕ(X) ||P
}.
e[X←W]
⊆ W}.
(12) || μ X.ϕ(X) ||eP = ∩{W ⊆ SP | || ϕ(X) ||P
Given a modal ZIA P, we say that ϕ is valid in P, and write
P |=muZIAL ϕ, if s ∈ [[ϕ]]eP for every state s in P, and we say
that ϕ is satisﬁable in P, and write P, s |=muZIAL ϕ, if s ∈ [[ϕ]]eP
for some s in P. We say that ϕ is valid, and write |=muZIAL ϕ,
if ϕ is valid in all modal ZIAs, and that ϕ is satisﬁable if it
is satisﬁable in some modal ZIA. We write Γ |=muZIAL ϕ, if ϕ
is valid in all modal ZIAs in which Γ is satisﬁable.
C. Model Checking Algorithm
In this section, we give a model checking algorithm over
modal ZIAs with ﬁnite domain. We denote the set || ϕ ||eP by
Eval(ϕ, e), where e is an environment which maps each prediction variable to a closed formula. The function Sub, when
given a formula ϕ, returns a queue of syntactic subformulas of
ϕ such that if ϕ1 is a subformula of ϕ and ϕ2 is a subformula
of ϕ1 , then ϕ2 precedes ϕ1 in the queue Sub(ϕ).
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Suppose P = SP , SPi , AIP , AO
P , AP , VP , VP , VP , FP , FP , TP 
is a ZIA with ﬁnite domain, s is a state of P, ϕ is a formula
of μ ZIAL, the algorithm to verify s |= ϕ is given as follows:
For each ϕ in Sub(ϕ) do
case ϕ =  : Eval(ϕ , e) := SP ;
case ϕ = ⊥ : Eval(ϕ , e) := ∅;
case ϕ = p(x1 , ..., xn ) : Eval(ϕ , e) := {s |

p(x1 , ..., xn )  FPS (s)}, where Z schema FPS (s) is regarded as
a ﬁrst order logical formula;
case ϕ = X : Eval(ϕ , e) := e(X);
case ϕ = θ1 ∧ θ2 : Eval(ϕ , e) := Eval(θ1 , e) ∩
Eval(θ2 , e);
case ϕ = θ1 ∨ θ2 : Eval(ϕ , e) := Eval(θ1 , e) ∪
Eval(θ2 , e);
case ϕ = (∀ x♦ )θ : Eval(ϕ , e) := ∩v∈T
Eval(θ{v/x♦ }, e), where T is the type of x♦ ;
case ϕ = (∃ x )θ : Eval(ϕ , e) := ∪v∈T
Eval(θ{v/x }, e), where T is the type of x ;
case ϕ = [[a♦ ]]θ : Eval(ϕ , e) := {s | for any
t, t ∈ ExtDestP (s, a♦ ) implies t ∈ Eval(θ, e)}, where
ExtDestP (s, a♦ ) is computable since the state space SP is
ﬁnite;
case ϕ = a θ : Eval(ϕ , e) := {s | for some t, t ∈
ExtDestP (s, a ) and t ∈ Eval(θ, e)}, where ExtDestP (s, a ) is
computable since the state space SP is ﬁnite;
case ϕ = νX.θ :
Sval := SP
repeat
Sold := Sval
Sval := Eval(θ, e[X ← Sval ])
until Sval = Sold
Eval(ϕ , e) := Sval
end case
case ϕ = μ X.θ :
Sval := ∅
repeat
Sold := Sval
Sval := Eval(θ, e[X ← Sval ])
until Sval = Sold
Eval(ϕ , e) := Sval
end case
return Eval(ϕ, e)
Partial correctness of the model checking algorithm can
be proved induction on the structure of the input formula ϕ.
Termination is guaranteed, because the state space SP is ﬁnite.
Therefore we have the following proposition:
Proposition 3. The model checking algorithm given in the
above terminates and is correct, i.e., it returns the set of states
in which the input formula is satisﬁed.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a speciﬁcation approach of software
components which is suitable to specify the modal behavior
and data structures properties of a system. There are several
other works for such topic. Some examples are LOTOS and Z
[7], CSP-Z [9], CSP-OZ [10], Circus [16], and modal interface

[14]. In this paper, we deﬁne a combination of modal transition
systems, interface automata and Z called modal ZIA, which
can be applied to specify modal properties, behavioral properties and data structures properties of a system. We also deﬁne
the modal reﬁnement relation for modal ZIA. The properties of
the modal reﬁnement relation for modal ZIA are also studied.
Modal ZIA is well suited for speciﬁcation and development
of software components. It provides powerful techniques to
describe modal properties, data structures and control aspects
in a common framework. Furthermore, we present a logic
MZIAL for modal ZIA and give a logical characterization of
modal reﬁnement relation. Finally, we present a sublogic of
MZIAL, named muZIAL, and give a model checking algorithm
for ﬁnite modal ZIA.
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Abstract - In many organizations business process models (BPM)
play a central role by capturing the way activities are
performed. However, in the dynamic circumstances often
encountered in today's business world, the processes are
becoming
increasingly
complex
and
heterogeneous.
Unfortunately, most of the current approaches to BPM are too
inflexible and unresponsive to change. This calls for Autonomic
Business Process (ABP) aimed at self-management and selfadaptation in dynamic environments. However, a key challenge
is to keep the models understandable and scalable in
increasingly complex scenarios. In our work we rely on the
principle of separation of concerns and modularization in order
to properly represent autonomic features in Business Process
Models. We argue that Communication Analysis can help to
indicate mission-critical activities that must be treated in
autonomic manner. We outline a process that helps to define the
granularity of the Business Process Models, indicating where the
system needs to be instrumented. This novel approach provides
four well-defined levels of abstraction: Communicational Level,
Technological Level, Operational Level and Service Level. A
real example is used to illustrate our proposal.

modularization and separation of concerns (SoC) in
Autonomic Business Process Models [2].
The paper proposes a proce ss that exploits the high
variability in service-oriented system environment by the
use of contexts and autonomic adaptations by
operationalizations of Non-Functional Requirements (NFR).
In order to im prove modularity and promote the use of
different levels of abstractions in Autonomic Business
Process we investigate the use of Communication Analysis
Principles. The benefits are manifold and include addressing
scalability problems and improving the understandability of
ABP in complex scenarios [3].
A MAPE cycle (Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute), was
utilized considering both as pects: system (self) and t he
instrumented BPM (context).
In order t o illustrate our proposal we describe a real
example which presents mission-critical activities often
managed through BPM.
In the next sections, we present concepts related to this
work, our approach and conclusions respectively.

Keywords - Business Process Modeling; Autonomic Computing;
Self-Adaptation; Communication Analysis

I.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
In this section, we introduce self-adaptation and the use
of business process modeling as well some relevant work on
using these models to provide autonomic computing
characteristics to software.

INTRODUCTION

Analysts and researchers in Information Technology and
Communication (ITC) management have forecasted an
unavoidable collapse, imposed by the sheer scale and complexity
of the new systems. Hence, complexity and size have driven ITC
management to consider less human-dependent solutions, such
as Autonomic Computing (AC), aimed at developing computer
systems capable of self-management [1].
An autonomic system must know itself, be able to selfconfigure and recon figure when faced with unforeseen
circumstances. Moreover, it s hould look for optimizations,
to be able to self-heal as well as to self-recover from critical
failures and protect itself. Hence, it must understand the
environment and the context around the activities.
In our work, we are co ncerned about the use of
principles of autonomic computing in the management of
business processes. Our goal is to help organizations to
survive in d ynamics environments. More specifically we
want to face an open challenge which is to promote

A. Autonomic Computing / Self-Adaptation
Self-adaptive software is expected to fulfill its
requirements at run-time in response to changes. This
objective can be achieved through monitoring the software
system (self) and its environment (context) to detect changes,
make appropriate decisions, and act accordingly. Certain
characteristics, known as self-* properties are expected: (i)
Self-configuration; (ii) Self-healing; (iii) Self-optimizing;
and, (iv) Self-Protecting [4], [5]. Figure 1 shows the
hierarchy of the self-* properties according [6].

Figure 1. Hierarchy of the Self-* Properties, adapted from [6]
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Adaptive software should basically determine when and
where a change is required, how it can be changed, and what
the impacts of a change are on system attributes. These
dimensions (when, where, what, and how) are highlighted in
the taxonomy of evolution [7]. When corresponds to temporal
properties; Where refers to the object of change and describe
which artifact needs to be chang ed; What relates to system
properties (qualities attributes); How refers to change support
(change models and the formality).
We advocate the use of feedback control (or closed loop
control)[8], as the mechanism to su pport autonomic
characteristics into a busin ess process. We argue that selfadaptive software is a clo sed-loop system with feedback
from the self and th e context. The Autonomic Computer
System’s building block, n amed autonomic manager,
constantly interacts with managed element in order t o
maintain its equilibrium in face of incoming perturbations.
The MAPE cycle (Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute),
represented in Figure 2, is an implementation of the
classical feedback control technique [4].

organizations survive in dynamic business scenarios. Process that
can be able to answer to AC principles are designated Autonomic
Business Process (ABP) [10].
Autonomic Business Process (or autonomic workflow)
must have the capability to adjust to environment
variations (context). If one component service node (self)
becomes unavailable, a m echanism is needed to ens ure a
business process exec ution is not interrupted [11]. ABP
differs from traditional workflow as it relie s on autonomic
techniques to manage adjustments during its execution.
Therefore, it enab les dynamic and auto matic configuration
of its definition, activities and resources. It also allo ws selfoptimization and self-healing. Furthermore, autonomic
workflow must have intelligence to anal yze situations and
deduce adaptations at run-time.
There is a b elief that self-* properties are related to
software quality factors. For example, Salehie and Tahvildari
discuss the potential links between these properties and
quality factors [12].
We argue that in logical level of business process model
the adaptations must result in qu ality attributes defined
according NFR Framework [13]. In order to demonstrate
such relationships, it is better to analyze how a well-known
set of quality factors defined in the ISO 9126 -1 quality
model [14] are lin ked to m ajor and prim itive self-*
properties. Considering aspects discussed in [15], TABLE I
presents a consolidation of NFR and Autonomic Computing
Principles.

Instrumented System
Monitor

Actuator

Analyzer

Planner

Figure 2.

Closed Loop Control Mechanism

TABLE I.

In a service-based mission-critical system, adaptation is
an activity with the objective of delivering an
acceptable/guaranteed service based on SLA (Service Level
Agreement). Basically, SLA is a service contract between a
customer and a
service provider that specifies t he
forwarding service a custo mer should receive. One of the
key components in SLA is SLO (Service Level Objective)
which specifies QoS (Quality of Service) metrics governing
service delivery. Each SLA may include several SLOs, each
corresponding to a sin gle QoS parameter related to quality
factors. An example SLO is keeping the end-to-end response
time in a specific ran ge. For example, how a s ubstituted
method, replaced using an aspect weaving/unweaving
operation, will violate or sati sfy a co ndition on the system
throughput [8].
In this paper, we claim that self-adaptive features must
be aligned with Business Processes.

NFR AND AUTONOMIC COMPUTING PRINCIPLES
Autonomic Computing Principles
SelfConfiguring

SelfHealing

Maintainability

X

X

Functionality

X

Portability

X

Usability

X

Realiability

X

NFR

Efficiency

SelfOptimize

SelfProtect

X

X

X

X
X

The benefits related to th e use of NFR joined with BPM
have been acknowledged in the last years. NFRs have been
applied to help in th e design of bu siness process models
through extensions of business process modeling languages,
allowing for richer analysis and operation alizations of the
process model. However, many works do n ot consider the
variability in their solutions [16]. On the other hand, the
context of a b usiness process is the set o f environmental
properties that affect business process execution. Therefore,
these properties s hould be taken into account when
designing a bu siness process. If context is analyzed when
modeling a bu siness process, then identification of all its
variants (relevant states of the world in which the business

B. Business Process Modeling and Autonomic Computing
Systems
Business Processes and Business Process Management
(BPM) are essential in many modern enterprises. They constitute
organizational and operational knowledge and often
perpetuate independently of personnel and infrastructure change
[9]. Autonomic Computing principles can be adapted to hel p
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process is e xecuted) and def inition of how the business
process should be executed in them are facilitated [17].
Typically, self-adaptive systems have MAPE control loop
and they conform to th e principle of separation of concern
(SoC) [18], i.e. a daptation implementation is e ncapsulated
and separated from business logic. Considering this
characteristic, we extend and ref ine Business Process
obtained with Communication Analysis Principles and
indicate abstraction levels to support AC features.

Services with
QoS Attributes

Actuator

Log
Database

Planner

Diagnosis

Monitoring

Figure 3. Framework overview

C. Communication Analysis

A running example will be used to illustrate our approach.
We examine the CAGED (General Register of Employed and
Unemployed), a proj ect under the Ministry of Labour and
Employment of Brazil (MTE) and governed by law 4923/65.
It supports the submission of monthly declarations of
change of company’s employees due to dismissal or
admittance (CAGED movements). The deadline for
submission is th e 7 th day of every month. The data
submitted is relate d to previous month (i.e. i ts
competence). The declarations are processed to g enerate
operational data, statistical data for the ministry of labor
and employment.
In figure 4 we depict a pr ocess to h elp to def ine the
appropriate BPM granularity and t he required
instrumentation of system. It consists of 7 stages: (i) Step S1
– Define Business Process with Communication Analysis
Principles; (ii) Step S2 – Define Autonomic Processes; (iii)
Step S3 – Link Services with Autonomic Processes; (iv)
Step S4 – Define contextualization; (v) Step S5 – Define
Services QoS; (vi) Step S6 – Monitor System at Run-Time;
(vii) Step S7 – Choose Autonomic Processes.
We use Communicative Event Diagram and BPMN to
model a simplified version of it. Note that due to lack of
space we do not capture all context variations required for
self-configuration, self-healing and self-protection. For the
sake brevity, this paper focuses on the self-optimization
feature of the “Declarant submits a declarat ion” event
(detailed in Figure 6).

Communication Analysis proposes undertaking information
system analysis from a com municational perspective [19]. It
offers a req uirements structure and several modeling
techniques for BPM and requirements specification. Among
these techniques, the Communicative Event Diagram and
the Event Specification Templates are pri mary for
conceptual model derivation. The Communicative Event
Diagram is in tended to descr ibe business processes from a
communicational perspective. A communicative event is a
set of actions related to i nformation (acquisition, storage,
processing, retrieval, and/or distribution), that are carried
out in a complete and uninterrupted way, on the occasion of
an external stimulus. Business process model modularity
is guided by unity criteria, method described in [20]. For
each event, the actors involved are identified, as well as the
corresponding communicative interactions and the
precedence relations among events.
III.

Instrumented
BPM

OUR APPROACH

In the sequel we present our Autonomic Business
Process Model approach, which consists of well-defined
abstraction
levels
(i.e. Com municational
Level;
Technological Level; Operational Level and Service Level).
It relies on a closed-loop mechanism to provide system
adaptation (see Figure 3). Our framework considers both
instrumented BPM (context) and Services (self).

Figure 4. Process to define BPM granularity and to instrument the system1
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Autonomic Computing Principles (see Figure 6, S2 box).
The necessary steps to build the technological and
operational level of critical events are explained as follows.
1) Define Technological Level: Technological Level
represents the sub-division of an event processing to indicate
important aspects that impact on software adaptation, such as:
x Present different alternatives to perform an activity:
It is n ecessary to in dicate possible reconfiguration, i.e.
changes in business flow, as a result of deviation to certain
metrics values. In our example, the operation of capture a
CAGED file can be done in different manner: (i) Generate
CAGED File; (ii) Generate Analyzed CAGED File; and (iii)
Generate Short Analyzed CAGED File. If one of these activities
became unavailable, another alternative can be e xecuted to
guarantee the system operability until all processes return to an
optimum state.
x Indicate external dependences:
External dependences are important to be expressed as
they can lead to interoperability problems and impact on
self-healing principle. Figure 6 presents that the task
“Receive CAGED Receipt” is impacted if “Receive CAGED
File” is unavailable.
x Highlight monitorable activities:
Some events are too complex and have to be processed by
different kind of components. Hence, some are monitorable
and others not. For example the “Generate analyzed CAGED
File” task is executed out of MTE dominium by an offline
desktop tool that is not expressed in SLA as m onitorable
module. In our example the monitored tasks, such as
“Receive CAGED File” are depicted in gray.
x Define the autonomic characteristics and symptoms
of monitorable activities:
Indicate the autonomic principles that will be considered to
monitor the activities. The SLA document is a good source of
information. In the running example, we only consider the selfoptimization (SO) principle to all monitorable activities.
2) Define Operational Level: Operational Level must
express all t he tasks that must be performed if some
deviation in the NFR defined in SLA occur:
x Operationalizations
according
to
NFR
Characteristics:
In our running example, we defined Self-Optimization
(SO) as the desired autonomic principle. As previously
noted, SO is related to the efficiency NFR, which in turn can
be decomposed into others characteristics such as Response
Time and Space Utilization. In this example, we deal only
with Response Time attribute.
In order to treat Response Time deviations that may be
related to the performance of the “Receive CAGED File”
activity, we defined in Figure 6 (S2 box) three different
activities (operationalizations): (i) Increase resource; (ii)
Decrease Resource; and (iii) Analyze deviation.

A. Step S1 – Define the Business Process having in mind
Communication Analysis Principles
According to the principles of Communication Analysis, a
Communicative Event Diagram provides a notation to
indicate the Communicational Level of a business process. At
this level, it is assumed that business processes are immune to
changing technologies and present the essentials of the
business behavior. Event triggers an activity that receives an
incoming message, processes it and provides an output.
Communicational Level is an important abstraction level in
our approach which can present the critical events that must be
monitored and refined. It supports the modularization of
Autonomic Business Process by providing a level which presents
critical events that must be refined. In this sense, we extended
Communicative Event Diagram to incorporate an annotation of
Critical Events. Figure 5 presents the Communicational Level of
Business Process of CAGED, where we highlight the critical
event “CAG2 - Declarant submits declaration”.
COMPETENCE

MTE

MTE CGET STAFF

CAGED MOVEMENTS

DECLARANT

CAG1
MTE OPENS
COMPETENCE

CAGED RECEIPT

CAG2
DECLARANT
SUBMITS
DECLARATION
DECLARANT
PREVIOUS DATA

COMPETENCE

CAG3
MTE OPENS
PROCESSING
RECEIPT FILES
MTE

MINISTER

OPERATIONAL DATA

MTE CGET STAFF

CAG4
MTE CLOSES
COMPETENCE

MTE STAFF

MTE
MTE CGET STAFF

CAG5
STAFF CLOSES
PROCESSING

CAGED EXTRACT

MTE
OPERATIONAL STAFF

STATISTICAL
PROCESSING
PARAMETERS

DECLARANT

CAG6
STATISTICAL DATAS
STAFF STARTS
STATISTICAL
PROCESSING
OPERACIONAL STAFF

OPERATIONAL STAFF

MINISTER,
RESEARCHERS,
MTE STAFFS

LEGEND

ACTOR

INGOING
OUTGOING
“OR”
COMMUNICATIVE COMMUNICATIVE COMMUNICATIVE PRECEDENCE
MERGE
EVENT
RELATION
INTERACTION
INTERACTION

START

END CRITICAL
EVENT

Figure 5. S1 - Communicational Level of Business Process of CAGED

B. Step S2 - Defining Autonomic Business Processes
In order to specify mission-critical events according to
the logical level of business process model
(Communicational Level), we defined a new level, named
Technological Level. It expresses different activities that
reflect the system behavior and the Operational Level to
present the operationalizations related to NFR and

C. Step S3 - Linking Autonomic Business Processes and
Services
When providing software adaptation we define the link
between Business Processes with their respective services,
presented in the Service Level (Figure 6, box S3).
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Figure 6. Steps S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5 of our approach considering the event “CAG2 - Declarant submits declaration”

Both monitorable and operationalizations tasks should be
linked with system services. Operational services have the
objective of return the system to an optimal state in an
autonomic manner. For example, the “Receive CAGED File”
activity is linked to “Service5”

TABLE II.

CONTEXTUALIZATION OF AUTONOMIC BUSINESS PROCESS
Contextualization

Task

Variation
Point

Increase
Reception
Rate

D. Step S4 – Define Contextualization
Both contextualization and NFR are i mportant factors
to be cons idered as they can guide the execution of
operational tasks that must provide autonomic adaptations
in the system in order to return the equilibrium in face of
incoming perturbations [16]. Hence in this step we define:
(i) Variation Point; (ii) V ariants; (iii) Context; and (iv)
NFR attributes values. The 3 contexts (C1, C2 and C3)
present in Figure 6 (box S4 are defined in TABLE
II.
In this activity we state metrics to be monitored, i.e. we
delimit the environment context that influences the choice of
the system adaptation. In this sense, given that in our running
CAGED there is a deadline for declaration submission, it is
important to measure the daily reception. As observed in
Figure 7, the reception rate peaks during the first seven days
of the month. This trend has to be considered in case of a
correct adaptation.

Variants

Receive
CAGED
File

Response
Time
Deviation

Decrease
Reception
Rate
Deviation
Reception
Rate

Context

C1: ReceptionTrendIsOK=
true and
LastThreeCycleIncreasing=
true
C2:ReceptionTrendIsOK=
true and
LastThreeCycleDecreasing=
true
C3:ReceptionTrendIsOK=
false and
LastThreeCycleIncreasing=
true

NFR

Response
Time >=
220ms
Response
Time <=
110ms
Response
Time >=
220ms

E. Step S5 – Define Service QoS
All defined and linked services, represented as ServiceID
in Figure 6, box S5, must be instrumented according to SLO.
The definition of QoS is based on NFR attributes and
represents the characteristics that must be guaranteed by each
monitorable business activity. Considering the four send
activities and one reception activity of our running example,
the system must provide a Response Time less than 220ms to
each one.
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system need to be instrumented. A real example was used to
illustrate the use of the approach.
The presented aspects were supported by a M APE
mechanism that considered both context and measurement
of certain key performance indicators. System metrics were
critical for the monitoring, diagnosing deviations, planning
and executing adaptations.
As future work, we plan to develop the remaining MAPE
components as well as to perform a formal evaluation.

F. Step S6 – Monitor at Run-Time
The monitoring component collects indicators provided
by the system from time to time (cycle) and saves them in a
Log Database. In our approach, monitor must consider
metrics obtained by the system (all monitored services
based on monitored activities), selects the relevant data and
passes it to the diagnostic component for analysis.
G. Step S7 – Choose Autonomic Process and Service
The main theme of software adaptation, considering
autonomic features, is also mapped to this concept by adding an
internal feedback loop to software. In our approach, this step has
the objective of diagnose, plan and actuate. Considering the
metrics obtained by the monitor, the diagnostic component
checks the contexts expressed in the Business Process Model. In
case of some deviation, the planner selects the appropriate
autonomic activities and the actuator executes the Autonomic
Services expressed in the Figure 6. According to the reception
data (see Figure 7) for a given competence, the system must first
execute AService1 (increase of resources during the first days of
the month) then perform AService2 (decrease of resource after
the reception has peaked during the first days of the month) and
later AService3 (deviation detected from the expected maximal
220ms response
time and out of peak
period).
p
p
p
)
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starting and ending tags) should be analyzed. To o
ur best
knowledge, there has been no exi sting FODA ext ension that
can handle this kind of structures and complexities.

Abstract—This paper introduces a model-driven approach to
extend Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis applied to
heterogeneous Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) represented
in XML format. Six new feature relationships are introduced to
specify the structure differences among a set of XML messages
conformed to different healthcare standards. Our EMR case
study, applied to HL7 CDA and openEHR healthcare standards,
shows that the proposed approach offers a flexible solution to
model and generate an XML product line, which may be
interoperated between HL7 CDA- and openEHR-based HISs.

This paper introduces a model-driven software product line
solution to address how to utilize FODA and newly introduced
extensions to analyze EM Rs represented in XM L and how to
concurrently generate XM L messages conformed to different
standards. Our project starts with introducing a metamodel
using the Generic M odeling Environment (GM E) 1 . The
metamodel defines the syntax and static semantics of EM Rs.
Additionally, six new feature relationships (i.e., Fold, Inverse,
Add, Remove, Add_Remove, and Make_Tag) that specify the
structural differences between EM Rs in different standards are
introduced. Models are then introduced, acting as instances that
conform to the metamodel. M ost importantly, an interpreter is
created to interpret m odels and then generate a set of
interoperable EMRs conformed to different standards in
parallel. In addition, the inte rpreter solves three challenges
regarding XML tree structures: (1) For each X ML element,
after specifying its feature relationships and their depende ncies
using the classic FODA [ 5], the interpreter needs to correctly
record each XM L element’s tree level and its structural
relationship with other elements (e.g., parent-child and sibling)
and then generate a set of XM
L product line members
accordingly; (2) The six new feat ure relationships may change
the structures and levels of existing X ML elements, which
should be addressed by the interpreter; and (3) Unlike an XM L
message represented graphically in a tree structure, each XM L
element represented in text form at has a closing tag. Inserting
the closing tag of each XML element at the correct location and
indent is also a responsibility of the interpreter.

Keywords - Electronic Medica l Records; HL7; OpenEHR;
Feature Models; Model-Driven Engineering; Product Lines.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Healthcare Information Systems (HISs) [7] are for
healthcare institutes to
store and m
anage medical,
administrative and financial reco rds, called Electronic Medical
Records (EMRs) [7] usually in XML format. Although XM L
may offer advantages of comprehensibility and interoperability,
extra care is still needed to m
ap and transform between
heterogeneous XML messages when such messages are
requested to transfer between HISs whose EM Rs conform to
different healthcare standards.
Model-driven software product lines [3] are a combination
of Model-Driven Software Development (M DSD) and
Software Product Line Engineeri ng (SPLE) [3] that advocates
concurrently developing a set of software products sharing
commonalities and v ariabilities. Feature-Oriented Domain
Analysis (FODA) [5] is a classic approach for commonality
and variability analysis. T his approach consists of feature
models that define features
and associated dependencies,
represented by feature diagrams in a hierarchical manner. In
order to further enhance FODA, a number of extensions have
been introduced. For exam ple, feature and group cardinalities
[2], consist-of and is-generation-of relationships between
features [1], feature priorities [1], and feature m odularization
[2] that represents a special leaf node by a separate feature
diagram to address the comb
inatory explosion problem.
However, when FODA i s applied to EMRs, represented in
XML, in different standards, not only leaf nodes (i.e., atom ic
XML elements or attributes represented as <tag …>…</tag>,
where no other XM L element is em bedded between starting
and ending tags) but also intermediate/composite nodes (i.e.,
XML elements that em bed other XM L elements between

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
project in m ore details w ith a case study follow ed by
conclusion in Section 3.
II.

OUR APPROACH

This section introduces the approach step by step.
A. STEP 1: Metamodel Level
Because EMRs are represented in XM L, a m etamodel
needs to specify the structure of an XM L message and the
feature relationships of/between XML elements/attributes. In
1
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and if the second to-be-generated message looks like:

Figure 1, a metamodel defines an XM
L message
(Project_Root) that consists of atomic (Child) and/or composite
(Parent) XML elements. Each element may contain 0..*
attributes (Attributes) and 0..1 value ( Tag_Text within Parent
and Child). operation is a connection type in GM E that are
used to define the relationship between Elements. For example,
the six new feature relationships are described as follows:
•

<P>
<P1> </P1>
<A>
<B> </B>
<C> </C>
</A>
</P>
This can be specified by adding extra elements <P1> and
<C> at the desired levels and connecting them by Add.

Fold implies that the source of the connection becomes the
parent of the destination. Suppose that if the first to-begenerated message (i.e., core asset) looks like:
<P>

<A></A>
<B></B>
</P>
Fold will also concurrently generate a second m
essage
shown as follows, if the connection is applied from A to B:
<P>
<A>
<B></B>
</A>
</P>
Fold can be also applied to a chain of elements such as A B-C-D. Then <A> will embed <B>, <C>, and then <D > in a
hierarchical manner.

•

Remove implies that an elem ent appears in the first to-begenerated message should be removed in the second to -begenerated message.

•

Make_Tag is similar to Add but applied to Attributes. If the
first to-be-generated message is as follows:
<P A1=”V1” A2=”V2”>
<A> </A>
</P>
and the second to-be-generated message looks like:
<P A1=”V1”>
<A2> V2 </A2>
<A> </A>
</P>
Make_Tag can be applied to A 2 with false value so that A 2
becomes an element in the second to-be-generated message.

Additionally, these new feature relationships can also work
together. For example, suppose the first to-be-generated
message is the same as the firs
t to-be-generated message
described in Fold, and the second to-be-generated message is
as follows:
<P>
<P1>
<A> </A>
<B> </B>
</P1>
</P>
It means that <P1> w ill require tw o kinds of connections:
<P1> self-connects Add to itself; and <P1> connects two Folds
to <A> and to <B>.

Figure 1. The metamodel.

•

Inverse is the opposite of Fold – the destination of a
connection becomes the parent of the source of the
connection.

•

Add (called Add_Remove when dealing w ith attributes)
implies that the elem ent that is m issing in the first to-begenerated message will appear in the second to-begenerated message. For example, if the first to-begenerated message looks like:

In addition to the extensions, Type in Figure 1 defines
FODA relationship among Elements in an XM L tree structure.
Namely, Types are used t o specify FODA’s mandatory,
optional, one-of, and more-of feature relationships. If an XM L
element selects m andatory/optional, it m eans that the elem ent
is mandatory/optional to its parent/com posing XML element.
Similarly, if a set of XML elements with the same parent XML
element selects one-of/m ore-of, one/more of the elem ents will
be selected to construct a product line.

<P>
<A>
<B></B>
</A>
</P>
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TABLE I.

B. STEP 2: Model Level
This section introduces a model as a simple case study that
specifies the structure, com monalities, and variabilities of tw o
types of XM L messages respectively conformed HL 7 CDA2
and openEHR standards 3. An XML product line then w ill be
generated after the model is
interpreted by the inte rpreter
described in Section 3.C-F. Fi gure 2 shows the summary of an
EMR product line modeled by FODA. For space consideration,
please find model examples at [8].

VECTORS TO STORE XML ELEMENET PROPERTIES.

Index

Element

0

ObservationEvent

Parent Index
-1

Parent Index
-1

1

code

0

5

2

Value

0

0

3

Name

-

0

4

Mappings

-

3

5

Target

-

4

6

terminology

-

5

7

match

-

4

8

value

-

3

whose parent index indicates that they are the child elem ents of
the current element being processed. Then depending on the
parent-child feature relationshi p stored in the elements, the
interpreter generates the textual representation for the elem ent.
The processes are repeated for each element.
E. STEP 5: Interpreter Level -- Execute FDL Rule Engine
Figure 2. Summary of an HL7-CDA-and-openEHR product line.

The FDL Rule Engine [6] is used to normalize and generate
all the possible com binations of XML elements from a given
FDL program. The output is a comma-separated list of XM L
elements for each unique possible combination.

C. STEP 3:Interpreter Level -- Create Data Structures
In order to keep track where each XM L element is located
and its relationships to other elements before and after applying
feature relationships, tw o 4 two-dimensional vectors are
introduced (For space consideration, Table 1 consists of two
vectors which are distinguished by Columns 3 and 4). Column
2 stores a list of Element objects, each of which contains its
feature relationship to its parent elem ent, (i.e. m andatory,
optional, one-of, or more-of). Columns 3 and 4 respectively
store the parent indices of ele ments of two standards. Note that
Column 3 has three integers. It is because Indices 3 to 8 should
only be included in the openEHR message by using Add. When
the six newly introduced feature relationships are identified in
the model, Column 4 should
be updated accordingly. For
example, Add, Fold, Make_Tag, and Add_Remove with
Add_Attr value may increase an element’s parent level if the
structure is changed; and Inverse and Remove may decrease an
element’s parent index. The table not only assists in updating
elements’ properties and relationships but also finding where to
insert ending tags. Due to space consideration, please refer to
[8] for the algorithm of creating data structures.

F. STEP 6: Interpreter Level -- Generate an XML Product Line
The outputs from the FDL Rule Engine show all the
possible combinations of XM L elements based on feature
relationships, both newly introduced and FODA’ s. However,
there is no w ay to relate X ML elements to their parent
elements from the outputs, as
they do not show parent
elements at all. Such outputs do not offer any idea of the levels
at which each element is present either. All this information is
necessary in order to generate a valid XM L product line that
conforms to HL7 CDA and openEHR. In order to solve this
challenge, the vectors generated in STEP 3 are used. The
interpreter parses one com bination of elements at a time. It
traverses a vector and checks if an element is present in the
current string of the combination of elements being
considered. If yes, it adds all the child elem ents and attributes
for the current element. Thus, the parent elements are added to
the message. The interpreter then checks if any attribute is
supposed to be converted into an element by checking
Make_Tag property value and converts it into the element
form and appends it to the m essage. It also checks if any
attribute is to be added or removed using Add_Remove. The
process is recursively repeated for every entry in the vector
and an X ML message is then generated. T he interpreter
continues to generate the rest of the XM L messages based on
the number of combinations from the FDL Rule Engine.

D. STEP 4: Interpreter Level -- Create FDL Files
Feature Description Language (FDL) [6] is a domainspecific language that describes feature models. Hence, STEP 4
is to generate FDL programs based on the results of STEP 3
(i.e., properties stored in Table 1) so that the FDL Rule Engine
[6] in STEP 5 can execute the FDL programs. The interpreter
starts from the root element and then retrieves those elements
2

Health Level 7. http://www.hl7.org.
openEHR. http://www.openehr.org.
4
There could be more than two vectors. The reason “two” are created is
because the product line conforms to two standards.

G. A Case Study
This section introduces a m ore complicated case study that
consists of all the feature relati onships mentioned in the paper.

3
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Figure 3 is a feature diagram that illustrates the case study.
Note that the black ones in the case study conform
to HL7
CDA and the black and red ones conform
to openEHR
standard. We use black ones (HL7 -CDA) as a core asset in a
product line and generate a XML product line in parallel.

different standards. This paper offers a flexible solution to
address such an i ssue. Our work reproduces FODA’s four
main feature relationships a nd introduces six new feature
relationships to tackle the structure changes among different
XML messages. The results show that an interoperable EM R
product line in XM L format can be generated concurrently,
which may reduce processing tim e, especially when patients
are under emergent situations.

In Figure 3, “observation” is the root element. “Event”,
“BloodPressure”, “Patient”, and “type” are mandatory, and
“Visitors” is optional. Child elements “systolic” and “diastolic”
of “BloodPressure” are alternative, and child elements “Name”
and “ID” of “Patient” are more-of. There is a Fold from
“Event” to “Patient”, which i ndicates that “Event” should be
the parent element of “Patient” in openEHR product line
members. Inverse between “examiner” and “type” implies that
“examiner” should be a child elem ent of “type”. A dditionally,
“examiner” has an Add, whic h means “examiner” should be
present as a child element of “type” in openEHR XM L product
line members. “SSN” is connected by Remove, so it should not
be present in openEHR but should be a child element of
“Patient” in HL7. “Fname” and “Lname” attributes should be
converted to child elements of “name” in openEHR as they
have the Make_Tag property set to 1. Note that “Lname”’s
Add_Remove is set to Add_Attr (true), which implies that it
should not appear as an element in any openEHR message. For
space consideration, we again skip the model snapshot.

Figure 4. Selected XML product line members.
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workflow can’t describe complex data relationship and data
exchange process, and need to take the idea and method of
science workflow which mainly focus on data flow. Comparing
to business workflow, science workflow can describe complex
process and large-scale data exchange and transformation. At
the same time, traditional business workflow can’t deal with
the alterations of process collaboration which are caused by the
changeability of design requirements at runtime. Meanwhile
science workflow support breakpoint setting, and iterative
execution, which can improve the flexibility of data
collaboration among processes.

Abstract—Process modeling is the base of complex product
collaborative design, and the requirements of data collaboration
in collaborative design process challenge at the aspects of
parameter flow, concurrency, multi-versioning, repeat design and
so on. To specify the data collaboration between design processes
based on parameters, this paper provides a dataflow-oriented
process collaboration model based on C-net model. Through the
analysis of the data collaboration between design processes, we
conclude some process collaboration patterns, including level
task interaction, concurrent task interaction and repeat task
interaction. Then provide the structure descriptions for these
patterns, and explain the application scenes of theses patterns in
collaborative design. At last, define the collaborative unit for each
pattern and describe the data collaboration mechanism of
process collaboration patterns by their element and relationship.
Keywords- collborative design; data collaboration; C-net

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the process of complex product design, the way of
collaborative product design and development is the advanced
cooperation model, which organizes the distributed team into a
group to develop the product collaboratively so as t o improve
the efficiency of development [1]. Comparing to traditional
product design process, collaborative design process has the
features of concurrency, distribution, dynamism and
collaboration. In workflow, collaborative design process
mainly depends on data collaboration based on parameter
exchange. So how to implement the modeling for data
collaboration of design process effectively becomes an
important research topic, and at the same time it presents
critical challenge to workflow modeling, which includes
following aspects:
x

Support iteration of design process

x

Support the expression of data flow and control flow

x

Support data collaboration in different scope

From these facts, we can see that collaborative design
actually is the complex distributed parallel interaction process,
which execute data collaboration mainly in the form of data
exchange. So traditional control flow oriented business
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Based on these features of collaborative design workflow,
this paper takes the advantage of business workflow and
science workflow, expresses dataflow oriented, constraint,
parallel and iterative execution by C-net model. Then conclude
a set of process collaboration model by analyzing the features
of collaborative design workflow. At last, provide the
construction mechanism of collaboration model based on C-net,
so that the data collaboration model for collaborative design
can ensure the workflow based on this model to effectively
implement data collaboration process.
II.

RELATED WORK

A. Workflow modeling
To the research of workflow modeling, currently there are
still no uniform modeling standard. From current work, the
modeling methods mainly include flow chart, state diagram,
activity network, IDEF, ECAA, event driven process model,
Petri net and so on. Among these modeling methods, Petri net
is the most widely used modeling method [2].
To implement the parallel execution, collaboration and
optimization between the workflows of related design teams, it
needs to build the model which can reflect the relationships
between upstream and downstream of design organizations,
and process modeling is t he important base of parallel
execution. Traditional Petri net can’t effectively support the
expression of the combination of data flow and control flow,
data collaboration, iterative execution. So C-net model which
presents by doctor Yuan[3] is used in this paper to describe
data collaboration among collaborative design workflows,

because the system of C-net model is qu antification structure
which is similar with net system. “C” stands for computing and
communication. C-net describes token and variable separately
based on the basic principles of Petri net, so that C-net is
suitable to describe collaborative design workflow.

P, V , T ; F , R, Wr to stand for
C_netˈand x V , t  T , p  P . P, V and T separately stand
for the token set, variable set and transition set of CN˗ and F,
R and Wr separately stand for flow relationship, read
relationship and write relationship.
Definition 1 Use CN

B. Collaboration mechanism description
To the description of coarse collaboration mechanism,
paper [4] integrates the branch of workflow and the object of
software engineering into Petri net, and builds the invoking
relationship, in which collaborate unit nets are collaborated
around process net. Paper [5] presents a m ethod of multiworkflow interaction and coordination based on bus. The
research direction of these works is t o build coarse
collaboration mechanism to implement data translation and
progress control among processes, but it can’t reflect the
collaboration between tasks because its element is not task.

It is critical to realize the communication between
processes by the collaboration between tasks and support the
description of parameters exchange between tasks and
constraints between parameters in collaborative design. C-net
support parameters passing of collaborative design, because Cnet introduces variable set which can make some
corresponding extensions so as to provide the description of
data flow and control flow between design tasks.
B. Data collaboration model of collaborative design
According the features of collaborative design, including
inter-organization, data flow oriented, parallel and iterative
execution, we conclude three major parameter interaction
patterns to describe the complex data collaboration between
design processes, including task interaction between superior
process and subordinate process, task interaction between
parallel processes and task interaction between iterative
processes.

To the description of fine grit collaboration mechanism,
paper [6] presents the solution of workflow collaboration by
combing agent technology with ontology. Paper [7] describes
workflow based on Petri net, and uses an annotation language
to describe data exchange and process schedule between
processes. Both of these two works present the description of
fine grit collaboration mechanism, but they use different
modeling methods to describe the workflow and the
collaboration mechanism between workflows.

x

The inconsistency between workflow model and
collaboration mechanism model brings complexity to analysis
of the dynamic process data and execution state of workflow,
and there are also some researches on the unified formalization
of collaboration design process. Paper [8] uses Pi-Calculus
technology to formally define the inter-organizational business
process structure, and use the special mechanism of PiCalculus to describe parallel processes and their
communication. But its problem is th at the process model
based on Pi-Calculus is too complex and abstract to let designer
understand the process and conduct the implementation of
specific design process. Paper [9] provides a set process
modeling mechanism of pub/sub system based on color net,
which adopts Petri net model to describe pub component so as
to realize process collaboration and only focus on the
description of control flow. So according to the feature of
collaborative design, it n eeds a k ind modeling method which
can describe both design process and design collaboration of
collaborative design by the data exchange of fine grit task level.
The collaboration at task level asks for more requirements to
process modeling, which mainly is reflected in the description
of the process and collaboration between processes.
III.

DATA COLLABORATION DESCRIPTION OF
COLLBORATIVE DESIGN

Pattern 1 : task interaction between superior process
and subordinate process

In this pattern, the relationship between superior process
and subordinate process are reflected into parameter passing
from one or more tasks of subordinate process to the task of
superior process. This pattern often is used in the level
structure to describe the interaction between the tasks which
belong to the processes of different level. These interactions
include the monitoring, collection, statistics and analysis of
superior process to subordinate process, and the specific
abstract process is as follow:
'DWDIORZRI3DUDPHWHU
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T
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Ă
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Figure 1. Task interaction pattern between superior and subordinate process

In figure 1, transition T strands for the task of superior
process which implements the interaction with subordinate
process. It shows that T collects parameters from T2, T3 and Ti.
x

Pattern 2 : task interaction between parallel processes

In this pattern, the tasks of different parallel processes
interact with each other based on parameters, which is reflected
into two scenes: one is that some tasks can pass parameters to
multi tasks from other parallel processes; the other is that some
tasks can receive parameters from multi-tasks from other
parallel processes. In collaborative design process, this pattern
is mainly used to describe data collaboration process in the
form of parameter which is c aused by the dependence of the
design contents among different design teams. This pattern also
describes the parameter interaction caused by multidisciplinary

Through C-net model, we can describe the basic process of
dataflow oriented collaborative design, and we conclude three
main process collaboration patterns in the scene of data
collaboration between collaborative design processes. Then we
use C-net to build model for process collaboration patterns.
A. C-net model
The formal definition of C-net is as follow:
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superior process and subordinate process and will cause the net
system too c omplex to implement and ana lyze. So we use an
unified middle data set variable to stand for the summarized
parameters, and add the corresponding P-occurrence
mechanism, which is called as DX-U, just the abbreviation of
the collaboration unite of unidirectional summarization of data,
just as figure 4.

optimization which can improve multidisciplinary design. The
specific abstract process of pattern 2 is as figure 2:
r1

r2

k1

T1

r3

k2

k4

T2

T3

T4

T5

T

k3

G

T6

Figure 2.

Task interaction pattern between parallel processes

In figure 2, transition T3 separately reads parameters sets of
r1 and k3, and transition r2 and k2 also read parameters set
produced by T2. They together produce complex parameter
passing route, but these scattered data flows can’t reflect the
synchronous relationship between the transition which executes
write operation and the transition which executes read
operation. At the same time, the parameters sets of these
parameter passing flows always cause the redundancy of data
transition because of the common design contents.
x

Tr

T3

T4

T5

x

Model building for pattern 2

Sub-T

k1

Tj

r1

r2

T1

T2

T3

T4
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P/S-U
k2

k4

Pub-T
T6

 E 

Figure 5. The C-net description of pattern 2 based on theme
r3

Considering the feature of task interaction of parallel
processes, we extend the process collaboration based on
publish transition centered, and the operations include:

Figure 3. Task interaction pattern between iterative processes

Figure 3 describes a scene that a task Tr of iterative process
Repeat(i,j) publishes parameters to the tasks of other parallel
processes, including a2, r2 and t4. The difference between
pattern 2 and 3 is that the parameter passing will execute more
than one times and produce the process data of different
versions, which makes collaboration process more complex.

1) Set corresponding published parameter set called
PubParams for each transition that executes read operation, so
that let PubParams store the parameter set transited at runtime;
2) Add the data flow of write operation and read operation
of PubParams;
3) Add P element to realize th e occurrence right of
parameter passing process f rom publish transition to
subscription transition, which will build a P-occurrence unit of
pub/sub model based on th eme, as the content of dotted line
box in figure 5(a), called as P/S-U. According the above steps,
we take the publish transition T4 for example, in which the
token of Pub-t in P/S-U comes from T4, just as figure 5(b), and
we can deal with r1 and k3 in figure 5 by the same way.

C. Process collaboration based on C-net
According to the features of these process collaboration
patterns, we provide their model building based on C-net.
x
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k3

k4

k3

r2
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Sub-T
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The pub/sub model can be used to extend unidirectional
data passing to describe complex parameter exchange between
transitions effectively, and the ability of expression for
parameter subscription directly affects flexibility of data
collaboration between transitions. Now there are mainly two
kinds of pub/sub model: the model based on theme and t he
model based on content. For parameter passing of the pub/sub
model based on theme, the expression by C-net is as follow:

T1

Ă

Ti

d

5HSHDW LM

Ă

Ă

In DX-U, it uses the unified set d of parameter variables to
collect the parameter set of the related tasks, just as follow:

This pattern is reflected into the scene that one or more
transitions of iterative circuit pass parameters to the transitions
of other parallel design processes. This pattern mainly
describes the complex data exchange problem which is caused
by multi-version process parameters produced by the iterative
execution of Repeat. The multi-version property of Repeat will
affect the parallel execution of other processes which exchange
parameters with Repeat, and the specific abstract process of
pattern 2 is as figure 3:

Ti

T2

Figure 4. The C-net description of task interaction pattern between superior
process and subordinate process

Pattern 3 : task interaction between iterative processes

VWDXWV
&RQVWUDLQWV
&RQGLWLRQ
,WHUDWLRQ
&RQWUDO

';8

d[0]
d[1]
Ă
d[l]

Model building for pattern 1

In pattern 1, if we set V element for each parameter passing
flow to stand for corresponding parameter set, it can’t unified
the interaction in the form of parameter collection between
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Pub-T

For these two reasons, we extend Subject-P/S-U into the
collaboration unit for iterative circuit pattern, called ad RepeatP/S-U. The extension mainly is to add the consume mark place
Pr to indicate if Sub-T has read the parameter set and the judge
transition (called as Tm) between Ps and Sub-T to decide if
Sub-T has consume the parameters that are read, just as figure
7(b). The initial value of Pr is one token, which means the first
active read operation of Sub-T to the published data. After the
first read, the second publication of Pub-T provides Ps another
token, but the occurrence of transition Tm still need the right of
occurrence of Pr which depends on the end of all the
operations to the last set of parameters. So Tm can only inform
Sub-T the advent of new parameters after all the operations of
Sub-T, so that it prevents Sub-T to do loop detection and read
operation.

Sub-T

Tc

3UDYLWH
3DUDPV

Tc

Sub-T

Figure 6. The C-net description of pattern 2 based on content

Though theme can mark the exchanged parameters, its
expression to parameter is weak because theme can’t reflect the
constraint of subscription task to parameters, and its adaptation
to the change of parameter constraints is also very weak.
Meanwhile, the pub/sub model based on content allows
subscription task to express their subscription by the value of
related parameters, which has stronger ability of expression and
more flexible ability of adaptation. So we extend the workflows
by the C-net elements around publish transition, and the
additional steps are as follow:

IV.

1) Add corresponding parameter set called as
PrivateParams for each subscription transition to store all th e
parameters to be received, and add the data f low of read
operation from each subscription transition to PrivateParams;
2) Add P element to realize the delivery of the right of
occurrence from publish transition to subscription transition.
After these steps, it builds the collaboration unit of the
pub/sub model based on content, just as th e content of blue
dotted line box in figure 6, called as Content-P/S-U.
Comparing to P/S-U, Content-P/S-U has two more transitions
Tc which are mainly used to check if the parameters of
PubParams satisfy the corresponding requirements.
Sub-T

Sub-T

Sub-T

T
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Abstract—Software development is sometimes considered a
boring task. To avoid this fact we propose an approach based on
the incorporation of game mechanics into SCRUM framework,
in order to change its use to a more amusing task, by taking
advantage of the gamiﬁcation trend. Gamiﬁcation is applied to
non-game applications and processes, trying to encourage people
to adopt them. This work shows a suggestion of SCRUM gamiﬁcation together with an evaluation of the proposed approach
in a preliminary evaluation of a software house. The use of
this concept can help the software industry to increase the team
productivity in natural way.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A software process is a set of activities with the goal of
developing a software product. In general, software projects
that are large, complex, poorly-speciﬁed, and involve unfamiliar aspects, are still particularly vulnerable to unanticipated
problems. The software processes help to deal with these
situations, anticipating alternatives and exposing all the tasks
until the product completion. However, developers want more
freedom. They do not desire to be guided by a bureaucratic
process. They argue that this practice can limit their creativity.
This fact was one motivation for the development of the
Manifesto for Agile Software Development [2].
The Agile Manifesto motivates the creation of several
software processes. Scrum, for instance, is one of the most
used agile approach nowadays [3]. Scrum is a framework
for project management commonly used as an agile software
development model based on multiple small teams working in
an intensive and interdependent way [4].
But many developers, even using Agile Methodologies, have
diﬁfculties to follow the required prescriptions. The problem
related to this question is another: developing software is
a challenging activity that is seldom regarded as fun. Just
like many other types of activities, it can be organized as
a set of hierarchical and partially ordered challenges that
must be overcome, often requiring several different skills from
developers, and lots of teamwork effort. Surprisingly, this is
very similar to an abstract deﬁnition for games: activities
in which a player must learn new skills, use and combine
them to overcome challenges, getting rewards or punishments,
depending on success or failure, respectively.
In this work we propose the inclusion of game design
concepts into the Scrum framework, in order to try to change
the software development guided by Scrum in a fun task.
We show that software development using Scrum is closely

related to a game when the governing rules of both activities
are concerned.
We also present results from a preliminary evaluation from
a real software development team, and a prototype of a tool
to incorporate immediate feedback and game design features
to Scrum-based project management tool. We understand that
knowledge from the game academic community can contribute
to other areas of applied research, and expect this work can
inspire others to try this approach with different types of
approaches.
A. Contributions of the Paper
The main contribution of the paper is to show that game
design theory can be applied to other important real-world
problems, such as Scrum framework. After a small survey
about the important concepts related to this work, we present
our contributions, which are summarized bellow:
•
•

•

A gamiﬁcation approach to Scrum framework;
Results from a preliminary evaluation: we designed and
evaluated individual and group achievements against historical data of a Scrum-based real-world development
team;
A proposal for a Scrum-based tool that incorporates
game design elements, such as immediate feedback and
achievements.

B. Related Work
According to Takahasi [5], gamiﬁcation is a trend nowadays.
The technique can encourage people to perform chores that
they ordinarily consider boring, such as completing surveys,
shopping, or reading web sites. In this paper, we propose going
beyond with the gamiﬁcation concept, applying it not only to
interactive media, but to real-world activities, in this particular
case, in the software development guided by Scrum.
An example of gamiﬁcation in the software development
context is the RedCritter Tracker1 system. It is a software
development task management tool that applies some mechanisms, like rewards and skill badges, after task accomplishments are achieved. Our proposal goes beyond the gamiﬁcation
of a tool, aiming to transforming the actual software development process into a game.
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Visual Studio Achievements, a Visual Studio2 plug-in,
enables developers to unlock badges and compete against
anothers developers for a place on a leader board based on
the code they write, its level of sophistication, and the Visual
Studio capabilities they used. This is another example of
gamiﬁcation applied to software development close to our
approach. However, we extend it by suggesting not only a tool
gamiﬁcation, but also a process gamiﬁcation and a preliminary
evaluation analysing a real team.
The idea of incorporating gamiﬁcation concepts into the
software development has started when we proposed the
inclusion of game mechanics directly into a general software
development process [8]. We have also speciﬁed a task management tool based on this proposal. Now we are specializing
the approach to deal with a speciﬁc software process: Scrum.
It is important to highlight that there are personal pages, like
blogs, considering Scrum as a gamiﬁcation of software development. This work is completely different: we are interested
in the proposal of a formal Scrum gamiﬁcation, together with
a speciﬁcation of a tool to support this task, and associated
with a preliminary evaluation of the proposal in a real software
development scenario.
II. S CRUM
Scrum is an agile framework for completing complex
projects. Scrum originally was formalized for software development projects, but works well for any complex, innovative
scope of work [4].
When using Scrum, requirements speciﬁed with the help of
the Product Owner, generate a Product Backlog. This backlog
is broken down into small features that can be delivered as
working software during short development iterations, called
Sprints. Work is pulled from the Product Backlog into a
Sprint Backlog during a Sprint Planning Meeting. The Team
must conclude the backlog during the sprint. Daily the team
performs the Daily Scrum activities, including the updating of
the Burndown chart. The sprint ends with a sprint Review and
Retrospective, guided by the Scrum Master. The outcome of a
sprint is a deliverable that, ideally, can be released immediately
after acceptance by the product owner at the sprint review
meeting. Part of these tasks are presented in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1.

The ultimate goal while transforming an activity into a game
is to make it challenging and fun at the same time. Well
designed game mechanics are the atoms that differentiate a
fun game from other leisure activities such as reading. There
are many deﬁnitions for game mechanics, but we’ll use the
one proposed by game designer Daniel Cook [9], which is in
turn based on Raph Kosters Theory of Fun [10], for the scope
of this work:
”Game mechanics are rule based systems / simulations
that facilitate and encourage a user to explore and learn
the properties of their possibility space through the use of
feedback mechanisms.”
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Scrum framework.

In the process of designing gameplay rules, one has to
consider that the challenges must be well balanced, since the
brain stops enjoying challenges that are either too difﬁcult or
too easy to surpass. In this context, another element of game
design that we wanted to bring to Scrum framework is the
challenge-punishment-reward loop, which is closely related to
the aforementioned deﬁnition of game mechanics.
A. Achievements
Achievements are a secondary scoring mechanism that
measures the use of skills to solve the same type of challenge
(normally a low level one). Often, achievements are computed
using two approaches: repetition or rate.
Repetition achievements are deﬁned as the number of times
the player uses a certain skill to solve the same type of
challenge such as killing a certain type of enemy. Eq 1 shows a
formula for this type of achievement, where n denotes the total
number of times challenge c was tried, and f (c) is the value
for its succeed function. Rate achievements are constrained to
a scope, either the container challenge or a deﬁned time slice,
and normally measure the rate between succeeded against total
attempts for a particular challenge. Eq 2 deﬁnes a formula for
computing rate achievements.
n

rep =

f (c)

(1)

i=1

n

f (c)
(2)
n
Repetition achievements are often awarded based on an approximate logarithmic scale, rendering each subsequent level
increasingly more difﬁcult to earn. For rate achievements, there
are multiple levels as well, normally following a linear scale
of thresholds, often rewarding the player with a medal: either
a bronze, silver or gold, depending on the threshold reached.
They are also cumulative, meaning that the player can collect
more medals for subsequent scopes.
rate =

III. G AME D ESIGN C ONCEPTS

2 http://www.microsoft.com/visualstudio/

KRXUV

i=1

B. Immediate Feedback
A key aspect of (specially electronic) games is the use of
immediate feedback to keep the player aware of his progress
(or failures) through the challenges. It is desirable that this
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carefully design and balance the levels (for repetition achievements) and thresholds (rate ones), in order to make them interesting. The ﬁrst level and lowest grade medal (bronze) must
be very easy to achieve, while the others must be rendered
increasingly challenging. In Section V we show a preliminary
evaluation of both solo and collective achievements.

Project (main challenge)

Release 1

Release 2

Release 3

V. P RELIMINARY E VALUATION
Release 3 (Detailed)
Sprint 3
Sprint 1

Sprint 2

T1
T5

Fig. 2.

T2
T3
T4

Mapping of Scrum build blocks into a hierarchical challenge graph

feedback is given in real-time, increasing the feeling of immersion and also the perception that the player is the sole
responsible for the outcome. Ideally, any activity that is suitable to using game design ideas should consider incorporating
immediate feedback, as it is mandatory to maintain the sense
of urge.
IV. M APPING G AME M ECHANICS TO S CRUM
In order to create a game-like mechanics/rules to Scrum,
the ﬁrst concept one needs to map is the challenge-graph. The
fundamental goals of Scrum must be adapted as challenges to
compose the nodes. Figure 2 shows a mapping of Scrum to a
challenge graph.
The leaf-nodes in this graph are the team tasks. Each
team member must use their skills in requirements, design,
programming and testing to succeed. The evaluation of the
completion for these tasks is normally made by a PO, and
logs indicating this are registered in the Burndown Chart. The
major goal is to deliver a release, but this can be split in several
inner goals, like to acomplish the sprints.
A. Metrics to Achievements
Besides the straightforward mapping of a software development project usign Scrum hierarchy into a challenge-graph,
many companies also deﬁne and use a fairly large set of
numeric metrics to either measure or even reward the best
developers and teams. These metrics are commonly based on
the developers performance in task planning and execution,
programming, testing or other activities.
Each of these metrics have speciﬁc meanings in the Scrum
context, but simply measuring and exposing them is not compelling because they lack reference goals and sense of competition. In order to convert metrics into desirable challenge,
we propose the design of individual and team achievements.
Individual achievements can be based in any individual metric,
even if it includes tasks from more than one project. Team
achievements are bounded to projects, and ideally should be
based in team-grade metrics.
Any of these metrics can be converted in achievements,
either repetition or rate based. However, it is important to

We have done a preliminary evaluation of our proposal
involving real-world scrum teams. Infoway3 is a medium-sized
software house with 28 developers, split in four teams, which
has been successfully using agile processes for six years, and
using Scrum since 2008.
Infoway has a Scrum-based project management system
that does not implement gamiﬁcation in its behavior. But
the system has information about some Scrum cerimonies,
including planning, review and retrospective. There is also
information about the backlog and estimated and actual time
spent to accomplish tasks, grouped by sprints and projects. We
used these information to evaluate our proposal in a real case.
In this section we describe the achievements designed
to Scrum framework together with the evaluation of these
achievements using the Infoway historical database. The preliminary evaluation comprises the design of ten game achievements and the evaluation of four game achievements based on
measured metrics.
A. Achievements
As discussed before, achievements are representation of
having accomplished something. Achievements can be easy,
difﬁcult, surprising, funny, accomplished alone or as a group.
In this section we describe the achievements directly related to
Scrum. The main idea related to the above described achievements is to keep all staff informed about the accomplishments.
It is important to emphasize that all the achievements are
related to a project. A project is a temporary endeavor with
a deﬁned beginning and end. During a project, several sprints
could be acomplished. This is the time box used to account
the proposed achievements in a organization.
1) Role Achievements:
• Super Scrum Master (SSM): A Super Scrum Master is
an individual repetition achievement that accounts for the
number of sprints that all the Scrum prescriptions were
followed entirely. The achievement has 3 levels: Level 1
(>=1); Level 2 (>=3); and Level 3 (>=10).
• PO Presence (POPr). PO Presence is a repetition
achievement that accounts for the number of sprints
which the PO participated of planning and review ceremonies. The achievement has 3 levels: Level 1 (>= 1);
Level 2 (>= 3); and Level 3 (>= 10).
• PO Partner (POPa). It is a rate achievement that accounts for the number of sprints which the PO participated of planning and review ceremonies compared with
the total number of planning and reviews performed in
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the project. This achievement has three thresholds/medals
deﬁned to the percentual of acceptance:
Bronze
(50%);
Silver (75%); and
Gold (100%).
2) Artifact Achievements:
• Sprint Backlog Completion (SBC). SBC is a repetition
achievement that accounts for the number of sprints
where all the item in the Sprint Backlog were developed.
The achievement has 3 levels: Level 1 (>= 1); Level 2
(>= 3); and Level 3 (>= 10).
• Sprint Review Acceptance (SRA). SRA is a team rate
achievement that accounts for the number of accepted
items by the PO in a review meeting compared to the
total of items from the backlog of the current sprint. For
this achievement three thresholds/medals were deﬁned to
the percentual of acceptance:
Bronze (50%);
Silver
(75%); and
Gold (100%).
3) Cerimony Achievements:
• Clockwork Developer (CD). CD is a rate individual
achievement that accounts for the number of tasks a
developer ﬁnished compared to the total number of tasks
in an sprint. For this achievement three thresholds/medals
were deﬁned to the percentual of acceptance:
Bronze
(50%);
Silver (75%); and
Gold (100%).
• Clockwork Team (CT): CT is a repetition team achievement that accounts for the number of tasks ﬁnished by the
team in a Sprint, on the planned time (with difference up
to 20%). The achievement has 3 levels: Level 1 (>= 1);
Level 2 (>= 3); and Level 3 (>= 10). The Clockwork
Developer and Clockwork Team achivements are classiﬁed as cerimony achievements because the success to
accomplish a task on the planned time is associated to a
well done planning.
• Daily Scrum Developer Presence (DSDP). DSDP is an
indivual rate achievement that accounts for the number
of participations of each developer at standups during a
Sprint compared to the total of days of each Sprint. For
this achievement three thresholds/medals were deﬁned to
the percentual of acceptance:
Bronze (50%);
Silver
(75%); and
Gold (100%).
• Daily Scrum Team Realization (DSTR). DSTR is a
team rate achievement that accounts for the number of
days that a daily scrum meeting was performed by the
team compared to the total number of days of a Sprint.
For this achievement three thresholds/medals were deﬁned to the percentual of acceptance:
Bronze (50%);
Silver (75%); and
Gold (100%).
• Sprint Latency (SL). SL is a repetition achievement
that accounts for the number of sprints started after a
sprint end within a maximum time gap of 24 hours.
The achievement has 3 levels: Level 1 (>= 1); Level
2 (>= 3); and Level 3 (>=10).
B. Results and Analysis
The evaluation performed has considered four achievements: one rate achievement for individual developers and
three repetition team achievements.

As mentioned before, we used historical data to compute the
aforementioned achievements and award a selection of four
project teams, comprising a total of 16 developers, during a
time frame of seven months, which encompasses from nine
to twelve Sprints from these four projects. The difference in
the total amount of sprints for each project exists because
each team can eventually work with different time boxes, also
having time gaps among iterations.
The result of the clockwork developer achievement award
is shown in Table I. There is the indication of the number
of medals that would be earned by each developer, according
with his project. The developers could have earned up to ten
gold medals in the considered period. From the analysis, we
can observe that an individual developer would win earn up
to seven medals. At least one medal will be earned for each
developer.

Project
Project
Project
Project
Project

I
I
I
I

Clockwork Developer
Developer
Medals
Developer
Developer
Developer
Developer

A
B
C
D

Project I
Project II
Project II

Developer E
Developer F
Developer G

Project
Project
Project
Project

III
III
III
III

Developer
Developer
Developer
Developer

H
I
J
K

Project
Project
Project
Project
Project
Project

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

Developer
Developer
Developer
Developer
Developer
Developer

L
M
N
O
P
Q

TABLE I
I NDIVIDUAL RESULTS FOR THE CLOCKWORK DEVELOPER ACHIEVEMENT,
GROUPED BY PROJECT: TOTAL MEDALS EARNED BY EACH DEVELOPER
DURING THE SPRINTS CONSIDERED IN THE PRELIMINARY EVALUATION .

Table II shows the levels registered for each team considering the Clockwork Team achievement. All project teams
reached at least the Level 1. This means that all teams
completed at least one sprint on time. Projects II and III
completed two sprints on the time among nine and twelve
sprints respectively, but this fact did not assure a level update.
Only Project I reached Level 2, since it has completed six
sprints on time.
Table III shows the levels registered for Sprint Backlog
Completion achievement. Only Project IV did not reach the
Level 2. The Project II team completed all the sprint backlog
six times, from nine possible times. It is the best team in this
criteria, however it did not reach the Level 3.
Table IV shows the levels registered for Sprint Latency
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Clockwork Team
Project
Level
Project I
Level 2 (6/9 sprints)
Project II
Level 1 (2/9 sprints)
Project III
Level 1 (2/12 sprints)
Project IV
Level 1 (1/10 sprint)
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TABLE II
T EAM RESULTS FOR THE CLOCKWORK TEAM ACHIEVEMENT:

LEVELS
ACHIEVED FOR EACH PROJECT AND TOTAL NUMBER OF SPRINTS FINISHED
ON TIME .

/HYHO









Sprint Backlog Completion
Project
Level
Project I
Level 2 (3/9 sprints)
Project II
Level 2 (6/9 sprints)
Project III
Level 2 (3/12 sprints)
Project IV
Level 1 (2/10 sprint)
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Fig. 3.

Comparison of project teams using the proposed achievements.

TABLE III
RESULTS FOR THE S PRINT BACKLOG C OMPLETION :

T EAM
LEVELS
ACHIEVED FOR EACH PROJECT AND TOTAL NUMBER OF SPRINTS FINISHED
ON TIME .

achievement. Only Project I did not reach the Level 2. The
Project III and IV teams have started ﬁve sprints without time
gaps. They are the best ones in this criteria. However they did
not reach the Level 3.

Project
Project I
Project II
Project III
Project IV

Sprint Latency
Level
Level 1 (1/9 sprints)
Level 2 (3/9 sprints)
Level 2 (5/12 sprints)
Level 2 (5/10 sprint)

TABLE IV
T EAM RESULTS FOR THE S PRINT L ATENCY: LEVELS INDICATING THE
S PRINTS WITHOUT TIME GAP AMONG THEM .

Figure 3 shows a comparison among projects, considering
achievements evaluated. It is possible to notice that projects
are in a similar stage. Project I is the best in two achievements,
buts it is not so far from the others projects. Project IV
has second bigger average number of Clockwork Developer,
however it has the worse grades for two team achievements.
This fact reveals an abnormal behavior.
Interestingly, due to this apparent inconsistency, the company decided to do further investigations to understand the
reasons behind this behavior. This investigation lead to the
conclusion that the use of achievements not only may help
engage teams into doing their work, but can also help monitor,
control and improve the development using Scrum process as a
whole. Given the results obtained, all team members that we
talked to became interested in further developments of this
work. Gamiﬁcation stimulates the team, and the achievements
together with the immediate feedback help all the involved
people to be aware with their work.
Of course, it is possible that the inclusion of achievements

could stimulate some undesirable behavior, like the high
competitiveness level of the individuals, affecting the team
performance. However, we will apply a long term evaluation in
order to analyze this effect together with another possibilities.
VI. RUPGY: A S UPPORTING T OOL FOR S CRUM
G AMMIFICATION
The mapping of the proposed achievements in Scrum
framework makes clear for us that the idea related to Scrum
gamiﬁcation could be useful in order to turn the software
development in a amusing task. Based on this belief we
propose here a set of RPG-like features to be integrated into
a scrum-task-management tool.
The goal is to include the game design features as an addon, implementing as many feedback mechanisms as possible,
making the developers always aware of these mechanics.
Firstly, we will list the standard features required from a taskmanagement software to make it eligible to incorporate the
RUPGY elements. In Subsection VI-B, we suggest how the
RPG concepts and features may be implemented and added to
such software.
A. Standard ScrumFeatures Required
In this section we present only requirements related to
a project management tool commonly used in Scrum-based
software houses. The main goal of this tool is normally to
register planning and to acomplish the sprints. Requirements
are presented as a simple list of expressions, illustrating the
concepts required, followed by an explanation that details the
requirement and its use.
• Project, backlog, release, sprints, and task containers.
A software house must keep in touch all the information
about the projects in execution. A project has several requirements, represented by the backlog, to be delivered in
several iterations, each one composed of several tasks. All
these relationships among the project, backlog, release,
sprint and tasks must be recorded, since the achievements
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•

•

proposed in this work requires the analysis of them in
their own scope and branches to give immediate feedback.
Fine-grained logs for tasks (developer, time, requirement, discipline). It is fundamental to record the developer assigned to each task, the time spent for this
execution, associated requirements, and the nature of the
task (discipline). It must be easy to start, stop, pause
and ﬁnish a task. Additionally, it is also important to
create functions to help the developers remember doing
this actions.
Scrum ceremonies. The Scrum framework is intensively
based on ceremonies. These events have to be registered,
in order to allow the achievements evaluation. It is
necessary to register when, what, why, who, how and
how many time.

B. RUPGY Game-based Proposed Features
RUPGY is a proposal to incorporate RPG-like mechanics to
the everyday use of Scrum. The goal is to make the developer
more aware of his programming character, creating emotional
bonds with this virtual persona, and thus better engaging in
his daily duties. In this section we list the desired features for
RUPGY.
• Character Attributes Engine. In RUPGY, the skills
used to solve challenges are the software engineering
disciplines (requirements, analysis, design, implementation, testing, project management) and since each task is
related to one of these, the goal is to have the system
compute the amount of experience the developer gains
after ﬁnishing his assigned task.
• Class Engine. Given that attributes are not chosen, the
character class must also be automatically inferred based
on the most used disciplines for each developer (programmer, tester, Scrum master, Product Owner). Similar to
repetition achievements, each class must have a threshold
scale of minimum experience point to reach different
levels.
• Achievements Engine. In our preliminary evaluation, we
mined the achievements directly onto the task database.
For the RUPGY tool, this feature must be automated, in
order to give immediate feedback whenever an achievement is earned.
• Immediate Feedback. Developers update the state of
their tasks all the time. Sometimes, an update generate
a status change in the related task, or even project. The
system should give immediate feedback, both visual and
audible, of this changes in the character attributes, level
and achievements.
• Character Proﬁle Screen. The aforementioned character
data must be available to the developer in a character
proﬁle screen, with historical information in graphical
form.
VII. C ONCLUSION
The Software Engineering has over 40 years of existence.
There are advances in many directions but we are still

researching and creating tools to solve the same problems
registered 40 years ago, like projects running over-budget,
projects running over-time and software often did not meet
requirements.
As mentioned by Brooks [1], there is no silver bullet. But
it is necessary to change this activity in something that can
engage developers more effectively. In this paper we showed
that game mechanics can be applied to Scrum framework. This
approach has the main goal of turning software development
with Scrum in a more amusing task, like a game. In order
to allow this we presented several achievements that can
be incorporated to a Scrum, together with the mapping of
challenge-graph from games to Scrum framework.
We also presented a preliminary evaluation from a real
software house. Some of the proposed achievements were
evaluated against historical data. The results from this analysis
showed that achievements can be an interesting metric to
measure performance in this context, also helping to stimulate
competition among developers. The feedback obtained from
the team was encouraging (from informal inteviews), as everybody was impressed with the results and enthusiastic about
the idea of incorporate even more mechanics into their activity.
The next step in this research is the development of a
Scrum-based project management tool incorporating all the
suggestions made here. After this will be possible to run a
long term experiment with even more development teams.
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team works in linear-sequential planned activities, and usually
struggle to deal with change [2]. For this reason, we conducted
a research in order to investigate adaptive and prescriptive
approaches for FTS. We performed a controlled experiment
with students from a postgraduate Computer Science program
PUCRS, a p rivate University in the south of Brazil. We u sed
fictional maps and simulated distributed teams in two sites.
Each site had two teams representing software designers and
developers. We collected and compared data about speed,
accuracy and quality of the work developed by the teams in
each approach.

Abstract— Follow-the-Sun (FTS) has been used in the context of
global software development projects in order to take the
advantages of temporal differences between several productions
sites located in different time zones. However, the lack of FTS
experience in the software industry is observed as the main
barrier for its adoption. Recent studies suggest that FTS is more
suitable for adaptive approaches (e.g. agile methodologies). For
this reason, we designed and executed a controlled experiment to
investigate the benefits of adaptive and prescriptive approaches
for FTS. We used fictional maps with teams distributed in two
sites. Each site had two teams representing software designers
and developers. Our results indicate that the use of adaptive
approaches increases the speed, but not the accuracy and the
quality of the work.
Keywords- Global software development; follow-the-sun;
adaptive approach; prescriptive approach; software engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many software development companies are looking for
costs reduction and the increase of productivity [1]. Followthe-Sun (FTS) is a software development strategy where
several productions sites are located in different time zones in a
way that work can be done in a twenty-four hour basis per day,
seven days per week. The main goal of FTS is to reduce the
time-to-market, or increase the development speed [2].
FTS is not easy and many challenges have been reported in
the literature, such as communication difficulties, process
coordination, team management and cultural diversity [3].
Carmel et al. say that few FTS success cases are reported in the
literature [4], and several authors discuss that the use of
adaptive approaches for software development is a promising
way to make FTS work [2] [5] [6].
Adaptive approaches or adaptive methods (e.g. agile
methods and iterative development) are aimed to rapidly adapt
to the changing reality. An adaptive approach emphasizes
communication and collaboration in an iterative process [7,
16]. On the other hand, prescriptive approaches or methods
(e.g. waterfall lifecycle) aimed at future plans in detail. The
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This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we present
some background about Follow-the-Sun (FTS). In Section 3,
our research questions and hypothesis are presented. In Section
4, we present the experimental design and explain the
experiment execution. In Section 5, we present the results
obtained in this experiment. In Section 6, we discuss the results
and Section 7 concludes the paper.
II. FOLLOW-THE-SUN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
One of the main purposes of FTS is the reduction of
software development cycle duration [2]. FTS software
development teams are globally distributed across different
time zones and production locations [8]. When a team finishes
its own regular hours of work, another team located in another
site and another time zone will receive the tasks to start its
workday. Daily production handoffs are performed by teams
following to the next production site that will be in a different
time zone and will continue the work of the previous teams [2]
[9].
In FTS, tasks are handed off from one team to another in
the end of a working day in a specific site [4] [8]. A handoff is
then the transition between teams and can be defined as a
check-in of a work unit to the next production site [4]. In the
context of FTS, handoffs are conducted on a daily basis, at the
end of each site shift. However, daily handoffs coordination is
very difficult and requires different practices to reduce
coordination costs [2].

Selection of participants: We invited by convenience 12
students from Computer Science postgraduate program at
PUCRS.

FTS is an important research area, but so far, it is relatively
understudied within Software Engineering. The success cases
of FTS usage in industry are still small. Carmel, Espinosa and
Dubinsky (2009) claim that there are few documented success
cases in industry and many difficulties in applying FTS
practices [4]. There are several challenges related to
communications, process coordination, team’s management,
cultural differences and geographic differences [10].

Type of experiment and experimental units: The experiment
was performed using one factor and two treatments. We used
the following notation:
 vAdp: Maps developed using the adaptive approach.


III. THE EXPERIMENT
Our goal in this study is to investigate the use of the
adaptive and prescriptive approaches in the context of FTS. We
have defined the following research questions (RQ):

vPre: Maps developed using the prescriptive approach.

In this experiment, the factor was represented by
developing maps and the treatments were prescriptive and
adaptive approaches (Table 1).

RQ1: Are teams using adaptive approaches faster than
teams using prescriptive approaches for software development
in the context of FTS?

TABLE I.

EXPERIMENTAL UNITS D ISTRIBUTION

#Participant

vAdp

RQ2: Do teams using adaptive approaches deliver more
accurate work than teams using prescriptive approaches for
software development in the context of FTS?

S1

X

S2

X

RQ3: Do teams using adaptive approaches deliver more
quality than teams using prescriptive approaches for software
development in the context of FTS?

S3

X

S4

X

A. The Study Design
Our experimental design was inspired in the laboratory
study conducted by Espinosa, Nan and Carmel [12]. The
authors executed an experiment to check the impact of time
zone overlap on speed and accuracy. The teams used simple
fictional map that consist of a background image, with various
objects and colored arrows styles. The maps production was
done in using PowerPoint© slides. Participants worked in pairs
and the objective was to complete the maps according to the
defined requirements. We borrowed from the authors the tasks
performed by the teams during the development of our
experiment. The maps design task was also used in another
study [8]. In this study, the goal was to check the impact of
increasing the number of sites in the FTS cycle on the quality
of the work that was delivered at the end.
To conduct the experiment with teams working on FTS, we
chose the context of a university with students from a computer
science postgraduate program at PUCRS. In this environment,
the experiment was simulated with the definition of distributed
teams. The experiment dimensions are defined as:


Process: in vitro, with the participants located in a
controlled environment. This experiment was executed
by the development of experiment activities as part of a
post graduation class in two isolated labs.



Participants: the experiment was executed with
postgraduate students.



Scenario: the studied problem was an academic task,
and it was represented by the execution of t asks in a
fictional task map [12].



Generality: the experiment was specific and it is valid
only in the scope of this study.

vPre

S5

X

S6

X

S7

X

S8

X

S9

X

S10

X

S11

X

S12

X

The participants’ distribution to setup the teams was
randomly defined between the factors adaptive and
prescriptive. It was defined two designers and two makers for
adaptive group and four designers and four makers for
prescriptive group because the prescriptive group required two
designers or two makers per shift.
The experiment was planned to have five shifts of 1 5
minutes each (representing one workday). For each approach
(adaptive and prescriptive) the participants were organized in
two sites where each site had two teams. We used FTS with no
time-zone overlap between the distributed teams.

Figure 1. Distribution of each team

The members of each team could play the following roles:
Map Designer (D) or/and Map Maker (M). As proposed by
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helped us to rule out potential confounding effects of media
richness [12]. The experiment execution had five shifts of 15
minutes each. Each team had 15 minutes to perform their tasks.

Espinosa, Nan, and Carmel [12] these roles are similar to that
of a software designer who needs to communicate the design
specifications to a programmer. Each map designer (D) had a
set of 13 maps while each map maker had a set of 13 blank
PowerPoint© slides.

Adaptive

Prescriptive

B. Instrumentation, Training & Execution
The experiment was executed in two isolated labs to avoid
outside interference. Table II presents the instruments used to
perform this experiment.
TABLE II.

DETAILED I NSTRUMENTATION

Type

Description

When

How

Experimental
Unit

Prescriptive

Experiment

Adaptive

Experiment

Experiment
guide
Handoff
form

Experiment

Maps
Development
Maps
Development
Experiment
preparation
Collecting
data from
maps
development
To present the
experiment
context and
motivation
Data was
gathered using
a manual
report.

Document

Experiment

Guide

Training

Preexperiment

Metric

Report

Postexperiment

Figure 2. Labs division.
When

Fig. 3 p resents the map designer perspective. In the
designer perspective, the idea of the task execution is to
describe to makers a path composed by five joint arrows and
the addition of two extra icons in a background picture. The
designer must define the color (blue, green or red) of the
arrows, the start and the end position of each arrow, as well as
if these arrows are solid or dashed. Regarding the extra icons,
the designer must precisely describe where these icons must be
placed in the background picture. In the maker perspective, the
successof a task depends on the accurate description done by
the designer, and the correct interpretation done by the maker.
The maker receives a set of steps that describe where the extra
icons must be placed and the type and color of arrows, as well
as where each arrow must be set in the figure in order to
compose the path of a rrows. At the end, it was possible to
create an experiment structure that could simulate adaptive and
prescriptive software development using activities with
fictional maps. During the experiment execution, researchers
were available for clarification of questions from participants..

Execution
Execution
Preparation
Execution

Preparation

Conclusion

To prepare the experiment execution, the following aspects
were observed [11]:


Experiment consensus: Participants were provided
the required knowledge about the experiment, and
clarification about the experiment goals;



Sensitive results: Participant’s names are anonymous
throughout the experiment description.

All variables and resources were carefully defined before
the experiment execution. We applied one treatment for each
group (Prescriptive and Adaptive), contextualizing the
objectives, motivation and technical procedure for the
experiment.
Fig. 2 illustrates how the participants were distributed in the
isolated labs.. Map designers (D) were in Lab1 and map makers
(M) were in Lab2. A map designer’s task was to provide
instructions to the map makers about how to replicate the maps.
Each map was composed by one background picture, five
arrows and two extra icons. The joint of the arrows composing
the path and icons in the background picture was executed by
the map makers.
Teams that were working within the same shift (adaptive
approach) had the possibility to use a communication tool. For
this experiment we used GTalk [18]. Participants could “chat”
with their teammates whenever they wanted. For the
prescriptive approach the participants could only add
instructions and comments in text log files from one shift to the
next. Those text files were named as handoff files. GTalk logs
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Figure 3.

Map Designer perspective [11].

The following conditions were applied in order to check the
accuracy obtained: Each map was composed by one
background image plus two icons plus five arrows. It was the
same composition used by Solingen and Valkema [8]. We
measured the accuracy using the metric associated to RQ2. In
addition, we also considered if map elements (arrows and
icons) were in the right position. The maximum points per map
are 12. Each accuracy criteria is described in details next:

C. Dependent Variables and Measures
RQ1 checks the speed obtained by one team using an
adaptive approach and another team using a prescriptive
approach. The metric associated to RQ1 is calculated for each
team dividing the amount of maps delivered (md) by the total
number of maps (tm).
Speed = md / tm
RQ2 checks the accuracy of the maps delivered in each
approach. The metric is calculated by dividing the amount of
points from correct elements in each map (ce) by the number of
total points (tP).








Accuracy = ce / tp
RQ3 verifies the quality the project delivered in each
approach. The metric for quality is calculated by the sum of
total accuracy points (ap) divided by the total number of maps
delivered (md) by each team.



Quality = ap / md

The results are described in Table 3. Seven maps were not
produced (N/P) by adaptive teams and nine maps were not
produced by prescriptive teams.

To conduct the experiment we have formulated some
hypotheses. We co nsider null and alternative hypothesis as
following:
1.

Background image = 1 point;
Arrow color = 1 point;
Arrow style = 1 point;
First icon= 1 point;
Second icon= 1 point;
Position of each arrow = 1 point if the position
match and 0.5 point when within the limit of 1
inch;
Position of each icon= 1 point if the position match
and 0.5 point when within the limit of 1 inch.

The speed obtained in the adaptive and prescriptive
approaches are the same.

TABLE III.

Null Hypothesis, H0: Speed obtained by the team using
the adaptive approach is the same as the speed obtained by a
team using the prescriptive approach.

Map 1
Map 2
Map 3
Map 4
Map 5
Map 6
Map 7
Map 8
Map 9
Map 10
Map 11
Map 12
Map 13
Total



Metrics: We calculated the speed as following:

SP – Represents the speed obtained by the team using a
prescriptive approach.
SA – Represents the speed obtained by the team using an
adaptive approach.
H0: SP = SA
Alternative hypothesis, H1: Teams using the adaptive
approach are faster than teams using the prescriptive approach.

MAP ACCURACY IN DETAIL
Adaptive
0.75
0.63
0.96
0.71
0.54
0.58
N/E
N/E
N/E
N/E
N/E
N/E
N/E
4.17

Prescriptive
0.58
0.92
0.96
N/E
N/E
N/E
N/E
0.92
N/E
N/E
N/E
N/E
N/E
3.38

N/E = Task not executed.

In Fig. 4, we present a comparison of the results presented
in Table III regarding map accuracy.

H1: SP < SA
Alternative hypothesis, H2: Teams using the prescriptive
approach are faster than teams using the adaptive approach.

Map 13
Map 12
Map 11
Map 10
Map 9
Map 8
Map 7
Map 6
Map 5
Map 4
Map 3
Map 2
Map 1

H2: SP > SA
We have also collected information and tested similar
hypotheses for accuracy and quality of the work delivered by
the teams in each one of the approaches.
IV. RESULTS
After five shifts, adaptive teams produced six out of thirteen
maps and prescriptive teams produced four out of t hirteen
maps. Adaptive teams obtained 16% more speed than
prescriptive teams. This result was obtained using the metric
associated to RQ1:

0.00

0.20

0.40
Adaptive

0.60

0.80

1.00

Prescripti ve

Figure 4. Map accuracy analysis.

Adaptive: 6/13 = 0.46

The results indicate that teams using an adaptive approach
produced more maps than teams using a prescriptive approach.

Prescriptive: 4/13 = 0.30
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Based on the results found, our experiment suggests that
adaptive approaches could perform better than prescriptive
approaches in the context of FTS. This is also claimed by
Carmel, Espinosa, and Dubinsky [4] and Gupta [17], and
should be deeply investigated in the future, with experiments
also executed in real software development settings.

However, when we observed the total points of correct
elements for each map, prescriptive teams have more accuracy.
We also computed the quality metric, associated to RQ3:
Adaptive: 4.17/6 = 70%
Prescriptive: 3.38/4 = 85%
Our findings indicate that teams using adaptive approach
had 15% less quality; in contrast, these teams had 16% more
speed. This means that there is a trend showing that teams
using adaptive approaches might have less quality but more
speed. However, we did not have enough data points to support
statistical analysis.

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY
One of the key issues in experimentation is evaluating the
validity of the results [11]. In this section we discuss the
potential threats that are relevant for our study and how they
are addressed.
A. Construct Validity
Construct validity concerns the degree of accuracy to which
the variables defined in the study measure the constructs of
interests. In this study, we have followed the constructs defined
in the two original FTS experiments [8] [12].

V. DISCUSSION
FTS is a r esearch area with many important aspects to
investigate [3] [4] [13]. In theory, the use of FTS can
significantly reduce the duration of the software development
lifecycle [14]. In this study, we investigated the difference and
benefits of u sing prescriptive and adaptive approaches in the
context of FTS.

B. Internal Validity
Threats to internal validity influence the conclusions about
a possible causal relationship between the treatment and the
outcome of a study. We identified a couple of s uch kind of
threats.

The speed obtained by teams using an adaptive approach is
higher than the speed obtained by teams using a p rescriptive
approach. The percentage obtained by adaptive teams was 30%
higher than the speed obtained by prescriptive teams.
Phalnikar, Deshpande and Joshi [15] argue that agile teams are
able to produce software faster, and Smite, Moe and Agerfalk
[16] state that adaptive approaches such as agile methodologies
aim to increase productivity of software teams [16]. Thus,
adaptive approaches could benefit FTS by reducing the project
cycle time. Moreover, FTS aims to reduce time-to-market [4],
which it seems that can be obtained using adaptive approaches.
The accuracy obtained by teams in the delivered tasks was
better in two tasks performed by prescriptive teams when we
compare the first three tasks. On the other hand, when
comparing the average accuracy of delivered tasks, adaptive
teams are better than prescriptive teams. Teams using adaptive
approaches are able to implement more requirements than
teams using prescriptive approaches. This result shows that
adaptive approaches may accelerate communication between
teams and thus increasing the productivity, but we observed a
lack of formal protocols to check the accuracy of the work.
The number of sites interacting in a development cycle may
cause a small impact on the average accuracy [8]. We observed
that the perception in relation to a task delivered is also a factor
that affects the accuracy of the work. Our findings showed that
students had less perception on task accuracy using adaptive
approaches.



Skill to perform the task: selected students had
different skills and could potentially influence tasks
performance. We randomly select students for each
approach to minimize this threat.



Experiment unit: we used an experimental condition
different from a real scenario of s oftware
development. Students’ iteration included additional
tasks, which are not usually done in a typical “real”
iteration.



Measures: our measures can be imperfect, since we
simulate a full day work with only few minutes. We
acknowledge that, but observe that any experiment
would need to drastically reduce effort to represent a
full day in an experimental setting.



The type of task: participants manipulate maps and do
not carry out real programming tasks. In this case, we
refer to the original experiments where the authors
indicate that they “decided in favor of a fi tional map
task instead to eliminate possible confounds due to
differences in the software programming abilities of
the participants” [8] [12].

C. External Validity
External validity describes the study representativeness and
the ability to generalize the results outside the scope of the
study. For any academic laboratory experiment the ability to
generalize results to industry practice is restricted by the usage
of students as study participants. Although the students may not
be representative of the entire population of s oftware
professionals, it has been shown that the differences between
students and real developers may not be as large as assumed by
previous research [19].

Quality is also an important factor for project success [5].
We observed this factor verifying the total accuracy points and
the total number of maps delivered by each team. Results
obtained showed that adaptive teams had 15% less quality than
prescriptive teams. Carmel, Espinosa and Dubinsky [4]
obtained similar result in their quasi-experiment. The
decreasing of quality in maps delivered by teams using
adaptive approaches could be caused by the lack of
participant’s perception in relation to the quality criteria
required for each task.
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D. Conclusion Validity
Conclusion validity is concerned with the relationship
between the treatment and the outcome. We acknowledge that
the small number of data points is not ideal from the statistical
point of vi ew. Small sample sizes, especially when the key
experimental unit is at th e team level, are a k nown problem
difficult to overcome.

[9]

[10]

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we executed an experiment in order to
investigate both the adaptive and prescriptive approaches in the
context of FTS software development. We found that the usage
of adaptive approaches increases the speed, but they do not
always enhance accuracy and quality of the work done by
distributed sites. We believe that this experiment has important
findings that contribute to the literature on global software
engineering and follow the sun software development.

[11]
[12]

[13]

For future work, we suggest new studies in order to
replicate this experiment with more participants and different
shifts scenarios (e.g. some time-zone overlap). We also suggest
the replication of this experiment with industry participants.

[14]
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being employed in the software industry over the past years
[8] [9] [10]. When using this technique, upper and lower
control bounds are established for relevant attributes of
production processes (time, cost, output quality, etc.), usually
based on historical data. Then, if attribute values collected
during the process execution are out of the range, these
values are called as outliers and they are highlighted for
investigation, since they may be caused by problems
occurred during the process execution.
This paper presents an approach for integrating statistical
process control techniques and workflow systems for
monitoring the execution of software processes. Our
approach supports: (i) the monitoring of process execution
through an automated support for metrics collection and (ii)
the statistical process control deployed in workflow systems.
As benefits, the approach promotes the monitoring of
process stability – ability to be predictable, and process
capability – ability to meet specifications, as well as quick
responses to outliers, supporting the analysis and decisionmaking to continuous software process improvement.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the foundations of process monitoring and
statistical process control. Section 3 presents an overview of
our approach, which an im plementation is presented in
Section 4. Section 5 details the approach while illustrating its
application and section 6 des cribes the related works.
Finally, Section 7 co ncludes the paper and p rovides some
directions for future work.

Abstract— This paper presents an approach that integrates
statistical process control techniques with workflow systems in
order to achieve software process monitoring. Our approach
allows: (i) software process monitoring through the automated
metrics collection; and (ii) the statistical process control of
software process aided transparently by statistical tools. The
use of workflow systems to this integration adds the benefits of
statistical process control without the additional effort to
integrate and use statistical tools. Our proposal allows project
managers to identify problems early during the process
execution, enabling quickly reactions (process improvements,
training, etc.) to reduce costs and ensure software quality.
Keywords: Software Process Monitoring, Statistical Process
Control, Workflow Systems

I.

INTRODUCTION

The increasing complexity of modern software systems
has required more well-defined software development
processes utilization. Software Process Modeling Languages
– SPML support the definition and modeling of software
processes, providing functionalities to create and edit the
activities flow of their various disciplines, addressing the
elements that define a software process, such as tasks, steps,
artifacts, and roles [1] [2] [3]. In addition to the benefits and
advantages brought by process modeling languages, several
recent studies have emphasized the importance of providing
mechanisms and t ools to support the execution of software
processes in order to enable the tracking and monitoring of
their activities. Monitoring software projects is important to
assess productivity and detect problems that may be
occurring and thus promote continuous process
improvement.
One approach to support software processes execution is
the use of workflow systems. These kinds of systems have
been consolidated over the past few years on the business
process management domain. The Business Process
Execution Language (BPEL), for example, is one of the main
industrial results developed by this community. Some recent
studies have promoted the integration of approaches and
languages for processes modeling and execution [4] [5] [6].
Process control and monitoring is a concept that has been
explored and adopted in the industrial scenario. Some
decades ago, emerged a statistical technique called Statistical
Process Control (SPC) [7] that aims to monitor and quickly
detect problems in process execution, allowing fast
corrective responses, increasing the quality and productivity
of the production processes. This technique has been widely
used in industry in general, and its concepts are already

II.

BACKGROUND

A. Software Process Monitoring
The automated support for the software development
process definition is a c oncrete reality today. Several
approaches have been proposed to facilitate not only the
process definition, but also to provide better ways to specify
software processes customizations [2] [1] [3]. They provide a
set of tools, formalisms and mechanisms used for modeling
processes together or even specialize them. M oreover,
others research approaches have being proposed, such as
DiNitto [11], PROMENADE [12], Chou [13] and
UML4SPM [14].
While methodologies, tools and techniques for software
processes definition are already consolidated, the
environments supporting such software processes execution
are still in the process of ripening. The integration of
techniques for software processes definition, execution and
monitoring has emerged as a way to su pport the automatic
process monitoring, allowing the estimation of activities and
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process is considered as an outlier. Those thresholds are
called Upper Control Limit (UCL) and Lower Control Limit
(LCL). One pair of UCL and LCL are defined based on the
statistical analysis of historical data or based on expert
opinion, being used to identify the outliers. However, other
pairs can be defined to highlight, for instance, limits that
should be respected due to client requirements, such as
process productivity (function points implemented per week,
etc.) or quality (number of escaped defects, etc.).
Despite the known benefits of using SPC to monitor
software processes in order to detect problem during process
execution, this task in practice is still very arduous. The
software project manager needs to know not only the
statistical foundation, but also understand and manipulate
statistical tools for the generation of graphics and
information necessary for monitoring the processes. To
reduce these problems in using SPC, the approach suggested
here minimizes the work of the project manager by
transparently integrating the use of statistical tools for
monitoring the process execution in a workflow system.
Furthermore, this automatic control enables continuous
recalibration of the control limits, according to the changes
occurring in the process performance, and ensures the correct
use of statistical techniques.

evaluation of team productivity, quality control and process
management, which eventually contribute to continuous
software process improvement. Software process monitoring
is a complex activity that requires the definition of metrics to
be collected during execution. The metrics collected at
runtime can help the manager during the analysis of the
project progress, facilitating the decision-making.
Freire et al [15] presents an approach for software
processes execution and monitoring. In that approach,
software processes are specified using the Eclipse Process
Framework (EPF), which can be automatically transformed
into specifications written in the jPDL workflow language
[16]. These specifications in jPDL can then be instantiated
and executed in the jBPM workflow engine [17]. In addition
to supporting the automatic mapping of EPF process
elements in workflow elements, the approach also: (i)
supports the automatic weaving of metrics collection actions
within the process model elements, which are su bsequently
refined to actions and events in the workflow; and (ii) refines
the workflow specification to generate customized Java
Server Faces (JSF) web pages, which are u sed during
workflow execution to collect important information about
the current state of the software process execution.
Such an approach has been implemented using existing
model-driven technologies. QVTO and Acceleo languages
were used to support model-to-model and model-to-text
transformations, respectively. The approach proposed in this
paper is developed based on the work presented in [15].

III.

B. Statistical Process Control
The Statistical Process Control (SPC) is a set of strategies
to monitor processes through statistical analysis of the
variability of attributes that can be observed during the
process execution [18] [10] [19] [20]. In terms of SPC, the
sources of variations in the process are encompassed in two
types: (i) common source of variation and (ii) special source
of variation.
The difference between the common and sp ecial source
of variation is that the former always arises, as a part of the
process, while the later is a cause that arises due to special
circumstances that are not linked to the process. For
example, a common variation on development productivity
could be caused by differences in programming experience
between developers. On the other hand, a special variation
could be caused by a lack of training in a new technology.
As special sources of variation are usually unknown, their
detection and elimination are important to keep the quality
and productivity of the process.
Control charts, also known as Shewhart charts, are the
most common tools in SPC used to monitor the process and
to detect variations (outliers) that may occur due to a special
source of variation. The use of control charts can classify
variations due to common or to special causes, allowing the
manager to focus on variations from special causes. The
control chart usually has thresholds at which a metric of the

SOFTWARE PROCESSES MONITORING USING SPC
INTEGRATED IN WORKFLOW SYSTEMS

A. Approach Overview
The approach proposed in this paper promotes the
monitoring of software processes integrating workflow
systems and S PC. This integration promotes the collection
and analysis of metrics quickly and automatically, simplifies
the use of the s tatistical process control t echnique and
enables the automatic recalibration of the control limits used.
This section is organized in six steps, as shown in Figure 1
and detailed next..
1) Process Modelling and Definition
The first approach step is directly related to the software
process definition. At this stage one should use a process
modeling language (SPL) to specify the process to be
monitored. As described in Section IV, the current
implementation of our approach provides support to the
process definition using the EPF framework. EPF offers
features and functionalities for the process definition and
modeling through the us e of the UMA process modeling
language (Unified Method Architecture) [21], which is a
variant of the SPEM (Software Process Engineering MetaModel) [22]. Existing process frameworks such as OpenUP
[23] (available in the EPF repository) can be reused and
customized to define new software process, reducing the
costs of this activity.
2) Metrics Modelling and Definition
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calculated by performing an action fired after an end-task
event, and this value is stored and displayed to the project
manager.
The project manager can use the collected data to support
continuous process improvement and contingency actions,
avoiding the occurrence of future problems. Examples of
information that can be provided by such metrics are: the
execution time of each task step; which task step has a longer
duration in the timeline; what is the estimation accuracy;
quality or productivity benchmarks, such as function point or
use case point per man-hour.
6) Statistic Process Control in Workflow Systems
Our approach promotes the integration of statistical
process control into workflow systems. To enable automatic
monitoring using SPC, at the end of each monitored task in
the workflow, the new value obtained is compared to the last
ones in order to determine if it is w ithin the expected range
defined for the statistical control. In other words, the
observed value for the metric is compared to the LCL and
UCL values. If the observed value is lower than the LCL or
greater than the UCL, a warning message is issued for the
project manager to analyze the cause of this outlier (values
significantly different from the expected).
To calculate and implement the control limits, one
possible way is the following (other procedures can also be
implemented):
(a)
If there are not historical data, expertise can be used
to set limits on changes expected for each metric;
(b)
If there are historical data, calculates the range as
follows:
(i) If the data distribution follows the normal distribution
(as verified by statistical tool integrated with monitoring),
uses a number of standard deviations, which by default is
3 (includes approximately 99.7% of the population data)
and that can be changed by the user to increase or
decrease the range. Increasing the range is meant to
include more extreme values that could be the problem
and will not generate warning. On the other hand,
increasing the range reduces the amount of false-positive
(indicating problems that are not a problem);
(ii) if the system does not identify the normal
distribution, uses the Chebyshev's theorem to calculate
the number of standard deviations to cover the same
99.7% of the population data;
In both cases (i) and (ii), the user can make adjustments
to the number of standard deviation to be considered.
Based on that, the tool indicates the percentage of data
encompassed (expected/normal values) according to data
distribution observed. The user can also indicate a
percentage of interest and the number of standard
deviations that should be used will be calculated by the
tool.
To facilitate the monitoring and visualization of attributes
being monitored, an X chart is updated on the screen of the
project manager after each new collected value. The outliers
are shown in red color in the graphic, representing a possible
anomaly.
After the collection of new values, they become part of
the historical basis of the process, contributing to the

Figure 1 Approach Overview

After the process modeling and definition, it is necessary
that process engineers specify the metrics to be collected and
monitored during the process execution. Each metric must be
defined and associated with one or more activities of the
monitored process. The definition of this association is
accomplished by specifying the activities that produces each
metric, which are modeled using the following meta-model
[15].
3) Workflow Generation
To enable the process execution in a w orkflow system,
supporting the automatic collection of defined metrics, a
model-to-model (M2M) transformation is performed to
generate the JPDL workflow elements from EPF process
elements. This transformation is responsible for the
generation of actions that allows the automated collection of
metrics during the execution of the process activities in the
workflow system. In addition, the transformation also
generates web pages that will be used for interaction with the
process users.
4) Workflow.Deployment and Execution
After generating the workflow and other configuration
files, the jBPM workflow engine is used to support the
software process execution. It allows project managers to
visualize the process execution in real-time and be aware of
what is happening during the project development in order to
take decisions. They can know, for instance, what activity
each member of the project is pe rforming, as well as the
status of project activities (performance, quality, etc.) based
on the collected metrics.
5) Automatic Activities Monitoring
Monitoring software processes in an automated manner
allows greater control of the process by the project manager.
This approach, as presented in [15], allows the project
manager to automatically monitor the project's progress by
viewing web pages and exploring information about the
previously defined metrics. These pages provide status
information of the process and also the values of the metrics
collected dynamically. During the workflow execution, at the
end of each task defined in the metrics model, its duration is
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Figure 3: Process Fragment Example

metrics were modeled to monitor the highlighted activities
identify and refine requirements and develop solution
increment, aiming collecting the time spent in each activity.
2) Workflow Generation and Execution (Steps 3 and 4)
Once the two model transformations were held and the
workflow was deployed in the jBPM engine, the workflow
may be calibrated with historical organizational information
regarding the metrics before starts the process execution. For
example, if the metric is about implementation, then the
calibration information would be the time developers take to
implement simple or complex functionalities. Also, the limits
must be specified and may attend the project requirements of
quality or productivity. This is an im portant step as the
approach intends to alert deviations along the process
execution and needs to know if a collected metric value is a

Figure 2 Approach Implementation

adjustment of LCL and UCL values, the known dynamically
tuned monitoring sensibility promoted by SPC. Outliers
representing problems occurred in the process are not
considered for this adjustment, since other occurrences
should also be detected.
IV.

APPROACH IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of our approach was accomplished
through the integration of the JBPM workflow engine with
the computational statistics tool R [24]. This integration is
implemented with the API Java/R Interface (JRI) [25] that
enables R function calls within Java code, which is th e
language used by JBPM. Figure 2 illustrates the approach
implementation.
During the M2M and M2T transformations, events an d
actions handlers are generated and they are responsible for
collecting data during workflow execution according to the
metrics defined in the model. These action handlers call the
R statistical functions to build process control charts
(Shewhart, Cusum etc.). However, these functions return
specific R charts implementations that need to be treated in
the Java code in order to be displayed by jBPM. To enable
the Java interpretation of these graphics, an R l ibrary called
Java Graphics Device (JavaGD) [26] is used. This library
provides Java canvas objects equivalent to the graphics
produced by R. Once the canvas objects are obtained, they
can be treated and transferred to a view framework such as
the JavaServer Faces (JSF) [27] used by jBPM.
V.

APPROACH IN ACTION

To illustrate the approach proposed in this paper, we
present the modeling of a software process and its metrics
according to the approach depicted in [15]. The following
subsections will describe the approach in action following its
respective steps presented in Figure 1.
1) Process and Metrics Modelling (Steps 1 and 2)
The process modeled to illustrate the approach is an
OpenUP based process and it is presented in Figure 3. The
Figure 4: Requirement Elicitation Metric Collection
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Figure 6: Development production shift

that is very simple compared to the functionalities previously
developed (e.g. the implementation of a simple CRUD or a
simple login functionality), or a case when the developer did
not perform other related fundamental activities like testing
or documentation. In some cases the metric value is just
suffering a natural change and the control limits may be
adjusted accordingly. For example, the chart is often
graphing values outside the LCL when the development time
metric is collected. Those occurrences may not be just
outliers but they may happen because of a training course the
development team received about technologies being used
and so the time spent decreased considerably. In those cases,
the project manager may decide if the new values collected
may represent a new trend in the process and adjust the
limits to handle accordingly. Figure 6 shows an example of
limits adjustment in which the LCL and UCL were updated
to handle the new values of the metric.
The current implementation presented in this work
supports only the X charts, but the integration between other
control charts (e.g. CUSUM) and workflows is also possible.

Figure 5: Development Time Metric Collection

deviation indeed.
3) Automatic Monitoring and Statistical Process
Control (Steps 5 and 6)
At this stage, the X chart is generated and the value of the
attribute is graphed on the project manager screen at the end
of each monitored activities instances. In the graphic, the xaxis represents the activities instances and the y-axis
represents the attribute values collected. Figure 4(a) depicts
the first collection of the time spent per use case metric after
the calibration step. Note that the new collected value fits in
the Upper Control Limit (about 6 days) and the Lower
Control Limit (about 13 days). One can also include new
limits to represent specific user quality requirement. During
the process execution, the limits (UCL and LCL) can be
recalculated including the value of the last execution to
reflect adjustments made possible in the process at runtime.
Figure 4(b) illustrates a case where the collected value
supersedes the upper control limit. This fact could be
explained, for example, as a case when the development
company is eliciting requirements to a new business that was
not explored in previous projects. In that case, the workflow
can trigger a warning notification to interested stakeholders
(e.g. an e-mail to a project manager) in order to help
planning scope, resources or deadline changes and avoid
unwanted situations such as iteration or deployment delays.
Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) depict the collect values for
the implementation time per use case metric. In contrast to
Figure 4(b), Figure 5(b) shows one case that the value is
beyond the lower control limit. This could happen, for
example, because of the development of a new functionality

VI.

RELATED WORK

Several studies have been proposing and discussing the
use of SPC in software process management to promote
continuous improvement. Baldassarre et al [18] discuss the
use of SPC from the results found after empirically use this
technique in the industry. The paper discusses four
synthesized major problems encountered in the software
process monitoring showing how SPC can answer each one.
It contributes for guiding practitioners towards a more
systematic adoption of SPC. Komuro [20] describes
experiences of applying SPC techniques to software
development processes showing several real examples. The
paper points out issues that need to be addressed in order to
apply SPC and shows that the key for the successful process
improvement is the alignment with business goal.
However, these related works mainly emphasize how to
adapt SPC to control software projects and also point out its
advantages and disadvantages. None of them focuses on the
automated support for monitoring of software processes. Our
approach provides support to the automatic and statistical
monitoring of software processes in w orkflow systems
through the generation and customization of software
processes in workflow systems. The automatic monitoring
using SPC transparently during the execution of the process
in workflow systems contributes directly to m inimizing the
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complexity issues traditionally involved in work with
statistical tools in software projects.

[9]

VII. CONCLUSION
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Abstract—Frameworks are an important tool for current
software development methods. However, due to frameworks
complexity, the time required to learn how to use them increases.
In order to help developers use new frameworks, a model to
model transformation method named Model Transformation for
Frameworks is developed. It is based on a logical planner that
automatically identiﬁes components from the target framework
that will be added to the target application model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Reducing cost and time to develop systems is one of
the goals of software engineering. One important concept in
software engineering that helps reduce them is reusability. By
reusing elements, either code or models, it is possible to reduce
the cost and time for implementing solutions.
One of the most used reuse technique is the framework.
Frameworks are a reusable set of components, forming an
incomplete application, which can be specialized to create new
solutions [1], usually targeted to speciﬁc domains, such as user
interfaces or smartphone software development. But despite
being a useful approach, the use of frameworks also incurs
costs [2]. One of the costs associated with a framework is the
time required to learn it before being able to use it.
Also trying to reduce development costs, in 2001 the Object Management Group (OMG) launched the Model Driven
Architecture (MDA) initiative. The main goal of this initiative
is to obtain an executable code from high level models of the
system, through various transformations.
These transformations are called Model Transformations,
and can be divided into two groups [3]: model-to-model
and model-to-code. The ﬁrst group, model-to-model transformations, contains techniques that range from reﬁning a
model through the different abstraction layers used during the
speciﬁcation of a system[4], to the transformation between
different meta-models [5], for example transforming models
described in UML to Entity-Relationship models for databases.
The second group, model-to-code transformations, focuses
mainly on ways to generate executable codes from models. For
example, in this group, techniques to create JAVA code from
Collaboration Diagrams [6] or from State-Machine Diagrams
[7] can be found.
But, even with all the existing model transformation techniques, the use of a framework still requires a programmer to
learn which services it provides, and how to use them.
In this paper we present a model-to-model transformation method that identiﬁes which components from a desired framework should be used to meet the application requirements. Our transformation method requires a framework
model as one of the inputs. This model should describe the
abstract services it provides. These services are described

through class and sequence diagrams. The second input required is the application model containing the description of
the desired behavior. These models are used by a logical
planner that identiﬁes which methods and classes from the
framework should be used. Once the required framework
components are identiﬁed, all the sequence diagrams necessary
to describe the use of the framework are built and all the
framework classes used are added to the application class
diagram.
To create all the sequence diagrams that describe framework
services, and to choose or to create all the necessary classes,
we use a logical planner, based on the Strips [8] and NONLIN
[9] approaches.
This paper is organized as follows: in section II we describe
how a framework should be modeled in order to make it
suitable to be converted to a logical representation. Section
III shows how to create the logical representation of the
framework. In section IV, we show how the logical planner
creates service sequence diagrams. In section V, we show how
our method compares with similar works and our conclusion
is presented in Section VI.
II. M ODELING THE F RAMEWORK
In this section, we show how a framework is modeled
so that it can be transformed into a logical representation.
The framework model must contain at least a Class Diagram
containing interfaces (or services) it provides to the user.
Also, the model may contain one or more Sequence Diagrams
representing the methods that will be implemented by the user
in order to access the framework services.
If an interface has no method description, we assume that
the interface is executed whenever an object of this type is
created. Besides the services, the class diagram must also
show all the methods the user can access. These methods are
identiﬁed as constructors or static. Using the method signature,
it is possible to identify the types of the input argument, as well
as the return type, if any, of the method. Regarding the names
given to the relationships of the classes, we assume that if
one of the input objects or the return object of the method has
the same name of one of the classes attribute or relationship,
then it is the same object and, therefore, a relationship exists
between these two objects.
The Sequence Diagrams are used to describe any internal
behavior of the framework, also called mechanisms. These
diagrams should describe any service of the framework that
requires the use of callbacks. The callback function that must
be provided by the user, either by implementing an interface
or overwriting an existing method, is identiﬁed by an empty
behavior description in the diagram.
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Fig. 1: Swing Framework Class Diagram

As an example, we present the use of JAVA SWING. This
framework is used to create user interfaces for JAVA programs.
A simpliﬁed model of the framework presented in Figure 1
(Class Diagram), and in Figure 2 (Sequence Diagram).
In the class diagram, it is possible to identify several
services, such as “Create Window” and “Choose File”. Each
service is associated with a class, enabling the identiﬁcation of
which class provides each interface. The services descriptions
also describe which method from the class should be invoked
in order to use that service. For example, the interface “Create
Window” is provided by the class “JFrame” through the
method “setVisible”. In this diagram, it is also possible to
identify constructors methods, through the label “create” (such
as the method “JFrame”, from the “JFrame” class), and the
static methods (represented as underlined methods), such as
the method “readImage” from the class “ImageIO”.

Fig. 2: Swing Framework Sequence Diagram

The Sequence Diagram of ﬁgure 2 contains the methods
associated with updating a screen. To initiate the update
process, the user has to call the method “validate” from the
“JFrame” class, which will, in turn, call another method also
called “validate”, but from the “Container” class, to ﬁnally
call the method “paint” from the “Panel” class. Using the
information in this diagram, a user could draw elements
on a Swing window by specializing the “Panel” class and
overwriting its “paint” method. After this, he must make sure
this new object is reachable by a “JFrame” object and call the

“validate” method of the object. The reason for going through
these steps is to obtain a “Graphics”-type object, and to access
its methods, since this class has no constructor visible to the
user; thus the only way to obtain an object of this type is
within the “paint” method from the “Panel” class, and letting
the framework construct the object.
III. L OGICAL R EPRESENTATION OF THE F RAMEWORK
In order to use a logical planner, the framework model
must be represented using logical propositions. A logical
proposition describes a fact about the state of the world being
worked on. It is composed of a predicate and its variables,
in which the predicate represents a “fact” and the variable
indicates in which element(s) the “fact” is true. In the case
presented herein, the world represents which elements of the
framework exist and are being used at a given moment. To
describe a given state, the following 5 predicates are used:
• object(Type) : represents the existence of an object of
Type;
• interface(Interface) : represents that the Interface has been
executed;
• sequence(Name) : represents that the sequence with Name
was initiated;
• link(Class1, Class2) : represents the existence of a link
between an object from Class1 and an object from Class2;
• specialization(Class) : represents the existence of a Class
specialization
These predicates represent the state of the world. For the
world to change between states, it must be possible to execute
actions on it. Since it is through the use of methods that a software state is changed, each action, also called operator, will
represent a framework method. Each one of these operators
has the form:
Name :
PreCondition :
Effect:
where Name is the name of the operator, PreCondition is
the set of propositions that must be true in the current state so
that the operator is usable, and Effect is the set of propositions
that will become true after the execution of the operator.
It is now possible to translate the information contained in
the framework model into a set of operators. The framework
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model has two types of diagrams: the Class Diagram and
Sequence Diagrams. Each of these is translated in a different
way, since they contain different types of information, even
though some information is shared between them. We will
begin with the class diagram translation.
In the class diagram, it is possible to identify all the
methods the framework makes available to the user. For each
of these methods, a different operator will be made. The
name of the operator will contain the name of the method
being used and, in order to allow methods with the same
name in different classes, the operator name will also contain
the class name. The resulting operator name will then be
“ClassName.MethodName”.
Following the name, the set of preconditions is built. This
set contains all the elements required to use the method. This
set will contain one proposition “object(Object Type)” if the
method is from an object, that is, the method requires an object
to be used, as opposed to constructors and static methods
that can be used without creating objects ﬁrst. Next, one
proposition “object(Argument Type)” is added to the set for
each input argument the method has, in which the Argument
Type will be replaced by the corresponding object type. To
conclude this set, a proposition “interface(Used Interface)” is
added if the method requires any interface to be called before
it can be used, and these interfaces are identiﬁed by the “use”
dependency relationship.
It is worth noting that, if a method does not have one of
these elements, the respective rule can just be ignored. It may
happen that, in some cases, such as some constructors, the
Precondition set will be empty.
To complete the operator, the Effects set must be built. This
set will contain all the propositions that will become true once
the operator is used. This set will contain one proposition
“object(Return Type)” should the method return any object.
A proposition “interface(Name)” is added to the set if the
method is responsible for implementing a service. The set will
also contain a proposition “link(Type1, Type2)” if the method
creates a link between objects of Type1 (the object that has
the method being used) and Type2 (the second object). This
link can be “created” either with the input argument, as in
the “set” methods of objects, or if it returns an object already
associated with the target object, “get” methods for example.
Lastly, a proposition “sequence(Name)” is added if the method
starts any of the Sequence Diagrams.
To exemplify this process, let us use the class “JFrame”
from the SWING framework, shown in ﬁgure 3.

Fig. 3: JFrame Class from the SWING framework

Starting by the “JFrame” constructor method, we get that
the operator name should be “JFrame.JFrame”, since it is
composed of both class and method names. Since this is a
constructor, that has no input argument and does not require
any other interface, its precondition set will be empty. The

effect set will be composed only of its return type, a “JFrame”
object. This will result in the following operator:
Name : JFrame.JFrame
Precondition (PC) : {}
Effect (E) : object(JFrame)
Next, using the “setVisible” method, we get an operator
named “JFrame.setVisible”. Its precondition set will include
one proposition “object(JFrame)”, since this is an object
method (neither static or constructor). Although this method
does not return an object, it is responsible for the interface “Create Window”, and a proposition “interface(Create
Window)” is added to the effect set. This will result in the
following operator:
Name : JFrame.setVisible
PC : object(JFrame)
E: interface(Create Window)
As a last example, let us use the “validate” method. As the
method used before, this method has no input argument and is
an object method, so the precondition set will be composed of
the proposition “object(JFrame)”. This method has no return
type and it is not responsible for any interface, but it starts
the “Update Screen” mechanism, shown in ﬁgure 2. Hence
the effects will include one proposition “sequence(Update
Screen)”, resulting in the operator:
Name : JFrame.validate
PC : object(JFrame)
E : sequence(Update Screen)
This process is repeated for each method described in the
Class Diagram, with each of them generating one operator.
To complete the set of operators representing the framework,
those created from any Sequence Diagram included in the
model must be included. These diagrams contain information
on functionalities that should be accessed through specialized
classes and overwritten methods.
Each Sequence Diagram will be inspected in order to
identify which of the methods it contains can be overwritten.
It is assumed that those methods that do not invoke any other
methods inside their behavior description can be overwritten
without introducing errors in the behavior of the framework.
Once the method to be overwritten is identiﬁed, an operator
named “overwrite:ClassName.MethodName” is created.
The precondition set for this operator will be composed
of one proposition “specialization(Class)”, in which Class
represents the class that has the method to be overwritten. The
set also contains a proposition “link(Type1, Type2)” where
Type1 is the type of object that starts the mechanism and Type2
is the type of object being overwritten, and a proposition “sequence(Mechanism)”, indicating that the Sequence Diagram
must be used for the method to be called.
The effect set of the operator will include one proposition
“interface(Name)”, if the method is responsible for any interface and one proposition “object(Argument Type)” for each
input argument the method has. The argument type is included
in the effect set, instead of the precondition set like the other
operators, because when overwriting a method, it is possible
to use the input methods, instead of having to supply them
when calling a method.
Then, for each “overwrite” operator made, one additional
operator is included. This operator will be named “special-
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ize:Class”, with an empty precondition set, and with the only
effect being the proposition “specialization(Class)”, where
Class is the name of the class that contains the method being
overwritten.
Let us use the Diagram from ﬁgure 2 as an example. This
diagram represents the sequence for updating a screen in the
SWING framework. To use this function, it is necessary to
overwrite the method paint of a class that specializes a “Panel”.
Then this mechanism must be started by the method “validate”
from a “JFrame” object. Once overwritten, it is possible to use
an object of the type “Graphics”. Using this information, the
following operators are made:
Name : overwrite:Panel.paint
PC : sequence(Update Screen),
link(JFrame, Panel), specialization(Panel)
E : object(Graphics)
Fig. 5: Sequence diagram resulting from the plan from ﬁgure 4

Name : specialize:Panel
PC : {}
E : specialization(Panel)
IV. C REATING S EQUENCE D IAGRAMS
To make the sequence diagrams, a partial order planner
is used. The planner requires three inputs: a set of possible
operators, a goal state and an initial state. The possible
operators are the ones constructed based on the framework
model. The goal state will be a state composed of a proposition
“interface(Target Interface)”, representing the interface that the
user wishes to execute and an empty initial state will be used,
so that it is considered that no element of the framework is
currently being used.

Activities Diagram shown in ﬁgure 6. This diagram shows the
application needs to ﬁrst create a window, then ask the user to
choose an image ﬁle, then print the selected ﬁle in the screen.





  

Fig. 4: Plan for the goal “interface(Create Window)”

Using these inputs, the planner will generate a sequence
of operators that will allow the correct use of the desired
interface. Using this plan, a sequence diagram is made in such
a way that the methods it contains reﬂect the order of the
operators used in the plan.
For example, let us consider a user that wishes to use
the interface “Create Window” from the SWING framework.
First, all the operators from the framework would be extracted,
following the steps described in section III. Next, the planner
would be initialized with an empty state, the framework operators and the goal “interface(Create Window)”. This would
result in the plan shown in ﬁgure 4. Next, based on this plan,
the sequence diagram shown in ﬁgure 5 can be constructed.
This is a very simple example of how this method can
be used. It becomes more interesting when a sequence of
interfaces is desired, using it as the description for the behavior
of an application.
Suppose, then, a simple application for visualizing images.
One possible way to model this application behavior is by the

Fig. 6: Activity Diagram of the Image Viewer Application

To complete this application model, let us use a simple Class
Diagram, composed of only one class with a single method,
responsible for the sequence of actions. Such diagram is shown
in ﬁgure 7.

Fig. 7: Class Diagram of the Image Viewer Application

Using the activities described in ﬁgure 6 as the goals
for the application, we get the sequence of propositions:
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interface(Create Window), interface(Choose File) and interface(Draw Image). After presenting each of these goals to the
planner, a tree representing the plan is obtained (ﬁg. 8).
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Fig. 9: Main Sequence Diagram

 




 

Fig. 8: Tree representing the plan obtained using the application goals

Since this tree has an “overwrite” operator, it will have to be
broken down into three pieces. Each of these pieces will make
a different sequence diagram. The nodes below the “overwrite”
operator, in this case only the “Graphics.drawImage” operator,
will compose the sequence diagram describing the overwritten
method. The nodes besides the “overwrite” operator and their
parents, in this case the operators “ImageIO.readImage” and
“JFileChooser.getSelectedFile”, will form the constructor of
the new specialized class. The other operators will form
the main sequence diagram, the one that will be invoked
by the application. The resulting “main” sequence diagram,
the constructor sequence diagram and overwritten method
sequence diagram are shown in ﬁgures 9, 10, 11 respectively.

Fig. 10: New Constructor

After all the Sequence Diagrams are built, it is possible to
alter the initial Class Diagram of the application, to include the
used classes from the framework, as well as the new classes
made. The resulting class diagram is shown in ﬁgure 12.
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knowledge based approach to a similar problem. Another
approach is found in [12], where the authors show a method
that can create a ﬁnite state machine representation of the
desired system, based on the behavior description of the
available services.
There is an advantage when working with web-services,
instead of object-oriented systems, because web-services are
well encapsulated components, that can more easily be chained
together than their object-oriented counterparts. Moreover,
the services provided can be considered black-boxes, that is,
only their input and output have to be considered during
development, making possible to ignore the internal workings
and state of the service during usage, which is not true when
working with frameworks.
Frameworks frequently have strict conditions under which
their functionalities can be used. The method presented herein
not only identiﬁes which components from the framework
must be used, but also creates a sequence of methods that
ensure those components will be in the correct state at the
time of their invocation.
Other works have also addressed the reusability problem.
For instance, in [13], a method to identify which parts of
a system can be reused is designed, but it focus more on
identifying ’which’ components can be used, as opposed
to ’how’ to reuse already available components, as is the
case with frameworks. There is also [14], which addresses
the problem in an algebraic manner. The paper presents an
interesting approach, but since it predates the rise of the UML,
it does not address the use concepts of classes, objects and the
exchange of messages.

Fig. 11: Overwritten Method

Fig. 12: Altered application Class Diagram

With the model obtained, it is possible to implement the
desired application using the SWING framework.
This is only a simple model. The framework model could
be reﬁned, adding more classes and services to allow more
complex applications, although, currently, the method only
supports applications with a linear sequence of activities, that
is, loops and branches are not yet supported. But the possibility of reusing a framework model, specially considering
that different software engineers can use the same model in
multiple projects, presents an opportunity to reduce the costs
of using frameworks.
V. R ELATED W ORKS
This works is based on the web-service composition area.
This area seeks a way to automatically create new Service
Oriented systems, using as input a set of available webservices, usually described in BPEL.
In [10] the authors describe a way to use model-checking
based planning to build new systems, using as input a set
of BPEL descriptions of web-services, while [11] uses a

VI. C ONCLUSION
A model-to-model transformation method is presented that
identiﬁes which components from a desired framework should
be used to meet the application requirements.
This method allows for applications to be described as a
sequence of services executions, identifying how to combine
them to implement the desired solution. The aim of this
method, is to make easier to reuse high level models, both
framework and application models. The same application
model could be used several times, with different framework
models, in the same way as the framework model could be
used with several applications.
This method has limitations in its current implementation.
The model generated by the transformation, albeit correct, is
not complete. It lacks the description of how to initialize the
frameworks, using the example shown; for instance, it does
not include a “main” method, which is required in any JAVA
application to be correctly initiated.
Another restriction concerns the input model. The framework should be modeled in a very precise manner, in order
not to introduce errors in the logical planner, and a nonstandard way of using the sequence diagrams to describe the
method that can be overwritten without introducing errors in
the framework behavior. The models, both framework and
application, are also very dependent on the use of ﬁxed names
to describe the interfaces (for the framework) and activities
(for the application). In the current state, the application model
is also constrained in the Activity description, in which it is
not currently possible to use loops or branches.
Finally, the model generated through this transformation
process does not consider some of the best practices of
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software design, such as decoupling of elements or ease
of maintenance. The ﬁnal model will, most likely, be very
different from the one created by a person. Yet, apart its
limitations, this is a novel approach to framework use, in
which a transformation method identiﬁes how the framework
can be used by an application. It allows the reuse of framework
knowledge by different people, since once modeled, the framework can be used by any other person in different projects.
Future work will focus on ways to remove, or at least
reduce, the limitations described above. We also plan to
investigate what impacts the use of more complex planners
may have on the transformed models. Another question that
will need to be addressed in the future is the use of multiple
frameworks. The use of multiple frameworks is common
enough in software development for it not to be ignored,
but it brings its own set of problems [15], such as possible
architectural incompatibilities for instance. Future versions of
this method will seek ways to identify incompatibility between
frameworks, and ideally, ways to circumvent them.
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the project can assess and monitor the implementation costs,
evaluate proposals, and develop realistic budgets and
schedules.

Abstract— The monitoring of software development is one of the
most important activities of software projects management. In
this context, this paper proposes a Bayesian approach integrated
with a software process management environment. The aim is to
investigate how this probabilistic approach can be used for
projects monitoring. Preliminary results indicate that the use of
Bayesian networks brings the power of quantitative and
qualitative evaluation of some common scenarios of project
management, leading to the manager a greater power of decision
making.

Whichever method you choose to run estimates, it is always
important to observe that the estimation process is a complex
domain where the causal relationship among factors are nondeterministic and with an inherently uncertain nature [6]. For
example: we can assume that there is a cl ear relationship
between development effort and team experience, and that
when team experience increases, the effort decreases, although,
there are no concrete data proving that. So, would be correct to
say that handle estimates, necessarily, result in dealing with
uncertainties.

Software Development Process; Bayesian Network; Project
Management

I.

INTRODUCTION

One of the main challenges of any project manager is trying
to ensure that software development project will be concluded
within the constraints of time, cost, scope, and quality.
Establishing these constraints means working with estimates.
But the software development is an inherently uncertain
endeavor, because there is no way to ensure that during the
progress of the project delays will not occur, will not lack
resources, or the scope will not change. Within this context of
reasoning under uncertainty arise the Bayesian networks
[1][2][3] that are used in situations where there are causal
relations, but our understanding of what is really happening is
incomplete, requiring probabilistic description for a better
understanding. This type of network can be used for different
types of reasoning, as predictive analysis, to investigate the
impact of changes (cause and effect), and support decisionmaking. The main goal of this paper is to s how the
preliminaries results of a study that aims to integrate an
environment for project management with Bayesian networks
during the monitoring of software development projects. In this
sense, the manager interacts with a Bayesian model to identify
potential behaviors of the project and thereafter, decisions are
made.
II.

THEORETICAL GROUNDING

Estimated time and cost development is an activity that
requires attention and that has great influence in the process of
software development. It’s the estimation definition which
ensures that a project will succeed or not during its execution.
Effort estimates are useful for clients and developers. [5].
Based on these estimates, the organization that wants to hire
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A. Bayesian Networks
Bayesian networks (BN) were developed in the early ‘80s
to facilitate the task of predicting and diagnosing in Artificial
Intelligence (AI) systems [1]. The name Bayesian Network
derives from the use of the mathematical formula for the
calculation of probabilities established in 1763 by Thomas
Bayes. According to [2], the BN allow us to express complex
cause-effect relationships based on the problem investigated.
The graphical representation of a Bay esian network is
composed of nodes that represent random variables that assume
discrete values or continuous. The arches represent the causal
relationships among nodes. For example, we can consider a
classic case of BN presented by [7] about a new burglar alarm.
This alarm is very reliable; however, it can also trigger if an
earthquake occurs. Two neighbors, John and Mary, pledged to
call if the alarm is ringing. John always calls when he hears the
alarm, but, sometimes confuses the alarm with the phone and
call also in these cases. Maria, however, likes to listen to loud
music and sometimes does not hear the alarm. Fig. 1 shows the
defined the network topology to this case and tables of
conditional probabilities to each node. This form of
representation can be used to represent discrete variables or the
continuous variables. Each of the lines in the table contains the
conditional probability for each conditional case parent nodes.
A conditional case represents a possible combination of values
for the parent nodes [8].
B. Related Work
Within several studies that use BN to support software
process development, we tried to divide the references among

some of the key areas of management and software
development, such as: risk management, predicting failures and
effort estimation.

activities and agenda of the developers. It was chosen as a
supportive environment for project management because
allows a r igorous control over the variables that form a
software process.
x Bayesian networks tool: in this study we used GeNIe 1 ,
developed by Decision Systems Laboratory, from
Pittsburgh University. The GeNIe software was used to
model the Bayesian networks for the evaluation of the
proposed model, because of its ease of use and that the free
version has no restrictions on the maximum possible size
for a BN.

Figure 1. Bayesian network with the conditional probabilities

A. Presentation of the monitoring model scenarios
For better understanding of the monitoring and control
model proposed, it is necessary to presentation and analysis of
scenarios where the model will work and to observe the pre and
post conditions required for proper operation. Fig. 2 presents
the scenario 1 that handles the BN configuration required for
the correct functioning of the model. As prerequisites, it is
necessary a previous modeled process in the WebAPSEE;
furthermore, the topology of the network should already be set
according to the aspect that you wish to monitor in the process
(time, cost, quality,etc.). From this, is shown a web interface
through which you can select relevant data from the running
process according to the aspect that you wish to monitor. For
example: considering that you want to monitor the process on
the aspect of time, would be possible to select items such as
“number of agents involved” and “total hours remaining” and
so on. From this, the selected data will be extracted from the
running process. After extraction of this information, a table
containing the information extracted is generated
automatically. Through this table will be possible to identify
information used to configure the evidence in the BN, which is
the post condition of the scenario 1.

x Risk Management: the study presented in [9] proposes a
standard architecture for risk identification called Risk
Identification Pattern model. The use of Bayesian networks
as the main component of the model made it possible to
represent the relationships among risk factors present in
web projects.
x Predicting Failures: in [12] is presented a review of the use
of BN for predicting faults and software reliability. Beside
this, it proposes an approach that allows us to use dynamic
discretisation algorithms for continuous nodes.
x Effort Estimate: stands out the comparative study of models
of Bayesian networks focused on the effort estimation in
web projects presented in [6] that disseminates the results
of an investigation where eight Bayesian network models
were compared for their accuracy in estimating effort for
web projects. The results showed that the Bayesian
networks represent a suitable approach for the treatment of
effort estimates.
III.

BAYESIAN NETWORKS

AS A TOOL TO SUPPORT
MONITORING OF PROJECTS

Monitoring software projects using mechanisms to detect
changes during its progress contributes to that unexpected
events do not deviate the planning. If this happens, it is
possible to m ake changes in order to adapt to new reality
imposed a l ess traumatic and fastest possible. Unlike other
approaches used to make estimates that use parametric
measure, the use of BN suggests a statistical value (approx).

Figure 2. Bayesian network configuration

The scenario 2 refers to the monitoring process. As a
prerequisite for proper functioning of scenario 2 we have the
fact that the process is running and the BN is configured.
Initially, it is necessary to identify changes of state in the
running process. Thus, a Windows Service has been developed
in order to monitor the data involved in the process. This action
of checking changes in the process is done in time intervals
previously established. So, it make possible to use the latest
data from running process directly in the web interface. After
this, we can update the BN, spreading the current state of the

The following are the main software components used to
compose the monitoring model proposed. After this, is shown a
conceptual model of the proposed solution, which seeks to
provide how will the interaction among the tools that form the
solution, besides the characteristics and details of
implementation:
x WebAPSEE[14]: through this environment is possible to
model a de velopment process, defining the activities, the
sequence among them, the papers involved, and the
execution time. The environment allows its execution
through a machine that coordinates the activation of

1
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Service execution. The goal is to ensure the ability to view
directly in the table the latest data from the process to enable
the identification of evidence and use them in their Bayesian
network used in software GeNIe or Netica.

process for the network. Thus, this is the post-condition
required for scenario 2.
B. Prototype developed
After the presentation of the scenarios observed, it is
necessary to present a prototype of the proposed model. It is
essential that, at first, we have a software process modeled and
running in the WebAPSEE tool. Another important aspect
concerns the selection of the network model to be u sed by
software components modeling Bayesian networks GeNIe. For
example: if the aspect which you want to monitor in the
process is the Time, it is necessary that the model of Bayesian
network analysis has some node with characteristics related to
Time. The same analogy applies when you want to monitor
other aspects of the process, as Cost, for example. From this it
becomes possible to b egin the process of monitoring and use
the web interface developed. The Fig. 3 shows the web
interface developed.

IV.

MODEL EVALUATION

In the evaluation is modeled a development process in the
WebAPSEE software. The idea is that this process be as similar
as possible with a specified process to model the development
of a real software project, but, being a procedure evaluation for
a model created for proof of concept, the process used is
simplified, containing only features that are fundamental to the
proposed assessment and with reference to the tasks defined by
the RUP (Rational Unified Process) for small projects
methodology. Some Bayesian network models present in the
literature were used and adapted to make them in accordance
with the data that is extracted from the process and are present
in the data file generated by the web interface developed. So,
independent of the chosen characteristic to be monitored , the
Bayesian network defined will allow a true representation of
the running process in the WebAPSEE. The evaluation seeks to
answer some key questions of project managers referring to
changes in estimates that are recur in software projects.

Figure 3. Web interface for data collection

This web interface is organized basically as follows: a)
Characteristics of the process: at the top of the page are
various HTML controls type radio, where each identifies and
makes it able to be selected each of the different characteristics
relate to a software process, as Time, Cost and Quality; b) Data
related: after selecting a f eature, are displayed in the field
below, various controls type checkbox where eache of them
with respect to a given related to the selected feature. It is
possible to select various data related to the same
characteristic; c) Generate data file: control type button whose
essential function is to confirm the selection of parameters and
initiate the process of generation of the file containing the
process data, subsequent display of data in the informative
table containing the data evidence and boot the Windows
Service responsible for monitoring the database process and
update the data file; d) Informational message: if everything
went as expected and without occurrence of errors, the data file
was created/updated correctly, the Windows Service was
successfully started and the following message is displayed:
“File created/updated successfully. Monitoring service
initialized correctly”. However, if na error occurs during
generation of the data file or during Windows Service boot, the
following message is displayed: “An error occurred while
attempting to generate the file. The monitoring service was not
initialized”; and e) Table containing the data from the
monitored process: after the creation / update of the file
containing the data from the monitored process, a table in the
web interface is responsible for listing the data. This update is
always done periodically and is performed after each Windows
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A. Software process
In order to evaluate the proposed model, a process has
modeled considering some of the main activities defined in the
RUP for Small Projects methodology. Using the WebAPSEE
software as a tool for process modeling, aimed to organize the
activities by disciplines, according to what is proposed by
methodology. The used disciplines by the process were:
Requirements, Project Management, Analysis, Implementation,
Tests, Change Management. It is also important to mention that
this is an iterative and incremental process [15], in other words,
each stage is executed several times during the development
process. This allows that our understanding about the problem
increases through successive refinements, making an effective
solution is obtained after many iterations.
B. Bayesian networks models
The modeling of Bayesian networks used for
implementation and evaluation of the evaluated scenarios were
constructed based on the model known as MODIST [16],
which cares about the quality of predictions and wi th risk
management in large software projects. The MODIST project
is based on Bayesian network and it tries to produce
development models and testing process that take into account
statistical concepts missing in traditional approaches to
development. It was decided to develop a Bayesian network to
monitor the Requirements activities set, especially, taking into
account the aspect of time. One reason for having been chosen
by the requirements lies in fact that is in requirements, which
normally has the main problems with estimates. It is also
important to mention that it is completely feasible that new
networks are designed to monitor other aspects and set of
activities, such as Tests, Change Management or Analysis, for
example. Furthermore, could also consider the monitored
process as whole as a single activity and, so, develop a single
network responsible for taking care of all aspects. Since the

goal is, from the Bayesian network, can to answer some key
questions of project managers in relation to possible changes in
estimates, it has searched divide the evaluation scenarios,
where each will show different situations in relation to
requirements and, from the results indicated by the network,
will be suggested a response to pointed questioning.

V.

C. Evaluated Scenarios
To make the inference of Bayesian network for the
subsequent definition and identification of evidence, in each of
the evaluated scenarios the network was initially trained with
historical data from 100 completed projects and that have some
similarity with the process analysis. The historical data base
used is constituted by data from laboratory simulation and
purpose of the scenarios is to simulate real situations that may
occur during a monitoring a software process. Is shown, a step
by step example of a s cenario used to verify the efficiency of
the developed model: A software process that has the following
characteristics: A high degree of novelty in what will be
developed (Novelty); b) High Complexity (Complexity); c) Big
size (Size); d) Team with a low degree of experience (Staff
Experience); and e) High estimated effort (Estimated Effort).
Questioning: the inclusion of more experienced professional in
the project will make the effort required to complete the project
decrease?
After configuring the situations mentioned above, where in
the modeled Bayesian network will be the evidence, shows
that, when we h ave a situation as described above, there is a
high probability (51%, in this case) that the Required Effort
(Required Effort) to c omplete the project is high (High). The
Fig. 4 demonstrates the behavior of the Bayesian network after
setting evidence. The question asked about this scenario
concerns the possible reduction of required effort if they are
allocated to the process new professionals who possess a
greater degree of experience.

This paper presented a probabilistic approach to support the
monitoring of software development projects. From the model
here presented, becomes possible to develop a series of other
experiments and improvements. For future work, we can
mention the possibility of checking and measuring the impact
that changes in estimates during the progress of the project will
have on the quality of the final product. Another point that
could be further explored in future concerns the possibility to
centralize in one place both the data collection process
monitored and the graphical display of Bayesian networks for
the subsequent configuration of inferences, allowing ease of
use of the model. Furthermore, new Bayesian networks can be
developed in order to monitor activities of other groups of a
given project, different from those that have been mentioned
here and presented. It is important to mention that the model
presented here is constantly evolution, because it can be
improved and adapted to the software process used according
with the models of Bayesian networks used, can be more or
less complex depending of aspect that want to evaluate and
depending on the number of variables that will be involved in.
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Abstract— Concerning software development projects, it is
known that many of the problems originating from the phase of
Requirements Engineering are recurring, and happen repeatedly
within the same project or in different projects. Given this
context, we defined a process to support the reusability of
previous experiences that is based on Artificial Intelligence
approaches - Case Based Reasoning and Natural Language
Processing. This paper presents the proposed approach and the
initial results obtained in a proof of concept.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In software development projects, many commonly
reported problems involve recurring situations, especially
problems originating in the phases of Requirements
Engineering (RE). Although this fact is known and expected by
all those involved in a development process, the reuse of
previous experiences to solve new problems is not a reality at
IT (Information Technology) companies. Inefficiency in the
management of knowledge about the cause of problems, and
about the solutions applied in RE, leads companies to
deviations of lead-times and costs in their projects.
Pereira [1] and Standish [2] identified the most important
causes of the most commonly recurring problems in RE. We
argue that, for most of the problems addressed in the literature,
the representation and retrieval of similar problems and
suggestions for application of solutions already experimented
in such cases are able to minimize the impact on project
indicators (lead-time, effort, cost, etc.) and enable the
dissemination of knowledge among the various projects of an
IT company. In this regard, we propose an approach for the
reuse of experiences in RE that uses techniques from the area
of Artificial Intelligence (AI): Case Based Reasoning (CBR)
and Natural Language Processing (NLP).
A distinguishing feature of the proposed approach is the
possibility of representing and retrieving cases (problems and
solutions) described in natural language, for example: in the
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Portuguese or English language. Traditional approaches in
CBR use the form of description of cases by attribute-value,
whereby structured fields will abstract aspects of the cases
restricting their characterization and representation a priori.
The description of a case in the form of text makes the
representation thereof more natural and complete, because
users become freer to express themselves about the case, and
specific aspects of a case can be made explicit. In contrast to
the ease and completeness in the textual description of cases,
one has difficulty in retrieving similar cases, since the
computational treatment of non-structured representations such
as natural language text is not trivial. Related to this, we
support the reuse of experiences using techniques from the area
of Natural Language Processing (NLP), such as
morphosyntactic analysis and similarity analysis.
This paper is organized as follows. Initially, we present
studies that utilized reuse of experiences in Software
Engineering. In the second section, the process of supporting
the reuse of experience in RE is presented. In the third section,
we present the methodology for evaluating the proposed
process and we analyze the results. Finally, we conclude our
study and present possibilities for future work.
II.

RELATED WORKS

In general, CBR systems are commonly used in Software
Engineering to support activities such as CRM, help desk,
assessment tools, etc. Joshi and McMillan [3] defined a tool
called MESCA (MEnu BrowSer using Case bAsed reasoning)
that enables the creation and/or reuse of graphical interface for
applications. MESCA focuses on the reuse of code that
supports the software implementation phase and applies
primarily to user-developers. Gabineski and Lorenzi [4]
defined a tool to support project management, which is
responsible for controlling the number of activities assigned to
a person, as well as control the execution of these activities.
Jani and Mostafa [5] proposed a tool called SRSQAS (Software
Requirement Specification Quality Analysis System), whereby
it is possible to measure the quality of requirement
specifications based on 11 items. Basically this tool compares a

requirement specification with the case base and gauges the
level of quality thereof. Praehofer and Kerschbaummayr [6]
defined a tool called CASA (Computer Aided Systems
Architecting) focused on reusing artifacts of Requirements
Engineering. The similarity calculation method takes into
account the structural organization of the documents.
Similarities are thereby found between an input artifact and the
Artifacts Base, to find the artifacts that are structurally similar
to the input artifact. Based on this, the tool tries to reuse similar
structures to create new artifacts. In most of the approaches that
use CBR in the activities and phases of Software Engineering,
we identified the single and prevalent use of the attribute-value
formalism for representation and retrieval of similar cases
previously stored in the case base.
III.

executor — who performed the action; (iii) artifact — artifacts
to be changed to the solution to be implemented; and (iv)
involved — people, processes or organizations who have been
affected by the deployment of the solution.

AN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE APPROACH FOR REUSE
OF EXPERIENCES IN REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING

Intelligent Systems that use techniques of Case Based
Reasoning (CBR) are based on the simple idea that, in similar
problems, similar solutions apply. CBR is an approach to
problem solving and experience-based learning, solving
problems by retrieving and adapting past experiences – called
cases – stored in a Case Base [7]. Specifically in the Software
Engineering community, there is a consensus that most
problems are recurring, therefore managing cases from
previous projects enables the implementation of successful
solutions in several new projects, avoiding waste of resources
to address repeating situations.
The knowledge base of a CBR system is represented in the
form of cases, a Case Base, that describe concrete experiences
of problems that have occurred and the solution(s) that were
applied. In this paper, we propose a hybrid formalism for
representation of a case: object-oriented and natural language.
Figure 1 shows a class diagram in UML for the representation
of a case. A case is described by a Problem and one or more
objects of the Solution class.

FIGURE 1. CLASS DIAGRAM OF THE CASE BASE, IN UML.

The process proposed to support the reuse of experiences in
RE using techniques of CBR and NLP is shown in Figure 2 and
detailed below.
1

These basic attributes serve as an initial qualification of the
problem. However, they are not enough to express it fully and
with all the specificities necessary for possible reusability.
Additionally, in order to enable a complete and natural
representation of a problem, we propose the attribute called
description that contains a textual report on the problem related
to the case.
Additionally, the basic attributes of a solution are: (i) action
— description of what was done to solve the problem; (ii)
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2

3

The basic attributes of a problem are: (i) project — name of
project where the case was verified; (ii) phase — phase of
software engineering where the problem occurred, for example:
“Requirements”; (iii) sub-phase — sub-phase where the
problem occurred, for example: “Requirements Elicitation,”
“Requirements Analysis,” etc.; (iv) artifact — artifact where
the problem was found, for example: “Use Case,” “Business
Rules,” etc.; (v) causer — who or what caused the problem, for
example, “Person,” “Technology,” “Process,” etc.; (vi) cause
— cause(s) of the problem. Some examples include: “usage
case scenario unspecified,” “business rule unspecified,”
“change in business rule unspecified,” “traceability matrix
incomplete,” etc.

4

6

5

FIGURE 2. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROCESS TO SUPPORT THE REUSE OF
EXPERIENCES IN ER.

Step 1: To start the process, the user (requirements
engineer, requirements analyst, project manager, developer,
etc.) enters basic information about the new problem. Figure 1
shows the UML class diagram of the representation of a
problem.
Step 2: In the “CBR Component” component, the data of
the new problem are compared with the Case Base. The
Attribute-Value pairs of the problem object are compared with
the various cases existing in the Case Base, aimed at an initial
selection of similar cases. The similarity between two cases c1
and c2 is calculated by the formula below, based on
Wangehheim [7, p.112], which defines the similarity by the
weighted average of the similarity between the values of each
index of c1 and c2:

SimA(c1,c2) = n(Vsi x Pi)
Pi

(1)

In this work, the indexes are artifact, causer and cause.
These were chosen because they are more discriminatory of a
case. After all, a cutoff value must be applied to select similar
cases. To illustrate the calculation of similarity, let us suppose
the following values for the indexes of a new problem (case
c1): Causer = “Organization” (OR); Artifact = “Business Rule”
(RN); Cause = “Wrong Business Rule Specified” (RNEE).
Considering the following values for a case c2, existing in the
Case Base: Causer = “Process” (PR); Artifact = “Traceability
Matrix” (MT); Cause = “Wrong Traceability Matrix Specified”
(MREE). Applying the values in formula (1), we have the
following:
SimA(c1,c2) = (VsOR.PR x 1) + (VsRN.MR x 3) + (VsRNEE.MREE x 5)
9
SimA(c1,c2) = (0.5 x 1) + (0.3 x 3) + (0 x 5) = 0,15
9

Where,
• n: number of discriminatory attributes of a case
(indexes)
•

Vsi: similarity between the values of index i in c1 and
c2, which is attributed per parameter.

•

Pi: weight of index i, attributed per parameter.

For each index i, must be set a weight Pi, which defines the
importance of the index in the calculation of similarity between
cases, and a value of similarity Vsi between the possible values
of each index. In this work, in order to define the values of
similarity between the possible values of each index, specialists
in engineering requirements of a company from the federal
government of Brazil analyzed the level of relationship or
dependence between each value. For example, in Table 1 we
present the similarity values (Vs) defined by specialists for
index Artifact: the artifact “Use Case” is related – from the
highest to lowest level –to the artifacts “Use Case” (100%),
“Business Rule” (80%), “Functional Requirements” (70%),
“Non-Functional Requirements” (30%), “Traceability Matrix”
(30%) and “Technology” (0%). It is important to point out that
these values were used in the evaluation of this proposed
approach, but may be customized for each company or
situation of use.

Step 3: If no similar case is returned in step 2, the input
case is a new case and will be stored in the Case Base.
Step 4: In this step, the Cases Initially Similar are refined
through using NLP techniques. Actually, the “NLP
Component” defines the cases for reuse based on the number of
words in common between the textual description of the input
problem and the description of the pre-selected cases in step 2.
For this, the Vector Space Model technique and the
morphosyntactic analysis are applied to the texts in question. In
detail, the frequency of each word in the “Noun” and “Verb”
word classes, contained in the texts is calculated and those
cases with m (defined by parameter) words in common with the
input case are defined for reuse. The word classes “Noun” and
“Verb” were chosen because they express things and actions,
respectively, and therefore are the words that matter most to the
semantic value of the text [8]. For example, Figure 3 shows the
morphosyntactic analysis [9] of the descriptive text of one of
the cases from the Case Base (pre-selected in step 2).
Considering the description of the input problem “Search
functionality defined in wrong fields.” [Funcionalidade de
pesquisa definida com campos errados], the words (nouns and
verbs in Portuguese) of the input case are {funcionalidade,
pesquisa, campo}, all with a frequency of 1. In the pre-selected
case (Figure 3) the words are {campo, pesquisa}, all with a
frequency of 1. Two words were identified as being in common
between the cases.

TABLE 1. SIMILARITY BETWEEN THE POSSIBLE VALUES OF THE INDEX
ARTIFACT.


h
ZE
Z&
ZE&
s
DZ

h
ϭ
Ϭ͘ϴ
Ϭ͘ϳ
Ϭ͘ϯ
Ϭ
Ϭ͘ϯ

ZE
Ϭ͘ϴ
ϭ
Ϭ͘ϲ
Ϭ͘ϭ
Ϭ
Ϭ͘ϯ

Z&
Ϭ͘ϳ
Ϭ͘ϲ
ϭ
Ϭ͘ϱ
Ϭ͘ϱ
Ϭ͘ϯ

ZE&
Ϭ͘ϯ
Ϭ͘ϭ
Ϭ͘ϱ
ϭ
Ϭ͘ϱ
Ϭ

s
Ϭ
Ϭ
Ϭ͘ϱ
Ϭ͘ϱ
ϭ
Ϭ

DZ
Ϭ͘ϯ
Ϭ͘ϯ
Ϭ͘ϯ
Ϭ
Ϭ
ϭ

CU = Case of Use | RN = Business Rule |
RF = Functional Requirements|
RNF = Non-Functional Requirements|
DV = Vision Document | MR = Traceability Matrix
FIGURE 3. MORPHOSYNTACTIC ANALYSIS OF THE DESCRIPTION OF A PRESELECTED CASE .
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Step 5: In this step, the user adapts the solutions of similar
cases, defined in step 4, for the new problem.
Step 6: Finally, the new case adapted is stored in the Case
Base.
IV.

PROOF OF CONCEPT

Table 2 shows the experimental results of our approach
when two new real input problems were compared with a Case
Base containing 46 cases, occurring in software projects of a
company run by the federal government of Brazil. The retrieval
of cases by attribute-value similarity, processed by CBR
component, decreases the universe of cases to be processed by
the NLP component. For Case 1, we had a 29% decrease and
for Case 2, we had a 75% decrease. Furthermore, it was
possible to corroborate that the selection by similarity of the
descriptive texts of the problem is what, in fact, determines the
similar cases for reuse of solutions. Case 2 was, in fact, a new
case and refining process performed by the NLP component
correctly not selected any of the seven cases initially similar for
reuse. However, it is noteworthy that the initial search by
attributes, although not a determining factor, is important when
the Case Base is large. This experiment also allowed us to
identify a point of improvement in the NLP component: one of
the three cases selected for reuse in Case 1 was a false positive
case.
The parameters used in this experiment were: PArtifact = 1,
PCauser = 3 e PCause = 5 (Step2); Cutoff value for measure SimA
= 50% (Step 2); m = 2 (number of words in common) (Step 4).
Iterations of this experiment were carried out by randomly
varying the values of these parameters and, for the Case Base
in question, the aforementioned values were those that
presented the best results.
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CONCLUSION

This paper presents an ongoing approach to support the
reuse of experiences in RE. The distinguishing feature of the
approach is the use of AI techniques, specifically, Case Based
Reasoning and Natural Language Processing techniques. The
latter enables the representation of cases to take place in a more
natural and complete manner, that is, by describing the case in
natural language, whereby it is possible to make explicit the
essence and details of each case. We executed experiments that
corroborate our argument that the similarity by the textual
description of the cases is more determining than the attributevalue similarity, making the process of reuse of solutions more
effective and useful. As an evolution of this proposal, we are
working on incorporating the semantic analysis of texts through
a common-sense conceptual base in the Portuguese and English
languages – InferenceNet [8], thus improving the accuracy of
the proposed approach.
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Abstract — Specifying and developing critical components using
intelligent software agent technology has been recent practice
employed with aircraft software systems. There are approaches
used in developing aircraft software components that face the
problem of inconsistency and unreliability. This paper addresses
the need for using an automated intelligent software agent
method and a formal specification language to specify the
components of aircraft software systems for developing reliable
software. Formal methods in specification of a system and their
advantages over the traditional software development process in
context to current real-time safety critical systems have been
addressed in this paper. The Descartes specification language, an
executable specification language, is used to address the need for
the use of formal methods in safety critical systems and the
advantages over traditional approaches of development. The
Descartes specification language was designed for use throughout
the software life cycle. Descartes is used to describe concrete
architectures of intelligent software agents with structure details
and the operation of such agents. Properties of intelligent
software agents that include learning, planning, past history of
experience, and knowledge-level are specified using the Descartes
specification language. The application of such formally specified
intelligent software agents in the development of aircraft
software system components is addressed in this paper.
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software components that involve intelligence [2]. The BDI
architecture involves reasoning, deliberation, and means-ends
reasoning. The reasoning aspect of the system helps to identify
the action th at needs to be performed while carrying out the
goals of a system. A major concern that needs to be addressed
is that diffe rent agents operate in dif ferent environments and
hence require different reasoning strategies. C onsidering
aircraft software component design also addresses the same
issues of components operating in different environments.
The architectures have roots in understanding practical
reasoning which consists of two parts, deciding what goals to
achieve and how to ac hieve the goals. The decision process
begins by trying to underst and what options are available.
After generating the alternatives, a choice needs to be made
between the alternatives and co mmit to one of the chosen
alternatives. The chosen options become intentions which
determine an agent’s actions. Intentions are crucial in the
practical reasoning process. Intention has a m ajor role i n the
BDI model. The basic components of a B DI architecture are
beliefs, desires, intentions, and functions that represent its
deliberations. A major issue is in st riking a balance between
the committed to and over committed to one’s intentions. The
BDI model is attractive for several reasons as int uitive and
clear functional decomposition. The main difficulty is
knowing how to efficiently implement these functions.

Keywords-component; aircraft software; formal specification
language; intelligent software agents;

I. INTRODUCTION
Aircraft development is a complex, dynamic, and
fascinating process which gives the descriptions of aircraft and
component design [1]. The development methods usually deal
with the ai rcraft conceptual, preliminary, and detail
development activities. The introduction
of conflicting
requirements in aircraft development gives a view to improve
understanding and t he integration of sound overall
development. The structures and propulsion, airframe systems,
avionics, flight control, and weapons describe the interiors of
aircraft. The aircraft system interiors range from structures to
weapon systems through airframe systems, avionics systems
and landing gears. Usually the aircraft costs much due to t he
areas of acquisition and operating costs. Also, the importance
of good reliability and maintainability makes the cost high.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly describes the related work carried out in the area of
specifying aircraft software components using formal
methods. Section 3 gives the description of the Descartes
specification language a nd the extensi ons made to the
Descartes specification langua ge for specifying the BDI
architecture for i ntelligent software agents. The aircraft
software components that were developed along with their
specification details using the extended Descartes specification
language is described in Section 4. Section 5 provi des a
summary and future research.
II. RELATED WORK
Salas and Townsend [3] conducted a study that examined
four existing frameworks against the requirements obtained
from the Multidiscip linary Optimization Branch (MDOB) at

The Belief – Desire – Intention (BDI) architecture has been
applied in thi s research effort to describe critical aircraft
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the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
The Framework for Interdisciplinary Design Optim ization
(FIDO) project [3] investigated the use of a distributed,
heterogeneous computing system to enhance com munication,
apply computer automation, and introduce parallel computing.

Specifying reactive agents using the extended Descartes
specification language was the first attempt made to specify
agents using the Descartes specification language [7] [8].
Extensions to the Descartes specification langua
ge for
supporting intelligent software agents were given by Subburaj
and Urban [9]. The new constructs introduced by Subburaj and
Urban capture the requirem ents of intelligent software agents
using the Descartes specification language. Real t ime
semantics can be specified using the Descartes specification
language by the extensions introduced by Sung and Urban [8].
Some of the basic extensions alr eady made to the Descartes
specification language to specify intelligent software agents
[7] that a re also used to specify the aircraft s oftware
components are as follows:
1. estate;
2. astate; and
3. action

A major limitation in FIDO as determ ined by Salas and
Townsend [3] was that it was used for a specific application.
Hence, the sequences of processes become hard t o code a nd
difficult to m odify. The lack of documentation makes FIDO
inaccessible for the use of researche rs. Salas and Townsend
[3] identified the necessary frameworks during the evaluation
process and the relevant MDO framework requirements were
also briefly described in the paper.
Heitmeyer and Jeffords [4] translated software requirements of
mission critical components for three NASA systems to
specification, which were useful throughout the syste m life
cycle; using a method called Software Cost Reduction (SCR).
The automation process of a flight c ontrol system (AFCS),
must meet strict fault tolerance requirements. Gobbo and Milli
[5] describe formal specification for an analytical redundancy
based fault tolerant flight c ontrol system. The specifications
for the De Havilland DHC-2 general aviation aircraft was
developed using relational a lgebra as t he formal framework.
The requirements are decomposed on a functional basis into
elementary specification a nd then composition operators of
relational algebras are used to build higher level requirements
to develop the whole specifications. Requirem ents can be
interpreted as a relationship among some relevant quantities.

The above existing constructs are used in this paper to give a
complete specification of intelligent software agents. In this
paper, extensions to t he Descartes specification language are
based on the concrete
BDI architecture proposed by
Wooldridge [2]. The BDI architecture works on the principle
of practical reasoning, wherein the actions to be performed are
decided momentarily in order to achieve the goal. The motive
to specify a nd develop critical aircraft s oftware components
can be realized using the e xtensions made to t he Descartes
specification language. The extended constructs to specify
intelligent software agents based on the BDI architecture
include:
1. belief;
2. belief revision function (brf);
3. option generation function (options); and
4. current options;

The next section describes the Desc artes specification
language, a form al specification language that is exec utable.
Existing work done on extending the Descartes specification
language to specify complex systems has been described in the
next section.

1) Belief
In order to represent an a gent’s current environment,
belief has been used. The extensions already m ade to the
Descartes specification language [7] were used to represent
agents environmental states. The reserved word ‘estate’ will
be used to s pecify the different possible environment states.
Based on the agent state and environment state, the next action
will be triggered. The following specification describes the
cruise control to be in one of the two states eith er active or
passive.
agent (CRUISE_CONTROL)_AGENT
CRUISE_CONTROL
‘file’
estate+
ACTIVE
PASSIVE
The agent and environment state information is im portant
while specifying intelligent software agents.

III. THE DESCARTES SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE AND THE
EXTENSIONS
The Descartes specification language was designed to be
used throughout the software life cycle. Th e relationship
between the input and the output of a system is fun ctionally
specified using this s pecification language [6]. Descartes
defines the input data and output data and then relates them in
such a way t hat output data becomes a function of input data.
The data structuring m ethods used with this langua ge are
known as Hoare trees. These Hoare trees use three structuring
methods namely direct product, discriminated union, and
sequence. Direct product is t he default and pr ovides for the
concatenation of sets of elements. Discriminated union is
denoted by a plus sig n (+) suffixed to the node name.
Sequence is i ndicated by an asterisk (*) suffixed to the node
name. By definition of Hoare trees, a sequence node is
followed by a subnode. A single node ca n accommodate a
sequence of direct product or a sequence of discriminated
union.

2) Belief revision function
The second extension to Descartes is a new primitive,
“belief revision function”, which uses the inputs given and the
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current belief of agents in order to realize a new set of beliefs
for the system. The belief revision function allows a user to
refine and c ome up with a concrete set of beliefs to spe cify
intelligent software agents. The belief desire function is based
on the inputs passed on to the system and the a gent’s current
information on its en vironment. The following example
illustrates the belief revision function. The subnode that comes
along with t he belief re vision function is astate th at contains
the agents environment information.
agent(AIRCRAFT SOFTWARE_INPUTS)_AGENT
…
belief _desire _function
input
…
astate
…

used to re spond to the s urroundings in t he form of actions .
Action is represented through a serie s of a nalysis and
synthesis trees. Consider the following example:
action
ACTION_BASED_ON_ENVIR_STATE
IV. AIRCRAFT SOFTWARE COMPONENT SPECIFICATION
The extensions made to the De scartes specification
language introduced in Section 4 ha ve been used to write
sample specifications for aircra ft software components. The
requirements described for Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR)
climb in a m ultiengine aircraft [5] has been converted into
specifications written using
the extended Descartes
specification language. T he BDI a rchitecture for specifying
intelligent agent structures ha
s been used to
write
specifications for the ai rcraft design using the e xtended
Descartes constructs. An aircraft climb management system
follows to meet the Federal Aviation Regulations.

The above example gives t he structure of a belief
desire
function in a n agent system. Analysis and synt hesis trees
follow the decision construct to specify the intelligent agent
system completely and correctly.

1) Sample specification 1
In sample specification 1, using extended
Descartes
constructs, an aircraft climb management system is specified.
Operations are divided i nto two m ain categories na mely
takeoff climb, and landing. A Ho are tree structure that uses
analysis and s ynthesis trees, specifies the first se gment of
takeoff climb where the aircraft speed will be in Liftoff (LOF)
mode with gear down and flaps in the takeoff position. The
input and output to specifications 1 and 2 are described as
follows. Input to the two specifications are the values of the
current positions of the parameters of the aircraft management
system and the output of t he system will be the next position
the aircraft needs to take based on the intelligent agent
decisions.
agent (TURBINE_ENGINE_AIRCRAFT)_AGENT
TURBINE_ENGINE_AIRCRAFT
aircraft
_sensors_input_signals *
in
put
speed +
FLOAT
LOF
flap +
takeoff
up
approach
landing
num
ber_engine
INTEGER
m
in_climb_gradient
FLOAT
landin
g_gear +
up
down
estate
estate_name
‘Vs0’
‘
Vs1’
‘Vs2’

3) Option generation function
An option generation function is used to generate options,
in other words, desires of the system based on environmental
state and set of intentions. Intentions are nothing but the set of
options that the syste m intends to achieve in the near future.
An option generation function is s pecified under the “ogf”
reserved word. This new exten sion to Descartes allows for
specifying the option generation function i n accordance with
the environmental states. Consider the following example:
ogf
list_of_options_for_the_agent_system
…
estate
‘S0’
‘S1’
‘S2’
intentions
‘I1’
‘I2’
‘I3’
The output from the “ogf” constr uct will be the set of options
in accordance with the beliefs and set of intentions.
4) Current options
Current options represent t he list of act ions that are
expected from an agent. Actions are the set of actions that an
agent can perform based on an a gents environmental state,
desires, and intentions. Th e reserved word “action” was
already added to the Descartes specification language to derive
a specific acti on that an int elligent software agent performs
under a certain circumstance. Based on the
current
environment, the set of beliefs framed, and the set of
intentions, the corresponding action is taken . In th is way of
specification of an in telligent agent system, the environment
states which holds the information of agents from the past, is
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V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH

belief_revision _function
INPUT
SPEE
D
FLAP
NUMBER
_ENGINE
MIN_CLIMB_GRADIENT
LANDI
NG_GEAR
ogf +
aircraft_on_air
…
aircraft_on_land
…
action +
takeoff +
first_se
gment
success
_or_failure +
success
text
failure
text
second_se
gment
…
third_segm
ent
…
landing +
go
_ard_in_aprch_conf
success
_or_failure +
success
text
failure
text
go
_ard_in_landig_conf
…
return
TAKEOFF +
FIRST
_SEGMENT
SUCCESS_OR_FAILURE +
SUCCESS
TEXT
FAILURE
TEXT
SECOND_SE
THIR

Applying formal methods while specifying aircraft
software components that are safety critical, is an em erging
field of science. This research effort has introduced extensions
to the Descartes specification language using the BDI
architecture for specifying aircra ft software components. The
extended Descartes allows specifying sophisticated systems
like the aircraft software systems using the intelligent software
agent architecture. Descartes, being an e xecutable
specification language, has been used in this research effort to
analyze the input and ou tput of sample aircraft co mponent
development. Application of formal methods to s pecify
components during development of a component will result in
a safe, reliable system outcome. The extensions made to the
Descartes specification language ha ve been justified to be
appropriate for aircra ft software development by writing
specifications for such a c omponent in t his paper. From an
engineering standpoint, this research effort will lead t o future
incorporation of formal methods in s oftware development.
Also, the future directi ons from this research will be an
automated conversion of the low level specifications written
using Descartes into high level development specifications
using AUML. This transition will introduce a new perspective
in the field of software engineering while designing and
developing software products.
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identify the state of art of UIMs for Web applications and to
provide researchers and practitioners with a knowledge
background for choosing a determined UIM.

Abstract— Usability is one of the most crucial factors in Web
applications, allowing the successful usage of such systems. Many
Usability Inspection Methods (UIMs) have been proposed to
guarantee that Web applications provide a friendly, direct and
easy to understand interface to their users. Nevertheless, some of
these methods are not being used due to the lack of information
about them. In this paper we describe the actual state of UIMs
for Web applications through the extension of a systematic
mapping study about Usability Evaluation Methods. Besides
providing background knowledge to UIMs, our results showed
that in order to meet the actual needs of the software
development industry, emerging UIMs should: (a) find problems
in early stages of the development process; (b) find specific
problems and suggest solutions; and (c) provide automation.
Using these features and usability criteria from other UIMs, we
developed the Web Design Usability Evaluation (Web DUE)
technique. The Web DUE aims to improve the quality of Web
applications by allowing the usability evaluation of paper based
prototypes by using pieces of Web pages called Web page zones.
We have provided a proof of concept of the Web DUE by
evaluating a paper based mock-up of a real Web application.

In this paper, we have used the findings presented in [12]
to suggest a set of desirable features that a new UIM should
possess in order to meet the actual needs of the software
development industry. Based on these features, we have
proposed the Web Design Usability Evaluation (Web DUE)
technique. This technique aims to guide inspectors through the
evaluation of paper based prototypes by dividing Web pages
into Web page zones. According to Fons et al. [3], Web page
zones are pieces of Web pages with specific types of contents.
We crafted the Web DUE by selecting usability criteria from
UIMs within the studies in [12] and relating them to the Web
page zones. Furthermore, this paper also presents a proof of
concept of the Web DUE technique by using it to evaluate the
usability of a prototyped Web page of the Journal and Event
Management System (JEMS1).
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
background to Usability Inspection Methods. In Section III we
summarize the planning and execution of the systematic
mapping extension on UIMs for Web applications. Section IV
shows the results from this extension, our findings and
suggests a set of desirable features for emerging UIMs for
Web applications. In Section V we show the Web DUE
technique proposal, while Section VI provides a proof of
concept by using it to evaluate the usability of a paper based
prototype of a r eal Web application. Finally, Section VII
presents our conclusions and future work.

Keywords-Usability Inspection Methods; Web Applications;
Systematic Mapping Extension

I.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, Web applications development demand has
grown considerably [1]. These applications are currently the
backbone of business and information exchange, and are being
used to present products and services to potential customers
[2]. According to Matera et al . [6], the acceptability of such
applications is determined by their degree of usability. If a
Web application possesses poor usability, it will be quickly
replaced by a mo re usable one as soon as its existence
becomes known to the target audience [7].

II.

USABILITY INSPECTION METHODS

The term usability is defined in the ISO 9241-11 [5] as
“the extent to which a product can be used by specified users
to achieve specific goals with effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction in a specified context of use”. Regarding Web
applications, usability is one of the most relevant quality
aspects because of its own features, as cited in [10]: “Web
applications are interactive, user-centered, hypermedia-based
applications, where the user interface plays a central role”.

Usability Inspection Methods (UIMs) have emerged as a
cost-effective way to improve the usability of such systems
[14]. According to Matera et al. [6], the software development
industry has been investing in the development of a variety of
UIMs to address Web usability issues. Nevertheless,
companies are not using these methods [4]. This lack of usage
can be the cause of low quality regarding the usability aspect
within Web applications [9].

Many usability evaluation methods (UEMs) have been
proposed in the technical literature in order to improve the
usability of different kinds of software systems [4]. According
to Rocha and Baranauska [14], UEMs are procedures

In [12], we extended a systematic mapping study on
usability evaluation methods for Web applications by selecting
and thoroughly analyzing the papers that addressed new
UIMs. This systematic mapping extension allowed us to

1
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composed by a s et of well-defined activities that are used to
evaluate the system’s usability. UEMs are divided into two
categories: (a) user testing, in which empirical methods,
observational methods and question techniques can be used to
measure usability when users perform tasks on the system; and
(b) inspections, which make use of experienced inspectors to
review the usability aspects of the software artifacts [2]. In this
research, we focus on usability inspections as they can lower
the cost of finding usability problems since they do not need
any special equipment or laboratory [14].

inspection methods for Web applications. From this initial set
of papers we only selected the studies that thoroughly
described UIMs at a mature stage. Consequently, we discarded
papers that met at least one of the following exclusion criteria:

The main generic UIMs that can be used to increase the
system’s usability and therefore its quality are: the Heuristic
Evaluation [8], the Cognitive Walkthrough [11], and the
Perspective-based Usability Inspection [15].

Categorization of Studies: We cr eated a set of research
sub-questions to better address the state of a rt of U IMs for
Web applications. We used the answers to these sub-questions
to categorize the analyzed papers. Table I shows our research
sub-questions, their motivation, and the possible answers that
can be obtained when analyzing a selected research paper.

The Heuristic Evaluation, proposed by Nielsen [8], assists
the inspector in usability evaluations using guidelines. The
evaluation process consists of a group of e valuators who
examine the interface using heuristics, which are rules that
seek to describe common properties of usable interfaces.
The Cognitive Walkthrough, proposed by Polson et al.
[11], is a method in which a set of reviewers analyze if a user
can make sense of interaction steps as they proceed in a predefined task. In order to identify usability problems the
inspectors ask questions to answer if: (a) the action is
sufficiently evident; (b) the action will be connected with what
the user is trying to do; and (c) if the user will understand the
system’s response.
According to Zhang et al. [15], it is difficult for an
inspector to detect all kind of problems at th e same time.
Consequently, they proposed a u sability inspection technique
based on perspectives (Usability Based Reading - UBR). In
the UBR, the inspector focuses in a s ub-set of questions
according to the usability perspective to find problems.
In the following Section we show how we carried out the
extension of the systematic mapping on UIMs for the Web.





Papers presenting usability problems and no
methodology to identify them.
Papers describing only ideas for new research fields.
Papers presenting techniques with no description of
their execution process.

TABLE I.

RESEARCH SUB -QUESTIONS, POSSIBLE ANDSWERS AND
MOTIVATIONS FROM THIS SISTEMATYC MAPPING EXTENSION.

Research Sub-Questions and
Answers

Motivation

Q1. Theoretical Basis Method:
(a) Heuristic Evaluation
(b) Cognitive Walkthrough
(c) Perspective Based
(d) Other Basis
Q2. Type of Evaluated Artifact:
(a) HTML code
(b) Model
(c) Application/Prototype
Q3.- Type of Application
Evaluated by the Inspection
Method:
(a) Generic
(b) Specific
Q4.- Use of Inspectors in the
Inspection Process:
(a) Yes
(b) No

To discover whether the Usability
Inspection Methods for the Web have
been developed considering well known
Generic Usability Inspection Methods or
whether they have been using new basis.
To discover which is the most commonly
evaluated artifact in Usability Inspection
Methods for the Web.
To discover whether the Usability
Inspection Methods for the Web have
been crafted to find generic usability
problems or usability problems of a
specific type of Web application.
To discover whether the Usability
Inspection Methods for the Web have
been automated to a point where
inspectors are no longer necessary.

Execution: Fig. 1 shows how we executed this systematic
mapping extension. From the initial set of 206 pa pers in
Fernandez et al. [2], we selected 37 pa pers that, according to
the classification in [2], presented new usability inspection
methods for Web applications. However, as 5 p apers were
unavailable for download, we reduced the initial set to 32.

III.

EXTENSION OF THE SYSTEMATIC MAPPING ABOUT
UIMS FOR WEB APPLICATIONS
Fernandez et al. [2] presented a systematic mapping on
UEMs for Web applications. However, in order to thoroughly
describe how UIMs for the Web had been applied, it was
necessary to independently analyze them. In this Section, we
briefly explain the planning and execution of the extension of
the systematic mapping in [2]. In this extension, we extracted
specific information from [2] regarding the new UIMs for
Web applications. We used the obtained results to answer the
following research question: “What new Usability Inspection
Methods have been employed to evaluate Web artifacts and
how have these methods been used?” Readers must take note
that a thoroughly described version of the execution process of
this extension can be found in [12].

Figure 1. Execution process of this Systematic Mapping Extension.

Selection Process: Fernandez et al. [2] analyzed 206
papers about usability evaluation methods for Web
applications and classified them into categories. We have used
this classification as a starting point in the selection of papers.
We selected papers that, according to [2], described new

After reading each study, we discarded 6 studies for
meeting the exclusion criteria we defined in the selection
process stage. The Selected Primary Studies List in this paper
shows the 26 selected papers that we analyzed in this literature
review. In the next Sections we explain how we used the data
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selected UIMs, focused on a specific type of Web application.
Allen et al. (S01) describe a paper based technique for medical
Web applications. Basu (S05) proposes a new framework to
evaluate e-commerce applications. In paper S24, Thompson
and Kemp evaluated Web 2.0 applications.

obtained from the categorization of studies, to address the
current stage of UIMs for the Web and suggest a new UIM.
IV.

RESULTS DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS FROM THE
SYSTEMATIC MAPPING EXTENSION

This Section summarizes the principal findings from the
analysis of the results of this literature review. Furthermore,
we used these findings to propose a set of d esirable features
for emerging UIMs seeking to meet the actual needs of the
software development industry.
A. Results and Principal Findings
Table II shows the classification of p rimary studies
according to the research sub-questions we defined above.
Readers must take note that the summation of the percentages
of sub-questions Q1 and Q2 is over 100% as a paper can be
classified in one or more answers. In this sub-section we will
discuss our findings regarding each of the sub-questions.

Generic UIMs focus on finding usability problems that can
be applied to every Web application. However, most of them
do not provide feedback on how to treat a violation of
usability. On the other hand, UIMs that evaluate specific types
of Web applications provide evaluators with more data
regarding that type of application. Our results show that there
is a higher number of UIMs for generic Web applications
compared to the number of UIMs for specific Web
applications; and that there is a need for UIMs that suggest
solutions for the identified problems.
TABLE II.

RESULTS OF THE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS .
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

a
b
cd
ab
c
a
b
a
b
Paper
X
X
X
X
S01
X
X
X
X
S02
S03
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
S04
X
X
X
X
S05
S06
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
S07
X
X
X
X
S08
S09
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
S10
X
X
X
X
S11
X
X
X
X
X
S12
X
X
X
X
S13
X
X
X
X
S14
X
X
X
X
S15
X
X
X
X
S16
X
X
X
X
S17
X
X
X
X
S18
X
X
X
X
S19
X
X
X
X
X
S20
X
XX
X
X
S21
X
X
X
X
S22
X
XXX
X
X
S23
X
X
X
X
S24
X
X
X
X
X
S25
X
X
X
X
S26
Total
7
5
4
15
4
4
20
23
3
24
2
Studies
%
26.9 19.2 15.4 57.7 15.4 15.4 76.9 88.5 11.5 92.3 7.7
Categorization of Primary Studies
Q1.- Theoretical Basis Method: (a) Heuristic Evaluation
(b) Cognitive Walkthrough (c) Perspective Based (d) Other Basis
Q2.- Type of Evaluated Artifact: (a) HTML code (b) Model
(c) Application/Prototype
Q3.- Type of Application Evaluated by the Inspection Method:
(a) Generic (b) Specific
Q4.- Use of Inspectors in the Inspection Process: (a) Yes (b) No

Q1 - Theoretical Basis Method: Around 60% of t he
reviewed papers based the new UIM for Web applications on
already known usability inspection methods. UIMs based on
Nielsen’s [8] H euristic Evaluation (27%), mainly focused on
better describing or self explaining how or in which situation
each heuristic could be applied. Regarding the use of the
Cognitive Walkthrough (19%), two new inspection methods
were developed: Blackmon’s CWW described in papers S06,
S07 and S08; and Filgueiras’ RW described in S14. Studies
S09, S12, S23 and S25 (15%) made use of perspectives to help
focus on each usability attribute when carrying out the
inspection. Moreover, the remaining techniques (58%) are
being based on heuristics specifically proposed for the Web.
UIMs for the Web are based on: (a) generic usability
inspection methods; and (b) new specific evaluation criteria
for the Web. However, none of them can address all
circumstances and types of Web artifacts. A combination of
these methods can be used to enhance the evaluation results.
Q2 - Type of Evaluated Artifact: Around 77% o f the
reviewed papers reported UIMs analyzing prototypes/systems.
Inspectors carry out the evaluation process by analyzing the
interaction provided by the prototype or product while
executing a task on it. Moreover, 15% (S02, S21, S23 and
S26) of the analyzed papers describe automated techniques in
which HTML code was verified. Regarding Model analysis,
15% (S04, S18, S21 and S23) of the studies evaluated if the
model met interaction rules within the Web domain.
The main artifacts used during the inspection process are:
models, HTML code and prototype/application. Our results
show that prototype/application is the most common evaluated
artifact. However, the evaluation is being held with functional
prototypes, which means that the cost of correcting usability
problems is high. Therefore, there is a shortage of UIMs for
the Web able to identify usability problems during the initial
stages of the development process.

Q4 - Use of Inspectors in the Inspection Process: Our
results show that the automation of the inspection process is
not yet possible in techniques involving judging and human
interaction. Consequently, techniques using model and
prototype analysis are not being automated (92%), but
enhanced by using tools to provide inspectors with means of
reducing evaluation effort. However, 8% of the reviewed
studies described UIMs that did not use any inspectors at all.

Q3 - Type of Web Application Evaluated by the
Inspection Method: The results revealed that around 88% of
the UIMs could be applied to any Web application. The
remaining studies (S01, S05 and S24), around 12% of the
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There is a relationship between the UIM’s evaluated artifact
and the degree of automated process. UIMs evaluating HTML
code are being fully automated. Nevertheless, their evaluated
usability aspects are less than the usability aspects of UIMs
that make use of inspectors.
B. Meeting the needs of the Software Development Industry
We used the sub-questions from this systematic mapping
extension to suggest three features an emerging UIM should
possess in order to meet the actual needs of the software
development industry. We did not consider sub-question Q1
(Theoretical Basis Method) because its goal was to explore the
bases of new UIMs for Web applications, rather than
identifying research opportunities. We p resent three features
and their relationship to our research sub-questions as follows:
Feature 1 - Ability to find problems in early stages of
the development process: The results for sub-question Q2
indicated that there is a need for UIMs evaluating the usability
of artifacts related to the early stages of the development
process. Co nsequently, in order to reduce the cost of
correcting usability problems new UIMs should be able to
evaluate models or prototypes.

Evaluation – WDP [1] technique. The purpose of this usability
verification items is to address usable characteristics within
each of the Web page zones. Some of these verification items
are shown in Table IV. Readers must note that the usability
verification items also include examples in order to aid
inspectors in the identification and solution of the identified
problems. The complete list of the usability verification items
per Web page zone can be found in [13].
Once the inspector verifies which Web page zones are
contained within the paper based prototypes, he/she uses the
usability verification items to find specific problems affecting
the Web page zones that are related to the evaluated Web
application (Feature 2). Furthermore, the inclusion of the
violated usability verification items within the paper based
prototypes can aid in the correction of the encountered
usability problems.
TABLE III.

WEB PAGE ZONES USED BY THE WEB DUE TECHNIQUE BASED
ON [3].

Zone
Navigation
System’s State

Contents
Navigation Links
Information about the application's state and how we got
there.
Information
Information from the application's data base.
Services
Access to functionalities related to the information zone.
User Information Information about the logged user.
Institution
Information about the institution that is responsible for
the Web application.
Direct Access
Common Web functionalities (Login, Logout, Home).
Data Entry
Provides a form to input data to execute certain
operations.
Custom
Domain-independent content
Help
Information about how to use the application and how it
works.

Feature 2 - Ability to find specific problems and suggest
solutions: Research sub-question Q3 indicated that most
Generic UIMs do not provide feedback on how to treat a
usability problem once it is found. Consequently, emerging
UIMs should be able to aid in both the identification and
solution of usability problems.
Feature 3 - Automation: Our results for sub-question Q4
indicated that there is a s hortage of automated UIMs.
Therefore, in order to enhance the performance of the
evaluation, new UIMs should be automated or provide
assistance by means of a to ol. Automated UIMs reduce the
cost of carrying out inspections. Nevertheless, not every UIM
can be automated. In this case, the UIM should provide means
to reduce the inspector’s effort.
V. USING FINDINGS TO DEFINE A NEW UIM
The Web Design Usability Evaluation (Web DUE)
technique is an inspection method that proposes to meet the
needs of the software development industry regarding UIMs
for Web applications. Therefore, the Web DUE technique was
crafted by adopting the suggested features obtained from this
systematic mapping extension. In this Section, we relate each
of the characteristics of the Web DUE technique to the
suggested features.
The Web DUE technique evaluates the usability of paper
based low-fidelity prototypes (or mock-ups). This means
that the evaluation can be carried out in the early stages of the
development process (Feature 1).

A simplified version of the evaluation process of the Web
DUE technique can be seen in Fig. 2. Initially, inspectors must
divide the provided mock-ups into their respective Web zones
(Stage 1). For each Web page zone the inspector verifies if the
application meets usability rules by checking the technique’s
usability verification items (Stage 2). Finally, the non
conformity of any verification item implies in a usability
problem (Stage 3). In order to correct usability problems, the
Web application must consider including the violated items.

Figure 2. Simplified inspection process of the Web DUE technique.

The Web DUE technique guides the evaluation through
Web page zones. Web page zones are pieces of Web pages
with specific types of contents [3]. Table III s hows the Web
page zones used by the Web DUE technique and their
contents. For each of the Web page zones we crafted a set of
usability verification items based on the Heuristic Evaluation
[8] and the Web Design Perspectives-Based Usability

Another important feature is that the Web DUE technique
makes use of tools to reduce inspectors’ effort. As it
involves inspectors’ judgment in order to identify usability
problems, the Web DUE is not fully automated. However, it
aids inspectors during the evaluation process by using a tool
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before filling the user’s country does not follow a logical order
(see Fig. 3 part 3 element B). Finally, in the Navigation zone
we encountered nonconformity 03. This verification item
indicates that the symbols used within the navigation zone are
difficult to understand. A user would find it difficult that the
“globe” symbol would leave to the JEMS portal (see Fig. 3
part 3 element C).

that automatically presents the usability verification items
checklists to aid inspectors during the inspection of paper
based prototypes (Feature 3).
VI. APPLYING THE WEB DUE TECHNIQUE
In this Section we provide a proof of concept by evaluating
the usability of a paper based prototype using the Web DUE
technique. Readers must take note that we only show part of
the example due to lack of space.

TABLE IV.
USABILITY VERIFICATION I TEMS THAT THE EVALUATED
MOCK-UP DOES NOT MEET WITHIN THE WEB DUE TECHNIQUE.

N°

Part 1 of Fig. 3 shows the paper based prototype of a Web
page of the Journal and Event Management System (JEMS).
This Web page is used in the JEMS system to edit user data. In
Fig. 3 part 2 we have identified all Web page zones: System’s
State Zone, Data Entry Zone and Navigation Zone. In Fig. 3
part 3 we have also zoomed in some of the components within
the Web page zones of the mock-up. These components have
been augmented because they represent usability problems
within the paper based prototype of the Web page.

01

Web Page Zone
System’s State

02

Data Entry

03

Navigation

Usability Verification Items
The System’s State is naturally and
logically presented to the user. For
example, when visualizing the system’s
state the user must be able to understand
what path led him to that state.
The data to be input by the user are
requested in a natural and logical order. In
other words, when inputting data the
sequence of input data must be logical.
It is easy to understand the words and
symbols used in the system. In other words,
the user must be able to link the
information being showed (labels or
images) with what he/she is trying to do.

We have shown the simplified inspection process of the
Web DUE technique by evaluating a low fidelity prototype of
a real Web page. Readers must note that in order to evaluate
the entire Web application, all Web pages within the Web
application must be evaluated. Furthermore, in order to correct
these problems, the prototype must integrate the violated
verification items from Table IV.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has discussed the results from a systematic
mapping extension addressing UIMs for the Web. The
analysis of 26 s tudies from [2] s howed that in order to meet
the actual needs of t he software development industry,
emerging UIMs should posses the following features: (a) find
problems in early stages of t he development process; (b) find
specific problems and suggest solutions; and (c) provide
automation or assistance to reduce the inspector’s effort.

Figure 3. Example of the Web DUE’s Evaluation Process using a Mock-up.

In Table IV we present some of the usability verification
items of the Web DUE technique and their corresponding Web
page zones. These verification items are nonconformities
regarding the evaluated mock-up in Fig. 3. In other words, the
paper based prototype of the Web page has not met these
usability verification items. If we look at Fig. 3 part 3 and
Table IV simultaneously, we can relate the nonconformity of
the usability verification items in Table IV with the augmented
elements A, B and C in Fig. 3. part 3. Readers must take note
that we have shown one augmented element per Web page
zone. We will address each of the encountered usability
problems as follows.

We used these features to propose the Web DUE technique
that guides inspectors through the inspection process using
Web page zones. The Web DUE also seeks to evaluate
usability attributes in early stages of the development process
by evaluating paper based prototypes. We have presented a
proof of concept by evaluating a mock-up of a real Web page.

In the System’s State zone, the usability verification item
01 indicated that, despite showing the actual state of the
system, the prototype does not show it logically (see Fig. 3
part 3 element A). In other words, the prototype does not show
how the user reached that state. Furthermore, in the Data Entry
zone, we identified nonconformity 02. This usability
verification item indicates that the mock-up does not request
data in a logical way. Asking for a country’s state (even if this
input data must be filled only for members from the US)
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We hope that our findings will be useful to provide an
outline to which usability evaluation methods can be applied.
We also hope that the set of d esirable features for emerging
UIMs become adopted in new UIM proposals for Web
applications. Moreover, as future work, we pretend to carry
out empirical studies in order to evaluate the feasibility of the
Web DUE technique, and verify if the tool support influences
in a positive way in the results of the evaluation. Furthermore,
we pretend to use the results of the studies to refine the
technique and understand how it will be used by inspectors in
the context of a real development environment.
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Abstract— Given the growth in the usage of Web Applications,
the usability of these applications has become a key success
factor. Several technologies have been developed to evaluate and
improve this quality factor. However, the usability inspections
results still depend on the inspector’s experience. We have
proposed a Web usability inspection approach, called WE-QT
(Web Evaluation – Question Technique), a question based
technique that aims to reduce the difficulties of inspectors with
little knowledge of usability. We are following an
experimentation-based methodology to support its development
and improvement. This paper presents an observational study,
aimed at eliciting how inspectors apply the WE-QT technique.
We discuss the quantitative and qualitative results and their
impact on improving the WE-QT. Results indicated that our
technique assists novice inspectors uncovering usability problems
effectively; despite qualitative data indicate the need for
improvement.

avoided by developers or companies due to their lack of
experience in the field. Despite the high demand for usability
evaluations of Web applications, developing methods to assist
novice inspectors detecting defects without compromising the
inspection result is not a simple task. According to Conte et al.
[9], inspectors’ skills such as experience on usability and
inspection can affect the outcome of the inspection.

Keywords – web application, usability evaluation, inspection
technique; observarional study; qualitative analysis

To support the development and validation of the WE-QT
technique, we adopted the experimental methodology presented
in [11]. This methodology comprises four stages: 1) feasibility
studies to determine the usage possibility of the technology; 2)
observational studies to improve the understanding of the
technology, that aims to answer the question “Do the steps of
the process make sense?”; 3) case studies in real lifecycle to
characterize the technology application during a real lifecycle,
and; 4) case studies in industry to identify if technology
application fits into the industrial setting. Following this
methodology, Fernandes et al. [10] presented an overview of
the development of our technique and the feasibility study
results, including discussions on how the methodology guided
this phase of its development.

I.

For this reason, we have proposed a new usability
inspection technique, called WE-QT (Web Evaluation
Question-Technique) [10]. The WE-QT technique was
specifically tailored for usability evaluation of Web
applications for novice evaluators. It uses a question based
approach to guide the inspectors uncovering usability
problems. The main goal of our solution is to minimize the
difficulties and efforts of software developers with little
knowledge in usability when executing inspections.

INTRODUCTION

The increasing popularity of Web applications has allowed
an intensive use of these applications in current society [1]. The
success of Web applications can be determined by two
features: their fast evolution and their usability [2]. Usability is
considered to be one of the most important quality factors for
Web applications, along with others such as reliability and
security [3].
The acceptability of Web applications relies strictly on the
usability of the applications [4]. Web applications with poor
usability will be quickly replaced by other ones more usable, as
soon as its existence becomes known to the target audience [5].
Still, users often face errors while using these applications,
caused by the not intuitive interfaces [6]. Therefore, improving
usability of Web application can substantially minimize the
users’ interaction difficulty and improve the quality of these
applications [7].

This paper describes the conducted observational study,
aimed at eliciting how inspectors apply the WE-QT technique.
We analyzed the qualitative data using coding procedures [12].
We discuss the results of the quantitative and qualitative data
analyses and their impact in the improvement of the WE-QT
technique. The results show that our technique assists novice
inspector detecting usability defects effectively.

The challenge of developing Web applications with more
intuitive interface has made the usability evaluation of these
applications an important research area. Several methodologies
to ensure a good usability specific for Web applications have
been proposed, some of them based on user testing and others
based on inspections performed by experts [8]. However,
usability evaluations on Web development processes are often

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 presents some background information on Web
usability evaluation. Section 3 pr esents our technique, as th e
results of a feasibility study aimed at improving the technique.
In Section 4, the observational study to evaluate our technique
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is discussed in detail, including our goals and experimental
design. In Section 5 and 6 the results obtained by a quantitative
and qualitative analysis are presented, respectively. Finally, our
conclusions and future work are given in Section 7.
II.

RT technique into another type of inspection technique: the
question based approach, WE-QT [10].
The WE-QT technique consists of a set of questions that
guide inspectors uncovering usability problems. The question
based approach provided by WE-QT simplifies the inspection
process, aiming to r educe the difficulties of the novice
inspectors executing the inspection. Our technique does not
require training on usability, inspection or on the technique
itself before utilizing it. The WE-QT technique hides the Web
perspective concepts used on WDP-RT, as w ell as any other
information that is not being needed at a certain time of the
inspection, aiming not to confuse the inspectors with irrelevant
information. The questions that compose our technique were
developed extracting the main goal from the instructions of
WDP-RT and converting them into questions (Fig. 1).

RELATED WORK

According to Offutt [3], one of the three quality criteria on
the dominant Web development is usability. ISO 9241 standard
[13] defines usability as “the extent to which a product can be
used by specified users to achieve specified goals with
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context
of use”. Although a lot is known concerning the development
of usable Web applications, many of these applications still do
not meet most customers’ usability expectations [8].
Due to the importance of usability, the software
development industry is in vesting in techniques and methods
for the design and evaluation of web applications aiming at
improving the interaction quality [4]. Usability evaluation
methods can be divided into two categories [14]: Usability
Inspections, evaluation methods based on experts’ analyses;
and Usability Tests, in which usability defects are discovered
by observation and interaction with users while they perform
tasks or provide suggestions about the interface design [4].
According to Fernandez et al. [8], most of the published
studies concerning Web usability evaluation are based on user
participation, while inspections methods are being less applied,
even being naturally less expensive, since it does not need any
special equipment [4]. This scenario indicates some research
opportunities on usability inspections techniques, aiming to
reduce the cost of evaluations and encouraging a more frequent
usage of usability evaluation in the industrial environment.

Figure 1. Mapping: WDP-RT’s instructions into the WE-QT’s questions

The questions are classified into Decision Questions (DQ)
and Sub-Questions (SQ). The DQs are responsible for verifying
the elements existence, while SQs are responsible for the
evaluation of these elements [10]. Item (a) of Fig. 1 illustrates
the mapping from an instruction of the WDP-RT technique into
a DQ of the WE-QT. Once we mapped a DQ, the features that
must be evaluated regarding the element of DQ were extracted
and turned into a SQ (item (b) of Fig. 1). Depending on the
inspector’s answers to the questions, according to the mapping
of WE-QT, the DQs define if the SQs will be displayed.
Therefore, the inspection is customized by the elements of the
application, due to the adaptive flow of the questions. This
process is automated by a support the tool [10]. Table I shows
an extract of the first version of the WE-QT technique.

Several usability inspection techniques specific to web
applications have been proposed [6, 9, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].
Conte et al. [9] proposed the WDP technique (Web Design
Perspective-Based Usability Evaluation Technique). Despite
the feasibility of the WDP technique to detect usability defects
on web applications, novice inspectors had difficulties using
the technique caused by lack of skills such as experience on
usability and inspection, which can affect the outcome of the
inspection [9]. Aiming to guide novice inspectors uncovering
usability problem, Gomes et al. [6] proposed the WDP-RT
(Web Design Perspectives-based Inspection – Reading
Technique). The results of empirical studies to evaluate the
WDP-RT technique indicated that, despite the WDP-RT
technique helping novice inspectors finding usability problems
efficiently and effectively, the inspectors still have difficulty on
applying it [21].

TABLE I.
Id

Question

0
Does the page show any messages?
1
Can you easily see the messages?
2
Can you easily understand the messages?
3
Are the messages consistent with the local culture?
4 Do the messages follow the visual pattern of the application?

The need to provide an easier usability inspection approach
for novice inspectors motivated our research. Therefore, we
proposed a new usability inspection technique for inspectors
with little knowledge on usability and inspections. Our
technique is called WE-QT (Web Evaluation Question
Technique), and we present it in the next Section.
III.

EXTRACT OF THE WE-QT TECHNIQUE - FIRST VERSION

⁞
10

WE-QT (WEB EVALUATION – QUESTION TECHNIQUE)

In order to p rovide an ea sier and effective usability
inspection approach for novice inspectors, we evolve the WDP-
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11
12
13

⁞
Does the page inform you in which part of the application
you are at?
Can you easily see this information?
Can you easily understand this information?
Are the information and options provided by the page
displayed in a natural and logic order?

Mapping
Yes No

1
2
3
4
5
⁞

10
2
3
4
5
⁞

11 13
12 12
13 13
14 14

Following the experimental methodology (see Section 1),
we executed a feasibility study in September 2010 to evaluate
the first version of our technique [10]. Its goal was observe the
feasibility of the WE-QT technique regarding efficiency (the
ratio between the number of detected defects and the time spent
in the inspection process); effectiveness (the ratio between the
number of detected defects and the total number of existing);
and inspectors’ perception of our technique. Subjects were 12
undergraduate students attending a S oftware Engineering
course at the Federal University of Amazonas. The results
suggested that the WE-QT technique is feasible to assist novice
inspectors detecting usability defects. The feasibility study is
detailed in [10]. The results of this study were also used as
input to further improve the WE-QT technique, resulting in its
second version (WE-QT v2). Summarizing, the improvements
made in the technique were: (1) grouping questions related to
the same object by transforming them into multiple answer
questions; (2) removing redundant questions; (3) allocating
certain questions to be displayed only once during the
inspection flow; and (4) detailing certain terms of the
technique. Table II shows an extract of the WE-QT v2.
TABLE II.

2

Question
Does the page show any messages (error, warning
messages,...)?
Regarding the messages:

The goal of this observational study, presented using the
GQM paradigm [22], can be formalized as:
Analyze: Web Evaluation Question-Technique (WE-QT v2)
For purpose of: understanding
With respect to: how the inspectors apply the WE-QT
technique
From the point of view: of Software Engineering researchers
In the context of: the evaluation of the usability of a real Web
application by undergraduate and postgraduate students.

I cannot see the messages easily
I cannot understand the messages easily
The messages do not follow the visual pattern of the
application (same colors, text fonts,…)

In this study, we gathered two types of qualitative data:
observational and inquisitive data. The observational data was
collected during the inspection process, we used the ThinkAloud Method that is an observation technique in which the
user is asked to 'think out loud' and describe the activities
he/she is performing as th ey are undertaken. This technique
helps understanding the difficulties experienced by the user and
also how they apply the technique [23]. We also used a
usability testing tool to capture the inspection section of each
inspector and to assist the collection of the perceptions of each
inspector during the evaluation. Inquisitive data was gathered
at the completion of inspection using follow-up questionnaires.

Mapping

Yes No Next

2

7

---

--- ---

3

--- ---

8

The page:
7

Is not what I expected
Does not have a pleasurable interface, in general

Has texts, images, buttons that I cannot easily see
Does the page inform you in which part of the application
8
you are at?
Regarding your location:

9 10 ---

9

--- --- 10

I cannot see this information easily

Despite the main goal of this study being eliciting the
process used by the inspectors when applying our technique,
we decided that executing quantitative analysis would provide
us with useful data. Therefore we used the effectiveness and
efficiency indicators, defined as: effectiveness (ratio between
the number of detected problems and the total of existing
problems); and efficiency (ratio between the number of
detected problems and the time spent in the inspection). These
indicators have been employed in other studies to evaluate Web
application usability inspection methods as well [9, 10, 24].

I cannot understand this information easily
The page:
Does not emphasize important information to reach my
goal
10

Emphasizes irrelevant information to my goal
Does not support frequent performed tasks
Does not provide an option to return to the previous page
(do not consider the browser option)
Does not provide an option to return to the home page

The object of this study was the Graduate student Portal
(www.ppgi.ufam.edu.br) of Federal University of Amazonas.
This application is used to support M.Sc. and PhD students as
well as teachers with academic matters. Three relevant use
cases were defined: (1) User authentication; (2) Registration in
two offered courses; and (3) Update personal data. Seven
subjects participated in the study, one undergraduate student
and six M.Sc. students. According to Nielsen [25], three to five
inspectors from each user profile are enough to detect most of
the usability defects.

--- --- 11

Regarding the contents of the page:

11

THE OBSERVATIONAL STUDY

A. Study Planning

EXTRACT OF THE WE-QT TECHNIQUE - SECOND VERSION

Set
1

IV.

Since the results obtained from the visibility study indicated
the WE-QT’s feasibility, we went one step further on following
the experimental methodology, in order to elicit the process
used by the usability inspectors when applying the technique
during a usability evaluation. With this purpose we performed
an observational study in October 2011 using the second
version of the WE-QT technique. Our aim was to understand
deeply the WE-QT process, so we did not compare the WE-QT
with any other technique. The observational study is d etailed
below:

The information, options and menus of the page are not
displayed in a natural and logic order
The words, texts, figures and symbols from the page are
--- --- 12
not easy to be understood
The page does not provide the definition of images,
symbols and unusual words where they are displayed
The language of the page is not in accordance with its
topic

During the planning stage we also elaborated the Inspection
Guide; the Consent Form; the Post Inspection Questionnaire to
collect the inspectors’ opinion about the technique; and the
Characterization Form to characterize subjects’ experience in
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inspection and in usability. Table III shows the data obtained
from Characterization Form.

of inspection, each inspector spent an average of 1.04 hours (or
62 minutes) detecting the usability problems.

B. Study Execution

As mentioned before, despite the goal of this study being
eliciting the process used by the inspectors when applying our
technique, the quantitative analysis results provide an important
opportunity to evaluate the performance of the technique.
Considering the effectiveness indicator in the last study [10],
the WE-QT technique resulted in 29,37%, while the new
version of WE-QT technique resulted in 34,29% (see Table
IV). These results are an indication that the WE-QT v2 is more
effective than its first version. Still considering this indicator,
we compared our results to the results of a study presented in
[6]. According to Gomes et al. [6], the effectiveness indicator
of the WDP technique resulted in 13% and WDP-RT technique
resulted 29%. This indicates that our technique is considerably
more effective than WDP and lightly more effective than
WDP-RT. As the number of usability defects depends on the
application, it is not recommended to compare the efficiency
indicator with previous studies.

The inspection phase was carried out with each subject
individually. They were provided with the instruments to
accomplish the inspection and received instructions about the
evaluation by the moderator. Once the inspector understood the
procedures, the inspection process began. One researcher acted
as the observer, being responsible for conducting the detection
phase. It is worth to mention that the subjects did not receive
training on WE-QT technique, usability or inspections.
At the end of the inspection phase, a meeting attended by
the researchers and a control group formed by usability
specialists took place. A list of all usability problems identified
by the subjects was discriminated to classify these problems
into real defects or false positives. The authors of the technique
did not influence the discrimination.
V.

QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS

VI.

As a result of the inspection, we identified a total of 85
usability defects. We computed the number of detected defects,
time spent during the inspection phase, efficiency and efficacy
for each inspector. Table III presents these results including
and their experience level.
TABLE III.

We analyzed the inquisition data using coding procedures
[12] in order to understand the subjects’ perception about the
technique. We a lso merged the inquisition data with the
observational data.
At the end of this analysis, the coding processes produced
altogether 21 codes which were associated to 3 categories:
Positive Aspects of the technique, Negative Aspects of the
technique and Improvements Suggestions. Although the
study’s goal was to identify how the inspectors apply our
technique, the Post Inspection Questionnaire had questions
about the appropriateness and ease of use of the technique,
which was useful to provide us with the subjects’ perception of
the technique.

SUMMARY OF THE INSPECTION RESULTS PER SUBJECT

N°

Usability
Experience

Inspection
Time
Defects
Experience
(hours)

Defects
/Hours

% Founds
Defects

01

None

None

25

02

None

None

48

1,85

13,51

29,41

0,77

62,61

56,47

03

Low

Low

04

Low

None

26

0,67

39,00

30,59

27

0,92

29,45

31,76

05

Medium

High

22

0,72

30,70

25,88

06
07

Low

Medium

21

0,87

24,23

24,71

Medium

Low

35

1,47

23,86

41,18

Regarding the category “Positive aspects of the technique”,
we identified codes as: “It is simple and easy to apply the
technique”; “Using the technique contributes to detect a greater
number of usability problems” and “I would use and
recommend the WE-QT technique”.

Table IV shows the averages for the time, and effectiveness
and efficiency indicators. Regarding the efficiency indicator,
inspectors detected an average of 31.91 defects per hour using
the WE-QT technique.
TABLE IV.

DISCREPANCIES AND DETECTION TIME

Total Known
Defects

Effectiveness
Average Indicator
(%)

85

34,29%

Average Time Efficience Average
(Hours)
Indicator
1,04

QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS

31,91

Regarding the effectiveness indicator, each inspector found
an average of 34.29% of known defects. Considering the time
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Concerning the category “Negative aspects of the
technique” (Fig. 2) we identified the code “The questions have
ambiguous items”, we observed that the subject had doubt with
38% of the questions of the WE-QT technique. Another cited
code is “There is no reference to pop-ups and some elements
present in Web applications”, the observation data show that
the technique also does not cover elements such as logins
authentication, despite this element being evaluated as regular
data forms, there is n o specific evaluation criteria for its
features. The code “It was not trivial knowing what kind of
answer to provide to the questions” was considered as a delay
factor, and it also indicates that the technique requires more
guidance. The code “Using the technique is a little tiring” was
considered a harm factor to the inspector enjoyment when
using our technique.

Figure 2. Negative aspects of the technique

important feedback to improve the WE-QT technique, as it
pointed out specific problems in the technique.

About the category “Improvements suggestions” (Fig. 3)
we identified the code “The technique should have an option so
the user could visualize the symbol that represents the
mandatory fields”, indicating the need for more
exemplification. Even the items being described on the
questions, it was not enough to assist novice inspectors to
identify the elements to be evaluated; it strengthens the need
for more efficient ways to exemplify the items, as cited in the
code “The technique should provide examples that would help
understanding each question”. Another code identified in this
category was “An improvement should be made on how to
apply the technique, so it does not result in lack of attention
when detecting problems”, we observed that applying the
technique was the main cause of doubts among the subjects.
Information on the inspection flow was provided to the
subjects, however all of them had difficulty executing the
inspection.

Threats to Validity
As in all studies, there were various threats that could affect
the validity of our results. In this Section, we discuss those
threats; break them down into the following categories [26]:
internal, external, conclusion and construct.
Internal validity: in our experiment, we considered two
main threats that represent a risk for an improper interpretation
of the results: experience classification and subject observation.
The experience classification was based on the number of
experiences with inspection and usability. When subjects are
observed, they might act differently as if they were not under
observation, we tried to minimize this threat by encouraging
them to see themselves as collaborators and freely criticize the
evaluation object and the technique.

Knowing that problem detection must be executed for every
page of the application, answering the questions of the
technique and in parallel observing the interface; the main
flows we identified were: complete the task and evaluate only
the last page; complete the task and execute a single evaluation
to all the pages; and explore different pages (ignoring the tasks)
and answer each question to each visited page. This shows that
the WE-QT technique is not applied correctly by the inspectors
and indicates that the inspection flow must be better explained
and detailed.

External validity: even though experiments using students
as subjects and running on an academic environment are
valuable as a way to characterize or understand aspects of new
proposals, two issues must be taken into consideration: (1)
probably students are not good substitutes for real world
inspectors; and (2) usually, academic environments are far
from simulating the existing conditions in industrial
development environments. However, the Graduate student
Portal represents a real application. Despite students not
representing the entire population of software professionals, it
has been shown that the differences between students and real
developers may not be as large as assumed by previous
research.

This observational study provided us with information on
how the inspectors apply the WE-QT technique. That allowed
us not only to elicit how inspectors apply our technique but to
deeply identify flaws and w eakness in it. We obtained

Figure 3. Improvements suggestions
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Conclusion validity: the small number of data points is not
ideal from the statistical point of view, however small sample
sizes are a known problem difficult to overcome.

[7]

Construct validity: we measured efficiency and
effectiveness using the same approach proposed in [27]. These
two measures are often used in studies that investigate defect
detection techniques [27], which is also our case.

[8]

VII. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

[9]

This paper described an observational study aimed at
eliciting how the usability inspectors apply the WE-QT
technique, a usability inspection technique specifically tailored
for novice inspectors. Both quantitative and qualitative results
of this study provided us with important feedback to improve
the WE-QT technique further.

[10]

[11]

The quantitative analysis showed that the effectiveness
indicator computed for WE-QT v2 was higher than the
effectiveness measured in the feasibility study. However, other
factors may have influenced this outcome besides the
improvement of WE-QT technique.

[12]
[13]

Despite the positive result of the quantitative data, the
qualitative analysis showed that novice inspectors still have
difficulties understanding determined questions of the
technique. In addition, the way subjects applied the WE-QT
technique did not correspond to the natural/correct inspection
flow, indicating that the inspection process is not well defined
in the technique. Therefore, according to the adopted
methodology, it is necessary to improve our technique and
execute another observational study.

[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]

Future work include: (1) improvement of the technique
based on a detailed analysis of the influence of each
verification in the final list of detected defects; (2) the
replication of the experiment in an industrial environment, and,
at last, (3) further studies comparing the WE-QT technique
with other inspection techniques specific for evaluate Web
applications usability.

[18]
[19]

[20]
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Abstract— The HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) aims to seek
a friendly interaction between man and computer. To
demonstrate it, it was studied in this paper the Cognitive Styles of
Learning and users suffering from attention deficit disorder
aiming at improvements in software development. The user
population is diverse, there is a mixture of multiple profiles of
users who need to somehow get their needs met and so this is why
the system interface should be created in accordance with the
diversity of users. Realizing this gap, this study examined the
learning styles and attention deficits, allowing to generate a series
of recommendations, guidelines, which are best suited to specific
characteristics of the profiles of users. These recommendations
could be applied in the construction of new interfaces that will be
adjusted to different user profiles, and the use of these
recommendations will contribute to greater user satisfaction
respecting the different characteristics between them.
Keywords - Human-Computer interaction; Cognitive Users
Profiles; Guidelines for design interfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION
The HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) is a “discipline
that concerns with the design, evaluation and implementation
of interactive computing systems for human use and the study
of major phenomena surrounding them. The goals of HCI are
to produce usable systems, safe and functional "[1]. The
interaction between man and machine takes place through the
computer interface [2]. In the quest to bring the user interface,
cognitive engineering, which is the process by which one
acquires knowledge, is used in order to improve software
development.
During the design phase of the interface are necessary to
incorporate recommendations in order to build highly usable
interfaces. Plasaint and Shneiderman [3] reported that a
successful interface design should be based on
recommendations from the project, called guidelines. For
Nielsen [4], guidelines are list of principles to be followed in
the development project. Nielsen proposes the use of a phase
specifies guidelines (Guidelines and heuristic evaluation) life
cycle, focusing on interface design, called Usability
Engineering Lifecycle [4], given the importance of the
recommendations during the design of an interface.
Authors such as Nielsen [6], Shneiderman and Plaisant [3]
reported several design guidelines in their work and make
several recommendations on how the interfaces should be for
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children, elderly, etc. However most of the recommendations
touch only isolated aspects of the characteristics of users. Then
there is a large gap in this area. There is more than one skill or
characteristic to be understood and it stimulate the
development of this study of the Cognitive Styles of Learning
(CSL) from the perspective of Souto [7] and attention deficit,
allowing to study a series of recommendations, guidelines for
the design of interfaces and to consider more deeply the users
profile or their skills.
To build the user profile is necessary first the diagnosis of
the model user needs, as well as their cognitive, cultural and
physical situations. This information is useful to provide the
best interaction between the various information systems [8].
This research focused on adding guidelines and rules of
selecting to the expert system GuideExpert from Cinto and
Peixoto [5], just an area where researches are fairly recent and
not yet cataloged in a joint manner. The GuideExpert system
has the function to suggest and propose guidelines for
interface design. This paper is organized into five sections:
Section 1 presents the introduction. Section 2 presents the user
and their role in the requirements specification; the interface;
the diversity of users and the identification of learning styles.
Section 3 presents the system GuideExpert, which is a tool
that has the function to suggest and propose guidelines for
interface design in its previous version and new
recommendations suggested to improve the tool. Section 4
presents the analysis and implementation of some
recommendations, guidelines of this work, sites for children
and elderly users. Section 5 presents the conclusions.
II. THE USERS AND THEIR DIVERSITY OF PROFILES
The user population is not a system composed of only one
type of user. In general, there is a mixture of multiple profiles
of users who need to somehow get their needs met [2].
Speaking of users interacting with computers, we refer to
the user’s knowledge that should be taken into account in the
design of a n HCI. Below are some features that must be
observed during the interface design [6], [3]:
•

The presence of an internationalized system or used in
more than one country or region. Each country or
region has its own peculiarities. Dialects, cultures,
ethnicities, races, etc. All these elements end up
generating needs that to be satisfied;

•

These characteristics are considered common in a
traditional interface, may not correspond to those
made for children. They have unique needs for their
age. Beyond these specific needs for the children users
the designers need to deal with the dangers that are
usually present in a web environment, such as
pornography and violent or racist content;

•

The existence of elderly among the users should be
checked for these and needs met;

•

People with special needs are another installment of
the user community of the system and need
adjustments in the system to operate in the
environment without difficulty.

For the CSLs we used the basis of the research article:
Project Tapejara from Souto [7]. The CSLs refer the subject’s
characteristic way of learning new concepts or even to
generate elaborations of prior knowledge. According to
Madeira, Wainer, Verdin, Alchieri, Diehl [11], the CSLs are:
Analogue-Analytical
(AA),
Concrete-Generic
(CG),
Deductive-Evaluative (DA), Relational-Synthetic (RS) and
Synthetic-Evaluative (SA).
Users rated AA-style may require more time for learning
because when they were confronted with new information they
tend to get a considerable depth on the subject through intense
reflection. Users with CG-style tend to be pragmatic and
careful in their learning situation. The learning objectives,
evaluation criteria and feedback must be clear to this style
because then he can work towards the goals. The DA-style can
get to disregard a lot of concrete examples when they believe
they have already understood the logical pattern underlying
the new information. For the RS-style users are easy mental
work with pictures and they appreciate the use of charts,
diagrams and demonstrations. Efficient reading of charts and
mind maps [7].
We relate the CSLs with users with attention deficit
disorder and hyperactivity (ADD and ADHD). The people
with ADD and ADHD do not develop the scholar knowledge
as expected for their ages. The diagnostic in the scholar age is
common because in this period can be found the difficulties of
attention and remain silent as the studies of Siqueira and
Gusgel Giannetti [9], Poeta and Rosa Neto [10].
III.

THE PROJECT´S GUIDELINES

The GuideExpert system was initially developed
containing in its knowledge base three hundred and twenty six
classified guidelines and 10 meta-guidelines, which is the
result of gr ouping guidelines, this allows you to search for
more targeted features of i nterface design that is being
modeled [5].
The system consists of four elements are: user interface,
expert system (inference engine and working memory),
knowledge base and database. Figure 1 shows the architecture
of the expert system which demonstrates the elements through
their organization in layers and modules.
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Figure 1 – System Architecture Specialist GuideExpert

Layer 2 is the expert system, which, when executed,
accesses the layer 3 containing the knowledge base, and thus
carries the knowledge rules. The first module of the user
interface has been assessing the requirements of the HCI with
the designer, if executed. After obtaining the information, is
provided to the expert system and soon after is analyzed. The
database is accessed at layer 3, for the meta-guidelines
requested. The second module of user interface aids in
heuristic evaluation [5].
This research contributed to the tool GuideExpert
incorporating new knowledge items to it, enabling the groups
of users with different learning styles (CSLs) and users
suffering from attention deficit disorder (ADD and ADHD)
obtain special guidelines.
The metaguidelines were increased by more than 18
categories and 18 new rules are created according to the
surveys [9], [10], [11] and [12]. The selection rules help the
designer to automatically select the most appropriate
metaguidelines. For this project we raised through the
literature one hundred thirty-six new guidelines.
A.

Representation of Guidelines
The knowledge basis of G uideExpert consists in the
“WHEN-THEN” rules, who help to select the appropriate
metaguidelines for the interface being designed. This study
adds to the base already built the 18 selected rules that were

shown in the Figure 4, which was selected set of guidelines for
users with ADD and set of guidelines for user-child.

created according to the preview research and follow the same
syntax, is shown in the Figure 2.
R1: When carriers _ADD == child
Then meta-guideline = help_add; user_child
R2: When carriers _ADD == elderly
Then meta-guideline = help_add; user_elderly
R3: When carriers _ADHD == child
Then meta-guideline = help_adhd; user_child
R4: When carriers _ADHD == elderly
Then meta-guideline = help_adhd; user_elderly
R5: When carriers _ colorblindness== child
Then meta-guideline = help_ colorblindness; user_child
R6: When carriers _ colorblindness == elderly
Then meta-guideline = help_ colorblindness; user_elderly
R7: When carriers_visual_impairment == child
Then meta-guideline = help_ visual_impairment; user_child
R8: When carriers _ visual_impairment == elderly
Then meta-guideline = help_ visual_impairment;
user_elderly
R9: When carriers_special_need == child
Then meta-guideline = help_ special_need; user_child
R10: When carriers_ special_need == elderly
Then meta-guideline = help_special_need; user_elderly
R11: When eca_aa == child
Then meta-guideline = eca_aa; user_child
R12: When eca_aa == elderly
Then meta-guideline = eca_aa; user_elderly
R13: When eca_cg == child
Then meta-guideline = eca_cg; user_child
R14: When eca_cg == elderly
Then meta-guideline = eca_cg; user_elderly
R15: When eca_da == child
Then meta-guideline = eca_da; user_child
R16: When eca_da == elderly
Then meta-guideline = eca_da; user_elderly
R17: When eca_rs == child
Then meta-guideline = eca_rs; user_child
R18: When eca_rs == elderly
Then meta-guideline = eca_rs; user_elderly

GUIDELINES
1. Guideline: Use blinking displays 2-4 Hz with great
care and in limited areas [1].
2. Guideline: Use up to three sources to draw attention
[1].
3. Guideline: Use the inverse staining [1].
4. Guideline: Use up to four color standards [1].
5. Guideline: Use only two levels of intensity [1].
6. Guideline: Children approve the use of animations
and sound [2].
7. Guideline: Avoid using scrolling for children [2]
REFERENCES
[1] SHNEIDERMAN, B. Designing the User
Interface: Strategies for Effective Human-computer
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Figure 4 – Guidelines - People with ADD - Children

B. New Interfaces for User´s Profile Selection
We recommend changes to the GuideExpert interfaces
because of the addition of new metaguidelines. The changes
were suggested in the items: task analysis (because it not allow
user to choose the user “child” and also the to choose the
needs of the users); context analysis (new items of graphical
user interface were added); evaluation of interface design (new
items of choices were added for the visual deficient, special
needs, ADD, ADHD and others).

Figure 2 – Rule Selection

IV. ANALYSIS AND APPLICATION GUIDELINES
In this section we analyze two websites, one designed for
child-user “Kids Channel” and one for adult-user
“Government Portal of t he State of S ão Paulo”. The aim was
to determine if the websites could be used for the project of
interaction. After this analysis we propose improvements to
the interfaces using the GuideExpert that recommends
appropriated guidelines for their users. The analysis evaluates
the interface in accordance with the guidelines identified from
the literature. Based on this evaluation, you choose the desired
criteria in the tool. Indicates the criteria of a design tool to
formulate, develop appropriate interfaces for user profiles.

As example is shown in Figure 3, the rule knowledge base
for people with ADD related to children and elderly people. It
was increased to the knowledge base tool.
R1: When carriers_ADD == child
Then meta-guideline = help_add; user_child
R2: When carriers_ADD == elderly
Then meta-guideline = help_add;
ld l
Figure 3 – Rule Knowledge Base - People with ADD - Children – Elderly

For the construction of the selection rules we cross
information of users of ECAs with ADD and ADHD disorders
and other characteristics, we used the parameter age (child and
adult). The resulting guidelines for the rule R1, for example, is
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A. Analysis of the Website Canal Kids for Children
Looking at the children´s website “Kids Channel” 1 , we
can saw it has several children learning and fun items, as
shown in Figure 5.

The Games page at the Kids Channel was not developed
properly. Thus, if the user is a child with the cognitive profile
learning Deductive-Evaluative (DA), the selection rule R15
will be selected by the GuideExpert system resulting sets of
guidelines suitable for child-user with AD profile as
recommended: presentation of the concept using figures
schema [7].
Analyzing the Kids Channel website, we selected seventythree guidelines.
B. Analysis of the Website Government Portal of the State of
São Paulo
During the browsing on the Kids Channel website, we can
choose the option “Brazil Teaches”, where appears a link to
the “Government Portal of the State of São Paulo”. On this site
we analyzed the use of guidelines for the aged user, and if they
are in agreement with the recommendations of the HCI. When
we select the image we are directed to the “Government Portal
of the State of São Paulo” 2 as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 5 – Site Kids Channel / Home

The initial homepage “Home” use many pictures and
colors to draw the attention of the child user. The website
makes use of colors, sounds and color changing on the top
banner and it draws the attention of children with ADD, as
recommended below:
• Children approve the use of animations and sound [13];
• Use different types of sounds and visual effects [14].
After examination of the website home page, we found it is
not developed appropriately for the target audience. Thus, if
the user is a child and has the attention deficit disorder (ADD)
the selection rule R1 will be started by the GuideExpert
system resulting sets of guidelines for the appropriate user –
child-user, ADD-user.
In the games item, as shown in the Figure 6, the content is
very extensive and it should be avoided. Children find it
difficult to read large blocks of text, especially when the text
was written above their reading level. And the kids do not
have the option on that page to read the entire contents using
the arrow keys to move down.

Site
available
in
http://www.canalkids.com.br/portal/index.php.

Kids

This page of the website is consistent with suggested
recommendations for aged-user. In the top menu there are
options to increase the font size, change the contrast and not
use commercial banners. According to the recommendations:
watch the size of fon ts, screen contrast and audio volume [2];
and the font size used in the texts should be at least 12 p oints
using buttons to increase and decrease the types, for example,
AA-A+, not to use banner advertising or auxiliary window or
animations. If these resources were used they should be in full
screen and the user must be able to disable them easily. Don’t
use icons, buttons, links and small characters.
Despite the good website presentation, the links at the top
menu are fixed and have too small fonts for elderly users.
After all many aged persons have some type of visual
impairment.

Figura 6 – Site Kids Channel / Games
1

Figure 7 - Site Government Portal of the State of São Paulo

2

Channel:

Site available in Government Portal of the State of
http://www.saopaulo.sp.gov.br.
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São Paulo:

In our analysis, the “Government Portal of the State of São
Paulo” needs to properly develop some tools for aged-user and
the visually impaired. Thus, if the user is old and visually
impaired, the GuideExpert system select the R8 rule resulting
in sets of guidelines for these kind of users.

We noticed a large gap in this area in order to relate more than
one feature. Considering these problems we examined the
learning styles and attention deficits, which allowed us to
unveil a series of recommendations and guidelines who suit
the specific characteristics of the users profiles.

At tab “Meet São Paulo”, as shown in the Figure 8, we find
an extensive report. Again many users can not read the text
because they lost interest. According to the cognitive style AA
(Analogue-Analytical), the use de concepts and examples with
text comparative schemes, schemes with comparative figures,
i.e., combining text and image facilitates the analytical process
and analogous relations [11].

It was possible to create sets of selection rules according to
the different user profiles and their learning styles, resulting in
several sets of recommendations and guidelines according to
each profile. These recommendations were incorporated into
the GuideExpert tool and subsequently applied in the analysis
of sites for children and seniors.
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the iterative development of a software system. The goal
appears to be to reach the implementation stage with a
fairly mature interface model specifying the different
usability features established through the iterative
evaluation process. The different proposals evaluate a set
of ergonomic software criteria and/or usability features that
a well-designed user interface should have, such as, visual
clarity, consistency, compatibility and appropriate
functionality. Note that post-delivery evaluation proposals
focus on improving upcoming product releases. [9].

Abstract—In this paper we present the results of two
experiments designed to evaluate the impact of
particular usability mechanisms on software system
usability attributes. It focuses on mechanisms that
human computer interaction (HCI) and software
engineering (SE) researchers regard as having a
major impact on software development, like undo/
cancel or provide feedback. The experiments were run
using two different software applications that we
developed specially for the purpose. From the results,
we conclude that the inclusion of different usability
mechanisms has a positive impact on the usability
attributes of efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction.

Several tools designed and developed for usability
testing have been reported in the literature since the 1990s
[13][14][15][16][17][18][19]. Notably, none introduce
methodological and/or tool proposals designed to evaluate
the software system interface from the viewpoint of how
mechanisms for improving different usability attributes can
benefit the system, considering effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction as usability attributes [2][3].

Keywords: usability, usability testig, usability attributes

I. INTRODUCTION
Usability is a software quality attribute listed in most
classifications [1][2]. According to ISO/EIC[3], usability is
an attribute of software system quality of use and is
defined as “The extent to which a product can be used by
specified users to achieve specified goals with
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified
context of use”. Usability means how well a product meets
stakeholders’ needs and achieves specified effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction goals in a specified context of
use. It is not surprising then that usability is increasingly
recognized as one of the critical factors for software
system acceptance [4].

Recently we have designed two experimental
applications called EasyTheatre and EasyFlight. These
applications have been developed to capture data that
facilitate the measurement of the above impact [20]. These
applications are used to take quantitative and qualitative
measurements that provide sufficient data for calculating
the impact of the mechanisms on the attributes. The
quantitative measures taken are time to complete the task
and number of clicks or equivalent navigational actions.
The time to complete tasks is useful for measuring the
efficiency attribute, whereas the number of clicks and/or
equivalent actions is useful for measuring the impact on
relative efficiency [21][22]. The qualitative data that we
gather provide information on subjective user issues that
are used to calculate the impact on the satisfaction attribute
[21][23][24] through the mechanism/question/attribute
relationship [20]. So, the test performed can be defined as
summative [25], that is, a test whose goal is to perform a
competitive analysis to learn how much better (if any) the
application is perceived to be by users when the usability
mechanisms are implemented. Finally, the impact on the
effectiveness attribute is measured through information
supplied by users on whether or not they completed the
task successfully [2].

It has been demonstrated that usability has implications
that go beyond the user interface and affect the system as a
whole [5][6]. In this context, Juristo, Moreno and SánchezSegura [7] identify particular usability mechanism with a
major impact on the software functionality. They are:
progress feedback, system status feedback, warning, global
undo, abort, cancel, structure text entry and help.
Our aim is to study the effect of incorporating such
mechanisms in particular usability attributes like
efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction. For that aim we
have conducted a literature review of the field of usability
evaluation and have found usability testing approaches
proposed by several authors [8][9][10][11] [12]. We have
studied the different approaches and proposals and found
that they all focus on the use of the continuous evaluation
of the designed interfaces in usability testing throughout
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whereas the qualitative data were analyzed using SPSS 16
only. SPSS was used to perform the non-parametric MannWhitney U test [29] to check whether the differences
between the variables are statistically significant, at 95%
confidence level.

In the following, we present the results of the
experiments run using the tools that we developed.
II. EXPERIMENTS
A.Pilot test using the EasyTheatre tool
First we ran a pilot test using the EasyTheatre
application [26]. EasyTheatre is an e-commerce
application for booking theatre tickets. One of the key
characteristics of the application is that it includes a
usability dashboard. Users can use the dashboard to enable
and disable functions corresponding to specific usability
mechanisms.

The aim of the experiment was to determine whether
the mechanisms have an impact on the already mentioned
usability attributes. The Mann-Whitney U test determines
whether there is a statistically significant difference
between the data reported by the CG and the TG. Not until
this statistical significance has been determined can we
infer the effect of each mechanism on the usability
attributes.

Apart from correctly capturing data, the goal of this
pilot study was to establish the soundness of the
application, as well as the type of data to be collected and
the reliability of the experimentation process.

Quantitative data analysis
Table I lists the mean times used by the control and the
test group for each mechanism.

We ran two experiments in which we tried to measure
the impact of global undo, help, system status feedback
and warning mechanisms on the efficiency and satisfaction
attributes.

The results of the Mann-Whitney U test applied to the
gathered quantitative data show that the difference between
the mean times to complete a task in the test and control
groups was not statistically significant in any case. The
reasons for this could be any, all or a combination of the
following:

The experiments were run with 2011 Universidad
Politécnica de Madrid Master in Software Engineering
students and 2010 Universidad Simón Bolívar Master in
Systems Engineering students. A total of 24 subjects
participated in the experiment. They were divided into two
groups: a control group (CG) that did not use usability
mechanisms and a test group (TG) that used built-in
usability mechanisms. Users were given use scenarios and
administered questionnaires used to collect the data in
writing. Users had to use the application to execute the
respective scenarios and then answer the survey questions
about the execution. The only difference between the
scenarios given to students belonging to the control and
test groups was that the control group members were not
asked to enable the mechanisms to be measured (global
undo, help, system status feedback and warning
mechanisms), whereas the test group members were. The
questionnaires were the same for both groups. Divided into
quantitative data: task time in minutes reported by users in
writing and qualitative data: responses on a 1-to-5 Likert
scale for each mechanism graded from Never to Always
[10][24][27].

•

Homogeneous group: all users were studying for a
computing-related master’s degree and had a
computing-related background.

•

There were fewer than 20 subjects per group.

•

Users reported time manually in minutes.

Although the Mann-Whitney U test results are
inconclusive, note that, in all cases except for the global
undo mechanism, there was a positive difference between
the means of the time indicator in minutes in the test and
control groups.
There is an explanation for result with respect to the
global undo mechanism, namely, users cannot undo actions
if the mechanism is not enabled. Control group users
cannot find a button to undo the action, so they
immediately give up. Accordingly, when we analyzed user
responses to the control group survey associated with this
mechanism, we found that all the users of this group
responded that it is never possible to undo actions.

Note that we use the difference (increase) in the data for
the test group compared with the control group in order to
measure the impact.

TABLE I.
MECHANISM

Data analysis
The datasets were analyzed depending on the type of
data they contained. The quantitative data were analyzed
using the Microsoft Excel. and SPSS 16 (Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences) [28] software tools,

MEAN TEST DURATION (MINUTES)
CG

Difference

Increase (%)

3.36

3.88

-0.52

-15,4

Help

4.0

2.91

1.09

27,25

Warning

2.41

1.7

0.71

29,46

2.3

2.0

46,51

System Status Feedback 4.3
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TG

Global Undo

Thanks to the features added to the new application, the
experiment can now be run without the physical presence
of the participant users. This means that we can test many
more subjects from a heterogeneous group.

Qualitative data analysis
The Mann-Whitney U test applied over the
questionnaire responses, revealed that the differences in the
satisfaction attribute of both groups were statistically
significant at 95% confidence level.

The new application developed was the EasyFlight
[30]. It had the following functionalities: perform airport
administration (i.e., add/edit airports), list and optionally
purge the list of expired bookings, check available flights
for an airline route or book a flight.

The results show that the differences between the mean
responses to all the questions concerning the warning
mechanism are statistically significant. This applies to the
system status feedback indicators as well. But, the data for
the other mechanisms were not always significant. The
help mechanism indicators show that three out of the five
survey questions were statistically significant, whereas
only two out of the four questions for global undo were
statistically significant.

Recruiting process
The people that participated in the experiment were
recruited by email. Around 75 requests were sent, and 46
acceptances were received. Of the 46 participants, 24 were
categorized as general users (GU) and 22 as computingrelated users (CRU). This categorization is necessary
because computer literate users might perform better than
general users, as they are likely to have frequent exposure
to controls and procedures that software applications
usually provide such as calendars, dropdown lists,
warnings and abort mechanisms and/or go back controls.
The categorized users were assigned to either the control or
test group. Each one of these two groups was composed of
23 people: 12 GU and 11 CRU. We assumed that response
time was random and considered it unnecessary to set up
any other randomization process to select the elements of
each group. To populate the control group, we went down
the list and picked the first 12 GU and the first 11 CRU.
We populated the test group similarly.

We analyzed the survey questions for these
mechanisms and concluded that this was a foreseeable
result because some of the questions were worded in such
a manner as not to signal the functionality that the
mechanisms actually provide.
Removing the incorrectly worded questions, we can
calculate the mean increase in user satisfaction [24] with
respect to the inclusion of each mechanism. Table II shows
the results. These results show that system status feedback
is the mechanism that has the great impact on the
satisfaction attribute
B. Experimental test using EasyFlight tool
As a result of the lessons learned in the pilot study, we
took corrective measures in order to gather more, and more
accurate and reliable data. So, we designed another
scenario-driven software application with automated
quantitative data capture to prevent any errors caused by
human task performance timing. We also implemented the
automatic capture of number of clicks or equivalent
navigational actions functionality. We revised and
corrected the survey questions associated with the different
mechanisms and automated survey-taking. Users of this
new application do not choose which mechanism to enable,
that is, the application automatically enables the
mechanism when they select which scenario to execute.
TABLEII.
MECHANISM
Warning*
Global Undo*
Help*
System Status Feedback*

Task assignments
All 46 participants were given the same tasks related to
Global Undo, Progress Feedback, Structured Text Entry
and Go Back mechanisms. The tasks are “Undo airport
addition”, “Get list of expired bookings”, “Get flight
information” and “Book flight tickets”.
All participants were set the same set of four tasks.
Details on how to login into the system were provided
along with these tasks. Figure 1shows an example of some
of the steps of the scenario for the task “Book Flight
Tickets” and Figure 2 illustrates the corresponding
questionnaire.

MEAN INCREASE IN SATISFACTION

Data analysis

Increase (%)
161.43
213.99
223.01
256.58

As with EasyTheatre, the datasets were analyzed
depending on the type of data they contained. The detailed
results of these analysis can be found in [31].

* Statistically significant
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The corresponding usability attributes were measured
as following: 1) Efficiency: difference between the means
time in milliseconds to complete the task calculated as a
CG/TG ratio value expressed as a percentage and 2)
Relative Efficiency: Difference between the number of
clicks per group with respect to the minimum number of
clicks required to complete the task.

USE SCENARIO
The application VuelosFácil is an e-commerce web application
developed for the acquisition of low cost airlines flight tickets. Task
description: Assume that you are a person visiting the airline’s website
because you are interested into book flight ticket as long as they fit
on your vacations plans.
In this particular case, from the available flights you are interested into
booking 2 tickets from Barcelona to Granada on the date November,
11th 2011 at 10:30 AM. However, at choosing the flight you make a
mistake and select the one at 6:00 a.m. Thus, you want to modify the
flying time before submitting the booking.
You shall:
1. Once logged in, select scenario “Escenario #14” from the
scenarios’ list that is available at the upper left corner of the
screen.
2. Click on “Iniciar”.
3. Click on “Usuarios”.
4. Choose the flight at 6:00 horas from Barcelona to Granada on
November, 11th 2011. To do so:
a. Input “BCN-00” as source airport.
b. Input “GRX-92” as destination airport.
c. Input ”2011-11-11” as flight date
d. Input 2 as the number of passengers.
5. Click on “Mostrar vuelos” button.

Table III below shows the results for the increase in the
efficiency attribute due to each mechanism. Notice that for
all mechanisms but go back, the efficiency in the control
and test group is statistically significant.
A similar procedure was used to calculate relative
efficiency, where 100% task efficiency was equivalent to
the minimum number of clicks required to complete the
task. Table IV lists the relative efficiencies of each group.
As Table IV shows, we cannot assess the impact of the go
back mechanism, as it is not statistically significant.
We find, on the other hand, that the progress feedback
and structured text entry mechanisms have a positive
impact on the efficiency attribute, where structured test
entry is the mechanism with the biggest impact. Regarding
the relative efficiency attribute for the global undo
mechanism, we can only calculate the relative efficiency of
the test group, as it is impossible to undo operations if the
mechanism is disabled, and once again the structure text
entry mechanism is the one with the biggest impact.

…….

Figure 1. Scenario for the task “Book flight tickets”

Qualitative data analysis
We also calculate the mean values for each question in
the questionnaire and group. We can calculate the mean
response to each question, as the survey questions were
rated on a 1-to-5 Likert scale [27]. We used these values to
calculate the means.

Figure 2. Questionnaire for task “Book flight tickets”

Collected data
Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected on
each participant. Quantitative data are composed of the
time taken to perform the task, and the number of click for
performing the task. These data were collected
automatically without participant intervention. Qualitative
data are participant responses to each task survey. There
was no means of collecting these data without participant
involvement. The data were collected by the developed
web application and stored in a database.

Question #1, Were you able to complete the task?, was
the same in all surveys. This question was designed to
measure the impact of each mechanism on the
effectiveness attribute. It is justified by the fact that,
according to [20], effectiveness can be measured according
to user perceptions, and one such measure is “percentage
of users successfully completing a task”.
Table V shows the results for Question #1 of the survey
for each evaluated mechanism. The impact of the progress
feedback mechanism is inconclusive, as it is not
statistically significant. We find that the global undo,
structured text entry and go back mechanisms have a
positive impact on effectiveness, where structured text
entry has the biggest impact.

Quantitative data analysis
We calculated the following indicators for each
quantitative dataset:1) the mean number of click equivalent
actions and 2) The mean time to complete the task in
milliseconds. The Mann-Whitney U test [29] was used to
check whether the differences between the mean variables
for the control, and test group are statistically significant.
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The Mann-Whitney U test of the qualitative data
(survey responses) revealed that the mean difference in the
responses to all the questions, for all mechanism, were
statistically significant. Table VI shows the mean increases
for all the mechanisms.

III. CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions of this paper refer to the results of the
experiment on the EasyFlight application, as they are much
more reliable than the results for the EasyTheatre
application. The findings from the results analysis were:

We infer from these data that most mechanisms more
than double, and progress feedback almost triples, user
satisfaction. This means that users are on average twice as
satisfied with the applications that provide usability
mechanisms.

•

The structured text entry mechanism was
statistically significant in all cases. It also had a
high impact, over 60%, on all usability attributes.

•

The progress feedback mechanism did not have a
statistically significant impact on the effectiveness
mechanism. The reason is that users always
manage to complete the tasks, irrespective how
much information they have on the progress of
the task.

•

Note that control group users cannot complete the
task if global undo is disabled. On this ground, we
cannot calculate that relative efficiency of this
mechanism.

•

The go back mechanism was not statistically
significant for calculating the efficiency and
relative efficiency attributes. A possible reason is
that the browser go back functionality was
enabled. This will be corrected in future
experiments.

TABLE III.RESULTS FOR THE IMPACT OF EACH MECHANISM ON THE
EFFICIENCY ATTRIBUTE.
Mechanism

Increase (%)

Global Undo *

46.98

Progress Feedback *

34.15

Structure Text Entry *

62.7

Go Back

14
*Statistically significant.

TABLE IV.RESULTS FOR THE IMPACT OF EACH MECHANISM ON THE
RELATIVE EFFICIENCY ATTRIBUTE.
Mechanism
Global Undo

TG relative
efficiency
87.3%

CG relative
efficiency
#

Increase (%)

100%

40%

60

Progres Feed.*
Structured TE *

86%

25%

61

Go Back

72%

68%

4

We intend to continue testing the EasyFlight tool for
other mechanisms: system status feedback, abort, cancel,
warning and help.
Note that the two software applications used in this
experiment have similar features. Both are e-commerce
transaction systems. Obviously, we have to check the
results of this research on other software application types
in order to generalize the results. To do this, we have now
developed an event-driven home automation application
which we will use to run a similar experiment in the very
near future.

* Statistically significant
# This system implementation is unable to undo an operation unless the mechanism has been
enabled

TABLEV.

RESULTS FOR IMPACT ON EFFECTIVENESS ATTRIBUTE

Mechanism

CG users that
complete the
task
60.9 %

TG users that
complete the
task
95.7 %

Increase
(%)

Progress Feedback

95.7 %

100 %

4.3

Structure Text Entry*

86.96 %

4.4 %

82.56

70 %

18 %

52

Globla Undo *

Go Back *
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
revisits the
diagrammatic notation of UIDs. The JSF framework is
presented in section 3. Section 4 presents the rules that m ap
UIDs to JSF pages. Section 5 de scribes the tool developed to
automate the generation of web pages from UIDs based on
those mapping rules. Section 6 de monstrates the generation of
web pages from UIDs that m odel the user interaction w ith an
existing website. It also compares the actual webpages against
the generated ones. Finally, section 7 concludes this work.

Abstract—This paper presents the development and validation of
a tool for mapping UIDs (User Interaction Diagrams) to JSF
(Java Server Faces) web pages. Based on the characteristics of
UID elements and JSF components, we designed a tool with a set
of rules that automates the process of mapping UIDs to a web
based user interface. This tool was developed in Java and its
validation was performed by having automatically generated
pages compared against pages that were created by designers of
an e-commerce website.
Keywords-User interaction m odeling; User interface design;
Automatic software generation

I.

II.

USER INTERACTION DIAGRAMS

A User Interaction D iagram (UID) is a diagram matic
notation that represent s the interaction between user s and a
system [2] [3].

INTRODUCTION

At the early stages of a system development, one of the
software engineering tasks is to gather the functional
requirements. Modeling the interaction between the user and
the system aims to facilitate this task by pointing out the
information that is exchanged across these entities. T
hat
interaction can be described in a textual form, using techniques
like scenarios and use cases [1], or aided by diagrammatic
representations, such as U IDs (User Interaction D iagrams) [2]
[3].

While gathering functional re quirements, one should avoid
influencing the description provided by the user. UIDs serve
this purpose by providing a si mple notation easily understood
by both the software engineer
and the user that is only
concerned about representing the exchange of information
between the user and the system , without considering specific
aspects of user interface design or content navigation. UIDs can
also assist the definition of the conceptual modeling [3].

UIDs have the purpose of graphically represent the
interaction between a user and a system where the exchange of
information is intense. T hey can also help with identifying the
necessary navigation in web-centered methodologies such as
OOHDM (Object-Oriented Hypermedia Design Method) [4].

As defined in [6], a UID is composed by a set of interaction
states that are connected by transitions. Interaction states
represent the inform ation that is exchanged betw een the user
and the system, while transitions are responsible for changing
the focus of the interaction from one state to another.
An
interaction state is considered the focus of the interaction w hen
it contains the information that is being exchanged between the
user and the system at any given time. The exchange of
information is represented w ithin the interaction states,
although user selections and op tions may be associated to
transitions. Transitions are usually triggered w hen the user
enters or selects some information.

UIDs also facilitate the design of us er interfaces for w eb
systems. Generally speaking, UID elements that represent user
inputs can be mapped to input components of web pages, while
UID elements representing the system outputs can be mapped
to output components of web pages.
In this work, we present a set of rules that m ap functional
requirements represented in UIDs to a set of dynamic web
pages. We also describe the development of a tool that
automatically generates these web pages by applying such rules
to a set of input files with the descr iption of the given UIDs .
The code generated for the w eb pages utilizes Java Server
Faces (JSF), a framework for developing web applications
using Java technology [5].

The UID in Fig. 1 represents the interaction between a user
and a system during the task Buy a CD based on a name, where
the user must provide the name for a given CD and the system
returns a set of all CDs that match the name provided.
Users
can then include in the basket those CDs they wish to buy later.
For clarity, the name of each notation element utilized in Fig. 1
is included in highlighted rectangles.
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User Entry

Interaction State

•

outputLink: produces a hyperlink that takes the user to
another page, or another part of the current page,
without producing an action event;

•

commandLink: it also produces a hyperlink, however
it produces an action event and/or the calling of a
method of the ManagedBean object;

•

commandButton: has the same functionality as the
commandLink, but it has the appearance of a button;

•

selectManyCheckbox: represents a set of checkboxes
from which the user can select a subset;

•

selectOneRadio: represents a set of radio buttons from
which the user can select only one.

CD title
Interaction State Transition

Structure
System Output

…CD (title, artist name, year, price,
availability, álbum cover, country,
type of music, record company)

Set

1..N (add to the
shopping basket)

Data Item

Option Selection

Element Selection

Figure 1. UID Example [6]

III.

JAVA SERVER FACES (JSF)

Java Server Faces (JSF) is a framework for developing w eb
applications using the Java t echnology. It follows the design
pattern MVC (Model-View-Control) and its m ost important
differential is the separation between the business model and
the visualization [5].
The FacesServelt class is the JSF controller and every
request submitted to the system must to be sent to it. For each
HTML page instantiated, its com ponents are stored in a tree
called View ID. Theses trees, in their turn, are stored in a
FacesContext object, which m aintains all the inform ation the
framework needs in order to manage the components of a page.
Each JSF page usually contains a Java object representing
its state that is called Managed Bean. The Managed Bean stores
the values of each page field and is responsible for binding the
model to the view.
As each JSF visual component has a direct representation in
a HTML component, the fram ework supports the direct
rendering of HTM L pages from JSF components. M oreover,
the framework also supports th e implementation of renderers
that create interfaces in other languages, increasing even more
the flexibility of the application.
The JSF components relevant to this work are:
•

form: represents a form for sending data through the
JSF servlet;

•

panelGrid: produces a table to provide an organized
arrangement of the elements grouped in it;

•

panelGroup: groups a set of JSF elements. W hen it is
converted to HTML it is mapped to a SPAN or a DIV
element;

•

column: represents a column of a table;

•

dataTable: shows a collection of objects organized as a
table;

•

outputText: represents a simple text returned by the
system;

•

outputLabel: represents a label corresponding to a field
of a user input;

•

inputText: represents a field of a text entry;

Other components defined in the JSF HTM L Tablib ( such
as
outputFormat,
message, messages, graficImage,
inputTextArea inputSecret, i nputHidden, selectManyMenu,
selectBooleanCheckbox, selectManyListbox, selectOneMenu,
and selectOneListbox) were not utilized here either because
they have sim ilar functionality to the previous com ponents or
because they do not have a direct relation to UID elements.
IV.

MAPPING RULES

During the definition of rules for m apping UID elements to
JSF components, our initial idea was to divide the process in
two steps: first m ap the U ID elements to abstract w idgets, as
defined in [7], and then to
map abstract widgets to JSF
components. The abstract widgets that would be used in this
mapping belong to the Abstract Widget Ontology defined in
[8]. This ontology is used to specify abstract interfaces that
show the inform ation exchange between the user and system,
with no reference to technologies neither to the appearance of
navigational objects. However, we r ealized that a l ot of the
relevant information available in UIDs had been lost after
mapping UID elements to abst ract widgets. Such loss of
information compromised the autom atic mapping of U ID
elements to JSF components ma inly because a particular
abstract widget could end up being represented by different JSF
components.
We realized w e needed to define rules that m
ap UID
elements directly to JSF components. These rules are presented
in Table 1. They were based on the mapping of UIDs elements
to abstract widgets, the possi
ble representations of JSF
components as abstract widgets, and the relevant information
available in UIDs.
TABLE I.

MAPPING FROM UIDS ELEMENTS TO JSF COMPONENTS

UID Elements
text

data item (system
output)
Structure (system
output)
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JSF Components

outputText;
if the data item is the source of any
transition, it is m
apped to a
commandLink;
otherwise, it is mapped to an
outputText;
if the structure is not the source of any
transition and does not contain
elements, it is mapped to an outputText;

UID Elements

set of data items
(system output),
set of structures
(system output)
data item (user
entry)
structure (user
entry)

set of data items
(user entry)

set of structures
(user entry)

enumerated user
entry
selection
between two data
items (or)
selection of a
data item (xor)
interaction state

Sub-State
Transition with
the Selection of
an Option

JSF Components

UID Elements

if the structure is the source of a
transition and does not contain
elements, it is m
apped to a
commandLink, ;
if the structure contains elements, it is
mapped to a panelGrid with an
outputLabel. Each element within the
structure is mapped according to its
type;
if the set is not the source of any
transition, it is mapped to a dataTable;
otherwise, its mapping is done as in the
mapping of a transition;

transition with
selection of
elements

inputText;
panelGrid with an outputLabel. Each
element within the structure is m apped
according to its type and the resulting
JSF components are included into the
panelGrid
(mapping rules are
recursively applied to nested elements);
if the structure does not have elements ,
it is mapped to an inputText with an
outputLabel;
if the set has an upper limit (0..*), it is
mapped to an inputText with an
outputLabel;
otherwise, inputText components must
be replicated up to the number of
required entries;
if the set has an upper limit and the
structure does not contain elements, its
mapping is done as in a set of data
items;
if the set has a relatively small upper
limit, it is m apped to a dataTable and
each element to a column;
if the set has no upper limit, it is
mapped as a single structure;
if only one item can be chosen, it is
mapped to a selectOneRadio;
if more than one item can be chosen, it
is mapped to a selectManyCheckbox;
selectManyCheckbox;
selectOneRadio;
it is m apped to a form . The JSF
components that correspond to the
elements of the interaction state are
added to the form. Note that a single
form component can implement more
than one interaction state;
form;
if the source is a data item, ignore it (its
mapping was done as part of mapping
the data item);
if the source is a structure, it is m apped
to a commandLink added to the
panelGrid obtained from mapping the
structure;

Call of another
UID, Call from
another UID,
pre-conditions,
post-conditions,
parameters and
notes

V.

JSF Components

if the source is an interaction state or
sub-state, it is m
apped to a
commandLink added to the form that
was obtained from mapping the input
elements in that state or sub-state;
if the source is a set of data item s and
just one element can be selected, the set
is mapped to a dataTable with a column
containing commandLinks around the
items;
if the source is a set of data items and
more than one element can be selected,
the
set is m
apped
to
selectmanyCheckbox and the transition
is mapped to a commandLink;
if the source is a set of structures and
just one structure is selected, the set is
mapped to a dataTable with an
additional
column containing
commandLinks around the selected
option;
if the source is a set of structures and
more than one structure is selected, the
set is mapped to a dataTable and a
column
containing a
selectManyCheckbox to represent the
selection and a commandLink added to
the form where the dataTable appears.

ignored as there are no matching JSF
components

JSF PAGE GENERATION TOOL

We developed a tool that automates the application of the
UID-to-JSF mapping rules shown in the previous section. This
tool reads UID information st ored in one or more XM L
(Extensible Markup Language) documents 1 and generates JSF
pages. The tool was developed for JSF version 2.0.
A. Requirements List
We identified 32 requirements for our tool: 18 requirements
related to the im plementation of the m apping rules, 13
requirements related to the im plementation of a method that
returns the string declarati on of each of the target JSF
components, 1 requirement rela ted to the module responsible
for reading UID files, and 1 requirement related to the
development of an interface between UID files and the
generation of JSF pages . The details related to these
requirements are out of the scope of this paper.

1

UID diagrams are stored as XML to facilitate its interchange across different
applications.
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B. Component Model
Fig. 2 show s the com ponent model utilized in JSF pages
that are automatically generated by the tool. According to the
mapping rules defined, the generated JSF page can include any
of the JSF components explaine d in Section 3, i.e., Form,
OutputText, OutputLabel, OutputLink, CommandLink,
InputText,
PanelGrid, DataTable, Column,
SelectManyCheckbox, SelectOneRadio, SelectItem, and
SelectItems.

Fig. 3 shows the UID corresponding to the use case above.
This UID was used as the input to our mapping tool . Next, we
analyze and compare the actual web pages against the ones
automatically generated by our tool . It is important to note that
the UIDs utilized as input must be complete in their notation in
order to guarantee a proper generation of the target JSF pages.
More specifically, one needs to m
ake sure that the state
transition options are given (i.e. the options users m ust select
that will cause a transition to fire), structure and data item
cardinalities are specified and also that the nam es given to data
items are consistent throughout all UIDs.
Keyword
Artist
Title
Label
0..1 Format [CD, Audio
Cassete, DVD Audio, Vinyl]

(search)

…CD (title, artist, recommendation, price,
stock, price-new, price-used)

Figure 2. Component model for automatically generated JSF Pages
1 (select)

C. Iterations
Our mapping tool was developed in three iterations. During
the first iteration, we developed the requirem ents Integration of
the Module for Reading the UID Files followed by the
requirements Mapping the Interaction State and Initial
Interaction State and Mapping the Sub-State of an Interaction
State. In the second iteration, we developed the mapping of all
UID elements. Finally, in the third iteration w e developed the
remaining requirements.
VI.

RUNNING EXAMPLE

In order to validate the rules that m ap UIDs to JSF pages, a
set of JSF pages automatically generated by our mapping tool
was compared against actual web pages available at
www.amazon.com for the common task of buying a CD from
the results of an advanced search. The corresponding use case
for this task is shown below.
Use Case: Buying a CD from an Advanced Search
Description:
1. The user enters som e keywords, artist’s nam e, CD title or
record label, and chooses ‘CD’ as the media format.
2. The system returns a set of C Ds that match the entries. For
each CD listed, the following data are given: CD title, artist’s
name, year, recommendation, stock price, stock quantity, price
of a new one (from a reseller) , and price of a used one (from a
reseller).
3. The user selects one CD from the set and the system shows
the specific information about that CD, including the CD title,
artist’s name, recommendation, stock price, stock quantity,
price of a new one, price of a used one and artist’s biography.
5. If the user wants to buy that CD or has interest on it, he or
she can instantly proceed w
ith the purchase (one-click
ordering), add it to the shopping cart to buy it later or instead
simply add it to a wishing list.

CD (title, artist, recommendation, price,
stock, price-new, price-used, artist
biography)
(add to cart)
(1 click ordering)
UID Add to
Shopping Cart

UID One Click
Ordering

(add to wish list)
UID Add to
Wish List

Figure 3. UID: Buying a CD from an Advanced Search

The actual web page corresponding to the initial interaction
state of the UID from Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4, while the page
generated by the mapping tool is presented in Fig. 5. Both
pages are similar in that they pr ovide four text entry fields for
entering keywords, artist nam e, CD title and record label.
However, the selection of a media format in the actual page
(Fig. 4) is accomplished by selecting an item from a list, while
in the automatically generated page (Fig. 5) the available media
formats appear mapped as a set of radio buttons. Another
difference is that the Search button in the actual page was
mapped to a link named Search in the generated page.

Figure 4. Advanced search web page
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Both the generated and actual results page s allow the user
to select a C D in order to see the data associated to it by
clicking on a link. In the actual page, clicking on the CD cover
or title activates that link, w hile in the autom atically generated
page the user must click on
Select in order to follow the
corresponding link. Navigating that link corresponds to
transitioning to the third interaction state of the U ID showed
earlier in Fig. 3.

Figure 5. Page automatically generated for the initial interaction state of the
UID ‘Buying a CD from an Advanced Search’

Fig. 6 shows the original web page containing the results of
an advanced search for CDs where ‘AC/DC’ was given as the
artist’s name. The media format had to be set to ‘CD’, while
remaining fields in the form were left blank. T he same search
was carried out through the automatically generated page and
the resulting page is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. Page automatically generated from the second interaction state of
the UID ‘Buying a CD from an Advanced Search’

Fig. 8 shows the actual page that corresponds to the third
interaction state of the given UID. In this page, the user can add
the selected CD to the shopping cart, buy the CD with one click
ordering or add the CD to the wish list.

Figure 6. Advanced search results web page

As observed in Fig. 7, the initial interaction state and the
second interaction state were mapped into the same JSF page,
thus keeping both the advanced search input form and the
advanced search results in the sam e page. That differs from the
navigation implemented in the original w eb site, where search
results will appear in a separate page
. Regarding the
presentation of the results, our tool mapped the resulting list of
CDs (in the second interaction state of the given UID) to a table
where each result appears in a different row having its data
separated in columns (Fig. 7), following the rule that maps a set
of structures of a system output (if the set is not the source of
any transition, it is mapped to a dataTable). The results shown
by the actual page (Fig. 6) are also presented in a
table that,
despite some visual design differe nces, is similar in content to
the generated page.

Figure 8. CD detail web page

The automatically generated page that corresponds to the
third interaction state of the U ID is shown in Fig. 9. The main
difference here is that the actual page (Fig. 8) contains labels
that identity the details presented about the CD
that w as
selected (for exam ple, there is the label Price with the value
$9.99) whereas such labels are not included in the generated
page.
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As a continuation of our research work, we intend to use
the MDD approach as a basis for m apping UIDs into concrete
user interfaces, similarly to what is done in [9, 10, 11]. Existing
work [12, 13] provides a good
analysis about MDD tools
applicable to user interface generation. Our idea is, instead of
using a set of fixed mapping rule s, to choose a transformation
language that can be utilized for that purpose.
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Figure 9. Page automatically generated from the third interaction state of the
UID ‘Buying a CD from an Advanced Search’
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Abstract—Semantic technologies have become widely adopted
in recent years, and choosing the right technologies for the
problems that users face is often a difﬁcult task. This paper
presents an application of the Analytic Network Process for the
recommendation of semantic technologies, which is based on a
quality model for semantic technologies. Instead of relying on
expert-based comparisons of alternatives, the comparisons in our
framework depend on real evaluation results. Furthermore, the
recommendations in our framework derive from user quality
requirements, which leads to better recommendations tailored to
users’ needs. This paper also presents an algorithm for pairwise
comparisons, which is based on user quality requirements and
evaluation results.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Semantic technologies provide new ways to express in
machine processable formats knowledge and data that can be
exploited by software, and we have seen an exponential growth
of these technologies in recent years.
One of the characteristics of semantic technologies is the
existence of several different types of technologies. It is often
the case that when solving certain problems, users have to use
various semantic technologies that belong to different types.
In some cases, especially for less experienced users, selecting
the right technologies for solving a problem can be a difﬁcult
task.
Multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) methods are
widely accepted and have been used across various ﬁelds,
including Software Engineering. These methods have also
been successfully applied in software selection problems,
which is regarded as an important and rather difﬁcult problem,
such as in the selection of ERP systems [1].
Different problems often require different system functionalities and one functionality might not be relevant for every
problem. In MCDM recommendation frameworks, usually all
functionalities are considered and, therefore, some functionalities that are not important for a problem are taken into account,
which might lead to complexity and poor recommendations.
Furthermore, the comparison of alternatives is usually performed manually by a group of experts. In some cases, expertbased comparisons can be difﬁcult because there are no experts
that are familiar with every available alternative. Besides, the
addition of new alternatives would require experts to perform
additional comparisons.

Furthermore, expert-based comparisons are highly subjective and there are cases when we have objective evaluation
results in which we can ground recommendations.
This paper presents an application of the Analytic Network
Process (ANP) for the recommendation of semantic technologies. The recommendation framework is based on a quality
model for semantic technologies, and the recommendations
are based on user quality requirements.
The comparison of alternatives in our framework depends
on real semantic technology evaluation results provided by the
SEALS European project1 . In this paper, we also present an
algorithm for the comparison of alternatives, which uses those
results together with user quality requirements.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the best-known MCDM methods. Section III
gives an overview of the proposed recommendation framework, while Section IV describes the semantic technology
quality model. Section V describes the ANP and, afterwards,
an algorithm for pairwise comparisons based on quality requirements and evaluation results is presented in Section VI.
Section VII presents in detail the ANP framework for the
semantic technologies, while Section VIII gives an illustrative
example. Finally, Section IX draws some conclusions and
includes ideas for future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
When facing the complex decision of selecting the best
solution between a group of alternatives that can be compared
according to different conﬂicting criteria, decision makers use
MCDM methods that help them to better structure the problem
and make better decisions. In MCDM problems, alternatives
represent concrete products, services or actions that will help
in achieving a goal, while criteria represent the characteristics
of the alternatives that are important for making a decision.
A large number of MCDM methods have been deﬁned to
date. However, no method is considered to be the best to
be applied in every decision making problem [2]. Next, we
describe the most relevant MCDM methods in the literature,
and give examples of their use in the Software Engineering
and in the semantic technology ﬁelds.
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1 http://www.seals-project.eu/

PROMETHEE methods [3] belong to a family of outranking
methods which are based on preference analysis, and different
PROMETHEE methods can be used depending on the goal
to be achieved. Alternatives are compared using one of six
types of preference functions for each criterion, and the results
are synthesized into positive and negative outranking ﬂows.
The positive outranking ﬂow of an alternative determines how
much it dominates the others, while the negative outranking
ﬂow shows how much an alternative is dominated by the
others; these positive and negative outranking ﬂows can be
synthesized into one ﬁnal indicator.
One of the drawbacks of the PROMETHEE methods is that
they do not include any particular procedure for the calculation
of the importance (weights) of criteria [4], which is a key
information needed for obtaining the outranking ﬂows.
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [5] is a well-known
method developed by Thomas L. Saaty. It requires the formulation of the decision problem into a hierarchical structure of
goal, criteria, and alternatives.
The key concept in the AHP is a pairwise comparison,
which is used to determine the importance of the criteria, as
well as to compare the alternatives according to each criterion.
Saaty also provides a scale for pairwise comparisons, which
consists of natural numbers ranging from 1 (equal importance)
to 9 (extreme importance). If number x is assigned when
comparing alternative a to b, then a reciprocal value (1/x) is assigned when comparing alternative b to a. Furthermore, Saaty
developed a method for verifying the consistency of pairwise
comparisons, which is regarded as the main advantage of the
AHP [6].
The Analytic Network Process (ANP) [7] is another method
developed by Saaty, which is a generalization of the AHP
where the decision problem is formulated as a network of
criteria and alternatives. The main difference between the ANP
and the AHP is that the ANP is designed for those problems
in which the criteria in the decision process depend on each
other.
In recent years, we have seen applications of the
PROMETHEE methods in Software Engineering, for example,
in the selection of web services [8], [9]. The AHP has been
adopted in many different ﬁelds because of its simplicity and
ease of use, and it is described in the literature as one of
the most widely used MCDM methods [10]. In the Software
Engineering ﬁeld, the AHP has been frequently used for
software selection problems [11]. The ANP has also been
applied successfully in various problems, including Software
Engineering ones, such as the selection of ERP systems [12]
and of web services [13].
In the semantic technology ﬁeld, we have only found one
example of applying MCDM methods. In her work, Mochól
developed an AHP-based framework for manual and (semi-)
automatic selection of ontology matching approaches [14].
Mochól’s work is focused only on one speciﬁc type of
semantic technologies, i.e., ontology matching tools, while in
our case multiple types of technologies are taken into account
simultaneously.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE R ECOMMENDATION F RAMEWORK
This section presents the overview of the software recommendation framework. Following a typical MCDM framework, alternatives would be a set of software products to be
compared according to different software quality characteristics (i.e., criteria). Then, the output would be a ranking of
alternatives.
Next, we present the differences of our framework (depicted
in Fig. 1) compared to such typical approach.
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Fig. 1: Overview of the recommendation framework.
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Software quality model. When using a MCDM method in
a software recommendation process, the criteria usually
are software quality characteristics. Therefore, software
quality models are a good starting point for the recommendation problem.
In those cases where there are many dependencies among
quality characteristics, which is usual in Software Engineering and in our case, it is recommended to adopt the
ANP, to take advantage of these dependencies.
User quality requirements. Usually, criteria that are taken
into account in MCDM problems cover all the quality
characteristics deﬁned. In our case, solving a problem
does not require every characteristic and, therefore, the
criteria to take into account consist only of those speciﬁed
by the user.
Alternatives. In our framework, recommendation covers
not one type of software product, but different types of
products. User requirements can be satisﬁed either by a
single product or by a combination of them. Therefore, an
alternative consists of a combination of software products
that together cover a set of common functionalities.
Comparison algorithm. The comparison of alternatives is
in most cases performed manually based on subjective
opinions made by experts. In our case, the task of comparing the alternatives by experts is difﬁcult because there
are no experts with expertise in every software product
type. Therefore, in order to overcome this problem and to
enable the automatic comparisons, we propose an automated comparison algorithm that is based on evaluation
results and user quality requirements.
Evaluation results. For the previously mentioned algorithm a set of evaluation results for the different types
of software products is needed. In our case, we use a

the supermatrix, a pairwise comparison is performed for
every cluster in a row separately, and it includes only the
elements that inﬂuence the one related to the observed
column. The standard Saaty’s scale for the pairwise
comparisons [5] is used, and the eigenvector of the
comparison is calculated. The results from the eigenvector
are then inserted into the corresponding positions of
a column in the supermatrix. If two elements are not
connected, a zero is entered.
In the ANP, criteria are also compared with respect to
each alternative. In the pairwise comparisons, every criteria that contributes to a certain alternative is compared to
determine the level of contribution to that alternative. The
results are then entered as the corresponding elements in
the supermatrix. This step is particularly signiﬁcant when
observing the inﬂuence of criteria on a single alternative.
4) As the supermatrix has to be stochastic (i.e., the sum
in every column has to be one), it has to be weighted.
This is done by determining the importance of each
block of clusters in the supermatrix in a set of pairwise
comparisons performed similarly to the previous step.
Then, each entry in the supermatrix is multiplied with
the importance of the block the entry belongs to.
5) The next step is the convergence of the weighted supermatrix. The weighted supermatrix is put to a power of an
increasing number, until the limit supermatrix is obtained,
i.e., that in which the values in every column are equal.
6) The ranking of the alternatives is obtained from the limit
supermatrix. The value in every row that corresponds to
an alternative represents the result for that alternative in
the decision process, which is used to determine the order
of alternatives. A higher value denotes a better result, and
is used for sorting the alternatives from best to worst.

corpus of semantic technology evaluation results that have
been produced in the SEALS project. These results cover
ﬁve types of semantic technologies (ontology engineering tools, ontology matching tools, reasoning systems,
semantic web services, and semantic search tools), which
have been evaluated according to different characteristics
(scalability, conformance, interoperability, accuracy, etc.).
IV. Q UALITY M ODEL F OR S EMANTIC T ECHNOLOGIES
In the Software Engineering ﬁeld, software quality models
provide a common framework for software quality speciﬁcation and evaluation by specifying a consistent terminology for
software quality and by providing guidance for its measurement.
Quality models consist of a hierarchy of quality characteristics, which are further decomposed into sub-characteristics.
For every quality sub-characteristic, a quality measure or a set
of quality measures is deﬁned, which are used for measuring
and provide insight of the particular sub-characteristic.
In the case of the AHP, which requires a hierarchical
structure in the model, hierarchical quality models (e.g., ISO
9126 [15] or SQuaRE [16]) are very convenient, and different
authors have used quality models based on the ISO 9126
together with the AHP [17], [18], [19].
In the semantic technology domain, a quality model for
semantic technologies has been proposed [20], which extends
the ISO 9126 quality model. The quality model describes 14
quality characteristics and sub-characteristics, and 55 quality
measures. Furthermore, for every quality measure, a formula
for its calculation is deﬁned [21]; these formulas formally
specify the dependencies between measures.
V. A NALYTIC N ETWORK P ROCESS
The inputs in the ANP are the different alternatives and
the set of criteria used to compare them, and the output is a
ranking of the alternatives with respect to the criteria.
The ANP consists of several consecutive steps [7]:
1) The ﬁrst step of a decision process is to deﬁne a model
of a problem, and it is often referred as the most
important step [22]. In the ANP, the model consists of
a network of elements (criteria and alternatives) and of
the dependencies between them. Elements are organized
into clusters, and dependencies between clusters are also
deﬁned; these dependencies are deduced based on the
existing dependencies between elements.
2) For the deﬁned network, a supermatrix is formulated.
The rows and columns of the supermatrix are related to
the elements in the network, and are grouped into the
corresponding clusters. This way, a supermatrix consists
of several sub-matrices, each related to two clusters in
the network. The entries of the supermatrix represent the
inﬂuence priorities of one element over another, e.g., the
entry in the i-th row and the j-th column represents the
importance of the i-th element over the j-th element.
3) The inﬂuence priorities are calculated with pairwise comparisons, similarly as in the AHP. For every column in

VI. A LTERNATIVES C OMPARISON A LGORITHM
As presented in Section V, in the third step of the ANP
alternatives are compared with respect to each criterion. In this
section we present an algorithm for the automatic comparison
of alternatives, which is based on the standard 1-9 Saaty’s
comparison scale.
The inputs of the algorithm are a threshold value t, extracted
from the user quality requirements, and evaluation results for
the two alternatives, a1 with the result v1 , and a2 with the
result v2 . The output is a natural number on Saaty’s scale,
which tells to which degree one alternative is preferable over
the other.
There are several cases, with respect to the four types of
scale [23] for a quality measure:
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•

Nominal scale. Nominal scale is a type of scale in which
results are descriptive labels with no signiﬁcance of order.
We distinguish two possible cases, depending on whether
the evaluation result meets the threshold:
– If only one result is equal to the threshold, e.g.,
v1 , when comparing a1 to a2 a value of 9 (extreme
importance) is assigned and, according to the pairwise

•

comparison rule, a value of 1/9 is assigned when
comparing a2 to a1 .
– If both results meet the threshold or none of them does,
both alternatives are of equal importance. Therefore, a
value of 1 is assigned in both comparisons.
Ordinal, interval or ratio scale. Ordinal scale is a type
of scale in which results are also descriptive labels, but
with signiﬁcance of order. In interval and ratio scales the
results are numerical values and the difference between
two results can be calculated. This leads to the following
possible cases:
– If v1 is equal or better than the threshold, while v2 is
worse, a value of 9 is assigned when comparing a1 to
a2 , and a value of 1/9 when comparing a2 to a1 .
– If both alternatives are worse or better than the threshold, they are of equal importance with respect to the
requirement. However, they are still compared, and
a value of 5 (strong importance) is assigned when
comparing the better alternative to the worst. Similarly
as in previous cases, a value of 1/5 is assigned when
comparing the worse alternative to the better.
– If both results are equal, a value of 1 is assigned in
both comparisons.
In the ordinal, interval, and ratio scales, when comparing
two values, the nature of the criterion determines which
result is better. Two possible cases exist: higher-best
scale, in which the higher value denotes a better result,
and lower-best scale, in which the lower value denotes a
better result.

VII. T HE ANP FOR S EMANTIC T ECHNOLOGIES
In this chapter we describe the particularities of the ANP
with respect to the semantic technology domain.
A. ANP Network for Semantic Technologies
The quality model for semantic technologies provides a
good starting point in deﬁning the ANP network. In several
consecutive steps, we transformed the quality model into the
network:
1) Every quality measure from the quality model becomes
an element of the network.
2) As every quality measure is used for measuring a subcharacteristic, the network elements are grouped into
clusters, each containing those measures that are related
to a certain sub-characteristic.
3) Based on the formulas for obtaining the quality measures,
deﬁned in the quality model, the dependencies between
the measures are deduced. Every two dependent elements
are then connected with an arc; the element where the arc
begins depends on the element where the arc ends.
4) Based on the dependencies between elements, dependencies between clusters are deﬁned in such a way that two
dependent elements imply a dependence between their
clusters.
Due to space reasons, we cannot present the whole network.
Therefore, on Fig. 2 we present only one part of the network

where seven quality measures are grouped into four clusters;
dependencies between measures are represented with arcs.
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Fig. 2: Part of the semantic technology ANP network.
The network in this case consists only of quality characteristics (criteria), and alternatives are not included. The reason
for this is that recommendations are based on user quality
requirements, and alternatives are formed and inserted into
the network only after the quality requirements are speciﬁed.
B. Supermatrix
Based on the previously deﬁned network, a supermatrix was
constructed. It consists of several sub-matrices where every
sub-matrix is related to two clusters of the network, one at the
left of the matrix and one at the top.
For every column in a supermatrix, inﬂuence priorities for
the criteria were calculated in pairwise comparisons. This task,
unlike the comparison of alternatives, was performed by a team
of experts in semantic technologies. Every two elements in two
rows within a certain cluster that have inﬂuence on an element
in a column are compared in a pairwise comparison with the
following question: “given an element in the column, which
of the two elements in the rows has more inﬂuence?”.
Table I shows an example of a pairwise comparison in
which the priorities of measures with respect to Average
alignment F-measure are calculated. We can see from the
network (Fig. 2) that Average alignment F-measure depends on
Average alignment H-measure, Average alignment precision,
and Average alignment recall. Therefore, those three measures
are compared in the pairwise comparison to determine their
importance. For example, the Average alignment precision has
a strong plus over the Average alignment H-measure, which
implies the value 6 in their comparison.
Column Importance gives the overall importance for each
measure. This comparison suggests that, e.g., Average alignment precision inﬂuences Average alignment F-measure with
0.462 degree of importance.
TABLE I: Pairwise comparisons of measures with respect to
Average alignment F-measure.
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AAF
AAP
AAR
AAH

AAP
1
1
1/6

AAR
1
1
1/6

AAH
6
6
1

Importance
0.462
0.462
0.076

Using the method provided by Saaty, we veriﬁed the consistency of every pairwise comparison in our supermatrix. The
method is based on the calculation of the consistency ratio,
whose value is limited to 0.1, and which is satisﬁed in all the
pairwise comparisons performed.
Table II presents the part of the supermatrix that is related
to the part of the network presented on Fig. 2. The priorities in
the supermatrix were obtained through pairwise comparisons
performed by experts, and we can see that the values obtained
in Table I are inserted into the appropriate positions as a sub
column in the supermatrix (column AAF).
TABLE II: Part of the supermatrix.
OLCC
IEE
OPT
AAP
AAR
AAF
AAH

OLCC
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

IEE
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

OPT
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

AAP
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AAR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AAF
0
0
0
0.462
0.462
0
0.076

AAH
0
0
0
0.462
0.462
0.076
0

TABLE VI: Alternatives comparisons with respect to OLCC.

The inﬂuence priorities of the clusters (i.e., of each block
in a supermatrix) are calculated in an analogue way as the
inﬂuences of their elements. Table III shows the priorities for
the previously-presented part of the network.
TABLE III: Cluster priorities.
OLMC
OPR
OPTB
OAP

OLMC
0
1
0
0

OPR
0.15
0.204
0
0

OPTB
0
1
0
0

OAP
0
0
0
1

VIII. I LLUSTRATIVE E XAMPLE
In this section, we describe an example of using the proposed recommendation framework. In it, we assume that a user
needs to modify existing ontologies (i.e., semantic models)
and then match their concepts to other ontologies. For this
task, two types of tools are needed, ontology engineering and
ontology matching tools.
Table IV shows the user quality requirements in terms
of a quality measure and a threshold, as well as the tools
that at least cover one requirement; T1 and T2 are ontology
engineering tools and T3 and T4 are ontology matching tools.
The set of alternatives will consist of the four combinations of
tools that cover every user quality requirement: T1+T3 (A1),
T1+T4 (A2), T2+T3 (A3), and T2+T4 (A4).
TABLE IV: User requirements and alternatives.
Requirements
Quality
Threshold
measure
OLCC
80
IEE
3
AAF
0.75

Scale type
Higher/Lower
best
Higher
Lower
Higher

T1

Tools
T2
T3

T4

85
5
/

70
2
/

/
/
0.74

/
/
0.8

The network related to this problem is that presented on
Fig. 2, with the addition of one cluster related to all four
identiﬁed alternatives. The part of the supermatrix related to
the criteria is that of Table II, while the supermatrix of the
complete problem is shown in Table V.
The values in the alternatives cluster of the supermatrix are
obtained from the evaluation results; using the comparison
algorithm presented in Section VI alternatives are compared
according to each of the criteria from the user requirements.
For example, the comparison of alternatives according to
Ontology language component coverage is shown in Table VI.
A1 satisﬁes the requirement, while A3 does not and, hence, a
value of 9 (extreme importance) is assigned when comparing
A1 to A3. The overall importance of the alternatives according
to the observed criteria is shown in the Importance column,
and is entered in the corresponding column of the supermatrix.

OLCC
A1
A2
A3
A4

A1
1
1
1/9
1/9

A2
1
1
1/9
1/9

A3
9
9
1
1

A4
9
9
1
1

Importance
0.45
0.45
0.05
0.05

The weighted supermatrix is obtained by multiplying each
element in the supermatrix with the importance of the cluster,
after which a limit supermatrix is obtained. Every column in
the limit supermatrix has the same values, which are shown
in the Limit supermatrix column in Table V.
From the limit supermatrix, we can observe that the best
alternative is A3 (with 0.074 score) and A1 (with 0.064) comes
after. Both alternatives satisfy two requirements, and A3 is
better with respect to Import/Export errors (IEE), while A1 is
better with respect to Ontology language component coverage
(OLCC); both are equal with respect to the Average alignment
F-measure. However, since Import/Export errors is a characteristic more important than Ontology language component
coverage (0.346 > 0.184) because of the dependencies in the
network, A3 has a higher score.
Alternatives A4 and A2 satisfy only one requirement; therefore they are ranked as third and fourth respectively, where A4
is ranked better because it satisﬁes a characteristic that is more
important (Import/Export errors).
IX. C ONCLUSIONS A ND F UTURE W ORK
This paper has presented a semantic technology recommendation framework, which is based on the Analytic Network
Process. To apply the ANP to the semantic technology domain,
we have deﬁned the ANP network, which is based on a quality
model for semantic technologies.
Having a quality model makes the deﬁnition of the network
a straightforward task. Furthermore, the semantic technology
quality model is a basis for the speciﬁcation of quality
requirements, and helps users to tailor the recommendation
process to their needs.
This paper also describes an algorithm for the automatic
comparison of alternatives in the ANP, and also in the AHP.
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TABLE V: Supermatrix for the example.
OLCC
IEE
OPT
AAP
AAR
AAF
AAH
A1
A2
A3
A4

OLCC
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0.45
0.45
0.05
0.05

IEE
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0.05
0.05
0.45
0.45

OPT
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AAP
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AAR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AAF
0
0
0
0.462
0.462
0
0.076
0.45
0.05
0.45
0.05

This algorithm is domain independent and can be used in other
scenarios in which evaluation results are available.
The comparison of alternatives in our framework is based
on real evaluation results. New results and alternatives can be
easily included in the framework, without the long process of
expert-based comparisons required by the ANP.
Evaluation results are currently available only for individual
tools. A future line of work is to specify new evaluations
and obtain results for combinations of tools, i.e., for whole
alternatives.
In the interval and ratio scales, the distance of the evaluation
results form a threshold can be precisely calculated. Therefore,
the alternatives comparison algorithm can be improved to take
into account those distances.
The network and the supermatrix in our framework are made
by experts in the semantic technology ﬁeld. However, we plan
to perform a validation with a broader group of experts and,
in case of changes, to provide a way of easily updating the
network and the supermatrix.
Future work also includes the implementation of the proposed framework in a web application. This will give users an
easy access to a system that will help them in choosing the
best semantic tools for solving the particular problems they
face.
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Abstract—In recent years, virtual communities, which focus on
the purpose of knowledge sharing, are beginning to use web
ontology to formally represent their sharable knowledge. In such
a community, each member usually creates one or more local web
ontologies for a given domain to be semantically queried by other
members. But, it has become a pressing issue that, given a
semantic query, how to efficiently locate the ontologies from
which some solutions of the query can be reasoned out. To
address this issue, we propose a structured P2P-based approach
to publish sharable ontologies in each member’s computer and
automatically locate the useful ontologies to process a given
SPARQL query. Therefore, given a SPARQL query, this
approach can further send it to nodes, where at least one of
ontologies useful to the query is located, to reason out solutions
for the query respectively. Moreover, given a SPARQL query, if
an ontology published can be reasoned out solutions, our
approach is sure to locate the ontology and achieve the solutions.
We also implemented this approach and conducted two
experiments to evaluate its efficiency. The experimental results
demonstrate that it is efficient.
Keywords-Virtual Community; Web Ontology;
Location; SPARQL Query; Peer-to-peer(P2P)

I.

Yong Deng1,2

2

Ontology

INTRODUCTION

Virtual community is a social network of individuals who
interact through specific media, especially Internet, in order to
pursue mutual interests or goals [1]. If a virtual community just
focuses on th e purpose of knowledge sharing, it is also called
virtual knowledge community (VKC), which brings together
geographically dispersed, like-minded people to form a
network for knowledge exchange [2]. In recent years, with the
wide application of Semantic Web, web ontology is applied to
VKC to formally represent and automatically process sharable
knowledge. In such a community [3, 4], each member usually
creates one or more web ontologies to represent his/her own
knowledge of a given domain. These ontologies possess a large
quantity of knowledge to be shared and leveraged by each
member in the community for his/her own purposes.
Due to the adoption of web ontology, knowledge sharing in
such a community is largely based on structural semantic query.
But, it has become a pressing issue that, given a semantic query
in such a virtual community, how to efficiently locate the web
ontologies, from which some solutions can be reasoned out. In
recent years, the issue has been given a great deal of attention
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in practice as well as in research. Most of current approaches to
deal with the issue are based on Client–Server (C/S) structure.
In these approaches, all the web ontologies in a VKC are
gathered and stored in s ome centralized knowledge servers.
Community members can query and utilize knowledge under
some sort of centralized control. These approaches have been
considered inappropriate and ineffective to share knowledge [5,
6]. They are not suitable for the autonomous and dynamic
characteristics of knowledge sharing [7, 8]. So, knowledge
sharing in a decentralized network, especially supported by
peer-to-peer (P2P) technology, is introduced. These approaches
usually organize members’ computers with sharable ontologies
into an unstructured P2P network. Given a semantic query,
these approaches try to route it to the nodes with useful
knowledge to process it. However, unstructured P2P network
limits their scalability and effectiveness.
To address the issue and overcome the limitations of
current approaches, in this paper we propose a structured P2Pbased approach to automatically publish and locate sharable
web ontologies so as to facilitate processing semantic query. In
our approach, community members’ computers are organized
into a structured P2P network. If a computer as a node has
sharable web ontologies, it can directly publish them on P2P
network. If a node receives a query of SPARQL (Simple
Protocol and RDF Query Language) [9] from a requestor, it can
efficiently locate the useful ontologies to process the query and
send the query to nodes, where at least one of the useful
ontologies is located, to reason solutions for the query
respectively. Given a SP ARQL query, our approach makes
sure that it can find out all the ontologies published, which can
be reasoned out solutions for the query. Our approach provides
user with a method to automatically share web ontologies in
virtual community to process their SPARQL queries.
II.

OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH

Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems usually consist of large numbers
of autonomous nodes and allow the sharable resources of each
node to be accessed by others. Especially structured P2P
systems, such as Chord [10], they usually organize nodes in a
systematic way and publish every sharable resource to a given
node respectively. As a result, they can effectively find out a
given resource and provide very good sc alability. Because of
structured P2P with these strengths, we apply it to our approach

for knowledge sharing. Based on structured P2P protocols, we
can design two functions to publish and locate web ontologies
on P2P network as follows:
1) pubOnto(idx, onto), it is used to publish ontology onto
based on its index idx(i.e., a property value of ontology onto).
According to a given structured P2P protocol, it locates a
given node N based on index idx so as to save the pair <idx,
onto> on node N.
2) lookupOnto(idx), it is used to get all the ontologies as a
set, where these ontologies are published based on index idx
(i.e., a property value of these ontologies) by some nodes.
B. Our Approach’s Overview
In our approach, members’ computers concerned (as nodes)
constitute a structured P2P network. When a node with some
sharable web ontologies joins, it publishes them as follows:
1) For each ontology O, based on each entity which
appears in it, creates an index for it, which can describe what
knowledge it possesses.
2) For each index idx of ontology O, using function
pubOnto(idx, onto), publish ontology O’s IRI as onto.
Once a node N receives a SPARQL query, it processes it as
follows:
1) Node N parses the query and creates the indices for the
query. The indices can together describe what knowledge an
ontology should possess if it is useful to process the query.
2) Based on the indices, node N locates the ontologies by
using function lookupOnto(idx) with some strategies. the
query’s solutions can be reasoned out just from the ontologies.
3) For each located ontology O, node N sends the query to
the node n where ontology O locates.
4) Node n reasons its ontology O to construct solutions for
the query and returns solutions to node N.
5) Node N collects all the solutions returned and sends to
requestor of the query.
The idea to create the indices for sharable ontologies and
SPARQL query and the strategies to locate ontology for a
query will be discussed in detail in the following section.
III.

PUBLICATION AND LOCATION OF ONTOLOGY

In this section, we first introduce SPARQL basics and the
basic idea to create indices of SPARQL query to locate useful
ontologies. Then, we present our method to publish ontologies
and our algorithm to locate ontologies for a query.
A. SPARQL Basics
SPARQL [9] is a query language for RDF diagrams. Since
ontologies in compliance with OWL [11] or RDFS [12] are all
based on RDF data model, they can be queried by SPARQL.
Each SPARQL query has a graph pattern which consists of one
or more pattern-clause. A graph pattern can be automatically
converted into a semantically equivalent triple pattern. For
example, the conversion can be shown from Figure 1 to Figure
2. The triple in a triple pattern is like RDF triple except that
each of the subject, predicate and object may be a variable.
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{

[ a dc:book ] dc:title "Semantic Web";
dc:creator ?y.
?y a dc:corporation. }

Figure 1. A Graph Pattern with Initial Pattern-Clauses
{ _:b0 <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type> dc:book .
_:b0 dc:title "Semantic Web" .
_:b0 dc:creator ?y .
?y <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type> dc:corporation }
Figure 2. Triple Pattern of Graph Pattern in Figure. 1

Graph pattern is used to convert into a triple pattern so as to
match a sub-graph of the RDF diagram being queried when
RDF terms from that sub-graph may be substituted for the
variables in the graph pattern. The result, i.e., solution, is RDF
graph equivalent to the sub-graph matched. Here, RDF terms
mean recourses in RDF triples. In a SPARQL query, the graph
pattern consists of the following five different categories: Basic,
Group, Optional, Alternative, and Named Graphs Pattern.
Basic Graph Pattern contains a p attern-clause which must
be matched. Similarly, Group Graph Pattern consists of a group
of pattern-clauses which must be all matched too. So, given a
SPARQL query with Basic or Group Graph Pattern, if a RDF
graph can be queried out results, RDF terms appearing in the
graph pattern are bound to appear in the RDF graph. Moreover,
if the query’s graph pattern is converted into a triple pattern, for
each RDF term and its role (as one of subject, predicate and
object) in a given triple in the triple pattern, there is at least one
triple specified or implied in the RDF graph, which involves in
the RDF term as the same role. So, we can take it as a clue to
locate useful ontology for a query.
Optional Graph Patterns provide optional patterns to extend
solutions to be reasoned out, while Named Graph Patterns
designate the graphs that its patterns must be matched against.
Thus, they can not provide useful clues to locate ontologies for
a query with such graph patterns. Alternative Graph Pattern has
two or more possible patterns to be tried. In fact, given a query
Q, which graph pattern is an Alternative Graph Pattern, it can
be broken into several sub-queries. Each sub-query takes one
alternative part of query O’s graph pattern as its independent
query pattern. Out of question, if one of sub-queries can be
reasoned out solutions from an ontology, query Q surely can be
reasoned out the same solutions from the ontology. Vice versa,
if query Q can be reasoned out solutions from an ontology, one
of its sub-queries surely can be reasoned out the same solutions.
Thus, the ontologies located for each sub-query of a query can
be united as the ontologies useful to the query.
In fact, a graph pattern of a query is usually formed by the
five basic patterns in nested way. The outer-most one in a
query is called query pattern. If a query’s graph pattern consists
of one or more Alternative Graph Patterns, we can repeatedly
insert the pattern-clause (or other Graph Patterns) paralleled
with an Alternative Graph Pattern P into P’s alternative parts
until Alternative Graph Pattern is the query’s outer-most graph
pattern and each alternative part does not include any other
Alternative Graph Pattern. So, we can get a semantically
equivalent graph pattern, based on w hich we can break such

query into several sub-queries without any Alternative Graph
Pattern.

ontology O by using the function pubOnto(idx, onto) as
discussed in subsection 2.1.

B. Indices Creation of SPARQL Query
Based on SPARQL basics as discussed above, we present a
method to create indices for a given SPARQL query to locate
useful ontology for it. The method just concerns the query
without Alternative Graph Pattern because the query with such
pattern can be broken into se veral sub-queries without such
pattern to substitute for it. It consists of the following steps:

D. Web Ontology Location
Based on conclusion 1 and ontology publication method in
subsection 3.3, we design algorithm ontoLocating in Figure 3
to locate ontologies useful to a given SPAQRL query. Its basic
idea is that, given a query Q, we first discover ontologies based
on each pair P in its tmRoPairs defined in subsection 3.2, and
then intersect them as a set of useful ontologies to process
query Q.

1) given a SPARQL query, extracts its graph pattern GP.
2) from graph pattern GP, removes Optional and Named
Graph Patterns in it, as a graph pattern G.
3) converts graph pattern G into a tr iple pattern TP. For
example, the conversion from Figure 1 to Figure 2.
4) from each triple T in triple pattern TP, first takes out
each RDF term tm, which are not blank nodes, variables, or
vocabularies of ontology language, such as OWL. Then,
records RDF term tm and its role Ro(as one of subject,
predicate, and object) in the triple T as a pair <tm, Ro>. Thus,
given a query’s triple pattern, we can obtain a pair set, called
tmRoPairs.
RDF terms in pairs in tmRoPairs are also referred to as
entities, which are classes, properties, or individuals in web
ontology to express the notions in domain. Here, each pair in
tmRoPairs is reviewed as an index of its SPARQL query.
Based on S PARQL basics as discussed in subsection 3.1, we
can draw a conclusion as follows:
Conclusion 1: If a web ontology is likely reasoned out
results for a q uery, then for each pair P in the query’s
tmRoPairs, the ontology must specify or can be reasoned out a
triple T, which contains the RDF term tm in pair P, and tm’s
role in triple T is identical to the role in pair P.
For a pair P in a query’s tmRoPairs, if a web ontology
neither specify nor can be reasoned out such a triple T, it means
that a triple in the query’s triple pattern, from which pair P is
constructed, must not be matched in the ontology. So, the
ontology must not be reasoned out solutions for the query.
C. Web Ontology Publication
To locate web ontologies according to conclusion 1, we
publish an ontology based on each entity and one of its possible
roles which appear in a specified or implied RDF triple in the
ontology. The process is listed as follows:
1) given sharable ontology O, extracts the entities as a set
enSet, which appear in ontology O.
2) for each entity E in se t enSet, reasons the ontology to
determine whether there is at least one specified or implied
triple where entity E’s role is subject (predicate, or object). If
such a triple exists, puts E into subSet (preSet, or objSet).
3) takes each element E in set subset (objSet, proSet) and
its corresponding role subject (predicate, object) as a pair <E,
subject (or predicate, or object)>. Then, views the pair as an
index idx of ontology O.
4) according to each idx, publishes the IRI onto of
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Algorithm ontoLocating
Input qry: a given SPARQL query.
Output ontos: a set of IRIs of ontologies useful to query qry.
Begin
sets integer i=0 ;
parses out set tmRoPairs from graph pattern of qry;
For each pair p in set tmRoPairs Do
i=i+1;
creates a index idx based on the entity and its role in p;
retrieves a set ontoSet by using function lookupOnto (idx);
If i=1 Then ontos = ontoSet Else
ontos = ontoSetģontos
End If
End Do
Return ontos;
End
Figure 3. Algorithm: ontoLocating

In this algorithm, to process a given query, the number that
the algorithms access P2P network is the number of pairs in
tmRoPairs.
IV.

EVALUATION

To evaluate our approach, first we have implemented it.
Then, design the following two experiments to evaluate its
efficiency:
1) Experiment 1 evaluates our approach’s consumption of
network resources when ontology is published.
2) Experiment 2 evaluates our approach’s consumption of
network resources when query is processed.
A. Experiment Set Up
In our experiments, first we downloaded 16 web ontologies
from TONES [13], an ontology repository, as experimental
data, which are listed in Table I. Then, we design 15 SPARQL
queries using the entities, which come from the ontologies in
Table I.
In addition, we compare the consumption of network
resources of our approach M1 with approach M2 and M3. For a
same task, if an approach consumes fewer resources, it will be
superior. Here, the consumption of network resources refers to
the number of accesses to P2P network and quantity of values
publishing on o r retrieving from P2P network when a web
ontology is published, or a query is processed. As far as
approach M2 and M3 are concerned, they are all implemented
based on RDFPeers [14], a structured P2P-based RDF
repositories. RDFPeers stores each RDF triple at three places

by applying hash functions to its subject, predicate, and object.
Thus, all nodes know which nodes are responsible for the
triples they are looking for if the triples exist in the network. So,
we can implement approach M2 and M3 based on RDFPeers to
process SPARQL query as follows:
1) Approach M2: given a web ontology, it just publishes
the triples specified explicitly in it. Given a SPARQL query Q,
it retrieves the connected sub-graph of each entity appearing in
Q’s graph pattern to create an ontology to process Q.
2) Approach M3: given a web ontology, it publishes all
the triples, which are specified or implied in th e ontology.
Given a SPARQL query, according to entities appearing in the
query’s graph pattern, this approach retrieves all the relevant
triples to process the query.
Like our approach (M1) in this paper, given a SPARQL
TABLE I.

query, if an ontology published can be reasoned out solutions,
approach M2 and M3 are sure to achieve the solutions. Here
we do not discuss it in detail.
B. Results and Analysis
Experiment 1 is conducted to evaluate our approach’s
consumption of network resources when ontology is published.
When we publish a web ontology by using approach M1, M2,
and M3 respectively, we count the total numbers of the values
to be inserted into P2P network according to each approach. In
fact, using the three approaches, when a value is inserted into
P2P network, the network must be accessed one time. Thus, the
total numbers of the values to be published is the number of
accesses to P2P network when ontology is published. The
experimental results are recorded in column M1, M2, and M3
in the Table I respectively.

WEB ONTOLOGIES AND ITS NUMBERS OF THE VALUES PUBLISHED BY APPROACH M1, M2, AND M3

IRI of Ontologies from TONES
M1 M2
file:/Users/seanb/Desktop/Cercedilla2005/hands-on/people.owl
291 950
O1.
http://keg.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/ontology/software
174 867
O2.
http://www.mindswap.org/ontologies/family.owl
30
108
O3.
http://www.co-ode.org/ontologies/pizza/pizza.owl
341 3345
O4.
http://www.owl-ontologies.com/Movie.owl
135 565
O5.
http://www.bpiresearch.com/BPMO/2004/03/03/cdl/Countries
67
498
O6.
http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2007/9/AirSystem.owl
856 3398
O7.
http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/owl-library/koala.owl
65
247
O8.
http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl
763 2689
O9.
http://www.lehigh.edu/~zhp2/2004/0401/univ-bench.owl
196 439
O10.
http://www.mindswap.org/ontologies/debugging/university.owl
81
271
O11.
http://www.co-ode.org/ amino-acid/2006/05/18/amino-acid.owl
143 2291
O12.
http://www.mindswap.org/dav/commonsense/food/foodswap.owl
40
210
O13.
http://www.estrellaproject.org/lkif-core/role.owl
271 1078
O14.
http://www.estrellaproject.org/lkif-core/lkif-top.owl
23
25
O15.
http://www.semanticweb.org/ontolgies/chemical
127 398
O16.
3603 17379
The total quantity of published data
TABLE II.

M3
5046
4569
525
30867
1605
1920
65607
1209
38202
1560
2823
4503
864
4083
150
14313
177846

mulM2 mulM3
3.26
17.34
4.98
26.26
3.6
17.5
9.81
90.52
4.19
11.89
7.43
28.66
3.97
76.64
3.8
18.6
3.52
50.07
2.24
7.959
3.35
34.85
16
31.49
5.25
21.6
3.98
15.07
1.09
6.522
3.13
112.7
4.82
49.36

NUMBERS OF ACCESSES TO P2P NETWORK FOR EACH QUERY PROCESS USING APPROACH M1, M2, AND M3

Q1
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Total
5
6
6
5
5
5
5
6
5
5
4
5
55
4
76
M1
M2 1383 1383 22 56 129 171 124 231 231 171 1383 98 98 129 129 5738
5
6
6
5
5
5
5
6
5
5
4
5
55
4
76
M3
mulM2 276.6 230.5 3.67 11.2 25.8 34.2 24.8 38.5 46.2 34.2 345.8 19.6 19.6 25.8 32.25 75.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
mulM3 1
TABLE III.
M1
M3
M2
mulM2
mulM3

NUMBERS OF VALUES RETRIEVED FROM P2P NETWORK FOR EACH QUERY PROCESS USING APPROACH M1, M2, AND M3
Q1
5
8547
2009
1709.4
401.8

Q2
6
8547
1726
1424.5
287.67

Q3
6
104
403
17.33
67.17

Q4
5
208
2614
41.6
522.8

Q5
5
499
1708
99.8
341.6

Q6
8
1025
1639
128.13
204.88

Q7
Q8
Q9 Q10
5
6
5
6
564
946
946 1025
1692 1774 504 1735
112.8 157.67 189.2 170.83
338.4 295.67 100.8 289.17

In Table I, the column mulM2 (or mulM3) is the multiples
from column M2 (or M3) to M1. Table I shows that, for
approach M2, the multiples range from 1.09 to 16 and have a
weighted average value 4.82; for approach M3, the multiples
range from 6.522 to 112.7 and have a weighted average value
49.36. These imply that M1 can save large numbers of
accesses to network, because it just publishes a very smaller

Q11
4
8547
1789
2136.8
447.25

Q12
5
429
229
85.8
45.8

Q13
5
429
1821
85.8
364.2

Q14
5
499
2022
99.8
404.4

Q15
4
499
1926
124.75
481.5

Total
80
32814
23591
410.18
294.89

quantity of values for a same ontology than M2 or M3. The
reason is that, M1 publishes an ontology just based on entities
and their roles appearing in the ontology, while M2 publishes
each triple specified three times and M3 publishes all the
specified and implied triples three times. An ontology usually
contains large numbers of triples, especially, the triples implied.
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Experiment 2 is c onducted to evaluate our approach’s
consumption of network resources when a SPARQL query is
processed. In this experiment, we conduct 3 tests. For the first
one, we published all ontologies in table I by using approach
M1. Then, we process the 15 SPARQL queries we constructed.
When a query is processed, we record the number of accesses
to P2P network and the quantities of the values retrieved from
P2P network. For the second and third test, we do the same
thing by using approach M2 and M3 respectively. Then, we
record the results in Table II and Table III. In Table II, the row
M1, M2, and M3 record the numbers of accesses to P2P
network when a query is processed by approach M1, M2, and
M3 respectively. In Table III, the row M1, M2, and M3 record
the quantities of values retrieved from P2P network when a
query is processed by approach M1, M2, and M3 respectively.

node is responsible for triples they are looking for. Queries are
guaranteed to find out matched triples in the network if the
triples exist. However, if RDF triples are directly published on
P2P, it is difficult to support semantic retrieval.
VI.

In Table II, the r ow mulM2 (or mulM3) is the multiples
from row M2 (or M3) to M1. The row mulM2 shows that the
multiples range from 3.67 to 345.8 and have a weighted
average value 75.5. This means that approach M1 accesses
network very less times than M2 when a query is processed.
The reason is that, to obtain relevant connected sub-graphs for
a query, M2 needs to access network iteratively based on each
entity in the desired connected sub-graphs, while approach M1
just uses the entities appearing in the query to locate ontologies.
The row mulM3 shows that all the multiples are 1 . It means
that the numbers in row M1 are identical to the corresponding
numbers in row M3. The reason is that, for a query, approach
M1 locates the appropriate ontologies from P2P network,
while M3 retrieves relevant triples; but, they are all just based
on the entities appearing in graph pattern.
In Table III, the row mulM2 (or mulM3) is also the
multiples from row M2 (or M3) to M1. The row mulM2 shows
that the multiples range from 17.33 to 2136.8 and have a
weighted average value 410.18. The row mulM3 shows that
the multiples range from 45.8 to 447.25 and have a weighted
average value 294.89. That is to say, for a query, M1 only need
retrieve significantly less data from P2P network than M2 or
M3. It is because that, to obtain relevant connected sub-graphs
for a query, M2 has to retrieve all triples related to each entity
in desired connected sub-graphs. For approach M3, because it
publishes all the triples specified or implied, usually large
numbers of triples will be retrieved based on each entity.
V.

In this paper, we propose and implement a structured P2Pbased approach to publish and locate sharable ontologies to
process SPARQL queries in a virtual knowledge community,
where web ontology is used to formally represent knowledge.
Given a SPARQL query, our approach makes sure that it can
find out all the sharable ontologies in community, which can
be reasoned out s olutions for the query. We also conducted
two experiments to evaluate its efficiency. The experimental
results demonstrated that our approach is efficient. In near
future, we plan to continue our research work in the following
aspects:
1) Conduct further study to investigate graph pattern of
SPARQL query to f ind out other clues to more efficiently
locate useful ontologies rather than the appearing entities and
their roles. For example, structure of graph pattern.
2) Study the method to map words to existing ontological
entities so as to facilitate requestors to construct their
SPARQL queries automatically.
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a PL. The variability impact analysis on the PL development can determine the aggregated value of a PL for an
organization. Metrics for a PLA are applied to a set of assets
from which variants can be generated rather than one speciﬁc
product. Thus, it is necessary to deﬁne speciﬁc PLA metrics
to provide effective indicators with regard to the overall PL
development and evolution.
We proposed six metrics for PLA complexity. These
metrics were deﬁned to provide an indicator of how complex
is a PLA by measuring its derived PL products. Complexity
is measured based on McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity
(CC) [11] which measures the number of different paths in a
source code. Basically, class complexity is calculated by the
Weighted Metrics per Class (WMC) metric [6], which is a
composition of the CC metric. Thus, component complexity
is the sum of the complexity of all classes that form a
component.
Variabilities are related to PLA class and/or components.
Each variability is related to variation points and/or variants
that realize it. A variation point or variant might be a PLA
class or component. The complexity of a variability can be
calculated based on the complexity of each variation point
or variant.
Both theoretical and empirical validations [5] are necessary to validate a set of metrics. Theoretical validation is
concerned with demonstrating that a metric is measuring the
concept it is purporting to measure. The ﬁrst requirement for
theoretical validation is that either the analyst has an intuitive
understanding of the concept that is being measured and/or
that the software engineering community has a consensual
intuitive understanding of the concept. Theoretical validation
of the complexity metrics have been done in [12].
This paper is concerned with the empirical validation of
the proposed metrics for PLA complexity quality attribute.
The validation aims at correlating the metrics with subject’s
complexity rating, respectively, when generating PLA conﬁgurations. A PLA conﬁguration represents a derived PL
product with variabilities resolved.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II deﬁnes
the complexity metrics to be validated and illustrates how
to collect them; Section III presents how the experimental

Abstract—The software product line approach has been
applied as a successful software reuse technique for speciﬁc
domains. The product line architecture is one of the most
important product line core assets as it is the abstraction of the
products that can be generated, and it represents similarities
and variabilities of a product line. Its quality attributes analysis
and evaluation can serve as a basis for analyzing the managerial
and economical values of a product line. This analysis can be
quantitatively supported by metrics. Thus, we proposed metrics
for the product line architecture complexity quality attribute.
This paper is concerned with the empirical validation of such
metrics. As a result of the experimental work we can conclude
that the metrics are relevant indicators of complexity of product
line architecture by presenting a correlation analysis.
Keywords-Complexity, Correlation Analysis, Emprical Validation, Metrics, Software Product Line Architecture.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the last decades effective methodologies to evaluate
software architectures, such as ATAM (Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method) and SAAM (Software Architecture
Analysis Method), were proposed and consolidated by both
industrial and academic segments [7]. Such a consolidation
is corroborated by the analysis of the number of published
research papers and technical reports providing important
examples of how to carry out a software architecture evaluation based on quality attributes. Thus, these methodologies
are essential for evaluating single-product architectures.
In recent years, the software product line (PL) engineering
[10] has emerged as a promising reusability approach, which
brings out some important beneﬁts, such as increases the
reusability of its core assets, while decreases the time to
market. One of the most important assets of a PL is its
architecture (PLA). The PLA plays a central role at the
development of products from a PL as it is the abstraction
of the products that can be generated, and it represents
similarities and variabilities of a product line.
The evaluation of a PLA must be supported by a set of
metrics [8]. Such metrics must both evidence the quality
of PL and serve as a basis to analyze the managerial and
economical value of a PL [2]. The PLA must explicit the
common (similarities) and variable (variabilities) aspects of
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CompClass: measures the complexity of a class. It is the
WMC metric value for a class. This metric is represented
by the following formula:
⎫
n

⎪
⎪
⎬
CompClass(Cls) = W M C(Cls) =
W M C(M tdi ),

study was planned and carried out to validate the complexity
metrics; Section IV discusses the results obtained in this
study; and Section V provides the conclusions and directions
for future work.
II. C OMPLEXITY M ETRICS FOR S OFTWARE P RODUCT
L INE A RCHITECTURES
The complexity understanding is essential from the PL
adoption point as a PL manager is able to analyze the
complex of the potential PL products to be produced.
Organizations which have a developed PL core asset
for a certain domain can analyze the complexity of the
distinct conﬁgurations and the PL evolution. Therefore, a PL
manager may choose from a set of feasible conﬁgurations
which are the most interesting to be produced.
The complexity metrics for PLA were composed based on
the Cyclomatic Complex (CC) [11] and Weighted Methods
per Class (WMC) [6]. The CC metric measures the quantity
of decision logic represented by the number of paths to be
tested in a source code. The WMC metric is the sum of the
CC metric for each concrete method in an object-oriented
class. Abstract methods have WMC value 0.0. Each metric
measures the complexity of class, interface and component
based on one of the following PL variability concepts:
• Variability, according to Bosch [4], is “the ability of
a software or artifact to be changed, customized or
conﬁgured for use in a particular context.” Although
a variability can take place at different levels of abstraction and artifacts, the complexity metrics in this
paper address only class and component UML artifacts
that result from PL activities [14] and represents the
PLA;
• Variation Point is the resolution of variabilities in
generic artifacts of a PL. According to Jacobson et al.
[9], “a variation point identiﬁes one or more locations at
which the variation will occur.” Thus, a variation point
may take place at generic artifacts and at different levels
of abstraction. Basically, a variation point answers the
question: What varies in a PL? [16]; and
• Variant represents the possible elements through which
a variation point may be resolved. It may also represent
a way to directly resolve a variability. Basically, a
variant answers the question: How does a variability
or a variation point vary in a PL? [16].
The complexity metrics taken into consideration in this
paper are as follows:

i=1

where:
•

•

(2)

CompVarPointClass: measures the complexity of a variation point. It is the value of the metric CompClass (Equation
2), for a class which is a variation point, plus the sum of the
CompClass (Equation 2) value for each associated variant
class. This metric is represented by the following formula:
⎫
CompVarPointClass(Cls)
=
CompClass(Cls)
+
n
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
CompClass(Assi ),
⎬
i=1

where:
•

n = # of (inclusive + exclusive + optional + mandatory)
classes and interfaces associated (Ass)

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
variant⎭

(3)

CompVariabilityClass: measures the complexity of a variability. It is the sum of the metric CompVarPointClass
(Equation 3), for each variation point. This metric is represented by the following formula:
⎫
nV P

⎪
⎪
CompVariabilityClass(Vbt) =
CompV arP ointClass(Clsi ), ⎬
i=1

where:
•

nVP = # of class and interface (Cls) variation points

⎪
⎪
⎭

(4)

CompVarComponent: measures the complexity of a variable PLA component. It is the sum of the metric CompVariabilityClass (Equation 4), for each variability in a
component. This metric is represented by the following
formula:
⎫
nV ar

⎪
⎪
⎬
CompVarComponent(Cpt) =
CompV ariabilityClass(V ari ),
i=1

where:
•

nVar = # of variabilities (Var) in a component (Cpt)

⎪
⎪
⎭

(5)

CompPLA: measures the complexity of a PLA. It is
the sum of the CompVarComponent (Equation 5) for each
component of a PLA. This metric is represented by the
following formula:
⎫
nCpt

⎪
⎪
CompPLA(PLA) =
CompV arComponent(Cpti ),
⎪
⎬

CompInterface: measures the complexity of an interface.
It always has value 0.0 as an interface has no concrete methods to calculate the WMC metric. This metric is represented
by the following formula (1):

CompInterface(Cls) = W M C(Itf ) = 0.0,

i=1

where:

(1)

where:

n = # of concrete methods (Mtd) of a class Cls

⎪
⎪
⎭

•
•

n = # of concrete methods (Mtd) of an interface (Itf)
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nCpt = # of PLA variable components
Cpti is the o ith component of a PLA

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎭

(6)

C. Operation

III. E XPERIMENTAL S TUDY
In this section we describe the experiment we have carried
out to empirically validate the proposed metrics as indicators
of PLA complexity. We have followed the suggestions
provided by Wohlin et al. [19] and Perry et al. [15] on how
to perform controlled experiments with minor changes.

1) Preparation: when the experiment was carried out, all
of the subjects had graduated in the Software Engineering
area, in which they have learned how to design at least
object-oriented (OO) class diagrams using UML. In addition,
all of the subjects had experience in applying PL and
variability concepts to OO systems designed using UML.
The material prepared to the subjects consisted of:
• the class diagram representing the core asset of the
AGM PL;
• the AGM component diagram, representing its logical
architecture;
• an AGM traceability model from classes to components;
• the description of the AGM PL;
• the SMartyProﬁle [13], which is a UML metamodel,
thus the subjects can understand how the variabilities
are represented in class and component diagrams;
• a variability resolution model, which the subjects could
resolve the variabilities to generate one AGM conﬁguration; and
• a test (questionnaire) describing complexity concepts,
which the subjects had to rate the associated complexity
of each generated AGM conﬁguration based on linguistic labels (Table I).

A. Deﬁnition
Based on the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) template [1],
the goal of the experiment is presented as follows:
Analyze collected metrics from UML models and source
code
For the purpose of validating
With respect to the capability to be used as PLA complexity indicators
From the point of view of software product line architects
In the context of graduate students of the Software
Engineering area at the University of Waterloo (UWaterloo),
University of São Paulo (ICMC-USP), and State University
of Maringá (UEM).
B. Planning
1) Context Selection: the experiment was carried out in
an academic environment.
2) Selection of Subjects: a group of Software Engineering
graduate students from ICMC-USP, UEM, and UWaterloo.
They have experience in the design of product lines and
variabilities using UML.
3) Variable Selection: the independent variables were the
class and component complexity of a PLA. The dependent
variables were the complexity of each product generated
from the PLA.
4) Instrumentation: the objects were: a document describing the Arcade Game Maker (AGM) PL [17]; AGM
UML class and component models, a traceability model
from classes to components; and a resolution model containing the variabilities to be resolved at class level. The
independent variables were measured by the proposed metrics. The dependent variables were measured according to
the subjects ratings of complexity.
5) Hypothesis Formulation: the following hypothesis
were tested in this study:
• Null Hypothesis (H0 ): There is no signiﬁcant correlation between the PLA complexity metric (CompPLA)
and the subject’s complexity rating for each PLA conﬁguration; and
• Alternative Hypothesis (H1 ): There is a signiﬁcant
correlation between the PLA complexity metric (CompPLA) and the subject’s complexity rating for each PLA
conﬁguration.
6) Experiment Design: all the tasks had to be solved by
each of the subjects.

Table I
L INGUISTIC L ABELS FOR C OMPLEXITY S UBJECTS R ATING .
Extremely
Low

Low

Neither Low
nor High

High

Extremely
High

We selected ﬁve linguistic labels, based on Bonissone [3],
as we considered they are signiﬁcant to cover the complexity
category of our variables and bring out balance to obtain
better results.
2) Execution: the subjects were given the material described in Preparation (Section III-C1). It was required to
each subject to generate one AGM conﬁguration. It was
done by following instructions on how to resolve the AGM
variability resolution model, and how to rate the complexity
associated to the conﬁgurations generated from the subjects
view point. All the tasks were performed by each subject
alone, with no time limit to solve them and neither sequentially nor simultaneously. As the metric CompPLA is
a composition of the remaining complexity metrics of this
paper, we only take CompPLA into consideration for the
validation purpose. In addition, the CompPLA value of each
conﬁguration was divided by the CompPLA value of the
overall AGM PLA, thus resulting in a value ranging from
0.0 to 1.0.
3) Data Validation: the tasks realized by the subjects
were collected. We consider the subjects subjective evaluation reliable.
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D. Analysis and Interpretation

Alternative Hypothesis (H1 ): the CompPLA observed
values distribution is non-normal, i.e., the signiﬁcance
value (p) is less or equal to 0.05 (p ≤ 0.05).
Taking into account a sample size (N ) of 30, with mean
(μ) 0.6545, standard deviation (σ) 0.1842, and median (x̃)
0.5895, the CompPLA metric obtained a signiﬁcance value:
• p < 0.01 (0.01 < 0.05) for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test;
• p = 0.0118 (0.0118 < 0.05) for the Shapiro-Wilk test.
Thus, there is evidence, for both normality tests, that
the null hypothesis (H0 ) must be rejected at a signiﬁcance
level of 5%. Then, we cannot consider the CompPLA
observed values distribution normal and, consequently, a
non-parametric statistic method must be used to analyze the
data.
3) Spearman’s Rank Correlation: as CompPLA distribution is non-normal, we applied the non-parametric Spearman’s Correlation (ρ) [18] to support the interpretation of
the data. This method allows to establish whether there is a
correlation between two sets of data. Equation (7) presents
the Spearman’s ρ formula:
•

We summarized the collected data by calculating the
metrics CompPLA for the thirty AGM conﬁgurations generated by the subjects, as well as verifying the complexity
rating of such conﬁgurations. Table II presents the observed
values for the CompPLA metric from the generated AGM
conﬁgurations.
Table II
O BSERVED VALUES FOR THE C OMP PLA M ETRIC FROM THE
G ENERATED C ONFIGURATIONS .
Configuration #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

CompPLA
0.51
0.56
0.51
0.83
0.91
0.50
0.47
0.53
0.67
0.90
0.53
0.97
0.48
0.69
0.74

Configuration #
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

CompPLA
0.98
0.77
0.82
0.52
0.82
0.49
1.00
0.52
0.42
0.62
0.47
0.53
0.70
0.40
0.78

ρ = 1−

1) Descriptive Statistics: Figure 1 presents the CompPLA
observed values (Table II) plotted in a boxplot.

6
n(n2 −1)

n


d2i ,

where n is the sample

i=1

size (N )

⎫
⎬
(7)

⎭

Box Plot of CompPLA
AGM Experiment 2v*30c
1.1
- 1.0

strong negative
correlation

- 0.5

weak negative
correlation

0

weak positive
correlation

0.5

strong positive
correlation

1.0

1.0
perfect negative
correlation

no correlation

perfect positive
correlation

0.9

Figure 2.

Spearman’s Rank Correlation Scale.

CompPLA

0.8

We performed the following correlation (Corr.1): CompPLA and the subjects complexity rating, which shows that
the understanding of complexity by the subjects corroborates
to the CompPLA metric, establishing how to measure complexity in PLA.
Table III presents the Spearman’s ranking correlation for
Corr.1. The Spearman ρ coefﬁcient (Equation 7) for Corr.1
is calculated as follows:

0.7

0.6

0.5

Median = 0.5895
25%-75%
= (0.505, 0.821)
Non-Outlier Range
= (0.4, 1)
Outliers
Extremes

0.4

0.3

Figure 1.

6
ρ(Corr.1 ) = 1− 30(3062 −30) ×293.5 = 1− 26970
×293.5 =
1 − 0.07 = 0.93

Boxplot for the CompPLA Observed Values.

2) Normality Tests: We can clearly observe that the
CompPLA values distribution (Figure 1) is non-normal. In
spite of it, Shapiro-Wilk and Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality tests were conducted to make sure of it.
The following hypothesis were proposed for both normality tests with regard to the CompPLA metric:
• Null Hypothesis (H0 ): the CompPLA observed values
distribution is normal, i.e., the signiﬁcance value (p) is
greater than 0.05 (p > 0.05); and

Thus, according to Figure 2, there is a strong positive
correlation (ρ(Corr.1 ) = 0.93) between the metric CompPLA
and the subjects complexity rating.
Based on the proposed correlation, we have evidence to
reject the null hypothesis H0 of the study, and accept the
alternative hypothesis H1 (Section III-B5), which states that
complexity metrics are signiﬁcantly correlated to complexity
of PLA.
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Table III
S PEARMAN ’ S C ORRELATION FOR C ORR .1: C OMP PLA AND S UBJECTS C OMPLEXITY R ATES .

Subject's
Complexity Rating

ra

Subject's
Complexity Rating

rb

d
| ra - rb |

d2

0.98

2

Extremely High

4.5

2.5

6.25

0.77

10

High

12

2

4

18

0.82

7.5

Extremely High

4.5

3

9

2.25

19

0.52

20.5

Neither Low nor High

22.5

2

4

0.5

0.25

20

0.82

7.5

Extremely High

4.5

3

9

1.5

2.25

21

0.49

25

Neither Low nor High

22.5

2.5

6.25

5

25

22

1.00

1

Extremely High

4.5

3.5

12.25

4.5

20.25

23

0.52

20.5

Neither Low nor High

22.5

2

4

4

24

0.42

29

Neither Low nor High

22.5

6.5

42.25

0.5

0.25

25

0.62

15

High

12

3

9

4.5

20.25

26

0.47

27.5

Neither Low nor High

22.5

5

25

1.5

2.25

27

0.53

18

Neither Low nor High

22.5

4.5

20.25

3.5

12.25

28

0.70

12

High

12

0

0

1

1

29

0.40

30

Low

30

0

0

1

1

30

0.78

9

High

12

3

9

d
| ra - rb |

d2

Config. #

CompPLA

0

0

16

6.5

42.25

17

0

0

1.5

CompPLA

ra

1

0.51

22.5

Neither Low nor High

22.5

2

0.56

16

Neither Low nor High

22.5

2

0.51

22.5

Neither Low nor High

22.5

4

0.83

6

Extremely High

4.5

5

0.91

4

Extremely High

4.5

6

0.50

24

Neither Low nor High

22.5

7

0.47

27.5

Neither Low nor High

22.5

8

0.53

18

Neither Low nor High

22.5

9

0.67

14

High

12

2

10

0.90

5

Extremely High

4.5

11

0.53

18

Neither Low nor High

22.5

12

0.97

3

Extremely High

4.5

13

0.48

26

Neither Low nor High

22.5

14

0.69

13

High

12

15

0.74

11

High

12

Config. #

rb

E. Validity Evaluation
In this section we discuss the empirical study’s threats to
validity and how we tried to minimize them.
1) Threats to Conclusion Validity: the only issue that we
take into account as a risk to affect the statistical validity
is the sample size (N=30), which can be increased during
prospective replications of this study in order to reach
normality of the observed values.
2) Threats to Construct Validity: our dependent variable
is complexity. We proposed subjective metrics for it, as linguistic labels, collected based on the subjects rating. As the
subjects have experience in modeling OO systems using at
least class diagrams, we take their ratings as signiﬁcant. The
construct validity of the metrics used for the independent
variables is guaranteed by some insights carried out on a
previous study of metrics for PLA [12].
3) Threats to Internal Validity: we dealt with the following issues:
• Differences among subjects. As we dealt with a small
sample, variations in the subject skills were reduced by
applying the within-subject task design. Thus, subjects
experiences had approximately the same degree with
regard to UML modeling, and PL and variabilities basic
concepts.
• Accuracy of subject responses. Complexity was rated
by each subject. As they have medium experience in
UML modeling, and PL and variabilities concepts, we
considered their responses valid.
• Fatigue effects. On average the experiment lasted for
69 minutes, thus fatigue was considered not very relevant. Also, the variability resolution model contributed
to reduce such effects.

•

•

Measuring PLA and Conﬁgurations. As PLA can
be analyzed based on its products (conﬁgurations),
measuring derived conﬁgurations provide a means to
analyze PLA quality attributes by allowing the performing of trade-off analysis to prioritize such attributes.
Thus, we consider valid the application of the metrics to
PLA conﬁgurations to rate the overall PLA complexity.
Other important factors. Inﬂuence among subjects
could not really be controlled. Subjects did the experiment under supervision of a human observer. We
believe that this issue did not affect the study validity.

4) Threats to External Validity: Based on the greater the
external validity, the more the results of an empirical study
can be generalized to actual software engineering practice,
two threats of validity have been identiﬁed, which are:
•

•

Instrumentation. We tried to use representative class
and component diagrams of real cases. However, the
PL used in the experiment is non-commercial, and
some assumptions can be made on this issue. Thus,
more empirical studies taking a “real PL” from software
organizations must be done.
Subjects. Obtaining well-qualiﬁed subjects was difﬁcult, thus we used advanced students from the Software
Engineering academia. More experiments with practitioners and professionals must be carried out allowing
us to generalize the study results.
IV. D ISCUSSION OF R ESULTS

Obtained results of the study lead us to conclude that the
metric CompPLA is a relevant indicator of PLA complexity
based on its correlation to subject’s rating.
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Several more experiments must be carried out, as well
as more PLA conﬁgurations must be both derived and
incorporated to enhance the conclusions. In addition, we
need to apply our metrics to a commercial PL in order to
reduce external threats to the study validity and for gathering
real evidence that these metrics can be used as complexity
indicators.
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Abstract—The beneﬁts of using a software testing tool in order
to achieve signiﬁcant reductions in cost and time to market,
and, at the same time, increasing the quality has encouraged
the adoption of testing tools both in single systems and product
lines. In this context, this study focuses on the following goals:
analyze how the available tools are supporting the Software
Product Lines (SPL) Testing Process, investigate the state-of-theart on single system and SPL testing tools, synthesize available
evidence, and identify gaps among the tools, available in the
literature. A mapping study was undertaken to analyze important
aspects that should be considered when adopting testing tools. A
set of four research questions were deﬁned in which 33 studies,
dated from 1999 to 2011, were evaluated. From the total of 33
studies considered, 24 of them described single system testing
tools and the other 9 described SPL testing tools. However, there
is insufﬁcient information about publications describing tools
used in the industry. There is no tool suitable to all testing levels
of a SPL, researchers need to consider the feasibility of adapting
existing tools or constructing new tools.
Keywords—Software Testing; Software Product Lines; Software Reuse; Testing Tools; Systematic Literature Reviews

I. I NTRODUCTION
In order to achieve the ability to build individualized products, to meet individual customer needs, companies need high
investments, which consequently leads to higher prices for
ﬁnal products. In this context, the increasing adoption of Software Product Lines (SPL) practices in industry has decreased
implementation costs, reduced time-to-market and improved
quality of products. Although the beneﬁts are promising, SPL
advantages demand mature software engineering practices,
planned and managed reuse [1].
Testing is an essential part of software development to
address product quality, since it examines the core assets, the
product-speciﬁc software, the interaction between them, and
ﬁnally the completed products [2].
Testing tools are important to increase the quality of testing
and at the same time reduce the effort to perform them.
However, existing testing tools (see Section IV) are mostly
unable to support SPL Testing [3].
This study has been structured combining ideas from [4]
with good practices deﬁned in the guidelines proposed by
[5], such as the protocol deﬁnition. Therefore, we applied a

process for a mapping study (MS), including best practices for
conducting systematic reviews (SR), making the best use of
both methods.
The objective of this study is to investigate how do the
available tools support the Software Product Lines Testing
process? This study aims to map out existing testing tools,
to synthesize evidence to suggest important implications for
practice, as well as to identify research trends, open issues, and
areas for improvement. We derived four research questions:
• RQ1 - In which context the proposed tools were proposed
and evaluated? It aims at identifying where the tools were
developed (industry or academia) and how they have been
validated. Through these descriptions, it is possible to
map the current adoption of the tools.
• RQ2 - Is it possible to use the single system testing
tools to test software product lines? It aims to analyze
the possibility of using the single system testing tools to
test SPL instead of creating tools from scratch.
• RQ3 - Which testing levels are supported by existing
tools? It aims to classify the tools according to the testing
levels in order to identify what the tools can offer. It
can provide information regarding to further research in
a speciﬁc area or testing level.
• RQ4 - How are testing tools evolving? It aims to analyze
how the existing testing tools are evolving, regarding to
the different testing levels.
Furthermore, we believe that this paper can provide insights
for new research in the software testing tools area, serving as
a baseline, by analyzing the available tools and presenting the
existing gaps.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section
II presents the related work. Section III describes the research
method used. Section IV presents the analysis of the results.
Section V presents a discussion on the results and the main
ﬁndings of the study. Section VI presents the threats to validity,
and ﬁnally, Section VII discusses the main conclusions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Several studies [6], [3], [7], [8], emphasize the need for
testing tools to support the Testing Process, however, few ones
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focus on SPL.
Tevanlinna et al. [3] performed a survey in which evaluated the state-of-the-art in SPL Testing highlighting the
importance of testing tools for supporting the SPL process.
The study investigated the need for product lines speciﬁc
testing tools that should help to manage the reusable testing
assets, automate the test execution activity, and the analysis
of their results. Moreover, the authors explored speciﬁcally
regression testing, testing of partial programs, frameworks and
component testing.
Edwin [7] performed a systematic literature review, which
aims to ﬁnd out the primary studies relating to Software
Product Lines Testing Tools. It investigated the tools that can
be used to support testing in the software product lines context
to ensure high quality in SPL and its derived products.
Lamancha et al. [9] presented a systematic literature review,
which deals with testing in software product lines. The authors
analyzed the existing approaches to SPL testing, discussing the
signiﬁcant issues related to this area. The work discussed also
which papers described software product lines testing tools
Neto et al. [10] and Engströn et al. [11] presented a
systematic mapping study performed in order to map out the
SPL Testing ﬁeld, through synthesizing evidence to suggest
important implications for practice, as well as identifying
research trends, open issues, and areas for improvement.
We elaborated a mapping study that investigates single
system testing tools and SPL testing tools. We analyzed all
the test levels (unit, integration, system and acceptance) of
the SPL Testing Process including regression testing. Finally,
we identiﬁed the possibility to adapt single systems testing
tools to test SPL.

Fig. 1.

Furthermore, search strings could then be constructed using
boolean AND’s and OR’s expressions. At the second part of
the search, all terms were combined with the term “Product
Lines”, “Product Family” and “SPL” by using Boolean “AND”
operator. All of them were joined by using “OR” operator
so that it could improve the completeness of the results. The
complete list of search strings is available in Table I.
TABLE I
L IST OF R ESEARCH S TRINGS
Research Strings
“Testing Tool” OR “Test Tool” OR “Testing Framework”OR
“Test Framework” OR “Tool for Testing” OR “Tool for Test” OR
“Testing Application” OR “Test Application” OR “Automatic Testing
Tool” OR “Automatic Test Tool” OR “Automation Testing Tool” OR
“Automation Test Tool” OR “Testing Generation Tool” OR “Test
Generation Tool” OR “Application for Testing”
AND
“product lines” OR “product line” OR “product family” OR
“product families” OR “SPL”

III. R ESEARCH M ETHODOLOGY
According to [12], a MS provides a systematic and objective
procedure for identifying the nature and extent of the empirical
study data that is available to answer a particular research
question. While a SR is a mean of identifying, evaluating
and interpreting all available research relevant to a particular
question [5].
Figure 1 presents the mapping study process adapted from
[4]. The process was divided into three main phases: Research
Directives which establishes the protocol and research questions, Data Collection which comprises the execution of the
mapping study and the Results responsible for reporting the
study outcomes and analysis.
A. Search Strategy
The search strategy was developed by reviewing the data
needed to answer each one of the research questions. We
divided the strategy in two phases. The ﬁrst one focused on
Single System Testing Tools (SSTT), next, we focused on
Software Product Lines Testing Tools (SPLTT). The initial
set of keywords was reﬁned after a preliminary search that
returned many results with few relevance. We used several
combinations of search items until achieving a suitable set of
keywords.

The Mapping Study Process (adapted from [4])

B. Data Sources
The search was executed using three steps: (i) the search
strings in Table I were adjusted and applied in each digital
database, and all search strings were systematically checked
by more than one author. The list of sources, in alphabetical
order, is the following: ACM Digital Library1 , Elsevier2 , IEEE
Computer Society Digital Library3 , Science@Direct4 , The
DBLP Computer Science Bibliography5 and Springer Link6 ;
(ii) a manual search was performed in the main Journals and
Conferences7 . These libraries were chosen since they are the
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1 http://portal.acm.org/
2 http://www.elsevier.com/
3 http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
4 http://www.sciencedirect.com/
5 http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/

ley/db/

6 http://springerlink.metapress.com/home/main.mpx
7 http://wp.me/p157qN-2T

most relevant sources in software engineering [5]; (iii) and
ﬁnally, the search was also performed using the ‘snow-balling’
process [12], following up the references in papers and it was
extended to include grey literature sources, seeking relevant
white papers, industrial (and technical) reports, theses, workin-progress, and books.
Furthermore, as the described search engines are focused
on academic results, and given the fact that the goal was to
ﬁnd the largest number of tools as possible, and these engines
would not ﬁnd commercial tools (as long as they do not have
any paper or journal published), these keywords were also
used in searches in web search engines, such as Google8 . In
the web engines, the target was tools information and their
grey literature.

(no magazines were included). We excluded studies on the
basis of exclusion criteria applied to abstract and conclusion.
After this stage, there were 33 papers, which were considered to analysis (24 from single system and 9 from SPL).
Figure 3 shows the single system and SPL testing tools
regarding the publication years. As it can be seen, there is
a peak of SSTT in 2007. Figure 4 shows the amount of
publications considering the sources.

C. Study Selection
A set of 69 studies involving both single system and SPL
testing tools was found. Figure 2 shows each ﬁlter applied
during the study selection. Moreover, it presents the amount
of studies remaining after applying each ﬁlter.

Fig. 2.

Study Selection Summary

The inclusion criteria were used to select all studies during
the search step. After that, the exclusion criteria was ﬁrstly
applied in the studies title and next in the abstracts and conclusions. All excluded studies can be seen by differentiating
the results among ﬁlters. Regarding the inclusion criteria, the
studies were included if they described:
• Tools that support a testing level.
• Tools that support a testing process.
• Tools with available executable.
• Tools with documentation.
Studies were excluded if they described:
• Testing Tools that were not implemented.
• Conceptual Testing and conceptual testing frameworks.
• Duplicated studies.
After the ﬁrst ﬁlter, 47 papers were selected (32 from
single and 15 from SPL). In the second one, we limited the
publication venues to international journals and conferences
8 http://www.google.com

Fig. 3. Distribution of single system and SPL testing tools through their
publication years

Fig. 4.

Amount of Studies vs. sources

1) Reliability of inclusion decisions: The reliability of
decisions to include a study is ensured by having multiple
researchers to evaluate each study. The study was conducted
by two research assistants (the two ﬁrst authors) who were
responsible for performing the searches and summarizing the
results of the mapping study, with other members of the team
acting as reviewers. A high level agreement existed before the
study was included. In case the researches did not agree after
the discussion, an expert in the area was contacted to discuss
and give the appropriate guidance.
D. Classiﬁcation Scheme
The studies were categorized based on the key wording
process deﬁned by [4]. This process is a way to reduce
the time needed in developing the classiﬁcation scheme and
ensuring that the scheme takes the existing studies into account. The abstract, titles and keywords were revisited to
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TABLE III
W HERE THE T OOLS WERE DEVELOPED AND USED

TABLE II
S TUDIES BY R ESEARCH T OPICS

SSTT

SPLTT

Validation
Research
[13],[14],[15],
[16],[17],[18],
[19],[20]
[37],[38]

Evaluation
Research
[21],[22]

[39]

Solution Proposal

Academy
[23],[25],[26],[27],[15],[14],[28],
[29],[30],[22],[31],[16],[36],[20]
SPLTT [41],[42],[43],[37],[44],[38],[45]
SSTT

[23],[24],[25],[26],[27],[28],
[29],[30],[31],[32],[33],
[34],[35],[36]
[40],[41],[42],[43],[44],[45]

Industry
[24],[21],[32],
[34],[35],[19]
[40]

Both
[13],[17],
[33],[18]
[39]

B. Software Product Lines Adaptability
identify different facets within the selected studies. More
details about the type of research as deﬁned by [4] can be
seen in: http://wp.me/p157qN-3i
E. Data Extraction and Synthesis
All the 33 studies were fully read and submitted to a
predeﬁned form to accurately record the information obtained
by the researchers from the primary studies. The form for data
extraction provides some standard information, such as:
• Tool’s name;
• Date of data extraction;
• Title, authors, journal, publication details (if available);
• Prototype information (if available);
• Website (if available); and,
• A list of each conclusion and statement found for each
question.
Based on the research results, inclusion and exclusion criteria, a set of tools were selected. A brief description presented
ordered by the publication year of SSTT tools can be seen
in: http://wp.me/p157qN-2Z and SPLTT tools can be seen in:
http://wp.me/p157qN-32
IV. O UTCOMES
In this section, each research question is answered by
analyzing different point of views, highlighting the evidences
gathered from the data extraction process. All of these results
populated the classiﬁcation scheme, which evolved while
doing the data extraction.
Initially, we analyzed the studies distribution regarding to
the research topics. The classiﬁcation scheme, detailed in Table
II, allowed us to infer that many of the studies are Validation
Research (31%), Evaluation Research (9%) and Solution Proposal (60%). On the other hand, no Philosophical, Opinion,
and Experience Papers were reported. For this reason, Table
II did not show them.
A. Tools Development and Usage
From the selected tools, most of them were developed in the
academic environment (14 for single systems and 7 for SPL),
while 7 were developed exclusively in industry (6 for single
system and 1 for SPL). The remaining 5 tools were developed
in both environments, academic and industrial (4 for single
systems and 1 for SPL), as detailed in Table III.
[13], [17], and [19], present case studies executed in an
academy context. [21], [22], and [39], describe case studies
in industry. Finally, [14], [15], [16], [18], [20], [37], and [38],
report experiments in order to evaluate the tools. The other
studies did not describe empirical evaluation.

According to the results (see Table II), only 33% of the
single system testing tools can be used to test SPL. The
other ones (Solution Proposal) were implemented to speciﬁc
programming languages, techniques and approaches which
cannot be suitable to the SPL context.
Websob [29], Korat [30], CodeGenie [31], JWalk [16],
Smart [32], REST [34] and JUnitMX [35] are tools able to
be utilized in the SPL testing process.
Testing tools with speciﬁc purpose such as: test management, bug reports, security test, can be used in Software
Product Lines testing if the methodology of using it is adapted
to suit the SPL necessities. Commonalities and variabilities
should be considered also.
C. Testing Levels
Many of the analyzed tools have similar functionalities.
Moreover, the extracted functionalities have analogous goals,
so it was possible to group them. This classiﬁcation matched
the description presented in [6], which deﬁnes the following
groups:
• Unit Testing - Tools that test the smallest unit of software
implementation. This unit can be basically a class, or even
a module, a function, or a software component [10].
• Integration Testing - Tools that test the integration
between modules or within the reference in domainlevel when the architecture calls for speciﬁc domain
components to be integrated in multiple systems [10].
• System Testing - Tools that ensure that the ﬁnal product
matches the required features [37].
• Acceptance Testing - Tools that will be used by customers during the validation of applications [10].
• Regression Testing - Even though regression testing is
not a test level [6], some tools were developed to work
with it. For this reason, we considered regression testing
as part of the classiﬁcation.
This classiﬁcation can be applied not only for single system
testing tools but also for SPL testing tools. The main difference
is that SPL divide Testing according to two activities [10]:
core asset (grouping Unit and integration testing) and product
development (grouping system and acceptance testing). Table
IV details the classiﬁcation of the tools according to the testing
level plus regression testing.
D. Testing Tools Evolution
In order to identify the evolution of the tools, we constructed
a timeline for SSTT showed in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the
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TABLE IV
T OOL’ S C LASSIFICATION ACCORDING WITH T ESTING L EVELS PLUS
R EGRESSION T ESTING
Unit Testing
SSTT

[13],[25],[27],
[14],[15],[31],
[16],[32],[17],
[33],[35],[19],
[36]
SPLTT [40],[41],[43],
[44]

Integr.
Testing
[13],[26],
[31],[33]

System
Testing
[23],[28],
[29],[30],
[21],[22]

Accept.
Testing
[23],[24]
[18],[20]

Regr.
Testing
[27],[17],
[34],[20]

[39],[37],
[45]

[42]

[38]

same idea for SPLTT. Every year, since 2004, at least one tool
for Unit Testing Level was published.
There is a clear evolution of tools at the Unit Testing Level.
We identiﬁed that JTest [14], Jwalk [16], and JUnitMX [35]
evolved from the xUnit [41]. A possible reason for this fact
was the release of new versions of the Java programming
language, which allowed the development of more complex
functionalities. Nevertheless, there is no visible evolution in
other testing levels of single system and SPL testing tools
including regression testing.
V. M AIN F INDINGS
The analysis of the results enables us to identify what have
been emphasized in past research and also to identify gaps
and possibilities for future research.
Based on the analyzed tools, it was possible to identify that
the tools are usually developed to support a speciﬁc testing
level, under the justiﬁcation that there are no tools supporting
all functionalities of a testing process. None of the selected
tools supports the overall SPL life cycle. For example, the
prototype tool developed by [39] was created to assist the
ScenTED technique, and does not support a general testing
process. Moreover, the majority of the testing tools were
implemented to solve a speciﬁc problem.
The amount of SPL testing tools in academy (78%) is
higher than the number of single system testing tools (58%). In
industry this percentage is inverted: 25% of the SSTT and 11%
of SPLTT. The percentage is equivalent when the tools are
applied in both industry and academy (17% for single system
and 11% for SPL). In accordance with Table III, the amount
of projects applied in industrial context lacks investments.
During the research, we identiﬁed the possibility to use
single system testing tools such as JUnitMX [35], and CodeGenie [31] to support the SPL testing process, however, it
will be necessary to change the methodology of using in
order to suit the tool for the SPL context. Another possibility
should be implement speciﬁc functionalities from SPL such as
variability management of the assets, but this will be possible
only for open-source applications. Tools such as AsmL [24],
and SimC [15] were developed to solve speciﬁc problems of a
speciﬁc environment, thus, the effort to adapt these tools can
be impracticable.
Despite the number of SSTT be twice higher than the
number of SPLTT, when the tools are organized by testing

levels, the percentage of single system and SPL testing tools
are equivalent. The only exception was the Integration Testing
Level since there was no SPLTT identiﬁed for this level.
The amount of SSTT used in industry added with tools used
in both academy and industry correspond to 41% of the total.
When we focus on SPLTT, this number decreases to 22%.
Thus, we believe that SPLTT do not achieve maturity enough
to be applied in industrial projects so far. Moreover, the effort
required to implement a SPL testing process into organizations
hampers the development of SPLTT.
Companies are interested in developing tools that could be
used by a large number of consumers. For this reason, they
look for attacking problems common to most customers. These
tools are implemented to test general functionalities, performance, security, etc. Meanwhile, academy aims to produce
tools that solve complex problems, which can explain the large
number of Solution Proposal.
Figure 5 shows that 2007 was the year with a higher
number of publications describing SSTT (8 papers): 3 in the
International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE’07),
2 in the International Conference on Automated Software
Engineering (ASE’07), and 3 in other conferences. These
two conferences together published the largest number of
papers describing SSTT over the years, 6 papers each one.
Coincidentally, 2007 was also the year with more tools focused
on System Testing Level. From all the tools of System Testing
Level analyzed, only 3 were applied in industry: 2 SSTT and
1 SPLTT.
The lack of SPLTT since 2009 could be explained by the
absence of the Software Product Lines Testing Workshop
(SPLiT) which is a great responsible by publications of this
kind of tools. The SPLiT is part of the Software Product Lines
Conference (SPLC) which is the main event of the SPL area.
Finally, we identiﬁed a tendency directed to Automatic Generation Tools (50% of the analyzed tools) and according to [46]
“The dream would be a powerful integrated test environment
which by itself, as a piece of software is completed and
deployed, generating the most suitable test cases, executing
them and ﬁnally issuing a test report”.
However, tools for automatic test case, test input, and test
data generation, work independently. For this reason, the need
for a framework to integrate these tools still exists [3].
VI. T HREATS TO VALIDITY
The main threats to validity identiﬁed in the review are
described next:
• Tools selection. A possible threat in such review is to
exclude some relevant tool. In order to reduce this possibility, the tools selection was based on the identiﬁcation
of the key research portals in computer science and a wide
range of web search engines, besides the main journals
and conferences. The deﬁned criteria intended to select
tools supporting some functionalities of the SPL Test
Process and not just supporting speciﬁcs requirements.
• Data Extraction. In order to ensure the validity, multiple
sources of data were analyzed, i.e. papers, prototypes,
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Fig. 5.

Single System Testing Tools Timeline

Fig. 6.

•

•

•

SPL Testing Tools Timeline

technical reports, white papers and manuals, in addition
to the tools executable.
Research Questions. The questions deﬁned could not
have covered the whole Testing Tools, which implies
that some one cannot ﬁnd answers to the questions that
concern them. To mitigate this feasible threat, we had
several discussions with project members and experts in
the area, allowing the calibration of the question. Thus,
even if we had not selected the most adequate set of
questions, we attempted to address the most asked and
considered open issues in the ﬁeld.
Publication Bias. We cannot guarantee that all relevant
primary studies were selected. It is possible that relevant
studies were not chosen during the search process. We
mitigate this threat by following references in the primary
studies.
Research Strings. The terms used in the research strings
can have many synonyms, and it is possible that some
work were overlooked. To mitigate this threat, we had
discussions with project members and experts in the area.

is sufﬁcient information for a systematic review to be effective,
as well as those areas where is necessary more research [12].
The great majority of the studies (60% of Solution Proposal)
were implemented to solve speciﬁc problems that avoid the
adaptability of the tools for the SPL context. For this reason,
it will be less costly create new tools than adapt the existing
ones.
Moreover, we identiﬁed an increasing number of automatic
testing case generation tools. As a result, one of the next
challenges will be learn how to automate this “generated” test
cases for the products of the SPL.
Finally, we noticed that publications describing industrial
experiences are rare in literature. The existing case studies
and experiments report only small projects, containing results
obtained from tools that solve speciﬁc problems related to
testing. Consequently, more experiments involving SPL testing
tools are needed.
As future work, we are incorporating the results of this
research in the development of a software product lines testing
tool.
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Abstract—Software Conﬁguration Management is being
adopted with success in the development of individual products,
mainly supporting the creation of revisions and sporadically
supporting the creation of variants via branches. However, some
emerging software engineering methods, such as product line
engineering, demand a sound support for variants to generate customized products from product lines. The adoption of
branches in this scenario does not scale due to the huge number
of interdependent variants. The main goal of this paper is to
systematize a way to select the best variants of a product line
to generate products according to speciﬁc user needs. Moreover,
our paper contributes on providing an algorithm for product
generation from product lines. Our algorithm can be easily
implemented in the existing product line approaches as an
alternative for product selection.
Keywords-And/Or Graphs, Software Conﬁguration Management, Software Versioning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software Conﬁguration Management (SCM) is a discipline
applied during the software development process to control
the software evolution [9]. As changes can happen anytime
during the software development process, SCM activities are
developed to identify the changes; to assure the changes
are being correctly implemented; and to inform the changes
to people who have interests on it [6]. Due to that, it is
possible to conclude that the main objective of SCM is not
to avoid changes, but provide control and coordination over
the changes. Moreover, it is also concerned on providing
consistency among interdependent components and allowing
the reconstruction of previous states of the software.
As an important system of SCM, the Version Control
System (VCS) is responsible for managing different versions
of a product. Usually, VCS are developed through models that
deﬁne the objects to be versioned, version identiﬁcation and
organization, as well as operations to retrieve previous versions
and create new ones. However, versions can serve for different
purposes [5]. Versions that are used to replace other versions of
the same component are called revisions. On the other hand,
versions that live together with other versions of the same
component, acting as alternatives, are called variants.
SCM is being adopted with success in the development
of individual products, mainly supporting the creation of

revisions and sporadically supporting the creation of variants
via branches. However, some emerging software engineering
methods, such as product line engineering, demand a sound
support for variants to generate customized products from
product lines. The adoption of branches in this scenario does
not scale due to the huge number of interdependent variants.
In product line engineering, a software product line is
composed to represent the commonalities and variabilities of
a software family. According to [4] a product line is usually
combined with feature models and conﬁguration knowledge,
responsible to identify the possible product features and how
these features interplay. The derivation process is fundamental
in product line engineering. This process consists in composing speciﬁc products from the product line according to some
user requirements. According to [8] the existing approaches
to model product line architectures are predominantly focused
on enumerating the available component versions for each
possible product that can be generated from the product line.
However, conceptual differences in product features and their
interrelationships are not easily expressed in the available
modeling constructs. On the other hand, a goal-based approach provides a natural mapping to modeling product line
architectures, considering the user needs during the product
generation.
The main goal of this paper is to systematize a way to
select the best variants of a product line to generate products
according to speciﬁc user needs. This can result in VCS that
are better prepared to support product line engineering and
other methodologies that focus on the conception of families
of products. Moreover, our approach formalizes this product
composition according to the SCM terminology. Product line
researchers can build upon our approach to implement their
derivation process according to their speciﬁc technologies (i.e.,
features model, architecture description languages, etc.).
This paper is organized into 5 sections besides this introduction. Section 2 presents some background related to software
versioning concepts. Section 3 introduces the combinatorial
problem that emerges from the product line scenario. Section
4 presents our approach to generate the optimal product from
a product line. Section 5 presents some related works on software versioning. Finally, section 6 presents ﬁnal considerations
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and future works.
II. BACKGROUND ON S OFTWARE V ERSIONING
During the development process, software engineers need
to build speciﬁc versions of the software. A software version
is structured by components, and each component also have
speciﬁc versions. However, the selection of different components or different versions of the same components leads to
different versions of the software as a whole. At an exponential
rate, different software versions start to become possible of
building, even versions that are not aligned to the user desires
or requirements [5].
A version model identiﬁes and organizes items that should
be versioned and items that should not be versioned. Each
SCM system provides its own version model according to the
target domain and builds over its own formalism. According to
Conradi and Westfechtel [5], there are many ways to represent
a version model, such as ﬁle-based models, where versioning
is applied on ﬁles and directories, and data-based models,
where versioning systems manage versions of objects stored in
a database. Other resources are commonly applied to express
versioning rules, such as textual languages.
The version model can be described in terms of a product
space and a version space. In order to achieve proper existence
of a software, it is necessary to deﬁne what composes the
software itself. In other words, the software components, their
role to the ﬁnal product, their functions inside the software,
and their relationships to each other should be deﬁned. This
arrangements of components is deﬁned in [5] as the product
space. The product space represents a universe of items and
their relationships, without considering their versions.
On the other hand, based on the deﬁnition in [5], the
version space represents the universe of possible versions of
a software, highlighting the common traits and differences of
the versions of an item. The transformation of a non versioned
item (in the product space) into a single, double, or multi
versioned item can be seen as a binding of an speciﬁc moment
in time of the product space with the version space. Hence,
a software version is composed by versions of the software
components, and generated by the combination of the product
space with a moment of existence of each component in the
version space. An item without this moment of existence in
the version space is a non versioned item, with its changes
implemented through overwriting.
A set of versions can be deﬁned basically in two ways
[5]: extensional versioning and intensional versioning. We
can differ extensional from intensional versioning due to
the reasons that demand the generation of a new version.
Extensional versioning is realized through enumerating its
components’ versions; from this point, the user is able to
retrieve a version vx , apply changes over vx , and generate a
new version vz . Intensional versioning is capable of generating
versions from larger spaces to satisfy a set of goals established
by the user.
As a consequence, extensional versioning only allow the
retrieval of previously created versions, while intensional ver-

sioning allows the retrieval of versions on demand, combining
component versions that may never worked together before
and that can potentially generate inconsistent software versions
in terms of the user needs. This is one of the main reasons why
current SCM systems usually adopt extensional versioning.
III. T HE O PTIMAL I NTENSIONAL V ERSION P ROBLEM
An object base is deﬁned as a combination of product
space and version space, comprehending all the versions of a
software [5]. This base contains all the software components,
all their versions, non versioned objects and their relationships.
The arrangement of an intensional version can be seen
as a selection of objects inside the base in a way that the
selected objects are enough to build the product version. This
selection is structured to satisfy the needs that motivated the
product development. During the versioning process, these
needs are transformed into afﬁrmatives, named versioning
rules. Therefore, the selection is directed by a set of versioning
rules.
This method leads to a combinatorial problem inside the
intensional versioning. From a large number of potential
versions, only a few of them sustain the consistency needed to
satisfy the set of versioning rules. In summary, the conﬁguration process is based on satisfying restrictions and demands to
lead to a functional resulting software version. The versioning
rules in this article represent restrictions and demands, and the
object base is the universe of all possible versions, including
inconsistent ones.
According to Conradi and Westfechtel[5], the most difﬁcult
factor when facing the combinatorial problem on intensional
versioning is to eliminate inconsistent versions. After that, it
relays on the conﬁgurator to build the version that matches a
certain query.
We present a formalization to the optimal intensional versioning problem as follows:
Problem: OIV – Optimal Intensional Version
Input: An object base and a set of versioning rules
Output: To ﬁnd in the object base, if possible, an optimized
version of the software that satisﬁes the set of versioning rules.

In this article the software’s object base is represented
through an And/Or graph, according to the representation
introduced in [5]. And/Or graphs [12] provide a general
model for integrating product space and version space. An
And/Or graph is a directed graph G, such that every vertex
v ∈ V (G) possesses a label f (v) ∈ {And, Or}. In this graph,
the directed edges represent dependency relationship among
the vertices: And-type vertices (represented through an arc
between its out-edge) depend strictly on all its out-neighbors;
Or-type vertices depend only on one of its out-neighbors.
To represent the object base the source vertex maps to the
software as a whole, and the other vertices map to software
modules or components and its versions. In this graph, the
And out-edge represent composition relationship and the Or
out-edge represent possible versions of an item.
According to [5] a distinction is made between And and Or
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edges, which emanate from And and Or nodes, respectively.
An unversioned product can be represented by an And/Or
graph consisting exclusively of And nodes/edges. A versioned
product is modeled by introducing Or nodes. Versioned objects and their versions are represented by Or nodes and And
nodes, respectively.
For example, Figure 1 illustrates an And/Or graph representing a base of objects. It is important to notice that ﬁnegrained visibilities of an object base can also be represented
by And/Or graphs using the same formalisms discussed in this
paper. However, we focused our examples on a coarse-grained
visibility to allow a better understanding of the problem and
our proposed solution. The main difference of coarse and ﬁne
granularity is the number of components and their versions,
which enforces the necessity of faster algorithms to solve the
problem when ﬁne-grained components are in place.

•

IV. S OLUTION TO THE OIV P ROBLEM
In this section we introduce a transformation of the OIV
problem into a combinatorial problem related to And/Or
graphs (MIN–A ND /O R). Through this transformation we systematize a process where the versioning rules are converted
into weights at the edges of the object base’s graph. Thus,
we present an approach that enables the development of
algorithms for solving the problem of intentional versioning.
In addition, we present a backtracking algorithm for MIN–
A ND /O R which in turn solves the OIV problem.
The MIN–A ND /O R problem consists on ﬁnding a subgraph
(solution subgraph) that matches a set of restrictions considering a weighted And/Or graph with a source vertex s. We
introduce the deﬁnition of the MIN–A ND /O R Problem[11] as
follows:
Problem: MIN–A ND /O R
Input: An acyclic And/Or graph G=(V, E) properly connected
and weighted with a source vertex s ∈ V , where each vertex v
possesses a label f (v) ∈ {And, Or} and each edge possesses a
weight τ (e) ≥ 1.
Output: A subgraph H = (V  , E  ) of G such as the sum of the
weights of its arcs is minimum, and satisﬁes:
1) s ∈ V  ;
2) if v ∈ V  and f (v) = And then all out-arcs of v must
belong to E  ;
3) if v ∈ V  and f (v) = Or then exactly one of the out-arcs
of v must belong to E  .

To transform the OIV Problem into the MIN–A ND /O R
Problem, it is necessary to weight the And/Or graph G
(representing the object base) according to the query built from
the versioning rules.
A. Weighting the And/Or graph G
Considering the And/Or graph G it is possible to add
weights to its edges using two types of versioning rules:
• Conﬁguration Rules: a series of afﬁrmative statements
originated from questions asked to the stakeholders of the

software; from these afﬁrmatives, it is possible to exclude
some versions from the space of possible versions. As an
example of the formulation of the conﬁguration rules,
the conﬁguration manager can ask how the user communicates with the system (local access, remote access).
It becomes possible then to formulate the conﬁguration
rule: the software must provide local access support. This
conﬁguration rule discards the components that provide
remote access or portability features, because they are not
demanded. These rules consider the functional requirements of the product being generated, and can be replaced
by an existing feature-based approach if the product line
engineering process already has one in place.
Classiﬁcation/Qualiﬁcation rules: a set of items classiﬁed/qualiﬁed considering their priority to the stakeholders
according to the needs and demands of the software.
For instance, the stakeholders can ask for a product
that allows high-end control capabilities and is efﬁcient.
The conﬁguration manager then is able to formulate the
Classiﬁcation/Qualiﬁcation rules: Control Capability, Efﬁciency. Versions of components that best excel at those
two items are preferred. These rules consider the nonfunctional requirements of the product being generated.
They are important to solve situations where there are
open alternatives even after imposing the rules related to
functional requirements.

1) Applying Conﬁguration Rules: The set of conﬁguration
rules characterizes the ﬁrst process of weighting the graph of
the base of objects. The possibilities that do not accomplish the
deﬁned conﬁguration rules are unable of existing in a solutionsubgraph with non-inﬁnite cost. Along the weighting process,
the conﬁguration rule analysis dictates if an edge receives an
inﬁnite weight or not, sometimes excluding a large amount
of versions (by excluding one component, all its versions are
automatically excluded).
The conﬁguration rules are therefore deﬁned as afﬁrmative
statements, originated from a set of questions answered in
cooperation with the stakeholders. The software engineers
should create questions with a high capability of constraining
the version space.
When applying conﬁguration rules, the questions work as a
way to formulate demanding afﬁrmatives - the conﬁguration
rule itself. All edges of G pointing to vertices that oppose
the afﬁrmative receive inﬁnite weight; all other vertices have
their edges set with weight 1. According to this algorithm,
a version with non-inﬁnite weight is a version that matches
the conﬁguration rule not necessarily by accomplishing the
conﬁguration rule, but by not going directly against it.
2) Applying Classiﬁcation/Qualiﬁcation Rules: With the
application of the classiﬁcation/qualiﬁcation rules, edge values
bounded to each component will emerge. By doing so, some
versions shall protrude, therefore distinguishing themselves
from the others. The stakeholder must classify some criteria,
according to his/her priority, aiming to reﬂect what is expected
in the ﬁnal version of the software. In other words, the
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Example of a object base represented by an And/OR graph.

stakeholder is demanded to prioritize non-functional aspects
of the software.
In this paper we named these criteria as Classiﬁcation/Qualiﬁcation rules. As an example of classiﬁcation rules,
the stakeholders can be asked to classify the following items
according to their priority: Control Capability, Efﬁciency, and
Support. It becomes possible, after this step, to choose the
version that best matches the stakeholder’s priorities.
The Classiﬁcation/Qualiﬁcation rules initiates by considering a set of criteria {s1 , s2 , s3 ,...,sk }, in general, some of
these criteria can be obtained from the ISO/IEC 9126 for the
evaluation of software quality [2], such as: usability, efﬁciency,
maintainability and portability. These criteria are classiﬁed by
the stakeholder with the tags high relevancy, regular relevancy,
low relevancy. Next, the software engineer classiﬁes each
component of the object base according to the quality (bad,
regular, good, excellent or does not interfere/ not relevant) of
each sj criterion.
After that, it is proposed a weighting process of the And/Or
graph as follows:
To each component ci do:
•

Version 2

Module D

the sum of the weights of the high relevancy criteria
as HR;
the sum of the weights of the regular relevancy
criteria as RR;
the sum of the weights of the low relevancy criteria
as LR;

3) Sum W to the weight of the vertex in-edge that represents the component ci (W = 3HR + 1.5RR + LR).

The W value is calculated to ensure that the weight of a high
relevancy criterion is the double of the regular relevancy criterion weight and the triple of the low relevancy criterion weight.
Consequently, a high relevancy criterion classiﬁed/qualiﬁed as
good corresponds to a regular relevancy criterion classiﬁed as
regular or to a low relevancy criterion classiﬁed as bad. Clearly
the higher relevancy criteria weights more, what is justiﬁed
because of the MIN-AND/OR problem structure. The MINAND/OR Problem consists on the weight minimization in
which the higher relevance criteria weight is expected to be the
smallest. Figure 2 illustrates the object base shown in Figure
1 after applying a possible set of versioning rules.
At this point it is important to highlight that other possible
versioning, with different versioning rules, would produce
another weighting of the G graph; however, as the object base
remains the same, the graph itself is not rebuilt. In addition,
even when there are changes on the object base, the G graph
is capable of easy adapting and still has not to be rebuilt.
With the And/Or graph properly weighted, it is possible to
state that:
1) a version of the software corresponds to a subgraph
solution-subgraph) of G, such as:
• The source vertex (representing the software) belongs to solution-subgraph.
• If a And-type vertex belongs to the solutionsubgraph then all its out-edges do as well.
• If an Or-type vertex belongs to the solutionsubgraph then exactly one of its out-edges does as
well.
This observation is easily veriﬁable. The out-edges of an
And vertex represents composition, that is, if a module
belongs to a version z so do all of its components. On
the other hand, out-edges of an Or vertex represents
version options of a component; as a software uses at
most one version of each component, this observation is
true.
2) To ﬁnd the optimal intensional version of the OIV
Problem corresponds to ﬁnd the solution-subgraph with
minimum cost of the G graph. In our example, the
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And/Or graph G representing an object base after applying the versioning rules.

optimal intensional version highlighted in red in Figure
2.
From these statements it becomes possible to adopt the
existing results in the literature regarding the MIN–A ND /O R
Problem to achieve results to the OIV Problem. Among
the results of the MIN–A ND /O R Problem, it is known that
the problem is N P -Hard in general. However, it becomes
polynomial when the G graph is a tree. In addition, it is
known that ﬁnding a viable solution (not necessarily optimal)
is polynomial [11], which means ﬁnding a version that satisﬁes
the conﬁguration rules of the OIV Problem is also polynomial.
B. Backtracking algorithm to The MIN–A ND /O R Problem
At this point, it is known that the And/Or Graph represents
the software object base; consequently a solution subgraph of
G corresponds to a speciﬁc version of the software. We present
the Algorithm 1 that, considering an And/Or graph G, returns
its optimal solution-subgraph, if there is such. In other words,
this algorithm ﬁnds the optimal solution to the MIN–A ND /O R
problem and consequently to the OIV problem.
The algorithm is divided in 3 parts; in the ﬁrst part it realizes
a topological sorting of the G vertices, which is possible
because G is an acyclic graph. The sorting assures that a
vertex vj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) is always before its out-neighbors
on the vertices arrangement.
Next, the procedure Generate is called to enumerate all possible solution-subgraphs of G. These subgraphs are stored
in V, where:
1) The vertices with the register ﬂag set to 1 belong to the
current solution-subgraph.
2) If the position i in V represents an Or-type vertex that
belongs to the current subgraph, then exactly one index
j is stored in V[i], where vj is an out-neighbor of vi .
3) If the position i in V represents an And-type vertex
that belongs to the current subgraph, then a set with the
index j of each vertex vj which is an out-neighbor of
vi is stored in V[i].
4) If the position i in V represents a sink then an empty
set is stored in V[i].

With the V array properly populated, it becomes possible to
go through it building the solution-subgraph and calculating
its weight, which is done by the Cost procedure. When the
algorithm terminates, the result is the solution-subgraph with
the smallest weight.
The complexity of the algorithm is O(n.K) where K is
the number of possible solution-subgraphs, and the time to
generate each solution-subgraph is O(n).

V. R ELATED W ORK
In [1], Ghose and Sundararajan presented a work for measuring software quality using pricing and demand data, quantifying the degradation associated with software versioning.
Conradi and Westfechtel [5] introduced a uniform method
to represent version models using graphs, providing to conﬁguration managers a more ﬂexible and illustrative way to
work with intensional and extensional versioning. In the same
direction, in this paper, we show that intensional versioning
rules can be represented by weights on the graph’s edges, and
the main problem on intensional versioning can be seen as a
classic combinatorial problem.
According to [7], product derivation is the process of
making decisions to select a particular product from a product
line and to customize it for a particular purpose. In product
derivation, the variability provided by the product line is
communicated to the users of the product line and based
on customers’ requirements, variants are selected from the
product line thus resolving the available variability. The most
important requirement for tool-supported product derivation is
obviously to support resolving variability. Users need tools
that present the available variability and let users decide
about choices interactively. Many SPLE tools for variability
resolution are model-based, e.g., they visualize feature or decision models and allow users resolving variability by selecting
features [3] or making decisions [10]. The approach presented
in this paper can be adapted for variability resolution merging
selecting features and making decisions.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
Algorithm 1: Backtracking for MIN–And/Or
input : An And/Or graph G; two arrays V and SS of n
positions (inicially empty).
output: SS storing the optimal solution-subgraph of G.
begin
Assume v1 , v2 , v3 , ..., vn an arrangement of the vertex of
G, given by an topological sorting;
for i:=1 to n do
if vi is an And-type vertex then
V[i].out:=Oi ;
(Oi is the set of index of the out-neighbours of vi );
else
V[i].out:={};
if i = 1 then
V[i].ﬂag:=1;
else
V[i].ﬂag:=0;
V[i].in:={}
smallest:=∞;
Generate(1,smallest,V,SS);
end
procedure Generate(i, smallest:integer,V, SS:array)
if i = n then
if V[i].ﬂag=0 or vi is sink then
Generate(i+1,smallest,V,SS);
else
if vi is an Or-type vertex then
foreach out-neighbor vj of vi do
V[i].out := {j};
V[j].ﬂag:=1;
V[j].in := V[j].in ∪ {i};
Generate(i+1,smallest,V,SS);
Clear(i,{j});
else
foreach out-neighbor vj of vi do
V[j].ﬂag:=1;
V[j].in := V[j].in ∪ {i};
Generate(i+1,smallest,V,SS);
else

if Cost(V,1) ≤ smallest then
SS:=V;
smallest := Cost(V, 1);

end
procedure Cost(V : array i: integer)
if V[i].out = {} then
foreach j ∈ V [i].out do
value:= weight of edge(vi , vj ) + Cost(V,j)
Cost:=value;
else
Cost:=0;
end
procedure Clear(k: integer Ok : set of integer)
foreach j ∈ Ok do
V[j].in := V[j].in \ {k};
if V[j].in = { } then
if V[j].out = { } then
Clear(j,V[j].out);
V[j].ﬂag:=0;
end

In this paper we built upon the representations of version
models introduced by Conradi and Wesfechtel [5] and proposed an approach of graph weighting and search for obtaining
the optimal intensional version of a software system according
to the preferences of the stakeholder. We showed that a query
over the object base can be translated into a weighting of
a And/Or graph G, where its edges are weighted according
to speciﬁc criteria and priorities. In addition, we presented a
transformation of the Optimal Intensional Versioning Problem
to the combinatorial MIN–A ND /O R Problem, thus utilizing
some of the MIN–A ND /O R existing results to solve the OIV
Problem. Finally, we presented an algorithm that takes the
weighted And/Or graph G and ﬁnds, if possible, the optimal
version, that is, the version with the smallest cost that matches
all the existing conditions over the referred object base.
For future work, we would like to apply the proposed
algorithm in projects with different characteristics to evaluate
how the algorithms behave and if there are situations where
intensional versioning should be avoid at all. Moreover, we
intend to investigate situations where the stakeholder preferences or even the criteria relevance change dynamically. These
situations are common in dynamic software product lines, used
in self-adaptive systems at runtime.
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management policies should be set down, and communicated
throughout the SPL development life cycle, since these can
affect the project success in all of its phases [4].

Abstract—Software Product Lines (SPL) Engineering is an
effective development paradigm for systematic software reuse. It
is focused on improving software practices, leading companies to
experience a series of benefits, such as: reduction in both time-tomarket and overall development effort, as well as improvements
in terms of quality for the products delivered to customers.
However, establishing an SPL is not a simple task, and may affect
several aspects of an organization. Moreover, it indeed involves
significant investment if compared to Single System Development
(SSD). As a consequence, a greater set of risks is involved with
SPL adoption, which can impact the project success if they are
not well managed and appropriate RM activities are not applied.
In this context, this paper presents an evidence analysis about
RM in both fields, SPL and SSD. Outcomes from several
published studies were analyzed, by means of systematic
mapping studies, and hence compared in order to highlight the
common and different findings among them. In addition, the
studies were analyzed in order to present their contributions and
the methods used to perform the research.

Risk Management (RM) in SPL has gained attention from
the research community, but it is still considered as an open
field for investigation, especially in terms of moving research
to industry practices, unlike traditional software development,
i.e., single systems development (SSD), which contains a
relevant set of reported evidences.
In this scenario, this investigation is aimed at discussing the
RM field, on the basis of a comprehensive analysis of common
issues reported for both SPL and SSD. We are interested in
verifying likely gaps in the field of RM, in order to provide
practitioners with a set of open rooms for improving the RM
practices in SPL development.
Findings from two empirical studies [5] serve as a basis for
this work. Such studies, performed as literature reviews on
software risk approaches, in respectively SSD and SPL,
sketched the state-of-the-art in RM in the both fields. They
followed the systematic mapping study methodology [6]. An
initial discussion on these findings was performed in a previous
work [7], a short paper in which a comparison of outcomes is
run. In such a st udy we described and synthesized the risks
identified in the both literature reviews, by applying the
narrative synthesis methodology.

Software Product Lines; Single System Development; Risk
Management; Evidence-Based Software Engineering; Narrative
Synthesis.

I.

INTRODUCTION

SPL Engineering is based on a set of systems sharing a
common, managed suite of features that satisfy the specific
needs of a particular market or mission. Products in an SPL are
developed from a co mmon set of core assets in a prescribed
way [1]. Such a development strategy, based on systematic
software reuse, is aimed at achieving large-scale software
production and customization, reduced time to market,
improved quality and minimized costs [2].

In this work, an extension of [7], the synthesis was
performed based on the guidelines provided by Rodgers et al.
[8] and some experiences described by Cruzes and Dybå [9].
We also followed the lessons learned presented by Mills et al.
[10] about the analysis of different syntheses.

Despite the benefits of the SPL adoption, challenges and
problems may be faced, since it demands mature and
systematic practices. The SPL development consists of a threelevel process, namely Core Assets Development (CAD),
Product Development (PD) and Management (M) [3]. In the
prior, highly reusable core assets are developed, that will be
assembled in PD to build the planned and expected products.
Management is an o rthogonal activity, performed in order to
coordinate the whole SPL, thus encompassing both CAD and
PD issues [3].

The remainder of this paper is structured as f ollows.
Section II describes the related work. Section III discusses the
comparative analysis about the findings identified. In Section
IV the limitations and threats are presented. Finally, Section V
concludes this work and outlines future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

Besides our initial comparative analysis [7], there are no
studies that focus the comparison between RM to SPL and
SSD. Hence, as far as we know, our research is the initial effort
devoted reported towards understanding, based on comparing

Establishing an SPL is not a simple task, which might
affect several aspects of an o rganization. In this context, risk
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different in RM-SSD, in which the studies presented the
specific disciplines where they were implemented. Unlike SPL,
in SSD, RM is a common and well-explored activity. Hence it
is possible to find several studies addressing specific software
development lifecycle disciplines.

outcomes from such research fields, and performed using a
systematic research strategy.
Cruzes and Dybå [9] proposed a tertiary study where 49
literature reviews were analyzed in order to verify the synthesis
developed in these studies. Among the studies that presented
synthesis, two thirds performed a n arrative or a thematic
synthesis. The focus of this study was to understand which are
the challenges in synthesizing SE research and which are the
implications for the progress of research and practice. They
concluded that few researches has been conducted on studies
synthesis in SE and highlighted the importance in comparing
and contrasting evidence from more than one study during the
synthesis.

In RM-SPL, 11 studies addressed the Scoping discipline
and 10 studies addressed the Architecture discipline. Since
such disciplines are maybe the most important ones for SPL,
and thus the SPL research community largely addresses them,
our initial assumption was that such scenario, i.e., the number
of studies we identified in the review on RM in SPL, would be
portrayed in this investigation.
On the other hand, in RM-SSD, the most addressed
disciplines were Requirements and Architecture. An important
point to consider is that, despite the studies in SSD present
more specific issues about RM, they did not present, in a clear
way, in which disciplines the research was performed. There
are represented by Not available values.

Despite that in study an evidence analysis was developed, it
differs of our work since we focused on analyze the evidence
found on RM t o SPL and SSD, in order to highlight the
common and different findings.
III.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

By Orthogonal, we mean the set of studies that do not fit
any specific discipline, but rather gather information from a set
of different disciplines without referring to a specific one.

We analyzed extracted data from 30 primary studies in the
mapping study on RM in SPL (RM-SPL), and 74 studies in the
mapping on RM in SSD (RM-SSD) [5]. Table I presents the
number of studies from RM-SPL and RM-SSD, developed in
either academic or industrial scenarios.
TABLE I.

Studies
RM-SPL
RM-SSD

2) Research Questions (RQ).
As a means to understand what has been studied in RM
through the available literature about software development
projects, we defined a number of questions that guided the data
collection:

STUDY ENVIRONMENT

Academy
2
15

Industry
27
45

N/A
1
14

RQ1. Which risk management activities and practices are
adopted by the approaches? This question aims to identify the
RM activities and practices to deal with risks. These combine a
set of activities performed in order to manage the risks.

The number of studies reporting on industry practices was
higher than academic investigations. In SSD, we identified a
relevant number of studies that did not mention where the
research was applied. Next we discuss th e addressed
development phases.

RQ2. Which risk management steps are suggested by the
approaches? The purpose is to identify the steps used to
manage risks. These steps aim to m ake RM activ ities and
practices easier, allowing managers to solve the risks.

1) Development Phase

RQ3. Which evaluation methods are presented by studies?
The goal of this question is identify how the studies analyzed
have been performed, if they are empirical or theoretical
studies.

RM is a pra ctice to be co nsidered throughout the
development life cycle. In addition, it is important to realize in
which discipline the risk was leveraged. Both RM-SPL and
RM-SSD considered all relevant disciplines [5], as follows
(SPL - SSD): Pre-Scoping (8 - 0) ; Scoping (11 - 1);
Requirements (8 - 8); Architecture (10 - 5); Implementation (0 1); Test (5 - 2); Orthogonal to more than one discipline (21 36); and not available (6 - 23).

RQ4. Which contribution type has been presented by the
studies? This questions aims to present the type of results
developed by the primary studies.
Table II presents the number of the studies that answered
each research question (RQ).

It is worth mentioning that SPL and SSD can present
different development phases. In SSD, the initial planning and
scoping is embedded in the requirements discipline. However,
as a way to compare the findings, the studies were classified in
Pre-Scoping and Scoping, respectively. Thus, the basic
disciplines were conserved following the SPL definition.

TABLE II.

RQ
Answer
Yes
Partial
No

In RM-SPL, the total number of studies is higher than the
number of primary studies selected, since one study could
address more than one development phase. Such scenario
represents the case where a study was not primarily focused on
RM issues for SPL, but rather focused on a different SPL
aspect and included some RM p ractices. This scenario was

STUDIES PER RESEARCH QUESTIONS (RQ)

RQ1
SPL SSD
3
34
21
33
6
7

RQ2
SPL SSD
2
16
22
31
6
27

RQ3
SPL SSD
13
39
10
19
7
16

In RM-SPL, only 3 primary studies were classified with
“Yes”, regarding the activities and practices that could be
applied to RM (RQ1). RM-SSD selected a greater number of
studies in this sense. A similar scenario was observed in RQ2.
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There are two possibilities that can be drawn from such
scenario: (1) RM is not a commonly performed activity in an
SPL project; or, (2) practitioners have not reported their
experience about what has been experienced in RM to SPL
projects. Such possibilities were confirmed through the studies
analyzed during the mapping in SPL and SSD [5].
TABLE III.
ID

Activities and Practices

Ac1

Mature Scope Definition

Ac2

Risk Identification

Ac3

Risk Prioritization

Ac4

Risk Reporting

Ac5

Team Commitment

Ac6

Artifacts Reuse

Ac7

Provide (SPL)
Documentation

Ac8

SPL Management

Ac9

Define Interview

Ac10

Mature Domain Definition

Ac11

SPL Assessment

Ac12

Feature Development

Ac13
Ac14
Ac15

SPL Variability
Requirements Management
Tool for SPL

SPL

a) RM activities and steps.
A number of common and different activities were
identified during the results analysis. In order to understand
them, some steps were also considered, as showed in Table III.
The use of steps may ease the activities execution. However,
for some identified activities and practices, the steps were not
mentioned.

ACTIVITIES AND STEPS
SSD

Steps
SPL
SSD
Identify the drawbacks in Scope
Isolate stable areas from unstable
Meetings with the experts
Apply Interview
Apply Brainstorming
Analyses Documentation
Apply Questionnaire
Continuous Identification
Early Identification
Observation and Expertise
Provide Meetings
Provide Risk Description
Risk Scenario
Use of Tool
Checklist
Define Level of Exposure
Rank the Risks
Summarize the Risks
---Define Stakeholders Role
Improve the Communication
Provide Meetings
Stakeholder´s Expertise
Training the Team
Identify reusable assets
Define Level of Exposure
Define Graphs
Define Risk Template
Risks Description
Risk Historic
Risk Ranking
Risk Scenario
Software Product Line Mapping
Artifacts Management
Identify risk through interview
Define the Questionnaire
Preparation, Execution and Analysis
Establish a domain analyst role
Assess the subdomains
Identification of reusable entities
Make a domain potential analysis
Assess the architecture
Identify the strengths and weakness
Features Identification
Features Elicitation
Feature Model Development
Variability Assessment
Requirements Elicitation
---Continued on next page
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TABLE IV.
Ac16
Ac17
Ac18
Ac19
Ac20
Ac21
Ac22

Ac23

Ac24
Ac25

Ac26

Ac27

Ac28

Ac29

Ac30

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Architecture Definition
SPL Tool
SPL Testing
Contingency Plan

Architecture Assessment
------Identify Contingency Factors

Cooperative RM

----

Define RM Plan

Action Plan

Define Scenario

---Anticipatory Mitigations
Avoid or Prevent the Risk
Define Level of Exposure
Define Mitigation Plan
Early Identification
Risk Transfer
Risk Reduction
Risk Acceptance
Provide Meetings
---Analysis Effects and Causes
Analysis Entire Project
Analysis Interview
Analyse the Documentation
Define Graphs
Decision Makers
Define Level of Exposure
Risk Scenario
Rank the Risks
Stakeholders Influence
Apply a Questionnaire
Define Level of Exposure
Quantify the quality requirements
Rank the Risks
Risks Categories
Training the Team
---Effort Factors
Managing Changes
Organization factors
Project factors
Risk Archetypes
Schedule Factors
Team factors
Technical factors

Mitigation Plan

Provide Communication
Provide Knowledge

Risk Analysis

Risk Assessment
Risk Avoidance

Risk Classification

RM in Early Stage

---Define Stakeholders Roles
Early Identification

Ac31

Provide Meetings

Risk Monitoring

Review Risk
Risk Identification
Tracking the Risk

Ac32

Risk Pattern

Review Risk
Continued on next page
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TABLE III.

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
Monitoring

Risk Profile

Ac33

State Probabilities
Define Resolution Plan
Provide Inspection
Risk Acceptance

Ac34

Risk Avoidance

Risk Resolution

Risk Ignoring
Risk Minimization
Risk Transfer

TABLE IV.

SS
Study
SPL
SSD

Systematic
Review
0
1

Case
Study
16
8

EVALUATION METHODS APPLIED BY THE PRIMARY STUDIES

Empirical Research
Observational
Field
Study
Study
0
0
1
1
TABLE V.

Experimental
Study
0
8

Surveys
0
17

Theoretical Research
Theoretical
Expert
Study
Opinion
5
12
18
22

CONTRIBUTION TYPE OF THE STUDIES
Contribution Type

Study

Process

Framework

Method

Technique

Model

Approach

Tool

RM-SPL
RM-SSD

1
1

0
8

4
2

0
1

1
11

9
9

0
1

Characterization
Scheme
0
1

Lessons
Learned
19
40

selected to each mapping studies, since one study can present
more than one method.

It was noticed that a number of basic activities and
practices were pointed in both studies, such as: Risk
Identification, Provide Documentation, and Define Interview.
In addition, there are specific activities that were mentioned in
RM-SPL, due to their inherent characteristics: Mature Scope
Definition and Mature Domain Definition – since in SPL the
need for defining bo undaries is extremely relevant, and the
core assets will be developed in compliance with these
boundaries; SPL Management – management has to be
systematic and well defined.

Regarding SPL, almost the same number of studies was
classified as Empirical Research and Theoretical Research
divided in Case Studies, Theoretical Study and Expert Opinion.
The same scenario was found in SSD, although other
evaluation methods were also addressed. Several studies (in
SPL and SSD) were only reports about expert’s opinion. Also,
as previously mentioned, many of the studies were related to
experiences in the industry.

The activities and practices can serve as a guide for the
Risk Manager to conduct RM, as well as to provide the
research community with valuable insights.

When it comes to the SPL scenario, it is important to
highlight that the primary studies were not specific to RM, i.e.,
they did not present specific approaches or methods to conduct
RM during the projects. However, they were included since
they reported SPL studies discussing RM, at least superficially.

b) Evaluation Methods
Regarding RQ3, through the analysis we could identify
several research methods applied to conduct the primary
studies and which are the contributions that these studies
indicated to the area, as presented in the Table IV.

c) Contibution type
Through the RQ4, we could identify the type of
contribution of the studies analyzed, which are the results
presented, as showed in Table V. Many studies present lessons
learned as results and the several studies were classified in
Theoretical Research in the previous table.

The categorization of methods was based on Lianping and
Muhammad [11] and Montesi and Lago [12]. The methods
were classified into Empirical and Theoretical Research, in
order to facilitate the research type that has been performed to
SPL and SSD. The number of primary studies presented in the
table can be greater than the number of primary studies

We could observe that, either in SPL or SSD context, the
primary studies do not bring clear evidence about the methods
used and their contributions. Thus, the analysis of the
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Based on this analysis, we identified a set of activities to
apply RM in the SPL context. In addition, it was possible to
understand the practices adopted by the primary studies for
performing RM in software development. In the SPL context,
we identified 32 risks, 15 different activities and practices that
can be used to reduce them, and 26 steps to optimize the RM
activities and practices execution. In the SSD review, we found
56 risks, 22 RM activities and practices and 85 steps.

contribution of each study was made based on our feelings
during the development of the mapping studies, in which the
primary studies were analyzed in a systematic way.
When it comes to the SPL scenario, it is important to
highlight that the primary studies were not specific to RM, i.e.,
they did not present specific approaches or methods to conduct
RM during the projects. However, they were included since
they reported SPL studies discussing RM, at least superficially.
IV.

The narrative synthesis added meaning and value to the
results reported in our mapping studies, providing more
detailed implications for further research about RM in SPL.
The comparison described, through the narrative description,
allowed us to investigate the scenario of RM and to collect
specific insights to propose a clear RM approach to SPL.

LIMITATIONS AND THREATS

Some limitations and threats were identified during the
development of this research, as f ollows. In order to reduce
these problems, three researchers had been actively involved in
this work.
The studies analyzed in the mapping studies lack sufficient
information regarding ways that RM could be applied, mainly
to SPL projects. Hence, to identify the results and re port
relevant findings the researcher involved in the analysis had to
infer on the available results if these results were not explicitly
presented as way to manage the risks.
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A potential bias involves the fact that one researcher was
responsible for synthetizing the evidences in this study, while
different researchers were involved with the validation of the
analysis.
The same researchers were involved in the both mapping
studies execution, consequently, bias from others studies can
be presented in this evidence analysis.
The RM-SPL presented studies until 2010 and the RM-SSD
until 2011. This can be a threat since some studies could be
considered in SSD due to the time in that the research was
performed.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

Despite the need to apply Risk M anagement (RM)
activities during the development of SPL projects, these
practices have not been adequately reported in the literature.
Hence, explicit RM in SPL can still be considered as an open
question, which may be confirmed by analyzing industrial
practices, unlike SSD, which contains a large set of evidence.
In this effect, regarding SPL, RM still has a long way to
develop research, since no empirical evidence is available
about its effective use in companies that develop software
based on product line paradigm. It was verified through the
execution of two mapping studies in SPL and SSD t o RM,
where few studies reported experiences applying RM for SPL
projects compared with SSD [5].
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been published in recent years, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no tool to support plugin-based SPLs. Therefore,
this paper presents an automated environment for supporting
the overall SPL engineering life cycle, the PlugSPL. Such
an environment differs from existing tools as it aims at
supporting plugin-based SPLs. Moreover, PlugSPL provides
capabilities both to import/export FMs from/to other tools
and to effectively generate products.
This paper is organized as follow. Section II discusses
some concepts of SPL and plugin-based SPLs; Section III
presents the PlugSPL environment and its main characteristics; Section IV illustrates the use of PlugSPL to manage a
Model-Based Testing (MBT) SPL; and, Section V presents
the conclusion and directions for future work.

Abstract—Plugin development techniques and the software
product line (SPL) approach have been combined to improve
software reuse and effectively generate products. However,
there is a lack of tools supporting the overall SPL process.
Therefore, this paper presents an automated environment,
called PlugSPL, for supporting plugin-based SPLs. Such environment is composed of three modules: SPL Design, Product
Conﬁguration, and Product Generation. An example of a
PlugSPL application is illustrated by means of the PLeTs
SPL for the Model-Based Testing domain. The environment
contributions are discussed whereas future work is listed.
Keywords-Software Product Lines, Plugin-based SPL, Modelbased Testing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, software product line (SPL) [1] engineering has emerged as a promising reusability approach, which
brings out some important beneﬁts, e.g., it increases the
reusability of its core assets, in the meanwhile decreases time
to market. The SPL approach focuses mainly on a two-lifecycle model [1]: domain engineering, in which the SPL core
assets are developed for reuse; and application engineering,
in which the core assets are reused to generate speciﬁc
products. It is important to highlight that the success of the
SPL approach depends on several principles, in particular
variability management [2].
Although SPL engineering brings out important beneﬁts,
it is clear the lack of an environment aimed at automating
the overall SPL life cycle, including: (i) conﬁguration of
feature model (FM); (ii) conﬁguration of products; and
(iii) generation of products. Literature and industry present
several important tools that encompass part of the SPL
development life cycle, e.g., SPLOT [3].
The plugin approach has also received an increasing
attention in the development of SPLs [4]. In the SPL
ﬁeld, a plugin-based approach enables the development of
different applications by selecting/developing different sets
of plugins. Although the use of plugins to develop SPL
products is a promising approach and several works have

II. BACKGROUND
In recent years, the plugin concept has emerged as an
interesting alternative for reusing software artifacts de facto
[5]. Moreover, plugins are a useful way to develop applications in which functionalities must be extended at runtime.
In order to take advantage of the plugin concept for
developing software, it is necessary to design and implement
a system as a core application that can be extended with
features implemented as software components. A successful
example of the plugin approach is the Eclipse platform [6],
which is composed of several projects in which plugins are
developed and incorporated to improve both the platform
and the providing services.
The plugin approach has also received an increasing
attention in the development of SPLs [4]. The SPL approach
has emerged over the last years due to competitiveness in
the software development segment. The economic considerations of software companies, such as cost and time to market,
motivate the transition from single-product development to
the SPL approach, in which products are developed in a
large-scale reuse perspective [1]. Whereas a SPL can be
deﬁned as a set of applications that share a common set of
features and are developed based on a common set of core
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assets, the plugin approach can be easily applied to build
new applications by plugging different sets of plugins to a
core application [7]. Although the use of plugins to develop
products is a promising approach and several works have
been published in recent years, there is no tool to support
plugin-based SPLs.

for each feature. Each abstract class is a variation point
and/or a variant with a speciﬁc type. Thus, each plugin
may extend only one abstract class. The abstract classes
might be used, according to the SPL documentation,
by the core assets developer to build each plugin that
composes the SPL. After the generation of the abstract
classes, the SPL engineer is able to select the desired
features for the target system (product conﬁguration).
PlugSPL checks the system consistency and generates
the target system architecture (abstract classes).
c) the Product Generation module takes the target
system architecture as input. This module graphically
shows such architecture to the application engineer. Thus,
this module retrieves from the plugin repository respective plugins that implement the types of the abstract
classes (product architecture). After that, the plugins are
linked to each of their respective abstract classes and the
consistency between the generated architecture and FM is
checked. PlugSPL shows graphically the set of plugins
that is able to be selected for resolving the variability
in each class and generates the target system. Them,
the application engineer: (i) selects one or more plugins
(which denote a feature in the FM) to resolve each class
variability; (ii) gives a name to the target system; and
(iii) clicks a button to generate the system.

III. P LUG SPL E NVIRONMENT: S UPPORTING
P LUGIN - BASED S OFTWARE P RODUCT L INES
Although there are many tools focused on SPL modeling,
consistence checking [3], and product generation support [8],
currently, there is no tool that integrates all SPL development
phases. Moreover, there is no tool to support the automated product conﬁguration and product generation from a
plugin-based SPL. Therefore, in this section we present the
PlugSPL environment that has been developed to support
SPL design, product conﬁguration and generation of pluginbased SPLs. Figure 1 presents the PlugSPL modules and
activities, as follows:

IV. P LUG SPL A PPLICATION E XAMPLE
This section presents an example of how PlugSPL can
be used to design, develop and derive MBT products from
PLeTs SPL [7]. PLeTs is a SPL aimed at automating
the generation, execution and results collection of MBT
processes. The MBT process consists in the generation of
test cases and/or test scripts based on the application model.
The MBT process main activities are [10]: Build Model,
Generate Expected Inputs, Generate Expected Outputs,
Run Tests, Compare Results, Decide Further Actions and
Stop Testing. PLeTs goal is the reuse of SPL artifacts to
make it easier and faster to develop a new MBT tool.
Figure 2 shows the main features of the current PLeTs FM:
Parser, TestCaseGenerator,ScriptGenerator
and Executor.
Figure 2 shows several dependencies (denoted
by
propositional
logic)
between
features.
For
instance, if feature Executor and its child feature
LoadRunnerParameters
are
selected,
then
feature ScriptGenerator and its child feature
LoadRunnerScript must be selected as the generated
tool is not able to execute tests without test scripts.
The PLeTs FM can be extended to support new testing
techniques or tools by adding new child features to its
main features. For instance, if one adds new features for
the SilkPerformer testing tool, new child features for the
ScriptGenerator and Parameterization features
must be included.

Figure 1: The PlugSPL modules.
a) the SPL Design module aims to design a FM by either
creating it from scratch or importing a pre-existing FM
from SPL tools. Such tools, usually, do not use a common
format to represent FM elements and constraints, therefore, we conceived the PlugSPL SPL Design module
to work with a wide FM representations and ﬁle formats.
Thus, PlugSPL FMs can be seen as a starting point to
automate the creation of the SPL architecture and then
to generate products. Based on information extracted
from a FM, the SPL Design module represents such
information as SPL Models (Figure 1). Such models
are taken as input to the Product Configuration
module for composing the SPL architecture;
b) the Product Configuration module is responsible for automating the SPL architecture. Basically, this
module has two activities - Generate Abstract
Classes and Configure Product. The former receives the SPL Models provided by the SPL Design
module and creates a set of abstract classes, one class
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Figure 2: The PLeTs Feature Model [7].

A. Using PlugSPL for Generating a MBT SPL
Designing and development of SPLs supported only by
FMs editors and SPL documentation itself might be error
prone and time consuming activities. Moreover, checking
features constraints manually is a hard task. Therefore, this
section explains how PlugSPL can be used to automate the
overall SPL process by using PLeTs as an example SPL.
PlugSPL imports PLeTs FM (Figure 2) to the SPL
Design module. Thus, PlugSPL re-constructs and checks
the FM and shows the result to the SPL architect using
a tree notation. Therefore, the SPL architect can interact
with the PLeTs FM to, for instance, add or edit feature
relationships. The PLeTs FM is saved as SPL Models to
support the Product Conﬁguration phase.
During Product Conﬁguration, PlugSPL generates the
PLeTs architecture, formed by its abstract classes, e.g.,
Parser, UmlDiagrams and ScriptGenerator. Thus, the SPL
architect might export such classes, by clicking on the
Deploy Development Library button, and send it to
the plugin development team. Based on the architecture,
such team develops a plugin by extending a speciﬁc abstract
class (e.g. Parser), and sends it back to the SPL architect
to store it in the SPL plugin repository. As shown in
Figure 3, the product architect might deﬁne each product
architecture by selecting the abstract classes in the tree
structure. A product is a performance MBT tool that realizes the following activities; a) Accepts as input an UML
model (Parser, UmlDiagrams); b) Transforms the model in a
formal model (TestCaseGenerator, FiniteStateMachine), and
applies it a sequence method (HSI) to generate the testing
sequence. Based on such a testing sequence, it generates the
abstract performance test cases (AbstractTestCaseGenerator,
PerformanceTesting); c) Uses the abstract performance test
cases to generate scripts to the LoadRunner performance
tool (ScriptGenerator, LoadRunnerScript); d) Executes pro-

duct via command line (Execution, Console) and sets the
LoadRunner parameters (Parameterization, LoadRunnerParameters).
PlugSPL allows the product architect to save each product
architecture in a repository for reuse. It is important to
highlight that in the PLeTs SPL each abstract class is
a variation point that is resolved by selecting a variant
(plugin).
The Product Generation module presents graphically the
abstract classes structure of a product. It also links a plugin
to classes by performing a search in the plugin repository to
ﬁnd what plugins are implemented by each product abstract
class. Thus, the product architect selects a plugin, or a set
of plugins, to resolve each variability. In the Product Generation activity each variability (abstract class) uses only one
variant (plugin) to resolve a variability. However, it might be
necessary to use two or more variants to resolve a variability.
After resolving a variability, the product architect has two
options: save the product conﬁguration and/or generate the
MBT product. In the ﬁrst option, the tool asks for a product
name and, then, saves its classes and plugins to generate
a product later. In the second option, PlugSPL asks for a
product name, and then generates the MBT product. In order
to generate the product, PlugSPL: (i) selects the product
abstract classes and its related plugins; (ii) packages them
by using a “glue code”; and (iii) generates an executable
product ﬁle. Although the “glue code” generation is only
invoked and executed by PlugSPL, the piece of code that
generates such a code is implemented in the SPL base plugin. This approach simpliﬁes the development and evolution
of the product as the complex information necessary to
generate products from a wide amount of SPLs is stored
as a SPL artifact.
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Figure 3: PlugSPL Feature Model Editing and Product Conﬁguration.

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

[3] M. Mendonça, M. Branco, and D. Cowan, “S.P.L.O.T.: Software Product Lines Online Tools,” in Proc. Conf. Object Oriented Programming, Systems, Languages, and Applications.
New York, NY, USA: ACM, 2009, pp. 761–762.

This paper presented PlugSPL, which is an automated
environment to support the overall plugin-based SPL life
cycle. Although there are tools to partially support the SPL
life cycle as, for instance, pure::variants, there is no
tool that supports plugin-based SPLs and the overall SPL life
cycle. Furthermore, there are tools to design FMs, but most
of them use different notations and ﬁle formats. PlugSPL
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the NFRs used in its configuration sub-process to select the
features of a specific product that best satisfies the
stakeholders’ needs.

Abstract — GORE (Goal Oriented Requirements Engineering)
approaches can effectively capture both the stakeholders’
objectives and the system requirements. In the context of
Software Product Lines (SPL), they offer a natural way to
capture similarities and the variability of a product family. Goals
to Software Product Lines (G2SPL) is an approach that
systematically guides the creation of an SPL feature model from
i* models with cardinality. However, it is not possible to model
behavioral characteristics of an SPL through GORE approaches,
such as i*. In order to capture the system behavior, it is common
to use a scenario specification technique. This paper defines a
Requirements Engineering approach for SPL that integrates the
G2SPL approach and a technique to specify use case scenarios
with variability. This new approach is named GS2SPL (Goals
and Scenarios to Software Product Lines) and also includes a
sub-process for configuring specific applications of an SPL based
on the priority given to non-functional requirements.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
background required for a better understanding of this work.
Section III presents the GS2SPL approach. Section IV
discusses related work and Section V su mmarizes our
contributions and points out future work.
II.

A. Software Product Line Engineering
Clements and Northrop [5] define an SPL as a set of
software-intensive systems sharing a common, managed set of
features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market
segment or mission and that are developed from a common set
of core assets in a prescribed way. The term “software product
family” is also used as synonym to “software product line” [6].

Keywords - Requirements Engineering; Software Product Line;
Goal Modeling; Feature Model; Scenarios

I.

BACKGROUND

According to Pohl et al. [6], Software Product Line
Engineering (SPLE) is a paradigm to develop software systems
using platforms and m ass customization. The same authors
proposed an SPLE framework that consists of two separate
processes:

INTRODUCTION

Requirements Engineering (RE) is the phase of software
development concerned with producing a set of specifications
of software characteristics that satisfy the stakeholders needs
and can be implemented, deployed and maintained [1].
In RE for Software Product Lines (SPL), feature models
(FM) are often used to capture similarities and the variability of
a product family. However, using only FM, it is difficult to
relate the features of a software product and the objectives of
the stakeholders [2]. Besides, there wasn’t a systematic way to
select features for a particular product. In this context, in [3] we
proposed a systematic approach to obtain features of SPL from
stakeholders’ goals and to select the features for a specific
product of an SPL, based on non-functional requirements
(NFR) analysis.

x

Domain Engineering: responsible for establishing the
reusable platform and defining the commonality and
the variability of the product line [6]. This process is
called Core Asset Development in [5];

x

Application Engineering: responsible for deriving
product line applications from the platform established
in domain engineering [6]. This process is called
Product Development in [5].

Our approach covers both processes, but it is limited to the
requirements phase only.

However, our previous approach didn’t use scenario-based
descriptions (e.g. use cases) that are easily understood by
stakeholders [4] and capable of capturing the dynamic or
behavioral aspect of the SPL.
Hence, in this paper, we propose the GS2SPL (Goals and
Scenarios in Software Product Lines) approach, which supports
the generation of feature models and scenario-based
descriptions from goal-based requirements specification.
Besides, this approach takes into account the priority given to
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B. iStar
In the i* framework [7], stakeholders are represented as
actors that depend on each other to achieve their goals, perform
tasks and provide resources. Each goal is analyzed from its
actor point of view, resulting in a set of dependencies between
pairs of actors. The Strategic Dependency (SD) model provides
a description of the relationships and external dependencies
among organizational actors. The Strategic Rationale (SR)
model enables an analysis of how goals can be fulfilled through

annotations, present on the use case scenarios, are used to
configure these scenarios for a specific product. Thus, only use
cases and scenario steps annotated with the selected features
will be present on the product’s use case descriptions.

contributions from the several actors. Fig. 1 presents part of the
SR model for MobileMedia [8], an SPL that will be used in this
paper as a running example. The main purpose of MobileMedia
is to manage media files in mobile devices.

III.

GS2SPL

GS2SPL is an RE approach for SPL in which the feature
model and the use case scenarios of an SPL are obtained from
i*-c goal models. The GS2SPL process is divided in eight
activities, mostly are part of the Domain Engineering process
and just the last one is part of Application Engineering process.
The first four activities were inherited from G2SPL and,
therefore, they will not be explained in details in this paper.
Additional information about these activities can be found in
[3]. The rest of the process consists on the addition of new
activities or adaptations of G2SPL activities. The next subsections present all activities of GS2SPL:
A. Creation of SR Model
This activity consists of modeling the stakeholders’ goals
using the i* framework. It is considered an optional activity if
the SR model is already available. The output of this activity,
for the running example, is depicted in Fig.1.

Figure 1. MobileMedia i* SR model

The SR model in Fig 1 depicts two actors (“MobileMedia”
and “User”) and their dependencies. “User” depends on
“MobileMedia” to achieve the “Photo Added” goal and to
obtain “Album” resource. It also expects that “MobileMedia”
contributes to satisfy the “Integrity [Photo]” softgoal. On t he
other hand, “MobileMedia” depends on “User” to obtain
“Path”, “Photo” and “Name” resources and it expects “User” to
contribute to the “Accuracy [Path]” softgoal.

B. Identification of Candidate Elements to be Features
In this activity, the domain engineer identifies the elements
of the SR Model that could represent features. Features may be
extracted from tasks and resources. Therefore, all internal tasks
and resources of the actor that represents the SPL should be
highlighted, as w ell as t ask and resource dependencies
connected to this actor.

The boundary of the “MobileMedia” actor, shown in Fig. 1,
provides information on how this actor can fulfill its
dependencies and why it depends on other actors. The “Add
Photo” task is a way to satisfy the “Manage Media” goal, thus
these elements are linked by a means-end relationship. The
“MobileMedia” will fulfill the “Photo Added” dependency
through “Add Photo” task, which is d ecomposed in “Album
Selected” and “List of Photos Updated” goals and the “Store
Photo” task. “Store Photo” is decomposed in the “Quickness
[Storage]” softgoal and the “Photo Saved” goal. The “Photo
Saved” goal can be satisfied by “Save Automatically” task,
which contributes positively (“help” contribution link) to
satisfy the “Quickness [Storage]” softgoal, or by ”Save by
User” task that contributes negatively (“hurt” contribution link)
to the satisfaction of the same softgoal.

C. Reengineering the SR Model
In this activity, cardinality is added to the SR model based
on some heuristics defined in the G2SPL approach [3]. In
summary, cardinality may be added to intentional elements and
to means-end relationships in which the root element (end) has
more than one sub-element (means). The output of this activity
is an SR Model with cardinality, as the one shown in Fig. 2.

To capture variability in SR models of SPLs, an extended
version of i* has to be used. The i*-c (i* with cardinality)
allows the insertion of cardinality in task and resource elements
and also in means-end relationships [2]. This i* extension is
used by G2SPL [3] approach to derivate feature models. Our
approach is an extension of the G2SPL and, hence, it uses i*-c
models to derive not only FMs, but use case scenarios as well.
C. Scenarios for SPL
PLUSS (Product Line Use case modeling for Systems and
Software engineering) [9] is an SPL approach that combines
feature models and use case scenarios. It captures both
common and variable behavior of the SPL. In PLUSS, both use
cases and scenario steps are annotated with the features to
which they are related. During product configuration, desired
features are selected in the FM, and their corresponding

Figure 2. MobileMedia i*-c SR model with feature candidates highlighted in
grey

D. Elaboration of the Feature Model
This activity is c oncerned with the derivation of the SPL
feature model (activity output). The input artifacts are some
heuristics to elaborate the FM and the SR model with
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variability. We propose guidelines to map i*-c models to
PLUSS use case scenarios. As a result, some of the 10 previous
guidelines were removed; others were split into new ones.

cardinality. The heuristics suggests the construction of a table
(Table I) that keeps the traceability between features and
tasks/resources. This table is used to obtain the feature model.
TABLE I.

Cardinality
Element

In Step 1, all four guidelines were maintained, but a new
one was inserted (current Guideline 4) to deal with actors that
have only softgoal dependencies with the SPL actor. In Step 2,
the two previous guidelines were merged, since their subguidelines were exactly the same. In Step 3, (i) a guideline was
inserted (current Guideline 7) to address PLUSS annotations;
(ii) the previous Guideline 8 was split into four (current
Guidelines 8, 9, 10, 11) because of the necessity to deal with
every possible cardinality in i*-c; (iii) the previous Guideline 9
(current Guideline 12) was reformulated to take into account
use cases derived from optional steps; and (iv) previous
Guideline 10 was removed because it was a recommendation to
draw a u se case diagram, but not a mapping guideline. The
guidelines we propose in GS2SPL approach are presented as
follows:

TABLE OF TRACEABILITY BETWEEN FEATURES AND
TASKS/RESOURCES

Type

Value

Parent
Element

Feature

Add Photo

Element

[1..1]

Album

Element

[1..1]

Add Photo

Album

Store Photo

Element

[1..1]

Add Photo

Store Photo

Save Autom.

Group

<1..1>

Store Photo

Save Autom.

Save by User

Group

<1..1>

Store Photo

Save by User

Path

Element

[1..1]

Store Photo

Path

Photo

Element

[1..1]

Store Photo

Photo

Name

Element

[1..1]

Save by User

Name

–

Add Photo

Step 1 – Discovering actors:

According to the heuristics defined in this activity, optional
features are obtained from elements with cardinality [0..1],
while mandatory features are obtained from elements with
cardinality [1..1]. Elements involved in a means-end
relationship with cardinality become alternative features with
equivalent cardinality. The FM obtained from the SR model
depicted in Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Feature model of MobileMedia

E. Feature Model Refinement
This is an optional activity to be executed if the FM needs
to be reorganized or if new features must be add ed, because
they were not present in the SR model. Reorganization is
required if the FM has repeated features, sub-features with
more than one parent or different features with the same
meaning. This activity can be performed as many times as the
domain engineer believes it is necessary. Our running example
is quite simple and did not require the execution of this activity.
F. Elaboration of Use Case Scenarios
The SPL use case scenarios are specified based on an
adaptation of the guidelines defined by Castro et al. [10]. This
activity obtains the PLUSS scenarios description for an SPL
from its SR model and feature model. The guidelines proposed
by Castro et al. in [10] are a mapping between i* models and
use case scenarios that are not specific for dealing with SPL
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x

Guideline 1: Every i* actor is a candidate to be mapped
to a use case actor;

x

Guideline 2: The candidate i* actor should be external
to the intended software system; otherwise, it cannot be
mapped to a use case actor;

x

Guideline 3: The candidate i* actor should have at least
one dependency with the actor representing the SPL;
otherwise, it cannot be mapped to a use case actor;

x

Guideline 4: Analyze the dependencies between the
candidate i* actor and the actor that represents the SPL.
If all of them are s oftgoal dependencies, the i* actor
cannot be mapped to a use case actor;

x

Guideline 5: Actors in i*, related through the ISA
relationship, and mapped individually to use case
actors (applying guidelines 1, 2, 3 and 4), will be
related through the “generalization” relationship in the
use case diagram;

In our example, there is only one external actor, “User”,
and, according to the presented guidelines, it can be mapped to
a use case actor.
Step 2 – Discovering use cases for the actors:
x

Guideline 6: For each use case actor discovered in Step
1, analyze its dependencies with the SPL actor;
o

Guideline 6.1: Goal dependencies – goals in i* can
be mapped to use cases;

o

Guideline 6.2: Task dependencies – it should be
investigated if the task needs to be decomposed
into sub-tasks. If the task requires many steps to be
executed, then it can be mapped to a use case;

o

Guideline 6.3: Resource dependencies – it should
be investigated if the resource can only be
obtained after many interaction steps between the
discovered actor and the system-to-be. If so, the
dependency can be mapped to a use case;

o

Guideline 6.4: Softgoal dependencies – typically,
the softgoal dependency in i* is a n NFR for the
intended system. Hence, a softgoal does not
represent a use case, but an NFR associated with a
specific use case or with the SPL as a whole;

o

After applying Step 2 to the example, we discovered that
only the “Photo Added” goal dependency can be mapped to a
use case.

x

Step 3 – Discovering and describing use case scenarios:
x

Guideline 7: After discovering the use cases, the field
“Feature” in their description (Table II) should be
filled. Also, the scenario steps to be discovered by
using the next guidelines should be annotated with the
features related to them;
o

o

o

x

Guideline 7.2: If a goal dependency originated the
use case, then it is necessary to analyze the
internal element to which the dependency is
connected in the SPL actor. If such element is a
task or resource, the “Feature” field is filled with
the name of the feature related to that
task/resource. If the element is a g oal, then the
“Feature” field will be filled with the name(s) of
the feature(s) related to the task(s) in which this
goal is refined .
Guideline 7.3: The steps obtained from tasks or
resources should be annotated with the name of
the related feature between brackets – [];

Guideline 10: When a means-end relationship has more
than one sub-element, the relationship cardinality
should be analyzed;
o

Guideline 10.1: If the cardinality is <1..1>, the
sub-elements will be mapped to mutually
exclusive alternative steps. Therefore, they will be
identified by equal numbers without parenthesis;

o

Guideline 10.2: If the cardinality is <0..1>, the
sub-elements will be mapped to alternative steps
where only one may be selected. Therefore, they
will be identified by equal numbers between
parenthesis;

o

Guideline 10.3: If the cardinality is <0..n> and
n>1, the sub-elements will be mapped to
alternative steps where none or at most n can be
selected. Therefore, they will be identified by
equal numbers between parenthesis, followed by a
different letter for each alternative;

o

Guideline 10.4: If the cardinality is <i..j>, i ≠0 and
j>1, the sub-elements will be mapped to
alternative steps where at least i and at most j can
be selected. Therefore, they will be identified by
equal numbers without parenthesis, followed by a
different letter for each alternative;

o

Guideline 10.5: If there is cardinality only in the
sub-elements, but not in the relationship, the subelements will be mapped to alte rnative steps and
some of them may be o ptional, according to the
cardinality. Therefore, they will be identified by
equal numbers, followed by a different letter for
each alternative. However, those with [0..1]
cardinality should have their identifications
between parenthesis;

Guideline 8: Analyze sub-elements of task
decompositions in order to map them to m andatory
steps of the use case primary scenario;
o

x

Guideline 7.1: If a task or resource dependency
originated the use case, then the “Feature” field is
filled with the name of the feature related to the
task/resource on the table of traceability (Table I);

Guideline 8.1: If the decomposed task in analysis
satisfies a dependency that was mapped to a use
case, then the sub-elements of that decomposition
will be mapped to mandatory steps of such use
case;

o

Guideline 8.2: Every step obtained from task
decomposition sub-elements is identified by a
unique number without parenthesis, according to
PLUSS notation for mandatory steps;

o

Guideline 8.3: If a sub-element of a t ask
decomposition is a softgoal, then it is associated to
the use case as an NFR;

x

Guideline 9: When a means-end relationship has only
one sub-element, the sub-element’s cardinality should
be analyzed;
o

Guideline 9.1: If the cardinality is [1..1], the
element will be mapped to a mandatory step.
Hence, it will be identified by a unique number
without parenthesis;

x
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Guideline 9.2: If the cardinality is [0..1], the
element will be mapped to an optional step.
Hence, it will be identified by a unique number
between parenthesis, according to th e PLUSS
notation for optional steps;

Guideline 11: The SR model should be analyzed to
discover additional information about the use cases;
o

Guideline 11.1: A nalyze contribution links from
other elements (source) to softgoals (target). If the
source element is part of a use case, then the target
softgoal will be associated to this use case as a
non-functional requirement;

o

Guideline 11.2: Analyze links between elements
that generated steps to different use cases. These
links may represent that an element is a precondition of a u se case (obtained from the other
element) or a rel ationship, such as “include” or
“extend”, between use cases (obtained from the
related elements);

Guideline 12: Analyze use cases to check if they can be
refined or generate new use cases. Each scenario step

suggested to refine scenario descriptions until they reach the
desired detail level. Due to the lack of space, the refined use
case description for our running example will not be presented.

should be verified for the possibility of deriving a new
use case;
o

Guideline 12.1: A new use case will be generated
if a step represents an activity that requires several
steps to be concluded;

o

Guideline 12.2: If the new use case was derived
from a mandatory step, then it must be related to
the original use case through the “include”
relationship;

o

Guideline 12.3: If the new use case was derived
from an optional step, then it must be related to the
original use case through the “extend”
relationship.

At the end of this activity, the requirements phase of the
Domain Engineering process is concluded.
H. Product Configuration
This activity is a ctually a su b-process of the Application
Engineering process. It will be executed every time a new
product of the SPL has to be derived. This sub-process is an
adaptation of Lima’s Application Engineering process [11] and
its three activities are described as follows:
1) Choice of Specific Configuration
In this activity, the client chooses the goals to be satisfied
by the new product. There are two heuristics to guide the
configuration:

Applying Step 3 to the MobileMedia example, we obtained
the description for the “Add Photo” use case (Table II).
TABLE II.

“ADD PHOTO” USE CASE DESCRIPTION

x

H1: All intentional elements with [1..1] cardinality
must be present in the product configuration model, if
their parent elements have been selected. Elements
with [0..1] cardinality might be present depending on
the stakeholders choices;

x

H2: Sub-elements of means-end relationships will be
present in the configuration model depending on the
stakeholders choices, but obeying the relationship
cardinality (if it exists);

Use Case 1: Add Photo
CHARACTERISTIC INFORMATION
Primary Actor: User
Feature: Add Photo
Scope: MobileMedia
Pre-condition: Success Condition: Photo added to album
PRIMARY SCENARIO
ID

User Action

1

Select “Add Photo” option [Add
Photo]

2

Select album [Album]

3

Provide path of photo [Path]

4

Select photo to be added [Photo]

5

-

Photo is automatically
saved
[Save
Automatically]

5

Choose for photo [Name] [Save by
User]

Photo is saved with the
chosen name

6

-

List of photos is updated

Depending on the choices made by the client, there may be
more than one possible product configuration, called
alternatives. The SR model of each alternative will be analyzed
in the next activity. In our running example, there are two
alternatives: one with “Save Automatically” task (A1) and
another with “Save by User” task (A2).

System Response

2) Prioritization of Variants
In this activity, the alternatives previously obtained are
ranked based on the priority the client gave to the softgoals
present in the SR model. The priority given to a softgoal must
in the interval [0,10]. For each alternative, we have to take into
account the number of positive and negative contributions from
the elements of the SR model to the softgoals, considering also
the degree (e.g.: help, hurt) of ea ch contribution. The formula
to calculate the priority of each variant will not be presented in
this paper due to the lack of space.

SECONDARY SCENARIOS
RELATED INFORMATION
Non-functional requirements: Integrity [Photo], Accuracy [Path], Quickness
[Storage]

G. Use Case Scenarios Refinement
As it can be observed in Table II, the use ca se description
generated by the guidelines proposed in the previous activity is
not complete. The system response for some actions is missing,
as well as the secondary scenarios (exceptional and alternative
scenarios). This occurs because i* models are not meant for
modeling behavior or exceptions. Therefore, this activity is
required to complement the use case description.
The scenarios obtained on the previous activity may be
succinct or written on a very high level; it will depend on the
level of refinement achieved in the SR model. Hence, it is
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The alternative with the highest priority value represents the
most suitable configuration for the client’s desires. For our
example, if the softgoal “Quickness [Storage]” receives the
highest priority, the priority value for A1 will be 7,5 and for A2
will be -7,5. Therefore, the alternative with “Save
Automatically” feature is the most suitable for the client.
3) Product Artifacts Configuration
The purpose of this activity is the derivation of the artifacts
for a specific product of the SPL. First, the configuration model
is generated by eliminating, from the FM, all features that are
not related to elements in the SR model of the chosen
alternative. Then, all cardinality indications must be removed
from the SR model, thus the i* model of the product is
obtained. Finally, only use cases that are related to selected
features will be present on the product’s artifacts. The scenario

way. Another contribution of our approach is the inclusion of a
configuration process that allows the clients to choose their
product configuration on a higher abstraction level. Instead of
choosing specific features, they can choose the goals they want
to achieve. The configuration process also takes softgoals
(NFRs) into account, providing a way to rank possible variants
according to the softgoals’ priority given by the client.

descriptions must also b e configured by eliminating the steps
that are annotated with features that were not chosen.
IV.

RELATED WORK

Compared to G2SPL [3], our work has two main
differences: (i) it uses PLUSS scenarios to capture behavioral
characteristics of the SPL, while G2SPL cannot capture the
SPL’s behavior; (ii) our approach allows to ch oose a
configuration based on the priority to the softgoals, while
G2SPL does not provide such a mechanism.

As future work, we plan to: (i) perform case studies in
different domains to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of
GS2SPL; (ii) develop tool support for our approach; (iii)
investigate how to identify feature model constraints from i*
models; and (iv) investigate how to take feature interactions
into account when generating use case scenarios.

Asadi et al. [12] also proposed a GORE approach for SPL
using i*. It u ses annotations on the feature model do relate
goals and features. The advantage of this approach is that it has
tool support, providing an automatic way to obtain the
product’s features from selected goals. However, the FM is not
obtained systematically from stakeholders’ goals, it is created
separately and then annotated with goals. This approach does
not capture the behavior of the SPL either.
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used to identify defects in ear ly stage of development [3].
Inspections of software design may be especially crucial since
design defects can directly affect the quality of, and effort
required for, the im plementation [3]. Because SPL models are
quite different from single sy stem development, standard
techniques are insufficient to address the
specific
characteristics of reusable systems [4], thus new inspection
techniques tailored to the SPL models are needed.

Abstract— Software Product Lines are an approach that enables
organizations to develop a number of similar products in the
same application domain reducing development and maintenance
cost and increasing productivity. As in traditional software
development approach, software product lines model need to be
evaluated for improving software quality. This work proposes a
set of inspection techniques, named SPLIT, for evaluating
software product lines models. An in vitro experiment was
conducted for comparing a defect type based inspection approach
and the proposed set of techniques. Results indicated that our
techniques found a greater number of defects than a defect type
based inspection approach.

This scenario has m otivated one of our research’s goals: to
define a set of inspection techniques, named SPLIT, tailored to
support quality assurance concerned with specific models used
for Software Product Lines specification. This paper proposes
and validates, using a controlled experiment, a set of
techniques to evaluate a feature model and a product map
against software requirement document and feature model
inconsistencies. We propose that our set of techniques find a
greater number of defects than a defect type based inspection
approach.

Keywords-inspection technique; software product line; feature
model; empirical study

I.

INTRODUCTION

A Software Product Line (SPL) supports reusability by
developing a set of products sharing a core com monalities and
differing variabilities [1]. T hus, instead of in traditional
software development where it usually models one product a
time, it models a set of products.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follow
s:
Section 2 presents background information on Software
Product Lines. Section 3 presents the set of inspection
techniques, SPLIT, proposed for software product line
specifications. In Section 4, the controlled experiment to
evaluate the set of the proposed techniques is discussed in
detail, including goals and experi mental design. In Section 5,
the results are presented and discussed. Section 6 describes
threats to the validity of our study. Finally, conclusions and
comments on future work are given in Section 7.

An essential reason for introducing product line engineering
is cost reduction [2]. Since every product uses the same core
features and som e optional ones, it can be reused aiming in a
cost reduction for each system. Although these artifacts can be
reused, it is necessary investments for creating them planning
the reuse mechanism, so that they are able to provide managed
reuse. In a software product line, in general, the time to market
indeed is initially higher, as the com mon artifacts have to be
built first. H owever, it is considerably shortened as m
any
artifacts can be reused for each new product [2].

II.

SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE

Software Product Lines are a set of software-intensive
systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy
the specific needs of a particul ar market segment or mission
and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a
prescribed way [5]. The artifacts used in different products
have to adaptable to fit each system created in the product line.

Software product lines need to address the same issues as in
traditional software developmen t as inconsistencies betw een
requirements and software specifications. One approach that is
applied to traditional softw are development that im proves
quality and reduces costs is inspection techniques, w hich is
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It means that throughout the development process, we have
to identify and describe where the products created by the
product line may differ in terms of the features they provide,
the requirements they fulfill, or even in term s of the underlying
architecture [5]. This flexibility is called variability and it is the
basis for the software product line engineering since it
represents the difference in each product
produced by the
Software Product Line.

product in the x-axis matches a list of features according to the
software product line requirements. Then the software product
line only creates the products specified in the requirements.
SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE INSPECTION TECHNIQUE

III.

A Software Product Line creates a set of products sharing
common features and features which differs from product to
product. Therefore, it is im portant to assure the quality of their
models, as they specify several products. A mapping study [10]
was conducted to obtain evidence about quality assurance
techniques for SPL models. M apping studies [10] are a formal
process that uses a methodology to identify all research related
to a specific topic [10]. U nlike informal literature review s,
mapping studies uses a scientific rigorous approach to assert an
efficient survey of the current knowledge.

Different models have been proposed for specifying
Software Product Line, features models proposed in FeatureOriented Domain Analysis (FODA) approach [6] is one of the
most used [7]. Product line scoping is also an important phase
in product line engineering to d ecide not only what products to
include in a product line but also whether or not an
organization should launch the product line [8]. One approach
for product line scoping is product m ap [9] for selecting a
subset of products to be created by the product line
. The
inspection techniques proposed use feature models and product
map. These m odels are further discussed in the following
sections.

The databases used for this mapping study were the IEEE
Xplore, ACM Digital Library and Scopus. Our formal process,
as well as all selected studies, is described in a Technical
Report [11]. The initial search returned a total of 841 papers, as
described in Table I. After the first filter, in w hich the title and
abstract from the selected papers were analyzed, it
has been
filtered to 90 papers. In the second filter, it w as also analyzed
the introduction and conclusion from papers selected after the
first filter, resulting a total of 27 papers about quality assurance
techniques for SPL models.

A. Feature Models
Feature models are hierarchi cal models that capture the
commonality and variability of a Product Line. This feature oriented concept is based on the emphasis placed by the
method on identifying those featur es a user commonly expects
in applications domain.

The data extracted presented that 23 (85% ) papers used
model checking techniques, 3 (11% ) used ontologies for
modeling and model checking and code inspections were
presented in 2 papers (7%). Although the benefits of inspection
techniques [3] and the need for inspections tailored for SPL [4],
no inspection technique for assuring quality for softw
are
product line models was identified [11].

The feature concept used for modeling the feature models is
that it is a prom inent distinctive user-visible aspect, quality, or
characteristic of software system [6]. The purpose of the
feature model is to represent the general capabilities for the
applications in the domain.
Feature Models are created using m andatory, optional,
alternatives and or features. The m andatory features represent
the features, which must be c ontained in every product created
by the product line. The optional features represents the
features which can be contained or not in the prod uct from the
SPL. Alternative features repres ent an alternative betw een two
or more others features so th at only one of them must be
contained in products from the SPL. And or features represent
an alternative betw een two or m ore features in w hich at least
one of them must be contained in the products from the SPL.

TABLE I.

Papers
returned for
the 1st filter

Papers
selected after
the 1st filter

Papers
selected after
the 2nd filter

IEEE Xplore

88

22

5

ACM Digital
Library

482

28

10

Scopus

271

40

12

Database

The feature m odels also have constraints elem
ents:
implication and exclusion. Th e implication notation im plies
that if one feature is selected , some other feature must be
selected as well. The exclusion constraint indicates that two
features must not be selected in the sam e product so they are
mutually exclusive.

PAPERS SELECTED IN THE MAPPING STUDY

We have proposed a set of checklist based techniques,
named Software Product Line Inspection Techniques (SPLIT),
for verifying feature models and product map in comparison
with themselves and the software requirem ents specification.
The software requirem ent specification needs to enum erate
functional and non-functional requirem ents and the products
created by the software product line and its constraints. An
overview of SPLIT is presented in Figure 1:

B. Product Map
The selection of optional or alternative features is not m ade
arbitrarily. It is usually made based on a number of objective s
or concerns that the end-user (and customer) has [6]. The
product map [9] aims to complement the feature model by
specifying the products, which are compliant with the software
requirements.
The product map lists all features available in the y-axis and
the products specified by the requirements in the x-axis. Every
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TABLE II.

EXTRACT OF SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE INSPECTION
TECHNIQUE [12]

Inconsistency

The complete set of techniques proposed is available in the
Technical Report “Inspection Technique for Software Product
Line Models” [12]. To assess this first version, we performed a
feasibility study described in the next section, in w
hich we
compared the number of defects found by inspectors using
SPLIT with the number of defects found by different inspectors
using a defect type based inspection approach. W e choose to
compare the proposed technique with this defect type based
approach, in which the subjects had been trained in the defect
types they could found in SPL models,
since we have not
identified any inspection technique specific for softw
are
product line in the Mapping Study [11].

Figure 1. SPLIT overview

A. Technique 1
This technique analyzes the product m
ap against the
software requirement document, searching for defects that can
be classified as:
•

Redundancy: The product m ap presents products that
have the same set of features and it should match
products from the software requirement document.

•

Inconsistencies:
The product map presents
inconsistencies when it does not match products from
the software requirement document.

IV.

TABLE III.

Inconsistencies: The software product line artifacts
(product map and feature mode l) present products that
do not match the software requirement document. It
differs from inconsistencies in the Technique 1 due to
information that is strictly from the feature model.

For the purpose of:
With respect to:
From the point
view of:
In the context of:

Redundancies: A feature model contains redundancy, if
at least, one sem antic information is m odeled in a
multiple way.

•

Anomalies: A feature m odel contains anom alies, if
potential configurations are being lost, though these
configurations should be possible.

•

Inconsistencies:
A feature m
odel
contains
inconsistencies, if the model includes contradictory
information.

EXPERIMENT GOAL USING GQM PARADIGM

Analyze:

C. Technique 3
This technique analyzes the feature model for defects. It has
been based on [7] which identify redundancy, anomalies and
inconsistencies on feature models. The defects found in this
technique can be classified as:
•

THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment goal using the GQM
(Goal/
Question/Metric) paradigm for form alizing characterization,
planning, construction, analysis , learning and feedback tasks
[13] is presented in Table III as:

B. Technique 2
This technique analyzes the product m ap and the feature
model against the software requirement document, looking for
defects that can be classified as:
•

Are two mutual
exclusive features that
are also full mandatory?
Are two alternative
features that have an
implication relationship?

The set of proposed inspection
techniques for software product
line models
Characterize
The number of defects found
compared to a defect type based
inspection approach.
Software product line inspectors
The inspection of software
product line models by
undergraduate students

A. Hypotheses
The experiment has been design to test the following
hypotheses (null and corresponding alternative hypotheses are
given):

Table II shows a part of the checklist based Technique 3, in
which is shown the defect type in the first colum n, the question
addressed for the finding the defects in the second column and
an image for helping the inspector to notice the defect easily in
the feature model in the third column.
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•

H0: There is no difference in the num ber of defects
found in software product line m odels using SPLIT
and a defect type based inspection approach.

•

HA1: The number of defects found in software product
line models using a defect type based inspection
approach is greater than using SPLIT.

•

HA2: The number of defects found in software product
line models using SPLIT is greater than using a defect
type based inspection approach.

group B has been trained in the set of techniques proposed in
the SPLIT. The two trainings ha d different instructors due to
the fact that they occurred at the same time for avoiding
communication between the two groups. However both
materials have been prepared by the two instructors for having
balanced knowledge about softw are inspection for m itigating
the bias of prior knowledge of the subjects.

B. Instrumentation
The experiment was supported by a set of artifacts: consent
forms, software product lin e specification, the SPLIT
documentation for the group
that would execute them ,
worksheet to support defects and follow up questionnaire. The
software product line specification is composed by the
requirement specification, product map and feature model.

E. Execution
The experiment have been executed in a lim ited two hours’
time box and occurred at the same time for both groups. The
subjects were gathered in same room and then divided
randomly in groups. Group A and B have executed the
experiment in different rooms for avoiding any communication
between subjects from different groups.

The software requirement artifact is a software product line
specification for a set of twitter client products with 13 features
from popular tw itter clients having 6 m andatory features, 3
optional features and 4 alternative features. It generates six
different products sharing the common features and each of
them having distinguished featur es. It describes each feature
for the software product line detailing its relationship to others
features, classifying it as mandatory, optional or alternative and
enumerating the products in which this feature would be
available.

V.

RESULTS

At the end of the experim ent, the defect list form and the
evaluation questionnaire about the proposed set of techniques
were retrieved for the experim ent analysis. The num ber of
defects found per subject for each inspection is presen ted in
Table IV and Table V.

The product map for the twitter client software product line
listed all the features available in softw
are requirement
document and associates it to the product in which they are
available. It enumerates the six products from the twitter client
software product line and maps the features for each product.

TABLE IV.

The feature m odel for the software product line has been
created according to the softw are requirements for the tw itter
client and it would generate all the products, which are
specified in the product map. The feature model used in this
experiment has been seeded with defects by the researchers
based on deficiencies from feat ure models listed in [7]. It
contains defects from mode ling the feature model and
information inconsistencies from the softw are requirements
and the product map.

Subject

NUMBER OF DEFECTS FOUND IN DEFECT TYPE BASED
INSPECTION APPROACH

Number of Defects Found

Subject 01

4

Subject 02

9

Subject 03

7

Subject 04

8

Subject 05

4

Subject 06

9

C. The Experiment Design
The subjects were divided in two groups, which would
inspect the same software pr oduct line model example: the
group A would evaluate using a defect type based inspection
approach and the group B would use the set of techniques
proposed in this paper. Sin ce no student had a previous
experience with SPL models, the subjects were assigned to
each technique using completely randomized design. Each
group was composed by 10 senior-level undergraduate students
chosen by convenience from Analysis and Design class in
Information System and Computer Science courses at Federal
University of Amazonas, Brazil.

Subject 07

1

Subject 08

3

Subject 09

7

Subject 10

7

D. Preparation
The subjects signed a consent form and they had a tutorial
about Software Product Line. It addressed an overview on
Software Product Line concepts and specifications including
feature models and product map. After the tutorial, the subjects
have been trained for the experiment execution. As the
classroom was divided in two groups, two different trainings
were prepared. The Group A has been trained in software
model inspection techniques. This training addressed the
objectives of model inspection for software product lines. It
described the defect types, which could be found by the
inspectors when conducting the inspection in this study. The

TABLE V.
Subject
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NUMBER OF DEFECTS FOUND USING SPLIT

Number of Defects Found

Subject 11

10

Subject 12

11

Subject 13

12

Subject 14

8

Subject 15

10

Subject 16

13

Subject 17

8

Subject 18

10

Subject 19

8

Subject 20

10

approach. And it also has a sma ller standard deviation, which
reflects that the number of defects found when SPLIT has been
used it shows a small variance.

One example of defect that was found in the study is
presented in Figure 2, w here an extract from the tw itter
software product line feature model is shown and one defect is
circled. In this defect, one mandatory feature “Post M essage
(F6)” is implying on optional feature “Notify update in timeline
(F7)”. In this case, all the products from the software product
line must have the “Notify upda te in timeline (F7)” feature
although it is an optional feature and possible product
configurations would be lost.

Figure 3 presents a boxplot with the number of defects
found by each inspection type. It can be analyzed as the m ean
value for the inspection when executed using the technique
proposed is higher than when using than a defect type based
inspection approach. W e have also compared the two samples
using the non-parametric M ann-Whitney test, which shows an
asymptotic significances (p = 0.001) between the numbers of
defects found.

Figure 2. Feature model for the twitter client software product line

The defect highlighted in Figure 2 could be found by the set
of techniques SPL IT as it w as covered in the checklist in the
technique 3, which is focused in the feature model. An extract
from SPLIT which checks this defect is presented in Table VI.
TABLE VI.

EXTRACT OF SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE INSPECTION
TECHNIQUE [12]

Figure 3. Boxplot for number of defects found per subject per inspection
type in the experiment

3.7 Is there a full mandatory feature that
implies an optional feature?

These results rejects the null hypothesis H0 that there are no
differences in the number of defects found by inspectors that
have used a defect type based inspection approach to the ones,
which have used the set of techniques proposed in the study.
Due to the analysis of the boxplot and the M ann-Whitney test,
the alternative hypothesis HA2 is valid for this experiment.
These results suggest that the num ber of defects found in
software product line models using the SPLIT is greater than
using a defect type based inspection approach. W e have not
measured time for com paring the tw o inspection types
according to its efficiency (number of defects found by hour) in
this study as the time box had a lim it of a two-hour class in the
University.

A. Quantitative Analysis
The statistical analysis was executed using the statistical
tool SPSS V 19.0. 0 and α = 0.05. This choice of statistical
significance was motivated by the small sample size used in
this experiment [14].
Table VII presents a comparis on between the defect type
based inspection approach and the SPLIT set using the average
and the standard deviation values for the number of defect
found by the inspectors.
TABLE VII.

VI.

DEFECT FOUND COMPARISON ANALYSIS

The threats to validity have been identified in the
experiment and categorized, according to [15], in one of the
following categories below:

Defects Found

Inspection

Sampling
Size

Average

Std. Dev.

Std. Dev. %

Defect type
based inspection
approach

10

5,9

2,726

46,20%

SPLIT

10

10

1,700

17,00%

THREATS TO VALIDITY

•

Table VII suggests that the number of defects found by
inspectors that used the technique proposed in the study is 60%
higher than when executing a defect type based inspection
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Internal Validity: W e considered the main threat that
can represent a risk for an improper interpretation of
the results the difference in training that the two groups
have received. The first gr oup had training in software
inspection based on defect types and the second group
had training on SPLIT. W e have tried to minimize this
threat by preparing equivale nt training material for
both groups.

•

•

•

Science and Technology for Software Engineering (INES),
funded by CNPq and FACEPE, grants 573964/2008
-4 and
APQ-1037-1.03/08 and CNPq grants 305968/2010-6,
559997/2010-8, 474766/2010-1.

External Validity: W e have considered two main
threats concerned with generalization of the results: the
subjects being undergraduate students and the software
specification used in the e xperiment not being a real
world example. For any academic laboratory
experiment the ability to generalize results to industry
practice is restricted by th e usage of students as study
participants. Although they we re not real inspectors, it
has been shown that empirical studies can have
benefits when using student s as subjects [16]. And the
example used in the experiment was based in real
world twitter clients. T he specification of the tw itter
client software product line gathered features from
several twitter clients available in the market.
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Abstract—In the recent years, the software product lines
paradigm has gained interest in both industry and academia.
As in traditional software development, the concept of quality
is crucial for the success of software product line practices
and both functional and nonfunctional characteristics must be
involved in the development process in order to achieve a high
quality software product line. Therefore, many efforts have been
made towards the development of quality-based approaches in
order to address non-functional properties in software product
line development. In this paper, we propose a taxonomy that
characterizes and classiﬁes various approaches for employing
non-functional properties in software product lines development.
The taxonomy not only highlights the major concerns that need
to be addressed in the area of quality-based software product
lines, but also helps to identify various research gaps that need
to be ﬁlled in future work in this area.

refers to the characteristics that are not related to the functionality of the software [4] but are essential for the operation and
acceptance of the system. In general, FPs deﬁne the ‘what of
a software system whereas NFPs address questions pertaining
to the ‘how of the software system performance.
C. Objectives of This Research
The general purpose of our ongoing research is to provide
a quality-aware framework for software product line development. To achieve this goal, it is required to understand how the
NFPs can be managed and employed in the SPL development
lifecycle. In order to cater quality-aware SPL development,
there are several fundamental research questions that need to
be answered ﬁrst, such as:
• What are the main tasks/stages within the domain engineering and application engineering lifecycles that need
to be cognizant of quality?
• What are the most frequent NFPs used by SPLs practitioners and how are they modeled and represented?
• What are the different types of NFPs that are used in
different stages of SPL development?
• How can NFPs be systematically deﬁned and measured
in the context of software product lines? (This is specially
more complex as a product line has the potential to
develop a vast number of individual applications with
different quality levels, c.f. [13]).
In the ﬁrst step, we propose a taxonomy that can be used
to classify the available research literature in intersection of
NFPs and SPLs. The proposed taxonomy provides us with
the opportunity to systematically investigate and extract the
prominent information from existing research works in NFPs
and SPLs and be able to draw valid conclusions about how
to best pursue the incorporation of non-functional properties
within software product lines.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Software Product Lines
The Software Product Line (SPL) paradigm is a systematic
reuse-based software development approach that is founded
on the idea of identifying and capturing commonalities and
variabilities of software products within a target domain [15].
Such an approach allows a new software product to be rapidly
developed by exploiting a set of reusable assets, known as
core assets, which support the management of commonality
and variability. The SPL approach allows for improvements in
software quality, time to market, and cost reduction [11]. The
software product line approach consists of two main development lifecycles, namely Domain Engineering and Application
Engineering [9]. Domain engineering involves analyzing and
modeling the target domain as a whole and producing a
set of reusable core assets. On the other hand, application
engineering involves developing a domain-speciﬁc software
product using and through the customization of artifacts that
are developed in the domain engineering phase.
B. Non-functional Properties

D. Outline

As a part of the software development process, requirements
engineering cover all activities that are involved in identifying,
representing, documenting, and managing the set of needs,
desired features and preferences of the stakeholders [10].
Requirements can generally be categorized into functional and
non-functional. In software system requirement engineering
[14], [19], the term Functional Properties (FPs) refer to the
characteristics that specify the functions that the system must
perform [1]; while, the term Non-functional Properties (NFPs)

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section II, the proposed taxonomy is presented. In addition,
the dimensions of the taxonomy are discussed in detail. Section
III is devoted to presenting some prominent work in the area
of NFPs and SPLs. Then this set of representative work is
classiﬁed according to our proposed taxonomy. We conclude
the paper with conclusions and direction for future work in
Section IV.
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II. T HE PROPOSED TAXONOMY
The taxonomy characterizes and classiﬁes the main aspects
of quality-based approaches in the context of software product
lines. In order to clarify the standpoint of NFPs in SPLs, we
propose this taxonomy. The dimensions and sub-dimensions
of the proposed taxonomy are depicted in Fig. 1. In the rest
of this section, we look at each dimension and its related subdimensions in more detail.

implementation. It is important to design a component and
perform coding in such a way that the expected quality
can be satisﬁed. For example, for achieving the expected
security level, developers should follow certain secure coding
standards. Therefore, in order to achieve quality-aware
implementation, component design and coding sub-dimension
are deﬁned.

A. Dimension 1- Main lifecycle
As deﬁned by Kang et al. [9], SPL development consists
of two main lifecycles, namely domain engineering and
application engineering. In order to fulﬁll a quality-based
SPL development process, it is required to study the impact
of NFPs in both lifecycles separately. This ﬁrst dimension
is devoted to the introduction of the major quality-based
tasks/steps that need to be performed in both domain and
application engineering lifecycles.

Application Engineering
In application engineering, there are also three phases [9],
1) user requirements analysis, 2) application architecture
selection, and 3) application software development.
1) user requirements analysis
User requirement analysis is concerned with capturing and
managing the target product requirements. In this phase, the
main task is to derive an instance model from the general
domain model that is developed in the domain engineering
lifecycle. In the context of feature models, the derived model
can be employed in the software product conﬁguration process.
In quality-aware software product conﬁguration, it is required to consider: an objective function, which captures
the end-user’s desirable functional and non-functional properties; optimal feature selection, the feature selection process
should be conducted according to the end-user’s predeﬁned
requirements. This process leads to an optimized product. The
optimized product is the one that satisﬁes all desirable FPs and
NFPs optimally; trade-off analysis, during the conﬁguration
process various trade-off scenarios should be deﬁned in order
to resolve the potential conﬂicts and maximize the end-user’s
intended NFPs; model veriﬁcation, after the target product is
conﬁgured the ﬁnal product needs to be assessed based on
some veriﬁcation process. The veriﬁcation aims to conﬁrm that
the target product is consistent with respect to domain and endusers predeﬁned functional and non-functional properties.
2) application architecture selection
As mentioned before, the reference architecture covers all
possible software architectures in a products family. In
this phase, the main task is to provide an instance from
the reference architecture and use it to develop a concrete
software product. Therefore, the quality-aware architecture
instantiation sub-dimension is deﬁned to identify the work that
consider both user-deﬁned and domain NFPs in developing
the software architecture for a concrete product.

Domain Engineering
Based on Kang’s deﬁnition [9], domain engineering has three
main phases, 1) domain analysis, 2) reference architecture
development, and 3) reusable component development.
1) domain analysis
Domain analysis is the process of identifying, eliciting and
modeling the requirements of a family of products. The major
quality-based tasks that can be categorized in this phase are:
identiﬁcation and elicitation of functional and non-functional
properties; modeling, which aims to model and represent NFPs
in a structured format. In the context of feature models,
which represent functional properties, the extended feature
model [9] is an instance of a structured representation model
for representing NFPs; integration of functional and nonfunctional models, which helps to have both models under one
umbrella as it is useful to understand and identify the mutual
impacts between them; and model evaluation, the derived
model itself needs to be evaluated in terms of some expected
quality attributes.
2) reference architecture development
The main purpose of the reference architecture development
phase is to provide a common architecture or reference architecture for a particular domain. On the other hand, in qualityaware reference architecture in addition to FPs the developed
architecture is inﬂuenced by predeﬁned domain NFPs. In order
to obtain quality-aware reference architecture it is required
to consider: the architecture design stage in such a way that
predeﬁned NFPs are employed in the design phase, e.g., the
components and connectors should be designed in such a way
that support speciﬁc quality attributes; trade-off analysis, when
designing the software architecture to meet any of the NFPs,
it is necessary to consider the mutual impacts of the NFPs and
analyze the tradeoffs between them. The importance or priority
of each NFP differs from system to system; in architecture
assessment it is required to assess the developed architecture
in terms of its capability for supporting the expected NFPs.
3) reusable component development
The last phase of domain engineering is devoted to

3) application software development
In application software development, the main task is to
implement target products using the common assets such as
reusable components. The role of quality in this phase can
be seen in the following steps: component selection, component integration, and software product validation. In both
component selection and component integration, the concern
is to select and integrate components in such a way that the
target NFPs can be satisﬁed. In software product validation,
the purpose is to validate the ﬁnal implemented product in
terms of its predeﬁned NFPs and observe how much the NFPs
are satisﬁed.
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Fig. 1.

A taxonomy for non-functional properties in software product lines.

product P is only compatible with Windows OS platform. In
addition, environmental constraints can be identiﬁed as: legal
policy, cultural trait and business rule, e.g., in order to obtain
Canadian market, the software product P needs to support both
French and English languages. Also, process constraint can be
categorized as: design, standards and tool and language, e.g.,
the software product P needs to be developed based on Web
2.0 standards and using the Java language.
C. Dimension 3- Measurement
There are various methods that have been proposed for
measuring NFPs in traditional software engineering. Recently,
a number of methods and techniques have been proposed for
measuring NFPs in the SPL context. This dimension is devoted
to studying the approaches that have been employed to measure
the impact of non-functional properties. The measurement
dimension is classiﬁed as 1) type, 2) characteristic, 3) method,
and 4) time. Measurement type can be classiﬁed as quantitative
and qualitative. Quantitative measurement is concerned with
numerically measuring the NFPs for a particular artifact with
continuous values while qualitative measurement is concerned
with NFPs with non-numeric values. Measurement characteristic can be classiﬁed as directly measurable and indirectly
measurable. The directly measurable approach is concerned
with measuring the basic attributes that cannot be divided
into other attributes. On the other hand, indirectly measurable
NFPs are those that are dependent on other basic attributes
and need to be divided into several measurable attributes. In
the measurement method sub-dimension, we study metric and
scale sub-dimensions and how they pertain to measurement of
each individual NFP. In addition, we take a look at possible
tool support for NFP measurement. The measurement time

B. Dimension 2- Class
The main goal of this dimension is to understand and
categorize the NFPs and study the main NFPs that have been
employed in SPL development. There are many classiﬁcation
frameworks for NFPs in the literature each of which have been
proposed to classify NFPs in general [10], [6] or for a speciﬁc
application domain [5]. Two classiﬁcation frameworks were
particularly inﬂuential to introduce Dimension 2, the McCall
quality model [12] and the classiﬁcation proposed in [18].
The non-functional properties in our proposed taxonomy are
divided into two main categories: 1) quality attributes and 2)
constraints.
The quality attributes sub-dimension addresses quality attributes and based on McCall quality model it can be categorized as: product operations, which are concerned with
attributes that address the product’s operation characteristics,
e.g. performance and usability ; product revision, which is
concerned with the attributes that address the product’s ability
to undergo changes, e.g. maintainability and testability ; and
product transition, which is concerned with the attributes that
address the products ability to adopt to new environments, e.g.
portability and reusability.
On the other hand, we introduce the constraints subdimension. The NFPs sometimes appear as constraints and
impose restrictions on various stages of development. In our
proposed taxonomy, constraints are categorized as: external
resource, environmental, and process. The external resource
can be categorized as: infrastructure, software platform and
network. The external resource can impose speciﬁc quality
constraints on the target software product, e.g., the minimum
network bandwidth for the software product P is 1 Mb/s, or the
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of tasks: the identiﬁcation & elicitation task through which
the NFPs of the target domain can be elicited and speciﬁed
by the domain expert; and the modeling task during which the
feature model is enriched with the identiﬁed NFPs. In addition,
the NFPs are measured and the results of the measurements are
stored. On the other hand, in the user requirements analysis
step, the optimal feature set is computed and the optimal
software product is derived. Thus, this task would fall under
the optimal feature selection sub-dimension. Regarding NFP
class dimension, the selected NFPs by the authors are: reliability, complexity, footprint, and performance. With respect
to measurement dimension, for qualitative measurement, the
domain experts assign ordinal value to features. Also, for
quantitative measurement the domain expert assign a proper
metric to each NFP. A tool has been provided by the authors to
measure the NFPs automatically. For measuring the complexity
attribute, McCabe’s cyclomatic metric is used. In addition, the
Source Monitor tool is used by the authors in the measurement
process. For the time sub-dimension, the footprint attribute
measured is atcompile time and the performance attribute at
runtime. In the work by Siegmund et al. the concept of FPFP interaction is employed which falls under the one-to-one
interaction sub-dimension.
In the work presented in [7], the integrated modeling framework called feature-softgoal interdependency graph (F-SIG) is
proposed. In order to support the concept of quality in SPL, the
authors extend the Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA)
[8] method with a goal-oriented approach. From the perspective of our proposed taxonomy, this work can be categorized in
the domain analysis phase, which supports integration of two
major modeling approaches namely, FODA and SIG [3]. In
terms of the class dimension, the F-SIG model supports a wide
variety of NPFs under the concept of soft-goal. Note that in this
work, since the concept of NFPs is presented using the idea
of soft-goals, there was no speciﬁc method for measuring the
NFPs quantitatively and all NFPs are addressed qualitatively.
With respect to the scope of impacts dimension, all types of
interactions one-to-one, group, and indirect can be directly
understood or inferred from the F-SIG model. The interaction
can be considered as: feature-to-feature (FP-to-FP) structural
interdependency, NFP-to-NFP structural interdependency, and
FP-to-NFP interdependency (the inﬂuence of FP on speciﬁc
NFP can implicitly be expressed).
In [16], Roos-Frantz et al. have proposed an approach
for quality-based analysis in software product lines. For veriﬁcation purposes, the quality-annotated variability model is
mapped to a constraint satisfaction problem and using constraint solver the veriﬁcation task is conducted automatically.
Within our proposed taxonomy, this work can be classiﬁed
under the domain engineering and application engineering
lifecycles. The performed quality tasks in domain engineering
are: modeling,where the orthogonal variability model (OVM)
is extended with NFPs; model evaluation, during which the
developed variability model can be evaluated to ﬁnd a void
model, dead elements and false optionals. Both modeling and
model evaluation are categorized in the domain engineering

sub-dimension is categorized as, compile time, load time, and
runtime. This sub-dimension targets the measurement stage.
In other words, we intend to realize what NFPs should be
measured in what stage of execution time. For instance, the
security attribute should be measured at runtime and footprint
can be measured at compile time.
D. Dimension 4- Scope of impacts
Functional/nonfunctional properties are usually interdependent and one attribute can affect others. Dimension 4 is deﬁned
to identify the research that consider the mutual impacts between functional/non-functional properties and see how this interaction can be measured. We classiﬁed this dimension to oneto-one interaction, group interaction and indirect interaction.
We consider one-to-one interaction when one functional/nonfunctional property has impact on a functional/non-functional
property based on one-to-one interaction, e.g., security can
have direct negative impact on usability. In group interaction,
a group of functional/non-functional properties have impact on
one or group of functional/non-functional property(s). In oneto-one and group interactions the properties directly impact
each other while in indirect interaction, one property indirectly
impacts others.
III. S URVEY ON N ON - FUNCTIONAL R EQUIREMENTS AND
S OFTWARE P RODUCT L INES
In this section, some research work in the area of NFPs and
SPLs has been selected for supporting the proposed taxonomy.
The following four works are only introduced to show the
potential of our taxonomy. A mapping of taxonomy to several
selected work in NFPs and SPLs is shown in Table 1.
In [2], Bagheri et al. proposed an approach to predict the
maintainability of a software product line by measuring the
quality of the designed feature model in the early stages of
the development process. For this purpose, a set of feature
model structural metrics such as size and complexity are
proposed. According to our proposed taxonomy, this work
has been designed for the domain analysis phase and the
quality-based task was model evaluation, which tried to evaluate the feature models quality of design. The non-functional
property that is covered in this work is maintainability that
can be categorized under the revision quality attributes. With
respect to measurement dimension, quantitative measurement
has been utilized by the authors. In addition, maintainability
was measured indirectly using analyzability, changeability,
and understandability sub-attributes. Furthermore, the feature
model structural parameters such as feature model size, length
and complexity are deﬁned as metrics for measurement. The
scope of impacts dimension is not applicable for this work
since the NFPs mutual interaction is not considered by the
authors.
For the work presented in [17], Siegmund et al. have proposed an approach named SPL Conqueror, that addresses the
problem of automatically conﬁguring a software product with
respect to a set of predeﬁned NFPs. The quality-aware tasks in
this work can be categorized in both domain and application
engineering. In domain analysis, the authors address two type
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phase. On the other hand, in application engineering for the
user requirements analysis phase, the optimal feature selection
sub-dimension can be considered as a proposed quality-based
task in the work by Roos-Frantz et al. In this case, the general
model can be checked to ﬁnd whether any software product
can be identiﬁed with respect to the deﬁned NFPs. In this work,
the NPFs form both classes, quality attribute and constraints,
e.g., accuracy, cost, latency, and memory consumption. For
measurement purposes, this work only support quantitative
measurement. Based on the application domain, latency is measured with milliseconds and memory consumption is measured
with kilobytes.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work, we have presented a taxonomy regarding the
role of NFPs in SPL. This taxonomy focuses on the main
aspects that need to be addressed for developing a qualityaware products and product lines in the SPL context. The
proposed taxonomy consists of four main dimensions, main
lifecycle, class, measurement, and scope of impacts. We have
discussed each dimension and introduced the related subdimensions. In addition, in order to discuss our taxonomy, we
brieﬂy survey some prominent research work in the ﬁeld and
appropriately classify them into different categories according
to the proposed taxonomy.
Our direction for future research is to perform a comprehensive survey in the ﬁeld and classify all current research
work and report the status in the area of NFPs and SPL. The
collected information from the classiﬁcation process will assist
us to identify the possible enhancements to ﬁll the existing
gaps between these two areas. Our initial probe has shown
that our proposed taxonomy is quite strong in providing the
means to capture various aspects of work in NFPs and SPLs.
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Abstract—The software development process is marked by
constant changes in customer needs or technological innovations which have emerged in recent years. Moreover, we
can highlight the search for tools and automated processes
to assist in development activities. In this context, this paper
aims to propose a reference architecture model for developing
reconﬁgurable software, which has a speciﬁc feature, allowing
changes to be incorporated without the need of its execution
interruption. This model allows one to create a standard for
the software development of this nature, making requests for
changes which will be implemented naturally. We believe, with
this paper proposal, a concrete architecture for reconﬁgurable
systems can be deﬁned.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The need for computational systems endowed with runtime reconﬁguration characteristics is an old desire of
software engineers to incorporate their customers’ emerging
needs [1]. To meet this desire, there are computational reﬂections [2], [3], [4] as a mechanism for the implementation
of software reconﬁguration in runtime. This mechanism can
be applied to several system approaches in development,
such as oriented objects, components, aspects, services,
remote method invocation and the combination of both [5].
Regarding to the reconﬁguration systems context, we
have observed that the related work corresponds to individual projects, without the adoption of tools and engineering
processes. Concerning the two last items, some authors
Whitehead [6], Nakagawa [7], report about the lack of tools
to fully meet the project phases (software life cycle) and,
when they meet them, there is a problem in relation to
investment (high cost) for acquisition and maintenance.
Given the mentioned context, reconﬁgurable software in
runtime and engineering software tools to support all project
phases, this paper proposes a reference architecture model
for reconﬁgurable systems such as automated processes.
This proposal is associated with use of a Reconﬁgurable
Software Development Methodology (RSDM), a Reconﬁgurable Execution Environment (REE) and a software
engineering tool, named ReﬂectTools, both developed in the
authors’ previous work [5], [8].

The RSDM provides a guidelines set for developing
reconﬁgurable software (classes, components, aspects, services) - named software artifacts. Basically, its guidelines
lead to the development based on requirements segmentation, leaving the artifact free of any non-functional requirements. Furthermore, it adopts the architectural style based
on layers to organize the application and requirements combination (functional and non-functional). This combination
can be made by aspects or dependency injection [5], [9].
The REE and ReﬂectTools represent the automatic mechanisms to support the RSDM of guidelines. Despite the
project speciﬁc features, was established the ability to
integrate with the tools (workbenches) development, such
as Eclipse and Netbeans. These tools are used in the
initial steps of RSDM (modeling and system developing).
After completing these steps, the projects are transferred to
ReﬂectTools so that a software engineer or developer can
use it directly in the REE to automate tasks [5].
The reference architecture model for reconﬁgurable systems helps in the processes automation in the REE and
software engineer tools (for example, ReﬂectTools). This
model not only helps to understand the domain structure but
also the vocabulary applied to reconﬁgurable systems. Thus,
we believe, with this paper proposal, a concrete architecture
for the use in reconﬁgurable systems can be deﬁned.
II. C ONCEPTS , D EFINITIONS AND R ELATED W ORK
This section presents the concepts, deﬁnitions and related
work that contributed to the development of this paper.
Initially are presented concepts of Computational Reﬂection
(CR) and their reconﬁguration techniques. Following are
presented related work on software architecture.
The CR [2], [10] can be deﬁned as any activity performed
by a system on itself. The main objective is to obtain
information about its own activities, aiming to improve
its performance, introduce new capabilities (features or
functionality), or even solve its problems by choosing the
best procedure.
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According to Borde [10], Gomaa & Hussein [11], the CR
is used for the software components adaptation in two ways:
(1)structural, involving the component structures such as
change interface or operation name, and (2)behavior, which
affects the functional and non-functional properties [12].
This technique is centered on the packaging due to original
interface incompatibilities. The existing features are preserved and others, relating to new requirements are added
forming a new software component.
In Tanter et. al. [13], the Aspect-Oriented Programming
(AOP) is used in structural and behavioral systems. Aspects
are used to weave non-functional requirements to system
objects. The weaving requirements (functional and nonfunctional) are performed by the tool named Reﬂex.
The component reconﬁguration in distributed environments is approached by Chen [14]. His proposal is an RMI
(Remote Method Invocation) extension, XRMI - eXtended
Java RMI, which allows an application to monitor and manipulate invocations between components during a dynamic
reconﬁguration process. The remote objects are used as if
they were local objects.
For Williams & Carver [15], the changes that occur
with the software are inevitable. The main reasons are the
users’ changing needs and issues related to technological
adaptation. At work, the author point out a study on the
software architecture ﬂexibility to meet the required changes
without burdening the maintenance activity.
According to Navasa [16], software architecture should
be easy modiﬁcation or reconﬁguration. The authors proposed the AspectLEDA - a language for description of
software architecture by using aspects. Aspects act as a
facilitating mechanism for software adaptation (manual or
runtime). The software interests are divided in functional
and non-functional, which can be identiﬁed, grouped and
reused in various system units.
The RefASSET (Reference Architecture for Software
Engineering Tools) is a proposal for a Software Engineering
Environment. This environment has a tool set that operate in
the following phases of software life cycle: documentation,
conﬁguration management, quality assurance, veriﬁcation,
validation, joint review, and audit. Basically, the proposed
development is centered on a software model with the
addition of non-functional requirements with aspects [7].
According to Santos [17], frameworks for domainspeciﬁc languages (DSL - Domain Speciﬁc Language) assist
the product line software development. The author comments on increasing the productivity of software by using
DSLs; however, it is necessary that software engineers make
the architectural design and act in the construction of metamodels and code generators. On the architectural design,
they mention the use of aspect-oriented programming as
mechanism connector components.
Finally, the study conducted by Kazman [18], a contri-

bution to the evaluation and design of software architecture
called APTIA (Analytic Principles and Tools for the Improvement of Architectures) can be found. This paper offers
a guideline set for an automated process, which helps the
software engineer to improve the software architecture.
III. A P ROPOSAL OF R EFERENCE A RCHITECTURE
This section presents a reference architecture model for
the reconﬁgurable software development such as automated
processes [5]. This model represents a real solution (abstraction), based on a particular domain (reconﬁgurable
systems) and experience (patterns) [5], [8] to treat the
runtime software reconﬁguration without the developers’
participation.
The solution adopted for this model is directed to systems
developed in programming language that have the following
features: reﬂection, dynamic compilation and dynamic loading of artifacts. The reﬂection is associated with artifacts
architectural ﬂexibility, since the information on its structure
and its execution state can be retrieved and reused when the
artifact is modiﬁed [2], [4]. The dynamic compilation and
dynamic loading of the artifacts are related to how these
artifacts can be obtained, compiled and reinserted in the
execution environment [2], [4], [5]. Figure 1 shows the
reference architecture model, emphasizing the modules for
artifacts runtime modiﬁcations.
The model presented in Figure 1 is organized in
seven modules: annotations (annotationManager),
state management (stateManager), reﬂection (reflectManager), source code generator (sourceCodeManager), query and rules (queryManager, conﬁguration (configurationManager) and reconﬁguration
(reconfiguratorURLManager). The following are descriptions and relations between modules to perform reconﬁguration automatically.
The annotations module (annotationManager) aims
to assist the software engineer in the deﬁnition of artifacts
reconﬁguration level which are being developed. For the
reﬂection module, represented by the reflectManager
package, to identify what information can be modiﬁed (removed and/or inserted), a metadata (annotation) indicating
the reconﬁguration level supported by the artifact must be
present. Furthermore, there is an interest, the reﬂection
module, to identify if the artifact type represents a logical
class, which only has functionalities; or, a persistence
class, which has logical storage in database. It is recommended that this module has a functionality to verify
if the annotations were inserted correctly, otherwise the
reﬂection module cannot identify what information can be
reconﬁgured.
The state management module (stateManger) aims
to preserve the artifacts execution state. When a software
artifact is selected for manual or automatic reconﬁguration,
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Figure. 1.

Reference Architecture Model

the information contained in its current state should be
preserved. The artifact is modiﬁed and the information is
reinserted so that the execution is not interrupted. Basically,
this module should have two functionalities to convert an artifact into a ﬁle (.xml) and vice versa. The choice of XML,
eXtensible Markup Language, to perform these operations is
related to the following facilities: ﬁles handling (reading and
writing), integration with different programming languages
and implementation facility.
The reﬂection module (reflectManager) aims to
perform the artifacts "disassembly" to obtain structural
information (attributes) and behavior (methods). Basically, the artifacts disassembly is conducted by using
the reflectManager.reflection package, which
uses the annotations module to identify changes that
can be performed on the artifacts. This information
is retrieved and inserted into a metamodel in the
reflectManager.model package. After instantiating
the metamodel, new information according to the clients’
interests are added to create a new metamodel. This metamodel is transferred to the source code generator module
to create the new artifact.
The source code generator module (sourceCodeManager) aims to generate the software artifacts based on
metamodel (instantiated in reﬂection module). To execute
this operation, the software engineer must provide an ar-

tifact template based on the architectural pattern (logical
layer, persistence layer, and others). This module should
has four functionalities to generate the source code that
meets the reconﬁguration interests: (1)when only the artifact source code, without modiﬁcation, must be generated,
(2)when only an attributes list should be added or removed
from the artifact. In this case, speciﬁcally, the getters
and setters methods that manipulate these attributes are
modiﬁed, (3)when only a methods list should be added or
removed from the artifact, and (4)when an attributes list
and a methods list should be added or removed from the
artifact.
The query and rules module (queryManager) aims
to be consulted by software artifacts in REE repositories. When an artifact is developed and inserted into
the REE, an automatic mechanism (rulesFactory)
is responsible for disassembling this artifact and creating rules set that describes the artifact functionalities. These rules are stored in REE repositories and
reused when a search (rulesEngine) is performed.
The rules model (rulesFactory package) should be
compatible with the artifact metamodel in the package
reflectManager.model.
The conﬁguration module (configurationManager) aims to control the size of software artifacts when the
reconﬁguration is performed. The artifacts are developed to
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meet speciﬁc requirements and to act in a speciﬁc domain.
Changes may occur so that they adapt to operate in the same
domain or in different domains. Therefore, the presence of
a conﬁguration manager that allows performing the growth
control in the artifacts size and a number of adaptations
performed is desirable.
Finally, the reconﬁguration module (reconfiguratorURLManager) can be considered the "orchestrator"
of the model presented in Figure 1, since it performs call
and coordinates all the activities of the other modules. This
module must implement a "connection point" as a system
supervisor (reconfigurator package) between the dynamic compiler (dynamicCompiler package) and dynamic classloader (dynamicClassCloader package).
The module functionalities aim to compile/recompile the
artifacts software and upload its binary code in runtime
(memory). A desirable characteristic for this module, specifically in dynamic compiler, is the ability to diagnostic
errors in source code, since the error messages are useful
information for the interpretation and corrections in the
source code. To conclude the module description, it is
recommended that the process is performed automatically
and managed by software engineering tools, since it reduces
implementation complexity and minimizes the generation of
uncertainties.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a proposal for reference architecture
model for the reconﬁgurable systems development using
automated processes. This proposal is based on modules
set (Figure 1), which are responsible for making artifacts
adaptations in runtime. This process minimizes developers’
involvement and therefore reduces the generation of uncertainty.
In the development context, it is also considered that standardization should be adopted in the design and development of reconﬁgurable systems (RSDM). The ReﬂectTools
allow functionality with potential reuse in other systems
which are identiﬁed and stored in information repositories.
They can be reused as remote methods (Remote Objects)
or services (Web Services) in the design of other systems:
(1)increasing the development speed of new artifacts, or
(2)contributing signiﬁcantly as the information basis for the
reconﬁguration process (manual or automatic) [5], [6], [8].
Finally, it emphasizes the reusability of the reference
architectural model (Figure 1) for reconﬁgurable systems
such as automated process. We believe that the guidelines
presented in Section III are the basis for the model instantiation to act on artifacts developed in other programming
languages. The restriction for the use of this model is related
to programming language, since it should have resources
for reﬂection, dynamic compilation and dynamic loading
of artifacts.
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Abstract—Conﬁguration ﬁles of software systems should be
made correctly when software systems are operated. However, it
is hard to ﬁgure out syntax and constraints of conﬁguration ﬁles
due to their complexity and size. Therefore, it becomes hard to
make correct conﬁguration ﬁles.
We focus on two problems. One is syntax error that conﬁguration ﬁle description is invalid. The other is semantic error that
required functions do not perform due to mismatch between
requirements and conﬁguration ﬁle description. One solution to
prevent these errors is to manage variability of conﬁguration ﬁles.
We propose a method which manages variability of conﬁguration
ﬁles. In particular, we use a model which organizes variability and
constraints of conﬁguration ﬁle description. Requirements and
dependencies between requirements and organized information
are also included in the model. The model is described by using
the feature diagram. By using the feature diagram to describe
the model, it becomes possible to check consistency between the
model and a conﬁguration ﬁle. Our method deals with detection
and correction of errors of conﬁguration ﬁles.

The purpose of our research is to propose a method which
supports users and administrators to make correct conﬁguration ﬁles. In order to make correct conﬁguration ﬁles, our
method detects syntax and semantic errors and corrects them.
In particular, syntax and candidate of conﬁguration ﬁle description and correspondence relations between requirements
are modeled, and our method checks consistency between the
model and a conﬁguration ﬁle.
In this paper, we show our approach in the following way. In
Section II, we introduce conﬁguration ﬁles. Section III shows
outline of our approach. In Section IV, we propose a model
which organizes conﬁguration ﬁle descriptions and requirements. In Section V, we explain a method for support making
conﬁguration ﬁles. Section VI shows an experiment using our
approach. In Section VII, we discuss about the effectiveness
of our approach. Section VIII shows related works. In Section
IX, we conclude this paper.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. C ONFIGURATION FILES

Conﬁguration ﬁles take an important role when software
systems are operated because functions and performances of
software systems depend on conﬁguration ﬁle descriptions.
When software systems are developed, speciﬁcations or source
code are veriﬁed in order to check whether software systems
have no error. Besides it is important to verify whether
conﬁguration ﬁles are correct. If conﬁguration ﬁles have errors,
software systems do not operate or functions which are needed
by users do not execute. Errors of conﬁguration ﬁles are
syntax and semantic error [7]. One of causes of syntax error
is scale and complexity of conﬁguration ﬁles. Semantic error
means that mismatch between user’s purpose and conﬁguration
ﬁle descriptions. User’s purpose means functions which are
needed by users and is a kind of requirement for conﬁguration
ﬁles. One of causes of semantic error is that correspondence
relations between conﬁguration ﬁle descriptions and requirements are not clear. In order to make correct conﬁguration
ﬁles, variability of conﬁguration ﬁles should be managed.
Variability consists of syntax and correspondence relations
between requirements. However, it is not easy to manage
variability of conﬁguration ﬁles because the complexity of
conﬁguration ﬁles is becoming higher and higher according
to the increase of their size[2]. Besides, errors have to be
corrected, but error correction is also not easy for users and
administrators.

Conﬁguration ﬁles are widely used in software systems such
as operating system, middleware software and application software. We focus on conﬁguration ﬁles of servers. Conﬁguration
ﬁles of servers are directly made by users or administrators and
should be made correctly.
Conﬁguration ﬁles are used to customize conﬁguration and
functions of software systems. So, reliability of conﬁguration
ﬁles is important to operate software systems, and should be
veriﬁed. Although there are some formats for conﬁguration
ﬁles, basically combinations of setting item and parameters
are written. Each setting item has candidates of parameter.
Besides, a combination of setting item and parameter may
need other speciﬁc combinations in order to perform functions.
A. Requirements for conﬁguration ﬁles
Users and administrators have their own purposes when they
make conﬁguration ﬁles. Their purposes mean that speciﬁc
functions are performed. Therefore, we consider that purposes
are requirements for making conﬁguration ﬁles.
For server software, conﬁguration which is appropriate to
application which performs on the server is needed. For
example, when administrators make conﬁguration ﬁles of
web servers and application servers which are used for a
web application execution environment, administrators should
conﬁgure functions for application which is executed on the
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environment. Therefore, it is possible to deal with purpose
for conﬁguration ﬁles as functions of application. By relating
purpose for conﬁguration ﬁles and functions of application, it
becomes possible to specify what combinations of setting item
and parameter are required for execution of application.
B. Errors of conﬁguration ﬁles
We focus on syntax error and semantic error of conﬁguration ﬁles. Syntax error means that combinations of setting
item and parameter are invalid, or dependencies between
combinations are not satisﬁed. Semantic error means that
conﬁguration ﬁles do not meet requirements for conﬁguration
ﬁles. Factors of conﬁguration ﬁle error are size and complexity
of conﬁguration ﬁles. Therefore, it is needed to solve these
factors in order to make error-free conﬁguration ﬁles.
III. A PPROACH
We take an approach to manage variability of conﬁguration ﬁles. Conﬁguration ﬁles have variability in syntax and
correspondence relations between requirements. Variability of
syntax means combinations of setting item and candidate of
parameter. Variability of correspondence relations between
requirements and conﬁguration ﬁles means that requirements
also have variability and what combinations of setting item
and parameter are required in order to perform requirement.
Our approach consists of using a model and a consistency
checking method. We propose conﬁguration ﬁle model which
organizes variability of conﬁguration ﬁles. In particular, conﬁguration ﬁle model represents candidates of combinations of
setting item and parameter, constraints on making conﬁguration ﬁles, requirements, and correspondence relations between
requirements and conﬁguration ﬁles. In order to check semantic error, we consider that requirements and correspondence
relations between requirements and conﬁguration ﬁles should
be organized. Consistency checking method checks consistency between conﬁguration ﬁle model and conﬁguration ﬁles.
Concept of our approach is shown in Fig. 1.

use Alloy[1][4] in order to formalize and check the feature
diagram. The details of conﬁguration model and consistency
checking method are shown in our previous work [9].
IV. C ONFIGURATION F ILE M ODEL
A. Elements of conﬁguration and relations
Basic elements of conﬁguration ﬁle model are setting item,
parameter and requirement. Setting item and parameter are
speciﬁc elements of each conﬁguration ﬁle. Requirement is
function of application. Requirement should be considered in
order to specify what combination of setting item and parameter are described in a conﬁguration ﬁle. Conﬁguration ﬁle
model includes following relations between basic elements.
• Combination of setting item and parameter
This combination shows valid candidates of parameter for
each setting item.
• Dependency between speciﬁc combinations of setting
item and parameter
This dependency shows that some combinations of setting
item and parameter may be required to describe other
combination.
• Relation between requirements
This relation shows that some requirements may be
required to perform other requirement.
• Relation between requirement and combinations of setting item and parameter
This relation shows candidates of combinations of setting
item and parameter for execution of a requirement.
The concept of conﬁguration ﬁle model is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.

Concept of Conﬁguration File Model

B. Deﬁnition of Conﬁguration File Model

Fig. 1.

Approach of Our Method

In order to clarify structure of conﬁguration ﬁle model,
conﬁguration ﬁle model is described using the feature diagram
[5] [3]. Requirements and conﬁguration ﬁles are described by
using the feature diagram. Correspondence relations between
requirements and conﬁguration ﬁles are described by correspondence relations between feature diagram of requirements
and feature diagram of conﬁguration ﬁles. In our method,
a diagram that conﬁguration ﬁle model is described by the
feature diagram is called conﬁguration model. Besides, we

The deﬁnition of conﬁguration ﬁle model (CFM) is as
follows.
CFM =（PN, PV, R, CR, Conf, Rel, RRel, Req）
The explanation of CFM is as follows. P N is set of names
of setting item. P V is set of parameters. R is set of names of
requirement. CR shows that what requirements are chosen by
users or administrators for conﬁguration ﬁle description. Conf
means PN → 2P V , and shows candidates of combination of
setting item and parameter. Rel is subset of ( ( PN × PV )
× ( PN × PV ) ), and shows relations between combinations
of setting item and parameter. RRel is subset of R × 2R ,
and shows relations between requirements. Req means R
→ 2(P N ×P V ) , and shows combinations of setting item and
parameter that corresponding to a requirement.
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C. Correctness of conﬁguration ﬁles
We deﬁne correctness of conﬁguration ﬁles in order to check
conﬁguration ﬁles. First, we deﬁne a conﬁguration ﬁle which
is represented using conﬁguration ﬁle model.
CFile = { ( n, v ) | n ∈ PN, v ∈ PV }
A conﬁguration ﬁle (CFile) is deﬁned as set of combination
of setting item and parameter.
Second, we deﬁne four properties in order to deﬁne correctness of conﬁguration ﬁles.
• constraint on combination of setting item and parameter
s conf ⇔ ∀(a, b) ∈ CFile. b ∈ Conf(a)
This constraint means that combinations of item and
parameter which are written in a conﬁguration ﬁle have
to be deﬁned in conﬁguration ﬁle model.
• constraint on dependency between combinations of setting item and parameter
s rel ⇔ ∃ x y. (x, y) ∈ Rel ∧ x ∈ CFile → y ∈ CFile
This constraint means that if a combination of setting
item and parameter is written in a conﬁguration ﬁle and
requires other combinations, required combinations have
to be written in the conﬁguration ﬁle.
• constraint on relation between requirements
This constraint means that if an element of requirement
is chosen and requires other elements of requirement,
required elements have to be chosen.
• constraint on relations between requirement and conﬁguration ﬁle
s req ⇔ ∀r ∈ CR. Req(r) ∈ CFile
This constraint means that if a requirement is chosen and
relates to combinations of setting item and parameter,
the combinations of setting item and parameter have to
be written in a conﬁguration ﬁle.
Correctness of CFile is deﬁned that CFile satisﬁes above
properties.
V. M ETHOD FOR MAKING CONFIGURATION FILES
The workﬂow of our method is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3.

Workﬂow of the Method

We already deﬁned conﬁguration ﬁle model and correctness
of conﬁguration ﬁles. Properties which are used in order to
prevent conﬁguration ﬁle errors are organized in conﬁguration
ﬁle model. However, the properties are not easy to apply
check conﬁguration ﬁles because there is a gap between
conﬁguration ﬁle model and conﬁguration ﬁle description.
One solution is that to describe conﬁguration ﬁle model and
conﬁguration ﬁles in common description method. Therefore,
we use the feature diagram to describe conﬁguration ﬁle model

and conﬁguration ﬁles. Besides, constraints of the feature
diagrams are used to check correctness of conﬁguration ﬁle.
A. Conﬁguration model
Conﬁguration model is a model that conﬁguration ﬁle model
is described using the feature diagram. Conﬁguration model
consists of requirement model which is a feature diagram
of requirement, conﬁg model which is a feature diagram
of conﬁguration ﬁle, and correspondence relations between
feature diagrams.
A conﬁguration model is described as following method.
Requirement model is described by analyzing commonality
and variability of functions of application. Conﬁg model is
described by analyzing candidates of combinations of setting
item and parameter. Combinations of setting item and parameter have some patterns. So, we analyzed syntax of httpd.conf,
which is conﬁguration ﬁle of Apache web server, and extracted
ﬁve patterns of combinations. The patterns are as follows.
• Pattern 1. setting item needs one parameter which is
selected from set of candidates of parameter.
• Pattern 2. setting item needs some parameters which are
selected from set of candidates of parameter.
• Pattern 3. setting item needs two parameters which are
selected from different set of candidates of parameter.
• Pattern 4. setting item needs one parameter which is selected from candidates of parameter and some parameters
which are selected from different set of candidates of
parameter.
• Pattern 5. setting item does not need parameter.
The above patterns are used for constraints when combinations of setting item and parameter are chosen. Besides,
the patterns are described using feature diagram. In order to
describe the patterns, our method uses Mandatory, Optional,
Alternative and Or relations of the feature diagram. Each
pattern is described as follows.
• Pattern 1 is described by Alternative relation.
• Pattern 2 is described by Or relation.
• Pattern 3 is described by two Alternative relations.
• Pattern 4 is described by Alternative and Or relation.
• Pattern 5 is described only parent.
Additionally, there are dependency relations of combinations of setting item and parameter. These relations are able
to describe by composition rules of the feature diagram.
An example of conﬁguration model is shown in Fig. 4. In
Fig. 4, the upper side diagram is requirement model and the
under side diagram is conﬁg model. Dotted line arrows from
requirement model to conﬁg model represent correspondence
relations between requirement model and conﬁg model.
B. Error detection
We deal with checking correctness of conﬁguration ﬁles as
checking validity of chosen features from conﬁguration model.
Therefore, our consistency checking method checks whether
set of features which are chosen from conﬁguration model
is an instance. An instance means a set of features which
satisﬁes constraints of the feature diagram. In order to detect
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Fig. 4.

Conﬁguration Model

error, feature selections which do not satisfy each constraint
should be clariﬁed. For example, if a combination of setting
item and parameters is described by Alternative relation and
some parameters are chosen, this feature selection is invalid.
If feature selection is invalid, it is an error.
Checking correspondence relations between requirement
model and conﬁg model is used to check whether conﬁguration
ﬁles meet execution of requirements. Therefore, consistency
checking of correspondence relations checks whether features
which are related to an instance of requirement model are
included in an instance of conﬁg model. It is an error when
features which are required by the instance of requirement
model are not included in the instance of conﬁg model.
C. Error correction
In our method, error correction means to obtain an instance
when there is no instance of conﬁguration model. In particular,
error correction consists of detection of causes of errors and
correction of them. For example, if a combination of setting
item and parameters is described by Alternative relation,
except for choosing setting item and one parameter, the other
choosing is invalid. In particular, choosing no setting item and
one parameter or choosing no setting item and some parameters are causes of error. In the case of the above example,
choosing setting item is the correction method when no setting
item and one parameter are chosen, and choosing setting item
and one parameter from candidates is the correction method
when no setting item and some parameters are chosen. In this
way, causes of error are deﬁned and correction methods for
each cause are speciﬁed.
Correction method of correspondence relations between
requirement model and conﬁg model is changing conﬁguration
ﬁles in order to satisfy requirements. Correction of conﬁguration ﬁle is to add lacking features which are needed to perform
requirement to an instance of conﬁg model.

Those correction methods are not enough to correct feature selection because only adding or deleting features may
become causes of other errors. Therefore, we implemented a
mechanism which obtains an instance in Alloy.
D. Consistency checking using Alloy
We use Alloy to check conﬁguration model automatically.
Therefore, structure and constraints of the feature diagram are
described by Alloy description, and detection and correction
method for errors are implemented in Alloy.
Alloy is a structural modeling language based on ﬁrstorder
relational logic for expressing complex structural constraints
and behaviors, and is described using ﬁnite sets and relations.
Basic notations for describing alloy models are as follows.
• sig : A signature introduces a set of atoms
• fact : Always assumed constraints
• fun : A function to a relation from another relation
• pred : A true-false judging of a relation
• run : To search for an instance of a predicate (pred)
An Alloy model consists of sig and relations of sig, which
are described in fact. Operations are described using fun.
Conditions are described using pred. These described things
are veriﬁed using the run command. The Alloy Analyzer
which is a tool to verify Alloy models is provided. The
Alloy Analyzer ﬁnds the Alloy models which satisfy a given
speciﬁcation of Alloy models automatically in scopes of sig.
1) Encoding of feature diagram: The structure of feature
diagram is relations between features. Thus, name of each
feature is enumerated, and relations between features are
named and each relation is related to feature names which have
relation between them. Constraints of the feature diagram are
deﬁned by predicate in Alloy.
2) Consistency checking: Consistency checking method for
the feature diagram checks whether chosen features satisfy
constraints of the feature diagram. In this method, constraints
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means patterns which are shown in section V.A. In particular, predicates, where constraints are described, are checked.
Correction method of feature selection compares causes of
errors with chosen features in order to detect causes of errors.
The Alloy Analyzer automatically searches that what features
should be chosen based on each correction method.
Consistency checking method for correspondence relations
between requirement model and conﬁg model checks whether
an instance of conﬁg model satisﬁes an instance of requirement
model. This check is implemented by set operators of Alloy.
In particular, Alloy checks whether a set of combination of
setting item and parameter which is required by an instance
of requirement model is subset of an instance of conﬁg model.
Correction method of correspondence relations also searches
instances. The Alloy Analyzer searches an instance of conﬁg
model which includes the existing instance and features which
are needed for correction.
VI. E XPERIMENT
In the experiment, we apply our method to a Web application system which consists of an application and an execution
environment. We deal with an address book application as
application. Execution environment consists of some software,
and each software use conﬁguration ﬁle.
A. Preparing for checking
1) Analysis of application: An address book application
has some functions such as showing, registration and editing.
Those functions have variations. There are some methods for
data registration. For example, ﬁles which contain data are
uploaded to a server, or users input data into a form on a web
page. Files or database are used in order to save data. Editing
data is data correction or deleting. In this way, functions
of application are analyzed. Analysis of conﬁguration ﬁle
description for operation of each requirement is discussed later.
2) Analysis of conﬁguration ﬁles: At least three kinds
of software, web server, server-side programming language
environment, and database server are needed. So, each of
software’s conﬁguration ﬁle should be analyzed. For web
server, we assume that Apache is used. Basic conﬁguration
for web server is needed. Besides, conﬁguration for server-side
programming or cgi is needed. For server-side programming
environment, we assume that PHP is used. Conﬁguration for
connecting to database server is needed. For database server,
we assume that PostgreSQL is used. Basic conﬁguration for
database server is needed.
3) Analysis of correspondence relations: Which combinations of setting item and parameter are needed for executing
each function is analyzed. Web server is needed in order to
show contents of address book, CGI or PHP are needed in
order to execute functions such as registration and deleting.
Database server is needed in order to save data.
4) Describing conﬁguration model: A conﬁguration model
is described based on analysis results. The conﬁguration model
is shown in Fig. 4. The conﬁguration model has to be described
in Alloy in order to check it. However, Alloy description is
omitted this time.

B. Consistency checking
In our method, feature diagrams and correspondence relations between instances of them are checked separately.
Because, it makes no sense to check correspondence relations,
if there is no instance of requirement model or conﬁg model.
1) Feature diagram: We choose some features from the
requirement model and check it using the Alloy Analyzer. The
result is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5.

Result of Checking (Feature diagram)

In Fig. 5, “ﬁeld conﬁguration” shows set of chosen features.
“ﬁeld validity” shows presence or absence of error. “ﬁeld
inconsistent” shows causes of error and correction methods.
“ﬁeld corrected” shows a candidate of corrected chosen features. As the result of this checking, errors are detected, and
causes of errors and correction methods are shown.
2) Correspondence relations: We assume that there are
instances of requirement model and conﬁg model. A result
of checking of correspondence relations is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6.

Result of Checking (Correspondence relation)

In Fig. 6, “ﬁeld Ains E” shows what features are required
by the instance of requirement model. “ﬁeld diff” shows that
what features are lacking in the instance of conﬁg model.
“ﬁeld validity” shows presence or absence of error. As the
result of checking, there is one error. The error means that
“PostgreSQL” is not included in the instance of conﬁg model
although the application requires database. So, correction
method applies to the instance of conﬁg model. The result
of correction is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7.

A Candidate of Corrected Instance

A candidate of corrected instance is shown in left side of
Fig. 7. In right side of Fig 7, causes of inconsistencies and
correction methods of them are also shown.
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VII. D ISCUSSION
Our method checks conﬁguration ﬁles based on the conﬁguration model and deals with syntax error and semantic
error. As the result which is shown in Fig. 6, one error is
detected. The cause of the error is that using database is not
conﬁgured although address book application needs database.
The important part is that even if conﬁguration ﬁles do not
have error, errors occur when conﬁguration ﬁles are used
in order to perform application. Checking semantic error of
conﬁguration ﬁles statically is one merit of our method.
It is not easy to understand syntax and constraints of
conﬁguration ﬁles although those are explained in manuals. In
our method, syntax and constraints are described structurally
by using the feature diagram. Besides, checking conﬁguration
ﬁles based on constraints of the feature diagram becomes
possible. We consider that a method which organizes conﬁguration ﬁles using the feature diagram is effective.
Conﬁguration model describe ﬁve patterns of conﬁguration ﬁle syntax. These patterns are extracted from syntax
of httpd.conf, but the patterns do not cover all syntax. In
particular, 180 setting items are available for httpd.conf and
patterns cover 153 setting items. So, the patterns can deal with
85 percent of setting items of httpd.conf.
A conﬁguration model may be changed when needed conﬁguration ﬁles are changed because of change of application,
or candidates and constraints of conﬁguration ﬁle description
are changed. This change means adding or replacing pattern
descriptions and is not difﬁcult. Users or administrators only
have to follow the notations of the feature diagram.
Syntax checkers are enough to check syntax error because
each syntax checker is specialized in speciﬁc conﬁguration
ﬁles. However, syntax checkers are not enough to check
semantic error because semantic error is not a target. We focus
on relations between requirements and conﬁguration ﬁles, and
model those relations in order to check.
VIII. R ELATED WORK
A method which checks conﬁguration ﬁles based on rules is
proposed [7]. Rules mean dependencies between modules or
formats for data exchange. A method which checks validity
of parameters of conﬁguration ﬁles is proposed [8]. In this
method, size, range and dependency of parameters are identiﬁed as constraints, and parameters are checked based on them.
Our method takes the similar approach which was proposed
in [7] [8]. Errors which can be detected by those methods
depend on rules, constraints or model. That is to say, it is
important what condition use to detect errors. On the other
hand, using rules and constraints is not suitable for checking
semantic errors because it is difﬁcult to deal with requirements.
A method which deals with dependencies of conﬁguration
attributes of software stack is proposed [6]. Authors proposed
Conﬁguration Map (CM) which speciﬁes dependencies and
order of conﬁguring of conﬁguration attributes, and relations
between conﬁguration attributes and errors. By using CM,
managing conﬁguration attributes becomes easily and CM is
effective for troubleshooting. As shown in [6], it is helpful

to model complexity in order to make conﬁguration. Our
method deals with not only variability of conﬁguration ﬁles
but variability of application, and models them in order to
make suitable conﬁguration ﬁles for application.
An automatic generation method for conﬁguration ﬁles of
web system which consists of Web server, application server
and database, is proposed [10]. In this method, conﬁguration
ﬁles are generated by some scripts based on templates and
parameters are detected using heuristic algorithm. Automatic
generation is also a support method to make conﬁguration ﬁles.
However, it is not easy to specify combinations of setting item
and parameter because descriptions of conﬁguration ﬁles have
ﬂexibility. Therefore, our method checks conﬁguration ﬁles
which are made manually instead of automatic generation of
conﬁguration ﬁles.
IX. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method which manages variability of conﬁguration ﬁles in order to prevent errors of conﬁguration ﬁles. We deﬁne the conﬁguration ﬁle model which
organizes basic elements of conﬁguration ﬁles and relations
of them. Besides, a conﬁguration ﬁle model is described by
using the feature diagram in order to check.
Verifying conﬁguration ﬁles is important as well as software because the complexity and size of conﬁguration ﬁles
are increasing drastically. Some applications have their own
syntax checkers for conﬁguration ﬁles of them. However, only
checking syntax is not sufﬁcient to ensure that what we want
to conﬁgure the applications is correctly described in the
conﬁguration ﬁles. Thus, in our approach, requirements for
the conﬁguration ﬁles are modeled as a conﬁguration model
and check whether they meet the requirements or not.
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Abstract— Environmental scientists working on understanding
global changes and their implicatio ns for humanity, collect data in
near-real time at remote locations using a variety of instruments. As
the amount and complexity of collected data increases, so does the
amount of time and domain knowledge required to determine if the
collected data are correct and if the data collection instruments are
working correctly. The Sensor Data Verification (SDVe) tool allows
scientists to detect anom alies in sensor data. SD Ve evaluates if
scientific datasets, which can be provided at near -real time or from
file repositories, satisfy reusable data properties specified by
scientists.

datasets collected at near-real tim e or extracted from file
repositories. SDVe evaluates w hether a dataset satisfies a set
of formally specified data properties. SD Ve identifies
anomalies, i.e., a deviation from an expected value, due to
environmental variability or instrum ent malfunctioning, and
raises alarms whenever anomalies are detected. SDVe does
not require source code recompilation and allows expertdefined data properties to be reused to verify the datasets.
Section 2 provides the background on the software
engineering techniques adapted and extended by SDVe.
Section 3 describes the data property specification approach
used by scientists to specify the data properties that are input to
SDVe. Section 4 explains the S DVe tool. Section 5 describes
the experimental setup and the re sults of using SDVe to detect
anomalies in Eddy covariance data, and section 6 discusses
some of the lessons learned from the experiment. Finally
section 7 described some efforts related to SDVe, followed by
the concluding remarks in Section 8.

Keywords- Big Data; Cyberinfrastructure; Data Quality E coInformatics; Software Engineering.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Scientists collect and analyze large amounts of data to
determine the causes of changes in ecological ecosystems.
Scientist use Eddy covariance (EC) towers [1] to collect
measurements needed to understand such ecological changes.
In particular, scientists use m easurements taken by EC towers
to monitor carbon dioxide (CO2), water balance (H 2O), energy
balance (irradiance), and other meteorological measurements
such as temperature and atmospheric pressure.
Anomaly detection in eddy cova riance data must not only
identify instrument errors and problems with the sensors, but
also evaluate how closely conditions fulfill the theoretical
assumption underlying the method [2]. Anomaly detection
must be done in real time or s hortly after the measurements to
minimize data loss by reducing the time to detect and fix
instrument problems. The quality control procedures,
instrument malfunctions, maintenance and calibration periods
often remove 20 to 40%
of the data. Efficient anomaly
detection is an outstanding pr oblem that is incom pletely
fulfilled in most of the FLUXNET networks [2].
In most cases, scientists manually evaluate eddy covariance
data by using a variety of time consuming methods and a
variety of customized software that has to be constantly
modified and recompiled. In a ddition, the data evaluation is
highly dependent on the expertise of the scientist, however,
such knowledge is typically not captured nor reused. The
sensor data verification (SD
Ve) tool mitigates the
aforementioned limitations by
allowing scientists to
automatically identify anomalies produced by environmental
events and equipment malfunctioning in scientific sensor

II.

BACKGROUND

SDVe uses software engineer ing techniques, which have
been used to provide assurance for critical softw are systems,
to detect anom alies in scientific sensor datasets. T his section
provides the background information associated to such
software engineering techniques.
A. Property Specification
The specification and pattern system
(SPS) [3] was
introduced to assist practitioners to formally specify softw are
and hardware properties.
In the SPS, a specification consists of scopes and patterns.
Scopes define the portion of a program over which the
property holds. Patterns describe the structure of specific
behaviors and define relationships betw
een propositions.
Propositions are used to represent Boolean expressions that are
evaluated over the program execution.
SPS patterns are divided into two groups: Occurrence and
Order patterns. Occurrence patterns deal with single event or
condition and specify the rate at which that condition or event
occurs. Order patterns relate two conditions or events and
specify the order at which they
occur. In this context,
conditions are propositions that hold in one or m
ore
consecutive states. Events are instants at w hich a proposition
changes values in two consecutive states.
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The SPS supports mapping to several formalisms including
discrete-time [4].

property categorization to determ ine the applicable patterns
that can be applied to a restricted number of scopes also
restricted by the data property categorization.
Boolean
statements express data proper ties, which are defined using
mathematical relational operators that are applied to data
readings and relationships between data readings.
The SPS definitions included quantitative, not tim
econstrained, patterns and timed-constrained patterns. For
timed patterns, units of tim e are assum ed to be ordered tim e
stamps in datasets, w ith equal constant tim e resolution, T he
scientist is assumed to map the unit of time used in the dataset
to the unit of time used in the data property specification.

B. Runtime Monitoring
Run-time monitoring systems [5] and model checkers [6]
can be used to check that critical software systems are
functioning as expected with respect to a set of properties.
Run-time monitoring allows practitioners to observe the
behavior of a system and determ ine if it is consistent w ith a
given specification.
A run-time monitor takes an executing software system and
a specification of software properties and checks that the
execution meets the properties. In most run -time monitoring
frameworks, the app lication’s code is instrum ented, i.e., the
source code is injected at points of interest with checks
representing the specified property. Usually, the application to
be monitored has to be recompiled to include the checks, and
monitoring is performed at the c ode level to ensure that the
code is behaving as intended. Delgado et al. [6] have compiled
a taxonomy of run-time monitoring frameworks.
Model checkers [7] are a formal technique for verifying
finite-state concurrent system s and relies on building a finite
model of a system and an algorithm that automatically
traverses the system model to verify if a desired property (or a
set of properties) holds in the model.
III.

C. Data Property Specification Tool Support
The data property categorization and the D-SPS resulted in
development of Data Property Specification (DaProS) [10], a
scientist-centered prototype tool that uses the categorization to
assist the user in specifying a data property. Through a series of
guiding questions and selections, the user identifies the
appropriate category and enters the scope, pattern, and Boole an
statements needed to specify th e property, and the tool yields
the appropriate specification as w ell as a disciplined natural
language representation of the specification for validation
purposes. The specification is generated as an XM
L
representation to allow the specified properties to be exported.
IV.

DATA PROPERTY SPECIFICATION

SENSOR DATA VERIFICATION TOOL SUPPORT

A. Overview
The sensor data verification (SDVe) prototype tool allows
scientist to evaluate D
aProS-generated data property
specifications over scientific sensor data streamed at near real
time or extracted from file repositories. The SDVe tool takes as
input a property specification file and a dataset file and verifies
that the data in the dataset files adheres to the property
specified in the property specification fi le. SDVe automatically
identifies anomalies in sensor data without having to conduct
neither complex data analysis nor complete statistical analysis
of time series, thus satisfying the needs of scientific
communities in [11]. SD Ve raises alarm s whenever a data
reading does not satisfy the specified data property.

A. Data Property Specification
Gallegos et. al. [8] conducted a literature survey over
scientific projects that collect sensor data to identify categories
of data properties as captured by scientists. Based on the
findings, a categorization of data properties was constructed.
The classification divided data properties into two major
types: experimental readings and experimental conditions.
Experimental readings properties specify expected values and
relationships related to field data . Experimental conditions
properties specify expected instrument behavior and
relationships by defining examining attributes (e.g., voltage)
and instrument functions based on readings. The data property
categories are further subdivided based on the number of
sensor dataset readings or streams and depending on whether
the data categories depend on time or not.

SDVe supports reusable properties , and does not requires
practitioners to recom pile any tool’s source code. R eusable
properties are of interests to scientists because data quality is
always a combination of different levels of control and sitespecific tests. The data quality w ill differ from one site to
another because of the topography and this must be taken into
account.

B. Data Specification and Pattern System
The data property specification and pattern system D-SPS
[8] uses and modifies the concepts from the SPS and its timing
extension [9]. D-SPS properties are defined using one or more
scopes, a pattern, and one to four Boolean statements. D-SPS
properties are of type Boolean and are evaluated over datasets,
i.e., a finite sequence of sensor data readings. For this w ork, a
sensor data reading, δ, is a pair, < α, β>, where α denotes a
unique indexing value, and β denotes a sensor reading value.
The unique indexing value can be either a tim
estamp or a
floating- point value. A scope is a subsequence(s) of a dataset
of interest to be evaluated. A property pattern is a high-level
abstraction describing how one or more Boolean statements
are evaluate over a number of scopes. D-SPS uses the data

The SDVe is not intended to indicate the reasons for the
occurrence of legitim ate environmental variability events and
possible instrument pr oblems, but to indicate to the scientists
the data readings that might require further analysis to
determine the possible causes of the anomaly. Such tool design
decision was based on the literature [2] that indicates t
hat
automated techniques cannot
unequivocally pinpoint
differences between an environmental variability event and an
instrument problem. Furtherm ore, subjective analyses
combined with an autom ated approach do better than the
automated program alone for unusual conditions; data flagged

This research effort is supported by National Science Foundation grants
No. HRD-0734825 and CNS-0923442.
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Figure 1. System overview of the SDVe prototype tool.

as suspicious and deemed as an environmental event after
graphical inspection are often found to be the most unusual and
interesting situations.

The pattern processor module uses the Boolean function s
created by the Boolean function builder module, the scopes
from the scope processor module and the pattern attributes
from the specification parser module to evaluate the pattern.
The pattern processor evaluates the Boolean functions over
the scopes of sensor data as specified by the pattern’s
attributes, and raises alarms when the Boolean functions
evaluations over the scopes do not satisfy the expected data
property. To evaluate the Boolean statem ents over the scopes,
SDVe interprets the DaProS specifications into code templates
that evaluate the data. Each pa ttern code tem plate in SD Ve
corresponds to a pattern in the D -SPS. The code templates
have a predefined number of B oolean statements that can be
evaluated by the pattern, and a predefined number of scopes
that can be evaluated by each Boolean statement.
Once the patterns have been evaluated, SDVe generates
two output files to document the violations of properties
identified in the data.
The verification summary file includes the total results of
the verification process over several sensor data files. The
verification summary is used to provide an overall overview of
the verification process. Each data property evaluated by
SDVe is presented in the file along wi th a count of instances
when sensor readings violate such property. The file also
contains, a count of the total number of sensor reading
evaluated, a count of the number of violations found, and a file
detection rate calculated from
the ratio betw een total
violations found and the total number of checks
. The
verification summary file also provides an aggregation of the
total time in milliseconds of the time needed to load the sensor
reading files to be evaluated and the total time in milliseconds
required to verify the sensor reading files.
The verification file includes the evaluated data properties
along with the instances of the data that violate the data
property.

B. System Design
The system is composed of
5 components depicted in
Figure 1. The dataset parser module encompasses a group of
sensor dataset file parsers for supported data files. Even
though SDVe is intended to support a number of different
sensor data files, a dataset parser for such data file should be
developed and placed in this module. However, this is the only
change that has to be performed to the SDVe. The dataset
parser reads a dataset file and transform s the dataset into an
internal representation of the dataset that can be used by the
scope processor to extract the data subsequences to be
evaluated. The sensor data readings are stored as pairs indexed
by an identifier, i.e. a unique tim e-stamp or num eric value
associated to the sensor reading.
The specification parser module reads a DaProS-generated
specification file and extracts th e attributes needed to delim it
the dataset scopes, to build th e Boolean statem ents to be
evaluated over the data, and to determine how to apply the
pattern to the dataset.
The scope processor module uses the internal dataset
representation populated by the dataset parser module and
extracts the data subsequences over which the Boolean
statements will be evaluated.
The Boolean statement builder module uses the Boolean
statements attributes extracted by the
specification parser
module and determines the type of operation, the inputs, and
the Boolean function code templates to evaluate the sensor
readings in the scope(s) . SDVe supports the M athematical
operators <, ≤, = , ≠, ≥, and >. Boolean connectives such as
conjunction or disjunction are not supported,
except for
implication, which is used in som e of the patterns to capture
ordering between two data properties.
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V.

from the matrix were used to create 23 data properties to be
evaluated over the Eddy covarian ce datasets; the scientists
specified properties of interest of type Datum, Instrument, and
Datum Relationship. The properties w ere intended to capture
anomalies in raw data at collection tim e. The sensor readings
of interest were selected based on the relationship to other
sensor readings and the deriva tion of aggregated values from
them. In collaboration w ith scientists, data properties of
interest were specified, refined, and validated using DaProS.
The numeric thresholds used in the data properties were
defined following scientific community’s
algorithms and
protocols.
The Eddy Covariance (EC) data verified using SDVe were
collected from July 06, 2010 to July 13, 2010 to capture EC
summer behavior and from February 09, 2010 to February 16,
2010 to capture EC winter behavior. The sensors at the tower
collected the EC data continuously, and a scientist ma nually
split the data into 1-hour interval files to ease the verification
process. 349 data files were evaluated for this work.

ANOMALY DETECTION IN EDDY COVARIANCE DATA
EXPERIMENT

A. EC Data Description
A series of experiments were conducted to determine if
SDVe can be utilized
to evaluate D aProS-specified data
properties to find anomalies in
sensor data. Upon further
analysis of the data properties obtained from
the literature
survey in [8], it w as determined that three data property types
account for approximately 72.5% of the total number of data
properties specified by scientis ts in the literature survey;
datum properties (32.5% ), i.e. properties that capture the
behavior of a single data sensor reading, datum relationship
properties (30.8%), i.e. propert ies that capture a relationship
between two or more sensors, and
datum dependent
instruments (9.2%), i.e., properties that capture environmental
data behavior effect on the data collection instruments. Based
on these findings, an experiment was design to determine if
SDVe can be used to identify anom
alies for the m ost
frequently specified data properties:
datum, datum
relationship, and datum dependent instrument.
A data property specification expert collaborated with
expert scientists working with eddy covariance and
biomesonet towers’ CO2 data to develop a set of data
properties of interest. The contributing scientists were working
on building their first eddy covariance tower and were
interested in capturing data pr operties extracted from sensor
reference manuals [ 12] [13], climate and climatological
variations in the research site literature [2], eddy covariance
towers post-field data quality control literature [ 14] and their
own expertise.

Two data property specification files were created, one for
each season, and used to automatically evaluate individual data
files according to the season to which they belonged. The data
files and specification files w ere automatically inputted to
SDVe to be evaluated. For each data file, the sensor data
streams were extracted to separate data scopes according to the
data property specifications. Then,
the data scopes were
evaluated by applying the specifi cation Boolean statement and
data pattern to every individual sensor reading in the scope. If
the individual sensor reading in the scope did not satisfy the
data pattern and Boolean statement, a flag was raised and
stored to the verification file. Once the verification process had
concluded, a verification summary file was generated
aggregating the number of violati ons, i.e, anomalies, identified
by each data property along with the aggregated processing
times.

B. Experimental Setup
An initial experiment was conducted to validate the ability
of the SDVe tool to detect anom alies. An eddy covariance
error-free data file was random ly selected from a scientistprovided repository and seeded with a number of anomalies,
based on a 95% confidence level calculation given the number
of readings in the file, to evaluate a group of data properties of
type datum, datum-relationship, and datum dependent
instrument. The experiment identified all seeded anomalies
and all events marked as anomalies were actually anomalies.
A second experiment was conducted to determine if SDVe
can identify anomalies in Eddy C ovariance sensor data and to
illustrate how such anom alies can be identified and
documented by cross referencing the results obtained from
SDVe to existing metadata recorded during the data collection
process. The experiment does not quantify the improvement in
the overall quality of the data.
The scientists developed a m atrix of all the relationships
between sensors in the Eddy covariance tower of interest for
the specific site. T
he matrix included raw
sensor
measurements and derived data aggregated at different
temporal resolutions and as part of the combination of
measurements from two or more sensors. The sensor
relationship matrix consisted of approximately 118 sensor
readings along with their associated relationships. In
collaboration with scientist som e of the sensor relationships

C. Results
SDVe performed a total of 219,800,854 evaluation calls of
which 50,857,351 of the evaluation calls were captured as
anomalies, approximately 23% . The evaluation process took
approximately 20 hours to complete, of which approximately
1 hour was spent loading the files into the system and 19 hours
were spent verifying the data. Assum ing a data file takes 15
minutes on average to be manually processed and evaluated by
a scientist manually processing the 349 files would
take
approximately 87 hours. SDVe automatically evaluates the
data in one fourth of the tim e that it w ould take a scientist to
manually evaluate the same amount of data.
For summer data, 124,958,406 evaluations calls took place,
of which 24,417,791were of the evaluation calls were captured
as anomalies, approximately 20%.
Datum properties identified the m
ost anomalies
(21,429,802), followed by Data Relationship (2,639,985),
Instrument (348,004) and Data Dependent Instrument (0). The
sensor datasets with the most anomalies included water vapor
mass density (H 2O), atmospheric pressure (atm_press), carbon
dioxide (CO2), and temperature (Ts).
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Once the datasets were evaluated using SDVe, the
anomalies found by the tool were cross-referenced with the
available data-collection process metadata compiled by the
scientists in the field site a nd with historical meteorological
data obtain from the Weather Underground website [15] to
identify false positives. SD Ve was able to identify
environmental variability and instrument malfunctioning in the
datasets. Abrupt changes in the number of violations detected
in the summer season by the data properties correspond to rain
events that occurred in the ar ea. Specifically, rain events
occurred in July 8, 2010 (07/08/2010) and July 11, 2010
(07/11/2010) represented as high concentrations and abrupt
changes in the number of anoma lies found at the time of the
event occurrence. A similar rain event, occurred on February
10, 2010 (02/10/2010) dur ing the winter season. Such rain
events were identified as both, true environm ental variability
and as a cause for instrument malfunctioning. Rain events
affected data properties m onitoring environmental variability
such has water vapor mass density (H2O), carbon dioxide mass
density (CO2), vapor pressure (e_hmp), and data properties
monitoring instrument functioning such as the automatic gain
control (agc) flag.
The results were evaluated by an expert and it was
determined that all of the e nvironmental events captured by
SDVe were true environmental events and no other
environmental events occurred dur ing that period of time . In
addition, all detected equipm ent malfunctioning anomalies
were associated to the detected environmental events as
expected. Also, identified false negatives were determined to
be mostly due to misrepresentation of environmental
phenomenon in specifications due to seasonal and diurnal
cycles.
VI.

because there is no im mediate way to quantitatively com pare
the expected output for the data properties that can isolate the
conflict. If the conflicts are captured at the verification stage,
the practitioner has access to the verification results and can
cross-reference the results of the verification with the specified
data properties and thus decide if properties conflict with each
other.
Another challenge is to identify the m
ost appropriate
threshold to be used in a data property. Threshold values,
when needed, are usually site specific, thus it is difficult to
identify universal threshold values that could use by all of the
scientific communities. Scientists must consider the intent of
the property in addition to the site-specific inform ation when
selecting the thresholds for the data properties.
Scientists are interested in identifying the critical set of
properties needed to identify environm ental variability or
instrument malfunctioning from the data. In this context, a
critical set of properties is the group containing the minimum
number of data properties that w ill allow a scientist to identify
a weather or instrument feature in the data.
Data properties can also be used to assign confidence levels
of quality to collected data. D ata properties can be defined in
terms of the diagnostic measurem ents in the data collection
instruments that are affected by the conditions surrounding the
experiment. Consider the clean window value (agc) from a 3D Sonic Anemometer [12]. Typi cal clean windows values are
between 55% and 65% . As dirt or water accumulates on the
windows, or anywhere in the optical path, the agc value
increases. Changes in the agc value can result from dust,
pollen, vibrations, dew, and ra in/snow [13]. G iven that the
higher the value of the agc, the higher the probability that the
collected data results in bad/ not-expected data, the scientist
can take advantage and specify data properties with
confidence levels on them.
Data properties can be used to identify anom
alies at
different data granularities, i.e., the level of fineness to w hich
a dataset is sub -divided. The challenge is to determ ine at
which data granularity to verify the data such that the num ber
of anomalies found is maximized. If the data is verified at the
highest level, i.e., the sm allest sub-division of a dataset, every
data point can be examined a nd verified; however, it requires
more computational power to do so. Lowering the data
granularity relieves the computa tion power needed to verify
the data, but can miss anomalies in the data. For this w ork, the
data granularity used was the highest available
--data
measurements were taken every m illisecond and stored in half
hour files.
The effectiveness of SDVe depends on the precision with
which the seasonal and diurnal cycles are m odeled by the data
properties. Due to differences in data types and data behavior
according to seasonal and diurnal variability, in som e cases it
is necessary to define the data properties to be as specific as
possible to an expected data behavior or time-related
variability. For E C data, the e xpected data values m easured
by the sensors differ depending on the season, the diurnal
cycle and the time of the day. Different data property sets,

DISCUSSION

In some instances, the efficiency of SDVe can depend on
the quality of the specified properties. Some of the influencing
aspects that can affect the results of the anomaly detection
process are discussed in this section.
When defining data properties, scientist needs to consider
subtleties in the specification such as in the operator used in
the Boolean statements. For exampl e, the scientists need to be
aware of the distinction in the meaning associated with the “<”
and the “≤” operators and their im plications to the verification
process.
Environmental events can only be characterized if va rious
data properties associated w ith different sensors are violated
during the event. For instance, solely looking at changes in
temperature cannot identify a rain event, but changes to
diagnostic flag and atm ospheric pressure in addition to the
temperature change can indicate such event.
Overlapping and conflicting properties can be determ ined
either during the specification pha se or the verification phase.
Identifying the conflicts at the specification stage is difficult
because it requires a deep understanding of the data being
analyzed and requires the practitioner to keep track of the data
properties and the relationship and side effects between them.
Also, potential properties conflicts are harder to validate
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properties. SDVe automatically verifies datasets and raises
flags whenever anomalies occur in the datasets. SD Ve has
been used to identify anomalies in eddy covariance data.

with specific data granularity and quantitative values, have to
be built for specific parts of the season and diurnal cycles.
Data Properties can be specified to docum ent scientific
knowledge about processes or to identify anomalies in
scientific sensor data. D ata properties specified to detect
anomalies in sensor data are typically specific about the sensor
names and thresholds over which the data should be evaluated,
can be interpreted and used to evaluate data by SDVe without
further manipulation to the property, and can be used to
document the scientific processes. D ata properties that are
specified for the sole purpose of documenting processes are
typically general in their descriptions, e.g., only describe
which sensor reading will be evaluated and how it will be
used, but do not include the speci fic name or threshold values
to be evaluated. Data propertie s for documenting processes
might also include computationa l methods that need to be
applied to data before the data can be evaluated. These types
of data properties are not suitable for the current version of
SDVe.
VII.
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the laser data array from a Laser Range Finder (LRF) to
detect other c ars trajectory. The Car Detection component
may ignore the LRF failure because it can detect other cars
trajectory with only Cam era pictures. However, the Car
Detection component may be seriously affected f rom a
Camera component failure i f it cannot rec eive the Cam era
picture periodically.
Functional or data de
pendencies [Mohamed10a,
Mohamed10b, Vieira02, Ahn10, Popescu10] have been
investigated to analyze the im
pact of failures.
[Mohamed10a] analyzes the propagation of dependencies in
terms of value, silent, and perform ance. In [Ahn10] , fault
impact levels are classified by ignore, reset, and stop, a nd
different fault handling is performed according to the level of
fault impact. [Mohamed10b] claims that a component failure
increases the failure severity of an application if the
component has a high propagation probability.
This paper describes an a pproach to r econfiguring
component-based robot applications against periodic
component failures using the data de pendencies between
components and their im pact analysis. The im pact of a
component failure to its dependent com ponents is analyzed
and classified as different impact levels. The reconfiguration
of robot applicat ion is carr ied out based on the
data
dependencies and impact levels. But recovery and detection
of failed components are out of scope this paper.

Abstract
This paper describes an approach to reconfiguring
component-based robot applications against component
failures using the data dependencies between components
and their impact analysis. Most of the components
constituting robot applications are activated periodically to
process periodic data delivered by other components. A
component depends on another component in terms of
periodical data. In this paper, the impact of data
dependency between components is analyzed as to how a
component failure affects its dependent component. The
impact levels are categorized as insignificant, tolerable,
serious, and catastrophic. The data dependencies between
components and their analyzed impacts are used to
reconfigure robot applications against component failures.
The proposed reconfiguration approach can be a basis for
recovery and safety of robot applications. The approach is
applied to the Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV)
application.

1. Introduction
Most of the com ponents constituting robot applications
depend on other com ponents in ter ms of periodic data. A
robot application can be made by r obot components, which
are designed for specific functionalities. Most of the robot
components perform their fu nctions periodically to proces s
periodic data delivered by ot her components. If a periodi c
component does not deliver the data to its dependent
component, it causes the de pendent components to fail to
process the periodic data. Periodic com ponents in robot
applications should be activated periodically to process the
periodic data within the spe cified cycle tim e. A com ponent
failure can spread out to loca l components nearby the failed
component or to all the components in the robot application.
The impact of a periodic component failure to its
dependent components differs depending on how important
the component is to its d ependent components. Some
component causes a m inor impact to its depende nt
components, whereas other c omponent can be critical to its
dependent components. Suppose that th e Car Detection
component in the Unm anned Ground Vehicle (UGV)
application receives the periodic pictures from a Camera and

2. Dependency and Impact Analysis
A feature of robot applications composed of components
is that a component processes data periodically delivered by
another component. Robot applications process periodic
stimuli captured by sensors in the environment and respond
to them via actuators. A component interfacing with a
sensor receives and processes the sensor input periodically,
and then it delivers to other components processing the data.
The processed data m ay be sent to a nother component so
that the data is processe d further. The output corresponding
to the sensor input is sent to the com ponents interfacing
with actuators that carry out the output.
Two components in r obot applications have a data
dependency relationship if a component processes the da ta
received from another. The data depende ncy relationship
between components is defined as the opposite direction of
the dataflow between com ponents. In this paper,
the
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dataflow and data de pendency relationship betwee n
components are represented with an arrow and a dotted
arrow respectively. Fig. 1 depicts the dataflow between
components for part of the Environment Modeling and
Perception (EMP) in the Unm anned Ground Vehicle (UGV)
application [Roh11]. The L aser Range Finder (LRF ) and
Camera components generate LRF data array and 24 bits raw
RGB respectively. The Car Detection component produc es
other cars traje ctory by analys ing the data that com es from
the LRF and Camera components. Using the data from the
Car Detection com ponent, the Dangerous Situation
component determines wheather it should generate an alarm
to prevent critical accidents.

have a minor impact from a com ponent failure. The Car
Detection component (Fig. 2) is supported by two Cam era
components, each impact level of whic h is de fined as
tolerable. Even though one of two Camera components fails
to capture other cars pictures, the Car Detec tion component
can make other cars trajectory using the remaining Camera
component.
Laser Range
Finder (LRF)

Camera 1

Laser Range
Finder (LRF)

Camera1

Camera2

insignificant

tolerable

Car Detection

serious

Dangerous
Situation

LRF data array
24 bits raw
RGB

Car Detection

List of car trajectory

Camera 2

Dangerous
Situation

tolerable

Fig. 2 Data Dependency Relationship between Components
for Environment Modeling and Perception in UGV
application

24 bits raw
RGB

A component failure that makes serious impact to its
dependents component causes the dependent to st op
processing data. This is because the dependent component
cannot generate a reliable output any more without the data
from the failed com ponent. Stopping the de pendent
components could give a ripple effect to the next dependent
components so that it can pa ralyze part of an application.
But, stopping the depe ndent components does not lead the
application to a total failure. The application can provi de
still partial services using the remaining components, which
may not have critical impact from the stopped com ponents.
The data generated by the Car Detection c omponent is
critical to the Dangerous Sit uation component in Fig. 2, so
the impact of Car Detection component to the Dangerous
Situation component is defi ned as seriou s. When the Car
Detection component fails, the Da ngerous Situation
component should stop processing the data. This is beca use
the Dangerous Situation c omponent cannot generate the
reliable output without t he data from the Car Detection
component.
Catastrophic impact is used to describe a sit uation where
a component failure needs to stop
all components
constituting an application. An application may encounter a
critical accident if all the com
ponents do not stop
immediately. Catastrophic i mpact may be associated wi th
safety of robots. The Virtual Robot component in the UGV
application controls real devices such as engine and steering
wheel. A failure of Virtual Robot component may cause the
UGV to encounter an accident, which could lead to l
ose
human life.
Some kind of data dependency relationships bet ween
components, which have the same impact level, can have a
cardinality constraint that describes a m inimum number of

Fig. 1 Dataflow between Components for Environment
Modeling and Perception in UGV application
The impact of a component failure to another com ponent
is analyzed using the data dependency relationship between
components. The impact is defined depending on how much
a component is affected from other co mponent failure, and
the impact level is determined by considering the importance
of received data. The impact level of a com ponent failure to
its dependent components is categorized as insignificant,
tolerable, serious, and catastr ophic. An insignificant im pact
level describes a data depe ndency in which a com ponent
uses an extra data from another component to verify or
increase the reliability of co mponent output additionally. A
component can provide its full functionality required without
any problem even though there is no extra data from a fai led
component. The im pact is represented with an im pact level
on the data dependency relationship between components.
Fig. 2 depicts the data dependency relationships between
components for the Environment Modeling and Perception
(EMP), which are defined based on the dataflow in Fig. 1.
The LRF co mponent is in significant for the Car Detection
component (Fig. 2), which receives data from the LRF and
two Camera components to trace other cars trajectory. Even
though the LRF component fails, the Car Detection
component can still produce other cars trajectory using only
the data generated from the Camera components. The LRF
component is added to the EMP as a n extra component so
that the Car Detection com ponent can produce high quality
of other cars trajectory.
Failures of a component, which is t olerable to its
dependency component, do not disrupt the normal function
of its dependent component. The dependent component may
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data dependencies required for keeping the impact level. A
component may receive data from the same type of multiple
components. In t his case, the com ponent depends on the
multiple components that have the same impact level. If the
dependent component cannot receive data from at least
some number of same type com ponents, it can have
additional impact from the missing data. In this case, t he
impact level of the sam e type components to its depe ndent
component needs to inc rease one level up. Each Camera
component (Fig. 2) has a tolerable im pact to the Car
Detection component, but the tolerable impact should
change to seri ous if both Camera components encounter
failures at the same time. This is because the Car Detection
component requires the data from at least one Cam era
component so as to generate the reliable output.

the failure. The application configuration manager checks
how much the failed component has impact on its dependent
components in the application. A component in the
Executor1 depends on the fai led component and the im pact
level is serious. Now the component in the Executor1 waits
for some data from the failed component. Without the failed
component, the component in the Executor1 cannot process
the data. The application configuration manager requests the
Executor1 to s top the dependent component. Similarly, the
second component in the Executor1 depends on the sec ond
and third components in the Executor2. However, the
dependent component can survive even though t he second
component in the Exec utor2 fails. T his is because t he
impact level is tolerable.

3. Reconfiguration
3.1 Prototype

Component
(50ms)
Component
(50ms)

An application configuration manager as a prototype is
developed to validate the reconfiguration of a robot
application using the data dependency relationships between
components and their impact analysis. The application
configuration manager decides whic h components need to
be reconfigured using the data dependency relationships
between components and their impact levels in response to a
component failure. The scope of reconfiguration is decided
depending on the criticality of c omponent dependencies,
such as insignificant, tolerable, serious, or catastrophic. For
this, the appl ication configuration manager generates a
reconfiguration plan by c onsidering ripple effects of the
failure using the data dependency relationships and t heir
impact levels. This plan includes all the components being
affected from the failure.
The application configuration m anager reconfigures an
application by interacting with executors in the OPROS
engine [Song08, Jang10]. The OPROS engine is a platform
for robot applications t hat executes robot applications
composed of components. Periodic components that process
data periodically are activate d and run by executors in t he
OPROS engine. Each e xecutor runs components that have
the same periodic cycle tim es. When an executor detects a
component failure, it requests reconfiguring the components
associated with the failed c omponent from the application
configuration manager. Each executor has the worst ca se
execution times of c omponents, detecting a c omponent
failure if the component cannot finish its periodic cycle time
within its worst case execution time.
Figure 3 depicts the outline of our
prototype for
reconfiguring components against component failures using
the data dependency relationships between components and
their impact analysis. Suppose two executors in the OPROS
engine execute periodic and same cycle-timed components.
When the first component in the Exec utor2 fails, the
executor notifies the application configuration manager of

Serious

Component
(50ms)

tolerable

Component
(50ms)

tolerable

Component
(50ms)

Executor 1
Failure
notifyi ng

Message
Queue

Application
Configuration
Manager

failure
fail ure

Executor 2

Component
(50ms)

Reconfiguration
Update configuration table
( dependency table &
impact table)

Dependency
table/I mpact
table

Fig. 3 Outline of Reconfiguration in OPROS
3.2 UGV Application
The approach proposed in th is paper is validated with
the Unmanned Ground V ehicle (UGV) application
[Roh11], which drives a car to the destination place
safely without a human driv er’s intervention. Fig. 4
depicts the data dependency relationships between
components and their impact levels for the Pedestrian
Detection that is used for validating our approach, along
with the Environment Modeling and Perception (Figs. 1
and 2) described in sectio n 2. The Th ermal Imaging
Camera (TIC) renders infrared radiation as a visual light.
The Car Detection component produc
es other cars
trajectory by analysing the data that comes from LRF ,
Camera, and TIF components. The Pedestrian component
detects people on the road and the Localizatio
n
component generates th e world space absolute
coordinates. Using the data from the Localization, Car
Detection and Pedestrian components, the Dangerous
Situation component determines if it sh ould generate an
alarm to prevent critical accidents.
For test purpose, we inject ed failures to components
and the reconfiguration result were co mpared to th e
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expected reconfiguration. For instance, failures w ere
injected to the Camera1 first and then to t he Camera2 to
check if the Camera1 and Camera2 failures af fects the
Car Detection and Pedestri an components. Also, we
tested the reconfigurations for the LRF component that is
insignificant to the Car Detection
componen, and
Pedestrian component that are serious to the Dangerous
Situation component. These test results were the same as
the expected reconfiguration.
Laser Range
Finder (LRF)

Korea [10030826, Development of Reliable OPRoS
Framework].
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4. Conclusions
This paper has described a n approach to reconfiguring
component-based robot applications using the data
dependency relationships between components and their
impact analysis. The impact of a c omponent failure to its
dependent components are analyzed and classified
as
different impact levels, such as insignificant, tolerable,
serious, and catastrophic. Based on different impact levels, a
robot application is reconfigured against a component failure.
To validate, a prototype for reconfiguration has been
developed with the UGV application and i t has bee n tested
with OPROS engine.
This paper can have future research. The constraints on
impact levels bet ween data dependency relationships
between components need be specified formally. The
impact level between data dependency relationships can be
changed dynamically and shoul d be specified by m eans of
constraints. Also the proposed approach needs to be applied
to large-scale robot
applications to validate further.
Moreover, this paper could be extended to include event and
functional dependency relationships between components
for reconfiguring a robot application.
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Abstract—Developing mixed object-relational (OR) mappings
that achieve desirable quality attribute tradeoffs for objectoriented applications is difﬁcult, tedious, costly, and error-prone.
We contribute a practical, automated technique for exhaustive,
formal synthesis of large spaces of such mappings, and the
clustering of individual mappings in these spaces into multidimensional quality equivalence classes. This technique can help
engineers to design effective persistence layers for object-oriented
applications. Our approach is to use a formal language to
describe both a space of mappings and multiple quality attribute
valuation functions on points in such a space. We use a constraint
solver to exhaustively enumerate points in this space and their
valuations. We then cluster the results into quality attribute
equivalence classes. This work promises to reduce the cost and
time required to develop mixed OR mappings, ensure their formal
correctness, and help engineers to understand and make tradeoffs
quantitatively. We conducted application-oriented experiments to
test feasibility and scalability of our approach. In one experiment
we synthesized an OR mapping tradeoff space for a real ecommerce application, synthesizing and classifying hundreds of
thousands of mappings in just a few minutes.
Index Terms—Design; Database; Object-relational mapping;
Design space exploration; Alloy Language.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Object-oriented applications often need to use relational
databases for persistent storage. Transformations between
instance models in these two paradigms encounter the socalled impedance mismatch problem [9]. Object-relational
mapping (ORM) systems are now widely used to bridge the
gap between object-oriented application models and relational
database management systems (DBMS), based on applicationspeciﬁc deﬁnitions on how object models are to be mapped to
database structures.
The problem we address is that today one has to choose between automatic generation of mappings using pure mapping
strategies [3], [9], or the manual design of mixed mappings,
in which different mapping strategies are applied to individual
classes rather than to entire inheritance hierarchies. Producing
pure mappings automatically is easy, but it often leads to
sub-optimal results. Developing mixed mappings by hand can
achieve much higher quality, but it is hard and error-prone.
Among other things, it requires a thorough understanding
of both object and relational paradigms, of large spaces of
possible mappings, and of the tradeoffs involved in making
choices in these spaces.

To address this problem, we present an approach that
provides both the quality beneﬁts of mixed mappings and
the productivity beneﬁts of automated synthesis. We present a
practical formal automated technique, implemented in a prototype tool that we call Spacemaker, for exhaustive synthesis
of mixed OR mappings and their classiﬁcation into quality
attribute equivalence classes. We take as inputs a formal object
model and optional class-speciﬁc mapping strategies for those
classes that the user wants mapped in a speciﬁc manner.
We then use an automated constraint solver to exhaustively
generate the space of mappings subject to the given constraints, along with multiple quality attribute measures for
each mapping. Next we cluster mappings into quality attribute
equivalence classes and present candidates from each class to
the engineer along with the measures of its quality attributes.
The engineer can then select a mapping to satisfy tradeoff
preferences. Our prototype tool uses Alloy as a speciﬁcation
language [10], and the Alloy analyzer as a constraint solver.
In more detail, we claim four main contributions: (1) We
present what is to our knowledge the ﬁrst formalization of
ﬁne-grained and mixed ORM strategies by means of mapping
functions; (2) we contribute a fully automated approach for
formally precise synthesis of mapping tradeoff spaces, based
on this formalization; (3) we present an experimental demonstration of technical feasibility and scalability to practically
meaningful applications; and (4) we develop the Spacemaker
tool [1], which we make available to the research and education community. Data from our experiments support the
claim that our technique can reduce the time to develop highquality OR mappings, ensure their correctness, and enable
engineers to make tradeoffs based on automatically computed
quality attributes for a full range of possible mappings rather
than on intuition or hard-to-acquire expertise in OR mapping
strategies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents our approach. Section III reports and discusses data
from the experimental testing of our approach. Section IV
surveys the related work. Section V concludes the paper with
an outline of our future work.
II. A PPROACH
We present our approach in three parts. We ﬁrst formalize
application of object-relational mapping strategies. We then
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use these formalizations to automate synthesis of quality
equivalence classes of OR mappings. Third, we describe algorithms that are important for the scalability of our approach.
In a nutshell, they serve to decompose large object models
into smaller components for which mapping problems can be
solved independently. This element of our work helps avoid
combinatorial explosion in constraint solving.
A. Formalization
The issue of mapping an object model to a set of relations
is described thoroughly in the research literature [3], [9], [11],
[14]. To provide a basis for precise modeling of the space
of mapping alternatives, we have formalized OR mapping
strategies in an appropriate level of granularity. As an enabling
technology, we chose Alloy [10] as a speciﬁcation language
and satisfaction engine for three reasons. First, its logical
and relational operators makes Alloy an appropriate language
for specifying object-relational mapping strategies. Second, its
ability to compute solutions that satisfy complex constraints
is useful as an automation mechanism. Third, Alloy has
a rigorously deﬁned semantics closely related to those of
relational databases, thereby providing a sound formal basis
for our approach.
The principal mapping strategies are explained in terms
of the notations suggested by Philippi [14], and Cabibbo
and Carosi [3]. To manage association relationships, we have
formally speciﬁed three ORM strategies of own association
table, foreign key embedding and merging into single table. We
have also deﬁned three more ORM strategies for inheritance
relationships: class relation inheritance (CR), concrete class
relation inheritance (CCR) and single relation inheritance
(SR). Furthermore, as the aforementioned ORM strategies
for inheritance relationships are just applicable to the whole
inheritance hierarchies, we have deﬁned three extra predicates
for more ﬁne-grained strategies: Union Superclass, Joined
Subclass and Union Subclass, suitable to be applied to the
part of an inheritance hierarchy to let the developer design a
detailed mapping speciﬁcation using the combination of various ORM strategies. To make our idea concrete, we illustrate
the semantics of one of these strategies in the following.
1 pred U n i o n S u b c l a s s [ c : C l a s s ]{
2
c i n ( i s A b s t r a c t . No ) =>{
3
one T a b l e <:c . ˜ t A s s o c i a t e
4
}
5
( c . i s A b s t r a c t =No ) =>{
6
a l l a : A t t r i b u t e | a i n c . a t t r S e t =>{
7
one f : F i e l d | f . f A s s o c i a t e =a
8
&& f i n ( c . ˜ t A s s o c i a t e . f i e l d s ) }
9
}
10
( c . i s A b s t r a c t =No ) &&(c . ˆ p a r e n t ! = none ) =>{
11
a l l a : A t t r i b u t e | a i n c . ˆ p a r e n t . a t t r S e t =>{
12
one f : F i e l d | f . f A s s o c i a t e =a &&
13
f in ( c . ˜ t A s s o c i a t e . f i e l d s ) }
14
}
15
( c . ˜ t A s s o c i a t e ) . f o r e i g n K e y = none
16
...
17 }

Listing 1.

Part of the Alloy predicate for the U nionSubclass strategy

Listing 1 partially outlines the Alloy predicate for the
Union Subclass strategy, where each concrete class within
the hierarchy is represented by a separate table. The strategy

predicate then states, in lines 5–14, that each table encompasses relational ﬁelds corresponding to both attributes of the
associated class and its inherited attributes. As such, to retrieve
an individual object, only one table needs to be accessed.
Finally, this strategy implies no referential constraint over the
mapped relations.
B. Design Space Exploration
In the previous section, we showed how executable speciﬁcations can be used to formalize OR mapping strategies. In this
section, we tackle the other aspect that needs to be clariﬁed:
how we can apply a design space exploration approach to
generate quality equivalence classes of OR mappings based
on those speciﬁcations.
A design space is a set of possible design alternatives, and
design space exploration (DSE) is the process of traversing
the design space to determine particular design alternatives
that not only satisfy various design constraints, but are also
optimized in the presence of a set of objectives [15]. The
process can be broken down into three key steps: (1) Modeling the space of mapping alternatives; (2) Evaluating each
alternative by means of a set of metrics; (3) Traversing the
space of alternatives to cluster it into equivalence classes.
Modeling the Space of Mapping Alternatives
For each application object model, due to a large number
of mapping options available for each class, its attributes and
associations and its position in the inheritance hierarchy, there
are several valid variants. To model the space of all mapping
alternatives, we develop a generic mixed mapping speciﬁcation
based on ﬁne-grained strategies formalized in previous section.
This generic mixed mapping speciﬁcation lets the automatic
model ﬁnder choose for each element of the object model
any of the relevant strategies, e.g. any of the ﬁne-grained
generalization mapping strategies for a given class within an
inheritance hierarchy.
Applying such a loosely constrained mixed mapping strategy into the object model leads to a set of ORM speciﬁcations
constituting the design space. While they all represent the same
object model and are consistent with the rules implied by a
given mixed mapping strategy, they exhibit totally different
quality attributes. For example, how inheritance hierarchies are
being mapped to relational models affects the required space
for data storage and the required time for query execution.
We called this mapping strategy loosely constrained because
it does not concretely specify the details of the mapping,
such as applying, for example the UnionSubclass strategy to a
speciﬁc class. An expert user, though, is able to deﬁne a more
tightly constrained mixed mapping by means of the parameterized predicates Spacemaker provides, as we demonstrate in the
next section. The more detailed the mapping speciﬁcations, the
narrower the outcome design space, and the less the required
postprocessing search.
Measuring Impacts of OR mappings
Mapping strategies have various kinds of impacts in terms
of quality attributes of applications. There are several approaches proposed in the literature dealing with the challenge
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Fig. 1.

The ecommerce object model.

of deﬁning metrics for OR mapping impacts on non-functional
characteristics. It has been shown that efﬁciency, maintainability, and usability, among the set of all quality attributes
deﬁned by the ISO/IEC 9126-1 standard, are characteristics
signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by OR mappings [8]. For each of those
attributes, we use a set of metrics suggested by Holder et
al. [8] and Baroni et al. [2]. The metrics are Table Access for
Type Identiﬁcation (TATI), Number of Corresponding Table
(NCT), Number of Corresponding Relational Fields (NCRF),
Additional Null Value (ANV), Number of Involved Classes
(NIC) and Referential Integrity Metric (RIM).
To measure these metrics, we developed a set of queries to
execute over synthesized alternatives. For brevity, and because
it sufﬁces to make our point, we concisely describe one of
these metrics and the corresponding query in the following.
Spacemaker supports the others as well.
The Number of Corresponding Relational Fields (NCRF)
metric speciﬁes the extent of change propagation for a given
OR mapping. Speciﬁcally, the NCRF metric manifests the
effort required to adapt a relational schema after applying a
change, such as inserting or deleting an attribute, over a class.
According to the deﬁnition, given a class C, NCRF(C) speciﬁes
the number of relational ﬁelds in all tables that correspond to
each non-inherited, non-key attribute of C. The speciﬁcation
of a query we designated to measure the NCRF metric over
synthesized alternatives is given below:
NCRF(C) = #(C.attrSet - C.id). fAssociate. ﬁelds
The Alloy dot operator denotes a relational join. While
attrSet speciﬁes a set of non-inherited attributes of a class,
fAssociate is a relation from a table ﬁeld to its associated class
attribute. The query expressions then, by using the Alloy set
cardinality operator (#), deﬁnes the NCRF metric.
Exploring, Evaluating and Choosing
The next step is to explore and prune the space of mapping
alternatives according to quality measures. Spacemaker partitions the space of satisfactory mixed mapping speciﬁcations
into equivalence classes and selects at most a single candidate
from each equivalence class for presenting to the end-user.
To partition the space, Spacemaker evaluates each alternative with respect to previously described relevant metrics. So
each equivalence class consists of all alternatives that exhibit

the same characteristics. Speciﬁcally, two alternatives a1 and
a2 are equivalent if value(a1 , mi ) = value(a2 , mi ) for all
metrics (mi ). Because equivalent alternatives all satisfy the
mapping constraints, it sufﬁces to select one alternative in
each equivalence class to ﬁnd a choice alternative. Given
that quality characteristics are usually conﬂicting, there is
generally no single optimum solution but there are several
pareto-optimal choices representing best trade-offs.
C. Model Splitting
As with many formal techniques, the complexity of constraint satisfaction restricts the size of models that can actually be analyzed [7]. Our approach also requires an explicit
representation of the set of all quality equivalence classes of
mapping alternatives, which in general grows exponentially in
the number of elements in a model.
To address these scalability problems, we split the object
model into sub-models. The key idea is that since for association relationships with cardinality of many-to-many, there
is just one applicable mapping strategy, i.e. own association
table, we make use of such relations to split the object model
into sub-models.
We consider an object model as a graph, GobjM odel =<
V, E >, where nodes V represent classes, and there is an
edge < vi , vj > joining two nodes vi and vj if there is
a direct relationship including association and generalization
link between them. We assume that GobjM odel is connected.
Otherwise, we consider each sub-graph separately. An edge
joining two nodes vi and vj in a graph is a bridge if removing
the edge would cause vi and vj to lie in two separate subgraphs [5]. A bridge is the only route between its endpoints. In
other words, bridges provide nodes with access to parts of the
graph that are inaccessible by other means. So, to decompose
a graph GobjM odel , we remove all bridges of type many-tomany association.
To make our idea concrete we consider the ecommerce
domain model we adopted from Lau and Czarnecki [13].
According to the diagram shown in Figure 1, there are two
such bridges: < P roduct, Asset > and < Item, P roduct >.
By removing those bridges we obtain three smaller sub-graphs.
The gain then comes from the reduction in the sizes of
the constraint solving problems. That is, we replace a large
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Fig. 2.

Examples of mixed mapping strategies

constraint solving problem with smaller and more manageable
problems that can in particular be addressed by our formally
precise synthesis technique.
III. E VALUATION
The claim we make in this paper is twofold: (1) It is feasible
to formalize the correctness constraints for object-relational
mapping strategies, thereby to automate the synthesis of an
exhaustive set of mixed object-relational mapping candidates,
and that it is possible to statistically analyze each of the
candidates in dimensions of six major mapping quality metrics,
and thereby to cluster them into quality equivalence classes;
(2) for non-trivial systems, the performance of the technology
implementation based on a bounded model checker is reasonable (on the order of minutes).
To test the feasibility hypothesis, we develop a prototype
tool that implements it, called Spacemaker [1], which is
available for download. We show that our ideas are practical
by applying Spacemaker to several case studies from the
object-relational mapping literature. We then compare the
discrepancies between our formally derived OR mappings
and the manual mappings published in the literature. The
differences revealed problems with their mappings, suggesting
again that manual development of OR mappings can be errorprone.
Figure 2 shows two applications of mixed ORM strategies,
adopted from Holder et al. [8]. White boxes represent classes,
while boxes having grey titles represent corresponding mapped
tables. Black and white arrows represent mapping and inheritance relationships, respectively. Finally, foreign keys as well
as the applied mapping strategies are also mentioned in the
diagrams.
Listing 2 formally describes part of the personObjectModel
according to the diagram. At the top, it imports the declaration
of objectModel, and then deﬁnes Person and its attribute,
name, using signature extension as a subtype of Class and
Attribute types. The other characteristics of the class are also
speciﬁed.
To specify a mixed OR mapping, the developer can call ﬁnegrained ORM strategies, given as inputs those classes to be

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

module p e r s o n O b j e c t M o d e l
open o b j e c t M o d e l
one s i g P e r s o n e x t e n d s C l a s s {}{
a t t r S e t = i d e n t i f i e r +name
id= i d e n t i f i e r
no p a r e n t
i s A b s t r a c t = No }
one s i g name e x t e n d s A t t r i b u t e {}{
type in s t r i n g }

Listing 2.

Example of object model (elided) in Alloy

mapped in a speciﬁc manner. Spacemaker then automatically
generates the corresponding mapping speciﬁcations, should
they exist. The followings outline the high-level deﬁnition of
mapping speciﬁcations for Figure 2a.
open O R M S t r a t e g i e s
open p e r s o n O b j e c t M o d e l
U n i o n S u b c l a s s [ Manager ]
JoinedSubclass [ Clerk ]
U n i o n S u p e r c l a s s [ Employee ]
UnionSubclass [ Student ]

Figure 3 illustrates the computed result for the example of
Figure 2a. The diagram is accurate for the result automatically
computed, but we have edited it to omit some details for
readability (ﬁelds of tables and primary key relationships, for
example). In this diagram, Table 1 is associated to Person
and Employee classes, which are being mapped by the union
superclass strategy. Separate tables are associated to both
Student and Manager classes, according to the union subclass
strategy. Finally, application of the joined subclass strategy
leads to a separate table for Clerk with a foreign key, omitted
in the diagram, to its superclass corresponding table.
To enumerate the space of mappings for the given object
model, we use the genericMixedStrategy, with the set of
classes within the hierarchy as inputs. This generic strategy
lets the automatic model ﬁnder, here Alloy, to choose for each
class any of the ﬁne-grained strategies and to see whether
their combinations applied to classes within the hierarchy is
satisﬁable or not. Alloy guarantees that all computed mapping
candidates conform to the rules implied by mapping predicates
formalizing correctness constraints.
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Fig. 3. Mapping diagram for Figure 2a derived automatically based on mixed
mapping strategies of union superclass, joined subclass and union subclass

We used a PC with an Intel Core i5 2.67 Ghz processor
and 4 GB of main memory, and leveraged SAT4J as the SAT
solver during the experiments. Given all the speciﬁcations and
mapping constraints, Spacemaker using the Alloy Analyzer
then generate 760,000 mapping candidates, assess them, and
reduce them to 40 equivalence classes, in less than 10 seconds.
The spider diagram, shown in Figure 4, illustrates the 6dimensional “quality measures” for two mapping candidates
represented in Figure 2. To display quality measures in one
diagram, we normalized the values.
According to the diagram, if the designer opts for the
resource utilization, the mapping depicted in Figure 2a would
be a better option. More speciﬁcally, with respect to the ANV
metric, representing additional storage space in terms of null
values, the mapping of Figure 2b requires more wasted space.
This is because instances of four different classes, namely
Person, Student, Employee and Clerk, are stored together in a
shared table. Thus, each row in the shared table that represents
an instance of the Student class, for example, contains a null
value at each relational ﬁeld corresponding to the other classes.
On the other hand, if the designer opts for maintainability and
performance, the mapping depicted in Figure 2b would be a
better choice. More precisely, the mapping of Figure 2a negatively affects the NCRF metric reﬂecting the effort required
to adapt the relational schema. This is partly because applying
the UnionSubclass strategy results in duplication of relational
ﬁelds. With respect to the TATI metric which is a performance
indicator of polymorphic database queries, this mapping also
poses performance problems.
Focusing on the second hypothesis, to test that Spacemaker
is able to handle also non-trivial OR mappings, we select an
object model of a real ecommerce system [13]. This object
model, shown in Figure 1, represents a common architecture
for the kind of open source and commercial ecommerce
systems. It includes 15 classes connected by 9 associations
and consists of 7 inheritance relationships.
Without decomposition, the Alloy Analyzer ran out of
memory before synthesizing the whole space of mapping

Fig. 4. Multi-dimensional quality measures for two mapping candidates
represented in Figure 2

alternatives. Given the splitting algorithm, we decompose the
object model to three sub-models and feed them into the
Spacemaker. Figure 5 represents the results.
ObjectModel
Product
Asset
Order
Fig. 5.

Solutions
137,000
124,000
93,000

Eq.Classes
67
31
31

T [min]
46
1>
16

Ecommerce Experiment performance statistics.

Interpretation of data shows that similar to the former
experiment, the synthesis time for the Asset sub-model is in
the order of seconds, but for the other two sub-models is in the
order of minutes. This is mainly because in the former case, the
analyzer just considers inheritance mapping strategies as there
are no associations in those models, while in the other models
the constraints of both inheritance and association mapping
strategies are involved. So it takes more time for the model
ﬁnder to generate satisfying solutions for them.
As Spacemaker solves sub-models separately, the constraint
solving bottleneck depends on the largest sub-model to solve.
Although the number of valid solutions is high, i.e. hundreds
of thousands of satisﬁable solutions, Spacemaker is able
to generate quality equivalence classes of mappings in an
acceptable amount of time, which conﬁrms that the proposed
synthesis technology is feasible.
Discussion
This work shows that ORM strategies can be formalized and
implemented as executable speciﬁcations, and that Spacemaker
can automatically synthesize and prune the space of mapping
alternatives in an effective manner. Our formal recapitulations
of previous studies also reveals some problems. For example, the referential integrity constraint in Figure 2b, is not
mentioned in the source paper [8], but exists in the mapping
speciﬁcations automatically derived using Spacemaker. Our
discovery of such inconsistencies provides an example of how
our formal synthesis technique can help designers in an errorprone task of developing OR mappings.
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Overall, this work appears to support the idea that shifting
the responsibility of ﬁnding an optimized mapping speciﬁcation from technicians —who better understand mapping
strategies, their implications, and techniques for mapping
object models to relational models— to the domain experts,
more aware of requirements and speciﬁcations is a plausible
aspiration.
IV. R ELATED W ORK
We can identify in the literature two categories of work that
are closely related to our research. The ﬁrst one concerns the
research that deals with deriving database-centric implementations from Alloy speciﬁcation. The second one encompasses
all works that have been done in the object-relational mapping
research area.
Focusing on the ﬁrst category, Krishnamurthi et al. [12]
proposed an approach to reﬁne Alloy speciﬁcations into PLT
Scheme implementations with special focus on persistent
databases. Cunha and Pacheco [4] are similarly focused on
translating a subset of Alloy into the corresponding relational
database operations. These works share with ours an emphasis
on using formal methods. However, our work differs in its
focus on separating application description from other independent design decisions, such as choices of OR mapping
strategies. Furthermore, we use Alloy not only to specify the
object model, but also to model the spaces of OR mappings
consistent with both the given object model and choice mapping strategy, and to automate the mapping process.
Regarding the second area, a large body of work has focused
on object-relational mapping strategies and their impacts to
address the impedance mismatch problem [3], [9], [11], [14].
Among others, Philippi [14] categorized the mapping strategies in a set of pre-deﬁned quality trade-off levels, which are
used to develop a model driven approach for the generation
of OR mappings. Cabibbo and Carosi [3] also discussed more
complex mapping strategies for inheritance hierarchies, in
which the various strategies can be applied independently
to different parts of a multi-level hierarchy. We share the
same problem domain with these approaches, but our focus
is on automating formal derivation of equivalence classes of
mapping speciﬁcations.
Drago et al. [6] also considered OR mapping strategy as
one of the variation points in their work on feedback provisioning. They extended the QVT-relations language with annotations for describing design variation points, and provided a
feedback-driven backtracking capability to enable engineers to
explore the design space. While this work is concerned with
the performance implications of choices of per-inheritancehierarchy OR mapping strategies, it does not really attack the
problem that we are addressing, namely the automated and
exhaustive synthesis of the equivalence classes of mixed OR
mapping speciﬁcations.
V. CONCLUSION

mismatch problem, little has been done on automated support for the derivation of mapping speciﬁcations for ORM
frameworks. In this paper, we presented a novel approach that
substantially supports automatic generation of such mapping
speciﬁcations to deliver the quality of expert-hand-crafted
mappings and the productivity beneﬁts of fully automated
techniques. This approach ultimately promises to reduce the
engineering personnel costs involved in producing high-quality
modern software systems. The new mapping approach exposes
many interesting research challenges. These challenges include
exploring symmetry breaking techniques customized for the
speciﬁc domain of OR mappings to reduce the size of the
solution space and integrating the mapping compiler with
industrial object-relational mapping tools.
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liveries of usable and valuable software that incrementally
integrates all the required functionalities. However, the lack
of a big picture to guide the development process towards
well def ned goals may lead to harmful inconsistencies such
as regressions or substitution mismatches. Model driven engineering (MDE) promotes models as the main artifacts to
capture both requirements and the designed solution. They
are used, via automated or assisted transformations, to create the implementation of the system. MDE concentrates
developers’ efforts on the early development steps, trying to
specify once and then generate implementations to various
target technologies or execution frameworks, skipping, as
much as possible, tedious repetitive design or coding tasks.
MDE provides an effective support to capture the big picture of a specif cation and reason about design decisions.
However, MDE does not yet fully support disciplined incremental development. Indeed, non regression is often prevented by the means of tests [7]. MDE lacks formal tools to
perform behavioral model verif cations.
This paper advocates that it is possible to combine the
advantages of both trends by providing tools to compare the
behavior specif cations of increments and evaluate the existence of ref nement relations in order to verify the global
consistency of the development process. This enables incremental but disciplined development processes, supported
by tools that provide guidance to enforce consistency. UML
state machines are used as a uniform means to model behaviors throughout the development process, from initial, partial and abstract specif cations, that interpret requirements
as functionalities, to detailed designs, that fully def ne system dynamics. This way, incremental behavior specif cation
and design schemes can be proposed thanks to three relations, that we have adapted from process algebra literature
to state machines in previous work [17]:

Abstract
Incremental development is now state of the practice. Indeed, it is promoted from the rational unified process to agile development methods. Few methods however guide software developers and architects in doing so. For instance,
no tool is proposed to verify the non-regression of functionalities, modeled as behavior specifications, between increments. This work helps to incrementally specify software
functionalities using UML state machines. It provides an
on-the-fly evaluation of a specified behavior as compared
to that of previous increments. The proposed contribution
is based on two formally specified relations that are proved
to preserve refinement when composed. Architects and developers are free to choose their preferred behavior specification strategy by iteratively applying them, so as to develop the required functionalities, having at each step the
benefit of a formal non-regression checking to guide the
global specification process. Our proposal is implemented
in a proof-of-concept tool and illustrated by a didactic casestudy.
Keywords: UML state machines, incremental development, agile methods, state machine verification, conformance relations, refinement.

1. Introduction
The evolution of software system development processes
currently follows two apparently contradictory main trends.
Agile and extreme programming promote fast development
of small increments that will altogether constitute the expected complete software [3]. These development methods are very popular as they are concrete, foster the sense
of achievement among development teams and best satisfy
clients as well as stakeholders by early, fast and regular de-

• the behavior extension relation (noted ext) captures
the fact that a machine adds behaviors to another one,
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without impeding existing mandatory behaviors.

The system delivers goods after the customer inserts the
proper credit into the machine. Goods are drinks, but could
also be cookies. Optionally, a technician can shutdown the
machine with a special code. When used by a customer (not
a technician), the system runs continuously. An important
feature is that the system must not steal the user: if the customer has not inserted enough money, changes his mind or
if the system is empty, the system refunds the user.

• the behavior restricted reduction relation (noted redr)
captures the fact that a machine does not add extra observable behaviors and that mandatory behaviors are
preserved: non observable behaviors may be detailed
and optional behaviors may be removed.
• the behavior refinement relation (noted reﬁnes) links
an abstract machine to a more concrete one and enforces that all the mandatory behaviors specif ed in
the abstract machine are preserved in the ref ned one.
Some optional behaviors may be removed, while new
observable ones may be added, provided they do not
conf ict with existing ones.

Figure 1: Informal specif cation
signer produces several intermediate state machines (Figure 2). He starts from mandatory behaviors, considering
coin and cancel signals only. Hence, the Minimal Machine
is a rather stupid machine, which specif es that after any
amount of coins, the user can be refunded and that is the
only thing he can ask for. The drink signal is always ignored. In the second NeverEmpty Machine, the designer
adds the ability to react to the drink signal, in some cases
after the coin signal. At that time, the user can still be refunded. If he chooses a drink, the machine will eventually
distribute it and give him his money back. Note that this
machine is nondeterministic1.

These relations are going to serve as a basis for the incremental development of behavior models. The idea of the
paper is that they altogether form a formal yet not constraining means to evaluate the consistency of artifacts produced
when using agile development processes.
Whichever relations are composed, the latter machines
are guaranteed to be conform implementations of the formers. When none of theses relations can be asserted between
two successive machines, a rupture is detected in the ref nement process. This paper advocates for a guided revision
mechanism that helps analyze the cause of the inconsistency and decide which machine should be modif ed: either
the proposed implementation may be erroneous, or the abstract machine may be over-specif ed and impossible to be
properly implemented. Once this ambiguity is resolved, the
system might also help designers propagate involved corrections to other machines so as to establish the required relations. These two cases show how composing the restricted
reductions and extensions might constitute an agile but disciplined method for specifying the behavior of systems.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes a didactic motivating example that is used
as an illustration throughout the paper. Section 3 presents
our proposal. It describes the three proposed relations
we choose to support state machine development and then
presents how they can be used to support an agile development scenario. Section 4 discusses our approach against
state of the art before concluding in Section 5 with some
perspectives.

2. NeverEmpty Machine

1. Minimal Machine

coin
coin

Ready

Ready

coin

coin

Choose

cancel
cancel

cancel

drink

MoneyBack

MoneyBack

DrinkDelivery

do / giveChange

do / giveChange

do / giveDrink

3. Realistic Machine

4’. Maintainable Machine
coin

coin

Ready
cancel

Ready

do / verifyStock

when(exhausted)

coin
Choose

OutOfStock

cancel
cancel

drink

coin

MoneyBack

DrinkDelivery

MoneyBack

DrinkDelivery

do / giveChange

do / giveDrink

do / giveChange

do / giveDrink

5. Multi-choice Realization
coin [else]

coin [else]
Ready

Ready
cancel

cancel

do / verifyStock

when(exhausted)

coin [enoughMoney]
Choose

OutOfStock

MoneyBack
do / giveChange

do / verifyStock

when(exhausted)

coin [enoughMoney]
Choose

coin

coin

OutOfStock
cancel

cancel
cancel

Informal specification of a Vending Machine.
The
specif cation a Vending Machine (Figure 1) contains
mandatory parts (refund the customer unless goods are obtained), as well as optional parts (maintenance, cookies).

do / shutdown

Choose

OutOfStock
drink

4. Realistic Realization

2. Motivating example

Maintenance

coin

when(exhausted)
coin

cancel
cancel

getOpCode

do / verifyStock

cancel

drink

cancel

drink

cookies

DrinkDelivery

MoneyBack

GoodsDelivery

do / giveDrink

do / giveChange

do / giveGoods

Figure 2: Incremental development proposing several UML
state machines
The third Realistic Machine considers the fact that the
1 Although

nondeterminism is not allowed in UML, we consider that f nal models have to be deterministic, but that initial and intermediate models may be nondeterministic.

Successive UML state machines. In order to progressively design the behavior of this vending machine, the de-
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machine may be empty which should leave solely the cancel
action to the user. This machine describes every mandatory part of the above informal specif cation. Other features
(cookies and maintenance) are options. Hence, it can lead
to the concrete state machine (Realistic Realization) which
f xes the nondeterministic points and can be used as a basis for a f rst implementation. This concrete machine can
then be extended (Multi-choice Realization) to add the second choice of goods with the cookies signal. Alternatively,
from the third Realistic Machine, we could also extend the
behaviors and consider the getOpCode signal in the Ready
state. These development sequences show that concrete machines can be derived from intermediate abstract models,
which only describe the most important features. In that
sense, they obey an agile development process where simplif ed products are quickly produced. Machines 4 and 5
are called realizations since they are concrete, deterministic machines, which describe all the mandatory behaviors of
the informal requirements of Figure 1.

3. Relations to support incremental development processes
The verif cation technique we choose to satisfy these
properties is to compare models between them. This excludes the developer to separately describe liveness and
safety properties in an another language, as in [10]. At f rst,
we mainly focus on properties r1 , r2 , r3 and r4 .

3.1. Behavior conformance relation
Conformance testing methodologies proposed by
ISO [13] compare an implementation to a standard specif cation. Recommendations def ne mandatory and optional
parts. An implementation is in conformance to a specif cation if it has properly implemented all the mandatory parts
of that specif cation [19]. We consider conformance as our
reference behavior implementation relation.
Formalizing the conformance relation [5] consists in
comparing the event sets that must be accepted by the compared models, after any trace of the specif cation model. A
trace is a partial observable sequence of events and/or actions that the machine may perform. The set of traces of
an M machine is noted Tr(M ). An implementation model
conforms to a specif cation model if, after any trace of the
specif cation, any set of events that the specif cation must
accept, must also be accepted by the implementation model.
We refer to [14] for a study of this relation on Labeled Transition Systems (LTSs), and to our works [17] for an implementation technique and a translation from UML state machines to LTSs.
In the example of Figure 2, Tr(Minimal Machine) =
{coin∗ , (coin∗ .cancel)∗ }.
Minimal Machine must accept coin and cancel events after any trace σ ∈
Tr(Minimal Machine). This property is satisf ed by the
NeverEmpty Machine, which consequently conforms to
Minimal Machine.

Verification needs. Having such development scenarios
in mind, we focus on the following properties:
r1 : Implementation. At any step of a development process,
the resulting machine has to fulf ll the requirements expressed by the f rst specif cation model.
r2 : Liveness preservation. Liveness properties state a system has to react to some signals after precise signal
sequences. At any time, our example system must react to the cancel button and refund the user; after a
given sequence of coin signals and if the machine is
not empty, it must react to the drink button.
r3 : Progress. During the development process, when an
M  machine is supposed to be an extension of an M
machine, we want to be able to verify that any behavior offered by M is also offered by M  in the same
conditions.

NeverEmpty Machine conf Minimal Machine
The conformance relation is suited for implementation (r1
property) and liveness (r2 property). However, it is too
weak to guarantee progress and safety properties (r3 , r4 ),
and, since it is not transitive, it cannot answer property r5 .
It thus cannot be considered as a ref nement relation.

r4 : Safety preservation. Safety properties state that some
actions are forbidden. When an I machine is a restricted reduction of an M machine, we need to guarantee that I does not implement behaviors not described by M . On the example, delivering a product
that has not been paid for or delivering two products
instead of one are such forbidden actions.

3.2. Behavior refinement relation
Considering conf as an implementation relation, the ref nement relation (reﬁnes) is def ned as the largest relation
satisfying the following refinement property: For all machines M1 and M2 ,

r5 : Composability. When chaining extensions, we want
the result to be an extension of the initial machine, and
similarly for reductions. When combining extensions
and reductions, we need to know the relation between
the resulting machine and the initial one.

M2 reﬁnes M1 =⇒ ∀I, I conf M2 ⇒ I conf M1 .
The reﬁnes relation has the following properties:
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(1)

1. Minimal Machine

ext

2. NeverEmpty Machine

not refines

UML notations

A

B
B
specializes
A

A

B
B
realizes
A

A

B
B
does not
specialize nor
realize A

3. Realistic Machine

redr

ext

4’. Maintainable Machine

refines

redr

4. Realistic Realization

ext

5. Multi-choice Realization

Figure 3: Synthesis of relations
Analysis on the example. It appears that:
not(Realistic Machine reﬁnes NeverEmpty Machine) (4)
The Realistic Machine may refuse coin after the empty trace
ε, whereas NeverEmpty Machine must always accept coin.
Considering the development process proposed in Figure 2,
result (4) gives information to the designer. He has to answer the question whether the coin event must always be
accepted initially or may be refused, by forcing him to ask
for the cancel event. This point is not clear in the informal requirements (Figure 1). If the developer considers the
coin action is mandatory, he must correct Realistic Machine
by adding for instance a self-transition triggered by coin on
state OutOfStock. Otherwise, if coin can be refused when
the machine is empty, Realistic Machine is to be considered
as the new reference specif cation.
Figure 3 sums up relations ext, redr, and reﬁnes on the
six proposed machines. In an agile development process,
having proposed Realistic Realization model, the designer
can come back to Maintainable Machine, checking that the
following result (5) is satisf ed. Then, knowing result (3),
he can propose Multi-choice Realization and verify relation (6):
Maintainable Machine ext Realistic Machine
(5)
Multi-choice Realization ext Realistic Realization (6)

• reﬁnes ⊆ conf: reﬁnes can be used as an implementation relation (property r1 ) and inherits properties of the
conf relation, such as liveness preservation (property
r2 );
• it is transitive;
• If M2 reﬁnes M1 , for any trace σ of M2 which is not
a trace of M1 , M2 must refuse everything after σ.
This def nition of ref nement is large enough to encompass both notions of classical ref nement [2] and incremental constructions (extension).

3.3. Specialized behavior refinement relations
Extension. The extension relation is def ned by ext =def
reﬁnes ∩ ⊇T r , where, for two machines M1 and M2 ,
M2 ⊇T r M1 =def Tr(M2 ) ⊇ Tr(M1 ). The ext relation
inherits implementation and liveness preservation property
from reﬁnes (properties r1 , r2 ). It is moreover def ned to
satisfy the progress property (r3 ). The ext relation is a ref nement relation that reduces partiality and nondeterminism. In Figure 2, the NeverEmpty Machine offers the possibility to ask for a drink, without preventing the user from
doing something he could do with the Minimal Machine:
NeverEmpty Machine ext Minimal Machine
(2)
Restricted reduction. To overcome the fact that ext does
not preserve safety (one cannot know whether the drink action, which is new, is safe or not), restricted reduction is def ned by redr =def reﬁnes ∩ ⊆T r . redr inherits properties
from reﬁnes and adds safety preservation property (r4 ). redr
is very similar to classical ref nement (it reduces abstraction
and nondeterminism). In Figure 2, the RealisticRealization
is a reduction of the Maintainable Machine: the getOpCode
signal can be refused by Maintainable Machine after any
trace in {ε, coin∗ };
RealisticRealization redr Maintainable Machine
(3)
To summarize, we keep three ref nement relations which
are transitive and preserve liveness properties: reﬁnes is the
largest one, ext is the subset of reﬁnes ensuring progress
and redr is the subset of reﬁnes ensuring safety preservation. Our goal now is to study the composition (property r5 )
between these three relations.

3.4. Composing relations to support agile development processes
We call strategy the successive steps that a designer
chooses to achieve a development. With our disciplined
framework, this amounts to choose to add behaviors (horizontal ref nement) or details (vertical ref nement) to the
current behavior model, producing a new behavior model
that must verify an ext or a redr relation. Figure 4 shows
how an Agile development process can be managed as an
instantiation of such a strategy. From partial and abstract
requirements (S0 ), a specif cation of the f rst increment to
implement is def ned (S1 ). This specif cation is detailed
through several design steps to produce eventually an implementation model (S3 ). Then, a new increment is def ned
(S4 ), extending the previous, and so on, until all requirements are implemented. Thereafter, an evolution of the
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software, based on revised requirements (S7 ), can be developed as a new development process. A crucial issue is to
guarantee that the development process leads to conformant
implementations (for instance S3 as compared to S1 or S0 )
whereas only local consistency is stated by the ref nement
relations that are built between successive models. This implies to verify that ref nement relations can be composed
into implementation relations.

4. Discussion and related works
Process algebra implementation and refinement relations. In order to satisfy property r1 , we f nd a large number of behavior model comparison relations in the context of process algebras and LTSs. Milner’s observational
equivalence and congruence, based on bisimulations [18],
are well known relations to compare a detailed implementation model to an abstract specif cation model. Observational congruence can be considered as an implementation relation in a strong sense, where mandatory as well as
optional behaviors must be present in the implementation
model. They have been implemented in several toolboxes
such as [10]. Milner’s observational congruence preserves
safety and liveness. However, it does not satisfy the r3 property: observational congruence cannot be used in an incremental process.
An interesting result is that conformance is weaker
than Milner’s observational congruence: any observationaly
congruent models are also conformant. Hence, the reﬁnes
relation still distinguishes dangerous from harmless livelocks, as in Milner’s theory, which is not the case of Hoare’s
CSP ref nement relations [12].

Local composition. Locally, two ext and redr relations
commutatively compose reﬁnes relations:
(7)

redr ◦ ext = ext ◦ redr = reﬁnes

This result comes from the def nition of redr and the
properties of conf (see 3.2 and 3.3). As redr and ext relations are easier to check, it is interesting to deduce reﬁnes
relations from them.
Global composition. Globally, ext and redr relations
compose with reﬁnes relations as follows:
reﬁnes ◦ ext = ext ◦ reﬁnes = reﬁnes
reﬁnes ◦ redr = redr ◦ reﬁnes = reﬁnes

(8)
(9)

These two properties derive from the fact that for any
preorder A and any relation X ⊆ A, we have: A ◦ X =
X ◦ A = A.

Incremental construction versus refinement. Refinement has to be discussed since it has various interpretations.
It is a well-known and old concept [22] used in some reference works about state machine ref nement [1] or specif cation ref nement [2], where it is considered as a relation
for comparing two models in order to reduce non determinism and abstraction. This relation corresponds to a reduction: it consists in introducing details into models in order
to get an implementation model. It has been implemented
in languages such as B [2] and Z [8]. From our point of
view, founding a development process on such a relation
is restrictive. We prefer the def nition given by [4], in accordance with def nition 1 of section 3.2. Note that this
relation is called consistency in [14] and some researchers
of the UML community prefer this term rather than refinement. This def nition is interesting because it includes the
conventional ref nement based on reduction but does not exclude the extension of initial specif cations. The benef ts of
our approach compared to the conventional ref nement processes are manifold. It is close to the way of reasoning and
to the practice of designers to f nalize complex models. It
is close to agile processes to allow rapid delivery of highquality software meeting f rst requirements of customers. It
attests the feasibility of a f rst implementation model before
enhancing it to get the f nal one. Finally, it might help to
support evolution because “systems, and consequently their
design, are in perpetual evolution before they die” [15].

iterations
S7

concretization levels

S0

S1

S4

S8

S2

S5

S9

S3

S6

S10

realization
(redr)

specialization
(ext)

Figure 4: Instantiation of an Agile development process
Applied to the example, result (10) is inferred from computed relations (3), (6) and by property (7):
Multi-choice Realization reﬁnes Maintainable Machine
(10)
With property (9), we also conclude that:
Multi-choice Realization reﬁnes Realistic Machine (11)
Such calculations provide an effective support to agile development. At any step, designers can freely choose their
preferred strategy and leverage inferred relations to carry
on development.

Related approaches for analyzing state machine consistency. Few works deal with incremental development of
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state machines. [6] addresses the problem at architecture
level (state machine assembly). [9] does alike and guides
assembling with rules.
Works about state machines verif cation have to be mentioned despite their different objectives, as they focus on
consistency between a software and its specif cation. Many
works are based on model checking techniques. UML is
thus transformed into the modeling language of the model
checking tool: it can be PROMELA to use SPIN as it is
done in [16] or LTSs to use JACK as in [11]. Some works
analyze consistency using pre and post-conditions as it is
done in [4] using the Z formalism. Lastly, consistency can
be expressed through transformations as it is done for refactoring in [21]. Such techniques require to explicitly express
liveness properties.

[6]
[7]

[8]
[9]
[10]

5. Conclusions and future works
In this paper, we address the issue of the incremental
construction of state machines to support agile development
processes. It implies a composition of successive vertical
and horizontal ref nements that must globally achieve a consistent implementation of the initial software specif cation.
The study of existing works points out that these two aspects are never considered as a whole, despite they are key
points to def ne development strategies.
We demonstrated the computational feasibility of our
proposal by developing a JAVA tool named IDCM (Incremental Development of Conforming Models). It implements the verif cation of conf, ext, redr and reﬁnes relations [17] by transforming UML state machines into LTSs
and analyzing their relations. Analysis provides designers
with feedback about detected warnings or errors.
Beyond the several experimented case studies, we plan to
evaluate our proposal and tool on full size projects. We also
currently study the adaptation of this work to componentbased architectures, in other words to coarse-grained, reusecentered development approaches, to address complexity
and scalability issues.

[11]

[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]

[18]
[19]
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organizational knowledge produced during the software
development lifecycle (SDLC) must be recognized as a
valuable asset and leveraged to meet objectives.

Abstract—Information technology organizations often
assume that to improve knowledge sharing, a knowledge
management system must be independently developed or
purchased.
Also often assumed is the idea that
implementing tools for knowledge sharing will provide a
foundation for the evolution of processes and culture
that support knowledge sharing. The intent of this
research is to illustrate that an effective approach to
increased knowledge sharing and collaboration must
consider first the processes that make up a knowledge
workers daily context, and the knowledge that supports
that workflow. Organization of people and process must
be considered in order for knowledge creation to be
efficient and effective.
Keywordsimprovement

knowledge
I.

management;

II.

BACKGROUND

While software development shares many characteristics
with other engineering disciplines, it prese nts new
challenges due to its relian ce on the knowledge and
creativity of individual software developers and their
interactions. In addition to the engineering aspects of
software development, cognitive aspects and human activity
must be considered. The development of a software system
requires integration of knowledge from a variety of sources.
Software development can be thought of as “t
he
crystallization of knowledge into the software systems” [5].
With a global software development model, the gathering
of requirements may involve a co -located team of a nalysts
and users. B usiness requirements must be tra nslated to
software requirements specifications, leading ultimately to
development work which may be perf ormed by a team
located separately from the team
that worke d on
requirements analysis and development. Throughout the
software development process, knowledge producer and
consumer roles emerge.
A Software Requirements Specification (SRS) is
produced that includes all re quirements needed by the
developers to address the business requirements. The SRS
must be reviewed to validate that it meets the business need
as defined, with traceability to the business requirements
documented. The de velopment and infrastructure support
teams should collaborate to confirm if the SRS is feasible
and verifiable. The SRS is typically used to validate
technical designs, code, and test cases.
The importance of the software architecture design which
documents the com ponents and t heir connectors that
comprise a software system should not be ignored.
Typically all t he knowledge regarding the design decisions
on which the architecture is based are implicitly embedded
in the architecture. This lack of explicit representation leads
to increased complexity, a high cost of making changes, and
design erosion. In the design phase, the main concern is on
which design decision should be made. In the coding phase,

process

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge has becom e increasingly releva nt for
organizations since the shift from an industrial economy to a
global, decentralized, and knowledge-based econom y.
Organizations now work, compete, and cooperate on a
worldwide scale [1]. T oday, employees are often
geographically separated within a si ngle city or on
a
corporate campus. Loss of knowledge in the ha ndoff of
work products is an area of concern. Offices in different
locations may use different terminology and tools, making
knowledge sharing across departmental boundaries a
challenge [2]. A variety of technologies have been
employed to attempt to close t his communication gap
including company intranets, directories, and groupware [3].
When applied to software engineering, knowledge
management deals with a wide domain including projec t
management, communication with clients and e nd users,
problem solving, c ode reuse, staff development, and
maintenance and support. Project success rates continue to
be an area of concern, and one reason given for repeated
failures is that organizations do not adequately use existing
experience to avoid prior mistakes. This occurs when
knowledge created during a project is not captured or shared
for later use [4].
To avoid this continuous cycle,
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it is often important t o know why certain decisions have
been made [6].
A.

in these informal communications is challenging. Informal
communication in communities can be promoted through
the use of social networks and expert lists. The willingness
of each person to participate is critical to success [5]. By
integrating a co mmunity-based environment with a
traditional knowledge repository approach, both tacit and
explicit knowledge sharing is encouraged and supported.
Communities of practice, informal networks of
individuals with shared interests, objectives, and social
networks highlight the important link between social capital
and knowledge resources in effecti ve knowledge
management. A community of practice refers to the process
of social learning that occurs and the shared practices that
emerge when people with common goals interact. A similar
concept is a community of interest, a group of people who
share a common interest. Communities reflect the “interests
and/or expertise of people that are free t o join one or more
communities for:
receiving help on specific
fields;
recommending or publishing a ny piece of information;
informally discussing on th emes; rating or inserting
comments on elements; and so on” [9]. A community
workspace may contain formal documents and informal
comments. A software project may be tied to se veral
communities. By und erstanding how these communities
can successfully maintain and s hare knowledge, the
potential exists to greatly e nhance sharing of knowle dge
[10]. Marks et. al. argue that th e stronger an individual
identifies with a group, the more apt that person is to share
information [11].

Codification of Knowledge

Explicit knowledge is represented i n a way that is easil y
transferred from one person to another. Data files, reports,
and other physical representations of knowledge are
explicit. Taci t knowledge is the knowledge that people
maintain inside themselves and is harder to formalize. It is
inferred through the behaviors of indivi duals. Access to
tacit knowledge is typ ically obtained through personal
contact and trust.
Nonaka describes how organizational a nd individual
knowledge are created through continuous dialogue among
individuals involving their tacit and explicit knowledge [7].
Organizational knowledge is created in a continual cycle
through: socialization, intern alization, externalization, and
combination. These four modes of knowledge creation are
described in Table 1.
TABLE I.
From Tacit
From Explicit

MODES OF KNOWLEDGE CREATION

To Tacit
Socialization
Internalization

To Explicit
Externalization
Combination

With socialization, the key to gaining tacit knowledge is
some form of shared experience through interactions with
individuals. The tacit-to-tacit socialization mode is initiated
when a group of people forms and int eraction begins.
Externalization encompasses the conversi on of tacit to
explicit knowledge and is trigg
ered through the
documentation of shared tacit knowl edge and new
knowledge. This explicit know ledge is com bined with
existing data and available knowledge in the combination
mode, forming new concepts and concrete knowledge.
Internalization involves explicit to tacit knowledge; learning
occurs when participants translate explicit knowledge
gained into forms of individual tacit knowledge [7].
The combination mode of knowledge creation can b e
demonstrated through the engineering of new knowledge
from existing knowledge s ources. Lee et al. described the
use of knowledge engineering to visualize complexity in the
software engineering domain. This experience showed the
value of knowledge engineered from legacy application
metadata [8]. The goal of determining the risk as sociated
with each application was reali zed and successfully applied
to modernization strategy planning, supporting the goal of
reducing complexity in domains with high business risk.
Knowledge engineering of application meta-data into
estimates of resource impact and potential risks and costs is
applicable in a wide array of problem domains [8].
B.

C.

Knowledge Sharing Philosophy

Ezingeard et. al. discuss the importance of building a
knowledge sharing culture as a foundation. The knowledge
management sandcone in Fi g. 1 demonstrates this conce pt
[12] [13].

Personalization of Knowledge
Figure 1. A depiction of the knowledge management sandcone concept
[12].

Informal discussions represent a very important form of
knowledge sharing where cross-fertilization of knowledge
occurs. Finding a way to capture the knowledge exchange
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Appropriate processes m ust support a knowledge-shari ng
culture, and then the technology layer ca n be implemented
to facilitate the acquisition and distribution of knowledge
[13].
Kock and Daviso n underlined the importance of pro cess
improvement in the knowledge management domain [14].
They concluded t hat using sim ple asynchronous
collaborative technologies to support process improvement
initiatives is likely to stim ulate knowledge sharing am ong
participants in cross-functiona l organizational processes.
Through process improvement activities, knowledge sharing
will increase with no extra resource commitment required
from the or ganization other than that already committed to
support process im provement activities [14]. Jennex and
Olfman address this aspect with their KMS Success Factors,
supporting work processes that incorporate knowledge
capture and use [15].
III.

improving first contact res olution and reducing the
need to as k and respond to the same questions
repeatedly.
Work was conducted in two phases. The second phase
was developed based on re flections from phase one and a
new cycle research question. Data was collected before and
after action events in a variety of form ats including
observations and discussions with subjects. Statistics were
gathered regarding access of individual intranet pages.
A.

Phase 1

The cycle research question for the first phase was asked
as follows. In what ways will an i ntranet user portal that
provides a consolidated and coordinated view to knowledge
artifacts and knowledge owners lead to increased knowledge
sharing and improved collaboration across IT teams?
A knowledge hub was developed with a primary goal of
promoting multi-way dialogue between stakeholders. An
intranet-based portal enabled identification of user profiles
and leveraged skill set inventories to facilitate knowing who
and knowing who knows what [17].
Results were mapped to top KMS Success Factors,
defined by Jennex and Olfman [15] as follows. The
developed solution met the success factor calling for
an
integrated technical infrast ructure through a knowledge
sharing portal that integrated technologies curre
ntly
available into the knowledge workers’ daily work context.
Sources of explicit knowledge were presented, along wi th
author and storage formats for documents, partially meeting
the success factor expectation of ide ntifying users, sources,
processes, and storage strategy. The intranet-based interface
provided an easy to use view of frequently used documents
as well as extended search
capability which included
artifacts in the doc ument repository. T his addressed the
success factor of having an enterprise -wide and easy t o
understand structure with search, retrieval, and visualization
functions. A m ost important result is that additional
management support, another key success factor, was
gained in support of continuing the study [15].
The concept of sharing knowledge about team members’
interest and expertise was well-received by the participants
interviewed. Leveraging communities of interest along with
proactive notification of know ledge availability based on
user profiles were documented requirements for future
consideration [17].
A drawback to the a pproach in the first c ycle was t hat
development work, while m inimal, required dedicated
highly skilled resources which in turn could not be secured
without management approval. C ompetition for
development resources is fi erce and allocation of these
resources to further knowledge sharing cannot be reasonably
prioritized over support for revenue generating business
system support. An approach of converging technology to
improve knowledge sharing, without the need for h ighly
sought-after development resources, was considered for
cycle two.

THE EXPERIMENT

The original context chosen for this research consisted of
the activities requi red to define, analyze, and achieve the
non-functional requirements of a software system. Through
participatory action researc h, the primary author was
embedded in t he environment within which direct actions
were taken to improve the performance within the target IT
community, with observation of the effects of those changes
[16].
Research was conducted within the IT department of a
large Fortune 100 company over a period of two years. The
context of the research project was in itially defined as t he
flow of knowledge between infrastructure support teams and
other stakeholders with particular focus on acti
vities
required to d efine, analyze, and achieve the non-functional
requirements of a s oftware system. No knowledge
management strategy was employed in t his environment.
Documents were st ored in a variety of sources, with no
single point of access. Previously, the re were internal
efforts within small groups to im prove collaboration
through the use of Wiki and intranet portals. With
employees given temporary and rotating assignments across
projects, finding a point of contact for a pa rticular
knowledge area is often challenging [17].
Interviews were conducted across business, softwa re
development, and infrastructure support departments. T he
purpose of the interviews was to ca pture how stakeholders
perceive knowledge sharing and process effectiveness
within and across team s. Based on gaps identified through
the interviews, the anticipated benefits to be realized by
improved knowledge management were identified as
follows:
x improved communication across SDLC stakeholders,
x consolidation of knowledge about infrastructure
activities impacting development and business
teams, and
x simplification of all st
akeholder interactions
regarding non-functional software requirements by
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As the researcher became more embedded in the
problem domain, observations revealed that a lack of justin-time knowledge during processes related to the
movement of application s oftware to production caused
process delays and degraded communication to upstrea m
and downstream stakeholders. When participants in the
process did not have the knowledge needed to execute their
step in th e process, the process stalled and often additional
team members were brought into the situation. This
increase in time and number of human resources i ncreases
the cost of e xecuting the process. Tac it knowledge is
created and shared during process execution, as well a s
creation of new explicit knowledge.
B.

identified as one to six m onths depending on the tec hnical
requirements of t he project and the individuals involved.
With multiple handoff points, there was increased time and
the potential for error i ntroduced. The process was very
human-intensive, so progression was directly dependent on
the availability, responsiveness, and knowledge of each
person in the process.
Resulting recommendations for process improvement
following evaluation of this phase included the following:
x Reduce the number of a nalysts involved. By
combining roles, handoffs between project
initiation and implementation is eli minated. This
also increases the likelih ood that the inform ation
and
knowledge
used
for
infrastructure
configuration and setup is m ore accurate, as the
same person has accountability from the beginning
of the process until the end.
x Automate data collection th roughout the process
cycle. T his ensures consistency of data collected
across process iterations. It a lso ensures that input
received across project im plementations will be
shared.

Phase 2

Based on the results of the first cycle, the second cycle
research question was defined as: How will organizational
and process changes increase knowledge sharing and
collaboration both within infrastructure support team s and
between those teams and ot her software engineering
stakeholders?
For this phase, the scope chosen was the set of activities
required to move an application from one data center to a
new primary data center on a different set of ph ysical
infrastructure. Frequently, applications must make coding or
other changes to adhere to new technology standards that
are instituted at the new center. The process of bringing
business applications up to those new standards was chosen
as a very specific area withi n which to study and attem pt to
improve team collaboration and knowledge sharing.
Specific deliverables of t he process included the following
artifacts: a tec hnical architecture requirements document, a
technical architecture design that includes required
infrastructure, and an envi ronment build docum ent that
documents configuration re quirements for syst em
administrators to follow when building machines for the
target application.
Problems with this process included frequent handoffs,
lost time when information is s hared but not receive d,
sequential steps, bottlenecks, and multiple points of contact.
All of these problems are barri ers to knowledge sharing.
Improvements to the process are e xpected to reduce cycle
time for the process, reduce error, increase satisfaction both
with the development teams and the infrast ructure support
teams, and i ncrease knowledge sharing and collaboration
between subject matter experts and between service
providers and their internal customers.
While participating in t he process im provement
activities, the role of the acti on researcher in this study was
to contribute to the de sign of a collaborative technology to
support a stre amlined process. A n important part of this
process analysis was analyzing the data flows in and ou t of
the process.
An i nventory exercise was conducted,
identifying what data and inform ation was needed at each
point in the fl ow of the process. Data owne rs and data
receivers were also ide ntified. T he process timeline was

IV.

CONCLUSION

Observations in the first cycle revealed that, in a
n
environment where revenue generating applications are
given priority for development resources, limited support
for development of a knowledge sharing system is available.
A creative framework that utilizes existing technology with
minimal development for a very specific problem domain is
the most effective way to address cross-boundary
knowledge sharing concerns. However, to be most effective
the scope must be bounded by specific functional processes,
which are the ties that bind a community of practice.
In addition to the technology layer, an effective approach
to increased knowledge sharing and col laboration must
consider the multiple processes that m ake up a knowledge
workers daily context, and the knowledge that must flow in
order to support that workfl ow. The organization of people
and process must be considered in order for kn owledge
creation to be efficient and effective. The layers in the
knowledge management sandcone depicted in Fig. 1 should
be reordered as shown in Fig. 2. P rocess must first enable
knowledge sharing, with organizational changes considered
a part of process improvement. T he technology layer c an
then be applied. Only then is th ere enablement for cu ltural
change.
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After the initial pitch, a design team is created in order to
further plan the look and feel of the game. T his requires
many revisions to the game design document. It is
imperative that the design document express the ideas of the
design team as clearly as possible because from this
document the development team will later create a software
requirements document.
In the production phase, the design document is ha nded
off to the development team. The team starts by taking the
design document that was created in preproduction and then
formally creating an SRS. Requirements such as art, music,
levels, artificial intelligence , and ot her factors are al l
considered.
When this document is co mpleted the
information must be shared through the entire development
team in order to actually start implementation.
In
implementation, all art, m usic, code, and other assets are
actually created from the SRS. Post implementation, the
development team is still tasked with controlling
maintenance for any discovered e rrors in the gam e. The
entire game team is expected to also reflect and record the
positive and negative aspects of the project [19].
As in any software design and development process, a
large amount of knowledge must be shared in order to create
an accurate design and implem entation that m eets the
customers’ expectations. If the integrity of knowledge is
not preserved during t he game design a nd development
process, the resulting game is not likely to satisfy the
original vision and intent.
The most critical area of knowledge sharing that, poorly
handled, could cause the most damage to a game
development project is the shift f rom pre-production to
production. Problems may arise i n the creation of t he
requirements document by translating t he game design
document into m ore specific and technical term s. Even
though the game design document is written as specificall y
as possible, the development team can still misinterpret the
meaning of what was documented. It is true that the
development team can meet with the design team and try to
completely understand the true meaning in the game design
document, but this causes a delay in the start of
implementation which can be detrimental to the proj ect. It
is also possible for the team to create an incorrect SRS a nd
begin development using t his document. This can cause a
delay in product release [18].
At any point during coding, the development team may
encounter a situation where ideas of the design team cannot
be actually implemented in a way that would is consi dered
enjoyable to a user. When this occurs, the information must
be shared with the design team and t hen the design
document must be update d to re flect any changes . A fter
that the requir ements document must be update d to re flect
the same changes. Within this cascading flow of updates to
project information, there is much opportunity for error a nd
miscommunication [19].
The differences in the game design a nd development
process from more traditional so ftware development offers

Figure 2. Reordered layers of the knowledge management sandcone.

The recommended strategy for knowledge sharing resulting
from this study includes:
x IT organizations must recognize the im portance of
processes and the direct impact a process can have
on the effectiveness of a co
llaborative
environment.
x IT organizations should develop a knowledg e
management strategy fr om a com munity of
practice perspective.
Through workflow
automation, a repository of bu siness rules and
knowledge essential to process
flow can be
developed for the participants in a defined
community with common goals.
x IT Organizations should identify and use existing
technologies to facilitate
knowledge sharing
without introducing a new toolset.
V.

FUTURE WORK

Callele, et. al. describe how s oftware engineering in the
context of video game development is not well understood,
thus the application of proces s improvement to this dom ain
is limited. W ith a d iverse set o f roles in the game
development process, the application of th e knowledge
sharing recommendations presented here is an opport unity
[18].
The game development process can be br oken down into
two large phases: pre-production and
production. Pr eproduction involves all required tasks to create the gam
e
before actual coding starts. Production involves all tasks that
are required to implement the game. In the beginnin g of the
pre-production phase, the lead gam
e designer m ust
successfully create and share the idea of what the game
should become. A game design document is created by the
lead designer t o help c onvey these ideas. This doc ument,
which expresses the gam e concept in a non-technical
manner, is referred to throughout the entire gam
e
development process.
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an opportunity to apply recommended knowledge sharing
improvement practices. Callele et. al. supports the idea that
process improvement will increase the likelihood that
knowledge is captured and disseminated when needed [18].
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relationships based on lexical patterns [7][8]. Meanwhile,
others are looking for extraction of isA relationships from more
specialized sources such as Wikipedia, YAGO or DBpedia
[9][10][11][12].

Abstract—Automatic acquisition of isA relationships is an
important process in knowledge engineering, with significant
applications in natural language processing and software
engineering. Until now, most research on searches for isA
relationships has been based on the lexical patterns in free text.
While the precision of this strategy is generally high, the recall is
low. This paper proposes a new source from which isA
relationships may be acquired: web tables that come with table
titles. A number of natural language processing methods are
proposed for extracting the label from the table title that most
accurately annotates a group of column/row headers,
independent of the domain to which they belong. Experiments
were conducted on summary tables from Statistics Canada and
Statistics Austria, which show our extraction algorithm achieving
an accuracy of 92%.

This paper investigates a new source where isA
relationships are automatically and accurately discovered,
namely tables published on the Web. A column in a table
contains words, i.e., hyponyms, the concept of which they
represent, which have an isA relationship with the concept
represented by the column header, i.e., the hypernym.
According to some estimates [13] there are roughly 100 million
data-rich tables on the Web. However, the column headers are
not precise enough; they might be very brief and might not lead
to important knowledge. In [12], column headers are ignored,
and the label describing the values in the column semantically
is derived from web searching.

Keywords-isA relationship; web tables; statistical tables;
WordNet; Natural Language Processing

I.

Here, the focus is on those web tables that come with table
titles, which include those published by public organizations
such as government agencies, particularly national statistical
agencies. The objective of this research is to show how
domain-independent isA relationships may be discovered from
these tables. These tables are more complex than tables
analyzed in [12]. Instead of multi-columns, as in most common
tables, they feature multi-dimensions, where each quantitative
item in the table is associated with a header from each
dimension. The set of all column and row headers can be
partitioned into a number of groups, each of which corresponds
to a particular dimension (see the example in Section II, which
gives a more details about the concept of multidimensional
tables). This work builds on our previous work [14], which
develops an algorithm for the partitioning of headers according
to the dimensions they belong to. In this paper, a scheme is
developed to acquire a label, mostly from the table title, that
forms the isA relationship with a given group of dimension
headers.

INTRODUCTION

An isA relationship is sustained between two concepts, say
X and Y, if concept Y can be generalized to concept X, or
equivalently concept X being a specialization of concept Y.
Symbolically, it is written as (X isA Y). As an example, dog
isA animal is a relationship between dog and animal such that
the concept dog may be generalized to the concept animal.
Linguistically, X is called a hyponym of Y, and Y a hypernym
of X. An isA relationship is transitive, which means if X can be
generalized to Y and Y to Z, then the isA relationship X isA Z
holds.
WordNet [1] is probably the best known and most popular
source of isA relationships. Besides applications of WordNet to
many problems in natural language processing [2], it has
become an important tool for information processing. In
particular, WordNet has been used for identifying semantic
similarity between keywords in matching documents in
information retrieval [3], and between attributes in matching
database schemas in schema integration [4][5].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
explains the background of this research, in particular the
terminology in table processing. Section III introduces the
summarization rule to determine whether the headers of a
dimension truly share a commonality for which a label can be
found. A general scheme to locate a label for a group of
headers is described in Section IV. Section V describes in

As popular as WordNet is, it is not without shortcomings.
The main concern about manually crafted semantic taxonomy,
such as WordNet, is its high cost in maintaining and extending
its coverage. Following a seminal paper [6] on automatically
extracting isA relationships from free text, a number of papers
have been published on automatic discovery of isA
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•

detail how to select the most appropriate label from a set of
candidate labels for a given group of headers, i.e., dimensions.
Experimental results are presented in Section VI. Section VII is
the conclusion and discussion of future work.
II.

The data region, i.e., the non-heading region of the
table, is populated with data cells containing numeric
data items. Each data cell is indexed horizontally by a
row header and vertically by a column header.

A careful design of a multidimensional table will enable a
human reader to associate a data item found in the data region
with a number of headers in the heading regions. For example,
the data item 6,279 is associated with three headers: Colon
(excluding rectum), Male, and 2003. Thus, this is a 3dimensional table, where the headers are partitioned into three
groups, or dimensions, which are:

INTRODUCING MULTIDIMENSIONAL TABLES

Multidimensional tables are designed with a specific
common layout that is standardized for readers. Fig. 1 shows
the main components of a multidimensional table, including the
table title, column/row headings, and data region.

•

Selected primary site of cancer: Colon (excluding
rectum), Rectum and rectosigmoid, Lung and
bronchus, Prostate, Breast.

•

Sex: Male, Female.

•

Year: 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007

Figure 1. The main components of a multidimensional table

•

The table title summarizes the information stored in the
table. Typically, titles are carefully prepared by a
professional organization. The table title usually
consists of two components: 1) description of the data
stored in the table cells, and 2) the labels for the
included dimensions. The title is used to inform readers
of the purpose of a particular table. According to
Finland Statistics articles [15], a table title has four
important elements: the title, which identifies the
population covered; the variables described in the table
and their classification; the time period of the
observations; and the units of measurement. In short,
the table title should provide a general description of
the table.

Figure 2. Sample of a statistical multidimensional table

Most multidimensional tables feature 3-4 dimensions. A
higher dimensional table is sometimes broken into a number of
lower dimensional tables. Due to lack of space, we will not
deal with table series here, although in [16] a scheme to handle
table series is described.

Often the title elements are connected together with a
preposition such as “by”, or with punctuation such as
commas. For example, in Fig. 2, “selected primary site
of cancer” and “sex” both follow the preposition “by”.
This may not always be the case, however, such as in
the table title “Workers who use an official language
most often or regularly at work, by province and
territory”, where one of the dimensions should be
labeled as “official language”. Still, the majority of the
dimension labels appear after the preposition.
•

For each dimension, there is a dimension name and a
number of dimension headers. Between the name and each
header is an isA relationship. While it is a relatively easy task
for humans, especially experienced readers, to partition the
headers into dimensions and derive a label from the table title
as the dimension name, it is a nontrivial job for a machine.
The algorithm described in [14] to extract the headers from
the row/column headings and partition them into dimensions
relies on the visual clues embedded in the multidimensional
table. Also [14] introduces a simple technique for assigning a
label to the dimensions, which is the column label associated
with the dimensional headers. Clearly, this simple technique is
not sufficiently accurate to uncover all isA relationships in the
table without access to the table title. For example, in Fig. 2 the
label “sex” will not be easily discovered as the dimension label,
since it is not found anywhere other than the table title. Much
of the present paper is to develop techniques to process the
table title as a natural language entity to search for a label for a
number of dimensions located by the algorithm described in
Sections IV and V.

Multidimensional tables have two kinds of headings:
the row heading and the column heading. The text
string contained in a cell in either heading is called a
header. The headers are displayed to the reader such
that they are recognized as what they stand for. For
example, Fig. 2 shows that some headers are associated
with data cells, while others are not. They can be
shown in different font types. These visual clues will
help the reader to comprehend the meaning. For
example, The “Males” header is associated with the
phrase “by sex” in the table title, while the header
“Total, all primary sites of cancer” is associated with
another part of the title.
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III.

VALIDATING THE DIMENSION HEADERS

10:
11:

In [14] the dimensions including their headers are extracted
according to visual clues. Nevertheless, our research found that
the dimension headers are not always in the same category and
hence should not be covered by the same label. Let us consider
the example in Fig. 3. The group of dimension headers {Males,
Females, Sex unknown, Aboriginals, Non-Aboriginals,
Aboriginal identity unknown} have the same visual clues but
are not from the same group, and no label can represent them
as one collection.

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

To confirm that the dimension headers are related, we need
to use the numeric values in the table data region. This is done
by summing the numbers associated with the dimension
headers and one of the columns. In our example, the sum of the
numeric values under column “2004” associated with the
previously mentioned dimension headers is 316. The sum
exceeds the numeric value associated with the dimension
summary header, which is 158. Thus, for our purpose, this
proves that it is not a collection and it is not necessary to find a
label for them. On the other hand, if the sum is less than the
total under every column, as in the case of the table in Fig. 2,
the group of the dimension headers is acceptable as they are
only a proper subset. We called this the summarization rule.

17:

else {
If the external domain list {ଵ , ..., ୬ } contains a
proper portion of {ଵ , ..., ୯ } then
assign the domain name as a label
 ܮൌ ୧ and merge this dimension with
the domain list.
quit}
else {
if the default candidate {ܿଵ ǡ ǥ ǥ ǡ ܿ௫ ሽis available
then
assign the candidate as a label  ܮൌ ୧ and
merge this dimension with the domain
list.
quit}

1) Common dimensions
Some dimensions may contain special kinds of headers; for
example, time and age. These headers can easily be detected
because what they represent can be understood directly without
having to perform any further processing. Since these types of
header may not have any linguistic meaning, being numbers or
special characters, they can be identified by the use of some
temporal templates. A label such as Time or Age will be
assigned directly.
2) Candidate set
The candidate set consists of a number of labels, which are
selected on the basis that any of them is likely to be the
ultimate label we are looking for. It is constructed from two
sources: the table title and the dimension summary header.
Since the construction of the candidate set and the
identification of the most suitable candidate from the set are
very complex, the discussion is deferred to Section V.
3) External domain list
Often, dimensions share the same domain. For example, the
names of provinces and territories belong to the same domain.
The dimensions in many tables would contain headers drawn
from this domain. Consequently, we maintain a list of domains
as we process the collection of tables. Whenever a dimension is
derived, it is checked against the domain list to verify whether
or not it shares the same domain as the other dimensions that
have been processed. Occasionally, the matching process may
help to locate a label when using heuristics 1 or 2 fails to
provide an appropriate label for a dimension.

Figure 3. Statistics table shows the summation problem

IV.

FINDING isA RELATIONSHIPS - GENERAL SCHEME

In this section and in Section V, the main problem of this
research is tackled: given a set of headers that belongs to a
dimension {ଵ , ..., ୯ }, a label needs to be found such that an
isA relationship exists between the label and୧ , 1<= i <= q. A
general scheme is presented in the algorithm below, followed
by more detailed explanation of each step.
1: for each group of dimension headers {ଵ , ..., ୯ } do
2:
if {ଵ , ..., ୯ } are from domains (time/age) then
3:
merge this dimension with the domain
list and assign label L= “time” or “age”
4:
quit}
5:
else {
6:
construct the set of candidates { ଵ ǡ ǥ ǥ ǡ ୮ ሽ for
isA relationship
7:
if an isA relationship is identified for {ଵ , ..., ୯ }
from { ଵ ǡ ǥ ǥ ǡ ୮ ሽ then
8:
assign the successful candidate as a label
 ܮൌ ୧ and merge this dimension with
the domain list.
9:
quit}

The domain can also be shared with full names and
abbreviations. For example, suppose the headers of a
dimension are abbreviations, like NB, and a domain in the
external domain list contains New Brunswick. If the two
dimensions are found to share the same domain, the former
header will be reverted back to its full name, since the latter is
syntactically closest to the abbreviation.
To define the matching process, the two lists—the
dimension headers and the domain list—are syntactically
compared. First the labels are checked, and if the two lists carry
the same labels, it is possible to determine syntactically
whether or not the two groups of headers intersect with a low
threshold to do the merge. The union of these groups is not
applied directly without first confirming the label, because it
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when choosing a common ancestor for the dimension headers:
the size of the coverage (c), where c
Common
is the set of headers in the
Ancestor
dimension that retrieves this
Height
ancestor, and height (h), which is
the median distance between the Dimension
common ancestors of the headers in Header Set
c. The greater the height, the more
Coverage
tenuous is the ancestor-descendant

cannot be guaranteed that the labels have been correctly
assigned. On the other hand, if the labels are different, they can
be merged by syntactically intersecting the dimension headers
with a high threshold.
4) Default
Occasionally, the methods outlined in 1, 2, and 3 may fail
to identify an appropriate label for the dimensions.
Nevertheless, there may be a remaining list from the candidate
list in heuristic 2 that has not been assigned as a label to any of
the dimensions. The candidates derived from the dimension
summary headers have the highest priority to be assigned as a
label, because of the nature of this location in regards to the
dimension. If a dimension summary header was not found, then
the non-assigned candidate from the table title is assigned as
the label without any processing.
V.

relationship. Conversely, the larger
Figure 4. Height and
the coverage, the more relevant is
Coverage of Common
the ancestor to the header set as a
Ancestor
whole, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.
For each ancestor matching at least 25% of the headers in the
set, the common ancestor score is defined as:
Common ancestor score = |c|/h

IDENTIFYING isA RELATIONSHIPS FROM A CANDIDATE
SET

(1)

The list of ancestors is sorted according to their common
ancestor score, and the low scoring ancestors will be dropped
from the list. Because some headers in the dimension are
phrases or short sentences, it can be difficult to collect the
common ancestor for these headers, since one cannot be sure
which word is most closely related to the other headers in the
set. WordNet contains single words and some general purpose/
common phrases. Since the headers are mostly phrases defined
by the table designer and are not common or general purpose
WordNet synset, therefore, for WordNet to retrieve them, each
dimension header needs to be divided to the appropriate
WordNet synset. Also some ancestors may be retrieved more
than once for the same group, for the reason given above.
Therefore, the shortest height between them is chosen. The
following algorithm is a summary of the pre-processing step.

In this section, the candidate set is constructed using the
table title and the dimension summary header. One of the
candidates in this set can be the dimension label. This paper
introduces a special algorithm to reach this goal. The algorithm
is run in three steps.
In short, there should be a candidate set, i.e., { ଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ୮ ሽ,
and the dimension headers; i.e., {ଵ ,ǥ,୯ }. The problem is to
select a ୧, 1<=i<=p, which is the most appropriate label for the
set of headers {ଵ ,ǥ,୯ }. For the pre-processing (step A), a
list of ancestors is identified from the WordNet taxonomy that
is deemed to be semantically close to the dimension headers as
a whole, i.e., {ଵ ,ǥ, ୯ }. Each ancestor in the list is
essentially a proxy for the dimension headers. In step B, the
candidate set is constructed in three different methods. The last
step C is to compute the semantic similarity between each
ancestor in the list and each candidate in the candidate set, i.e.,
{ ଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ୮ ሽ, to select the candidate with the highest similarity
score to be the label for the dimension. These steps are
explained in detail below.

1: for each group of dimension headers {ଵ , ..., ୯ } do
2:
for each ୧ collect ancestor group {ܽଵ , ..., ܽ୧ }
3:
for each Ancestors ܽ୧ in {ܽଵ ,..., ܽ } collect the
ancestor score
4:
ܽ୧ score = |c|/h
5:
sort the Ancestors according to its high score
6:
return ancestors and their score {ܽଵ , ..., ܽ }

A. Pre-Processing
The headers {ଵ ,ǥ,୯ } in the dimensions could be phrases
or short sentences and could be quite large. They could also be
too diverse semantically. When the headers are phrases or short
sentences, it is not known which word of the header is more
dominant. Therefore, it is not appropriate to directly match the
headers to the candidate set. This decision is justified by the
experimental results described in Section VI. By this preprocessing, the set of the dimension headers {ଵ ,ǥ,୯ } is
replaced with another set of words, i.e., common ancestors
{ଵ ,ǥ,  }, that semantically represents this set of headers, such
that a common ancestor  ୧ represents the majority of or all the
headers. This set of common ancestors is smaller and
semantically closer to the candidate set, to be constructed in
step B.

The pre-processing step is not needed in one situation, when
the dimension headers are listed in the table title without any
common words to represent them. This can happen when the
dimension headers are less than or equal to 3. In such cases, the
list of headers is compared directly with the candidate set.
B. Construction of the Candidate Set
The candidate set is formed with labels from the two main
sources: the table title, which was introduced in Section II, and
the dimension summary header for the dimension header set.
The latter is located right above the headers in either column or
row headings. It is distinguished from the headers by font
type/size. This summary header is often just a single word, but
occasionally it contains the label that appropriately describes
the dimension header set, e.g., the phrase “total, all primary
sites of cancer” in Fig. 2. The dimension summary header is
ignored when it is an aggregate word only, such as “total”.

To proceed, each header in the dimension must first be
represented within the WordNet taxonomy. It is reasonable to
assume that headers in the same dimension should share a
common ancestor. Two important factors must be considered
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The table title and the dimension summary header are most
unlikely full sentences. Many resemble noun phrases.
Therefore, they need to be partitioned to appropriate sizes in
order to find a label to be matched with the ancestor set. Those
labels could be phrases or words. This study has developed
three different ways of partitioning in order to find the best
method to choose the candidate set. The candidates can be
partitioned into NLP chunks, or they can be partitioned to the
WordNet synset and the full chunk that would serve as a label
can then be retrieved. The third method is a combination of the
previous two.

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

1) Case #1: NLP chunks
Chunking any sentence/phrase, in this case the table title
and the dimension summary header, depends on the part of
speech tagging of words in the sentence. These chunks are
considered as candidates for the label that covers the dimension
headers. We refer to “Statistical parsing of English sentences”
[17] to divide the candidates into appropriate noun phrases,
verb phrases and words. For example, for the table title in Fig.
2, the chunks are {Cancer, new cases, selected primary site of
cancer, sex}, which become candidates in the candidate set.

ܽ୧ and the full chunk
ଵ =σ ܵ݅݉ ሺ൛ݓଵ ǡ ǥ ǥ ǡ ݓ ൟܽ୧ ሻ
ଶ = ݉݅ܵݔܽܯሺ൛ݓଵ ǡ ǥ ǥ ǡ ݓ ൟܽ୧ ሻ
T= (ଵ +ଶ )/ (݈ଵ +݈ଶ )
if T  certain threshold then{
L = ܿ୧
quit loop}
else if Case#2 then{
if (Max Sim  certain threshold) then{
L = ܿ୧
quit loop}

When the candidates are single WordNet synsets, the
semantic similarity between each ancestor and each candidate
is measured according to Wu and Palmer [19], as shown in (2),
where LCA is the least common ancestor depth in WordNet
taxonomy between two WordNet synsets; i.e., the ancestor and
the candidate, ݀ is the depth for the ancestor, and ݀௪ is the
depth for the candidate word.
Sim= LCA / ሺ݀  ݀௪ )

2) Case #2: single words
Each candidate in the candidate set will be a single
WordNet synset that is found in the table title and the
dimension summary header.

(2)

When the candidates are chunks, the chunks must be
divided into single WordNet synset and their semantic
similarity computed with the ancestors. This is followed with a
computing of the full similarity of the full chunk, since any
semantic similarity function cannot compute the similarity
directly between the phrase and words, because the chunk
contains more than one WordNet synset and the ancestor is one
WordNet synset. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that the
semantic similarity measure considers comparisons of a group
of WordNet synsets taken together.

3) Case #3: sliding window chunks
A sliding window technique is formed on the table title and
the dimension summary header. The candidates in the
candidate set are of size 1, 2 or 3 WordNet synsets picked from
this technique.
C. Assigning Label from the Candidate Set
This step computes the semantic similarity between the list
of ancestors, derived in step A, and the candidates in the
candidate set, derived in step B. This is done using the
semantic score presented in “WordNet-based semantic
similarity measurement” [18]. The semantic similarities are
computed between the ancestors in the ancestor set and the
candidate set, beginning with the highest scoring ancestor and
the candidates that appear after the prepositions in the table
title. The candidate that matches one of the ancestors is
selected as a label. This procedure is done in two steps,
depending on the type of candidates in the candidate set. The
steps are presented in the following algorithm.

Since (2) computes the similarity between two WordNet
synsets, the similarity scores for the case when the candidate is
a phrase must be collected. According to [18] the total
similarity, T, is equal to the summation of the similarities
between the phrase and the ancestor, p1, and p2 is the highest
similarity score between the ancestor and a word in the phrase.
This is divided by the summation of their length l1 and l2.
T= (p1+p2)/ (l1+l2)
VI.

(3)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our system was tested with multidimensional tables from
Statistics Canada’s website of summary tables [20] and from
Statistics Austria website [21]. The tables are freely accessible
and belong to a few national statistical agencies that continue to
publish in HTML. They contain invaluable quantities of isA
relationships. More importantly, the tables are valuable because
they cover a wide range of topics. Our test dataset contained
some 305 randomly selected tables, containing 781 dimensions,
which were domain-independent and covering such topics as
education, construction, household, travel, and languages. By
implementing the algorithms, we found that we are able to
extract 92% of isA relationships successfully.

1: for each ܽ୧ in {ܽଵ , ..., ܽ }
2:
for each candidate in {ܿଵ ǡ ǥ ǥ ǡ ܿ ሽ
3:
divide each ܿ୧ to each WordNet synset
{ݓଵ ǡ ǥ ǥ ǡ ݓ ሽ
4:
for each ሼݓଵ ǡ ǥ ǥ ǡ ݓ ሽ
5:
identify LCA between ܽ୧ and ݓ୧ , the
depth d for ܽ୧ and ݓ୧ ,
6:
Sim= LCA / ሺ݀  ݀௪ )
7:
end
8:
end
9:
if Case #1 or Case#3 then{
compute the similarity for the ancestor

Different techniques were implemented to reach the goal of
this research. This section of the paper looks deeper into the
results to determine their effectiveness. First, the preprocessing step described in Section V was found crucial to
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identification of the most accurate label. Alternative
experiments were conducted by directly matching between the
candidate set and the dimension headers, while skipping the
pre-processing step, and the success rate dropped by a wide
margin, to 69%.

[1]

The experimental results also demonstrated how essential
and critical the table title is. It was the most important source
for labeling all the major dimensions. It was used to
successfully label almost 51% of 92% of the total successfully
labeled dimensions. On the other hand, 1.6% of the
successfully labeled major dimensions were labeled by the
dimension summary header. The majority of the other 44%
labeled dimensions were common dimensions such as time,
since this kind of dimension is very common in the
multidimensional tables.
Experimental data also compare the effectiveness of three
different ways of analyzing the table titles, resulting in three
different candidate sets. The success rates for these cases are
shown in Table I.
TABLE I:

[2]

"Usage of WordNet in Natural Language Processing systems," in
Proceedings of COLING-ACL Workshop, Montreal, Canada., 1998.

[3]

R. Mandala, T. Takenobu, and T. Hozumi, "The use of WordNet in
information retrieval," in Proc. Conf. Use of WordNet in Natural
Language Processing Systems, 1998, pp. 31-37.

[4]

F. Hakimpour and A. Geppert, "Resolving semantic heterogeneity in
schema integration: an ontology based approach," in Proc. of the Intl.
Conf. On Formal Ontologies in Information Systems, Ogunquit,
Maine, USA, 2001, pp. 297--308.

[5]

N. F. Noy, "Semantic integration: A survey of ontology-based
approaches," SIGMOD Record, vol. 33, no. 4, 2004.

[6]

M. A. Hearst, "Automatic acquisition of hyponyms from large text
corpora," in In Proc. of the 14th Intl. Conf. on Computational
Linguistics, Nantes, France, 1992, pp. 539--545.

[7]

R. Snow, D. Jurafsky, and A.Y. Ng, "Learning syntactic patterns for
automatic hypernym discovery," in Advances in Neural Information
Processing Systems, 2005.

[8]

A. Ritter, S. Soderland, and O. Etzioni, "What is this, anyway:
Automatic hypernym discovery," in Proc. of AAAI Spring Symposium
on Learning by Reading and Learning to Read, 2009, pp. 88-93.

[9]

A. Sumida and K. Torisawa, "Hacking Wikipedia for hyponymy
relation acquisition," in Proc. of the Third Intl. Joint Conf. on Natural
Language Processing, 2008.

[10]

S. Sarawagi and S. Chakrabarti G. Limaye, "Annotating and searching
web tables using entities, types and relationships," in 36th Intl. Conf.
on Very Large Data Bases, Singapore, 2010.

[11]

A.Bhattacharjee and H. Jamil M. Amin, "Wikipedia driven
autonomous label assignment in wrapper induced tables with missing
column names," in Proc. of the 2010 ACM Symposium on Applied
Computing, Switzerland, 2010.

[12]

A. Halevy, J. Madhavan, M. Paúca, W. Shen, F. Wu, G. Miao and C.
Wu P. Venetis, "Recovering semantics of tables on the Web," in The
37th Intl. Conf. on Very Large Data Bases, Seattle, Washington, 2011.

[13]

M.J. Cafarella, A. Halevy, D.Z. Wang, E. Wu and Y. Zhang,
"Uncovering the relational web," in Proc. of the 11th Intl. Workshop
on Web and Databases, Vancouver, Canada, 2008.

[14]

W. Luk and P. Leung, "Extraction of semantics from web statistical
tables," in IEEE/WIC/ACM Intl. Workshop on Semantic Web Mining
and Reasonin, Beijing, China, 2004.

[15]

Statistics Finland. (2010, September) Statistics Finland - Online
statistics course - How to read and use statistics - Ways of displaying
statistics tables. [Online].
http://www.stat.fi/tup/verkkokoulu/data/tlkt/03/01/index_en.html

[16]

Norah Alrayes, "Extracting data cubes from multidimensional tables
on the Web," M.Sc. Thesis, 2011.

[17]

R. Northedge. (2011) Code project: Statistical parsing of English
sentences. [Online].
http://www.codeproject.com/Articles/12109/Statistical-parsing-ofEnglish-sentences

[18]

T. Simpson and T. Dao. (2010, Jan) Code project: WordNet-based
semantic similarity measurement. [Online].
http://www.codeproject.com/KB/string/semanticsimilaritywordnet.asp
x?msg=2776502

[19]

Z. Wu and M. Palmer, "Verb semantics and lexical selection," in Proc.
of the 32nd Annual Meeting of the Associations for Computational
Linguistics, 1994, pp. 133-138.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Candidate set
Case #1
Case #2
Case#3

Success rate
87%
92%
92%

We found that the best case for successfully computing the
semantic similarities between the ancestors and the candidates
was by representing the candidates as a single WordNet synset
(Case #2).
By using Case #3 type of candidates, the sliding window
size 1 always had the highest scores, which is also represented
in the candidates in Case #2. The similarity between the
ancestors and the candidates as chunks usually had lower
scores, since the ancestors are a single WordNet synset, and
comparing them to a chunk means unnecessary words were
included the score. The results were ambiguous when
comparing a chunk of size 1 with a chunk of size 3.
Case #1 had the lower success rate, since the candidates
were fixed chunk size. In addition, these experiments depended
on the success in chunking the candidate set. The procedure
might not always retrieve a good list of chunks since some of
the chunks would contain two words, each of which would
label one of the dimensions.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has demonstrated that web tables collectively
are a valuable source for acquiring isA relationships. It
proposed a rule of summarization to verify whether or not a
group of table headers share some commonalities, so that a
label can be found that describes them collectively. Different
ways were examined for processing the table title as a natural
language entity to extract a label for a group of table
dimensions. Our work can be extended to millions of web
tables where table titles are not located in the immediate
neighborhoods of the tables. Strategies for locating a proper
table title in a web page where a table is found are currently
being developed.
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Abstract

multidimensional queries with production rules, avoiding
the creation data warehouses, at the same time simplifying
query speciﬁcation. The goal is achieved by confronting
data received from enterprise information system with rules,
which deﬁne ﬁlters and a set of actions to compute business
measures and persist them over a timeline.
This new approach for performing OLAP brings the following contributions:

OLAP applications allow end-users to view and analyze
enterprise data based on its multidimensional nature and
has become an important tool for business management.
Although an OLAP solution may bring strategic advantage,
its adoption is complex given that building and maintaining data warehouses is not an easy-to-perform task. We
propose an alternative approach to perform OLAP by using production rules to compute data cubes. The discussed
method incrementally builds the multidimensional database
by confronting rules with events sent by operational information systems. The solution described in this paper is currently integrated to a claim processing system in a government health care insurance service, from which we describe
a case study. Our method has some advantages in comparison to traditional OLAP systems, such as seamless distribution of processing over time and simpler rules-oriented
language for cube generation.

• Simpliﬁes query speciﬁcation by replacing the
dimensional-based SQL with simpler production rules;
• Avoids the creation and maintenance of complex data
warehouses;
• Seamless distribution of load processing over time;
• A run-time engine and plugin architecture to enable
live monitoring of events from many distributed enterprise systems at the same time;
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: next section
covers related works in production rules and applications
in OLAP systems. The following section presents foundations on the proposed approach, and describes the cycle of
performing queries over data warehouses. It also explains
production rules as knowledge representation. In Section 4,
our proposal is presented, including the inversion of OLAP
and the run-time engine architecture. Section 5 show a case
study, and Section 6 brings ﬁnal remarks and future work
considerations.

1. Introduction
The term OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) was
coined in a 1993 white paper [1], which deﬁnes requirements of systems where users can perform multidimensional data analysis. An OLAP application transforms data,
retrieved from a data warehouse, into strategic information,
enabling users to perform ad-hoc analysis through a view of
aggregate data. This type of analysis has become one of the
important requirements for managing enterprises [1].
It is importance to notice that performing this kind of
analysis directly on operational databases may not be feasible, due to the fact that data may be persisted on logically separated instances. To provide OLAP features properly, it becomes necessary to build and maintain a data
warehouse, where data from operational databases will be
cleaned, transformed, loaded and summarized. This is
a hard, error-prone process where mistakes can create irrecoverable problems.
This paper proposes an alternative approach to represent

2. Related Work
As mentioned in the previous section, the original paper
on OLAP [1] deﬁnes it as a category of database processing to solve the most notably lacking feature of relational
databases, which is the ability to consolidate (synthesizing pieces of information into single blocks of knowledges),
view and analyze data according to multiple dimensions at
any given point in time. Since then, many works have been
made to support and enhance this approach.
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Gray et al. [2] present the problems of the standard SQL
group by operator and deﬁnes the data cube operator, which
generalizes histogram, cross-tabulation, roll-up, drill down,
and sub-total constructs. An N-dimensional cube is a set
of points, which are the aggregate of a particular set of
attribute values. And given that computing multidimensional aggregates is the performance bottleneck for OLAP,
Agarwal et al. [3] proposed faster algorithms for computing sets of group bys, specially the cube operator. Extending sort-based and hash-based grouping methods with optimizations like using pre-computed group by for computing
others group-by.
Harinarayan et al. [4] investigated the issue of which
cells from the data cube to materialize when working with
large data cubes. They used a lattice framework to express dependencies among views, and a greedy algorithm
to determine a good set of these views to be materialized,
based on the tradeoffs between the space used and the average time to answer a query on a proposed benchmarking
database.
The standard method for optimizing OLAP queries execution is often precomputing some of the queries into subcubes, and then to build indexes on theses summary tables.
Grupta et al. [5] were pioneers in proposing automation of
the selection of summary tables and its indexes with nearoptimal algorithms. Going further, and using a logical reconstruction of multidimensional schema design, multidimensional forms were proposed by [6] to ensure summarizability within the whole application schema, achieving
sparsity reduction of the underlying data cube and reasoning about the quality of conceptual data warehouse schema.
The application of production rules in OLAP systems
have not been deeply explored, with only a few recent papers being published. Vasilecas et al. [7] proposes a backward chaining approach to transform production rules into
executable MDX instructions 1 , representing rules in XML
format and automating decisions and decision support according to the internal and external inﬂuences. Prat et al. [8]
argue that multidimensional models poorly represent aggregation knowledge, and propose production rules to better
represent this knowledge of how aggregation may be performed on a given data cube based on the additive nature
(non-, semi-, fully-additive) of the attributes involved, and
minimizing the risk of introducing errors during aggregation, since this errors may accumulate consequently leading
into awful analysis.

data into a dimensional structure, providing a subset of all
OLAP features. OLAP was created as a database processing
solution to solve issues not tackled by relational database
systems. Production rules are a way to represent knowledge about reasoning on data. In this section, we present
a general introduction to these two foundational concepts,
before discussing our solution.

3.1. OLAP
OLAP applications help analysts and executives to gain
insight into the performance of an enterprise through fast
access to a wide variety of data, organized to reﬂect the
multidimensional nature of the information [9]. However,
this type of analysis can not be done directly from operational databases [1], given that they are prepared only for
on-line transactional process. Performing OLAP operations
requires detaching data from database, transforming, integrating and loading it into a multidimensional one.
Multidimensional databases are used in data warehousing to support OLAP operations and separate structural aspects and contents. Relational database technology is better suited for transaction management and ad hoc querying [10]. Data warehouses maintain data from operational
databases, transformed and integrated accordingly to the
demands of analysts. The data is usually organized into
a relational model of multidimensional data, called a star
schema [11], shown in Figure 1, where tables are separated
into dimension tables, which contains identifying information about the dimensions themselves, and a fact table, that
correlates dimension and information of interest.

Dimension Table

Dimension Table

Dimension Table
Fact Table

Dimension Table

Dimension Table

Figure 1. In the star schema dimension tables
contains identifying information about the dimensions itself and the fact table correlates
them and informations of interest to analysts

3. Foundations
The conversion of data from a relational database into a
multidimensional schema is not an easy task, and the procedure normally has to be assisted by an expert in business
modeling. Some organizations opt for data marts instead,

The proposed method relies on using production rules to
replace query languages, anticipating the summarization of
1 MDX

is a standard query language for OLAP.
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using production rules, it is possible to separate business
logic from conventional boilerplate code used to implement
it, maintaining all business knowledge centralized. All decisions made by production rules are readable by a specialist, due to the fact that rules are expressed in a declarative
manner, usually even a domain speciﬁc one. Modern rule
engines are backed by robust algorithms, like RETE [13],
that make them faster and scalable than ad-hoc solutions.
However, maintaining a knowledge base involves some
issues. Firstly, to ensure reliability, it is important that these
systems are checked and validated before being implanted.
This process can include checks for anomalies like redundant, contradictory or missing rules that appear after refactoring or because of a communication mismatch between
a business expert and a knowledge engineer as explained
in [14].
Some efforts on tools developing for veriﬁcation and validation of knowledge bases are Drools Veriﬁer [14] and
VALENS [15]. Drools Veriﬁer check for redundancy, subsumption and equivalence. VALENS focuses on logical veriﬁcation of knowledge bases using meta-rules, a inference
engine and meta information provided by users.
In the next section, we explain our approach of using
a production rule engine to provide for the replacement of
a relational to dimensional database conversion in OLAP
systems.

i.d. subsets of cubes focused on selected objects, if a complete business model is not fully developed [11].
Queries over the warehouse are made through XML for
Analysis, a speciﬁcation for a set of XML message interfaces that deﬁnes data access interaction between a client
application and an analytical data provider. XMLA provides access to multi-dimensional data from varied data
sources through web services that are supported by multiple vendors.

3.2. Production rule engines
A production rule engine is a forward-chaining based
system which uses production rules to perform reasoning [12]. A production rule is a list of structured statements
comprising a set of conditions (Left Hand Side or LHS) and
a correspondent set of actions/consequences (Right Hand
Side or RHS).
A production system has a centralized knowledge base
known as Production Memory, which manage all available rules, an ongoing memory of assertions called Working
Memory, which contains available facts, and an Inference
Engine, which is based on a pattern matcher responsible for
comparing the current state of the Working Memory with
the Rules from the Production Memory, as shown in Figure
2. The forward-chaining logic goes as follows:
1. Find which rules have a LHS that satisﬁes the current
working memory;

4. OLAP cube construction using production
rules

2. Among the found rules, choose which of them should
get a chance to execute (priority policy);

As cited in previous sections, traditional OLAP solutions involve managing complex data warehouses, where
the transformation of data into a dimensional model is difﬁcult and error-prone. In fact, the cost of maintain a multidimensional database can be higher that of maintaining a
relational database.
Our proposal is to build each histogram (normally computed by a query over a cube) incrementally through application of production rules on live events (data received
from an enterprise system, associated with the exact time
it was created). Each production rule has a set of conditions that deﬁne a ﬁlter over data and a set of actions that
compute the associated magnitude and persist them associated to a timestamp. With this approach, production rules
provide for a robust way of building OLAP cubes, reducing the possibility of errors. Furthermore, building OLAP
cubes incrementally divides the processing cost along time.
Additionally, storing all measures into relational databases
simpliﬁes and reduces the cost of maintaining the multidimensional schema.
To understand the role of production rules in our proposal, the following example should be considered: in a
sales management system, all products are grouped by cat-

3. Perform the RHS of all the selected rules.

Inference
Engine

Pattern
Matcher
Production
Memory

Working
Memory

Agenda

Figure 2. A production rule system architecture, composed by a production memory to
manage rules, a working memory to manage
facts, and a inference engine responsible for
matching rules with facts and executing the
consequences.

The application of production rules into information systems have many advantages over traditional approaches. By
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Id
1
2
3
4

egories such as food, personal care, beverages, etc., and all
sales of these products have a location and a price associated. In this context, a manager wants to know the sum of all
sales of food and beverage in the cities of Rio de Janeiro and
Sao Paulo, grouped by date. With a traditional approach,
this query must be performed over an OLAP cube where
the dimensions are category, city and date. In our system,
this whole operation can be replaced by the production rule
shown in Figure 3.

Rule
sales example
other rule 01
sales example
other rule 02

Measure
10
20
37
25

Timestamp
2012-06-10
2012-06-11
2012-06-12
2012-06-13

Table 1. Each rule identiﬁes a particular cube.
The timestamp represents the time dimension and the other ones are inferred from the
LHS of the rule

1 - production rule "Sales of food and beverages for Rio and São Paulo"
2 - when
3City(name == "Rio de Janeiro" or name == "São Paulo")
4Product(category == "food" or category == "beverage")
5Sale($price = price)
6 - do
7update_cube($price, $timestamp, $this)

one single measure because of the manner in which the
rule’s LHS was written, applying a disjunction on the product category: measures will be updated when category is
”food” or ”beverage”. It was applied in the same manner
to cities of Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, according to the
rule’s LHS shown in line three of Figure 3. Timestamp and
measures are stored together as shown in 1.

Figure 3. A simple production rule for a sales
management system
In this ﬁgure, the rule are expressed in pseudocode. Line
one identify the rule to represent the cube where all measures are stored. Lines two to ﬁve deﬁne the set of conditions (LHS of rule) that ﬁlter only desired data to be included into the particular cube. Speciﬁcally, line three ﬁlters data allowing only two cities (Rio de Janeiro and Sao
Paulo), also deﬁning city as a dimension. Line four ﬁlters only products from categories food and beverage, also
deﬁning the category dimension. Line ﬁve is used to temporarily store the price of the sale into a variable ($price)
that will be used to increment data into the cube. Lines six
and seven deﬁne the set of actions (RHS of rule) where the
measures are updated using auxiliary functions (these functions are generalized and can be used for any domain). In
line seven, the sum of prices is updated using a function
called update cube, a timestamp (the $timestamp variable)
and a reference to current rule (the $this variable).
The timestamp is used to explicitly associate the computed measure with the time dimension, and the two
other dimensions, city and category, are deﬁned implicitly
through the set of conditions.
Considering that this rule has ﬁltered some data from
sales registries, computed measures are persisted as shown
in table 1.
In table 1, each rule represents a cube, the timestamp
represents the time dimension and the measure column represents all business measures computed by the production
rules. In the sales management example, the measure column contains the sum of prices of all sales of food and beverage sold in the cities of Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo in a
speciﬁc date.
In Figure 4 a generic representation of the OLAP cube
generated for the sales management example is shown. In
this ﬁgure, all sales of food and beverage are presented as

T3

Timestamp
T2
T1

Rio de Janeiro
or Sao Paulo

Food or Beverage

Figure 4. Generic representation of the OLAP
cube generated for the sales management example

4.1. Run-time engine architecture
To support our approach of dynamically building OLAP
cubes by applying production rules to enterprise data, we
developed a runtime architecture that is comprised of ﬁve
modules: connector, adapter, engine, knowledge base and
database.
The connector is integrated into the enterprise system,
and is responsible for collecting relevant data as events, that
will be passed to the adapter. The later, for instance, splits
all events into smaller unities, called facts, to be confronted
with the rules stored in the knowledge base. The engine
itself is responsible for matching the production rules with
the facts generated by the adapter. All measures computed
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Id
1

Enterprise System

2

Data
Conector

4
5

Events

Rule
Cardiology
cost age > 50
Cardiology
cost age > 50
Other Rule
Other Rule

Count Measure
10

Timestamp
2012-06-31

20

2012-07-01

71
12

2012-07-02
2012-07-02

Adapter

Table 2. Table that illustrates how our system integrates all matched occurrences of the
LRS of a rule over time, using day as the
smaller unit of time. All events that match
a given rule are summed into the count measure.

Facts
Engine
Match
production rules
Knowledge
Base

Persists the
accounting

Database

storing the associated appointments. For instance, a possible query to be executed in this scenario could be: ”How
much did cost the cardiology exams made in july for persons above 50 years old?”. In our system, the whole conversion into a cube, and the query over a traditional OLAP system can be replaced by the simpler production rule shown
in Figure 7.

Figure 5. Run-time Engine
by the production rules are stored in a relational database
through auxiliary functions provided by a simple API.
Dynamically, all these ﬁve components work together
as a consumer of data streams from an enterprise system.
When a new event arrives in the stream, it is splited in facts
to be confronted with the production rules from the knowledge base, producing measures that will compose the OLAP
cube. This process is shown in Figure 6.
Production Rules

Event Stream

production rule "CARDIOLOGY exams' costs for USER with age > 50"
when
User(age > 50)
Speciality(name = "cardiology", isExam = true)
Claim($cost = totalCost, $date = date)
do
update_cube($cost, $date, $this)

Discretized Time

Yes
No
Measures

Figure 7. Production rule that ﬁlters only the
events of interest and integrates them over
time.

Figure 6. Stream to business measures
In the next section we describe how this system was integrated into a large governmental health care management
system.

As this rule is applied to an event stream, the business
measures are persisted into a database as shown in Table 2,
characterizing a cube with the well-deﬁned time dimension
in column ”timestamp” and aditional dimensions (User and
Speciality) implicitly deﬁned trough the rule’s LHS. With
this data, the query from example can be executed by ﬁltering only the desired date interval.

5. Case Study
The proposed architecture is part of a real claim processing system of a government health insurance service in
Brazil. This system is currently being used to smartly monitor health service spending for some medical specialities,
for instance cardiological procedures on people older than
50 years old. With this kind of data, it is possible to efﬁciently manage ﬁnancial resources and create prevention
campaigns.
This goal is implemented by creating rules that ﬁlter only
the speciﬁc medical events, monitoring, accounting for and

6. Conclusions
OLAP applications allow the execution of complex
queries over summarized data, also know as measures,
which aids decision-making for managers. Normally, the
creation and maintenance of a data warehouse separated
from normal system database is required, where the data
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is persisted in a multidimensional schema.
However, maintaining a multidimensional database is a
complex task and costs more than traditional relational solutions. This paper proposes a model where the measures are
accounted and organized in dimensions by production rules,
where the rule’s LHS ﬁlters the information that is used to
integrate the measures, and the RHS persists the measures
into a relational database discretized over the time dimension.
The most important advantages of the proposed approach are the declarative construction of OLAP queries,
the load distribution over time and the relative lower costs
when confronted with the traditional method. However, our
system is still not able to compute all OLAP operations such
as roll-up and drill down in a aggregate set of cubes.
It is important to notice that in our system, a single production rule applied over time results in the same data as
an OLAP query that requires a full-stack multi-dimensional
conversion before being performed. However, to extend
the set of supported OLAP features over the resulting datamart, we plan to keep the computed data in a multidimensional schema.
We also plan to augment the system with reasoning about
the time-series computed in our engine. We are interested
in prediction algorithms over these time-series. All the proposed features are part of a roadmap for the information
system on which we integrated the engine, and we will submit further developments to the academic community.
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A Tool for Visualization of a Knowledge Model
Simon Suigen Guo, Christine W. Chan, Qing Zhou
Energy Informatics Laboratory, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science
University of Regina, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada S4S 0A
languages, Dyna enables knowledge re-use and sharing on
the Semantic Web [3]. While Dyna can simultaneously
support the IMT and dynamic knowledge modeling, its
capability for supporting ontology visualization is limited.
In the area of ontology visualization, most major ontology
visualization tools use 2-dimentional or 2D g raphics for
representing concepts and relatio nships among concepts.
2D graphics are of ten employed for representing static
knowledge in hierarchical or frame like structures.
However, 2D g raphics are not adequate for representing
complex and related inf ormation because there is
insufficient space on a bi -dimensional plane, where
complex and related visual objects tend to squeeze together
or even o verlap with each other. In an effort to
accommodate a model of complex related objects in a 2D
plane, existing visualization tools eith er collapse lower
priority visual objects into high level objects, or implement
different representations that offer multi-perspectives on an
organization of knowledge elements. While these
approaches solve the problem of related objects being
overcrowded in a sh ared space, it sacrif ices clarity of the
display. Moreover, the ontology of many industrial
applications often requires visualization of not only static
but also d ynamic knowledge models. Adding dynamic
knowledge on top of an overcrowded 2D graphics model of
static knowledge would make the display confusing for the
user. Hence, we aim for 3D v isualization of knowledge
models that consist of both static and dynamic knowledge.
The objective of this paper is to presen t a tool f or
ontology 3D visualization called On to3DViz, which
utilizes 3D g raphics to v isualize a k nowledge model
consisting of both static and d ynamic knowledge
components. The tool h as been constructed based on the
theoretical framework of IM T, hence Onto3DViz
simultaneously supports a dev eloped knowledge
engineering method and ontology visualization. Compared
to a 2D graphical representation, 3D g raphics supports
visualization solutions that represent complex and related

Abstract - A survey of existing ontology visualization tools has
revealed that existing tools are inadequate as they lack
support for (1) a knowledge modeling methodology, (2)
dynamic knowledge representation and visualization, and (3)
visualizing a large amount of information due to limitations of
the 2D graphical space. This paper presents the design and
implementation of an ontology visualization tool called
Onto3DViz with the objective of addressing these three
weaknesses. Onto3DViz supports visualization of both static
and dynamic knowledge models that have been developed
based on the Inferential Modeling Technique. By employing
3D computer graphics, Onto3DViz presents a solution for
organizing and manipulating complex and related domain
concepts and relationships among concepts in a 3D model.
Onto3DViz accepts knowledge sources from both XML and
OWL files, hence, it is designed to not only visualize an
application ontology developed based on the Inferential
Modeling Technique, but also supports visualizing application
ontologies that have been developed using other tools or
techniques. The application of Onto3DViz for visualization of
knowledge models in the carbon dioxide capture process was
also illustrated in this paper.
Keywords- Knowledge Engineering; Ontology Visualization; 3D
graphic; CO2 Capture Process System

1.
INTRODUTION
Ontological Engineering aims to model concepts,
axioms and facts which reflect a real world phenomenon of
interest. In the modeling process, on tological engineering
software tools are of ten used for creating and editing
application ontologies. However, tools th at can
simultaneous support an ontological engineering
methodology and dynamic knowledge modeling are
lacking. A recent e xception is th e dynamic knowledge
modeler of D yna [1], which is based on the Inferential
Modeling Technique (IMT) [2] and can be ap plied for
modeling dynamic knowledge. The knowledge model
generated with Dyan can be stored in XML based
languages such as RDF1 and OWL2. By using XML3 based

2

OWL Web Ontology Language, http://www.w3.org/TR/owlfeatures/
3
Extensible Markup Language, http://www.w3.org/XML/

1

Resource Description Framework (RDF),
http://www.w3.org/RDF/
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information in a clear visual model that can be manipulated
for multiple views.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
relevant background literature about the field of ontology
editors, ontology visualization tools and the structure of 3D
graphic rendering. Section 3 describes the development of
the proposed ontology 3D v isualization tool. Section 4
presents the application of Onto3DViz on ontology
visualization of the CO2 capture process system, and
section 5 discusses some strengths and weaknesses of the
tool for ontology visualizing application. Section 6
provides a conclusion and some discussion of future work.

addresses the need for dynamic knowledge modeling. Dyna
supports ontologies represented in the XML or O WL
languages format.
C. Ontology Visualization Tools
There are many ontology visualization tools. Although
Protégé has some degree of visualization capabilities, the
actual ontology visualization applications are implemented
in its plug-ins. Some examples of these ontology
visualization plug-ins include Jambalaya [7] and
OntoSphere [8].
Jambalaya provides several viewing perspectives for
the ontology model and supports operations such as
filtering and searching, so that th e user can examine and
interact with the knowledge elements at different levels of
abstraction and detail s. However, Jambalaya only
visualizes the static knowledge of classes and instances of
an application ontology, it does n ot support dynamic
knowledge visualization. Furthermore, since Jambalaya is
based on 2D graphics, the space it s upports is insufficient
for rendering complex knowledge. In its representation,
text labels and s ymbols tend to ov erlap when the domain
ontology includes a h ierarchy of many levels of concepts.
This deficiency means it is diff icult for users to v iew and
understand the concepts and the relationships among
concepts when the domain ontology is complex.
OntoSphere is the only existing ontology visualization
tool that adopts the 3D view, thereby extending the volume
of space available for visualizing overcrowded concepts. A
main advantage of a 3D rep resentation is that it a llows
users to manipulate the visualized knowledge elements of
the application ontology by means of the actions of
zooming, rotating and translating. Through physical
manipulation of the concepts, the user can better
understand a co mplex ontology. For t his purpose,
OntoSphere provides four scenes so that the user can
observe a v isualized application ontology from multiple
perspectives. However, OnotoShere had not been
developed based on any ontological engineering
methodology, and it does not support visualization of
dynamic knowledge. Although the employment of 3D
graphics enlarges the space availab le for OntoShpere in
rendering images, the problem of overlapping concepts and
labels can still occur when the ap plication ontology to be
visualized is complex.

II.
BACKGROUND LITERATURE
A. Inferential Modeling Technique (IMT)
The IMT supports “an iterative-refinement of
knowledge elements in a problem-domain that provides
top-down guidance on the knowledge types required for
problem solving” [2]. Typically, the resulting inferential
model consists of th e four levels of knowledge: domain
knowledge, inference knowledge, task knowledge and
strategy knowledge. The domain knowledge, also ref erred
as static knowledge, consists of concepts, attributes, values
and their relationships; the task knowledge, also referred as
dynamic knowledge, includes objectives, tasks, and
relationships among objectives and tasks. Static a nd
dynamic knowledge are in tertwined in that a tas k is a
process that manipulates static knowledge to ac hieve an
objective. T he details of this modeling technique can be
found in [2].
B. Ontological Engineering Modeling Tools
There are v arious modeling tools available that support
ontological engineering. Some examples include KAON
[4], OntoStudio [5], Protégé [6] and Dyna [1]. KAON is an
open source ontology management infrastructure, which
supports creation, storage, retrieval and maintenance of an
application ontology. KANO is based on the RDFS file
format. The successor of KANO, called KANO2, supports
OWL and F-Logic. OntoStudio is a co mmercial ontology
modeling tool, which supports the creation and
maintenance of application ontologies. OntoStudio
supports a variety of file formats, such as F-Logic, OWL,
RDF(S) and OXML (OntoStudio’s own XML format).
Protégé is another open source ontology editor and
knowledge-based framework, which supports frame based
(F-Logic) and OW L based on tology modeling. Protégé
ontologies can be exported into a v ariety of formats
including OWL, RDF(S), and XML schema. Protégé has
been designed so that more features can be ad ded to it by
means of implemented plug-ins. For exa mple, Dyna has
been implemented as a Protégé-OWL editor plug-in that

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
ONTO3DVIZ
A. Overview
Onto3DViz has been developed for visualizing an
application ontology in 3D graphics. It is written in Java™
language and its 3D visualization engine is implemented in
java 3D™. The main difference between Onto3DViz and
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other ontology visualization tools is t hat Onto3DViz is a
visualization tool developed based on the IMT [2]. Hence it
supports visualization of both static and dynamic
knowledge models. Onto3DViz also supports knowledge
sharing and re -use, by requiring ontology documents
represented in Web Ontology Language (OWL) as th e
input. Unlike Dyna which has been implemented as a
Protégé plug-in, Onto3DViz is develo ped as a n
independent software application. Onto3DViz is desi gned
to not only visualize an application ontology developed
based on the IMT, but also supports visualizing application
ontologies that has been developed by other tools or
techniques, as lon g as th e ontology is stored in the OWL
format.
The design of Onto3DViz is shown in Figure 1, it
consists of the three major components of (1) Grap hical
User Interfaces (GUI), (2) o ntology document processor
and (3) 3D graphic rendering engine. Each of the three
components contains sub packages. The GUI pa ckage is
used to create windows for displaying the output model
generated by Onto3DViz, it also displa ys text and
responses to u ser inputs. The GUI pack age consists with
three sub components: which are (1) th e User In put
Handler component, (2) the Text Output component and (3)
the Graphic Output component.

3D ontology visualization. The benefit of this approach is
that Onto3Dviz is n ot restricted by other systems. It can
produce 3D ontology visualization as long as it receiv es a
copy of ontology document from another system or via the
network. Sin ce the formats of OWL and XM L are well
standardized and recogn izable, the only requirement for
using Onto3DViz is t hat a v alid ontology document is
available to the system in either format.
C. Visual Object Creation and Display
The objective of Onto3DViz is to visually represent
knowledge elements specified in the IMT. The tool
employs three techniques for accomplishing this obj ective
and these techniques enable Onto3DViz to rep resent an
ontology with minimal literal description while enhancing
visual effects of the representation. Two techniques are
discussed in detail as follows; they are (1) representation of
concepts by the shape of visual objects, (2) size scaling of
visual objects. Onto3DViz uses the following symbols to
represent the following concepts:
x Class : Sphere
x Objective : Cylinder
x Instance : Box
x Task : Cone
x Relationship between concepts : Line

Ontology 3D
Visualization
Program

«interface»
Ontology Document Processor

«interface»
GUI

For the purpose of showing hierarchical structure
among concepts of an ontology, Onto3DViz decreases the
size of the visual objects that occupy the lower levels in
the hierarchy. For example, if the class of Thing is th e
parent class of all classes, then it is scaled to be the largest
sized object. A subclass of t he Thing class is class, the
visual object of this class is scaled to be 7 0 percent of the
size of the Thing class. Si milarly, subsequent children
classes are scaled to be 70 per cent of the associated parent
class. Hence the classes in the default hierarchical view of
an application ontology represents the visual objects that
are decreasing in size from top to bottom. By employing
this technique, the hierarchical relationships as reflected in
a parent-and-child relationship are clearl y represented
among concepts.

«interface»
3D Rendering Engine

Dynamic Knowledge Processor
GUI User Input Handler
3D Object Generator 3D Scene Generator

GUI Text Ouput

Static Knowledge Processor

GUI Graphic Output

Figure 1. Structural diagram of Onto3DViz

B. Knowledge Extraction and Interpolation
After an application ontology has been constructed
using a tool lik e Dyna [1], both the static a nd dynamic
knowledge elements are stored in the XML files, which can
be shared and re -used by other systems. Instead of being
connected to an on tology editor that generates an
application ontology, Onto3DViz is a separate stand-alone
system that uses OWL and XML documents as inputs for

D. Hierarchical Visual Object Rendering Algorithm
To represent the hierarchical graph structure among
concepts of an ontology in Onto3DViz, a layered rendering
algorithm has been implemented in three steps:
1) Pre-process information for rendering: for rendering
relevant information on each v isual object, e.g. total
number of subclasses associated with the object, are
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collected in preparation for the drawing algorithm in the
next.
2) Recursive drawing algorithm: for each v isual object.
According to th e information that is collected from the
previous step, the drawing algorithm assigns coordinate for
each visual object so as to optimize the graphical space. In
such a way that the children classes are placed un der their
parent classes with suitable length of distance.
3) Post-process rendering information: t he visual
representation of the visualized ontology is further
optimized so as to minimize the visual nodes crossing each
other, separate nodes colliding together, and eli minate
redundant visual objects.

CO2 capture Plant
Static Objects
Valves

Pumps

Dynamic Objects
Water

Reaction Instruments
Flue Gas

Solvent

Gases
Off Gas

CO2

Steam

Figure 2. Concepts in CO2 capture plant [9]

The ontology of the CO2 capture process generated by
Protégé and Dyna is stored into two files, an OWL and an
XML file. After loading these files into Onto3DViz, a 3D
ontology visualization is generated in Onto3DViz, as
shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows a co mplete visualized
model of carbon dioxide capture ontology, which consists
of both static and dynamic knowledge. Static knowledge is
represented by the process param eters shown in the
foreground. The spherical objects represent the class
hierarchy of the knowledge structure. Dynamic knowledge
is displayed in the background and is rep resented by
cylinders and cones. To further explore the carbon dioxide
capture ontology in this model, a user can choose to f ilter
out some context.

E. User Interaction
Interactions between the 3D model generated by
Onto3DViz and t he user are effected using the physical
devices of computer mouse and keyboard. Both the mouse
and keyboard can be u sed for controlling operation of the
3D model in Onto3DViz. By combining these user control
actions, users can manipulate the 3D ontology model and
obtain multiple perspectives of the 3D model of an
application ontology.
IV.
APPLICATION CASE STUDY
In order to demonstrate functionalities of Onto3DViz,
the tool was applied for visualization of CO 2 capture
process system ontology model. The ontology of carbon
dioxide capture process system was developed and
implemented on Protégé and D yna at th e Energy
Informatics Laboratory at the University of Regina, Canada.
The knowledge modeling process was originally conducted
based on the IMT, and th e knowledge model consists of
both static a nd dynamic knowledge. The static knowledge
includes the information on constructive components of the
reaction instruments, fluids, and the control devices in the
CO2 capture system. The dynamic knowledge specified
operation tasks of the CO2 capture process system, which
are expressed as th e control strategies for dealing with 25
critical process parameters when a fault condition emerges.
Onto3DViz was applied for visualizing this ontology so as
to test and verify the visualization capability of Onto3DViz
in a co mplex industrial domain. An overview hierarchical
representation of the concepts in the CO2 capture ontology
is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3. 3D Visualized model of CO2 capture ontology

By filtering out the dynamic knowledge, a visualized
static knowledge model of carbon dioxide capture ontology
is shown in Figure 4. Classes are shown as spheres in the
foreground, and insta nces are shown as box es in the
background. To obtain a clearer view, the user may need to
perform the actions of zooming, rotation, and translation.
By filtering out the static knowledge, a visualized dynamic
knowledge model of carbon diox ide capture ontology is
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shown at Figure 5. Objectives are shown as cylinders under
the node called Ob jectiveList. Tasks are represen ted as
cones and placed u nder the objectives they are as sociated
with. The relationships among objectives and tas ks are
linked by lines. The tasks are sorted by the task priority,
which means a tas k located at a h igher position has a
higher priority than the task or tasks located at t he lower
positions. Moreover, the priority of a task is co rrelated to
the size of the represented node. A task that has a higher
priority is larger than the task that has a low priority.

experience, and user recommendations. T he results
suggested that this tool with the developed visualized
conceptual models is helpful for enhancing understanding
of domain knowledge in the process of knowledge
acquisition.
Some strengths of Onto3DViz are summarized as
follows. Onto3DViz supports the IMT during the
knowledge acquisition process and e nables visualizing
complex domain knowledge in a 3D model. The visualized
model of the domain knowledge supports design of the
KBS because the visualized knowledge model can help the
knowledge engineer gain quicker understanding of the
concepts and relationships among the concepts. It supports
communication between the domain expert and knowledge
engineer so t hat it is not limited to oral discus sion and
textual recording. Hence, it can be used for bridging the
knowledge gap between the domain expert and knowledge
engineer in the knowledge acquisition process. Mo reover,
the preliminary design of the knowledge model can be
visualized in Onto3DViz. Then, the domain expert and
knowledge engineer can discuss and fine tune the
visualized model to become the final design.
Several weaknesses of the current version of
Onto3DViz are also n oted. First, the visualized concepts
are not easy to i dentify in the 3D model, especially when
the knowledge model is complex. The control actions of
rotating, zooming, and translating of the 3D model requires
some learning time. Secondly, the visual objects and labels
are too close together in some places, red ucing the
expressiveness of the model. Furthermore, the nodes and
lines overlap at some spots in the 3D visualized model; this
problem needs to be a ddressed in the next version of
Onto3DViz. Thirdly, Onto3DViz lacks a search function
for concepts.

Figure 4. Visualized static knowledge model of CO2 capture ontology

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The survey of existing ontology visualization tools
revealed that they are i nadequate in dynamic knowledge
visualization and visualization of a larg e amount of
information due to li mitations of the 2D g raphical space.
Onto3DViz is a n ew ontology visualization tool th at is
designed to address these weaknesses. As On to3DViz is
developed according to t he knowledge engineering
technique of the IMT methodology, it s upports both static
and dynamic knowledge visualization. By allocating visual
objects to 3 different planes in a 3D space, Onto3DViz can
support visualization of a large amount of information.
Onto3DViz can represent a complex knowledge
model by rendering the concepts using objects of different
shapes and placing them at designated 3D position s.
Visualization of the CO2 capture ontology demonstrates
Onto3DViz’s capabilities in generating a 3D model of
static knowledge and dynamic knowledge. We believe that

Figure 5. Visualized dynamic knowledge model of CO2 capture ontology

V. DISCUSSION
A survey of Onto3DViz has been conducted with three
users, who completed a qu estionnaire with 20 questions
about the tool’s support for knowledge engineering, user
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Onto3DViz can provide strong support for ontological
engineers in visualizing application ontologies.
To address the weaknesses noted in the current
version of Onto3DViz, some improvements to the tool can
be made in the future. Firstly, the current graphical layout
of the Onto3DViz is a tree lik e structure generated from
top to bottom. It is dif ficult to exten d the rendering
algorithm because it i s tightly coupled. In the future,
Onto3DViz can be im plemented in a loosely coupled
architecture, which enables various graphic layouts to be
ported into Onto3DViz. Secondly, to address the difficulty
of finding concepts in a model, a f eature that supports
automatic identification of a required concept can be added
to Onto3DViz. Such a search fu nction can be ad ded by
providing a graphical area for the user to in put the exact
text name of the concept. After th e name is accepted by
Onto3DViz, it will look through the model and locate th e
concept, then highlight the 3D co ordinate of the searched
concept in the visualized model by adding color and
lighting. These improvements will be le ft for future
research.
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to transform the semantic model of ADL to th at of the target
activity diagram. The resulting semantic model will then be
used for visualizing the target activity diagram without loss of
information, and the data can be exported for the verification
and validation process.

Abstract—Activity diagrams are extensively used in software
engineering for modeling the behaviors of systems. However, for
large and complex systems, manually creating activity diagrams
with graphic notation is error-prone and may cause data and
behavior inconsistency. This paper thus proposes a preventive
approach to generating proper activity diagrams with a textual
notation that can be considered as a domain specific language,
called action description language (ADL). The design of ADL
contains both grammars and lexical analyzer that can explain
nodes and coordinate behaviors in activity diagrams. Parsing an
ADL script results in a semantic model that can be eventually
transformed to the target activity diagram, using the
methodology described in this research. An example is used to
demonstrate how to transform the ADL script to the semantic
model of the target activity diagram containing decision, nested
decision, and concurrent controls, without loss of information.

II.

BACKGROUND

A. UML Activity Diagram
In UML [4], an activity diagram is used to display a
sequence of activities. The diagram describes the flow of
operations and data represented by a set of nodes and edges. A
node denotes an action, an object, or a control, while edges
represent either an object flow or a control flow. Fig. 1 s hows
the architecture or metamodel of UML activ ity diagrams 2.3
proposed in this work.

Keywords-process modeling; unified modeling language;
activity diagram; domain specific language

I.

INTRODUCTION

Activity diagrams are extensively used in various domains
for modeling behaviors of systems. The diagram shows the
workflow from a s tart point to the finish point detailing the
many decision paths that exist in the progression of events
contained in the activity. They may be used to detail situations
where parallel processing may occur in the execution of some
activities. Although activity diagrams are useful for describing
procedural logic, business processes, and workflows, it is
difficult to manually create the activity diagrams of large and
complex systems that accurately describe the behaviors of th e
systems, and conform to UML specification.
Several research and so ftware tools have attempted to
create activity diagrams using textual notation languages. Flater
et al. [ 1] proposed the activity diagram linear form (ADLF)
which is a plain text representation to support the rendering of
activity diagrams as h uman-readable text. PlantUML [2], and
yUML [3] are so ftware tools that facilitate creating UML
diagrams with the simple and i ntuitive language. However,
they still lack the features of verification and validation to
ensure consistency and understanding of the activity diagrams
generated. This paper thus presents an approach to rendering
UML activity diagrams as a domain specific language, called
action description language (ADL). ADL is designed to explain
relations between objects such as seq uence, parallel, and
alternative flows. An example is provided to demonstrate how

Figure 1. Activity diagram metamodel

B. Domain Specific Languages
A domain specific language (DSL) is a formal specification
language which contains the syntax and semantics that model a
concept at the same level of abstraction provided by problem
domain [5]. Four elements are required to constitute a D SL:
structure, constraints, representation, and behavior, where
structure defines the abstract syntax; constraints describe
additional restrictions on the structure of the language;
representation can be the description of a graphical or textual
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concrete language syntax; and behavior can be a mapping or
transformation into another language [6,7].
III.

A. Defining Input and Output of An Action
Since the approach uses an object to create a co nnection
between two actions, the grammar of a n action is defined as
follows:

ACTION DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE

Fig. 2 illustrates the ADL metamodel considered as th e
source model that corresponds to the target model or the
activity diagram metamodel presented in Fig. 1. Meta Object
Facility [8] is used to develop ADL on the basis of the objects
or tokens residing the activity diagram. Rather than focusing on
actions that do not enable the detection of objects between two
actions, this research opts to focus on objects as th e key
concept to link between two actions. In other words, an action
is regarded as the relation of two objects. Therefore, an action
must have at least one input object and one output object.

action a
<- O1 /* an input object O1 */
-> O2 /* an output object O2 */
end

Hence, an action can be described as a path in directed graph,
as expressed in (1).
=
a O1 → a → O2



B. Defining Sequence of Actions
A sequence of actions can be defined by two methods: 1)
use explicit objects to create a co nnection; and 2) use implicit
objects to create a connection.
The former method uses the input and output objects
explicitly defined in an action to create a co nnection between
two actions. For example,
01 action a
02
<- O1
03
-> O2
04 end

05 action b
06
<- O2
07
-> O3
08 end

Hence, a sequence of actions can be derived as stated in (2):


Figure 2. ADL metamodel

Since the intent of ADL is to explain relations between
objects, or actions, the textual notation language is developed
in terms of actions and relations of actions. The language
contains the keywords:
action, end, decision, if,
initiate, break, terminate

then,

else,

=
a O1 → a → O2
b = O2 → b → O3

then

a . b = O1 → a → O2 → b → O3



The latter method provides the alternative grammar to
reduce the complexity of ADL scripts by defining a sequence
of actions directly without specifying the binding object, or the
implicit object is used to create a connection. For example,

endif,

And the textual syntax grammar built on EBNF [9] is defined
as following:

01 action a
02
<- O1
03 end
04 action b

<diagram> ::= 'diagram' <name> (<action> |
<sequence> | <decision>)* 'end'
<action> ::= 'action' <action_identifier>
<action_attrs>* 'end'
<action_attrs> ::= 'name' <name>
| '<-' <object_identifier> (','
<object_identifier>)*
| '->' <object_identifier> (','
<object_identifier>)*
| 'precondition' <condition>
| 'postcondition' <condition>
<sequence> ::= <action_identifier> '->'
<action_identifiers> ['[' <label> ']'] ('->'
<action_identifiers> ['[' <label> ']'])*
<decision> ::= 'decision' 'from' <action_identifier>
<guard> <guard>* 'end'
<guard> ::= 'if' <expression> 'then' <statement>
(<statement>)* ('else' <statement>
(<statement>)*)* 'endif'
<statement> ::= <action_identifiers> | <guard>
<action_identifiers> ::= <action_identifier> (','
<action_identifier>)*

05
-> O3
06 end
07 a -> b

The line 07 defines a sequ ence of actio ns with the implicit
object that is created and bound to th e output of action a and
the input of action b. The result is tantamount to (2).
C. Defining Concurrent of Actions
Since the ADL grammar cannot directly describe parallel
behaviors, process algebra [10] is used to replace them with
sequential behaviors as expressed in (3).
(a . b) || (a . c) = a . (b || c)





Given a script containing concurrent of actions as follows:
01 action a
02
<- O1
03
-> O2
04 end
05 action b
06
<- O2

07
-> O3
08 end
09 action c
10
<- O2
11
-> O4
12 end

According to (1), actions can be defined as follows:
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a = O1 → a → O2
=
b O2 → b → O3
c = O2 → c → O4

IV.

Parsing ADL scripts results in ADL semantic models,
which cannot be directly transformed to activity diagrams
because they still lack the information of controls, namely fork,
join, decision, and merge. However, the particular pattern
exists for each control and can be detected from the details of
edges (incoming/ outgoing), labeled edges, and flow detail
contained in ADL scripts. Steps to generate activity diagrams
from ADL scripts are illustrated in Fig. 4.

Next, the sequences of actions can be derived as:
a . b = O1 → a → O2 → b → O3
a . c = O1 → a → O2 → c → O4
According to (3), the parallel behaviors with object relations
can be expressed as (4).
a . (b || c) = O1 → a → O2 → (b → O3 || c → O4)



receiveOrder -> fillOrder ['order accepted']
receiveOrder -> closeOrder ['order rejected']
Receive Order

Construct Fork and
Decision Nodes

Build Actions

Construct Join and
Merge Nodes

Normalize Join and
Merge Nodes

transformation adl (adl : ADL, constructor :
ADConstructor) {
top relation ObjectToObjectNode {...}
top relation RelationToEdge {...}
top relation ActionToActivityNode {...}
relation ActionToAction {...}
relation ActionToControlNode {...}
}

[order rejected]
Close Order

Figure 3. Example for defining condition

E. Defining Nested Condition
For complex decisions or nested decisions, additional
information of guard conditions will be added to the sequence
of actions. A guard condition also owns input and output
objects to create a co nnection between actions related to it.
Given the following chunk of ADL script,

the semantic model for constructing activity diagrams is then
created. Next, it will be transformed to the semantic model of
the metamodel for constructing activity diagrams using the
mappings of top-level relations defined as follows:
transformation ad (constructor : ADConstructor, ad :
AD) {
top relation ObjectNodeToObjectNode {
checkOnly domain constructor left:ObjectNode {
hidden=false, name=on}
enforce domain ad right:ObjectNode {name=on}
...
}
top relation ActionToAction {...}
top relation EdgeToActivityEdge {...}
relation ActivityEdgeToControlFlow {...}
relation ActivityEdgeToObjectFlow {...}
top relation InitialNodeToInitialNode {...}
top relation FlowFinalNodeToFlowFinalNode {...}
top relation ActivityFinalNodeToActivityFinalNode
{...}
top relation ActivityNodeToEdgeDetail {...}
relation OutgoingEdgeToForkAndDecisionNode {...}
relation IncomingEdgeToJoinAndMergeNode {...}
}

06
if 'guard2'
07
then b
08
endif
09
endif
10 end

the sequence of actions a . b can be expressed as (5).
Suppose
a = O1 → a → O2
=
b O2 → b → O3
then a . guard1 & guard2:→ b = O1 → a → O → G1
→ G2 → b → O3

Normalize Fork and
Decision Nodes

A constructor or a m odel is required for retriev ing loss
information of controls and generating the activity diagram. To
accomplish model-to-model transformation, QVT or query/
view/ transformation specification [11] is applied to describe
the transformation from the semantic model of ADL
metamodel to the semantic model of the metamodel for
constructing activity diagrams, as sh own in Fig. 5. Starting
from defining top-level relations of model transformation that
specify the mappings between the two models as follows,

action receiveOrder end
action fillOrder end
action closeOrder end

01 action a end
02 action b end
03 decision from a
04
if 'guard1'
05
then

Build Objects and
Relations

Figure 4. Steps to generate activity diagrams from ADL scripts

Example activity diagram containing a decision and the
associated ADL script are illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fill Order

ADL Semantic
Model

Parse ADL
Script

D. Defining Condition
Activity diagrams use a decision node and guard conditions
to denote alternative composition or choices. That is, when a
decision node accepts a token, it will ev aluate if th e token
satisfies which guard condition annotated in square brackets on
branches, and th en deliver the token to th e outgoing edge
satisfying the condition.

[order accepted]

GENERATING ACTIVITY DIAGRAM FROM ADL

(5)

where G1, G2 denote output objects produced from ‘guard1’
and ‘guard2’, respectively. The values of G1 and G2 a re O2
attached with the evaluated condition.
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Figure 5.

V.

15
then auditAndRecord,
16
communicateResult
17
endif
18
else
19
if 'not recorded' then terminate endif
20
endif
21
end
22
23
decision from reproduceProblem
24
if 'cannot reproduce problem'
25
then correctProblem
26
else
27
if 'can reproduce problem'
28
then idProblemAndResolution
29
endif
30
else
31
if 'duplication of another problem'
32
then verifyResolution
33
endif
34
else
35
if 'known problem and solution'
36
then auditAndRecord,
37
communicateResult
38
endif
39
endif
40
end
41
42
correctProblem -> auditAndRecord
43
correctProblem -> communicateResult
44
45
decision from verifyResolution
46
if 'problem not solved'
47
then idProblemAndResolution
48
else auditAndRecord,
49
communicateResult
50
endif
51
end
52 end

Metamodel for contructing activity diagrams

EXAMPLE OF RESEARCH METHOD

An example of t he trouble ticket scenario is selec ted to
demonstrate how t o compose the underlying ADL script and
how to insert control nodes based on the ADL semantic model.
Fig.6 illustrates the target activity diagram [2] associated with
the example scenario.

Fig. 7 illustrates all the actions and their object evidences as
implicit objects are used to create all action sequences here.
Record Problem

A

Correct Problem

C

Verify Resolution

E

Audit and Record

G

Reproduce Problem

B

ID Problem and
Resolution

D

Communicate Result

F

Figure 7. Actions and their object evidences

Figure 6. Target activity diagram of trouble ticket scenario [2]

Once all sequences of actions have been created, the start
point and the termination point are identified. Actions without
an input object and those without an output object are
candidates for connecting to th e initial node and the activity
final node, respectively. Therefore, recordProblem is connected
to the initial node, while auditAndRecord and
communicateResult are co nnected to the activity final node.
The directed connections can be expressed as follows:

The ADL script representing the trouble ticket scenario can
be written as follows:
01 diagram 'ticket trouble scenario'
02
action recordProblem end
03
action reproduceProblem end
04
action correctProblem end
05
action idProblemAndResolution end
06
action verifyResolution end
07
action auditAndRecord end
08
action communicateResult end
09
10
decision from recordProblem
11
if 'recorded'
12
then
13
reproduceProblem
14
if 'problem statement rectified'

initiate → INITIAL → recordProblem → A
auditAndRecord → G → terminate → TERMINATE
communicateResult → F → terminate → TERMINATE
Next, (5) is ap plied to build guard condition objects,
resulting in the directed connections as follows:
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recordProblem → A → reproduceProblem = > recordProblem
→ A → [recorded] → reproduceProblem; recordProblem → A
→ auditAndRecord = > reco rdProblem → A → [recorded] →
[program
statement
rectified]
→
auditAndRecord;
recordProblem → A → communicateResult => recordProblem
→ A → [recorded] → [program statement rectified] →
communicateResult; recordProblem → A → terminate = >
recordProblem → A → [not recorded] → terminate.

idProblemAndResolution → D → verify Resolution → E →
[problem not solved] → idProblemAndResolution → ...
Next, the controls will be created by detecting the patterns
as described in [13], whether they appear in the digraph. For
example, if a node has more than one outgoing edges, this will
signify the insertion of a fork, a decision, or both a fork and a
decision node. A fork node will be inserted to the node which
has all outgoing edges that are normal-type without label, while
a decision node will be inserted to the node which has all
outgoing edges that are normal-type with label. In Fig. 8, a
decision node will be inserted to object A, B, and E. Based on
Fig. 8, the insertion of a decision node to object [recorded], as
shown in Fig. 9, results from applying the following process
algebra (6) to reduce the complexity.

A digraph [12] is deployed to visualize all the objects and
action relations constructed, as shown in Fig. 8.
INITIAL

A

Record Problem
[not recorded]

[recorded]

[not recorded]

T

Refer to [10]

[recorded]

a . b + a. c = a . (b + c)

(6)

then
TERMINATE

[recorded] . reproduceProblem
+ [recorded] . [problem statement rectified] =
[recorded] . (reproduceProblem+[problem statement rectified])

Reproduce Problem
[duplication
of another
problem]

B
[can reproduce problem]

[cannot reproduce problem]
[cannot reproduce
problem]

[can reproduce
problem]

[duplication of
another problem]

Correct Problem

D

Verify Resolution

[not recorded]

[problem
not solved]

[known problem
and solution]

[else]

[problem
statement
rectified]
Audit and Record

Communicate Result

F

G

[not recorded]

[recorded]

[known problem
and solution]

C

[else]

[problem statement
rectified]

(a)

Normal
Audit and Record

Loop
TERMINATE

[recorded]

[recorded]

Considering auditAndRecord and communicateResult, they
have quite complex incoming edges providing tokens from four
nodes. The result of using the simple fork pattern is illustrated
in Fig. 10a. Process algebra is further applied to reduce the
complexity or the number of edges. That is, from Fig. 8, let s1
be C, s2 be [known problem and solution], s3 be [else], s4 be
[problem statement rectified], t1 be auditAndRecord, and t2 be
communicateResult, then s1 . (t1 || t2) + s2 . (t1 || t2) + s3 . (t1 ||
t2) + s4 . (t1 || t2) = (s1 + s2 + s3 + s4) . (t1 || t2). The result is
shown in Fig. 10b.

[problem statement
rectified]

[else]

C

[not recorded]

Figure 9. Example of mapping decision pattern

E

ID Problem and
Resolution

[recorded]

[not recorded]

[problem not solved]

[known
problem
and
solution]

A

A

T

Terminate

[known problem
and solution]

C

Figure 8. Digraph of objects and action relations

When an edge has the ancestor action node as the target of
the edge, it is considered as a lo op-type edge. Example looptype edge existing in Fig. 8 is the edge, which has [problem not
solved] as sou rce and idProblemAndResolution as targ et. It is
observed that idProblemAndResolution is simultaneously the
ancestor node and the target node on the looping path:

Communicate Result

[else]

[problem statement
rectified]

(b)
Audit and Record

Communicate Result

Figure 10. Example of mapping fork pattern (a) without combined fork nodes
(b) with combined fork nodes
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Once all fo rk and decision nodes have been created, the
details of incoming edges and flow types can be used for the
insertion of a join or merge node. The algorithm of tree
traversal is used to determine the type and level of flows where
the root node is INITIAL object node. Abstract State Machines
or ASM [14] is used to describe the algorithm as follows:

VI. CONCLUSION
The design of ADL, a domain specific language for UML
activity diagrams presented in this paper, covers four elements
required to co nstitute a DSL: structure, constraints,
representation, and behavior. The ADL metamodel illustrates
the language structure. Constraints can be defined as validation
and verification rules described in [13], serving the purposes of
preventing data inconsistency, and fortifying conformance to
UML specification, respectively. Representation can be
visualized with a digraph. Behavior is accomplished by means
of QVT applied for model-to-model transformation.

TraverseTree(node, flow) =
let f = new(Flow) in
info:= flow.info
if IsJoinNode(node) or IsMergeNode(node) then
f.info:= CalculateFlow(node)
else
if IsInitialNode(node) then
f.info:= f.info + "N"
if IsForkNode(node) then
f.info:= f.info + "F"
if IsDecisionNode(node) then
f.info:= f.info + "D"

Process algebra and metamodel-based technology are
applied to develop the language, which is unambiguous and has
a sufficiently high-level abstraction to describe general activity
diagrams. Compared to previous research an d existing tools
mentioned earlier, the proposed approach could reduce the
complexity of scripts, and source lines of code. Compared to
manual method, the proposed method could reduce resource
consumption, in addition to prevent modeling mistakes and
incorrect notation usages.

let c = true
if count(node.incomingEdges) > 1
and IsJoinNode(node) = false
and IsMergeNode(node) = false then
forall e in node.incomingEdges do
if IsNull(e.flow) then c:= false
if c = true then
TraverseTree(CreateJoinMerge(node), f)
else
forall e in node.outgoingEdges do
e.flow:= f
TraverseTree(e.target,f)

The trouble ticket scenario is selec ted as an example to
demonstrate how to transform the underlying ADL script to the
semantic model with control nodes that can be further
processed to visualize the target activity diagram, eventually.
The method presented in this paper is capable of generating
intermediate activity diagrams. Future research work could be
the enhancement of the method to sup port structural activity
diagrams which can describe interruptible regions, events, and
features related to the programming languages.

To reduce complexity when inserting join and merge nodes,
it is suggested that the flows with the deepest level and the
same type should be determined first. Fig. 11 shows the result
of the insertion of two merge nodes into Fig. 10b.
ND1D2D3

ND1D2D3

ND1D2D4

ND1D2

[known problem
and solution]

C

[else]

[problem statement
rectified]
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Abstract—The extraction of knowledge from UML class diagrams into ontologies is a typically manual thus time-consuming
and error-prone task in software and systems engineering. To
support an automated UML to OWL transformation approach,
purebred and hybrid tool solutions have been researched and
evaluated. Since no approach met the deﬁned requirements, a new
UML to OWL tool, called umlTUowl was designed and realized.
umlTUowl supports the transformation of Visual Paradigm, MS
Visio and ArgoUML UML class diagrams into valid OWL2 DL
and is available as open source software. The tool provides a
novel approach, resolving issues of preceding approaches through
an extensible architecture dealing with the fragility of XML
Metadata Interchange (XMI) by providing traceability and an
automated testing framework for vendor-speciﬁc UML tools. In
addition, this work presents an industrial use case, in which
umlTUowl is applied to models from the automation systems
engineering domain. The tool successfully passed all test cases
completely, including the presented industry-speciﬁc use case.
Index Terms—Semantic Web; Automated Ontology Creation;
Knowledge Modeling; UML to OWL transformation; Industrial
Case Study.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Industrial projects, such as performed by the Christian
Doppler Laboratory ”Software Engineering Integration for
Flexible Automation Systems” (CDL-Flex) at Vienna University of Technology (TU Vienna), often require the collaboration of people with different domain expertise and methodological approaches that should provide their heterogeneous
knowledge into an overall solution. The CDL-Flex tackles this
kind of issues by leveraging OWL ontologies as explicit data
model speciﬁcations, which enable the intercommunication
of heterogeneous tools based on a semantically level within
CDL-Flexs integration framework called Engineering Knowledge Base Engineering Knowledge Base (EKB) [12].
However, there is still an important issue to cover, concerning the common lack of experience regarding ontologies,
i.e. OWL, by project members. Engineers do not only often
have insufﬁcient knowledge about ontologies; furthermore,
the maintenance of sophisticated OWL ontologies by itself is
challenging, error-prone and may lead to unrecognized consequences during runtime. Common modeling components (e.g.
used for software technology, automation systems engineering
and industrial automation) are scattered across team roles thus
it may be unreasonable, not to say impossible, to expect that

team members make a shift from their prefered modeling
language towards OWL.
CDL-Flexs project experience shows that most of the engineers are familiar with simple concepts using UML class
diagram notation. Hence, UML modeling tools, such as Visual
Paradigm (VP)’s UML editor1 can be established to collect and
share domain knowledge between project partners, primarily
using UML’s logical data model notation. An UML to OWL
tool may be leveraged to replace ontology experts who have
to transfer this UML diagrams into adequate OWL knowledge
bases.
In this work, existing UML to OWL transformation solutions will be evaluated with respect to their practical applicability. After discussing pros and cons of even more
persuasive solutions, i.e. Eclipse’s (ATLAS Transformation
Language (ATL) and TwoUse Toolkit, as well as common
issues regarding XMI transformations, the lack and necessity
of a ﬂexible, easy-adaptable model to model solution becomes
obvious. Thus this work introduces the developed transformation tool umlTUowl. The application of the tool, which is
capable of transforming VP XMI 2.1, MS Visio XMI 1.0 or
ArgoUML XMI 2.1 class diagrams into OWL ontologies, is
then illustrated by presenting an industry-speciﬁc use case.
The innovation of umlTUowl lies in the combination of
the beneﬁts of classical meta models with a vendor-speciﬁc
but ﬂexible implementation approach. While conventional
transformation tools either fail by trying to provide a solution
that is capable to deal with all XMI standards or simply
assume that a model-speciﬁc implementation implies that the
tool is compatible with all other XMI versions of all different
vendors, umlTUowl considers this grievances by providing a
traceable, testable, integrable, extensible framework approach
that might also be of scientiﬁc value.
II. E VALUATION OF E XISTING T RANSFORMATION T OOLS
Because large vendors tend to come up with new ontology modeling solutions currently, existing tools have been
grouped into purebred UML to OWL transformation and
hybrid modeling tools during evaluation phase. Latter are
often sophisticated graphical tools, which do not support
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1 http://www.visual-paradigm.com

transformation of UML diagrams directly, but offer ontology
modeling utilizing UML proﬁles (compare [4][pg.2ff]). In this
alternative approach users have to explicitly specify OWL elements using UML syntax[1], while conventional tools typically
try to extract implicit information from UML elements[2].
Only the latter approach is relevant for CDL-Flex, hence only
one representative, i. e., TwoUseToolkit2 , will be outlined in
this paper. Other examples for hybrid tools are Altova Semantic
Works,UMLtoOWL by Gasevic et al. which is described in [3]
and VisioOWL.
Purebred transformation tools have been compared and
evaluated based on portability, traceability, their transformation approach, up-to-dateness, availability of documentation,
support, usability and surplus value for CDL-Flex. The major
prerequisite was that the UML to OWL transformation feature
is executable or that, if the tool/feature is not available, it is
somehow justiﬁed, why the tool is capable to transform UML
into OWL.
A. Evaluation Results
None of the tools transformed VP XMI 1.2 or 2.1 into valid
OWL 2 DL. All scripts completed within a reasonable time
(in other words: none of the programs crashed), but also none
of the tools correctly transformed a single UML element into
its valid OWL counterpart. The tools either terminated before
an OWL ﬁle was created or the root element of the resulting
OWL XML/RDF ﬁle was empty.
Most of the tools passed their own reference model tests,
which means that they successfully translated the examples
(XMI ﬁles) they provided into valid OWL ontologies, which
has been validated using OWL Validator by University of
Manchester (ManchesterValidator)3 . Transformation of Leinhos’ UML2OWL4 reference models failed when the models
were opened in Poseidon for UML SE 6.0.2 and re-exported
into XMI 1.2. Dia5 successfully imported MS Visio XSD
ﬁles, but crashed during OWL export, because the Visio ﬁle
could not be saved as a valid Dia ﬁle (tested with Ubuntu
11.04). OntoStudio6 seemed quite interesting and provides
a pliable GUI (Eclipse based). However, UML 2 is only
available for ObjectLogics. NeOn Toolkit7 , which is a derivate
of OntoStudio claims to provide transformation functionality
as well, but version 2.5.1 misses any feature. Eclipse offers
an entire UML modeling environment (EMF; ATL; UML2 or
Papyrus project) and ATL transformation performed well for
the distributed XMI 2.1 reference examples, but the ﬂip side
of the coin is that most of the Eclipse modeling tools are still
in incubation. Detailed evaluation results and a comprehensive
comparison of available tools in tabular form are provided in
[4][p.2ff].
2 http://code.google.com/p/twouse
3 http://owl.cs.manchester.ac.uk/validator
4 http://diplom.ooyoo.de/index.php?page=download

B. ODM-ATL Implementation (Bridging UML - OWL)
ATL8 is an Eclipse-based model transformation language
that provides ways to produce a set of target models out of
a set of source models. It originally has been initiated by
Object Management Group (OMG) and is part of Eclipse’s
Model To Model Transformation (M2M) project. One of the
transformation use cases for ATL is the Ontology Defnition Meta Model (ODM) implementation for bridging UML
and OWL. Hillairet9 provides the most current project ﬁles
(including samples) as well as the source ﬁles for reverse
transformation (OWL2UML) of OWL. Evaluation showed
that the tool transforms XMI 2.1 UML models accurate, if
they have been designed using Eclipse’s UML2 plug-in or
Papyrus, which both implement OMG’s XMI 2.1 standard.
Transformation of VP XMI 2.1 caused exceptions and resulted
in an empty OWL ﬁle.
Eclipse ATL’s transformation approach is based on different
meta levels, as deﬁned by OMG (compare [5]). ATL is used to
transform UML 2.0 (XMI 2.1) input ﬁles into OWL metadata,
based on OWL.ecore. Eclipse ecore is a meta language inspired by MOF 1.4 and is used to deﬁne platform independent
models [6]. Once the XMI input ﬁle has been transformed into
OWL ecore format, the AM3 plugin serializes OWL resulting
in valid OWL RDF/XML output.
The ATL approach is elegant, though transformation rules
are deﬁned in a single, transparent ﬁle. ATL supports syntax
highlighting and debugging. Transformation rules are intuitive
to interpret and may be easier to read than XSLT, because the
rules do not follow an XML sytanx. Helper functions can be
deﬁned and allow more freedom for the developer. ATL is easy
adaptable. Drawbacks are that the Eclipse environment is hard
to setup. ATL UML2OWL project requires Eclipse Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF), UML2 and AM3. Some of those
components are still in incubation phase and incompatible
either among themselves or with some versions of Eclipse.
Furthermore, ecore/ATL training effort is high. Developers
have to dive into the EMF concept to gain a deeper understanding and learn ATL, which can be time consuming.
C. TwoUse Toolkit
The TwoUse Toolkit originated from an European project. It
implements the current OMG and W3C standards for software
design, code generation and OWL ontology engineering.[7]
All components are implemented as Eclipse plug-ins. The
aim of TwoUse toolkit is to enable Semantic Web Software
Engineering and Model Driven Semantic Web. Thus, besides
extensive browsing and querying support (e.g. SPARQL), it
offers different graphically design tools for modeling of OWL
ontologies:
• UML editor for modelling and transformation of UML
proﬁles into OWL ontology functional syntax.
• TwoUse Graphical Editor for directly creating ontologies
(some design elements have been adopted from Protégé).

5 http://projects.gnome.org/dia/
6 http://www.ontoprise.de/de/produkte/ontostudio/

8 http://www.eclipse.org/atl

7 http://neon-toolkit.org/wiki/Main

9 http://perso.univ-lr.fr/ghillair/projects.html
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The tool’s ability to deal with SWRL rules based on an UML
proﬁle based approach as discussed in literature [8] has been
successfully demonstrated in [4][p.7,8].

-

D. A Word about XML Metadata Interchange
Evaluation showed that the transformation proccess heavily
depends on the format of the provided XMI ﬁle. Although
most of the leading UML modeling tool vendors support XMI,
their formats are highly incompatible and implementations
often have a lack of quality. Often export and import of simple
diagrams within the same modeling tool is doomed to fail.
One of the reasons for this is that XMI attempts to solve
a technical problem far more difﬁcult than exchanging UML
models; it attempts to provide a mechanism for facilitating the
exchange of any language deﬁned by the OMG’s MetaObject
Facility (MOF). Furthermore, the UML 2.* Diagram Interchange speciﬁcation lacks sufﬁcient detail to facilitate reliable
interchange of UML 2.* notations between modeling tools.
Since UML is a visual modeling language, this shortcoming
is a show-stopper for many modelers who don’t want to redraw
their diagrams10 .
There are several reasons why transformation of VP XMI
2.1 format into valid OWL fails using existing UML2OWL
tools. First of all, VP takes use of different XML namespaces
to distinguish between different types of elements (i.e. classes,
associations, packages) which do not have been considered by
most of the transformation tools. Secondly, the XML structure
is nested and data for particular elements have to be grabbed
using cross references. This turned out to be fragile according
to XSLT scripts implementations and tools who try to tackle a
joint solution for all XMI dialects. Furthermore, the structure
of the resulting VP XMI ﬁle depends on the state of the
UML editor view during the export process (e.g. if a particular
package/part of the diagram is selected, the XML hierarchy
changes). Finally there are even incompatibilities between
different versions of VP (i.e. between VP UML 7.2 and VP
UML 8.2).
The conclusion is that an UML2OWL transformation process always should be tailored to a speciﬁc vendor’s UML
solution. UML2OWL tool developers are required to specify
vendor, product name and version of the UML editor they
support as well as XMI versions and instructions, how to
export that XMI version from the respective UML editor.
Furthermore they must deﬁne, which UML elements their
tool supports (and which not) and provide adequate reference
models, including test cases (automated?) and documentation.
III. UMLTU OWL T RANSFORMATION T OOL
A. Overview
umlTUowl has been developed to overcome the problems
that arise during the transformation process of evaluated
UML2OWL tools. It is not only optimized to transform UML
class data models, as used by partners of CDL-Flex (Visual
Paradigm for UML V7.2, 8.2; XMI 2.1, Microsoft Visio 2010

Supported UML elements
classes
abstract classes
interfaces
generalization
multiple packages (diagrams)
attributes
visibility of attributes (partly)
attrs. with primitive data types
attrs. with XML data types
associations
navigable associations
multiplicity of associations
aggregations
compositions
labelled endpoints (MS Visio)
comments / note elements

Not supported UML elements
- multiplicity of attribute value
- attribute values except primitives
- package elem. inside a diagram
- data constraints
- class operations
- association classes
- n-ary associations
- overlapping/disjoint classes
- roles (VP, ArgoUML)
- XOR annotation
- redefnition of derived attributes
- subset annotation
- ordering+uniqueness attr. annot.
- datatype meta annotation
- enumerations
- stereotypes

TABLE I: Comparison of supported and not supported UML
elements

XMI 1.0) into OWL 2 DL ontologies, but also attempts to be
a best practice lightweight framework for engineers and thus
is hosted as an open source project.11 Both, executable and
source code are available.
umlTUowl eases the integration of new transformation
scripts, e.g. support for ArgoUML 0.32.2 XMI 2.1 (freeware)
has been already implemented. Its maxim is: don’t try to provide an overall transformation solution for all vendors, because
parsing of XMI is too fragile. Be prepared for variations and
UML-model-vendor updates that affect the structure of the
resulting XMI code by providing traceability of supported
UML tools, as well as providing high testability, modiﬁability
and extensibility.
Traceability is reached by keeping record of version numbers, export settings and supported UML elements for each
vendor-speciﬁc UML modeling tool. This approach has several
advantages. It provides end user documentation and guarantees designated transformation results, which at all times are
OWL2 DL compatible and thus should be also compatible
with current versions of Protégé (¿=4.1). Furthermore, by
leveraging automated testing those artifacts also ensure that
whenever a vendor adapts a modeling tool, these changes
will be detected. umlTUowl comes with a bulk of unit tests
and three implemented reference model tools[4][pg.37ff.],
hence providing comprehensive templates to developers, who
want to implement transformations for additional models. By
utilizing a meta model, either a new input format (e.g. Entity
Relationship Diagram (ERD) instead of UML) may be added,
or the output converter (e.g. DAML instead of OWL) may be
replaced.
Supported UML elements are outlined in Table I. VP
uses the term package for diagram synonymously. umlTUowl
allows to deﬁne, if all packages should be merged into a
single ontology, or if an own ontology ﬁle should be created
for each package. The elements which are not supported by
umlTUowl typically are not commonly used or only wellunderstood by UML experts. They have not been implemented

10 http://www.uml-forum.com/FAQ.htm

11 http://sourceforge.net/projects/uml2owl
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within the umlTUowl prototype because these elements have
not been used by CDL-Flex customers and engineers in the
past years and also may not be important for the populace
of UML modelers outside CDL-Flex projects. Other reasons
are that some elements are hard to implement because they
can’t be expressed naturally in OWL. For instance, how can
someone express a class operation such as
, without introducing additional semantics?
However, this case is not relevant for the CDL-Flex.
The tool should be seen as a recommendation as well. It
attempts to suggest, which informations should be provided
when publishing an UML transformation tool, based on the
experiences collected during the evaluation phase.
B. Software Architecture
umlTUowl naturally accepts UML diagrams in the speciﬁed
XMI format. As illustrated in ﬁgure 1, at ﬁrst the XML/XMI
ﬁles are loaded into memory. Depending on the XMI inputformat a particular converter is selected, which transforms the
UML model into a simpliﬁed meta model (
).
The meta model basically consists of modules that represent
and facilitate all relevant UML model elements in a convenient
way. It has been deﬁned analogue to Eclipse MOF, Netbeans
MDR or as discussed in [9]. The usage of a meta model
has numerous beneﬁts. On the one hand, decoupling of XMI
parsing process (
) and OWL serialization
(
) eases the adoption of additional converters
(e.g. Poseidon XMI format or even ER-diagram conversion)
and enables automated testing approaches. On the other
hand, a meta model can facilitate access to speciﬁc meta
data elements, which implies that searching, manipulating
and referencing of entities is much more comfortable than
directly accessing XML. This advantage is also leveraged by
the
component, which ensures that all classes,
attributes and associations are labeled with a unique and OWL
2 DL compatible name, before they are ﬁnally serialized into
an OWL 2 DL ontology utilizing the OWL API by University
of Manchester (OWL API). Decoupling of input (parsing) and
output (serialization) process furthermore has the advantage
that not only the parser might be replaced, but also the OWL
serialization component.

Fig. 1: Workﬂow and software architecture of umlTUowl

1) Harmonizer: The harmonizer component ensures the
uniqueness of element names and prepares them for the
OWL export. According to the conﬁgured strategy all entity
names in the meta model are uniﬁed, so that each name only
occurs once. Furthermore, attribute and association names are
converted into common OWL styles.
Table II illustrates some of the most considerable harmonizing techniques and how they are applied (the complete example can be found in [4][p.22]).Two strategys have been implemented to handle packages: Depending on the conﬁguration
either all meta packages are merged into a single meta model
during the harmonizing phase, or all packages remain and are
serialized into separated ontologies, subsequently. If all classes
are merged into a single ontology, more harmonizing effort
is required, since it can happen that semantically inequivalent
classes with same class name exist in different packages. These
classes have to be preﬁxed with their package name.
Duplicate attributes and association names frequently occur
even within a package. They appear, when packages are
merged into a single ontology or when the same attribute (or
association) name is contained in different UML classes (e.g.
age might exist for a class named ”Student“, but also for a class
named ”Building“). Therefore, the
component
offers a set of naming strategys, which can be customized.
Thus, attribute names are always renamed (pre- or sufﬁxing class and/or package name), if they occur more than
once, although different strategys exist therefore. Associations
often exist without label. Even if they are named labels
are useless, except the association is navigable. Hence, all
associations are renamed, depending on the chosen strategy
(
). For instance, as illustrated in table
II, aggregations and compositions can be renamed using
supplementary patterns. If only a conventional association
is established between two classes, e.g. ”Building“ contains
”Rooms“, this results in two OWL object properties. The ﬁrst
one is named ”buildingHasRoomAssociation“ and the second
(inverse) object property is named ”roomHasBuildingAssociation“; if the association is bidirectional navigable, there is no
way, to ﬁnd out, if ”Building“ is contained in ”Room“ or vice
versa.
2) Metamodeltoowl: The OWL API by the University of
Manchester has been utilized to serialize umlTUowl’s meta
model into valid OWL2 DL. Not all UML elements have a
matching counterpart. For instance, an abstract UML class
entity with probably
will be transformed into an
speciﬁc naming conventions. Depending on the chosen transformation strategy either all UML packages are merged into
a single ﬁle, or each package is separated into a single OWL
ontology. This approach is inspired by previous works, such
as [2] and [9].
Attributes are transformed into data properties. XML builtin data types (e.g.
) are supported as well as OWL
built-in data types. UML associations result in OWL ob12 X: harmonizing carried out using default settings; blank: adapted conﬁguration settings; S: blank + special case
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Elem.
class

UML Example
Two classes named Student exist
within two different packages.

class

Two classes named Student exist
within two different packages.

class

Two classes named Student exist
within two different packages.
{abstract} Student

abstract
class
attribute

D12
Harmonizing result
X
Student
Package2 Student
Package1 Student
Package2 Student
Student in out Package1.owl
Student in out Package2.owl
X
X

association

Two classes, namely Student and
Building exist within the same
package. Both contain attribute
name.
Two classes, namely Student and
Building exist within the same
package. Both contain attribute
name.
Two classes, namely Student and
Building exist within the same
package. Both contain attribute
name.
Unidirectional association named
based on between Tree and Trunk.

composition

Each Tire belongs to exactly 1 Car
at one time.

X

aggregation

University has Researchers.

association

Three associations: Tank contains
Temperature Sensors, Level Sensors and Heaters (class names). All
assoc. are labelled with contains.

attribute

attribute

Abstract Student
Building: hasName
Student: hasPackage1 StudentName
Building: hasName
Student: hasStudentName
Student: hasStudentName
Building: hasBuildingName

X

hasTreeTrunkRelation
hasTrunkTreeRelation (inverse). Comment ”Relation originally named ’based on’“ added.
hasCarTireComposition
isTireOfCar (inverse - part of)
hasUniversityResearcher
IsResearcherOfUniversity (inverse)

S

All associations are still labelled with contains.
One OWL object property named
with
and range
domain
will be created.

Relevant settings
merge-packages=true
merge-disable-ﬁxing=true
merge-class-preﬁx={package}
merge-packages=true
merge-disable-ﬁxing=false
merge-class-preﬁx={package}
merge-packages=false
abstract-preﬁx=Abstract
abstract-postﬁx=
merge-packages=true
data-property-preﬁx=has
merge-attribute-strategy=duplicates
merge-attribute-preﬁx={package-class}
merge-packages=true
data-property-preﬁx=has
merge-attribute-strategy=duplicates
merge-attribute-preﬁx={class}
merge-packages=true
data-property-preﬁx=has
merge-attribute-strategy=all
merge-attribute-preﬁx={class}
relation-strategy-relation=Relation
relation-strategy-1=
has{from}{to}{dependingRelation}
relation-strategy-1=has{from}{to}{dependRel}
relation-strategy-composition-part1=is{from}Of{to};
relation-strategy-composition=Composition
relation-strategy-1=has{from}{to}{dependRel}
relation-strategy-aggregation-part1=is{from}Of{to};
relation-strategy-aggregation=
allow-multiple-labelled-names=true
relation-strategy-1={name}
relation-strategy-2=has{from}{to}
{dependRel}

TABLE II: Examples of implemented harmonizing techniques, depending on settings

ject properties, which are restricted by domain and range
through their corresponding OWL classes (formally UML
classes or interfaces). Equally named associations as well are
supported. Thus, domain/range expressions contain concatenated OWL entities, separated by . Example: UML associand
ations
will be transformed into object property
with
domain
and range
. If an
association is navigable in both directions, object properties
will be linked as Inverse properties one another. All object
properties are added as subclass axioms to their related OWL
classes, concerning cardinality. Assuming that a Professor can
hold between 0 and 500 lectures, the example above would
result in two subclass axioms:
and
.

with respect to different conﬁguration settings of umlTUowl.

The mapping mechanism of umlTUowl is detailed in ﬁgure
2. All transformed ontologies have been validated manually,
by applying ManchesterValidator for OWL2 DL format and
by comparing the resulting ontology in Protégé (using the
FaCT++ reasoner) [10]). The veriﬁcation of the ontologies
showed that all UML reference models were transformed
correctly and completely for all three UML modeling tools and
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Fig. 2: Mapping of UML elements and OWL entities

Due to umlTUowl’s architecture the test cases are transparently
available and repeatable.
C. Time Complexity
Time complexity of the transformation implementation is
T = O(#N ) ∗ [O(#G) + O(#Assoc)
+ O(#Attr) + O(#Com) ∗ O(#ComC)]

(1)

where #N is the number of XML elements (depending on
the XML serialization), #G is the number of class generalizations, #Assoc the number of associations, #Attr the number
of attributes, #Com the number of comments and #ComC
the number of connections between classes/associations and
comments.
The comparison with Xu et al.’s solution[11] shows that
time complexity is slightly higher than O(#N). The main
reason is that the DOM structure of VP’s XMI 2.1 in some
cases has to be traversed, e.g. to map attributes and data
range, or to link comments to their corresponding entity. The
algorithm may be optimized (e.g. extracting data types into an
array before processing attributes), but the current algorithm
is broadly satisfactory.
D. Automated Testing
umlTUowl uses an elegant testing approach based on executable test cases (jUnit): The tool is shipped with a variety
of test cases, which are linked with elaborate UML reference
models to cover common UML class diagram constructs as
deﬁned in Table I. The unit tests are applied to particular elements of the reference model’s diagrams, whereupon identical
diagrams have been created for each of the supported modeling
tools. For each converter implementation, an adequate XMI
ﬁle, images of the model’s diagrams created by the speciﬁc
modeling tool, and the related project ﬁles are provided. To
implement a new UML modeling editor’s XMI format, one just
has to extend an existing XMI converter, redraw the reference
model in the particular UML modeling tool and document
the export process of the newly implemented XMI version.
Due to leveraging, the intermediate meta model coding of test
cases is no longer necessary! Additional reference models can
be placed to support additional features for a speciﬁc UML
editor’s XMI ﬁle format. Adaption of not yet implemented
transformation features can be carried out across all existing
converters, hence the approach helps to gain high-quality
converters. Even UML-related models, such as MS Visio ERD,
can be implemented in adequate time.
E. Use Case: Transformation of Industrial Tank Model
Practitioners, especially designers and Quality Assurance
(QA) personnel, want to make complex industrial automation
systems more robust against normally hard to identify runtime
failures. Challenges to detect and locate defects at runtime
come from the different focus points of models. Without
an integrated view on relevant parts of both design-time
and runtime models inconsistencies from changes and their
impact are harder to evaluate and resolve. Better integrated

engineering knowledge can improve the quality of decisions
for runtime changes to the system, e.g., better handling severe
failures with predictable recovery procedures, lower level
of avoidable downtime, and better visibility of risks before
damage occurs [12][13][14]. As shown in [15], these problems
can be addressed with the help of ontologies and reasoning.
The CDL-Flex developed, domain-speciﬁc EKB provides
a better integrated view on relevant engineering knowledge
in typical design-time and runtime models, which were originally not designed for machine-understandable integration.
It contains schemes on all levels and instances, data, and
allows reasoning to evaluate rules that involve information
from several models. umlTUowl in combination with the EKB
enables practitioners from different ﬁelds to create ontologies
out of previous or novel created UML (or similar) models on
the ﬂy, and thus helps to gain better integrated and shared
knowledge across teams. It not only supports iterative development of ontologies and hence helps to improve consistency
and compliance between design- and code/runtime- elements,
but also unburdens EKB ontology engineers so that they
can focus on modeling of complex logical relationships and
axioms.umlTUowl incorporates and centers domain experts
and helps improving the CDL-Flex EKB workﬂow transiently.
To demonstrate the integration of umlTUowl into
CDL-Flex’s EKB and to dig into a use case, the tool
has been validated against a previously-used, domain speciﬁc
tank model (compare [15]). Both, VP class data diagram
and OWL ontology that had been created in manual work
by CDL-Flex, have been provided beforehand. The UML
diagram models a piped tank that is connected to several
control elements, which ensure that the tank provides enough
ﬂuid (eg. water or liquid chemical substances) and the content
is heated, dependent on the measures of different sensors.
The existing, manually created ontology and the umlTUowl
transformation result have been compared in Protégé and
were validated using ManchesterValidator. The results are
outlined next.
1) Class Transformation and Disjointness: The tool transformed all 19 classes and considered all hierarchy levels
correctly. For instance, actuator is the superclass of heater,
pump and valves, while valve itself has been subdivided into
magnetic, manual and pneumatic classes. Unlike the manually
created ontology, disjointness of classes is not deﬁned in
the umlTUowl created ontology. By default, UML classes
are deﬁned as overlapping, so the ontology engineer has to
explicitly deﬁne disjoint classes, using Protégé.
2) Equivalent Classes: Of course the automated umlTUowl
transformation approach cannot distinguish equivalent and deﬁned classes. While the CDL-Flex ontology engineer deﬁned
some equivalent classes in OWL, the tool created deﬁned
classes with subclass axioms, instead.
3) Attributes: Because for none of the attributes a data type
had been speciﬁed in the UML diagram, the tool assigned data
range
. The ontology engineer has to add missing
ranges to all data properties manually, e.g. set the data range
of
(Domain =
) to
.
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4) Associations: In the ﬁrst test run, the tool created 24 object properties, while the CDL-Flex ontology contained only seven object properties. The reason
was that the transformation tool created an object property and its inverse for each UML association. For instance, one sensor measures an actuator. The resulting
object properties were
and
, which is the inverse object
property (compare Table II). For avoidance of inverse relations,
either the object properties have to be removed in Protégé, or
the UML designer has to deﬁne unidirectional associations
(add navigation arrows). After the UML diagram had been
reworked, 24/2=12 object properties remained. The CDL-Flex
ontology still contained seven object properties. The reason
is that in the UML model six associations have been labelled
with
and three are named
. umlTUowl
cannot determine, if all associations with same label are
semantically equal and therefore, creates a new object property
for each association.
So umlTUowl had been extended, to support
transformation of equally named associations into a
single object property (compare Table II). By adding
the lines
and
{
} in
one can deﬁne that equally named associations are allowed
and that their name are used to label OWL object properties.
After re-execution of umlTUowl the number of object
properties in the result was reduced to a number of ﬁve
(the manually created ontology contained two additional
properties, which were not modeled in the UML ﬁle). The
result has been equivalent to the manually created ontology.
The transformation succeeded for all three UML modeling
tools with respect to different conﬁguration settings.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Traditional UML to OWL transformation tools are doomed
to fail transforming VP UML2.0 or MS Visio 2010 diagrams

into valid OWL, because they heavily rely on XMI standards,
which turned out to be fragile and vary by vendors’ tools.
Eclipse’s ATL framework offers a transparent transformation
approach, but is, in combination with OWL, still half-baked.
umlTUowl is not only tailor-made for the CDL-Flex, but
provides a framework that supports high extensibility due
to precise documentation of supported UML modeling tools
and an automated test approach. It rests on a well-thoughtout lightweight architecture, which enables developers to add
high-quality converter scripts rapidly. Future work may be
carried out regarding the implementation of less common
UML constructs, such as disjointness, multiplicity of data
properties or support of constraints.
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metric for comparing class diagrams is presented in Section IV.
Section V explains the use of Ge netic Algorithm (GA) in
matching of class diagrams, while our experiments are
described in S ection VI. Finally, we present our c onclusions
and future work in Section VII.

Abstract—In this research, we propose the use of genetic
algorithm (GA) for retrieving class diagrams from a software
repository. This technique will prove useful in the reuse of
existing Unified Modeling Language (UML) artifacts. Our
proposed similarity metric for matching query class diagrams to
repository class diagrams is based on name (semantic) similarity
and structure similarity. Our preliminary results on structure
similarity show that the proposed method is effective in retrieving
class diagrams from the repository that are similar to query class
diagrams.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
This research focuses on the use of GA for retrieving UML
class diagrams from the repository for re use. Retrieving or
locating reusable artifacts is a search problem involving a
comparison of que ry artifacts and repository artifacts [3]. In
this section, we review res earch regarding softwa re artifact
reuse. In particular, because the UML is the de facto modeling
language for software systems, we descri be previous work
regarding retrieval of softw are artifacts r epresented using
UML.

Keywords-component; UML Class Diagrams; Software Reuse;
Similarity; Genetic Algorithm

I.

INTRODUCTION

Software reuse is the process of creating s oftware systems
from existing software rather than building software system s
from scratch [1] . Some of the advantages of reuse include
reduced overall development cost, increased reliability and
accelerated development [2]. One of the
most important
activities in software reuse is retrieval. During retrieval, an
input query is com pared with existing software artifacts to
determine those artifacts that are similar enough to the query.
The emphasis on similarity of query artifacts to stored software
artifacts is important, to ensure that adapting retrieved artifacts
is more beneficial than building a new software system from
scratch.

Robinson et al [5]
developed a C ASE tool that
automatically retrieves similar sequence diagrams from a
repository using a graph m atching algorithm called SUBDUE.
Ahmed [6] has applied GA for m atching sequence diagra ms
based on their structural and semantic relatedness.
Rufai [3] proposed a set of similarity metrics to measure
class diagram similarity based on semantic relatedness of class
names, attributes and m ethods. Gomes et al [7] combine
Wordnet and Case Based Reasoning (CBR) for retrieving UML
models. Because they represented cases as UML class
diagrams, their work involv ed retrieval of UML class
diagrams. Robles et al [4] have used dom ain and application
ontologies for class diagram
retrieval. They use query
expansion to match class diagrams, while we employ GA.

Software artifacts that can be
reused include domain
models, requirement specifications, design, documentation, test
data and code [3]. The first three types of artifacts are referred
to as early-sta ge reusable art ifacts, while the rem aining three
are referred to as later-stage reusable artifacts [3]. Clearly, it is
more beneficial to reuse early-stage artifacts than later-stage
artifacts because once a matching early-stage artifact is found,
all later-stage artifacts re lated to the matched artifact c an also
be reused.

Blok et al [8] have m atched Use Cases by co mputing a
similarity measure of their event flow vectors.

This research focuses on the retrieval of early-stage artifacts
that are represented using the Unified Modeling Language
(UML). In particular, we con centrate on class diagram s since
they are the de facto standard in the
design stage of the
software development process [4].
The rest of this paper is orga nized in the following manner.
We discuss related work in S ection II. Section III describes a
graphical representation for UML class diagrams. A similarity
This research was supported by NSTIP Project Grant 11-INF1633-04
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Our method is sim ilar to th at of Gupta et al [9] who us e
inexact graph matching to detect design patterns. Howe ver,
while we GA, the authors use an iterative method to m atch
graphs. Their algorithm has a com putational complexity of
O(n2Kn) where n is the number of nodes and K is the number of
phases in the algorithm, specified by the user.
Park et al [10] have presented a two stage m ethod for
matching UML specifications. In
the first stage, Class
Diagrams are compared using analogy. In the second stage,
Sequence Diagrams are compared based on graph similarity.

III.

GRAPH REPRESENTATION OF CLASS
DIAGRAMS

UML class diagram s can be c onverted to labeled directed
graphs in which the classes are represe nted by nodes, and the
relationships between the classes are re presented as edges of
the graph. In addition, edges contain extra i nformation which
specify whether they represent dependencies, generalization,
association, and so on. With this representation in m ind, the
problem of m atching a quer y class diagram to another class
diagram in the repository becomes that of graph m atching. In
particular, since the graphs to be compared usually have
different numbers of nodes a nd edges, the problem is referred
to as inexact g raph matching [11]. Fig. 1 s hows how a class
diagram is converted to a directed graph. An adjacency matrix
representation of the graph is al so shown in Table I. Rath er
than containing zeros and ones, the entries of the matrix s how
the types of Class relationships represented by the edges of the
graph.
SIMILARITY METRIC

IV.

We propose a similar ity metric which is com posed of two
parts; name (semantic) similarity and str ucture (topology)
similarity [4], [12]. Nam e similarity measures the semantic
relatedness of the concepts (classes) in the class diagram s to be
compared, while structure similarity measures how closely the
relationships between classes match one another. In other
words, name similarity determines how t he corresponding
nodes of tw o graphs are r elated, while structure similarity
measures the level of similar ity between corresponding edges
[13], [9].
A. Name Similarity
One way of measuring the sem antic relatedness of class
names is to use domain ontology [4]. Another possibility is to
utilize a lexical database such as WordNet.
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Ai is the na me of the i th class in class diagram A, B i is the
name of the i th class in class diagram B while n is the number
of classes contained in both diagram
s. cns (Class Na me
Similarity) is a function that returns a semantic relatedness
value between zero and one . Zero and one denote maximal
relatedness and un-relatedne ss of conce pts, respectively. The
division by n in equation 1 ensures that the value of nam e
similarity (NS) always lies between 0 and 1.
B. Structure Similarity
In order to measure the stru cture similarity between two
matrices, we define a squa re matrix Diff, whose entries
represent the level of dissimilarity between the various types of
class relationships. The (i, j)th en try of the matrix is a measure
of the dissimilarity between the i th type of relationship and the
jth type of relationship. A value of 1 indi cates that the two
relationships are extremely dissimilar, while 0 indicates that the
relationships are the sa me (hence the diagonal entries of the
matrix are all zeros). The entries of this matrix can be filled by
gathering information from UML experts, or by appl ying
ontology as in [4]. Table II (adapted from [4]) shows a sample
Difference matrix (Diff). Since the main objective of retrieving
class diagrams is to reuse the m, the entries in Diff shoul d be
proportional to the am ount of effo rt required to con vert one
type of relationship to another, after retrieving a class diagram
from the repository. The last row labeled ‘None’ shows the
level of dissimilarity between having no rel ationship between
two classes (that is no edge connecting the vertices) and having
a relationship between the two classes.



4

NS ( A, B )

¦ cns( A , B )

Let A and B be two directed graphs (representing class
diagrams) each having n nodes. In addition, let the n x n
matrices AdjA and AdjB be the adjacency matrices of A and B,
respectively. The Structure Similarity (SS) between A and B is
computed as shown in (2). nm is the number of times the edges
in both graphs match exactly, while nu is th e number of times
the edges do not match.

Figure 1. A Class Diagram and its corresponding directed graph. Nodes 1, 2,
3, 4 and 5 in the graph represent the Customer, Order, Corporate Customer,
Personal Customer and Item Classes
TABLE I.

We propose using WordNet as is done in [3]. The Name
Similarity of two class diagrams A and B having equal num ber
of classes is given in (1).

SS ( A, B )

¦ Diff ( AdjA(i, j ), AdjB (i, j ))
i, j

nm  nu





The overall similarity metric between two class diagrams
represented by graphs A and B is a weighted sum of the Name
Similarity and Structure Similarity as shown in (3). Į is a value
between 0 and 1 that determ ines the relative im portance of SS
and NS.

S ( A, B ) D * SS ( A, B)  (1  D ) * NS ( A, B)   
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V.

TABLE II.

APPLICATION OF GENETIC ALGORITHM

As previously mentioned, in practice the class diagram s in
the repository would usually have different number of classes
than the number of classes in the query class diagram . While
discussing the Name Similarity and Structure Sim ilarity
measures in the last sec tion, we have ass umed that the c lass
diagrams have equal number of classes. In this section we
explain how GA can be used to select an equal num ber of
classes from both diagrams. Wang et al [14] used GA to match
2 graphs having the sam e number of node s. In contrast, our
method can match graphs having different number of nodes.
A. Chromosome Design
Let A and B be two class diagram s having na a nd nb
classes respectively such that na İ nb. The task of choosing
how all the na classes of A will be mapped to na classes in B is
a combinatorial optimization problem. GA has been use d to
solve combinatorial optimization problems such as timetabling,
scheduling, Travelling Salesman Problem, Eight Queens Chess
problem and s o on. Fig. 2 shows a suitable encoding of a
chromosome to determ ine the mapping of all the na clas ses
from A to na classes in B.
Each gene in the chrom osome represents a class nu mber in
B. For example, from Fig. 2 we observe that the 1st class in A is
mapped to the 5th class in B, the 2 nd class in A is mapped to the
nbth class in B, the 3 rd class in A is mapped to the nath class in B
and so on. In t his way, we map the classes in A to a subset of
the classes in B. The selected classes in B maintain their class
relationships only if both cla sses involved in the relationship
were chosen as part of the chromosome.
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AS = ASSOCIATION, AG = AGGREGATION, CO = COMPOSITION, DE = DEPENDENCY, GE =
GENERALIZATION, RE = REALIZATION, IR = INTERFACE REALIZATION, NO = NO
RELATION

In addition, the mean value of the fitness function is often
sufficiently close to zero because the propos ed algorithm finds
exact matches most of the time. However, the standard
deviation of the fitness value is higher than the mean in most
cases. This is because the algorithm usually finds optimal
solutions, but obtains near optimal solutions at other times.
In another set of experim ents, we studied the im pact of
using GA in our algorithm . We replaced the GA component of
our algorithm with a random matching of query class diagrams
to repository class diagrams. The experiment was repeated
1,000 times. For the GA-based experiments, there were 100
individuals in each generation, and the m aximum number of
generations was 50. Thus, the maximum number of iterations
was 5,000 across all generations. In the case of the experiments
based on random matching of classes, the matchings were
based on randomly generated permutations. The random
permutations were generated and tested up to 5,000 times. As
in the case of GA, the search was abandoned as soon
as an
optimal matching was f ound. The res ults shown in Fi g. 5
indicate that o ur GA-based algorithm usually finds optim al
class matchings in less num ber of iterations com pared with
random matching of classes. The figure shows that in 700 out
of the 1000 cases, our GA-based algorithm finds optim al
matchings after a few generations (
 1,500 iterations or
alternatively  15 generations). However, 30% of the time, GA
executes all the 5,000 iterations (50 generations
) and
determines near-optimal class matchings.

B. Fitness Function
We use the similarity measure S given in equation 3 as our
fitness function. Since the value of S always ranges from 0 to 1
(where 0 im plies the highest level of sim ilarity), successive
generations of GA should produces less values of S compared
to previous ge nerations. This results in GA selecting (near)
optimal mappings from classes in the query class diagram to
those in repository class diagrams.
VI.

DIFF MATRIX

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present the results of experiments carried
out using our proposed method. Our experiments focused
mainly on Structure Sim ilarity (SS), henc e the weight Į in
equation 3 was set to 1. Our objective was to deter
mine the
efficiency of the pr oposed method in retrieving m atching class
diagrams from the repository. Fig. 3 shows two class diagrams;
a query class diagram Q and a class diagram R from the
repository. As shown in the figure, Q is isom orphic to a s ubgraph of R.
We used the proposed method to determine how m any
times the classes in Q were correctly mapped to the classes in
R. Maximum similarity is obtained when the value of the
fitness function is zero as de scribed in Section V. Fig. 4 shows
the mean and standard deviation of the fitness value over 500
successive generations. The experiment was re peated 100
times. After a few genera tions, the mean and standard
deviations of the fitness function stabiliz es, indicating that
there is no additional benefit in running GA further.
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VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have described a method for retrieving UML class
diagrams from a software repository by using GA.
Few
experiments were carried out to measure the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm in d etecting structural sim ilarity. No
experiment was carried out re garding name similarity. Thus, it
is necessary to perform many more experiments to evaluate the
performance of the proposed method in t erms of precision,
recall, execution time and so on.
We have considered only cl ass names and class topology.
In the future, we hope to include class attr ibutes and operations
in the similarity measure. In a ddition, the technique will be
extended to deter mine similarity measures of other U ML
diagrams such as sequence diagrams and state chart diagrams.
The development of a tool to integrate our proposed technique

as an add-in to popular UML m odeling software like Rational
Rose and Enterprise Architect is also being considered.
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Abstract

principles, and make use of formal methods in the testing
module. On the one hand, generally speaking, software engineering can be considered as a systematic and disciplined
approach to develop software. It concerns all the aspects
of the production cycle of software systems and requires
expertise, in particular, in data management, design and algorithm paradigms, programming languages, and humancomputer interfaces. It also demands an understanding
of and appreciation for systematic design processes, nonfunctional properties, and large integrated systems. On the
other hand formal methods refer to techniques based on
mathematics for the speciﬁcation, development, and veriﬁcation of software and hardware systems. The use of formal
methods is especially important in reliable systems where,
due to safety and security reasons, it is important to ensure
that errors are not included during the development process.
Formal methods are particularly effective when used early
in the development process, at the requirements and speciﬁcation levels, but can be used for a completely formal development of a system. It has been argued, usually with
very good arguments, both that formal methods are very appropriate to guide the development of systems and that, in
practice, they are useless since software development teams
are usually not very knowledgeable of formal methods in
general, and have no knowledge at all of what academia is
currently developing. It is interesting to remark that some
of the strongest advocates of formal methods have almost
“no experience on the development of real systems”. Thus,
one of the main goal of this paper is to present CLAT as a
formal real system development for e-learning.

In this paper we introduce CLAT, a multi user online elearning tutor. This system is used to improve the knowledge of the students in different environments. A novel algorithm to share the knowledge is presented. It is based on
letting the students to share their experience with the rest
of their partners. In order to do this task, CLAT provides a
dynamical structure that is updated under some constrains.
In particular, CLAT adapts its behavior not only individually
for each student but also by considering the performance of
similar students. The core of its adaptive part is based on
the classiﬁcation of students into classes (groups of students
sharing some attributes). By doing that, the past behavior
of students of the same class determines how CLAT interacts, in the future, with students of that class. That is, CLAT
learns how to deal with each type of student.
Keywords: Intelligent Tutors, Education

1

Introduction

Online courses [4, 6, 1] and collective knowledge [7] approaches uncover several contradictory ﬁndings about the
best way to conduct teaching and learning online. The
importance of recognizing the feelings, reactions, and responses of the students in an online environment is really
important, but it is a hard task. Most instructors or designers simply move text-based courses to the Internet following
some form of pedagogy and there are very few studies that
examine this phenomenon. But, there are several promising
techniques focusing on this goal based on extracting structured data from unstructured user contributions [2, 3].
In this paper, a Collaborative Learning Adaptive Tutor
is presented CLAT. This system let users to interact with
a set of tests, in order to increase their degree of knowledge. CLAT has been developed using software engineering

Next we brieﬂy sketch the main characteristics of CLAT.
First, CLAT combines individual proﬁles for each student
with general proﬁles for each class of students. By doing so,
CLAT is able to adapt its behavior with respect to a student
not only individually, on the basis of her previous fails and
successes, but also by taking into account the performance
of the rest of students (current studentes as well as former
students). That is, the system learns how to interact with
a student by adapting the general proﬁle of her class(es) to

∗ Research partially supported by the Spanish MCYT project TESIS
project (TIN2009-14312-C02-01).
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her necessities. However, the progress of the users while
experimenting with the system is individually controlled.
CLAT keeps proﬁles for each student where all the relevant
information (from her previous sessions) is recorded. In
particular, the system points to the next topic that the user
should explore once she has reached a certain command in
the current topic. Another important feature of CLAT is that
it can automatically generate based on the student’s skill.
We consider that CLAT may increase the success rate of students in two ways. On the one hand, students can regularly
check their progress by self-evaluation. On the other hand,
teachers can ﬁnd out which parts of the course are more
difﬁcult for the students (CLAT provides the teacher with a
private interface that allows her to access the information
about the performance of students). An additional contribution of CLAT is a module implemented to verify the identity
of the students. This module makes use of Bayesian text
ﬁltering to determine the similarity between different executions of the same student.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present the initial structure of CLAT. In Section 3
we present the idea of how to identify the users that are ﬁlling the tests. Following, in Section 4 we discuss different
features and measures of CLAT. In Section 5 it is presented
our system in a collective user scenario solving some features previously discussed. Finally, in Section 6 we give our
conclusions and some lines for future work.

2

Figure 1. Users structure.
pens in knowledge communities, the amount of users in
each class should follow a pyramidal structure. Thus, the
condition | u1 | < | u2 | < . . . < | um | will be considered. In Figure 1 a basic users structure is presented in
CLAT. There are three different levels, which are Experts
(E), Medium (M), and Basic (B). Also, in this Figure the values 0, . . . , 4 represent tests suites.
Any new user starts solving tests at point 0, which is
represented in the base of the system. If the user passes
this initial tests suite, then she will be included into the (B)
level.
If users want to continue being in their current level, then
they have to perform some tests of this level, that means
they are being “updated with the current knowledge” of this
level. These tests suites are represented in Figure 1 by number 1, and usually they are proportionated by the other users
belonging to this level, or the users of a higher level (denoted by 2). An user can upgrade to a higher level if she
performs correctly the tests suite 3, or downgrade if she is
unable to answer the tests suite 4 correctly.
Taking into account the user structure presented in Figure 1, then in Figure 2 we present our ideal structure evolution. In this structure is presented how all the users of
the system are becoming into experts. At the beginning the
most users of the system are in the (B)level, and at the end
the most users are in the (E) level. It means, at the end, all
new knowledge is spread out into the users of the system.

CLAT structure

In this section the initial structure of CLAT is presented .
Let us note that the main advantage of using an intelligent
tutor with adaptive capabilities is that it can be automatically adapted to the students. CLAT can adapt its behavior
not only on the basis of the fails and successes of the current
student, but also on the experiences of the rest of students.
In CLAT, at the same time, n different users can be connected. Previous interactions of the users is recorded on the
server. This information is used for obtaining statistical data
and for classifying the users in different statements. When
a user asks a new test to the server, by sending Do test
request, the server sends to this user Send test (x),
where x is the test to be solved. After receiving the test, the
user sends the answer to the server, and according with the
stored results, it will consider it as a good answer or not.
CLAT implements a user classiﬁcation. This distribution
not only depends on the answers provided from the users
on different topics tests, but also in the effort provide from
each user to generate new tests.
Each group is a set of sorted users (according to the
amount of gained points). So, the set of guru users is made
of the u1 best users of the ranking, the set of expert users is
made of the next u2 users, and so on. As it usually hap-

3

The Validation of a Student ID

In order to ensure a personalize treatment, students access the system through a login page. This allows the system to recover the data from previous sessions. At the beginning of the course, students are provided with a pass-
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Attribute
Subject
Date
Origin
Message
Error
Terms
Weights
Document number
Language

Description
The name of the subject
Date of dispatch
The IP number and the operative system
The answers for the test
Indicates whether it is an unexpected behaviour or
not
Terms extracted from the Message and the Subject
Weights associated with each term of this test
Document number in the case database
Language used in this test

Attribute
Terms
Weights
Document number

Description
Terms extracted from the message and the subject
Weights associated with each term of the test
Document number in the case database

Figure 2. Users structure.

word. They log in by giving their ID-numbers and the password. This mechanism tries to avoid attacks to previous
sessions of students. For example, an attacker could ask the
system for previous exercises and provide wrong answers.
Then, when the real student logs in, she will ﬁnd out that
the system thinks that she did not understand the concepts
covered in previous sessions.
So, to solve this problem, in CLAT we have implemented
a novel approach to detect unexpected behaviours of the
users. Next we present the main steps of this module and
next the implementation details. First of all, we have to
deﬁne what is an unexpected behaviour. Basically, at the
beginning of each session the ﬁrst set of tests that the user
answers always contains some tests that she answered in
the past. Taking into account that all the interactions of the
users and the system are collected in our database, then we
can compare what the student answered and what she is answering right now. CLAT assumes that student learns the
subject, so it expect that some questions that had a wrong
answer in a ﬁrst iteration with the student, they are answered
correctly answered in a second iteration. However, during
the implantation phase of CLAT, we detected that there were
some situations that happened in CLAT that forced us to
adapt this validator in order to avoid them. Following we
report a situation that show unexpected behaviours. “Some
students always use some common expressions in their answers. We detected that some of them always wrongly
wrote these expressions (the verb, the subject...). CLAT detected a wrong behaviour because of during a session one of
this student always wrote correctly the expressions and the
session recorded in the following day she continued writing
wrongly the expressions. Thus, there was another person
answering her tests.”.
A typical execution of our this module is following presented. During the rest of the section we will denote by
ρ the test that is being compared. The ﬁrst thing that is
extracted from a test is the language, so that we can differentiate, in our case, between English, German, French and
Spanish. Next the representation of ρ is analyzed. All the
information is extracted from the ρ while empty words, that
is, words that are not representative of ρ, are removed by using a stop list (typically, this list includes words such as “a”,

Table 1. Structure of an event and of a test.
Attribute
Universe’s speech
Number of Documents
List of terms

Description
Total number of terms in the list
Total number of documents in the case database
List of inverted terms itself

Attribute
Total number of occurrences
Vector of occurrences

Description
Total number of occurrences of the word among all
documents
Vector with the number of occurrences of the word
in each document

Table 2. Structure of the list of inverted terms
and of its elements.

“the”, “is”, “etc”, etc). As expected, these lists vary for different languages. Next, ρ is tokenized so that the frequency
on the test of each relevant term is computed. These terms
are calculated by using a list of inverted terms (we will deal
later with this concept). Given a word i and a document j,
the weight of the word is computed by using the following
expression:
wdji = F recji ∗ log2

NTD
N DAi

where F reqij is the frequency of i in document j, N T D is
the total number of documents on the case database for this
user and N DAi is the number of documents that contain the
word w. In Table 1 we show how the relevant information
contained in each test is recorded by using events (contained
all the information) and cases (containing the information
relevant for further processing).
Once all the weights for ρ have been computed, the similarity between this and other documents classiﬁed in the
case database is studied. For the classiﬁcation of cases,
CLAT is based on a list of inverted terms to store all the
terms that appear in previous cases as well as a list containing the document numbers that have that word among its list
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Figure 3. Global Log.
of terms. The list of inverted terms has been implemented
with a hash table, having as keys in this table are the new
terms. The values of the table are elements with the structure deﬁned in the bottom of Table 2. Finally, the similarity
between a document of the database j and ρ is computed as
m
wdji ∗ wdρi
simjρ =  i=1
m
m
2
2
i=1 wdji ∗
i=1 wdρi

Figure 4. Tests Structures.
into a ﬁle. We can express security properties in order to
check the correctness of the log. For example, let us consider the following property: “CLAT implements a FIFO
user policy”. That is, if the user C1 asks for a test before
C2 , C3 , . . . then, the server will provide ﬁrstly to C1 the
test to be solved. According to the global log presented in
Figure 3, C1 asks for Do Test before C2 , so the server
will answer with Send Test to C1 before to C2 . Let us
note, than before receiving C2 its notiﬁcation, a new user,
by means Cn , asks for a new test. Then, according to the
previuos rule, the answer to C2 should obtain the test before
than Cn .
Let us consider another property presented in CLAT. As
it was mention, CLAT provides a methodology to perform
different tests in different topics. Sometimes it is necessary
that previous knowledge should be learned before advancing in tests. Let us consider the test structure presented in
Figure 4. This structure represents that the initial test to be
performed by an user is Test 0, and performing this she
will be able to answer or Test 1, or Test 2, or Test
3. The arrows from Test i imply which tests are opened
after correctly performs the test i. By using passive testing techniques, we are allowed to express properties such
as: “At the beginning only Test 0 can be performed”, or
“If the Test 6 is performed then previously Test 1 and
Test 2 were correctly performed”.
The other main features on CLAT is possibility to to get,
in an easy way, statistical information of the users. This
information is used to provide a good classiﬁcation of students. This information should be able at the end of each
day, and it is extracted from the interactions log of the users
recorded in one day. Each day the information has to be
mixed with previous information, and a new user hierarchy
is provided.
There are three problems when we perform these tasks
in the structure presented in Section 2. The ﬁrst problem

where wdxy is computed as stated before, denoting the
weight of word y in document x, and m is the number of
weight vectors.
Once we have all the similarities, we choose the three
documents providing the highest similarity with ρ. If the
highest one is greater than 65% of the addition of the other
two, then we take the result corresponding to the highest.
Otherwise, we make a majority voting among these three
cases. Once ρ is processed, and a verdict regarding whether
it contains an unexpected behaviour has been reached, then
ρ is added to the case database so that it can be used for
analyzing forthcoming tests. Let us remark that with this
module, CLAT allows us to detect the unexpected behaviours
of the students.

4

Security and statistical measures on CLAT

In order to guarantee the fault absence, a methodology of
performing testing security task is provided in CLAT. There
are several ways to classify testing techniques. In this work,
there are used passive testing techniques, which are nonintrusives with respect to the system under test, and the security properties can be represented by using formal syntax. Passive testing do not use any set of test in order to
provide a verdict of how good a system is. This technique
uses the log of the system in order to recognize erroneous
behaviors. We have detected within our architecture several
problems. When users are interacting with the system, all
actions performed from them are stored in a global log, and
the measure of this log is huge.
The global log structure presented in CLATis presented In
Figure 3. There, all messages sent from users are recorded
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techniques will be used with the local stored data, and will
send this information to the server. Let us note, that if we
only check security properties in alone nodes then the size
of the server for storing the log is null, and the size of the
users is K (Similar value than Equation 1).
But, not all properties can be checked in users software.
For example, the FIFO property must be checked, the information recorded in users is not enough. The information
regarding when the user Ci and the user Cj connect to the
system is only provided in the server. Let us assume that
we have p properties, where q, with q ≤ p are properties
that only can be checked in the server. Let K be the average of actions performed by users (see Equation 1), and let
K  , with K  ≤ K be the actions that have to be recorded
in order to check the q properties. Then, the amount of data
recorded in server are:
 t2
N (t) dt · K 
(4)

Figure 5. New Structure.
is the huge size of the log presented in the server. Let us
consider that the amount of users, with respect to time that
are connected is denoted by N (t), and the average of the
amount of actions of any user with the system is K. Then
we have that an usual size of log between two timed values
t1 and t2 is represented as:
 t2
N (t) dt · K
(1)

t1

Let us note, that the log size in users have not be reduced,
because very often the properties p−q that matches the local
log need to check the complete interaction log.
The second problem that we focus in this update is the
time to check all properties. Let us note that in previous
approach, we have a big log, recorded in the server, and
all interaction were recorded on it. The time associated to
check the properties were presented in Equation 2. By using this new architecture paradigm, we reduce the computation. The passive testing tasks are performed now not only
in the server, but also in the n users. The task of performing
in users can be done at the same time, because they are in
different machines. So that, the time associated with this
task is:
 t2
(N (t) dt · K  ) + (p − q) · K
(5)
q·

t1

The second problem is relative to performed measures.
When we perform p different properties by using passive
testing then we have that the complexity of performing this
task is presented as:

p·

t2

N (t) dt · K

(2)

t1

The third problem is relative to perform the statistical
information. In order to provide m statistical information,
we have:
 t2
N (t) dt · K
(3)
m·

t1

t1

The last problem is the time to check the statistical properties. As we have computed previously in Equation 3 this
task continues being very cost. However, this property only
uses isolate user information. That is, this task can be performed with all guarantee in the user clients. So, the server
only has to be able to record the results generated by each
user clients, at the end of all interactions. The new equation
to compute the m statistical information is:

Let us note that in order to increase the performance of
CLAT, we should reduce the values of equations 1. 2 and 3.

5 CLAT in a collective user environment
In this section we present how to reduce the previous
problems in CLAT to work in a collective user environment.
First, we focus on the size of the log. The previous approach
assumes to have a big log, where all user interactions with
the server are recorded. In this update, the software performed by users increase the functionality, in order to reduce the memory used in the server. All client software, will
be able to store all interactions of the incoming user, and after will process this information, and will send a resume to
the server. This idea is presented in Figure 5. When an user
ﬁnishes interacting with the system, then the passive testing

m·K

(6)

This cost is computed in each client, and it does not perform any disadvantage in the server. Next, all information
about the statistics of the user are sent to the server. Let
us remark another feature presented in this update. In Figure 5 is presented two calls to the server: Statistical
request and Statistical response. This input/output action respectively are used in order to compute
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type of error it was, that is, whether it was a syntactic error,
a type error, or a semantic error. Afterwards, in case the
student needs more hints, the error will be explained more
precisely. Finally, if a student is not able to provide the right
answer, she can press the give up button and the answer will
be presented.
Thus, as future work, we would like on the one hand to
include more intuitive answers in each test, and on the other
hand to implement new situations to detect unexpected bahaviours, such as using probabilities and stochastic information.

two stages. The ﬁrst stage is focused on classifying users
into system; and the second one is used to create/modify/update the tree structure of the topics.

6

Conclusions and Future work

In this work we have presented our tool CLAT. This tool
has been developed focusing on solving the problems of
testing task and synthesizing statistic information. Both
tasks are traditionally performed in the server. We suggest to increase the power of client software, in order to
reduce the computational time presented in the server. Furthermore, we have proved that by using the CLAT architecture, the amount of interactions of the users that has to be
mixed in logs, in order to perform the testing task, is reduced. In addition we have presented a novel module, based
on Bayesian text ﬁlterd to identify the ID of the users.
It is worth to point out that a very important part of any
tutoring system is the feedback from the users. While designing our system, we have been specially careful at this
point. For instance, let us consider the answer of our system
after a test is made. If the student provides the right answer
then the system returns a congratulations message. The difﬁculties start when managing wrong answers. The easy
solution consists in notifying that the answer was wrong
and provide the right answer. In this scenario, the student
will try to understand what she was doing wrong by pattern
matching. We consider that this is not the best practice. We
have preferred to return a suggestion about what the student
should do (indicating what the error was) instead of giving
the right answer.
We have also paid special attention to avoid cheating. As
it is pointed out for example in [5], some students tend to
learn how to cheat the system instead of learning the current contents. We do not claim that our system is totally
fool-proof (actually, we do not think so!) but we have tried
to detect some funny answers. For instance, if we ask for
the value of 3+4 a student may answer 5+2 (non so trivial
examples include the application of higher order functions
in an unexpected way). Actually, this is a right answer, but
it is not what it is expected. If CLAT detects such a right
answer, it will indicate that it is correct but it will ask for
the most correct answer. Finally, even though the management of answers has been a specially hard part to develop,
we think that the effort has been worth. Firstly, students
will see their mistakes and try to correct them. Secondly,
they will be soon convinced (we hope) that it is senseless to
spend time trying to fool the system.
Students will be also allowed to ask for hints. The type
of hints, that the system provides, depends on the number
of hints the student has already asked for in the current exercise. For instance, if the student has provided a wrong answer, a ﬁrst hint will only provide a message saying which
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$SURSRVDOIRUWKHLPSURYHPHQWRIWKHWHFKQLTXHRI
(DUQHG9DOXH0DQDJHPHQWXWLOL]LQJWKHKLVWRU\RI
SHUIRUPDQFHGDWD


$GOHU'LQL]GH6RX]D

$QD5HJLQD&DYDOFDQWL5RFKD

8QLYHUVLGDGH)HGHUDOGR5LRGH-DQHLUR
3URJUDPRI6\VWHPV(QJLQHHULQJDQG&RPSXWLQJ
$Y+RUiFLR0DFHGR%XLOGLQJRIWKH7HFKQLFDO
&HQWHU%ORFN+6XLWH32%R[±3RVWDO
&RGH±5LRGH-DQHLUR5-
DGOHUXQLIHL#JPDLOFRP

8QLYHUVLGDGH)HGHUDOGR5LRGH-DQHLUR
3URJUDPRI6\VWHPV(QJLQHHULQJDQG&RPSXWLQJ
$Y+RUiFLR0DFHGR%XLOGLQJRIWKH7HFKQLFDO
&HQWHU%ORFN+6XLWH32%R[±3RVWDO
&RGH±5LRGH-DQHLUR5-
GDURFKD#FHQWURLQFRPEU



$EVWUDFW$OWKRXJKWKHWHFKQLTXHRI(DUQHG9DOXH0DQDJHPHQW
(90 LV XWLOL]HG E\ VHYHUDO FRPSDQLHV LQ GLIIHUHQW VHFWRUV
VRIWZDUHGHYHORSPHQWFLYLOFRQVWUXFWLRQDHURVSDFHDHURQDXWLFV
DPRQJRWKHUV IRURYHU\HDUVLQRUGHUWRSUHGLFWWLPHDQGFRVW
UHVXOWVPDQ\VWXGLHVVXFKDV>@>@GHWHFWHGYXOQHUDELOLWLHVLQ
WKHWHFKQLTXHDPRQJWKHPL WKHFRVWSHUIRUPDQFHGDWDGLGQRW
DOZD\VVKRZDQRUPDOGLVWULEXWLRQZKLFKPDNHVLWKDUGWRREWDLQ
UHOLDEOH SURMHFWLRQV LL  WKHUH LV LQVWDELOLW\ LQ WKH FRVW DQG WLPH
SHUIRUPDQFHLQGLFDWRUVGXULQJWKH3URMHFW >@>@  LLL WKHUH
LV D WUHQG RI GHWHULRUDWLRQ LQ WKH FRVW DQG WLPH LQGLFDWRUV ZKHQ
WKH SURMHFWV DUH QHDU WKHLU HQG >@  DQG RWKHUV 7KH SUHVHQW
VWXG\ SURSRVHV DQ H[WHQVLRQ RI WKLV WHFKQLTXH WKURXJK WKH
LQWHJUDWLRQ RI WKH KLVWRU\ RI SHUIRUPDQFH GDWD DV PHDQV RI
LPSURYLQJ WKH WHFKQLTXH V FRVW SUHGLFDELOLW\ 7KH SURSRVHG
WHFKQLTXHLVHYDOXDWHGDQGFRPSDUHGWRWKHWUDGLWLRQDOWHFKQLTXH
WKURXJK GLIIHUHQW K\SRWKHVLV WHVWV XWLOL]LQJ GDWD IURP WKH
VLPXODWLRQ RU UHDO SURMHFWV 7KH WHFQLTXH VKRZHG WR EH PRUH
DFFXUDWH DQG SUHFLVH WKDQ WKH WUDGLWLRQDO RQH IRU WKH FDOFXODWLRQ
RI WKH &RVW 3HUIRUPDQFH ,QGH[  &3, DQG WKH (VWLPDWH $W
&RPSOHWLRQ($&
.H\ZRUGV(DUQHG9DOXH0DQDJHPHQW&RVW3HIRUPDQFH,QGH[
±&3,SURMHFWPDQDJHPHQWPHDVXUHPHQWDQGDQDOLV\V

,

DFWLRQV DUH XQGHUWDNHQ LQ RUGHU WR LPSURYH WKHP $PRQJ WKH
PDLQ DYDLODEOH WHFKQLTXHV IRU WKH DQDO\VLV RI FRVW DQG WLPH 
(90 (DUQHG 9DOXH 0DQDJHPHQW  LV FRQVLGHUHG WKH PRVW
UHOLDEOH>@
(90 LV D WHFKQLTXH WKDW LQWHJUDWHV VFRSH WLPH DQG FRVW
GDWD WR PHDVXUH SURMHFW SHUIRUPDQFH DQG SUHGLFW LWV FRVW DQG
GHDGOLQH EDVHG RQ WKH FXUUHQW SHUIRUPDQFH RI WKH WHDP 7KH
WHFKQLTXH JDLQHG JUHDW LPSRUWDQFH ZKHQ LQ  WKH 8QLWHG
6WDWHV'HSDUWPHQWRI'HIHQVH'R'EHJDQUHTXLULQJLWVXVHDV
DPHDQVWRFRQWUROWKHFRVWVRIFRQWUDFWHGSURMHFWV>@
6HYHUDO IRUPXODV GHULYHG IURP (90 PHDVXUHPHQWV DUH
DYDLODEOHDQGKDYHEHHQVWXGLHGLQWKHODVW\HDUV+RZHYHU
VWXGLHVLQWHQGHG WR LPSURYH WKHSUHGLFWDELOLW\RI WKH UHVXOWVRI
WLPHDQGFRVWKDYHUHPDLQHGVWDJQDQWRYHUWKHODVWGHFDGHDQG
VWLOOUHTXLUHIXUWKHUVWXGLHV>@
7KXVWKHUHVHDUFKTXHVWLRQRIWKLVVWXG\LVWKHSRVVLELOLW\RI
HYROXWLRQ RI WKH WHFKQLTXH RI DQDO\VLV RI HDUQHG YDOXH
PDQDJHPHQW DOORZLQJ WKH LQWHJUDWLRQ RI TXDQWLWDWLYH
LQIRUPDWLRQ RI WKH VXESURFHVVHV PRVW UHOHYDQW WR WKH EXVLQHVV
JRDOVUHODWHGWRWLPHDQGFRVW
,,

,1752'8&7,21

7KH 30, FXUUHQWO\ HVWLPDWHV WKDW DSSUR[LPDWHO\  RI
JOREDO*13LVVSHQWRQSURMHFWVDQGWKDWFORVHWRPLOOLRQ
SURIHVVLRQDOV DUH GLUHFWO\ LQYROYHG LQ SURMHFW PDQDJHPHQW
WKURXJKRXW WKH ZRUOG7KLV YROXPH RISURMHFWVDQG FKDQJHVLQ
DQLQFUHDVLQJO\FRPSHWLWLYHJOREDOVFHQDULRJHQHUDWHVWKHQHHG
RI IDVWHU UHVXOWV ZLWK KLJKHU TXDOLW\ ORZHU FRVWV DQG VKRUWHU
GHDGOLQHV>@
7KHUHIRUHWKHVXFFHVVRIWKHSURMHFWVFDQRQO\EHREWDLQHG
E\ PHHWLQJ FXVWRPHU UHTXLUHPHQWV ZLWKLQ WKH REMHFWLYHV RI
WLPHFRVWDQGTXDOLW\GHILQHGIRUWKHSURMHFW>@
7R DVVHVV ZKHWKHU RU QRW D SURMHFW ZLOO UHDFK LWV JRDOV RI
WLPH DQG FRVW VHYHUDO PHDVXUHV DUH FROOHFWHG GXULQJ LWV
H[HFXWLRQ DQG YDULRXV SHUIRUPDQFH LQGLFDWRUV DUH SURGXFHG
DQG SHULRGLFDOO\ DQDO\]HG :KHQ WKHUH DUH GHYLDWLRQV ODUJHU
WKDQ WKH WROHUDQFH LQ VRPH SHUIRUPDQFH LQGLFDWRUV FRUUHFWLYH
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($51('9$/8(

7KH PHWKRG RI HDUQHG YDOXH PDQDJHPHQW DOORZV WKH
FDOFXODWLRQ RI YDULDQFHV DQG SHUIRUPDQFH LQGLFHV RI FRVW DQG
WLPH ZKLFK JHQHUDWH IRUHFDVWV IRU WKH SURMHFW JLYHQ LWV
SHUIRUPDQFH VR IDU DOORZLQJ WKH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI DFWLRQV
DLPHGDWFRUUHFWLQJDQ\GHYLDWLRQV>@7KLVDOORZVWKHSURMHFW V
PDQDJHU DQG \RXU WHDP WR DGMXVW WKHLU VWUDWHJLHV PDNH WUDGH
RIIV EDVHG RQ WKH JRDOV RQ WKH SURMHFW V WKH FXUUHQW
SHUIRUPDQFH RQ WUHQGV DQG RQ WKH HQYLURQPHQW LQ ZKLFK WKH
SURMHFWLVEHLQJFRQGXFWHG>@
$FFRUGLQJWR>@(90KDVDQHVVHQWLDOUROHLQWKHVXFFHVV
RISURMHFWVUHVSRQGLQJWRPDQDJHULDOLVVXHVWKDWDUHFRQVLGHUHG
FULWLFDO VXFK DV L  KRZ HIILFLHQWO\ DUH ZH XVLQJ RXU WLPH" LL 
ZKHQ LV WKH SURMHFW OLNHO\ WR EH ILQDOL]HG" LLL  KRZ HIILFLHQWO\
DUHZHXVLQJRXUUHVRXUFHV"LY KRZPXFKDERYHRUEHORZWKH
EXGJHW ZLOO ZH EH DW WKH HQG RI WKH SURMHFW JLYHQ WKH FXUUHQW
SURGXFWLYLW\ RI WKH WHDP" 7KH PHWKRG RI DQDO\VLV RI  HDUQHG

YDOXHPDQDJHPHQWLVEDVHGRQWKUHHEDVLFPHDDVXUHVZKLFKDUH
GHULYHGWRJHQHUDWHRWKHUPHDVXUHVDQGSHUIRUP
PDQFHLQGLFDWRUV
7KHVH EDVLF PHDVXUHV DUH L  3ODQQHG 9DOXH  39 UHSUHVHQWV
SODQQHG FRVWV DFFUXHG XS WR D JLYHQ GDWH LL  (DUQHG 9DOXH 
(9UHSUHVHQWVWKHEXGJHWHGFRVWRIWKHZRUNSSHUIRUPHGXSWRD
JLYHQGDWHDQGLLL $FWXDO&RVW$&UHSUHVHQQWVWKHDFWXDOFRVW
RIZRUNSHUIRUPHG>@
7KH EDVLF PHDVXUHV GLVFXVVHG GR QRWW DOORZ PDNLQJ
SUHGLFWLRQV RI FRVW DQG WLPH WR FRPSOHWH WKH SURMHFW DQG
DQVZHU WKH TXHVWLRQV SRVHG DERYH )RU WKKLV SXUSRVH LW LV
QHFHVVDU\WRJHQHUDWHSHUIRUPDQFHLQGLFDWRUVDPRQJZKLFKWKH
PRVW ZLGHO\ XVHG DUH WKH 6FKHGXOH 3HUIRUPDDQFH ,QGH[  63,
DQGWKH&RVW3HUIRUPDQFH,QGH[&3,
7KH 63, LV DQ LQGLFDWRU RI DFWXDO SURJUHHVV FRPSDUHG WR
SODQQHGSURJUHVVRIDSURMHFW>@,WVKRZVKRRZHIILFLHQWO\WKH
SURMHFWWHDPLVXVLQJLWVWLPH>@FDOFXODWHGDV
63, (939





7KH &3, LV D PHDVXUH RI WKH YDOXH RI ZRUN SHUIRUPHG
FRPSDUHG WR WKH DFWXDO FRVW RU SURJUHVV PDGGH LQ WKH SURMHFW
>@ ,W VKRZV KRZ HIILFLHQWO\ WKH SURMHFW WWHDP LV XVLQJ LWV
UHVRXUFHV>@FDOFXODWHGDV
&3, (9$&



7KH &3, LV FRQVLGHUHG WKH (90 V PRVW FFULWLFDO LQGLFDWRU
EHFDXVHLWPHDVXUHVWKHFRVWHIILFLHQF\RIZRUNNSHUIRUPHG>@
$V WKH SURMHFW SURJUHVVHV WKH SURMHFW WHDP
P FDQ GHYHORS D
IRUHFDVW IRU WKH (VWLPDWH $W &RPSOHWLRQ  (
($& ZKLFK PD\
GLIIHUIURPWKH%XGJHW$W&RPSOHWLRQ%$&EDVHGRQSURMHFW
SHUIRUPDQFH>@7KH($&SURYLGHVWKHILQDOOHVWLPDWHRIFRVW
DQG LV JLYHQ E\ WKH HTXDWLRQ EHORZ DVVXPLQQJ  WKDW WKH FRVW
SHUIRUPDQFHUHPDLQVWKHVDPH 
($& %$&&3,



)LJXUH  LOOXVWUDWHV WKH PHDVXUHV DQG LQGLLFDWRUV GLVFXVVHG
DV ZHOO DV SURMHFWLRQV WKDW FDQ EH PDGH IURRP WKH LQGLFDWRUV
SUHVHQWHG DQG7DEOH LOOXVWUDWHV WKHRWKHU FRRPSRQHQWV RI WKH
WHFKQLTXHRIHDUQHGYDOXHPDQDJHPHQWWKDWZ
ZHUHQRWGLVFXVVHG
DQGRUWKDWZLOOQRWEHXVHGLQWKHFRQWH[WRIWKKLVVWXG\EXWWKDW
DUHLPSRUWDQWIRU\RXUXQGHUVWDQGLQJ
7$%/(±27+(5(48$7,216$1''(),1,7,2162)7+(((907(&+1,48(
(TXDWLRQ
%$& σ 
6$&RU3$&
7$& 3$&63,
($& $&%$&±(9
($& $&> %$&±
9$  &3,FXPXODWLYH[
63,FXPXODWLYH @

'HILQLWLLRQ
%XGJHW$W&RPSOHWLRQLVWKHEDVHOLQHRI
SURMHFWFRRVW
6KHGXOH$W&RPSOHWLRQRXX3ODQ$W&RPSOHWLRQ
LVWKHGHDGOLQHRISURMMHFWFRPSOHWLRQ
7LPH$W&RPSOHWLRQLVWKHHSURMHFWHGGHDGOLQH
FDOFXODWHGIURP
PWKH63,
DVVXPLQJWKDWWKH&3,Z
ZLOOEHHTXDOWR
ZKHQRQHZLVKHVWRFRQVLGGHUERWK&3,DQG63,
LQGLFDWRRUV
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)LJXUH±3HUIRUPDQFHPHDVVXUHVDQGLQGLFDWRUV

,,, 352%/(0'(
(6&5,37,21
7KH (DUQHG 9DOXH 0DQDJHPHQWW WHFKQLTXH XVHV WKH &3, WR
PDNHFRVWSURMHFWLRQVDWWKHHQGRIWKHSURMHFW7KHDSSOLFDWLRQ
DQG UHOLDELOLW\RI WKLV LQGLFDDWRU IRUWKH UHDOL]DWLRQ
RISURMHFWLRQVKDYH EHHQ ZLGHO\GLLVFXVVHG DV VKRZQ E\ WKH
ZRUNVRI>@>@>@DQG>@
3, VVWDELOLW\7KHVWDWHPHQW
7KHGLVFXVVLRQVIRFXVRQWKH&3
RI WKH &3, V VWDELOLW\ LV LPSRUWDQW DV LW LV XVHG WR PDNH FRVW
SURMHFWLRQV ($& %$&&3, $
$FFRUGLQJ WR>@WKH &3, LV
FRQVLGHUHGVWDEOHLIWKHUHLVDYDULDWLLRQRISOXVRUPLQXVRI
WKHYDOXHUHDFKHGZKHQWKHSURMHFWK
KDVEHHQH[HFXWHGLH
LIGXULQJDSURMHFWLWV&3,LVHTXDO WRZKHQWKHSURMHFW V
H[HFXWLRQ LV DW OHDVW  LW LV H[S
SHFWHG WKDW LW ZLOO QRW YDU\
PRUHWKDQVRPHYDOXHEHWZHHQDQG
Q EH GHILQHG DV D VWDWH RI
$FFRUGLQJ WR >@ VWDELOLW\ FDQ
VWDWLVWLFDO FRQWURO WKDW SURYLGHV ZLWK D KLJK GHJUHH RI
FRQILGHQFH WKH IRUHFDVW SHUIRUPDQ
QFH RI VRPH YDULDEOH LQ WKH
LPPHGLDWHIXWXUH
\RIDSURFHVVLVFRQVLGHUHG
)ORUDF>@VWDWHVWKDWWKHVWDELOLW\
E\ PDQ\ DV WKH FRUH RI SURFHVV PDQDJHPHQW
P
DQG WKDW LW LV
HVVHQWLDO IRU RUJDQL]DWLRQV WR SURG
GXFH SURGXFWV DFFRUGLQJ WR
SODQDQGWRLPSURYHSURFHVVHVVRDVVWRSURGXFHEHWWHUDQGPRUH
FRPSHWLWLYHSURGXFWV
$VWXG\SHUIRUPHGLQ>@HYDOXDDWHGWKHVWDELOLW\RIWKH&3,
RIYDULRXVSURMHFWVRIWKH8QLWHG6WDDWHV'HSDUWPHQWRI'HIHQVH
'R' DQGIRXQGWKDWWKHUHZDVVWDDELOLW\RIWKHLQGLFDWRUDIWHU
 RI SURMHFW H[HFXWLRQ 7KLV VWX
XG\ JHQHUDOL]HG WKH UHVXOW
VWDWLQJ WKDW DQ\ SURMHFW FRXOG XVH WKH
W WHFKQLTXH UHOLDEO\ DIWHU
RIH[HFXWLRQ7KLVLQIRUPDWLRQ
QZDVXVHGDVDFULWHULRQIRU
NHHSLQJ RU FDQFHOLQJ 86 JRYHUQP
PHQW SURMHFWV ZKLFK KDG DQ
&3, ORZHU WKDQ  DIWHU 
 RI H[HFXWLRQ EHFDXVH
DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH VWXG\ WKH VWDELLOLW\ RI WKH LQGLFDWRU ZDV
HYLGHQFHWKDWDSURMHFWZLWKDEDG&3
3,ZDVXQUHFRYHUDEOH

+RZHYHU VHYHUDO RWKHU VWXGLHV KDYH TXHVWLRQHG WKH
JHQHUDOL]DWLRQ RI WKHVH UHVXOWV LQ GLIIHUHQW FFRQWH[WV SURMHFWV
GHYHORSHG RXWVLGH WKH 'R' V VFRSH  WKDW VVKRZHG GLIIHUHQW
UHVXOWVLHWKHFRVWSHUIRUPDQFHLQGLFDWRUVVKKRZHGLQVWDELOLW\
GXULQJPXFKRIWKHSURMHFW>@>@>@

7KH KLVWRU\ RI FRVW GDWD RI WKHH SURFHVVHV FDQ LPSDFW WKH
IXWXUH HYROXWLRQ RI WKH FRVW SHUIR
RUPDQFH LQGLFDWRU EXW WKLV
KLVWRU\KRZHYHULVQRWXVHGWRPDN
NHWKHVHSURMHFWLRQV
7KHSUHVHQWVWXG\SURSRVHVWKHLQWHJUDWLRQRIWKH(90ZLWK
WKH KLVWRU\ RI FRVW SHUIRUPDQFH GDWD
G
ZKLFK FRQVLVWV LQ WKH
FROOHFWLRQ DQG XWLOL]DWLRQ RI D VHW RI
R GDWD RI HDFK RQH RI WKH
SURFHVVHVVXFKDVL GLVWULEXWLRQRIISURFHVVGDWDLL KLVWRU\RI
SURFHVV SHUIRUPDQFH DQG LLL  ZHLJ
JKW  RI HIIRUW RU FRVW  RI
HDFKSURFHVVXWLOL]HGLQWKHSURMHFW

7R VWDWH WKDW WKH &3, LV XQVWDEOH DQG YDULLHV ZLGHO\ GXULQJ
SURMHFW H[HFXWLRQ SUHYHQWV DFFXUDWH FRVW SURMHHFWLRQV DW SURMHFW
HQG ($& XQOHVVWKLVYDULDWLRQLVNQRZQRU FDQEHH[SHFWHG
DVDUHVXOWRIDOUHDG\NQRZQIDFWRUV
7KH SURSRVDO RI HYROXWLRQ RI WKH (DUQHG 9DOXH
0DQDJHPHQW WHFKQLTXHSUHVHQWHG LQ WKH QH[W VHFWLRQ LVEDVHG
RQ WKH SUHPLVH WKDW DQ\ SURMHFW FRQVLVWV RI D VHW RI SURFHVVHV
ZKLFK KDYH GLIIHUHQW SHUIRUPDQFH RU YDULDELOOLW\ OHYHOV IRU WKH
FRVWSHUIRUPDQFHLQGLFDWRU7KLVSUHPLVHFDQ EHFRQILUPHGE\
VHYHUDOVWXGLHVUHSRUWHGLQ>@>@DQG>@

7KHGLVWULEXWLRQRISURFHVVGDWD LVFRQVLGHUHGLPSRUWDQWIRU
WKHFRPSRVLWLRQRIWKHQHZSURSRVDDOEHFDXVHLWGHILQHVZKLFK
VWDWLVWLFLQGLFDWHVWKHPRVWOLNHO\FR
RPSRQHQWRIDVDPSOH,Q D
QRUPDO GLVWULEXWLRQ IRU H[DPSOH WKH DYHUDJH LQGLFDWHV WKH
VDPSOH V PRVW FRPPRQ HOHPHQW ZKLOH LQ DQ DV\PPHWULFDO
GLVWULEXWLRQ VKLIWHG WR WKH ULJKW RU OHIW WKH PHGLDQ  LV PRVW
FRPPRQ WKDW DYHUDJH 7KH KLVWRUU\ RI SHUIRUPDQFH RI WKH
SURFHVVHVLVLPSRUWDQWEHFDXVHLWZLLOOEHXWLOL]HGWRIRUHFDVWWKH
IXWXUHEHKDYLRURI WKHSURMHFW V &3,, ZKLFK LV PDGH XSE\ WKH
LQGLYLGXDO SHUIRUPDQFH RI HDFK SUR
RFHVV  6LQFH WKH SURFHVVHV
KDYH GLVWLQFWSHUFHQWDJHVRIHIIRUW DQGFRVWDOORFDWHGWR WKHP
ZLWKDGLUHFWO\SURSRUWLRQDOLQIOXHQFFHRQWKHFRPSRVLWLRQRIWKH
SHUIRUPDQFH LQGLFDWRUV LW ZDV GHFLGHG WR DVVLJQ D ZHLJKW RI
]HURWRRQHKXQGUHGWRLQGLFDWHWKHZ
ZHLJKWRIHDFKSURFHVV

7KXVRQHH[SODQDWLRQIRUWKH&3, VLQVWDELLOLW\LVWKHQDWXUDO
YDULDWLRQ RI WKH SHUIRUPDQFH RI WKH SURFHVVHVV XVHG DFFRUGLQJ
WR ILJXUH  ZKLFK VKRZV WKDW WKH &3, &XPXODDWLYH LV DFWXDOO\ D
FRPSRVLWH RI WKH SHUIRUPDQFH RI VHYHUDO SURRFHVVHV WKHUHIRUH
WKH H[SHFWDWLRQ LV QRW WKDW WKH &3, &XPXODWLYH ZLLOO EHFRQVWDQWRU
HTXDOWREXW WKDW LW ZLOO YDU\ DVD UHVXOWRI
I WKH H[HFXWLRQ RI
HDFK VSHFLILF SURFHVV .QRZLQJ WKLV LW LV SRVVVLEOH WR ZULWH DQ
HTXDWLRQ WKDW WDNHV LQWR DFFRXQW WKH KKLVWRU\ RI GDWD
SHUIRUPDQFH LQFUHDVLQJ WKH SUHGLFWDELOLW\ RRI FRVW HYHQ LQ
SURMHFWVWKDWKDYHDQXQVWDEOH&3,

7KXV JLYHQ D V\PPHWULF GLVWULE
EXWLRQ QRUPDO GLVWULEXWLRQ 
RU DV\PPHWULF VKLIWHG WR ULJKW RU OHIW
O  JLYHQ LWV SHUIRUPDQFH
DQGWKHZHLJKWRIWKHSURFHVVLWLVS
SRVVLEOHWRXVHDQDYHUDJHRU
ZHLJKWHG PHGLDQ ZKHQ GHDOLQJ
J ZLWK D SURFHVV ZLWK
DV\PPHWULF GLVWULEXWLRQ  WKDW UHSUHHVHQWV WKH &3, SURMHFWHG DW
SURMHFWHQGDVLQWKHHTXDWLRQEHORZ
Z
&3,(VW  &3,$FXP1 :HLJKW$FXP
&3,3 :HLJKW3
$
&3,+LVW3 :HLJKW3&3,31 :HLJKW31 

:KHUH


)LJXUH±-XVWLILFDWLRQIRUWKH&3, VLQVWDDELOLW\

,9 352326$/2)(90+,672
25<
,I LW EHFRPHV REYLRXV WKDW WKH %$& LV QRR ORQJHU IHDVLEOH
WKH SURMHFW PDQDJHU VKRXOG GHYHORS D IRUHHFDVW ($& 7KH
GHYHORSPHQW RI DQ ($& IRUHFDVW LQYROYHV WKH VHDUFK RI
DOWHUQDWLYHV RU SURJQRV\V RI IXWXUH FRQGLWLRQQV DQG HYHQWV IRU
WKH SURMHFW EDVHG RQ LQIRUPDWLRQ DQG NQRZOHHGJH DYDLODEOH DW
WKH WLPH ZKHQ WKH IRUHFDVW LV PDGH 7KH LQIIRUPDWLRQ RQ WKH
SHUIRUPDQFH RI ZRUN LQFOXGH WKH SURMHFW V SSDVW SHUIRUPDQFH
DQGDQ\LQIRUPDWLRQWKDWPD\LPSDFWLWLQWKHIIXWXUH>@
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x

&3,(VW LV WKH HVWLPDWHG &3,
& WKDW ZLOO EH XVHG IRU
SURMHFWLRQV

x

&3,$FXP1LVWKH&3,WKDWZ
ZLOOEHFDOFXODWHGQRUPDOO\
ZLWK WKH WUDGLWLRQDO HTXDWLR
RQ RI WKH (9$ (9  $& 
XQWLOWKHSURMHFW VFXUUHQWGDDWH

x

:HLJKW$FXP LV WKH SHUFHQWWDJH RI WKH SURMHFW DOUHDG\
H[HFXWHG H[SUHVVHG LQ  $VVXPLQJ
$
D SURMHFW ZLWK D
ILQDO FRVW HVWLPDWHG DW 
 LI WKH VXP RI WKH
DFWLYLWLHV RI D JLYHQ SURFHVVV ; ZLWKLQ WKLV SURMHFW LV
HTXDOWRWKHZHLLJKWRIWKLVSURFHVVLV

x

2WKHU &3, V DQG :HLJKWV DUH WKH KLVWRU\ RI &3, V
DYHUDJH RU PHGLDQ  RI HDDFK SURFHVV XWLOL]HG LQ WKH
SURMHFW DQG KRZ PXFK WKH ZHLJKW RI WKHVH SURFHVVHV
UHSUHVHQWLQWKHWRWDOFRVWRII WKHFXUUHQWSURMHFW
9

3/$11,1*2))7+(678'<

7KHVWXG\ VREMHFWLYHZDVWRDQVZHUWKHIROORZLQJTXHVWLRQ
,VWKH(DUQHG9DOXH0DQDJHPHQWWWHFKQLTXHZLWKWKHKLVWRU\RI
SHUIRUPDQFH PRUH DFFXUDWH DQG SUHFLVH
S
WKDQ WKH WUDGLWLRQDO
(DUQHG 9DOXH 0DQDJHPHQWWHFKQLT
TXH" 7KXV WKH IROORZLQJ
K\SRWKHVHV ZHUH VHW XS WR HYDOX
XDWH WKH DFFXUDF\ RI WKH
WHFKQLTXHV

x

+$FFXUDF\ WKH WUDGLWLRQDO (DUQHG 9DOXH 0DQDJHPHQW
WHFKQLTXH LV DV DFFXUDWH DV WKH (DUQHG 9DOXH
0DQDJHPHQW WHFKQLTXH ZLWK WKH KLVWRU\ RI
SHUIRUPDQFH
R

x

(UURU(90±(UURU(90+  

+$FFXUDF\ WKH WUDGLWLRQDO (DUQHG 9DOXH 0DQDJHPHQW
WHFKQLTXH LV OHVV  DFFXUDWH WKDQ WKH (DUQHG 9DOXH
0DQDJHPHQW WHFKQLTXH ZLWK WKH KLVWRU\ RI
SHUIRUPDQFH
R

(UURU(90±(UURU(90+! 

$VLPLODUK\SRWKHVLVZDVLGHQWLILHGDQGWHVWHGWRDVVHVVWKH
SUHFLVLRQRIWKHWHFKQLTXHV
7KUHHPRUHTXHVWLRQVDQGVHFRQGDU\K\SRWKHVHVVLPLODUWR
WKHILUVWRQHZHUHGHILQHGEXWWKH\ZHUHLQWHQGHGWRDQVZHULI
WKH SURSRVHG WHFKQLTXH UHSUHVHQWHG PRUH DFFXUDWHO\ DQG
SUHFLVHO\ WKH WUDGLWLRQDO WHFKQLTXH DW WKH EHJLQLQJ 
H[HFXWHG DWWKHPLGGOH H[HFXWHG RUQHDUWKHHQG 
H[HFXWHG RIDSURMHFW
7KH WHFKQLTXHV SUHVHQWHG LQ VHFWLRQ ,9 ZHUH HYDOXDWHG
WKURXJK D IHDVLELOLW\ VWXG\ LQ ZKLFK WKH REMHWLYH ZDV WR
PHDVXUH WKH SUHFLVLRQ DQG DFFXUDF\ RI ERWK WHFKQLTXHV DQG
FRPSDUHWKHP$FFRUGLQJWRWKH>@SUHFLVLRQDQGDFFXUDF\DUH
QRWWKHVDPHWKLQJ3UHFLVLRQPHDQVWKDWUHSHDWHGPHDVXUHPHQW
YDOXHVDUHJURXSHGDQGVKRZOLWWOHGLVSHUVLRQ$FFXUDF\PHDQV
WKDWWKHPHDVXUHGYDOXHLVTXLWHFORVHWRWKHULJKWYDOXH%RWK
PHDVXUHVDUHQRWQHFHVVDULO\H[DFWDQGDQH[DFWPHDVXUHLVQRW
QHFHVVDULO\SUHFLVH
7KXV LQ RUGHU WR PHDVXUH WKH WHFKQLTXH V DFFXUDF\ HDFK
WHFKQLTXH V &3, ZDV FRPSDUHG DW WKUHH GLVWLQFW WLPHV LQ WKH
SURMHFWDWWKHEHJLQLQJDIWHURIH[HFXWLRQ &3, LL DW
WKHPLGGOHDIWHURIH[HFXWLRQ &3, DQGLLL DWWKHHQG
DIWHURIH[HFXWLRQ &3, ZLWKWKHUHDO&3,FDOFXODWHGDW
WKHHQGRIWKHSURMHFW7KHHUURUVKRZQE\HDFKWHFKQLTXHZDV
DVVHVVHG LQ UHODWLRQ WR WKH ILQDO FDOFXODWHG &3, DW WKHVH WKUHH
PRPHQWV 7KHVH HUURUV ZHUH VWRUHG IRU WKH SHUIRUPDQFH RI
VWDWLVWLFDOWHVWV
7RPHDVXUHWKHWHFKQLTXHV SUHFLVLRQWKHYDULDELOLW\RIWKH
WHFKQLTXHV ZDV FRPSDUHG WR WKH ODVW HVWLPDWH LH KRZ PXFK
DQHVWLPDWHYDULHGLQUHODWLRQWRWKHSUHYLRXVRQHDWHDFKRIWKH
PRPHQWVZKHQLWZDVPHDVXUHG

9, )($6,%,/,7<678'<
7KH ODUJHVW FRVW FRPSRQHQW LQ D VRIWZDUH SURMHFW DUH WKH
PDQKRXUV QHFHVVDU\ IRU SURGXFW GHYHORSPHQW DOO WKH
QHFHVVDU\ VLPXODWLRQV UHTXLUHG IRU WKH FDOFXODWLRQ RI WKH EDVH
PHDVXUHV DQG LQGLFDWRUV RI WUDGLWLRQDO (DUQHG 9DOXH
0DQDJHPHQWZHUHEDVHGRQWKHSODQQHGHIIRUWDQGDFWXDOHIIRUW
IRUDVHWRIDFWLYLWLHVRISRVVLEOHSURFHVVHVRIDQ\JLYHQSURMHFW
ZKHUHE\ WKHVH DFWLYLWLHV ZHUH FDOFXODWHG XVLQJ WKH UDQGRP 
IXQFWLRQRIWKH06([FHOWRRO
7KHLQLWLDOVLPXODWLRQVKDYHSURFHVVHVZLWKWKHYDULDWLRQLQ
WKHUDQGRPIXQFWLRQVKRZQE\7DEOH
7$%/(±9$/8(63$66('727+(5$1'20)81&7,21)257+(,1,7,$/
6,08/$7,21
3URFHVV
3URFHVV
3URFHVV
3URFHVV
3URFHVV

9DULDWLRQ+(VW
±
±
±
±

9DULDWLRQ+5HDO
±
±
±
±

1RRIDFWLYLWLHV





,WZDVDVVXPHGDVSUHPLVHVIRUWKHJHQHUDWLRQRIWKH&3,RI
WKHSURSRVHGWHFKQLTXHWKDWL DOOWKHSURFHVVHVZKLFKZHUHLQ
H[HFXWLRQ ZHUH NQRZQ LL  WKH KLVWRU\ GDWD RI DOO SUHYLRXVO\
H[HFXWHGSURMHFWV XWLOL]LQJ WKLV SURFHVV ZHUHDYDLODEOH DQGLLL 
WKH SURFHVVHV ZHUH VWDEOH KRZHYHU WKH\ VKRZHG JUHDW
YDULDELOLW\RUD KLJK VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ VWDQGDUGGHYLDWLRQ RI
RUKLJKHUUHDFKLQJLQVRPHFDVHV 7KHFKRLFHRIJUHDW
YDULDELOLW\ZRXOGLQGLFDWHWKHZRUVWFDVHRUWKHPRVWGLIILFXOW
VFHQDULRIRUWKHIRUHFDVWRIWKHILQDO&3,VLQFHWKLVFDVHZRXOG
VKRZDQXQVWDEOHEHKDYLRUWKURXJKRXWWKHSURMHFW
7KH H[HFXWLRQ RI  SURMHFWV ZDV WKHQ VLPXODWHG ZLWK
FROOHFWLRQ RI WKHLU PHDVXUHPHQWV DQG FDOFXODWLRQ RI WKH
LQGLFDWRUV
7KHHUURUDQGYDULDELOLW\HUURUVDPRQJWKHPHDVXUHPHQWVRI
WKH  HYDOXDWHG SURMHFWV ZHUH JURXSHG LQ D VLQJOH WDE RI WKH
([FHO VSUHDGVKHHW DOORZLQJ WKH SHUIRUPDQFH RI VWDWLVWLFDO
DQDO\VHV
7KH VLPXODWLRQV VKRZHG WKDW WKH SURSRVHG WHFKQLTXH
VKRZHGEHWWHUDFFXUDF\DQGSUHFLVLRQRIFRVWHVWLPDWHVWKDQWKH
WUDGLWLRQDOWHFKQLTXHDVVKRZQE\)LJXUHDQG)LJXUH

2QH RI WKH PDLQ GLIILFXOWLHV SUHVHQWHG E\ >@ DQG >@ LQ
VWXGLHVUHODWHGWRWKLVRQHZDVWKHODFNRISURMHFWSHUIRUPDQFH
GDWDDYDLODEOHIRUVWXGLHV
7KXV LW ZDV GHFLGHG WR YDOLGDWH WKH SURSRVHG WHFKQLTXH
WKURXJKWKHSHUIRUPDQFHRISURMHFWVLPXODWLRQVVLPLODUO\WRWKH
VWXGLHVFRQGXFWHGE\>@>@DQG>@
0LFURVRIW([FHOZDVXVHGWRJHQHUDWHDQGVWRUHHIIRUWGDWD
DQG FRQVHTXHQWO\ FRVW UDQGRP  IXQFWLRQ  0LFURVRIW 9LVXDO
%DVLF ZDV XVHG WR FUHDWH PDFURV WKDW JHQHUDWHG GLIIHUHQW
VLPXODWLRQVDQGFRPSDUHG WKHP ZKLOH WKH 5([FHO DQG $FWLRQ
WRROVZHUHXVHGIRUVWDWLVWLFDODQDO\VLV
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)LJXUH±$FFXUDF\±7RWDO&3,HUURUEHWZHHQWKHWHFKQLTXHV

)LJXUH   VKRZV RQ WKH ; D[LV HDFK RQH RI WKH DVVHVVHG
SURMHFWV DQG RQ WKH < D[LV WKH VXP RI WKH HUURUV RI &3,
&3, DQG &3, IRU HDFK RQH RI WKH SURMHFWV 7KH JDLQ LQ
DFFXUDF\ XVLQJ WKH SURSRVHG WHFKQLTXH ZDV DW WLPHV  WLPHV
EHWWHU WKDQ WKH WUDGLWLRQDO WHFKQLTXH ZKLFK VXJJHVWV WKDW WKH

SURSRVHG WHFKQLTXH ZDV  WLPHV PRUH DFFFXUDWH WKDQ WKH
WUDGLWLRQDO WHFKQLTXH LQ WKH FRQWH[W RI WKH VLPXODWLRQ 7KH
PLQLPXPREVHUYHGJDLQZDVRIDFFXUDF\\LQSURMHFWDV
FDQDOVREHVHHQLQ)LJXUH
6WDWLVWLFDOWHVWVZHUHSHUIRUPHGEDVHGRQ7
7DEOHDQG7DEOH
WRFRQILUPZKHWKHUWKHGLIIHUHQFHVLQDFFXUDDF\DQGSUHFLVLRQ
IRXQG LQ WKH DSSOLFDWLRQ RI WKH WHFKQLTXHV ZHUH VLJQLILFDQW
WKHUHE\ DSSURYLQJ RU UHMHFWLQJ WKH SUHYLLRXVO\ SUHVHQWHG
K\SRWKHVHV7KH$FWLRQWRROZDVXVHGWRWHVWWWKHK\SRWKHVHVRI
7SDLUHGVDPSOHVDWWKHVLJQLILFDQFHOHYHO

SURMHFW ZDV DW RIH[HFXWLRQWK
KLV UHVXOW LV QRW VLJQLILFDQW
DFFRUGLQJWRWKHK\SRWKHVLVWHVWSHUIIRUPHG
7$%/(7(6762)+<327+(6,62)35(&,6,21
+\SRWKHVLV
+3UHFLVLRQ
+3UHF
+3UHF
+3UHF

7HVW
9DU(90±9DU(90+'!
9DU(90±9DU(90+'
!
9DU(90±9DU(90+'
!
9DU(90±9DU(90+'
!

7


S


&RQFOXVLRQ
5HIXWH+





$FFHSW+





5HIXWH+





5HIXWH+

7$%/(±$&&85$&< (5525%(7:((17+((67,0$
$7(6 2)7+(&3,


7$%/(±35(&,6,21 9$5,$%,/,7<%(7:((17+((67,0
0$7(6 2)7+(&3,




)LJXUH3UHFLVLRQ7RWDOYDULDELOLW\RIWWKH&3,EHWZHHQWKHWHFKQLTXHV

7KH DQDO\VLV RI WKH GDWD LQ 7DEOH  DOORZ
ZV WR VWDWH DW WKH
RXWVHWWKDWWKHSURSRVHGWHFKQLTXHSURYLGHV P
PRUHDFFXUDF\LQ
WKH FRVW HVWLPDWHV ZKHQ WKH SURMHFW LV DW  DQG  RI
H[HFXWLRQDQGLQJHQHUDOWDNLQJWKHWKUHHUHSRRUWHGPRPHQWVDW
D  FRQILGHQFH OHYHO (YHQ WKRXJK WKH UHVVXOWV SUHVHQWHG LQ
7DEOH  VKRZ WKDW WKH SURSRVHG WHFKQLTXH VKKRZV DQ DYHUDJH
HUURUORZHUWKDQWKHWUDGLWLRQDOWHFKQLTXHZKHHQWKHSURMHFWZDV
DWRIH[HFXWLRQWKLVUHVXOWLVQRWVLJQLILFFDQWDFFRUGLQJWR
WKHK\SRWKHVLVWHVWSHUIRUPHG
7$%/(7(6762)+<327+(6,62)$&&8
85$&<
+\SRWKHVLV
+$FFXUDF\
+$FFXUDF\
+$FFXUDF\
+$FFXUDF\

7HVW
(UURU(90±
(UURU(90+'!
(UURU(90±
(UURU(90+'!
(UURU(90±
(UURU(90+'!
(UURU(90±
(UURU(90+'!

7


SS


&RQFOXVLRQ
5HIXWH+





$FFHSW+





5HIXWH+



5HIXWH+



[




)LJXUH$YHUDJHHUURUDWWKHSURMHFW VVWDUUWPLGGOHDQGHQG &3,&3,
H&3, 

2QWKHRWKHUKDQGWKHJDLQVLQDFFXUDF\VKKRZQLQ)LJXUH
ZHUH XS WR  WLPHV VXSHULRU WR WKRVH RII WKH WUDGLWLRQDO
WHFKQLTXH ZKLFK VXJJHVWV WKDW WKH SURSRVHGG WHFKQLTXH LV 
WLPHV PRUH SUHFLVH WKDQ WKH WUDGLWLRQDO RQH ,Q )LJXUH  WKH
YDOXHV VKRZQ LQ D[LV < UHSUHVHQW WKH VXP RRI WKH YDULDWLRQV
DPRQJWKHHVWLPDWHVDW&3,&3,DQG&3,,

/DVWO\ )LJXUH  VKRZV WKDW ERWK WHFKQLTXHV VKRZ DQ
LQFUHDVH LQ DFFXUDF\ DQG SUHFLVLRQ ZKHQ WKH SURMHFW DGYDQFHV
LQ LWV H[HFXWLRQ DV UHSRUWHG E\ VHY
YHUDO DXWKRUV OLNH >@ >@
+RZHYHU WKH SURSRVHG WHFKQLTXH VKRZHGEHWWHU
V
DFFXUDF\ DQG
SUHFLVLRQDWSURMHFWVWDUWPLGGOHDQG
GHQG

7KHDQDO\VLVRIWKHGDWDLQ7DEOHDQG7DDEOHDOVRDOORZV
WRVWDWHWKDWWKHSURSRVHGWHFKQLTXHSURYLGHVP
PRUHDFFXUDF\LQ
WKH FRVW HVWLPDWHV ZKHQ WKH SURMHFW LV DW  DQG  RI
H[HFXWLRQDQGLQJHQHUDOWDNLQJWKHWKUHHUHSRRUWHGPRPHQWVDW
D  FRQILGHQFH OHYHO (YHQ WKRXJK WKH UHVVXOWV SUHVHQWHG LQ
7DEOH  DOVR VKRZ WKDW WKH SURSRVHG WHFKKQLTXH VKRZV DQ
DYHUDJH HUURU ORZHU WKDQ WKH WUDGLWLRQDO WHFKKQLTXH ZKHQ WKH

7KLVVWXG\GHVFULEHGWKHSURSRVDORIDWHFKQLTXHRI(DUQHG
9DOXH0DQDJHPHQWZKLFKLQWHJUDWHHVSHUIRUPDQFHGDWDKLVWRU\
DV D ZD\ WR LPSURYH WKH SUHGLFWDE
ELOLW\ RI SURMHFW FRVWV 7KH
VWXG\FRQVLVWHGRIDIHDVLELOLW\VWXG\
\EDVHGRQVLPXODWHGSURMHFW
GDWD ZLWK WKH SXUSRVH RI GHWHUPLQ
QLQJ ZKHWKHU WKH WHFKQLTXH
ZDV PRUH DFFXUDWH DQG SUHFLVH FR
RPSDUHG WR WKH WUDGLWLRQDO
WHFKQLTXH DW WKH EHJLQLQJ  RII H[HFXWLRQ  DW WKH PLGGOH
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9,, &21&/
/86,21

 RI H[HFXWLRQ  DQG DW WKH HQG  RI H[HFXWLRQ  RI WKH
SURMHFW ,Q RUGHU WR HYDOXDWH WKH IHDVLELOLW\ RI WKH SURSRVHG
WHFKQLTXHV VHYHUDO WHVWV RI K\SRWKHVHV ZHUH SHUIRUPHG DERXW
WKHGLIIHUHQWUHVHDUFKTXHVWLRQVSRVHG GXULQJ WKH YDOLGDWLRQRI
WKHWHFKQLTXHV
7KHVLPXODWLRQDVVXPHGDVSUHPLVHIRUWKHXWLOL]DWLRQRIWKH
(90+LVW WHFKQLTXH WKDW WKH SURMHFW KDG D GDWD KLVWRU\ RI DOO
SURFHVVHV RI WKH XWLOL]HG OLIH F\FOH ZLWK WKH UHVXOW WKDW WKH
SURSRVHGWHFKQLTXHVKRZHGPRUHSUHFLVLRQDQGPRUHDFFXUDF\
WKDQ WKHWUDGLWLRQDO WHFKQLTXHDW WKHSURMHFW V VWDUW PLGGOH DQG
HQG $OO WKH WHVWV RI K\SRWKHVHV VKRZHG WKDW WKH UHVXOWV ZHUH
VLJQLILFDQWDWWKHVLJQLILFDQFHOHYHO
9,,, 5()(5(1&(6

>@

$1%$5, )7  (DUQHG 9DOXH 3URMHFW
0DQDJHPHQW 0HWKRG DQG ([WHQVLRQV 3URMHFW
0DQDJHPHQW-RXUQDOY 'HF SS

>@

&+5,67(16(1 ' 6&277 5 +(,6(  &RVW
3HUIRUPDQFH ,QGH[ 6WDELOLW\ 1DWLRQDO &RQWUDFW
0DQDJHPHQW-RXUQDOYSS

>@

'(0,1* :(  7KH 1HZ (FRQRPLFV IRU
,QGXVWU\ *RYHUQPHQW (GXFDWLRQ &DPEULGJH 0DVV
0DVVDFKXVHWWV ,QVWLWXWH RI 7HFKQRORJ\ &HQWHU IRU
$GYDQFHG(QJLQHHULQJ

>@

',16025( &(&  &RPR VH 7RUQDU XP
3URILVVLRQDOHP*HUHQFLDPHQWRGH3URMHWRV/LYUR%DVH
GH ³3UHSDUDomR SDUD &HUILWLFDomR 303  3URMHFW
0DQDJHPHQW 3URIHVVLRQDO 5LR GH -DQHLUR 4XDOLW\PDUN
+RZWR%HFRPHD3URIHVVLRQDOLQ3URMHFW0DQDJHPHQW
%DVH0DQXDOIRU3UHSDUDWLRQIRU303&HUWLILFDWLRQ 

>@

)/25$&:$$'&$5/(7210HDVXULQJ
WKH 6RIWZDUH 3URFHVV 6WDWLVWLFDO 3URFHVV &RQWURO IRU
6RIWZDUH3URFHVV,PSURYHPHQW$GGLVRQ:HVOH\

>@

)/25$&:$5(3$1,7$'&$5/(721
3UDFWLFDO6RIWZDUH0HDVXUHPHQW0HDVXULQJIRU3URFHVV
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Abstract—Agent negotiation is an important process in
cooperation among intelligent agents, and the selection of suitable
issues will have a direct impact on negotiation results. However,
the way to determine such issues is usually ad hoc. To introduce a
systematical way to extract issues based on requirements analysis,
this study proposes a method to find negotiation issues using
goal-driven use case analysis. The issues are derived based on the
nonfunctional requirements that are part of the user goals. After
deriving possible issues, it is important to rate how well the issues
can be used. For evaluating issues, we use the analytic hierarchy
process to compare and choose a combination of issues. The
contributions of this paper include, first, a method for providing
issues traceable to their sources and clear information about the
relationship between the issues. Second, a selection method is
provided for choosing a suitable set of issues from a number of
proposals.
Keywords--goal-driven analysis; agent negotiation; negotiation
issues; requirements analysis; agent-based software engineering

I.

INTRODUCTION

Agent cooperation and negotiation have become important
research topics in multiagent systems [1][2]. Agents perform
negotiation based on a set of issues, and the choice of issues
may influence the result of negotiation. If issues are chosen
randomly, the result of negotiation may not be desirable [3].
With correct issues chosen, the negotiation process may speed
up and also result in better conflict resolution. However, many
methods assume that the issues for negotiation are already
given or there is a mediator who is able to make the negotiation
possible for agents involved [4]. Since the method of finding
issues has not been studied well, this article proposes a method
based on goal-driven requirements analysis to f ind usable
negotiation issues based on user requirements. With a possible
set of issues on hand, the next process is t o find the most
suitable set of issues to be used in negotiation. For this
challenge, our method provides a way to analyze and compare
different sets of issues in order to choose the most suitable set
of issues for a given negotiation problem.

Driven Use Case (GDUC) approach [5], to analyze the user
requirements for keeping track of the derived goals from the
functional and nonfunctional requirements. GDUC uses goals
to model use cases and their corresponding relationship and to
derive user goals. During the process, rigid and soft goals are
identified, and functional and nonfunctional requirements are
evaluated. Negotiation issues are extracted based on these user
goals. In order to provide a way of comparing issues, we have
studied some multi-criteria decision methods and decided to
use AHP [6] because of its qualitative approach for comparing
pairs of issues.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section discusses our proposed method. Section three presents
an illustration along with an experiment. The last section gives
a brief conclusion with discussion.
II.

PROPOSED METHOD

As shown in Figure 1, our method consists of three phases.
First, we apply GDUC to analyze the goals and their
relationship from requirements. Second, we analyze the goals
with attributes involved in objects involved to extract possible
issues to be used in negotiation. Lastly, we use AHP to
evaluate all issues for forming a set of proposals containing
issues. Finally, the ranking of the proposals is produced.

For establishing a procedure of how to derive and evaluate
a set of issues, we use a goal-driven method, called the GoalThis research is partially supported by National Science Council, Taiwan
under the grant numbers NSC-100-2221-E-194-011 and NSC-97-2221-E-006160-MY3.

Figure 1. Relationship between goals and use cases
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With the GDUC approach, we can model functional and
nonfunctional requirements by extending the use cases while
analyzing the requirements as shown in Figure 2. A goal is
associated to the original use case (U1), and U1 is extended to
more detail use cases having their respective goals to achieve.
These goals carry richer information that will be discussed in
the next section. A goal can be classified with three facets:
competency, view, and content. Looking into competency, we
can model a goal as a rigid goal or a soft goal. A rigid goal is
the goal that needs to be fulfilled fully while the requirement of
a soft goal is more relaxed. The view of requirements can be
actor-specific or system-specific, and the content can be
functional or nonfunctional requirements. The content of a goal
is derived based on functional or nonfunctional
requirements.There are four steps used repeatedly in this
process: identifying the actors, setting goals, constructing a use
case model, and evaluating the goals.

negotiation: a boss, a customer, and a salesperson. The boss
expects to gain the largest benefit from a transaction and has
the control over the pricing activity. He gives the price
guideline to the salesperson while interacts with the customer
for special needs. The customer has a certain habit for purchase
and is looking for a lower price for merchandise. For ordinary
purchase, he interacts with the salesperson, but for some
special requests, he works out with the boss. The salesperson
needs to meet the assigned sales quota by using his ability to
persuade customers. He has some freedom in lowering price,
but the boss has the final say. In a usual setting like in Figure 3,
the customer first encounters with a salesperson, and the
salesperson promotes some merchandise to the customer.
When there is a special purchase request such as large volume
of purchase, the customer may be directly dealing with the boss.

Figure 3. Relationship between participants in selling items

Figure 2. Relationship between goals and use cases

After defining the categories and the relationship among
goals, we now focus on identifying what issues are associated
to the goals [7]. First, we can organize the existing information
among goals, including goal categories, roles, cooperative
goals, conflicting goals, and counterbalanced goals. Goal
categories contain issues that will affect the result of analysis,
and the actors and use cases provide attributes that describe the
actors and their relationships. With such attributes discovered,
we can analyze their relationship to see if they are cooperative,
conflicting, or counterbalancing to each other.

B. Gaol-Driven Analysis
We start from identifying actors as Boss, Customer, and
Salesperson with their corresponding use cases as shown in
Figure 4. For these actors, we define the corresponding goals,
such as boss to get the highest benefit, customer to purchase
necessary items, and salesperson to sell items. Using three
facets (competency, view, and content) to analyze these goals,
we observe that these goals are rigid since they must be
fulfilled. They are also actor-specific and functional. In
enriching the user model, we extend the original use case with
more use cases to provide more information that is embedded
in the requirements. These extended use cases are able to
associate with goals that may be rigid or soft goals with actoror system-specific and functional or nonfunctional
requirements.

Identifying possible issues based on these attributes, we
need to select which issues are best fit for the negotiation
process. Comparing all issues at once causes heavy
computation, so we use a hierarchical approach in evaluating
issues. Issues are compared in pairs and the resulting scores are
recorded in a matrix. The first step is to define the levels, and
then the matrix with comparison results is constructed.
Proposals containing different set of issues are derived, and the
proposals are compared. Finally, the order of favorable
proposals is determined.
III.

Figure 4. Use case model with associated goals

ILLUSTRATION AND EXPERIMENT

A. Scenario and Assumption
For presenting the detail steps of our approach, a scenario
about a market activity is presented below to illustrate how our
method can be used. There are three players in this purchasing
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Identifying the relationship between the use cases and
corresponding goals based on our scenario, we can extend it to
“Whole sales” and “Regular sales” from the original use case,
“Selling Merchandise”. The use case “Purchase Necessity” is

then extended to “Company Purchase” and “Personal
Purchase”, and the use case “Promote items” is then extended
to “Take Initiative”. Each goal is labeled with R or S (rigid or
soft goal), A or Y (actor-specific or system-specific
requirements), and F or N (functional or nonfunctional
requirements). Lastly, the goal evaluation takes place for
evaluating the relationship between the use cases and goals, the
interaction between goals in the use case level, and the
interaction between goals in the system level.
For analyzing the relationship between the goals and the
use cases in te rms of their degree of relevance, we use four
levels to describe their relationship. A pair of use case and its
corresponding goal is compared to see whether they are highly
relevant (labeled as ++) with each other. Otherwise, they can
be partially relevant (+), partial irrelevant (-), or totally
irrelevant (--) to each other. The result of checking such
relationship based on the example in Figure 4 is recorded in
Table I.
TABLE I.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN USE CASES AND GOALS
G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8
U1 ++ +

+

U2 + ++ -

+ ++ - ++ ++
+

+ ++ --

+

U3 ++ + ++ + ++ - ++ ++
U4 ++ +

+ ++ ++ - ++ --

U5 ++ +

+

+ ++ +

U6 +

-

+

+

--

+

+ ++ -

+

U7 ++ +

+ ++ ++ -- ++ --

U8 ++ +

+

+ ++ +

-- ++

By analyzing the relationship between goals at the system
level, we state that if both goals are cooperative to each other
for all use cases, then they are cooperative to each other at the
system level. If all of them are conflicting to each other at the
use case level, then they are conflicting to each other at the
system level. We use the concept of cooperative, counterbalanced, and conflict relationship to describe such interactions,
and the result is shown in Table II.
G1,G2
Co
G2,G3
Bal
G3,G5
Bal
G4,G8
Bal

TABLE II.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GOALS
(Co: Cooperative, Bal: Counterbalanced, Conf: Conflict)

G1,G3
Bal
G2,G4
Co
G3,G6
Bal
G5,G6
Bal

G1,G4
Co
G2,G5
Co
G3,G7
Bal
G5,G7
Bal

G1,G5
Co
G2,G6
Bal
G3,G8
Bal
G5,G8
Bal

G1,G6
Bal
G2,G7
Bal
G4,G5
Co Ba
G6,G7
Conf

G1,G7
Bal
G2,G8
Bal
G4,G6
l
G6,G8
Bal

C. Acquisition of Possible Negotiation Issues
We construct a table indicating the information of each goal,
which consists of the category of a goal and the associated
actor along with the information about cooperative, conflicting,
and counterbalanced goals. Based on s uch information, we
identify a possible issue that will be most influential to a goal.
The result is shown in Table III, where we see that the goal G1
is a rigid goal containing actor-specific and functional
requirements. G1 belongs to the actor Boss, and is cooperative
to goals G2, G4, and G5. It is counter-balanced to the goals G3,
G6, G7, and G8, but does not conflict to any other goals.
Because of such characteristics, we identify an issue, Price, as
the most representative issue concerning this goal. The rest of
the issues, namely Eloquence (ability of presentation),
Necessity, Quantity, Quality, and Budget, are derived in the
same manner.
TABLE III.

GOAL ISSUES AND RELATIONSHIP

G1
G2
G3
G4
G5

Category
R,A,F
R,A,F
R,A,F
S,A,F
S,A,F

Actor
Boss
Sales
Customer
Boss
Boss

Coop
Conf
G2,G4,G5
G1,G4,G5

G6

S,A,N

Sales

G7

G1,G2,G3,G4G5,G8

G7

R,A,F

Customer

G6

G8

R,A,F

Customer

G1,G2,G3,G4
G5,G8
G1,G2,G3,G4
G5,G6,G7

G1,G2,G5
G1,G2,G4

Counterbalanced
G3,G6,G7,G8
G3,G6,G7,G8
G1,G2,G4,G5G6,G7,G8
G3,G6,G7,G8
G3,G6,G7,G8
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Price,
Quality

With six kinds of issues identified, we can examine the
pair-wise relationship between these issues and take the
geometric mean to define weighted comparison as shown in
Figure 5. A hierarchical relationship is shown in Figure 6 to
organize the information, in which Level 2 shows the possible
issues. Based on these issues, we can derive possible proposals
in Level 3. P roposal A con tains the tw o issues with highest
values: Budget and Necessity; Proposal B adds Price to
Proposal A; and Proposal C includes Quality to Proposal B.

G1,G8
Bal
G3,G4
Bal
G4,G7
Bal
G7,G8
Bal

When comparing the interaction between a p air of goals,
we consider a goal consisting of a set of entries corresponding
to use cases and compare each pair of entries. Thus, using
Table I as example, we check two columns to compare the
entries row by row. If all rows are ++ or +, then the pair of such
goals are cooperative. If each rows have one entry with ++ or +
while the other entry has – o r --, then they are conflicting to
each other. If the entries are mixed, then they are called
counter-balanced.

Issue
Price
Eloquence
Necessity
Quantity
Price,
Quality
Price,
Eloquence
Budget

Figure 5. Calculation for deriving weighting for issues.

price cut is tried until the price offered is lower than 90% of the
original price. The negotiation based on the single issue Price
resulted in 19 successes and 31 failures while Proposal A had
28 successes, Proposal B 32 su ccesses, and Proposal C 38
successes. A notable performance of Proposal C is that it
enabled a deal with 5 or fewer rounds of negotiation. As seen
in Table VI, the result of the simulation showed that the more
effective the issues are, the higher the number of success
becomes.
TABLE VI.

Using AHP, we can rate the issues according to each
proposal. Tables II and III are used as reference for making the
decision for what points to give to each issue in a proposal. If
the issues belong to the goals that are cooperative, then the
points are higher, and the points are lower if the goals are
conflicting to each other. Table IV shows three proposals with
the points given for different issues. For each issue, we
compare three proposals pair-wise by finding geometric mean
for weighting the issues, and the results are listed in Table V.
TABLE IV.
Proposal

A
B
C

Price

1
5
6

TABLE V.
Proposal

A
B
C

POINTS FOR ISSUES IN DIFFERENT PROPOSALS
Eloquence

1
3
4

Necessity

5
6
6

Quantity

3
5
7

Quality

1
6
8

Budget

5
3
3

WEIGHTING FOR ISSUES ACCORDING TO PROPOSALS

Price

0.083
0.417
0.500

Eloquence

0.125
0.375
0.500

Necessity

0.294
0.353
0.353

Quantity

0.200
0.333
0.467

Quality

0.067
0.400
0.533

Budget

0.455
0.273
0.273

Considering Table V as a matrix Mij and the normalized
matrix in Figure 5 as Nj, we can evaluate proposals by the sum
of the product of weights. Thus, Pi=ӢMij Nj where Pi is the
evaluation for Proposals A to C, produces P0=0.376, P1=0.376,
and P2=0.376. From the result, we see that the proposal C is
most promising. However, it contains more issues and requires
more computation than Proposals A or B. If the computation is
a concern, then Proposal B is a good alternative.
IV.

Price 19
A

28

B

32

C

38
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1

2

3

4

5

6~10

6
(31.6%)
9
(32.1%)
8
(25%)
14
(36.8%)

8
(42.1%)
5
(17.9%)
11
(34.4%)
7
(18.4%)

1
(5.3%)
8
(28.6%)
3
(9.4%)
7
(18.4%)

1
(5.3%)
2
(7.1%)
3
(9.4%)
4
(10.5%)

1
(5.3%)
3
(10.7%)
4
(12.5%)
6
(15.8%)

2
(10.6%)
1
(3.6%)
2
(6.25%)
0
( 0% )

31
22
18
12

Many agent negotiation strategies depend on th e correct
issues to work on. The selection of issues for negotiation is
important, and there is a need for a process in determining
usable issues. This paper proposes a systematical method based
on goal-driven requirements analysis to produce a set of issues
for agent negotiation. The issues are traceable to user
requirements for better evaluation of effectiveness of issues
used and also the maintenance of issues. The relationship
between issues is studied to u nderstand whether they are in
cooperative or conflicting matter. Another important advantage
of this method is to have information for comparing the
number of issues to be used in a negotiation process. By
integrating the GDUC and AHP methods, our method provide
a way for the user to determine suitable issues according to the
user requirements. The future work is to consider the
dependency among issues, so that a proposal consists of a set of
mutually related issues.
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Proactive Two Way Mobile Advertisement Using a Collaborative Client Server Architecture

Weimin Ding and Xiao Su
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Abstract—more and more advertisements have been
pushed into mobile devices by advertising providers.
Advertisers, not the consumers, decide and control the
content and delivery time of the advertisements. This
one-way push-based architecture doesn’t truly meet
consumers’ demands and can quickly develop resistance
from consumers. In this paper, we propose new clientserver based architecture to provide proactive mobile
advertisements in mobile devices. With the proposed
solution, application developers can seamlessly integrate
advertisements into their applications, based on users’
behavior and preferences. Users will not be interrupted
by the pushed advertisement and can stay more focused
with their main tasks. We will present our detailed
design, implementation, and evaluation of this proactive
solution.
Keywords – mobile, advertisement, REST, content-driven,
proactive advertisement

INTRODUCTION
Mobile marketing is booming. More Smartphone’s
shipped than PC’s since 2010. With the increasing
marketing of m obile devices, mobile advertising has
become crucial for the current advertisement industry.
Compared to the conventional TV and PC, the number
of mobile handheld devices is tw ice as larg e. I n
addition, mobile devices have more personality
characteristics because they always belong to specific
owners. This w ill give the advertisement providers
more room to trim their advertisements to fit diff erent
customers. According to Smaato White Paper [1], the
mobile advertising market in US continues to expand
every year; and it is predicted to reach ov er $5 billion
in 2015.
Currently, advertising providers push content to
mobile devices, regardless of users’ interest and
preferences. There are several problems with current
push technology.
I.

First, consumers are j ust passive receivers and
pushed advertisements will not truly meet consumers’
real demands. Consumers will quickly develop
resistance to those pushed advertisements and reduce
the advertisements hit rate. Second, the cont ent of the
advertisements and actual applications are separated
and have no rel ationship. The pop-up advertisements
are kind of the interruptions
to users’ normal
applications. Most users will have antipathies to popup advertisements, so these advertisements actually
bring opposite effect to consumers.
In this paper, w e propose a client-server based
solution of prov iding proactive advertisements in
mobile devices. The client side includes content
detection and col lection of user behav iors to define
and filter the accurate adv ertisements for specific
users. The server side includes REST interface to
communicate with clients and to provide dynamic
contents for clients.
This solution can hel p application developers
integrate advertisements into their applications
seamlessly. Users will not feel the inter ference of the
pushed advertisements, and the adv ertising content
can be part of the appl ication. With the rich content
provided by the proactiv e advertisement server,
developers can make more and m ore attractive
applications.
In the rest of the paper, w e will elaborate on the
problems with push-based advertising and describe in
detail the desig n, implementation, and ev aluation of
our proposed proactive solution.
PROBLEM OF PUSH-BASED ADVERTISING
Mobile advertising is a new area for the advertising
industry and even the advertising giant such as Google
is still exploring the correct model in this area. With
the rapid growth of the market size, more and m ore
vendors will involve in this area.
II.
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However, in current mobile advertisement solution,
the need of customer is ignored and irrelevant content
is pushed to customers. Let us see an example:

and by receiving only relevant and interesting
advertisements based on thei r past interests and
behaviors. Our design objectives include:
x No banner advertisement -- users w ill not be
irritated by wasted screen
x Smart and Rel evant Advertisements -advertisements should be rel evant of the
content
x Interactive advertisement – consumers can be
developers and publishers too.
III.
A.

SYSTEM ARACHITECTURE

system architecture

Our proposed sy stem comprises of a client -server
architecture. The client application resides in m obile
devices and communicates with server using REST
service [2].
Server Cluster

Client

UI
Service provider

Figure 1.

current mobile advertisement

DataAPP
handler

REST

First, we see that the banner advertisement has
taken up a considerabl e amount of user’s display
screen: generally about 1/8 screen size is displaying
the advertisement. In other words, if a user pay s 500
dollars for the device, he/she pays about 60 dollars for
the advertisement placeholder.
Second, we also observe that the advertisement is
irrelevant from the cont ent. Customers are watching
stock quo. T his advertisement offering cheap
telephone cards may not motivate the mass untargeted
customers to click the advertisement for more details.
It is really a waste of resources for both advertisement
publishers and consum ers. Those advertisements are
delivered to the w rong target. In this case, if it could
display some special deals of st ocker traders, the
results would be better.
This current solution is one -way push. Consumers
are always passive receivers. There is no way for them
to publish their content into the network.
To resolve the above constraint of current m obile
advertisements, our w ork adopts a new approach.
Using a client/server architecture, consumers are able
to publish mobile advertisements using its easy-to-use
APIs and ar e able to enj oy better user experience by
using mobile devices without intruding advertisements
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Socket
Handler

Event
Listenner

REST
Transport Layer
OS

Figure 2.

Proactive mobile advertisement

The client application pops up a m essage box to
display incoming SMS and adv ertisement. The
application doesn’t modify or del ete user’s SMS
message while parsing this message. Meanwhile,
client application sends the content and receives
advertisement response from server.
The client uses message queue to st ore both text
SMS and adv ertisement messages, and uses a pop-up
window to display the content from message. Message
queue is a FI FO queue. After receiving the response
from server, client displays the advertisements in the
pop-up windows for specified timeout period, which is
defined in the server response. User can finish reading
by pressing cancel key in the device.
Upon receiving the request, the server analyzes the
incoming content and finds helpful information. Based
on this infor mation, it queries the internal database
with the content analy sis results and location

information. If more than one advertisements match in
query, server will provide client the advertisement
which has the highest PPC (Pay per Click).

location

Optional

GetTopAd: to get TOP 10 advertisement in server,
client will send a standard HTTP POST request to
server Vendor URL. The following parameters have
been added to the request message:

B. Protocol

Server provides the restful A PI for inv oking the
request. This API can be enabled to support multiple
client platforms.
CreateAd: to create an advertisement in server, the
client sends a standard HTTP POST request to server
AD URL. The following parameters have been added
to the request message:

Post http://URL:Port/vendors/

GetMyAd: to get the own published advertisements
from server, client will send a standard H TTP POST
request to server Vendor URL with vendor name.
Post http://URL:Port/vendors/ vendorname
C. System modules

Post http://URL:Port/ads/

Attribute name
Category
Vendor
Content
location
Ppc

String

Type
String
String
String
String
Integer

Our design has leveraged POS (Part of Speech [3])
tagger technology to realiz e content-driven
advertisement pushing.
The central part of our design is implemented in
MAD (Mobile A dvertisement) server, which is
responsible for providing the mad service to clients in
different platform.

Status
optional
mandatory
mandatory
mandatory
Mandatory

GetAd: to get a adv ertisement from server, client
will send a standard H TTP GET request to AD URL
followed with an advertisement ID.

No

Yes

Get http://URL:Port/ads/id

Price bid

Multiple Ad.

No

Packaging

Yes

DeleteAd: to delete on adv ertisement in serv er,
client will send a standard H TTP Delete request to
specific AD URL.

AD Found

Gateway
Parsing

Delete http://URL:Port/ads/id
AD Engine

UpdateAd: to update an adv ertisement in server,
client will send a standard H TTP PUT request to
specific AD URL . The following parameters have
been added to the request message:

Figure 3.

Analyser

Tagger

server work flow

Put http://URL:Port/ads/id

Attribute name
Category
Vendor
Content
location
Ppc

Type
String
String
String
String
Integer

Let us expl ain different system components
(illustrated in Figure 3) in server work flow.
Gateway/Packaging takes care of w eb service
handling and parse s the request data to next module
and it also sends out the results to client application.
POS Tagger reads the incoming context and gives
the tag for each word. The tagged content will be sent
to Analyzer to find the real meaning.
Analyzer finds useful keywords according to the
tagged content. It outputs this content to Ad engine to
help it to find matched advertisements.
Ad Engine queries the database according to the
request data from Analyzer and prepare s the
advertisement content from the queue results. Ad
Engine are in charg e of creating, updating, reading,
and deleting advertisement from database.

Status
optional
mandatory
mandatory
mandatory
Mandatory

GetBestAd: to get the best m atch advertisement
form server, client will send a standard H TTP POST
request to server AD URL. The following parameters
have been added to the request message:
Post http://URL:Port/ads/

Attribute name
context

Type
String

Status
Mandatory
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implementation

Database stores the advertisement content.

Toplist

Figure 4. Show s the w ork flow in the client
application.
Client uses message queue to st ore both text SMS
and advertisement messages, and uses
pop-up
windows to display the cont ent from the FIFO-based
message queue.

RestAgent

Activty

Conector

Boot
Receiver

Main

Service

Ads

MyList

SMS
Incoming

Event
Receiver

Broadcast
Receiver

About

AD ON/Off

SMS
receiver
MAD

Figure 5. Front-Tier Overview

Ad.
Service

UI
MSG QUEUE

a) Main

The main activity will be launched w hen the user
starts the application.

Connector

b) Top list

Figure 4.

It displays top 10 adv ertisements counted by the
display times in history. Users can display the related
mobile advertisements by clicking the vendor’s name.
The specific adv ertisement will be displayed if the
user clicks it from the list.

client work flow

UI will present the content of incom ing SMS and
advertisement to end user s. Users can configure the
display timeout and enable/ disable the advertisement
filter through the application menu. This module has
one message queue to st ore incoming SMS and
advertisement content. UI displays the top listed
advertisement in the system and provides the interface
for end users to input and post their advertisements.
Event Receiver will listen the SMS and system
event and trigger the ad service wake up.
Connector handles the incoming/outgoing traffic
to server. It packs and unpacks data and queues
messages.
AD service prepares the request data to serv er,
which filters the k eywords in the incoming SMS and
collects the location information.
IV.

c) My list

It displays the adv ertisement published by the
owner. For example, in this screen shown in Figure 6,
the user publishes four m obile advertisements by its
device (14084395867). Users can dis play their own
advertisements by clicking them.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented our proposed solution in three tiers:
front-tier, middle-tier, and data tier.
A.

Front-Tier Implementation

The client uses Android as the target platform, and
it inherits A ctivity, Service and Broadcast receivers
from Android SDK. Next we present our front-tier

Figure 6.
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User Posted Advertisement

Users can al so publish adv ertisements from the
devices directly. The vendor’s name will be connected
to its phone number, and the user can change it before
submission. Users have the option to choose
publishing free advertisements or paid advertisements.

advertisements into the sy stem. Also it can keep the
data backward compatible.
As the database will be expanded when the system
gains more and m ore users and adv ertisements,
predictable scalability is important to the system.
Performance is al so a concern w hen choosing the
database. The high performance brought by Mongo
DB meets the performance requirements of the system.

d) Mad

It displays retrieved mobile advertisements and
incoming SMS. User s can switch between SMS and
advertisements. MAD will be triggered while
- Users are clicking the advertisement in Top list or
My list
- SMS messages are arrived
- Advertisements are retrieved

V.

A. Experimental Setup

Besides the activ ity we demonstrated, the client
also implements a service called Ads in Device. This
service can be st arted manually by users or
automatically when the application starts or the device
reboots. After Ad received mobile advertisements
from server, it w ill relay this advertisement to MAD
activity. If more than 10 seconds have passed, it relays
the advertisement immediately; otherwise, it w aits
until the user finishes reading SMS in 15 seconds.
Client uses Connector and RestAgent to communicate
with server. The Restful action is perform ed by that
class.
Middle-Tier Implementation
To get the hidden meaning of the context, Mid-Tier
application implements POS tagger technology. It tags
the context and retrieves meaning words.
Based on the frequency
and posi tion of the
meaningful words, server start queries to Mong o
database. The results might include more than one
responses. In that case, the top one w ill be decide by
pay per click value defined by advertisement provider.
Server uses MongoMapper as Object-relational
mapping to communicate with data-tier.

B.

C.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To measure the perform ance of the system, we
designed a test to check system capability of handling
different contents. The test setup includes a computer
running MAD server and Mongo DB and an Android
device running MAD client. The computer is a 2.53
GHz dual core m achine with 3GB memory. The
Android device is equipped with a 1GHz CPU and 512
MB memory.
B. Performance Results

In the experiments, we compared the elapsed tim es
while MAD system handles different sizes of SMS. A
SMS will be sent to the device, which has installed the
MAD client. The client will send request to the server.
On server side, it analy zes the incoming request and
responds with the correct adv ertisement based on the
contents. The elapsed times are monitored and
captured to measure the effi ciency of the sy stem. DB
elapsed time presents the duration that it tak es for
server to render the adv ertisement after querying
database. E2E tim e represents the durat ion between
device sending request and recei ving response. Also
we record the returned vendor for such SMS test
campaign to v erify the quality
of returned
advertisement
TABLE I.

Data-Tier Implementation

Data-Tier is implemented by Mongo database,
which is a document based, schema-free, scalable and
high performance database.
A document-based data model can hold rich dat a
structure from simple JSON to complex array, so t he
administrator does not need to
hold the complex
content within multiple relation tables.
The advantage of this schema makes it easy for the
administrator to dum p multiple formats of the
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TEST MATRIX

Content

Words

Vendor

E2E Time
(ms)
1273

Lunch

5

Let us watch movie
tonight
Would you please
bring the book to
me? I am in library.
The
recipe
of
pumpkin pie: 2
spoon of salt, 3
pound of pumpkin,
1 pint of sugar.
blend them and

25

One local
restaurant
AMC

53

Amazon

1794

104

Safeway

1912

1570

bake in 450F
Debates concerning
the nature, essence
and the mode of
existence of space
date
back
to
antiquity; namely,
to treatises like
the Timaeus of Plat
o, or Socrates in his

140

Santa
Clara
Library

We believe that in the future, g ood content-related
advertisement providers should help advertisement
publishers deliver the adv ertisements to targ et
customers precisely and shoul d provide the friendly
user interface to m otivate customers to involve into
the advertisement system and to give them the
opportunity to post and display advertisements.
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GLOSSARY

We evaluated their performances about five
different SMS si zes: 5, 25, 53,104 and 140
with
different contents. As you can see the table, when the
SMS size is increasing, the tim e taken to get
advertisements is becom ing longer. The behavior is
expected as more time will be consum ed by the
transmission and content analyzing.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

API: Application Interface which is a interface provide to develop to
access the service provided by provider
REST:Representational State Transfer is style of web service. Service
consumer could access the service and resource by stand HTTP call
POS Tagger:
Part-of-speech tagging is a pr ocess to markup the
word regards to the context
PPC: Pay per click which define the bid pr ice by vendor for each
clicking in their advertisement
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Figure 7. Database Elapse Time/Total Elapes Time

FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
In the future, we plan to include
location
information in the analy sis and preparat ion of
advertisements. When a consum er goes to a targ et
territory, relevant advertisements should be delivered
to the consumer, considering his location. Com bining
location information, users will receive location-aware
and content-aware advertisements tailored to their
interests.
VI.

[5]
[6]

CONCLUSION
Our proactive mobile advertisement system
provides convenient restful A PI for developers to
embed mobile advertisements into the application.
This system conquers the problem s that happened in
existing mobile advertisements solutions. It uses
convenient RESTful API and avoids the banner
display in mobile devices. Our work presents the
initial step to chang e the current advertising model.
I.
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The COIN Platform: Supporting the Marine
Shipping Industrial Sector
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Abstract – The COIN (Enterprise COllaboration and
INteroperability) platform allows exposure, integration and
application of interoperability and collaborative services in
various business domains. As part of the COIN FP7 project,
the objective was to exploit the COIN platform and apply its
services in the marine shipping sector. In this demo, we
demonstrate how COIN services are used to expedite and
simplify business processes in the marine shipping domain.
The demo showcases the execution of the two marine
business processes, which are implemented using the COIN
service platform. On the basis of the case studies, the
necessary results are acquired based on the feedback
received from marine experts. This reveals the positive
impact of the COIN platform, in terms of reducing the time
required to execute marine processes.

Table 1 shows the COIN EC/EI services, which follow
the notion of “Software as a Service” (SaaS) [2], used for
the pilots implementation. The following services [3] were
deemed essential based on the initial requirement analysis
performed with our industrial partners: (1) Collaboration
Visualization Tool (CVT) – Formulation and visualization
of human collaboration networks, including users and
their discovered relations (e.g. joint activities), (2) Trusted
Information Sharing (TIS) – Flexible sharing of business
related information (e.g. documents) on the basis of CVT
relations, (3) Interoperability Space Service (ISS) – A
negotiation tool f or exchanging and n egotiating business
documents in standardized UBL format and (4) Baseline
Communication Services – A suite of services that include
Skype call, instant messaging and notification.

Keywords - Web-based Enterprise Systems; Web-based
Business Processes; Collaboration and Interoperability

I.

TABLE 1: DEVELOPED WORKFLOWS, EC/EI SERVICES AND SUCCESSFUL

INTRODUCTION

EXECUTIONS

The business use cases studied and developed in the
form of COIN pilots in volve the marine shipping domain
in Cyprus. The first use case refers to the “Negotiations
between UPT and charterers f or the voyage’s pre-fixture
queries”, which produces the “Recap” document as an
outcome of negotiations and logical amendments for the
vessel's voyage. The second scenario refers the creation of
the Proforma Disbursement Account (PDA). The PDA
details all estimated port costs that the port agent will have
to pay in order for the vessel to have a smooth voyage.

EC/EI Services Used Workflow
Executions

Successful
Executions

BUC1

CVT, TIS, ISS,
Communication

14

11

BUC2

CVT, ISS,
Communication

11

10

The execution of the pilots was carried out initially by
the developers at the University of Cyprus (UCY). Actors
from our industrial partner Donnelly Tanker Management
(DTM) were also involved. At this stage DTM employees
were acquainted with the functionalities offered by the
platform and the EC/EI services used in the developed
workflows. Developers trained DTM actors h ow to u se
the service platform to execute the workflows. Next, they
were involved in solo execu tion and evaluation of the
workflows. Finally, a m eeting was setup at DT M offices
where DTM employees engaged in the pilots execution
and provided the needed feedback. Developers undertook
the roles of the remaining parties.

The platform forms the backbone, integrating Web
Services for Enterprise Collaboration (EC) and Enterprise
Interoperability (EI) in various business domains [1]. It
fulfils the COIN vision of providing a perv asive service
platform to h ost Baseline and Innovative Web Services
for EI and EC, which can be used by European enterprises
for running their business in a secure, reliable and
efficient way. The COIN platform is develo ped ontop of
Liferay, which is an enterprise, web-based portal f or
building technology-oriented, business applications that
deliver immediate results and lon g-term value. Using the
COIN platform we have implemented the marine pilots
using the ProcessMaker application (i.e. business process
management and workflow software) offered by the
platform. Through this ap plication we can invoke the
necessary COIN services that allow executing the required
business tasks. In this demo we will allow conference
participants to execute the pilots via a Web-Based portal.

The initial training of DTM employees by developers
was sufficient for successful executions of the use cases.
Failures were recorded in the first executions, since an
initial learning curve was essential to avoid errors and
omissions. The workflows design foreseen in improving
two factors: reduce execution time and achieve efficient
voyages management by a single operator. Currently, the
communication methods used are e- mails and telep hone.
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the structured workflow the data is formalized and defined
in an electronic PDA form. The agent completes the form
and submits it. Upon submission a transformation script is
executed. Thus, the UBL format (i.e. XML -based) of the
PDA is autom atically generated and u ploaded into the
COIN ISS to kick-off the negotiations.

This makes the process tim e consuming. An operator is
also responsible to operate more than one voyage per day.
Therefore, an operator needs to be aware of several recap
documents, forward each recap to the right captain and at
the same time be ab le to manage each trip by following
the recap instructions that corresponds to a v oyage.
Hence, the use of structured workflows will aid the
operator in managing several v oyages and execu ting
business processes more efficiently.
II. THE COIN EXPERIENCE
The test-bed environment was prepared and execu ted
at DTM offices, in Limassol, Cyprus. Figure 1 presents a
small part of the second modeled workflow; due to space
limitations. It includes the necessary tasks executed for the
formulation and th e distribution of the PDA document.
The preliminary data is recorded into the initial PDA, as a
direct result of the negotiations between DTM and the
selected port agent. T he PDA is then distributed to the
captain and th e DTM accounts department. Then, the
accounts department is responsible to handle the payment
of the appointed agent's fee. The captain and the agent are
then in contact and follow the PDA terms to manage and
execute the voyage. The vessel captain is also responsible
to report daily to DT M. This will lead to th e successful
execution of the voyage and delivery of goods from the
loading to the destination port without any predicaments.

Figure 2. Using ISS for contacting the negotiations

III.

LESSONS LEARNED & BEST PRACTICES

The COIN platform has provided benefits in terms of
decreasing the development time to im plement the pilots
and in terms of reducing the time required for executing
the business use cases. This efficiency improvement was a
result recorded by the DTM actors during the execution of
real-life business workflows as shown in Table 1. An
important factor is that pilots development was impeded
less by developers and was driven mostly by business
requirements. The initial learning curve required 3-4
executions assisted by developers, prior to th e business
partners being able to eng age on their own in the
successful execution of the workflows.
The pilots’ execution via a Web-Based portal aided
the partners to familiarize and navigate easily the assigned
tasks. The workflow management tool allowed having a
clear view of pending tasks. This was very critical for our
partners since it provided structure, control and facilitated
coordination of the use cases; specifically for the operator.
It also allowed DTM managers to view the progress of the
workflow to monitor the tasks and be aware of the voyage
status. This was missing since ad-hoc procedures did n ot
provide any structure. Thus, it was very difficult to have
easy control, coordination, supervision and monitoring of
the processes. In overall, the efficiency of the processes as
stated by our business partners was improved through the
offered collaboration and interoperability services.

Figure 1: Part of the workflow model of the business use case for the
production of the Recap document

A single task is presented, to showcase the changes
performed in the marine processes. In this task the agent
should create the PDA document that contains the voyage
details and terms (e.g. agent fee) under negotiation (Figure
2). Currently, numerous documents exist in accordance to
the agent’s company. These hard copies include the same
data but in different formats. Hence, the agent completes
the form and sends it by fax to th e DTM operator. In
parallel, they exchange emails or phone calls to inform on
the changes and negotiate the terms of agreement. With
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$EVWUDFW  7KH SUHVHQW VWXG\ SURSRVHV DQ H[WHQVLRQ RI WKH
WHFKQLTXH (DUQHG 9DOXH 0DQDJHPHQW ± (90 WKURXJK WKH
LQWHJUDWLRQ RI WKH KLVWRU\ RI SHUIRUPDQFH GDWD DV PHDQV RI
LPSURYLQJ WKH WHFKQLTXH V FRVW SUHGLFDELOLW\ 7KH SURSRVHG
WHFKQLTXHLVHYDOXDWHGDQGFRPSDUHGWRWKHWUDGLWLRQDOWHFKQLTXH
WKURXJK GLIIHUHQW K\SRWKHVLV WHVWV XWLOL]LQJ GDWD IURP WKH
VLPXODWLRQ SURMHFWV 7KH WHFQLTXH VKRZHG WR EH PRUH DFFXUDWH
WKDQWKHWUDGLWLRQDORQHIRUWKHFDOFXODWLRQRIWKH&3,
.H\ZRUGV(DUQHG9DOXH0DQDJHPHQW&RVW3HIRUPDQFH,QGH[
±&3,SURMHFWPDQDJHPHQWPHDVXUHPHQWDQGDQDOLV\V

,

,1752'8&7,21

7R DVVHVV ZKHWKHU RU QRW D SURMHFW ZLOO UHDFK LWV JRDOV RI
WLPH DQG FRVW VHYHUDO PHDVXUHV DUH FROOHFWHG GXULQJ LWV
H[HFXWLRQ DQG YDULRXV SHUIRUPDQFH LQGLFDWRUV DUH SURGXFHG
DQG SHULRGLFDOO\ DQDO\]HG :KHQ WKHUH DUH GHYLDWLRQV ODUJHU
WKDQ WKH WROHUDQFH LQ VRPH SHUIRUPDQFH LQGLFDWRUV FRUUHFWLYH
DFWLRQV DUH XQGHUWDNHQ LQ RUGHU WR LPSURYH WKHP $PRQJ WKH
PDLQ DYDLODEOH WHFKQLTXHV IRU WKH DQDO\VLV RI FRVW DQG WLPH 
(90LVFRQVLGHUHGWKHPRVWUHOLDEOH>@
6HYHUDO IRUPXODV GHULYHG IURP (90 PHDVXUHPHQWV DUH
DYDLODEOHDQGKDYHEHHQVWXGLHGLQWKHODVW\HDUV+RZHYHU
VWXGLHVLQWHQGHG WR LPSURYH WKHSUHGLFWDELOLW\RI WKH UHVXOWVRI
WLPHDQGFRVWKDYHUHPDLQHGVWDJQDQWRYHUWKHODVWGHFDGHDQG
VWLOOUHTXLUHIXUWKHUVWXGLHV>@
,,

7KHGLVFXVVLRQVIRFXVRQWKH&3, VVWDELOLW\7KHVWDWHPHQW
RI WKH &3, V VWDELOLW\ LV LPSRUWDQW DV LW LV XVHG WR PDNH FRVW
SURMHFWLRQV $FFRUGLQJ WR >@ WKH &3, LV FRQVLGHUHG VWDEOH LI
WKHUHLVDYDULDWLRQRISOXVRUPLQXVRIWKHYDOXHUHDFKHG
ZKHQWKHSURMHFWKDVEHHQH[HFXWHG
$VWXG\SHUIRUPHGLQ>@HYDOXDWHGWKHVWDELOLW\RIWKH&3,
RIYDULRXVSURMHFWVRIWKH86'R'DQGIRXQGWKDWWKHUHZDV
VWDELOLW\ RI WKH LQGLFDWRU DIWHU  RI SURMHFW H[HFXWLRQ 7KLV
VWXG\ JHQHUDOL]HG WKHUHVXOW VWDWLQJ WKDW DQ\SURMHFW FRXOGXVH
WKHWHFKQLTXHUHOLDEO\DIWHURIH[HFXWLRQ
+RZHYHU VHYHUDO RWKHU VWXGLHV KDYH TXHVWLRQHG WKH
JHQHUDOL]DWLRQRIWKHVHUHVXOWVLQGLIIHUHQWFRQWH[WVWKDWVKRZHG
GLIIHUHQWUHVXOWVLHWKH&3,VKRZHGLQVWDELOLW\GXULQJPXFKRI
WKHSURMHFW>@>@
,9 352326$/2)(90+,6725<
7KHSUHVHQWVWXG\SURSRVHVWKHLQWHJUDWLRQRIWKH(90ZLWK
WKH KLVWRU\ RI FRVW SHUIRUPDQFH GDWD ZKLFK FRQVLVWV LQ WKH
FROOHFWLRQ DQG XWLOL]DWLRQ RI D VHW RI GDWD RI HDFK RQH RI WKH
SURFHVVHV VXFK DV L  KLVWRU\ RI SURFHVV SHUIRUPDQFH DQG LL 
ZHLJKW RIFRVW RIHDFKSURFHVVXWLOL]HGLQWKHSURMHFWDVLQ
WKHHTXDWLRQEHORZ
&3,(VW  &3,$FXP1 :HLJKW$FXP&3,3 :HLJKW3
&3,+LVW3 :HLJKW3&3,31 :HLJKW31 

:KHUH

($51('9$/8(0$1$*(0(17(90

7KH PHWKRG RI (90 DOORZV WKH FDOFXODWLRQ RI YDULDQFHV
DQG SHUIRUPDQFH LQGLFHV RI FRVW DQG WLPH ZKLFK JHQHUDWH
IRUHFDVWVIRUWKHSURMHFWJLYHQLWVSHUIRUPDQFHVRIDUDOORZLQJ
WKH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI DFWLRQV DLPHG DW FRUUHFWLQJ DQ\
GHYLDWLRQV>@7KLVDOORZVWKHSURMHFW VPDQDJHUDQG\RXUWHDP
WRDGMXVWWKHLUVWUDWHJLHVPDNHWUDGHRIIVEDVHGRQWKHJRDOVRQ
WKH SURMHFW V WKH FXUUHQW SHUIRUPDQFH RQ WUHQGV DQG RQ WKH
HQYLURQPHQWLQZKLFKWKHSURMHFWLVEHLQJFRQGXFWHG>@
7KH PHWKRG RI (90 LV EDVHG RQ WKUHH EDVLF PHDVXUHV
3ODQQHG 9DOXH ± 39 (DUQHG 9DOXH ± (9 DQG $FWXDO &RVW 
$&  ZKLFK DUH GHULYHG WR JHQHUDWH RWKHU PHDVXUHV DQG
SHUIRUPDQFHLQGLFDWRUVLH&RVW3HUIRUPDQFH,QGH[±&3,
,,, 352%/(0'(6&5,37,21

x

&3,(VW LV WKH HVWLPDWHG &3, WKDW ZLOO EH XVHG IRU
SURMHFWLRQV

x

&3,$FXP1LVWKH&3,WKDWZLOOEHFDOFXODWHGQRUPDOO\
ZLWK WKH WUDGLWLRQDO HTXDWLRQ RI WKH (90 (9  $& 
XQWLOWKHSURMHFW VFXUUHQWGDWH

x

:HLJKW$FXP LV WKH SHUFHQWDJH RI WKH SURMHFW DOUHDG\
H[HFXWHGH[SUHVVHGLQ

x

2WKHU &3, V DQG :HLJKWV DUH WKH KLVWRU\ RI &3, V
DYHUDJH  RI HDFK SURFHVV XWLOL]HG LQ WKH SURMHFW DQG
KRZ PXFK WKH ZHLJKW RI WKHVH SURFHVVHV UHSUHVHQW LQ
WKHWRWDOFRVWRIWKHFXUUHQWSURMHFW
9

7KHDSSOLFDWLRQDQGUHOLDELOLW\RIWKH&3,IRUWKHUHDOL]DWLRQ
RISURMHFWLRQVKDYH EHHQ ZLGHO\GLVFXVVHG DV VKRZQ E\ WKH
ZRUNVRI>@>@DQG>@
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7KHVWXG\ VREMHFWLYHZDVWRDQVZHUWKHIROORZLQJTXHVWLRQ
,V WKH (90 WHFKQLTXH ZLWK WKH KLVWRU\ RI SHUIRUPDQFH PRUH
DFFXUDWHWKDQWKHWUDGLWLRQDO(90WHFKQLTXH"

7KXVWKHIROORZLQJK\SRWKHVHVZHUHVHWXSWRHYDOXDWHWKH
DFFXUDF\RIWKHWHFKQLTXHV
x
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)LJXUHVKRZVWKDWWKHJDLQLQDFFXUDF\XVLQJWKHSURSRVHG
WHFKQLTXH ZDV DW WLPHV  WLPHV EHWWHU WKDQ WKH WUDGLWLRQDO
WHFKQLTXHLQWKHFRQWH[WRIWKHVLPXODWLRQ
6WDWLVWLFDOWHVWVZHUHSHUIRUPHGEDVHGRQ7DEOHWRFRQILUP
ZKHWKHUWKHGLIIHUHQFHVLQDFFXUDF\IRXQGLQWKHDSSOLFDWLRQRI
WKHWHFKQLTXHVZHUHVLJQLILFDQWWKHUHE\DSSURYLQJRUUHMHFWLQJ
WKHSUHYLRXVO\SUHVHQWHGK\SRWKHVHV7KH$FWLRQWRROZDVXVHG
WR WHVW WKH K\SRWKHVHV RI 7 SDLUHG VDPSOHV DW WKH 
VLJQLILFDQFHOHYHO

7KXV LQ RUGHU WR PHDVXUH WKH WHFKQLTXH V DFFXUDF\ HDFK
WHFKQLTXH V &3, ZDV FRPSDUHG DW WKUHH GLVWLQFW WLPHV LQ WKH
SURMHFW DW WKH EHJLQQLQJ  RI H[HFXWLRQ  DW WKH PLGGOH
RIH[HFXWLRQ DQGDWWKHHQG RIH[HFXWLRQ ZLWKWKH
UHDO &3, FDOFXODWHG DW WKH HQG RI WKH SURMHFW WKURXJK D
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2QH RI WKH PDLQ GLIILFXOWLHV SUHVHQWHG E\ >@ DQG >@ LQ
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ABSTRACT
Over the last years, several proposals have advocated that a notion of interface between the base code and aspect code is
necessary for reasoning about aspect-oriented programming (AOP), and for overcoming pointcut fragility. However, existing
work that are AOP based, have not shown how one can specify these interfaces to facilitate m odular reasoning and specify
control effects, such when advice does not proceed.
In this dem onstration, we show how our crosscut program ming interfaces with design rules, or XPIDRs allow m odular
understanding and enforcement of control flow effects. The key idea behind our design methodology is to introduce a design
phase for each crosscutting concern. Hence, a designer establishes a crosscutting de sign rule interface to decouple the base
and the aspect design. Such a crosscutting design rule is based on the well-known crosscut programming interfaces (XPIs).
The main difference is that we present XPIs with the notion of behavioral rules. W e also show that since our approach with
XPIDRs do not require any new AOP construct; they can be adopted in a straightforward manner by the AOP community.

Demonstration Overview
This demonstration showcases the features and benefits of the XPIDRs through the figure editor system , which is the
classical example used in several AOP papers. The current infrastructure for developing XPIDRs is also dem onstrated. It
requires the AJDT developm ent toolkit used by the Eclipse ID E. Hence, features like weavi ng and syntax highlighting are
straightforward. In addition, there is an XPIDR library required to specify the design rul es of the base and aspect code. This
library includes all the JML annotations along with specific ones used to specify the control flow effects of the program.
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